[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] (Cumulative 1-312)
Welcome! This is the article list for the cumulative (1-312) mailings of The Invisible Forces (1194) and now The Invisible Forces Weekly (195-312). The dates given are typically
publication dates, although that practice breaks down where magazines published monthly or
weekly are concerned. In such cases I have preserved the temporal order when the article
appeared but provided the publication date. Hopefully, this will not be confusing.
The idea of the invisible forces stems from Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations (1776). Smith
wrote about the unintended consequences of "the invisible hand." However, this idea was
generalized by economist David Colander as "the invisible forces" (Microeconomics, 2nd ed.
(1995), pp. 17-19). It is this broader view of economics that I wish to illustrate in the articles
that follow.
According to Colander, with some adaptation:
the invisible hand refers to economic forces that influence human behavior
the invisible foot refers to legal and political forces that influence human behavior
the invisible handshake refers to social and historical forces that influence human
behavior
Simply put, the invisible hand, the invisible foot, and the invisible handshake comprise a system
of forces that influence human behavior, in particular, the human behavior that gets reported in
the media and is the object of this email. This behavior, of course, takes place in a physical
environment, and influences the physical environment, so environmental matters will make their
appearance, too.
Caveat. Some of the links referenced may no longer be accessible, as some of them require
subscriptions. In that case I suggest a search on the article title (including the quotation
marks). Usually this will result in ready access to the article in question.
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[The Invisible Forces] 1 (27 April 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(19 April 2011): "Thousands of Islands, Many Fish"
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703726904576191824053775288.html)
--------Environmental and health issues related to an expanding supply.
(21 April 2011): "Railroads Riding Strong Volume Gains"
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704570704576275211353188304.html)
--------Railroad response to an expanding economy.
(25 April-May 1 2011): "The Casino Next Door"
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_18/b4226076180073.htm)
--------Article on internet sweepstakes, which were made illegal in NC is 2010. Read the article
to the end, though, and get a surprise.
(26 April 2011): "Railroads Gain From Container Usage"
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703387904576279140096643676.html)
--------Containers may be used more frequently as transportation costs rise.
(27 April 2011): "Bernanke's Code: a Guide to Fed Chairman's First Q&A"
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704729304576287402925861890.html)
--------Today at 2:15 (EST) will be the FIRST press conference given by the Fed.
(27 April 2011): "The Garden Gloves Come Off"
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703983704576277131699351012.html)
--------Learn about how Lowe's and Home Depot make decisions on what flowers to stock. NC
and WNC connections in the article.
(27 April 2011): "Fight Brews for Craft Beer"
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703838004576275180509979802.html)
--------Learn about some of the legal dimensions of selling craft beer in Ontario.
(27 April 2011): "Asia Price Rises Imperil Growth"
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703778104576286603895770490.html)
--------Interesting point about political/social stability and the types of goods that experience
significant price increases.
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[The Invisible Forces] 2 (4 May 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader View
(28 April 2011): “Drivers Cut Back on $4 Gas”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703367004576289292254881456.html)
--------Surging demand for gasoline in China, India, Brazil, and Saudi Arabia mean that U.S. gas
prices are less sensitive to U.S. economic conditions.
(28 April 2011): “Chesapeake Spill Heightens Pressures”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703367004576289110302866724.html)
--------Ongoing regulatory and environmental challenges as shale fracturing as a source of
natural gas continues to expand in the Marcellus Shale.
(28 April 2011): “Wal-Mart Adds Guns Alongside Butter”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703367004576289230488920802.html)
--------In order to be a one-stop shopping solution, Wal-Mart renews its sale of guns and some of
its stores.
(29 April 2011): “China’s One-Child Plan Faces New Fire”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704463804576291010133986864.html)
--------Some Chinese academics want to abandon China’s one-child policy.
(29 April 2011): “Spectrum of Choices Confronts AT&T Review”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB20001424052748704463804576290990137826656.html)
--------Regulatory review of the merger of AT&T and T-Mobile may have implications for a
future merger of Verizon with Sprint Nextel.
--------The commercialization of the electromagnetic spectrum has an important place in the
economics literature due to the work of Nobel Laureate Ronald Coase. Learn a little more about
his work at (http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/bfffd9fa-e9e2-11de-ae4300144feab49a.html674#axzz1LImsd9zp). Coase’s work is foundational in the development of
law and economics, and its discussion of alternative perspectives on property rights has obvious
relevance for the “invisible handshake.”
(29 April 2011): “For Lean Factories, No Buffer”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703916004576271631993174792.html)
--------The Japanese earthquake and tsunami have exposed the risk associated with just-in-time
manufacturing and caused some firms to rethink their inventory practices.
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(30 April 2011): “Total Buys Stake in Solar Firm”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704473104576293310772606394.html)
--------French oil major Total invests in solar power.
(1 May 2011): “Growers, Brewers Have Hopes for Local Hops” (http://www.citizentimes.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2011305010043)
--------Asheville brewers want to buy local hops—can hops be successfully grown in WNC?
(2 May 2011): “A New Class of Consumers Rises in Africa”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703703304576296663397991894.html)
--------An expanding middle class in Africa is leading some U.S. corporations to focus more of
their efforts on Africa.
(2-8 May 2011): “A Grim Future for Japan’s Fisheries”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_19/b4227014627669.htm)
--------The Japanese fishing industry faces huge challenges in the face of the recent earthquake
and tsunami.
(3 May 2011): “New Monitor Kicks Up a Dust Storm”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703387904576278982568345852.html)
--------The development of personal coal dust monitors present opportunities and challenges for
coal mining.
(4 May 2011): “Touch Time to Enter Real-Estate Profession”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703703304576299370641709308.html)
--------Students increasingly look abroad for employment in real estate. Anyone for Rio?
(4 May 2011): “In China, Fight Over Tire Secrets”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704336504576259871575610598.html)
--------Firms with valuable intellectual property confront meaningful challenges in China.
(4 May 2011): “Court Slams Carlos Slim”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703922804576301471115373028.html)
--------The richest man in the world, Mexico’s Carlos Slim, must reduce the fees it charges
competitors to connect with its cell network.
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[The Invisible Forces] 3 (11 May 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(5 May 2011): “Will Costs Drive Firms Home?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704322804576303470987508998.html)
--------Increasing costs of production in China, India, and Mexico, as well as increasing state
incentives, have companies rethinking their location decisions. Firms that produce for a local
market are less likely to move.
(5 May 2011): “Skin-Deep Gains for Amazon Tribe”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704570704576274682898376462.html)
--------The relationship between the Yawanawa tribe and Aveda is “among the longest running
tests of the idea that big firms can profit and also help the planet through business relationships
with rain-forest villages, empowering them to protect their land.”
(6 May 2011): “Rare Earths Seen Growing Less Rare”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703992704576304712512256774.html)
--------Recent increases in the prices of rare earth elements used in more advanced technologies,
driven by changes in Chinese export quotas, may ease as other countries expand mining
operations and as substitutes for them are developed.
(7 May 2011): “Japan to Shut a Second Plant”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703992704576306692795339376.html)
--------The Hamaoka plant discussed is 117 miles southwest of Tokyo; the Fukushima Daiichi
plant is 140 miles northeast of Tokyo. The article illustrates the “regulatory risk” associated with
nuclear power as an energy source.
(7 May 2011): “World's Farmers Feel the Effects of a Hotter Planet”
(http://www.npr.org/2011/05/07/135952277/worlds-farmers-feel-the-effects-of-a-hotterplanet?sc=emaf)
--------Rising temperatures have adversely affected crop yields for corn and wheat, although
overall yields have continued to increase due to other factors.
(9 May 2011): “China’s Rising Wages Propel U.S. Prices”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703849204576302972415758878.html)
--------The interdependencies of labor and product prices in China and in the U.S. are compactly
explored. The tightening of Chinese labor markets provides perspective on an article in Invisible
Forces 2 that dealt with the desire by some Chinese academics for a loosening of the “one child
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per family” policy. The geographic dimension of Chinese manufacturing—coastal vs. interior—
is discussed, as well as transportation cost.
(9-15 May 2011): “States Use Tax Breaks in War for Jobs”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_20/b4228029534552.htm)
--------The tax code of individual states is being used to “incent” corporate moves (and stays).
Interestingly, “While several organizations track [tax] subsidies, there is no comprehensive
database.” North Carolina’s attraction of Apple’s billion dollar data center is mentioned.
(10 May 2011): “Latest Treasure is Location Data”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703730804576313522337383898.html)
--------The Senate Judiciary Committee is about to begin hearings to protect consumer privacy on
mobile devices. This comes at a time when location data, often (but not exclusively) cell phonebased, is being increasingly used for a variety of commercial reasons.
(10 May 2011): “Wal-Mart’s Africa Foothold Shaky as Job Worries Mount”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703864204576312723397850988.html)
--------Wal-Mart’s proposed acquisition of South Africa’s Massmart Holdings is being
challenged in a report by the Competition Tribunal of South Africa due potential job losses due
to purchasing of products from outside of South Africa.
(11 May 2011): “GM Bets Big on Rural China Markets”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704740204576272291963926476.html)
--------GM moves into inland (rural) China to expand its sales; sales at GM’s two Chinese
ventures almost rival home-market, i.e., North American, sales. The Wuling microvan has
features designed for that specific market and have made some dramatic changes in the lives of
purchasers. The accompanying video—less than two minutes—is interesting from a number of
perspectives.
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[The Invisible Forces] 4 (18 May 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(12 May 2011): “Arcelor Sees Rise in Steel Output”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703864204576316352397447940.html)
--------ArcelorMittal (AM) is the largest steel company in the world
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_steel_producers), and recently reported a 67% increase in
first-quarter profit as the global economy continues to expand. As it looks to expand its output,
it is backwardly integrating production, seeking to gain greater control over raw materials,
including iron ore and coal; AM, which owns mines across the globe, is not alone. Changes in
the way AM reports its results are providing a more detailed look at its operations. AM’s
website (http://www.arcelormittal.com/) is worth a look.
(12 May 2011): “China Blunts Germany’s Edge”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704681904576313001275074230.html)
--------Germany and China employ different strategies in high-end machinery: Germany
embraces high-quality and innovation, China low cost. The Chinese government financially
supports the strategy in a variety of ways, including the purchase of entire companies to access
intellectual property. Some German firms see Chinese partners as a way to access Chinese
markets.
(13 May 2011): “Scientist See Breakthrough in the Global Aids Battle”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703730804576319043572865406.html)
--------“treating HIV patients with AIDS drugs makes them strikingly less infectious.” The $73
million study that produced this finding is being headed up by Myron Cohen, of the Institute for
Global Health and Infectious Diseases at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Study
results were a factor in a change in the AIDS strategy in China and should be meaningful for the
roughly 22 million people in Africa who have HIV.
--------The study provides support for the principle of “treatment as prevention.” Should this
principle become widely embraced, it should have very broad implications for the cost of health
care as well as the revenues to be derived from health care.
(13 May 2011): “Company Lawyers Sniff Out Revenue”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703730804576317372840127788.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------Legal departments of firms are increasingly being seen as “profit centers,” rather than as a
means of defending against litigation. This seems to be especially prevalent in the area of
intellectual property. What sort of revenue will this lawsuit bring in?
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(13 May 2011): “How to Create a Job” (http://www.thisamericanlife.org/radioarchives/episode/435/how-to-create-a-job)
--------This is an episode of the radio series This American Life, with Ira Glass, with the help of
Planet Money. I was struck by Act Three “Job Fairies” (fifteen minutes long), which is based
upon a meeting of the International Economic Developers Council in San Diego. It provides a
glimpse of the world of business recruiters. Longtime residents of Asheville will recognize some
of the strategies employed.
(14 May 2011): “Pennsylvania Weighs Levy on Natural-Gas Wells”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704681904576319353373245730.html)
--------The continuing story of the development of the Marcellus Shale as a source of energy.
Pennsylvania, perhaps the largest part of the MS, is “the only major natural-gas producing state
that doesn’t assess a tax or fee on production.” State government is seriously considering a per
well fee for drilling and this proposal seems to be drawing support from the public, legislators of
both political parties (as they seek to deal with the state’s deficit), and the industry. This is
reminiscent of the sometime tradeoff between public safety and public revenue.
(16 May 2011): “'Chasing Aphrodite' and Other Dirty Art World Deals”
(http://www.npr.org/2011/05/16/136252401/chasing-aphrodite-and-other-dirty-art-world-deals)
--------Based upon the recently released book Chasing Aphrodite, a look at the market for
antiquities, some stolen, is provided, with a special focus on the Getty Museum. Successful
curators are those who have “object lust.” The broadcast is eight minutes long.
(16 May 2011): “Quake Throws AutoNation into a Spin”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704281504576324972233601388.html)
--------The Japanese earthquake of March 11th has greatly reduced the number of cars that dealer
AutoNation has been able to obtain from Japan. As a result—no surprise—AN has instructed its
dealers to sell those autos at higher prices. What is interesting here is the surprising frankness
and openness of the strategy. Since AN sells vehicles of many different producers, including
GM and Ford, advertising budgets are being shifted, too.
****************
[One Stray Thought] 1 (16 May 2011): As one who has a 35-minute commute, I began the
practice a few years ago of listening to educational CDs rather than music or the news. During
that time I’ve learned a lot about a variety of things and every once in awhile something strikes
me. This morning something did.
Right now I am listening to one of The Great Courses, a product of The Teaching Company, on
“The Conservative Tradition.” Patrick N. Allitt is professing and today—lecture 15—he spoke
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for the second time about the strategy that has been used by the Prime Ministers of England, in
conjunction with the King, to bring about reform. Often it has been the case that the House of
Lords has been an obstacle to change, so when the PM has sought change opposed by the House
of Lords, the threat has sometimes been made of “flooding the peerage” with those sympathetic
to reform. In such instances, it is clear that were the King to significantly expand the number of
peers, the status of those in the House of Lords would be diminished. To avoid that loss, the
House of Lords has embraced reform that it would have otherwise opposed. Of course, the King
has to be on board for this to work.
****************
(17 May 2011): "Spuds, on the Verge of Being Expelled, Start a Food Fight in the Cafeteria"
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB20001424052748704810504576305250845743700.html)
--------“The U.S. Department of Agriculture is proposing to eliminate the "white potato"—
defined as any variety but the sweet potato—from federally subsidized school breakfasts and to
limit them sharply at lunch.” Although this article is mostly for fun, it is serious business for
many. Not surprisingly, those in the potato industry are concerned, as are cafeteria workers, and
the students who eat them. Are potatoes a “gateway vegetable?”
(17 May 2011): “Natural-Gas Trucks Face Long Haul”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704740604576301550341227910.html)
--------A look at the feasibility of natural gas as a fuel for trucks. Natural gas fuel costs less but
there are significant additional costs associated with natural gas-ready trucks. In addition, there
is the issue of availability in comparison to the diesel fuel option. Federal government subsidies
and tax credits could make a difference but the enabling legislation has a variety of foes. A nice
connection to the (14 May 2011) articles on “Pennsylvania Weighs Levy on Natural-Gas Wells.”
(18 May 2011): “Amtrak Chugs Deeper into the Red”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704281504576329641360701866.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------Amtrak’s ridership has increased for 18 consecutive months. Amtrak is profitable in the
northeast corridor, where rail commuting is common, but long-distance intercity traffic is not
profitable. As a creature of Congress, Amtrak’s lines and operations are significantly influenced
by the views of congressional members.
(18 May 2001): “China Limits Manufacturers’ Power Use”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704281504576328900613529080.html)
--------The La Niña weather pattern has affected water levels in China, especially in relation to
the Yangtze River, which is the location of the Three Gorges Dam. This has led China to reduce
manufacturers’ power use, causing some factories to close “three out of seven” days a week in
May. At present, 11% of China’s power is hydroelectric and 84% comes from coal; wind and
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nuclear make about 2%. The drought that has caused low water levels has also affected crop
yields.
(23 May 2011): “J.P. Morgan’s Hunt for Afghan Gold”
(http://management.fortune.cnn.com/2011/05/11/jp-morgan-hunt-afghan-gold/)
--------This article is contextualized by a note from the desk of Fortune editor Andy Serwer, who
notes in the print version of the magazine: “For better or for worse, war and commerce have
always been joined at the hip.” So, it is with more than a little interest that an article exploring
the connections among bank J.P. Morgan, the U.S. military, and mining concerns appears. There
are many challenges, but “if the risks are absurd, the potential rewards are off the charts.”
Mineral-rich Afghanistan’s proximity to China and India is striking.
--------The May 23 copy of Fortune is the annual 500 edition, which contains “America’s [500]
Largest Corporations.” You can find the list (and much more) at:
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2011/
The largest corporations in North Carolina can be found at:
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2011/states/NC.html
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[The Invisible Forces] 5 (25 May 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(19 May 2011): “Univision to Make More Shows Itself”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703509104576331550376103550.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
-------- Spanish language-broadcaster Univision is going to expand its production of TV
programs as the U.S. market expands with the growing Hispanic population. Presently Univision
is the fifth most-watched network, with FOX in the lead.
--------A book of related interest is Hannah Gill, The Latino Migration Experience in North
Carolina (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010).
(19 May 2011): "Mideast Staggered by Cost of Wheat"
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703421204576331693737329236.html)
--------Surging wheat prices due to poor growing conditions threaten to increase political
instability in the Middle East, which consumes much wheat but produces little. Tunisia leads the
world in annual per capita wheat consumption (478 pounds), and Algeria and Egypt are not far
behind; the U.S. consumes 178 pounds of wheat per year per capita.
(19 May 2011): “Oystermen Scrape Bottom”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704281504576331510691099644.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------Spring flooding has added insult to the injury Louisiana oyster harvesters who lost so
much from the Gulf of Mexico oil spill. For some, harvesting oysters is a way of life spanning
multiple generations. Interesting graphic about the annual Louisiana oyster harvest.
(19 May 2011): “Getting Smart on Aid”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/19/opinion/19kristof.html?_r=1&nl=todaysheadlines&emc=t
ha212)
--------Interesting thoughts about the effectiveness of economic aid programs, leading to citations
of two books on the randomized trial approach to the study of poverty, especially from an
economic perspective. Could it be that our preconceptions of how to approach poverty aid have
limited the impact of the programs? (Jean Larson drew my attention to this article.)
(19 May 2011): “Lobbyists Organize to Preserve Tax Breaks”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_22/b4230029760752.htm)
--------With U.S. lawmakers proposing spending cuts of $4-6 trillion dollars over the next
decade, hordes of lobbyists are descending on Congress to preserve their tax breaks.
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(19 May 2011): “Salman Khan: The Messiah of Math”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_22/b4230072816925.htm)
--------Salman Khan is the founder of the nonprofit “Khan Academy.” A former hedge fund
trader, Khan is creating what might be called a revolution in math education with his short
videos on specific math topics. Based in math, the Academy is branching out into other subject
areas. Here is the link to the Academy: http://www.khanacademy.org/.
--------Khan has resisted business overtures to bring the Academy into the profit realm,
maintaining that many of those working with him are passionate about its nonprofit approach.
He has been a successful fundraiser. Among his fans is Bill Gates. Educational publishers
Pearson and McGraw-Hill are taking notice.
(20 May 2011): “China Tightens Rare-Earth Rules”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704816604576333050323654960.html)
--------China has moved to tighten control over rare-earth minerals used in a variety of high-tech
products through changes in export legislation, taxes, and the resale of quotas. “China . . .
[presently] supplies around 95% of the world’s rare-earth metals . . .”
(23 May 2011): “Charge It!”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703655404576293214225433344.html)
--------A look at some of the possibilities for charging electric autos and the payment practices
associated with them. Would you be willing to sign up for a charging service that is similar to
the payments made for cell phones? Included is a map of charging stations in the U.S.; the
closest station to Asheville is in Spartanburg, SC.
(23 May 2011): “As Natural Gas Prices Fall, the Search Turns to Oil”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704816604576333550564888220.html)
--------As oil prices surge and natural gas prices fall, energy companies reallocate their drilling
rigs to searching for oil. An unusually clear statement of the resource allocation decisions of an
energy producer.
(23 May 2011): “Deadly Fungus Threatens Latin American Cocoa Crop”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704816604576335490781688236.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------The cocoa bean is native to Latin America but shifted to West Africa in the early 1900s
due to “frosty pod rot,” which is resurgent in Mexico and racing concerns about future output.
Although the rot hasn’t arrived in Brazil, the largest Latin American producer, growers are
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looking for preventive measures. Governments and food companies are investing heaving in
researching cocoa’s genetics and breeding.
(23 May 2011): “France Puts Internet on G-8’s Agenda”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303654804576339403447469250.html#article
Tabs%3Darticle)
--------Does the internet need global governance? During May 23-25, G8 leaders, as well as tech
giants, will gather in Paris to discuss internet governance.
(24 May 2011): “Facing Up to the End of ‘Easy Oil’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704436004576299421455133398.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------Although “light” oil reserves have diminished greatly, “heavy” oil reserves are enormous
(but it will take new technologies and large expenditures to bring the oil to the surface). One of
the primary existing technologies for liberating heavy oil is steam injection of oil-bearing strata.
A $340 million pilot project on the boarder of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, largely financed by
Chevron, is underway. The lack of water to create steam presents a real obstacle. Surprisingly,
so does the energy needed to create the steam.
(24 May 2011): “’Fracking’ Disclosure is Urged”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303654804576341732861572382.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------Stockholders are becoming more insistent that the business and environmental risks
associated with fracking for natural gas be disclosed. Although stockholder disclosure initiatives
continue to be defeated at stockholder meetings, they seem to be gaining ground.
(25 May 2011): “Big Dogs of the Oil Patch Tangle over Gas Subsidies”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303654804576343690189528836.html)
--------Billionaires T. Boone Pickens and Charles Koch occupy opposite positions with regard to
“tax breaks to trucking companies for 18-wheelers that run on natural gas instead of oil.” The
financial interests of both are clear but it is the other issues—a view of the proper role of
government and the advocacy of greater energy independence—that make matters more
complex.
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[The Invisible Forces] 6 (1 June 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader View
(26 May 2011): “Welcome to the Anthropocene” (http://www.economist.com/node/18744401)
(26 May 2011): “A man-made world” (http://www.economist.com/node/18741749)
--------Has the scale of human impact on the earth become such that it should be recognized as its
own geological epoch? Two articles, one introductory and one with specifics, take a look at
what the practitioners of earth-systems science are coming to understand or at least to advance.
This provides an interesting companion to discussions on climate change. [The photography of
Edwyn Burtynsky captures the impact of humanity on the physical environment, as show in
many books—see Amazon.com—as well as the video “Manufactured Landscapes.”]
(26 May 2011): “Swiss Move to End Nuclear Era”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304520804576345300167187410.html)
--------Nuclear power presently generates 40% of Switzerland’s energy, with the remainder being
generated mostly by hydropower. The Swiss government has recommended that the country
begin phasing out its nuclear reactors and seeking energy alternatives. It is believed that current
operating licenses will expire by 2040. According to the article, Germany has already decided
“to drop nuclear energy as an electricity sources.”
(26 May 2011): “The IMF’s Emerging Conflict”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304520804576345430786567442.html)
--------French Finance Minister Christine Lagarde has confirmed her candidacy to head the
International Monetary Fund in the wake of the resignation of Dominique Strauss-Kahn.
Lagarde would be the first woman to head the IMF but the so-called Brics—Brazil, Russian,
India, China, and South Africa—have called for more globally diverse candidates. This draws
attention to the increasing economic and political power of the (larger) developing nations.
(26 May 2011): “Autos to Get New Fuel Labels”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304066504576345523734259178.html)
--------New cars and trucks will get different gas stickers starting in 2013. Vehicles will get a
score between 1 and 10 depending upon gas usage and annual fuel cost; only hybrids and electric
vehicles can score a 10. Auto makers have supported the new stickers but reacted negatively to
an A through D grading scheme (a good example of historical and social forces that influence
human behavior).
(26 May 2011): “U.S. Falls Behind in Stock Listings”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703421204576329400112880300.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
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--------New stock listings in the United States have declined absolutely and relatively over the
last fifteen years as global stock listings have soared. Firms launching their Initial Public
Offerings (IPOs) have a variety of exchanges around the world upon which to list. Different
listing fees, different regulatory regimes, and different levels of financial opportunity have made
non-U.S. exchanges relatively more attractive. In addition, small firms looking for additional
capital, especially in tech markets, often find that the best way to get access to additional
resources is to be bought out by a larger firm. The recent acquisition of Skype by Microsoft is an
example. Finally, at low interest rates, borrowing new funds has become more attractive.
Overall, a fascinating look at a phenomenon that bears further study. Check out the Interactive
Graphics tab for more detail.
(26 May 2011): “Drain or gain?”
(http://www.economist.com/node/18741763?story_id=18741763)
--------Conventional wisdom holds that developing countries lose when their “best and brightest”
emigrate to countries like the U.S. Recent work suggests that matters are more complex when
migrant remittances to their home countries are considered.
(27 May 2011): “Ballmer Bares China Travails”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303654804576347190248544826.html)
--------Microsoft Chief Executive Steve Ballmer revealed that Microsoft’s revenues in China this
year would be 5% of what they are in the U.S., even though personal computer sales in both
countries are almost equal, suggesting the scale of software piracy in China. Increased
protection of intellectual property in China would surely increase Microsoft’s revenues and
profits. Ballmer’s disclosure comes at a time when Microsoft is losing of its dominance in
technology; Apple Inc. recently surpassed Microsoft in market value. Ballmer’s leadership has
come increasingly into question.\
(28 May 2011): “Lots of Green Is at Stake in This San Francisco Spat”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303654804576343763766328484.html)
--------Multibillionaire Larry Ellison’s view of the San Francisco Bay is (negatively) affected by
his neighbors’ trees. After a variety of attempts, Ellison is taking his neighbors to court, drawing
upon the services of an attorney who specializes in “tree and neighbor law.”
(28 May 2011): “What Will It Take for Companies to Unlock Their Cash Hoards?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303654804576349282770703112.html)
--------“The companies in the Standard & Poors 500-stock index are sitting on more than $960
billion in cash, a record.” The companies with the largest cash balances are: Microsoft, Cisco,
Google, Apple, and Johnson & Johnson. Why are these companies holding on to so much cash?
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Should they be paying out more in dividends? Some answers are provided by the ideas of
Benjamin Graham, an investor-author who taught Warren Buffet. Long ago, Graham pointed out
that the “interests of corporate management and outside investors are at odds. This is especially
true for giant companies whose growth has been slowing.” [Learn more about Graham at:
http://www.fool.co.uk/news/investing/investing-strategy/2009/04/17/investment-greats-bengraham.aspx]
(28 May 2011): “Oil Hidden in Shale Sets Off a Boom in Texas”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/28/business/energy-environment/28shale.html)
--------Fracking for natural gas in Pennsylvania. Fracking for heavy oil in Saudi Arabia and
Kuwait. And now fracking for conventional oil in Texas. The fracking technology, i.e., drilling
plus water plus chemicals, is being used in increasingly varied ways. The Eagle Ford oil fields
in southern Texas is the site where more “than a dozen companies plan to drill 3,000 wells . . . in
the next 12 months.” Water may well prove to be the limiting resource with regard to this and
other developments. Land owners have reaped windfalls by selling their mineral rights.
(30 May 2011): “Groundwater Depletion Is Detected From Space”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/31/science/31water.html)
--------Satellites used to detect variations in the Earth’s gravity are redefining the field of
hydrology. In particular, scientists are now able to measure groundwater depletion, finding
problems in places “as disparate as North Africa, northern India, northeastern China and the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley in California, heartland of that state’s $30 billion agricultural
industry.” The news about groundwater levels and the issues they raise is frequently unwelcome.
Consider, though not mentioned in the article, hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”).
(31 May 2011): “India Moves to Revamp Telecom”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304563104576355080536385732.html)
--------India is the world’s second-largest wireless market, after China. In the early stages of
rolling out third-generation services, however, it finds itself hampered by limited spectrum and
falling average revenue, the latter being attributed to regulations limiting mergers of
telecommunication firms. Kapil Sibal, the Harvard-trained lawyer who is India’s minister of
communications and information technology, is looking to put new policies in place that will
loosen restrictions on mergers and free additional spectrum for wireless.
(31 May 2011): “Germany to Forsake Its Nuclear Reactors”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303657404576354752218810560.html)
--------Germany announced that it would close all of its 17 nuclear reactors by 2022. This shift
in energy policy, driven by Chancellor Angela Merkel in the wake of the Japan
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earthquake/tsunami, will require substantial shifts in energy sources. Graphics accompanying
the article shows that China leads the world with nuclear plants under construction (27),
followed by Russia (11), then India (5). The United States has one plant under construction.
(1 June 2011): “German Nuclear Operator Threatens Suit Over Ban”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303745304576357362321389394.html)
--------German energy companies are considering legal action from financial damages that are
expected to result from Germany’s decision to abandon nuclear power by 2022. A new tax on
nuclear fuel rods, introduced earlier this year, has contributed to their frustration. Can Germany
replace nuclear power by other energy sources without uncomfortably large prices in electricity?
(1 June 2011): “Exxon Fuels a Chemicals Drive”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303654804576347672499196238.html)
--------Exxon Mobil is generally known as an energy company but it is also the second-largest
chemical company in the world, by profit, trailing BASF of Germany. It is nearing completion
of a project in Singapore that is one of the largest in its corporate (141 year) history. Its output
will be chemicals “used to make plastics and other staples of modern life” aimed at serving the
Asian market. The production facility will be highly flexible and able to “run off a wide range of
. . . feedstocks such as ethane and heavy oils . . .”
(1 June 2011): “Wal-Mart Gets Nod in Africa”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303657404576357132239525222.html)
--------The proposed merger of South Africa’s Massmart with Wal-Mart Stores has been
approved by the South African government, providing Wal-Mart with a “foothold in the
continent’s huge consumer market.” Some believe that the approval indicates that “the
government’s stance on foreign investment may be shifting.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 7 (8 June 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader View
(2 June 2011): “[K-12] Education According to Mike Milken”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_24/b4232076996440.htm)
--------Is there an online solution for every level of education: primary, secondary, and tertiary?
K12, “the largest U.S. operator of taxpayer-funded online schools” is betting on it. K12 has
“81,000 students in 27 states and the District of Columbia. If it were a school district, it would
be one of the largest in America.” K12 earned a profit of 21.5 million last year and is expected
to generate revenues of $500 million this year; its stock has doubled in value since it went public
in 2007. “The financial success of K12 has shown that Milken—the 1980s junk-bond king,
convicted felon (securities fraud), and health-care philanthropist—has figured out how to profit
from public schools.” A key to its profitability is revenue based upon the number of students
enrolled while not being subject to many of the costs incurred by public schools. Clearly,
revenue and cost structures of online schools, as well as those for public schools, are greatly
influenced by legal statute.
(2 June 2011): “Mining Boom Fuels New Mongol Hoard”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703421204576331144234070656.html)
--------Mongolia has extensive coal resources that are likely to be in demand by its neighbor—
China. The Mongolian government has created a company, Erdenes-Tavan Tolgoi Ltd.,
popularly known as TT, to develop and sell those resources and has given every Mongolian 538
shares of it. What some refer to as Mongolian privatization 2.0, following its previous move
from “Soviet-style communism” has led to concerns that opportunists will soon fan out across
the country to buy up the shares. The prior “asset rush created some of Mongolia’s largest
personal fortunes, along with widespread public resentment.”
(2 June 2011): “Hurricane Could Jolt Oil Markets, But Unlikely To Rock Natural Gas”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303657404576359760067188484.html)
--------The Atlantic hurricane season started on May 31 and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration are predicting above-average activity. Crude oil prices are likely to
be more subject to price variations than natural gas because they are more subject to the vagaries
of the weather.
(2 June 2011): “Get Ready: Here Comes the Yuan”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304066504576340753526394100.html)
--------The Chinese government is moving reduce its control over its currency, the yuan (¥). This
movement may have consequences for capital flows, exchange rates, and employment. Will the
yuan displace the dollar as a reserve currency for central banks? Currently China has $3.04
trillion that it typically recycles as “cut-price loans to the U.S.”
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(3 June 2011): “The Art Assembly Line”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303745304576357681741418282.html)
--------A look at the conceptualization and production of art in the modern era. Attitudes about
what art is and artistic identity, as well as the marketplace, influence the organization of artistic
production. Artist Jeff Koons (http://www.jeffkoons.com/) has 150 people on his payroll.
(3 June 2011): “Rare Germ Drives Outbreak”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303745304576360780812512492.html)
--------A rare strain of E. coli has killed 18 and sickened hundreds mostly in Germany, affecting
young adults, mostly women. As a result the price of cucumbers has plummeted.
--------Spain leads the world in cucumber exports and Germany is the largest importer, by value,
of vegetables ($6.6 billion); the U.S. imports $6.5 billion of vegetable per year, mostly from
Mexico. Spanish farmers, angered by being blamed for outbreak “ dumped more than 600
pounds of produce on the doorstep of Germany's consulate in Valencia.”
(3 June 2011): “Uncle Sam’s Latest Menu”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303657404576361373191462678.html)
--------The United States Department of Agriculture has replaced the inscrutable food pyramid
with a plate and some dairy on the side. The plate has “won praise from nutrition advocates and
food industry groups.” Margo Wooten of the Center for Science in the Public Interest, a
nonprofit group that sometimes tussles with the food industry, said: "It likely will shock most
people into recognizing that they need to eat a heck of a lot more vegetables and fruits."
(4 June 2011): “The Price of What’s Priceless”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304066504576347703687111960.html)
--------This is a review of The Red Market: On the Trail of the World’s Organ Brokers, Bone
Thieves, Blood Farmers and Child Traffickers (2011). This is a hard review to read and, no
doubt, a harder book to read. Certainly it had to be a still harder book to write given the research
necessary. More than recitation of the evils of organ markets, it provides two suggestions for
reforming them: (1) changing the billing for transplant services and (2) changing the practice of
anonymous organ donations. The book reviewer, Carl Elliott, is the author of the forthcoming
(September 2011) book, White Coat, Black Hat: Adventures on the Dark Side of Medicine.
--------An earlier, indeed classic, examination of the market for blood was written by Richard
Morris Titmuss, The Gift Relationship: From Human Blood to Social Policy, which is available
in an expanded and updated edition. His work suggests that there is a perceived quality
difference between contributed blood and sold blood, an idea that is broadly relevant to the ideas
touched upon in The Red Market.
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(6 June 2011): “U.S. companies Race To Catch Up in Africa”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703841904576257233342891732.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------China has been relatively successful in expanding its sales in Africa, in part because many
“of Africa’s one-party national governments find it easier to deal with the Chinese government.”
Due to the “African Growth and Opportunity Act of 2000, [the U.S.] grants preferential trade
terms only to African countries deemed to be ’reforming’ in such areas as market-based
economics, the rule of law and protection of human rights. China makes no such demands.” In
addition, the statement by one executive that “Africa has been just a rounding error for us”
shows how little attention has been paid to sales opportunities. Though opportunities may exist,
the absence of a reliable infrastructure as well as dealing with 54 sovereign countries presents
great challenges. Western European countries have experienced enormous relative declines.
(6 June 2011): “Industry Puts Heat on Schools To Teach Skills Employers Need”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304563104576355230583773702.html)
--------The U.S. Chamber of Commerce says that higher education has failed to “tap the potential
of digital technology” to transform learning, lower costs or improve institutional productivity.
The National Association of Manufacturers is “leading a drive, partly funded by the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, to establish standardized curricula at community colleges across the
U.S. to qualify for certification in industrial skills ranging from welding to cutting metal and
plastics.” Jack Jennings, CEO of the Center on Education policy, notes that “U.S. education
policy is mostly decided locally, compared to countries that can impose national changes
quickly.”
(6 June 2011): “Range Fires Ignite Dispute”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304906004576367420546674558.html)
--------Annual burns of rangeland upon which cattle graze before slaughter have contributed to
violations of air quality standards in Kansas City and other heartland cities. The Environmental
Protection Agency may crack down on ranchers if they do not change their practices.
(7 June 2011): “Chinese Companies Embark On Shopping Spree in Europe”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704355304576214683640225122.html)
--------With “$2.7 trillion in aggregate domestic savings by the end of 2009” and much more
expected in the years to come, a surge of acquisitions by Chinese companies is foreseen. “A
five-year plan Beijing approved in March calls for establishing ‘international sales networks and
brand names.’” European firms have been more of a focus than U.S. firms, because “Unlike
America, where the Committee on Foreign Investment in the U.S. can block deals involving
foreign direct investment on national-security grounds, EU regulators have no say on money
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coming in to buy businesses.” Consultants like Yufang Guo and Laurent Ruessmann, help
potential Chinese investors to better understand the sensitivities and assumptions of Europeans.
(8 June 2011): “Mexico Tourism Feels Chill Of Ongoing Drug Violence”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304432304576367710290674534.html)
--------The ongoing violence among Mexican drug cartels, claiming nearly 40,000 lives since
2006, has discouraged some tourists from Mexican travel. Although three cruise lines have
canceled service to the port of Mazatlán, Starwood and Hilton Worldwide are expanding their
hotel presence.
(8 June 2011): “Threats to Town Halls Stir Voter Backlash”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304066504576341332888910372.html)
--------Discussions about governmental consolidation are present across the United States (not
just North Carolina). For example, “Michigan has 1,773 municipalities, 609 school districts,
1,071 fire departments and 608 police departments.” Anticipated cost savings, which often drive
consolidation, are often illusory due to relatively small administrative overlap and changes in the
bargaining position of bigger employee pools. Still, some say that cost is not fundamental, as
“Fragmentation retards economic growth.” Changes in the delivery and type of services, as well
as the potential loss of “voice” also figure prominently in consolidation debates.
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[The Invisible Forces] 8 (15 June 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(9 June 2011): “Choking on the Three Gorges”
(http://www.economist.com/node/18806177?story_id=18806177&fsrc=rss)
--------Criticism of the three gorges dam in China, which was rubber stamped in the aftermath of
the Tiananmen Square massacre three years earlier, has not ceased. The government has recently
noted that, although the dam is “hugely beneficial overall” there were problems with the
resettlement of 1.4 million people and the environment. A Canadian report released on June 1st
said Chinese experts hold the dam responsible for “significantly increased” seismic activity. The
English language Shanghai Daily describes the project as “monstrous.”
********You can read the Shanghai Daily at: http://www.shanghaidaily.com/.
(9 June 2011): “Rio Trucks Make Efficient Haul”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304259304576372892652648426.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------International mining firm Rio Tinto PLC will expanding its fleet of huge, driverless trucks
to its automated mining operations in the Pilbara Region of northwestern Australia.
Spokeswoman Karen Halbert says “There’s nothing weirder than seeing one of these giant trucks
with no driver in it . . . They even honk their horn before they back up.” Producing for the
growing iron-ore demand of China and other industrializing economies, the Pilbara mines, as
well as 8,700 miles of rail and three ports, are largely controlled from Perth, which is 930 miles
away, by a team of about 400 supervisors who work in a NASA-like control center.
********You can learn more about Rio Tinto, including the press release that probably inspired
this article, at: http://www.riotinto.com/.
(10 June 2011): “Alcoa Unveils New Plane Alloys”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304392704576375541294029386.html)
--------Aluminum producer Alcoa is seeking to win back some of the business it lost to the
makers of lightweight carbon-fiber composites by developing “a lighter, crack- and corrosionresistant aluminum that makes planes more fuel-efficient while requiring less maintenance.” The
percentage of composite materials in plane production has increased dramatically over the last 30
years.
********You can more about Alcoa at: http://alcoa.com/global/en/home.asp.
(11 June 2011): “Sweating Ad Copy Like ‘Mad Men’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304432304576371463122019244.html)
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--------A brief look at the practices and challenges of advertising copywriting by someone who
has been (and is) there. Ad agency chairman writes: “We boil language down to its core
emotional constituents, to the point at which words disappear and only a feeling remains.”
(11 June 2011): “What Kind of Game is China Playing?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304259304576374013537436924.html)
--------David Lai, who teaches at the Army War College, has drawn attention to the ancient game
of wei qi—“Go” in the West—as a tool to understand the strategic thinking of Chinese leaders.
Presumably this would apply to economic strategy, as well as military and political strategy.
James Holmes, an expert on Chinese strategy at the Naval War College notes, “Go is a very
useful device for analyzing Chinese strategy, but let’s not overdo it.”
********You can obtain a pdf of David Lai’s article, “Learning from the Stones: A Go
Approach to Mastering China's Strategic Concept, Shi” at
(http://www.strategicstudiesinstitute.army.mil/pubs/display.cfm?PubID=378). This is a great
example of the invisible handshake, i.e., social and historical forces that influence human
behavior. To learn more about the mental models—conceptual frameworks—that are at work in
China and elsewhere, listen to or watch the recently released “The Great Minds of the Eastern
Intellectual Tradition,” by UNC Asheville historian Grant Hardy
(http://www.thegreatcourses.com/tgc/courses/course_detail.aspx?cid=4620).
(11 June 2011): “Hipster Battles Funds”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304778304576377880810167382.html)
--------33-year-old Washington Mutual (WaMu) investor Nate Thoma “stood up in a Delaware
bankruptcy court last December . . . and delivered a 24-minute argument that changed the course
of one of the largest bankruptcies in U.S. history.” Without legal experience, Thoma helped
persuade the judge to investigate hedge fund activities and reject WaMu’s bankruptcy exit plan.
Legal complexities involved the existence of “trust preferred securities” which rank above
common and preferred shares when money is distributed from the bank’s estate, as well as
trading volume peculiarities. Links to the text and a recording of Thoma’s presentation
accompany the article.
(12 June 2011): “In India, Slum Roofing is Cheap—and Deadly”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_25/b4233026708856.htm)
--------India is the largest importer of asbestos, purchasing primarily from Russia, Canada, and
Brazil, a considerable amount of which goes to the production of low-cost asbestos roof sheeting.
Those who work with asbestos—more than 100,000 Indians according to one source—are
subject to a maximum particulate standard 10 times what it is in the United States. Asbestosrelated health problems are predictable but the government bureaucracy is slow to respond.
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(13 June 2011): “Vaccine Agency Urged to Flex Muscle”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304665904576381671833426298.html)
--------The Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation (GAVI Alliance) is being urged to
use its market power—it is a large buyer of vaccines on international markets—to lower prices to
save the lives of more children. Two seats on its 27-member board are held by drugmakers, a
matter of concern to some.
********Learn more about the GAVI Alliance at: http://www.gavialliance.org/.
(14 June 2011): “Italians Vote to Abandon Nuclear Energy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303714704576383452729642270.html)
--------“Italians voted to abandon nuclear power for the foreseeable future . . .” Italian national
referenda require at least 50% of the voting population to participate to be valid, so when 57% of
the voters showed up, despite the urging of Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi’s urging them not
to vote, the outcome was understood as a vote against Berlusconi.
********Italy now joins Germany and Switzerland as European countries that has stated the
intent to abandon nuclear energy “over time.”
(14 June 2011): “Wendy’s Parts With Arby’s”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303848104576383211960795164.html)
--------Wendy’s has agreed to sell most of its Arby’s unit so it can focus more on international
expansion and revamping its menu. Arby’s was slow to adopt “value” options for customers
during the recession. “With little room to grow in the mature U.S. market, most chains are
looking abroad. Wendy’s is considered better position to expand internationally than Arby’s
thanks to its broad brand recognition.”
********Learn more about Wendy’s/Arby’s Group at: http://www.wendysarbys.com/. The
press release behind this article can be found at:
http://ir.wendysarbys.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=67548&p=irolnewsArticle&ID=1572980&highlight.
(14 June 2011): “High Hopes at Miracle-Gro In Medical Marijuana Field”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304665904576383832249741032.html)
--------Scotts Miracle-Gro Chief Executive Jim Hagedorn “is exploring targeting medical
marijuana as well as other niches to help boost sales at this lawn and garden company.” The
market for medical marijuana is expected to reach $1.7 billion in 2011, with the majority of sales
in California ($1.3 billion) and Colorado ($244 million); sixteen states have legalized medical
marijuana.
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(15 June 2011): “Lawyers Settle . . . for Temp Jobs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303714704576383641752966666.html)
--------The legal profession has an expanding “third tier” in which lawyers are itinerant
“contract” workers. Jose Aponte, with a $100,000+ legal education, sits in front of a computer,
sometimes working the graveyard shift, “coding” documents. Some of these short-term jobs pay
as little as $15 per hour. Some lawyers do much, much better.
(15 June 2011): “Pentagon’s First Energy Plan”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304665904576385843719478096.html)
--------The new energy strategy of the Defense Department aims to “cut energy demand by forces
in the field and accelerate the development of alternative-energy supplies, such as renewable
energy sources and biofuels.” The Department is the largest single energy consumer in the
United States. In World War II a soldier consumed a gallon of fuel a day, whereas in Iraq and
Afghanistan “soldiers consumer about 20 gallons” a day, about half of which goes to generate
electricity.
(15 June 2011): “New Financial Rules Delayed”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303848104576385372663523158.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------“U.S. regulators, behind schedule in finalizing key rules mandated by last year’s financialregulatory overhaul, agreed to delay a host of new requirements scheduled to hit the $600 trillion
derivatives market next month.” Fewer than half the “387 sets of rules” associated with the
Dodd-Frank Act have been written. As a result, “some of the most vulnerable areas of the
financial system haven’t been addressed.”
********You can learn more about the Dodd-Frank Act at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dodd%E2%80%93Frank_Wall_Street_Reform_and_Consumer_Pro
tection_Act.
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[The Invisible Forces] 9 (22 June 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(16 June 2011): “Water is the New Texas Liquid Gold”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_26/b4234028472314.htm)
--------Parts of south Texas have had only two inches of rain since October. In a region in which
farming plays an important role and energy-driven fracking is expanding, the competition for
water is heating up. “A study by the Texas Water Development Board and the University of
Texas at Austin’s Bureau of Economic geology estimates fracking-water demand in the area will
jump tenfold by 2020 and double again by 2030.”
(16 June 2011): “Looking for Gold in The Distant Past”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_26/b4234015254996.htm)
--------The increasing price of gold has led many firms to take another look at dormant mines.
Toronto-based mining lawyer Gregory Ho Yuen says, “It makes sense to follow where others
have already found gold.” Sites being reconsidered include Northern Spain, Bolivia, Egypt, and
South Carolina.
--------The Haile mine in South Carolina once supplied gold to the Confederate treasury and is
being developed by Romarco Minerals of Toronto. Romarco estimates that operating costs will
be $379 per ounce of gold produced. Gold is currently trading at a little more than $1500 an
ounce.
********You can learn more about the Haile mine at: http://www.romarco.com/OurProjects/Haile/Haile-Overview/default.aspx.
(16 June 2011): “Japan Sweats Its Power Use”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304665904576385073951707458.html)
--------Japan has embraced setsuden, or saving electricity, in order to cope with its nuclear power
disaster. 70% of Japanese homes have an electric bidet with warm water. “Toilets account for
3.9% of household electricity consumption.”
(16 June 2011): “Peer-to-Peer Loans Grow”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703421204576331141779953526.html)
--------Some small businesses, seeking financing, are turning to the internet as a source of capital.
Two firms, Prosper Marketplace Inc. and Lending Club Corp. run the largest peer-to-peer
lending sites. Lending Club has led the way in rigorous evaluations, having refused 267,196 of
293,936 loan requests. A trade group warns that “peer-to-peer lenders may have no legal way to
pursue borrowers who default.”
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(16 June 2011): “Welfare in France: Making Work Pay”
(http://www7.economist.com/node/18836714)
--------Laurent Wauquiez recently called welfare dependency a “cancer in French society” and
advocated community service of those receiving welfare payments. Although widely
denounced, this idea seems to be gaining traction in France, where the unemployment insurance
system can result in jobless payments as high as $102,500 a year. France has one of the lowest
poverty rates of the OECD countries but its public spending of social programs as a percentage
of GDP is now larger than that of Sweden. In France the unemployment rate “has not dipped
below 7% in over 30 years.”
(17 June 2011): “Ethanol Suffers Rare Loss in Senate”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304319804576389843694911096.html)
--------The U.S. Senate recently voted 73-27 to end three decades of federal ethanol subsidies.
Although this action is likely to be rejected by the House of Representatives, and is not
supported by the President, it clearly indicates a change in direction.
********Three of the four Fs—food, feed, fuel, and fiber—are illustrated in an accompanying
graphic, suggesting how the use of corn has been influenced by ethanol subsidies.
(17 June 2011): “Ford Ramps Asian Car Plans”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304186404576390024237701428.html)
--------Ford Motor Co. is aggressively expanding its production facilities in Indian, Thailand, and
China as it seeks to expand its global automotive sales by 50% to 8 million units a year by 2020.
Autos for these markets will have to be substantially less expensive than those in the U.S.,
leading to design from the ground up. “Ford expects 45% of the global industry automotive
sales to come from Asia-Pacific by 2020, dwarfing the more mature America’s market’s 25%.”
(18 June 2011): “Unease in ‘Happy Guangdong’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303499204576389453425121490.html)
--------The Guangdong province of southern, coastal China has an estimated GDP of $698
billion, roughly 75% more than that of North Carolina and slightly less than the GDP of Florida.
Wang Yang, author of the “Happy Guangdong” campaign, looks to help the export-driven
province “grow a little slower in order to grow a little better.” Significant unrest among the
province’s 25million migrant workers—the province has a population of 104 million—may
make the transition challenging.
(20 June 2011): “’Fracking’ Disclosure to Rise”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB20001424052702304887904576395630839520062.html)
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--------Texas Gov. Rick Perry signed into law “a bill that will require companies to make public
the chemicals they use of every hydraulic fracturing job in the state.” Although some argue that
the bill doesn’t go far enough, it is a clear indication that energy producers “have seen the light”
about disclosure. Twelve big gas producers wrote Texas legislators in support of the bill. Some
producers have said they would voluntarily publicize the chemicals they use at FracFocus.org.
(20 June 2011): “Scallops Ride to Rescue”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303499204576389461875981484.html)
--------With the scallop harvest limited to an annual catch of about 50 million pounds, the
globalizing demand for scallops has led to a significant run up of price.
(20 June 2011): “Seize Indonesia’s Amazonian Opportunity”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303823104576391713538630124.html)
--------Brazil had the best-performing stock market of the BRIC—Brazil, Russia, India, and
China—countries over the last five years. “Investors looking for the next Brazil should consider
Indonesia” for a variety of reasons.
The growth of the Indonesian working-age population is expected to increase by 21 million by
2020, almost the same as China and more than Brazil; longer-term working-age projections are
striking. Still, perceived corruption is a challenge, as Indonesia has a Transparency International
score of 2.8 out of 10 for 2010. BRIC scores are: B (3.7), R (2.1), I (3.3), and C (3.5). For North
American comparison: Canada (8.9), Mexico (3.1), and United States (7.1)
********You can learn more about Transparency International and see its 2010 Corruption
Perceptions Index at: http://www.transparency.org/policy_research/surveys_indices/cpi/2010.
(21 June 2011): “Change in China Hits U.S. Purse”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303499204576387774214424658.html)
--------Significant increases in Chinese wages mean that it will no longer serve as an inflationary
brake for the United States, something that made former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan’s job easier than what Ben Bernanke faces. Chinese workers are using their increased
wages to increase their demand for clothing, among other items. That demand is pushing up
prices of commodities, like cotton.
********Evidently, due to land tenure practices in China, i.e., the less secure nature of land
property rights, agriculture has been relatively slow to modernize, putting additional pressure on
global food prices.
(21 June 2011): “Merchants Shred Costs of Payments by Plastic”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304887904576398064141763674.html)
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--------The Dodd-Frank financial overhaul bill will reduce debit-card fees that are charged to
merchants starting in July. The bill also allows “merchants to impose a $10 minimum–purchase
requirement for credit cards.” Many retailers are adopting the practice of gasoline stations,
where different prices are charges depending upon whether the purchase is “cash” or credit. So
called “interchange fees” are typically the “biggest expense for merchants after labor . . . at
supermarkets and drugstores, which must pay the fees on purchases and cash-back transactions
for customers who don’t want to go to the bank.”
(21 June 2011): “As Reforms Stall, Calls Rise to Seize South Africa Farms”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304887904576397413655326924.html)
--------Julius Malema, President of the African National Congress Youth League, said the South
African government’s policy of “willing buyer, willing seller” has failed and should be replaced
by confiscation of white farms without payment. The pace of land redistribution has been slow,
with goal deadlines being repeatedly push farther into the future.
(22 June 2011): “Mexican Gang Moves Into Guatemala”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304887904576398292265171806.html)
--------El Petén province of Guatemala is “fast becoming a stronghold for a notoriously bloodthirst6y Mexican cartel.” With more than 60% of U.S.-bound cocaine passing through the
country, the Zetas are taking advantage of a weak government presence to expand its drugrelated activities. Some view them as heroes, because they build schools, clinics, wells, and
roads.
(22 June 2011): “G-20 to Press U.S. to End Aid for Biofuels Industry”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303936704576399662828560374.html)
--------Biofuel subsidies are drawing the attention of the Group of 20 nations at a time when
some hold the inflation-adjusted commodity prices “could grow 20% over the next decade
compared with the previous decade.” It is noted that in the West, most people eat processed
foods, whereas in developing countries relatively less processed food is eaten. According, there
is a closer correlation between commodity prices and food prices in the developing world.
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[The Invisible Forces] 10 (29 June 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(23 June 2011): “Colorado Out of Joint Over Pot Shops”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304887904576400091077022496.html)
--------Medical marijuana was seen as a great business opportunity by Kevin Fisher, a bartender
in Steamboat Springs, Colorado. But after investing $1.5 million in the business, voters there
may well outlaw his business without compensation. In January 2009 Steamboat Springs had 12
medical marijuana patients; today there are 1143 (6% of the adult population).
(23 June 2011): “T-Mobile Dealers Start to Hang Up”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303970604576402021687133238.html)
________As federal regulators consider AT&T’s merger with T-Mobile, many T-M dealers
aren’t waiting to act. Expecting “rationalization” from a merger, i.e., increasing the distance
between dealers, they are selling “close” stores and sharply curtailing expansion plans. 41% of
AT&T stores have a T-Mobile store within one mile.
(23 June 2011): “Railroads, Shippers Face Off”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303970604576402070526560698.html)
--------“Class I railroads have been raising prices by an average 5% a year above inflation since
2004.” Shippers, concerned that this is a result of the unfair use of market power, are seeking
relief. The Surface Transportation Board, “the federal agency that regulates the freight-rail
industry” opened two days of hearings in response to complaints from “farmers, coal companies,
manufacturers and other rail companies.”
(24 June 2011): “The Rule of Law Finds Its Way Abroad—However Painfully”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304569504576404074009682988.html)
--------In 1977 the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act was passed. Recently, Avon Products ran afoul
of the law and has spent more than $100 million on its expanding investigation of its operations.
The FCPA has brought about change in business practices, as corporations seek foreign partners
and suppliers who comply with anti-bribery standards. Trace International, a nonprofit FCPA
trainer, has seen a substantial increase in the number of firms seeking compliance training.
(24 June 2011): “Factory Jobs Become Election Issue”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304231204576404052698060440.html)
--------Manufacturing jobs have shown an expansion of 158,000 in the last year. However,
manufacturing jobs as a percentage of nonfarm employment has fallen almost without a break
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from 31% in 1950 to 9% in 2011. “About 30% of the manufacturing work force is expected to
retire over the next 10 to 15 years.”
(24 June 2011): “Agency Outlines Role”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304231204576403984131808742.html)
--------The new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, set up by the Dodd-Frank Act, has set
out six areas for possible supervision, including: debt-collection; consumer reporting; consumer
credit and related activities; money transmitting, check cashing and related activities; prepaid
cards; and debt-relief services. “The bureau also identified automobile loans and personal loans
as large sectors that could fall under its supervision. Elizabeth Warren, the Harvard law
professor and financial writer who is helping to set up the agency, is the likely nominee to head
up the CFPB, but her nomination continues to meet resistance.
(25 June 2011): “Hong Kong Moves to Curb Births by Mainland Women”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304231204576405311876998174.html)
--------Mainland Chinese women are limited to one child, with the result that some now give
birth in Hong Kong, where birth laws are different. With mainland (extra) birth penalties at
multiples of annual income, many women are glad to pay significant amounts to secure a spot in
a Hong Kong hospital. Even a deposit, however, doesn’t guarantee the space will be there when
it is needed.
********Many years ago, when abortion was illegal in the United States but legal in some
European countries, women of means could secure an abortion. Now, when a second birth is
effectively illegal in mainland China, women of means can secure a birth in Hong Kong. There
is much to reflect upon in these observations.
(25 June 2011): “The Governments, Not-So-Invisible Hand”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303339904576405853381439220.html)
--------“The International Energy Agency’s decision to release some of its strategic oil reserves,
for only the third time in its 37-years history, is the second time this year that policy makers have
taken extraordinary coordinated action to calm markets.” It appears that “the wild card of
government intervention” will become a growing part of investment decisions.
(25 June 2011): “The Facts About Fracking” [Wall Street Journal editorial]
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303936704576398462932810874.html)
--------An argument that discounts many of the concerns about fracking. “The shale and oil
boom is the result of U.S. business innovation and risk-taking. If we let the fear of
undocumented pollution kill this boom, we will deserve our fate as a second-class industrial
power.”
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********The article contains a photo of a fracking operation. As of 6/15 at 7:20 pm, 323
comments had been made on the editorial.
(25 June 2011): “When We See What We Want”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303936704576397771567839728.html)
--------Objectivity is hard to achieve when there is money involved or when one really wants an
argument to prevail.
(27 June 2011): “Brazil’s Boom Needs Talent”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304231204576403910374743694.html)
--------English-speaking managers are in demand in Brazil as its economy has soared. “For more
technical jobs, Siemens is relocating employees from flat or declining markets like Spain,
Portugal and the U.S.” To develop (and retain) talent, firms are expanding internship programs,
from which many hires are made, and locating facilities closer to population centers. Employee
poaching is an issue.
(27 June 2011): “Cocoa Smuggling Mars Ivory Coast Upturn”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704083904576335483381742692.html)
--------Unrest in Ivory Coast (IC), the world’s largest producer of cocoa, has led to large-scale
smuggling into adjacent Ghana; about 40% of IC’s population is employed by the cocoa
industry. The loss of cocoa-based tax revenue threatens infrastructure repairs. In April, the
International Monetary Fund “revised 2011 growth projections, saying the country’s economy
would contract 7.5%.”
(27 June 2011): “Anybody Home?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304066504576343450881883860.html)
--------Germany’s population is rapidly aging. Its 2009 birth rate of 1.36 children per woman is
one of the lowest in the European Union. Current projections show its population falling from a
current 82 million to 65 million in 2060, a decline of 20%. Political scientist Barbara Riedmüller
at the Freie Universität in Berlin says, that in Germany the attitude is that “the woman must
always choose between her family and her career—there’s no both.”
(28 June 2011): “China Firms Face Research Armies”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303627104576409573178681118.html)
--------The soundness of financial accounting practices in China has given rise to the emergence
of firms who seek to find ways to test and report on the soundness of financial statements. Short
sellers of stocks are particularly interested in the information developed. “Blue Umbrella
investigates hundreds and sometimes thousands of companies and individuals every month.”
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(28 June 2011): “In Nigeria, ‘Lace Market’ Reflects Rising Middle Class”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304665904576383833455318532.html)
--------As middle-income discretionary spending expands in Nigeria and elsewhere in Africa,
more women are purchasing “the latest embroidered dresses, blouses and shirts” known
collectively as “lace.” Much of the lace is smuggled into the country (or brought in via bribes) to
avoid high tariffs. Rudi Boesch, an Austrian who operates two lace factories in Nigeria, notes:
“If you’re now paying 5% of your costs to your guy at customs or at the port to get a shipment
cleared, why would you want to pay 20% to the government?” A new entry into the lace market
is China, which sells a lower-quality (than Austrian) lace for one-twentieth to one-fifth the price.
(29 June 2011): “High-Speed Train Links Beijing, Shanghai”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304447804576411673210182348.html)
--------China is developing a $300 billion high-speed rail network which has been likened the
U.S. Apollo moon project. Including much more than the 1300 kilometer route between Beijing
and Shanghai, its development came at a time, during the 2008 global financial “collapse,” that
was fortuitous, as it provided additional support for the Chinese economy. However, ticket
prices are relatively high, pricing many of the poor out of the market. Rail transportation options
for the poor have actually diminished as a result.
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[The Invisible Forces] 11 (6 July 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(28 June 2011): “How Industrial Farming ‘Destroyed’ the Tasty Tomato”
(http://www.npr.org/2011/06/28/137371975/how-industrial-farming-destroyed-the-tastytomato&sc=nl&cc=es-20110703)
--------An interview based upon the book Tomatoland, which takes a look at tomato growing and
selling in the U.S. The book grew out of an award-winning article in now-defunct Gourmet
magazine. In addition to insight into what tomatoes are now bred for, the near-slavery
conditions of some Florida tomato laborers is recounted. A link to the 37-minute radio interview
is provided.
(30 June 2011): “Iowa Farm’s Practices Draw Fire After Advocacy Group Releases Footage”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304584004576416110634191014.html)
--------An employee of Mercy for Animals shot a secret video showing the treatment of pigs and
piglets at an Iowa farm. As a result, at least one member of the Iowa legislature wants to make it
a crime “to record video or audio inside farm facilities without the owner’s consent or to lie to
enter or get hired at a farm.” Costco, Safeway, Hy-Vee, and Kroger, all of which buy from the
dealer connected to the footage, condemned the abuse depicted in the video.
********The video that was the basis of the controversy has been posted:
http://blogs.wsj.com/wsjam/2011/06/30/video-iowa-farms-practices-drawfire/?mod=google_news_blog. It contains Graphic and Disturbing Images. The homepage for
Mercy for Animals is: http://www.mercyforanimals.org/menu.aspx.
(30 June 2011): “Fed Softens ‘Swipe’ Fees”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304584004576416064098735924.html)
--------The Federal Reserve ordered the nation’s banks to cut swipe fees on debit card
transactions, starting October 1st, roughly in half, to about 21 cents per swipe. This fee, higher
than originally proposed, led to a run up in the price of Visa and MasterCard shares.
(1 July 2011): “First Solar Wins Loan Help”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304450604576417733588446512.html)
--------The U.S. Energy Department is offering to guarantee $4.5 billion in loans to First Solar
Inc. The solar panel producer plans two 550-megawatt plants and a 230-megawatt plant. The
larger plants would be “the largest capacity solar-panel farms in the world.” Subsidies in the
U.S. and in Europe appear to be winding down as an outgrowth of deficit reduction programs.
You can learn more about First Solar at: http://quotes.wsj.com/FSLR.
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(1 July 2011): “Regulators Back Drilling in New York”
(http://www.morningstar.co.uk/uk/markets/newsfeeditem.aspx?id=148573656286688)
--------“New York state regulators will recommend Friday that the use of hydraulic fracturing to
drill for natural gas be allowed in much of the state, but remain banned in areas that supply
drinking water to New York City and Syracuse.” A Commissioner for the New York
Department of Environmental Conservation says that the report that contains the
recommendation “strikes the right balance between protecting our environment, watersheds and
drinking water, and promoting economic development.”
(1 July 2011): “Malaysia Stalls New Project”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304450604576417243688119506.html)
--------Australia’s Lynas Corp. had hoped to begin production of rare-earth metals on the eastern
Malaysian peninsula as soon as September but environmental concerns are causing a delay.
China is the dominant supplier of rare-earth metals, which are used in “a range of industrial and
technology applications” such as wind turbines, computer hard drives, compact fluorescent light
bulbs, and LED displays.
********You can view the general area—Gebeng, Malaysia—at:
http://www.maplandia.com/malaysia/pahang/gebeng/.
(2 July 2011): “Long and Winding Road for Electric Vehicles” (Long and Winding Road for
Electric Vehicles)
--------Boston Consulting Group will soon be releasing a study that looks at the cumulative
additional costs of ownership for different vehicle types: combustion, electric, hybrid, and plug
in. In their report, projected cumulative extra cost of ownership for combustion is the lowest up
until the sixth year, at which point hybrids is lower.
********As is always true, the result depend upon the assumptions and different assumptions
could lead to different results. Is the time value of money considered? What about the
burgeoning auto markets in Brazil, China, and India? What would things look like if
environmental matters were considered? How would they be “priced?” You can learn more
about Boston Consulting Group at: http://www.bcg.com/.
(2 July 2011): “Phone Rivals Gang Up, Outbid Google”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304584004576418962301518284.html)
--------In 2009 Nortel Networks filed for bankruptcy. Its primary assets were roughly 6,000
communication patents. These patents are being sold off to meet the claims of bond holders.
When a consortium of rivals, including Apple and Microsoft, outbid Google for a “trove of
patents”--$4.5 billion as against the $900 million opening bid of Google, Nortel bond prices
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soared. “The price . . . shows the rising value of patents in the increasingly competitive and
litigious wireless business.” It also shows how serious consortium members take Google’s
Android operating system.
(2 July 2011): “The 25 Documents You Need Before You Die”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303627104576410234039258092.html)
--------“It isn’t enough simply to sign a bunch of papers establishing an estate plan and other endof-life instructions. You also have to make your heirs aware of them and leave the documents
where they can find them.”
********Getting organized for death is probably a good way to get organized for life. It is not
often that I see what looks like a terrific career opportunity, but this looks like one.
(2 July 2011): “Linmar plant comes at a price” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20110703/NEWS/307030041/)
--------The former Volvo plant in Asheville will be occupied by Canadian Linamar Corporation,
a maker of automotive parts. Nearly 400 jobs are forecast, with an annual wage of about
$40,000. Asheville had an available workforce, training opportunities, and a large empty
building. Incentives from Buncombe County and the State of North Carolina helped, too. As a
local official noted, “When you start competing with South Carolina, you’ve got to get real
serious.” Multiplier effects are expected to add significant number of additional employment
opportunities.
(2 July 2011): “Aiming High” (http://www.economist.com/node/18894875)
--------A review of six of the best business books of the last fifty years, which introduces a
quarterly feature in The Economist reviewing business books.
********From my own perspective, The Innovator’s Dilemma and The Fortune at the Bottom of
the Pyramid seem especially relevant. Regarding the former, the word ‘disruptive’ seems to be
everywhere and it is primarily due to this book. (It clearly connects to the ‘creative destruction”’
of Joseph Schumpeter.) Regarding the later, an emphasis is placed on a huge and important
group, people of small means who also had some discretionary income. The book provides a
counterpoint to a cultural emphasis on “the great” however defined.
(5 July 2011): “WTO to Fault China’s Curbs” ( )
--------The World Trade Organization is ready “to condemn China for limiting its exports of
major raw materials.” China joined the WTO in 2001 and pledged to eliminate its export
controls but it hasn’t. Most recently it has invoked WTO’s “Article 20, which allows its 153
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members to limit exports for reasons such as environmental protection.” This ruling is seen as
setting the stage for later actions on rare-earth materials.
********You can learn more about the WTO at:
(5 July 2011): “Rare-Earth Reserves Are Found on Pacific Ocean Floor” ( )
--------“Japanese explorers have found large deposits of rare-earth minerals on the floor of the
Pacific Ocean, British journal Nature Geoscience reported.” The team estimated the size of the
discovery “at around 80 billion to 100 billion metric tons . . . nearly a thousand times more than
current proven reserves of 110 million metric tons.” Commercial development could take up to
20 years. Accessing the elements on the ocean floor “will be very expensive and potentially
harmful to sea-floor ecology.”
********Given that the vast majority of Earth is covered by water, it stands to reason that there
are enormous resources awaiting discovery. The challenge is accessing them. What struck me,
however, were the words “potentially harmful to sea-floor ecology.” There is a nice connection
to the word ‘disruptive’ in the “Aiming High” article above, but the issue of negative
externalities seems important. How will we know about the potentially harmful effects? Who
will draw attention to them when they are so far away from experience?
(5 July 2011): “Cisco Poised to Help China Keep an Eye on Its Citizens” ( )
--------The market for (visual) surveillance equipment is expanding, especially in China.
Whereas Chicago is estimated to have 10,000 such cameras (and New York 8,000), Beijing is
estimated to have 280,000. Cisco, the world’s biggest maker of networking equipment, is
expected to supply equipment for the “Peaceful Chongqing” project, which is being built over
the next two to three years; Chongqing has an urban population in excess of 12 million.
“Chongqing’s government says on its website that its current surveillance system . . . [allows]
police to directly tap into just 15,000 of the total 300,000 cameras.”
--------“Western companies’ pursuit of sales in China underscores a fundamental question for
businesses and policy makers alike: Should companies be held accountable if foreign
governments use their products for political suppression?”
********This article is thought provoking. In relation to Hewlett-Packard’s dealing with the
Peaceful Chongqing project, one of its executives said, “It’s not my job to really understand what
they’re going to use it for. Our job is to respond to the bid that they’ve made.” This sounds a lot
like the “I was only following orders” argument at the Nuremberg trials, except that the market is
issuing the orders.
(6 July 2011): “Mongolia Taps U.S. Miner”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304760604576427210387433564.html)
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--------Energy-rich Mongolia just finalized an agreement with China, Russia, and the United
States to develop its reserves of coking coal, which is used in steel production. “”The
consortium’s makeup appeared designed to appease land-locked Mongolia’s two immediate
neighbors, Russia and China, while offering something to the U.S., which democratic Mongolia
considers a political ally.”
********The whole notion of “land-lockedness” seems interesting. Surely land-locked
countries have particular challenges to meet but challenges that are shared with other land-locked
countries. What are those challenges? How are they met? How are they different from the
challenges faced by land-locked counties in the United States? A starting point for this would be
to do an inventory of land-locked countries. Here are a few: Bolivia, Chad, Mongolia, and
Switzerland. Then there is the case of Lesotho, which is completely surrounded by South Africa.
(6 July 2011): “America’s Newfound Energy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304803104576427861663105224.html?mod=I
TP_moneyandinvesting_9)
--------The development of fracking, both for natural gas and for oil, has lead Rystad Energy, a
Norwegian consultancy, to predict that U.S. combined oil-and-gas barrel-equivalent output will,
by the early 2020s, exceed the peak production of 1972. The “current controversy about
hydraulic fracturing of shale gas will prompt tougher regulation. But gas’s cleaner emissions
relative to coal, homegrown provenance and low cost makes a broad ban highly unlikely.”
(6 July 2011): “China Urged to Halt Myanmar Dams”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303982504576427753473877610.html)
--------China’s direct investment in Myanmar was $8.27 billion in the year ending in March, 41%
of the total for Myanmar. Investments include “a multi-billion dollar oil-and-gas pipeline . . .
[and] an estimated 60 hydro-power projects.” “Activists say the investments harm the
environment and help support Myanmar’s harsh military-backed government, which is accused
of a wide range of human-rights abuses.”
********You can learn more about Myanmar at: http://0www.statesmansyearbook.com.wncln.wncln.org/entry?entry=countries_dc_mm&x=21&y=12
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[The Invisible Forces] 12 (13 July 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(7 July 2011): “Bright Colors Struggle to Bloom in South Korea's Silver-Car Nation”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303544604576429782033666682.html)
--------90% of autos sold in South Korea are silver, black, or white, as South Koreans do not
want to stand out. Architecture student Park Chang-min’s pink car stands out.
********An article that illustrates “the invisible handshake,” i.e., social and historical forces
that influence choice. The Interactive Graphics tab shows color purchases in South Korea,
China, Japan, India, Europe, and North America.
(7 July 2011): “Antitrust Chief to Step Down”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303544604576430171298566868.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------Christine Varney, the assistant attorney general who led the drive to reinvigorate antitrust
enforcement in the Obama administration, will step down to join the law firm Cravath, Swaine &
Moore. “As a Cravath partner, Ms. Varney will work on antitrust issues related to mergers and
acquisitions.” Varney sought to find a middle ground between “those who wanted the Justice
Department to challenge more deals as anticompetitive and those who said the market should be
left largely to its own devices.” Her approach to antitrust is reflected in the June 2011 revision to
merger remedies.
********Movements among government, industry, and the legal profession are common. You
can see the “Antitrust Division Policy Guide to Merger Remedies” of the Antitrust Division of
the U.S. Department of Justice at: http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/guidelines/272350.pdf.
(7 July 2011): “Pipeline Reversal Seen Resulting In a Single Price for Natural Gas”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303544604576430163961018404.html)
--------Over the years, the flow of natural gas has been from the Rocky Mountain states
(Colorado) to the northeast (Pennsylvania), and gas pipelines were developed accordingly.
However, the development of shale gas from fracking in the northeast has made desired flow
become from east to west. It is estimated that “building new infrastructure to fully smooth out
supplies nationwide will cost $205 billion over the next 25 years.”
(7 July 2011): “U.S. to Restart Talks on Inspecting Chinese Auditors”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303365804576429863512124934.html)
--------Concerns about the Chinese use of “reverse mergers” to gain access to U.S. capital
markets have led to a reopening of talks about the inspection of Chinese auditors. “Since
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January 2007, there have been 600 backdoor registrations, with more than 150 from in and
around China, according to SEC officials.”
********You can learn more about reverse mergers at:
http://www.sec.gov/investor/alerts/reversemergers.pdf.
(7 July 2011): “Geoducks: Puget Sound Gold”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/geoducks-puget-sound-gold-07072011.html)
--------The clam name the geoduck, pronounce gooey-duck, sold for ten cents per pound in 1970
but, largely due to Asian demand, leaped to $10 per pound a decade later. The geoduck only
exists in the Puget Sound and it is managed by Washington state’s Natural Resources
Department. Geoducks “are harvested exactly the same way trees are: clear-cutting.” American
Indian duckers dominate the trade due to “a constellation of unique circumstances” dating back
to a mid-1880s treaty between the territorial governor and the Indians of Western Washington.
“No two tribes manage their geoduck fisheries the same way.”
********An enjoyable article that clearly encompasses all of the invisible forces.
(7 July 2011): “Elizabeth Warren, Champion of Consumer Financial Protection”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/elizabeth-warren-champion-of-consumer-financialprotection-07072011.html)
--------Harvard law professor Elizabeth Warren, an authority on bankruptcy, has been working to
set up the new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), as provided for by the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. The CFPB is to do for consumer
financial products what the Consumer Product Safety Commission does for dangerous household
products and the Food and Drug Administration does “contaminated produce and quack
medications.”
--------The CFPB will begin formal operation on July 21st but it is without a director. The
Obama administration has not put her name forward for the position due to Republican
misgivings and a seeming desire to focus on debt ceiling negotiations; Warren has had one tense
exchange with Representative Patrick McHenry of North Carolina. Without a director in place,
the CFPB will “not be able to . . . send its examiners into nonbank financial institutions.”
(8 July 2011): “Lab-Made Trachea Saves Man”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304793504576432093996469056.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------A cancer-stricken man had his windpipe replaced with an implant based upon stem cells.
The risk of rejection is minimized because “the cells used to seed the artificial windpipe came
from the patient’s own body.” More such implants are planned.
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(8 July 2011): “Ethanol Subsidies Imperiled”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303544604576431750420430450.html)
--------It seems increasingly likely that the nation’s ethanol subsidies will be eliminated as a part
of a deficit-reduction deal. Elimination of the 45 cent per gallon subsidy would be accompanied
by the elimination of a 54 cent per gallon tax on imported ethanol. “Grain traders have been
expecting the subsidies to end since last year.”
(8 July 2011): “EPA to Require New Pollution Cuts”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303365804576431892352096826.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------The EPA will “require power plants in the eastern half of the U.S. to make major
reductions in soot and smog.” The Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR) “will affect about
1,000 power plants in more than two dozen states.”
********You can learn more about CSAPR, including access to interactive maps and Excel
spreadsheets, at: http://www.epa.gov/crossstaterule/.
(8 July 2011): “Canada Has Plenty of Oil, But Does the U.S. Want It?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303763404576418120173841168.html)
--------The oil sands of Alberta, Canada are yielding ever-growing amounts of oil but efforts to
move it beyond the province face obstacles. The two primary options are expanding a pipeline
to the U.S. and a pipeline to the Pacific for Asian markets. The former is being challenged on
environmental grounds and the latter by native Canadian groups.
********Interestingly, a conceptual issue put Albertan oil to the attention to the environmental
community (and others). Keith Stewart, a Greenpeace supported, noted: “Once the oil sands
were recognized as official reserves, you had a real shift in perspective.” Up to that point,
“environmental organizations . . . had long criticized the oil-sands industry but largely ignored
it.”
(9 July 2011): “New Flare-Up in Light-Bulb Wars”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304793504576434122693094168.html)
--------A 2007 federal law phasing out incandescent bulbs to reduce energy consumption is
coming under attack from conservative critics who see this as an intrusion into the free choice of
consumers. A House bill to repeal the mandate has dim prospects in the Senate.
(9 July 2011): “China’s Corn Hunger Turns Market on Ear”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304793504576434261682404834.html)
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--------Although Beijing has a policy of food self-sufficiency, “stating that Chinese farmers will
supply 95% of grains such as corn and wheat” it finds itself resorting increasingly to global corn
markets at a time when domestic food prices are rising; retail food prices increased 11.7T in
May. “Beijing’s ability to feed its population is one of its most sensitive domestic political
issues.” One factor contributing to the increase in corn demand is higher incomes in China. As
incomes have increased, consumers have turned to products that are require more corn to
produce, such as meat from corn-fed hogs.
(11 July 2011): “Monsanto, Sinochem in Deal Talks”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303678704576438151534829450.html)
--------Monsanto is in advanced discussions with Sinochem Corp. to significantly deepen their
ties. China-based Sinochem “is the nation’s largest importer and distributor of fertilizer and a
large seed producer.” Its primary role is to “help secure food security in the world’s most
populous nation.” Relatively few Chinese crops are genetically modified, with cotton and
papaya the exceptions. In the U.S., “Monsanto has at least one of its patented genes in about
90% of all the soybeans grown in the U.S. and in about 80% of U.S. corn.” Genetic
modifications include tolerance to Monsanto’s Roundup herbicide and plant-based insecticides.
Presently Chinese corn farmers produce “85 bushels an acre compared with about 158 bushels
for U.S. farmers.”
********The recent documentary Food, Inc.—available in the library of UNC Asheville—has
some interesting material on Monsanto, especially as it relates to movements of people between
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and Monsanto. You can learn more about Monsanto at:
http://www.monsanto.com/Pages/default.aspx.
(11 July 2011): “Dollar Stores Find Splurges Drying Up” (http://online.wsj.com/video/marketshub-dollar-stores-find-splurges-drying-up/9C092727-A8FD-4CC4-A68E-0F2A114D4510.html)
[video]
--------Three national chains that focus on those with the lowest income—Dollar General, Family
Dollar Stores, and Dollar Tree—are experiencing slower growth rates for sales as “Shoppers
have become less likely to splurge.” At Dollar General, CEO Rick Dreiling says, “We have 228
items that are priced at $1 that we think are incredibly important to our customers that we elected
not to take price increases on . . . This sounds almost silly, but a $1 item going to $1.15 in our
channel is a major change for our customer.”
********The online article was only available by subscription but the video largely covers the
article. The material above is based on the article, not the video.
(11 July 2011): “Big Water Users Get Flak in Drought”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303982504576428254233386320.html)
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--------A record dry season has left West Palm Beach, Florida, with 22 days of fresh water. This
has prompted new rules but many are dissatisfied with the water usage and rates paid by the
largest water consumers, especially those at neighboring Palm Beach where some people of great
wealth reside. Terry Allen Kramer, heiress of Charles Allen, who co-founded investment bank
Allen & Co., suggests “The town should invest in a desalination plant.” Ms. Kramer’s 37,000
square foot home consumed more than 13 million of gallons of water during the last year.
(11 July 2011): “Tariff Move is Bad Timing for Brazil”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303365804576434211964215394.html)
--------An article that follows up (8 July 2011) “Ethanol Subsidies Imperiled.” The sugar crop in
Brazil is down at a time when the U.S. seems to be poised on eliminating domestic ethanol
subsidies and tariffs on ethanol from abroad. With the likelihood of higher sugar, and thus
ethanol, prices, “the [Brazilian] government would almost certainly respond to a surge in ethanol
exports with trade barriers of its own, several analysts said.”
(12 July 2011): “A Stadium’s Costly Legacy Throws Taxpayers for a Loss”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704461304576216330349497852.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------When Hamilton County, Ohio, agreed to construct new stadiums for football’s Cincinnati
Bengals and baseball’s Cincinnati Reds, the teams and county officials touted it “as a way to
generate cash and jobs.” Now, during a time of budgetary duress, county officials find that
county programs are taking a real hit, for unlike “most areas of the budget, the stadium can’t be
pared.” In 2010, the stadium cost-to-county budget ration was 16.4%. Commentary by a wellknown writers on the economics and business of sports is included.
(12 July 2011): “Brewers Go Courting Hispanics”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303499204576389933372634042.html)
--------The U.S. beer industry “appears to be headed for a third-straight year of declining sales
volume, in part because high unemployment has damped the spending power of its core
customers—men ages 21 to 34.” Consequently, brewers are focusing more on Hispanics, who
will make up 23% of the U.S. legal-drinking-age population by 2030; Hispanics “tend to
consume more beer on occasions when they drink than do non-Hispanics.” Juan Tornoe, a
partner with Cultural Strategies in Austin, Texas, a firm specializing in multicultural marketing,
notes that the “main challenge brewers will face in wooing Hispanics is creating ads that feel
authentic to them.”
(13 July 2011): “Device Raises Fear of Facial Profiling”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303678704576440253307985070.html)
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--------Dozens of law-enforcement agencies are looking to deploy a device, called the Moris,
which attaches to an iPhone. With it “an officer can snap a picture of a face from up to five feet
away, or scan a person's irises from up to six inches away, and do an immediate search to see if
there is a match with a database of people with criminal records. The gadget also collects
fingerprints.” The Moris has given rise to concerns about civil liberty and privacy
(13 July 2011): “Summer TV’s Top Target: Boys”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303812104576441790597642646.html)
-------- “The 6-to-11 age range is television programmers' sweet spot. TV for kids under 6 can be
controversial, and shows aimed at preschoolers generally have an educational or an emotional
lesson, which appeases parents and cuts down on criticism from advocacy groups looking to curb
TV-watching among young children. But there's no need for tricky educational story lines for
older kids. Shows can be purely entertaining.”
********A glimpse at some of the research that goes on behind the programming and marketing
activities aimed at children.
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[The Invisible Forces] 13 (20 July 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(14 July 2011): “Raters Put U.S. on Notice”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB20001424052702303406104576444003129534580.html)
--------Amid all of the discussion about the federal debt ceiling, there is the relatively objective
perspective of the credit rating agencies Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s. “Standard & Poor’s
privately has told lawmakers and top business groups it might cut the U.S. credit rating if the
government fails to make any of its expected payments—including Social Security checks—
even if it makes all its debt payments.” Downgrading of federal debt due to actual or perceived
inability of the federal government will result in higher costs of debt service, among other things,
and affect housing finance and the stock market.
(14 July 2011): “Tractor, Laptop: Family Farm Tools”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303406104576443770076142088.html)
--------The skill set required of aspiring farmers, both large and small scale, continues to expand
and deepen. Along with knowing how to deal with increased price volatility, the ability to
integrate GPS into production can make the difference between continuation in the business or
leaving the farm. However, small-farm expansion is underway. The “number of farms under 70
acres grew 12% from 1978 to 2007 . . . Farmer’s markets have more than doubled in the past
decade, to 6,132 nationwide.” As new farmers enter the market, especially those involved in
organic and locally grown food, “Startup farmers often need the skills of a concert promoter.”
(15 July 2011): “Peabody Goes Deep in China”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304911104576445483122353742.html)
--------Peabody Energy will pursue a giant surface mine in China’s western Xinjiang region.
Beijing has sought foreign investors there for decades but its distance from eastern markets and
Beijing’s poor human-rights record have restricted investment. China is the world’s largest
energy user and expects to expand its use of coal dramatically in the years to come.
(15 July 2011): “Alleged Antiquities Smugglers Busted”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304223804576446313624549304.html)
--------Homeland Security officials have broken up an antiquities-smuggling ring; Egyptian
artifacts were targeted. Special agent James T. Hayes noted, “We had not yet seen a for-profit
network dedicated to smuggling antiquities.”
(15 July 2011): “Mexico Finds Large Marijuana Farm in Baja California”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304521304576446441269265276.html)
--------Mexican soldiers recently discovered a 296-acre marijuana plantation, with sophisticated
irrigation. “Mexico is the world’s biggest producer of marijuana, with the U.S. a close second,
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according to United Nations figures.” In recent years marijuana seizures have increased, while
cocaine seizures have fallen. “Marijuana is a lucrative alternative to traditional corn cultivation
in Mexico.”
(15 July 2011): “Scramble for Scrap Metal”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304203304576446382727035742.html)
--------“Scrap prices are rising faster than primary metal, which is smelted from ore, in markets
like copper, aluminum and steel, as demand grows from U.S. manufacturers looking to save on
energy costs and from Asian buyers that need raw materials.” The supply of scrap, though, is
complicated by the fact that consumers “in developing countries have only recently become
wealthy enough to buy cars and appliances, and aren’t ready to send them to the scrap heap. . . .
With demand for both old and new metal surging, price relief is likely to come to the scrappy
market later in the decade, when the first wave of Chinese consumer start replacing older goods.”
Michael Jansen, head of metals research at J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. says: “The urban mine is
the future of the copper industry.”
(15 July 2011): “Births Fuel Hispanic Growth”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304521304576446232406979972.html)
--------“The skyrocketing growth of Latinos in the U.S., once driven by immigration, is now
fueled by births, chiefly by Mexicans and Mexican Americans.” John R. Weeks, a demographer
at San Diego State University, says: “the children of immigrants are going to buoy up the
economy. They are going to pay for Medicare and Social Security for the aging white
population.”
********The research upon which the article drew came from the Pew Hispanic Center. To
learn more about the Center and its research, please see: http://pewhispanic.org/.
(15 July 2011): “White House Offers Auto Makers Concession to Win Mileage Support”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304521304576446324032091778.html)
--------“The White House is ready to let auto makers improve the future fuel efficiency of
pickups and sport utility vehicles at a slower pace than passenger cars.” This readiness seems to
reflect the fact that U.S. automakers depend more heavily for its profits on trucks for its profits
than Asian automakers. In addition, the administration seems open to giving credit for other auto
design elements, such as advanced air-conditioning systems.
(16 July 2011): “How Close Are We to ‘Printing’ New Organs?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303812104576440083708107542.html)
--------The ongoing development of 3-D printing suggests that the day of creating 3-D organs
may not be far off. Recently, “Dr. Anthony Atala of Wake Forest University ‘printed’ a whole
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dummy kidney, made of biocompatible materials and cells, live on stage at the TED conference.”
3-D printing is already being used to print structures in concrete.
********The article contains a video showing 3-D printing of concrete. There is a nice
connection to a recent article on tracheal transplants using stem cells. Shirley Browning sent me
the following YouTube video that is even more dazzling:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZboxMsSz5Aw. Thanks, Shirley!
(16 July 2011): “Frigid North Dakota Is a Hot Draw For Out-of-State College Students”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304231204576406042109860376.html)
--------When confronted with a shrinking pool of graduating high schools students, North Dakota
chose to invest more in higher education and target out-of-state students. As a result, 44.7% of
North Dakota’s students come from out of state. They are coming for “modest-sized classes
typically taught by faculty members rather than adjuncts or graduate students.” In addition, outof-state tuition in North Dakota is sometimes less costly than in-state tuition in states like Illinois
and Pennsylvania. (In-state tuition and fees at major state schools run around $10,000 for the
year and out-of-state tuition and fees are officially $17,000, although consortia often result in
lower amounts.) In contrast to other states facing huge budget deficits, North Dakota state
governments ran a billion dollar surplus; it plans to increase higher education spending by 13.4%
in the next biennium.
********Full-time students at UNC Asheville have in-state tuition and fees of approximately
$5,400 and out-of-state tuition and fees of approximately $19,000 for 2011-12.
(17 July 2011): “We’re Spent” (http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/17/sundayreview/17economic.html)
--------Consumption, or the lack thereof, has held back the recovery. A telling indicator is
“discretionary service spending,” a category that includes “restaurant meals, entertainment,
education and even insurance. Going back decades, such spending had never fallen more than 3
percent per capita in a recession. In this slump, it is down almost 7 percent, and still has not
really begun to recover.” The difference seems to be personal indebtedness. In the past,
consumers have relied on debt to support discretionary service spending but that is not possible
this time around.
--------The definitive book about financial crises has become Carmen M. Reinhart and Kenneth
S. Rogoff, This Time is Different: Eight Centuries of Financial Folly (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2009).
(17 July 2011): “Battle Over Charter Schools Shifting to Affluent Suburbs”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/17/education/17charters.html)
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--------Charter schools are not always welcome in affluent suburbs. In Millburn, New Jersey,
more than 200 families are campaigning to block two Mandarin-immersion charter schools from
opening. Opposition leader Matthew Stewart argues, “Public education is basically a social
contract—we all pool our money, so I don’t think I should be able custom-design it to my needs .
. . With these charter schools, people are trying to say, ‘I want a custom-tailored education for
my children, and I want you, as my neighbor, to pay for it.’”
(17 July 2011): “Drought: A Creeping Disaster”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/07/17/opinion/sunday/17drought.html)
--------Author Alex Prud’Homme shares his view, developed more fully in The Ripple Effect:
The Fate of Fresh Water in the 21st Century (2011), that to “forestall a drought emergency, we
must redefine how we think of water, value it, and use it.”
(18 July 2011): “A Carbon Pioneer Dips Toe in Water”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303661904576452024147940278.html)
--------Richard Sandor, who developed the world’s dominant emissions-trading company,
believes that “Water is going to be the commodity of the 21st century . . . there are areas that are
short or water, and they need to price it properly in order to conserve it.” A barrier to such
dealing is “complicated by a byzantine legal system and potential disputes that could arise in
drought years.”
(18 July 2011): “In Debt Collecting, Location Matters”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303365804576433763597389214.html)
--------Companies and debt collectors typically shop around the courts find the best place to file
their claims. Lawyers call it “forum shopping.” Companies like Encore Capital Group Inc. “buy
pools of bad loans at steep discounts, then try to collect on them.” Geography is “the single
biggest factor in how much debts fetch.” For example, “Unpaid consumer debt sells for about
seven cents on the dollar in Indiana, compared with two cents in Texas.” In addition to
differences in the law, the varied practices of different judges make a difference.
(19 July 2011): “Big Litters Put Farms in Hog Heaven”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303795304576454290739070946.html)
--------Hog farms are now seeing litters with ten piglets; it took less than six years to move litter
size from nine to ten. Breeders make frequent use of gestation crates and farrowing crates, in
which sows spend “a bulk of their lives.”
(19 July 2011): “Migrants Fall Prey to Mexican Gangs On Way to the U.S.”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303982504576428042000300796.html)
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--------The paths from Central America through Mexico are fraught with dangers for those who
would make their way to the United States. Kidnapping and ransom, forced labor, and being
sold into prostitution are not infrequent results of Mexican organized-crime groups expanding
beyond drugs. According to Antonio Mazzitelli of the United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime, “It’s a real business.” A variety of slides and interactive graphics accompany the article.
(19 July 2011): “Gensler’s Struggles Mark Regulatory Challenges”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304567604576454364204190324.html)
--------The chair of the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), Gary Gensler, has had
one year to implement new rules provided by the 2,000-page Dodd-Frank bill. The legislation
covers “crucial parts of the $600 trillion global market for derivatives, which many observers
believe played a central role in the financial crisis. “Republicans in Congress have moved to cut
the CFTC’s budget, curb its power and request time-consuming analyses for every proposal.”
(20 July 2011): “Attack of the Urban Mosquitoes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303795304576454312427933764.html)
--------Climate change and the importation of used truck tires from Japan have brought about the
expansion of two “urban” mosquitoes: the Asian tiger and the rock pool. The tiger is quite
aggressive and was responsible for 200 cases of sometimes fatal dengue fever in Hawaii,
whereas the rock pool can transmit West Nile virus. Both are “container mosquitoes” that breed
in small containers. “A rule of thumb for container mosquitoes is: Water plus seven days equals
mosquitoes.” Since containers are hard to access by sprays, control has focused on developing
larvacides.
(20 July 2011): “Mill Towns Now Look to Saving Trees”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303661904576456242456165546.html)
--------Industrial jobs declined by approximately 14% in Maine between 2005 and 2010.
Roxanne Quimby, who founded and later sold Burt’s Bees cosmetics, would like to give 70,000
acres of forest in northern Maine to develop a national park. Some residents are wary of the
proposal, being concerned that their ability to use the land would be limited. In particular,
although the local paper mills have been shut down, it is still hoped that paper-related jobs will
once again emerge. The library in Millinocket, “the town that paper made,” is now open to halfdays a week, rather than five full days.
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[The Invisible Forces] 14 (27 July 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(20 July 2011): “Cyber Weapons: The New Arms Race”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/cyber-weapons-the-new-arms-race-07212011.html)
--------The connectivity of the internet has provided a way to sabotage almost anything that is
connected to it provided the appropriate code is written. Perhaps the most prominent example of
this was the use of the Stuxnet worm that was used to destroy centrifuges that were being used to
process uranium fuel in Iran. The Pentagon, a host of companies, and other countries are
working to develop new cyber weapons. The hackers of the world, for example, the group
calling itself Anonymous, is also at work. One such company is KEYW, which says it is “the
only publicly traded pure-play ‘cyber superiority’ specialist.”
(21 July 2011): “Foreign Money Invades Mongolia”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/foreign-money-invades-mongolia-07212011.html)
--------Mongolia is on the verge of an enormous resource-driven boom. With 2.8 million people
and an estimated 33 million head of livestock, it is one of the world’s most sparsely populated
countries. “Four-fifths of the country is still unsurveyed. Over the next decade copper
production is expected to double, iron ore to triple, coal to grow by six times, and gold and oil by
10 and 13 times, respectively. Much of that growth will be driven by demand from China.”
--------Sanjaasuren Oyun, whose brother Zorig was assassinated “on his way to becoming Prime
Minister” in 1998, entered politics after her brother’s death. Actively involved in government
decisions about how to proceed with the development of its resources, she has sought “the
golden middle” of sticking to “the main international trends of doing business and having good
governance—not going to either the right of left extremes.”
(21 July 2011): “What’s Killing Carbon Capture?”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/whats-killing-carbon-capture-07212011.html)
--------The development of large-scale carbon capture facilities is grinding to a halt due to high
costs and the “uncertain status of U.S. climate policy.” Without a regulatory mandate or a price
on carbon generation, there is little chance that facilities under construction will be finished,
much less new ones built. Carbon sequestration has been one of the possibilities pointed toward
by proponents of “clean coal.”
(21 July 2011): “We have a winner”
(http://www.economist.com/node/18989175?story_id=18989175&fsrc=rss)
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--------British Columbia has a carbon tax, currently C$10 per ton of carbon-dioxide emissions.
Passed in 2008, the province has prospered. According to one survey, “70% of British
Columbians think their province should be a leader in cutting emissions.”
********The two articles above are connected. A carbon tax would make carbon sequestration
more financially viable.
(21 July 2011): “Missing BRIC in the wall” (http://www.economist.com/node/18989153)
--------Indonesia’s middle-class is expected in triple in size between 2009 and 2014, going from
50 million to 150 million. It is experiencing a resource-driven consumer boom. Logistics and
transparency are two issues restraining development.
(21 July 2011): “The plough and the now”
(http://www.economist.com/node/18986073?story_id=18986073&fsrc=rss)
--------A recent paper by three economists from Harvard and UCLA employed the ethnographic
descriptions of over 1,200 language groups, to show that “Long after most people have stopped
tilling the land for a living . . . their views about the economic role of women seem to line up
with whether their ancestors ploughed or whether they hoed. Women descended from ploughusers are less likely to work outside the home, to be elected to parliament or to run businesses
than their counterparts in countries at similar levels of development who happen to be descended
from hoe-users.” The research reinforces the work of Ester Boserup, an economist who argued
in the 1970s that cultural norms about the economics roles of the sexes can be traced back to
traditional farming practices.”
********You can read the paper at:
http://www.economics.harvard.edu/faculty/alesina/files/On%2Bthe%2BOrigins%2Bof%2BGend
er%2BRoles%2Bwomen%2Band%2Bthe%2Bplough.pdf. Boserup’s book is, Woman’s Role in
Economic Development (1970).
(21 July 2011): “Business Blasts Ozone Limits”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304567604576456443045913386.html)
--------The current EPA ozone standard of 75 parts per billion may be lowered as far as 60 parts
per billion; the existing standard was established in the George W. Bush administration.
Business groups are pressing the Obama administration to stop reductions, saying they would
“damp the fragile economic recovery.” The EPA says tighter standards could save as many as
12,000 lives a year and generate $100 billion annually in health benefits by 2020. Business
groups seem to be especially concerned because “the lower ozone limit hasn’t been ordered by a
court.”
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(21 July 2011): “Cnooc Sets Canadian Deal”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303795304576457121216529368.html)
--------The China National Offshore Oil Corporation (Cnooc) agree to buy bankrupt “Canadian
oil-sands developer OPTI Canada, Inc. for $2.1 billion.” This deal will be reviewed by the
Canadian government. Recently, “Chinese firms have targeted minority stakes in Canadian
companies of in big projects, instead of risking political opposition over an attempt to swallow
up a whole company.” As one lobbyist has said, “there is always an asterisk with China.”
********In 2005 Cnooc attempted to buy Unocal, a U.S. oil company, for $18.5 billion. The
deal never took place due to congressional concerns over U.S. energy security. To learn more
about the deal that didn’t happen, please see: http://www.economist.com/node/4244565.
(22 July 2011): “Canada Readies New Plan For Monitoring Oil Sands”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904233404576460401563037870.html)
--------In order to clean up its reputation in relation to oil sands, Canada’s federal government
“will launch a new air-and-water monitoring program for the industry.” This action comes ahead
of “a pending decision by the U.S. State Department on a proposed expansion of TransCanada
Corp.’s Keystone oil-sands pipeline.” Environmentalists in Canada and the U.S. are concerned
about the practices and consequences of the Albertan oil sands.
(22 July 2011): “Tumble in Cotton Prices, New Wrinkle for Apparel Makers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903554904576458270983393048.html)
--------Cotton prices have fallen by 38% since their historic high in spring, 2011, affecting mill
owners and apparel makers. “Brands that specialize in value-priced merchandise such as T-shirts
and jeans are most vulnerable to price volatility because raw material costs make up a great
percentage of their total cost. The pressure is particularly acute for underwear makers.” Instead
of cutting prices, Hanesbrands is considering adding a pair of underwear to each package.
(22 July 2011): “U.N. Clears China Sea-Floor Plan”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903554904576459911843098154.html)
--------China’s Jiaolong deep-sea craft is set to go deeper into the ocean than the U.S.
submersible Alvin. Ultimately the goal is to access a variety of undersea resources. Rachel
Haymon, a research professor at the Marine Science Institute of the University of California,
Santa Barbara, says “The U.S. is on the brink of losing adequate infrastructure, human resources,
and corporate knowledge necessary for success in exploring the submerged majority of our own
planet."
********As the U.S. brings the space shuttle program to a close, perhaps there will be a
renewed effort to exploring the ocean depths. For more recent information on the Jiaolong’s
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dives, see:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904772304576469630934065922.html.
(22 July 2011): “Brazil Torn Over New Oil Riches”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904233404576460273986667728.html)
--------“A political firestorm has erupted that pits Brazil's rich oil-producing states of Espirito
Santo, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo against their poorer sister states, which don't share a border
with the offshore oil areas and want a share of the bounty.” What is a fair distribution of
offshore wealth?
(23 July 2011): “As Criminal Laws Proliferate, More Ensnared”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703749504576172714184601654.html)
--------In 2006 the United States Code ran some 27,000 pages and included more than 3,000
federal criminal offenses. Recently, there has been an expansion in the number of violations that
do require demonstration of intent, what those in the law refer to as mens rea. As a result, it is
now easier to be convicted of a crime even though there was no intent whatsoever.
********The interactive graphics tab for the article shows trends for a wide variety of federal
criminal offenses.
(24 July 2011): “Chinese herbal medicine can boost your chi, farmers' chi and the Ashevillearea economy” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20110724/BUSINESS/307240027/Chinese-herbs-can-help-heal-WNCeconomy?odyssey=tab%7Ctopnews%7Ctext%7CFrontpage)
--------Chinese herbal medicine is growing in Asheville, “offering opportunities for Western
North Carolina farmers, distributors and manufacturers, as well as Asheville’s thriving
community of acupuncturists and alternative medical practitioners.” Barry Thorne owns a
medicine and herbal remedy company that operates out of AB-Tech’s Small Business Center at
its Enka campus. Mission Hospital “has instituted its own Integrative Medicine department,
which seeks to combine the best approaches in Western and complementary and alternative
therapies.”
(25 July 2011): “Montana Spill Clouds Pipeline Plan”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304223804576448143329041056.html)
--------The recent rupture of an Exxon pipeline that spilled 1,000 barrels of oil into the
Yellowstone River has added to the concern about extending the Canadian Keystone XL pipeline
that would also go underneath the Yellowstone. The project “would almost double the pipeline
system’s capacity and extend its reach from Cushing, Okla., to Gulf Coast refineries.” The U.S.
State Department must approve the expansion and will decide by the end of the year.
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(25 July 2011): “Crop Prices Erode Farm Subsidy Program”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903461104576460272550902038.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------The high prices of agricultural commodities has resulted in much lower subsidy payments
going to U.S. farmers. There are two types of subsidies. The most familiar subsidy is tied to
commodity price. If the market price is below the “target price,” farmers receive a payment for
the difference. These payments have largely disappeared since prices are relatively high. The
other subsidy is unrelated to market price and is the remnant “of a failed 1996 experiment by a
Republican-led Congress to wean farmers off federal aid.” The intent was for farmers to be
weaned from subsidies over a seven-year period, but “in the seventh year, instead of letting the
payments expire, Congress turned them into a program of set payments, based on the amount and
type of crops that particular farms had historically produced.” With heightened concerns about
the federal debt and budgetary deficits, this “fixed-subsidy program” is being targeted for
elimination.
(26 July 2011): “White-Minority Wealth Gulf Widens”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904772304576468333980952942.html)
--------Between 2005 and 2009 the median net worth of households fell dramatically for whites
(16.2%), Hispanics (65.5%), and blacks (53.2%) in the U.S. In 2009 whites had a household net
worth nearly 18 times that of Hispanics and nearly 20 times that of blacks. Much of the decline
is a result of the decline in home prices; most wealth is held in the form of home equity.
(26 July 2011): “IMF See Global Impact From U.S. Debt Woes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903999904576467992755434916.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------In its annual assessment of the U.S. economy, the IMF wrote that a “loss of investor
confidence in U.S. debt could have ‘universally large and negative’ effects on the rest of the
world.”
********The article is accompanied by a stunning table that color codes U.S. economic
recoveries since WWII in relation to multiple areas. In brief, the Business and Financial sectors
are doing unusually well, while GDP, Jobs, and Households are doing unusually poorly.
(26 July 2011): “Energy Boom Fuels Hiring”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904772304576468152124650950.html)
--------The booming energy sector, largely driving by hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”), has
resulted in a tremendous increase in the number of oil and gas jobs. “The sector has added an
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average of 5.920 jobs a month this year through May and preliminary data suggest that trend
continued in June.”
(26 July 2011): “Small Town Post Offices Threatened”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903999904576467921947248738.html)
--------The U.S. Postal Service had annual revenues of $67 billion in 2010 but faces a deficit of
$8 billion to $9 billion in 2011. As a result it is considering the closure of as many as 3,653 post
offices, mostly rural. “The agency . . . would save $200 million by closing the 3,653 post
offices.” Ruth Goldberg, chair of the Postal Regulatory Commission, indicated that the closure
might not be worth the savings. She feels that a reduction in the network would run the risk of
alienating customers.
********A state-by-state list of post offices being considered for closing can be found at:
http://about.usps.com/news/electronic-press-kits/expandedaccess/statelist.htm.
(27 July 2011): “Petrobras’s Downstream Drive”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304584404576442042878317626.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------Petrobras, Brazil’s state-run oil company, is investing in a variety of “downstream”
projects that it expects will “rescue rural corners of Latin America’s biggest country from
decades of economic neglect.” Some private investors are skeptical of the strategy, thinking that
it should be focusing its attention on the development of huge and expensive-to-develop offshore
oil fields. “Everything else is a distraction.” Petrobras is the world’s third-largest energy
company by market value.
********By seeking to become more vertically integrated, Petrobras seems to be taking an
approach that is the opposite of other large energy companies. The approach, with additional
development objectives being considered, is consistent with the more hands-on approach to the
company that was initiated by former Brazilian President Luis Ignacio Lula da Silva in 2007.
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[The Invisible Forces] 15 (3 August 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(28 July 2011): “Conoco’s Empire Builder Rips It Apart”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904772304576468211630458174.html)
--------“After a decade of aggressive growth” the CEO of Conoco-Phillips, Jim Mulva, decides
that “the pieces of his 2001 creation were worth less together than on their own.” Richard
Rumelt, a UCLA specialist on corporate strategy, says “being big isn’t always the same as
having the most value . . . “If Mulva knows what he is doing, then this tells us the economics of
integration are overrated.”
********Compare Mulva’s Conoco-Phillips disintegration to Brazil’s Petrobras integration.
The relevant article is: (27 July 2011): “Petrobras’s Downstream Drive”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304584404576442042878317626.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj).
(28 July 2011): “Fracking Pioneers Pierce Europe”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904233404576457872933709438.html)
--------Mark Miller, the CEO of Cuadrilla Resources, hoped to bring fracking to Europe, starting
in the Blackpool area of the United Kingdom. However, two earthquakes that took place after
fracking began has unsettled local residents. The U.K. has abundant potential but France, with
the second largest amount of recoverable shale gas in Europe, has banned fracking; Poland has
the largest amount of recoverable shale gas in Europe.
********With so much energy-related material “in the news,” this is probably a good time to
draw attention to the September release of The Quest: Energy, Security, and the Remaking of the
Modern World, by Daniel Yergin. Yergin probably is the most well-known writer on energy
matters; he received a Pulitzer Prize for his book The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money &
Power (1991). An interesting 21-minute interview with Yergin, loosely related to “the Arab
Spring,” can be seen at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704150604576166160342022304.html.
********A review of The Quest by Publishers Weekly can be found at:
http://www.pwdaily.com/978-1-59420-283-4. It makes it clear that Yergin addresses climate
change issues, as well as discussing the energy industry as a whole. The Quest will surely be a
best-selling nonfiction book once it is released.
(28 July 2011): “A Stealth Way a Bill Becomes a Law”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/a-stealth-way-a-bill-becomes-a-law-07282011.html)
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--------The American Legislative Exchange Council writes model bills that are frequently
introduced in many different state legislators. Earlier this year, exactly the same anti-cap-andtrade language was introduced in dozens of states. “Corporate benefactors such as Koch
Industries and ExxonMobil help fund ALEC with membership dues and pay extra for a seat at
the legislative drafting table.” ALEC says “it gets about 200 state laws passed each year.” Its
legislative agenda includes “limiting the power of unions, fighting environmental regulations,
and overturning President Obama’s health-care reform law.”
********ALEC has been in the news in recent weeks, for example, listen to the story at NPR:
http://www.npr.org/2011/07/21/138537515/how-alec-shapes-state-politics-behind-the-scenes.
You can learn more of its view of itself at:
http://www.alec.org/AM/Template.cfm?Section=Home. Is ALEC an anomaly or is it one
instance of a wider phenomenon?
(28 July 2011): “Mining Sand to Get More Oil”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/mining-sand-to-get-more-oil-07282011.html)
--------Wisconsin has no shale from which shale oil or gas can be extracted but that doesn’t mean
it is free from the impact of the shale fuel boom. What it does have, at least parts of it, is “a type
of pure quartz sand coveted by the oil industry” for its role in fracking. “Sales of frack sand, also
called proppant, shot up 81 percent from 2009 to 2010 and are expected to grow an additional 30
percent this year.” The price of fracking sand nearly doubled in 2010, and now goes for 4 cents
to 10 cents per pound. Residents of Chippewa Falls, in the northwestern part of the state, are
concerned about the effect of sand mining on the quality of life.
(29 July 2011): “A Prince of the Coffee Bean”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904800304576474211973637364.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------Honduran producers used to smuggle their coffee beans to Guatemala, where prices were
higher. Now, in part due to a tax on coffee exports the revenues of which were used to improve
the quality and production of Honduran coffee, the price of coffee in Honduras has increased and
former smugglers are now focused on devoting the market of Honduran beans.
(29 July 2011): “Detroit Mayor Scales Back His Overhaul Plan, for Now”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903635604576474391532014276.html)
--------Detroit Mayor Dave Bing recently unveiled the first steps of a plan to bolster Detroit’s
most viable neighborhoods. His staff released a “block-by-block, color-coded ‘market analysis’
of the city that tags neighborhoods as ‘steady,’ ‘transitional’ or ‘distressed,’ based largely on the
condition of their real estate.” The intent is to employ a “targeted” approach, providing more
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resources to more vibrant areas, thereby concentrating city population. The recent census
showed that the population of Detroit declined by 25% during the last ten years.
********The Interactive Graphics tab shows population change and vacant lots by geographic
area. The Detroit Works Project is an integral part of the development plans of the City of
Detroit. You can learn more about it at: http://detroitworksproject.com/.
(29 July 2011): “Germans Tally Their Concerns Over Census”
(http://www.morningstar.co.uk/uk/markets/newsfeeditem.aspx?id=155144956169893)
------------Germany has not had a census since 1987. It is now near completion of its first census
since its reunification in 1990, which was required by its membership in the European Union.
Germans are much more disapproving of the census than the French, and think the questions
asked are much more inappropriate, too. “At the root of the unease is Germany’s tumultuous
history when it comes to population counting and collection of personal data. The Nazis used
census data to help track Jews and other minorities. . . . These legacies have resulted in some of
the strictest data-privacy laws in Europe.” Internet giants such as Google and Facebook face
more regulatory scrutiny in Europe than in the U.S.
(30 July 2011): “Chicken Glut Humbles Pilgrim’s Pride”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903635604576476243821871156.html)
--------The high price of corn and excess capacity in the chicken industry has resulted in
significant losses for Pilgrim’s Pride, the second-largest U.S. poultry producer. In consequence,
it is looking to substitute cheaper feeds for corn as well as reducing capacity. It will soon close
its Dallas plant, which employs 1,000.
********For a local (Mocksville and Siler City, North Carolina) and related story, see:
http://www2.journalnow.com/news/2011/jul/29/6/mocksville-plant-to-close-eliminating-476jobs-ar-1251549/.
(30 July 2011): “Court Says Human Gene Can Be Patented”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903635604576476130562033622.html)
--------“A federal appeals court ruled Friday that an isolated human gene may be patented, setting
the stage for a possible Supreme Court review on the line between natural elements and artificial
creations.” The case pitted Myriad Genetics Inc., the patent holder, against scientific
researchers, scientific societies, and women’s health advocacy groups. Mutations of the genes at
issue “can indicate a heighted risk of breast or ovarian cancers.”
(30 July 2011): “Crisis Shopping: Opportunities in Food and Energy Stocks”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903635604576474143564882146.html)
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--------At a time when everyone seems to be “in a tizzy over the debt ceiling,” it is worth looking
at the fundamental needs of the global economy. “People need to eat, and the global economy
needs lots of the black stuff to keep humming. And demand for both seems likely to keep
growing.” Some suggestions on how to invest in food and energy are provided.
********Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is part of our culture but perhaps still not well enough
known. I presume that marketers and politicians use the hierarchy with some regularity as they
fashion messages to influence human behavior. The article suggests to me that one might take a
broader look at products, perhaps the entire economy, from the perspective of the hierarchy of
needs. An interesting project—has someone done it? You can learn more about the hierarchy at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow's_hierarchy_of_needs.
(30 July 2011): “Should BP split?”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21524921?fsrc=rss%7Cbus)
********This article relates to the ConocoPhillips article of (ljljkljlk). It provides broader
perspective on the oil industry and the relationship between market valuation of the firm and net
asset values. According to the Economist, “BP’s market capitalization of $145 billion is a
whopping $100 billion less than its assets are worth individually.”
(1 August 2011): “Trade Fight Has Flower Growers Digging In”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904772304576470270506549178.html)
--------At present, 75% of the U.S. cut-flower market is sourced from Colombia. This is, in part,
the result of trade agreements developed to lessen its dependence on the illegal narcotics trade.
However, the enabling legislation expired in February, resulting in tariffs of up to 8% on
Colombian flowers. California growers see the expiration of the legislation as breathing “new
life into the California flower industry.”
(1 August 2011): “Bright Lights, Big Questions About China’s Urban Legend”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904800304576476363747579634.html)
--------Urban residence in China requires a permit, called the hukuo. But China is rapidly
urbanizing and, at 50% of its population, is still a ways from the 70% of many developed
countries. Rural dwellers who move to urban areas, where there tend to be more jobs and higher
wages, and who generally don’t have the permit, are “confined to the margins of city life.” The
line “between rural and urban hukuo status is difficult to cross.” The lack of mobility suggests a
possible source of social unrest.
(2 August 2011): “Europe’s Youth Face Scarcity of Jobs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904292504576482362541917384.html)
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--------The unemployment rate in the European Union is 20.3% for job seekers in the 15-24 age
group. In Spain that number rises to 45.7%; the EU low is in the Netherlands, which is 7.1%.
“Countries that have low youth unemployment, like the Netherlands an Austria, follow practices
that other nations are being advised to emulate, such as education and vocational training
programs geared toward the needs of the local labor market.”
(2 August 2011): “Crash Spotlights China’s Train Crisis”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904292504576481800484601640.html)
--------The Railway Ministry of China is the only Chinese government agency (other than the
Finance Ministry) that can issue bonds. It has invested tens of billions of dollars to accelerate its
high-speed train program but the recent accident that killed 40 people and injured 191 is placing
its strategy under close scrutiny. Economist Stephen Green “doubts the rail ministry’s operation
generate enough free cash flow to cover the interest payments on its debts.” Ultimately he thinks
the Ministry of Finance will need to provide a capital injection. A recent bond sale by “failed to
find enough buyers for the full 20 billion yuan issue.” A Beijing Jiaotong University economist
believes that the Ministry built the wrong trains for Chinese needs.
(2 August 2011): “Boom in Gas Drilling Bringing Jobs To Pennsylvania, but How Many?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904233404576462543376226516.html)
--------The fracking service industry is booming in Pennsylvania, although it is more difficult to
put a precise number on it. Pennsylvania’s unemployment rate of 7.5% is more than 1.5% lower
than that of the U.S. A spokesperson for the Department of Labor and Industry says that
fracking is “still a relatively small part of the state’s overall economy, but it’s still easily the
sector that is growing the fastest.”
(3 August 2011): “Brazil’s Boom Pulls in Kirin”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903520204576484003766538680.html)
--------Brazil is the third-largest beer market in the world, following China and the U.S. But its
beer market grew by 11% in 2010, compared to 1-2% for the U.S. Japanese brewers are
expanding their acquisitions abroad, influenced by a shrinking population, a shift away from beer
drinking, and a rethinking of investments following the March 11 earthquake and tsunami.
(3 August 2011): “Saudis Plan World’s Tallest Tower”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903341404576483540742054836.html)
--------An investment group led by a Saudi Arabian prince plans to build the world’s tallest tower
in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. At 3,281 feet it will dwarf the 2,717 foot Burj Khalifa in Dubai.
********You can learn more about the Burj Khalif at: http://www.burjkhalifa.ae/.
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(3 August 2011): “Germany Tries to Forge European Brand of Islam”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903635604576476230269701982.html)
--------The spread of Islam in Europe is leading some countries, in particular Germany, to take an
educational approach to understanding Islam and developing an Islam in a European context.
The French newspaper Le Figaro refers to this as working “to transform foreign imams, or
prayer leaders, into ‘imams á la francaise’. In Germany, imams are generally of Turkish origin.
********A map showing Muslim population percentages by country accompanies the article.
This is timely due to the horrific slayings in Norway.
********This article shows that the cultural dimension of a country, i.e., the invisible
handshake—social and historical forces that influence human behavior—is subject to change.
Migration is surely one of the most important sources of that change.
(3 August 2011): “The Muddy Roots of Fine Linen”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904800304576474334166079572.html)
--------“Linen has become a high-end staple on the designer-clothing racks. . . . Yet these
thousand-dollar linens have humble roots. Two-thirds of the world’s linen originates in a narrow
belt of farmland that stretches from northern France to the Netherlands.” Chinese companies
now buy much of the supply.
(3 August 2011): “Drilling Plans Raise Stakes in Disputed Seas”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904292504576484073250205648.html)
--------Possible off-shore drilling sites for oil in the South China Sea has led to increased tension
among neighboring countries, including China, Japan, the Philippines, and Vietnam.
(3 August 2011): “Consumer Pullback Slows Recovery”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903520204576483882838360382.html)
--------With consumers saving more on a percentage basis, and aggregate consumer spending
declining by 0.2% in June, “the faltering recovery has slowed to a crawl.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 16 (10 August 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(3 August 2011): “The Debt Deal: The Case for Caving”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/the-debt-ceiling-deal-the-case-for-caving08032011.html)
--------Game theorist Steven Bram’s, the well-published author of many books, including the
recently published Game Theory and the Humanities, argues that the outcome of the recent debt
ceiling legislation, which satisfied no one, could have been foreseen by those who know a little
game theory. As he sees it, Democrats and Republicans were locked in a classic game of
“chicken.”
(4 August 2011): “Chasing the Commodities Boom [in Asia]”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304793504576432090397556856.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------Rising prices for commodities like rubber and palm oil are leading to significantly higher
incomes for rural areas in Indonesia, as well as in Brazil, Thailand, and Malaysia. “Honda now
bases its Indonesia sales projections in part on prices for products such as palm oil and cocoa.”
However, the boom in commodity prices also means that the poorest “are hurt by food inflation
if they aren’t involved in commodities-related businesses.”
(4 August 2011): “Big Money Gets Into Landlord Game”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904292504576484571234105448.html)
--------Flipping houses is a typical strategy for mom-and-pop investors. However, with the
enormous scale of house foreclosure, firms with real money are getting involved, buying houses
to rent. For example, McKinley Capital Partners “has acquired more than 300 foreclosed singlefamily homes in the [San Francisco] Bay Area over the past two years.” Sometimes, the owner
of a foreclosed house ends up renting it from the person who bought it. Big investors team up
with local companies who scout for houses and find renters. Then there is the issue of
maintenance. “It’s kind of the Wall Street meets Main Street phenomenon . . . The Main Street
guy needs the capital and Wall Street needs the expertise.”
(5 August 2011): “County Ups the Ante in Voucher War”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903885604576488472660592718.html)
--------The Douglas County (Colorado) School District “has begun handing out vouchers that use
public money to help its largely affluent residents [to help] send their children to private and
church-based schools.” The approach taken differs in that most such programs are run by states,
rather than counties. Douglas County acts as a “middleman between state and student . . . The
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state sends the district $6,100 per pupil; the district forwards 75% to each voucher recipient and
keeps the rest. Even after administrative costs, the district expects to make what amounts to a
profit of $400,000 this year on the 500 students in its pilot program.”
********In a real sense the origin of all voucher programs is Milton Friedman’s Capitalism and
Freedom, chapter VI, “The Role of Government in Education.” The 40th Anniversary Edition
was published in 2002 and is readily available.
(5 August 2011): “China Makes Arrests Over Food”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903885604576487780529072912.html)
--------China has arrested more than 2,000 people and shut 5,000 businesses in a “four-month
campaign against recurring food safety problems.” The food industry in China is extremely
fragmented, with “some 200 million farming households and 400,000 food-processing
enterprises with fewer than 10 employees.” The China director of the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration says that “additives are among China’s top food-safety problems.” Evidently
food producers “are feeling squeezed by higher costs for things like fuel and labor.”
(5 August 2011): “Mexico Elbows Into U.S. Meth Trade”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904292504576482194165785506.html)
--------Mexican drug cartels are expanding their share of the meth trade, another element in the
turf battles leading to an estimated 41,000 deaths since 2006. Meth production takes less time
than marijuana and can be produced “more discreetly in countryside labs, in residential
neighborhoods or in warehouses sitting in plain sight.” At the same, the scale of meth labs
seems to be shrinking, “suggesting that the U.S. labs aren’t competing any more with Mexico for
mass production of the drug.” According to Antonio Mazzitelli of the United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crime in Mexico, “The future of drugs lies with the synthetics.”
(6 August 2011): “Heat Scorches Parched Texas”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903885604576488503338385680.html)
--------The Dallas-Fort Worth area has had 35 consecutive 100-degree days and nearing the
historic record of 42 days set in 1980. 75% of Texas is in ‘exceptional drought’, the most severe
drought classification. The drought has affected planting decisions, (water) well decisions, and
water usage at home. Mandi Child’s, who lives in a home 20 miles west of Fort Worth has
altered her usage to the extent that “We’re basically camping.”
(6 August 2011): “The Real Story of Globalization”
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903454504576486421307171028.html)
********This is an overview, by the author, of 1493: Uncovering the New World Columbus
Created, which will be published next week. It gives a sense of the magnitude and the extent of
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the unintended biological consequences of the travels of Columbus. The person who first drew
widespread attention to this topic, and helped blaze the trail that was to become the discipline of
ecological history, was Alfred W. Crosby, Jr. The 30th anniversary edition of The Columbian
Exchange can be found at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903454504576486421307171028.html.
********Somewhat related is Michael Pollan’s The Botany of Desire (2001), which provides a
plant’s eye view of the spread of the apple, the tulip, marijuana, and the potato. The segment on
"Apples" includes commentary by Frank Browning. If you would rather watch a well-conceived
and carried out video of the same name, check out Netflix.
(6 August 2011): “Radiation Threat Rattles Japan’s Food Chain”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904772304576466641695180326.html)
--------On July 8th Japanese government officials tested meat from a Tokyo slaughterhouse that
with “radioactive cesium at nearly five times Japan’s limit” and traced to a farm 16 miles north
of the damaged Fukushima plant. Although the “agriculture ministry . . . is supposed to make
sure farmers don’t sell produce that is unsafe,” testing is challenging to do in small farmdominated Japan. Experts say that “Cesium 137 sticks around for 300 years.”
********As mentioned in the article, “Scientists say it is difficult to identify a precise level at
which radioactive contamination of food becomes an indisputable health hazard.” This is a great
example of “threshold thinking”—I would almost like to call it “the threshold fallacy”—in which
we are A-OK below X and not A-OK at X or above. Surely there is almost never a threshold,
just greater and lower degrees of risk, which takes us into the land of tradeoffs. For a related
article, please see below.
(6 August 2011): “The Challenge of Drawing the Line on a Famine”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903454504576488673007245358.html)
--------Humanitarian groups “have devised strict quantitative thresholds for rates of death,
malnutrition and food shortages, each of which must be met before a good crisis becomes a
famine.” However, some aid experts say “the restrictions are too stringent.” Tony Burns of the
Somalian relief organization SAACID says “The focus should not be on malnutrition and death
rates—at that point, you are already looking at a catastrophe.”
********You can learn about the Integrated Food Security Phase Classification, a tool for
classifying food security, at: http://www.ipcinfo.org/.
(6 August 2011): “The Future on Natural Gas” (http://www.economist.com/node/21525381)
--------Shale gas is booming throughout the, in part due to the U.S. Natural Gas Policy Act of
1978, which deregulated natural gas. The deregulation encouraged experimentation with new
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technologies and opened up gas exports. Presently there are three regional markets in the global
economy: North America, Europe, and Asia. Significant price differentials exist among them,
with the North American market typically having the lowest, Europe a bit higher, and Asia the
highest. Over time these price differentials are expected to diminish, thereby reducing some of
the power exercised (or threatened to be exercised) by Russia. China may have the largest shalegas reserves in the world.
(8 August 2011): “Power-Upgrade Plans Spark Illinois Storm”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903885604576488512668810974.html)
--------The Illinois legislature has passed legislation, which will likely be vetoed by the
Governor, that “allows utilities a rate of return that is 6% above 30-year Treasury bonds” in
order to “smarten” the electric grid following a summer of unusually high outages from electrical
storms. “Normally, a utility’s return is related to its cost of capital.”
********The article raises the fundamental question, “What is the appropriate rate of return for
a regulated utility?” It also points out the importance of 30-year Treasury bonds as a
“foundation” for rates of return. As such, it points to some of the possible consequences of the
recent downgrade of U.S. debt by Standard & Poor’s from AAA to AA+.
********Standard and Poor’s call on U.S. debt will cause an uproar among the politicians and
the financial community, along the lines of “Who elected them to judge U.S. debt?” You can
learn more about what are called Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations
(NRSROs) at: http://www.sec.gov/answers/nrsro.htm, and at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nationally_recognized_statistical_rating_organization.
(8 August 2011): “Oil Takes Hit; Copper Next?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904007304576493963665270594.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
********A look at how interest rates and global economic conditions are likely to affect three
commodity markets: gold, oil, and copper. It is argued that increasing economic uncertainty due
to the U.S. debt downgrade will increase the demand for gold, increasing its price. Also, the
combination of the downgrade with recent economic news suggests a weakening global economy
and a plausible decrease in the demand for oil and copper, decreasing the price of each. It is said
that “Crude [oil] futures have been highly sensitive to signs of economic weakness in the U.S. . .
. Copper prices are considered a bellwether of economic growth, as the metal is used in
everything from laptops and air-conditioners to cars.”
(9 August 2011): “Nuclear-Waste Costs Go Critical”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904292504576484133479927502.html)
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--------Approximately 65,000 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel are stranded at nuclear sites across
the U.S., with Illinois holding roughly 1/8th of it. Although electric utilities have paid a fee to the
federal government to help create a solution to the storage problem, there has been no solution
and it is unclear if the $25 billion paid is even available to be used. Dealing with storage will be
even more difficult given concerns about the federal deficit.
(9 August 2011): “Corn, Wheat Swap Roles as Prices Surge”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904480904576496610907800774.html)
--------“In a reversal of historic patterns, the price of corn is higher than the wheat, an anomaly
that is upending commodities-trading strategies and changing what poultry producers feed their
chickens.”
********A beautiful illustration of changing relative prices and their consequence for input
usage. The increased relative price of corn to wheat means that now chicken producers are using
a little more wheat in chicken feed and ethanol producers are substituting some wheat for corn.
However, “animals tend to reduce their feed intake when adjusting to a new diet.”
(9 August 2011): “’Silk Road’ Plan for Xinjiang Makes for a Rough Tapestry”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904007304576495950526450210.html)
--------The Chinese government has declared the city of Kashgar in the Xinjiang region of China
a special economic zone. Toward that end it expects to spend $300 billion on infrastructure from
2010 to 2015. Ethnicity will be a real challenge, as the regional, Uighur population has a strong
Islamic base and many of the newly migrating Han do not. The ability to speak Chinese,
especially Mandarin, greatly increases the likelihood of economic success.
********If you have access to Google Earth, the location of Kashgar, China is worth taking a
look at. A free download is available at: http://www.google.com/earth/index.html. If you are
familiar with Google Earth but haven’t used its 3D feature, I highly recommend it.
(9 August 2011): “Business Braces for Belt Tightening”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903454504576488374226108188.html)
--------According to Goldman Sachs, more than 80 companies “get at least 20% of their revenue
from a government source.” If the recently negotiated budgetary decreases take place, these
companies will be differentially affected. Defense contractor Lockheed Martin, for example,
derives 97% of its revenue from the federal government and Dell derives 27%. Sectors that are
especially subject to cuts are: health care, defense, technology, and education. Brief separate
analysis is given to each.
(9 August 2011): “South Africa Textile Firms in Tatters”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904233404576457652301071940.html)
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--------Increasing wages for textile workers in South Africa, Africa’s largest economy, has
employers looking to move elsewhere. Lesotho, an independent country within South Africa, is
one of those destinations; Swaziland and Mozambique are two others. Textile producers in
Lesotho are advantaged by “the African Growth and Opportunity Act, [that] allows textile
manufacturers in . . . poorly developed countries to export to the U.S. duty-free.” Cost
differentials are significant: “The labor cost to make a shirt is 65 cents in South Africa. In
Lesotho it is 19 cents.”
(10 August 2011): “Cracks in China Housing Push”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904480904576497962651886944.html)
--------Last month’s high-speed train crash, which was built quickly to help cushion the Chinese
economy from the 2008 recession, has given rise to concern that there may also be quality issues
concerned with a similar push to construct low-income housing. The low-income housing
initiative was also “supposed to head off social unrest as urban home prices spiraled out of reach
of ordinary workers.” Rates of return on investment in public housing, about 2%, compare to
around 30% for residential development.
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[The Invisible Forces] 17 (17 August 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(11 August 2011): “Color Wars: Luxury Makers Battle Over Red-Solved Shoe”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904823804576500190678090656.html)
--------A U.S. federal judge has ruled against the request of fashion house Christian Louboutin
(CL) to halt the sale of similar shoes by Yves Saint Laurent. As a result, it appears the CL is
not entitled to trademark protection for its red outsoles.
(11 August 2011): “Panel Calls for More ‘Fracking’ Rules”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904006104576500652618505700.html)
--------A Department of Energy panel charged with reporting on fracking released its report
today. It takes a middle ground between environmental groups seeking more and rapid
regulation and industry groups eager to expand fracking in the pursuit of gas and oil. The panel
was not charged with propounding specific regulations, which will be the will be the
responsibility of the Environmental Protection Agency.
********The article contains a link to the report upon which this article is based.
(11 August 2011): “Power and the Professors”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903454504576490754062218960.html)
--------A review of The Forum and the Tower, by Mary Ann Glendon. Glendon, who teaches at
Harvard Law School, writes about the pull that two different types of life have “on the ambitious
and talented members of any society.” Glendon’s book, growing out of her observations of her
law students, some of whom are drawn to politics and others reviled by it, takes a historical look
at those who have sought to reconcile (or not) a life of politics with the life of the mind. Two
who reconciled it were the Roman Senator Cicero and British statesman Edmund Burke.
(11 August 2011): “Banks vs. Wal-Mart: Round Two”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/banks-vs-walmart-round-two-08112011.html)
--------Wal-Mart continues to eye the possibility of adding banking to complement its retail
activities in the U.S., having had some success in Canada and Mexico. U.S. banks have
steadfastly resisted this expansion. However, Wal-Mart offers a variety of financial services in
the MoneyCenters that operate in 1,800 U.S. stores. “On Aug. 8 the company said it is
expanding check cashing to virtually all of its more than 4,300 stores in the U.S.” Some in the
banking industry argue that “the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, created by Dodd-Frank,
should be able to regulate Wal-Mart, because the retailer qualifies as a so-called larger
participant in financial services under the act.” The rule for large participants has not yet been
written.
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(11 August 2011): “Lobbyists Take Aim at the Supercommittee”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/lobbyists-take-aim-at-the-supercommittee08112011.html)
--------With the congressional “supercommittee” being charged with reducing future budget
deficits by $1.5 trillion over 10 years, the 12 members are targets for especially intense lobbying
efforts by businesses whose revenues might be reduced. The revenue of Washington lobbyists
fell to $1.65 billion in the first six months of 2011.
********Quinn Gillespie & Associates is one prominent lobbying firm. You can learn about
QGA at: http://www.quinngillespie.com/. The following was extracted from that page:
With a diverse roster of resources that includes former Congressional and White House
advisors, attorneys, journalists, entrepreneurs and even a U.S. ambassador, QGA is
uniquely qualified to craft compelling narratives and deliver full-scale public affairs
campaigns for the Washington marketplace and beyond.
(12 August 2011): “GM to Make Push For Indonesia Hub”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904823804576501841651777086.html)
--------General Motors plans to establish a production and sales hub in Indonesia. This will
support the growing market of Indonesia and the rest of Southeast Asia. A Thailand-based
manager for auto-research firm J.D. Power & Associates notes: “The U.S. and European markets
are slowing down, as is China.”
(12 August 2011): “Texas Power Grid Falls Short”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904823804576502592393033486.html)
--------This summer’s heat wave in Texas has it breaking electric usage levels predicted to be
reached in 2014. This poses a real problem for Texas, which has what is effectively its own grid,
largely independent from the rest of the U.S. This means that its ability to buy power from other
parts of the U.S. is highly constrained. As a result, there have substantial (wholesale) price
spikes: “Wholesale power prices during the emergency last week rose to 60 times normal
summer prices, racking up millions of dollars of added costs for consumers and power retailers.”
(12 August 2011): “China Moves In to Calm Markets’ Nerves”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904006104576501143919533866.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------In response to recent global market unrest, China has begun “pumping cash into its
banking system and allowing its tightly controlled currency to climb higher.” This indicates a
greater willingness of China to respond in a timely way to global economic uncertainty.
Analysts of a China-focused research house write: “Indeed, in moments of tensions in
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international financial markets, Beijing’s initial default reaction has always been to freeze like a
deer in headlights and prevent any currency appreciation at all costs. But not this time.”
(12 August 2011): “Energy Companies Cope With Decline in Natural-Gas Imports”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904006104576504473249291688.html)
--------The U.S. shale gas boom means that imports of liquefied natural gas (LNG), which is kept
at minus-260 degrees Fahrenheit, has declined. In order to keep gas facilities from warming up,
one importer continues to import LNG “just to keep the terminal operating.” The cooling
process reduces natural gas to 1/600th of its volume.
(13 August 2011): “Banks Direct-Deposit Advances Spark Lending Debate”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904006104576502793158420916.html)
--------Some mainstream banks, for example U.S. Bank and Wells Fargo, are employing
practices not unlike those used by payday loan firms. “Consumer groups are urging the new
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau . . . to rein in such activity.” Michael Calhoun of the
Durham, NC-based Center for Responsible Lending called the loans an “immediate crisis.”
********You can learn more about the Center for Responsible Lending at:
http://www.responsiblelending.org/.
(15 August 2011): “China Bows to Plant Protesters”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904253204576508252300809390.html)
--------“The Dalian city government agreed to shut a chemical plant in an unusual display of
responsiveness, bowing to environmental protests that brought thousands of residents onto the
streets of the northeastern Chinese port city.” Environmental concerns are growing as more
Chinese own their homes. The Dalian protest followed the unexpected arrival of a typhoon.
********Dalian has a striking geographic location on a peninsula in Korean Bay.
(15 August 2011): “Immigration Audits Drive Illegal Workers Underground”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB20001424053111904480904576496200011699920.html)
--------Employment audits by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) have resulted in
firms paying fines and firing illegal workers. The typical result is that the fired workers end up
taking jobs at lower wage rates, fewer benefits, and fewer legal protections. The approach of
ICE seems to be to increase the cost of hiring illegal workers. Employers often complain that
those replacing the illegal workers have no pride in their work.
(16 August 2011): “Wal-Mart Loses Edge”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904253204576510503450823240.html)
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--------Despite evidence to the contrary, in a recent survey “60% of Wal-Mart shoppers no longer
viewed Wal-Mart as having the lowest prices.” Deborah Weinswig, an analyst at Citigroup, says
“Wal-Mart has lost mind share in the U.S. . . . In this environment, with high gas prices, you
need to do something special to get a consumer to drive to your store.” Some customers are
shopping more online, especially for electronic items.
(16 August 2011): “Chinese Students Flood U.S. Grad Schools”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904253204576510750588346330.html)
--------“Graduate schools saw a 21% increase in Chinese applicants from the last school year and
a 23% increase in admissions offers, for students slate to start this fall.” Overall, applications
and offers for international students were up 11% since last year. MIT’s Sloan School of
Management has kept its proportion of international students at 40% in recent years. An
admissions official remarks, “We’re an American school in the United States, so we need to
maintain a U.S. flavor in our program.”
(16 August 2011): “Google Primes Patent Pump”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903480904576510612208706194.html)
--------Google’s takeover of Motorola Mobility seems to be directly aimed at its intellectual
property, as “Owning intellectual property . . . could help protect Google against litigation from
companies attacking its Android mobile operating system.” Generally, “Technology companies
have been amassing intellectual-property arsenals to both defend against litigation and as a
weapon for countersuits.”
(17 August 2011): “Overrun by Chinese Rivals, U.S. Solar Company Falters”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904253204576512574160162128.html)
--------Evergreen Solar Inc. has filed for bankruptcy protection, “saying it couldn’t compete with
Chinese competitors without a reorganization.” The manufacturer of solar panels operates at a
sizable cost disadvantage that is in part influenced by Chinese governmental support.
(17 August 2011): “Chinese Hunger for Corn Stretches Farm Belt”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903554904576460300155681760.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------China surprised commodity traders by buying 21 million bushels of corn in July, more
than the U.S. government thought would be purchased during the year. The increased demand
for U.S. corn seems to be driven by a desire to restore corn reserves and to reduce food inflation,
particularly in relation to the price of pork, which is increasing with consumer income. Traders
speculate that in five-to-ten years China made dethrone Japan as the largest purchase of U.S.
corn; Japan bought 610 million bushels in 2010. Increasing per capita meat consumption in
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China to U.S. levels appears to be impossible, as it would require it “to use an additional 24
billion bushels of corn, or about twice what the U.S. produces in a year.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 18 (24 August 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(18 August 2011): “China Debuts a Drone at Robotics Show”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904070604576514782800973542.html)
--------Unmanned Systems North America is an annual exposition featuring robotic hardware
from around the world. Unmanned drones are frequently shown and this year marked the debut
of a Chinese firm with a drone aimed for the U.S. market. “Chinese companies have invested
heavily in recent years in developing drones . . . for China’s military and domestic security
needs.” A look at the military market for such applications is given in the book by P.W. Singer,
Wired for War (2009). Uses for such drones include military, mining, and domestic surveillance.
The Slideshow accompanying the article provides a look at some of the unmanned vehicles.
********You can learn more about the exposition at:
http://symposium.auvsi.org/auvsi11/public/enter.aspx.
(18 August 2011): “The Smart Path for the Shale Gas Revolution”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904006104576502531479527412.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------This appeared on the opinion page. Fred Krupp, president of the Environmental Defense
Fund and member of a Department of Energy advisory panel that just released a report on shale
gas, urges more disclosure and appropriate state and federal regulation in order to create the trust
that will be required to develop shale gas while protecting air and water quality.
(19 August 2011): “Plastic Bottle Recycling Is In the Dumps”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904070604576516172235790338.html)
--------Coca-Cola opened a huge plastic bottle recycling plant in Spartanburg, SC in 2009 but it
has been closed much of this year for a variety of reasons, including the absence of good quality
plastic at a low enough price. “So low is the supply of recycled, bottle-grade PET that its price is
about 10% above that of virgin PET in the U.S.” Recycling rates in the U.S. are much lower
than those in Europe.
(20 August 2011): “Charge of the LED Brigade” (http://www.economist.com/node/21526373)
--------LEDs are the future of lighting. Despite their high initial cost, their lifetime operating
costs are small. It is expected that LEDs will have 59% of global lighting revenues in 2020.
Firms are working to change the quality of LED lighting, so as to make it more attractive.
(20 August 2011): “Technology Can’t Save Us From Math Mishaps”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903596904576518251523632110.html)
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--------The recent $2 trillion math error at Standard & Poors drew the attention of many. In fact,
such errors are common. “There is a common cause for many wrong numbers, say data experts:
Insufficient safeguards to catch errors before the numbers are released.”
--------An economist suggests that we should go easy on statisticians. “Everyone makes
spreadsheet mistakes” . . . He notes the advice received from the best man at his wedding: ‘The
best way to remember your wedding anniversary is to forget it once.’”
(22 August 2011): “Canada Escalates Its Arctic Presence”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903327904576522720456663588.html)
--------With the melting of ice due to climate change, the rush for the Arctic’s energy resources is
on, with Canada moving quickly to assert its interests. The U.S. Geological Survey estimates
that there could be an additional 90 billion barrels of oil, “just a little less that the reserves of a
super producer like Kuwait—still undiscovered.
(22 August 2011): “Italy Seeks to Tackle Youth Jobless Problem”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904279004576522311824749534.html)
--------28% of Italians between 15 and 24 are unemployed, with rates in Greece (nearly 40%) and
Spain (about 45%) much higher. Older workers tend to have extensive job security, making it
difficult for young people to be hired. Laws preventing companies from reducing their staffs in
lean times have made employers “reluctant to hire new workers even in good times.”
(23 August 2011): “Geeks Beat Jocks as Bar Fight Breaks Out Over Control of the TV”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904070604576516462736084234.html)
--------The rise of spectator computer games has brought new demands for watching bar TVs.
“Fans organize so-called Barcraft events, taking over pubs and bistros from Honolulu to Florida
and switching big-screen TV sets to Internet broadcasts of professional game matches.” The
game Starcraft II is the biggest draw.
(23 August 2011): “Party Ends at For-Profit Schools”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904279004576524660236401644.html)
--------Year-to-year new student enrollments are down 40.5% at University of Phoenix as forprofit providers of higher education compete with community colleges that provide similar
services for much less and deal with negative publicity surrounding high default rates on student
loans.
(24 August 2011): “China Passes U.S. as World’s Biggest PC Market”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903461304576525852486131230.html)
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--------PC shipments in China surpassed the U.S. for the first time. “The center of gravity of the
PC industry has shifted away from the developed world” says an employee of the marketing
strategy firm. As such it joins the ranks of autos, in which China took the lead in 2009. And
there are many other products, food stuffs, and resources.
(24 August 2011): “Wealthy French Push for Extra Tax on Rich”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904279004576526712217102264.html)
--------The top marginal personal income-tax rate in France is 37.6%, as compared with Germany
(47.5%), Japan (47.3%), and the U.S. (41.7%). As France, like other countries, including the
U.S., struggle to deal with deficits, 15 of its wealthiest individuals have embraced a Buffet-like
call for higher marginal tax rates on the wealthy. This signals a move away from “the fiscal
shield” of the wealthy embraced by French President Nicolas Sarkozy that help elect him in
2007.
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[The Invisible Forces] 19 (31 August 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(25 August 2011): “Your Dinner Has Been Touched by Multitudes”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/your-food-has-been-touched-by-multitudes08252011.html)
--------Salmonella outbreaks in recent years have led to increased attention to and regulation of
the food supply in the U.S. This has given rise to the aspiration, if not the realization, of being
able to trace the food on one’s plate to its ultimate source. This is no easy task. It has given rise
to an increase in the demand for “food auditors” and firms that are eager to sell “traceback
software to food companies.” The word ‘provenance’, meaning “place of origin” occurs
frequently in relation to this. According to the US Department of Agriculture, a cheeseburger
can have more than 100 ingredients, including meat from “more than 50 cows from several
countries.”
********You can learn more about food safety at the web site of the National Center for Food
Protection and Defense: http://www.ncfpd.umn.edu/.
(25 August 2011): “Misreading Beijing’s Economic Tea Leaves”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904875404576528471319591088.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------This article appeared on the Opinion Page. The author is Yukon Huang, “a senior
associate at the Carnegie Endowment and a former country director for the World Bank in
China.” Huang takes a look at the macroeconomic statistics of China and finds them likely to
mislead with regard to Consumption—the share of GDP is too small—and Investment—the
share of GDP is too large. Some of the reasons for this difference are its 30-year-old sampling
procedure and the fact that many transactions take place as cash. Land ownership, too, plays a
role. The growth of services has not been in the macroeconomic statistics. “This has been a
major problem as China’s accounting moves from a socialist-based ‘material product’ approach
to the United Nations System of National Accounts used in market economies.”
(25 August 2011): “Bloomberg to buy legal research firm for $990 million”
(http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/08/25/us-bloomberg-bna-idUSTRE77O4UC20110825)
--------BNA is a legal research firm. Bloomberg’s purchase of the firm will enable it to expand
its information products, which include business and financial information, as well as
government information for lobbyists and others.
********My interest in this purchase stems from the fact that Bloomberg, with its other
information products, will now be covering two of the three invisible forces: the hand (economic
information) and the foot (legal and political information). More details follow.
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********The Wall Street Journal had more coverage of this story but it is not accessible online
without a subscription. The WSJ article discussed Bloomberg Government, “a service that helps
lobbyists and others track and analyze the impact of government policy on business, as well as a
statistical analysis service for the sports industry.”
********You can see the official Bloomberg press release at:
http://www.bloomberg.com/notices/media_alert.pdf.
(27 August 2011): “Just an Ordinary Day of Death In Mexico’s War on Drug Traffickers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904787404576528413479614524.html)
--------A bone-chilling look at one day of death in the drug wars of Mexico. On July 29th, at least
25 people died across Mexico in areas widely dispersed. In many respects a typical day, one
devoid of a single mass killing such as the one that killed 52 people, mostly women playing
bingo, at a casino in Monterrey on Thursday, August 25
(http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/world/la-fg-mexico-fire-20110827,0,4234638.story).
“Since President Felipe Calderón took office in December 2006, declaring war on traffickers,
roughly 43,000 people have been killed in drug-related homicides.”
********All of the invisible forces are at work here. How likely is it that an approach that
focuses on simply one of the forces will meaningfully impact this incredible loss of life?
(27 August 2011): “Making the desert bloom” (http://www.economist.com/node/21526899)
--------This is an Economist Briefing on Mexico’s economy. “Mexico suffered the steepest
recession of any country in the Americas” except for a couple of small Caribbean countries, in
part because of its dependence upon trade with the U.S. Some argue that it should take the
approach of Brazil, which has focused more of its trade on developing countries. Violence, of
course, is an issue in Mexico; finance minister Ernesto Cordero estimates that violence “knocks
about a percentage point off Mexico’s annual growth rate.” Another factor contributing to
Mexico’s macroeconomic performance is market power. Consumers in Mexico pay much more
for telecommunications, banking, transportation, and medicines. “A study by the OECD and
Mexico’s Federal Competition Commission . . . found that 31% of Mexican household spending
went on products supplied in monopolistic or highly oligopolistic markets. The poorest tenth
suffered most, 38% of their expenditures going on such things.”
********Particularly striking is that the poorest tenth were subject to the greatest market power
by suppliers. Clearly this makes a low income level all the more difficult to deal with.
(27 August 2011): “Geology or Geography?” (http://www.economist.com/node/21526924)
--------These are heady times for mining companies, which are making huge profits that are
largely coming from iron ore. As firms seek to diversify, some go into mining different
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minerals, such as potash, “a base of fertilisers.” Diversification among countries, however, is
also a consideration. This is the geography part of the question in the article headline. Clearly,
“political winds are as unpredictable as swings in commodity prices.”
(27 August 2011): “Graphing the Recession’s Impact”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/graphing-the-recessions-impact-08252011-gfx.html)
--------A clear graph showing that the “latest recession result in more lost jobs and output than
any recession in the last 50 years.” This complicates the work of policymakers.
(29 August 2011): “Monsanto Corn Under Attack by Superbug”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904009304576532742267732046.html)
--------Monsanto’s genetically modified corn plants are under attack by insects that have
developed resistance to its genetic modifications. Contributing to the rapidity with which
resistance has been developed is the failure to comply with Monsanto’s planting protocols.
Similar resistance has evolved for plants that are tolerant to Roundup, sort of the penicillin of
herbicides. Many scientists say that “superweeds immune to Roundup have spread to millions of
acres in more than 20 states in the South and Midwest.”
(30 August 2011): “Taking the Buzz Out of the Beer”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903352704576538470997336198.html)
--------The sales of non-alcoholic beer is growing much more quickly than the beer category as a
whole. In fact, beer sales in Western Europe dropped by 7% over the last five years, due to
health concerns an increased attention to driving while impaired. Spain leads the pack in terms
of per-capita consumption. “The country is the world’s biggest per-capita consumer of
nonalcohol beer, with sales of 5.8 liters a person last year.” As a result, perhaps, Spanish traffic
deaths have fallen by 50% since 2000.
(30 August 2011): “Coffee Break? Walk in the Park? Why Unwinding Is Hard”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904199404576538260326965724.html)
--------How you take a break can make a difference about the effectiveness of the break taken.
What is at issue is ‘involuntary attention’ vs. ‘directed attention.’ If you are doing work that
required intense concentration (directed attention), you are likely to gain more cognitive
recovery from an activity, like a stroll in the park or even looking at nature pictures, that requires
involuntary attention. Involuntary attention “comes into play when our minds are inadvertently
draw to something interesting that doesn’t require intense focus.”
(30 August 2011): “With Trouble on the Range, Ranchers Wish They Could Leave It To
Beavers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904253204576512391087253596.html)
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--------Some western ranchers, who have lost their beavers and their water-table elevating
activities, are eager to have them back. The stewardship director at the North Coast Land
Conservancy in Seaside, Oregon, notes: “We can spend $200,000 putting wood into a stream,
cabling down logs. Sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn’t . . . Put in a colony of beavers
and it always works.”
(31 August 2011): “Car-Battery Shakeout Ahead”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904199404576540170506631268.html)
--------Manufacturers of batteries for electric vehicles are already concerned about a potential
glut of batteries and the supplier shake out that will result. The expansion of supply is being
driven by subsidies in Europe, China, South Korea, and the U.S. The U.S. government has
“pumped some $5 billion into the electric-vehicle sector [since the slump of 2008 and 2009]—of
which $2.4 billion is going to battery projects.” However, “China is pumping $15 billion over
10 years into alternative vehicle technology, and South Korea has committed $12.5 billion
through the ‘Battery 2020 project’.”
(31 August 2011): “Typing Health Problems To Rise in Home Foreclosures”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904199404576538293771870006.html)
--------Economists Janet Currie and Erdel Tekin, a recent paper published by the National Bureau
of Economic Research, that there is a direct relationship between the rate of home closures and
the use of a variety of health care services, including emergency room visits, hospitalizations for
hypertension, and hospitalizations for suicide attempts. It is thought that “areas with high
foreclosures are seeing mostly an increase of stress-related ailments.”
********You can read the abstract of their paper, “Is the Foreclosure Crisis Making Us Sick?”
at: http://www.nber.org/papers/w17310. The entire paper is available online for purchase.
(31 August 2011): “For Solar, No Guarantees”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903352704576540712751849544.html)
--------Falling solar prices, driven by the expansion of supply by China, led to the recent
bankruptcy filing by U.S.-based Evergreen Solar. Loan guarantees made by the federal
government have played a significant role in the expansion of solar in the U.S., but some are
critical of its role in “picking technology bets . . . fraught with potential failures.” An alternative
to picking winning technologies are the “feed-in tariffs” that seem to be favored by European
countries. They “subsidize solar power by guaranteeing producers electricity rates that will help
offset the producers’ costs, which are then passed on to consumers.”
(31 August 2011): “Exxon Wins Arctic Deal, Gives Russian U.S. Access
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904199404576540350519892620.html)
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--------Exxon recently entered into an Arctic exploration deal with Russia’s state-owned
company OAO Rosneft. The primary target is the “ice-choked Kara Sea.” In return, “Rosneft
will be able to purchase stakes in some Exxon projects in the U.S. . . . the first time a statecontrolled Russian oil company acquired ownership stakes in U.S. oil and gas assets.” Despite
the potential size of the Kara Sea resources, an industry observer notes that “Big Oil never seems
to learn the lesson that it is tough to work with the Kremlin.”
********The Kara Sea lies entirely within the Arctic Circle. “Exxon has expertise in building
oil infrastructure in these forbidding waters. Its Hibernia platform off of Canada’s eastern coast
was built to withstand the impact of giant icebergs that detach from Greenland.” Check out the
location of the Kara Sea on Google Earth.
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[The Invisible Forces] 20 (7 September 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(1 September 2011): “The God Clause and the Reinsurance Industry”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/the-god-clause-and-the-reinsurance-industry09012011.html)
--------The costliest ($) disaster since 1970 was the “2011 earthquake, tsunami, nuclear disaster”
in Japan, coming in at $235 billion. The deadliest (human life) disaster since 1970 was the
“1970 Bhola cyclone,” resulting in 300,000 deaths in Bangladesh; 222,570 people perished in the
2010 earthquake in Haiti. Disasters like these result in huge payments by reinsurers and affect
their bottom lines, so they have a powerful incentive to get things right.
--------Swiss Re (http://www.swissre.com/) “has started speaking about climate risk, not climate
change. That the climate is changing has been established in the eyes of the industry.” It turns
out that, from the standpoint of risk, “climate change is only part of the story. The other part is
economic development. In other words, we’re building in the wrong places in the wrong way.”
Wolf Dombrowsky, of the Disaster Research Center at Kiel University in Germany, “points out
that it’s wrong to say that a natural disaster destroyed something; the destruction was not
nature’s fault but our own.”
********Truly a thought-provoking article. How would development in location X be affected
if there were no insurance and no governmental action to mitigate the losses associated with a
particular natural event? You can listen to a podcast with the author of the article at:
http://www.businessweek.com/mediacenter/qt/podcasts/cover_stories/110901_BCS.mp3.
(1 September 2011): “Ethiopia’s Coffee Market: Bitter for Some”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/ethiopias-coffee-market-bitter-for-some09012011.html)
--------Ethiopian coffees are prized by many boutique coffee buyers, who want to offer their
customers single-sourced coffees from a specific location, somewhat akin to what is offered in
the market for wine. However, Ethiopia’s desire to develop a large-scale exchange for
commodities, including coffee, is bringing change. The Ethiopian Commodity Exchange has
been bolstered by the passage “of what’s known as the Coffee Law . . . requiring that most coffee
sales go though it or a government-approved cooperative. The law gave the exchange authority
to grade all Ethiopian coffee by quality and trade it accordingly.”
(1 September 2011): “Russia’s Grain Snarled in Backlog”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904583204576542912136963814.html)
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--------On July 1st a Russian export ban on grain expired, leading to huge orders for wheat, which
tends to have a lower price than U.S. wheat. However, getting it out of the country is something
else. “This week, Russia’s railway authority banned further shipments of grain to the Black Sea
port of Novorossiisk because a bottleneck of more than 3,500 railcars, about 40 trains, had
clogged an entire branch of the network.” Much of this wheat is destined for Egypt, which is the
world’s top wheat importer and Russia’s largest wheat customer.
(1 September 2011): “Foreclosures: Uncle Sam and His 248,000 Homes”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/foreclosures-uncle-sam-and-his-248000-homes09012011.html)
--------The U.S. government has 248,000 homes in its possession, owning almost one-third of all
repossessed homes in the U.S. Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the Federal Housing
Administration are trying to figure out what to do with them. “You have until Sept. 15 to submit
ideas to reo.rfi@frha.gov”. Carol Galante, FHA Action Commissioner notes, “If you’re putting
too much through that system you are helping to drive down prices.”
(1 September 2011): “Swiss Effort to Save a Language Opens a Rift”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903352704576540252076676760.html)
--------In an effort to save the Romansh language in Switzerland, the national government has
developed the related language ‘Romansh Grischun’ or RG for short. RG is shares elements of
the five dialects or Romansh. To support the effort, “the government has paid village schools
2,000 Swiss francs (around $2,480) per child to stop teaching dialects and convert to RG, with
dialects to be phased out entirely by 2020.” Resistance to RG is growing.
(1 September 2011): “On AT&T, U.S. Chooses Law Over Politics”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904583204576542450266408050.html)
--------The U.S. Justice Department is challenging the proposed merger between AT&T and TMobile, arguing that decreased competition in the market for wireless services will increase
wireless prices. The primary test of the Justice Department is “whether a merger causes prices to
be higher than they otherwise would be.”
********Figuring prominently in the decision was the Herfindahl-Hirschman (H-H) index, a
measure of market concentration. You can learn more about the index, along with a simple
example, at: http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/testimony/hhi.htm. You can learn more about
horizontal merger guidelines, including information about market definition, at:
http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/guidelines/hmg.pdf. You can see the Complaint of the Justice
Department at: http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/guidelines/hmg.pdf.
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(1 September 2011): “China Benefits as U.S. Solar Industry Withers”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/02/business/global/us-solar-company-bankruptcies-a-boonfor-china.html)
--------As solar panel prices have plunged during the last year, three U.S. solar companies have
declared bankruptcy, unable to compete with China. The cost advantages of China have multiple
sources but policy has played an important role. The U.S. has focused more on the demand side
of the market, whereas China has focused more on the supply side.
(2 September 2011): “Nokia Sells 2,000 Patents”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904716604576544441441198816.html)
--------Mosaid Technologies (MT) of Ottawa, Canada, is taking over approximately 2,000
wireless patents and patent applications originally filed by Nokia. MT “is part of a niche market
of intellectual-property specialists that use patents they control to pursue revenue—either
through royalty and licensing deals with companies that want to use the technology, or through
settlements and courtroom battles with companies alleged to be infringing the patents.” MT is
one of many companies looking to assemble a trove of communication-related patents.
********It is intriguing to read about patents being treated as a something akin to a commodity.
There is, in that case, a simple way of thinking about the market for patents.
(2 September 2011): “Forestry Law Splits Wood Industry”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903895904576544930331756462.html)
--------“The 111-year-old Lacey Act, originally passed to protect wildlife and later expanded to
cover wood products, has complicated life for many U.S. companies and benefited others.” The
requirement that all the links in the wood supply chain be documented has led Anderson
Hardwood Floors to focus on wood from Paraguay and led other wood users to focus more on
domestic suppliers.
********What do you know about animal law? The Lacey Act of 1900 seems to be a
cornerstone, of sorts, of animal law in the U.S., especially as it relates to animal imports. It has
been amended multiple times to deal with matters such as plants and illegal logging. You can
learn more about the Lacey Act as it relates to animals at:
http://www.animallaw.info/articles/ovuslaceyact.htm. You can get access to the illegal logging
(2008) amendment of the act at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lacey_Act_of_1900.
(3 September 2011): “Henderson apple harvest hampered by shortage of workers”
(http://www.citizen-times.com/article/20110903/NEWS/309030031/Apple-harvest-hurt-by-lackworkers)
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--------Hail and heat have adversely affected the Henderson County apple crop this year. What
may be most telling however is the simple impossibility of harvesting the fruit that has ripened.
This year, the migrant workers, predominantly Mexican, are staying away from Henderson
County over fear of being arrested. There is cause for fear: since “October 2008, Henderson
County has arrested 13,726 people and submitted their fingerprints to the U.S. Immigration &
Customs Enforcement agency.” A local grower said “he tried hiring local, non-immigrant
workers last year to pick apples, but the men quit after just three hours.”
********Henderson County is a 287(g) county, which means that the U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement component of the Department of Homeland Security has delegated some
of its immigration enforcement functions to the Sheriff’s Office. You can read the Memorandum
of Agreement at:
http://www.ice.gov/doclib/foia/memorandumsofAgreementUnderstanding/r_287ghenderson1015
09.pdf.
(3 September 2011): “Can the World Still Feed Itself?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904787404576529912073080124.html)
--------From the Opinion Page. This is “The Weekend Interview,” this week with Peter BrabeckLetmathe (PBL), who is the chairman of Nestlé’s, the world’s largest food-production company.
PBL’s answer is a qualified “Yes.” But with a current world population of roughly 7 billion and
9 billion predicted for 2050, changes need to take place. As PBL sees it, the current use of food
for fuel, that is, using plants to create biofuels rather than for food, is a major problem. In
addition, he holds that resistance to genetically modified crops has limited global agricultural
output and restricted some African countries from exporting crops. Finally, there is the fact that
most fresh water is not priced, leading to its overuse. He argues that if fresh water were
appropriately priced, via market forces, its current misuse in the production of biofuels would
end, at least be attenuated. Finally, all of these concerns take on additional importance when one
considers that the standard of living is improving significantly for those in China, India and
elsewhere. Higher income levels tend to lead to higher meat consumption, which requires more
grain per calorie produced as food. Underscoring the significance of all this is PBL’s assertion
that “What we call today the Arab Spring . . . really started as a protest against ever-increasing
food prices.”
********However one feels about genetically-modified organisms and other aspects of his
analysis, it is clear that PBL has addressed an important question. For a local perspective, note
that it was recently reported that 29.9% of children under the age of 18 in Western North
Carolina are food insecure (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20110825/NEWS01/308250029/Study-1-4-WNC-children-sometimes-goeshungry).
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********You can learn more about Nestlé at: http://www.nestle.com/Pages/Nestle.aspx. Its
sales in 2010 were in excess of $100 billion.
(3 September 2011): “Game theory in practice” (http://www.economist.com/node/21527025)
--------In May 2010 Bruce Bueno de Mesquita of New York University predicted that Egyptian
president Hosni Mubarak “would fall from power within a year.” The source of this prediction
was a computer-implemented game theory model. In addition to more conventional application
involved with consulting on auction strategies, game theory is being used to develop software to
proposed mediated divorce settlements. In fact, “some game theorists believe that the model
could be harnessed to make diplomatic negotiations a more viable substitute for armed conflict.”
********The many examples provided in the article clearly indicate that game theory has
moved beyond stylized classroom or otherwise academic exercises to a practical tool in human
affairs.
(7 September 2011): “When Apricot Met Plum . . .”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904900904576552543026705926.html)
--------Fruit hybridization is not for those with a short time horizon. For 50 years, the Zaiger
family has been working to develop a cross between the plum and the cherry—the pluerry. The
peacharine (peach + nectarine) has had more success and you can find pluots (plum + apricot) if
you have a Wegman’s nearby. “Breeders of hybrid fruits have largely dodged criticism faced by
big makers of genetically modified plants in part because their old-fashioned methods take place
in the field, not in a lab, mimicking how plants naturally evolve.”
********There is a nice slideshow accompanying the article.
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[The Invisible Forces] 21 (14 September 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(8 September 2011): “Data Analytics: Crunching the Future”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/data-analytics-crunching-the-future-09082011.html)
********This article will be better motivated if you read it after (9 September 2011): “Virtual
Products, Real Profits” below, which focuses on online game provider Zynga.
--------Data analytics is being used by ever-smaller firms due to the development of “an opensource system called Hadoop” in 2006. Now firms with a “small” number of employees can
perform the same analysis as Wal-Mart and other commercial giants. The key is spreading
information over many data centers rather than in traditional data warehouses crammed with
information. This has resulted in greatly diminished costs.
(8 September 2011): “Nuclear Backlash Energizes Old Plant”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903366504576488553640956660.html)
--------The Fukushima Daiichi accident seems to be having an unanticipated effect: “It is forcing
the world to become more reliant than ever on aging nuclear power plants.” The accident has
shook the confidence of the public and nuclear operators, even though President Obama
“supported building new nuclear reactors and Congress had approved loan guarantees and other
subsidies to help utilities cover the high cost.”
********The Interactive Graphics accompanying the article provide information on construction
date and grid date for all 104 U.S. nuclear reactors.
(8 September 2011): “In North Korea, Then as Now, Anxiety About ‘Markets’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904537404576554293770017906.html)
--------Kim Jong Il, North Korea’s leader, with recent trips to Russian and China, appears to be
looking to expand its economic ties to them, and with good recent given its state of economic
development. He has, however, a longstanding concern about the effect that “market activities”
will have on his country. He is reported as having said that the market is “a hotbed for an
unsocialist phenomenon and capitalist factors” and if market activities are encouraged “the
country’s economy will inevitably turn into a market economy.”
(9 September 2011): “Minding the Midpoint Where Labor and Education Meet”
(http://chronicle.com/article/Minding-the-Midpoint-Where/128856/)
--------This appears as Commentary in the Chronicle of Higher Education. The Center on
Education and the Workforce at Georgetown University was created by Anthony Carnevale, who
was has spent most of his career in the DC area. In particular he noticed that the federal
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government had “a Labor Department that didn’t care much about education and an Education
Department that didn’t care much about labor. Economists specialized in one or the other but
not both.” Why not combine the two? The result was the Center on Education and the
Workforce, which has come “to dominate conversation on higher education and the economy
and the economy in a manner far out of proportion to its size.” Because the U.S., unlike Europe,
doesn’t have a “widespread system of job training through labor unions working in collaboration
with government” higher education in the U.S. has become “a place—for most people, the only
place—that granted access to jobs and careers that paid enough money to lead a good life.”

********It is hard to believe that so many ideas can be packed into a one-page article. You can
learn more about the Center at: http://cew.georgetown.edu/. Among the many publications of the
Center, there may be special interest in What’s It Worth: The Economic Value of College Majors:
http://www9.georgetown.edu/grad/gppi/hpi/cew/pdfs/whatsitworth-complete.pdf.
(9 September 2011): “Canada Is Taking Aim At Its Wheat Monopoly”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904537404576552354106792900.html)
--------The Canadian Wheat Board (CWB) is on the verge of losing its monopoly on Canada’s
wheat sales if Canada’s Conservative Party has its way. Should that happen it will be end 70
years of monopoly control. Some growers seem to feel that the possibility of selling at higher
prices is worth the great price volatility they will face without the current monopoly. Currently,
the “single desk” of the CWB “controls around 14% of global wheat exports, including about
half the world’ exports of durum wheat, which is used to make pasta.”
(9 September 2011): “Virtual Products, Real Profits”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904823804576502442835413446.html)
--------Internet game provided Zynga continues to consider the timing of its initial public
offering. It has become highly successful by offering free games which players have the option
to buy virtual goods. Even though 95% of the players never “spend a nickel on its game” there
are enough players, especially given its Facebook connection, that it does very well; in 2010,
Zynga made a $91 million profit on sales of about $600 million. A key to its success has been its
use of data. Zynga vice president Ken Rudin says “We’re an analytics company masquerading
as a games company.” The data gathered by Zynga is used to tailor virtual products so that they
attract more players (who buy more virtual goods). This has given rise to tension between
traditional game designers focused on user experience and those with an analytics focus. Still,
Rudin notes “We are totally disrupting the traditional videogames industry . . . A huge portion of
that disruption is the ability to use data.”
(12 September 2011): “For Data Center, Google Goes for the Cold”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904836104576560551005570810.html)
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--------In light of the enormous energy usage of Google data centers, it (and other firms) are
actively prospecting for “cold” locations for them. Thus Google’s opening of a server farm in
Hamina, Finland, retrofitting a paper plant that had recently closed. The town of Luleå, Sweden,
expects to land a similar farm, likely with Facebook. “Globally, data centers accounted for some
1.5% of total electricity use last year. . . . Internet traffic [is] expected to increase fourfold over
the next five years.”
(12 September 2011): “In Fracking’s Wake”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903918104576502562678793674.html)
--------Hydraulic fracturing requires a lot of water to liberate natural gas from shale. A typical
well in the Marcellus shale requires: 80,000 gallons for drilling and 3.8 million gallons for the
actual fracking. Of this, about 1 million gallons returns to the surface and may require treatment,
depending upon laws and regulations; 200 trucks would be needed to transport those 1 million
gallons. Because of concern about the water that comes to the surface, the “growing volume of
dirty water . . . has triggered a gold rush among water-treatment companies.” Dozens of
companies have started during the last year; traditional water-treatment firms are looking to get
in on the action. A variety of different technologies are in play.
********This is an unusually clear example of the interaction of the invisible hand, foot, and the
handshake. Large profits from shale gas fracking are envisioned (invisible foot). But fracking
produces large volumes of contaminated water, that people don’t want fouling the environment
and endangering health (invisible handshake). As a result, laws and regulations are put into
place that limit the production of contaminants (invisible foot), thereby giving rise to profit
opportunities from dealing with the contaminants (invisible hand). Some of the technologies
generate their own waste . . .
********This article is part of a special Journal Report on the environment. You can see all of
the articles at: http://online.wsj.com/itp/20110912/us/thejournalreport.
(12 September 2011): “As Middle Class Shrinks, P&G Aims High and Low”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904836104576558861943984924.html)
--------Proctor & Gamble has seen that the U.S. middle class is shrinking and is developing new
products, both at the upper-end of the income distribution and at the lower end to follow its
customers. Citigroup calls the phenomenon the “Consumer Hourglass Theory.” Since 2009 it
has “urged investors to focus on companies best positioned to cater to the highest-income and
lowest-income consumers.” An index fund based on “the hourglass” has done exceptionally
well. P&G’s Vice president of consumer market knowledge, Phyllis Jackson, notes: “We now
have a Gini index similar to the Philippines and Mexico—you’d never have imagined that. . . . I
don’t think we’ve typically thought about America as a country with big income gaps to this
extent.”
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********You can learn more about the Gini index (coefficient) at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQWN_DqcHG4.
(13 September 2011): “Teachers Are Put to the Test”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903895904576544523666669018.html)
--------With millions of teachers back in the classroom, “many are finding their careers
increasingly hinge on obscure formulas like the one that fills whiteboard in an economist’s office
here.” The office is that of Rob Meyer, the director of the Value-Added Research Center at the
University of Wisconsin. Bill Sanders, an early developer of such quantitative methods, advises
caution: “People smell the money and there are lots of people rushing out with unsophisticated
formulas.”
(13 September 2011): “On Your Mark, Get Set, Hack!”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903532804576566930629307852.html)
--------The hackathon, a gathering of computer hackers almost like a “Battle of the Bands,” is
often a source of profitable ideas for those in the industry. At the end of the hackathon, projects
are demonstrated. TechCrunch editor Erick Schonfeld says that “out of 100 projects
demonstrated on stage, he expects about 70 to go nowhere and about 30 to move forward. Of
those 30, about 10 could become a working product, and—at most—five could turn into
companies.”
(13 September 2011): “Wheat, Barley Farmers Back Canadian Wheat Board Monopoly”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904353504576566551328784530.html)
--------Contrary to the wishes of Canada’s Conservative Party, which wants to eliminate the
Canadian Wheat Board, wheat, and to a lesser extent barley, farmers voted recently to preserve
the monopoly. “Those who oppose the monopoly say farmers could capture better returns by
having the freedom to market their own crops.”
(14 September 2011): “Income Slides to 1996 Levels”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904265504576568543968213896.html)
--------Median household income in the U.S., adjusted for inflation, fell to its lowest level since
1996; 22% of children are living below the poverty line, the largest percentage since 1993. “The
top fifth of households accounted for 50.2% of all pre-tax income; the bottom two-fifths got
11%. In 1999, the top fifth claimed 49.4% and the bottom [two-fifths?] got 12.5% of the
income.”
********You can find the report, issued on 13 September 2011, at:
http://www.census.gov/prod/2011pubs/p60-239.pdf.
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[The Invisible Forces] 22 (21 September 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(15 September 2011): “Hola: P&G Seeks Latino Shoppers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904491704576570623802880198.html)
--------Procter & Gamble is looking to boost its sales to Hispanic shoppers, as Hispanics have
accounted “for more than half of the gains in U.S. population from 2000 to 2010.” With families
that tend to be younger and larger, they are a good fit for P&G’s products. Researchers at P&G
have found that “Hispanics are also willing to splurge on the types of premium household goods
. . . subscribing to the phrase ‘lo barato sale caro,’ meaning that cheap things may ultimately
prove costly.” Although some changes in marketing are obvious, e.g., using more Spanish in
packaging and spokeswomen such as Eva Medes and Jennifer Lopez, it is often less so.
Evidently lavender-scented Downy fabric softener is favored by Hispanic consumers.
(15 September 2011): “Honda Plans Push for Hybrids in China”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903927204576570103881261780.html)
--------China is now the world’s largest car market. That reality, coupled with impending
stringent Chinese government fuel-economy standards, has Honda looking to greatly expand its
sales of gas-electric hybrids, which are currently about 200-300 per year. It is estimated that
they can see 50,000 hybrids in the next two to three years. “When sales reach that level, the
company should be ready to start producing hybrids in China.” Chinese rules that require
technology sharing are a significant risk factor for Honda.
(15 September 2011): “Generation X Stymied by Baby Boomers Refusing to Give Up Jobs”
(http://www.businessweek.com/news/2011-09-15/generation-x-stymied-by-baby-boomersrefusing-to-give-up-jobs.html)
--------Generation X, i.e., the 46 million Americans born between 1965 and 1978, forms the layer
between the cookies of the older Baby Boomers (78 million) and the younger Generation Y (70
million). Gen X might as well be called the snake-bit generation for the troubles that have faced,
which are now being exacerbated by Boomers who continue to work longer than expected due to
the state of the economy. Additional information comparing the generations, but focusing on
Gen X can be found at “Reality Bites” (http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/generation-xreality-bites-09082011-gfx.html).
(16 September 2011): “Family Pioneers in Exploration of the Genome”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904491704576573022083190718.html)
--------A family of four, with the help of the Stanford University School of Medicine, has
explored its genome, providing new insights into potential health risks of its members,
particularly the children. The price of such exploration has recently fallen by 80%, as genome
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sequencing technology improves. Still, “extracting useful clinical information from the data” is
challenging, as physicians are not exactly sure “what most genes predict about disease.” Biotech
company Personalis is looking “to offer analysis of whole-genome sequencing, initially to
researchers.”
(16 September 2011): “Loan Was Solyndra’s Undoing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904491704576572872256772948.html)
--------The tale of Solyndra Inc., the solar firm that recently filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection, and which received a now-controversial $535 million loan from the federal
government, is beginning to be told. One Solyndra investor now believes that "the worst thing
that happened to Solyndra was the loan." Questionable marketing decisions, as well as
significant cost challenges, contributed to its undoing. 1,100 employees have been laid off as a
result.
(16 September 2011): “Road Gets Bumpy for GM in China”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903927204576572792003140116.html)
--------In 2010 16.6 million cars and light trucks were sold in China, in comparison to 11.6
million in the U.S. J.S. Power and Associates “predicts by 2018 the Chinese market will reach
33 million vehicles—more sales than the U.S. and European Union combined.” GM, as the sales
leader in China, is looking to expand its presence, as are other western firms, in particular Ford.
However, the requirement that firms must share technology is becoming more onerous. GM’s
CEO, Dan Akerson, “has drawn the line when it comes to the Chevrolet Volt, one of the
company’s engineering crown jewels.” As a result, it will forego “a [Chinese] government
subsidy of $19,000—roughly half the price of the car.”
(16 September 2011): “Obama Signs Patent Reform Act”
(http://www.law.com/jsp/nylj/PubArticleNY.jsp?id=1202514726642&Obama_Signs_Patent_Ref
orm_Act&slreturn=1&hbxlogin=1)
--------President Obama has signed the HR 1249 “The Smith-Leahy America Invents Act,”
described as “the most comprehensive overhaul of the Patent Statute (35 U.S.C.) since it was
enacted in 1952.”
********There will be extensive analysis of this law in the press in the weeks to come. Of
course, the community of inventors and the corporate community have been thinking about this
for a long time. To learn more about the law, follow the links in the article, in particular the
analysis at the Patent and Trademark Column, where this is useful elaboration.
(17 September 2011): “Log Exports Hammer Lumber Mills”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904583204576544973477913748.html)
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--------China’s growing demand for U.S. logs has pushed up their price at the same time that
domestic cut lumber demand has decreased due to the ongoing slump in the new housing market.
As a result, lumber mills in the Pacific northwest are “trimming their work forces.” Contributing
to the high price of logs is a “dearth of timber sales from state and federal forests.
(17 September 2011): “Germany’s Greens: From Hippies to Hip”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904491704576572361364061414.html)
--------The German Green party has arrived as arrived as a political force, expecting to win about
20% in an upcoming election. The center-left “Greens and Social Democrats . . . hope to oust
Chancellor Angela Merkel and her conservative-led government” in the 2013 national elections.
“Germany’s educated, urban middle class is moving steadily toward the Greens’ beliefs:
Environmentalism, peace, and stronger rights for consumers, women and minorities.”
(17 September 2011): “There Will Be Oil”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904060604576572552998674340.html)
--------The Saturday Essay, by Daniel Yergin. “in 2003, the Bakken formation in North Dakota
was producing a mere 10,000 barrels a day. Today, it is over 400,000 barrels, and North Dakota
has become the fourth-largest oil producing state in the country.” On the basis of examples such
as these, Yergin shows why the “peak” of “peak oil” keeps receding into the future, pointing to
the importance of prices and technology, in addition to the shear amount of oil in the ground.
Nonetheless, “a world whose $65 trillion economy depends greatly on oil, energy security will
be a lasting and critical preoccupation.”
********Yergin’s book The Quest: Energy, Security and the Remaking of the Modern World
was released on September 20th.
(19 September 2011): “Chinese Villagers Protest Pollution”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904106704576578442998803296.html)
--------“Hundreds of people in eastern China carried out sometimes-violent protests over
pollution they blame on a solar-panel maker’s factory, the latest example of unrest spurred by
anger over the country’s environmental problems.” One month earlier, more than 12,000 people
protested against a petrochemical plant in Dalian, China.
********The protest took place in the city of Jaining in Zhejiang province. You can locate the
province at Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zhejiang.
(19 September 2011): “Renewable Industry in Turmoil”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903374004576578971052370768.html)
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--------China’s largest wind-turbine maker, Sinovel Wind Group, has been charged with
conducting industrial espionage by American Superconductor (AS). Sinovel is the largest
customer of AS. At issue is software developed by AS and passed on to Sinovel for an alleged
$1 million. The dispute exposes a risk of AS’s business strategy, which looks to “licensing its
technology to others and helping them set up manufacturing facilities.”
(19 September 2011): “Coke Tailors Its Soda Sizes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903374004576578980270401662.html)
--------Following many years in which Coke sold its product in three bottles—12-ournce, 20ounce, two-liter—Coke is embarking on many additional sizes. This strategy grew out of
experiences in Mexican markets, Coke’s top market by per capita consumption. This reflects the
reduced income of consumers, as well increased health consciousness, and diet concerns. The
new 7.5-ounce can replaced an 8 ounce can in order to bring the calorie count below 100.
(19 September 2011): “After BRICs, CIVETS?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904716604576546632573895382.html)
--------The groups of countries named the BRICs—Brazil, Russia, China, and India—which has
dominated much of the business news about emerging economies, is being joined by the
CIVETS—Columbia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt, Turkey, and South Africa. Although these
countries do not seem to have quite as much in common as the BRICs, which are the four largest
emerging economies, they do share large populations that are relatively young. Presumably that
means that they “shouldn’t be as heavily dependent on external demand as the BRICs.” There is
an S&P CIVETS 60 index and HSBC has the GIF CIVETS fund, which began in May.
(20 September 2011): “Teaching Drones to Farm”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903374004576580921448752138.html)
--------The farm is likely to be the next place where driverless vehicles are put into service.
Drones are already widely used for military purposes and driverless vehicles are used in remote
mining regions of west Australia. But drones are now being actively developed for farm use.
Enabling this innovation is the use of global positioning systems that “can pinpoint a farmer’s
location within an inch.” As farms increase in size and the sowing and harvesting requirements
continue to require tight time periods, the ability of one farmer to run many vehicles seems
promising, though expensive.
********This article relates the work of an Iowa firm, Kinze Manufacturing, and Jaybridge
Robotics, which helps develop “autonomous products.” You can learn a lot and see a lot more
at: http://www.jaybridge.com/case-studies/kinze/. There are two videos, one 4:45 and one 5:35,
the longer of which is more technically oriented.
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(20 September 2011): “’Corn Sugar’ Goes On Trial As Suit Debates High-Fructose Corn
Syrup”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903374004576580662506421304.html)
--------“In April, eight leading sugar companies and two trade associations sued six corn
processors and a lobbying group, alleging the corn industry is improperly using the term ‘corn
sugar’ in advertisements and elsewhere to describe high-fructose corn syrup.” Declining sales of
high-fructose corn syrup seem to be related to the popular notion that is partially responsible for
the national obesity problem. Firms like Starbucks, Snapple, and Kraft Foods have moved away
from corn syrup in recent years.
********You can read a related article on the term ‘All Natural’ at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903374004576580671156407598.html.
(21 September 2011): “China Studies Foreign IPOs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903374004576582371232378688.html)
--------Chinese firms have used a structure known as variable interest entity (VIE) as a way of
enabling foreign investors “to effectively run a business inside China that isn’t allowed to be
foreign owned.” The Chinese government is now considering new regulations to limit VIEs.
One firm especially prominent is Baidu, the Chinese internet giant. Although some lawyers
believe that regulatory change will not target existing VIE companies, there does seem to be an
effort by officials to expand internet controls in light of the so-called Arab Spring.
(21 September 2011): “Solar Sprouts on the Roof”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903374004576581162872046354.html)
--------The fall in the price of photovoltaic cells is leading some owners of warehouses and
industrial space to rent roof space to solar-energy operations. Roof rentals in California are less
than 22 cents a square foot annually. “Roof-top generated energy has some advantages because
buildings are typically located closer to populations. That saves transmission costs and wear and
tear on the electric grid that large solar ‘farms” . . . face.”
(21 September 2011): “U.S. Expands Drone Flights to Take Aim at East Africa”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904106704576583012923076634.html)
********This is a good follow on to the article on (20 September 2011) “Teaching Drones to
Farm.” The U.S. military is using drones—the MQ-9 Reaper—based in the Seychelles Islands
off East Africa in its continued pursuit of al Qaeda affiliates. It is another instance—think, too,
of the robots used in the Japanese reactor disaster—of the expanding use of “autonomous
products” made possible by the linking of GPS and information technology. This will only
expand over time.
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(21 September 2011): “Home Forecast Calls for Pain”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904194604576583093513770536.html)
--------“Home prices are expected to drop 2.5% this year . . . according to a recent survey of more
than 100 economists.” Further, prices have “fallen 31.6% from their 2005 peak.” This loss of
more $7 trillion in owners’ equity has chilled consumer spending. Homeowners are increasingly
forgoing home improvement projects believing that they will not increase the value of their
property. As a result, many home improvement firms are seeing the demand for their services
fall, with resulting workforce reductions.
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[The Invisible Forces] 23 (28 September 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(22 September 2011): “U.K. Gets Big Shale Find”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904563904576584904139100880.html)
--------An area in northwest England looks like it is going to be far more productive of shale gas
than expected, possibly containing 200 trillion cubic feet, as compared to the estimated 84
trillion cubic feet of the Marcellus Shale in the U.S. If the estimates prove out, this would be
enough to meet U.K. gas demand for 64 years. The development of the shale gas is being
resisted by the World Wildlife Fund, which advocates “investing in renewable [rather] than
increasing . . . reliance on fossil fuels.”
********Environmental concerns about the use of fracking, such as used in developing shale
gas, as well as the further development of all carbon-based energy resources, focuses on the
amount of CO2 in the atmosphere, which contributes to climate change (global warming). Daniel
Yergin, in his just-published book, The Quest: Energy, Security, and the Remaking of the
Modern World, devotes more than 100 pages to “Climate and Carbon.” A useful review of
Yergin’s book appears in The Economist at: http://www.economist.com/node/21529001.
(22 September 2011): “Russia to Extend Life of Aging reactors”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904563904576584831235317422.html)
--------Countries have responded variously to the Fukushima reactor disaster in Japan. Russia
has decided to extend the lifespan of its aging reactors, in particular that of Chernobyl-type
RBMKs. Contrary to the design of more modern reactors, RBMKs do not have a containment
structure in the event of an accident. As a result, the Chernobyl event “allowed radiation to
spread for hundreds of miles.” Russia’s neighbors are concerned and many “Western nuclear
experts believe the RBMK reactors are among the world’s most dangerous.”
(22 September 2011): “Select Cities See Brain Gain”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904563904576585163584175074.html)
--------The American Community Survey, released by the Census on 9/22, shows that “regions
with the most skilled and highly paid workers continue to widen their advantages over less wellendowed locales.” Alan Berube, of the Brookings Institution, notes that in “a knowledge
economy, success breeds success.” The increasing dominance of “smart cities” is a departure
from the past, when “jobs and wealth clustered around places like Detroit and Cleveland that had
large concentrations of capital and industry.”
********The Interactive Graphics of the article enables sorting by states in relation to a number
of different measures of educational attainment. You can learn more about the American
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Community Survey at: http://www.census.gov/acs/www/. The 2010 ACS Data Profile on the
web page provides access to information for the U.S. and for individual states.
(23 September 2011): “New Belgium Brewing looking at Asheville as location for brewery”
(http://www.citizen-times.com/article/20110923/NEWS/309220081/Big-brewer-eyes-Ashevillesite)
--------Large craft brewery New Belgium Brewing of Colorado is considering Asheville as the
site of a brewery in the eastern U.S., noting Asheville’s “great beer culture.” Asheville city
breweries “employ about 280 people and had a combined payroll of $3.3 million, according to
the Asheville Brewers’ Alliance.” Members of the brewing community said “they would
welcome a company like New Belgium to town if the company came without the lure of a big
tax break.”
(23 September 2011): “VIX [the fear index] Margins Raised Again”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903703604576588512315711634.html)
--------Margins at the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) is raising the margin
requirements “for contracts tied to the CBOE Volatility Index,” which is also called the VIX or
“fear index.” It closed at 41.35 on Thursday, with a reading of 40 “associated with abnormally
volatile market activity.”
********You can learn more about the VIX at: http://www.cboe.com/. You can learn still more
at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VIX.
(23 September 2011): “For Boeing, It’s Been a Long, Strange Trip”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904563904576585250595434650.html)
--------The first Boeing 787 is scheduled for delivery next week, after many and long delays.
The plane embodies materials—plastic reinforced with carbon fibers—and production
methods—outsourced products rather than everything done in-house—that are innovative; one of
two assembly lines is in North Charleston, South Carolina. The coordination of production has
been more challenging as a result. Those within and without Boeing think it will be challenging
to ramp up production to 10 units per month.
(24 September 2011): “Small Factories Take Root In Africa”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904060604576570541250028496.html)
--------The risks of doing business in Africa are many. Often cited are corruption, ethnic clashes,
and civil conflict are some of the most prominent issues, as well as “business folk memory.” But
the lure of one billion customers, as well as undeveloped resources, is leading more people to
bear the risks. Imagination, flexibility, local knowledge, and patience are necessary to succeed.
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(24 September 2011): “Riots Erupt Over Land In China”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903791504576588032341253282.html)
--------More than 1000 people participated in a protest over an uncompensated “land grab” in
China’s Guangdong province. “The protests represent at least the second violent outburst in
Guangdong in three months and reflect growing concerns across China over corruption, landright abuses and a growing wealth gap, among other problems.”
(26 September 2011): “Drillers Face Methane Concern”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903374004576583041824518766.html)
--------Water contamination from methane, leading to ignitable water, continues to be a major
concern about hydraulic fracturing for shale gas. Those in the industry distinguish between the
drilling that precedes “fracking” and the fracking itself. The industry “agrees that methane leaks
are a risk of drilling, and it says it can prevent them.” Recognizing that dealing with this issue is
essential to greater public acceptance, industry groups are putting on workshops to prevent
methane leaks. An industry spokesperson says “we have no challenges with attendance.”
(26 September 2011): “Price of Reclassifying Workers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903791504576588811797594764.html)
--------Businesses with 50 or more employees are subject to different regulatory requirements
than those with fewer than 50. Consequently, the classification of someone who does work for a
company as an ‘employee’ or a ‘contractor’ has consequences. The Internal Revenue Service is
cracking down on improperly classifying employees as independent contractors. It is rolling out
the Voluntary Worker Classification Settlement Program to encourage businesses to correct
classification errors.
********Unless properly designed, thresholds of the type mentioned create opportunities for
gain and may give rise to undesirable behavior. Different cigarette taxes in different states
provide incentives to smuggle and, it appears, the 50-person threshold provides incentives to
misclassifying workers. The words ‘disrupt’ and ‘disruptive’ fill the media, especially print
media, and changes in the law disrupt frequently, producing opportunities for gain for the alert.
(26 September 2011): “Deep Recession Sharply Altered U.S. Jobless Map”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/27/us/unrelenting-downturn-is-redrawing-americaseconomic-map.html)
--------The South and the West have been especially hard hit by the recession. “Unemployment
in the South is now higher than it is in the Northeast and the Midwest, which include Rust Belt
states that were struggling even before the recession.”
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********The Multimedia Graphic on the left-hand-side of the screen shows unemployment rates
by state at the start of the recession, when it ended, and two years later.
(27 September 2011): “As Federal Crime List Grows, Threshold of Guilt Declines”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904060604576570801651620000.html?mod=g
ooglenews_wsj)
--------The concept of mens rea is translated “guilty mind.” It is the notion that “people must
know they are doing something wrong before they can be found guilty.” As the list of federal
crimes has grown, the requirement of proving intent has been increasingly set aside. As a result,
many people are now being charged, prosecuted, and convicted for crimes more easily than
before.
********The Interactive Graphics that accompany the article are very interesting. If you look at
the data from 1996 to 2010, you can see how the top four offenses—immigration, drugstrafficking, fraud, and firearms—have changed their positions over time. Use the slider on the
right-hand-side of the screen. You can learn much more at the MetroMonitor of the Brookings
Institution: http://www.brookings.edu/reports/2011/0622_metro_monitor.aspx.
(28 September 2011): “Canada Presses Claims Over a Chunk of Arctic”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904265504576566802209872890.html)
--------As climate change continues, and the arctic ice melts, the countries that ring the Arctic
Ocean are increasingly interested in asserting their claims in anticipation of future economic
benefit, particularly in relation to the development of its energy resources. Canada and Russia
stand out, although they are not alone. Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper has made arctic
development a priority for his administration, although the semi-autonomous provinces of
Canada make matters more complex.
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[The Invisible Forces] 24 (5 October 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(28 September 2011): “Amazon, the Company That Ate the World”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/the-omnivore-09282011.html)
--------The recent release of the Kindle Fire has brought into view, again, the innovativeness and
growing market power of Amazon. Its early proclamation of “Earth’s largest bookstore” has
given rise to a firm that is increasing its influence over many, many consumer markets, and
“helped consign Circuit City, Borders, and other to oblivion.” References to Wal-Mart and
especially Apple (Steve Jobs), indicate that Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s CEO, is taking his company
into rarefied air. Such success is bound to generate a reaction, and that has been forthcoming,
especially in relation to Amazon’s insistence that it not pay state sales taxes (although that may
be changing). “Nancy Koehn of Harvard Business School thinks Amazon may be getting big
enough for people to finally start considering the ramifications—for towns, shopping centers,
and jobs—of a world dominated by online buying.”
********Nancy Koehn spoke about Amazon and internet sales taxation on Wisconsin Public
Radio on 4 August 2011. You can hear her 44-minute interview (with listener comments) at:
http://wpr.org/wcast/download-mp3-request.cfm?mp3file=jca110804b.mp3&iNoteID=99167.
You will have to download the interview.
(28 September 2011): “Nuke-Free Germany Isn’t Exactly Nuke-Free”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/nukefree-germany-isnt-exactly-nukefree09292011.html)
--------Although Germany has resolved to do away with nuclear power on its soil, it still procures
considerable (and increasing) electricity from beyond its borders, with the Czech Republic being
its main supplier. The CR will be building more nuclear reactors to meet Germany’s demand;
Austria, which also has no nuclear reactors, purchases Czech power to “pump water into
mountain reservoirs, where it is later used to generate hydropower—some of which is then sold
to Germany.” Germany is 44 miles and Austria 43 miles from the Czech Republic’s Elektrárna
Temelin reactor, which uses Russian technology.
(29 September 2011): “Mexico Fears Rise of Vigilante Justice”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204226204576599161405735224.html)
--------A new actor is now operating amidst the drug wars of Mexico: the “Mata Zeta” or “Zeta
Killers.” Spurred on by the general violence of Mexico, and the August casino fire the killed 52
in Monterey that was blamed on the Zetas, the Mata Zeta appear to be a troubling new form of
paramilitary group, one which is not being universally condemned. Recently the Mata Zeta
claimed responsibility for the killing of 35 people who were dumped outside a hotel in Veracruz
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where Mexican attorney generals were to have a conference the following days; 11 more bodies
were found after the conference was over.
********Situations like this bring to mind the benefits of “the rule of law” that I, like most
people in the U.S., take for granted. Is the world becoming more violent? Harvard psychology
professor Steven Pinker answers “No” in his forthcoming book: The Better Angels Of Our
Nature: Why Violence Has Declined (New York: Viking Press, 2011). The release date is
October 4th.
(30 September 2011): “Diageo’s Spirited Push Into India”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203405504576601042877692026.html)
--------Diageo is self-described as “the world’s leading premium drinks business with an
outstanding collection of beverage alcohol brands across spirits, beer and wine”
(http://www.diageo.com/en-row/OurBusiness/Pages/default.aspx). It is now looking to re-enter
the whiskey market in India with Rowson’s Reserve, “a new brand of Indian grain whiskey that
is combined with scotch and aged locally in American oak barrels.” Rowson’s is an IMFL—
Indian made foreign liquor—a recognized strategy used to avoid paying high liquor import taxes.
In India, a 750 ml bottle of Johnnie Walker Black Label sold for the equivalent of $82.73 at a
shop in Mumbai on Thursday. India is now the world’s largest consumer, by volume of whisky,
an outcome being driven by India’s expanding middle class. Of Rowson’s, it is said that “The
taste is smooth, slightly sweet and ‘crafted for the expectations of the Indian palate.’”
********A clear example of all three invisible forces in action. The Indian palate exemplifies
the invisible handshake, social and historical, i.e., cultural, forces that influence human behavior.
(1 October 2011): “Alcohol in Africa: Keep on walking”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21531026)
********This is a nice companion article for the one immediately above. Here it is Diageo in
Africa, rather than Diageo in India. Here the product is Scotch—Johnnie Walker—whereas the
product in India was Rowson’s Reserve whiskey. A comparison of the approaches taken by
Diageo in these markets draws attention to the invisible handshake, i.e., social and historical
forces that affect human behavior. I wasn’t aware of the vertical differentiation used by Johnnie
Walker, going from labels Red, Black, Green, Gold, and Blue. Beyond Blue is King George V,
“which sells for more than $500 a bottle” in South Africa.
(1 October 2011): “Who should run the internet? A plaything of powerful nations”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21530955)
--------How open should the internet be? This question was discussed at the recent Internet
Governance Forum (IGF) in Nairobi, Kenya. Up to now, the “multi-stakeholder mode” has
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dominated much of the discussion of the internet and decisions have been made by “rough
consensus.” This approach, however, is coming under increased scrutiny by some governments
that “want to be given the last word on contentious issues rather than being merely treated as just
another stakeholder.” China, Russia, and some others have proposed an “International Code of
Conduct for Information Security” to exercise greater control. The U.S. has vigorously resisted
new restrictions on the internet.
********You can learn more about the IGF at: http://www.intgovforum.org/cms/. It includes
information from the just-concluded Nairobi meeting (27-30 September 2011).
(1 October 2011): “Drilling for Crude Goes Solar”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203405504576602891728012656.html)
--------Chevron, teaming with BrightSource Energy, is using solar power to generate steam to
extract oil from an aging oil field in California. Although a money-losing venture for
BrightSource, it views the project as an opportunity to demonstrate its technology; it filed for an
initial public offering in April. Natural gas is typically used to create steam when crude remains
solid at natural temperatures, but gas is sometimes very expensive or not available at all. The
technology may be used in the Middle East.
(1 October 2011): “Myanmar Halts China Dam”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204138204576601980264218492.html)
--------A controversial dam project in Myanmar on the Irrawaddy River has been halted by its
president Thein Sein. 90% of the power from the project was to be sent to China, which was
financially backed by China. Western governments have been reluctant to invest in Myanmar
for a variety of reasons, including a foreign-exchange system that “involves multiple exchange
rates.” Since their election last year, displacing long-standing military rule, “Myanmar’s new
leaders have loosened press restrictions, expanded access to the Internet, allowed small-scale
public rallies . . . , and sought outside advice on ways to reform the country’s economy.”
(1 October 2011): “IBM Tops Microsoft in Market Value”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204138204576602592079823216.html)
--------Earlier this year Apple displaced Microsoft atop the list of tech firms with the largest
market valuation. At Friday’s market close, IBM displaced Microsoft at number 2. “Microsoft’s
stock decline in the last decade reflects growing investor concern about its fumbles in
highgrowth markets like Internet search, mobile phones and, more recently, tablet computers.”
At the same time, IBM has bulked up “technology services, business software and premium
hardware—complex lines of business that are hard for competitors to replicate and carry higher
profit margins.” Microsoft’s market value peaked in late 1999 at $600 billion; on Friday its
market value was $208.54 billion.
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(3 October 2011): “Lobbying for a Trillion-Dollar Tax Holiday”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/lobbying-for-a-trilliondollar-tax-holiday-09292011gfx.html)
--------“U.S. multinationals like Pfizer, Cisco, and Apple have parked more than $1.3 trillion in
profit overseas, avoiding federal income taxes. Typically, when earnings are returned to the
U.S.—or ‘repatriated’—they are taxed at the 35 percent corporate rate, with credits for foreign
income taxes paid. U.S. multinationals, however, are seeking a reprise of a 2004 tax holiday that
allowed them to repatriate offshore earnings at a rate of 5.25 percent.”
********The quoted paragraph above is striking. What is especially interested about the article,
however, is the “influence diagram” that shows the connections of corporate lobbyists to
Washington politicians occupying especially influential positions.
(3 October 2011): “Cartels in Mexico Hit New Victims: Web-Based Critics”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204612504576606881469609752.html)
--------“Mexican drug cartels have already bullied newspapers and televisions stations into
gagging their coverage of the bloody battle between drug gangs in parts of the county. Now they
appear to be taking aim at a new front: social media and the blogosphere.” The gruesome
murder of Maria Elizabeth Macias, evidently by the Zetas drug cartel, appears to be “the first
documents case of a journalist in Mexico being killed for posting on a social media site.” In
states such as Tamaulipas, “traditional newspapers have all but given up covering drug-related
violence.”
********If you have a strong stomach and want to learn more about this incident, check out:
http://www.borderlandbeat.com/2011/09/nuevo-laredo-silent-war.html. I was particularly struck
by the following passage:
In the case of the local media, what was in the past a tradition of buying the silence of
many, but not all, local journalists has now been replaced by the more effective method
of brutal death threats, not only to individuals but to entire families.
Evidently payment (carrots) and punishment (sticks) are two means of obtaining silence. What
factors, I wonder, influence their relative proportions? This is a very general problem.
(3 October 2011): “Supply Pinch in Texas Tests Electricity Rules”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203405504576603292556911396.html)
--------“Years ago, [Texas] utilities severed most electrical connections to other states . . . so the
Texas market could escape federal oversight.” Then, in 2002, “The Texas legislature
deregulated the state’s electricity market . . . hoping it would unleash innovation and bring lower
electricity prices.” Now, following a summer of intense heat, the ability of Texas to produce
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enough electricity under these conditions seems is in question. Policy makers are considering a
floor for electricity prices, as well as a raising the price ceiling on wholesale electricity prices.
Evidently electricity generators see insufficient reason to build additional generation capacity in
the present business environment.
(3 October 2011): “As the Chinese Take Breather, Markets Gasp”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203405504576603292556911396.html)
--------China has taken deliberate steps to slow its torrid growth rates. Since Chinese demand
plays such a large role in many commodity markets, prices are falling.
********To get a broad look at overall commodity prices, the Dow Jones-UBS Commodity
Index Total Return is useful: http://www.djindexes.com/. Once on the page, click on the relevant
chart. The five-year and ten-year graphs are especially striking, shown the impact of “the Great
Recession.”
(4 October 2011): “Arctic Ocean Drilling Approved”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203791904576609401721404510.html)
--------The Obama administration, in a continuing nod toward jobs and energy over the
environment, recently said it was “moving forward with oil-drilling leases off the coast of Alaska
issued by the Bush administration in 2008.”
(4 October 2011): “Frontier of Frugality”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904563904576588964006576034.html)
--------As the economy seemingly moves closer to a “double-dip” recession, stressed consumers
are increasingly trading down in quality and buying smaller sizes, especially at the end of the
month, in order to make ends meet. Retailers are using a variety of approaches to encourage
consumer to buy. Apparel stores have particular challenges, since “Clothing isn’t like fine wine;
it doesn’t get better with age.”
(4 October 2011): “Hedge Funds Pay Top Dollar For Washington Intelligence”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904070604576514791591319306.html)
-------Political knowledge has a monetary value, as evidenced by the comments of one lobbyist:
“I have information from doing my day job as a lobbyist . . . That information has value on Wall
Street. So I sell it.” Securities laws “generally prohibit trading on the basis of material
nonpublic information about public companies, if the person with access to the information has a
duty to keep it secret.” However, “Securities laws don’t . . . bar most political insiders from
sharing nonpublic information about government affairs.” Indeed, there is an expectation that
the information will be shared and shared widely. Sanford Bragg, the CEO of a firm that
evaluates investment-research firms, notes: “The ultimate [investing edge] is insider information,
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so you want to get as close to the line as possible without crossing the line . . . That’s why
Washington is so interesting—because there is no line.”
********Although “hedge funds” figures prominently in the article title, to me this is an
interesting exploration of the markets for insider information and the laws under which they
operate.
(5 October 2011): “Shanghai Closes Plants Using Lead”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203791904576610230760888692.html)
--------The closing of a battery plant in Shanghai through the end of the year, growing out of
routine back-to-school physicals for children, indicates a growing concern in China over the
health and environmental consequences of the rapid economic growth of China. The shutdown
was ordered by the Shanghai Environmental Protection Bureau.
********It is interesting that it is a municipal group, rather than a provincial or national group,
that ordered the shutdown.
(5 October 2011): “Auto Makers Now Import Jobs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204612504576610502455820880.html)
--------Contract buyouts for older workers and significantly lower wage rates for new hires is
allowing GM and Ford to repatriate many jobs that had previously moved overseas. Labor costs
in the U.S. are “edging toward its lowest-cost competitors.”
(5 October 2011): “The Case Against Commodities”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903703604576585091338444116.html)
--------“The trend of rising commodity prices in recent years helped fuel a belief that . . . ordinary
investors should have some slice of their long-term money parked in commodities.” But there is
real danger in adopting such a strategy. Dylan Grice, a global strategist for Société General,
notes: “Spot prices for raw materials have been basically flat, after adjusting for inflation, since
1871, vastly underperforming stocks and bonds.” As he sees it, “betting on rising commodity
prices over time is essentially betting that innovation won’t triumph.”
********The article brings to mind two books: The Coal Question (1865), by William Stanley
Jevons, and The Ultimate Resource (1983), by Julian Simon. Jevons, writing in the tradition of
Thomas Robert Malthus, foresaw a day when coal would be depleted, marshalling a variety of
statistics and many words in a book that was influential in the England of his time. I suspect that
he would have bet on the continual increase in the price of coal. Julian Simon, however, is
generally known as an economic optimist, maintaining that innovative human mind would
transcend all obstacles. You can learn more about Simon by reading his obituary:
http://www.nytimes.com/1998/02/12/business/julian-simon-65-optimistic-economist-dies.html.
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[The Invisible Forces] 25 (12 October 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
Welcome to week 25! The articles below caught my attention this week. Please note that what
are intended to be relatively objective “briefs” are preceded by dashes (--------), whereas
additional material or relatively subjective comments are preceded by asterisks (********).
For general information on The Invisible Forces and previous issues, please see:
https://sites.google.com/site/brucedeanlarson/the-invisible-forces.
This week there is a lot of food and energy in the news, as you will see below. Usually an article
or two from Bloomberg Businessweek show up, but not this week. Interestingly, the entire issue
was devoted to the passing of Steve Jobs—there isn’t an ad in magazine. It is a gesture that may
be without precedent. You can see it all at:
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/news/articles/business_news.htm.
(14 September 2011): “The power struggle for Wyoming’s wind”
(http://tech.fortune.cnn.com/2011/09/14/the-power-struggle-for-wyomings-wind/)
--------The central part of the U.S has an abundance of wind that can be used to generate
electricity via wind turbines. This is especially the case for Wyoming, where the wind tends to
blow 40% of the time and often hard. Wind in Wyoming is “already generating about 1,400
megawatts of power a year.” Probably the greatest obstacle to further development of this latent
power is transmission; much of the potential energy is effectively stranded because the necessary
transmission lines do not exist. However, regulations affecting the interstate transmission of
electricity are quite different (and more demanding) than those affecting, for example, oil
pipelines or natural gas. Without access to the grid, these resources will not be developed.
********For reasons unknown to me, the September 26 issue of Fortune showed up weeks late.
So, although this article doesn’t fall within the last week, I still think that this feature story, about
wind power in the U.S., and especially in Wyoming, was worth including. The notion of a
“stranded” resource is a general one. As Daniel Yergin notes in The Quest, many of the
resources of the newly formed countries following the dissolution of the U.S.S.R. were
stranded—mostly oil and gas—and required extensive political, as well as economic,
maneuvering in order to connect them up with global markets.
(6 October 2011): “Remaking India, One T-Shirt at a Time”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111903648204576550012140202254.html)
--------In Vishakhapatnam, India, on the coast of the Bay of Bengal, the first phase of Apparel
City is under development. Presently employing 10,000 workers in a facility that is larger than
New York’s Central Park, CEO Ashroff Omar expects employment to swell to 60,000, turning
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out brassieres, T-shirts, and underwear that require are a bit more complex than those produced
elsewhere. “Mr. Omar’s formula is to rely on India’s strong cotton-textile industry and to move
close to the inexpensive rural labor.”
********The title of the article caught my eye due to my familiarity with Pietra Rivoli’s
fascinating book, The Travels of a T-Shirt in the Global Economy: An Economist Examines the
Markets, Power, and Politics of World Trade, 2nd ed. (2009). Interestingly, Vishakhapatnam is
in the state of Andra Pradesh, the capital of which is Hyderabad, and there is a story about the
state related in Rivoli’s book, about the thousands of farmers who committed suicide as worms
ate their cotton crops. You can learn more by watching the PBS video “Seeds of Suicide” at:
http://www.pbs.org/frontlineworld/rough/2005/07/seeds_of_suicid.html#. It is thirteen minutes
long.
(7 October 2011): “Buck Up, America: China Is Getting Too Expensive”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204294504576615251485073540.html)
--------Increasing wage rates in China is contributing to a significant reduction in the cost
advantages previously held by China. Bruce Cochrane, who is opening a furniture factory in
Lincolnton, NC, notes that China’s previous cost advantage of 50% is now down to 10-15%. He
also notes that shipping costs have doubled from a few years ago. Some of North Carolina’s lost
furniture production will be returning as a result, although technological advances have cut the
labor requirements by almost half. “Hal Sirkin of Boston Consulting Group has identified seven
industry categories that are most susceptible to relocating production aimed at the U.S. market.”
The recent strengthening of the Yuan, as well as in increase in protectionist sentiments in the
U.S. Senate, are likely to further advance to transfer of some work from China to the U.S.
********This article, as well as the one immediate above it, but relate to the location of
economic activity, which is variously related to terms like ‘location economics’, ‘spatial
economics’, ‘regional science’, and ‘economic geography’. The foundational names in this
broad area are: Johann Heinrich von Thünen, Alfred Weber, Walter Christaller, and William
Alonso. You can learn about their contributions and find additional sources at:
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/345682/location-theory. Although the “time value
of money” is routinely encountered in economic thinking, the “money value of space” is not.
Perhaps one day it will.
(7 October 2011): “The business of cooling the planet”
(http://tech.fortune.cnn.com/2011/10/07/the-business-of-cooling-the-planet/)
--------Bill Gates is “the world’s leading funder of research into geo-engineering—deliberate,
large-scale interventions in the earth’s climate system intended to prevent climate change and its
repercussions.” Start ups are actively investigating technologies that remove carbon dioxide
from the air and sell, in various forms, the materials removed. Cost of removal, however,
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significantly exceeds the price the materials can sell for. Three companies looking to profit from
the geo-engineering are: Carbon Engineering, Global Thermostat, and Kilimanjaro Energy.
Global Thermostat was formed by two Columbia University professors, one of which is Graciela
Chichilinsky, “an economist, mathematician, and entrepreneur who helped create the world’s
first carbon-trading markets.”
********The article brings to mind the Property & Environment Research Center (PERC),
whose motto is “improving environmental quality through property rights and markets.” You
can learn more about PERC at: http://www.perc.org/.
(7 October 2011): “Japanese Seek New Sources for Rice”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204294504576612450622716270.html)
--------The Fukushima prefecture of Japan is the country’s fourth-largest rice-producing region.
Radiation from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident has led consumers to avoid its rice,
leading to greatly increased rice imports despite Japan’s steep import tariffs. Kazuhiko Kanno
notes: “Rice is more than just food . . . It occupies a special place in Japan’s culture and history.”
(7 October 2011): “New Sleuths for Food Safety”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204612504576611253990324990.html)
--------Earlier this year President Obama signed food-safety legislation that might have prevented
the 18 recent deaths from eating cantaloupe tainted with listeria; the rules “won’t become
mandatory at some sites until 2013.” In the meantime, budget cuts are likely to mean that even
fewer food inspectors will be placed in the field. Presently, the Food and Drug Administration
inspects “about 15% of U.S. food production facilities, about 0.1% of foreign import facilities
and essentially no farms.” Each year, more than 3,000 Americans die from food poisoning and
48 million are sickened.
(7 October 2011): “Court Backs EU Plan to Regulate Jet Emissions”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203388804576614263383888984.html)
--------“A tope European court backed the European Union’s plan to regulate airplane
greenhouse emissions against strong international opposition.” The law will bring airlines into
the EU’s carbon market, called the Emissions Trading System, on January 1. The law is opposed
by the U.S., China, Japan, India, and Russia, among others, that say the EU lacks the necessary
authority to regulate their carriers.
(8 October 2011): “Unmanned aerial warfare: Flight of the drones”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21531433)
--------Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVS) and Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS), exemplified
by the Predator and Reaper and more familiarly known as drones, are seeing increasing military
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use. “There are now more hours flown by America’s UAS than by its manned strike aircraft and
more pilots are being trained to fly them than their manned equivalents.” Drones are typically
flown by a team thousands of miles away from the actual theater of operation. In fact, “each
Reaper . . . requires more than 180 people to keep it flying.” Most of the decisions involving a
flight are made by the team, in effect, the pilot, but drones are being designed with greater
autonomy, that is, in which decision-making is transferred from pilot to the drone software. This
has raised real ethical issues that the military and civil-liberty groups are grappling with. A
retired general recently noted: “Technologically, we can take [autonomy] pretty far, but it won’t
be technology that is the limiting factor, it will be policy.”
********The number of people required to fly a drone surprised me. If true, this might be a rare
case of substitution of labor for capital.
(10 October 2011): “Peanut-Butter Makers Face Crunch”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203476804576617201300103560.html)
--------The hot, dry summer just passed devastated the peanut crop, reducing both output and
quality. The result: the price of peanuts and things made from it will be going up; peanut butter
prices for a range of brands will be increasing by 30% in November. The fall in output has been
exacerbated as some farmers had already devoted more acreage to cotton (and less to peanuts)
based on the relatively high price of cotton.
(10 October 2011): “Sinopec Deepens China’s Push Into Canadian Oil Patch”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204450804576621252766872020.html)
--------Sinopec of China has agreed to purchase Daylight Energy, a Canadian oil and natural-gas
producer; Daylight has “a significant undeveloped land position in the emerging ‘liquids-rich
Duvernay shale-gas play in Alberta.” The Chinese have been reluctant to purchase U.S. energy
assets due to previous political concerns. However, Canada and its semiautonomous provinces
have been more open to such sales.
********The singular example of U.S. sensitivity to Chinese acquisition of energy resources
was the proposed acquisition of Unocal Corporation by CNOOC. The offer was withdrawn after
U.S. opposition. You can learn more about the withdrawal at:
http://www.businessweek.com/bwdaily/dnflash/aug2005/nf2005084_5032_db016.htm.
(11 October 2011): “Success Is Only So Sweet in Remaking Cereals”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904563904576589182476489512.html)
--------Cereal companies are working to reduce the sugar content of cereals aimed at children.
By reducing sugar content and substituting fiber, for example, they are looking to keep children
happy and improve the “health profile” to be more attractive to their parents. Limiting the sugar
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reductions requires maintaining “A delicate balance: The cereal must stay afloat for at least three
minutes and be sweet.”
********The article clearly illustrates the role of chemistry, as well as children’s tastes and
cultural norms, as factors influencing the manufacture of cereals.
(11 October 2011): “In India, IPOs Aim to Find Religion”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204450804576623123279060278.html)
--------“The Hindu festival Navratri, a nine-night celebration of the goddess Durga” is widely
considered in India to be “a propitious time to embark on new projects.” As a result the timing
of Initial Public Offerings of stock frequently coincides with the festival. A festival boost would
be welcome since the “amount of money raised through IPOs in India has plunged 75% this
year” due to market volatility.
(12 October 2011): “Afghan Opium Output Surges”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204450804576625003263984480.html)
--------Afghan opium output is surging as the price of opium has climbed, “a distressing
situation” said an official with the U.N. Office on Drugs and Crime in Kabul. Despite hundreds
of millions of dollars spent by the U.S. to help farmers find alternative crops, those efforts have
been hampered by the low prices of the alternatives. Funds generated from “narco-trafficking”
are used to finance military insurgency and help undermine the integrity of the government
according to a senior U.S. official. Much of the opium flows through Russia to European
markets.
(12 October 2011): “Stung by ‘Inside Job,’ Economists Pen a Code of Ethics”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204294504576613032849864232.html)
--------“Academic economists are moving closer to adopting a code of ethics in response to
criticism that ethical lapses in the profession helped precipitate the 2008 financial crisis.” The
group looking into this is led by Nobel laureate Robert Solow—their report will be submitted so
they can be considered at the January 2012 meeting of the American Economic Association in
Chicago. The Oscar-winning film “Inside Job” played a role in motivating this work.
********You can learn more about the arguments for a code of ethics by reading George F.
DeMartino, The Economist’s Oath: On the Need for and Content of Professional Economic
Ethics (2011).
(12 October 2011): “Wal-Mart’s Chinese Puzzle”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203633104576624250559835360.html)
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--------Although Wal-Mart has had a 15-year presence in China and $7.5 billion in revenue, it
continues to struggle in a market in which it has to be successful given two consecutive years of
decline in same-store sales in the U.S. In most countries, Wal-Mart has expanded by purchasing
a large domestic chain and developing it, but that was not possible in China. As a result it has
had to unlearn the U.S. strategy of uniformity among stores to one that is more tailor-made,
realizing that “Chinese consumers aren’t monolithic, eating different mushrooms by region, for
example, and requiring highly localized assortments.” Contributing to Wal-Mart’s current
challenges—13 stores were just closed in Chongqing—is the upcoming Chinese leadership
transition in 2012. This every-decade event has local authorities aspiring to “look tough” so as
to enhance their opportunities for promotion in the new government.
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[The Invisible Forces] 26 (19 October 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
Since this week is a little bit different—it marks the end of the first six months of The Invisible
Forces—I thought I would set down my understanding of its origins. If that is of interest to you,
you can find it at: https://sites.google.com/site/brucedeanlarson/proximate-origins-and-purposes.
(13 October 2011): “Emission Plan Sparks Concern”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204774604576627132051888892.html)
--------Controversy over the European Union’s plan to charge foreign planes for carbon dioxide
emissions has led to a proposal that foreign planes be excluded from the charge. This has led to
concern by EU carriers that their planes would be at a competitive disadvantage as a result. One
estimate indicates that the charge could add as much as $16 to the cost of a flight for per
passenger.
(13 October 2011): “EU Proposes New Limits on Farm Subsidies”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204002304576626681429217962.html)
--------The European Union is about to embark upon a year of wrangling over it $75 billion a
year agricultural subsidy program. The subsidies currently make up “two-firths of the EU annual
budget.” France and Poland, farming powers both, will want to keep subsidy cuts to a minimum,
while the United Kingdom leads a group of countries aiming for significant cuts. The European
Commission “wants to make a third of direct payments contingent on farmers following new
rules on protecting the environment.” Farmers criticize “rules limiting how they can use their
land.”
(13 October 2011): “Long Jail Terms on Rise”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204774604576626991955196026.html)
--------Those convicted of insider trading in recent years have been: (1) much more likely to be
sent to prison, rather than serve house arrest or probation; and (2) much more likely to serve a
sentence of two or more years in prison. In fact, the median length of prison sentence has almost
doubled during 2010-2011 as compared to 2000-2009. “The stiffer insider-trading sentences
come as prosecutors have increasingly used techniques, such as wiretapping, that once were
employed mostly for drug or terrorism cases.” The abolition of parole from the federal system
means that “white-collar defendants must serve 85% of their prison time.”
********The article includes a fascinating look at “Galleons’ Web,” showing with 23 slides
sequenced by time the many connections to Galleon hedge-fund titan Raj Rajaratnam, who was
sentence on October 13 to 11 years in prison
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203914304576627191081876286.html).
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“Defendants with 10 years or more remaining on their sentences are barred from the ‘minimumsecurity’ prison campus typically associated with white-collar defendants.”
(13 October 2011): “Solar Panels Start to Outshine Mirrors”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/solar-panels-start-to-outshine-mirrors-10132011.html)
--------The plummeting price of solar panels, in part driven by Chinese production, has displaced
some of the largest mirror-based solar power projects. Solar thermal plants, which focus mirrors
on water to create steam that turns turbines, are finding it hard to compete with solar panels using
photovoltaic cells. Solar Millenium just “made the change at a $2.9 billion plant 200 miles east
of Los Angeles.” Still thermal plants have a place. “Those sticking with mirror-based systems
say the ability to store power [with vats of liquid salts] makes the technology worth the extra
cost.”
(14 October 2011): “China: Bullying to Prosperity”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204774604576629200721570470.html)
--------The recent temporary closings of 13 Wal-Mart stores in Chongqing, and Wal-Mart’s
subsequent response, illustrate the challenge of doing business in China. China’s “array of
protectionist barriers, weak rule of law, and siren-like market” make conflict almost inevitable.
In a sense, it is a market that everyone has to be in and a market that is hard to be in. Errors like
labeling ordinary pork, organic pork, which was Wal-Mart’s specific mistake, can result in a firm
with problems that do not have Western, court-based solutions. Instead, appeals must be made to
government officials. The recent U.S. Senate action on the Yuan is probably a manifestation of
broader frustration with China’s “broader industrial policy.”
********If you read the article, you will be able to see “an old Chinese saying” in context. You
can read a follow-up article, on the resignation of the CEO of Wal-Mart China at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204346104576635903398891780.html.
(14 October 2011): “Some Wheat Farmers Are in a Holding Pattern”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204774604576628932997045122.html)
--------Hard red spring wheat, favored by high-end bread shops and bakeries, is currently selling
for a price lower than previously expected. As a result, many farmers are storing their crops in
the hope that prices will rise later. The expected crop shortages, due to flooding and a hot dry
summer, have not eventuated, keeping prices lower.
********A great example of the role that “storability” plays in market outcomes. A look at the
different types of wheat commonly traded on the commodity exchanges and some that aren’t.
(14 October 2011): “Troubles of West Take Toll on Emerging Economies”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204774604576628631676483052.html)
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--------Fast-growing countries like Brazil, China, and Indonesia are finding their growth rates
reduced due to the slowdown in the more developed countries of the West. They are actively
considering interest rate cuts to “avoid a repeat of 2008, when emerging economies ground to a
halt, forcing government to step in with stimulus.”
(15 October 2011): “It’s Time to Buy That House”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204774604576629443313035736.html)
--------The fall of housing prices has reached a point where the ratio of house price to rental price
has declined significantly. “Nationwide, the ratio of home prices to yearly rents is 11.3, down
from 18.5 at the peak of the bubble.” However, this value is still slightly above the average from
1989 to 2003, which was about 10. What is different, however, is that mortgage rates are at
record lows.
********The article makes a nice comparison between stocks and houses. “Stock-oriented folks
can think of a house’s price/rent ratio as akin to a stock’s price/earnings ratio, in that it compares
the cost of an asset with the money the asset is capable of generating.” Price-rent ratios for
housing in 10 different cities are reported, with the lowest ratio in Detroit and the highest in New
York City.
(15 October 2011): “French Primary Reflects A Shift on Nuclear Power”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204774604576628900180745680.html)
--------The French Socialist Party is turning away from nuclear power in a historic shift driven by
a reaction to the Fukushima nuclear accident, and the actions of France’s neighbors Germany
and Switzerland, and the insistence of European green parties. Currently 75% of France’s
electricity in nuclear-based and it is likely the world leader in nuclear technology. French
President Nicolas Sarkozy says that pulling out of nuclear power would be “unthinkable” due to
the cost of creating a “whole new power network.”
(16 October 2011): “Wanted: Fix for farm workers” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20111016/NEWS/310160070/Wanted-Fix-farm-workers)
--------Henderson County is the largest apple-producing county in North Carolina; NC is the
number 7 is apple production. This year, due to the fact that Henderson is a 287(g) county,
which means that it is “a federal holding and transportation hub for undocumented workers,” it
found it impossible to hire the workers needed for its harvest. Next year things may be even
more difficult depending upon the outcome of current congressional deliberations relating to the
conditions under which foreign workers are allow to work legally on farms. One matter at issue
is the H-2A program. In a House hearing last month, it was said that growers participating in the
“H-2A program pay almost twice as much as growers employing illegal workers at minimum
wage.”
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(17 October 2011): “Deal to Create Pipeline Giant”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204346104576635282137320162.html)
--------Pipeline giant Kinder Morgan is buying rival El Paso Corporation to unite two extensive
natural gas pipeline networks. [An illustration in the article shows the networks of each firm.]
“The new entity would have a network of 67,000 miles of natural-gas pipelines stretching into
virtually every major region where natural gas is produced.” This acquisition is being driven by
the development of shale gas from hydraulic fracturing, which allows a broader group of states
and regions to be natural gas producers. “The Interstate Natural Gas Association of America
Foundation, a trade group, estimates that companies will need to build 34.8700 miles of big,
high-pressure natural-gas pipelines between 2011 and 2035 to meet market demands, at a cost of
$178 billion.”
(17 October 2011): “A Faster Path to Biofuels”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204524604576610703305792650.html)
--------At a time when public opinion is turning against the use of traditional foods, like corn, as
a source of energy, the use of non-food materials for biofuels is attracting more interest. Joule
Unlimited Technologies “has created genetically engineered micro-organisms that secrete
ethanol, diesel fuel and other hydrocarbons from water, sunlight and carbon dioxide.” The
scalability and efficiency of such approaches is still being investigated.
(17 October 2011): “Innovation 101”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204831304576596703319827740.html)
--------David Kelley, founder of design firm IDEO, seeks to nurture the creativity that most
people have but have largely had educated out of existence. The vehicle he uses is the d.school
at Stanford University. Important to the approach is experience (a design challenge), ideation,
prototyping, and “collaborating with other who have radically different points of view.” Equal
voice is important, too.
********You can learn more about the d.school at: http://dschool.stanford.edu/.
(18 October 2011): “Captive Labor on the Farm”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204774604576630972860034248.html)
--------State laws cracking down on undocumented laborers has caused the workforce of many
farms to decrease at the same time as labor needs for bringing in the harvest are at the greatest.
As a result, farms in Idaho, Georgia, Alabama, and Arizona are increasingly turning to convict
labor to bring in the crops. Convict labor “has a dark history in America, notoriously in the postCivil War South.” Some federal requirements apply to convict labor but convicts can earn
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considerably more, “as much as $7.50 an hour” rather than the 10 cents per hour compensation
that some inside prison jobs pay.
(18 October 2011): “It’s Official” ‘Age of Shale’ Has Arrived”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203658804576637392455424656.html)
--------The recent purchase of El Paso Corp. by Kinder Morgan has once again drawn attention to
the shale gas boom, which “has already minted a half-dozen new billionaires comparable to the
riches brought by the Internet.” Shale drilling is dominated by horizontal drilling, although
vertical and directional drilling is used, too. Aside from regulatory uncertainty, which is handled
state by state, “little is known about how these wells will perform over decades.” Firms being
targeted for acquisition are those “production assets and employees who know how to tap into
shales.”
(19 October 2011): “Desperately Seeking Talent”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904265504576565153116078830.html)
********This is a review (by David A. Shaywitz) of The Rare Find: Spotting Exceptional
Talent Before Everyone Else, by George Anders. The description reminds me of the 1982 classic
In Search of Excellence, by Peters and Waterman, except that the focus is on personal excellence
rather than organizational excellence. What I drew from the review is that in hiring decisions,
we often err on the side of safety rather than the possibility of real transformation. Although the
reviewer is somewhat critical of the book, he credits it with having raised an important question:
“How can we do a better job of recognizing exceptional talent?”
(19 October 2011): “Short-Term Lenders Seize the Day”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203658804576639431624988572.html)
--------Payday lenders and pawn shops are thriving in the present, challenging economic
environment. At a time when banks are looking to improve the quality of their loans, people
who might otherwise borrow from banks are turning to “the fringes of the financial system.” As
a result, shares of Cash America and First Cash Financial Services are soaring at the same time
that an index of banks is falling. “People like pawn shops because they can get loans without
references or credit checked.” Annual percentage rates of interest at such lenders, however, can
easily run into hundreds of percent per year.
********You can learn more about what some call “fringe banking” in Gary Rivlin’s very
accessible book Broke, USA: From Pawnshops to Poverty, Inc.—How the Working Poor Became
Big Business (2010). Here is a link: http://www.amazon.com/Broke-USA-Pawnshops-PovertyBusiness/dp/B004R96SZG/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1319034771&sr=1-1.
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(19 October 2011): “Patent Ruling Sets Back EU Stem-Cell Scientists”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204346104576639010759884794.html)
--------“Europe’s top court ruled Tuesday that any research involving the destruction of human
embryos can’t be patented.” This is viewed as removing a key commercial incentive for stemcell research in Europe. “Patents awarded outside Europe are unaffected by the decision.” As a
result, the commercialization of European research will take place outside of Europe and “deter
companies from investing in European labs that work with human embryos.”
(19 October 2011): “Study Puts Cain Tax Plan Under Microscope”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203658804576639523370969998.html)
--------Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain has just nudged ahead of Mitt Romney in
a recent poll by the Wall Street Journal and NBC News. As a result, there is increasing interest
in his 9-9-9 plan to restructure the U.S. tax system. “His plan would scrap the current tax code . .
. and replace it with a 9% individual income tax rate, a 9% tax on businesses and a 9% national
sales tax.” According to the Tax Policy Center, which is “a joint venture of the Brookings
Institution and the Urban Institute” the proposal would tend to increase taxes paid by people
earning less than $37,090 per year and decrease taxes paid by people earning more than
$111,000 per year.
********This article is dense with ideas about the U.S. tax system, present and proposed, and it
provides a good opportunity to become better informed about Herman Cain. You can learn
about the study of the Tax Policy Center at: http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/taxtopics/Cain-9-99-plan.cfm.
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[The Invisible Forces] 27 (26 October 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(19 October 2011): “Rush to Drill for Gas Creates Mortgage Conflicts”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/20/us/rush-to-drill-for-gas-creates-mortgage-conflicts.html)
--------Over the past ten years more than one million leases have been signed with home owners’
natural-gas drilling rights, a part of the ongoing development of shale gas. Lenders say that
“many of the leases do constitute ‘technical defaults’ on the mortgages . . . and will likely
result in new rules from local banks and additional hurdles to getting a home loan or
refinancing a mortgage.” In the meantime, the mortgages that are being bundled by banks,
sold to Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and Ginnie Mae, and then on to other investors may not
have the characteristics they are supposed to have. Most homeowners are unaware of any
potential mortgage problems when they sign leases extending drilling rights for natural gas.
(20 October 2011): “Chinese Rail Projects Grind To a Halt as Funds Dry Up”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204618704576640663584454934.html)
--------China is suspending 6,000 miles of railway construction as a result of “a tight monetary
environment” and “deadly July train crash” that killed 40 and injured nearly 200 others. About
half the halted construction is for high-speed trains. “There are an estimated six million migrant
workers employed on railway projects across the country.” There is concern about the potential
for social unrest as a result.
(20 October 2011): “A Food Fight in the Produce Aisle”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203752604576640923370662418.html)
--------“Supermarkets, trying to redesign their stores . . . are confronting a growing truth:
Packaged-food manufacturers want to sit next to the lettuce.” At work is the so-called “halo
effect” by which the freshness of produce, often the first items encountered in a visit to a grocery
store, rubs off on packaged goods. Kraft Foods, in particular, is looking to move its dairy
products from the traditional back of the store to the front. Parental money and patience are
often greatly reduced by the time the back of the store is reached. However, what is best for a
particular food producer may run contrary to the goals of the grocery.
********An interesting look at the geography of the grocery. Evidently, some grocery stores
are working to create “mini convenience stores in the front of the store to better compete with
retailers like gas stations.” The article reminds me, in some ways of the interesting book The
Experience Economy: Work Is Theatre & Every Business a Stage (1999), by B. Joseph Pine, II,
and James H. Gilmore, in that people will tend to experience manufactured products differently
in relation to fresh produce. Chapter 1, “Welcome to the Experience Economy,” provides a sort
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of stage theory: commodities, goods, services, and experiences. Later, if I recall correctly, a fifth
stage—transformations—is briefly discussed.
(21 October 2011): “Subsidy Nation: Can U.S. Firms Compete Against China?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203752604576643210430505214.html)
--------In the wake of the Solyndra bankruptcy there is increasing concern in political and
business circles about the many ways that China subsidizes its businesses. This concern is likely
to be heightened and broadened with the unfolding of China’s latest five-year plan. The plan
identifies seven “strategic emerging industries” as “key to the nation’s next phase of
development and promises heavy government investment to support them.” They are:
“alternative energy, biotechnology, high-end equipment manufacturing, energy conservation and
environmental protection, clean-energy vehicles, new material, and next-generation information
technology.”
********You can learn a little more about China’s 12th five-year plan at:
http://www.kpmg.com/cn/en/issuesandinsights/articlespublications/publicationseries/5-yearsplan/pages/default.aspx. If you then want to dive much deeper, you can see the video, testimony,
and press release of the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission Hearings at:
http://www.uscc.gov/hearings/2011hearings/written_testimonies/hr11_06_15.php.
(21 October 2011): “Agency to Set Standards On Fracking Waste Water”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203752604576643440443268466.html)
--------The Environmental Protection Agency has said it will develop disposal standards for
waste water creating by the drilling associated with hydraulic fracturing. “The rules, which the
agency said would be proposed by 2014, would be among the first federal regulations aimed at
fracking’s potential impact on water.” Currently, “Rules on waste-water disposal vary by state,
and earlier this year several state, including Pennsylvania, urged the EPA to update its wastewater disposal standards.”
********You can read the EPA’s press release, dated October 20, 2011, at:
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/91E7FADB4B114C4A8525792F00542001.
(21 October 2011): “Duke to Take $220 Million Charge on ‘Clean Coal’ Plant”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203752604576643483260915402.html)
--------Duke Energy’s “clean coal” plant in Indiana has rung up costs of $3 billion, “$1 billion
more than originally forecast.” Indiana regulators must now determine who will pay the
additional costs.
“The project had been intended to show how coal could be converted into a clean-burning gas
and used to make affordable electricity.”
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(22 October 2011): “Spenders Become Savers, Hurting Recovery”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204294504576614942937855646.html)
--------U.S. consumers are cutting back on their individual indebtedness and this is restricting the
rate of the recovery from the most recent recession. Many consumers, rather than buying on
credit, are simply saving to purchase using cash. Others are focusing on reducing their
indebtedness by paying off loans early. “The national belt-tightening” is “known as
deleveraging.” In contrast to previous recessions since 1950, when consumers cumulatively
increased their indebtedness, the current recovery shows consumers cumulatively decreasing
their indebtedness. An important part of this development is the decline of U.S. real estate of
$6.6 trillion since late 2006, “prompting some Americans to feel like they are falling behind even
as they tidy up their finances.”
********There are two interesting illustrations accompanying the article. One shows the
behavior over time of indebtedness (in relation to GDP) of: households, financial business, and
nonfinancial business, and federal government. The other, an Interactive Graphic, compares
household indebtedness over time for the various recoveries. This time really is different.
(22 October 2011): “Farmers Sense the End of Big Boom”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203752604576645322658824248.html)
********This is a beautiful article. Although there are no surprises here, it provides a
wonderful sense of how markets “hang together” and how changes in the price of corn, for
example, affects any number of other markets here and abroad. So much richness in so few
words.
(22 October 2011): “How Do You Get to 7 Billion People?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204485304576643013762503654.html)
--------According to the United Nations, world population will reach 7 billion on the largely
symbolic date of October 31, although the U.S. Census Bureau thinks it is more likely to be six
months later. But regular census gathering is not universal. The U.N. “has no data, census or
otherwise, for 25% of the world’s people since 2005.”
********I was particularly interested in the population projections for 2050 and 2100. It is not
surprising that the top two countries will continue to be China and India, although India’s
population is projected to fall by 23%, but it is especially interesting that Nigeria is projected to
be in the number 3 position in 2100, the one currently occupied by the U.S. In 2010, Nigeria is
projected to have a population of 730 million (and the U.S. 478 million).
********The Economist has a related article on world population and digs more deeply into the
issue of dependency ratios, fertility rates, and population aging. In Japan, for example, by 2050
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“the country will have almost as many dependents as working adults, and half the population will
be over 52. This will make Japan the oldest society the world has ever known.” You can read
the article at: http://www.economist.com/node/21533364.
(22 October 2011): “Deng Xiaoping’s legacy: The great stabilizer”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21533354)
--------“Earlier this year, as the Arab spring blew through the Middle East, nervous Chinese
officials were heard asking Western diplomats and journalists whether . . . China would be next. .
. . [O]ne important damper on protest has been in the works for a while: China’s massive
economic growth of the past few decades has left enough people satisfied with the system for
now. . . . For this the Chinese Communist Party has to thank a little chain-smoking man who died
nearly a decade and a half ago: Deng Xiaoping, the paramount leader [of China] from 1978 to
1992.”
********This has been a banner year for massive books on China and its leaders. This article is
a review of Deng Xiaoping and the Transformation of China (2011), by Ezra Vogel, and indepth look at the man who enabled economic liberalization in China. Coupled with On China
(2011), by Henry Kissinger, a much fuller understanding of the phenomenon that has been (and
will be) China is possible.
(23 October 2011): “It’s All Connected: An Overview of the Euro Crisis”
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/10/23/sunday-review/an-overview-of-the-eurocrisis.html)
********Want to see how the various debts of the Euro crisis all hang together? If so, take a
look at the figures at this link. Run your cursor over a country, say Greece, and find out how
much it owes, net, to banks in nine different countries. The most involved (and informative)
figure is the Print Version at the bottom of the page (left-hand side). It is a terrific representation
of interdependence.
(24 October 2011): “Home Lending Revamp Planned”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204346104576638931114550132.html)
--------Current regulations regarding home refinancing prevent many consumers from taking
advantage of historically low mortgage rates, while also restricting U.S. recovery efforts. The
planned overhaul of these regulations will, among other things, “let borrowers refinance
regardless of how far their homes have fallen in value, eliminating previous limits. That could
open up refinancing to legions of borrowers in Nevada, Arizona, Florida, California and
elsewhere who are prying high interest rates and are deeply ‘underwater,’ owing more than their
houses are worth.” A company that track 85% of all mortgages, CoreLogic, “estimates that 20
million borrowers with equity in their homes could cut the interest rates on their loans by more
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than one percentage point if they could refinance.” A mortgage broker in Scottsdale, Arizona
notes that significant changes in refinancing could lead him to hire “a ton” of new loan officers.
********The article provides some useful information about loan refinancing and some of its
peculiarities. A state-by-state graphic showing the number of loans where rates could be cut
accompanies the article. It should be possible to find this data on a county-by-county basis, in
which case it could be used for a variety of purposes.
********The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) issued the official news release for the
changes to the Federal Home Affordable Refinance Program (HARP). You can find the release
here: http://www.fhfa.gov/webfiles/22721/HARP_release_102411_Final.pdf. You can find
answers to twelve common questions at: http://blogs.wsj.com/developments/2011/10/23/twelvequestions-on-obamas-refi-plan/.
(24 October 2011): “Top ‘Innovators’ Rank Low in R&D Spending”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203752604576645401657833270.html)
--------Spending a lot on research and development doesn’t necessarily translate into a reputation
as an innovative company. This is one of the findings of a recent study done by Booz & Co. on
“The Global Innovation 1000.”
********You can find the 2011 study and learn “Why Culture is Key,” at:
http://www.booz.com/media/uploads/BoozCo-Global-Innovation-1000-2011-Culture-Key.pdf.
Booz & Co. began publishing the GI 1000 in 2005, you can see all of their reports at:
http://www.booz.com/global/home/what_we_do/services/innovation/innovation_thought_leaders
hip/global_innovation_1000.
(25 October 2011): “Cotton Contracts, Made to Be Broken”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204777904576651503911757210.html)
--------In March cotton traded at $2.1515 per pound; on Monday, it traded close to 97.94 cents
per pound. As a result, many textile mills and merchants are defaulting on their contracts. “In a
phenomenon that may be unique to the cotton market, contracts are considered by many buyers
to be little more than a message of intent, with any agreement up for negotiation.” In light of
this, the International Cotton Association has devised practices for managing these disputes so as
to avoid litigation costs.
(25 October 2011): “Is This the End of Popping Vitamins?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204644504576650980601014152.html)
--------“A succession of large-scale human studies, including two published earlier this month in
leading medical journals, suggests that multivatimins and many other dietary supplements often
don’t have health benefits—and in some cases may even cause harm.” Marion Nestle, a
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professor of nutrition, food studies, and public health at NYU states: “The better the quality of
the research, the less benefit [supplements] showed.” The “harm” part of the story has been a
matter of concern to many scientists. An executive with GNC, which sells a wide variety of
supplements in its stores, notes” “The thing you do with [reports of studies] is just ride them out,
and literally we see no impact on our business.”
(26 October 2011): “Cash Pours Into Booze Brawl”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203911804576653282564667422.html)
--------Residents of the state of Washington are preparing to vote on Initiative 1183, which
“would replace hundreds of state-run liquor stores with private retail outlets and allow retailers to
buy liquor directly from distillers and negotiate volume discounts.” This initiative is part of the
unraveling of the state-by-state production, distribution, and retail sales systems that developed
since Prohibition ended in 1933. Warehouse retailer Costco is leading the charge for a “Yes”
vote, whereas a variety of groups, including the Wine & Spirits Wholesalers of America and the
National Beer Wholesalers Association have contributed significantly for those urging a “No”
vote. [A figure showing states that own alcohol wholesale or retail operations accompanies the
article.]
(26 October 2011): “Czechs Plan Nuclear Push With a $25 Billion Project”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203911804576653113167360884.html)
--------“The Czech Republic is pushing ahead with a large-scale expansion of its nuclear power
industry.” This comes at a time when Germany and Switzerland have indicated that they will
phase out nuclear as an energy source; Austria opposes the Czech Republic’s expansion.
Electricity is an important Czech export, with Austria and Germany meaningful customers. The
Austrian government is “considering a bill to prohibit the purchase of nuclear power.”
(26 October 2011): “In Trade Talks, U.S. Targets State Subsidies”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203752604576648040995983406.html)
--------“Talks over state-owned firms and other trade issues have restarted in Lima, Peru, this
week as part of a nine-nation effort to create what is called the Trans-Pacific Partnership” (TPP).
Effectively, this is a free-trade agreement among: the U.S., Australia, Brunei, Chile, Malaysia,
New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, and Vietnam. U.S. trade representative Carol Guthrie said that
“government-owned enterprises in any country . . . would be part of the trade pact.” Although
Vietnam seems to be the country that has immediate concerns, the larger issue is China, where
approximately 45% of nonagricultural GDP in 2007 was produced by government-owned
enterprises.
(26 October 2011): “A Power Struggle Boils in Indonesia”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203791904576608384138650542.html)
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--------Indonesia is the world’s third largest producer of geothermal power, following the U.S. (1)
and the Philippines (2). But it has enormous potential for further development, which is
attractive because “Geothermal energy produces almost no carbon dioxide and uses less than a
third of the land needed for solar or wind power.” The pace of the development of geothermal
resources has slowed in recent years, largely due to overlapping jurisdictions for projects and
resistance from local authorities. A managing director for Chevron IndoAsia—Chevron is the
largest producer in the world of geothermal energy—says “’There are more institutions and
agencies involved’ than during the Suharto regime.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 28 (2 November 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(26 October 2011): “China Takes a Loss to Get Ahead in the Business of Fresh Water”
(http://digg.com/news/story/china_takes_loss_to_get_ahead_in_desalination_industry)
--------China’s $4 billion desalinization plant in Tianjin produces desalted water that “costs twice
as much as it sells for. Nevertheless, the owner of the complex . . . is moving to quadruple the
plant’s desalinating capacity, making it China’s largest.” Olivia Jensen, an expert of Chinese
water policy, notes: “The policy drivers are more important than the economic drivers” and this
is another case of a “budding environment-related industry” which China has targeted. Although
the fresh water generated by the project is important for Tianjin, where fresh water can be scarce,
some experts say that the real interest of the government lies in developing China’s membrane
industry. The technologies for water “can be applied to sewage treatment, pollution control and
a legion of other cutting-edge uses.”
(27 October 2011): “Chinese Tech Giant Aids Iran”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204644504576651503577823210.html)
--------Chinese telecom giant Huawei Technologies Co. “now dominates Iran’s governmentcontrolled mobile-phone industry.” In seeking a recent contract, Huawei “emphasized that,
being from China, they had expertise censoring the news.” It won the contract. One element in
the bidding requirements of the Iranian government was capability of “tracking a specified
phone/subscriber on a map.” Many Iranian dissidents believer “they are being tracked by their
cellphones.” Most countries require phone networks “to allow police to monitor conversations
for crime prevention.” Huawei’s attempts to expand its presence in the U.S. have met resistance
from the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States.
********The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States is part of the U.S.
Department of the Treasury. You can learn more about it at: http://www.treasury.gov/resourcecenter/international/Pages/Committee-on-Foreign-Investment-in-US.aspx. You can learn more
about Chinese expertise in censoring the internet, especially the new Twitter-like microblogs
called “weibos,” at: http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/27/world/asia/china-imposes-new-limitson-entertainment-and-bloggers.html. A business consultant and media analyst notes: “The trend
in China appears to be towards more, not less regulation . . . Investors may want to consider
factor in greater regulatory risk.” The explicit use of weibos to document Chinese unrest over
taxes in the eastern province of Zhejiang is discussed at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204505304577001590489178360.html.
(27 October 2011): “Next Frontier in Credit Scores: Predicting Personal Behavior”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203687504576655182086300912.html)
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--------“Do you know your Medication Adherence Score?” Companies that have created and
sold credit scores are branching out into new products using readily available consumer
information, so as to infer how likely someone is to take their medication. “Many scores are
built on the premise that people who pay their bills on time are likely to be accountable in other
ways.” Credit scores are also being used to estimate consumer income. The use of credit
histories for hiring decisions raises concerns about racial and ethnic discrimination. Some states
limit the use of credit information by employers.
********I find this article and the previous “Chinese Tech Giant Aids Iran” to be connected in
interesting ways. In both instances digital information about individuals is readily available and
put to use in varying ways. In one case there is regulatory oversight of information uses whereas
there is no (apparent) oversight in the other.
(27 October 2011): “Push for Health-Cost Data”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203911804576653282823208852.html)
--------Health insurance deductibles are increasing at firms both large and small; in 2011 nearly
50% of covered workers in small firms had an annual deductible of $1,000 or more. As a result,
more Americans are paying health costs out of pocket, “so they want to shop around, just as they
do when they buy a flat-screen TV.” Comparative health cost information, however, is hard to
find. “There is a strategic advantage . . . to maintaining confidentiality around pricing.”
(27 October 2011): “Gloom Widespread As College Grads Face New Math”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204505304576654842642615166.html)
--------Those who graduate from college still earn far more than those who do not and have much
lower unemployment rates, too. However, on average “wages for workers with four-year college
degrees fell by 8.6% adjusted for inflation between 2000 and 2010.” Democratic pollster Stanley
Greenberg says that his work with focus groups indicates that there are doubts “about whether
America is going to be economically successful and about the future of the American middle
class.” Things are especially bad for the young: “More than 14% of Americans between 25 and
34 . . . are living with their parents.”
(28 October 2011): “Paying to Give U.S. Money? Some Like Idea”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204505304577002110937810458.html)
--------“Under current auction rules . . . the Treasury can’t sell so-called T-bills with a negative
yield.” But that can mean that the Treasury loses from the bills it sells. With yields on onemonth T-bills at zero percent throughout September, “the Treasury Department has quietly asked
some banks if they would agree to buy new short-term bills offering yields below zero.” Some
big banks have answered “Yes.” The answers, taken from a quarterly survey that has played a
key role in past Treasury decision-making, could signal future change.
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********The article includes graphs for the yields on one-month T-bills at auction and on the
secondary market.
(28 October 2011): “The Perfected Yardstick”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204618704576645310513854614.html)
--------This is a review of World in Balance: The Historic Quest for an Absolute System of
Measurement (2011), by Robert P. Crease. “The history of measurement . . . is the history of
globalization and international scientific cooperation.” Crease takes us on a whirlwind tour of
ancient China, West Africa and feudal Europe, showing the confusing multiplicity of
measurement methods. But within a period of only 200 years” the systems became consolidated
into one. The process, however, is not yet at an end
********The reviewer, Laura J. Snyder, is the author of The Philosophical Breakfast Club:
Four Remarkable Friends Who Transformed Science and Changed the World. You can learn
more about her book at: http://www.amazon.com/Philosophical-Breakfast-Club-RemarkableTransformed/dp/0767930487/ref=ntt_at_ep_dpt_1. Clearly, systems of measurement are created
not found.
(28 October 2011): “Brazilian Amazon Groups Invade Site of Dam Project”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/28/world/americas/brazilian-amazon-groups-try-to-stop-damproject.html)
--------The Belo Monte dam in Brazil is planned to be the third largest in the world and Brazilian
officials say that is needed for future energy needs of growing cities. The construction of the
dam, however, will flood about 200 square miles of the Amazon region and disrupt the
traditional ways of life for indigenous groups. Recently, “hundreds of members of indigenous
communities . . . invaded the construction site . . . vowing to permanently occupy the site.”
(28 October 2011): “Economy Alters How Americans Are Moving”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/28/us/americans-migration-patterns-shifting.html)
--------The economic downturn has changed internal migration patterns in the U.S. Millions of
Americans “have become frozen in place . . . unable to sell their homes and unsure they would
find jobs elsewhere.” This has slowed net migration losses in states like California,
Massachusetts, and New York, and even brought about a 2008 net migration loss in Florida, its
first since the 1940s. Senior demographer William Frey of the Brookings Institution “found that
large metropolitan areas with once-flourishing economies like Atlanta, Phoenix and Riverside,
Calif., are no longer magnets for Americans age 25 to 34.”
(29 October 2011): “The New Einsteins Will Be Scientists Who Share”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204644504576653573191370088.html)
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--------Mathematician Tim Gowers launched the Polymath Project to see if he could solve a
difficult mathematical problem by inviting others to contribute their ideas toward its solution.
Six weeks later, a solution resulted. And other problems have been solved, too. Although
“networked science” could speed up “the rate of discovery across all of science” there are
obstacles in the way, the primary one being conventional standards of scientific success.
********The author of the article is Michael Nielsen, the author of Reinventing Discovery: The
New Era of Networked Science (2011). You can learn more about the book (and watch a 16minute video by the author) at: http://press.princeton.edu/titles/9517.html. Nielsen’s advocacy of
“open science” seems to be an application of “crowd sourcing” or “the wisdom of crowds” to
science. Reading the article—I’ve not read the book, which was just released—I immediately
thought of the well-known book The Double Helix (1968), which was written by James D.
Watson and showed the competitive and secret rather than the collaborative and open practices
of scientists at work (at least on the material of interest to Watson). As well, there is the wellknown work by sociologist of science Robert K. Merton, who wrote about the norms of science,
about which you can learn more at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mertonian_norms. It strikes me
that scientific practice often runs counter to the norms sketched by Merton. Contributing to the
difficulty of opening science is the commercialization of academic work in the form of patents,
to which the Bayh-Dole Act contributed so much: http://www.cptech.org/ip/health/bd/.
Although Nielsen speaks a good deal about changing the values of scientists, what I really
believe he is getting at is changing the incentives of science. I’m not at all sure that it is
necessary or desirable to change the values of scientists, but the incentives may not be right at
the present time.
(29 October 2011): “Syria Uses U.S. Firm’s Gear to Block Web”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203687504577001911398596328.html)
--------U.S. firm Blue Coat Systems produced internet-blocking gear used in Syria to censor web
activity. The firm says that it was destined for a department of the Iraqi government but
somehow the devices made their way to Syria. Syria is “subject to strict U.S. trade embargoes”
and has been since 2004. Unredacted logs viewed by the Wall Street Journal “offer a rare insight
into what the Assad regime doesn’t want Syrians to see online.”
********This article, along with (27 October 2011): “Chinese Tech Giant Aids Iran,” are part
of a series on the business of censorship, which is part of the market for censorship. Both
articles are part of a series on “Censorship Inc.” the articles of which are accessible from the
article. Evidently there is a market for censorship—sometimes firms participate in it
unknowingly.
(29 October 2011): “America’s Exploding Pipe Dream”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/29/opinion/blow-americas-exploding-pipe-dream.html)
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--------In a study of social justice statistics for the 31 member countries of the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the U.S. came in at 27, ahead of Greece,
Chile, Mexico, and Turkey.
********The OECD is probably the natural peer group for the U.S., so its ranking within it is a
matter of concern. Be sure to click on the multimedia graphic on the left-hand side of the page
for details about eight specific indicators and one overall ranking.
(29 October 2011): “William A. Niskanen, 78, a Blunt Libertarian Economist”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/29/business/william-a-niskanen-a-blunt-libertarianeconomist-dies-at-78.html)
--------William A. Niskanen, a member of President Ronald Reagan’s Council of Economic
Advisers and chairman of the libertarian Cato Institute for 23 years, passed away at age 78. He
received his Ph.D. in economics from the University of Chicago, “where he studied under Milton
Friedman, the free-marketeer and Nobel laureate.”
********Niskanen was an early contributor to public choice theory. His model of bureaucracy
“argued that rational bureaucrats will always and everywhere seek to increase their budgets in
order to increase their own power, thereby contributing strongly to state growth and potentially
reducing social efficiency” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Budget-maximizing_model). The
model, which was first published in Bureaucracy and Representative Government (1971) is
reprinted, along with some additional articles, in Bureaucracy and Public Economics (1996).
(29 October 2011): “Batteries at a Wind Farm Help Control Output”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/29/science/earth/batteries-on-a-wind-farm-help-controlpower-output.html)
--------At a wind farm in West Virginia can be found “the largest battery installation attached to
the power grid in the continental United States.” Too small to store the wind production during
the night and sell it during the day, it functions as a “shock absorber of sorts, making variations
in wind energy production a little less jagged and the farm’s output more useful to the grid.” An
executive at Portland General Electric in Oregon notes: “Storage has been thought about for
years, but the costs have always been too high. Now when you’re trying to integrate more
renewable resources, storage becomes more necessary.”
********Chapter 19, “Breaking the Bargain,” in Daniel Yergin’s The Quest draws attention to
the nature of electricity and the role that storage—generally its absence—plays in electricity
markets. This chapter alone is probably worth the price of Yergin’s book, as it provides an
especially clear portrayal of the relationship between wholesale and retail electricity markets,
and the different roles that regulation and markets play in both. Different states can and do have
very different combinations of the two, and so “market design,” which almost seems like an
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oxymoron, is important. In Yergin’s analysis, the 2001 energy crisis was “a crisis by design.”
Pp. 379-95 in The Quest are probably as educational as any I’ve had in recent years.
********It seems clear that a “greener grid” will be one in which all kinds of energy storage,
including batteries, will play a larger role. Here are a couple of resources that appear to be
useful. First, for a more accessible book that focuses more on electrical energy storage, there is
Richard Baxter, Energy Storage: A Nontechnical Guide (2005). Then, for a more comprehensive
but less accessible book on all types of energy storage, there is Robert A. Huggins, Energy
Storage (2010), which appears to be a textbook.
(30 October 2011): “One Role, With 10,000 Variations”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/30/jobs/25-years-in-stage-role-actress-still-adds-variety.html)
--------Actress Catherine Russell writes: “Ask people to describe a typical day at work and some
will say it’s impossible—each day is different. But there are other jobs where people do the
same thing every day, like driving the same bus route, or performing the same role in a play year
after year. I’ve played the psychiatrist Margaret Brent in ‘Perfect Crime,’ an off-Broadway play,
for almost 25 years, ever since it opened.”
********Russell’s article makes it clear that although the play is the same, the circumstances
surrounding the play—the events of the day, the audience, and herself—are always changing.
(31 October 2011): “Scientists Tweak Bugs to Zap Disease”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204505304577003792892772710.html)
--------“In the first open-air trial of its type, an army of lab-made mosquitoes carrying a ‘death
gene’ managed to wipe out most of a test population of native mosquitoes on a Caribbean island,
a novel but potentially risky technique for fighting tropical diseases such as dengue fever.”
********The ability to create transgenic organisms in great numbers is expanding and there are
many areas in which they might be used, for example, to combat dengue fever. Yet, there are
many risks. “No one knows what might happen if a person gets bitten by [a] transgenic
mosquito.”
(31 October 2011): “Slow Recovery Feels Like Recession”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203499704576623053674426690.html)
--------Census Bureau statistics paint a bleak picture. “No recession since the Great Depression
was deeper or longer than the most recent. It has taken two years for the nation’s total output of
goods and services to return to pre-recession levels, longer than after any recession since World
War II.”
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********The graphics accompanying the article are stunning, especially the one named
“Another Setback.” The Interactive Graphic titled “Flatlining” shows the median earnings,
adjusted for inflation, for male and female full-time workers from 1960 to 2010. Two things are
noteworthy, from 1972 to 2010: (1) male earnings have flatlined and (2) female earnings have
grown continually. However, in 2010 median male earnings were still almost $11,000 more per
year than female earnings.
(31 October 2011): “Shale Gas Fuels Legal Boom”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204505304577003960524923098.html)
--------It is not uncommon, in some states, to sell surface rights to properties separately from the
rights to underlying minerals. Legal challenges are growing in some states where fracking is
taking place because the legal issues are new and have not been worked out. There are, in fact,
questions about mineral rights in relation to vertical gas wells and horizontal gas wells.
“Historically, litigation over mineral rights often follows a boom in oil and gas production; such
cases continue to crop up in states like Texas and Louisiana.”
(31 October 2011): “Radiation Cleanup Confounds Japan”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204394804577008192502423920.html)
--------Eight months after the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident, Japan continues to struggle
with clean up. Radioactive cesium “can stick around for as long as 300 years.” It “tends to
collect in the top layers” of the soil. Soil scraping has been used with success but it poses a
dilemma: “what to do with the contaminated dirt.” No long-term solution has been found.
********Materials like radioactive dirt are, in economic terms, bads in that less is preferred to
more. Bads often require disposal services, which can be relatively inexpensive, as in the case of
landfill fees paid per hundred pounds, or relatively expensive. The costs associated with the
disposal of some bads, as the Japanese government is learning, can be very high.
(1 November 2011): “China Push Splinters Iron-Ore Pricing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204394804577009422907383992.html)
--------Iron ore is the key ingredient in making steel. The price on the spot market for iron ore is
plunging and China—the the world’s biggest buyer of “seaborne iron ore”—finds itself
contractually bound to higher prices. As a result, it is “pushing for new pricing methods from
miners that would bring prices for the mineral closer to those on the spot market.” At the present
time, large steel buyers “strike quarterly pricing deals with the biggest iron-ore miners.” A shift
to more flexible pricing might expose buyers to greater risk in the future.
(1 November 2011): “When ‘Friending’ Becomes Sources of Start-Up Funds”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204528204577007781568296346.html)
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--------‘Crowd funding’ is a possible new source for new start ups. The House Financial Services
committee last week “passed legislation that would make it possible for small businesses to use
crowd funding to raise money from investors in exchange for equity stakes.” If the proposal
becomes law, it would overcome the “long-time ‘general solicitation’ ban on advertising sales of
equity without registering with the Securities and Exchange Commission, among other
restrictions.” There are many critics of the proposal, who fear the legislation “could breed fraud,
undermine market discipline and place unsophisticated investors at risk.”
(1 November 2011): “Bribes, Bureaucracy Hobble India’s New Entrepreneurs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204479504576639233537716542.html)
--------Vishwaprasad Alva, a native of the state of Karnataka, India, is an engineer who worked
for General Electric in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Seeing an opportunity to produce “affordable
medical devices” in less affluent areas, he returned to India. There he experienced what many
other entrepreneurs had experienced before him, the frustrations and dangers of dealing of
developing a new business in a country where “regulations are geared toward conglomerates”
and many “business owners consider bribes simply another cost of business.”
********You can see a map of India at: http://www.indianomy.com/map_of_india.asp. This
instructive article lays out some of the challenges of starting a business in India. There are some
interesting visuals that are part of it: “Start-Up Trouble” compares the challenges in the BRIC
countries and the U.S., while “The Entrepreneurial Mind” compares entrepreneurs in India and
China on five different dimensions. The second graphic brought to mind Getting China and
India Right: Strategies for Leveraging the World’s Fastest-Growing Economies for Global
Advantage (2009), by Anil K. Gupta and Haiyan Wang.
(2 November 2011): “Riding the Dakota Oil Boom”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203707504577010463934234498.html)
--------North Dakota’s oil production of 450,000 per day is fourth in the U.S., trailing Texas,
Alaska, and California. Its rise to prominence is relatively recent, stemming from the
development of the “massive Bakken Shale reserve.” Current pipelines are insufficient to move
the oil to market, so while new pipelines are planned, railroad tank cars are filling the gap, giving
rise to concerns about the sufficiency of existing tank cars. New rail hubs are being developed
and the truckers who will bring the oil to them are in great demand.
(2 November 2011): “Many Rich Chinese Consider Leaving”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204394804577011760523331438.html)
--------“More than half of China’s millionaires are either considering emigrating or have already
taken steps to do so, according to a survey.” The U.S. (40%) and Canada (37%) are the most
preferred destinations. Many Chinese are expressing concern about “social issues such as
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China’s one-child policy, food safety, pollution, corruption, poor schooling, and a weak legal
system.”
(2 November 2011): “Micro Meth Labs Run Riot”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204505304577000080956670836.html)
--------Small meth labs are proliferating across the U.S. So-called “one pot” operations have
gained favor because “they don’t require enough pseudoephedrine . . . to run afoul of federal
purchasing limits.” Tulsa, Oklahoma has been especially affected; Tulsa police “found the first
one-pot lab in late 2008” and had 315 lab busts in 2009. This proliferation has come at a time
when the number of law-enforcement personnel has declined. Drug makers seek to address this
situation by a national tracking network rather than through legislation.
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[The Invisible Forces] 29 (9 November 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(2 November 2011): “Climate Change Has Calif. Vintners Rethinking Grapes”
(http://www.npr.org/2011/11/02/141932301/climate-change-has-calif-vintners-rethinkinggrapes)
-------This is an NPR story (4:26 minutes) on the challenge that climate change—in this case
warmer temperatures—presents to the California wine industry. The most well-known varietals,
e.g., Pinot Noir, Cabernet Sauvignon, and Chardonnay, are suited for cooler temperatures and
vintners are considering planting grapes suited for a warmer climate. However, those grapes are
not well known, so marketing them to the public will be a challenge.
********This gives me an opportunity to draw attention to an absolutely delightful book, Wine
Wars: The Curse of the Blue Nun, the Miracle of Two Buck Chuck, and the Revenge of the
Terroirists (2011), by Mike Veseth. Veseth is an economist at the University of Puget Sound
and the author of The Wine Economist, which you can find here: http://wineeconomist.com/.
Veseth brings a good economic mind to wine and blends it with humor. If you are interesting in
a leisurely (yet brief) tour through the world of wine, and the future of wine, this is the place to
go. Throughout the book he uses the device of “the wine wall” to structure his presentation,
thereby making good (if unmentioned) use of the ideas of vertical and horizontal product
differentiation. Veseth devotes nine pages in his book to climate change, which is very real to
everyone in the wine industry.
(3 November 2011): “Study Ties Fracking to Quakes in England”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203804204577013771109580352.html)
--------A report overseen by a “team of seismic experts . . . in consultation with the Department
of Energy and Climate Change” of the United Kingdom has determined that it is “highly
probable” that “two small earthquake tremors were attributable to fracking. The report indicated
that they were the result of a “rare combination of geological factors.”
(3 November 2011): “Contractors Find Gains Hard to Hold”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203716204577013742042606930.html)
--------The U.S. government has a program to award contracts to small firms. Current limits are
based on revenue ($750,000 to $35.5 million) or employee counts (from 50 to 1,500 employees).
Successful firms may grow to be too large to qualify for the program on a continuing basis,
thereby finding themselves competing with companies “sometimes more than 30 or 40 times
their size.” Tonya M. Speed is the executive director of Mid-Tier Advocacy (MTA), a lobbying
group formed “to advocate for businesses that have outgrown the small-business size standards.”
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********You can learn more about MTA at: http://www.midtier.org/.
(3 November 2011): “Pakistan to Boost Trade With India”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203804204577013641982204650.html)
--------In a move that may give rise to stalled peace talks, Pakistan has agreed to extend mostfavored nation (MFN) status to India, a status India accorded to Pakistan in the mid-1990s. As
long-time members of the World Trade Organization (WTO), the countries should have had
MFN status with each other. This will surely expand trade between the two countries; currently
Pakistan, though India’s neighbor, ranks 43rd in trade value with India. Ongoing tension over
Kashmir, which both India and Pakistan claim, lies in the background of closer ties. Adding to
the tension is India’s move to a closer relationship with Afghanistan.
********You can learn more about the WTO at: http://www.wto.org/.
(3 November 2011): “Oil Inventories Slip, Slide Away”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204621904577014143734271150.html)
--------In the Cushing, Oklahoma oil storage hub it is now “more expensive to buy oil to be
delivered next month than next year.” Oil-market veterans call this “backwardation” and is
viewed as “a signal that traders are preparing for a period of tight supplies, a clue that higher
prices may be ahead.” Recently the Brent (Europe) oil price has been significantly above the
Cushing (U.S.) price, resulting in a “stepping up of exports” and a decline in fuel inventories.
“The Department of Energy . . . said that net exports of gasoline and distillates in August rose to
747,000 barrels a day, the highest level since 1945 and nearly double the rate a year ago.”
********You can learn much more about backwardation” and “contango” in the commodity
forward market at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JQthSNjskE.
(3 November 2011): “Todd Rider Has a Kill Switch for Viruses”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/todd-rider-has-a-kill-switch-for-viruses11032011.html)
--------MIT scientist Todd Rider, with PhDs in electrical engineering and computer science, has
devoted his abundant talents to biotechnology, working to find “new ways to sniff out viruses.
By splicing jellyfish genes into white blood cells . . . he created a biological sensor that glows in
the presence of disease.” In a recent journal article, a drug under development was “successfully
used to destroy 15 viral strains, including dengue fever, a stomach virus, and a polio virus.”
However, “it may be as many as 10 years before a commercial version is available for humans.”
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********The article was published in the science journal PLoS One in July 2011. You can find
it at: http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0022572. I
haven’t read the article. I am interested, though, in the explicit statements relating to Funding
and Competing interests. It is also worth noting that the article has been viewed—see the rightside of the screen, more than 76,000 times.
(4 November 2011): “China Singled Out for Cyberspying”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203716204577015540198801540.html)
--------In a report released on Thursday, November 3rd, the U.S. government accused China and
Russia by name as the world’s “most active and persistent” perpetrators of economic espionage.
“The U.S. is a price target of economic espionage by countries . . . that seek to build up their
domestic industries with stolen technology and intellectual property.” A senior intelligence
official said that “Economic espionage is condoned by both China and Russia and is part of each
country’s national economic development policy.” Under U.S. law it is illegal “to steal
corporate secrets from other companies, and there is less incentive for U.S. companies to pilfer
from countries that are less developed.”
********You can read the report, produced by the Office of the National Counterintelligence
Executive, at:
http://www.ncix.gov/publications/reports/fecie_all/Foreign_Economic_Collection_2011.pdf.
The reference was discovered by way of a similar article in the New York Times:
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/04/world/us-report-accuses-china-and-russia-of-internetspying.html.
(4 November 2011): “Canadian Likely FSB Chief”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204621904577015733517208046.html)
--------The head of the Canadian central bank, Mark Carney, is the frontrunner to become head of
the Financial Stability Board (FSB), “the world’s top financial regulatory body.” The FSB “is a
group of central bankers, finance officials and regulators formed after the 2008 financial crisis to
drive global regulatory reform.”
********The FSB is the successor to the Financial Stability Forum, which was begun in 1999.
You can learn more about the FSB at:
http://www.financialstabilityboard.org/about/overview.htm.
(4 November 2011): “Cuba Legalizes Sale of Private Property”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203716204577016000144106444.html)
--------Cubans will be able to buy and sell homes legally beginning November 10th. This is the
latest in a series of reforms put into place by Raúl Castro to spur economic development.
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(4 November 2011): “’Poor Economics’ takes business book prize”
(http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/a8af73e6-0623-11e1-a079-00144feabdc0.html#axzz1cjhxry8g)
--------The Financial Times and Goldman Sachs award an annual book award and Poor
Economics, by Abhijit V. Benerjee and Esther Duflo are the 2011 winners. “The two MIT
professors are part of a group of economists known as the ‘randomistas’. They have used
randomized control trials across five continents to test the impact of policies aimed at beating
poverty, from the provision of free anti-malaria bed-nets to education subsidies.” The authors
hold that the three main reasons that aid is ineffective are: “ideology, ignorance and inertia.”
********The award began in 2005. Previous winners are:
2010 Raghuram Rajan, Fault Lines
2009 Liaquat Ahamed, Lords of Finance
2008 Mohamed El-Erian, When Markets Collide
2007 William Cohan, The Last Tycoons
2006 James Kynge, China Shakes the World
2005, Thomas Friedman, The World is Flat
You can learn more about previous winners and see the shortlist for the 2011 competition at:
http://www.ft.com/intl/indepth/business-book-award-2011.
(4 November 2011): “Biggest jump ever seen in global warming gases”
(http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/story/2011-11-03/huge-increase-in-global-warminggasses/51065082/1)
--------Figures released by the U.S. Department of Energy show that the “global output of heattrapping carbon dioxide jumped by the largest amount on record [in 2010].” As a result, the
“levels of greenhouse gases are higher than the worst case scenario outlined by climate experts
just four years ago.”
********A report of the Department of Energy’s Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center
lies behind this article. You can learn more about the Center at: http://cdiac.ornl.gov/. You can
see the preliminary emissions data for 2009 and 2010, as well as information about the
methodology used to produce the estimates, at:
http://cdiac.ornl.gov/trends/emis/perlim_2009_2010_estimates.html.
(5 November 2011): “Playing the U.S. Visa Lottery in Ethiopia”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203804204577016404254494454.html)
--------The U.S. government runs an annual lottery for green-card processing. On May 2012, a
computer “in Kentucky will select 100,000 entries for green-card processing. Ultimately, 50,000
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visas will be granted.” The Ethiopian Postal Service derives meaningful revenue by facilitating
participation in the lottery. Interest in the Diversity Visa Lottery, as it is known, is widespread.
In 2010, Bangladesh led the world in applicants for the green-card lottery, followed by Nigeria,
the Ukraine, and Ethiopia.
(5 November 2011): “Gulf Oysters Suffer New Blow”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204621904577016111478182908.html)
--------Following a year in which the Deepwater Horizon oil spill affected oyster harvest, the
Gulf Coast, especially Texas, is facing a new challenge, the algae outbreak “known as the Red
Tide. The outbreak is “the most widespread on the Texas coast in more than a decade, and
threatens to render many millions of oysters toxic.” Texas restaurant owner Herb Story of Dallas
“has been able to keep customers happy by casting a wide net for oysters in Florida, Alabama
and other Gulf Coast States.
(5 November 2011): “Global Temperatures: All Over the Map”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203804204577016252305820144.html)
--------Global temperatures are open to dispute, in part because the measurements upon which
they are based are open to question on a variety of grounds. Recently, the Berkeley Earth
Surface Temperature (BEST) team “tackled the job of cleaning up and organizing temperature
readings from two centuries and nearly 40,000 land-based locations.” According to the team,
“the Earth’s land has warmed by an average of about 0.9 degree Celsius (1.6 degrees Fahrenheit)
since the mid-1950s.”
********This article, by “The Numbers Guy” (Carl Bialik) provides a glimpse at some of the
decisions and actions that go into climate modeling. You can learn more at Bialik’s blog at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/numbersguy/a-new-trove-of-global-temperature-numbers-1097/, which also
includes a link to the BEST site: http://berkeleyearth.org/
(5 November 2011): “Taming Unruly Wind Power”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/05/business/energy-environment/as-wind-energy-use-growsutilities-seek-to-stabilize-power-grid.html)
--------“For decades, electric companies have swung into emergency mode when demand soars
on blistering hot days, appealing to households to use less power. But with the rise of wind
energy, utilities in the Pacific Northwest are sometimes dealing with the opposite: moments
when there is too much electricity for the grid to soak up.” As a result, utilities are using remote
control to adjust the home appliances of volunteer consumers “to balance supply and demand.”
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********This article makes it clear that electrical storage can take many forms, not just
batteries.
(5 November 2011): “Brazil’s Long Shadow Vexes Some Neighbors”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/05/world/americas/brazils-rapidly-expanding-influenceworries-neighbors.html)
--------Brazil’s economic growth has given rise to increasing tensions with some of its neighbors,
for example, Bolivia, where Brazil wants to help build a road to the coast that cuts through the
land of indigenous groups. Raúl Prada Alcoreza, a former senior official in the Bolivian
government notes: “Just as China consolidates regional hegemony in Asia, Brazil wants to do the
same in Latin America.”
(6 November 2011): “Wanted: Worldly Philosophers”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/06/opinion/sunday/worldly-philosophers-wanted.html)
--------Backhouse and Bateman argue that, with the demise of the Soviet Union, and the broad
perspectives of comparative economic systems, economists have lost their vision. There are
multiple types of capitalism and the failure to discuss them “deprives us of language with which
to think about” a wide variety of spending programs. Economists have to ask, and try to answer,
“the hard questions that can shape a new vision of capitalism’s potential.”
********The reference to The Worldly Philosophers, of course, is to Robert L. Heilbroner’s
book of that title. The 7th (and last) edition was published in 1999. Heilbroner passed away in
2005. You can read his obituary at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/01/12/obituaries/12heilbroner.html.
********In reading the words of Backhouse and Bateman, I am reminded of the statement “One
who knows only one language, knows no language.”
(7 November 2011): “Generation Jobless: For Those Under 24, a Portrait in Crisis”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203733504577022110945459408.html)
--------For those under 24, the unemployment rate is 16.7%, “more than twice the rate for
workers 25 and older.” During the last month, in the 16 to 24 age group, 18% of males lacked
jobs and 15.3% of females. Such unemployment is likely to have long-lasting effects due to
psychological reasons and the fact that companies tend to focus their recruiting efforts “on the
most recent crop of graduates” because they will have “fresher skills.” Unemployment rates
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vary widely for a comparable age group in the OECD countries, ranging from 7.2% in
Switzerland to 41.6% in Spain.
(7 November 2011): “The Corporate Welfare State”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204002304576631192120542046.html)
********This appears on the Editorial Page. An interesting editorial that notices some types of
subsidy-based “corporate welfare” and then argues that it is “an issue that should unite the tea
party, the Occupy Wall Street protesters and the Congressional deficit-cutters.” No simple task.
This article reminded me of Vinod Khosla’s distinction between “incumbency capitalism” and
“innovation capitalism,” which you can find at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704076804576180240631499516.html.
(8 November 2011): “To Protect Your Next Bright Idea, Mind What You Say and When You
Say It” (http://chronicle.com/article/To-Protect-Your-Next-Bright/129653/)
--------The recently passed American Invents Act (AIA) reformed patent legislation. It replaced
the long-standing “first-to-invent system” with a “first-to-file approach.” The Act provides
special challenges for universities that “have a core mission that includes the dissemination of
research through publication and participation in academic conferences and seminars.”
********To me the interest of this article is the complexity of patent legislation, both within the
U.S. and outside it, and how some institutions are so much better able to deal with it. The
concluding sentence of the article says a lot: “Universities that engage in a timely and
comprehensive overhaul of their patent strategies will be in a much stronger position to
maximize the future value of their intellectual-property portfolios.”
(8 November 2011): “Repsol Taps Big Argentine Oil Find”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204554204577024302471954104.html)
--------Repsol YPF, a Spanish company, has discovered extensive shale oil and gas in the south
of Argentina. “The find is about three-fourths crude oil and one-fourth natural gas.” Argentina
ranks “third in the world, behind China and the U.S., in potentially recoverable reserves of shale
gas.” However, government regulations and policies have made these resources difficult to
develop.
(8 November 2011): “China Housing Prices Decline”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204554204577023123449783572.html)
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--------Housing prices in China are declining, albeit modestly. “Beijing has been trying to calm
property prices for about two years in an effort to make housing more affordable and douse a
possible catalyst for social unrest.” Financial services firm J.P. Morgan holds that “The
correction in not over; it has just started.” Analysts there “forecast that prices nationally could
fall 5% to 10% over the next 12 to 18 months.” There is concern that “prices could drop too far
and fast when the rest of the world is relying on the country as an engine of growth.”
(8 November 2011): “High Bank Fees Give Wal-Mart a Money Aisle”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/08/business/wal-mart-benefits-from-anger-over-bankingfees.html)
--------Wal-Mart’s attempts to acquire a federal bank charter in the U.S. (but not in Canada or
Mexico) have been continually rebuffed, but it has moved very intentionally into some financial
services, especially check cashing, where its fees are especially low. It has more than 1,000
Money Centers across the country and, for many, Wal-Mart has become their de facto bank. The
president of the Consumer Bankers Association, Richard Hunt, notes that Wal-Mart “does not
face the same regulations as banks.”
(9 November 2011): “China-Oil Deal Gives Chávez a Leg Up”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203733504577026073413045462.html)
--------In China’s continual search for energy to support its growth, it has agreed to loan up to
$32 billion to Venezuela; at least $20.8 billion has been disbursed as of April 15th. The money
is “administered separately from the national treasury . . . and only requires the approval of the
national executive.” Documents reviewed by the Wall Street Journal show that “Mr. Chávez is
spending the money on many projects . . . that are likely to help him at the ballot box.” The
program “My Well-Equipped House” includes the buying “Chinese-made refrigerators,
television sets and other appliances” for later sale “to the public at a discount and financed by
cheap state credit.”
********A clear example in which all of the invisible forces are at work.
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[The Invisible Forces] 30 (16 November 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(9 November 2011): “Why Americans Won’t Do Dirty Jobs”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/why-americans-wont-do-dirty-jobs-11092011.html)
--------On September 29th Alabama enacted an immigration law “that requires police to question
people they suspect might be in the U.S. illegally and punish businesses that hire them.” That
was also the day that many of the employees of Harvest Select in Uniontown, Alabama didn’t
report for work in fear of arrest; Harvest Select processes catfish and many of its employees are
Hispanic. This situation was repeated across the state, as Hispanic workers fled. Since few
Alabamans are willing to work these jobs at the minimum wage, crops are not being harvested
and other work is not being done. Aside from the physical demand and danger of some of this
work is its relatively low status. Sociologist Doug Massey notes: “Once an occupational
category becomes dominated by immigrants, it becomes very difficult to erase the stigma.”
(9 November 2011): “Learning from Peter Drucker and the Girl Scouts”
(http://management.fortune.cnn.com/2011/11/09/leader-to-leader-institute-frances-hesselbein/)
********A brief interview with Frances Hesselbein, who was the CEO of Girl Scouts USA for
thirteen years. What really caught my attention was her description of Peter Drucker’s visit to a
board meeting of the Girl Scouts, reproduced below.
See yourself "life-size"
When Drucker came to speak at our board meeting, I brought the entire national board
and 100 national staff members. He told them, "You do not see yourselves life-size. You
do not appreciate the significance of the work you do, for we live in a society that
pretends to care about its children, and it does not. And for a little while you give a little
girl a chance to be a girl in a society that forces her to grow up all too soon." What we all
realized at that moment was that the work we did in the social sector was as important as
business or government; we were not simply junior members of a society.
Many could benefit from that realization.
********Peter Drucker is generally referred to as “the father of modern management.” You can
learn more about him at: http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/05_48/b3961001.htm.
He is best known for his Management: Task, Responsibilities, Practices. First published in
1973, a revised edition was published in 2008.
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(10 November 2011): “Mercy in a Man-Eat-Dog World”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424053111904103404576557781229591872.html)
--------“Rising incomes from China to Thailand, and a spreading fondness for pets, have put a
crimp on an old practice still prevalent in some parts of Asia—eating dogs.” With dog meat in
“hot demand” in Vietnam, dognappers in Thailand, where “Buddhist culture frowns of killing
stray animals,” are selling dogs to Vietnam.
********An extraordinarily clear example of the role of culture in demand and supply. I am
reminded of the expression “One man’s meat is another man’s poison.” How true. Usually I
experience these articles intellectually but this one engendered emotions, too.
(10 November 2011): “Energy Agency Warns Governments to Take Action Against Global
Warming”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204358004577027542955102790.html)
--------The International Energy Agency (IEA) just released its World Energy Outlook 2011,
noting that “Dangerous climate change will be essentially irreversible within a little over five
years.” Accordingly, “drastic changes to energy and industrial policies are needed.” In 2010
carbon-dioxide emissions grew by an almost unprecedented 5.3%, largely from increased use of
coal used by China and India.
********You can learn more about the World Energy Outlook 2011 at:
http://www.iea.org/index_info.asp?id=2153. You can view a video summary of its contents by
the IEA’s chief economist at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8NWnA64A_4. It is
especially noteworthy that this Outlook has a special report on Russia, noteworthy because
Russia is likely to be admitted to the World Trade Organization next year. You can learn more
about Russia and the WTO at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204224604577027810930153038.html.
(10 November 2011): “EPA Rules Spark Power-Plant Fray”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203537304577028393431399820.html)
--------The Environmental Protection Agency is readying new air-pollution standards for coalfired power plants. Reaction to the standards among power companies has not been uniform,
suggesting that it may be easier “for the Obama administration to complete the rules.” The age
and type of power-generating equipment power generators have seem to be a factor influencing
the response to the standards.
(11 November 2011): “Ripples Likely From Wider Canal”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204224604577030440125985830.html)
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--------In 2014 a new lane will open in the Panama Canal, enabling longer and deeper (and
presumably wider) ships to pass from ocean to ocean. One result is that current “Panamax” of
ships carrying 4,400 containers will grow to 12,600. Relevant questions are “How will this
affect rail freight?” and “What impact will there be on eastern ports?” Although retailers like
Wal-Mart and Target seem likely to ship more product by the canal, what they will do “remains
to be seen.” In the meantime, the canal “has triggered a raft of upgrades and planned upgrades at
East Coast ports.”
(11 November 2011): “Wal-Mart Sets Prices Sizzling For Choice Beef”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203733504577026132740380506.html)
--------The wholesale price of Choice beef is at a near eight-year high. Beef found in stores
typically have three grades: Prime (highest grade), Choice (second), and Select (lowest grade).
Recently Wal-Mart decided to offer more Choice beef to its customers, than Select, pushing up
the price differential between Choice and Select significantly. “The difference widened in three
months to as much as 19 cents a pound . . . from three cents a pound.”
*******The article provides a powerful illustration of the “Wal-Mart effect” on a market. You
can learn more about Wal-Mart’s impact on national and international economies from Charles
Fishman’s readable and informative book The Wal-Mart Effect (2006). You can learn more
about the grading of beef and poultry at:
http://www.fsis.usda.gov/factsheets/inspection_&_grading/index.asp.
********Select beef tends to come from younger cattle (up to 30 months) and Choice beef from
older cattle (up to 42 months). As a result, one would expect that a change in the price
differential between Select and Choice beef would affect the age distribution of a cattle herd.
(11 November 2011): “U.S. Delays Pipeline Decision”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204358004577030093417692560.html)
--------The proposed Keystone XL pipeline from the Albertan oil sands to link up with Cushing,
Oklahoma will not go forward at this time pending an additional review of its environmental
impact by the U.S. State Department; the pipeline “has divided the Democratic Party’s
environmental and union supporters.” The review will “take until at least the first quarter of
2013, delaying a final decision “until after the 2012 election.”
(11 November 2011): “The Friday-night media dump. It’s real”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/the-storied-friday-night-media-dump-now-provenreal/2011/11/10/gIQAiHYo9M_story.html)
--------It is generally thought that “government officials release news they’d rather brush under
the rug” on Fridays, knowing that it will be relatively underreported. A recent study by
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nonpartisan Resources for the Future found that the Environmental Protection Agency “is
statistically guilty of the practice.” The researchers “analyzed more than 21,000 news releases
issued by the EPA in the past 15 years.”
********You can find the report at:
http://www.rff.org/Publications/Pages/PublicationDetails.aspx?PublicationID=21671. It is
interesting both for its results and its methods.
(11 November 2011): “Foreign aid, capitalist style”
(http://management.fortune.cnn.com/2011/11/11/millennium-challenge-corp-foreign-aid/)
--------The Millenium Challenge Corporation (MCC) is a governmental foreign aid organization
developed during the George W. Bush administration; it was the brainchild of Condoleezza Rice.
Its grants come “with tough strings attached: Only democratic countries with a commitment to
economic freedom can compete for the money.” It is said that qualifying for an MCC grant has
an effect like a ‘Good Housekeeping seal of approval’ for would-be foreign investors.”
********You can learn more about MCC at: http://www.mcc.gov/.
(12 November 2011): “The thirsty road ahead” (http://www.economist.com/node/21538196)
--------“THIS year Texas had the hottest summer ever recorded in any state.” That presented a
challenge to meeting the water needs of the state, which are projected to get much worse in the
years ahead due to increased population and other water demands; fracking for natural gas uses
large amounts of water. The Texas Water Development Board has recommended $53 billion for
projects to alleviate water shortages.
(14 November 2011): “Obama Seeks New Pacific Influence”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204323904577036423985081272.html)
--------In a recent meeting of 21 Asian-Pacific nations in Hawaii, President Obama noted: “The
United States is a Pacific power and we are here to stay.” This statement comes at a time when
China’s neighbors have “implored the U.S. to deepen its involvement” in the region. One source
of tension is “China’s territorial claims in the South China Sea.” As a result, the U.S. “will
establish a permanent military presence to reassure Australia and other allies . . . that U.S.
military influence is growing, not waning, even in the face of domestic budget pressures.”
********The article is very reminiscent of the “Power and Plenty” discussions that took place in
the Mercantilist era before Adam Smith. The article reminds me of Paul Kennedy’s well-known
book The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers (1987). I wonder how well its argument holds up in
light of the historical developments since 1987.
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(14 November 2011): “U.S. Farmers Reclaim Land From Developers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204621904577018201607304964.html)
--------Land previously sold to developers for princely sums is now being resold to the very same
farmers (for much lower prices) as the Great Recession and its aftermath continues to unfold.
Fueling the demand for farmland are rising prices for many agricultural products from corn to
cotton. “Putting residential land back under the plow reflects a major demographic shift.”
********A fascinating article that clearly shows land use is affected by the prices of crops,
housing, and gasoline, all of which are affected by consumer income. An accompanying graphic
shows the changes in the asset value of cropland in the U.S. between 2006 and 2011.
(15 November 2011): “China Copper Hunger Fades”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203503204577038472716043882.html)
--------Copper futures are plunging, in part due to a crackdown on predatory lending in the
coastal city of Wenzhou; in an era of rising prices, the speculative demand for copper was aided
by “borrowing on margin to buy and then resell copper.” The decline in copper price “is a
reminder of how sensitive the commodities world is to the whims of Chinese buyers . . . and . . .
the health of the Chinese economy.”
(15 November 2011): “A Rags-to-Riches Career Highlights Latin Resurgence”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204422404576595211776435404.html)
--------“Latin America’s middle class is steadily growing, while the poorest class is diminishing,”
in contrast to the U.S. and Europe that are grappling with “stagnating middle class wages.” The
Peruvian company Topitop, founded by Aquilino Flores who got his start “hawing T-shirts in the
barrios” of Lima, has prospered from that change. Flores and his brothers have been able to
bring their knowledge of the wants of los emergentes (the emerging ones) to bear upon their
apparel business.
********There is accompanying video that is more than a simple restatement of the content of
the article.
(15 November 2011): “Should States Require Online Retailers To Collect Sales Tax?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204528204577007511298359048.html)
********A Pro/Con-style report on the desirability of a sales tax on online retailers. One of five
similar technology-related stories, all of which you can find at:
http://online.wsj.com/itp/20111115/us/thejournalreport.
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(15 November 2011): “Should Some of Broadcasters’ Spectrum Be Auctioned Off to Wireless
Carriers?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203716204577017801681007194.html)
********Another Pro/Con-style report on the desirability of auctioning off addition spectrum.
This is an opportunity to note the article that is the source of most scholarly discussion of the
electromagnetic spectrum: Ronald Coase, “The Federal Communications Commission,” Journal
of Law and Economics 2 (1959): 1-40. Coase won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1991, about
which you can learn more at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/1991/coase.html. As a leader in the
field of law and economics, he brought together two of the three invisible forces.
(16 November 2011): “Nursing Home Stocks Ailing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203733504577024320837872912.html)
--------Some investors in nursing homes—called skilled nursing facilities in the industry—are
wary of the impact of the federal deficit-reduction panel on Medicare payments. Reductions in
Medicare payments could reduce the ability to pay of residents, placing rental payments at risk.
Analysts “aren’t expecting a redux of the late 1990s, when many nursing home operators went
bankrupt after the Clinton administration made steep cuts in Medicare payments.”
(16 November 2011): “Mining Probe Threatens Top Indian Party”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204323904577036121909213912.html)
--------Rising iron ore prices have brought into production sources of lower quality, such as those
of the state of Goa, India. Activists have alleged that the “state’s dominant miner, Sesa Goa Ltd.
. . . is capitalizing on an environment of lawlessness to boost its business.” Allegations of illegal
mining “could become a major issue for the Congress party, which runs the state government as
well as the national government in New Delhi.”
(16 November 2011): “Ford SUV Marks New World Car Strategy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203503204577040343509436550.html)
--------Ford is reducing the number of “platforms” used to produce its vehicles worldwide from
15 five years ago to 5 in the middle of this decade. The reduction is expected to “wring huge
savings from its $50 billion annual budget for auto parts.” Past attempts by Ford and GM to
develop global platforms have been stymied by “feuding regional operations.” Given that
“markets like China, India and Brazil are buying low-cost cars that generate slim profits” the
strategy has new impetus.
(16 November 2011): “Keynes' Consuming Ideas On Economic Intervention”
(http://www.npr.org/2011/11/16/142348310/keynes-consuming-ideas-on-economic-intervention)
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********This is the third of a three-part NPR series on “thinkers who have had a lasting
influence on economic policymakers.” The other two thinkers are Ayn Rand and Friedrich
Hayek, the broadcasts for which are accessible through the link above. The Rand link includes
access to a three-part video interview with reporter Mike Wallace. I’ve only watched a bit but
her uncompromising character comes through, as well as a recognition that the times were very
different.
(16 November 2011): “Illegal During Watergate, Unlimited Campaign Donations Now Fair
Game” (http://www.npr.org/blogs/itsallpolitics/2011/11/16/142314581/illegal-during-watergateunlimited-campaign-contributions-now-fair-game)
--------The system of campaign donations in the U.S. has evolved in such a way that “the new
rules of campaign finance provide a way to do [legally] what was illegal in 1971.”
********This is an NPR story. It leads with a stories about Richard Nixon, the “plumbers,” and
an illegal contribution to the Associated Milk Producers, Inc. (AMPI). The AMPI story has
particular interest for me because my father and brothers owned a rubber products manufacturing
business that sold to AMPI during that era. It is not hard to believe, therefore, that I might have
benefitted somewhat from that illegal contribution.
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[The Invisible Forces] 31 (23 November 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(17 November 2011): “Does Honest Tea Grow Better with Coke?”
(http://www.greenmoneyjournal.com/article.mpl?newsletterid=57&articleid=843)
--------When Seth Goldman graduated from the Yale School of Management, he thought that
running any enterprise that (1) eliminated calories from the American diet, (2) protected the
environment, and (3) created economic opportunities in the developing world would be a nonprofit. His company, though, does all of the above and it is for profit. The lack of an adequate
distribution system constrained its expansion until it connected with the Coca-Cola Company. In
making that transition Honest Tea became aware the concerns of “hardcore loyalists . . . who
threatened to stop supporting Honest Tea if Coca-Cola purchased the rest of the company.”
(17 November 2011): “Colorado’s Marijuana ‘Green Rush’”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/colorados-marijuana-green-rush-11172011.html)
--------Although there are currently 16 states with legalized medical marijuana, only Colorado
allows dispensaries to operate for a profit. It has given rise to a variety of marketing approaches,
at least one of which has landed someone in jail. Profits have been hard to come by.
(17 November 2011): “Oil Pipeline Sale Pushes Up Prices”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203611404577041941864856270.html)
--------Enbridge Inc. just bought a 50% stake in the Seaway Pipeline, which carries crude oil
from the Gulf Coast to Cushing, Oklahoma. It announced that it “would reverse the direction of
the flow, allowing more crude to move south . . . into the world’s largest refinery complex along
the Gulf Coast.” This will help eliminate a glut in Cushing and reduce the divergence between
the prices of oil in Cushing (relatively low) and on the Brent market (relatively high) for
European crude. “More crude flowing to the Gulf Coast will feed a growing energy-export
business to Latin America’s rapidly growing economies.”
********It is simply interesting to see the profound change brought about by the direction of the
flow of a liquid. The article also suggests that the proposed Keystone XL pipeline will now be
less economically attractive. One analyst noted, “Yesterday, it looked like we needed it. Today,
not so much.”
********A related article provides some basic information about oil refining, which is important
and easy to grasp. You can find it at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204517204577042102007987684.html.
********If you want to take a deep dive into learning about the oil industry, there are two very
useful books. First, the Pulitzer Prize-winning book by Daniel Yergin, The Prize: The Epic
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Quest for Oil, Money & Power, first published in 1991, provides the broad sweep. Second,
Morgan Downey, Oil 101 (2009) provides the technical detail on oil production, consumption,
and markets of an “authority on the oil industry” who has spent 15 years in the commodity
trading business.
(17 November 2011): “A Marriage of Economic Convenience”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/17/fashion/designer-retailer-union-remains-lucrative.html)
--------High-end fashion designers increasingly partner with mass retailers, an approach that
began with Target more than a decade ago. Today firms like Macy’s, Kohl’s, Wal-Mart, and
Payless ShoeSource are in on the action, as are designers Donetella Versace and Christian
Siriano. Designers hold that the “collaborations offer a fast infusion of cash while helping to
expand their awareness and making them seem almost populist in the eyes of many consumers.”
(18 November 2011): “Mongolian Wind Farm to Use GE Turbines”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203699404577043112194287628.html)
--------Although Mongolia is rich in coal, it just ordered 31 turbines for a wind-farm project; the
project is expect to generate 50 megawatts, about 5% of the nation’s “already-installed power
production.” Most of Mongolia’s three million population lives in Ulaanbaatar, “where power
plants already make the air gritty even though a significant number of households still haven’t
been provided electricity.”
********The article is broader that wind farms, dealing with GE’s opportunities in Asia.
Mongolia is “hot,” growing a “16.7% in the third quarter, with 25% growth expected by the
government next year.”
(19 November 2011): “Weaving the world together”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21538700)
--------Large-scale migration in the internet age has created communication lines within members
of cultures that are widely separated in space. So-called “diaspora networks” have three valuable
aspects, they: (1) speed information flow; (2) foster trust; and (3) “create connections that help
people with good ideas collaborate with each other, both within and across ethnicities.” These
aspects are especially important in “countries where the rule of law is uncertain.”
(19 November 2011): “First, the Bad News: We Can Cause Earthquakes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204323904577038190440205060.html)
--------Under some circumstances, hydraulic fracturing can cause earthquakes. Dams, too, have
been shown to cause earthquakes, raising considerable concern about the Three Gorges Dam in
China. The term for events is ‘induced seismicity’.
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********You can learn more about induced seismicity at the U.S. Department of Energy’s
Induced Seismicity website: http://esd.lbl.gov/research/projects/induced_seismicity/. By
definition, “induced seismicity is earthquake activity that is the result of human activity which
causes a rate of energy release, or seismicity, which would be expected beyond the normal level
of historical seismic activity.”
(19 November 2011): “Boeing Scores $21.7 Billion Order in Indonesia”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204517204577043760571868178.html)
--------Boeing just landed an order from Lion Air, of Indonesia, that is its “largest in terms of
dollar volume and the number of aircraft.” The deal was disclosed by the White House as part of
visit to Indonesia by President Obama. The announcement came soon after a group of U.S.
airlines filed suit against the Export-Import Bank of the U.S., “which has regularly backed
funding for orders of Boeing jets” by Lion Air.
********You can learn more about the Export-Import Bank of the U.S. at:
http://www.exim.gov/.
(19 November 2011): “Lake-Be-Gone Woes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204517204577044722240748962.html)
--------“Many of the nation’s 85,000 dams were built more than 40 years ago. With age, many
have deteriorated or become silted up; 4,095 dams in 2007 were determined to be deficient. The
decommissioning of a dam can bring dramatic readjustment to those whose lives had been
dependent upon them. Bonny Lake, in Burlington, Colorado, is one example.
(19 November 2011): “Housing Data Shows Woes Are Easing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204517204577044401122300024.html)
--------“The share of households delinquent on their mortgage payments has fallen to the lowest
level since the end of 2008.” Although delinquencies are declining, “many markets must still
digest an enormous backlog of bank-owned foreclosures.”
********Two things struck me about this article. First, the distinction between delinquencies
and foreclosures; there may be slightly different factors at work in the two (and of different
duration). There is a nice graphic showing foreclosures and 30-, 60-, and 90-day delinquencies.
Second, it turns out that foreclosure is a state process, and different states have different
processes. Generally, they are administrative or judicial. It turns out that “Nine of 10 states with
foreclosure rates that exceed the national average are judicial states, where banks must process
foreclosures by going to court.” So, the type of process for dealing with foreclosures matters.
(19 November 2011): “CEOs Get Warning About 2012”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204517204577044400242923774.html)
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********It is interesting to learn that CEOs are reading Henry Kissinger’s On China (2011).
But what is truly impressive is the graphic accompanying the article, which shows the projected
amounts of middle class spending in 2030. Asia dominates North America by a factor of 5 and
Europe by a factor of 3. This is something to reflect upon.
(19 November 2011): “Unquenchable thirst” (http://www.economist.com/node/21538687)
--------There is an increasing rivalry among India, Pakistan, and China to harvest the energy and
use the waters of the rivers of south Asia. Multiple dams and diversions of the waters of the
Indus and Brahmaputra rivers are especially concerning. These concerns will only grow as
population and economic growth advance.
(19 November 2011): “The efficiency conundrum” (http://www.economist.com/node/21538771)
--------As Americans have driven less and automobiles have gotten more miles per gallon,
receipts from the federal fuel tax of 18.4 cents per gallon have fallen; between 2007 to 2010
monies paid into the Highway Trust Fund fell by about one-seventh. This poses a continuing
challenge for maintaining transportation infrastructure in the U.S.
(21 November 2011): “Africa Wants to Be Europe Without the Currency”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203611404577045802628238864.html)
--------“Europe’s crisis has created a world of common-market skeptics. Except in Africa.”
Africa has three economic communities: the Economic Community of West African States (15
countries), the Southern African Development Community (15 countries), and the East African
Community (5 countries). Due to large discrepancies of power and size among community
members, a common currency is typically unattractive.
(21 November 2011): “Economists Get a Platform for Policy Debates”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204517204577046682994712156.html)
--------A website run by the University of Chicago Booth School of Business a louder voice in
public-policy debates. Each week one question is posed to 40 economists at “elite U.S.
universities” and their survey responses are shown. “Survey results and a list of participants are
posted at www.igmchicago.org/igm-economic-experts-panel.
********An interesting concept. I wonder how the public will regard the range of responses to
the questions posed.
(22 November 2011): “Wal-Mart Lures Bank Customers Frustrated by Fees”
(http://www.npr.org/2011/11/22/142599130/wal-mart-lures-bank-customers-frustrated-by-fees)
********This is an NPR story (3:53 minutes) with full written text. Wal-Mart has long tried to
have a presence in banking. Now, at a time when Occupy Wall Street encourages people to
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move their accounts from large banks, Wal-Mart is finding increasing success with its
MoneyCard, which allows users to escape overdraft fees since no overdrafts are possible. Direct
deposit of paychecks can be made to the MoneyCard.
(22 November 2011): “Turkey Prices are Taking Flight”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203710704577051062459084788.html)
--------Turkey growers, wary of oversupplying the market, have helped wholesale turkey prices
soar, nearing $1.20 per pound. The gap between turkey and chicken prices widened in October
to a record 51 cents per pound. “Thanksgiving shoppers are only seeing part of the increase in
wholesale turkey prices, as many supermarkets continue to sell the birds at a loss to draw in
shoppers.”
********A fun, seasonal article that nicely illustrate some points about pricing strategy in
relation to supply and the role of culture in demand.
(22 November 2011): “Myanmar Tackles Ethnic Conflicts”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204531404577051223236537072.html)
-------- Hillary Clinton is planning to make the first visit of a U.S. Secretary of State to the
country now called Myanmar in more than 50 years, a result of reduced ethnic conflict associated
with the new civilian government. This could lead to the elimination of international sanctions
against the government. To reduce conflict, the Myanmar government is holding out offers of
expanded economic development.
********Both the “Ethnic Mosaic” illustration and the “Interactive Graphic” are worth checking
out. The Interactive Graphic has a time line attached to it, extending from 1964 to 2011.
(22 November 2011): “Low-Tax Cigarettes, Made in Store, Draw City Lawsuit”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/22/nyregion/roll-your-own-cigarette-shops-sued-by-newyork-city-in-tax-dispute.html)
--------Roll your own cigarette shops sell materials and services for making cigarettes but not
finished cigarettes. They charge no tax, which if $5.85 per pack in New York City, claiming that
they are not selling cigarettes. City government sees things differently.
(23 November 2011): “AT&T Faces New Hurdle”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204443404577054420881083952.html)
--------The proposed merger between AT&T and T-Mobile must face an extra review next year, a
decision made by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). “An FCC official said the
agency has reached a conclusion similar to that of the Justice Department, finding that the
combination would ‘significantly diminish competition.’” The last time such extra review was
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sought was for the proposed merger between satellite television providers EchoStar and
DirecTV, which eventually withdrew their merger plans. In this case, AT&T would have to
incur significant contractual penalties from suspending the merger.
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[The Invisible Forces] 32 (30 November 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(18 November 2011): “Molycorp’s $1 billion rare-earth gamble”
(http://features.blogs.fortune.cnn.com/2011/11/18/molycorps-1-billion-rare-earth-gamble/)
--------There are 17 rare-earth minerals and China’s policy was, until recently, to export them at
low cost, effectively driving other producers out of the business; rare earths are used in a variety
of technology products. But China now exports little and this has led to large price increases in
the rare earths, especially the “heavy” rare earths that are especially hard to find. The result is
“an old-fashioned gold rush, as miners in ore-rich countries like Australia, Kazakhstan,
Mongolia, and even Afghanistan announced plans to bring new supplies to market.” Low-cost
producer Molycorp, based in Mountain Pass, California, appears to be especially well suited to
fill the gap that emerged with China’s exit.
********The article provides an excellent example of the response of quantity supplied to a
price change. It also shows how the decision of a major supplied can change everything. What
will happen to these new producers if China changes its mind about exporting rare earths?
(22 November 2011): “The Gloucester Fish War” (http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/thegloucester-fish-war-11222011.html)
********Common resources, such as fish in the ocean, manifest particular challenges since fish
are rival—the more I have the less you have—but are not excludable—I can’t keep you away
from fishing in the ocean. This article tells the story of how the common resource challenge
played out in Gloucester, Massachusetts when an enforcement official for the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration came up against the owner of “the Gloucester Seafood Display
Auction, the largest fish dealer on the Gulf of Maine.” An excellent example of all of the
invisible forces in action.
(24 November 2011): “A Question of Fairness”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/24/business/as-fair-trade-movement-grows-a-dispute-over-itsdirection.html)
--------Fair Trade USA, the leading advocate in the fair-trade movement, has angered many by
“proposing to place its seal on products with as little as 10 percent fair trade ingredients,
compared with a minimum of 20 percent required in other countries.” Paul Rice, the chief
executive of Fair Trade USA, asks: “Do want it to be small and pure or do we want it to be fair
trade for all?”
(25 November 2011): “Farmer Says: Hitch Your Wagons to Some ‘Guar’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203710704577055180376081706.html)
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--------The same substance that affects the fluidity of cranberry sauce is also used as a fracking
ingredient: guar. With the growth of fracking, global demand increased 200% in the last year
and increased by 50% in the last two years. Guar is a drought-tolerant annual. “Traditionally a
cattle feed and natural fertilizer in South Asia, guar has become invisibly ubiquitous.”
(25 November 2011): “India Unlocks Door for Global Retailers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204630904577058131832465876.html)
--------The cabinet of the Indian government agreed to allow “foreign multibrand retailers to own
up to 51% of joint ventures in India . . . [and] changed the rules to allow single-brand retailers
such as Nike Inc. to own 100% of their Indian businesses.” This change has long been in the
works. “A key concern has been that Western companies would cannibalize mom-and-pop
stores.”
(25 November 2011): “Dairy Farmers vs. Consumers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203764804577056343333698630.html)
--------The National Milk Producers Federation, the trade group for U.S. dairy farmers, “wants to
retire the current rice-support program, saying it doesn’t keep prices of milk high enough to
cover the surging cost of corn they feed their cows.” They say their proposal would save the
government money while preventing a future price bust. An economist for a trade group of
buyers of dairy products, claims that consumers would have paid $11.5 billion more for dairy
products if the proposed program had been in place in 2009.
********An interesting article. As politicians seek to reduce the impact of policies and
regulations on the federal deficit, will they be less attuned to the implications of those policies on
consumer welfare?
(26 November 2011): “Help Wanted: In Unexpected Twist, Some Skilled Jobs Go Begging”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203707504577010080035955166.html)
--------Amid “the worst stretch of unemployment since the Depression” some jobs are hard to
fill: those requiring specialized skills but often not a college degree. Some of these positions are
in the railroads. “Railroads went of their last big hiring spree in the late 1970s. . . . Many of
those hired then are now nearing retirement. Union Pacific expects about 4,000 of its 45,000
employees to retire in 2011.”
(26 November 2011): “Wind Fuels Fight in Oil Patch”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203710704577052831852364286.html)
********This article provides a nice illustration of three types of land-related rights: surface
rights, mineral rights, and wind rights. The Osage Nation of Oklahoma owns some mineral
rights to land and are opposing the exercise of wind rights owned by the developer of a wind
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farm in Osage County, Oklahoma. An interesting related article appears in The Economist,
which touches upon the incentives for fracking in the U.S. and Europe. In Europe, the mineral
rights tend to be owned by the state, whereas in the U.S. the mineral rights tend to be owned by
the land owners. Here is the link: http://www.economist.com/node/21540256).
********The topic of property rights reminds me of the field of law and economics. An
excellent introduction to the field is Nicholas Mercuro and Steven G. Medema, Economics and
the Law: From Posner to Post-Modernism and Beyond, 2nd ed. (2006).
(26 November 2011): “Stronger Lure for Prospective Home Buyers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203764804577060502694077494.html)
--------“Home prices and mortgage rates have fallen so far that the monthly cost of owning a
home is more affordable than at any point in the past 15 years and is less expensive than renting
in a growing number of cities.” But though rates are low, banks and other lending agencies are
much more cautious about extending loans. Low mortgage rates are not likely to go away soon,
since the “Federal Reserve in August said it would keep rates at ultralow levels for two years.”
********The article includes a variety of interesting graphics, some interactive, and a video by
columnist David Wessel. One graphic shows “Ten markets where the average monthly mortgage
payment is currently less than rent.” Another shows the time series for median mortgage
payment and median rent from 1981 to 2011. It is only in 2011 that the median mortgage
payment has not been above the median rent.
(27 November 2011): “For-Profit Certification for Teachers is Booming”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/27/us/for-profit-certification-for-teachers-in-texas-isbooming.html)
--------“More than 110 alternative certification programs . . . produce 40 percent of all new
teachers in Texas, according to an analysis of Texas Education Agency data . . . For-profit
programs dominate that market: in each year since 2007, the two largest companies, A+ Texas
Teachers and iteachTexas, have produced far more teachers than any other traditional or
alternative program.” IteachTexas is the first for-profit to extend beyond state lines, and now
operates as newly formed iteachU.S. in Louisiana and Tennessee; Michigan and two other states
will soon be added. A recent attempt to regulate for-profit teacher certification programs in
Texas met significant industry opposition.
********It almost seems natural, now, to regard education as a market and those who produce
for it as an industry. Such is the power of language (and metaphor) that what is initially resisted
comes to be seen as “natural” through sheer repetition.
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(28 November 2011): “America’s New Deal for Global Energy Mix”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203764804577060443747706490.html)
--------The shale oil and gas revolution has dramatically changed the energy landscape in the
U.S. Refined oil products have swung to net exports in the last year and domestic natural gas
prices have fallen to a point where their export is increasingly attractive. Companies that want to
liquefy natural gas for export, like Cherniere Energy want to “cash in on the spread between low
U.S. prices and much higher European and Asian ones.” Domestically, such exports are
politically risky and internationally, the additional supply would be a headache for large gas
exporters like Russia.
(28 November 2011): “Critics Target Bribery Law”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204753404577064061604755308.html)
--------“For corporate America’s top lobbyists, trying to curb a powerful antibribery law known
as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act [FCPA] has risen to the top of the agenda.” The U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, “the largest lobbying organization in Washington” claims “the law has
had a chilling effect, stunting U.S. business interests abroad as companies shun deals for fear of
triggering FCPA probes.” As the stature of the FCPA has grown, so has resistance to it.
(28 November 2011): “Horror Show: Hollywood vs. Silicon Valley”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204452104577059894208244720.html)
--------From the Opinion Page. The Motion Picture Association of America is urging the passage
of legislation that will limit copyright infringement online. “Silicon Valley has belatedly
realized it must fight the new proposals.” One concern is that small startups could be “litigated
out of business before they had a chance to grow.”
********The author notes that “Private action is often more effective than laws.” What is the
right mix of legislation, technology, and contracts for the legitimate concerns of the Motion
Picture Association?
(29 November 2011): “Climate Talks Open Amid Funding Spat”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204753404577064213425399928.html)
--------The COP17 climate talks began in Durban, South Africa on Monday the 28th. A major
issue is how to elicit $100 billion in pledges, most of which will go to a Green Climate Fund.
Despite projections of temperature increases across Africa of about 5-6 degrees Fahrenheit, little
progress is expected. Who should pay is a major sticking point. Currently industrialized
countries have contributed the most to existing climate problems but “The U.S. wants to share
the financial burden more broadly.”
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(29 November 2011): “Recipe for Middle-Class Jobs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204753404577066470694261462.html)
********This article may not be accessible without a subscription. Largely it is about the
relative success of cities/metropolitan areas, like Austin, Texas, with a large percentage of
citizens with higher education. What struck me in particular is the following: “Much the same
way that assembly lines created millions of new jobs by reducing mass production to a sum of
tasks, employers in Austin and elsewhere are constantly breaking down higher-skill jobs to
‘create new middle-skill, middle-income specialties.’” This passage came from an unreferenced
report by the McKinsey Global Institute.
********The article has an interesting Interactive Graphic that may be accessed without a
subscription.
(30 November 2011): “The Math Changes on Bulbs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203537304577031912827196558.html)
--------LED light bulbs are starting to take off. An executive at General Electric asserts that
“We’re just at the beginning stages of mass adoption.” This is in part due to legislation passed in
2007, which will lead to the phase out of today’s incandescent bulbs by 2014, and in part due to
cost. In fact, large users of bulbs, such as Wal-Mart and Caesars Entertainment are making the
change to LEDs, as well Starbucks. Interestingly, reduced maintenance costs, due to the longer
life of LEDs, are proving to be more slightly more compelling than the reduced energy costs. A
Department of Energy study showed that although initial costs for LEDs are larger than those for
standard bulbs, their lower maintenance and energy costs more than make up the difference.
(30 November 2011): “Firms See Myanmar as Next Frontier”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203441704577067643389933030.html)
--------Myanmar, once known as Burma, is rapidly developing as the next frontier for business in
Southeast Asia, where it was one of the richest countries in the 1950s. Myanmar is “rich in oil,
gas, timber and gems and has the potential to be a major rice and seafood exporter.” Tourism
also has promise. The intellectual class of Myanmar speaks English and has “a legal system
rooted in British common law.” Last year free elections were held and a variety of actions have
taken place since then that indicate an environment that will be more welcome to foreign
investment. One commentator notes: “If Myanmar does it right, we could see it develop even
faster than Vietnam.”
(30 November 2011): “U.S. Nears Milestone: Net Fuel Exporter”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203441704577068670488306242.html)
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--------“U.S. exports of gasoline, diesel and other oil-based fuels are soaring, putting the nation
on track to be a net exporter of petroleum products in 2011 for the first time in 62 years.” One
observer says that “It looks like a trend that could stay in place for the rest of the decade.” This
is not energy independence, though, because “the U.S. remains the world’s biggest net importer
of crude oil, currently taking in nine million barrels per day.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 33 (7 December 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(1 December 2011): “New Belgium and the Battle of the Microbrews”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/new-belgium-and-the-battle-of-the-microbrews12012011.html)
********With Asheville in the running for New Belgium’s East Coast microbrewery, this article
in Bloomberg Businessweek should be of some interest.
(1 December 2011): “New Front Emerges in Clone Wars”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204323904577040740528525910.html)
--------58% of Europeans in a recent poll indicated that cloning is never justifiable for foodproduction purposes and the European Union “is preparing restrictions on the sale of meat
derived from cloned animals.” This is an issue for scientists and ranchers in Argentina, which
“is emerging as the standard-bearer for cloned meat.” A biotechnology lab there has “cloned 11
animals, including goats, sheep, pigs and the star of the show, Pascual, a clone of one of the
country’s top Bradford bulls.”
********Cloning an animal has “a price tag of as high as $25,000 each” so the cloned animals
are used for breeding, not eating, although later consumption will take place “down the road.”
(1 December 2011): “China’s Superior Economic Model”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204630904577056490023451980.html)
--------From the Opinion page. Andy Stern reproduces a statement by Andy Grove (the founder
and chairman of Intel): “Our generation has seen the decisive victory of free-market principles
over planned economies. So we stick with this belief largely oblivious to emerging evidence that
while free markets beat planned economies, there may be room for a modification that is even
better.” Stern argues that the recent economic experience of the U.S. and China “should
motivate leaders to rethink, rather than double down on an empirically failing free-market
extremism. As painful and humbling as it may be, America needs to do what a once-dominant
business or sports team would do when the tide turns: study the ingredients of its competitors’
success.”
********This is one of the most-commented upon articles I’ve seen, 1068 of Saturday at 2:17
pm. Obviously this has moved many people. Making sense of them all would be a great
undergraduate research project.
(1 December 2011): “Grads Do ‘Good’ for a Profit”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204397704577070560859827978.html)
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--------Although many students sign up for social entrepreneurship classes at top business
schools, fewer than 5% of graduates take jobs in nonprofit organizations. The reasons for this
are many—lower salaries and less-clear career paths—but one that is particularly important is
that the changing nature of business now enables many students to pursue careers with social
objectives in the context of the for-profit organizations.
(1 December 2011): “Sales-Tax Measures ‘to Cost Us Big’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204012004577070383697704146.html)
--------With the support of Amazon for a federal approach to online-sales tax collection, the
likely cost of complying with such an approach, especially for small retailers, is drawing
increasing attention. One proposal suggests a $500,000 limit on “remote” sales, after which
sales tax would have to be collected, an amount which many believe to be too low. Other
suggested limits are $7 million and $25 million. An online retailer of baby products captures
things well: “It’s not the start-ups or the Amazons of the world you have to worry about here.
It’s all the guys in the middle.”
********An interesting case of threshold setting. Wherever the threshold is set, some folks are
going to be unhappy. Indeed, many are unhappy now (with no threshold). An interesting
companion article to this deals with getting regulation “right” by being not too proscriptive, not
too permissive. You can read “Starting Over with Regulation” at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203833104577070403677184174.html.
(2 December 2011): “Scientists’ Elusive Goal” Reproducing Study Results”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203764804577059841672541590.html)
--------Drug companies routinely try to replicate results from drug studies when it seems like they
have commercial potential. Just as routinely, they fail to replicate those results: “When Bayer
tried to replicate the results of 67 studies published in academic journals, nearly two-thirds
failed.” This situation is consistent with “a preference for positive results” as “Nobody gets a
promotion from publishing a negative study.” One consequence is that many millions of dollars
can be lost pursuing a line of thinking built upon an unsure foundation.
********As mentioned in the article, the December 2nd edition of Science is devoted to the
problem of scientific replication. Although little of the issue is readily available, you can read
the Introduction to the special issue: http://www.sciencemag.org/content/334/6060/1225.
(2 December 2011): “U.K. Miner Challenges Indonesia”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204012004577071342939311470.html)
--------In 2008 Churchill Mining uncovered a giant coal deposit on the Indonesian island of
Borneo. The discovery was seen as having the potential “to generate a billion dollars of
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revenues for decades.” However, local government has stripped Churchill of its mining rights,
asserting that a rival, domestic company “had the mining rights to the same region.” A foreign
coal investor had look at the land developed by Churchill some years ago, but “was concerned
about overlapping claims and unpredictable local leaders.” While expressing sorrow for
Churchill’s situation, he noted that “You have to do your homework.”
********A nice and brief example of all of the invisible forces at work. This points, once more,
to the importance of local knowledge in the conduct of business.
(3 December 2011): “King Coal’s Throne Under Threat”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204397704577074633170130726.html)
--------New U.S. environmental regulations will begin on January 1st and have begun reducing
the domestic demand for coal as electricity companies switch to cleaner fuels, like natural gas.
Coal producers expect that what is lost from domestic demand will be made up by exports to
China and India, which “are building coal-fired power plants at a furious pace.”
(3 December 2011): “Energy Firms Bid in South Africa”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204397704577074154109181494.html)
--------In South Africa about 90% of its electricity comes from coal-fired plants. It seeks by
2030 “to lift renewable to 8% of energy output, up from less than 1% now. Toward that end it
will, on Wednesday, “unveil a shortlist of companies eligible for a $12 billion package of solar,
wind and biomass projects—pitting Chinese, Indian, American and European rivals against each
other for a piece of one of the world's largest renewable energy deals.” South Africa wants to
reduce carbon emissions by 34% by 2020.
(3 December 2011): “Chinese Imports Hurt U.S. Solar Companies, Trade Panel Says”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-12-02/chinese-imports-hurt-u-s-solar-power-companiestrade-panel-finds.html)
--------The U.S. International Trade Commission has concluded that Chinese subsidies on solar
products have harmed “equipment makers such as SolarWorld.” This could lead to tariffs and
penalties that would increase the price of Chinese solar panels, thereby making U.S. producers
more competitive. SolarWorld claimed that “The Chinese government uses cash grants, rawmaterials discounts, preferential loans, tax incentives and currency manipulation to boost exports
of solar cells.”
(3 December 2011): “With Verizon’s $3.6 Billion Deal, Cable and Wireless Inch Closer”
(http://mediadecoder.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/12/02/with-verizons-3-6-billion-spectrum-dealcable-and-wireless-inch-closer/)
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--------Verizon Wireless “has agreed to acquire wireless spectrum from three cable companies at
a cost of $3.6 billion.” This will enable Verizon to expand its wireless networks and provide
new marketing of services among Verizon and the cable companies, raising the possibility of
“cable television, broadband, home phone and cellphone service someday appearing on a single
monthly bill.” A cable analyst says that the sale is part of a “complete reordering of the
competitive universe as we know it today.” The agreements between Verizon and cable are seen
as “a partnership between formerly mortal enemies.”
********This comes on the heels of the dramatic developments in relation to the AT&T and TMobile merger.
(3 December 2011): “The sun shines bright” (http://www.economist.com/node/21541008)
--------Once regarded by The Economist as “the hopeless continent” Africa is now the site of
great promise, “Africa’s economies are consistently growing faster than those of almost any
other region of the world.” Although roughly one-third of its growth has been commodity
driven, applications of technology and political stability have made strong contributions to
growth. Its median age is 20, as compared to Asia (30), and Europe (40), so as its middle class
expands, it should go through a demographic transition in the upcoming years that will reduce
the dependency ratio and generate a “demographic dividend” like that “crucial to the growth of
East Asian economies a generation ago.”
(4 December 2011): “Good Morning, You’re Nobel Laureates”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/04/business/nobel-winners-in-economics-the-reluctantcelebrities.html)
********A closer look at the people—Christopher Sims and Thomas Sargent—who won the
2011 Nobel Prize in Economics. What impressed me the most about the article was the
commitment of both to lifelong learning and their apparent willingness to question the
assumptions of the work that made them so influential. In addition, Sargent’s ability to rebound
from a negative tenure decision at the University of Pennsylvania—aided by Sims—provides a
deep lesson on how to work with adversity, as well as how to support those subject to it.
********Sargent and Sims will received their prizes in Stockholm, Sweden on Thursday,
December 8th at 9:00 am Central European Time. You can learn more about their achievements
at: http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/2011/.
(4 December 2011): “That Eternal Question of Fairness”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/04/business/ajax-dilemma-looks-at-fundamentalfairness.html)
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--------A review of The Ajax Dilemma: Justice, Fairness and Rewards, by Paul Woodruff.
Woodruff asks “How do you distribute rewards to individuals . . . without damaging the larger
community?” He explores the question in the context of “the myth of the Greek warriors Ajax
and Odysseus.”
********You can learn more about the book and its author at:
http://www.oup.com/us/catalog/general/subject/Philosophy/History/Ancient/?view=usa&ci=978
0199768615.
(5 December 2011): “Faulty Forecasts Roil Corn Market”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203752604576641561657796544.html)
--------“Over the past two years, the Department of Agriculture’s monthly forecasts of how much
farmers will harvest have been off the mark to a greater degree than any other two consecutive
years in the last 15, according to a Journal analysis.” Unusual weather, as well as a substantial
expansion of corn demand for ethanol may have played a role in the forecasts, which are
followed by many. “For all their shortcomings, USDA production figures are considered the
best domestic agricultural estimates available.”
********A good illustration of the dependence of many on information provided by government
agencies. If the data isn’t “good enough” there would seem to be an opportunity for another
entity to provide the information, as suggested in the video which accompanies the article.
Graphics accompanying the article show the values of the top four U.S. crops, in order of crop
value: corn, soybeans, wheat, and cotton.
(5 December 2011): “Battery Companies in Need of a Boost”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204443404577051832763572816.html)
--------With the recent fires in the Volt, there is increasing concern about the future of all-electric
cars and the lithium batteries that seem poised to power them. Adding to this is the much greater
experience that countries like Japan and Korea have had with producing such batteries,
experience that translates into much lower costs. If the car battery market, as it seems, takes off
more slowly than anticipated, an alternative market seems to be the electric grid, where batteries
can “smooth the sudden ups and downs in electricity supplies from wind and solar generation.”
Although that seems a possibility, it is reckoned that the “market remains extremely immature.”
(6 December 2011): “China Fuels Energy Innovation”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204517204577042400486781234.html)
--------Will Latta, the founder of a clean-energy company, tried to get a U.S. power utility to pilot
his technology, but was refused. As a result, he found a Chinese firm that was eager to try it out
and did. Now, Mr. Latta doesn’t like to the U.S. for partner with him—he goes directly to China.
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China is providing financial resources and simply opportunities to try out innovative ideas, at
least in this area, that are hard to come by in the U.S.
********This all seems consistent with China’s 12th five-year plan, which focuses on energy
conservation and environmental protection, among other things. The five-year plan may also
figure in its apparent call for “binding emission cuts” at the Durban, South Africa, climate talks.
You can learn more in the article “Chinese Overture Jolts Climate Talks” at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204903804577080223812409562.html.
(6 December 2011): “Oil’s Growing Thirst for Water”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204528204577009930222847246.html)
--------Fracking requires large amounts of water, as do agricultural products like corn. In South
Texas a different sort of “food vs. fuel” competition looms as land owners decide how to use
their land. One cattle rancher summarized the situation as follows: “it takes 407 million gallons
to irrigate 640 acres and grow about $200,000 worth of corn on the arid land [of South Texas].
The same amount of water . . . could be used to frack enough wells to generate $2.5 billion worth
of oil.” He has leased his land for oil exploration. Across the state, oil companies are
purchasing water rights to secure water for fracking purposes. This extra demand for water
comes at a time when much of Texas has extreme or exceptional drought.
********The food vs. fuel issue became familiar with ethanol. Will corn be used for food
purposes, i.e., feed for animals, or will it be used to make fuel for engines? It was from this
debate that I first learned of the 4 Fs: food, feed, fuel, and fiber. In South Texas (and elsewhere),
the debate is not about a product but about a resource, but the issue is the same. Will water be
used for food purposes or for fuel purposes. Water continues to shape up as a huge issue for the
21st century.
(6 December 2011): “A Lifesaving Legal Ruling on Organ Donation”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204770404577078881082590516.html)
--------From the Opinion page. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit “has ruled that
the majority of bone-marrow donors may lawfully be compensated.” The U.S. Department of
Justice had argued that such compensation was banned “by the 1984 National Organ Transplant
Act.” The decision “has broad implications for transplant policy . . . because it underscores the
profound weakness in our altruism-only transplant policy.” The U.S. Attorney General has until
February to decide if the government will appeal the decision.
********It seems evident that this will open up new possibilities for compensated transplants.
The unanticipated consequences of such a move, surely, must be broad and far reaching.
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(7 December 2011): “Cultural Lexicon”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204443404577052602773530844.html)
--------Review of China in Ten Words, by Yu Hua. Novelist Yu Hua ventures into non-fiction by
structuring his book around ten words that have deep meaning for those who would understand
China better. The words are: people, leader, reading ,writing, revolution, disparity, grassroots,
copycat, bamboozle, and Lu Xun. Reviewer Melanie Kirkpatrick writes that Yu Hua “captures
the heart of the Chinese people in an intimate, profound and often disturbing way. If you think
you know, China, you will be challenged to think again.”
(7 December 2001): “Green Bay’s Hottest Stock”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204903804577082524238902912.html)
********Okay, so this is mainly sentimental, having grown up in Wisconsin and being a lifelong Packer fan. Still it is intriguing that so many people are willing to shell out $250 for a share
of Packer stock that has no investment value, i.e., that will have a negative real return.
Obviously there is a strong “ownership value” attached to the stock.
(7 December 2009): “The Bond Buyer’s Dilemma”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204449804577068152764286924.html)
--------From the Opinion page. “Are we in an era now when many bondholders are likely to
experience very unsatisfactory investment results? I think the answer is ‘yes’ for many types of
bonds—and that this will remain true for some time to come.” There are, however, some
alternatives: “to look for bonds with moderate credit risk where the spreads over U.S. Treasury
yields are generous. The second is to consider substituting a portfolio of dividend-paying blue
chip stocks for a high-quality bond portfolio.”
********Malkiel, the well-respected professor emeritus of economics at Princeton University, is
the author of A Random Walk Down Wall Street, now in its 10th edition.
(7 December 2009): “States Rethink Gambling Limits”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204083204577082721557204522.html)
--------In a time of financial distress, additional revenues from gambling are being sought by
many states [including North Carolina]. This has taken the form of increasing gambling limits
and sometimes eliminating them completely, as well as expanding the hours of casino operation.
Today a vote will be taken in Missouri to “decide whether to relax measures aimed at keeping
gambling addicts out of casinos.”
********An interesting question is raised in the article, namely, “What is the most effective
mechanism for dealing with problem (addicted) gamblers: life-time bans or limited-term bans?”
I also noticed that the states wishing to expand access to gambling seem to be doing this at the
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same time that they are reducing funding for gambling addiction, both of which would be
expected to increase the demand for gambling services.
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[The Invisible Forces] 34 (14 December 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(7 December 2011): “Flight of the Warbots” (http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/flight-ofthe-warbots-12072011.html)
--------The role played by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) continues to expand. The industry
leader is AeroVironment, which “produces 85 percent of the unmanned aerial systems used by
U.S. forces in Iraq and Afghanistan.” Founded in 1971 by Paul MacCready, “a legend in
aerospace engineering and meteorology,” AeroVironment has evolved from a focus on humanpowered flight to its present commercial success.
********Two Oscar-winning films were made that relate to the activities of MacCready and
AeroVironment: Flight of the Gossamer Condor and Who Killed the Electric Car? It is
instructive to see how following a particular line of thought-action developed. You can learn
more about AeroVironment at: http://www.avinc.com/.
********There is a related story on the domestic use of UAVs in the December 13th Wall Street
Journal. The use is largely for law-enforcement purposes but evidently universities are
interested in them, too. You can read the article at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204319004577088891361782010.html. I am
particularly curious about the “missions” flown by domestic UAVs. I presume that military
missions are all carefully recorded an assessed. Is the same true for domestic missions of
UAVs? That would be my preference for multiple reasons, not the least of which is personal
privacy, even if they “sound like flying lawn mowers.”
(8 December 2011): “Exxon Declares Gas King”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203501304577084594165136990.html)
--------Since 2004 Exxon has published its energy outlook, which it uses for corporate planning.
In its most recent outlook, it expects that natural gas “will replace coal as the leading fuel for
generating electricity in the U.S. by 2025.” At that time gas “will also become the world’s No. 2
overall fuel source” behind oil. Among factors driving its results are “growing demand for fuels
that produce fewer greenhouse gases and a decline in China’s population expected after 2030.”
After 2025, “coal use [in absolute terms] will start to drop, for the first time in history.”
********You can find the energy outlook at:
http://www.exxonmobil.com/corporate/files/news_pub_eo2012.pdf.
(8 December 2011): “U.S. Agency Is Ordered to Change Wind Rules”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/08/business/energy-environment/bonneville-power-orderedto-change-wind-rules.html)
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--------The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), which operates in the Pacific Northwest,
was found to have acted inappropriately by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).
At issue was BPA’s requirement that wind operators unplug their generators “to cope with a
surplus of renewable energy on its transmission system this year.” This situation “could crop up
more often as companies build wind and solar farms to meet state requirements for
renewable energy.”
********A good example of some of the complexities associated with managing the grid as
“green” energy sources come to be integrated into the system. Although not mentioned in
the article, batteries, or battery-like devices, will be part of the overall solution.

(8 December 2011): “Book Review: Extra Virginity by Tom Mueller”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/book-review-extra-virginity-by-tom-mueller12082011.html)
--------Tom Mueller follows up his olive oil New Yorker exposé with a full-length book. The
essential message is “much of what is marketed and celebrated as the highest grade, extra virgin
[olive oil], is adulterated product.”
********In addition to the book review, which is not uniformly positive, you will find
references to eight other books in the genre of “life histories of something you eat.” Mark
Kurlansky’s Cod: A Biography of a Fish that Changed the World (1997) is an early contribution.
(9 December 2011): “Prison Profit Problem” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20111209/OPINION03/312090018/Prison-profit-problem)
********From the Opinion page. A well-reasoned discussion of the incentives involved in
relation to for-profit prisons, public policy, and law enforcement.
(9 December 2011): “EPA Ties Fracking, Pollution”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203501304577086472373346232.html)
--------In a draft report, the Environmental Protection Agency reported that “Chemicals found in
a Wyoming town’s drinking water likely are associated with hydraulic fracturing.” The
Wyoming wells differ from most fracking sites as the fracking “is taking place in and below the
drinking water aquifer and in close proximity to drinking water wells.” Usually, for example in
Pennsylvania, “fracking is done far below the water table.” Another factor making the Wyoming
situation different is the Wyoming wells “were drilled in sandstone, which isn’t nearly as dense”
as shale.
********These findings lend further support to a nuanced approach to legislation/regulation
relating to fracking.
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(9 December 2011): “An Inevitable Keystone Pipeline”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204319004577084921578161262.html)
********This seems like an opinion piece even though it did not appear on the Opinion page. In
any event, an argument is made that the oil in the Albertan oil sands is going to come out, the
question is only “Who will get it?” The U.S. or China? Columnist John Bussey argues that it is
generally better that the U.S. gets it. But is it really inevitable that the oil in the Albertan oil
sands is going to come?
(9 December 2011): “Dirty Secrets In Soap Prices”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203413304577086251676539124.html)
--------Executives at some of the largest sellers of consumer goods in France engaged in the price
fixing of laundry detergent for nearly a decade. Managers met “as far back as the 1980s to share
price information” according to the French antitrust authority, which assessed large fines on
those who failed to “come clean” early in the investigation. Eventually their collusive agreement
came undone as the companies “couldn’t come to an agreement on price increases and
promotions.”
(9 December 2011): “For India’s Lowest Castes, Path Forward Is ‘Backward’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204903804577080700006684514.html)
--------Opportunities for economic and social mobility have evaded many rural areas in India. To
counter that, India “is trying to engineer advancement for its underclass through a vast and
growing affirmative-action program.” The program is adapting something that is ready at
hand—the distinctions of the Hindu caste system. “Since 1993, India has almost doubled, to
2,251, the number of groups on its official list of ‘backward classes’ that are entitled to 27% of
central-government jobs and university admissions, and a varying proportion of state jobs.” As a
result, some people are able to “advance” by going “backward” in the system of castes.
(9 December 2011): “Debit-Fee Cap Has Nasty Side Effect”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204319004577084613307585768.html)
--------It has now been two months since some of the provisions of the Dodd-Frank financialoverhaul law were enacted. A cap on fees for debit card use is one of those provisions.
Although intended to reduce such fees, card issuers have responded by eliminating discounts
previously given for small transactions, such as one might make at a coffee shop. This has
caused some owners to rethink their approach to debit cards and the prices they charge
consumers.
********A great example of unintended consequences. It clearly points out the necessity for
having a deep understanding of the law when making public policy and developing the
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regulations intended to implement it. My thanks to Chris Campbell for calling my attention to
this article.
(9 December 2011): “To thwart porn, colleges are buying up .xxx sites” (http://www.newsrecord.com/content/2011/12/09/article/to_thwart_porn_colleges_are_buying_up_xxx_sites)
--------The introduction of .xxx sites to identify porn-related sites has caused many colleges to
purchase sites in order to “prevent their good names from falling into the hands of the
pornography industry.” Kansas State University has spent nearly $3,000 toward that end and
Indiana University $2,200. One university spokesman noted: “This is just a modest cost of doing
business in the world we live in.”
(9 December 2011): “With Lobbying Blitz, For-Profit Colleges Diluted New Rules”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/10/us/politics/for-profit-college-rules-scaled-back-afterlobbying.html)
--------Faced with significantly increased regulation that would have restricted access to federal
dollars for their students, the $30 billion for-profit college industry unleashed a concerted, and
successful, lobbying effort to weaken legislation. “Rattled by the administration’s tough talk,
the colleges spent more than $16 million on an all-star list of prominent figures, particularly
Democrats with close ties to the White House, to plot strategy, mend their battered image
and plead their case.”
(9 December 2011): “Cagebreak! Rats Will Work To Free A Caged Pal”
(http://www.npr.org/2011/12/09/143304206/cagebreak-rats-will-work-to-free-a-trapped-pal)
--------Rats will
(10 December 2011): “Wildlife Slows Wind Power”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203501304577088593307132850.html)
--------In January, 2012 the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services will publish new guidelines telling
“wind-farm operators how to monitor existing sites.” The voluntary guidelines are forthcoming
in part to deal with an ongoing issue with windmills, namely, the deaths of bats and birds. Bats
and birds on the Endangered Species list have been of particular concern. One researcher has
found that “wind farms could cut back on bat deaths significantly” with minimal powergeneration loss “by focusing on danger periods such as migration season and the hours after a
major storm.”
********An interesting example of one apparent conflict between green energy and biological
diversity.
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(10 December 2011): “3D Printing: The shape of things to come”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21541382)
--------Euromold, a manufacturing trade fair recently held in Frankfurt, Germany, had “300 or so
exhibitors working three-dimensional printing.” Their preferred term is “additive
manufacturing.” These processes generally work “by building products up layer by layer from
powered metal, droplets of plastic or whatever was the appropriate material.” Many of the
products seem to replicate structures occurring in nature. “Additive manufacturing . . . is
changing not only how things are made, but what is made.”
********You can learn more at the website for Euromold at: http://www.euromold.com/. The
site offers an easy translation into English.
(12 December 2011): “America’s New Energy Security”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204449804577068932026951376.html)
--------From the Opinion page. In 2005, “U.S. petroleum imports, on a net basis, reached their
peak—60%--of domestic consumption . . . Since then, they have been going in the other
direction. They are now down to 46%.” Why? U.S. demand for oil is decreasing, while U.S.
output is expanding. At the same time, where the U.S. gets its oil has changed: “the Persian Gulf
represents 16% of our imports and Venezuela 9%. By far the largest, and growing, source of
imports is Canada, which supplies about 25%; Mexico is second, at 11%.” Still, the ability of
Iran to upset the global oil market by closing the Strait of Hormuz, through which Persian Oil
principally flows, remains.
********Yergin’s writings are always worth of consideration as they are drawn from extensive
knowledge and experience in the global energy industry, especially as it relates to oil. He is the
Chairman of IHS Cambridge Energy Research Associates. You can learn more about HIS at:
http://www.ihs.com/. It took some persistence to find that IHS is the abbreviation for
Information Handling Services; the full name no longer is in use. IHS is listed on the New York
Stock Exchange.
(12 December 2011): “The Unsteady State of Global Oil”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204319004577088883520313956.html)
--------In 1970 “Western oil firms had full access to 85% of the world’s oil reserves” a number
which fell to 7% in 2010. Despite this reduction in oil reserves, primarily to large national oil
companies like Petroleos Mexicanos, in Mexico, and Petroleos de Venezuela, large
multinationals like Exxon Mobil are not being squeezed out of the market, especially because
they have access to financial and human resources that the national oil companies do not.
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(12 December 2011): “Foreign Retailers Regroup in India”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204319004577088770287052652.html)
--------The Indian government is backtracking from its recent proposal to allow more liberal
entry of larger retailers like Wal-Mart and France’s Carrefour into its market. This comes in the
face of widespread public opposition to the move, driven by the expectation by small
storeowners that they will be driven out of business. “Uma Bharti, a leader of the main
opposition party . . . had threatened that she would personally set fire to any Wal-Mart stores if
they were allowed to enter India.” Despite the opposition to large retailers, the “door remains
open to ‘single brand’ retailers” like Ikea, Nike, and Marks & Spencer.
(13 December 2011): “Kentucky Wants to Get Out of Campus Housing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204336104577094640730586450.html)
--------“The University of Kentucky is getting out of the student-housing business and plans to
turn over its dormitories to a private company that will upgrade and manage the aging
properties.” The firm it is negotiating with Education Realty Trust, one of a small number of
publicly-traded student-housing companies.
********The outsourcing of student housing is a serious issue. A student housing official at
Arizona State University notes: “It can be a difficult path to go down because no matter what,
[companies] are beholding to their investors. So their end goal is different from an institution’s
end goal.”
(13 December 2011): “Far Fewer Enter U.S. Illegally From Mexico”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203518404577094722741385882.html)
--------“The U.S. arrested 340,252 migrants along the Mexico-U.S. border in the fiscal year that
ended Sept. 30—down 24% from the year before and the lowest level in 39 years.” Factors
influencing this decrease include “a steep decline in the birthrate in Mexico” and “greater
opportunities there relative to the weak U.S. economy.” U.S. government crackdowns on
employers have played a role, too. “Mexican drug cartels also may play a role in discouraging
people.”
(14 December 2011): “States Force Disclosure Of Fracking Chemicals”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204336104577096800431092304.html)
--------Colorado and Texas have adopted rule that “require oil and natural-gas companies to
disclose the chemicals they inject underground in the drilling technique known as fracking.”
States are trying to get ahead of the federal government, in what is called “pre-emptive selfregulation” according to a managing director of a firm involved in energy policy.
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(14 December 2011): “Explaining High Oil Prices”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203833104577072301052759854.html)
--------Despite the weakness of the U.S. economy, crude oil prices remain above $100 a barrel.
This points to the expanding role of emerging markets in driving oil demand. The secretary
general of OPEC, Abdulla Salem El-Badri, points to speculation, indicating that the number of
“financial oil contracts being traded is 35 times greater than the actual physical supply.”
(14 December 2011): “Physics Envy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203430404577094760894401548.html)
--------Review of Models Behaving Badly, by Emanuel Derman. “Mr. Derman’s particular thesis
can be stated simply: Although financial models employ the mathematics and style of physics,
they are fundamentally different from the models that science produces.” This difference is
summarized in Derman’s words: “in physics you’re playing against God, and He doesn’t change
His laws very often. In finance, you’re playing against God’s creatures” and they value assets
using “their ephemeral opinions.”
********One of my most enjoyed books in the last ten years was My Life as a Quant:
Reflections on Physics and Finance, by Emanuel Derman. I will be buying Physics Envy in the
hope that Derman’s intellect and humanity come through as clearly and fully as they did in My
Life.
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[The Invisible Forces] 35 (21 December 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(12 December 2011): “Who Are The Young Farmers Of ‘Generation Organic’?”
(http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2011/12/12/143459793/who-are-the-young-farmers-ofgeneration-organic)
--------“For decades . . . the average ago of the American farmer has been rising. . . . But there’s a
new surge of youthful vigor into American Agriculture—at least in the corner of it devoted to
organic, local food. Thousands of young people who’ve never farmed before are trying it out.”
********Chances are pretty good that you know some of these people, I know I do. Having
been around for an earlier “back to the earth” movement, this seems more authentic. It is less
like “dropping out” and more like “moving toward.” As they do so, they are providing healthier
eating options for an expanding public.
(14 December 2011): “Lego Is for Girls” (http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/lego-is-forgirls-12142011.html)
--------“Walk into one of Lego’s 74 red-and-yellow retail stores around the world, or even down
the toy aisles of your local Target . . . and two things are immediately clear: Lego, the Danish
maker of plastic toy bricks, is everywhere, and it’s not for everybody.” Peggy Orenstein, author
of Cinderella Ate My Daughter, which investigates the toy industry’s exploitation of the
“princess phase” of girls 3 and 4, says: “They might as well have a No Girls Allowed sign.” In
order to reach out to “the other 50 percent of the world’s children” Lego has conducted
anthropological research to design toys for them.
(15 December 2011): “Mine Plan Prompts Backlash”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204844504577098841562872530.html)
--------“Plans to develop an open-pit iron mine in northwestern Wisconsin are the latest flash
point in a growing national debate that weighs the prospect of new jobs against concerns about
environmental damage.” Mike Wiggins, the chair of the Bad River Band of Chippewa which is
near the proposed mine site, notes: “People care about jobs, but also we’re going to eat, breathe,
and drink the environmental impacts of this open-pit mine.”
********As noted in the article, Wisconsin has a picture of a miner on its state flag. Further, as
Wikipedia notes, Wisconsin was named the Badger State because of the lead miners who first
settled in the state in the 1820s and 1830s. They “lived like Badgers” by living in hillside
tunnels during the winter (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wisconsin_Badgers). An interesting
juxtaposition of tradition, jobs, and the environment.
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(15 December 2011): “A Bubble Down on the Farm?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204844504577098581283225666.html)
--------The price of farmland in Iowa has surpassed record levels previously reached in the
1970s, due to the surge in the price of crops that can be grown on in, specifically corn and
soybeans. The previous peak reached $6,000 per acre but soon fell to $1,500 per acre in a
monumental bust; land at a recent auction sold at $7,875 per acre. Will the bubble burst again?
“Investors discount worries of a price bubble, if only because the rapid appreciation in land
doesn’t seem to be fueled by easy credit.”
********The book The Broken Heartland: The Rise of America’s Rural Ghetto, by Osha Gray
Davidson speaks to the hardships brought about by the farmland bust of the 1980s, which are not
unlike the recent bust of housing prices.
(15 December 2011): “U.S. Pursues Sale Of Armed Drones”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204844504577098583174059746.html)
--------“The Obama administration has been quietly pushing to sell armed drones to key allies,
but has run into resistance from U.S. lawmakers concerned about the proliferation of technology
and know-how.” Those supporting drone sales say “that a U.S. refusal to sell the systems will
encourage allies to develop their own versions . . . They could also buy armed drones from other
countries developing similar capabilities, depriving the U.S. of export sales and jobs.”
********The drone issue seems to keep expanding. Drones used for military purposes are now
being used, suitably modified, for domestic policing purposes, and now an international trade is
developing. Additional countries with significant drone interest and capability are: China, India,
Iran, Israel, Britain, and Turkey. This is a good example of the economic and political forces
encountering technological change. The argument, noted above, “if we don’t do it, someone else
will” is familiar.
(16 December 2011): “China Bids in Fracking”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203893404577099071913625142.html)
--------It is now known that China’s “technically recoverable shale-gas reserves are almost 50%
greater than those of the U.S.” To acquire the technology and know-how to recover the gas, two
Chinese oil producers, along with Saudi Aramco, are bidding for a 30% stake in Texas-based
FTS International, more commonly known as Frac Tech. Access to the fracking technology of
Frac Tech would be a major step forward to meet the growing energy demands of China.
(16 December 2011): “Disaster Losses Hit Record Levels in 2011”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203893404577099071913625142.html)
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--------An estimated $350 billion of damages resulted from natural disasters in 2011. Insurance
companies are likely to bear about $108 billion of them; insured losses from Japanese
earthquake/tsunami were $35 billion, while $14 billion were insured losses from U.S. tornadoes.
This is causing insurers to re-evaluate “their exposure to disaster-prone areas and tightening
policy terms” and leading “disaster modelers” to study “the science behind each calamity to
improve their predictions of losses for future events.” Underwriters are “examining their clients’
supply chains for signs of weakness.”
********My wife has sensitized me to climate change, so this article really jumped out. It is
also a subject that was touched upon in TIF 20 (7 September 2011), the relevant article being
“The God Clause and the Reinsurance Industry” (http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/thegod-clause-and-the-reinsurance-industry-09012011.html). Here is the question: “Given that
natural disasters are more likely to take place in the future (due to climate change) and given that
many individuals intentionally put themselves in harm’s way by their location decisions, who
should pay for the losses when they occur?” Is this a responsibility of government, local, state,
or federal? Or is this a responsibility of the property owner (to be dealt with by insurance)? This
is one issue I would like to see widely discussed.
(16 December 2011): “Beijing Set to ‘Strike Hard’ at Revolt’
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204026804577100132882903066.html)
--------Residents of the “southern Chinese fishing village of Wukan” are in open revolt against
local officials as a result of a land dispute that led to the death of a villager in police custody.
“The revolt is this year’s most serious case of mass unrest in China, which analysts say has been
escalating in part because of local officials who commandeer farmland at below-market prices to
sell to developers and pocket most of the profits.” Chinese media coverage of the unrest has
been minimal; censors appear “to have blocked or deleted most internet coverage.”
********You can find additional detail and context in a related, earlier article:
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/15/world/asia/chinese-village-locked-in-rebellion-againstauthorities.html.
(16 December 2011): “America’s untamable river trade”
(http://features.blogs.fortune.cnn.com/2011/12/16/river-barge-transportation/)
--------In a world what predictability and speed seem all important, river barges stand apart.
“The barge could arrive today. Maybe tomorrow.” Barges transport “products that are measured
by the thousand ton, bushel, and barrel.” For example, coal. But though coal companies
produce by the ton, barges produce by the ton-mile. During the last 20 years, “consolidation has
been the name of the game . . . Traffic is essentially flat, so the surviving players are reaping the
benefits of a mature industry where self-imposing standards, regulatory compliance, and the cost
of equipment keep new competitors out.”
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********This article is filled with insights and nuggets of wisdom. In addition to the surprising
notion that most barge companies would like to be taxed more, in order to better preserve the
river “roads” they are on, there is also recognition of the game-theoretic situation they find
themselves in: “Good individual decisions become collectively bad decisions.”
********I was especially taken by the comments of the CEO of Ingram Barges, which is the
nation’s largest carrier, who has a Ph.D. from MIT: “If you take a person out here in our
customer service area, the most significant skill they have to have is the ability to be comfortable
with the fact that what they see tomorrow will not be what they expected to see when they left
the office today.” Where is that skill learned?
(17 December 2011): “Belgian beer: Brewed force”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21541708)
********Since Asheville is “Beer City,” I thought an article about Belgium, which is “Beer
Country” would be of interest. The comment that “Beer is Belgium as wine is to France” said a
lot. It is said that the Romans brought beer to what is now Belgium and, of course, the Romans
brought grape vines to what is now France. Evidently, it was “too chilly to grow grapes that can
be turned into half-decent wine” in the north. Much like France has done for wine, Belgium has
used the law and regulation to help preserve its importance in the marketplace. So a cultural
tradition, based upon climate, becomes enshrined in the legal code to the advantage of those
currently in the business.
(17 December 2011): “A deal in Durban” (http://www.economist.com/node/21541806)
--------The climate-change summit in Durban, South Africa ran over two days as participating
countries struggled to come up with some sort of agreement. In the end, the European Union
agreed to “second round of emissions abatement under the existing UN arrangement, the Kyoto
protocol” after its provisions expire in 2012. “In return, countries both rich and poor have agreed
to negotiate a new regime by 2015, and to bring it into effect by 2020. Critically, this will
require sacrifices by poor count[r]ies as well as rich ones.” The agreement “promises to break a
divisive and anachronistic distinction between developed countries and developing ones.”
********This seems hopeful, although article indicates that the agreement might easily allow a
temperature increase of 4 degrees Celsius. Unfortunately, immediately after the summit, Canada
withdrew from the Kyoto Protocol: http://www.economist.com/node/21541849.
(17 December 2011): “The Truth About Wealth”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204336104577096410776256928.html)
--------“A November Federal Reserve Study . . . found that a third of the people in the top 1% [of
wealth] in 2007 . . . were no longer in the top 1% in 2009.” Those in the top 1% “have income
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swings that now are more than twice as high as those of the rest of the population.” Some call
this the age of “High-Beta Wealth.”
********The author of the article is Robert Frank, who is also the author of The High-Beta Rich
(2011). The article includes some suggestions to reduce the likelihood that one will move
downward in the wealth distribution. I suspect that the suggestions might have some generality,
i.e., it would help reduce the downward risk of anyone.
(17 December 2011): “Big and clever” (http://www.economist.com/node/21541826)
--------Over the years economist Joseph Schumpeter held that small firms were more innovative
(1909) and big firms were (1942). Michael Mandel, in a recent study for the Progressive Policy
Institute, has argued the second view. But there is another side to the argument. It’s “not so
much whether companies are big or small, but whether they grow. Progress tends to come from
high-growth companies.”
********The article notes that “sometimes the best ideas start small, spread widely and then
transform entire systems,” so this is clearly not an either/or situation. You can find Mandel’s
article “Scale and Innovation in Today’s Economy” at: http://progressivepolicy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2011/12/12.2011-Mandel_Scale-and-Innovation-in-Todays-Economy.pdf.
********”Big and clever” is interesting to read next to “Growing Asheville’s Fiber Economy”
(http://www.citizen-times.com/article/20111218/NEWS01/312180059/Farmers-artists-helpgrow-Asheville-s-fiber-economy). This article clearly manifests the view that “small (and local)
is better.” What are the comparative advantages of “small (and local) ” and what are the
comparative advantages of “large (and global)?”
(19 December 2011): “A CEO’s Demand: Fix Immigration”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204058404577105712886931338.html)
--------A government crackdown on undocumented workers has had an adverse effect on
Chipotle Mexican Grill. “It had to let go more than half of its 900 employees in Minnesota.” As
a result, employee turnover nationwide “has climbed to more than 125% a year . . . from below
100%. In some markets . . . managers report interviewing 30 to 40 candidates to fill one
position, compared with 10 previously.” Approximately half of Chipotle’s employees are
Hispanic, “many of whom are store managers or hold other leadership positions.” Corporate
practice is to promote from within: “about 97% of Chipotle’s store managers started on its
service line.”
********The article makes the interesting point that the temporary guest-worker program that
“works in sectors like agriculture . . . doesn’t address the needs of a business that requires labor
on a year-round basis” (like restaurants). You can read a closely-related, Asheville-based story
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on the Shogun 12 at: http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20111219/NEWS/312190008/Immigration-raid-sparks-anger.
(19 December 2011): “Living by Default”
(http://www.newyorker.com/talk/financial/2011/12/19/111219ta_talk_surowiecki)
********James Surowiecki, the economics, business, and finance columnist for The New
Yorker, makes an interesting point in relation to the recent bankruptcy filing of American
Airlines (AA). Its filing was hailed by financial analysts as “very smart” but views about the
bankruptcy filings at the individual level, for example, around a mortgage that is significantly
under water, is seen as a huge moral failing, and portrayed that way by some businesses. The
“strategic defaults” of businesses that are applauded, therefore, are deplored when committed by
individuals. It would be instructive to tease out the differences between the two situations.
(20 December 2011): “AT&T Hangs Up on T-Mobile”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204791104577108900032431264.html)
--------AT&T has withdrawn its acquisition of T-Mobile in face of opposition from U.S. antitrust
enforcers. As a result it will pay T-Mobil $3 billion in cash for not completing the merger. TMobile’s owner, Deutsche Telekom AG, however, is committed to leaving the U.S. market, is
not interested in updating its U.S. network, and is the only major carrier that does not have the
iPhone. The failed merger presents real challenges, therefore, to both AT&T and T-Mobile.
More generally, “The Justice Department’s tough stance suggests companies will need caution
when proposing to take over direct rivals in businesses that are already concentrated.”
********I can’t help but wonder what sort of assumptions led the management of AT&T to
believe that the merger of the second and fourth largest wireless companies in the U.S. would be
approved by regulatory authorities.
(20 December 2011): “Welcome to Amazon Town”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204058404577108821485438232.html)
--------Amazon hires thousands of temporary workers for the holidays in order to fulfill the
orders that comprise nearly 40% of its annual revenue. Many of them end up in places like
Fernley, Nevada, where Amazon has one of its 34 warehouses, and rents spaces in an RV park
for workers; the Fernley warehouse is the size of 13 football fields. Such seasonal
“workampers” make up “a sort of modern-day migrant worker. Many of them are retirees who
spend all or part of the year living in RVs and taking odd seasonal jobs around the country.”
********An interesting piece. I am really curious to learn more about the number, composition,
and motivations of the workampers.
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(20 December 2011): “Inside Capitol, Investor Access Yields Rich Tips”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204844504577100260349084878.html)
--------“Seeking advance word of government decisions is part of a growing, lucrative—and
legal—practice in Washington that employs a network of brokers, lobbyists and political insiders
who arrange private meetings between hedge funds and officials, including lawmakers and their
aides.” Although some lawmakers are looking to “crack down on the practice,” others (both
Democrats and Republicans) see this as an important part of the legislative process, in which
external parties help draw the attention of legislators to things they have missed, thereby
resulting in better legislation.
********There is a lot of money to be made from the possession (and use) of market-moving
corporate information that has limited distribution. That is why insider-trading on such
information is illegal in the corporate setting. There is also a lot of money to be made from the
possession (and use) of market-moving government information that has limited distribution.
But trading on such information in the political setting is not illegal. An interesting asymmetry.
(21 December 2011): “AT&T Case Shows Antitrust Mettle”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204058404577110963826534228.html)
--------Antitrust enforcement in the Obama administration is becoming clearer. Horizontal
mergers, in which relatively large competitors like AT&T and T-Mobile want to merge, are
likely to be challenged, but vertical mergers, involving firms at different links of the supply
chain, are likely to be approved, albeit with conditions. In relation to this, an antitrust lawyer
states: “It’s much more difficult for the government to convince a court to block a merger on a
vertical theory.” In such cases, cost advantages to customers seem to be easier to demonstrate.
(21 December 2011): “Demand for Rentals Drives Big Rise in Home Building”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204058404577110732758851626.html)
--------Residential housing starts in November 2011 “were up 9.3% from October and 24.3%
ahead of the November 2010 figure.” Starts of residential units with “two or more units saw a
25.3% increase, while starts of single-family homes . . . rose 2.3%.” The relative increases
indicate the difficulty of obtaining a mortgage despite record low mortgage rates.
********The accompanying graphic entitle “Constructive Development” struck me, especially.
The precipitous decline of housing starts from 2006 to its bottom in 2009 is impressive. Since
then we have mostly been bouncing along the bottom. Still, a 9.3% month-to-month increase in
starts is a good development.
(21 December 2011): “Trouble Brews in Columbia”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204058404577110602462519074.html)
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--------The fungus known as roya, which was brought on by years of torrential rains, has reduced
coffee output in Colombia, the world’s second-largest producer of Arabica beans (behind Brazil).
Still, this hasn’t had much of an effect on coffee price in light of an anticipated large harvest in
Brazil and concern about economic conditions in the European Union; the EU has “the highest
coffee consumption per capita in the world.” In fact, concerns about EU seem to be driving the
decline in futures prices of commodities such as cocoa and cotton.
(21 December 2011): “Honda Revs Up Outside Japan”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204879004577110773296061352.html)
--------In response to the strengthening Yen, as well as domestic supply disruptions, Honda is
going to expand its North American production of autos significantly. Honda “produced 1.29
million vehicles in North America in 2010 . . . [and is] aiming to build 2 million cars and trucks a
year.” Not all of these cars will be aimed at the North American auto market. Honda’s shift
“could mean the creation of thousands of new auto-related jobs.” An executive of American
Honda notes: “Every type of plant in North America is under some kind of expansion.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 36 (28 December 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(22 December 2011): “Housing Slump Was Deeper”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204552304577112351419917484.html)
--------The National Association of Realtors (NAR) recently revised its housing data with the
result that estimated home sales between 2007 and 2010 are now held to have been 14.3% lower
than previously thought. The revision was driven by the decennial census. As a result, the
inventory of homes figure was also revised downward.
********The size of the downward revision surprised me. I infer from this that the figures are
truly estimates, not counts. The discussion of the measurement of inventory of homes interested
me. This measurement needs to be used with the same degree of care—perhaps more care—as
unemployment figures.
********You can learn more about the re-benchmarking of home sales by the NAR at:
http://www.realtor.org/research/research/ehs_benchmarking. It includes a variety of Excel files,
as well as a 9:50 minute video discussing the change.
(22 December 2011): “Gas Exports Ignite a Feud”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203686204577112493261431530.html)
--------There are huge price gaps between natural gas prices in Japan and Korea in relation to the
U.S, as well as between European countries, such as England, and the U.S.; the U.S. has the low
price in each case. As a result, U.S. companies are looking to expand their exports of natural
gas. In order to do so, new liquefied natural gas facilities must be built and export approvals
must be obtained. Some domestic producers—Dow Chemical in particular—are seeking to
restrict natural gas exports so as to keep prices low; natural gas is an input in many of Dow’s
products.
********The price gaps between international and domestic natural gas prices are extraordinary.
The impact of fracking in this story is made clear when it is recognized that “Many companies
that are seeking permission to export natural gas had planned to import it just a few years ago.”
(22 December 2011): “EPA Sets Cuts in Plant Emissions”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204464404577112780273753596.html)
--------On Wednesday, December 21st, the Environmental Protection Agency moved ahead with
a rule that “would require deep cuts in emissions of mercury, acid gases and soot from coal-fired
power plants.” It is expected that it will “help reshape the industry as companies turn off old
plants and decide to clean up existing ones or switch to cleaner-burning fuels such as natural
gas.” The rule is expected to cost about $9.6 billion annually to implement while providing
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substantial health benefits, including “100,000 fewer heart and asthma attacks” each year.
Although the rule will likely face legal and political challenges, some power companies support
the rule.
(22 December 2011): “Two Lawyers Strike Gold In U.S. Disability System”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203518404577096632862007046.html)
--------In 2004 the Social Security Administration concluded that disability cases could be moved
through its pipeline more quickly “if more claimants were guided by experts.” As a result,
“Congress relaxed rules governing representation, making it easier for nonlawyer advocates to
get paid.” Some specialty firms have grown up to take advantage of the relaxed rules. Lawyers
Harry and Charles Binder have been the most successful of those working in this specialized
realm.
********The article includes an interesting graphic showing the various steps (and appeals) of
the process for applying for disability insurance benefits. It is easy to see that someone with a
disability claim could benefit from having a knowledgeable person to serve as a guide through
the process.
(22 December 2011): “Food Stamp Rush Hour” (http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/foodstamp-rush-hour-12222011.html)
--------“On the last day of every month, at 24-hour Wal-Marts, food stamp recipients line up to
make essential purchases just as their federal benefit cards recharge for the new month.” Five
years ago there were 26 million food stamp recipients; today there are a record 46 million.
********There are many reasons for the timing of economic activities. In this case, shopping
behavior is largely influenced by the recharge time for benefit cards. This is the sort of
interesting discover that can be discerned from data that is well gathered and carefully
contemplated. You can learn more about “timing” in Gordon C. Winston, The Timing of
Economic Activities: Firms, Households and Markets in Time-Specific Analysis (1982).
(23 December 2011): “U.S. Clears Reactor Design”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204464404577114622098744492.html)
--------The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission gave final approval of a reactor design to
Westinghouse Electric (WE), a unit of Toshiba. With this approval, WE has gained “a
commanding lead over rivals in the U.S.” Atlanta-based Southern Co. is seeking “permission to
build two AP1000 reactors in Georgia” with expected in-service dates of 2016 and 2017.
(23 December 2011): “The Coal Age Is Nearer to Its End”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204464404577114642286810250.html)
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--------Dozens of coal-fired power plants are nearing retirement, the result of the surging relative
price of coal to natural gas—the price of coal is increasing while the price of natural gas is
falling—and environmental regulatory issues. An analyst for IHS CERA notes: “Inexpensive
natural gas is the biggest threat to coal.” It is estimated that “10% to 20% of U.S. coal-fired
generating capacity will get shut down by 2016.”
********It is interesting to see the power of relative input prices in action, with utilities are
substituting relatively inexpensive natural gas for relatively expensive coal. Not surprisingly,
this has adversely affected the shares of coal producers. You can learn more about these
retirements at:
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204464404577114641026653400.html).
(23 December 2011): “Retailers Try to Thwart Price Apps”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203686204577114901480554444.html)
--------The smartphone boom is “unleashing a new era of pricing transparency to consumers.”
Brick-and-mortar retailers now routinely check online prices in their own pricing decisions, just
as consumers check online prices in making their purchasing decisions. Some retailers, in an
effort to combat “etailers” like Amazon, are relying more on “private and propriety brands to
better compete.”
********The references to price variability and product variability are interesting, and take us
back to the monopolistic competition “revolution” of the 1930s and the work of Edward Hastings
Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition (1933), and Joan Robinson, The
Economics of Imperfect Competition (1933). As price variability becomes less practicable due to
better (and cheaper) information, product variability is likely to be practiced more. A nice
connection, perhaps, to contemporary “local” movements? Is “localization” the logical
counterpart of “globalization”?
(24 December 2011): “Exchanges Aim for Northern Exposure”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203686204577114901763288524.html)
--------“The end of a 70-year-old government over the wheat trade in Canada . . . has sparked a
battle among” a variety of exchanges that would like grower business. It is presumed that
growers will want to hedge their exposure to grain price fluctuations. Although “Traders over
time tend to gravitate to the market with the most liquid contract and best pricing” it remains to
be seen what market and contract that will be. Some contracts are for “hard red spring wheat,”
which is the kind grown on the western prairies of Canada, and some for “soft red spring wheat.”
Some contracts are denominated in Canadian dollars and some in U.S. dollars. Exchanges first
design the contract and then try to sell it to farmers.
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********Legal challenges to the dissolution of the wheat monopoly continue but this isn’t
stopping growers and exchanges from acting. This is a good opportunity to take a close look at
how markets respond to a significant change in market structure.
(24 December 2011): “Cities, Utilities Are Poles Apart Over Streetlights”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204083204577078202836500244.html)
--------“As cities across the country look to cut costs without shedding jobs or services, energy
bills are target No. 1.” The cost of LED lights “has halved in the past three years” and, given
their longer life, are increasingly being used as a substitute for high-pressure sodium streetlights.
Streetlight adoption depends upon the method used to charge for usage (flat fee or metered), as
well as who owns to the streetlights (city or utility).
********I suspect that it is pretty clear that a utility that owns the streetlights and gets paid by
energy used is going to be reluctant to embrace LEDs. Their upfront cost of LEDs is greater and
their resulting revenue stream is reduced. Furthermore, streetlights are used at a time when
utilities have considerable extra capacity. The article has a North Carolina (Raleigh and Progress
Energy) connection.
(24 December 2011): “Trade Binds North Korea to China”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203686204577116162967853258.html)
--------The relationship between China and North Korea is receiving renewed attention due to the
recent death of Kim Jong Il. Fully 70% of North Korea’s foreign trade is with China, which has
been “pouring money into the border area” between the two countries “in a bid to encourage
North Korea to launch Chinese-style market reforms.” Kim Jong Il “often appeared to toy with
the idea of Chinese-style market reforms . . . but repeatedly balked at introducing the necessary
reforms to allow private enterprise to flourish.” The approach of successor Kim Jong Eun
remains to be seen.
(26 December 2011): “A Year of Disappointment at the Movie Box Office”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/26/business/media/a-year-of-disappointment-forhollywood.html)
--------Movie ticket sales in North America “are running about $500 million behind last year—
despite higher prices—prompting a round of soul searching by studios.” Revenue was propped
up by more 3D movies, which cost $3 to $5 more per ticket, which makes the decline all the
more concerning. Some contributing factors are: increased competition for leisure dollars from
other media, e.g., video games; decline of disposable income among “young people (the movie
industry’s most coveted demographic)”; the erosion of star power; and a “bad year” in relation to
content.
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********The article provides a good luck at some of the factors influencing the demand for
movies during 2011. Of those listed above, the biggest continuing challenge for movie theaters
is “increased competition for leisure dollars from other media.” Video games continue to expand
and no doubt will continue to do so in the feature as interactivity continues to become more
important. You can find an interesting companion article at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/26/business/media/rules-for-the-new-ways-of-watching-davidcarr.html. It contains eight ideas (trends) that clearly relate to movies and the movie industry.
Two that especially stood out for me are: “A screen is a screen” and “Mash-ups and hybrids will
rule.” Definitely a challenging time to be in “traditional” media.
(27 December 2011): “Big Pharma’s New Business Model”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204466004577102151263615364.html)
--------From the Opinion page. Scott Gottlieb, of the American Enterprise Institute, discusses
aspects of the changing approach of pharmaceutical firms to the development of new drugs.
Drugs like the highly profitable Lipitor, which recently went off patent, were developed be a
system that involved “screening millions of random compounds against a molecular target,”
which gave rise to huge research centers. But when it was found that the approach wasn’t
“scalable,” it gave rise to a more focused approach. As “drug makers learned . . . that big
bureaucracies were hostile to the kind of risk-taking and scientific focus needed to do good
research” they began adopting smaller research teams. It is now thought that 20-40 people is the
right size.
********The article clearly indicates that “big pharma” is now engaging in a more rational
discovery process, i.e., one that is more focused. Although Gottlieb later goes on to discuss the
expansion of regulatory requirements pertaining to drug development, I found his comments on
the nature of doing commercial science to be the most instructive.
(27 December 2011): “Google Roils Travel”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203686204577116700668483194.html)
--------Google’s push into online travel, which began with its contested acquisition of flight-data
firms ITA Software, is disrupting the online travel industry. By placing its “flight-search service
atop general search results” it has evoked concern from travel middlemen like Expedia, Orbitz,
Priceline, and Kayak. The way that Google “ranks and displays searches has become a key
question for modern commerce, where Google stands as a gatekeeper for buying decisions.”
********Definitely “a key question for modern commerce.” I had never seen Google’s travel
search product prior to today. As the article indicates, typing in “Asheville to Seattle” turns up
Google’s product, although it was not on the top of the page.
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(27 December 2011): “Shale-Gas Boom Spurs Race”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204844504577100421253005122.html)
--------“The boom in low-cost natural gas obtained from shale is driving investment in plants that
use gas for fuel or as a raw material, setting off a race by states to attract such factories and the
jobs they create.” The legislature of West Virginia “passed a bill this month setting rules for
shale gas drilling and production” in order to “dispel regulatory uncertainty that could slow
investment.”
********The article mentions a Brazilian textile (denim) firm that is constructing a plant in
Texas. Thus a business in an industry that is generally makes decisions on the basis of labor
costs, is making a location decision based on energy costs. This is likely to lead to more
employment in shale gas states given that the U.S. “now has the lowest cost for natural gas
outside of the Middle East.”
(28 December 2011): “Talent On the Move”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204552304577114503894545574.html)
--------This is a review, by Katherine Mangu-Ward, of Borderless Economics, by Robert Guest.
Guest is the Business Editor of The Economist. Guest makes “a rapid-fire case for the free
movement of labor from one country to another.” This is viewed as being a more effective form
of economic development than alternatives such as micro financing, which won the Nobel Peace
Prize for Muhammad Yunus, or foreign aid.
********The review is packed with ideas and references to related literature. One fact from the
book that caught my attention was that the U.S. “has the largest foreign-born population by far—
an astonishing 43 million people.” The book The Box, by Marc Levinson, examined how lower
transportation cost brought on by containerized shipping transformed the world. One can only
imagine the changes that would result from lower transactions cost associated with the
movement of people across international borders.
********For a related article that deals with labor mobility in relation to housing prices, take a
look at “Housing Imperils Job Gains” at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203479104577124360560884468.html. The
article notes that labor mobility usually increases in an expansion. However, while some
relocation is underway, “economists believe mobility overall has been muted in part because of
the housing bust.” This has affected those seeking promotions with a company, as well as the
unemployed.
(28 December 2011): “New Forms of Biofuel Fall Short”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204296804577125082495631226.html)
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--------The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reported that less than one-tenth of 1%
of renewable fuels “required to be used in the U.S. next year will come from cellulosic biofuel . .
. despite a congressional target that the fuel . . . account for more than 3% of the total.” The EPA
has set a 2012 goal of 8.65 million gallons for 2012, which differs from the goal set by Congress
of 500 million gallons “on the way to 16 billion gallons in 2022.” This much lower target still
irks refiners, which must buy credits in the biofuels aren’t produced.
********The article is brief but packed. The frustration expressed by Charles Drevna of the
National Petrochemicals and Refiners Association is palpable.
(28 December 2011): “China Revamps Rare-Earth Exports”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204296804577124343176436540.html)
--------“China unveiled an initial cut of 27% in its quota for rare-earth exports nor next year, but
said its full-year 2012 limits . . . would likely be unchanged amid weakened [global] demand.”
Although “China controls about 95% of global rare-earth supply” the market is adapting rapidly
to China’s move toward reduced exports. Consumers, like auto maker Tesla, are substituting
other materials for rare earths, and more than “350 rare-earth mine projects outside China and
India are now under development by some 200 companies in 35 countries.”
(28 December 2011): “Forget the Prius. The Future of Electric Is the School Bus” (
--------The hybridization of the school bus fleet is underway. School buses “are almost ideally
suited to be electric vehicles. For one thing, cover fairly short distances . . . , rarely leaving city
limits on the way to and from school. And they follow set, predictable routes.” What’s more,
their frequent stops, that impairs mileage for gas and diesel, can be a plus for hybrids as braking
energy is used to recharge batteries. Electric buses cost more up front but has running costs that
are considerably less.
(28 December 2011): “For IPOs, the Comeback Never Came”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204296804577124560809354268.html)
--------2011 was supposed to be the year of the comeback for initial public offerings (IPOs). It
wasn’t. 2011 ended with fewer U.S. IPOs than 2010. Many companies remained on the
sidelines looking for better days ahead. Now “nearly 200 companies have filed plans for IPOs
with regulators . . . the largest IPO backlog since the tech bubble burst more than a decade ago.”
Without an IPO, some of those firms “risk running short of cash.” Poor performance by some of
the early-year IPOs are thought to have contributed significantly to a relatively lackluster year.
********The article has great graphics, especially the one titled “A Constellation of
Companies.” It shows the total return of U.S. IPOs in relation to the size of the IPO and the
quarter in which it took place. Another example of great graphics is the article “What a Ride,”
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which shows the volatility of the Dow Jones Industrial Average from 2000 through 2011. You
can see it at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204296804577124851054256134.html.
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[The Invisible Forces] 37 (4 January 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(28 December 2011): “Instead of Work, Younger Women Head to School”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2011/12/29/business/young-women-go-back-to-school-instead-ofwork.html)
--------“Today, across all age groups, an unemployed female worker is 35 percent more likely to
drop out of the labor force in the next month than an unemployed male worker.” Many of the
female workers are younger and are dropping out of the labor force to acquire more education in
order to enhance future job prospects. One student currently enrolled in a master’s degree
program in strategic communications noted, “We have to be more educated to be able to compete
in really any field.” Young men, on the other hand, often take any job that is available due to the
“cultural message that men should be out there earning money and supporting themselves.”
********A nice example of the invisible hand and the invisible handshake at work. Cultural
expectations continue to limit the life prospects of many.
(29 December 2011): “French Train China Nuclear Experts”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204517204577046000531213914.html)
--------“France has long exported its nuclear power technology. Now . . . the country is pitching
its nuclear education, too.” France, in partnership with China, has established the FrancoChinese Institute for Nuclear Energy in the Guangdong province in the south of China. There
Chinese students will be taught in French, with graduates receiving a master’s degree in nuclear
engineering. The future of nuclear energy in France has become less certain, with elections
taking place next year. “The opposition Socialist Party has said it would close 24 of France’s 58
reactors by 2025 if it is elected.”
********An interesting dimension of the article relates to higher education. Whereas in the past
students would have been trained in France, “such is the demand for [nuclear] engineers that
France thought it easier to export its professors.” Some major universities are globalizing.
Closer to home, we have the example of Duke Kunshan University
(http://sites.duke.edu/dukeinchina/dku/). The Board of Trustees of Duke University recently
“approved a proposal to offer a Master of Management Studies program in Kunshan, China,
which will be led by Duke's Fuqua School of Business”
(http://today.duke.edu/2011/12/trustees1211). And some universities are nationalizing.
Northeastern University has set up shop in Charlotte, North Carolina
(http://www.northeastern.edu/charlotte/). You can find a variety of stories related to venture at:
http://www.northeastern.edu/charlotte/news/index.html. Even in Asheville, the Asheville Area
Chamber of Commerce is in the process of selling part of its building to Lenoir-Rhyne
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University for its local Center for Graduate Studies (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20111223/NEWS/312230039/Asheville-Chamber-sell-portion-its-building).
(29 December 2011): “Shiseido, U.S. Unit Begin to See Eye to Eye”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204632204577125951646238774.html)
--------As the population of Japan ages, firms like cosmetics retailer Shiseido has seen its
domestic sales drop, leading it to look for international opportunities. This led to its acquisition
of San Francisco-based Bare Escentuals two years ago. The integration of the two firms hasn’t
been smooth, for reasons that have posed challenges for many “cross-boarder marriages in the
past: lack of communication, dissimilar cultures and conflicting business visions.” General
manager of Shiseido’s international business division, Norio Tadakawa, noted: “There was an
invisible wall between the feelings of the acquirer and the acquired.” Mr. Tadakawa was given
the assignment “to repair the relationship after the two sides clashed over” a new product
concept. Commenting upon the success of his assignment, Tadakawa noted: “I feel that we can
understand each other as long as we can discuss and ultimately make our decisions based on
what our customers want.”
(29 December 2011): “West African Skies Beckon More Carriers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204844504577100871839857792.html)
--------“West Africa has some of the world’s fastest growing economies . . . The International
Monetary Fund projects that Ghana’s economic will grow 13.5% this year.” As a result, the
International Civil Aviation Organization “expects Africans to fly 8% more miles in 2012 . . .
making the continent earth’s fastest-growing for air travel behind Asia and the Middle East.” As
that expansion takes place, there are some basic issues: poor infrastructure, politics (including
regulatory issues and high fees), and safety. “Africa has the world's highest rate of ‘hull losses’—
the industry's euphemism for crashes.”

(30 December 2011): “America’s Play for Pacific Prosperity”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204464404577118481002593326.html)
--------From the Opinion page. Walter Russell Mead, a professor of foreign affairs and
humanities at Bard College, writes that “the United States has quietly established a bipartisan
Asia policy that may well be as influential on that continent as the Marshall Plan and NATO
were in Europe.” The policy “encourages Asian powers to get rich by participating in the most
open trading system in the history of the world.” The policy is based on two calculations: (1)
countries that are getting rich “are unlikely to overturn an international system that facilitates
their prosperity” and (2) participation in the system will increase dependence upon it. Mead
comments: “This approach to Asian economic and security policy predates the Obama
administration and is likely to survive it.”
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(30 December 2011): “Boeing Examines Supply Chain for Weak Links”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204058404577111091095438300.html)
--------Boeing expects to expand its output by 60% over the next three years. With that in mind,
it is paying much greater attention to each link in the supply chain for its planes. “Airplanes are
one of the biggest and most complex industrial products. Jets like the Boeing 777 contain
several million parts. Problems far down in the supply chain . . . can cause delays that ripple
across the industry.” This increased scrutiny grew out of Boeing’s experience with the 787
Dreamliner, which was delivered more than three years late.
(30 December 2011): “New Look at Pipeline Blasts”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203686204577115112492241578.html)
--------“Safety regulators are increasingly focusing on how seemingly minor problems with a
natural-gas pipeline can combine to magnify the risk of an exposition or serious leak. . . . The
regulators . . . are considering whether to require companies to change the way they assess risk.”
In the past risk assessment has focused on the “primary cause” of pipeline failures but it now
seems that “combinations of factors” are increasingly important. One pipeline safety consultant
has noted: "When you start looking at combinations, the possible risk goes up exponentially."
This comes at time when accidents are growing much more quickly than pipeline mileage.
********One such factor is the freezing and thawing of the ground, which might be associated
with climate change. Another could be the mini-earthquakes associated with fracking in some
localities. In light of this, it seems plausible that more is at play than simply an aging pipeline
system. To express this somewhat differently, risk assessment might be better done in the
context of a system analysis, rather than look at a particular element of a system.
(30 December 2011): “California Low-Carbon Rules Halted”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204720204577128972816077652.html)
--------A federal judge has halted enforcement of California’s low-carbon fuel rules asserting that
“they discriminated against crude oil and ethanol imported into the state.” This decision “puts on
hold a major portion of California’s effort to cut greenhouse-gas emissions.” There is no
prospect of greenhouse-gas legislation coming from Washington. An important aspect of the
rules was its use of “carbon intensity” scores, which were dependent upon the transportation of
fuel.
********The article clearly raises the challenge of acting on issues of climate change. One
seemingly can’t “go it alone” for (federal) legal reasons but there is little prospect of action at the
federal level.
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(31 December 2011): “Sin taxes: The high cost of virtue”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21542163)
********A playful article relating to all of those new year’s resolutions we will make and break.
The basic idea is that many “sinful” behaviors are taxed, and when there is less “sin” there is less
tax revenue. I especially liked the clever way that the “sin of sloth” was connected to driving
(and thus the gas tax). Fun with a message. It really made me curious about tax revenues as they
relate to a variety of “sinful” behaviors.
(31 December 2011): “Wind and Solar Projects Advance on a Fast Track”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204632204577130610167499148.html)
--------“The pace of approvals for solar and wind projects in the U.S. is picking up under the
Obama administration . . . The Interior Department says it has now pushed through 27
renewable-energy projects totaling 6,500 megawatts since 2009 . . . the result of more staff
working on a fast-tracked permitting process.” The oil and gas industry has accused Interior of
“slow-walking [its] drilling permits.”
********The article interested me for two reasons. First, as an indicator of the scale of wind
and solar projects approved; 6,500 megawatts have been approved since 2009, as compared to
1,800 megawatts in all prior years. Second, for the glimpse it provides of the consequences of
resource allocation within a department, like Interior. With employees being transferred to wind
and solar, there are fewer available to address themselves to oil and gas. All this taking place in
a time of shrinking budgets.
********Slower development of some natural gas projects might be a good thing from the
perspective of natural gas producers, since natural gas prices for February delivery have fallen
below$3 per million British thermal units. This is the lowest winter price in almost a decade and
it is having an adverse effect of profits. You can learn more at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204720204577130482684060876.html.
(31 December 2011): “U.S. Raises Alarm Over Oil Lanes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204720204577130983517874946.html)
--------In 2011 an average of “nearly 17 million barrels of oil moved daily through the . . . [Strait
of Hormuz] up from around 15.5 million barrels in 2009 and 2010.” About 20% of all oil traded
world-wide passed through the strait. The importance of this long-recognized “choke point” has
emerged in relation to “recent U.S. and European Union threats to impose sanctions on Iran’s
central bank to punish Tehran for its alleged pursuit of nuclear weapons.” This provides context
of approaching tests of a variety of missiles and torpedoes by Iran in international waters of the
Persian Gulf.
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(31 December 2011): “Aging and Broke, More Lean on Family”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203899504577128821679773752.html)
--------“More aging Americans are doing something they never would have imagined: turning to
family for financial aid. Some are even asking their children for a place to live.” In 1900, “57%
of adults 65 and older lived with relatives . . . that rate declined to 17% by 1990 . . . Now it is up
to 20%.” The reasons for this include: unanticipated medical bills, job losses due to the
economic downturn, poor investment decisions, and inadequate provision for retirement. The
executive director of a local Council on Aging, notes: “Adult children are the squeeze folks.
They are taking care of college-age kids who don’t have jobs and at the same time they are
taking care of older parents.”
(1 January 2012): “Markets trade in political predictions”
(http://www.usatoday.com/news/politics/story/2011-12-26/political-predictionmarkets/52233820/1)
********If electronic markets for political predictions are new to you, here is a way to learn a
bit more. The Iowa Electronic Markets (http://tippie.uiowa.edu/iem/index.cfm), among others,
allow you to “put your money with your mouth is” with regard to political candidates.
(2 January 2012): “After Three Decades, Tax Credit for Ethanol Expires”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/02/business/energy-environment/after-three-decades-federaltax-credit-for-ethanol-expires.html)
--------A federal tax credit for ethanol, established thirty years ago, expired on Saturday.
Seemingly untouchable, the credit expired in a rare alignment of fiscal conservatives and liberal
environmentalists. Still, “the [regulatory] requirement to use increasing amounts of ethanol in
gasoline continues.” It is presumed that this will be addressed, in some way, as “Congress
begins work on a new farm bill.”
(2 January 2012): “Disposal Halted at Well After New Quake in Ohio”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/02/science/earth/youngstown-injection-well-stays-shut-afterearthquake.html)
--------After an 11th earthquake struck the Youngstown, Ohio area on December 24th, the Ohio
Department of Natural Resource halted injection of wastewater into a well. The latest quake
(magnitude 4.0) “was centered near a well that has been used for the disposal of millions of
gallons of brine and other waste liquids produced at natural-gas wells, mostly in Pennsylvania.”
Earlier quakes “were about 2.1 to 2.7 in magnitude.” A moratorium has been instituted on
additional injection of waste within a five-mile radius while scientists review the occurrences.
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********You can read a related article, with some additional elements, at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203462304577136920749123772.html.
(3 January 2012): “Nigeria Braces for Gas Price Protests”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204368104577136703426903844.html)
--------On Monday Nigeria’s gas stations more than doubled prices as a low petroleum price
policy followed by the government for 40 years ended. The price was kept low by a subsidy that
now costs the country $7.3 billion a year. Expecting widespread protests to the change, the head
on Nigeria’s Labour Congress, Emmanuel Ugboaja, noted: “If this government remains in
power, it will be one of the eight wonders of the world.” With 167 million people, Nigeria is
Africa’s most populous country.
(3 January 2012): “Power Problems Threaten Growth in India”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203550304577136283175793516.html)
--------“India is the world’s fifth-largest electricity producer after the U.S., China, Japan and
Russia, but its per capita consumption is among the world’s lowest.” With almost 300 million
without electricity, the country needs “a huge jump in supply to sustain its economic growth,
fight poverty” and provide lighting. Problems with electricity production and distribution,
however, are constraining economic growth for the foreseeable future.
(3 January 2012): “Storehouses for Solar Energy Can Step In When the Sun Goes Down”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/03/business/energy-environment/building-storehouses-forthe-suns-energy-for-use-after-dark.html)
--------Solar thermal, which produces electricity from the sun by boiling water, is being
combined with salt-based heat storage to help smooth out the bumps of energy production. It is
thought as more electricity comes to be produced by photovoltaic cells, which don’t produce
electricity at night, peak prices for energy will move earlier and later in the day. Salt-based
storage of heat will allow more electricity to be generated when supply is relatively low and
prices are higher. SolarReserve and BrightSource plan to deploy the storage technology, with
SolarReserve scheduled to start in 2013.
(3 January 2012): “N.D. oil boom fuels real estate sales in Arizona”
(http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/story/2012-01-02/North-Dakota-Arizona/52344394/1)
--------North Dakotans flush with cash from the state’s oil boom are snapping up homes in
Arizona where real estate prices are depressed. Some Arizona realtors are now targeting North
Dakota as a source of clients.
(4 January 2012): “Industry Wary of Dioxin Guidelines”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203899504577131094244269500.html)
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--------This January the EPA is expected to release new guidelines for dioxin levels in food.
“Dioxins are a byproduct of paper, metal and cement production, but the primary source of
exposure for people is food.” Although scientist generally agree that “dioxins are poisonous,”
there is disagreement about the level dioxins are dangerous. Members of the food industry are
concerned that EPA will release a standard lower than that of the World Health Organization and
the European Union. A toxicologist noted that the probable limit to be suggested by the EPA is
commonly exceeded by all age groups.
(4 January 2012): “Kentucky Trots Toward a Vote on Casinos”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204368104577136512122368478.html)
--------“Kentucky political leaders could propose legislation as soon as this week to pave the way
for legalizing casino gambling.” Horse breeders and racetrack operators “have argued for years
that Kentucky risks ceding its status as the nation’s horse-racing epicenter . . . with a revenue
infusion from casino gambling.”
********The arguments for gambling are familiar, especially for North Carolinians who may
still have them in mind in light of its decisions during the last decade. The article shows yet
another way that states can use their legal code as a means to compete with other states.
(4 January 2012): “So, What’s Your Algorithm?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203462304577138961342097348.html)
--------“Computer systems are now becoming powerful enough, and subtle enough, to help us
reduce human biases from our decision-making. And this is a key: They can do it in real-time.”
As a result, “Big Data” will play an increasing role in business, perhaps even personal, decision
making in the not-too-distant future. “This is playing ‘Moneyball’ at life.”
********For those able to work with huge data sets, the opportunities appear to be many. There
is a related article in The Atlantic with the title “The Big Data Boom Is The Innovation Story of
Our Time.” You can find it at: http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2011/11/the-bigdata-boom-is-the-innovation-story-of-our-time/248215/.
(4 January 2012): “PetroChina Buys Oil-Sands Project”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203462304577138644252057100.html)
--------By purchasing a stake owned by Athabasca Oil Sands, PetroChina now has full ownership
share of an oil-sands project. Although Chinese firms have typically bought minority stakes in
projects or companies, their “interest in buying whole companies ratcheted up” in the last year.
“The Canadian government has said it backs the construction of . . . [a] pipeline running from
Alberta to the Pacific, where oil could be loaded onto tankers bound for Asia.”
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********You can read a related article (about another Chinese energy resource purchase) at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203550304577138493192325500.html. This is
a more typical purchase in that part of the attractiveness of the acquisition seems to involve the
acquisition of technical knowledge which will later be of use in developing China’s shale-gas
reserves, which are “by far the most in the world.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 38 (11 January 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(4 January 2012): “Kaggle’s Contests: Crunching Numbers for Fame and Glory”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/kaggles-contests-crunching-numbers-for-fame-andglory-01042012.html)
--------The Netflix Prize of $1 million for improving on its movie rating algorithm attracted about
51,000 people in 186 countries. Now Kaggle, a startup launched by an Australian economist, is
broadening the concept by providing the expertise to help firms run their own Netflix-like
contests. Currently they have a backlog of 170 proposed contests. Some of the companies that
have made use of its services are: Allstate, to help improve the pricing of auto insurance policies,
and Ford, to help distinguish tired drivers from alert drivers. The largest prize to date has been
the $3 million prize offered by the Heritage Provider Network, to forecast patient admittances
based upon past insurance claims data.
********This connects nicely with the “Big Data” stories of The Invisible Forces 37 (4 January
2012).
(5 January 2012): “Europeans Plan Oil Embargo on Iran”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203471004577140583587139896.html)
--------“The European Union agreed in principle to enact an embargo on all purchases of Iranian
oil, significantly increasing the West’s financial war on Tehran.” This decision comes on the
heels of president Obama’s move “to ban all financial transactions with Iran’s central bank.”
Presumably as a result of these actions, there has been “a massive selloff of the Iranian currency
this week.” This development has been viewed by US and EU officials as an indication that their
policies are working.
******** With so much of the world’s oil passing through the Persian Gulf, the Iranian situation
is one to be watched closely. I have been looking for a good book—not too long—that would
provide some broad cultural and historical background on Iran and I’ve located four that seem to
have some promise: Ervand Abrahamian, A History of Modern Iran (Cambridge University
Press, 2008); Michael Axworthy, A History of Iran (Basic Books 2008); Homa Katouzian, The
Persians: Ancient, Medieval, and Modern Iran (Yale University Press 2010); and William R.
Polk, Understanding Iran (Palgrave Macmillan 2009). It appears that Katouzian was trained as
an economist, having published Ideology and Method in Economics in 1981.
(5 January 2012): “’An Untested Model of Democratic Governance’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/capital.html)
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--------This is David Wessel’s weekly Capital column. Political scientist Royce Carroll has
produced figures showing that the central overlap between Democrats and Republicans has
virtually disappeared. This makes governing more difficult and compromise less likely, as is
currently the case. This situation is less problematic in a parliamentary system in which it is
understood that the opposition simply votes against the government but the government is still
able to pursue its policies.
********The figures alone would be worth taking a look at this article. Wessel’s analysis,
however, adds so much more. Is it true, as Royce Carroll states, that the U.S. has shifted to “an
untested model of democratic governance?”
(5 January 2012): “Harder for Americans to Rise From Lower Rungs”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/05/us/harder-for-americans-to-rise-from-lower-rungs.html)
--------Many researchers “have reached a conclusion that . . . Americans enjoy less economic
mobility than their peers in Canada and much of Western Europe.” This is especially true with
respect to relative mobility; there is no comparative data for absolute mobility. Although liberal
“commentators have long emphasized class” conservatives like presidential candidate Rick
Santorum and Paul Ryan, not to mention The National Review, are now drawing attention to it.
“One reason for the mobility gap may be the depth of American poverty, which leaves poor
children starting especially far behind.” But there are others.
********The article is a primer, of sorts, about inequality and mobility. Conservatives tend to
focus on absolute mobility as “a better gauge of opportunity.” I thought the comment by John
Bridgeland, a former aide to president George W. Bush, to be especially instructive.
(5 January 2012): “It’s a Man vs. Machine Recovery”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/its-a-man-vs-machine-recovery-01052012.html)
--------The current expansion has featured large investment in machines but relatively small gains
in employment; spending “on equipment and software hit an all-time high in the third quarter of
2011.” This development has placed Okun’s Law—the rule of thumb that every 3 percent
increase in output leads to a 1 percent decrease in unemployment—in question. Although digital
technology has changed things, it seems that businesses “are spending more on technology now
because they spent so little during the recession.” Further gains in employment await increased
demand for goods and services.
(6 January 2012): “In U.S., a Cheaper Labor Pool”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204331304577142983208038646.html)
--------Caterpillar has locked-out workers in Canada, arguing that lower wages elsewhere—
particularly in the U.S.—provide a reason for cutting wages there. Since 2003, hourly
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compensation costs have grown much more quickly in Canada and the OECD countries as a
whole than in the U.S. This change in relative compensation levels has made the U.S. a more
attractive location for manufacturing jobs. Canada is losing a number of factories as a result. In
addition to labor costs, plant location decisions encompass proximity “to customers, tax
incentives, and work productivity”; relative currency values are another factor.
(6 January 2012): “U.S. Military Faces Historic Shift”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203471004577142691225718730.html)
--------As the U.S. military presence in Iraq has come to an end, president Obama “proposed a
historic shift in the U.S. military’s size and ambitions . . . as the administration seeks to cut
defense spending over the next decade.” Appearing at the Pentagon, he said: “Our military will
be leaner, but the . . . United States is going to maintain our military superiority with armed
forces that are agile, flexible and ready for the full range of contingencies and threats.” As
intelligence and surveillance take on larger roles, it is thought that “the Air Force fleet of
unmanned drones is likely to grow.”
(6 January 2012): “Why Islamism is Winning”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/07/opinion/why-islamism-is-winning.html)
--------From the Opinion page. University of Virginia professor of politics John M. Owen, IV,
argues for the similarity between the governmental changes that have taken place as a result of
the Arab Spring and the European revolutions of the first-half of the 19th century. He notes that
“The last few weeks . . . have confirmed that a revolution’s consequences need not follow
from its causes.” Ultimately he concludes, “Islamism is winning out because it is the
deepest and widest channel into which today’s Arab discontent can flow.”
********A clear example of unintended consequences. It seems that the overthrown of
authoritarian regimes has allowed more fundamental cultural and historical forces to
manifest.

(6 January 2012): “Forget Stocks or Bonds, Invest in a Lobbyist”
(http://www.npr.org/blogs/money/2012/01/06/144737864/forget-stocks-or-bonds-invest-in-alobbyist)
********From Planet Money on National Public Radio. This a 4 minutes and 44 second
broadcast of a paper written by two University of Kansas accountants who calculated the rate of
return on investment from lobbying for a congressional act to allow the repatriation of foreign
earnings into the U.S. Generally the data is lacking but in this case it wasn’t. They found that
the ROI was 22,000 percent. A related podcast—26 minutes long—provides a glimpse at
congressional lobbying and Washington fundraisers.
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(7 January 2012): “Americans Stumble on Math of Big Issues”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203471004577144632919979666.html)
********”The Numbers Guy” devotes a column to the estimates people have of numbers that
relate to social issues, and indicates that estimates frequently overstate—sometimes grossly
overstate—the reality of things. Some examples are number of illegal immigrants, funding for
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and state government spending. In doing so he notes
that “Correcting misconceptions may not change beliefs about the underlying issues.” In some
studies, awareness of the divergence between opinion and factual belief led to a strengthening of
opinion.
(7 January 2012): “Beijing Bows to U.S. On Air Quality Report”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204331304577144494232450680.html)
--------Starting January 23, the start of the Lunar New Year, the Beijing Municipal
Environmental Protection Bureau will begin publishing hourly air quality readings using the 2.5
micron standard, rather than the currently used 10 micron standard. What is referred to as the
PM2.5 standard is deemed by exports to be more appropriate because smaller particulate pose a
greater health hazard as they are more likely to imbed deeply inside the lungs. The change in
reporting was a result of a Twitter campaign launched by the U.S. Embassy in Beijing.
********The article provides a graph showing the air quality levels (using the 10 micron
standard) for a selection of Chinese cities; Beijing is at 121, whereas the Global average (for
cities) is 71. Bakersfield, California has the worst air quality in the U.S. at 38.
********The data derives from the World Health Organization
(http://www.who.int/phe/health_topics/outdoorair/databases/en/). There you will find an Excel
spreadsheet that “contains results of urban outdoor air pollution monitoring from almost 1100
cities in 91 countries.” In 2009 Asheville’s air quality measurement was 16.
(9 January 2012): “Coffee Roasters Rethink the Blend”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203471004577145392279985990.html)
--------Coffee beans come in two basic types: arabica and robusta. Arabica is prized for its
characteristics but sells at a premium, whereas robusta is relatively low cost but is regarded by
many as having a bitter taste. Coffee roasters typically blend both types in relation to the desired
cup of coffee and the price of the blend. The recent increase in the cost differential between the
two types of coffee has led to the substitution of robusta for arabica beans “at the margin.”
********A great illustration of price-quality tradeoffs. Presumably, vintners make similar
decisions when they blend wine.
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(9 January 2012): “Economists Adopt New Disclosure Rules for Authors of Published
Research” (http://chronicle.com/article/Economists-Adopt-New/130257/)
--------The movie “Inside Job” showed some economists at their worst and helped move the
American Economic Association (AEA) toward its first-ever disclosure rules. Now those who
publish in AEA journals will need to make a statement indicating what type of support—
financial or in kind—they received (or did not receive) for their work. George DeMartino, the
author of The Economist’s Oath: On the Need for and Content of Professional Economic Ethics
(2011) and a participant in the process arriving at the rules, notes: “Economics is in the harm
business . . . but we don’t wrestle with the ethical implications.”
(9 January 2012): “Canada Pipeline Hearings Near”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204331304577145113313314798.html)
--------Canada is about to begin a year-long series of hearings on the proposed Enbridge Northern
Gateway pipeline from Alberta to British Columbia. This all-Canada pipeline is viewed as an
alternative to the Keystone XL pipeline from Albert to the U.S. that was recently delayed
pending further study. The primary market for the Enbridge pipeline would surely be China;
Enbridge is seen as a way for Canada to diversify its energy sales beyond the U.S. market. The
Enbridge “pipeline, if approved, wouldn’t be built until 2017 at the earliest.”
(9 January 2012): “Unemployment Scars Likely to Last for Years”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203513604577144483060678656.html)
--------“Some 5.6 million American have been out of work at least six months, 3.9 million of
them for a year or more. Research shows that the longer people are unemployed, the less likely
they are to find jobs.” Some economists are concerned that “the U.S. will develop an underclass
. . . of semipermanently unemployed workers . . . Europe, which faced a similar problem in the
1980s, is still dealing with the consequences.”
********The bottom line: long-term unemployment is a huge problem in the current (weak)
expansion. The graph on long-term unemployment that accompanies the article is particularly
striking. The article concludes, noting: “The challenge, then, is not just putting people back to
work, but helping to retrain and rehabilitate the long-term unemployed, reversing a multi-decade
stagnation in the labor market, and finding a news source of jobs to rebuild the middle class.”
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(10 January 2012): “Soon, $1,000 Will Map Your Genes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204124204577151053537379354.html)
--------Until recently the least expensive gene map for an individual cost $3,000 and took a week
to produce. Now, Life Technologies is promising to deliver a machine that will produce a gene
map for $1,000 in one day. “Some experts believe a person’s genetic code eventually will be
used routinely to guide prevention and treatment of illnesses throughout life.” As gene maps
become cheaper, the challenge will be “how to convert the flood of genetic data into useful
information for drug development and treating patients.”
(10 January 2012): “More Firms Enjoy Tax-Free Status”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203733504577026361246836488.html)
--------Many firms are organized as “pass throughs” enabling them to avoid paying the federal
corporate income tax. “Their enviable tax position is perfectly legal and has been encouraged by
Congress and state governments.” Pass throughs escape the double taxation that is a frequent
criticism of the corporate income tax in the U.S. “Their popularity is one big reason why federal
corporate tax collections amounted to just 1% of GDP in 2009, the lowest level since 1936.”
(11 January 2012): “Orange Juice Soars to Record”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204124204577152612500414628.html)
--------The presence of trace amounts of the fungicide carbendazim in Brazilian oranges has led
to “a sharp reduction in Brazilian orange-juice imports.” The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration was alerted to its presence by a U.S. juice company. As a result, prices on the
thinly-traded futures market for orange juice soared.
********The article contains some nice graphics showing recent price moves, as well as the
sources and percentages of orange juice supply in the 2010-11 season.
(11 January 2012): “China’s Trade Surplus Shrank in ‘11”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204124204577151632896924706.html)
--------China’s overall trade balance has declined for three consecutive years, leaving it at its
smallest level since 2005. Meanwhile, its trade surplus with the U.S. has increased two years in
a row, after a decline in 2009; in 2011 China’s trade surplus with the U.S. was $202 billion.
These figures will surely be in the minds Chinese officials and U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy
Geithner when they confer this week in Beijing.
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[The Invisible Forces] 39 (18 January 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(12 January 2012): “Nigeria Torn by Rising Religious Violence”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203436904577154894235988620.html)
--------The recent elimination of the fuel subsidy in Nigeria has brought about a large increase in
the price of gasoline, nation-wide protests, and renewed religious conflict in Africa’s most
populous country. Violence has been more pronounce in the largely-Muslim northern part of the
country, although the largely-Christian south has not been spared. Recent conflict recalls “the
country’s most violent period, the 1967-1970 civil war. During that conflict, about two million
Nigerians migrated back to their region of origin to escape the violence.”
(12 January 2012): “Industry Challenges Texas Pipeline Ruling”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203436904577153001395050804.html)
--------The Texas Supreme Court has been asked to overturn a ruling that awarded a family
$600,000 for the “loss of value” to their ranch after “a natural-gas pipeline . . . stretched for four
miles across the property.” The loss of value was determined by examining “sales of similar
properties nearby, and found that those with pipelines sold for 20% less on average than those
without pipelines.”
(12 January 2012): “Google Softens Tone on China”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203436904577155003097277514.html)
--------Google, two years after its confrontation with China over censorship, is “hiring more
engineers, salespeople and product managers in China and working to introduce new services for
Chinese consumers.” With more than 500 million internet users and an increasingly popular
Android operating system, “there is a very large business opportunity in China.”
(12 January 2012): “Online Map Shows Biggest Greenhouse Gas Emitters”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/12/science/earth/epa-unveils-map-of-major-greenhouse-gasproducers.html)
--------Consistent with a law signed by President George W. Bush requiring annual reports on the
emission of “carbon dioxide and five other heat-trapping gases that contribute to global
warming” the Environmental Protection Agency has released a searchable computerized map of
major U.S. sources. It is expected that the map will be widely used. A policy director for the
Natural Resources Defense Council notes that “every high school student or local reporter can
see who the biggest carbon polluters are in his or her own backyard.” The map can be found at:
http://ghgdata.epa.gov/ghgp/main.do.
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(13 January 2012): “Wind Giant Vestas Cuts Back”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204542404577156200233431724.html)
--------The world’s largest of wind turbines, Vestas, will reduce its work force by 2,300 in order
to cut cuts at a time when the industry grapples with overcapacity. Prices have been falling at a
time when demand is decreasing due to likely reductions of wind-energy subsidies and as China
is increasing its productive capacity. The International Energy Agency notes: “the center of
gravity for wide energy markets has begun to shift to Asia, namely to China.”
********You can learn more about the International Energy Agency at:
http://www.iea.org/about/index.asp.
(13 January 2012): “Owner as Regulator, Like Oil and Water”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/14/business/government-ownership-and-gm-regulation-dontmix.html)
********An interesting article that raises the issue of the appropriateness of the federal
government owning shares in a firm when it also regulates the firm. In this case, the federal
government owns slightly less than 30% of General Motors, which has recently come under
scrutiny due to fires related to test crashes of the Volt electric auto. Does GM have an advantage
over other firms in the auto industry that are not partially owned by the federal government or is
it a burden? Perhaps it is better not to have to ask these questions.
(14 January 2012): “Cocaine: The New Front Lines”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204331304577145101343740004.html)
--------Since 2000 the cultivation of coca leaves in Colombia has fallen by 65%. At the same
time production in Peru has increased by more than 40%; Bolivian production has more than
doubled. These changes show the relative success of efforts of the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Agency in Colombia and the “balloon effect,” in which “drug activity squeezed out of one
neighborhood or region will simply bulge into another, like air in a balloon.” Contributing to
this shift of production is the attitude of the political leaders. Before his election, Bolivian
President Evo Morales was “the head of his country’s coca growers.”
********Interestingly, recent geographic shifts if production are taking coca production back to
its origins, i.e., Peru and Bolivia, “where coca is legal and Indians have chewed it for centuries.”
So the circle continues.
(14 January 2012): “Local Heroes” (http://www.economist.com/node/21542733)
--------Review of All Business is Local, by John Quelch and Katherine Jocz. The authors argues
that “[T]his is, at most, an age of semi-globalisation . . . predicting that the world will never be
entirely global or local.” In China, for example, “ Western companies do well only if they
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understand the local distribution system and select the right suppliers in a very fragmented
market. In other words they need huge amounts of local knowledge to succeed.”
********Quelch is the dean of the China Europe International Business School, China’s leading
business school. You can learn more about the CEIBS at: http://www.ceibs.edu/.
********You can find a related article on the local/global tension (as it relates to higher
education) at: http://chronicle.com/article/Why-Im-Not-Preparing-My/130337/.
(15 January 2012): “Unlocking the Secrets Behind Hydraulic Fracturing”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/15/us/new-texas-rule-to-unlock-secrets-of-hydraulicfracturing.html)
--------Starting February 1st “drilling operators in Texas will have to report many of the
chemicals used in . . . hydraulic fracturing.” In addition, there will be “mandatory disclosure of
the amount of water needed to ‘frack’ each well.” Fracked wells typically use “1 million to 5
million gallons of water over three to five days.” Chemical and water disclosures will be
viewable at: fracfocus.org.
(15 January 2012): “Foreclosure Auctions Show Raw Form of Capitalism”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/15/us/foreclosure-auctions-in-phoenix-show-capitalism-at-itsrawest.html)
--------Each week, in front of the courthouse of Maricopa County in Arizona, an auction of
foreclosed properties takes place. Previously the domain of local investors, the auctions have
“become more competitive because of an influx of outsiders.” This has driven prices up and
made it harder to turn a profit. “There’s no emotion in the bidding” and they all “have their
number.”
(16 January 2012): “Hoarding Is Seen as Cause of Fuel Shortage in Egypt”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/16/world/middleeast/egyptian-gas-shortage-is-blamed-onhoarding-amid-rumors-of-price-increase.html)
--------A recent gasoline shortage in Egypt comes on the heels of rumors of a possible reduction
in fuel subsidies likely to result in higher prices. “Egypt spends as much 10 percent of its gross
domestic product subsidizing energy costs” and with “40 percent of the population living below
the poverty line” a price increase in fuel could spark unrest.
********The Nigerian reaction to the recent elimination of fuel subsidies strongly suggests that
there is good reason to be concerned about unrest.
(17 January 2012): “Nigerian Unions End Strike as President Offers Subsidy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204555904577164221230776662.html)
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--------Labor unions in Nigeria “suspended a strike on Monday that had paralyzed Africa’s thirdlargest economy for more than a week, after President Goodluck Jonathan offered to partially
reinstate a contentious subsidy for motor fuel.” In eliminating the subsidy, the government had
argued that much of it was “lost to corruption and would be better spent on public works like
maternity clinics and roads.” A series of overhauls to improve overhaul are now in question.
********South Africa is Africa’s largest economy. The IMF (2011) shows Nigeria as Africa’s
second largest economy, with Egypt third. Other sources have Egypt second and Nigeria third.
(17 January 2012): “BASF to Stop Selling Genetically Modified Products in Europe”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/17/business/global/17iht-gmo17.html)
--------“BASF . . . has abandoned efforts to sell genetically modified products in Europe . . .
because of overwhelming opposition to the technology.” 140 jobs will be cut in Europe, many of
which “will be moved to the company’s new plant science headquarters near Raleigh, North
Carolina, and to other sites in Berlin and Belgium.” The decision is indicative of the challenges
that biotechnology industries have had in Europe.
********Note the North Carolina connection.
(17 January 2012): “Cracking Open the Scientific Process”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/17/science/open-science-challenges-journal-tradition-withweb-collaboration.html)
--------As information technology has changed, the “open science” movement is picking up
steam. “On Thursday [January 19th], 450 bloggers, journalists, students, scientists, librarians
and programmers will converge on North Carolina State University (and thousands more will
join in online) for the sixth annual ScienceOnline conference.” As one conference founder
noted: “Lindsay Lohan is our competitor . . . We have to get her off the screen and get science
there instead.” New areas of science publication are posing significant challenges to relatively
expensive traditional publishers. All this points to the need for “a new system for assessing the
value of research.”
********Note the North Carolina connection.
(18 January 2012): “So We’re All In Agreement”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204012004577073253871935524.html)
--------Review of Standards: Recipes for Reality (2011), by Lawrence Busch. Sociologist Busch
“has produced a stimulating account of how and why we create standards. The result is “not a
technical study of particular standards but an eclectic, philosophical attempt to examine how
standards ‘are used, spoken of, employed, designed, put into common practice.’” Busch sees
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standards as “complex technical and moral devices that can be abused as easily as they can be
put to noble causes.”
********You can see the Table of Contents at: http://www.amazon.com/Standards-RecipesInfrastructures-Lawrence-Busch/dp/0262016389/.
(18 January 2012): “China Turns Predominantly Urban”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203735304577166652002366514.html)
--------For the first time in its history, more Chinese are living in urban areas than in rural areas.
This change has taken place rapidly, as China has matched a transition that “about 200 years in
Britain, 100 years in the U.S., and 50 years in Japan.” Complicating the transition and the
significant social and economic changes expected, is the “hukuo” system of linking public
services to villages of origin and a rapidly aging population. This poses significant challenges
for the national government, as large protests become more commonplace.
(18 January 2012): “New, Old Media Battle Over Net Rules”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203735304577167331129343336.html)
--------“The passage of antipiracy legislation affecting the Internet, long a sure thing, is no longer
certain.” Wikipedia, the 10th most popular site in the U.S., went dark on Wednesday the 18th, to
dramatize what is perceived by internet-based companies as a significant threat to its activities.
Traditional media companies have advocated for antipiracy legislation at a time of dwindling
revenues. Internet companies have gained traction for their views by doing what they do best,
engaging social media in their opposition to legislation referred to as SOPA in the House of
Representatives and PIPA in the Senate.
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[The Invisible Forces] 40 (25 January 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(19 January 2012): “With New Law, Profits Take a Back Seat”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203735304577168591470161630.html)
--------In the last two years “lawmakers in seven states . . . passed legislation to create benefit
corporations as an alternative business model.” Benefit corporations allow “a company’s
governing board to consider social or environment objectives ahead of profits. The legal
structure is intended to shield the board from investor lawsuits.” Neither tax-exempt, nor
nonprofit, the benefit corporation is one of “several new legal structures to emerge” with the rise
of “social entrepreneurship” in recent years.
********The Stanford Social Innovation Review (http://www.ssireview.org/) is to realm of
social entrepreneurship what the Harvard Business Review (http://hbr.org/) is to the corporate
world. A payday lender as a benefit corporation? One is described in the article.
(19 January 2012): “Like Fracking? You’ll Love ‘Super Fracking’”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/like-fracking-youll-love-super-fracking01192012.html)
--------Technological change in fracking continues unabated. While research continues and
regulatory processes unfold, new methods of fracking designed to produce larger amounts of
natural gas and oil per drilling rig, which can rent for “up to $30,000 a day,” are coming into use.
(20 January 2012): “Gas Prices Could Rise With Exports”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203750404577171291119729680.html)
--------Domestic natural gas prices are historically low and U.S. producers are eager to export
natural gas to take advantage of higher prices abroad. Exports, however, are likely to lead to
higher domestic prices and result in higher costs for companies like Dow Chemical. Permits are
required for natural gas exports and some “lawmakers on Capitol Hill . . . are urging the
Department of Energy not to issue the required permits.”
********A great example of the invisible hand and the invisible foot in action. It is clearly in
the interest of Dow to advocate for minimal exports of natural gas and that is what it is doing.
(20 January 2012): “Apple Jumps Into Textbooks”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204555904577169523446883172.html)
--------Apple has “joined the race to sell digital textbooks, hoping to drive the use of iPads in the
classroom.” The service is presently aimed at high schools, offering for a variety of books priced
at $14.99 or less. A new business model is in play, one in which students will buy the books
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rather than books being provided by the schools. Tablet prices are “a barrier to adoption for
cash-strapped schools.”
********College students are used to buying (or renting) their own books but high school
students and parents are not. The business model noted above would require a significant
cultural shift. It would also seem to exacerbate economic divisions.
(21 January 2012): “How to cut carbon emissions”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21543133)
--------A recent publication in Demography examines the CO2 emissions by the average
American by age. Peak CO2 emissions were found when people are in their early 60s, after
which there are modest declines. Although this would seem to be good news, “the climatechange benefits of ageing populations will not kick in until 2050 at the earliest.”
********I found the attempt to take a life-cycle view of CO2 emissions to be novel and
potentially useful, although it might be difficult—unwise?—to create legislation around it. You
can find the Demography article by accessing a link at:
http://www.demogr.mpg.de/en/institute/staff_directory_1899/emilio_zagheni_2243.htm.
Although the article is very technical, you can see some additional graphs showing the life cycle
consumption of things like electricity, gasoline, clothes, and furniture, among others. Definitely
worth a look.
(21 January 2012): “Drought Prods Cattle Prices to High”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203750404577173182808258896.html)
--------Cattle prices have risen to record highs due to drought in the southern Plains. Last year
high feed prices resulted in ranchers culling their herds, unable to buy food or provide water to
their animals. The consequences of those decisions are not being felt as fewer cattle are being
brought to market this year.
********An interesting article which connects nicely with the one immediately above. Animal
populations, like human populations, have age distributions, and age distributions have market
consequences. The difference, of course, is that animal age distributions are largely subject to
transformation by animal owners. The invisible handshake—the social and historical factors that
influence human behavior—are definitely at work here.
(21 January 2012): “Brazil’s Emerging Market: Crack”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203750404577172982033792126.html)
--------“A crack cocaine outbreak reminiscent of the one that devastated U.S. inner cities in the
1980s is starting to take hold in this South American nation, as drug traffickers facing more
difficulty selling into the U.S. are pioneering markets elsewhere.” In 2008 the U.S. consumed
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165 metric tons of cocaine, down from 267 metric tons in 1998. This decline has been partially
offset by expanded sales to Western and Central Europe, and emerging-market countries like
Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay.
********Although cocaine is everywhere illegal, the economic forces at work are still the same.
As rates of return in one market decline, supply shifts to markets where rates of return are higher.
As the article notes, “The rise of crack in an ominous development.”
(21 January 2012): “More Elderly Find They Can’t Afford Not to Work”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204331304577145002385012634.html)
--------The labor-force participation rate of people 75 and older has had an almost unbroken rise
since the mid-1980s, when rates were slightly less than 4%. In 2011 the rate stood at 7.5% as
more of the elderly find that they cannot make ends meet. “In 1981, Social Security paid 52% of
the average worker’s pre-retirement earnings . . . The percentage shrank to 39% in 2001 and is
expected to continue falling.” However, not everyone is working “to stay afloat. One in four
people on the job at age 75 or older has an annual household income greater than $100,000.”
(22 January 2012): “A Clash of Media Worlds (and Generations)”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/22/business/in-antipiracy-debate-media-worlds-andgenerations-clash.html)
--------With SOPA and PIPA now seemingly dead due to a very successful campaign led by
Wikipedia, which went dark for a day, and Google, which developed an online petition against
the legislation that was signed by more than seven million people, the way forward is unclear.
So-called “old” media content producers, who championed SOPA and PIPA, are losing revenue
from pirating while so-called “new” media technology companies are expanding their influence,
in the marketplace and in Congress by their lobbying efforts. Last year Google “spent $5.9
million on lobbying, more than any other computer or Internet company.”
(22 January 2012): “Japanese Struggle to Protect Their Food Supply”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/22/world/asia/wary-japanese-take-food-safety-into-their-ownhands.html)
--------Nearly one year after the accident at Japan’s Fukushima Daiichi plant, “Japan is still
struggling to protect its food supply from radioactive contamination.” Discoveries of “tainted
rice” and “contaminated beef” have led to a widespread distrust of “the government’s foodscreening measures.” As a result, “newly formed groups of consumers and even farmers are
beginning their own radiation-monitoring efforts.” A local organic mushroom grower notes:
“The only way to win back customers is to tell them everything, so they can decide for
themselves what to buy.”
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********This is a very thought provoking article. Not only does it illustrate the possibility of
the emergence of private standards when public standards are found wanting, it also points to the
situation where “buying local” is definitely undesirable. Here are the thoughts of one shopper in
the Fukushima Daiichi area, Junko Kohata: “I’d rather buy local, but I have no choice but to
protect myself.”
(23 January 2012): “Having a Baby in Year of the Dragon Is Too Lucky to Be Left to Chance”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203806504577177011519558088.html)
--------This is the A-hed story of the Wall Street Journal. The year of the dragon, which begins
today (Monday) is seen by the Chinese to be the luckiest year in which to be born. As a result,
would-be parents are taking extra efforts to have a child during the year. The “Los Angelesbased Agency for surrogacy Solutions and sister company Global IVF Inc. have seen a 250%
increase in business from Chinese or Chinese-Americans so far in January.” Providers of
fertility services have taken notice. The owner of Beverly Hills Egg Donation in California
learned about the upcoming year of the dragon from her doctor, “so she increased the clinic’s
database of donors of Chinese origin by targeting Chinese-language newspapers.”
********A very clear illustration of the social and historical forces influences human behavior.
(23 January 2012): “Little Lenders Benefit From Debit-Card Rule”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203750404577173422622877502.html)
--------The Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 contained the so-called Durbin amendment which “roughly
cut in half how much large banks like Bank of America Corp. can charge merchants for debitcard transactions.” However, financial institutions with total assets of less than $10 billion were
left out of the rule, with the result that “small banks and the middlemen that process their debitcard transactions will collect fees that are often three times the size of those imposed on cards
issued by big banks.” Consequently, of the 7436 U.S. banks, 7300 of them are untouched by the
amendment.
********An interesting look at the differential economic advantages that are introduced by
regulatory thresholds. The introduction of discontinuities or special classes in any rule, i.e.,
“loopholes,” will surely create opportunities for gain for someone astute (or lucky) enough to
notice it.
(23 January 2012): “U.S. Looks to Africa to Squeeze Iran”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203721704577159082004562096.html)
--------“U.S. diplomats and lobbyists are stepping up pressure to reduce African commercial ties
to Iran as part of a growing global push to squeeze Tehran.” This comes at a time when the U.S.
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and the EU are continuing to expand their efforts to “choke off Tehran’s revenue and force it to
abandon what the West says is a program to develop nuclear weapons, a charge Iran denies.”
********The U.S. has engaged in a large-scale diplomatic effort to decrease the demand for
Iranian oil in the expectation that a reduction in oil revenues will lead Iran’s leader to think
differently about the development of nuclear weapons. I suspect that there is a well-developed
literature of economic warfare waiting to be explored.
(24 January 2012): “Your Resumévs. Oblivion”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204624204577178941034941330.html)
--------“Recruiters and hiring managers are overwhelmed by the volume of résumés pouring in,
thanks to the weak job market and new tools that let applicants apply for a job with as little as
one mouse click.” For example, Starbucks in a recent twelve-month period received 7.6 million
job applicants for 65,000 corporate and retail openings. As a result, HR directors have
increasingly turned to software to sort through the applicants. An IBM expert on such software
suggests that among the Fortune 500 companies, corporate users are in the high 90% range. But
“Tracking software has its pitfalls.”
********Some firms are abandoning the use of résumés for some positions. You can learn
about what they are looking for at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203750404577173031991814896.html.
(24 January 2012): “The Web’s Growing Muscle”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204624204577179331402697446.html)
--------“The Internet industry has found a rare sweet spot in Washington. With Google in the
lead, the companies have begun building a strong traditional lobbying force in Washington.”
Their concerns “have found a sympathetic ear both in the Democratic White House and among
Republican presidential candidates.” In 2011 Google spent $9.68 million on lobbying; its PAC
splits donations “almost equally between Democratic and Republican candidates.” Internet
lobbying efforts still trail those of traditional media in terms of dollars spent, but their
effectiveness has been enhanced by the commitment of users.
(24 January 2012): “Coal Industry Losing Steam”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204624204577179170798754632.html)
--------“This year’s outlook is grim for the U.S. coal industry, which after two years of rising
profits has begun closing mines, signaling a new wave of production cutbacks and, possibly,
another round of industry consolidations.” Bringing this about are “the low price of domestic
natural gas, which is making thermal coal a less attractive fuel for their utility-customers, and the
shaky economic picture in Europe, which is damping exports of metallurgical coal.” One
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company doing relatively well is Consol Energy, which has relatively low cost of production and
produces “crossover coal,” which can be used by steelmakers and utilities.
********Even some natural-gas producers are pulling back as a result of the low price of natural
gas due to fracking technologies. You can learn more at:
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203806504577178651732511974.html).
(25 January 2012): “Trying on Shades of Brown to Scream Green”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203718504577180852718515394.html)
--------“When consumers see brown they think green, say companies that sell products like paper
towels, napkins and diapers.” Consumers tend to assume that brown paper products “are made
with recycled materials or didn’t involve whitening chemicals.” However, things have become
more complicated. At least one company now “adds brown pigments to non-chlorine bleached
diapers to drive home the environmental message.” Brown toilet paper is a hard sell.
(25 January 2012): “The Veggie Burger’s New Dream” Be More Like Meat”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203806504577180983550057616.html)
--------Producers of meat substitutes “are working to more closely mimic the taste and texture of
the real thing. . . . Their goal is to win over more of the group marketers call ‘flexitarians’—
health conscious adults mostly in their 20s and 30s, who share many characteristics of
vegetarians, with one big exception: They eat meat sometimes.” Some consumers worry,
though, about the long list of ingredients in these often heavily-processed foods.
(25 January 2012): “U.S. Shifts Policy on Nuclear Pacts”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203806504577181213674309478.html)
--------In a policy shift, the U.S. government, in advanced negotiations with Jordan and Vietnam,
“has withdrawn a demand that these countries forgo their rights to produce nuclear fuel.”
Although the pact reached with the United Arab Emirates, which prohibits them from enriching
uranium or reprocess spent plutonium fuel from nuclear reactors, is viewed as “the gold
standard” for such pacts, there has been concern over “losing business for American companies
seeking to build nuclear reactors overseas.” The U.S. share of the global market for nuclear
reactors is now around 20%, having previously been at least 50%. A senior U.S. official noted:
“To the extent we lose market share, we lose nonproliferation controls and hurt national
security.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 41 (1 February 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(26 January 2012): “In Good Times and Bad, Gongs Are Just What the Doctor Ordered”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203806504577181151324644504.html)
--------The A-Hed article in the Wall Street Journal. When Andrew Borakove’s career as a
comedian in Hollywood hit a rough patch, he decided to go into the business of internet gong
sales, based in Lincoln, Nebraska. “When the economy was going gangbusters, salesmen were
piling into gongs.” But when the recession hit, “sales shifted over to the meditation market.”
Borakove notes: “when people go broke . . . they get spiritual.” Demand for gongs is up in 2012
because the world is supposed to end on December 21st. Television shows have played an
important role in stimulating gong demand.
********This article is good fun. A good way to start the week! The video accompanying the
article provides an opportunity to hear some of the gongs. Incidentally, if you’ve ever wonder
just what an ‘A-hed’ is, you can learn about it at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303362404575580494180594982.html. It is
worth reading because it explains what an A-hed is and says something about life.
(26 January 2012): “Plant-Zone Map a Boon to Growers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203718504577182932658968386.html)
--------“The U.S. Department of Agriculture released a new map of the nation’s growing zones . .
. that confirms what many gardeners and farmers already know: Winters are warmer.” This, the
first zone map to be released since 1990, indicates that the Northeast and large cities were more
likely to move into warmer zones. Agriculture is already being affected by warmer
temperatures, “boosting seed companies because it allows them to sell more corn seed, their most
profitable type.
********You can find the map at:
http://planthardiness.ars.usda.gov/PHZMWeb/InteractiveMap.aspx. After you have completed
the Captcha, you can get very close to your location. I’m in zone 7a.
(26 January 2012): “State of the Union’s Gas Market”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204624204577182973965532172.html)
--------Currently the price of oil is “about 40 times the prices of gas. On an energy-equivalent
basis, oil should be only six to 10 times higher. The market is saying use less oil and more gas.”
But this will take time to happen. The exploration and production (E&P) sector is “redeploying
investment toward fields containing higher-value oil” from pure gas prospects.
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(26 January 2012): “Schools Told to Lighten Up Lunches”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203718504577182821311576652.html)
--------In an effort to reduce childhood obesity, the U.S. “Department of Agriculture is setting
calorie limits on school-cafeteria meals. A reduction of saturated fat is also being aimed at,
resulting in the elimination of whole mile from “government-subsidized lunch and breakfast
programs next year.” Attempts to “put limits on French fries and other forms of white potatoes .
. . were abandoned after drawing criticism from lawmakers and the food industry.” According to
a spokeswoman for the School Nutrition Association, a cafeteria industry group, schools are will
be challenged “by the additional costs of meeting the new rules.”
(26 January 2012): “China’s Next Boss Comes to Meet the Debtors”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/chinas-next-boss-has-some-capitalist-cred01262012.html)
--------Xi Jinping was the top official of the Chinese province of Zhejiang from 2002 to 2007.
The province is affluent, regarded as embodying the “capitalist spirit,” and “has the smallest gap
between rural and urban consumption of any of China’s 31 provinces, municipalities, and
autonomous regions.” As the odds-on favorite to become the next general secretary of the
Communist Party in China in March 2013, he will face a new challenge in reconciling the
commitments of the communist party with capitalism. This comes at a time when there is
concern guojinmintui, which means “the state advances and the private sector retreats.”
(26 January 2012): “Progress Energy looking to cancel main construction contract for building
Levy County nuclear plant” (http://www.tampabay.com/news/progress-energy-looking-tocancel-main-construction-contract-for-building/1212332)
--------Progress Energy plans to cancel its “main development and construction contract for its
proposed nuclear plant” in Levy County, Florida. Progress has spent $1.1 billion on the project,
which had a prospective start date of 2021. The announcement comes on the heels of a
settlement Progress made with its “crippled Crystal River nuclear plant.” Cost estimates for the
project have soared from an initial estimate or $4-6 billion to $22 billion. Financing of the
project was undertaken under pay “as you go” legislation, which allows “utilities to collect
money from customers for future construction of nuclear power plants.”
********The article clearly illustrates the role of the invisible foot in the construction process
for nuclear plants, as well as the long planning horizon associated with such projects.
(27 January 2012): “Iran Blasts West Over Oil Embargo”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204661604577184541674811780.html)
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--------The efforts of the U.S. and the EU to limit Iran’s oil exports seem to be having an effect.
“The value of Iran’s currency, the rial, has fallen by nearly 50% against the dollar in the black
market. The prices of basic food items and other goods are increasing daily.” The West is
waging these efforts in an effort to pressure Iran into making concessions on its nuclear program.
Although Iran’s president Ahmadinejad has spoken out strongly against these efforts, decisions
about concessions “are in the hands of Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.”
(27 January 2012): “An Rx? Pay More to Family Doctors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203363504577185270518129952.html)
--------WellPoint, the nation’s second-largest health insurer, is about to begin paying “primarycare doctors a fee increase, typically of around 10%.” This change is in line with health-policy
experts who have faulted U.S. health-care system for its under emphasis of primary care.
“WellPoint officials . . . think the company’s upfront investment in primary care could reduce its
projected medical costs by as much as 20% by 2015 by improving overall patient health and
reducing the need for costlier medical services.”
(27 January 2012): “Jobs, Jobs and Cars”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/27/opinion/krugman-jobs-jobs-and-cars.html)
********From the Opinion page (Paul Krugman). The occasion of this piece was a speech by
Indiana’s governor Mitch Daniels. Within it a number of interesting observations and points are
made. (1) Apple, which currently has the largest market valuation of any U.S. company,
employs 43,000 people in the U.S., “a tenth as many as General Motors employed when it was
the largest American firm.” Most of Apple’s suppliers are in China, the reason for which is
“familiar territory to students of economic geography: the advantage of industrial clusters—in
which producers, specialized suppliers, and workers huddle together to their mutual benefit.” (2)
Krugman then writes about the two political parties: “One side believes that economies succeed
solely thanks to heroic entrepreneurs; the other has nothing against entrepreneurs, but believes
that entrepreneurs need a supportive environment, and that sometimes government has to help
create or sustain that supportive environment.”
*********Whether or not one agrees with Krugman’s characterization of the two parties, there
is no doubt that entrepreneurship takes place in an environment that is affected by legal and
political factors, and that entrepreneurship affects the legal and political environment. Indeed,
this is what the invisible forces are largely about.
********Asheville, North Carolina is developing (has) a craft-brewing cluster. It was just given
a huge boost by the announcement that Sierra Nevada Brewing would be establishing its East
Coast brewer in the Asheville area. You can learn more at: http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20120125/NEWS01/301250072/Sierra-Nevada-bring-brewery-jobs-nearAsheville-Henderson-County.
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(27 January 2012): “Care for Aging Inmates Puts Strain on Prisons”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203363504577185362318111898.html)
--------“The fastest-growing population in federal and state prisons are those 55 and older.”
Older prisoners are much more expensive to care for: “States spend on average $70,000 a year to
incarcerate someone 50 or older, nearly three times what it costs to house a younger prisoner,
largely because of the difference in health-care costs.” As a result, states facing prison crowding
or facing a budget crunch are considering the release of older inmates with less risk of reoffending.
********This brief article provoked my thought in a way that few have. The cost-shifting
aspect was there, in that selective release shifts costs from the prison system onto society at
large. But what really caught my attention was the following: “All prisoners are guaranteed
under the U.S. Constitution adequate health care and the basic necessities of life.” I find it hard
not to conclude that what prisoners are guaranteed, those who are not prisoners are not
guaranteed.
(28 January 2012): “Coal Fuels a Fight in Oregon”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204573704577185232624361026.html)
--------Coal-export terminal projects in Washington and Oregon have encountered determined
opposition from environmental activists. Coal that previously would have been used in the
Pacific Northwest prior to regulatory changes, is now slated for sale to countries such as China.
The terminal projects will enable those sales.
********This is a great encapsulation of the many issues involved the siting of coal-related
facility, indeed any facility with an environmental impact. Thinking clearly and systematically
about this case should enable clear and systematic thinking about a host of others.
(28 January 2012): “China and the paradox of prosperity”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21543537)
********The Economist announces that with this issue it begins a weekly section devoted to
China. This is the first such innovation since 1942, at which time it began its weekly section
devoted to the United States. This is a clear indication that the 21st century—the Pacific
Century—may well be the China Century. You can find the articles in this week’s China section
at: http://www.economist.com/printedition/2012-01-28. The National Geographic Society has a
nice political map of China. You can find it at: http://www.amazon.com/China-Wall-tubedNational-Geographic/dp/0792249615/ref=sr_1_7.
(28 January 2012): “Made in the World”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/29/opinion/sunday/friedman-made-in-the-world.html)
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********From the Opinion page. Thomas Friedman makes a very interesting, and for me a
mind-expanding, point. It comes in the context of a meeting reported to have taken place
between the late Steve Jobs and president Obama. The point: “Politicians see the world as blocs
of voters living in specific geographies—and they see their job as maximizing the economic
benefits for the voters in their geography. Many CEO’s, though, increasingly see the world as a
place where their products can be made anywhere through global supply chains . . . and sold
everywhere.” As a result, “many of ‘our’companies actually see themselves now as citizens of
the world. But Obama is the president of the United States.”
(30 January 2012): “The Coming Tech-led Boom”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203471004577140413041646048.html)
--------From the Opinion page. Mark P. Mills and Julio M. Ottino argue that “we sit . . . on the
cusp of three grand technological transformations with the potential to rival that of the past
century. All find their epicenters in America: big data, smart manufacturing and the wireless
revolution.” There are “three features that most define America and that are essential for
unleashing the promises of technological change: our youthful demographics, dynamic culture
and diverse educational system.”
******** I appreciate the enthusiasm of the authors but will the social institutions—legal and
political—and the cultural traditions of the United States be up to the challenge? Our “diverse
educational system” will surely play an important role in addressing it.
********You can find an early example of the use of Big Data and data analytics in higher
education (mostly online) at: http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2012/02/01/using-big-datapredict-online-student-success.
(30 January 2012): “Examination of Mission's COPA . . .” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20120130/NEWS/301300019/Mission-wants-out-COPA)
--------A committee of the North Carolina House of Representatives will meet on February 15th
to discuss the Certificate of Public Advantage (COPA) that Memorial Mission and St. Joseph’s
hospitals signed in 1995 as a merger condition. Since then, Mission has expanded steadily and
“Competitors argue the agreement should be strengthened . . . to prevent Mission from gaining
even more market dominance.” Concerns have grown recently as Mission, along with Pardee
Hospital have moved forward on the construction of a joint health facility near the county line of
Henderson and Buncombe counties, which is within four miles of the 103-bed Park Ridge
Hospital.
********The article makes clear that regulatory issues are not simply those at the national
level—they are very much in evidence at the local level, too.
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(31 January 2012): “Segregation Hits Historic Low”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203920204577193261646566778.html)
--------“An exodus of African-Americans from struggling industrial cities such as Detroit and the
growth of Sunbelt states have pushed racial segregation in U.S. metropolitan areas to its lowest
level in more than a century.” Additional contributing factors are gentrification and
immigration. “In 2010, Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston were the country’s least segregated large
cities.”
********The article was based upon the work of economists Edward Glaeser and Jacob Vigdor,
“The End of the Segregated Century: Racial Separation in America’s Neighborhoods, 18902010.” You can find at: http://www.manhattan-institute.org/html/cr_66.htm. It is worth noting,
as noted in the article, that a reduction of segregation is not the same thing as the end of
segregation.
(31 January 2012): “Saudis Push Young People, Including Women, Into Jobs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204368104577139762604811028.html)
--------Some Saudi women “are doing thinks long unseen in the capital [of Saudi Arabia] . . .
staking out sales racks and scrubbing shop floors for all to see. They stand among the vanguard
in three Saudi government initiatives to nudge young Saudis, male and female, into a labor
market distorted for decades by reliance on inexpensive foreign workers.” An important element
of these initiatives is a keen awareness “that youth unemployment has been a driving factor in
revolutions elsewhere in the Middle East and North Africa.”
********The unemployment rates of those of ages 15-24 in Middle Eastern and North African
countries are very high indeed; the rate is 30.8% in Saudi Arabia. Also noteworthy is the huge
compensation differential between Saudis and foreign workers for comparable jobs.
(31 January 2012): “Starbucks Will Open Cafes in India”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204740904577192500354456184.html)
--------Starbucks has entered into a joint venture with the Tata Group to bring its wares to India.
The first café is expect to open “as early as August in either Delhi or Mumbai” with 50 cafés to
open by year end. “Starbucks had been looking for a partner in India since about 2007.” Coffee
consumption in India has increased by 80% in the past decade.
********Starbucks will offer “some Indian variations” to its standard product, a lesson that
McDonald’s learned well (and to great success) in France, which is McDonald’s largest market
after the U.S. For an interesting article, see:
http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2012/01/24/145698222/why-mcdonalds-in-france-doesnt-feellike-fast-food.
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********Interestingly, China (as well as India) seems to be getting the coffee habit. You can
learn more about coffee in China, and its greater economic return than tea, at:
http://www.economist.com/node/21543580.
(31 January 2012): “U.S. Gets Tougher On Debt Collecting”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203920204577193283804868986.html)
--------The Federal Trade Commission announced a $2.5 million penalty against Asset
Acceptance Capital for “allegedly coercing borrowers into paying debts they no longer legally
owed.” At issue is the pursuit of “debts that have expired under statutes of limitation.”
Depending upon the state, the time frame ranges from two to 15 years. If, after the term has
expired, “the debtor agrees to make even a single payment on an expired debt, the clock starts
over . . . a process the industry calls ‘re-ageing.’” The debt-collection industry has boomed “as
many Americans struggle to pay their bills or walk away from what they owe.”
(1 February 2012): “New Risks for Nuclear Plants”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203920204577195121591806242.html)
--------New historical information about earthquakes in the central and eastern U.S. suggest that
big earthquakes pose a greater threat than previously thought. As a result, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission will “require nuclear-plant operators to conduct new seismic studies for
all 96 reactors in eastern and central states to determine if the plants could withstand the shaking
predicted by the government’s new seismic model.” Retrofitting plants could be expensive and
could lead some plants to close. It is anticipated that nuclear-plant operators will have four years
to evaluate earthquake risks.
(1 February 2012): “The Hot Blonde in the Coffee Shop: A Lighter Roast”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203806504577183293840367980.html)
--------Starbucks, including some other high-end coffees chains are rolling out their latest
product—light-roasted coffee. Strong, light-roasted coffee “is the norm in Northern Europe,
including Germany and Scandinavia.” The introduction of light-roasted coffee at Starbucks
came it found in an online survey that 42% of its customers preferred a lighter roast. “Roasting
style doesn’t affect caffeine content appreciably.”
********A good example of market research that gives customers a chance to respond to what
they might like to buy rather than simply ask them what they think about the products they
bought.
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[The Invisible Forces] 42 (8 February 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(2 February 2012): “Entrepreneur Contests Take Practical Turn”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203920204577196813674180138.html)
--------“Less planning, more legwork. That’s the formula some business schools are using to
overhaul the competitions they conduct each year to test their students’ mettle as entrepreneurs.”
In the past, such competitions have revolved around the review of written business plans. Some
have criticized that approach as simply rewarding “a well-written plan.” The Center for
Entrepreneurship at Babson College is in the forefront of those seeking to emphasize “action
over ideas.”
********It strikes me that action and ideas are important, as I’m sure any entrepreneur would
argue. The Center for Entrepreneurship is, no doubt, correct in seeking to place a bit more
emphasis on action and a bit less on idea. Israel Kirzner’s definition of the entrepreneur (as
filtered through my mind) is to the effect that an entrepreneur is someone who is alert to
opportunities for gain and takes action with respect to them. Those opportunities for gain cannot
be realized, i.e., made real, unless action takes place. Having said that, I do wonder what
opportunity students have to make gains real in the time frame of traditional higher education, in
which semesters and quarters rule the day. Kirzner’s most famous book is Competition and
Entrepreneurship (1973).
(2 February 2012): “Wind-Power Firms on Edge”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203363504577186993654897460.html)
--------This month Congress will be deciding whether to extend subsidies for wind farms or not.
“Currently U.S. tax credits are available only for facilities that come online before the end of
2012.” As a result, the second-largest U.S. wind operator, Ibedrolla Renewables, has suspended
work on new U.S. projects that can’t be finished within the year. Although eight gigawatts of
wind power are expected to be installed in 2012, estimates for 2013, without the subsidies, are
much lower.
(3 February 2012): “Digital Doctoring”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204740904577193191077117530.html)
--------A review of The Creative Destruction of Medicine (2012), by Eric Topol. A prominent
cardiologist and geneticist, as well as the chief academic officer at Scripps Health, Topol
“envisions a technology-enhanced future where new tools are integrated into diagnosing and
treating patients, transforming the handling of common medical problems.” He believes that “no
single innovation will have a more profound effect than the conversion of biological data.”
Constant monitoring of patient data holds out the promise of transforming medical practice.
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(3 February 2012): “As EU Ramps Up Biofuels, Climate Debate Intensifies”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203806504577177723056373332.html)
--------The environmental organization Friends of the Earth Europe recently “urged the EU to
scrap its 2020 target [for biofuels], saying it would cost consumers as much as €126 billion
without helping the climate.” If the benefits of biofuels are illusory, changes in regulation could
result. “The debate has intensified since a panel of scientists from European Environmental
Agency . . . began to question whether biofuels are really carbon neutral.”
********Another article pointing to the need for rigorous programs in environmental
accounting. A Google-based search of the term ‘environmental accounting’ provides some
useful leads about the subject, if not the training for it.
(3 February 2012): “With Tax Break, Corporate Rate Is Lowest in 40 Years”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204662204577199492233215330.html)
--------“Total corporate federal taxes paid fell to 12.1% of profits earned from activities within
the U.S. in fiscal 2011 . . . That’s the lowest level since at least 1972. And well below the 25.6%
companies paid on average from f1987 to 2008.”
********Consequently, it is important to distinguish between effective tax rates, in the sense of
what corporations actually pay, and “code” tax rates, i.e., what the tax tables say. Although the
U.S. may have comparatively high “code” tax rates compared to its peers, matters may be
different where effective tax rates are concerned. It would be interesting to see comparative
data.
(4 February 2012): “Recovery Redraws Labor Landscape”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204662204577201350553285564.html)
--------“Since the recovery began two and a half years ago, the U.S. economy has notched nearly
2 million jobs.” Although manufacturing and business services are recent big gainers, they were
also big losers during the recession. The health-care industry, however, “continued to add jobs
even in the depths of the recession” and “now accounts for 12.7% of all U.S. employees, up from
11.3% when the recession began.”
********The graphs really tell the story in this article. Education and Health Services is the
employment star, while the Construction and Government sectors have continued to lag during
the expansion, with Government continuing to decline as balanced-budget provisions have led to
significant cuts at the local and state levels. Explanations of this focus on temporary tax breaks
(supported by Democrats and Republicans) “to spur corporate investment.” As a result,
“Companies paid just $181 billion in federal corporate taxes in fiscal 2011, about 8% of the $2.3
trillion collected by the federal government. That’s down from 15% of the total in 2007.”
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(4 February 2012): “City of Lost Children”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204652904577193193201701790.html)
--------Review of Behind the Beautiful Forevers, by Katherine Boo. Ms. Boo, a writer for The
New Yorker, who has won the Pulitzer Prize, provides “a searing investigation of the ways in
which the striving of slum dwellers [in Mumbai, India] is stymied by infighting, corruption and
economic fluctuations.” The focus of her attention is Annawadi, a slum adjacent to the Mumbai
airport and the people who live there. Annawadi is shown “as a place where people’s ambitions
are seriously out of step with their means.” Behind the Beautiful Flowers is a landmark book.
********This is surely a book that will be read and discussed. This week it was reviewed in
The New York Times, Bloomberg Business Week, and the WSJ.
(4 February 2012): “U.S. Skies Could See More Drones”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203889904577201170395161202.html)
--------A broad funding bill for the Federal Aviation Administration, which is expected to be
passed in mid-February, will establish for the first time “specific deadlines designed to speed up
the widespread use of unmanned planes, or drones, across the U.S.” Drone technology, mostly
used abroad in combat zones, has many potential applications, including: “environmental
monitoring, fire protection and surveillance of suspected criminals. Other potential roles include
industrial jobs such as checking power lines and tracking equipment.” The Air Line Pilots
Association has urged a deliberate approach to the incorporation of drones into the nation’s
skies.
********This should be a huge regulatory issue and raises multiple concerns about safety and
privacy.
(4 February 2012): “Weather derivatives: Come rain or shine”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21546019)
--------“Insurance companies have long offered cover against flooding, hurricanes and other
catastrophes. For less calamitous changes in the weather, derivatives are a better option.”
Weather derivatives form a niche market, one used most frequently by energy companies.
Broadening the market may be challenging, since in many instances “the direct correlation
between weather and revenues is not obvious.”
********The CME Group is “the exchange where most weather contracts are traded. You can
learn about it at: http://www.cmegroup.com/trading/weather/. You can see a related article at:
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203711104577201043392294110.html). The
drought in the Mexican state of Coahuila, which borders Texas, is so severe that “Even cacti in
the state have withered.”
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(4 February 2012): “It’s Too Easy Being Green”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203889904577198922867850002.html)
********An article by David Owen, the author of The Conundrum: How Scientific Innovation,
Increased Efficiency, and Good Intentions Can Make Our Energy and Climate Problems Worse
(2012). The gist of the article, and likely the book, seems to be this: “Even when we act with
what we believe to be the best of intentions, our efforts are often at cross-purposes with our
goals. Increasing the efficiency of lighting encourages us to illuminate more. Relieving traffic
congestion reduces the appeal of public transit and fuels the growth of urban sprawl.” And so
on. Then he gets to an important point (in relation to air travel but it is more general than that):
“The only unambiguously effective method of reducing the long-term carbon and energy cost of
air travel is to fly less—a behavioral change, not a technological one.”
(4 February 2012): “Taxing China: Pay and play” (http://www.economist.com/node/21546040)
--------Property taxes are common throughout the world but are something new to China. The
city of Chongqing “pioneered a tax on single-family homes and new luxury flats” a year ago.
Although “China’s government has talked about introducing a fully fledged tax on home
ownership since 2003” the biggest obstacle has been political: “The Communist Party does not
want an angry middle class.” For them, a property tax would be a tax on wealth.
(6 February 2012): “Weather Deal Backfires for BMW’s Mini”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204369404577204993621367100.html)
--------In the United States the National Weather Service has a system for naming tropical
storms. In the 1950 the Berlin Institute in Germany took matters further, institute bean a
program for “bestowing names, in alphabetical order, on all high- and low-pressure areas
affecting Central Europe.” Starting in 2002 “any sponsor can buy or put forward a name, as long
as the corresponding letter in the alphabet is free and the name is acknowledged by German
bureaucrats to be an ‘acceptable given first name.” As a result the name ‘Cooper’ was purchased
as part of a larger advertising campaign for BWM’s Mini Cooper. The recent cold snap
“Cooper” has “brought arctic temperatures, icy high winds and dozens of death” leading BMW
to reconsider “a marketing event around the name ‘Minnie’ later this year.
****************
[One Stray Thought] 2 (6 February 2012): This is the second of a series of thoughts about
things that I have noticed or read. [One Stray Thought] 1 was written on 16 May 2011.
At the moment my bedtime reading is Carrots, Sticks, and Sermons: Policy Instruments and
Their Evaluation (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Transactions Publishers, 1998), by MarieLouise Bemelmans-Videc, Ray C. Rist, and Evert Oskar Vedung. When I stumbled upon this
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book, I was actually looking for one that had ‘carrots and sticks’ in the title. That search was
related to an instrument I had about child rearing. But that is another story.
This book has been sitting on a shelf for a number of years but my principles of microeconomics
course this semester, in which I am using an entertaining and instructive book called The
Regulators, by Cindy Skrzycki, re-kindled my interest. Essentially, “carrots” are economic
incentives, like subsidies, that influence human behavior. I suppose reduced taxes would do so,
too. “Sticks,” however, are things like regulations (or laws) that effectively compel action (or
inaction). What the authors call “Sermons” is akin to taking to (or at) people in an effort to
change their behavior. “Sermons” might also be called “exhortations” or, in a firm that was
familiar at one time, “jawboning.”
So, carrots, sticks, and sermons are three broad groups of policy instruments. A point I found
useful. What really pulled things together, though, for me was the lining up these instruments on
a continuum of coercion, which seems to be derived from political science. “Sermons” are least
coercive, “Sticks” are most coercive, and “Carrots” fall in between. If we couple these three
policy instruments with the possibility of liberal-conservative continua for the economic and
social realms, the possibility for some very interesting discussions emerge.
What types of policy instruments are those who are socially liberal and economically
conservative likely to embrace? And what about those who are socially conservative and
economically conservative? Does the use of a policy instrument in one realm suggest that it will
be used in another? It is something to think about.
****************
(7 February 2012): “States Target Foreign Laws”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204662204577199372686077412.html)
--------“Twenty-one states are considering measures that would prohibit judges from applying the
laws or legal codes of other nations in a wide variety of cases. Three states—Tennessee,
Louisiana and Arizona—recently added versions of such laws to the books, while a fourth—
Oklahoma—worked a similar change into its constitution in 2010.” The movement seems to be
directed primarily toward Islamic Sharia law. “Judges occasionally cite in their opinions
nonbinding materials for context or to illustrate points.”
(7 February 2012): “Disney’s ABC, Univision Mull News-Channel Launch”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203315804577207501238640514.html)
--------Spanish-language giant Univision is in talks with Disney ABC News to “create a new 24hour cable-news channel that will broadcast in English, in an effort to keep pace with changing
demographics among U.S. Hispanics and reach a new audience of English speakers.” The
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proposed venture recognizes that “U.S.-born Hispanics, who often speak English more than
Spanish, are now fueling Hispanic population growth more than Spanish-speaking immigrants.”
As one commentator noted about this move, English-dominant Hispanics “want to see culturally
relevant news they can’t find anywhere else.”
(7 February 2012): “Japan’s Bid to Join Asian Trade Pact Faces a Leery U.S.”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203315804577206473485890372.html)
--------The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) “is a key element of President Barack Obama’s effort
to boost U.S. exports.” Originally signed in 2005, current members include “the U.S., Australia,
Brunei, Chile, Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore and Vietnam.” Japan’s Prime Minister
Yoshihiko Noda is eager for the country to join the pact, as a means to expand its exports when it
is facing increasing competition with South Korea, which has signed bilateral trade pacts with
the U.S. and the EU. This may be a hard sell in Japan, which has powerful agricultural interests.
(8 February 2012): “Little Room for New Workers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203315804577209251472854354.html)
--------Although the U.S. economy is growing stronger, employment continues to grow slowly.
One reason for this is that not many people are quitting their jobs. This is an element of “churn”
that creates new opportunities, especially for the unemployed. “One worker’s exit from a job
opens the way for someone else to jump on to the ladder.” Data released by the U.S. Labor
Department on Tuesday showed that “two million Americans quit their jobs in December,
compared with about three million a month, on average, before the recession.” Churn “Plays an
important role as a sort of economic lubricant, helping to move workers into jobs where they are
a good fit . . . improving economic efficiency.” Churn has multiple components: quitting, hiring,
and firing.
********This article requires a subscription but the video related to it does not. You can see it
at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203315804577209251472854354.html#articleT
abs%3Dvideo. You can find the Department of Labor news release referenced above at:
http://www.bls.gov/news.release/jolts.htm.
(8 February 2012): “Avoiding the Limelight”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204257504577154740992993720.html)
--------A review of Quiet: The Power of Introverts (2012), by Susan Cain. Ms. Cain claims that
the U.S. has been transformed from a “culture of character” to a “culture of personality.” In
doing so she explores some staples of extraversion and speaks with authorities like retired
Harvard psychologist Jerome Kagan. She develops a case for “treating introversion as an asset
rather than a liability . . . [and] does her best to summarize them.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 43 (15 February 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(9 February 2012): “Canada, Hampered in the U.S., Turns to the East”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203315804577210953889264864.html)
--------“Prime Minister Stephen Harper of Canada pledged closer trade ties with China” despite
China’s recent decision to block a UN Security Council resolution again the government of
Syria. Finding alternative markets for its natural resources “has become a top priority for
Canada” since it sees U.S. environmental regulations posing greater obstacles to “its oil-export
ambitions.” Investment in China by Canada increased by 38% in 2010 to almost $5 billion.
During that time period “Chinese investment in Canada rose 9% . . . to $14 billion.”
********You can read a related article, about an agreement reached between Canada and China
in relation to uranium, at: http://www.businessweek.com/news/2012-02-10/canada-s-harperreaches-agreement-with-china-on-uranium-sale.html.
(9 February 2012): “Regulations Create Jobs, Too”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/regulations-create-jobs-too-02092012.html)
--------“When the Obama Administration announced touch new pollution regulations for power
plants last year, the industry loudly protested. . . . Scott Segal, a lobbyist . . . which represents the
utility Southern Co. . . . argues the regulation will ‘undermine job creation in the United States.”
Those regulations, however, have created jobs elsewhere, for example, at Breen Energy
Solutions, which manufactures “equipment that absorbs acid gases to keep them from spilling
out of smokestacks.” The job-creating side of the story “rarely gets mentioned in Washington or
on the campaign trail.” Taking in the whole picture, “Government employment figures . . . show
that . . . regulations usually wind up creating about as many jobs as they kill.” Roger Noll,
director of the Program on Regulatory Policy at Stanford University notes about regulations:
“There is always someone who is helped and someone who is hurt . . . Which is why you have to
look at the net effect on the economy.”
(10 February 2012): “House Passes Bill Banning Insider Trading by Members of Congress”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/10/us/politics/house-passes-bill-banning-insider-trading-bymembers-of-congress.html)
--------The Stock (Stop Trading on Congressional Knowledge) Act is one step closer to approval.
On Thursday the House of Representatives voted 417-2 to approve the Act, following a 96-3
vote in the Senate on February 2nd. One difference between the two bills is their treatment of
the so-called “political-intelligence industry,” which is made up of firm’s that collect information
for “hedge funds, private equity funds and other investors.” One broad similarity is the need to
do something to allay voter concern that members of Congress are benefitting inappropriately
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from their knowledge. This comes at a time when its “public approval rating has sunk below 15
percent.”
(10 February 2012): “Federal Regulators Approve Two Nuclear Reactors in Georgia”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/10/business/energy-environment/2-new-reactors-approved-ingeorgia.html)
--------The Nuclear Regulatory Commission approved by a 4-1 vote a license “to build and
operate two reactors at a nuclear plant in Georgia.” It has been more than thirty years since the
last such license was approved. The reactors, to be built alongside two older reactors at the
Vogtle plant near Augusta, Georgia, are expected to begin operating in 2016 and 2017. A new
design is being used for the reactors: the Westinghouse AP1000, “which is intended to withstand
earthquakes and plane crashes and to be less vulnerable to a cutoff of electricity.” There are 14
reactors of similar design awaiting approval.
(10 February 2012): “10 States Are Given Waivers From Education Law”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/10/education/10-states-given-waivers-from-no-child-leftbehind-law.html)
--------“A decade after the No Child Left Behind law rewrote the nation’s education policies,
President Obama freed 10 states from some of its crucial provisions on Thursday.” Twenty-eight
additional states have indicated their interest in seeking waivers. States receiving waivers have
“agreed to adopt standards for college and career readiness; implement new accountability
systems with more flexibility in assessing student achievement; and development evaluation and
support systems based on measures to improve teacher effectiveness.”
********It will be interesting to see to what extent the new flexibility also includes provision
for comparability among states.
(11 February 2012): “Where’s the Beef? Less of It in Texas”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204662204577201121978832112.html)
--------“A severe drought in the southern Great Plains is fueling a massive cattle drive north that
is pushing beef prices higher and threatening to alter the country’s production of red meat.” By
most measures the drought is “the worse since the 1930s Dust Bowl.” One result of the northern
move has been the building of a new slaughterhouse in Aberdeen, South Dakota. Some say that
ranching is “deeply ingrained in Texas culture and will rebound, as it has after previous
droughts.”
********One interesting element of the article involves the ears on northern and southern cattle.
Northern “ranchers have become skilled at picking out” southern cattle. An Iowa cattle raiser
notes: “We don’t have these big old floppy ears up here.”
(11 February 2012): “Never Too Late to Learn”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203711104577200850417760734.html)
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--------A review of Guitar Zero, by Gary Marcus. “For 400 years, the brain was seen as a
machine with parts, each performing a single mental function in a single brain location. . . . But
in the past few decades mainstream neuroscience has reversed itself, demonstrating that the brain
is ‘neuroplastic’ from cradle to grave.” In contrast to those who hold that there are critical
periods for brain development, Marcus holds that “the evidence for critical periods is
surprisingly weak.” A key element in brain plasticity revolves around the fact that “The circuits
we use the most get stronger and ‘outcompete’ others. Immersion prevents us from reinforcing
these habits.” The reviewer—Norman Dodge—concludes that “Neuroplastic discoveries about
adult development are a good reason for the word ‘retirement’ to itself be retired. We may be
happiest if we work our brains as hard as ever—doing something we love.”
(11 February 2012): “Pipers Call Tune at U.S. Oil Revival”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204642604577214872396920812.html)
--------In Clearbrook, Minnesota oil can be purchased for $70 a barrel, in contrast to nearly $120
on the Brent (European) market and $100 on the Cushing, Oklahoma market. The oil at
Clearbrook is coming out of the Bakken basin of North Dakota and Montana, as well as from
Canada. With more oil flowing in to Clearbrook and pipelines flowing out of Clearbrook full,
the resulting build up of oil there has depressed prices. “In the meantime, producers are relying
on trains and trucks to move some of the excess crude toward refineries. . . . That is great for the
likes of Burlington Northern Santa Fe, the railroad owned by Warren Buffet’s Berkshire
Hathaway.”
********A fascinating and clear example of huge price differentials that can exist due to
transportation costs.
(12 February 2012): “Cod Limits Eased, but Industry Still Struggles”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/12/us/cod-fishermens-alarm-outlasts-reprieve-on-catchlimits.html)
--------Overfishing of cod has led to large cuts in the allowed harvest. After appeal from
fishermen, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has signaled “a limit that
would mean a 22 percent cut from what fishermen were allowed to catch in 2011.” However,
after this emergency rule expires in 2013, “fishermen are again looking at a severe cut in the cod
catch.” Data released last year, “indicated that the fish was so severely overfished that even if all
fishing on it ended immediately, it would not rebound by 2014 to levels required under federal
law.”
(13 February 2012): “Crisis in Japan Transforms Global Natural-Gas Market”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203824904577215030758114096.html)
--------Japan’s imports of natural gas have skyrocketed since the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant
was hit by an earthquake; at present only three of Japan’s 54 nuclear reactors are operating. This
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helped push “Japan into its first trade deficit in more than three decades.” This is leading to the
development of facilities for exporting liquefied natural gas in Louisiana, British Columbia,
Mozambique, and Australia. Natural gas that sells for $2.50 per million BTUs in the U.S. sell
for $16 in Japan, which is enough to clear a profit after development and transportation costs.
(13 February 2012): “Arizona Softens Tone on Illegal Immigrants”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204795304577219394220759080.html)
--------“Once the leader among states in cracking down on illegal immigration, Arizona is
showing signs of tempering its approach.” The “Arizona Accord,” signed by a variety of
business, civic, and religious leaders, calls for a new strategy and notes “the economic
contribution of immigrants, espouses federal rather than state solutions, opposes policies that
result in the separation of families and embraces a culture of inclusion.” Some Arizona
lawmakers, however, are pushing for even stronger measures against illegal immigration.
********You can read The Arizona Accord at: http://www.azaccord.com/.
(14 February 2012): “Chinese Shoppers Lose Taste for Fakes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204642604577212810205146048.html)
--------“Even as foreign companies and the White House pressure China to crack down of fake
products, consumers . . . are showing the nation’s growing taste for the real thing.” Between
2008 and 2010, according to a McKinsey & Co. survey, the percentage of consumers “willing to
buy fake clothing and leather goods” fell from 31% to 15%. “Apparel companies say that the
shift in consumer attitude is a reason they have boosted investment in China.”
********These phenomenon seems to be more like a change in income than a change in tastes.
Whatever the reason, this change should make China a more desirable destination for branded
products of all description.
(14 February 2012): “McDonald’s Asks Farmers for a Kinder McRib”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204062704577221624090652612.html)
--------“McDonald’s Corp. is pushing its pork suppliers to stop confining sows in small pens
known as gestation stalls, moving to address concerns raised by animal-welfare advocates—and
catch up with some competitors.” This is one of a number of concerns that People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals have raised with McDonald’s. A few years ago PETA recognized Burger
King for the improvements it made to improving animal welfare.
(14 February 2012): “Letter Writers Break Iranian Taboo”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204642604577214420133674482.html)
--------“A letter-writing campaign to Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has
shattered a taboo against criticizing the country’s top religious and political authority.” The
letters have led to some authors being jailed. Attitudes among Iran’s elite “started to shift in the
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summer as change swept the Mideast, while Iran sank deeper into repression and economic pain
from sanctions.”
(15 February 2012): “Killer Drones Are Science Fiction”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204883304577221590015475180.html)
--------From the Opinion page. The former chief scientist of the U.S. Air Force notes that the
actual launching of drones “onto a target is one step in a sequential process that the military refer
to as the ‘find-fix-track-target-engage-assess’ chain. Each step in this chain is essential to
enabling the following one, and each step takes time to complete.” He concludes that we should
“expect to see humans ‘in the loop’ for a long, long time to come.”
(15 February 2012): “Inside the Amway Sales Machine”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204062704577223302734609434.html)
--------Over three decades, Mandarin Chinese-speaking Holly Chen and her husband “have
become the single largest Amway Corp. distributor in the world, motivating a commission-based
army of some 300,000 salespeople.” This year Amway’s sales are expected to exceed $10
billion, 90% of which come from outside the U.S. With an annual income estimated at $8
million, former school teacher Chen notes: “You have to know the inside of people, rather than
the outside of people . . . You’ve got to know their hearts.”
********Amway and its methods have long been controversial. An early book in this vein is
Stephen Butterfield, Amway: The Cult of Free Enterprise (Boston: South End Press, 1985).
(15 February 2012): “More Doctors ‘Fire’ Vaccine Refusers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203315804577209230884246636.html)
--------“Pediatricians fed up with parent who refuse to vaccinate their children . . . increasingly
are ‘firing’ such families from their practices, raising questions about a doctor’s responsibility to
these patients.” The rise in firings seem to reflect that patient views on vaccines are not
grounded in science and are increasingly willing to challenge the judgment of doctors. Financial
pressures on doctors to see more patients, as well as concern about the health of other patients
have played a role. “Pediatricians disagree about what their duty is to these families.”
********The article has an accompanying five-minute video that is quite information.
(15 February 2012): “Mexico Oil Watchdog Sounds Alarm”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204136404577209494033278030.html)
--------Mexican oil giant Pemex plans to drill two “ultra-deep-water wells near U.S. waters this
year” but a regulatory spokesman says that “neither the company nor his commission is prepared
to handle a serious accident or oil spill there.” Regulatory Chief Juan Carlos Zepeda notes that
Pemex has “relatively little experience with deep-water drilling, much less with ultra-deep
wells.” The agency he heads has a staff of 60 and a budget of $7.3 million and is not up to the
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challenge these wells present. “The rush to deep water reflects the Mexican government’s
pressing need for oil revenue, from which it derives about one-third of its budget.”
********You can find a related (and lengthy) article on the importance of Russian natural gas to
the budget of Russia at: http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/gazproms-empire-at-the-endof-the-earth-02092012.html.
(15 February 2012): “Pharmacies Swept Into Drug Wars”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204062704577223573533933402.html)
--------“The Drug Enforcement Administration moved earlier this month to suspend four
pharmacies in Sanford, Fla., from selling controlled substances. The DEA said the four,
including two CVS locations, were dispensing ‘staggering’ amounts of oxycodone. . . . the DEA
also moved to punish the supplier of the pharmacies—Cardinal Health Inc.—by seeking to block
the distribution of controlled substances from Cardinal’s facility in Lakeland, Fla.” In 2011
Cardinal “shipped enough oxycodone to Sanford to give 59 of the pills to every man, woman,
and child there.” Distributors are viewed as the “chokepoint” for controlling the flow of
prescription drugs, according to DEA Administrator Michele Leonhart.
********The article clearly shows how the slightest bit of information can reveal some startling
anomalies in drug prescribing. In 2010 Florida had “98 of the top 100 dispensing practitioners of
oxycodone.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 44 (22 February 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(16 February 2012): “How Companies Learn Your Secrets”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-habits.html)
--------In 2002 Andrew Pole, a new employee at Target with Master’s degrees in economics and
statistics, was asked by two colleagues: “If we wanted to figure out if a customer is pregnant,
even if she didn’t want us to know, can you do that?” Ultimately, Pole found a way, developing
a “pregnancy-prediction” score for Target’s Guest ID numbers. Being able to predict a
pregnancy is important to retailers become the birth of a child is one of the “brief periods in a
person’s life when old routines fall apart and buying habits are suddenly in flux.”
********This is a fascinating (and disturbing) article filled with interesting ideas, not the least
of which is the cue-routine-reward pattern of habit formation. All of this is part of what is called
“predictive analytics.” You can learn more about the conference Predictive Analytics World at:
http://www.predictiveanalyticsworld.com/.
(16 February 2012): “Tissue Rolls to Mill’s Rescue”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204062704577222942113965390.html)
--------With the onset of the digital age, and a reduction in the demand for writing paper, many
paper mills in northern New Hampshire closed. Now the Gorham, NH, mill has reopened with a
new product: toilet paper. The manager of the Gorham Paper & Tissue notes: “I know of
nothing that can replace it. You can do digital on books and financials and all this, but it’s hard
to do digital on tissue paper, hand towels and so forth.” In addition to the existence of few
substitutes, tissue paper is expensive to ship due to its bulk. “But so many tissue plants are
cropping up that a possible over-supply is looming.”
(16 February 2012): “AT&T Hunts Spectrum”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204880404577225611179231968.html)
--------The proposed merger between AT&T and T-Mobile was partially motivated by AT&T’s
desire to gain access to T-Mobile’s wireless spectrum at a time when spectrum-hungry devices
like the iPhone are becoming ever-more numerous. The rejection of the merger has led AT&T to
look elsewhere for spectrum, including possible relationships with Dish Network, Leap, and
MetroPCS. Additional federal spectrum auctions is another possibility. At present there are no
deals “on the table.”
(16 February 2012): “Consumer agency wants oversight of debt collectors, credit bureaus”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/consumer-agency-wants-oversight-of-debtcollectors-credit-bureaus/2012/02/15/gIQAieioHR_story.html)
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--------The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) is seeking to bring debt collectors and
credit bureaus under its supervision for the first time. Its proposed rule would oversee the three
largest bureaus—Experian, Equifax and TransUnion—as well as the so-called “fourth bureau”
firms “that target the 30 million consumers outside the mainstream financial system. Often they
are students, immigrants or low-income consumers who do not qualify for traditional loans or
choose not to use them. Instead, they rely on a makeshift system of payday lenders, check
cashers and prepaid cards.”
(16 February 2012): “Calming the Flap Over Crowded Henhouses”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/calming-the-flap-over-crowded-henhouses02162012.html)
--------Chad Gregory, senior vice-president of United Egg Producers, met privately with Wayne
Pacelle, CEO of the Humane Society of the United States, to search for a solution to a common
problem in March 2011: the space allowed for laying hens. As a result, the average space
allowed to hens was increased and the nature of the cages was changed. The president of lobby
for the egg producers noted: “If we have a federal law, we can make changes and have certainty.
It’s our best option.” The alternative was the likelihood on many different states with many
different regulatory regimes, an alternative that was costly for the Humane Society and onerous
for the egg producers.
(17 February 2012): “Implanted Microchip Shows Promise in Delivering Drugs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204059804577227353290678274.html)
--------The integration of drugs and devices has recently advanced as a result of a work done by
closely held MicroChips Inc. In a 20-day study, women received daily doses of an osteoporosis
drug from a device implanted in the abdomen, thereby eliminating the need for daily injections.
The development of devices with up to 365 reservoirs is underway. Such a device “isn’t likely to
reach the U.S. market until late in the decade.”
********In recent weeks an article on “Big Data” appeared in which one’s health status might
be continuously monitored. Devices such as these suggest that continuous monitoring could lead
to continuous drug delivery.
(17 February 2012): “More Marriages Cross Race, Ethnicity Lines”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204880404577226981780914906.html)
--------“Marriage across racial and ethnic lines has reached a new high in the U.S. amid fading
social taboos in an ever more diverse society. About 15% of new marriages in the U.S. in 2010
were between individuals of a different race or ethnicity, more than double the share in 1980.”
Intermarriage has increased as a result of shifts in “behavior, attitudes and demographics—
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including immigration.” As late as 1967, whites were banned from marrying non-whites in 16
states. It was then that “the Supreme Court declared antimiscegenation laws unconstitutional.”
(17 February 2012): “Share of Workers in Scientific Fields Shrink”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204059804577227462520514538.html)
--------“The share of American workers in the science and engineering professions fell slightly in
the past decade . . . Before 2000, the share of these knowledge workers had increased in every
10-year Census since 1950.” Although the percentage of such workers has fallen in the last
decade, absolute numbers have continued to increase. Within the U.S. science and engineering
labor force, the percentage that is foreign-born reached a high of 20.7% in 2010.
********The percentage of scientific workers that is foreign born points to the concern that
many larger corporations have expressed about the need to make it easier for foreign scientists to
obtain visas to work in the U.S.
(17 February 2012): “Gazprom Sits Out Shale Race”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204880404577227491587620770.html)
--------Russia’s state-controlled Gazprom, the world’s largest producer of natural gas, has shown
little interest in developing its shale-gas assets. Deputy Chief Executive Alexander Medvedev
said recently: “In Russia, we put [shale] on a long shelf and maybe in 50 to 70 years we will look
at it again.” He further notes that traditional reserves “are tenfold more efficient than shale
resources” to develop. Gazprom has been eager to expand its sales to China, but China has
shale-gas reserves that are as large as the U.S. and Canada combined. At present, however,
China lacks the ability to develop those resources successfully, a lack it is working to meet
through investments in Canadian and U.S. firms.
(18 February 2012): “Got Milk Contracts? Indeed!”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204059804577229161832850718.html)
--------The U.S. dairy industry grosses about $100 billion per year. Still, milk futures has long
been a “backwater of the commodities market.” Recently this has changed: “The number of
outstanding contracts on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange averaged 110,196 in January, up 32%
from a year ago, even as the aggregate number of trading positions among other raw materials
fell.” Driving this market are farmers and food companies “looking to protect themselves after a
recent drop in prices.” Their increasing numbers has increased market liquidity. U.S. milk
exports have soared to $4.8 billion in 2011 as “expanding middle classes in developing nations,
particularly China . . . are seeking better diets higher in protein.”
********The article focuses on Class III milk “which doesn’t have to meet the same standards
as milk that is for drinking.” As it turns out, there are many classes of milk and the rules for the
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pricing different classes of milk are interestingly complex. You can learn a little more at:
http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/agoutlook/mar1998/ao249e.pdf; you can learn a lot more
at: http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/aib761/aib761.pdf.
(18 February 2012): “Drones Set Sights on U.S. Skies”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/18/technology/drones-with-an-eye-on-the-public-cleared-tofly.html)
--------“A new federal law, signed by the president on Tuesday, compels the Federal Aviation
Administration to allow drones to be used for all sorts of commercial endeavors. . . . Under the
new law, within 90 days, the F.A.A. must allow police and first responders to fly drones under
4.4 pounds, as long as they keep them under an altitude of 400 feet and meet other requirements.
The agency must also allow for ‘the safe integration’ of all kinds of drones into American
airspace, including those for commercial uses, by Sept. 30, 2015. And it must come up with a
plan for certifying operators and handling airspace safety issues, among other rules.”
********The passage of this law provides an opportunity to examine the process of regulatory
rule making for a product category that will certainly expand greatly. Questions about privacy,
property rights, and reasonable means for protecting one’s privacy emerge quickly.
********You can find the text of the “FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012” at:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/BILLS-112hr658enr/pdf/BILLS-112hr658enr.pdf. The keyword
to use in searching the document is: unmanned.
(18 February 2012): “Company Unveils DNA Sequencing Device Meant to Be Portable,
Disposable and Cheap” (http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/18/health/oxford-nanopore-unveilstiny-dna-sequencing-device.html)
--------Oxford Nanopore Technologies “said on Friday that by the end of the year it would begin
selling a disposable gene sequencing device that is the size of a USB memory stick and plugs
into a laptop computer to deliver its results.” The device is expected to cost less than $900.” If
the device is sufficiently accurate, Oxford could be “significant competitor” to the current
leaders in the DNA sequencing business: Illumina and Life Technologies. DNA sequencing is
becoming increasingly important in patient care.
********For a related article that provides perspective on the desirability of obtaining genesequencing information, you might want to see:
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/genome-sequencings-affordable-and-frightful-future02162012.html.
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(18 February 2012): “Over-regulated America” (http://www.economist.com/printedition/201202-18)
********This week The Economist has a variety of articles on regulation to the effect that the
U.S. has too much regulation. I am sure that this is something about which intelligent and wellinformed readers will differ. The link above will take you to the Table of Contents or you can go
to the links that follow: “Over-regulated America” (http://www.economist.com/node/21547789),
which is a plea for regulatory simplicity; “Of Sunstein and Sunsets”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21547799), which provides a glimpse at the task given
University of Chicago lawyer Cass Sunstein to simplify federal regulation; “Tangled up in green
tape” (http://www.economist.com/node/21547804), which focuses on environmental regulation
by the EPA; “Too big not to fail” (http://www.economist.com/node/21547784), which takes a
look at the complexity of the Dodd-Frank Act; and “The rule of more”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21547772), which examines the approach to cost-benefit
analysis taken by the Obama administration.
********It is hard to choose among these articles but learning more about Cass Sunstein and his
work, including the idea of “paternalistic libertarianism” and the book Nudge, which he coauthored with behavioral economist Richard Thaler, just might have the first claim to your
attention.
(19 February 2012): “60 Lives, 30 Kidneys, All Linked”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/health/lives-forever-linked-through-kidney-transplantchain-124.html)
--------“It is considered a quick of evolution that humans have two kidneys when they need only
one.” But this quirk has enabled long kidney transplant chains enabled by altruism,
commitment, and technology. Garet Hil, whose daughter needed a transplant and was business
savvy, identified a need for what has become the National Kidney Registry to help match kidney
donors across the U. S. Recently Chain 124 concluded, involving sixty lives and thirty kidneys.
********This touching article brings to light the challenges (and personal rewards) involved in
donor matching. One of the things that allowed the services of the Registry to be more widely
used was an amendment to the National Organ Transplant Act “to clarify that paired exchanges
do not violate federal laws against selling organs.”
(21 February 2012): “Fed Writes Sweeping Rules From Behind Closed Doors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204059804577225122892450312.html)
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--------With the passage of the Dodd-Frank Act in July 2010, the Federal Reserve has “taken on a
much larger regulatory role than at any time in history.” Since its passage votes on 47 financial
regulations have been taken and “scores more are coming.” But the “Fed is making these
sweeping changes—the most dramatic since the Great Depression—almost completely without
public meetings.” This is at variance with standard regulatory processes throughout the federal
government.
(22 February 2012): “How Waiters Read Your Table”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204909104577237152011781364.html)
--------Given that the “number of people going to restaurants is expected to grow by less than 1%
through 2019,” the importance of getting service right is growing. As a result, “restaurants are
working to make service more individualized as the standard script ('I'm so-and-so and I will be
your server tonight") is sounding dated.” In relation to this “reading the table” helps “the best
waiters know what type of service you prefer before you tell them.”
********An interesting article, providing a glimpse of some of the things that successful wait
staff pick up on the job. Now this intuitive knowledge is being made more explicit in waiter
training.
(22 February 2012): “Dunkin’, Starbucks to Duke It Out in India”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203358704577236491329247950.html)
--------Dunkin’ Donuts, which sells more cups of American-style coffee that any other chain in
the U.S., is getting ready to go head-to-head with Starbucks in India. Although generally a tea
culture, the Indian middle class is increasing its appetite for Western foods, including coffee.
The annual coffee consumption per capita is 100 grams in India, compared with 4.5 kilograms in
the U.S. Typically, international chains adjust “their menus to match local tastes.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 45 (29 February 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(22 February 2012): “Panera, others are planning more pay-what-you-can cafes”
(http://www.usatoday.com/money/industries/food/story/2012-02-22/panera-caresupdate/53207382/1#.T0p6qW4q5IY.email)
--------Panera Cares Cafes offer customers the opportunity to pay a suggested price, more, or less
to obtain a meal. Presently there are three: Dearborn, Michigan, Clayton, Missouri, and
Portland, Oregon. Panera CEO Ron Shaich notes: "To put it simply, these are nonprofit
community cafs of shared responsibility . . . They will only survive and self-sustain if people in
those communities do their part." So far they have. One customer, a full-time student, notes:
“Sometimes I can pay full price, and sometimes I can't. It's nice to know you can come
somewhere like this and they don't judge you. I'm very grateful for this place."
********My thanks to Shirley Browning for drawing my attention to this article.
(23 February 2012): “New Push for Reform in China”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204778604577238901231511224.html)
--------On Monday, February 27th, a report by the World Bank is to be released titled “China
2030,” which “addresses some of China’s most politically sensitive economic issues. . . . It is
designed to influence the next generation of Chinese leaders who take office starting this year.”
Those who have seen the report say that it “recommends that state-owned firms be overseen by
asset-management firms . . . It also urges China to overhaul local government finances and
promote competition and entrepreneurship.” The report comes at a time when it widely believed
by some economist China-watchers that “some reduction in China’s growth is inevitable.
Economists who have studied China’s growth closely expect that its annual growth rate will
begin a “downshift” of “at least two percentage points starting around 2015.
(23 February 2012): “New Tool Kit in Trademark Fights”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203358704577237473534179392.html)
--------Start ups and small companies have a new tool to use against larger businesses threatening
to sue them for trademark violations: shame. A “growing number of business owners have
begun fighting back using a tactic describe as ‘shaming,’ or exposing what they view as baseless
trademark infringement threats on the Web or through social-networking websites such as
Facebook and Twitter. According to Wendy Seltzer, a Yale Law School fellow and the founder
of Chillingeffects.org, “Trademarks are meant to protect your image, so it doesn’t really help to
look like you’re coming down hard on the little guy.”
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(23 February 2012): “Intrade, Where Politics Meets the Market”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/intrade-where-politics-meets-the-market02232012.html)
--------Intrade is a well-known prediction market. “Launched in 2001 for betting on sports and
the Dow Jones industrial average, Intrade opened its political markets in 2004. The site has
become a go-to source for the news media since the 2008 Presidential race, when it predicted
Barack Obama would win 364 electoral college votes. Obama ended up with 365.” There are
roughly 10,000 traders, who are “mostly male and many of them poker players.”
********You can find the Intrade site at: http://www.intrade.com/v4/home/. At 9:59 am on
Sunday, February 26th, shares on the prediction that “The Artist” would win the Academy
Award for Best Picture were trading. The prediction that it would win was 91.8%, with a highest
bid of $9.10 and lowest offer of $9.19. A successful bet on “The Artist” would pay $10. A
victory for Mitt Romney in Michigan had a prediction of 79.7%.
(23 February 2012): “The Fishing Industry’s Cruelest Catch”
(http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/the-fishing-industrys-cruelest-catch-02232012.html)
--------In a recently concluded six-month investigation, “Bloomberg Businessweek found cases of
debt bondage on the Melilla 203 and at least nine other ships that have operated in New
Zealand’s waters.” Fish caught by the Melilla 203 and other suspect vessels have sold their
catch to “United Fisheries, New Zealand’s eight-largest seafood company, which has sold the
same kinds of fish in the same period to distributors operating in the U.S.” Customers of the
United Fisheries include Costco Wholesale America and the restaurant chain P.F Chang’s.
Labor contracts similar to those signed by crew members of the Melilla 203 are written in
English, which is seldom understood by those who sign them and are representative of those of
crew members aboard ships that supply New Zealand’s second-largest seafood enterprise:
Sanford. Sanford supplies, among others, the supermarket chain Whole Foods Market, and
High-Liner Foods, which sells to Wal-Mart Stores.
********As the article notes about the coerced labor related in the article: “Such coerced labor
is modern-day slavery as the United Nations defines the crime.”
(24 February 2012): “White House Proposes Privacy Legislation”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203918304577241502216430274.html)
--------The White House recently “ called for legislation to create a ‘privacy bill of rights’ that
would give people greater control over their data—marking a turning point in online privacy
efforts but likely setting off a long battle over how exactly the new policies will take shape.”
The Commerce Department proposal culminated two years of study. Although consumer and
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industry groups express support for internet privacy, there “will be jockeying to make sure their
interests are reflected in any rules or legislation.”
(25 February 2012): “Why Doctors Die Differently”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203918304577243321242833962.html)
********An interesting article about the end-of-life decisions of some physicians. What caught
my attention was that people who presumably have more option and more information in relation
to their end-of-life health quality would choose to intervene less. Although I am certain that
every case is different, it is something that I will think about more. There are surely important
ethical and economic considerations to be reflected upon at a time when federal deficits are huge
and health-care costs continue to grow quickly.
(25 February 2012): “Detroit is Feeling Less Pain at the Pump”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204778604577243471504542512.html)
--------The increase in the price of gas has led some to worry that the U.S. car makers may be in
for another hard stretch. This does not take into consideration, however, the fact that the mix of
autos has changed significantly since the last price run up (in 2008 before recession hit. “In
2006, about half of GMs unit sales were light trucks and SUVs, with cars and crossovers . . .
making up the remainder. Now it is selling far more crossovers, and car and crossover sales
account for about 63% of the total.” Although Ford categorizes vehicles differently, “the share
of sales coming from small cars and small SUVs roles to 25% from 15% over the same period.”
Furthermore, “U.S. autos of all stripes are more fuel-efficient than before.” Slower auto sales—
12.7 million cars and light trucks were sold in the U.S. in 2011, as compared to 16.5 million in
2006—have led to an increase in the average age of light vehicles, up to 10.8 years in 2011, up
from 9.7 years in 2006. Although of this points to cars being “less of a discretionary item than in
the past: Purchases are being driven a bit more by need and a bit less by desire.”
(26 February 2012): “Moral Hazard: A Tempest-Tossed Idea”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/26/business/moral-hazard-as-the-flip-side-of-selfreliance.html)
********Some nice background for current debates and their use of the concept of ‘moral
hazard’, especially as they relate to mortgage defaults, but health insurance is also mentioned. A
couple of references to further reading are made, one an article by Malcolm Gladwell in The New
Yorker, as well as a lengthy law article on the idea in history.
(27 February 2012): “iPhone’s Crutch of Subsidies”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204653604577247471036145902.html)
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--------In 2011, despite Apple’s “high-profile launch of the new iPhone 4S, only 5% of the
smartphones sold in Greece and 9% of those sold in Portugal were iPhones . . . Most of the rest
were phones running Google's Android operating system.” The reason for this relatively weak
performance (in comparison to the U.S. and the United Kingdom) stems from “its heavy
reliance on subsidies from wireless carriers to make its iPhones affordable to a wider range of
consumers.” Wireless-provided subsidies in the U.S. ensure that “consumers generally pay
$200 or $300 for smartphones regardless of the brand, price isn't as much of a factor.”
Carriers don’t subsidize smartphones in Greece and Portugal, with the result that consumers
purchase less expensive phones.
(27 February 2012): “Taxes Put Chill on Electronics”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204778604577239361549940608.html)
--------In an effort to support the economic development of remote Tierra del Fuego, the
government of Argentina, led by president Cristina Kirchner, has levied el impuestazo (the Big
Tax) on imported electronics. At the same time, it has “lowered the already rock-bottom taxes
paid by electronics companies that assemble products in Tierra del Fuego.” As a result, jobs are
plentiful, there, but the prices consumers pay for the electronics is relatively high and some of
the “world’s hottest gadgets” are hard to come by. This arrangement has led to “logistical
hurdles that would make corporate-efficiency experts tear their hair out. Components are
shipped from Asia to Buenos Aires and then usually trucked . . . the 1,900 miles to Tierra del
Fuego. Trucks then carry the finished good back north . . . to Buenos Aires.”
********If your South American geography is as uncertain as mine, you might want to take a
look at Google Maps at: http://maps.google.com/maps. Enter Argentina in the search box and
you will see Tierra del Fuego at the bottom of the screen, although you might need to “zoom
out” a bit.
(28 February 2012): “Shanghai Halts Johnson Controls Lead Processing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204653604577248640436283030.html)
--------During routine back-to-school testing 49 children in Shanghai were found to have
excessive lead exposure. As a result, Chinese authorities indicated that Milwaukee, Wis.-based
battery producer Johnson Controls will “not be permitted to process lead in the future.” The
company’s Shanghai plant has an annual capacity of 2.6 million batteries; it has a facility in
Jiangsu Province with a capacity of 8 million units. This action is reflective of growing
environmental concern in China, as well as increased sensitivity to civil unrest among
government officials. As a result of this, it seems likely that some re-purposing of the plant will
take place.
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(28 February 2012): “TransCanada Renewing Request to Build Keystone Pipeline”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/28/science/earth/keystone-pipeline-permit-request-to-berenewed.html)
--------“TransCanada said Monday that it would reapply for a permit to build the Keystone XL
pipeline from Canadian oil sands formations in Albert to refineries on the Gulf of Mexico.” In
addition, it has said that it will seek “immediate permission to move ahead with the southernmost
portion of the project, from Cushing, Okla., to the gulf.” Since the southernmost project does not
cross the Canada-U.S. border, it does not require Washington approval (according to the Wall
Street Journal).
(29 February 2012): “New Players in Myanmar’s Markets”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203750404577170251900112014.html)
--------The government of Myanmar “has loosened rules on what companies can import and
export” following decades in which businesses had to “submit the lists of what they wanted to
trade.” All this comes on the heels of “Myanmar’s first election in 20 years.” Its new militarybacked government “has eased restrictions of the Internet, legalized the main opposition party,
and freed hundreds of political prisoners.” As an indicator of change, the U.S. intends to “restore
full diplomatic relations . . . and has indicated it may consider easing sanctions if a planned
parliamentary by-election in April is seen to be free.” The sanctions have been especially hard
on Myanmar’s garment industry.
(29 February 2012): “McDonald’s to Tout Quality in China”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203833004577250832595756206.html)
--------McDonald’s is about to launch an ad campaign in China stressing its food safety and
quality, as it seeks to increase market share relative to Yum Brands, which has large networks of
KFC and Pizza Huts in the country. “Yum holds a 5.2% share of China’s food-service market,
compared with McDonald’s 2%.” Chinese consumers tend to feel that “Western food chains use
safe ingredients” and are wary of food quality “after repeated spates of sometimes deadly foodadditive scandals and upheavals in which some restaurants were found to cook with oil collected
from gutters.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 46 (7 March 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(1 March 2012): “Dignity and the Wealth of Nations”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/02/world/europe/02iht-letter02.html)
--------Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson have just published Why Nations Fail. Their
ambitious book “hopscotches through history and around the world to answer the very big
question of why some countries get rich and others don’t. Their one-word answer . . . ‘politics.’”
The authors “divide the world into countries governed by ‘inclusive’ institutions and those ruled
by ‘extractive’ ones. Inclusive societies, with England and its Glorious Revolution of 1688 in the
vanguard, deliver sustainable growth and technological innovation. Extractive ones can have
spurts of prosperity, but because they are ruled by a narrow elite guided by its own self-interest,
their economic vigor eventually fades.” Russia is regarded as an extractive society.
(1 March 2012): “North Korea Pledges New Nuke Freeze”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204571404577253110168235728.html)
--------North Korea has agreed to “freeze the development of its nuclear-weapons arsenal and
long-range missile program and to allow international inspectors to return . . . Washington, in
turn, agreed to distribute 240,000 metric tons of food aid and publicly declared . . . that the U.S.
isn’t seeking to overthrow the government of North Korea’s new leader, Kim Jong Eun.” The
agreement was met by relief by some and skepticism by others. Some analysts believe that
North Korea “may be attempting to create a wedge between Washington and Seoul in order to
create more political pressure on the South Korean government to resume its financial
assistance.” The U.N. estimates that “as much as 80% of North Korea children are
malnourished.”
(1 March 2012): “Pakistan to ease India Trade Limits”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204571404577253170403862702.html)
--------The Pakistan government “plans to phase out major restrictions on Indian imports by Jan.
1, 2013.” It scrapped a “system of allowing imports of fewer than 2,000 items from India”
moving to a “negative list” banning “around 600 items from India but allows trade in all other
goods.” Over time the “negative list” will be trimmed depending upon India’s elimination of
nontariff barriers to trade, such as complicated label requirements.
********I found the concept of a “negative list” to be clear and interesting. It makes a lot of
sense to me to take such an approach. However, as has been seen for drugs, “negative lists” are
not likely to be completely effective. Perhaps there needs to be a more realistic standard.
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(1 March 2012): “Land Spreading Out, but Not so Far and Wide”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/01/education/learning-urban-farming-to-foster-personalgrowth.html)
--------University extension programs that once focused on large-scale farming are finding
expanded interest in their courses due to the growth of the local-foods movement, especially in
urban areas. “Students in urban agriculture classes can range from seasoned gardeners looking
to expand, to people seeking a wholesale career change to farming.” The lessons taught are
different, the tools are different and so is the attitude of the small-scale farmers. As one Floridabased agricultural extension agent noted: “in small ag, everyone’s very generous with their
information and their time.” Larger farmer tend “to think of their neighbor as their competitor.”
(1 March 2012): “Tensions Raise Specter of Gas at $5 a Gallon”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/01/business/energy-environment/tensions-raise-specter-ofgas-at-5-a-gallon.html)
--------Although tensions in the Middle East, especially as they relate to Iran, could push gas
prices to $5 a gallon, “there have been signs in recent days that Iran is feeling the pain of
sanctions on its critical oil exports, perhaps increasing its willingness to negotiate with the
West.” Secretary of State Hillary Clinton “told a Congressional committee that the
administration was working hard to persuade India, China and Turkey, which represent more
than a third of Iran’s oil export market, to reduce their purchases.” According to AAA, “gas
prices are already at record highs for the winter months — averaging $4.32 in California and
$3.73 a gallon nationally.”
(1 March 2012): “Savings at the Jet Junkyard” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-0301/savings-at-the-jet-junkyard)
--------“The secondhand market for aircraft parts is booming, as airlines snap up spare engines
and other components from cannibalized planes, which are cheaper than new parts from original
equipment makers.” England’s Mark Gregory, who operates at a “decommissioned military
airfield . . . southern England” employs a team of 40 aircraft mechanics who “part out” 35 to 45
planes each year. In relation to the shortening of the lifespan of aircraft, an aviation consultant
notes: “The primary driver for gutting aircraft used to be mechanical obsolescence . . . More
recently, it’s become early economic obsolescence.” According to data provided by Ascend
Worldwide, $2.5 billion worth of spare parts entered the market from 2009 to 2011.
(1 March 2012): “A Machine That Sniffs Out Cancer”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-03-01/a-machine-that-sniffs-out-cancer)
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--------With the recognition that dogs can smell cancer on a human’s breath a few years ago,
there is has a rush to develop medical technology that can do the same thing. One approach has
led the firm Metabolomx to design a machine that does just that. Patients using the machine are
“instructed to breathe in and out for about four minutes. The machine analyzes the breath and its
volatile organic compounds . . . that, among other things, determine how something smells.” A
study by a physician at the Cleveland Clinic showed that the machined was able to distinguish
between “different forms of lung cancer with about 85 percent accuracy.” Metabolomx is
focusing on lung cancer detection at this time because it’s complicated to diagnose.
(2 March 2012): “E-Cigarettes Draw Fire From Legislatures”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203833004577249223276225382.html)
--------“A growing number of states are taking aim at electronic cigarettes in the absence of
federal regulations, intensifying a public-health debate over the fast-growing alternative to
traditional cigarettes.” The battery-powered tubes turn “nicotine-laced liquid into a vapor mist
that is inhaled.” First arriving from China five years ago, annual U.S. sales have grown to $250500 million. According to a survey by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2.7% of
U.S. adults have tried e-cigarettes in 2010, up from 0.6% one year earlier. Representative Bill
Frank, of Vermont, see e-cigarettes as a gateway: “If you’re going to get kids hooked on
nicotine, they’re going to be smoking.”
********A good example of how technological change continually poses new regulatory
challenges, and along with it whether or not to regulate on a state-by-state basis or federally.
When we run these ideas up against the dynamism of capitalism, in the sense of Schumpeterian
“creative destruction,” a clear sense of the reciprocity of the invisible hand (markets) and the
invisible foot (politics and law) becomes evident. Likewise, that dynamism provides challenges
to the invisible handshake (culture), especially new practices run up against tradition.
(2 March 2012): “Chevron Weighs Move Into Russia”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203753704577254942418965810.html)
--------Chevron indicated its interest in helping to develop the Arctic oil resources of Russia in a
recent meeting with a senior official; Prime Minister Vladimir Putin has hinted that there will be
future opportunities for non-state oil companies as Russia seeks to expand production. The only
major oil company not to have gained a foothold following the breakup of the Soviet Union, a
Chevron spokeswoman said: "As with all the investment opportunities we consider around the
world, factors such as economic returns, stability of the investment climate and sanctity of
contract are central to any decisions we make."
(3 March 2012): “Texas Rice Farmers Lose Their Water”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204571404577257663909299488.html)
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--------Due to low water levels from a persistent Texas drought, the Lower Colorado River
Authority has cut off water to farmers. This will be especially impactful for rice farmers; Texas
grows 5% of U.S. rice. The authority noted that farmers “pay considerably less for water than
cities and industry. And therefore, their water is considered ‘interruptible’ during a severe
drought." In 2009, 60% of Texas water was used for irrigation.
********An interesting look at the thinking of a regulatory authority at a time of relative water
scarcity. Unsurprisingly, some people are losing their jobs as a result. Surprisingly, warehouses
have a higher profit margin on rice storage, than storage for corn, wheat, and other commodities,
so they will be adversely affected, too. All of this points to the essential role that water plays in
our lives, sometimes in unexpected ways.
(3 March 2012): “Tank Plant Takes Cover Amid Military Cuts”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204778604577243460854210888.html)
--------The looming “downturn in military spending after a decade of war” bodes ill for the BAE
Systems tank factory in York, Pennsylvania. Coupling this with the plan of the Obama
administration to shift resources “to special-operations troops and high-tech equipment, such as
drones” its future is even less promising. As long-time worker notes: “When things are active in
a conflict somewhere in the world, we’re busy . . . And when it’s not, we’re just hanging in there
. . . In our business, peace kind of sucks.” Some defense companies “have already shed lines of
business they see as less profitable as the Pentagon shifts focus to higher-tech weaponry.”
********This article ran on the same day as another article entitled: “Economists Assail
Campaign Proposals to Help Factories,” which discussed proposals to spur manufacturing in the
U.S. by introducing what seem to be differential (and lower) tax rates for manufacturing. U.S.
manufacturers “have added roughly 400,000 jobs since 2010, after losing 5.8 million jobs from
2000 through 2009.” What is especially noteworthy, though, is that manufacturing “employed
more than a third of the nation’s nonfarm workers in 1950, but now employs less than 9%.”
Does anyone really believe that this percentage will increase—can be increased—in a
meaningful way? You can find the subscription-required article at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204778604577243460854210888.html.
(3 March 2012): “Home Prices Declined to New Lows in 2011”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/03/business/home-prices-declined-to-new-lows-in-2011.html)
********”Home prices in the United States, which seemed to begin to recover in 2009, fell to
new lows in 2011.” The article has some stunning graphics, in particular “Housing’s Rise and
Fall in 20 Cities.” It shows inflation-adjusted prices for the 2000-2011 time period in 20
metropolitan regions. By clicking on a particular region, you can see it in relation to a group
average, as well as access more detailed information for the region.
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(3 March 2012): “Energy storage: Packing some power”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21548495)
--------Green energy, for example solar and wind, often generate power at times or in ways that
emphasize the importance of energy storage. There are a variety of methods now under
exploration for expanding storage, including: pumped-storage hydropower (PSH) in various
forms; advanced rail energy storage (ARES); compressed-air energy storage (CAES); and
pumped heat electricity storage (PHES). However, these new approaches will require
“regulatory as well as technical progress” as storage systems “do not fit neatly into regulatory
frameworks that distinguish between power providers and grid operators, since they can be used
by both.”
(5 March 2012): “Introducing Investors to the U.S. Consumer of the Future”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204571404577257683150464326.html)
--------It is beginning to look like the economy “may have at last entered a virtuous circle, where
job growth and increased spending feed off each other.” However, “Americans won’t quickly
unlearn the things they have picked up during the recession and its aftermath.” In particular,
consumers who have stopped buying branded goods, like Cheerios, having opted for a privatelabel cereal, “may be slow to switch back to the premium product.” Although one response to
lower income has been “trading down” in a product category, another has been simply doing
without. For those, a paycheck will result in increased spending. In light of these
considerations, there is likely to be “a very different mix of winners and losers than what was
seen in past economic recoveries, when consumers shook of their worries quickly.”
(5 March 2012): “Looking Into Energy Industry’s Future”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203986604577255533949921056.html)
********This article struck me as interesting because it provides a sense of a gathering of the
energy industry’s heavyweights. It is the annual CERA Week conference in Houston, Texas put
on by IHS Cambridge Energy Research Associates, whose chairman is Daniel Yergin, author of
the recent book The Quest and Pulitzer Prize-winning book The Prize. “Powerful oil executives
for years have chosen CERA Week to make important announcements.” It seems likely that
some of the themes developed this week will play a role in the presidential election and beyond.
There has been a huge advertising presence of the week in the Wall Street Journal this week.
You can get a sense of it at: http://online.wsj.com/ad/ceraweek2012.
(6 March 2012): “India Bans Cotton Exports”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203458604577262723464381722.html)
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--------India is the world’s second-largest producer of cotton; China is first. It “unexpectedly
announced an immediate ban of cotton exports, sending benchmark futures prices soaring.” The
ban by India is an effect to “balance export revenue against the needs of its textile industry.”
Since the ban includes some cotton already contracted for, it has left some traders scrambling to
cover their contracts.
(6 March 2012): “China Speeds Economic ‘Transformation’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204276304577262882415736796.html)
--------Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao has lowered China’s growth target to 7.5% for 2012. This
shift reflects a “plan to let a long-touted shift away from export-led expansion take its course”
and reflects the slower growth of the economies in Europe, the U.S., and Japan, as well as
internal concerns including the need “to protect farmers’ rights to the land on which they work
and live.” In some sense targeted growth rates are symbolic—actual growth rates have exceeded
targeted growth rates during 2008-2011.
(7 March 2012): “Air War ‘Winglet’ Versus ‘Sharklet’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204778604577239583270202816.html)
--------“European jet maker Airbus is battling a longtime ally of Boeing Co. over the rights to
market curved wingtip attachments that boost an aircraft’s fuel efficiency.” In dispute is the
appearance of the cost-saving feature, a concept first patented by Aviation Partners of Seattle;
“Modern winglets were developed in the 1970s by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, whose research on them is publicly available.” Winglets are used by more than
100 airlines.
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[The Invisible Forces] 47 (14 March 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(8 March 2012): “Old Watchdog Learns New Web Tricks”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203370604577261170213098612.html)
--------For years the Better Business Bureau (BBB) was the place to go to check out local
businesses. Now, however, web-based sites for Yelp Inc and Angie’s List, among others, are
giving the BBB significant competition, enough so that some of their members are leaving the
organization and reducing its revenues. The nonprofit BBB is a “self-regulatory body . . .
currently accredits 385,000 businesses, down from 403,000 in 2008.” One of its core functions
is to investigate “customer complaints and . . . solve issues with offending businesses.”
(9 March 2012): “Nuclear Pushes On Despite Fukushima”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204276304577265240284295880.html)
--------In a recent report of the World Nuclear Association, “Sixty nuclear reactors are currently
under construction globally, with 163 more on order or planned.” These numbers are little
changed from a survey released in February 2011, one month before the Fukushima disaster.
“The numbers belie the perception that the nuclear power industry was stopped in its tracks after
the meltdown at the meltdown at the Fukushima nuclear plant.” Future nuclear plants are more
likely to be very similar in design in contrast to the variety of designs currently in use.
********A useful (and surprising) article. This week The Economist had a special section
devoted to nuclear power. You can find it at: http://www.economist.com/printedition/2012-0310. The leader for it is entitled “The dream that failed,” which is self explanatory. You can find
it at: http://www.economist.com/node/21549936.
(9 March 2012): “Odd Alliance Says No to Gas Exports”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203961204577269672522415982.html)
--------The Pentagon has announced plans “to change the way the military uses energy, saying it
wants to bring more-efficient technology to the battlefield in order to say lives and money.” One
of the factors behind this is the “difficulty of supplying fuel to Iraq an Afghanistan.” Biofuels
will be an important element of this plan.
********I was especially struck by the recognition that the armed forces are often in the
position of being a monopsonist, that is, the only buyer for goods. This is captured in a
statement by the Navy secretary: “If the Navy comes, they will build it. We are the market.”
(9 March 2012): “The Cost of Compliance”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203753704577257611547019508.html)
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--------Review of Indispensable Counsel, by E. Norman Veasey and Christine T. Di Guglielmo.
The authors discuss the expanded roles of the Chief Legal Officers (CLOs) of corporations,
particularly in the area of compliance in relation to recent legislation, e.g., the 2002 SarbanesOxley Act and Dodd-Frank. They now find themselves operating in areas that tend to be outside
their areas of competence, presenting significant challenges to them and their employers.
********The reviewers make an excellent point when they speak of the law and the sometimespresumed moral superiority of lawyers, in a way that is reminiscent of the origins of public
choice: “And it is somewhat treacherous ground to assert that lawyers operate on a higher moral
plane. . . . though many lawyers are models of integrity, some are not.” A useful read if you are
interested in the intersection of law and economics.
(9 March 2012): “How Economics Shapes Science”
(http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2012/03/09/interview-author-book-economics-scientificresearch)
********Interview with Paula Stephan, author of How Economics Shapes Science. The
interview is difficult to summarize but it is clear that Stephan is informed about the subject and
has provocative views, including views about higher education. You can learn more about the
book at: http://www.amazon.com/Economics-Shapes-Science-PaulaStephan/dp/0674049713/ref=sr_1_1. Stephan is a professor of economics at Georgia State
University and a research associate of the National Bureau of Economic Research.
(9 March 2012): “Whole Foods’ Detroit Gamble”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203961204577269723768076382.html)
--------Construction of a new Whole Foods supermarket will soon begin “In the middle of scruffy
Detroit, a few blocks from boarded-up houses and not far from the municipal garbage
incinerator.” The supermarket is being constructed in a section of Detroit called Midtown, which
provides, along with proximity to Wayne State University, cultural opportunities, and a medical
center, “The opportunity to live downtown.” The education level of the area was “the chief hard
metric in the company’s calculations.” The existence of “more than 800 community gardens . . .
to grow vegetables and fruit for home use . . . also caught Whole Foods’ attention.”
(10 March 2012): “How to be Creative”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203370604577265632205015846.html)
--------Jonah Lehrer’s book Imagine: How Creativity Works, will be released on March 19th. In
it he discusses the relatively new science of creativity, noting “creativity is not magic, and
there’s no such things as a creative type. Creativity is not a trait that we inherit in our genes or a
blessing bestowed by the angels. It’s a skill. Anyone can learn how to be creative and to get
better at it.” Ten quick “creativity hacks” are provided.
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********Lehrer’s work seems to be about individual creativity. If you are interested in the
creativity of groups, see the book Group Genius, by Keith Sawyer, at:
http://www.amazon.com/Group-Genius-Creative-PowerCollaboration/dp/B001E95J7A/ref=sr_1_1. My favorite article in an economic context continues
to be “Artistic Research Methods for Scientific Minds,” by George W. Ladd. It appeared in the
American Journal of Agricultural Economics 61,1 (February 1979): 1-11.
(10 March 2012): “Banking against Doomsday” (http://www.economist.com/node/21549931)
--------The Svalbard, Norway, Global Seed Vault “is a backup for the world’s 17,750 seed banks,
storehouses of agricultural biodiversity.” The vault contains samples of approximately “twothirds of the world’s stored crop diversity.” Biological diversity has decreased dramatically; the
UN estimates that “75% of crop biodiversity in has been lost from the world’s fields.” America
“once had around 5,000 apple varieties, and now has a few hundred.” Such storehouses are only
part of the solution to preserving biodiversity—it must also be preserved in the fields. This may
require expanded “land-use planning” and the encouragement of strategically-placed farmers
dedicating “a small area to traditional crops.”
(12 March 2012): “Piecing Together the Job-Picture Puzzle”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304537904577275261466314018.html)
--------The venerable Okun’s Law holds that when the economy grows faster than “its long-run
trend, the unemployment rate tended to fall by about half as much s the additional growth in
percentage terms. So growth of 3.5% in a year—one percentage point above a long-run trend of
2.5%--would bring down the unemployment rate by a half percentage point in that year.” The
recent fall in the unemployment rate seems to belie that relationship, since the unemployment
rate has been falling with relative small growth rates. While good news for the unemployed
finding work, it suggests that productivity is declining, suggesting longer-run challenges to
economic growth.
(13 March 2012): “Putting Out Fires for a Fee”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203961204577269591267553530.html)
--------“A growing number of volunteer fire departments, most in the rural South, are asking
residents to pay an additional fee for firefighting service, though not for such things as responses
to medical emergencies, which make up most fire-department calls. This throwback to a
centuries-old practice comes as public budgets get slashed and local donations dry up.
Firefighters in South Fulton, Tenn., have let two homes burn to the ground over the past two
years since the city commission started enforcing a rule that the department serve only
subscribers who pay the $75 annual fee.”
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(13 March 2012): “A Field Guide to the Middle-Class U.S. Family”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304450004577277482565674646.html)
--------Anthropologists Elinor Ochs and colleagues at UCLA, after studying family life in Samoa
and the Peruvian Amazon, have turned their attention to the U.S. family. They found that the
families studied had a very “child-centered focus, which may help explain the ‘dependency
dilemma’ seen among American middle-class families . . . Parents intend to develop their
children’s independence, yet raise them to be relatively dependent, even when the kids have the
skills to act on their own.”
(14 March 2012): “Romney Versus Obama on Corporate Tax Reform”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203986604577257210244410318.html)
********An editorial from the Opinion page. This editorial is more complex than its title
suggests. In fact it is a wide-ranging discussion of some of the issues related to the corporate
income tax in the U.S. The following provides some principles for revising the tax: “A 21stcentury business tax policy would recognize the roles of globalization, the side-by-side
organizations of corporate and noncorporate business, and double taxation of corporate equity
returns.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 48 (21 March 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(15 March 2012): “Clouds Hover Near Solar Firms”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303863404577281682782007886.html)
--------“Last year the U.S. installed 1,855 megawatts of solar capacity, more than twice as much
as in 2010. . . . The big growth in installations was driven by rapidly falling solar-panel prices
and other costs . . . and by the year-end expiration of a federal subsidy, which compelled many
companies to finish projects to take advantage of the aid.” Germany and China have also been
scaling back subsidies. Still, the low cost of Chinese solar panels provides a real challenge to
U.S. producers. “Some companies . . . are eager to see duties in excess of 100% placed on
Chinese solar imports. Others, including companies that develop solar projects and utilities that
buy their power, fear that increasing duties and prices on imports now will make solar energy
less competitive.”
(15 March 2012): “Why America’s Doctors Are Struggling to Make Ends Meet”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303863404577281682782007886.html)
--------Medical practices operating according to the health-compensation concept of “medical
home” are finding themselves in a financial squeeze as new standards of care require higher
expenditures and can lead to lower revenues. Some of those additional expenses include
upgrading “information-technology systems, adding support staff and getting special training.”
One consequence has been the reduction in the percentage of small practices. Accenture, a
consulting firm, “projects that, by 2013, only around a third of doctors in all specialties will own
their own practices, down from about 43% in 2009 and nearly half in 2005.”
********The article features a “small” practice in Colorado that bills $2 million a year and most
recently earned a net income of $29,000. The physician notes: “Any day, the bottom can drop
out . . . We could be bankrupt next month.”
(15 March 2012): “China May Finally Let Its People Go”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-03-15/china-may-finally-let-its-people-movemore-freely)
--------China’s household registration system is build upon a little red book, called the hukuo,
which contains family information about “marriages, divorces, births, and deaths, as well as the
cit or village to which each person belongs.” The hukuo is the basis for a wide variety of placebased benefits in China, including: “health care, a pension, and free educations for one’s
children.” Thus when people of rural origin move to an urban area to work, those benefits do not
follow them. “As China strives for a more balanced economy, top policy-makers are realizing
the hukuo system is a liability.” It is thought to be one of the reasons why “private
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consumption’s contribution to gross domestic product dropped from 46 percent in 2000 to 33
percent in 2010.” It is estimated that more than 200 million of the China’s urban population of
690 million lack an urban hukuo.
********What would Marx have thought about this situation? Without looking at this too
closely, the 200 million “without hukuo” seems like an urban proletariat. Could this be part of
the reason for the recent demotion of Bo Xilai? You can learn more about Bo’s fall at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/16/world/asia/bo-xilai-ousted-from-communist-party-post-inchina.html.
(15 March 2012): “Firing Up China’s Solar Market”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-03-15/firing-up-chinas-solar-market)
--------“China’s solar panel industry has become the world’s biggest thanks to a simple formula:
Produce in China, sell in Europe.” But reductions in European subsidies for solar-based power
generation is changing that, along with the fact that the Chinese government “has started
spending big to make solar power more affordable. About 70 percent of China’s solar module
production will likely be exported this year, down from 95 percent in 2010.” In 2012
approximately 3,000 megawatts of solar facilities will be installed, “up from about 800 Mw in
2010.” Contributing to this expansion is China’s use of “feed-in tariffs,” which are “guaranteed
prices utilities must pay solar power producers for their electricity.” This is an approach that has
been used extensively in Europe.
(16 March 2012): “Coffee Growers Forge a Futures Recovery”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204880404577227323136040862.html)
--------In 2001 arabica coffee bean reached an all-time low of 41.5 cents a pound and in 2011 it
reached an all-time high of $3.09 a pound. In response to this price volatility, but especially
mindful of very low prices, coffee growers in Costa Rica are “using profits from last year’s high
prices to plant banana trees among coffee plants.” A grower also “planted laurel trees to sell
firewood and built a tomato-plant nursery.” The idea is to diversify production so as to reduce
income variability. The low prices of 2001 led many farmers to abandon their farms; in one
Mexican region, “70% of the . . . producers abandoned their plantations from 2001 to 2004.”
Now, with higher prices, they “are determined not to put all their beans in one basket.”
(17 March 2012): “Where the Future Came From”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204781804577271442604380350.html)
--------A Review of The Idea Factory, by Jon Gertner. The idea factory is Bell Labs and Gertner
provides a “compelling history” of it. A central part of the book is its development of the
transistor “the most important invention of the 20th century, the essential building block of the
Information Age.” William Bradford Shockley, John Bardeen, and Walter Brattain shared “the
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1956 Nobel prized in physics” for their work. Shockley later became disenchanted with Bell
Labs and relocated to Palo Alton, California helping to give birth to Silicon Valley. Evidently
Shockley had an eye for talent.
--------More than a history, Gertner suggests that large-scale, commercial research can be a
fruitful source of invention; inventions are solely the realm of “small groups of nimble, profitseeking entrepreneurs.” Here the reviewer, Bob Metcalfe, points out that “Ma Bell” as a natural
monopoly, had abundant financial resources at its disposal. Metcalfe then goes on to develop his
own argument that it might be better “invest instead in research universities (of which the United
States has at least 100).”
********Nobel laureate John R. Hicks once wrote that monopoly gives rise to “the quiet life.”
This shows up in the review when Metcalfe writes “a corporate monopoly has little motivation to
disrupt a market that it already dominates.” As a result, it resisted internet-related developments
“every step of the way.” Perhaps this was the ultimate benefit of the historic break up of AT&T.
(17 March 2012): “Railroads Run Out of Steam at the Coal Face”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303863404577285382160837836.html)
--------“The U.S. is using less coal. On a 12-month rolling basis, coal consumption in November
[2011] was 10% below its July 2008 peak. . . . Power generation accounts for more than 90% of
coal use.” Shale gas has been one factor in this decline. Coal transport is ideally suited to
railroads because “It is heavy and shipped in large volumes between the same set of fixed
points—mine, power plant, foundry, port—over and over. . . . That makes for pricing power, big
revenues and high margins.” It is estimated that 40-50% of railroad operating profit comes from
hauling coal.
********The article includes a graph of a time series from 1990 to November 2011. It is
interesting to consider. The expression “peak oil” is commonly encountered, although not so
much any more, but it appears that coal (in the U.S.) reached a peak of its own in 2008. Recent
coal consumption behavior is striking.
(17 March 2012): “’Roll Your Own’ Cigarette Shops Take Fire”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303863404577285694208319820.html)
--------The manufacturers of “roll your own” (RYO) cigarette machines have been building a
market for their product based upon the coverage of existing state and federal tax laws. The
machines they produce largely escape taxation because the users of their products are not viewed
as manufacturers. Adding to their price advantage is the frequent use of what is labeled as “pipe
tobacco” to produce RYO cigarettes. Pipe tobacco is taxed at a much lower rate than cigarette
tobacco. States, the federal government, and cigarette manufacturers are working to rewrite the
relevant laws so that RYO cigarettes lose their cost advantage.
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********This is a terrific article that is simply full of possible research topics. It was amusing
to see the precision with which excise taxes are assessed: in 2009 the tax on pipe tobacco rose to
$2.8311 per pound and the tax on cigarette tobacco rose to $24.78 per pound. Since prior to that
the tax on both pipe and cigarette tobacco was $1.0969 per pound, one can’t help but wonder if
pipe-tobacco lobbyists helped write the legislation. The graph showing the changed sales of the
two type of tobacco is simply astonishing.
(17 March 2012): “Burn-out and battle fatigue” (http://www.economist.com/node/21550296)
--------The war on drugs seems to be lessening as countries weary from its results. The illegality
of drugs “means that its multi-billion-dollar profits go to criminal gangs. Their battles for market
control have a high cost: according to the UN, eight of the world’s ten most violent countries are
in Latin America or the Caribbean.” In contrast to the approach of the U.S., European countries
“take a softer approach to drug consumption . . . , focusing on education and treatment.”
********The Economist raises the interesting point that the profitability of the drug trade may
be due to its illegality. It is clear that ideas for confronting drug production and use is needed.
(19 March 2012): “Red Bull Creator Chaleo Dies”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303812904577289344108271080.html)
--------Chaleo Yoovidhya just passed away. Not exactly a household name, he rose from humble
origins to become the third wealthiest man in Thailand and ranked as the 205th wealthiest person
in the Forbes magazine list. His net worth was $5 billion. Scientifically minded but reticent, he
sold his product to rural truck drivers in Thailand. Eventually he linked up with an Australian
toothpaste salesman with a gift for promotion. With a revised formula more attuned to western
tastes, a fortune was made. His son commented about his father” “I never heard words like
‘difficult’ or impossible’ from my father. He dedicated his life to his work and never
complained when he was tired.”
(19 March 2012): “Do Small Businesses Deserve Their Reputation as Job Creators?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304692804577281102928925444.html)
--------It is commonly held that “Small firms . . . represent the bulk of companies in the U.S.
economy and supply most of the jobs. But is that true?” Four experts on small businesses were
engaged in an online exchange to examine the question. The discussion was wide ranging:
“Perhaps most fundamental: There are vial distinctions between the types of small companies . . .
While some small businesses can indeed be employment powerhouses, some stay small by
design.” Dr. Brush (Babson College) noted that “Growth is a choice—not all firms choose to
grow. Some entrepreneurs may wish to keep their businesses small and manageable.” Dr.
Chatterji (Duke University) recommended, in relation to this, “that policy makers should begin
thinking about small-business policy and entrepreneurship policy as distinct categories.” Dr.
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Faberman (Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago) drew attention to the jobs that small businesses
destroy as well as those they create, so that for firms with fewer than 10 workers “net job
creation from small firms is negligible.”
********The online version of the article is significantly longer than the one that appeared in
the print version of the Journal. The article shows that introducing some additional complexity
into the discussion about small businesses can provide some useful perspective, especially from
the standpoint of policy.
(20 March 2012): “Where Could The Next Outbreak Of Measles Be?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303863404577284001227981464.html)
--------Public-health officials are increasingly concerned about the spread of infectious diseases
in areas of the U.S. where vaccination rates are low. Compliance with guidelines tends is lowest
in parts of “Oregon, Washington state, Idaho, [and] Montana.” The primary reasons given not
being vaccinated are “religious or philosophical.” due to the “phenomenon known as herd
immunity” certain thresholds must be reached by the community: 88% for mumps, 90% for
chickenpox and polio, and 95% for measles. Many U.S. communities are far below these
thresholds. As one consequence, “The federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is
working with Oregon health officials on how to respond to a potential outbreak.”
********This is a good illustration of the idea of positive consumption externalities. Third
parties benefit when other people decide to get their shots and vaccinate their children. This is
reminiscent of an article from a few weeks ago win which some pediatricians were “firing their
patients” since they would not follow a proscribed vaccination schedule.
(21 March 2012): “France Fines Pet-Food Makers Over Pricing”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304724404577293391044022180.html)
--------France’s antitrust authority recently fined a number of pet food producers “for pressuring
their distributors to keep prices high.” These fines come on the heels of judgments relating to
flour milling and endive marketing. “Lawyers say recently imposed rules that create an
incentive for companies to blow the whistle on peers in exchange for immunity has made it more
difficult for firms to maintain cartels.”
(21 March 2012): “Insider-Trading Curbs on Congress Advancing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303812904577293961218234238.html)
--------After six years of effort by a small group of House legislators, Congress is on the verge of
passing the Stop Trading on Congressional Knowledge (STOCK) Act. Paving the way for this
was a decision made by Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid to “take up a House version of the
bill, which is expected to pass” rather than a stricter Senate version. The stricter version would
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have placed limitations on the booming “political-intelligence industry,” which involves
“hundreds of insiders including lobbyists and former staffers feeding tips, guidance and analysis
to hedge funds and other Wall Street traders.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 49 (28 March 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(22 March 2012): “NC, SC state line isn’t where folks thought it was” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20120322/NEWS/303220049/NC-SC-state-line-isn-t-where-folks-thoughtwas)
--------The state line between North Carolina and South Carolina was recently surveyed with the
result being a southerly move of the line. As a result some homes and businesses previously in
SC will now be in NC. Given the different laws of the two states, this will affect some
businesses mightily. Consider the Lake Wylie Minimarket owned by Victor Boulware,
previously in SC, which makes much of its revenue from selling fireworks (illegal in NC) and
selling gas (the price of which is 30 cents per gallon more in NC due to state taxes). He notes:
“If I end up across the line, it is going to shut this business down.”
(22 March 2012): “Climate Corp. Updates Crop Insurance via High Tech”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-03-22/climate-corp-dot-updates-crop-insurancevia-high-tech)
--------“Climate Corp., a startup founded by two former Google executives . . . [is] an example of
how cloud computing, modeling, and other technologies that have reshaped the Web and
business are now revolutionizing more traditional industries.” The 130-person company has
“harnessed decades’ worth of data from the National Weather Service and other sources to come
up with a picture of rainfall, temperature, and soil conditions in farmland across America.” This
information is used “to predict how next year’s haul is going to look.” Climate Corp. is in the
crop insurance business, providing an alternative to crop insurance provided by the federal
government.
(23 March 2012): “Pop-Ups Are Taking Over the Kitchen”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204276304577263813654892788.html)
--------Opening a new restaurant in San Francisco “can range from $300,000 and $500,000 for a
1,500-ssquare-foot space with a liquor license” pushing some would-be restaurateurs to take a
different approach: “the pop-up.” Such restaurants “set up shop for a few days, weeks or
months” in spaces otherwise unused. Both the pop-up and the food truck are seen as an
“increasingly popular and low-capital tactic” in recessionary times. Some established restaurants
are using the pop-up to different culinary concepts and are seen as “an ideal way to reach a
younger audience.”
(24 March 2012): “China to Stop Taking Inmates’ Organs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304724404577298661625345898.html)
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--------In China, due “in part to traditional beliefs and distrust of the medical system, voluntary
[organ] donations are rare [and] . . . the need for organs far exceeds the supply.” It is estimated
that “4,000 prisoners were executed in 2011; during the same year there were 43 executions in
the U.S. China’s death penalty rates are higher than any other country in the world.” It appears
that the “dependence on prisoners for their organs influences the timing of executions in China.”
Amnesty International estimates that “65% of China’s organ donations come from prisoners.” It
now appears that Chinese officials “plan to phase out organ harvesting of death-row inmates.”
(24 March 2012): “Nature Has No ‘Balance’ For Us to Keep”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304724404577291793897049250.html)
--------A review of The Rambunctious Garden, by Emma Marris. The author “explores a
paradox that is increasingly vexing the science of ecology, namely, that the only way to have a
pristine wilderness is to manage it intensively.”
********The review really caught my attention. Matt Ridley, the reviewer, notes that ecologists
are moving away from the concept of equilibrium and the notion of climax ecosystems. He
writes: “Academic ecologists have abandoned such a static way of thinking for something more
dynamic.” This clearly reminds me of the distinction between neoclassical economics, that tends
to focus on equilibrium states, and neoaustrian economics, that tends to focus on disequilibrial
processes. Does ideology play as large a role in ecology as it has in economics?
(24 March 2012): “Nudge nudge, think think” (http://www.economist.com/node/21551032)
--------“’Freakonomics’ was the book that made the public believe the dismal science has
something interesting to say about how people act in the real world. But ‘Nudge’ was the one
that got policy wonks excited. The book, first published in 2008, is about the potential for
behavioural economics to improve the effectiveness of government.” Cass Sunstein, one of the
book’s authors, works for Barack Obama in the White House. So-called “nudge theory” is being
applied for organ donations in Denmark. There it is reckoned that “requiring members of the
public to make a decision on whether to donate—when applying for a driving license, say—will
for forcibly overcome an inclination to procrastinate over unpleasant choices.”
********Last Saturday I staffed the Economics table at the Admissions Open House at UNC
Asheville. One student (still in high school) said that he read Freakonomics as part of his
English class!
(24 March 2012): “Cosy amid the thaw” (http://www.economist.com/node/21551029)
--------“The top of the world is warming roughly twice as fast as the rest of it.” Some
temperatures off the Greenland coast are 3.5 Celsius degrees warmer than a century ago.
Warmer temperatures have made Arctic resources more accessible than ever before. As a result,
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the Arctic Council, comprised of Sweden, the U.S., Canada, Denmark, Finland, Norway, and
Russia, as well as six non-voting representatives of indigenous people, is of growing importance.
In contrast to Antarctica, land ownership is little dispute.
(26 March 2012): “California Farmers Feel Pain”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303812904577296330002529626.html)
--------It was recently announced that the water allowance for irrigation in California’s Central
Valley will set a 30% in the driest regions, down from 85% last year. That means that farmers
will cut back on arable land, in some cases suspending production, and moving away from
thirsty crops like cotton. Reduction of land under cultivation results in a reduction of farmer
laborers hired, and consequently the purchases they make. Water for irrigation in the Central
Valley comes from mountain snowpack in Northern California—as of last Wednesday it stood at
“45% of normal . . . compared with 139% a year ago.” Contributing to the situation is the fact
that farmers “have some of the weakest water rights in the state.”
(26 March 2012): “School for Scoundrels: Doing Time in Prison Prep School”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304692804577283603066110944.html)
--------This is the A-hed. As convictions of white-collar crimes increase, there is a growing
interest in businesses that provide instruction in how to get along in prison. Those involved are
part of the “prison-prep industry.” In addition to instruction in prison lingo, it is learned that
“among the most important principles of prison behavior [is] . . . Be polite.” The use of “excuse
me” is common but stealing is “seriously frowned upon.”
(27 March 2012): “Iran Buying Wheat, Fearing More Curbs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304177104577305951009015244.html)
--------“Iran is ramping up imports of wheat, including rare purchases from the U.S., in a sign
Tehran is building a strategic stockpile of grain in anticipation of harsher sanctions or even
military conflict.” Another factor playing a role is recent dry weather in the region. Making this
situation more challenging is the decline of the rial during the last six months—the rial has fallen
30% against the dollar, making the purchase of U.S. grain more expensive. “Bread prices are
politically sensitive in Iran, as they are across much of the Middle East, where flatbread is a
staple.”
(28 March 2012): “U.S. Airlines Seek Action on EU Carbon Tax”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304177104577307980838597906.html)
--------“The trade group representing the largest U.S. airlines has called on the Obama
administration to take action against the European Union in a bid to end the bloc’s carbontrading market.” This comes at a time when China “is holding up billions of dollars in aircraft
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deals” for the European Airbus. Connie Hedegaard, the EU commissioner for climate action,
says that “the EU would welcome an industry-driven plan to slash admissions . . . but it cannot
take 100 years to get it done.”
********Ms. Hedegaard suggests that China is overreacting to the carbon tax as “the country’s
airlines face a bill of just €1.9 million ($2.5 million) this year to comply with the carbon
program.” It is good to see the numbers themselves rather than a more abstract discussion.
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[The Invisible Forces] 50 (4 April 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(28 March 2012): “Panel: Look out for unprecedented onslaught of weather disasters”
(http://www.citizen-times.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2012303280078)
--------The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has released its latest report: “Managing
the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation.” The 594page report notes that “Global warming is leading to such severe storms, droughts and heat
waves that nations should prepare for an unprecedented onslaught of deadly and costly weather
disasters.” The scale of recent and future disasters is attributed to “a combination of man-made
climate change, population shifts and poverty.” Noting that weather and climate are often
experienced through the extreme, Chris Field, a Carnegie Institution ecologist notes: “That’s
where we have the losses. That’s where we have the insurance payments, that where things have
the potential to fall apart.” The report uses the word ‘risk’ 4387 times.
********The full report is available as a pdf at: http://www.ipcc.ch/.
(29 March 2012): “China Tests Financial Relaxation in Wenzhou”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303404704577309051957346004.html)
--------“China approved a broad package of financial reforms in Wenzhou, a city known for
entrepreneurship and underground lending, in a possible prelude to a broader effort to liberalize
China’s creaking financial system.” The move is seen as “an important symbolic step toward
overhauling a system long seen as a barrier to developing a more substantial and sustainable
growth model for the world’s second-largest economy.” At the present time, “China’s banks are
ill-equipped to lend to small- and medium-size enterprises partly because of a lack of expertise in
assessing risks.” Eswar Prasad, a Brookings Institution China scholar, holds that these “steps to
formalize the underground banking system are no substitute for more basic financial-sector
reforms.”
(30 March 2012): “High-Growth Nations Criticize West”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303816504577310810564823698.html)
--------The BRICS nations—Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa—are meeting in New
Delhi for their fourth summit. Concerned about the stability of global financial markets, they
have criticized the monetary policies of Western countries and are seeking to greater influence
on the International Monetary Fund, even considering creating their own development bank.
The group “accounts for 40% of the world’s population and a fifth of the global economy.”
********The first BRICS summit took place in Russia in 2009 “amid the onset of the global
financial crisis.” There is a four-minute video of analysis at the link above, that doesn’t require a
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subscription. In addition, you can find slide show at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303404704577310921172472552.html#slide/1.
(31 March 2012): “When the jobs inspector calls” (http://www.economist.com/node/21551498)
--------“In the past 20 years what has become known as the ‘ethical supply chain’ movement has
targeted brands such as Nike, Gap and Coca-Cola. But its army of activists, some in business
themselves, are grappling with growing evidence that appointing an outside body to audit and set
standards . . . is not going as well as it should.” Codes of conduct are often of uneven and audits
vary in their rigor. Furthermore, corruption is hard to prevent and “governments are not pulling
their weight.”
******** Richard Locke of MIT has drawn four conclusions about ethical supply chains that are
summarized in the article. Later this year (2012) his book Beyond Compliance: Promoting
Labour Rights in a Global Economy will be published by Cambridge University Press. In the
meantime, you can learn more about just supply chains at:
http://globaljustice.stanford.edu/research/just_supply_chains.
(31 March 2012): “U.S. Approves Nuclear Plants in South Carolina”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303816504577313873449843052.html)
--------On Friday the Nuclear Regulatory Commission voted 4-1 to approve construction of two
nuclear reactors in Jenkinsville, South Carolina. Jenkinsville is northwest of Columbia, SC and
due south of Rock Hill, SC. In dissenting from approval, Commission chair Gregory Jaczko said
“the commission should have required compliance with any changes the agency adopts in light
of Japan’s 2011 nuclear accident.” The two new plants “will operate in regulated markets, where
state boards that support the nuclear expansion will allow the companies to recover their costs on
customers’ electricity bills.” The reactors are expected to be completed in 2017 and 2018 at a
cost of $11 billion.
(31 March 2012): “Rise of the Medical Expertocracy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303404704577311641531125820.html)
--------A column based on the Your Medical Mind: How to Decide What Is Right for You, by
Pamela Hartzband and Jerome Groopman, who are physicians. The authors note that
“Democrats and Republicans share a fundamental misconception about medical care. Both
assume that, as in mathematics, there is a single right answer for every health problem.” But
medical experts are just as subject to particular mind sets as patients. Four mind sets are
related—maximalists, minimalists, believers, and doubters—and they influence the treatments
chosen by patients and the recommendations made by experts. Thus: “For patients and experts
alike, there is a subjective core to every medical decision.”
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(2 April 2012): “Investigators Try to Keep Grease Bandits From Slipping Away”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303812904577298040577275850.html)
--------The A-hed article. Theft of grease generated by restaurants is on the way up due to its use
as in biodiesel for motor vehicles. As a result, specialized law enforcement training is being
offered to “sniff out” thieves. The founder of San Francisco-based recycler Got Grease notes:
“restaurants used to pay him to haul away old oil, but now he pays them for it.”
********A great example of the evolution of a substance from the category of “bad,” in the
sense that less is preferred to more, to a “good,” in the sense that more is preferred to less.
(2 April 2012): “Oil Boom Sparks River Fight”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304177104577311824092916252.html)
--------“The oil boom in North Dakota is sparking a high-stakes legal battle over land few people
would think to fight for: the muddy banks of the Missouri River.” Oil companies, facing
sometimes overlapping claims “from citizens, local governments and the state” for mineral
rights, are halting some resource payments. Contributing to the legal confusion is the fact that
horizontal drilling may withdraw oil and gas from areas significant distances away from the site
of the primary well. A University of Oklahoma law professor, Owen Anderson, notes: “These
kinds of fights occur whenever there’s something worth fighting about . . . And all of a sudden,
there’s something worth fighting about.”
********Anderson’s comments connects nicely with the preceding article on grease.
(3 April 2012): “Carbon Prices Plunge”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304023504577320130534579466.html)
--------“Prices for carbon allowances fell to a record low after European Union data showed a
surprise drop in emissions within the region’s trading system in 2011.” Increased efficiency and
unusually warmer weather impacting the power sector were seen as causes. The EU’s flagship
program to reduce carbon emission is its Emissions Trading System. “It puts a price on carbon,
aiming to stimulate investment in clean energy and green technologies.” Low carbon prices limit
“the incentive to invest in green technologies.” The System is due for an upgrade in 2013.
********You can learn more about the Emissions Trading System at:
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ets/index_en.htm.
(4 April 2012): “My Colleague, My Paymaster”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304750404577322031128520506.html)
--------A handful “of bosses are taking decision-making power out of the executive suite and
asking employees to help identify—and reward—talent by experimenting with internal markets
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in which workers ‘invest’ in co-workers’ performance and ideas.” Coffee & Power of San
Francisco is one of the businesses trying this approach. It is thought that allowing “employees to
vote on one another’s performances . . . holds workers accountable and raises the stakes for those
who don’t contribute.” A variety of rules are typically implemented in such schemes to prevent
interested behavior. Even in the instances where such appraisals do not affect compensation, the
information generated can be useful in identifying those who are making valuable contributions
to the work of others.
(4 April 2012): “Towns Fight States on Drilling”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304750404577319960306479218.html)
--------“States hoping to capitalize on their energy booms are running into resistance from local
officials who want to be able to police the noise and industrialization t hat accompany oil and gas
drilling.”
********An interesting variation on the state and local control (regulation) of the development
of energy resources, which parallels the federal and state control (regulation) of the development
of energy resources. Municipalities are no less interested in being able to call the shots in
relation to the state as states are in being able to call the shots in relation to the federal
government. To top it off, there is the whole issue of competing regulations among states. An
example of this competition is provided by the governor of Pennsylvania, Tom Corbett, who
notes that the state of Ohio had stripped municipalities of local government authority to regulate
fracking as a means of luring Pennsylvania jobs “into Ohio.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 51 (11 April 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(5 April 2012): “Pain at Pump Is Hitting Gas Stations”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303299604577323661725847318.html)
--------“U.S. gas consumption is estimated to be at an 11-year low, at around 8.4 million barrels a
day.” This has adversely affected the growing number of independent gas stations. Noting the
dependence of stations on convenience sales, one owner notes “The less traffic we have on the
outside translates to the less traffic we have on the inside.” That coupled with the size and type
of fees for credit cards, as well as an average markup on gas set “typically around 15 cents or 16
cents a gallon” means that it is increasingly difficult to make a profit.
(5 April 2012): “U.S. Risks Missing Boom in Russia”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304177104577312260501829328.html)
--------Russia is “on the cusp of joining the World Trade Organization . . . a landmark move to
integrate the emerging economy into the international trading system.” However, the 1974
Jackson-Vanik amendment, which Congress passed “to ensure that Jews could leave the Soviet
Union freely” may limit the opportunities for U.S. companies to access Russian’s 140 million
consumers. The amendment has been waived on an annual basis for Russia “since the early
1990s” but without a permanent waiver “Moscow could maintain high tariffs on U.S. products
and keep other hurdles.” This has become more contentious recently as Republican presidential
contender has called Russia “our No. 1 geopolitical foe.”
(6 April 2012): “Pecan Buyers Shelled by Bad Data”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304072004577326002427369224.html)
--------Investors and industry watchers rely heavily upon government-provided data in making
their decisions. Thus the discovery of pecan broker Daniel Zedan that “Census Bureau had
overstated the volume of pecans going to Hong Kong, the U.K., Mexico and other countries
between August 2010 and September 2011” was troubling. The error, attributed to “internal
processing errors” that have been corrected, led some buyers to pay substantially higher prices
for pecans than would have otherwise been the case. Pecans follow almonds (1) and walnuts (2)
“in the ranks of most-popular tree nut.”
(6 April 2012): “Coty Knocks on Brazil’s Door”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304072004577326051218732504.html)
--------Coty, the well-known producer of fragrances, is pursuing Avon Products Inc. with an eye
on its “door-to-door sales forces in Brazil.” Brazil “is the world’s third-largest beauty market
behind the U.S. and Japan . . . and has become a key battleground for the world’s cosmetics
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giants.” The ability of door-to-door operators “to tap into women’s strong social networks have
given them an edge over brands that rely on Brazil’s underdeveloped store networks.” Such
networks are “intricately tied to a country’s economic development.” As unskilled women enter
the work force, “they often ear their first income by selling products to their family and friends.”
This model is especially important in Latin American, which tends to have larger social circles.
********One of the sources used for the article came from Euromonitor International, which “is
the world leader in strategy research for consumer markets.” You can learn more about it and its
products at: http://www.euromonitor.com/.
(6 April 2012): “New Belgium picks Asheville for new brewery” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20120406/NEWS/304050061/New-Belgium-picks-Asheville-new-brewery)
--------The third-largest craft brewer in the U.S., New Belgium, has chosen Asheville for its East
Coast brewery. Based in Fort Collins, Colorado, New Belgium joins the second-largest craft
brewer—Sierra Nevada—as new entrants into the Asheville area craft-brewing scene. New
Belgium anticipates investing $175 million over seven years, “bringing 154 jobs.” The plant will
be built adjacent to the French Broad River, in the River Arts District.
********A nice example of like businesses gathering together. It will be interesting to see how
the craft brewing continues to evolve in Asheville.
(7 April 2012): “American Indians: Gambling on nation-building”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21552208)
--------The U.S. constitution “names three sovereigns: the federal government, states and tribes.”
The naming of tribes as a sovereign has been the source of one of its most importance sources of
revenue: gambling. A series of decisions by the courts, as well as laws in support of them, have
gradually diminished, if not eliminated the reach of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in tribal life.
Not all tribes have embraced gambling, as some, like the Hopi, regard it as a vice, and even when
embraced obvious and other not obvious problems have emerged. “One of the biggest problems
has always been deciding who is or is not a member. . . . An individual must prove that, say, a
quarter, an eighth, or a sixteenth of his ‘blood’ is from a given tribe.” By disenrolling members,
gambling revenues can be divided among fewer members to the advantage of those who remain.
(7 April 2012): “The incorporation business: They sell sea shells”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21552197)
--------“Companies have a legal personality. . . . Up to 2m are set up in America each year,
according to Senate investigators. Britain creates some 300,0000’ around 250,000 are set up in
offshore locations.” Although some of these firms are real, “many are paper firms . . . That helps
stop outsiders from working out what they do or own, where they operate, who controls them
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and whom they really belong to.” Although these “shells” have some legitimate purposes, the
can be misused “for tax evasion, money laundering, sanctions-busting or terrorism.”
********You can learn more about shells at a companion article which focuses on the business
of “making money by making companies”: http://www.economist.com/node/21552196.
(9 April 2012): “Willing Banks Find Profits in Legal Trade With Iran”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303299604577323601794862004.html)
--------“As Western sanctions on Iran have grown tighter, some small banks have found a
lucrative niche financing what remains of the legal trade with the Islamic Republic.” Those
brokering the trades “are charging more than 6% per transaction for legitimate trade deals . . . on
top of traditional banking fees. . . . That is as much as triple the fees typically charged by Arab
Gulf banks two years ago.” The higher cost of doing business with Iran “has forced longstanding regional suppliers of business” and led other to resort to “esoteric finance mechanisms
that sidestep normal banking channels.”
(10 April 2012): “For Feds, ‘Lying’ Is a Handy Charge”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303299604577328102223038294.html)
--------“When federal prosecutors can’t muster enough evidence to bring charges against a person
suspected of a crime” there is still the possibility of charging them with lying, which they can do
using a law “known in legal circles simply as ‘1001’.” Across the political spectrum, critics
argue that 1001 is “open to abuse.” The law, “officially Title 18, section 1001 of the United
States Code” makes it a crime “to knowingly make a material false statement in matters of
federal jurisdiction.” The law has recently been invoked in charging a marine biologist, who
also runs whale-watching tours, with providing an edited videotape of an incident in which one
of her boat captains whistled at a humpback whale.
********You can learn more about 1001 at: http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/1001.
You can view a five-minute video on the marine biologist’s case at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303299604577328102223038294.html#articleT
abs%3Dvideo.
(10 April 2012): “Time to Cast More Light on Finance’s ‘Shadows’”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304587704577333401894160834.html)
--------Regulatory authorities have not yet come to grips with “shadow banking,” a portion of
“the financial industry that dwarfs classic banking and yet is inexorably and dangerously
intertwined with it.” Shadow finance is huge—an estimated $60 trillion—and has a record of
destabilizing the financial system. In contrast to banking deposits, “shadow money isn’t insured
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by the government. That is why lenders . . . require collateral to secure the loans. And here is
where things can go awry: Supposedly safe and liquid collateral is often anything but that.”
********The article leads with a statement from a 2010 report of the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York (revised in February 2012): “We recommend printing the accompanying map of the
shadow banking system as a 36” by 48” poster.” You can see the report at:
http://www.ny.frb.org/research/staff_reports/sr458.pdf.
(10 April 2012): “Tech Patents Soar in Value”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304587704577334122637021442.html)
--------Microsoft agreed to pay $1.1 billion to buy and license about 1,100 patents “covering
some of the Internet’s basic plumbing from AOL.” The sale comes at a time when it, as well as
Google, Apple, and Facebook “have been jockeying to gain legal leverage as they fight for
bigger shares of mobile and Internet markets.” Motivating the deal was Microsoft’s “desire to
keep the AOL patents out of the hands” of its rivals. At roughly $1 million a patent, Microsoft
paid a significant premium over comparable patent purchases, which have been in the area of
$750,000 a patent.
(11 April 2012): “China Seen Bolstering Oil Reserves”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304587704577335722040019632.html)
--------“China’s crude-oil imports jumped to near-record levels in March, bolstering the belief . . .
that the country is again hoarding oil for its strategic reserves.” March was the “third-highest
month on record and a rise of 8.7% from the year-ago month.” Bolstering that view is the fact
that the “wave of imports, added to domestic production, has exceeded the amount of crude the
country’s refineries can process.” However, China’s strategic reserve is current enough to cover
40 days of its consumption, whereas the strategic reserve of the U.S. covers more than 90 days.
“Beijing’s move comes as concerns rise over Iran’s nuclear ambitions.”
(11 April 2012): “Can Retailers Halt ‘Showrooming’?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304587704577334370670243032.html)
--------“Showrooming” has become “the bête noir of many big-box retailers.” Those who
showroom “scope out merchandise in stores but buy on rivals’ websites, usually at a lower
price.” Amazon has a particular price advantage over brick-and-mortar stores, like Best Buy,
which is moving toward smaller stores as part of its response to showrooming. Even when
online sites are considered, Amazon has significantly lower prices than Walmart.com (9%) and
Target.com (14%), and the brick-and-mortar responses they have made, e.g., in-store pick up of
online merchandise, have shown that they are not set up well to manage picking and setting aside
items “on an individual level.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 52 (18 April 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(12 April 2012): “U.S. Alleges E-Book Scheme”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304444604577337573054615152.html)
--------“The U.S. accused Apple Inc. and five of the nation’s largest publishers Wednesday of
conspiring to raise e-book prices . . . In a civil antitrust lawsuit, the Justice Department alleged
that CEOs of the publishing companies met regularly in private dining rooms of upscale
Manhattan restaurants to discuss how to respond to steep discounting of their e-books by
Amazon.com.” Three publishers have already agreed to settle with the government—the
Hachette Book Group, Simon & Schuster, and HarperCollins—while Macmillan and Penguin (in
addition to Apple) have not.
********The description of the circumstances in which the alleged conspiracy took place
evoked a memory from The Wealth of Nations: “People of the same trade seldom meet together,
even for merriment and diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public,
or in some contrivance to raise prices” (Book I, Chapter X, Part II).
(12 April 2012): “School Vouchers Gain Ground”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303624004577338131609745296.html)
--------“Louisiana is poised to establish the nation’s most expansive system of school choice. . . .
The initiative would effectively redefine vouchers.” In addition to its traditional uses, vouchers
could “be used by students to pay for state-approved apprenticeships at local businesses, as well
as college courses and private online classes, while they are still in public schools.” The
imminent legislation is seen as paving the way “for the rapid growth of charter schools.” At the
present time nineteen states and Washington, D.C. have voucher systems or “scholarship”
programs “that provide tax benefits to individuals and businesses for contributions that help pay
for students to attend private school.”
********This reads like an approach that could have enormous consequences if more broadly
adopted, as it suggests that vouchers might be directed to for-profit educational enterprises. The
article references the Friedman Foundation for Educational Choice in its reporting. You can
learn more about it at: http://www.edchoice.org/. As mentioned in The Invisible Forces 16,
voucher programs stem from Milton Friedman’s Capitalism and Freedom, chapter VI, “The Role
of Government in Education.” The book was first published in 1962 and it is still in print.
(12 April 2012): “Some Investors See Makings of Coal-Share Resurgence”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303624004577338090209186010.html)
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--------The plummeting price of natural gas in the U.S., primarily due to hydraulic fracturing, has
led to a decline in coal shipments as electricity producers have substituted natural gas for coal
where possible. This has resulted in a decline in coal prices and production, but there are
indications that further reductions will be slower in coming, as “Utilities already have switched
almost 90% of capacity that can be used for both fuels [coal and natural gas] to natural gas.”
Thus, “For natural gas to make bigger inroads at coal’s expense, new natural-gas plants would
have to be built, a process that take years.” Furthermore, although “the outlook for coal demand
in the U.S. is moderating, global demand is heating up.”
(13 April 2012): “India’s Grain Storage Comes Up Short”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304356604577339402041821044.html)
--------“India is preparing to harvest a record grain crop for the second year in a row, but fears
are rising that its state granaries won’t be able to handle the surplus, and food that could feed the
nations’ hungry millions will go to waste.” Although India plans to add three to four million
metric tons of storage capacity this year, it will not be enough to meet storage demands, with the
likelihood that eight million tons of grain will be “out in the open—vulnerable to weather and
attacks by rodents.”
********The article draws attention to the importance of storage as a means to smooth
production and consumption from one year to the next. The article sounds like the grain storage
program is driven by the Indian government—would a more market-oriented approach to grain
storage result in less corruption and bureaucratic inefficiency? The article also points out that
“Poor coordination between the federal government and India’s states also results in the spoilage
of grains that are properly stored.”
(13 April 2012): “Recession’s Pain Hit Men, Women At Different Pace”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303624004577340190482424090.html)
--------The recent recession, like most recessions, has tended to have a differential impact on the
employment of men and women. “Male-dominated industries like construction and
manufacturing are typically among the first to shed jobs when the economy heads south. Then,
those areas are typically among the first to rehire once the economy turns around. Meanwhile,
jobs held disproportionately by women—teachers, clerks, health-care professionals—are
typically cut later in a recession. But they also come back more slowly.” Betsey Stevenson, of
the University of Pennsylvania, “who previously served as chief Labor Department economist in
the Obama Administration” notes that “Women have been disproportionately hurt by cuts by
governments. Three-fourths of the jobs cut by the public sector since the start of the recession
were held by women.” Women have also been differentially impacted in the areas of support
staff and administrative jobs.
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********Issues relating to women seem to be growing in importance in the current election
cycle. This article provides an opportunity to learn a little more about the gender composition of
individual sectors of the U.S. economy and how they are influenced by macroeconomic
conditions, as suggested by “Mark Perry, a scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, a
conservative think tank in Washington.”
(13 April 2012): “With a $5 Billion Pipeline Project, Canada Looks to Bypass U.S. for Asia”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304356604577339972995473802.html)
--------The temporary blockage of the Keystone XL pipeline has led Canadian energy firms to
explore alternative routes to moving the energy resources of the Albertan oil sands to world
markets. One path being taken by Kinder Morgan Energy Partners, which has said that it will
“begin a $5 billion expansion of its Trans Mountain pipeline, nearly tripling the capacity of crude
oil it can ship to Canada’s west coast.” The oil is expected to be sold to Asian buyers. The
Kinder Morgan expansion would “twin” an existing pipeline and is expected to encounter less
opposition from native groups than an alternative (new) pipeline proposed by Enbridge, which
would also move oil from Alberta to British Columbia.
(14 April 2012): “Grappling With a Garbage Glut”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304444604577337702024537204.html)
--------The author of this article, Edward Humes, has written the book Garbology: Our Dirty
Love Affair With Trash (Avery), which will be released on April 19th. The U.S. generates 7.1
pounds of trash per person per day, so much that scrap is “The United States’ No. 1 export to
China, by number of cargo containers.” Amazingly, “American communities on average spend
more money on waste management than on fire protection, parks and recreation, libraries or
schoolbooks, according to the U.S. Census data on municipal budgets.” Different cities in the
U.S. and different countries in the world approach waste management in diverse ways. “Of
course, the best way to reduce trash is to waste less in the first place.”
(14 April 2012): “U.S. Drug Policy Faces Latin Dissent”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303624004577342161475708368.html)
--------President Obama has traveled to Cartagena, Colombia to participate in a hemispheric
summit. In addition to trade issues, the drug policy of the U.S. occupies a prominent place on
the agenda. Political leaders throughout Latin America widely view U.S. drug policy as having
failed and they are now willing to embrace a broader set of possibilities, including legalization
and decriminalization of some drugs. Colombian President Juan Manuel Santos “put the
question of legalization onto the summit’s agenda, and has called for a closer examination of the
costs and benefits of the decriminalization of personal consumption.” The Presidents of Mexico
and Guatemala have also raised their concerns due to drug-related violence in their countries.
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“Ahead of the summit, the Obama administration made it clear that it isn’t interested in a policy
change.”
********How to manage drug use in the U.S. continues to be an important, if contentious, issue
in the U.S. This week The Economist had a related article dealing with medical marijuana—it
seems that the federal government has recently changed its approach and is now seeking to
prosecute providers in California, Colorado, and Montana. You can learn more at:
http://www.economist.com/node/21552609.
(15 April 2012): “As Beef Cattle Become Behemoths, Who Are Animal Scientists Serving?”
(http://chronicle.com/article/As-Beef-Cattle-Become/131480/)
--------The pharmaceutical Zilmax, originally developed to treat asthma, has been found to be
very effective in adding weight to cattle. That additional weight, however, has come at a price,
as cattle “have grown into bulky lumbering giants, the quality of the beef has plummeted. Meat
from the most pharmaceutically enhanced cattle . . . can be so tough that some packing plants are
refusing to buy cattle fed the drug.” Zilmax has also raised a far thornier issue, namely, the
disclosure of financial interest in academic research. Although such disclosure is now routine in
medical journals, it isn’t in the journals of animal science, where close relationships between
university researchers and corporate interests are common.
********No summary can do justice to the complexities of this (lengthy) article. Each page
seems to provide a new perspective.
(16 April 2012): “Dark Meat Getting a Leg Up on Boring Boneless Breast”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304587704577333923937879132.html)
--------“Demand for legs and thigh cuts is climbing as diners tire of white meat and TV cooking
shows tout dark meat’s richer flavor and softer texture. ” In addition to information-based
preference change, technological advances have factored in, too. U.S. consumers “prefer buying
chicken without the bones, tendons, and veins” and poultry processors “have gotten better at
deboning thanks to new manual and automated methods.”
********Evidently the color of poultry meat—the “white-dark divide”—stems from myoglobin,
a “red-or-purple protein that delivers oxygen to muscle tissue. Muscle meats—like chicken
legs—have lots of myoglobin.” Thus the breasts of game birds that fly have plenty of dark meat
but domestic chickens that don’t have white meat in their breasts. It seems like traditional wine
pairings for chicken are more complex than white with white.
(16 April 2012): “The Simple Idea That Is Transforming Health Care”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304450004577275911370551798.html)
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--------In addition to a long list of objective measures of health status, physicians are increasingly
considering something more subjective: “how people feel about their condition and overall wellbeing.” This approach stems from the idea that “People are more likely to manage their
condition properly when they have more accessible, personal goals, like being able to do more at
work or keep up with their kids, instead of focusing only on comparatively abstract targets like
blood-sugar levels. And that, in turn, leads to much better health.” The focus on well-being “is a
departure from the traditional approach to public health, especially when it comes to chronicdisease sufferers.”
********This approach seems to be consistent with the so-called positive psychology
revolution, where there is more of a focus on increasing the positive dimensions of life rather
than reducing the negative dimensions of life. This seems to be what Rosemarie Kobau, a
public-health adviser at the Center for Disease Controls, has in mind when she notes: “Wellbeing moves us closer to looking at health in a positive sense—as more than the absence of
illness.”
(17 April 2012): “Argentina to Seize Control of Oil Company”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/17/business/global/argentine-president-to-nationalize-oilcompany.html)
--------“Argentina’s president . . . announced on Monday that the government would seize a
majority stake in YPF, the nation’s largest oil company.” As a result, “Argentina’s government
would take a 51 percent controlling stake in YPF, which is now majority-owned by a Spanish
energy company, Repsol YPF. Of that new stake, Argentina’s central government would get 51
percent and the country’s provinces 49 percent.” This comes at a time when oil production in
Argentina had fallen, leading it to be a net importer of oil. Recently, huge shale oil discoveries
were made in Argentina, possibly adding additional impetus to the prospective takeover.
********According to the Wall Street Journal, Argentina ranks “third in the world, behind China
and the U.S., in potentially recoverable reserves of shale gas.” The Journal also notes that
“Argentina is the only major Latin American country without a significant state presence in the oil
industry.”
(17 April 2012): “Exxon and Russia’s Oil Company in Deal for Joint Projects”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/17/business/energy-environment/exxon-and-russian-oilcompany-agree-to-joint-projects.html)
--------“Exxon Mobil and the Russian state oil company Rosneft signed a strategic agreement on
Monday that will open American domestic oil and gas fields to Russian investment for the first
time. For Exxon Mobil, the deal offers expanded access to Russia’s offshore Arctic fields as it
strains to find new reserves. But the agreement also means that Exxon will be wading more
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deeply into Russia’s risky business environment.” Among other things, the agreement should
help Russia access to sophisticated drilling and management methods it doesn’t currently have.
********As the article on Argentina points out, and as the history of Russia testifies, the
business risk being embraced by Exxon Mobil is far from trivial.
(17 April 2012): “Small-Jet Makers Flock to China”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303815404577335363327341258.html)
--------It has been estimated that 600-650 small business jets were delivered worldwide in 2011,
down from 732 in 2010. As a result, producers are looking to locate more of their production in
the next big market—China. It is estimated that China will be the second largest businessmarket (following the U.S.) within 15 years. “China’s business and aviation sector is in its
infancy.” Honeywell Aerospace executive Briand Greer estimates that China “has about 1,000
business and general-aviation aircraft, compared with roughly 225,000 in the U.S.” Beijing
requires that foreign companies setting “establishing significant operations in the country” to be
involved in joint ventures, which carries with it the significant risk the technology transfer that
takes place will end with partners becoming rivals.
(18 April 2012): “Warming Up to the Officeless Office”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304818404577349783161465976.html)
--------“As companies seek to cut costs and accommodate an increasingly mobile work force,
some employees have had to say goodbye to their personal work areas.” Instead, workers are
finding themselves in “non-territorial offices” where cubicles are “replaced by communal tables
or unassigned desks they share with a sometimes shifting cast of colleagues.” Some studies
show that “traditional office space has a utilization rate of just 50% due to sick days, vacations
and travel.” In North Carolina’s Research Triangle Park, GlaxoSmithKline “has saved nearly
$10 million annually . . . by gradually shifting 1,200 employees . . . to unassigned seating.”
While some employees have felt a loss of identity and see them as less organized, the use of
email has dropped and decisions are made faster as people find “were able to meet informally.”
********This development seems to have been driven initially by cost considerations but the
face-to-face interactions that have resulted may ultimately be the more important reason for reimagining the geography of the office.
(18 April 2012): “Ford CEO: Battery Is Third of Electric Car Cost”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304432704577350052534072994.html)
--------Ford CEO Alan Mulally recently divulged one “of the auto industry’s most closely
guarded secrets—the enormous cost of batteries for electric cars.” He noted that battery packs
are “around $12,000 to $15,000” for a car that “normally sells for about $22,000.” Ford’s
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electric Focus EV is priced at $39,200 and has a 23 kilowatt-hour battery pack. The U.S.
Department of Energy “has set a goal of lowering the cost of batteries to $300 a kilowatt-hour by
next year.”
********$600 a kilowatt-hour for battery packs seems to be in the cost range Mulally indicated,
so the U.S. DOE’s initiative would have a cost saving of about $7,000 per battery pack. Here is
a good opportunity to do some financial analysis, which (no doubt) Ford, GM, and Nissan have
done in abundance.
(18 April 2012): “Eyeing Regulation, Drillers Try to Be Neighborly”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304818404577349853872701474.html)
--------When necessary, drillers for shale gas are not adverse to making significant expenditures
to mitigate the sound produced by drilling equipment. On the outskirts of Fort Worth, Texas,
Devon Energy Corp. has “built a 24-foot-tall wall on insulated tarps around its drilling site . . .
The beige wrap . . . damps the noise emitted by the round-the-clock operation.” Chesapeake
Energy Corp. has written Urban Drilling for Dummies to help deal with the complexities of
drilling with (human) neighbors. In western Oklahoma, however, mitigation is held not to be
necessary because “it’s all cows and coyotes.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 53 (25 April 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(16 April 2012): “Exxon’s big bet on shale gas” (http://tech.fortune.cnn.com/2012/04/16/exxonshale-gas-fracking/)
--------The prototypical oil company, Exxon Mobil, today gets “about 50% of its production
from, and has 50% of its reserves in, natural gas.” Its CEO, Rex Tillerson, got his start in the
energy industry in 1976 “experimenting with a process known as hydraulic fracturing, or
fracking.” Exxon’s present commitment to natural gas grew out of its recognition that it had
come late to the fracking party. In order to get involved, Tillerson reasoned “We can build it,
and it will take several years for us to get to a material position. Or we can buy it.” Ultimately,
Exxon undertook a “$35 billion acquisition of natural-gas producer XTO Energy” in order to buy
its hydraulic-fracturing expertise. The importance of XTO’s expertise led Exxon to be very
deliberate about retaining its field engineers and executives, allowing XTO to “retain its own
identity” rather than imposing the Exxon culture on XTO.
(19 April 2012): “U.S. Caps Emissions in Drilling for Fuel”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/19/science/earth/epa-caps-emissions-at-gas-and-oilwells.html)
--------The Environmental Protection Agency issued new air quality standards on Wednesday.
“The rule is the first federal effort to address serious air pollution associated with . . . fracking,
which releases toxic and cancer-causing chemicals like benzene and hexane, as well as methane,
a powerful greenhouse gas.” An earlier proposal “was significantly revised, giving industry
more than two years [until 2015] to comply.” In addition to health hazards, “Methane is a potent
heat-trapping gas, 20 times more powerful in its effect on the atmosphere than carbon dioxide.”
********You can see a copy of the 588-page rule at:
http://www.epa.gov/airquality/oilandgas/pdfs/20120417finalrule.pdf. The Wall Street Journal
has a related article—subscription required—that provides some more specific information the
fracking process, particularly about “flowback” and the capture of the gases mentioned in the
Times article. Here it is: “Once the fracking mixture unlocks oil and gas, drillers allow the
mixture to rush back to the surface. The fast-moving ‘flowback’ of liquids and gases includes
some smog-forming volatile organic compounds as well as toxic materials such as benzene.”
You can find the article at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303513404577351842495583760.html.
(19 April 2012): “Chemical Makers Ride Gas Boom”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304331204577352161288275978.html)
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--------Dow Chemical has announced its plan to “build a multi-billion-dollar plant to convert
natural gas into the building blocks of plastic” in coastal Freeport, Texas, thereby capitalizing on
the abundant natural gas supplies derived from shale. This plant, like another to be built near
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, are seeking to profit from decade-low gas prices. Dow’s actions,
coupled with the plan of Freeport LNG Development to create a liquefied natural gas facility for
export, will bid up labor prices but “isn’t likely to undermine the viability” of the projects.
********The juxtaposition of the LNG facility and the plastics facilities is interesting. The
plastics (Dow) plant will be there because of “low” domestic natural gas prices and the LNG
(Freeport) facility will be there because of “high” international natural gas prices. Thus, to the
extent that Freeport is successful in moving gas out of the U.S., they will reduce the
attractiveness of Dow’s plastic production and to the extent that Dow is successful in preventing
the export of natural gas, they will reduce the ability of Freeport to realize profit opportunities.
Sounds like fertile ground for lobbyists and the legal profession.
(19 April 2012): “GM Seeks Sway in China”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303513404577351870982630672.html)
--------GM and its Chinese partner Shanghai Automotive Industry Corp. (SAIC) have “agreed to
restructure their joint venture to give GM equal say in key decisions as their alliance moves to
expand outside China.” What had started out as a 50-50 alliance of equals became a 51-49
alliance after GM sold 1% to SAIC “shortly before it sought bankruptcy protection.” In 2011
GM sold more autos in China than in the U.S., generating revenue of $30.5 billion and profit of
$3.2 billion, $1.5 billion of which GM received as its share. GM’s CEO Dan Akerson noted:
“SAIC is the principal relationship that we have around the globe now and we expect that to be
the case into the future.” The plans of GM and SAIC are not limited to China. “In a sign of
China’s importance, GM in 2009 relocated the headquarters for all its international operations to
Shanghai.”
(20 April 2012): “Civilian Drone Use Taking Off in U.S.”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304331204577354331959335276.html)
--------More than 50 institutions have “received approvals to operate remotely piloted aircraft” in
the U.S., which are generally known as drones. The institutions include the Department of
Homeland Security, police departments, and universities, among others. The growth of drones is
illustrated by the fact that nearly “50 companies are developing some 150 different systems,
ranging from miniature models to those with wingspans comparable to airliners.” Supporting
that development is the University of North Dakota, which “uses drones in connection with an
undergraduate degree program in unmanned aircraft systems it started in 2009” and has 78
students majoring in the field. Encouraging this growth has been federal legislation, which has
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required the Federal Aviation Administration to “integrate remotely piloted aircraft throughout
U.S. airspace” by fall 2015.
********A list of the 50 institutions is provided on the Interactive Graphics tab of the article.
The privacy concerns around drones are sure to give rise to a host of legal proceedings in the
years to come.
(20 April 2012): “U.S. Manufacturing, Defying Naysayers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304331204577354110694619358.html)
--------The recent announcement by Michelin that it will build a $950 million tire plant in South
Carolina has drawn attention to the growth of “hub manufacturing” there, particularly between
Spartanburg and Greenville. This comes at a time when firms are increasingly concerned about
instability in Mexico and the protection of intellectual property in China. Area manufacturers
“have built a symbiosis between factory and school.” Educational tie-ups with local and regional
community and technical colleges, as well as area universities, are common.
********The cluster concept of development was given an influential expression by Harvard
professor Michael Porter in “Clusters and the New Economics of Competition,” (1998), which
you can find at:
http://iic.wiki.fgv.br/file/view/Clusters+and+the+New+Economics+of+Competition.pdf.
(20 April 2012): “Little Plant Proves a Big Pest”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304331204577354212496562928.html)
--------Guar is “is a legume used to make an emulsifier know as ‘guar gum’ . . . found in
toothpaste, bagels and dynamite.” (Most of the world’ guar comes from India.) It is also “a key
ingredient in the fluids used to crack open . . . shales. The amount of guar required for a single
shale well requires the harvest from hundreds of acres.” This has resulting in a significant run up
in Guar price. The CEO of Halliburton, which uses guar in its operations, noted that guar is
“probably the fastest-moving community price that I’ve ever seen.” Futures prices have more
than quadrupled since December 1.
********This is a nice example of derived demand. The production of “fracked” natural gas
gives rise to a derived demand for guar, and presumably higher incomes for Indian producers of
guar.
(20 April 2012): “India Struggles to Deliver Enough Power”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/20/business/global/india-struggles-to-deliver-enoughelectricity-for-growth.html)
--------“India has long struggled to provide enough electricity to light its homes and power its
industry around the clock. In recent years, the government and private sector sought to change
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that by building scores of new power plants. But . . . the country cannot get enough fuel—
principally coal—to run the plants. . . . A complex system of subsidies and price controls has
limited investment, particularly in resources like coal and natural gas.” Reliable power, as a
result, is a big problem. R Narasimha Murthy, who owns a small company outside Nellore on
the southeast coast of India, “loses three hours of power every evening. And all day of
Wednesdays and Saturdays—euphemistically called ‘power holidays’—it receives only enough
electricity to turn on the lights but not enough to use its large metal-cutting machines.”
(21 April 2012): “The third industrial revolution” (http://www.economist.com/node/21553017)
********This week The Economist had a special report devoted to manufacturing and titled “A
third industrial revolution,” which you can find at: http://www.economist.com/printedition/201204-21. The leader, “The third industrial revolution,” can be found at:
http://www.economist.com/node/21553017. The first industrial revolution was “the
mechanization of the textile industry” and the second “when Henry Ford mastered the moving
assembly line and ushered in the age of mass production.” However, a third is under way—the
digitization of manufacturing—which will involve “clever software, novel materials, more
dexterous robots, news processes (notably three-dimensional printing) and a whole range of webbased services.” As a result, “The factory of the future will focus on mass customization—and
may look more like those weavers’ cottages than Ford’s assembly line.” Although not explicitly
mentioned, big data will be an important part of this development.
(21 April 2012): “Rethinking the War on Drugs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303425504577353754196169014.html)
--------H.L. Mencken once wrote “For every complex problem, there is an answer that is clear,
simple and wrong.” This statement is “especially true of drug abuse and addiction. Indeed, the
problem is so complex that it has produced not just one clear, simple, wrong solution but two.”
One is the “drug war” with “prohibition plus massive, undifferentiated enforcement.” The
second is “wholesale drug legalization.” But “these two bade ideas are not our only choices.” A
more nuanced approach to enforcement, one that recognizes the diversity of drug users, is likely
to be more successful than the either simple solution.
********The article is built upon the notion that “Most users of addictive drugs are not addicts”
and to treat all drug abusers “as a single group flies in the face of what is known as Pareto’s Law:
that for any given activity, 20% of the participants typically account for 80% of the action.” You
can learn much more about the Law in Joseph Persky, “Pareto’s Law,” Journal of Economic
Perspectives 6,2 (Spring 1992): 181-92.
(21 April 2012): “In Economists We Trust”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304356604577341940149291220.html)
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--------A review of What Money Can’t Buy, by Michael J. Sandel, who is a political philosopher
at Harvard University. Sandel is concerned that “economic imperatives have begun crowding
out other values. . . . We are steadily moving toward a culture in which our ideals are being
pushed aside in favor of the view that we ought to always be maximizing efficiency.” Sandel
seeks to “shine a light” on this “quiet revolution” and “observes all sorts of situations where
traditional mores have shifted in recent years, always in the direction of market morality.” The
book reviewer concludes that “Economists . . . have assumed a role in society that for the past
4,000 years has been held by philosophers and theologians. They have made our lives freer and
more efficient. And we are poorer for it.”
********Sandel is well known for his thoughtful and stimulating lectures that can be found on
YouTube; he is responsible for the PBS series “Justice: What’s The Right Thing To Do?” You
can view his six-minute lecture on “Morality and the Free Market” at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFVdX4Tje2E. It is fair to say that it has long been argued
that market rationality undermines traditional values—it will be interesting to see if Mandel has
something new to say about it. The “crowding out” theory is surely developed most fully in
chapter 3 of What Money Can’t Buy, which is entitled “How Markets Crowd Out Morals.”
(23 April 2012): “China Grows Its Dairy Farms With a Global Cattle Drive”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303863404577281302732745814.html)
--------“In one of the largest transoceanic cattle drives in history, as many as 100,000 heifers
from Uruguay, Australia and New Zealand will board multistory cattle-carrying ships this year—
bound for China. The global roundup is a key part of China’s effort to satisfy growing domestic
demand for milk and remake its dairies after a deadly tainted-milk scandal in 2008 devastated
production and caused distrustful consumers to turn to imported milk.” China is seeking to
develop a dairy herd that is much more productive than the one it has at present, and has
imported nearly 250,000 heifers since 2009. Although the U.S. is the primary source of semen to
impregnate the heifers, heifers cannot be imported from the U.S. due to a ban on “live cattle
imports from North America” from a 2003 outbreak of mad-cow disease.
********A related article this week is “Farmers Retool to Feed China,” which you can find at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304587704577336053786708354.html. The
booming demand for milk in China has led California milk processors to change their facilities to
expand the production of the specific type of powdered milk preferred by the Chinese: “China
imports mostly long-lasting milk powder to mix with water and other ingredients . . . that can sit
on a grocery shelf without spoiling.” Powdered milk for the U.S. market “can’t sit very long at
room temperature after being turned into those dairy products.”
(23 April 2012): “Critics of E-Books Lawsuit Miss the Mark, Experts Say”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303978104577359741232993860.html)
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--------The recent antitrust lawsuit filed by the U.S. Justice Department against five publishers
and Apple for price fixing of e-books has been characterized by David Carr of the New York
Times as the modern equivalent of leaving Standard Oil intact and “breaking up Ed’s Gas ‘N’
Groceries on Route 19 instead.” However, antitrust scholars have a different view. According to
Herbert Hovenkamp, a law professor at the University of Iowa, “Price fixing is kind of the firstdegree murder of antitrust violations. . . . They [the Justice Department] don’t have discretion to
just walk away from what appears to be a strong set of facts that, if true, are one of the most
central of antitrust violations.” Experts note that Amazon’s pricing practices, although disruptive
to publishers, is not illegal.
(24 April 2012): “Tide Turns on Border Crossing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303459004577362211298534158.html)
--------“Net migration from Mexico has plummeted to zero thanks to changing demographic and
economic conditions on both sides of the border” according to a new study by the Pew Hispanic
Center. “The standstill . . . results from declining immigration from Mexico paired with a rising
number of people returning south from the U.S.” Falling birthrates in Mexico, diminished job
opportunities in the U.S., and improved job opportunities have all played a role in this
readjustment; immigration policy has also played a role. “Mexican immigration to the U.S.—
legal and illegal—peaked in 2000 at about 700,000 . . . By 2009, only 150,000 Mexicans had
arrived” in a decline that hasn’t reversed.
********In an interesting comment about the response of policy to reality, a professor of public
policy at the University of Southern California notes: “We have turned the page in terms of
migration . . . We haven’t turned the page yet in terms of the policies.”
(25 April 2012): “New Mad-Cow Discovery Stirs Fear”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303592404577364161418169628.html)
--------“The U.S. Agriculture Department said Tuesday that a California dairy cow tested positive
for mad cow disease, the first appearance . . . in the U.S. since 2006.” Agency officials said that
“no meat from the animal had entered the food chain, and that people aren’t at risk of contracting
the disease through consumption of milk from an infected cow.” This is “the fourth case of mad
cow disease detected in the U.S. since the first was discovered . . . in 2003.” Beef exports
declined dramatically after the 2003 outbreak, as countries were quick to ban U.S. beef.
********The article has an accompanying graph that shows the precipitous drop of U.S. exports
to Japan and Korea after 2003. Although sales have increased slowly in recent years, in 2011
they were still have what they were before the outbreak. Confidence in product quality can be
quickly lost, whether it is merited or not. As the article notes, it has taken years for the U.S. to
persuade countries that had previously banned U.S. beef to “start accepting beef imports again.
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some countries, such as China, still won’t import U.S. beef or maintain tight restrictions on the
beef they buy.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 54 (2 May 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(26 April 2012): “A Factory on Every Desk” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-0426/3d-printers-make-whatever-you-want)
--------3D printing is about to go mainstream. With an estimated market of $1.7 billion today, it
is seen as growing to $3.7 billion by 2015. In May, 3D Systems, “the company that invented the
3D printing industry” will release The Cube, which will allow for the printing of objects in
multiple colors and 5-½ inches on each side; The Cube will sell for $1,299 bringing it in the
range of consumer products. 3D printing is already has its Amazon—Shapeways. “Its website
lets people post product designs and make . . . objects to order. . . . Once you place an order,
Shapeways prints he object—often using an industrial machine from 3D Systems or another
supplier—and mails it to you.” Shapeways sells “about 100,000 objects per month.”
********This article provides some of the background history that previous articles about 3D
printing have missed. One can’t help but think that this connection between computers and
printing will be seizing the imaginations of the young (and not so young) in the days to come.
********3D Systems is headquartered in Rock Hill, South Carolina. You can learn more about
it at: http://www.3dsystems.com/. Shapeways is headquartered in New York. You can learn
more about it at: http://www.shapeways.com/.
(26 April 2012): “Alone, 'Riodoce' Covers the Mexican Drug Cartel Beat”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-04-26/riodoce-covers-the-drug-cartel-beat)
--------“According to Reporters Without Borders, 80 Mexican journalists have been killed and 14
others have disappeared since 2000.” According to Jorge Zepeda Patterson, a former editor of El
Universal, in Mexico City, “Crimes against journalists occur with impunity at the local level . . .
We are losing our capacity to say what’s happening to our country.” The attacks, “meant to cow
Mexico’s media,” have succeeded. “Today the vast majority of the nation’s newspapers,
magazines, and radio and TV stations do not cover the bloodshed” associated with drugs. The
newspaper Riodice, however, persists, although with great care, operating “in a nebulous area
between self-censorship and freedom.” Editor Ismael Bojórques notes: “We never write off a
subject entirely . . . We always say we’ll write about this or that, but how are we going to do it?
Up to what point are we going to investigate it? What exactly are we going to publish? It’s
always in those terms. It’s a question of finding the line.”
********Our experience of a free press in the U.S., however imperfect, certainly contrasts with
what is presented in the article. It suggests that systematic thinking about the factors and
institutions that support press freedom could be of general interest.
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(26 April 2012): “Hunting for Fashion’s Copycats”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303592404577364333707766366.html)
--------Julie Zerbo is a 25-year-old law student who is also a blogger who write the Fashion Law
blog. She decided to her blog (and make fashion law her career) after attending a two-week
“boot camp” at the Fashion Law Institute at Fordham Law School. Described by Glamour.com
as “the brainy blogger,” Zerbo draws attention to copyright, which is “a contentious area in
fashion.” Often large firms copy the designs of small designers, turning out similar products for
much lower prices. Zerbo “sees her role as a defender of small designers, who may not have the
financial ability to take an alleged copycat to court.”
********You can find the Fashion Law blog at: http://www.fashion-law.org/.
(26 April 2012): “States Up the Online Ante”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303978104577362121444589922.html)
--------States across the U.S. have identified the online sale of lottery tickets as a way to boost
revenue, an alternative that became available when “the U.S. Justice Department in December
narrowed its interpretation of the 50-year-old Wire act, saying it banned only sports betting and
not other forms of online gambling.” Such sales will begin in Illinois, and other states, including
New York, are looking to learn from them. Convenience stores, in particular, have protested the
move, arguing that their sales from foot traffic will be hurt if customers can buy tickets online.
“Lotteries began discussing forms of online gambling as far back as 1990, when Minnesota
briefly considered allowing people to play the lottery through Nintendo game machines
connected to telephone lines.” As a result, some states have had lottery systems “on a shelf
waiting for more legal certainty.”
(27 April 2012): “Have We Got A Review for You”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304811304577366294016405330.html)
--------A review of The Art of the Sale, by Philip Delves Broughton. Although “Modern
economies are built by people agreeing to buy and sell for mutual benefit . . . there is nearuniversal disdain for the sales process itself.” This was noticed by Broughton when he obtained
a midcareer MBA at Harvard Business School and noticed that “sales were largely ignored.”
Through a variety of stories, Broughton argues that “Sales is a form of persuasion beyond
commercial interest.” In doing so he “reminds us that the best salespeople are resilient
optimists—and that we all engage in sales or one sort of another.”
********The statement that “the best salespeople are resilient optimists” brought to mind the
book Learned Optimism, by psychologist Martin E.P. Seligman, especially its chapter 6 entitled
“Success at Work.” There he writes about the characteristics of successful life insurance
salesmen, noting that “Life insurance agents, as a group, are more optimistic than people from
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any other walk of life.” It is essential to be optimistic when “nine out of ten prospects brush you
off.”
(27 April 2012): “Gulf States Keep Oil Dollars Home”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303990604577367920842942292.html)
--------“Booming oil prices are flooding Arab countries with money, but where the lion’s share of
that wealth would once have been pumped into the world’s financial markets, much of it is now
being spent at home.” The outburst of spending on housing, hospitals, mosques, and job creation
seems to be “a defensive response to the Arab Spring uprisings that toppled other Middle East
governments last year.” It was then that “many governments discovered that the enemy was
within and not without.” Higher domestic spending has been “enabled by a 93% rise in the
average price of OPEC crude in the past three years.”
********Aside from the Roman “bread and circuses” dimension of the article, an interesting
element is the role of the world oil price in relation to balancing the budget. Saudi Arabia “needs
crude oil to trade at about $80 a barrel or more” to balance the budget, whereas “the U.A.E.
needs it to be at around $90.” In 2003, a balanced budget required oil to trade at $30 a barrel.
(28 April 2012): “Trying to Shed Student Debt”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303978104577364120264435092.html)
--------“In 2005, Congress prohibited student dept from being discharged through bankruptcy,
except in rare cases, because of concerns that many young graduates . . . would be tempted to
walk away from loan obligations.” However, this prohibition is being reconsidered in light of
the fact that since 2000 average student-loan debt at graduation has increased by 24% and
average earnings for full-time workers aged 25-35 has declined by 15%.
********The lengthy debt burden of student loans is surely one of the most underappreciated
consequences of the widespread restructuring of the financing of higher education, especially
public higher education. With a larger percentage of college costs being born by students
through increased tuition (as state funding has shrunk), students find themselves needing to
borrow more than previously. The limits on federal loans mean that students often find
themselves resorting to private loans to “make up the difference.” Those private loans generally
have higher interest rates. All of this points to the peculiar challenges of investing in human
capital—lending agencies cannot take possession of it in the case of default. That, presumably,
is a good argument for increased public support.
(28 April 2012): “MIT Economist Wins Prize”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303990604577370300723205284.html)
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--------Dr. Amy Finkelstein, a professor of economics at MIT, won the John Bates Clark medal
of the American Economic Association for her research on health insurance and public policy.
The award, second in prestige to the Noble Prize in Economics, is given annually to the most
outstanding economist under the age of 40. Twelve of the 34 winners of the Clark medal have
gone on to receive the Noble Prize. She has used randomized controlled trials in her work, thus
bringing more rigorous methods to the study of public health insurance. In commenting,
Finkelstein noted: “What’s so exciting about economics these days is we really do seem to have
the ability to bring incredible data and techniques to combine with theory to answer important
economic and public policy questions.”
********You can learn more about Finkelstein’s work at:
http://www.aeaweb.org/aea/AmyFinkelstein.pdf. Her work is reminiscent, in style, to the work
performed by Abhiit-Banerjee and Esther Duflo (also at MIT) in their book Poor Economics,
which won the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs business book of the year award in 2011.
You can learn more about their book at: http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/a8af73e6-0623-11e1a079-00144feabdc0.html. Duflo won the Clark medal in 2010
(http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2010/duflo-clark-0423.html). It is obvious that MIT has brought
together an exceptionally strong and productive team of young scholars.
(28 April 2012): “New rivers of gold [remittances]”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21553458)
--------Remittances, i.e., monies remitted to a home country by workers employed elsewhere, are
becoming the source of more careful study with improved data. The world’s busiest remittance
corridor is between the U.S. and Mexico, with an estimated $24 billion flowing to Mexico.
Although the U.S. is the largest source of remittances, Saudi Arabia is now second, due to South
Asians and Africans working in its oil fields. Remittances “are not just big, but growing—they
have nearly quadrupled since the turn of the millennium—and resilient. In 2009, when
economies around the world crashed, remittances to poor countries fell by a modest 5%.
********One interesting statistic provided by the article is remittances as a percentage of GDP.
In 2010, the Russian-Tajikistan corridor led the way with a ratio of 21.6%, following closely by
South Africa-Lesotho. The U.S.-Haiti corridor had a percentage of 15.7%. All data are for
2010.
(30 April 2012): “California Sifts Gold Claims”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303990604577369843186161400.html)
--------“Suction-dredge mining” may be returning to the rivers and streams of California after its
Department of Fish and Game proposed lifting a 2009 ban on its use. The ban grew out of a
dispute in the 1990s “when Karuk Indian tribe members perceived an increase in dredging in
their fishing grounds” which led to a suit against the Fish and Game department. Those
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opposing the lifting of the ban argue that suction-dredge mining cannot be done without an
adverse affect on water quality. A spokesman for Fish and Game agrees, but notes: “we do not
have the authority to regulate” water quality. The “department’s mandate is to evaluate the
needs of fish.”
********This simple little article embraces a variety of complex matters relating to property
rights, technology, and regulation. The restricted purview of the California Fish and Game
Department was especially striking.
(30 April 2012): “China Likely to Pressure Cotton Prices”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303990604577370442448361770.html)
--------During the last seven months China has bought “nearly one million tons of U.S. cotton . . .
more than a quarter of estimated U.S. production for 2011-12.” China’s textile mills produce
“40% of the world’s cotton goods.” High domestic prices in China have contributed greatly to
the level of cotton imports. A system of government purchases of domestic cotton keep internal
prices high, while guaranteeing a “floor for farmers . . . meant to encourage planting of the
fiber.” Nonetheless, a recent survey indicates that “farmers likely will reduce their planting areas
by almost 17% this year because costs for labor, fertilizer and seeds are risking while domestic
prices . . . have eased from last year.”
********Evidently China maintains reserves for cotton not unlike the strategic oil reserves of
the U.S. These reserves are managed with internal and external cotton purchases. It is not such
a simple story to say how the cotton market operates in China.
(1 May 2012): “Visa Plan Poses Bipartisan Test”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304868004577375852893777524.html)
--------It is difficult to find a topic upon which Democrats and Republicans agree, but there is
one: “expanding the number of visas for highly skilled foreigners, particularly those who learned
math and science at American universities.” Nevertheless, that isn’t sufficient to pass the
necessary legislation. Democrats also seek “more-comprehensive changes to the immigration
system” and “Republicans don’t want to give in on a broad immigration overhaul because they
object to any plan that might give a path to citizenship to people currently here illegally.” Other
countries aren’t waiting. Canada has increased the number of visas it gives to highly skilled
workers “dramatically.”
********Even when there is seeming agreement on an issue, it is difficult to find common
ground due to issues of legislative scope.
(2 May 2012): “Suburban Swap: Trading a backyard for a Train Station”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304811304577370044093629550.html)
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--------Transit-oriented developments (TODs)—“mixed-use developments that combine town
houses or condominiums with retail shops, hotels and other businesses” adjacent to a train station
are becoming increasingly popular as people tire of their commutes and high gas prices. In
addition, changes in technology, both for trains and for buildings, have reduced noise associated
with living near to trains. TODs tent to be complex endeavors, as they often involved publicprivate partnerships and “coordination between multiple layers of local, state and federal
governments, community representatives and residents.”
********Noise reduction, effectively dealing with negative consumption externalities, was an
interesting element of the article. A 208-unit project called Fountains at South End is scheduled
to open in Charlotte, North Carolina in 2013.
(2 May 2012): “Bolivia Seize Spanish Power Firm”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303916904577378051521166824.html)
--------Bolivian President Evo Morales “seized the local assets of Spanish power grid operator
Red Eléctrica Corp.” on May Day. Since he took office in 2006, Morales “has used May Day
celebrations to nationalize different sectors of the economy.” This seizure comes close on the
heels of Argentine President Christina Kirchner’s seizure of Spanish energy company Repsol, an
act that has boosted Kirchner’s popularity in Argentina. Both actions have adversely affected
Spanish firms at a time when most of the news about the Spanish economy is negative.
(2 May 2012): “White House Efforts to Relax Gun Exports Face Resistance”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304868004577378421787264242.html)
--------The Obama administration has proposed relaxing “export restrictions on high-powered
firearms . . . with the goal of helping domestic manufacturers compete in global markets.”
Changes would “cover a range of goods from firearms to drones, satellites and tanks, as well as
civilian equipment with military uses.” The overhaul of export controls “is a long-standing goal.
Former presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush made it a top priority” and former Defense
Secretary Robert Gates, in 2010, called U.S. restrictions a “Byzantine amalgam of authorities,
roles, and missions scattered around different parts of the federal government.” The Department
of Homeland Security has objected to the proposed changes, noting that they increased the
likelihood that firearms would fall into the hands of “criminal groups, terrorist organizations, or
enemy combatants.”
********A related article examines the challenges that the defense industry from funding cuts,
especially in the event of “sequestration,” which refers to a potential $500 billion cut in Pentagon
spending that could result in the absence of a “broader agreement on the federal budget.” The
new CEO of Lockheed, “the world’s largest defense company by revenue,” states that
“Sequestration will absolutely devastate the industry.” You can learn more—subscription
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required—at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304868004577378421787264242.html.
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[The Invisible Forces] 55 (9 May 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(3 May 2012): “Analytical Trend Troubles Scientists”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303916904577377841427001840.html)
--------The “gold standard of medical research is the randomly controlled experimental study”
but such studies can run into the millions of dollars. On the other hand, “observational studies . .
. are much easier, cheaper and quicker to do . . . observational studies can be performed for tens
of thousands of dollars.” However, “observational studies . . . are especially prone to
methodological and statistical biases that can render the results unreliable. Their findings are
much less replicable than those drawn from controlled research. Worse, few of the flawed
findings are spotted—or corrected—in the published literature.” Generally, “observational
studies . . . can be replicated only 20% of the time, versus 80% for large, well-designed randomly
controlled trials.”
********This article is about medical research but it has broad relevance to any discipline that
seeks to “do science” however defined. Economists have long noted the difficulty in doing
experiments in economics but surely over the last few decades this is somewhat on the wane.
Although there are still areas where the costs of experimentation are prohibitive—particularly at
the national level—more experimental work is being done at the individual level and at the level
of programs. Indeed, education reformers and researches would like to bring the experimental
approach to learning but the enormous expense of such studies will likely forestall their
adoption.
********All of this draws attention to the growing field of the economics of science. Here are
two books that deal with the subject: How Economics Shapes Science (Harvard University Press,
2012), by Paula Stephens, and Science-Mart: Privatizing American Science (Harvard University
Press, 2011), by Philip Mirowski.
(3 May 2012): “Canada Eyes New Oil Market”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303877604577380092764838780.html)
--------“With more oil than customers, Canada’s landlocked West has sought to carve out new
markets in the U.S. Gulf Coast and Asia. The next frontier is east.” Specifically, the East Coast
of the U.S. and Canada. Blocked by U.S. environmental concerns about the Keystone XL
pipeline, Canadian pipeline owners Enbridge Inc. and TransCanada Corp. are looking to
reconfigure their energy infrastructure. “Enbridge plans to reverse the flow of oil of an existing
pipeline by the first quarter of next year, and TransCanada is looking at converting a natural-gas
pipeline to oil.”
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(3 May 2012): “Abbott Looks to Consumer for Growth”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303990604577367760661436198.html)
--------Later this year Abbott Laboratories “will split with its 124-year-old research-based drug
division . . . shifting its focus from breakthrough medicines . . . to more basic products like
nutrition supplements and generic drugs that can thrive in places like India, China and Vietnam.”
This will require a change in business strategy. CEO Miles D. White notes that historically
Abbott “did business as exporters” but in the future they will be “tailoring . . . businesses much
more closely to market desires.” Such tailoring can be as simple as producing nutritional
supplements that appeal to local taste buds and traditions, e.g., including turmeric in India.
********The approach being taken by Abbott brought to mind the concept of ‘reverse
innovation’, which was recently discussed on Peter Day’s BBC program entitled “Reverse
Innovation.” Reverse innovation involves taking innovations developed in a lesser-developed
country and bringing it to a more-developed country often at a much lower price. Reverse
innovation, then, requires “thinking differently.” You can find Day’s 26-minute interview with
Vijay Govindarajan, co-author of Reverse Innovation: Create Far from Home, Win Everywhere
(2012), at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p00qy7pp/Global_Business_Reverse_Innovation/. You
can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Reverse-Innovation-Create-FromEverywhere/dp/1422157644.
(4 May 2012): “U.S. to Set Rules for Fracking on Federal Land”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303877604577382460699241978.html)
--------“The Obama administration will soon issue sweeping new environmental-safety rules for
hydraulic fracturing on federal land, setting a new standard that natural-gas wells on all lands
eventually could follow.” The rules, a draft of which was reviewed by the Journal, seek to
address concerns about groundwater contamination raised by environmental groups while also
reducing disclosure requirements for fracking fluids. Although an estimated 25-30% of “fracked
wells are on federal land . . . energy experts say the new rules could serve as a template for state
officials who oversee energy production.”
********It is easy to see that state governments and regulatory authorities would tend to look to
the federal government and regulatory authorities given the great expense (and extensive
knowledge) required to develop rules for fracking and other endeavors. That provides, perhaps,
a bit of perspective on other groups—please place your favorite group here—that also seek to
provide “templates” for state governments and regulatory authorities. Is there a market for
“templates?” Assuredly.
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********The experience of fracking on international land seems to be quite different—much
more costly—than in the U.S. You can learn why at:
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-05-03/fracking-is-flopping-overseas.
(4 May 2012): “Pastors Call a Truce on ‘Sheep-Stealing’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304743704577380423751492552.html)
--------Charlotte ONE is a collaboration of roughly 40 Protestant churches in the Charlotte, North
Carolina area that seeks to reach out to the young. One study shows that “church engagement
falls by as much as 43% between the ages of 18 and 29.” The collaborative approach has come
about because many churches “have tried to run so-called young-adult ministries—but with little
success.” It is thought that by pooling resources the necessary “wow factor” will be generated to
get young adults “in the door.” However, some church leaders are concerned that by
encouraging the young to think about “the attractional church” long-term commitments will not
be formed. The organizers of Charlotte ONE note that “they are happy to see the free market at
work in other arenas, but they worry that ‘shopping for God,’ as one book title recently had it, is
not an appropriate way to view faith.”
********The article has a quote from Rodney Stark, who with co-author William Sims
Bainbridge wrote The Theory of Religion (1987), which introduced a microeconomic style of
thinking into the sociology of religion. Stark is currently at Baylor University.
(5 May 2012): “Renting Prosperity”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304746604577382321021920372.html)
--------“Americans are getting over the idea of owning the American dream; increasingly, they’re
OK with renting it. Homeownership is on the decline, and home rentership is on the rise. But
the trend isn’t limited to the housing market. Across the board . . . Americans are increasingly
acclimating to the idea of giving up the stability of being an owner for the flexibility of being a
renter.” Cars, texts, and fashions are just three areas where new businesses are emerging that
embrace rentership. Perhaps people are finally absorbing the wisdom of Thoreau: “And when
the farmer has got his house, he may not be the richer but the poorer for it, and it be the house
that has got him.”
********The essay “Renting Prosperity” is based upon the just-released book Better, Stronger,
Faster: The Myth of American Decline and the Rise of a New Economy (Free Press), by Daniel
Gross. You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Better-Stronger-FasterAmerican-Decline/dp/1451621280/ref=sr_1_1.
(7 May 2012): “Taking Ideas On a Test Drive”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303916904577378443113114400.html)
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--------A review from the Opinion page. The book under review is Uncontrolled, by Jim Manzi.
The hero of the book is the “randomized field trial” (RFT). Such trials, “familiar to us from their
ubiquitous use in medicine . . . are increasingly applied to business strategy, and especially ecommerce, given that the Internet has lowered the costs of studying customers’ preferences and
behavior.” According to the author, “Google alone . . . ran about 12,000 randomized
experiments in 2009, with about 10% leading to business changes.” Manzi believes that there is
great potential for “controlled experimentation to improve outcomes in social science and
government policy.” The paucity of such experiments is held to be due to two, related problems:
controlled experiments are hard to do in the social science and “when social scientists do conduct
controlled experiments, the results tend to show that supposedly worthwhile policies turn out to
be worthless.”
********Jim Manzi, the author of Uncontrolled, is the CEO of Applied Predictive
Technologies. You can learn more at:
http://www.predictivetechnologies.com/en/index.cfm/about/.
(7 May 2012): “For Most Graduates, Grueling Job Hunt Awaits”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304020104577384410323391198.html)
--------Although job prospects for students graduating from college are slightly improved this
year, most graduates “will leave school without an offer in hand.” In a study to be released on
Thursday, it is reported that “49% of graduates from the classes of 2009 to 2011 had found a
full-time job within a year of finishing school, compared with 73% for students who graduate in
the three years prior.” Although “Americans are quitting their jobs in higher numbers, leaving
behind openings for which new graduates can apply,” a soft economy, residual competition for
recent (underemployed) graduates, higher debt burdens, and lower real starting salaries are
making things more difficult for students as they begin their post-college lives.
(8 May 2012): “The Cost of Getting Down is Going Up”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303877604577379700948610514.html)
--------“An increase in the price of down filling is forcing apparel and bedding makers to reengineer their goods, search for alternatives or warn retailers they’ll have to pass along the
higher costs to consumers.” In 2009 a pound of goose down sold for $12 but sells for $28 today,
and as buyers of goose down have looked at less costly alternatives, like duck down, its price has
increased, too, from $9 a pound in 2009 to $19 a pound today. Some apparel makers are turning
to synthetics but others are simply boosting prices. Two factors seem to be at work: an increased
global demand for fashionable down products and a change of eating habits. Most goose and
duck down result from the consumption of goose and duck meat, which is diminishing in
countries like China as income levels increase.
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********The video accompanying the article was especially good—fast paced and providing
additional insight. The slideshow (and its captions) are also of interest.
(8 May 2012): “Univision, ABC to Start News Channel—In English”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304363104577389822944014702.html)
--------“ABC News and Univison Communications Inc. agreed to create a 24-hour cable news
channel that will primarily target the growing population of Hispanics in the U.S. but broadcast
in English.” The channel will launch in the first six months of 2013 with a website to go live this
summer; it will offer “a blend of hard news and lifestyle programming.” Currently there are
“more than 50 million Hispanics in the U.S., or about 16% of the population. But the group is
expected to outpace population growth and reach 30% of the population by 2050.” Future
population growth in the U.S. is expected to be overtake by “U.S.-born Hispanics, who tend to
conduct their lives more in English than in Spanish, according to the Pew Hispanic Center. . . .
This shift creates challenges for Univision, which has long focused on the Spanish-language
audience.”
(9 May 2012): “The ABCs of Beating Obesity”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304363104577391991014215060.html)
--------In a report prepared for a conference on “The Weight of the Nation” the Institute of
Medicine “recommended requiring at least 60 minutes of physical activity a day in schools and
considering excise taxes on sugar-sweetened beverages.” Schools should be a “national focal
point” to prevent obesity “because children spend up to half their waking hours and consume as
many as half their daily calories there.” Dan Glickman, a former secretary of the Department of
Agriculture and chairman of the panel that wrote the report, noted: “If you believe this is a
massive national problem, you have to deal with it in a systems way. . . . This problem is
incapable of being solved with a magic bullet.”
********The “Weight of the Nation” conference ends on May 9th. You can learn more about it
at: http://www.weightofthenation.org/.
********In a related article—“Schools-Standards Pushback”—the central role of public schools
shows up again, although this time in relation to the Common Core national math and reading
standards. It points to the predictable response to anything done at the federal level, especially
when it relates to public schools, namely, that the federal government is intruding in areas that
are the rightful province of the states. One of the concerns reported about the Common Core in
reading and math is that it could lead to “a de facto national curriculum that could at some point
be extended into more controversial areas such as science.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 56 (16 May 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(10 May 2012): “Chrysler Puts Laser Focus on Defects”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303630404577393044257833510.html)
--------“Through bailouts and bankruptcy, there is one liability that Chrysler Group LLC hasn’t
yet managed to shed: its reputation for lousy quality.” Chrysler, in the Fiat era, hopes to turn that
reputation around, giving broad authority to quality chief Doug Betts to act on issues relating to
product quality. These efforts seem to be paying off as the reliability of its cars has risen from
the bottom to the middle, according to Consumer Reports (CR). Still, as a senior director at
CR’s Automotive Test Center notes, “You can lose your reputation in a year, but it takes five to
10 years to rebuild it. . . . Chrysler has made good strides in the products that are in the
showrooms now, but it will take time, and they must maintain high standards.”
********The article points to interesting connections among quality, reputation, investment, and
time. Although the connection is imprecise, the article brings to mind Albert O. Hirschman,
Exit, Voice, and Loyalty: Responses to Decline in Firms, Organizations, and States (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1970).
(10 May 2012): “China Ups Fight on Smuggled Sugar”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304203604577394033531499246.html)
--------China is intensifying its efforts to crack down on contraband sugar, “offering rewards of
$80,000 or more for tips amid estimates that smuggled sugar drawn by China’s price subsidies
has outstripped legitimate imports.” The rewards are intended to “stamp out an illicit trade that
threatens to undermine recently reintroduced price supports.” The reinstated price floor for sugar
is set at 6,550 yuan a ton; import prices with taxes and freight currently run about 5,275 yuan a
ton. Chinese demand for sugar has increased with its growing affluence.
(10 May 2012): “Solar Installers Offer Deals, Gaining Converts”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/10/business/energy-environment/solar-installers-offerhomeowners-deals-gaining-converts.html)
--------The upfront costs that have deterred many homeowners from installing solar panels on
their homes are being avoided by long-term contracts with installers. In some instances systems
are provided at no cost. In this situation “Major players in the installation business . . . are
thriving even as the other side of the industry—solar module makers—has been squeezed to the
breaking point by fierce competition from Chinese manufacturers.” According to industry
executives, through these arrangements “customers can lower their power bills, escape the
uncertainty of fluctuating energy costs, and avoid the complex bureaucracy of federal and local
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credits, rebates, grants and tax breaks.” In at least one case, this new approach has “turned a
roofing company that did solar into a solar company that does roofing in support of solar.”
(10 May 2012): “The U.S. Navy’s Underwater Drones”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-05-10/the-u-dot-s-dot-navys-underwater-drones)
--------The U.S. Navy estimates that “some 50 countries stock more than 250,000 maritime mines
that could be dropped in the world’s oceans.” As a result, the water counterpart of aerial drones
are being developed and deployed to aid in their identification and ultimately their destruction.
By 2017 the Navy will receive its first shipment of the Knifefish—19 feet long and 1,700
pounds—produced by General Dynamics and Bluefin Robotics. The battery-powered Knifefish
can roam for 16 hours at a time without a pilot but, unlike aerial drones, suffer from the lack of
GPS to connect to and sea floors that aren’t well mapped.
(11 May 2012): “In Canada, Alternative Currency Keeps Traction With Fans”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303630404577390572271565222.html)
--------This is the A-hed article. “For more than half a century, thrifty Canadians have had an
alternative to their legal tender. . . . Canadian Tire money.” The brightly colored coupons are
given to customers as a percentage of their purchases and are printed on currency-grade paper
with their own serial numbers. “Many small businesses across Canada accept the bills at face
value, alongside Canadian dollars. Speculators buy and sell the paper.” A Canadian folk singer,
who intends to use his accumulation of Tire money to fund a recording session, notes: “This
money is in our blood. It’s part of our culture . . . If I was going to send a box to Mars to explain
what Canada is all about, I’d put in a 10-cent Canadian Tire money bill in it.”
(11 May 2012): “Zap! New DVR Wipes Out Ads”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304070304577396470142982532.html)
--------“Commercial-free prime-time shows—the Holy Grail of TV watchers—has come to Dish
Network Corp.” At the price of $99 up front and a $10 per month subscription, Dish Network’s
DVR the “Hopper” will delete ads. This development “threatens billions of dollars in broadcast
television advertising—and risks the ire of the networks.” It is also “likely to heighten tensions
between TV network owners and pay-TV distributors—cable and satellite operators and phone
companies.” DVRs, which enable people to choose when to watch programs and skip ads, have
already impacted marketing tactics and advertisers “have worked overtime to embed their
products and pitches within the shows” viewers watch.
(12 May 2012): “How to Beat the Odds at Judging Risk”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304451104577392270431239772.html)
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--------“Most of us have to estimate probabilities every day. . . . Unfortunately, decades of
research indicate that humans are not very good at this.” Although some errors “are universal
and virtually impossible to avoid . . . certain groups of people—such as meteorologists and
professional gamblers” have managed to estimate probabilities “much more accurately than the
rest of us.” According to Sarah Lichtenstein, an expert in decision sciences, there are several
characteristics of groups “that exhibit high intelligence with respect to risk.” That being the
case, “we should be able to develop training programs for instilling greater risk intelligence.”
********This article is based upon the book Risk Intelligence: How to Live With Uncertainty
(2012), by Dylan Evans.
(12 May 2012): “Pretty profitable parrots” (http://www.economist.com/node/21554500)
--------‘Innovation’ seems to be the word of the day but the fact is that there is a good deal of
money to be made by imitation. Imitation is used by the owner of Victoria’s Secret in an annual
search for other companies’ ideas to adopt and attested to by management professor Oded
Shenkar in the book Copycats: How Smart Companies Use Imitation to Gain a Strategic Edge.
Imitation has a number of things going for it, most importantly “Followers have lower researchand-development costs, and less risk of failure because the product has already been markettested.” Despite the profitability of copying, it is often taboo. “Praise and promotion do not go
to employees who borrow from other firms.”
********You can learn more about Copycats at: http://www.amazon.com/Copycats-SmartCompanies-Imitation-Strategic/dp/1422126730/ref=sr_1_1. The article raises broad issues and it
has some personal relevance. My father (and brothers) developed a very successful business
taking the “copycat” approach. The entry into their part of the dairy rubber products business
was by producing replacement parts for milking machine inflations for lower prices than the
original equipment manufacturers. (Clearly imitation is unlikely to be exact—it will tend to
embody variations in quality as well as price.) With that entry into the market they ultimately
came to (a) produce original equipment for other manufacturers and (b) ultimately produce
original equipment for themselves. Thus their path was from imitation to innovation. This is
reminiscent of Japan’s rise to industrial prowess and may be the path of China.
(12 May 2012): “Something to watch over us” (http://www.economist.com/node/21554528)
--------“On April 8th Envistat, Europe’s largest Earth-observing satellite, unexpectedly stopped
talking to its users on the Earth below.” This is simply one example of a troubling
development—the countries of the world are likely to reduce the number of satellites that
provide reliable and lengthy measurements of the Earth’s atmosphere and oceans. According to
a report from the National Academies, “the number of civilian Earth-observing satellites flown
by the United States government looks likely to fall from 23 today to just six in 2010, and the
number of instruments in orbit could drop from 90 to 20.” Although the situation is less dire in
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Europe, there are problems there, too. China and Brazil may be able to help fill the void opened
by the U.S. and Europe, but the likely lack of reliable and lengthy measurements of atmospheric
and oceanic conditions is troubling. “Without them, the world will feel its way into the future
blind and ill-prepared.”
********You can find the report of the National Academies at:
http://download.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13405, the full text of which can be read online
for free.
********You can find a related review of the book The Ocean of Life: The Fate of Man and the
Sea, by Callum Roberts, at: http://www.economist.com/node/21554490. With so much attention
given to the state of the atmosphere, information about the state of the oceans is essential if only
for balance. But there may be even darker things at work here: “The enormity of the sea’s
troubles, and their implications for mankind, are mindboggling. Yet it is equally remarkable
how little this is recognized by policymakers—let alone the general public.” What can be done
about it? “Mr Roberts provides a hundred pages of answers, occupying roughly a third of the
book.” You can learn more about the book, and the author’s earlier The Unnatural History of the
Sea, at: http://www.amazon.com/The-Ocean-Life-FateMan/dp/067002354X/ref=la_B001JP8K7U_1_1.
(14 May 2012): “Ethanol Push Sours on Sugar Prices”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304203604577398662980151678.html)
--------“Sugar prices near 20-month lows have raised questions over Brazil’s future as a leader in
both the sugar and ethanol industries.” Brazil is the world’s largest grower of sugar cane, which
is used to produce sugar and ethanol. However, its cane fields are aging, world sugar prices are
falling, and Brazil’s commitment to ethanol has come under question as it is “focusing attention
on large offshore oil reserves” rather than ethanol production. Under the circumstances, “Brazil
may favor producing more sugar than ethanol, which could push prices for the sweetener even
lower.”
********A really nice example of two outputs—sugar and ethanol—drawing upon one input—
sugar cane. The decision to use sugar cane in sugar or ethanol production (or to let sugar cane
fields lie idle or be redeployed for other purposes) will depend upon the domestic and
international prices for sugar and ethanol, appropriate exchange rates, and domestic and
international prices for oil. A nice little problem with major significance for sugar cane growers.
(15 May 2012): “Making Gene Mapping Part of Everyday Care”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303505504577404283606716506.html)
--------With the cost of genetic mapping dropping quickly, the next question is “how to use the
information to improve people’s health.” Robert C. Green, a Boston-area geneticist, is seeking
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to find out in a new clinical trial, in which he will study “what patients and their primary-care
doctors do with the genetic information, including changing lifestyle, prescribing drugs and
ordering additional tests.” Many issues are being raised by new mapping technology, not the
least of which are cost and ethical issues. “Even proponents say the clinical significance of
nearly all of the millions of mutations found in a person’s DNA is still unknown.” Still, when a
child’s health is at issue, genetic mapping can provide answers more quickly than one-at-a-time
testing.
(16 May 2012): “North Dakota Tops Alaska in Oil Output”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304192704577406493478214670.html)
--------“North Dakota has passed Alaska to become the No. 2 oil-producing state in the country,
reflecting how the embrace of new drilling technology is redrawing the U.S. energy map.” With
a daily production of 575,000 barrels in March, North Dakota edged in front of Alaska sooner
than expected and it is likely to hold the No. 2 spot as “Alaska’s output has steadily declined
over the past decade.” Texas is still in first place, with a daily production of 1.7 million barrels.
Eleven of the fifteen counties in the U.S. with the lowest unemployment rates are in North
Dakota.
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[The Invisible Forces] 57 (23 May 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
Please note that this is the week that the annual Fortune 500 was released. You can find tabs for
the Full List, Near You, CEOs, Top Companies, and Industries at:
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/. ExxonMobil has returned to No. 1 on the
list, edging out Wal-Mart Stores. Steve Coll, a staff-writer for the New Yorker, the president of
the New America Foundation, and Pulitzer Prize winner, has just written a well-regarded book
on ExxonMobil entitled Private Empire. You can read a review of it at:
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-05-18/book-review-private-empire-by-steve-coll.
(17 May 2012): “Asia’s Lower Taxes Provide a Lure”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303360504577407990565232470.html)
--------Recently Facebook co-founder Eduardo Saverin gave up his U.S. citizenship in order to
reside long term in Singapore. “Some 100 Americans opted out of U.S. citizenship in Singapore
last year, almost double the 58 that did so in 58.” A similar pattern held globally—1,780
Americans renounced their citizenship in 2011, whereas 742 did so in 2009. Comparatively low
personal tax rates in some Asian financial centers and the increasing probability of higher tax
rates in the U.S. due to deficit concerns are two factors playing a role. The relative complexity
of tax codes and requirements is another factor, as is the exit tax that “Americans with assets
over US $2 million” must pay. Tax experts note that the “exit tax sometimes dissuades older
American millionaires from giving up their citizenship . . . [but] the move often makes more
financial sense for younger people like Mr. Saverin” who is 30.
********This is a topic that is just begging for study, whether as an undergraduate research
project or something else. The accompanying video is excellent, involving an interview with
Eugene Chow, “a principal at Chow King & Associates, a Hong Kong-based law firm that
specializes in U.S. and international immigration.” Chow provides additional balance in looking
at the non-financial reasons for abandoning citizenship.
********You can read a follow up on this story with additional detail at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303879604577410021186373802.html.
(17 May 2012): “3M Begins Untangling Its ‘Hairballs’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303877604577382260173554658.html)
--------3M’s Command picture-hanging hooks seem simple but “Until a couple of years ago . . .
the Command production process meandered more than 1,300 miles through four factories in
four states.” Retired 3M CEO George Buckley refers to such production trails as “hairballs” and
3M, which produces 65,000 products, is “trying to untangle them to wring costs out of one of the
world’s most complex manufacturing enterprises.” To do so, 3M is putting production “closer to
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customers” and creating “super hubs” that include “plants capable of making scores of products
for a region of the world.”
********The colorful term “hairball” may well have come from the little book Orbiting the
Giant Hairball, by Gordon MacKenzie, about which you can learn more at:
http://www.amazon.com/Orbiting-Giant-Hairball-CorporateSurviving/dp/0670879835/ref=sr_1_1. There a hairball is defined as “an entangled pattern of
behavior or a mess of bureaucratic procedure that discourages originality and stifles
imagination.” The article raises large issues about using markets vs. using organization, which
led to Nobel prizes in economics for Ronald Coase and Oliver E. Williamson.
(17 May 2012): “Minority Births Are New Majority”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303879604577408363003351818.html)
--------“For the first time in U.S. history, whites of European ancestry account for less than half
of newborn children.” Roughly four million children were born in the U.S. between July 2010
and July 2011 and 50% “belonged to a racial or ethnic group that in previous generations would
have classified them as minorities.” William Frey, a demographer at the Brookings Institution,
notes: “It’s a major turning point for American society . . . We’re moving from a largely white
and black population to one which is much more diverse and is a big contrast from what most
baby boomers grew up with.” Census data reveals that “immigration isn’t the driving force
behind America’s growing diversity.” Differential birth rates are a major cause. “Last year
1,025 non-Hispanic white children were born for every 1,000 who died, compared with a ratio of
3,940 births to 1,000 deaths for all other ethnic groups.” One consequence of this is that the U.S.
workforce will become younger in comparison to Japan and parts of Europe [and China].
********The Interactive Graphics enable a look at diversity indicators at the county level for
each U.S. county. Clearly the U.S. will have a younger and much more diverse workforce in the
future and its growth prospects will depend greatly upon the quality of the educational system.
The New York Times has a complementary article that speaks more directly to education issues—
you can find it at: http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/17/us/whites-account-for-under-half-ofbirths-in-us.html.
(17 May 2012): “The Health-Care Industry Turns to Big Data”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-05-17/the-health-care-industry-turns-to-big-data)
--------Hospitals are increasingly turning to big data to improved health care in the guise of
quality improvement. Already a $30 billion industry, which includes companies like SAS, Dell,
IBM, and Oracle, it is expected to grow by 10% this year. This development is being aided by
the digitization of health records, which allows data mining on a much larger scale. However,
privacy concerns are being raised.
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(17 May 2012): “Small U.S. Oyster Farms Are on the Rise”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-05-17/small-u-dot-s-dot-oyster-farms-are-on-therise)
--------Yale forestry graduation Jules Opton-Himmel is an oyster farmer and expects a harvest
worth more than $200,000 from the half-million bivalves he tends on Rhode Island’s Ninigret
Pond. East Coast oyster beds were “devastated by outbreaks of the MSX parasite starting in the
1990s” but the development of new disease-resistant shellfish, improved water quality due to
government regulation, and “a growing community of foodies” have led to a resurgence of
small-scale oyster farming on the Atlantic seaboard. Although current income is good, “barriers
to entry for would-be oyster farmers are few” and the work is long and hard. Regional taste
differences are evident: “Diners in Boston and Chicago want larger oysters, while New Yorkers
prefer their shellfish petite.” According to chef Michael Cressotti, each oyster has its own
“meroir”—noting that: “You’re tasting the region and salinity of the water, just like the terroir of
a wine, where you can taste the soil and the grapes.”
(18 May 2012): “U.S. Slaps High Tariffs on Chinese Solar Panels”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/18/business/energy-environment/us-slaps-tariffs-on-chinesesolar-panels.html)
--------The Commerce Department announced that it would impose a 31% antidumping tariff on
Chinese-manufactured solar panels. The decision resulted from a complaint lodged by
SolarWorld Industries of America, which manufactures solar panels. “The new tariffs are likely
to mean a substantial increase in the price of solar panels here.” One Chinese manufacturer, with
a production facility in Canada, indicated that production could be shifted to it quickly if
necessary.
********The article provides a glimpse of some of the considerations looked at in making
antidumping decisions. In this case, using solar panel production costs in Thailand as a proxy for
production costs in China. “The Chinese industry had wanted to use India as a proxy instead.”
(18 May 2012): “CME seeks quick approval for 21-hour grain cycle”
(http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/breaking/chi-cme-seeks-quick-approval-for-21hourgrain-cycle-20120518,0,5746907.story)
--------The Chicago Mercantile Exchange, facing competition from the IntercontinentalExchange
Inc. which has a 22-hour trading day, is seeking quick approval of a 21-hour trading day from
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission. The change, unless challenged, will go into effect
on June 4th. The National Food and Grain Association, a trade group, has expressed concern
that “expanded trading hours will increase volatility by keeping markets open when the U.S.
Department of Agriculture issues monthly crop reports.”
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********The Wall Street Journal has a nice, subscription-required article on this subject. The
graph that accompanies it shows clearly how electronic trading has dwarfed “pit trading” over
the last five years, which will only continue. The issue of the hours of operation and the timing
of announcements by the U.S. Department of Agriculture is both interesting and important. If
the announcements take place during the hours of operation—they don’t now—farmers and “will
be up against high-speed traders able to take action milliseconds after the releases hit.” You can
learn more at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303879604577410553498675274.html.
(19 May 2012): “What the Chinese Want”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303360504577408493723814210.html)
--------An advertising executive with 20 years experience working in China notes that successful
Western brands “craft their message . . . to be ‘global,’ not ‘foreign’—so that they can become
vessels of Chinese culture.” A key point to remember when selling to the Chinese is that “China
is a Confucian society, a quixotic combination of top-down patriarchy and bottom-up social
mobility. Citizens are driven by an ever present conflict between standing out and fitting in,
between ambition and regimentation.” As a result: “self-expression is generally frowned upon,
and societal acknowledgment is still tantamount to success.” Notwithstanding the seeming fact
that the “American dream . . . is intoxicating for the Chinese . . . Material similarities . . . mask
fundamentally different emotional impulses.”
********The author of the article is Tom Doctoroff, who is the North Asia and Greater China
CEO for advertising agency J. Walter Thompson. The release date for his book What Chinese
Want: Culture, Communism and China’s Modern Consumer is May 22nd. In the article he lays
out three rules on how to win a following among Chinese buyers.
(19 May 2012): “Red Tape Hobbles a Harvest of Life-Saving Rice”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304192704577404343802002430.html)
--------The Copenhagen Consensus meets every four years—2004, 2008, and now 2012—to read
detailed papers on major issues of the day (written by economists) and then vote to answer “a
simple question: Imagine you had $75 billion to donate to worthwhile causes. What would you
do, and where should we start?” This year micronutrients were are the top of the list, as they
were in 2008. As the experts see it, “The smartest way to benefit the most disadvantaged people
is to get them vitamins and minerals.”
********The Copenhagen Consensus was founded by Bjørn Lomborg, a Danish author who
attained some notoriety for his book The Skeptical Environmentalist (Cambridge University
Press 2001). He has since moderated his views. You can learn more about the Consensus,
including the papers read by the experts, at:
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http://www.copenhagenconsensus.com/CCC%20Home%20Page.aspx. You can find the list of
projects at: http://www.copenhagenconsensus.com/Default.aspx?ID=1637.
(19 May 2012): “The endangered public company” (http://www.economist.com/node/21555562)
--------“The number of public companies has fallen dramatically over the past decade—by 38%
in American since 1997 and 48% in Britain. The number of initial public offerings (IPOS) in
American has declined from an average of 311 a year in 1980-2000 to 99 a year in 2001-11.”
This decline seems to be due to: increasing regulatory requirements on public companies,
stemming from the collapse of Enron in 2001 and the most recent financial meltdown; and the
rise of alternative corporate forms. “The result is that ever more business is conducted in the
dark, with rich insiders playing a more powerful role.”
********This is one of the leaders and it is connected to the briefing with the tile “The big
engine that couldn’t,” which examines things in more detail. You can find the briefing at:
http://www.economist.com/node/21555552. Generally, the leader is arguing that the costs of
being a public company are going up and the benefits of being a public company are going
down, result in a decline in the number of public companies. As the leader indicates, this is a
matter of concern since it means (1) that more business will be done “in the dark” and (2) fewer
small investors will have an opportunity to participate in the business that is done.
(21 May 2012): “Indiana Steel Mill Revived With Lessons From Abroad”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304444604577340053191940814.html)
********This week the Wall Street Journal is running a series of articles entitled “Remade in
the USA.” The series relates a number of instances where businesses or activities that were
previously “offshored” are being “reshored” to the U.S. and resulting in an expansion, usually
modest, of manufacturing jobs. This article is about the “twinning” of steel mills in Burns
Harbor, Indiana with a high-tech plant in Gent, Belgium. “Twinning” basically teams up a lowperforming plant (Burns Harbor) with a high-performing plant (Gent) both owned by the same
company (ArcelorMittal), so that the low-performing plant can learn from the other. It has
worked at Burns Harbor.
********The second article (22 May 2012) in the series is “Once Made in China: Jobs Trickle
Back to U.S. Plants”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304587704577333482423070376.html).
It relates how a unit of Whirlpool that producers hand mixers was reshored from China to
Greenville, Ohio due largely to a redesign of a production line. The video adds a lot.
********The third article (22 May 2012) is “A Crib for Baby: Made in China or Made in
U.S.A.?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303630404577391974267956072.html).
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This article refers to the expansion of crib making at Robbinsville, North Carolina. The article
points to the difficulty of mechanizing furniture manufacture, so technology can do little to
reduce costs. With cribs, however, consumers are willing and able to spend considerably more
to purchase a crib made in the U.S. rather than one made in China. Evidently the safety issue
weighs heavily on the minds of crib buyers—salespeople are often quick to make this association
for them. The price differential, according to the useful video, is about $300.
********Another article (23 May 2012) is “Detroit Wages Take on China’s”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303716204577384113745825098.html).
This article is about television manufacture in the U.S., with the focus on the assembly of a TV
by Element Electronics in Canton, Michigan. Note the word ‘assembly’ as most of virtually all
of the components, even the boxes, come from China. The article points to the roles of labor
cost, shipping cost, tariffs, and marketing strategy. Higher labor costs in China (and a 5% tariff)
have made U.S. assembly more attractive than China. However, production in Mexico—due to
NAFTA—is not subject to the tariff and wage rates there are still relatively low compared to the
U.S.; about “half the televisions sold in the U.S. every year are made in Mexico.” Still, there are
the shipping costs to deal with, which have made U.S. assembly more attractive for some
regional markets than Mexico. Finally, there is the marketing angle of “Assembled in America.”
The TV produced by Element is sold in a box with a “red-white-and-blue flag splashed across
the side.” Retailers “requested the big flag.”
(22 May 2012): “Computer Trading Take Human Turn”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304791704577418363843211828.html)
--------The growth of quantitative investing, based upon computer-implemented mathematical
models, was the basis of the “quant quake” of 2007, when roughly similar computer models
reacted in the same way to market information and precipitated a huge decline in stock prices.
As a result, some investors are now looking to bring more human judgment into the mix, albeit
in a structured way.
********This is very reminiscent of the expression “judgment and theory” that colleague Joe
Sulock has used in relation to econometric models for many years. It is also reminiscent of what
is referred to as “hybrid learning,” where both in-class and online learning experiences are
employed in a class. Following that example, the approach outlined in the article might be called
‘hybrid investing’ in that both human judgment and quantitative models are used in making
investment decisions.
********You can learn a bit more about hybrid learning and a recent report of its efficacy at:
http://chronicle.com/blogs/wiredcampus/study-shows-promise-and-challenges-of-hybridcourses/36350.
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(21 May 2012): “Midwest Closes a Cost Gap”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303879604577412292138380430.html)
--------“The Midwest has largely closed the cost gap in competing for companies with the South,
which traditionally has been the nation’s cheapest region in which to do business.” These two
regions “have fought for decades to try to lure and retain the same companies” with the South
making “aggressive use of tax breaks and infrastructure grants to lure companies and factories.”
Costs in the Northeast and the West have been higher than the Midwest and the South for the last
30 years and continue to be significantly higher. As a result, location decisions for firms are now
more likely to be affected by particular circumstances, include government-provided incentives.
(21 May 2012): “Afghan Poppy Blight Adds Uncertainty to Course of War”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304791704577416383139945056.html)
--------“Afghanistan’s poppy crop . . . appears to have suffered a major failure this year.” U.S.
commanders and Afghan officials “expect the Taliban to reel as opium revenue dries up in
coming months . . . The small crop, however, is also certain to bankrupt thousands of ordinary
farmers, possibly pushing them to join the insurgency.” All of this has led to soaring opium
prices. The poppy blight “injects another complication to the U.S.-led coalition’s plan to transfer
security responsibility to Afghan forces and withdraw most of their troops by 2014.”
********The article points to some interesting interconnections between poppy prices, opium
prices, as well as the supply of insurgents. The logical flow of the article, however, is somewhat
unclear. It would probably be an excellent exercise to tighten it up.
(22 May 2012): “Investors Look for Gas Cap”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304791704577418273833920922.html)
--------“Natural-gas prices have increased as much as 44% since sinking to decade lows last
month. Much of that rally had been powered by rising demand from utilities, which had taken
advantage of the low prices by using more natural gas instead of coal.” At the same time
“Benchmark coal prices are down 22% since the start of the year” bringing the price per BTU of
coal and gas closer together; on Monday, coal was selling for $3.520 per million BTUs and
natural gas for $2.609. The two prices were roughly equal in June 2011, but a fracking led
supply glut led to a large relative decline in the price of natural gas, prompting much greater
usage of natural gas.
********The article clearly points out how quickly things can change. In the most recent month
37% of U.S. electricity was being generated by coal and 29% by natural gas, whereas in early
2011, roughly 48% of electricity was generated by coal and 21% by natural gas.
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(23 May 2012): “Inside Iran, Signs Grow Sanctions Are Hurting Economy”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304791704577420191901651840.html)
--------Inside Iran “indications are growing that the country is struggling under international
sanctions.” Consequently, when “Iran meets with world powers in Baghdad this week for
nuclear negotiations, the Islamic Republic’s most pressing concern will be how to ease
sanctions.” Economists report that inflation in Iran is above 50% annually—Iran’s central bank
says it is 21%—and employment is declining. A professor of economy and expert on Iran at the
University of Paris Descartes notes: “The economic downturn is now serious enough that it’s
threatening to destabilize the regime.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 58 (30 May 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(24 May 2012): “At the Neighborhood Trader Joe’s, A Run on Chocolate Chips”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304840904577422074030275122.html)
--------This is the A-hed article. Shulamis Labkowski has been an avid user of Trader Joe’s
semisweet chocolate chips which has been a mainstay of her kosher kitchen. Recently, however,
the chips lost their kosher status due to a change in cleaning process used on the “bagging line”
in order to reduce costs. This has resulted in searches across the nation for the remaining bags of
kosher chips. Pressure is building to change the production process so that kosher status can be
restored.
********This article is an especially clear illustration of the invisible handshake—social and
historical forces that influence human behavior—as well as the role played by certification
bodies, in this case OK Kosher Certification, which might be thought of as the invisible foot. In
a sense, two markets for this specialized product have been formed due to the change in kosher
status: a market for chips with kosher status and a market for chips without kosher status. Was
the company making the cost-cutting move unaware of the importance of kosher status, i.e., was
it unaware of who its customers were?
********The article above shows the impact that a symbol—or its lack—can have on the
demand for a product. This suggests that manufacturers of products that include geneticallymodified (GMOs) have a reason to be concerned about the impact of GMO labeling. As in the
case of Trader Joe’s chocolate chips, such a move would effectively make two markets appear—
one with the label and one without—where previously there had been one. You can learn more,
including a ballot initiative in California, at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/25/science/dispute-over-labeling-of-genetically-modifiedfood.html.
(24 May 2012): “Focus Grows on Nuclear Plant”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304065704577422570988414992.html)
--------On June 7, 2011 the Fort Calhoun nuclear-power plant near Omaha, Nebraska had an
incident, a fire that “cut off power for 90 minutes to a pool where radioactive spent-fuel rods”
were stored; this took place at a time when the plant was already shut down due to flooding. As
a result, the plant “is under special oversight from the NRC, the first plant under such oversight
in almost a decade.” The reopening of this plant, along with a “troubled plant in California” will
be among the challenges facing the successor to NRC chairman Gregory Jaczko, who said on
Monday that he will resign his position. During his announcement, Jaczko noted: “We don’t do
a good enough job identifying issues and bringing them to a resolution in a timely way.”
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(24 May 2012): “Will Truckers Ditch Diesel?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304707604577422192910235090.html)
--------Trash hauler Waste Management Inc. reports that “80% of the trucks it purchases during
the next five years will be fueled by natural gas. Though the vehicles cost about $30,000 more
than conventional diesel models, each will save $27,000-a-year or more in fuel.” This change
has been brought about by the shale-gas boom—“Never before has the price gap between natural
gas and diesel been so large.” Eric Tech, president of engine manufacturer Navistar
International, notes: “This is not a subsidy-driven market . . . It’s developing on its own because
the economics are compelling.” Less than “one-tenth of one percent of vehicles on U.S. roads”
presently burn natural gas. The prospects of future growth in the use of natural gas were
brightened when “the Environmental Protection Agency recently approved retrofit technology
for big rigs that lets them burn LNG and diesel.”
********The article has an interesting discussion of factors affecting the types of trucks—short
haul versus long haul—and the role of infrastructure. Ann Duigan, of J.P. Morgan Equity
Research, “expects fastest adoption among fleets that can run on CNG [Compressed Natural
Gas] and return home each night.” This is reminiscent of plug-in electric vehicles, which have
limited range and limited (but growing) infrastructure.
(24 May 2012): “Bob Maron, Watch Dealer to the Stars”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-05-24/bob-maron-watch-dealer-to-the-stars)
********Watch dealer Bob Maron sells very-up-scale watches to those of substantial means. As
he notes: “You can drive a Ferrari, but you can’t drive it into a board meeting. . . . You can put a
beautiful Warhol on your wall, but you can’t take it to dinner with your friends.” This emphasis
on appearance probably goes a long way toward making it understandable that a Patek Philippe
Ref. 3449 could sell for $1.5 million at auction in 2011. The more pedestrian Rolex “Paul
Newman” Dayton model 6241 sells for a mere $120-150 thousand.
(25 May 2012): “Australia Lures U.S. Workers to Mining Jobs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304065704577424322349755342.html)
--------The demand for skilled workers for the booming mining sector of Australia has led to
changes in the country’s approach to hiring. First, it is now qualifying workers in the U.S.—a
recent Houston-area job fair attests to that—and second, time-limited migration is being adopted
rather than the traditional permanent migration. With a U.S. unemployment rate of 8.1% and an
Australian rate of 4.9%, as well as jobs paying from $100,000 to $500,000, Australian mining
firms have found far-more applicants than positions. As one 65-year-old applicant noted, “All
they gotta do is say ‘get on the plane’ and I’ll be gone.”
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********Cultural commonalities were also cited as a draw for potential Australian miners: “We
speak English, we have McDonalds, [and] just a slightly different form of footie [football].”
********It is interesting to note that there is a different type of mining boom in the U.S. in the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan, where copper mines and iron ore deposits are being developed for
the first time in decades. You can learn more at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/25/business/in-mining-some-michigan-towns-see-hope.html.
(26 May 2012): “What Workers Lose by Staying Put”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303610504577420701942867414.html)
--------This article is based upon the author’s new book, The New Geography of Jobs, by Enrico
Moretti. The author notes: “Americans have historically been an unusually mobile people,
constantly seeking better economic conditions. But . . . Even if everyone is completely free to
move . . . not everyone takes advantage of the opportunity.” The situation is quite different in
Italy, where Moretti grew up. There “83% of Italian males 33 or younger still live at home. . . .
Europeans are generally much more geographically rooted than Americans.” Still American
mobility “has both positive and negative effects. On the one hand, moving has social and
personal costs. “Compared with Europeans, Americans tend to live farther from their parents
and siblings. They are less attached to their neighborhoods and less familiar with their
neighbors. But there are also advantages to mobility: If the economic conditions in a region
aren’t particularly good, Americans tend to look for better opportunities somewhere else.”
********The factors affecting mobility seem to be education level and financial resources, both
of which are directly related to mobility. Financial resources certainly influence one’s ability to
move and perhaps education level affects one’s willingness to move. It is interesting to note,
however, that during the Great Migration of the 1920s, when “more than two million AfricanAmericans abandoned the South for the industrial centers in other regions—less-educated
individuals were more likely to migrate.
********The article suggests that European and American preferences for personal relationships
and economic opportunity are different, and that has implications for mobility. It would be
interesting to explore this some more.
(26 May 2012): “Plenty more fish in the sea” (http://www.economist.com/node/21555960)
--------“On May 14th the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) reported
that a record six federal fisheries returned to health last year. . . . a tribute to America learning a
simple truth—that scientists, not fishermen or politicians, should decide how many fish can be
caught—and enforcing this with simple rules.” Although scientific quotas were established in
the main fishery laws in 1976, they were routinely ignored or poorly enforced. Still, legislative
attempts to restrict NOAA’s activities continue unabated.
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(26 May 2012): “The great pipeline battle” (http://www.economist.com/node/21555928)
--------Oil production from the Albertan “oil sands is set to rise from 2m barrels a day (b/d) to
3.3m by 2020. . . . Getting this oil to market is a mounting worry for Canada’s energy industry
and for Stephen Harper’s Conservative government.” That is why a public hearing by Canada’s
National Energy Board on May 23rd is of not a minor matter. The hearing involves “permission
to reverse the flow of Line 9, a duct of 195km (121 miles) which moves imported oil westward
to petrochemical plants in Sarnia, Ontario.” If the reversal is approved, this would provide
another link in the chain of pipelines allowing tar sands oil to flow east to markets to Quebec,
and to foreign markets through the state of Maine.
********This one-page article impressively summarizes the broad range of issues involved with
energy production and movement in Canada. Not only are some pipelines being reversed, others
are under consideration for repurposing, i.e., changing a line from gas to oil.
(26 May 2012): “Volt from the blue” (http://www.economist.com/node/21555941)
--------“Britain, in currently has an unusually deregulated, competitive energy market.” But
according to energy secretary Ed Davey, leaving the system as is “would not be in the national
interest.” Thus, in a draft bill introduced on May 22nd, dramatic changes are proposed,
introducing “long-term contracts for low-carbon generation” that will set “a minimum price for
electricity generated for each technology, paid by consumers through their bills, to assure firms
they will recoup high upfront costs. The contracts are intended to spark investment in clean and
nuclear power—which will help the country hit its emissions targets—while also expanding the
portfolio of generative sources and replacing declining capacity.”
********These are some dramatic changes being proposed from the land of Margaret Thatcher.
The article notes that: "For traditional power sources such as coal and gas, generators' main cost
is the price of fuel—set-up and running costs are fairly slim. That equation is inverted for both
renewables and nuclear, where the fuel is free (wind, sun) or comparatively cheap (nuclear) but
upfront costs are hefty and often paid out years before they reap any return." Energy markets—
and the invisible forces—begin to look different with that in mind.
(26 May 2012): “The roar of the crowd” (http://www.economist.com/node/21555876)
--------Dr. Joseph Henrich and colleagues of the University of British Columbia have developed
an acronym for undergraduates: WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialised, Rich, and
Democratic). This is important because the subjects of many psychological studies are
university students. They found that “a random American undergraduate is about 4,000 times
more likely than an average human being to be the subject of such a study.” As a result, some
academics are now employing Amazon’s Mechanical Turk for new studies and to revisit prior
studies; the “Mechanical Turk has more than 500,000 people, known as Turkers, in its
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workforce.” This has resulted in a more diverse group of psychological subjects, especially with
respect to the W of WEIRD. Such studies are significantly less costly to run.
********One particularly interesting, indeed exciting, part of the article is what it has to say
about some public-goods experiments. It turns out that what is called “antisocial punishment,”
which is almost nonexistent in the West, is common in “places like South Korea, Greece, Russia
and Saudi Arabia.” This has implications for the “evolution of cooperation,” free loading, points
to the importance of “rules and institutions.” The article nicely illustrates the importance of
one’s sample.
(29 May 2012): “U.S. Tuna Has Fukushima Taint”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303395604577432452114613564.html)
--------“Pacific Bluefin tuna migrating last year from coastal Japan to the waters off Southern
California contained radioactive cesium isotopes from the Fukushima nuclear disaster.” The
radioactivity was “one-tenth the level the U.S. and Japan consider dangerous, and likely posed
no public health hazard or risk to people who ate the seafood.” However, this is the first time
that a study showed “that migrating sea life rapidly brought traces of radioactive elements from
the damaged Fukushima Daiichi nuclear reactors across vast distances.”
********An excellent example of the interdependence of life and death. Things just don’t stay
put—in this case cesium-134 and cesium-137 became incorporated into the bluefin tuna. The
study suggest that there will be similar results for “other wide-ranging sea life that forage near
Japan, such as turtles, sharks and seabirds.” You can learn more at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/japanrealtime/2012/05/29/swimming-to-a-sushi-shop-near-you-radioactivetuna/.
(29 May 2012): “Afghan Dam Saga Reveals U.S. Travails”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304065704577424432330973046.html)
--------“The U.S. plans to spend $471 million in the waning years of the Afghan war to conclude
work on a dam and electrical-power project that over six decades has come to symbolize
America’s soaring ambitions and crushing disappointments.” The project was conceived in the
1940s and embraced by Harry Truman, sought to “irrigate a breadbasket in the desert.” The dam
was completed in 1953 and in 1975 added a power station. But the 1979 invasion of Afghanistan
by Russia, the subsequent takeover of the country by the Taliban, and the U.S.-led invasion of
Afghanistan in 2001 means that the dam and the power station have never made the differences
intended. “U.S. officials promise the project will be done by the end of 2014.”
********This is a solemn reminder of the importance of social order and the pace of
development that takes place when it isn’t present.
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(29 May 2012): “Flat U.S. Wages Help Fuel Rebound in Manufacturing”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304065704577421960042778548.html)
--------“The celebrated revival of U.S. manufacturing employment has been accompanied by a
less-lauded fact: Wages for many manufacturing workers aren’t keeping up with inflation.”
With “unemployment still high and global competition intense” employers have kept wages low,
and have instituted “two-tier contracts with unions that allow them to pay new hires less than
existing workers.” As a result, the 35% decline in manufacturing jobs in the U.S. which took
place between 1998 and 2010 has been arrested; total employment rose by 4.3% in April.
Adjusted for inflation, “earnings for production and other non-supervisory workers in
manufacturing . . . [are] back where they were in 2000.”
(30 May 2012): “An Inside Job: More Firms Opt to Recruit From Within”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303395604577434563715828218.html)
--------“Fueled by a conviction that there’s plenty of talent in their ranks and backed by research
showing that hiring outsiders can lead to costly missteps, firms are ramping up internal hiring
efforts and investing in new career sites to boost intra-office movement.” A recent Wharton
School study found that “external hires were paid some 18% more than internal employees in
equivalent roles, but fared worse in performance reviews during their first two years on the job.”
An integral part of a plan to hire from within is the ability to identify the skills of current
employees, i.e., a “baseball card” of employee skills, training completed, and performance
evaluations. Such “internal hiring systems” tend to improve worker satisfaction, reduce
recruitment time, and reduce the time to integrate an employee into a position.
********Clearly, better knowledge about the strengths, skills, dispositions, and aspirations of
employees (members) will benefit any firm (organization).
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[The Invisible Forces] 59 (6 June 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(30 May 2012): “Markets and Morals” (http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/31/opinion/kristofmarkets-and-morals.html)
********From the Opinion page. This piece provides an overview of Michael Sandel’s book
What Money Can’t Buy, providing a glimpse at the many examples that Sandel examines in his
book. Among the examples discussed include the naming rights for public buildings, which was
recently a matter of discussion in Asheville. It would have been nice if the reasoning of Sandel’s
book had been brought into the discussion.
********Having recently finished reading What Money Can’t Buy, it is easy to sing its praises.
Two things stood out for me: markets can (and do) corrupt values and issues of the fairness of
market outcomes need to be addressed more fully. There may be a few things to take issue with
in the book but it was a very good read.
(31 May 2012): “Higher Education’s Online Revolution”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304019404577416631206583286.html)
--------From the Opinion page. “At the recent news conference announcing edX, a $60 million
Harvard-MIT partnership in online education, university leaders spoke of reaching millions of
new students in India, China and around the globe. “They talked of the ‘revolutionary’ potential
of online learning, hailing it as the ‘single biggest change in education since the printing press.’”
********Here is yet another article holding out the promise of infinitely scalable learning
opportunities using online delivery. Just as some academics came to discern between ‘teaching’
and ‘learning’ through the good offices of John Tagg in his book The Learning Paradigm
College, so might others learning to distinguish between ‘learning opportunities’ and ‘learning’
in the realm of online courses. One has to admit, however, that hybridized courses, more broadly
hybridized education, will be an ever-growing part of student experiences. Two, make that three,
issues will need to be addressed: (1) demonstrating that learning has taken place; (2) aggregating
demonstrated learning into credentials; and (3) developing payments for the demonstrations and
aggregations. For existing colleges and universities, careful consideration needs to be given as to
the degree and type of hybridization that is mission appropriate.
********The Comments on the article were quite instructive. As a higher educator, it is useful
to come into contact with the opinions of those who are almost uniformly hostile to the work I
do. I presume that the vast majority of those making comments have college degrees. Are these
the attitudes of my students?
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(31 May 2012): “U.S. Gas Exports Put on Back Burner”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304821304577436470209675022.html)
--------“The Obama administration is telling Japan and other allied countries they will have to
wait before moving forward on plans to buy American natural gas.” The increase in the
production of shale gas has led to natural gas being “much cheaper in the U.S. than in Europe
and Asia.” As a result the U.S. Department of Energy is receiving export requests “from
everywhere.” This reluctance to say yes to exports is due to the presidential election, according
to Hirohide Hirai, a member of Japan’s trade ministry, noting: “There won’t be any deal with any
country before November.”
********In a related article, it is noted that “The Commerce Department slapped tariffs on
Chinese wind-turbine towers, the latest chapter in a clean-energy trade battle between
Washington and Beijing.” You can find the subscription-only article at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303552104577436741272506890.html. An
earlier episode involved tariffs on photovoltaic cells. Clearly, energy matters are subject, in an
essential way, to legal and political factors.
(1 June 2012): “Student Debt Rises by 8% As College Tuitions Climb”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303640104577438252890217584.html)
--------“Americans are borrowing more to pay for college while reducing other debt as a weak
job market prompts more people to go to school and tuition keeps climbing.” During the year
ending in March, student loans increased by 8%. Recently, credit card debt has fallen while
student loan debt has increased. In absolute terms, credit-card debt has exceeded student debt
but since 2010 the relationship has become reversed and the gap is growing; since 2003, student
debt has grown continually, whereas credit-card debt peaked in 2009 and since declined. One of
the traditional sources of funds for college—home-equity loans—is no longer available due to
the mortgage meltdown. In light of increased student debt and decreased economic prospects,
some students are foregoing more expensive four-year schools for community colleges.
(2 June 2012): “Morals and the machine” (http://www.economist.com/node/21556234)
--------“As robots become more autonomous, the notion of computer-controlled machines facing
ethical decisions is moving out of the realm of science fiction and into the real world.” This is
especially the case with unmanned aerial vehicles—drones—which may be moving from having
humans “in the loop” to having humans “on the loop,” and less involved in what the drone does.
Thus arises questions like “Should a drone fire on a house where a target is known to be hiding,
which may also be sheltering civilians?” and others. But the “ethics of robotics” applies to the
civilian world, too, where driverless cars are on the rise. Thus: “laws are needed to determine
whether the designer, the programmer, the manufacturer or the operator is at fault if an
autonomous drone strike goes wrong or a driverless car has an accident” and it needs to be
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determined that ethical systems embedded into robots” are compatible with what “seem right to
most people.”
********The whole idea of coding an ethical system into the software of a drone seems fanciful
but it is essential. This would seem to open up a huge area for future study. What sort of ethical
systems are embedded in the people we pass in the street? Or in one’s self? You can learn more
about morals and machines at: http://www.economist.com/node/21556103.
(2 June 2012): “Spring is No Bowl of Cherries for Michigan Growers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304791704577420802349893464.html)
--------This is the A-Hed article. “The freakish meteorological events of March—two weeks of
midsummer temperatures, followed by successive nights of hard freeze—likely ruined nearly all
the 185 million pounds of the Montmorency cherries harvested in Michigan each summer.” As a
result, companies that are dependent upon cherries for their products are scrambling, importing
cherries from Poland and substituting cranberries where possible. Adjustments to unusual
weather have been made by others. “In Holland, Michigan “organizers of the annual Tulip Time
festival in May gamely renamed the event ‘Stemfest,’ after most of the bulbs bloomed too early.
Black T-shirts with a wilting tulip became an instant hit.”
(2 June 2012): “Five Lessons From the Banana Man”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303640104577436372487764502.html)
--------This is an essay based upon the book The Fish That Ate the Whale: The Life and Times of
America’s Banana King, by Rich Cohen. Samuel Zemurray was a Russian immigrant who saw
his first pile of ripe bananas, destined to be thrown away, in 1895. He saw an opportunity to sell
these “ripes” and so the beginning of a fortune was made. Zemurray was known as the “Banana
Man” by friend and foe alike. His life serves as a basis for five rules “that allowed him to see the
gold mine in that first pile of rotting produce.” The rules are: (1) Go see for yourself; (2) Don’t
try to be smarter than the problem; (3) Don’t trust the experts; (4) Money can be made again, but
a lost reputation is gone forever; and (5) When in doubt, do something!
********Rule (2) was especially captivating. Early in his career Zemurray was competing with
United Fruit to purchase some land bordering Honduras and Guatemala. As it turns out, two
people claimed to own the same land. So, while United Fruit took the legal route of trying to
determine who really was the owner of the land, “Zemurray simply purchased the land twice,
once from each owner.” And thus the Gordian knot was cut!.
(2 June 2012): “As Costs Soar, Taxpayers Target Pensions of Cops, Firefighters”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304821304577438452821346064.html)
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--------Net metering for electricity generated by residential and commercial customers from
renewable energy systems is available in more than 40 states. [Including North Carolina.] But it
has also led to some conflict as utilities “lose valuable customers that help support the costs of
the power grid but also have to pay them for the power they generate. Ultimately, the utilities
say, the combination will lead to higher rate increases for everyone left on the traditional electric
system.”
********An interesting column, especially for one who has net metering. No doubt every state,
possibly every utility, comes at net metering in a different way. From an economic standpoint, it
raises the question of the bundle of goods and services provided by utilities and the relatively
well-defined goods and services that residential and commercial customers provide. It seems
clear that a rational and practicable allocation of costs and revenues requires very clear thinking
about all of those goods and services. It doesn’t seem unreasonable to be charged for using the
grid.
(4 June 2012): “Big Changes in College Health Plans”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303506404577444410947791758.html)
--------“Some colleges are dropping student health-insurance plans for the coming academic year
and others are telling students to expect sharp premium increases because of a provision in the
federal health law requiring plans to beef up coverage.” A case in point is Bethany College, of
Lindsborg, Kansas. During the last year it offered a 12-month plan with a $10,000 cap for $445.
In the next academic year, the cap must be at least $100,000 and students would have to pay
more than $2,000 for coverage. As a result, the college will not offer coverage to its students in
the next year. “The new rules are likely to affect a broad swath of American colleges.” New
requirements for student plans are being phased in. During the 2013-14 school year, “plans must
cover at least $500,000 in medical expenses, and the year after that plans can’t have any payout
cap.”
********The word ‘unintended consequences’ comes to mind. At a time when there is so much
concern about the cost of higher education, the developments around health insurance exacerbate
matters greatly.
(5 June 2012): “Exhausting the Earth’s Resources?: Not so Fast”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303630404577392104017737774.html)
--------“A recent and widely publicized proposal to mine asteroids for nickel, platinum and other
key ingredients for metals is based in part on the notion that we face scarcity in the not-toodistant future.” Such proposals seem to underestimate the availability of resources in the earth’s
crust, which varies in thickness from three to 30 miles. “On most land masses, only the first
half-mile has been mined.” Miners distinguish between ‘reserves’ and ‘resources’: a reserve is a
deposit worth mining, otherwise it is labeled a resource. To illustrate the difference, copper
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reserves are estimated to be 136 years, whereas copper resources (in the earth’s crust) are
estimated to be 120 million years; iron ore reserves are 590 years, while iron ore resources are
2.5 billion years. “The most compelling case for asteroid mining is for a yet-undesired element
that turns out to be not abundant in the Earth’s crust and becomes suddenly valuable because of
some future technological advance.”
********A case for mining asteroids is given in the article: iridium, which is used in fuel cells
and only three tons of which are produced each year. “A new fuel source requiring plentiful
iridium would lift prices and create and economic case for mining a deposit in an asteroid.”
Earth-based miners seem to be quite skeptical of the possibilities for asteroid mining.
(6 June 2012): “After 95 Years, a Royalty Deal for Artists”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303506404577448893122187210.html)
--------Clear Channel Media & Entertainment, which owns 850 radio stations, has struck a deal
with Big Machine Label Group, home to performers Taylor Swift, Rascal Flatts, and Tim
McGraw, which will ensure that performers receive royalties “when their songs are played on
broadcast radio stations.” Up until now, in the U.S., “only songwriters and the music publishers
who represent them collect royalties on the theory that having their music played on the radio
benefits artists by promoting record sales.” This compensation system “stretches back to 1917
and Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr.’s decision in the Supreme court case Herbert v. Shanely Co.”
Record companies already collect “performance royalties from some newer broadcasters, notably
online and satellite radio.”
********This development should go far toward “leveling the playing field” among terrestrial
(conventional), online, and satellite radio stations.
(6 June 2012): “Not Just Degrees”
(http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2012/06/06/certificates-are-misunderstood-credentialspay-mostly-men)
--------“The certificate is the odd man out in the debate over college completion. But the rarely
discussed and little-understood certificate is the fastest-growing form of college credential, and a
key component of work force development and the ‘completion agenda.’” A recent report by the
Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce found that “certificates make up
22 percent of all college awards, up from 6 percent in 1980.” Certificates are generally earned
by “seat time in a classroom” whereas industry-based certifications “are typically awarded based
on tests.” Although certificates boost earnings even for those with a baccalaureate, the
difference they make depends upon the specific area. Certificates that boost earnings the most
tend to be in areas where men predominate.
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********The certificate trend is reminiscent of “badges.” Both certificates and badges suggest
that the development of a far more continuous array of indicators of educational attainment will
continue to evolve in the future.
(11 June 2012): “Why Shell is betting billions to drill for oil in Alaska”
(http://features.blogs.fortune.cnn.com/2012/05/24/oil-shell-alaska-drilling/)
--------“Alaska’s outer-continental shelf has been off limits to oil companies . . . but that’s about
to change. After years of lawsuits, regulatory hitches, and other delays, Shell will finally sink its
first exploratory wells in July, making this the first new offshore drilling project approved by the
government since the 2010 BP disaster in the Gulf of Mexico. Come fall, the big news out of
Barrow [Alaska] may well be America’s largest offshore oil discovery in a generation.” U.S.
geologists believe that there are 27 billion barrels of recoverable oil in the Arctic Ocean’s
Chukchi and Beaufort seas. There is little doubt that the oil exists, as Shell drilled wells in its
leased area during the 1980s and 90s, but abandoned them because “the $20-a-barrel prices at the
time did not justify the expense of further drilling.” Despite the risks to Shell in drilling in such
a hostile physical environment, other areas where it has substantial reserves—Nigeria—have
significant risks of hijacking of oil rigs and kidnapping of employees. The environmental risks
of drilling in the Arctic Ocean are many, and include the possible loss of the Inupiat culture,
which depends heavily upon the bowhead whale, which could be wiped out by an accident.
********One surprising fact mentioned in the article is that world oil consumption is now
running at 89 million barrels a day, which is above the pre-recession peak of 87 million barrels
reached in 2008.
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[The Invisible Forces] 60 (13 June 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(7 June 2012): “In Mexico’s Countryside, Machismo on Wane”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303978104577364431361067606.html)
--------“Every year for the past decade, 200,000 Mexican men have left for the U.S. The result
has been a steady reshaping of everyday culture around those left behind—usually forcing
women to become breadwinners. And as the shift deepens, it is upending one of the longstanding cultural pillars here: the Mexican cult of machismo.” Although men often leave
Mexico to better provide for their families by sending money back home, these remittances
frequently stop: “Most of the men who migrate from Mexico never return, according to the
country’s National Population Council. . . . Nearly 80% of remittances from migrants come from
sons, not husbands.” As a result, 1.19 million of Mexico’s estimated 6.2 million rural
households have women as the main breadwinners, up by one-third from a decade ago. Even
though net migration to the U.S. is now near zero, “women continue to keep their newfound role
in the rural economy.”
********One of the most interesting parts of the article was the willingness of some lenders in
Mexico to lend to women rather than men: “Compartamos, a micro-credit bank, says 98% of its
clients are women.” The Public Relations Director of Compartamos notes: “It’s proved that
women, when they receive money, dedicate their efforts to their families, whereas with men,
there’s the problem of vices.”
(7 June 2012): “Howard Marlowe, Lobbyist Defender”
(http://www.businessweek.com/news/2012-06-07/lobbyist-on-incremental-mission-to-restorelobbying-s-good-name)
********A glimpse of what it is like to be a lobbyist for lobbyists. Howard Marlowe has had a
35-year career as a D.C. lobbyist and is now the president of the American League of Lobbyists
(http://www.alldc.org/). Founded in 1979, the ALL “counts about 1,400 of Washington’s 10,199
registered lobbyists as members.” An advocate of ethics training for lobbyists, he holds that
lobbying “is our version of advocacy journalism” and is working toward “getting more lobbyists
registered.” The article points to the fact that the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 and the
Leadership and Open Government Act of 2007 (http://lobbyingdisclosure.house.gov/) have
changed the nature of lobbying, especially since “major bills on health care and Wall Street
reform” were passed two years ago. The change is indicated in the following: “Two years later
the bills are law, and lobbyists are putting their energies into the rulemaking process, which is
run by federal agencies and not lawmakers. Whatever special-interest groups don’t like in a bill,
they attempt to undermine and tweak in the rulemaking process. Unlike lobbying Congress,
where it’s hard for the public to have any sense of the issues being lobbied on or the meetings
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that take place, lobbying government agencies is mind-numbingly transparent: Every agency
must post all the comments made about a given rule on their website.”
(8 June 2012): “Canadians Crowd U.S. Airports. Why? Taxes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303506404577448523616941712.html)
--------“Canadians have discovered a cheaper way to fly to the United States: Drive there first.
Rising flight taxes and a strengthening Canadian dollar are pushing Canadians to begin their
U.S.-bound trips on U.S. soil. Now airlines are rushing to meet the demand, adding service at
small outposts along the border.” Taxes and fees are largely responsible for this development as
taxes and fees “on a flight from Canada to U.S. cities can be four times higher, or nearly $100
more each way.” The tax and fee gap reflect differing approaches to how to fund the capital
projects at airports. “Canada views air travel as best paid for by fliers themselves . . . [whereas]
The U.S. . . . subsidizes many airports, especially in rural areas, betting they can drive economic
activity.” U.S.-based carrier Allegiant has developed a strategy of “adding service at small
outposts along the border” to take advantage of the many Canadians seeking to benefit for the
price differential.
(9 June 2012): “Fewer Grapes, More Drinkers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303640104577440523772055022.html)
--------Sales of wine by volume in the U.S. have increased for 18 straight years but wine-grape
acres in California have declined from 570,000 in 2001 to 543,000 in 2011. This comes at a time
when the demand for prime growing areas for competing crops, especially in the central San
Joaquin Valley—where more than 200 other crops are in play—has intensified; from 2001 to
2011, almond acreage grew from 605,000 to 835,000 as nut prices doubled. The resulting boost
in domestic wine prices is expected to increase wine imports and lead domestic producers to
reconsider how to market their wines. One producer notes: “I feel much more comfortable
keeping the price where it is and changing the appellation.”
********A nice example of the price-quality decision that many producers confront when input
prices are on the rise.
(9 June 2012): “Sweetened charity” (http://www.economist.com/node/21556570)
--------At a time when central governments are facing large and growing deficits, more attention
is being given to the charitable deductions in Britain, the U.S., and elsewhere. As Britain’s
William Gladstone noted in 1863: “It must be borne in mind that in every case exemption means
a relief to A at the charge of B.” (Gladstone’s attempt to end the exemption on charities from
income taxation failed.) Although early studies of taxation, e.g., by economist Martin Feldstein,
suggested that a 10% cut in charitable taxes led to a more than 10% increase in charitable
contributions, recent work suggests that (a) the increase in giving is less than 10% and (b) giving
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response depends upon the amount of money given; givers of relatively large amounts of money
seem to respond more to a given cut in charitable taxes and tend to focus their contributions on
higher education, health, and the arts, whereas relatively small givers tend to give more to
religious organizations. As a result, Duke economist Charles Clotfelter notes that the American
tax system “gives the wealthiest taxpayers a disproportionate role in allocating public resources.”
********The article goes a long way toward clarifying some of the many consequences of the
U.S. approach to charitable deductions. Some argue that the tax system be redesigned to
“incentivize only the most useful sorts of charity.” But then, as Patrick Rooney of the University
of Indiana, asks: “Who has the wisdom to decide what is a good charity?”
(10 June 2012): “Electronic sweepstakes machines booming while courts work out legality”
(http://www.citizen-times.com/article/20120610/NEWS/306100059/Sweepstakes-machinesbooming)
--------“For more than a decade, the state legislature has tried to ban video gambling machines
and even passed a bill in 2007 that outlawed them.” Subsequently, games re-emerged as video
sweepstakes machines, which were also banned by the state legislature in 2010. But the ban was
struck down by the state Court of Appeals in March. Although the case has been appealed to the
N.C. Supreme Court, sweepstakes games and parlors are once again proliferating in Western
North Carolina. Municipalities and counties across North Carolina have responded in a variety
of ways, using zoning, a variety of licenses and fees, and combinations of the foregoing. An
advocacy group for sweepstakes operators, the Internet Based Sweepstakes Organization (IBSO),
estimates gambling “revenue totals between $500 million and $1 billion annually.” Chase
Brookes, who heads the organization, notes that “80 percent of the customers that walk in the
businesses with sweepstakes are ‘women over the age of 40.’”
********A building in “downtown” Leicester, which has been home to a variety of businesses
over the last fifteen years, has recently begun to operate as what appears to be a sweepstakes
parlor. A search for an internet site for IBSO did not turn up a site. You can learn more about
the IBSO (see the end of the article) at: http://www.mountainx.com/article/37848/Internet-basedsweepstakes-organization-wades-into-Cherokee-reservation-live-gaming-issue.
(11 June 2012): “Selling Yourself in 45 Seconds or Less”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303877604577383852429038244.html)
--------“Creating a good résumé for a job search is difficult enough. Doing so in later life—when
issues like age discrimination potentially come into play—is tougher yet.” Don Weintraub, a
managing director at ExecuNet, provides some hints about how to navigate the world of online
submission, as well as age-related matters. He notes: “Our research shows that you have less
than 45 seconds to capture the attention of the reader [of a résumé]. What’s most critical is the
top half of the first page.” Software-based résumé searches are typically hunting for keywords
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that should show up in the top half of the page. As a recruiter, Weintraub would read an
applicant’s cover letter only if the résumé was interesting.
********There is some (familiar) humor in the list of “mistakes most detrimental to a job
interview.”
(12 June 2012): “Investors Go to School on Charters”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303444204577460711138730418.html)
--------“Charter schools, publicly financed alternatives to local school districts, are drawing more
than just increasing numbers of students: Bond investors also are signing up.” The growing
number of charter schools has led to a significant expansion in debt issuance, especially as such
schools are part of networks of schools, which have led to larger offerings; Texas-based Cosmos
Foundation Inc. “operates 36 charter-school campuses . . . issued $50 million in bonds in bonds .
. . [priced] to yield 6.2% in 2010.” One of the attractions of these bonds is their high rate of
return, but with that return has come significantly higher risk; Municipal Market Advisors
calculated that “3.91% of charter-school bonds are in default . . . In contrast, 0.03% of schooldistrict bonds are in trouble.” Contributing to that risk is the “mismatch between the bond
maturities and charter durations . . . Charters are typically renewed every five years, while bonds
often carry 30-year terms.”
********The marketization of education is truly one of the most interesting, and to many the
most disturbing, developments in recent decades. The recent discussion around for-profit virtual
charter schools in North Carolina—http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20120611/NEWS/306110015/Virtual-school-worries-districts—is simply one
more episode in a long-running series.
(13 June 2012): “TI Battles a Gender Gap in Job Experience”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303444204577462492421881980.html)
--------Women at Texas Instruments are being provided with new opportunities to become line
managers with profit-and-loss (P&L) responsibilities, which have been an essential to those
ascending to the highest corporate rank—the Chief Executive Officer. Through a process of
self-assessment to identify skill gaps, small-group sessions, and mentoring by high-ranking
officials (as well as some negotiation, often around travel requirements), the path to the top is
being made accessible. “Alcoa Inc. says it will soon introduce a similar effort aimed at preparing
10 to 15 women for line-management roles.
(13 June 2012): “A Sugar Showdown”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303901504577462670248126392.html)
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--------From the Editorial page. “One reason industry handouts flourish in Washington is that
they provide concentrated benefits to a few producers, while the cost is spread widely to all
Americans. A case study is the sugar program, which the Senate will voted on as early as today.
. . . The program provides about $1.4 billion each year to fewer than 5,000 large and mostly
prosperous beet and sugar cane producers. But according . . . to a 2011 . . . study by North
Carolina State economist Michael Wohlgenant, it cost consumers about twice that amount,
mostly in higher food prices.”
********A very clear statement of the concentration of benefits and the diffuseness of costs that
are so characteristic of many subsidies. Lobbyists—see the (7 June 2012) article on Howard
Marlowe—are instrumental in the process by which those subsidies are received.
(13 June 2012): “Elinor Ostrom, Winner of Nobel in Economics, Dies at 78”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/13/business/elinor-ostrom-winner-of-nobel-in-economicsdies-at-78.html)
--------The only woman to win the Nobel Prize in Economic Science, Elinor Ostrom, passed
away at age 78. Her research “examined how people collaborate and organize themselves to
manage common resources like forests or fishers, even when governments are not involved” and
“overturned the conventional wisdom about the need for government regulation of public
resources.” Dr. Ostrom received all of her degrees—BA, MA, and Ph.D—in political science
from the University of California, Los Angeles. As a researcher, Ostrom “was notable for
conducting fieldwork, an unusual method that is admired by some economists but scorned by
others.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 61 (20 June 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(14 June 2012): “Navy Sails to Greener Future”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303410404577464580499454136.html)
--------“Next month, in naval exercises off the coast of Hawaii, five U.S. warships will make
history: They will be the first to use biofuels to power their huge turbines, as well as the jet
planes screaming off a carrier’s deck and helicopters hovering overhead.” It has also resulted in
a political storm as members of both houses of Congress voted last month to stop the Navy from
buying more of the fuel and to keep the Pentagon from investing in biofuel refineries; the Navy
hopes to reduce its dependence on conventional petroleum through its investments, leading the
way for other branches of the military. In the past the scale of purchases of the U.S. military has
played an important role in bringing down the production cost of “titanium, advanced turbines
and digital communications.” Congressional concern seems to revolve around the use of military
dollars to support an “environmental agenda.”
(14 June 2012): “Germany’s New Export: Jobs Training”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303665904577452521454725242.html)
--------German-style apprenticeship programs are expanding in the U.S. as German and other
firms discover that they “can’t find enough machinists, robotics specialists and other highly
skilled worker to maintain their factory floors. “estimated 600,000 skilled, middle-class
manufacturing jobs remain unfilled nationwide, even as millions of Americans search for work.”
Firms like Volkswagen realize that “without training its own skilled workers, they may struggle
to expand.”
(14 June 2012): “Farmers Prepare for the Data Harvest”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303410404577464791927446070.html)
--------Crop seed companies Monsanto and Pioneer are “gathering mountains of data to figure
out which crops work best in certain soil and conditions so they can deliver farmers customized
planting plans. The information is funneled into . . . gadgets that help drive the vehicle and
control seed and fertilizer dispersal. . . . Framers can plant or fertilize a whole field without
touching the steering wheels, and yield data from sensors in combines . . . help refine the plans
for the next season’s planting.” Monsanto recently agreed to pay $250 million to acquire
Precision Planting, which is Monsanto’s “first foray into equipment by the world’s largest seed
company.” The recent development of the ability to “pipe” information about seeds, soil, and
yields “to and from computers in . . . tractor cabs” is referred to as precision agriculture.
********This article exemplifies a variety of developments that relate to “Big Data” and
unmanned activity. Consider: drones, mining in western Australia, and farming. All three rely
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upon GPS and the continual computer-based monitoring of actionable data. Drones—unmanned
aerial vehicles—are controlled at a distance, sometimes by people in a control room thousands of
miles away. Some mining vehicles in the hostile climate of western Australia are controlled by
people in a control room hundreds of miles away. And then there are the tractors discussed here,
which seem to be monitored by someone in a tractor cab. Perhaps the mining and farming
vehicles are “unmanned terrestrial vehicles?” And then there is the latest development of
driverless cars by Google. These developments are very interesting, although not (yet)
appropriate for all terrains. They tend to give some credence to the following statement, by Jeff
Banker, who works for FarmLink: “Every business that exists now is a data business . . .
Farming is just on the cusp of that.”
********You can learn more about the firm Precision Planting Inc. at:
http://www.precisionplanting.com/. There is an academic journal devoted to precision
agriculture, which began publishing in 1998. You can learn more about Precision Agriculture at:
http://www.springer.com/life+sciences/agriculture/journal/11119.
(15 June 2012): “Universities Feel the Heat Amid Cuts”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303734204577466470850370002.html)
--------The publication of Research Universities and the Future of America: Ten Breakthrough
Actions Vital to Our Nation's Prosperity and Security is the final report of a group of “22
academic, business and nonprofit leaders” commissioned by Congress. Unless appropriate
action is taken, the report warns, U.S. research universities “are in grave danger of not only
losing their place of global leadership but of serious erosion in quality.” Farming is just on the
cusp of that.”
********You can learn more about the report at: http://chronicle.com/article/Nations-ResearchUniversities/132285/. The complete report can be found be obtained (at no cost) at:
http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13396; the condensed report—24 pages—focuses
upon the ten recommendations made by the panel. Charles O. Holliday, Jr., the chair of the
panel and the retired chairman and CEO of the DuPont chemical company noted: “The basic
recommendation is: We want the relationship to be a partnership” not just the universities saying
“Give us more money.”
********The Chronicle article mentions the Business-Higher Education Forum, which was
interesting to learn about. You can learn more about it at: http://www.bhef.com/. All this brings
to mind Eisenhower’s final state of the farewell address, in which he mentioned the militaryindustrial complex. It is perhaps not well known that their connections to the university were
prominently noted. You can see a video of Eisenhower’s speech—16 minutes long—and read its
transcript at: http://www.militaryindustrialcomplex.com/.
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(15 June 2012): “Chasing China’s Shoppers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303444204577460693377819420.html)
--------China has been a bright spot for Best Buy at a time of slumping U.S. sales. But its success
has been based upon its ability to learn from its mistakes. Best Buy, like other U.S. firms,
“misjudged Chinese shoppers’ priorities and clumsily tried to export U.S.-style stores.” As a
result, Best Buy has abandoned its name in China, focusing on its subsidiary Five Star. The
middle class of China is vast—estimated to comprise 247 million and is expected to expand to
607 million by 2020, a mere eight years away. At that time overall middle-class spending in
China is projected to equal that of the U.S. Five Star employs “solution experts” who give out
their telephone numbers “so customers can call at any time. The goal is to build a web of loyal
shoppers through referrals, borrowing from a Chinese custom of relying on a network of trusted
acquaintances for advice.”
(16 June 2012): “The Nonna State”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303734204577466962276816888.html)
--------Southern Europe’s safety net is “an army of older family members who are helping
younger generations make ends meet during the region’s crippling economic crisis. Half of all
abuelos, or grandparents, in Spain take care of their grandchildren nearly every day, and 68% of
all children under 10 in Italy are looked after by their nonni when not in school or with parents . .
. by comparison, 19% of preschoolers in the U.S. were taken care of primarily by grandparents
while their mothers worked in 2010.” Katherine Newman, author of The Accordion Family,
notes: “Where there are weak welfare states, the structure of familial support is high because
people have to rely on private resources.” Some economists point to this dependence as an
important factor in limiting mobility and work opportunities for women, thereby leading to lower
rates of economic growth.
********A thought-provoking article that clearly illustrates the interdependence of all of the
invisible forces: invisible hand (economic), invisible handshake (social and historical), and
invisible foot (legal political.). The handshake is nicely captured in the following: “Family has
long been the glue of Southern European society, and intergenerational help has deep historical
and religious roots. Catholicism and the Muslim influences that infuse the continent’s
Mediterranean rim eschew the individualistic nature of Protestant Northern European and AngloSaxon countries.”
(16 June 2012): “An E-Reader Revolution for Africa?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303768104577462683090312766.html)
--------Amazon’s Kindle is at the center of “an effort to reinvent developing world literacy
programs with technology. The premise is that the new economics of digital publishing might
make more and better books is classrooms” in schools like the Humble Primary School in
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Mukono, Uganda, which serves needy children. But the vision of “one Kindle per child” faces
considerable challenges, including cost, efficacy, lack of use, misappropriation, and power
availability. However, since the Kindles with internet connections are “basically big mobile
phones—a technology that has proved successful throughout Africa” its prospects seem better
than projects like “One Laptop Per Child.”
(16 June 2012): “The vanishing north” (http://www.economist.com/node/21556921)
--------The leader for the 16-page special report on “The melting north.” The Arctic is “warming
roughly twice as fast as the rest of the planet. . . . The main reason appears to be a catalytic
warming effect, triggered by global warming. When snow or ice melt, they are replaced by
darker melt-water pools, land or sea. As a result, the Arctic surface absorbs more solar heat.
This causes local warming, therefore more melting, which causes more warming, and so on. The
positive feedback shows how even a small change to the Earth’s systems can trigger much
greater ones.” Although some “Arctic governments are starting to see a bonanza in the melt . . .
Many fear for Arctic cultures . . . Others foresee conflict between Arctic countries scrambling for
the region’s resources. Greens warn of environmental risks . . . a big oil spill would be
disastrous for fragile Arctic ecosystems.” However, “The worry that needs to be taken most
seriously is climate change itself.” If Greenland continues to shed “200 gigatonnes of ice a year,
a fourfold increase on a decade ago . . . it could eventually disintegrate, raising the sea level by
seven metres.”
********By my calculation, 7 meters is approximately 23 feet. You can read the special report
in its entirety at: (http://www.economist.com/node/21556798). Another article of related interest
is entitled “Boundary conditions,” which you can find at:
(http://www.economist.com/node/21556897). The notion of environmental “boundary
conditions” is developed and some additional perspectives provided. Are boundary conditions
fixed and independent of one another or are they in some sense variable and interdependent?
Opting for the latter may comfort some but it would likely be illusory comfort.
********No doubt the special report of The Economist and related articles were developed to
provide some context for the Rio+20 conference on sustainable development in Brazil June 2022.
(18 June 2012): “A Whole Different Kind of Innovation”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304203604577395943820313450.html)
--------Although innovation is frequently thought of in terms of technological innovation, there is
also business-model innovation. A case in point is the market for solar panels. “Until 2008,
most people paid for their rooftop solar panels upfront. . . . Then came solar leases, which allow
customers make monthly payments. . . . Since 2012, third-party-owned residential solar
installations have taken off.” Such “innovations in business models and practices . . . open new
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opportunities for drastically reducing energy consumption or expanding the use of alternative
sources of energy.” One important difference, though, between technological and businessmodel innovation is that although the former can frequently be protected by patents and the like,
business models cannot.
********On the 18th the Wall Street Journal devoted The Journal Report to “Innovations in
Energy.” All articles of its can be read without subscription. You can find them at:
http://online.wsj.com/public/page/innovations-in-energy06182012.html.
(18 June 2012): “Private Fix for Public Parks”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303410404577464724255828622.html)
--------“California is close to finalizing bids from private companies to take over day-to-day
operations of six state parks . . . in an unprecedented step by the state to prevent mass park
closures after stiff budget cuts.” American Land & Leisure Co. (ALL) will run the three of the
parks for five years but the “state will maintain ownership of the park lands.” In return for
running the parks, ALL “will pay the state a percentage of the park revenue” which is derived
from “fees . . . for entry, parking and camping, among other things.” Changes in fees would
require approval by California’s Department of Parks.
(19 June 2012): “Asians Top Immigration Class”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303379204577474743811707050.html)
--------“Asians are the fastest-growing, most educated and highest-earning population in the U.S.,
according to a new report” from the Pew Research Center. Since 1980 “the number of Asians in
the U.S. quadrupled between 1980 and 2010 to about 18 million . . . The bulk of Asians in the
U.S. trace their roots to . . . China, India, Japan, Korea, the Philippines and Vietnam.” The editor
of the report, Paul Taylor, notes that Asians are: “the highly skilled workforce of the 21st century,
but they also bring traditional values.” In recent years, immigration by Asians has displaced
Hispanics from the top spot. “In 2007, about 540,000 Hispanics came to the U.S., compared
with 390,000 Asians. In 2010, about 36% of new immigrants were Asian, against 31% who
were Hispanics.” The types of employment typically held by Hispanics and Asians have played
a role in this relative switch in immigration during the recent economic slowdown.
********You can read the entire report at: http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2012/06/19/the-riseof-asian-americans/. A brief summary of Asians in relation to the overall U.S. to population—
Asians tend to be: better educated, earn more, more likely to be married or live in a multigenerational household, and “their children are more likely to be raised in a two-parent home.”
(19 June 2012): “Fed Wrestles With How Best to Bridge the Credit Divide”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303505504577403970826823032.html)
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--------“The U.S. recovery is hobbled by an economic divide that separates Americans not by
income or wealth but by their access to credit. The housing bust left behind millions of people
with credit records damaged by plunging home prices, lost jobs, past overspending or bad luck.
Many are now walled off from the low interest rates engineered by the Federal Reserve to spur
the economy and remedy the after effects of the borrowing boom.” This differential access to
credit “has weakened the influence of the Fed” as those whose credit ratings have declined as a
result of the recession have been unable to take advantage of historically low interest rates, thus
limiting the impact of the Fed’s actions. A case in point is Giuliana Bernales, a 33-year old bank
analyst in Miami. Were she to refinance her home from her present 5.5% mortgage to the
current 4% rate, she could save $200 a month but the Federal Housing Administration will not
allow her to refinance her loan given her credit score.
(20 June 2012): “Who’s the Boss? There Isn’t One”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303379204577474953586383604.html)
--------Some smaller firms , and even firms as large as W.L. Gore, which has 10,000 employees,
are using “boss free” or “almost boss free” organizational structures. Such firms tend to have
flat hierarchies, pay determined by peers, and a workday directed by employees themselves.
Terri Kelly of W.L. Gore—the maker of Gore-Tex—notes that “boss free” is absolutely lessefficient upfront, but “once you have the organization behind it . . . the buy-in and the execution
happen quickly.” At videogame maker Valve Corp. of Bellevue, Washington, which has 300
employees, “there are no promotions, only new projects.” Hiring highly motivated workers is
vital to making the system work.
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[The Invisible Forces] 62 (27 June 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(21 June 2012): “Old Factory, Snap Decisions Spawn Greek-Yogurt Craze”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303379204577476974123310582.html)
--------In 2005 Turkish native—Hamdi Ulukaya—was managing his small cheese company in
Johnstown, New York when he saw the ad that would change everything: “For sale: yogurtmaking plant in Columbus, N.Y.” The next day he decided to buy the facility, which was owned
by Kraft Foods, closing a deal five months later on loans of less than $1 million. Ulukaya was
always “surprised that there was no quality yogurt in the U.S.” so when he saw the ad, he acted
quickly even though he didn’t know exactly what he was doing. Today his firm, Chobani, is the
“No. 3 manufacturer of non-frozen yogurt in the U.S. with about $745.6 million in retail sales.”
********The article contains a nice, brief interview with UIlukaya which is refreshingly direct.
Truly he is an entrepreneur in the Kirznerian sense: “Someone who is alert to opportunities for
gain and who takes action with respect to them.” You can learn more about Chobani’s problem
is getting enough milk in New York state to produce its milk at the subscription-required article
at: http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303836404577474723912270102.html. The
so-called “Chobani Paradox” can be read in full in the six-page article at:
http://dairy.wisc.edu/PubPod/Pubs/BP12-03.pdf.
(22 June 2012): “Uruguay Considers Selling Marijuana”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304898704577480764220930718.html)
--------Tired of the ongoing war on drugs and its relative violence, Uruguay has proposed
something new: “normalize marijuana use and hand over its distribution and marketing to the
government.” In the recently announced plan, not yet a law, revenue from sales, “which would
be allowed only to adults 18 and older” would be used to fund drug-rehabilitation programs. If
the proposal is enacted, Uruguay would be “the first country in the world where the state took
charge of selling marijuana to its citizens.”
(22 June 2012): “Anna Schwartz, Economist Who Collaborated With Friedman, Dies at 96”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/22/business/anna-schwartz-economist-who-worked-withfriedman-dies-at-96.html)
--------Anna Jacobson Schwartz, co-author with Milton Friedman of A Monetary History of the
United States, 1867-1960, died on Thursday, June 21st at the age of 96. “Mrs. Schwartz was
widely known in the profession as the co-author of much of the work that led to Mr. Friedman’s
Nobel in economic sciences in 1976. Here supporters thought the prize might have justly been
awarded jointly.” Schwartz was critical of Ben Bernanke’s handling of monetary policy and
opposed his reappointment as Fed chairman in 2009. A leading financial historian, she “joined
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the National Bureau of Economic Research in New York in 1941 and continued to work there for
more than 70 years.”
(23 June 2012): “New Lawyers, Seeking Jobs, Are Advised to Think Small”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303506404577448974083992182.html)
--------“A small but growing number of Midwestern law schools are sending a new message to
their graduates: Look beyond the lure of high-paying, big-city law firms and consider launching
careers in rural towns.” Some law schools, e.g., the University of Kansas, are now offering
programs on “rural and solo practice” because that is where the opportunities lie. These law
schools are “following the lead of the medical profession, which has long encouraged students to
practice in rural settings with doctor shortages, and often subsidized them to do so.” Although
the cultural opportunities of larger practices in urban areas continue to attract new lawyers,
small-town practice has one potential advantage: “getting to work in all sorts of legal areas.”
(23 June 2012): “Indian Fiber Weaves a Crisis”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304441404577480341888519600.html)
--------In the 1980s India’s government “passed a law stipulating that 100% of the annual wheat
and rice crop must be packed in jute bags. The move was meant to defend the jobs of 250,000
jute factory workers, and the five million Indian farmers who grow jute, from the onslaught
plastic sacking.” But with a larger wheat harvest and the decline in the quality of jute-bag
production, this has helped contribute to “India’s high level of food waste.” Officials in Madhya
Pradesh, “a large wheat-growing state in central India,” say that the government “should revisit
the law protecting the jute industry to allow greater use of plastic bags.” Aside from India,
Bangladesh “is the only other country with a major jute industry” but Indian officials are “unable
to accept sacking from Bangladesh.”
(23 June 2012): “Blooming horrible” (http://www.economist.com/node/21557365)
--------The “dead zone” at the mouth of the Mississippi River now covers “6,700 square miles, an
area larger than Connecticut” and continues to expand. Caused by algae blooms from excess
nutrients, it is estimated that it results in losses to commercial and recreational fisheries of $2.8
billion per year. The nutrients, mostly nitrogen and phosphorus, are largely the result of
agriculture from Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, as well as Chicago. Litigation is underway to reduce
this impact. In the meantime a variety of approaches are being considered, including one plan
that would allow “the trading of nutrient credits between states.”
(25 June 2012): “IKEA Says It Is Ready to Give India a Try”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304782404577486403385782034.html)
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--------Swedish furniture company IKEA has asked permission from India to invest $1.9 billion
“in the country to set up 25 stores in coming years.” This investment became possible when
India allowed “some retailers to own 100% of their Indian units . . . But the company will face
significant challenges, including meeting the government’s mandate that it source 30% of
inventory from small-scale local industries.” As a “single brand” retailer, IKEA operates under
different requirements from “multibrand” retailers like Wal-Mart Stores. At present multibrand
companies “aren’t allowed to hold even minority investments in Indian retail firms.” Changes
such as those made by the Indian government are seen as a step toward transforming “India’s
largely unorganized $500 billion retail sector.” There continues to be concern that multinational
firms could “put out of business millions of small-time shopkeepers, who account for more than
90% of retail revenues.”
(26 June 2012): “Cocaine Expansion in Peru Raises Fears of Global Spread”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303410404577464780726160246.html)
--------Traditionally the coca plant used to produce cocaine has thrived “at steeper, higher
elevations of the Andes Mountains.” But new approaches are allowing the growth of coca “near
the banks of the Amazon River in Peru” allowing it to be home to some of the fastest expanding
plantations. Much of the production is headed for Brazil. With growth of coca outside of the
Andes, the likelihood that it will be grown outside of Latin America, e.g., in Africa or Asia, has
increased. Among the consequences of this development are the dumping of chemicals used to
produce cocaine in nearby rivers, increased income for cocaine growers, and expanded violence.
********Although the article requires a subscription to be read, the accompanying video can
provides a glimpse of some of the article’s content.
(27 June 2012): “Portland Puts New Twist on Trash Pickup”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304458604577490532687633866.html)
--------Last fall Portland, Oregon—population 583,000—“abolished weekly trash pickups,
switching to once every two weeks. At the same time, in increased collection of ‘green’ waste—
lawn cuttings and other backyard debris mixed in with compostable food scraps—to once a
week.” As a result, the volume of garbage sent to the landfill is down 44%, from 23,000 tons in
the first quarter of the last year to 13,000 in the first quarter of this year. Compostable
collections go to “two Portland collection centers . . . run by San Francisco-based Recology”
where it bakes under tarps. The result is “a spongy, black loam for local growers.” Portland
continues to deploy a team of canvassers to help with the transition.
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[The Invisible Forces] 63 (4 July 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(28 June 2012): “Cities Outpace Suburbs in Growth”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304830704577493032619987956.html)
--------“Many U.S. cities are growing faster than their suburbs for the first time in decades,
reflecting shifting attitudes about urban living as well as the effect of a housing bust that has put
a damper on moving.” Quality of life factors have played a significant role, as crime rates have
fallen and cultural amenities have increased. In addition, the migration of “factories to the
suburbs and rural Ameica has rid cities of the heavy industry that used to make [cities] . . .
smoky, loud and smelly.” Although there are those who think that “city dwellers are likely to
head to suburbs as the economy and housing market mend” home builders “are betting that there
is a longer-term shift under way” and are redirecting their work from single-family homes in the
suburbs to multiple-family homes in urban areas.
(28 June 2012): “Farmers Hop on Soybean Bandwagon”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304830704577492680231233436.html)
--------“Soaring soybean prices are spurring U.S. farmers who just harvested wheat to turn
around and plant soybeans.” This practice, called “double cropping,” is the result of “an
unusually warm spring [that] led to an early wheat harvest. That gave farmers a few extra weeks
to plant soybeans.” Although some wheat farmers in more southern states double crop every
year, in areas farther north “from Nebraska to Ohio, the harvest is later and double cropping is
rare.”
(29 June 2012): “South Africa Reseeds Farm Debate”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304458604577490784123772886.html)
--------South African President Jacob Zuma has called “for an end to whites’ monopoly on the
continent’s biggest economy.” This has jump started the debate “surrounding his party’s core
pledge to transfer more farms to blacks. The African National Congress “wanted to transfer 30%
of white-owned farmland to blacks by 1999; more than a decade later, it has transferred only
7%.” Lack of capital for “equipment, seeds and taxes” have limited the success of some of these
transfers, as has the lack of business experience. But a new program “which pairs a novice black
farmer with a mentor who helps the farmer form a business plan” and receive “up to $500,000 to
invest in equipment, seed and livestock” holds promise. A complicating factor is that the
program is far costlier than “any redistribution strategy the government has tried before.”
(29 June 2012): “Blame Fear, Not Greed, as Firms Hoard Cash”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304830704577494852548450034.html)
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--------Nonfinancial companies, according to the Federal Reserve, have accumulated
“unprecedented levels of liquid assets, $1.75 trillion at the end of March.” One analyst asserts
that holding “extreme excess cash” reflects “the uncertainty of the times.” Although “Some
companies . . . have blamed Washington and regulation . . . a report on multinationals this month
by the National Bureau of Economic Research says . . . ‘There is no evidence that poor
investment opportunities, regulation or poor governance can explain the abnormal cash holdings
of U.S. firms after the crisis.”
********The author of the article, John Bussey, describes the current cash caution as reflecting
“an America holding its pants up with a belt and suspenders.” As he notes, in relation to current
corporate cash holdings: “fear rules the day.” It certainly makes me curious about sources of
fear and the role of the media in its propagation. Is there a readable book on the subject?
********Bussey’s article is connect to a special Journal Report from the Chief Financial Officer
Network. You can access the entire report at:
http://online.wsj.com/itp/20120629/us/thejournalreport. The interview with advertising CEO
Martin Sorrell speaks most directly to cash hoarding. You can find it at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303561504577492442022970030.html.
(30 June 2012): “Personalising online prices: How deep are your pockets?”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21557798)
--------“In a 2006 study of Fulton fish market in New York, Kathryn Graddy of Oxford
University found that dealers regularly charged Asian buyers less than whites because the Asians
had proved, over time, more willing to reject high prices, and readier to band together to boycott
dealers who ripped them off.” Some online retailers are using information about customers’
internet-browsing behavior to customize product options, as well as prices. What is known as
price customization software can collate browsing behavior with “profiles of individual shoppers
that internet sellers buy from online-data-aggregation firms.” Travel site Orbitz, as an example,
provides different hotel options for Mac users than for PC users, since Mac users tend to stay at
pricier hotels.
(30 June 2012): “Free exchange: The real wealth of nations”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21557732)
--------Sir Partha Dasgupt of Cambridge University oversaw the work that eventuated in the
recent publication of the United Nation’s Inclusive Wealth Report for 2012. The report includes
measures of human, natural, and physical wealth for 20 countries. By reporting on inclusive
wealth, rather than Gross Domestic Product, the report provides a new perspective, although one
that has its limitations. Japan leads the world in per capita inclusive wealth.
********You can learn more about the report at: http://www.ihdp.unu.edu/article/iwr.
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(30 June 2012): “The Immigration Cops Go After a Dairy Farm”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304870304577488973455967032.html)
--------From the Opinion page. President Obama’s recent executive order along with a Supreme
Court ruling “illustrate yet again that we need immigration reform more than ever.” Dairy farms
in South Dakota provide a case in point. Dairy farms need “workers on a year-round basis” but
they are hard to come by under present circumstances. Farmers “can hire willing, foreign-born
workers, who present appropriate work papers . . . that are verified by an official agency. They
can hire American-born workers who aren’t reliable and often quite. Or they can use the only
official government program permitting agriculture guest workers, which wasn’t designed to
generate year-round farm employees.” All this points to the fact that “people born in South
Dakota, like most other Americans, do not want to milk cows for a living” and those who are
willing to do so are not able to due to laws pertaining to immigrant labor.
********The article is written by a dairy farmer in South Dakota who serves as the president of
the South Dakota Dairy Producers Association. He estimates that “as much of 70% of the
nation’s milk supply may be harvested by immigrant labor.”
(2 July 2012): “Coffee Demand Goes Stale”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303561504577494772331679462.html)
--------Coffee has traditionally been viewed as a reliable commodity “as nobody would give up a
cup of joe even when times are hard.” However, at a time when 13 European countries are
“officially in recession” and coming of a recent peak price of $3.049 a pound in May 2011,
coffee prices are down significantly. An impending record harvest in Brazil, which produces
one-third of global coffee, which place additional downward pressure on coffee prices, with
some analyst foreseeing prices in the $1.70-1.80 range in the fourth quarter of the year. The
2011 run-up of prices led some buyers to substitute robusta beans for arabica beans; arabica
beans are generally viewed to be higher quality, having less caffeine and a less strong taste.
Thus, in the 12 months ending in May, “arabica exports have fallen 6.1%, while robusta exports
have risen 6.8%.”
(2 July 2012): “Poor Land in Jail as Companies Add Huge Fees for Probation”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/03/us/probation-fees-multiply-as-companies-profit.html)
--------Money-starved towns are increasingly turning to fines and fees to bolster their revenues,
giving rise to using the courts as “revenue centers.” A partner in a Birmingham, Alabama law
firm notes: “With so many towns economically strapped, there is growing pressure on the courts
to bring in money rather than mete out justice.” This situation has been aggravated by the
privatization of parts of the criminal justice system, for example, probation. “In Georgia, three
dozen for-profit probation companies operate in hundreds of courts.” One company charges
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someone convicted of an offense “a $15 enrollment fee and $39 in monthly fees.” Failure to pay
the fees can result in incarceration.
********You can learn more in the 16-page document “Courts Are Not Revenue Centers”
produced by the nonpartisan Conference of State Court Administrators at:
http://cosca.ncsc.dni.us/WhitePapers/CourtsAreNotRevenueCenters-Final.pdf.
********One firm providing private-sector probation services is Judicial Correction Services,
Inc. You can learn more about it at: http://www.judicialservices.com/.
(2 July 2012): “The Bittersweet Truth About Cranberries”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-06-25/the-cranberry-gets-a-caucus-in-congress)
--------A congressional caucus for cranberries has formed led by Senators John Kerry and Scott
Brown of Massachusetts; Massachusetts is home to Ocean Spray Cranberries, which had
cranberry sales of $1.5 billion in 2011. This comes at a time when the producers of sugary
drinks are under attack for their contribution to obesity, most notably in relation to New York
Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s initiative. Ocean Spray’s cranberry juice cocktail “is only 27
percent juice. A 12-ounce glass has 12 teaspoons of sugar and 200 calories.” The Department of
Agriculture “is drafting nutritional standards that could ban sugary drinks, including cranberry
juice, from school vending machines and menus.”
(3 July 2012): “Drone Group Issues Code of Conduct”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304708604577503611940656148.html)
--------The Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI), a trade group of
manufacturers and operators of drones “has released the industry’s first code of conduct in
response to growing privacy concerns.” In light of congressional action requiring the Federal
Aviation Administration “to give drones greater access to civilian airspace by 2015” concerns
about a “surveillance society” are growing among citizens, civil liberties groups, and politicians.
It is expected that the market for drones will nearly double over the next ten years.
*******You can learn more about AUVSI at: http://www.auvsi.org/Home/.
(4 July 2012): “Numbers Tell of Failure in Drug War”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/04/business/in-rethinking-the-war-on-drugs-start-with-thenumbers.html)
********The Drug Enforcement Administration estimates that one gram of pure cocaine sells
for $177.26, which is 74% cheaper than its price 30 years ago. Similar price declines have taken
place for heroin and methamphetamines. Only marijuana has not had a significant price decline.
This points to the failures of the war on drugs and the huge societal costs associated with it.
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Perhaps, instead of drug eradication, there should be a focus on reducing the harm “that drugs,
drug trafficking and drug policy do to individuals, society and even national security.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 64 (11 July 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(5 July 2012): “Why Hairdressers Are Secure: Their Jobs Can’t Be Exported”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303296604577454241621819620.html)
--------“Before, during and after the recession, demand for one sort of worker has been
persistently stronger: jobs that involve assisting or caring for other people—from fast-food
workers to home-health aides to nail polishers.” All of these jobs share the characteristic that
“They aren’t easily automated or outsourced abroad.” These jobs, however, tends to pay
relatively poorly.
********You can view a very good video interview conducted by David Wessel of the Wall
Street Journal with economist David Autor of MIT at: http://live.wsj.com/video/personalservice-jobs-prove-recession-proof/5DB4D29E-9A6F-4C6A-BADA5B11620C65D8.html#!5DB4D29E-9A6F-4C6A-BADA-5B11620C65D8. There you will find a
clear discussion of the U-shaped job market, with the middle of the U most subject to automation
and outsourcing.
(5 July 2012): “Schools in Session at Google”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303410404577466852658514144.html)
--------Last year about one-third of Google’s 33 thousand employees went through some kind of
in-house education in what is known as GoogleEDU. It is estimated that “U.S. businesses spent
$171.5 billion on learning and development in 2010.” But getting these programs to work can be
challenging. In order to make its education programs more effective, Google “uses statistics
gathered from current and former employees to recommend certain courses to managers at
different point in their career.” One aspect of their program is to deliver programs when they are
needed, rather than when employees are hired.
(5 July 2012): “Deere’s Big Green Profit Machine”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-07-05/deeres-big-green-profit-machine/)
--------“An industrial revolution of sorts is sweeping across the developing world’s corn, rice,
soybean, wheat, and sugarcane fields. Some farmers in China and India are finally ditching
horse- and ox-drawn plows to buy their first-ever tractors. Others are upgrading to bigger
tractors and combines with more power and advanced technology that helps farmers plant and
harvest faster and more precisely with fewer workers.” Both trends have been to the advantage
of John Deere, “the Moline (Ill.) company founded in 1837.” Deere has made its moves into
international market with deliberation. CEO Samuel Allen notes that a company of Deere’s age
is “almost by definition methodical.” One reason for its recent success has been to tailor its
newest tractor, the 8R, to the needs of customers. “From March 2011 to March 2012 . . .
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customers ordered more than 7,800 different configurations of the 8R. On average, each
configuration was built only 1.5 times. More than half the 8Rs were built just once, for a single
customer. Thus, the global tractor: One size does not fit all, from Kansas to Kazakhstan.”
********The methodical nature of Deere’s decision making connects nicely with the article “No
rush” at (7 July 2012).
(6 July 2012): “New Detroit Farm Plan Taking Root”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304898704577479090390757800.html)
--------Detroit has lost more than 1 million residents since 1950, including “a quarter of its
population in the past decade.” One result has been that “Detroit has more vacant land—40
square miles, by some estimates—than any other U.S. city.” In order to put some of that land
back on the city tax rolls, as well as to take advantage of an investment opportunity, entrepreneur
John Hantz has “proposed converting as much as 10,000 acres of vacant private and city-owned
property . . . into the world’s largest for-profit urban farm.” Food-policy expert Rick Foster, who
is mentoring Mr. Hantz, has suggested that establishing an urban forest might be more
appropriate. The prospects of the project will depend upon changes in zoning, pricing of urban
land held by the city, tax credits and state assistance, as well as Michigan’s Right to Farm law
“which limits municipalities’ power to regulate agriculture.”
(6 July 2012): “Chinese Scholars Call for Revision of One-Child Policy”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303962304577509062660508548.html
--------“A group of prominent Chinese scholars issued an open letter on Thursday calling for a
rethink of the country’s one-child policy” arguing that it is “incompatible with China’s
increasing respect for human rights and need for sustainable economic development.” This
letter came on the heels of the forced abortion of a woman with a seven-month-old fetus. One of
the signatories is Internet entrepreneur James Liang, who “has spent the past five years pursuing
a Ph.D. in economics at Stanford University and just published a book challenging the notion
that China has too many people.” Liang favors “a complete dismantling of the family-planning
system.” He believes that an aging Chinese population, supported by the one-child policy,
“would hamper the country’s efforts to evolve beyond being merely the world’s factory.”
(7 July 2012): “No rush: In praise of procrastination”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21558218)
--------Frank Portnoy, in his recent book Wait: The Art and Science of Delay calls attention to the
wisdom of managing delay. His work is consistent with that of Brian Gunia of Johns Hopkins
University, and others, who have shown in a series of experiments that “slowing down makes us
more ethical. When confronted with a clear choice between right and wrong, people are five
times more likely to do the right thing if they have time to think about it than if they are forced to
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make a snap decision.” Of course, not every situation allows for delay: “Don’t delay tackling
problems that will grow worse if ignored.”
********The article has an excellent video interview with Frank Portnoy, which can be found at
the link above. In it he notes that first-mover advantages are overrated and it is often “the second
mouse that gets the cheese.”
********You can learn more about Wait at: http://www.amazon.com/Wait-Science-DelayFrank-Partnoy/dp/1610390040/ref=sr_1_1.
(7 July 2012): “Move over: Falling labour mobility in America may reflect a more efficient
market” (http://www.economist.com/node/21558250)
--------Gross migration in the U.S. has declined almost with a break since 1991; net migration
has, until the recent recession, changed little. Although this may be partly attributable to
demographic change, a factor that has contributed greatly has been the ease of learning about
another locale without actually travelling there. “Young workers in particular used to have to
move to gather information . . . In recent decades, however, it has become much easier to learn
about places without moving house.” In addition, “Deregulated airlines and innovative onlinetravel services have slashed travel costs, allowing people to visit and assess different markets
without moving.”
(7 July 2012): “”The Crushing Cost of Care”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304441404577483050976766184.html)
--------41-year-old Scott Crawford died in 2009. During his last year of life “the government
spent $2.1 million on his inpatient and outpatient care” making him “the fifth costliest of all
Medicare beneficiaries that year.” Although total Medicare spending tends to increase
dramatically in the 60s, beginning a long tapering off around the age of 80, “the costliest patients
aren’t necessarily the oldest . . . Of the top 10 costliest people on Medicare in 2009, eight were
on disability. . . Disability is the main way people under 65 qualify for Medicare.”
********Crawford’s case is related objectively and in meaningful detail. The author of the
article had the cooperation of his parents and the physicians who treated him at Johns Hopkins.
You can watch an interview of the author by clicking on the video tab at the article.
(9 July 2012): “Jail Shift Makes Waves in California”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304458604577491100435436414.html)
--------“Under a court order to ease overcrowding in state prisons, California moved last year to
divert thousands of lower-level offenders to local jails.” The move resulted in an overcrowding
of jails at local (county) jails throughout the state, with a variety of approaches being taken. In
Kern County the Sheriff released “hundreds of inmates—monitoring them with electronic
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devices or assigning them to do supervised labor such as working as janitors.” This has led to a
rapid growth of the “virtual jail population” with a good deal of community outcry as some of
those virtually jailed have committed crimes. Despite the increase of the virtual jail population,
the Sheriff of Kern County “is seeking funding for a 790-bed jail.”
********The distinction between physical and virtual jail population seems novel. The whole
article is reminiscent of a statement made by a former UNC Asheville Vice Chancellor for
Academic affairs in relation to a previous budgetary challenge in the UNC System: “Uncertainty
is transmitted downward” in the organization. In this case, it seems, the problem was simply
shifted from the state to the county level.
(11 July 2012): “Global Warming Makes Heat Waves More Likely, Study Finds”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/11/science/earth/global-warming-makes-heat-waves-morelikely-study-finds.html)
--------A new study by climate researchers, including Thomas C. Peterson of the NOAA Climatic
Data Center of Asheville, North Carolina, examines extreme weather events of 2011 from a
climate perspective. They conclude that some of the weather extremes around the world “have
become far more likely because of human-induced global warming.” Among its results it found
that “the severe heat wave that afflicted Texas last year [was] 20 times as likely as it would have
been in the 1960s. The extremely warm temperatures in Britain last November were 62 times as
likely because of global warming.”
********You can read the study upon which the article is based at:
http://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/cmb/bams-sotc/2011-peterson-et-al.pdf. It examines “six
extreme events of the previous year” and explains them “from a climate perspective.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 65 (18 July 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(11 July 2012): “GE Builds a Better Battery” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-0711/ge-builds-a-better-battery)
--------With the increasing prominence of electric cars and non-traditional energy sources giving
rise to a greater demand for energy storage, General Electric is looking to expand into battery
production in a big way, looking to develop a “billion-dollar-a-year business within a few years.”
Toward that end its development team “chose a proven battery design that had been under
development for 30 years . . . The result is the Durathon, a molten salt battery that went on sale
in September 2011, providing backup power for cell phone towers, among other uses.” The
development of new batteries is problematic. According to Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates, the
failure rates for new batteries will be “well over 90 percent.”
********The molten salt battery seems to be a product looking for a market. Its properties seem
to be such that “GE’s best initial opportunity was in cell phone systems in developing countries
with unreliable electrical grids” although a variety of other applications are being considered.
(12 July 2012): “Housing Passes a Milestone”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303644004577520414196790098.html)
--------“Nearly seven years after the housing bubble burst, most indexes of house prices are
bending up.” The inventory of existing homes “has fallen to close to the normal level of six
months’ worth despite all the foreclosed homes that lenders own and the fraction of homes that
are vacant is at lowest level since 2006.” Also, “Builders began work on 26% more singlefamily homes in May 2012 than in the depressed level of May 2011.” As a result, 44 of 47
economists surveyed by the Wall Street Journal “believe the housing market has reached its
bottom.”
(12 July 2012): “Bank Fees Squeeze Retailers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303644004577520662407333958.html)
--------Credit card “swipe fees” are invisible to consumers but are significant costs for merchants,
generally ranging “between 1.5% and 3% of a transaction.” Some retailers, however, “soon may
be able to impose a surcharge of 2.5% to 3% each time a customer pays with a credit card.”
Both Visa and MasterCard have banned such surcharges in the U.S. “as part of the rules for
retailers” but pending lawsuits may settle the issue in favor of retailers. However, the addition of
surcharges is likely to be decided on a case-by-case basis depending upon “the competition” and
customer sentiment.
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********This suit was settled on Friday, with Visa and MasterCard agreeing to pay $6 billion to
a variety of retailers and allow retailers to use surcharges in the future. You can learn more at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303919504577525284273006706.html. “The
pact doesn’t apply to debit cards, which have grown in popularity for small-value transactions.”
(13 July 2012): “What’s Wrong With America’s Supermarkets?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304373804577522912244866078.html)
--------“Supermarkets’ share of U.S. grocery sales fell to 51% in 2011, down from 66% in 2000 .
. . One major cause: Big-box discounters including Wal-Mart Stores Inc. and Target Corp. are
using food to reel shoppers into their stores, where they hope to tempt customers to buy more
profitable housewares and clothing.” In the most recent year, Wal-Mart derived 55% of its U.S.
sales from groceries, up from 41% four years ago. At the same time, more affluent shoppers are
spending more on organic produce at places like Whole Foods. Still, some supermarkets have
successfully managed this changing market—Kroger by “culling insights from its shopper
loyalty card data” helping it to move away from a one-size-fits-all approach.
********As the article points out, the increased competition from Wal-Mart and the like have
put a sharper point on the tradeoff between price and convenience. One thing the article does not
mention is the growth of local (tailgate) food markets. What role have they played in decline in
grocery sales? Or is Asheville an anomaly?
(14 July 2012): “The Big War Over a Small Fruit”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304373804577521241458781700.html)
--------Cuties, “a brand of seedless, sweet and easy-to-peel mandarin” orange are “storming the
nation’s fruit aisles and changing eating habits that span generations. The navel orange, after
reigning supreme for decades, has a challenger.” Cuties have brought branding to fruit in a way
more familiar to items such a bathroom tissues, as exemplified by Kleenex. Grower Berne Evans
III seems to have seen that potential for seedless mandarins but it was the marketing acumen of
Stewart and Linda Resnick, who have made a fortune selling pomegranate juice under the brand
of Pom Wonderful who came up with the strategy. Upon first seeing the small orange, Linda
Resnick “studied it and deemed it ‘so cute.’” Hence a name was born. During 2005-06, 21
million boxes of Cuties were packed, growing to 75 million in 2011-12. Cuties have become so
popular that in California, “People are tearing things out to plant them.”
********The rise of Cuties has been supported by multi-million dollar advertising campaigns,
which seem to be directed to children and parents who would like to see their children eat more
fruit. As one mother noted, Cuties are better for her son than candy.
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(14 July 2012): “Trade Dries Up Along With Mississippi”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303292204577519294147139420.html)
--------“A year after historic flooding brought the Mississippi River up to record levels, the
severe drought hitting the central U.S. has caused water levels along parts of the waterway to
plummet, disrupting barge traffic from Cairo, Ill., to Natchez, Miss. In some places, the water
level is about 50 feet below what it was during the flood’s peak.” As a result, barge operators
have “sharply reduced their loads” to negotiate the river, thereby increasing costs and decreasing
revenues. The Mississippi and its tributaries are used to “ferry key American exports, including
grain, corn and soy beans, and imports such as steel, rubber and coffee. Coal, fertilizer and
petroleum products move up and down the rivers as well.” Robert Maxwell, the director of the
port of Rosedale in the Mississippi delta indicates that if the water falls lower, the port would
likely close. He notes: “This is absolutely not normal.”
(16 July 2012): “Lobster Glut Slams Prices”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304388004577529080951019546.html)
--------Lobster prices in Maine are at “nearly a 30-year-low for this time of year, according to
fishermen, researchers and officials. The reason: an unseasonably warm winter created a supply
glut throughout the Atlantic lobster fishery.” The warm winter had two effects: “It allowed
Canadian lobstermen, who typically fish in the early spring, to bring in large catches due to the
mild temperatures. And the lobsters that Maine fishermen catch in the summer months . . .
arrived six weeks earlier than normal.” Contributing to the problem is the softer shells of the
lobsters now being caught in Maine, which cannot be shipped long distances.
********One tends to think that a lobster is a lobster, but evidently lobsters vary meaningfully
during the year and some types of lobster better lend themselves to shipping than others. Will
low-price soft-shell lobster result in more hard-shell lobster being shipped to more distant
markets?
(18 July 2012): “Things Get Sticky Before Ramadan”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303612804577533054102406174.html)
--------“Ramadan, considered the holiest months of the Islamic calendar, begins in most places
after sunset on Thursday.” This has brought about a “flurry of sugar purchases by wholesalers,
bakeries and food companies in the Mideast and elsewhere . . . Market participants usually
expect an uptick . . . ahead of the Muslim holy month because it is a tradition for hundreds of
millions of observers to eat lots of sugary treats after fasting all day.” This comes at a time when
sugar prices have been on the rise due to unusually wet weather in Brazil, which is anticipated to
reduce the cane sugar production.
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********A nice example of the role of the invisible handshake—social and historical forces that
influence human behavior—as they relate to sugar consumption.
(23 July 2012): “Global 500: The World’s Largest Corporations”
(http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/global500/)
********Fortune has just published its Global 500. You can learn about the largest
corporations in terms of size and number of employees at the site, as well as follow up on a
variety of additional matters. Changes in the number of G500 firms by headquarters’ locations
were striking. One decade ago the U.S. was headquarters to 197 of the firms but now there are
132. From a regional perspective, in 2001, North America had the most headquarters, followed
by Europe, and then by Asia. By 2011, Asia and North America had switched places. You can
see this and additional information at:
http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/global500/2012/global-company-growth/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 66 (25 July 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(19 July 2012): “The Indiana Jones of Coffee”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303644004577520483945763696.html)
--------Texas A&M agronomist Tim Schilling travels the world in search of wild strains of coffea
Arabica, the major type of coffee bean in the world; Coffea robusta, the other major type, is
generally see to be of lower quality. Schilling, in a recent trip to the Sudan, is looking to
“expand the global coffee crop’s tiny gene pool.” Historians of coffee believe that “most of the
world’s Arabica coffee crop shares genetic ancestry with two 18th century plants: one brought to
Europe from Indonesia, and another taken from Yemen and cultivated in Brazil.”
********It is interesting to see this determined search for genetic resources for coffee and one
can only wonder about the ongoing searches for other types of genetic resources. The article
relates that Schilling became interested in coffee when the “Agency for International
Development challenged him to help revive agriculture in Rwanda after its civil war.” Although
he was a peanut expert at the time, “He soon realized the answer [to Rwanda’s challenges]
wasn’t nuts but coffee.”
(20 July 2012): “How Fake Cancer Drugs Entered U.S.”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303879604577410430607090226.html)
--------The high price of prescription drugs in the U.S. has led many to purchase drugs from
online services in Canada, in particular CanadaDrugs.com; price controls in Canada kept drugs
less expensive. In recent years it has begun selling drugs to U.S. physicians and that seems to
have played an important role in the increase of counterfeit drugs entering the U.S. market. This
became especially noteworthy when counterfeit Avastin, a cancer drug, was detected in February
of this year. Although CanadaDrugs had used a variety of quality-control methods in earlier
years, its continued growth, aided by the development of numerous subsidiaries, eroded its
ability to monitor the product of its drug suppliers.
(21 July 2012): “Online Sales Tax is Coming”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444097904577536971916035192.html)
--------The online sales tax is currently skirted by most Americans, even though 45 states with a
sales tax impose an equal “use tax” on items “bought out of state and brought back home.”
Usually “taxpayers don’t pay, because the retailer isn’t required to collect it.” However, with
state governments looking for new sources of revenue, “some governors have dropped
opposition to a federal law allowing collections, and now bills with broad bipartisan support are
pending in both houses of Congress.” The last legal challenge involving out-of-state tax
collection involved Quill Corp. v. North Dakota in 1992, in which “the Supreme Court refused to
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impose collections on out-of-state customers . . . But the Quill decision also reminded Congress
it had the power to change the law.”
********Patrick M. Byrne and Jonathan E. Johnson III, who are, respectively, “the
chairman/CEO and president of Overstock.com provide the perspective of one online firm that
will be affected by an online sales tax. You can read their comments at (subscription required):
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444873204577537192964218160.html. I was
drawn to the observation, “The checkout clerk at a Wal-Mart never asks the customer where she
lives or where she will be wearing the dress she is purchasing.”
(21 July 2012): “Everything Your Ever Wanted To Know About The Budget*: *But Were
Afraid to Ask”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444330904577538910083734248.html)
********This article was written by David Wessel, a regular columnist for the Wall Street
Journal and the soon-to-be-released book Red Ink: Inside the High-Stakes Politics of the Federal
Budget. The article relates a number of interesting factoids about the budget—two caught my
attention: (1) “The U.S. defense budget is greater than the combined defense budgets of the next
17 largest [defense] spenders”; and (2) “The share of income most American families pay in
federal taxes has been falling for more than 30 years.” Wessel made a good point in his lead into
the article, “The distinction between fact and political opinion [about the federal budget] has
been blurred to the point of invisibility. The choices—what spending to cut, whose taxes to
raise—are fundamentally political; the facts are not.”
(21 July 2012): “Free exchange: Fine and punishment”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21559315)
------The economics of crime, as developed by Nobel laureate Gary Becker in a 1968 paper,
provides a perspective on how to set fines for illegal corporate behavior. In that framework
“criminals weigh up the expected costs and benefits of breaking the law. The expected cost of
lawless behavior is the product of two things: the chance of being caught and the severity of the
punishment if caught. This framework can be used to examine the appropriate level of fines, and
to see if there are ever reasons to exempt companies from fines.”
********This one-page article provides a variety of perspective on fines, expressing three
different approaches and provides links to the academic literature. A good place to start from on
the way to developing a broader perspective.
(21 July 2012): “Oilfield services: The unsung masters of the oil industry”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21559358)
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--------Directional drilling, which has played a central role in the development of hydraulic
fracturing in the U.S. and elsewhere, has contributed greatly to the expansion of firms involved
in oilfield services (OFS); OFS sales have been growing about 10% per year. Three of the
giants are Schlumberger, Baker Hughes, and Halliburton. Schlumberger earned a profit of $5
billion on $40 billion in revenue in 2011, and with a market worth of $91 billion, it is larger than
a number of international oil companies, including Statoil and Conoco-Phillips. The growth of
OFS was enabled by a strategic decision of the oil majors in the 1980s, “when several oil
companies decided that humdrum drilling chores were no longer worth doing in-house.” OFS
firms, in comparison to the oil majors, tend to spend much more in percentages terms on research
and development. As a result, they likely file “more patent applications than the oil majors,
whose technological skills are largely interpretive.”
********The decision by the oil majors to “outsource” some of its activities created
opportunities for others. A broader lesson for sure.
(23 July 2012): “Biopesticides: Killer Bugs for Hire”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-07-19/biopesticides-killer-bugs-for-hire)
--------“With U.S. and European Union regulators, not to mention supermarket chains,
toughening their stance against traditional pesticides, Basel-based Syngenta is now breeding and
selling fly-munching mites, caterpillar-killing wasps, and ‘premium quality’ bees in bulk to help
farmers find chemical-free solutions to crop damage.” Monsanto, too, “the biggest developer of
genetically modified crops” is getting in on the act. Although the biological-market is currently
only 3% of the “$44 billion global crop-protections business” it is growing 10% per year. The
move into biological methods has been encouraged by “Europe’s antipathy toward crops
genetically engineered to withstand common pests and drought.”
(24 July 2012): “Wood-Fired Plants Generate Violations”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303740704577524822063133842.html)
--------Biomass generates roughly 11% of the renewable energy in the U.S. But of the 107 plants
contacted by Wall Street Journal, 85 “have been cited by state or federal regulators for violating
air-pollution or water-pollution standards at some time during the past five years.” Such power
plants count as carbon-neutral on the premise that “the carbon released when they burn a
material such as scrap wood eventually would get into the atmosphere anyway, when the wood
decays.” Those in the industry note the difficulty of remaining in compliance with relevant
standards, in part due to the age and confirmation of their equipment and in part due to
“inconsistent fuel supplies” which have become more problematic with the housing downturn
that has resulted in a diminished flow of building supplies and increased the use of organic
materials like “orchard trimmings” that don’t burn cleanly.
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********An article that stands out because of the air and water pollution being generated by
expanding the use of biomass for energy generation. The importance of a consistent supply of
“uniform” fuel draws attention to the (relative) homogeneity of fuels like oil, natural gas, and
coal.
(25 July 2012): “Denver Rethinks the Modern Commuter”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444097904577539482536663466.html)
--------Denver is moving ahead with its $7.4 billion expansion of its rail system. In so doing it
will “add up to 122 miles of light rail and commuter rail lines within the next 10 years.” In the
first wave of its development, which began in 1994, “planners built parking lots and garages
around many of its stations to cater to commuters.” This approach, however, limited
development around the stations because it “put parking on land that would have been ideal for
stores, apartment buildings and squares catering to riders living adjacent to stops.” The current
plan is place parking facilities further away from the stations so the mentioned development can
take place. In so doing it will be following an approach embraced by San Francisco and
Portland, Oregon, which “have favored relegating park-and-ride service to their farthest flung
stations in the suburbs” and encouraging “dense clusters of apartments, condominiums and
offices adjacent to their urban rail stops.”
********The article notes: “Whether to cater primarily to commuters or to residents near rail
stops is a pivotal question for mass-transit planners in some cities.” However, it isn’t a question
of one or the other, but how much of each. Both/and rather than either/or. This was nicely
expressed by a Denver transportation planner: “Maybe you lose some [riders] on the front end by
taking some spaces away . . . But you enable something else to happen with . . . development.”
You can read a related article entitled “Speeding Up in the Midwest” (subscription required) at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443570904577545352359257844.html.
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[The Invisible Forces] 67 (1 August 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(26 July 2012): “Can a Food for Cows Make Healthier Snickerdoodles?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303919504577522992310841530.html)
--------This is the A-Hed article. Padu Krishnan, a professor of food science at South Dakota
State University, is looking to add “dried distillers’ grain” or DDG to a variety of foodstuffs.
Made from “mashed up corn kernels, it is protein-packed and full of fiber, after ethanol
productions strips out the starch.” The primary present consumers of DDG—cows and pigs—
love it, and there lies one of the main challenges to marketing the product: “a barrier of
perception.” Starbucks ran up against such a barrier recently when it used the red dye carmine—
“which comes from the bodies of cochineal insects” and was objected to by vegetarians.
“Starbucks says it has switched to a tomato-based product.”
********The A-Hed articles tend to be quirky and this one is no exception. It provides a
glimpse into the work of one food scientist as he seeks to bring a by-product to market.
(26 July 2012): “Which Outfit Is Greenest? A New Rating Tool”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443570904577547610634945308.html)
--------“True or false: Cotton is less environmentally friendly than polypropylene. Wool is less
sustainable than polyester. Both are true, according to a new index that aims to measure the
environmental impact of apparel making.” These results are the work of the Sustainable Apparel
Coalition, a group started by Patagonia and Wal-Mart, but also includes DuPont, the Natural
Resources Defense Council, the Environmental Defense Fund, and the Environmental Protection
Agency. According to the Higg Index, which incorporates a wide variety of consideration and
for which a higher score is better than a lower score, fabrics made from polypropylene score
36.1, followed by silk (30.7), Leather—corn-fed (27.5), cotton (26.8), wool (19.3), and bamboo
rayon-viscose (18.9). The greenest behavior is “to buy fewer clothes.” Jason Kibbey, executive
director of the Coalition, also notes: “Or buy better ones . . . A Rolex might be the world’s most
sustainable product because it will always be repaired and passed down.”
********This is an article worth googling to read it in its entirety. If you are unable to find it in
its entirety, please let me know and I will send it to you. The Interactive Index tab, available to
all, is especially interesting as it provides a list of 44 materials, which you can order by a number
of different criteria.
********No doubt there are endless (and useful) discussions to be made about the Higg Index
and its appropriateness and accuracy. But having been created it can be critiqued and improved.
One of the key ideas in the article relates to analyzing the “supply chain” to arrive at a
measurement. In relation to this, Wal-Mart deserves some recognition for its determined focus
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on its supply chains with the end of wringing-out costs. It helped people become more aware of
“the chain” and how it might be used, for example, in developing the Higg Index. You can learn
more about the Sustainable Apparel Coalition and the Higg Index at:
http://www.apparelcoalition.org/.
********Also on the fashion front, Terry Gross’s interview on Fresh Air with former
supermodels and the director of the HBO documentary About Face: The Supermodels Then and
Now is very revealing about one especially evanescent careers. The broadcast is 33-minutes long
and you can listen to it at: http://www.npr.org/2012/07/30/157590245/getting-old-is-hard-evenand-especially-for-models. One of the models interviewed as African-American and her
thoughts were especially interesting.
(27 July 2012): “Ford’s Trade-In: Truck to Use Aluminum in Place of Steel”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303612804577531282227138686.html)
--------Ford “is working on one of the biggest gambles in its 108-year history: a pickup truck
with a largely aluminum body.” Driven by federal fuel-economy requirements, Ford expects to
reduce the weight of its F-150 pickup by 700 pounds—a 15% weight reduction—mostly by
substituting aluminum for steel in body panels. Testifying to the importance of this change is
one simple fact: “Since 1982, F-series trucks have outsold every other vehicle in the U.S.
market.” In addition to possible resistance from buyers, major challenges in making the switch
are the higher cost of aluminum, the challenge of stamping aluminum, the requirement of
additional capital investment, and the simple fact that aluminum (in contrast to steel) doesn’t
lend itself to magnetism; “Assembly plants now use giant magnets to move steel body panels
around.” GM and Chrysler are exploring alternative means of the gas mileage of their pickup
fleets.
(27 July 2012): “Drilling Strains Rural Roads”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444840104577551223860569402.html)
--------Much has been written about the effects of hydraulic fracturing on the environment but
there is one effect that is unquestionable: drilling equipment is hard on country roads and
bridges. Every new well “requires the transportation of as much as a thousand truckloads of
material and equipment, each weighing up to 80,000 pounds.” Joel Rodriquez, the chief
administrator for LaSalle County in the Eagle Ford Shale area of South Texas, notes: “Therese
roads weren’t designed for the type of traffic that is coming through . . . The asphalt is wearing
out, you’ve got ripples and potholes, and the shoulders are being torn off.” It is estimated that
the cost of upgrading the county roads to bear these weighty vehicles “exceeds $100 million.”
As it turns out, the “entire budget of LaSalle County . . . is about $6 million.” Although states
typically collect energy-production taxes from drilling activity, counties see little of the funds
they collect. Deb Hastings, of the Texas Oil and Gas Association, says “the industry is aware of
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the wear and tear drilling activity is causing” and wants to be at the table “to find a workable
solution.”
********I suspect that the wear and tear on roads and bridges has been overlooked by many
states as they seek to cash in on the fracking boom. Has it been looked at in North Carolina?
(28 July 2012): “Affluent Mexicans Flee to Texas”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444840104577549262727715808.html)
--------Dateline Mission, Texas. “For many home buyers, the biggest motivations behind moving
to a new neighborhood are a job change, rising wealth or a growing family. For Graciela
Gonzalez, a private-school administrator from the nearby state of Tamaulipas, it was the constant
threat of kidnapping and murder.” Gonzalez is not alone. “As violence in Mexico has escalated,
some affluent Mexicans have fled to border cities in Texas, turning impoverished places such as
McAllen and Mission into unlikely beneficiaries of Mexico’s gruesome drug war.” One effect of
this has been a real estate market that has prospered in relative terms. “While home sales and
prices crashed in most other U.S. cities after the 2008 financial crisis, home sales in the
McAllen-Mission metro area have stayed consistent at about 2,400 sales a year since 2008.”
Managers who have relocated to the U.S. tend to rely on phone and email to manage their
Mexican businesses.
(28 July 2012): “3D Manufacturing: Print me a phone”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21559593)
--------New ways of “printing electronics in three dimensions are being developed” making it
possible “to incorporate circuitry and components into the material the product is made from”
such as a phone case. This could “revolutionize the way electronic goods are made.”
********Printing electronics, as the article notes, is not new—it uses “inks” with “electrical
properties that can act as conductors, resistors or semiconductors.” What is new is its
coordination with additive manufacturing (3D printing). An interesting aspect of this
development is that these “inks” when flowing at extremely small size can change their physical
properties, e.g., silver typically melts at 962 degrees Celsius but melts at less than 140 degrees
Celsius when particles are five nanometers in size. Xerox’s PARCT research center in
California is working on this.
(30 July 2012): “As the Arctic Opens, the Coast Guard Scrambles”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-07-26/as-the-arctic-opens-for-oil-the-coast-guardscrambles)
--------The melting arctic ice has opened up a variety of new opportunities for energy
exploration, opportunities that will require an expanded role for the U.S. Coast Guard. With
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“more than 1,000 miles of Arctic shoreline,” however, the Coast Guard is ill-prepared to meet
that role. It is estimated that the Guard will need “three medium-duty and three heavy-duty
icebreakers to operate in the polar regions. It now has one medium-duty icebreaker and two
heavy-duty ones dating from the 1970s, neither of which is operable.” In contrast, “Finland and
Sweden have seven icebreakers each, and Canada has six”; Russia has 25.
********This article, along with the 27 July 2012 article on “Drilling Strains Rural Roads,”
points out clearly the infrastructure that is provided in support of some of the energy alternatives
of the U.S. This connects nicely with the notion of the advantages of being an incumbent,
whether in the business or political realms. In brief, incumbents tend to benefit from large sunk
costs (and the assets produced from them) while the “new players” must bear these costs.
********A somewhat related article entitled “The Age of Scarcity” can be found at:
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-07-26/the-age-of-scarcity. It provides a somewhat
hopeful, because actionable suggestions are made, to issues of climate change. It also indicates
one of the likely consequences of doing nothing—global food riots, such as those that took place
in 30 countries during 2007-08. May we do something.
(31 July 2012): “Massive Power Outage Paralyzes North India”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444405804577558190259574950.html)
--------“Northern India’s worst power failure in 10 years on Monday left hundreds of millions of
people without power for several hours and disrupted transport and businesses.” The outage
pointed to the country’s “inability to supply its homes and businesses with sufficient electricity.”
An analyst notes that “there is an overall 10% energy deficit in the country” that is typically
managed by “scheduled power cuts or by asking industrial customers to use their own
generators.” It is estimated India’s electrical infrastructure shaves “about two percentage points
from its” GDP growth rate.
********One day later approximately 680 million Indians were without power—roughly onetenth of the human population of the world, thereby producing “the largest know blackout in
history in terms of the population affected.” India’s inability to meet its electrical requirements
stands in marked contrast to China which, in recent years “has added six times more power than
India to its electric grid annually.” You can learn more at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444405804577560413178678898.html.
(31 July 2012): “The Case for Lying to Yourself”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443343704577548973568243982.html)
--------“Lying to yourself—or self-deception, as psychologists call it—can actually have benefits.
And nearly everybody does it, based on a growing body of research using new experimental
techniques.” For example, an executive “who talks himself into believing he is a great public
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speaker may not only feel better as he performs, but increase ‘how much he fools people, by
having a confident style.’” Michael Norton, of Harvard Business School, notes however that
while “a little bit of self-deception isn’t an unhealthy thing, a lot is an extremely unhealthy
thing.”
********The case for not lying to yourself, most likely, shows up in another article that also
appeared in The Wall Street Journal on the 31st. You can read it at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444226904577559322045607092.html. The
article relates the case of Jonathan Lehrer, a now-former writer for The New Yorker, who
admitted having lied to journalist Michael Moynihan about statements alleged to have been made
by Bob Dylan in Lehrer’s book Imagine: How Creativity Works. According to its publisher
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing, the book has sold more than 200,000 copies but “digital
books should be removed from all bookselling sites by the end of the day Monday.”
********Lying was given book-length treatment in Sisella Bok’s classic, Lying: Moral Choice
in Public and Private Life (1978). A book that seems to relate directly to this article and to
provide a different perspective on lying and self-deception is Dan Ariely’s The (Honest) Truth
about Dishonesty: How We Lie to Everyone—Especially Ourselves (2012). Ariely is a Professor
of Psychology and Behavioral Economics at Duke University.
********I recall my high school English teacher—Mr. Conley—who noted with some
frequency Socrates’ admonition nosce teipsum (know thyself). Self-deception, no doubt,
presents an obstacle to that end.
(1 August 2012): “Curd Your Enthusiasm: Cheese Pros Hope to Get Certified”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444405804577561260813415668.html)
--------Today, in Raleigh, North Carolina, 150 people will take a three-hour, 150 question,
multiple choice exam on the way to becoming a Certified Cheese Professional. According to
Nora Weiser, executive director of the American Cheese Society, the certification is “kind of like
a sommelier but for cheese.” This is the first time the exam has been administered—in order to
take the exam one needed 4,000 hours of work experience and formal education. Since the exam
“won’t be scored on a curve, cheese specialists has been more collaborative than competitive.”
Examinees must be prepared to answer questions like: “How many ounces of fat are there is a 1pound chees of 65% moisture content and 70% fat in dry matter?”
********This is the A-Hed article. In addition to being interesting and fun, it points to the
general phenomenon of professionalization within a field of knowledge. You can learn more
about the American Cheese Society at: http://www.cheesesociety.org/.
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(1 August 2012): “Genetically Modified Tires: Tire Makers Learn to Cope With Bioengineered
Crops”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444097904577539012713121388.html)
--------“High yielding, genetically modified crops have transformed the economics of U.S.
farming. But they also pack an unexpected punch: Their tougher stalks are puncturing tires and
stranding farm equipment in the field.” In light of this, tire maker Titan International has
developed a tire with Kevlar belting and this has greatly reduced the flat tire problem. However,
the new tires cost “almost $300 apiece, roughly twice as much as regular tires.”
********There is a lot packed into this brief article. Seeking higher yields, GMO crops are
produced but GMO crops produce stalks with tougher stems. Tougher stems puncture
conventional farm tires, so new farm tires are produced. Then there all of those prices that lie
behind these changes. What will result from the new farm tires being produced? Will it be more
costly to protect our troops and public safety officers?
(1 August 2012): “Prison’s Guards Are Part Wolf, All Business”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444130304577561273226636482.html)
--------At the Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola, Louisiana, human prison guards are being
replaced by canines that are part wolf and part Malamute in response to “a steady decline in the
prison’s annual budget from $135 million five years ago to $115 million today.” The cost
savings are significant: “The average correctional officer at Angola earns about $34,000 a year . .
. [but] the canine program, which includes about 80 dogs . . . costs about $60,000 annually for
medical care, supplies and food.”
********One reads a lot about capital being substituted for human labor but not so much about
dogs being substituted for human labor, hence the interest of the article. The application is pretty
limited, as the dogs patrol an area between two sets of fences.
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[The Invisible Forces] 68 (8 August 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(2 August 2012): “Gluten Danger Puts Schools to the Test”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444840104577549350524941964.html)
--------“Colleges and universities are expanding their efforts to meet the dietary needs of a small
but growing number of students who can’t tolerate gluten, a protein found in wheat and other
grains.” It is estimated that 3 million people in the U.S. have celiac disease, an autoimmune
disease that can cause intestinal inflammation, and another 18 million have gluten insensitivity.
Universities are managing this situation in a variety of ways, from including setting aside special
dining hall areas and providing food pantries that only certain students can use; Boston
University “will open a gluten-free eatery this fall—including a separate kitchen that cost about
$47,000 to equip—that will be open to all 10,000 meal-plan students.” One issue that
universities are dealing with is distinguishing between those student with documented medical
needs and those who are following a fad diet. The costs of gluten-free foods are often
substantially higher. In one instance a typical brownie costs 11 cents but a gluten-free brownie
costs 85 cents.
(2 August 2012): “What Happened to Europe?”
(http://www.tnr.com/article/magazine/105657/sen-europe-democracy-keynes-social-justice)
--------Amartya Sen, who received the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1998, shares his thoughts
about the ongoing challenges facing Europe. Sen asks, “So what has gone wrong in Europe in
recent years?” and addresses three topics: European unity, democracy, and economy policy.
European unity was driven by a fear of repeating the horrors of WWI and WWII. But political
unification in Europe fell behind financial union, which has contributed greatly to current
problems. Democracy gave “each person not only a vote but also a voice.” But often a many
voices have not been heard in the discussion leading to current policy decisions in Europe—
“effective practical reasoning” requires “consideration of divergent perspectives.” Economic
policy in Europe seems to have focused on two issues: the common currency and austerity. The
common currency poses a challenge in the absence of political unification; the U.S. has a
common currency and political unification, whereas Europe has the former but not the latter.
With regard to austerity, Sen simply writes, “It is difficult to see austerity as a soundly reasoned
economic solution to the European malaise today.” Especially missing from austerity
discussions is a sense of “what public expenditure is for.” In all of this social justice is the
central issue. On this, Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations provides a sound perspective.
********I would like to thank Daniel Arnon for drawing my attention to this article in The New
Republic. It is a nice illustration of all three of the invisible forces—hand, foot, and handshake.
Sen almost alludes to them when he writes: “Europe has been extraordinarily important for the
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world . . . It can remain globally important by setting its own house in order—economically,
politically, and socially.”
(3 August 2012): “Michigan City Outsources All of Its Schools”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443545504577565363559208238.html)
--------Highland Park, Michigan, a former industrial area nearly surrounded by Detroit, “says it
will turn over its three schools and nearly 1,000 students to a private, for-profit charter school
company.” The firm, Phoenix, Arizona-based Leona Group LLC, runs 22 schools in Michigan
and overall “54 schools in five states.” The change comes at a time of dramatically shrinking
enrollment and expanding operating deficits for the schools. Leona “has budgeted about $36,000
a year for Highland Park teachers . . . compared with almost $65,000 a year the Highland Park
teachers received in the 2010-11 school year.” During that same year operating expenses per
student in Highland Park were 79% higher than in the rest of the state.
********You can learn more about Leona Group at: http://www.leonagroup.com/index.htm.
Later this year the movie “Won’t Back Down” will be released, which will provide some
provocative, no doubt, perspectives on so-called “trigger laws,” currently in California,
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas, that enable the takeover of “struggling public schools.” You
can learn more about the laws and the movie at:
http://www.usatoday.com/news/education/story/2012-08-04/schools-parenttakeover/56762688/1.
(3 August 2012): “Henderson apple crop worst since ‘55” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20120803/NEWS/308030047/Henderson-apple-crop-worst-57-years)
--------Apple grower Kenny Barnwell of Henderson County, North Carolina’s largest appleproducing county, expects a yield of 15,000 bushels of apples this year, down from an expected
100,000 bushels, due to a late frost and two hail storms following a warm winter that led fruit
trees to blossom early. Although some Henderson growers were not affected at all by the
weather, others lost everything; director of Henderson County’s N.C. County Extension Services
believes that a 15% average yield (85% average yield lost) is an accurate estimate for the county
as a whole. This comes at a time when prices at the national level are “phenomenally high . . .
driven by harsh weather in other big apple producing states that devastated those crops.”
********The story also points to the different apple markets, e.g., apples for juice, apples for
pies and apple sauce, and apples that show up retail in supermarkets, thus providing a look at the
quality dimension of apples. With apple prices roughly double what they have been, products
that use apples are sure to rise.
(4 August 2012): “Blackouts Show Lack of Private Investment in India”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443687504577567181739469636.html)
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--------“India’s massive electricity blackouts this past week served as a reminder that recent
government reforms of the power sector have failed to attract sufficient private investment to
modernize the nations’ ramshackle infrastructure.” Although the electricity reforms that began
in 1991 “opened up power generation to private firms” their effects have been limited; “27% of
India’s total electricity-generation capacity of 205 gigawatts” is provided by private companies.
It remains, however, that “Electricity transmission and distribution are still overwhelmingly in
the hands of government entities.” Power tends to be sold at “highly discounted rates, a policy
meant to keep voters happy.”
********This article points out that the related, but separable, dimensions of production,
transmission, and distribution of electricity over a network. Evidently ownership patterns related
to each play a role in the overall performance of the system as a whole. The article notes that
Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh “was the architect of the 1991 reforms.” You can learn
more about Singh and global reforms of a similar nature in The Commanding Heights: The Battle
for the World Economy (1998), by Daniel Yergin and Joseph Stanislaw. It is available in
paperback and in three DVDs that were shown on PBS. Here is the link to the book:
http://www.amazon.com/Commanding-Heights-Battle-WorldEconomy/dp/068483569X/ref=sr_1_1.
(4 August 2012): “When Laws Twist Markets”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443545504577567213170814048.html)
--------The Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012, aka, the JOBS Acts, “was designed to
cut red tape and reduce the burdens of financial disclosure for small companies seeking to raise
capital in the stock and bond markets. The new rules were meant to make it faster, easier and
cheaper for companies to go public. That, in turn would help create American jobs as fastgrowing businesses grew even faster, argued the law’s proponents.” Although some U.S. firms
have taken advantage of this law, so has the British soccer club Manchester United; “seven
Chinese companies whose shares trade in the U.S. have converted, or plan to convert, to filing
under the JOBS Act.” In North Carolina, North State Bancorp of Raleigh, “with a market value
of $22 million, deregistered with the SEC” and estimates “the move will save the community
bank $150,000 to $200,000 a year.” The Act has clearly made in more difficult for investors to
obtain financial information while not always providing the additional jobs it was supposed to
create.
********Columnist Jason Zweig begins his article “No matter how Congress monkeys with the
laws, one always remains in force: the law of unintended consequences.” This “law” is
reminiscent of the ecological saying “You can’t do only one thing.” This, in turn, points to the
role of “system” and “ignorance” in human decisions. The law of unintended consequences is
often associated with disequilibria approaches in economics—I am seeking to avoid the word
‘conservative’—and is sometimes held as a reason for not acting. While discussing unintended
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consequences in one of my principles of microeconomics classes this last year, I became aware
of, at least in my own mind, of the assumption that unintended consequences are undesirable.
However, some unintended consequences are undesirable and some are desirable. Given that
unintended consequences can be (and are) desirable and undesirable, is there any reason to claim
that the existence of unintended consequences is a reason for not acting?
(6 August 2012): “Japan Wants Free Trade. Its Farmers Don’t”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-08-02/japan-wants-free-trade-dot-its-farmers-dont)
--------“Pacific Rim nations including the U.S., Canada, Singapore, and Mexico have been
negotiating for years to come up with a trade treaty that would radically reduce tariffs and other
trade barriers throughout the region.” Although Japan desires to join them, “ferocious opposition
of the farm lobby” stands in the way. “Japan’s farms, often only an acre or two in size, would . .
. be overwhelmed by the super-efficient, large-scale agribusinesses of the U.S., New Zealand,
Australia, and Canada.” Japan has a variety of tariffs on crops, ranging from 39 yen per
kilogram on barley to 617 ¥/kg on peanuts; the tariff on rice is 341 ¥/kg. Tetsuhide Maikamo,
who is the director of research for Japan’s largest trader in agricultural products, argues that
consolidation of “single-hectare rice paddies . . . into larger fields” would reduce the “cost to
produce a 60 kilogram bag” of rice by 30 percent.” There are, however, significant geographical
barriers to expanding farm size. According to Shigeo Fuji, Senior Director of the powerful
agricultural cooperative JA Group, “About 20 to 30 hectares is about as big as you can get in
Japan before you hit a mountain.”
(6 August 2012): “Friction as China Clout Grows in Japan”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443931404577549443959671040.html)
--------In the port city of Niigata, Japan, a battle is underway over the construction of a new
Chinese consulate, which the city pursued for years. It was hoped that the consulate would bring
“tourists and businesses” to the struggling city of 800,000 on the Sea of Japan. When the
consulate was announced, “locals erupted in protest. Some 15,000 people signed petitions
against the Chinese.” The outburst exemplifies relations between China and Japan: “The two
nations share a culture, and a long, war-scarred history. They have repeatedly invaded each
other since the 1200s, while also engaging in vigorous trade.” In 2010 China “replaced Japan as
the world’s No. 2 economy, after the U.S.—a position Japan had held for more than four
decades.” Bad feelings toward the Chinese are not limited to Niigata, showing up in Tokyo, as
well, especially as it relates to direct investment. “In some ways, Japan’s response to Chinese
investments echoes the U.S. reaction to Japanese wealth in the 1980s and the early 1990s.”
********Niigata is effectively due east of Seoul, South Korea. You can see it on a map at:
http://goo.gl/maps/NrJbz. You will need to zoom out to see it in relation to neighboring
countries.
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(6 August 2012): “Fracking Debate Racks South Africa”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444130304577559273891708802.html)
--------South Africa is thought to have the fifth-largest recoverable shale-gas reserves in the
world, with estimates ranging from 450-486 trillion cubic feet. A focal point for exploration is
its Karoo region, which “is home to the threatened black rhinoceros and the planned location of a
$1.87 billion telescope.” South Africa’s “Department of Mineral Resources is due to present a
report this month to the president’s cabinet, which will determine the fate of fracking.” South
Africa “imports 60% of its gas and oil needs” and its state-owned utility Eskom Holdings Ltd.
“has struggled to keep pace with demand.” The nation was faced with rolling blackouts in 2008.
********You can get a sense of the area under discussion at:
http://www.shell.com/home/content/zaf/aboutshell/shell_businesses/e_and_p/karoo/karoo.html.
The group Treasure the Karoo is campaigning to stop future fracking. You can learn more about
it at: http://treasurethekaroo.co.za/.
(7 August 2012): “Fred Krupp: A New Climate-Change Consensus”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444320704577569231537988226.html)
--------From the Opinion page, written by Fred Krupp who is president of the Environmental
Defense Fund. Climate change is now beginning to be accepted by a wider group, including
Exxon Mobil’s CEO Rex Tillerson and Republican Governors “John Kasich of Ohio and Chris
Christie of New Jersey.” Even Rupert Murdoch has tweeted “Climate change very slow but real.
So far all cures worse than disease.” Although perspectives on how to address climate change
will differ, there is a hope that, if agreement can be made on some basic propositions, progress
can be made—here are two propositions. First, “Dramatic alterations to the climate are here and
likely to get worse—with profound damage to the economy—unless sustained action is taken.”
Second, “Some proposed climate solutions, if not well designed or thoughtfully implemented,
could damage the economy and stifle short-term growth.” If liberal and conservatives are able to
agree on these propositions, perhaps they will compete “to devise the best, most cost-effective
climate solutions.”
********The propositions are interesting as the former seems to be somewhat of a challenge to
conservatives and the latter as somewhat of a challenge to liberals. One thing seems certain, no
solutions will be forthcoming until a problem is recognized. What evidence would be sufficient
to lead more people to conclude that there is a climate change problem?
(7 August 2012): “India’s Wilting Crops Tarnish Gold”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443792604577573253315230004.html)
--------India is “the world’s biggest consumer and importer of gold.” As such it “helps set the
direction of gold prices.” Much of the demand “comes from India’s countryside, home to
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hundreds of millions of farmers who often bear the burden of adorning their daughters, nieces
and sisters with gold necklaces, bracelets and earrings.” But a sputtering start to the monsoon
rains “has forced farmers . . . to put their gold-buying plans on hold. With crops wilting . . .
some farmers say it is unlikely they can afford the gold jewelry that is the centerpiece of most
Indian weddings.” Gold investors “usually keep a close eye on the weather in India.”
********You can get a book-length perspective on weather and investing from Extreme
Weather and the Financial Markets: Opportunities in Commodities and Futures (2012), by
Lawrence J. Oxley. You can see it at: http://www.amazon.com/Extreme-Weather-FinancialMarkets-Opportunities/dp/1118147219/ref=sr_1_6. I haven’t read the book, which takes a look,
in relation to specific commodities, of five types of global climate shocks. I was also intrigued
by the forthcoming book by physicist Mark Buchanan, Forecast: What Extreme Weather Can
Tell Us about Economics (2013).
********Economist William Stanley Jevons, in his 1878 paper “Commercial Crises and
Sunspots” argued for the cyclical variations of sunspot activity as a source of business cycles
through their effect on agricultural production. You can learn more about Jevons at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Stanley_Jevons.
(8 July 2012): “’Better Off’? Theme Framing Election”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303612804577533153047867204.html)
********This article is worth googling for its graphics if you are not a subscriber to The Wall
Street Journal. It provides a variety of tables and graphs showing the performance over time of a
variety of economic indicators: GDP, per capita income, net worth, household real estate, and
unemployment rate. The time periods are connected to each presidency starting with Jimmy
Carter and ending with Barack Obama. Take a look at them—they have the heading “Four
Years Later” and make your own judgments. I was particularly struck by the unemployment rate
graph, especially as it related to the administration of Bill Clinton. I remember all-too-well the
debates of the times when the federal government ran a surplus and the decisions that were
ultimately made to cut tax rates rather than reduce the federal debt, decisions that helped birth
the soaring federal deficits (and federal debt) of our times.
(8 August 2012): “U.S. Regulator Halts Nuclear-Plant Licensing”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443517104577575561397701568.html)
--------“The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission said it would stop issuing licenses for nuclear
plants until it addresses problems with its nuclear-waste policy” raised by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia in June. At issue is “what is known as the Waste
Confidence Decision.” This holds the NRC could issue licenses “because it had confidence that
the U.S. would create a permanent [nuclear waste] repository.” But no such permanent
repository has been identified and the previously identified repository—Yucca Mountain in
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Nevada—is no longer being pursued. “The NRC’s move . . . could delay licensing decisions for
a year or more.” One consequence of this development is that further means to extend on-site
storage of nuclear waste are likely to be explored more thoroughly.
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[The Invisible Forces] 69 (15 August 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(9 August 2012): “Street Fight: Food Trucks vs. Restaurants”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443404004577576992254177540.html)
--------“Under pressure to protect bricks-and-mortar restaurants from increased competition,
several big cities are starting to apply the brakes on a rising tide of food-truck vendors with fully
loaded kitchens.” Among cities enacting new restrictions on food trucks are Boston, Chicago,
St. Louis, and Seattle. Restrictions include that a food truck must be a certain distance from a
fixed restaurant and a food truck cannot remain in one place for more than a specific amount of
time. Chicago is considering requiring “food trucks to install global-positioning devices so the
city can track their whereabouts.” Where food trucks are permitted, their numbers have grown.
“In Boston, there are now 38 food trucks in operation, up from 17 a year ago and about six in
2010.”
********This article caught my attention because the City Council of Asheville addressed food
trucks under the technical term “mobile food vending” in 2011 and voted to allow them
throughout the city. You can learn more about their action at:
http://www.mountainx.com/article/35262/Asheville-City-Council-passes-rules-allowing-foodtrucks-downtown-5-2. You can find the Minutes of the September 13, 2011 Council Meeting
that approved food trucks at: http://www.ashevillenc.gov/Portals/0/citydocuments/CityClerk/Mayor_and_CityCouncil/Minutes/m110913.pdf. You can find the City
Council home page at: http://www.ashevillenc.gov/CityCouncil.aspx. For the sake of (local)
completeness, you can find the home page for the Buncombe County Board of Commissioners
at: http://www.buncombecounty.org/Governing/Commissioners/default.aspx.
********The food truck and restaurant discussion and action by City Council seems like a
manageable and interesting topic for further exploration, perhaps as an undergraduate research
project.
(9 August 2012): “Bet on Platinum’s Fall Is Anti-Euro Wager”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444900304577577270132138302.html)
--------Some hedge funds seeking to “wager on a worsening outlook for Europe” are placing their
bets on a fall in the price of platinum. Platinum’s “main use is to scrub pollutants from the
tailpipe emissions of diesel-fueled cars, and Europe is by far the world’s largest market for those
cars.” Kathleen Kelley, formerly a fund manager at Kingdon Capital Management, notes: “I’m
looking for commodities that are more specific to the euro zone, so [platinum is] an obvious
one.” The price of platinum “has dropped 18% . . . since the end of February.” Lower prices
have led to the closing of some platinum mines and have led some jewelry makers in China to
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use it in their designs. Platinum is typically more expensive than gold but is currently “$204.20
cheaper per ounce than the yellow metal.”
********A nice example of how the mind of one fund manager works. If you know that one
particular geographic area is likely to experience a recession (or an expansion), look for
materials that are used relatively intensely in that area and invest accordingly on the futures
market. This points to the importance of knowing the “links” in a supply chain and their relative
concentration spatially. This seems like something that would benefit from sustained thought.
(10 August 2012): “Lingering Mistrust Will Haunt Duke Merger”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444900304577579462963889918.html)
--------Columnist John Bussey notes: “Here’s the bigger problem Duke Energy Corp. faces: It
isn’t the utility’s chaotic merger with Progress Energy Inc. And it isn’t the firestorm that erupted
after Duke booted the new CEO of the combined company just hours after anointing him. It is
that nearly everyone involved in this Southern Gothic drama—directors, executives, regulators,
and Wall Street—no longer trusts each other. And that will haunt the utility, now the nation’s
largest, for some time to come.” Bob Burns, an Ohio State University utility regulation expert,
remarks, “The breaking of any trust is a major calamity for the utility . . . [as] Duke’s well-being
depends on regulatory approvals in multiple states.” In seeming recognition of this Jim Rogers,
the CEO of the merged Duke Energy, “is on the road trying to mollify Wall Street, regional
regulators and big customers.”
(10 August 2012): “Why the Dismal Science Deserves Federal Funding”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443991704577577042119864690.html)
--------From the Opinion page. Nobel laureates Gary S. Becker and James J. Heckman, both of
the University of Chicago, ponder looming cuts in the federal budget, noting that “Across-theboard cuts are not a thoughtful way to makes choices.” They assert: “We should cut federal
government activities that can be performed at least as well by the private sector, and maintain,
or even increase, productive federal activities that the private sector alone cannot handle
effectively.” Indeed, “the great majority of economists have long agreed that the federal
government should have an important role in the sponsorship of basic research. For-profit
companies have weak incentives to invest I basic research partly because the results are not
patentable, and partly because the culture of basic researchers, and the journals they publish in,
makes the result of basic research available to all.”
********It is surprising and refreshing to read an article by two University of Chicago
economists making public good arguments to support federal spending. In addition to the
illustrations they provide of the practical usefulness of some of the research funded by the
federal government, they all draw attention to the vital importance of the data collection and
publication activities it funds.
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(10 August 2012): “IPO Bets Sex Recession-Proof”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444840104577552361364981568.html)
--------Karex Industries, based in Malaysia, is the largest “condom manufacturer in a country that
makes more condoms than any other.” According to information provided for an initial public
offering of stock, it plans to double its production capacity over the next several years. Karex’s
plans seem ambitious, although “Global condom consumption is set to grow between 5% and 8%
annually, driven mainly by China” according to a researcher at Global Industry Analysts. The
Executive Director of Karex, Goh Miah Kiat, notes that “The condom market is recession-proof
and growing.” Over the past decade, Karex’s “condom exports surged . . . in response to the
HIV/AIDS epidemic. But sales rose especially sharply in 2009 after the U.S. Congress no longer
required that government agencies buy U.S.-made condoms exclusively. Today, roughly half of
Karex’s sales are to government agencies.” In addition to expanding production capacity, Karex
intends to use IPO funds to “automate its condom-inspection procedure.”
(11 August 2012): “The Other, Other White Meat”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444464304577536991436750870.html)
--------A review of American Tuna: The Rise and Fall of an Improbable Food, by Andrew F.
Smith. In 1885 a fish monger could expect “15 cents to 20 cents total for a 35-pound tuna—the
cheapest thing on the wharf. Considered repulsive, grotesque, disgusting, tuna was a gaginducing necessity eaten only in case of imminent starvation.” But things changed, due to “the
rich” who liked tuna “Not to eat, but to chase, romanticize, battle and catch.” Ernest Hemingway
was one of those who “talked up tuna until it turned respectable.” Its move to respectability, and
edibility, was helped by the decline of salmon, which had been “largely fished out of western
rivers.” Ultimately, “tuna is the story of America told another way. It starts with sport
fishermen and family boats and, propelled by savvy marketing, ends with huge corporate seiner
boats inhaling every bit of life from the sea.”
********You can learn more about American Tuna, and its author, at:
http://www.amazon.com/American-Tuna-Improbable-CaliforniaStudies/dp/0520261844/ref=sr_1_1. Tuna is well-known as a Japanese delicacy. Another part of
the Japanese diet is eel, but overfishing is taking its toll. “In four decades, stocks of Japanese
eels have fallen by nine-tenths.” Contributing to eel scarcity is the fact that “Eels spawn only
once in a lifetime. . . . So until farmers learn how to raise adults from eggs at a commercially
reasonable cost, Japan will have to adjust to eating a lot less.” You can read the article at:
http://www.economist.com/node/21560303.
(11 August 2012): “Drugs policy: Reefer madness”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21560223)
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--------A review of Drugs Without the Hot Air: Minimising the Harms of Legal and Illegal
Drugs, by David Nutt. David Nutt was formerly the chairman of Britain’s Advisory Council on
the Misuse of Drugs. Due to a series of articles he wrote, comparing the risks associated with
using various illegal drugs to more conventional (and legal) activities, e.g., horse riding and
drinking alcohol, he was removed from his position by the home secretary. Now he wants
Britain to “honour the spirit of its laws, and to adopt a more sober analysis of the risks posed by
individual drugs before deciding whether or not to ban them.” In brief, “he wants to lay out the
evidence for the harms (and benefits) that different drugs can provide, so that users can weigh
these up in their own minds.” The reviewer of the book notes: “Anyone looking for a calm and
objective overview of the drugs available in Britain would do much better to read Professor
Nutt’s book than to believe what they read in the newspapers, or what they hear from the lips of
government ministers.”
********Evidently the title of the book is “a nod” to another very well regarded book:
Sustainable Energy—Without the Hot Air, by David MacKay. “Armed only with the laws of
physics, reams of publicly available information, a little maths and much wit, Mr. MacKay
attempted to dispel the go and special pleading surrounding renewable energy.” Armed with
some economics, too?
(11 August 2012): “Giant Helium Reserve Awaits Closure”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443545504577567102314948314.html)
--------The Federal Helium Reserve, near Amarillo, Texas, is one “of the world’s largest reserves
of helium.” It supplies “a third of the world’s helium.” The helium is supplied “via pipeline
from plants in Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas that extract the helium from the ground. The crude
helium is later sent from the reserve to refineries that ready it for commercial or industrial use.”
The price set by the government, the effectively sets the world price, uses a formula “designed to
guarantee repayment of the debt by 2015.” A 1996 law, however, requires that the reserve close
down once the Bureau of Land Management has repaid the $1.3 billion loan made to “acquire
the helium and equipment to process it.” In the absence of legislation to authorize sales from the
Reserve for a longer period of time, helium prices will surely rise. As one industry executive
noted, “If you think helium is in short supply now, you haven’t seen anything yet.”
********The existence of the Federal Helium Reserve was certainly news to me. How many
such reserves are “out there?”
(13 August 2012): “Study Links Healthier Weight in Children With Strict Laws on School
Snacks” (http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/13/health/research/study-links-healthy-weight-inchildren-with-tough-snack-and-sugary-drinks-laws.html)
--------“Adolescents in states with strict laws regulating the sale of snacks and sugary drinks in
public schools gained less weight over a three-year period than those living in states with no such
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laws, a study has found.” Snacks and drinks vending machines, snack bars and the like are
called “competitive foods, because they compete with school breakfasts and lunches.” To
examine these affects, “Researchers used a legal database to analyze state laws.” Daniel Taber,
one of the study’s authors, notes: “Competitive-food laws can have an effect on obesity rates if
the laws are specific, required and consistent.” The study appeared in the journal Pediatrics.
********A tax-based approach to this issue is being considered in Richmond, California. Its
City Council has placed on the November ballot a proposal to “charge businesses a penny for
every ounce” of sugar-sweetened drinks sold in the city. You can learn more in the article
“Campaign Over Soda Tax Bubbles Up”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443545504577567600004302574.html).
(13 August 2012): “New Lifestyles Abroad Save U.S. Mill”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444900304577576973712387402.html)
--------Three years ago, International Paper Co. closed its mill in Franklin, Virginia putting 1,100
people out of work. Now some of these workers, who used to produce white office paper, are
being hired back to produce “fluff pulp—the soft, white absorbent used in diapers, tampons, and
some medical bandages.” These products are growing rapidly “as families in the burgeoning
middle classes of China, India and other Asian countries are seeking more personal hygiene and
baby care products.” Paper plants in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Florida are
ramping up their output of fluff pulp. The pulp “can be made only from the long, coarse fibers
of loblolly pine, a fast-growing tree that thrives in the U.S. South.”
(14 August 2012): “Buyers Beware: The Goodwill Games”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444042704577587302625535444.html)
--------“Goodwill essentially reflects how much the price of an acquisition exceeds the value of
the target’s hard assets, such as cash, factories and equipment. When acquisitions don’t pan out,
companies must write down the value of the goodwill.” Consequently, it is of interest to look at
the ratio of goodwill to market value. In a recent study conducted by The Wall Street Journal,
six companies had goodwill that exceeded market value, one of which was Hewlett-Packard;
recently Boston Scientific, prior to a write-off, was in the same situation. “When acquisitions
don’t pan out”—as was true for both H-P (EDS was the acquisition) and Boston Scientific
(Guidant Corp. was the acquisition)—“companies must write down the value of the goodwill.”
********This is one of those instances where it is worth the trouble of searching for the article
title if you don’t have a subscription to the Journal. The article has an Interactive Graphics tab
that shows goodwill and market value as of June 30th for all of the firms in the S&P 500.
Frontier Communications Corp. leads the way with a goodwill as percent of market value of
165.7. Since goodwill shows up on the balance sheet and market value is determined on the
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market, such numbers will tend to bounce around a lot. If the drift of the article is correct,
further write downs of goodwill for Frontier and H-P are likely.
(15 August 2012): “Cider Promises Buzz as Beer Goes a Bit Flat”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444042704577589611291535318.html)
--------With beer shipments dipping during the last three years, brewers are looking for the next
new thing, and the next new thing may be something old—hard cider. In colonial days hard
cider was often consumed because it was safer than water; U.S. president John Adams
“reportedly drank a tankard of hard cider each morning.” Hard cider consumption in the U.S.
never recovered after Prohibition but changing tastes—“millennials” seem to like sweeter
drinks—as do women; 80% of beer drinkers are male, whereas hard cider is consumed equally
between men and women. The potential of the market is large, as suggested by an increase in
U.S. sales of 56% this year through mid-July. The best-selling U.S. brand is Woodchuck Hard
Cider, which is made in Vermont, followed by Strongbow, Hornsby’s, Magner’s, and Ace Cider.
All major brewers, including Boston Beer Co., the maker of Samuel Adams lager, are looking to
have a presence in the market.
********It is time to do some market research. The Asheville “Beer City” area would seem to
be a natural for a local hard cider, given the proximity of Henderson County, the largest apple
producer in North Carolina. Are there specific types of apples used in producing hard cider?
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[The Invisible Forces] 70 (22 August 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(16 August 2012): “Marketing Pros: Big Brand on Campus”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444233104577591171686709792.html)
--------Heavy student debts “have put schools on the defensive, forcing them to prove to families
and state governments that a degree is worth the investment. Enter the chief marketing officer. .
. . these marketers manage schools’ identities and messaging, a role covering everything from
admissions brochures and Twitter feeds to brand management.” Some believe that “the arrival
of the CMO is the biggest shift in higher-education administration in the past decade.” At
Purdue University, Teri Lucie Thompson, a former marketing executive at State Farm Insurance
and Safeco Insurance, occupies the “office next door to the university president” and has a salary
in the $200,000-to -$400,000 range. “Most university CMOs take care to keep marketing jargon
to a minimum” and opt for expressions like “identity” rather than “brand.”
********At a time when the number of media channels has exploded, “getting the message out”
is more challenging than ever. Will this type of “message making” result in another “arms race”
in higher education, as each university jockeys for a better relative position only to find all
universities occupying the same relative position but with higher costs? There were 727 paid
attendees at the American Marketing Association’s Symposium for the Marketing of Higher
Education in 2011. The 2012 Symposium takes place from 11/11 to 11/14 in New Orleans. You
can learn more about it at:
http://www.marketingpower.com/Calendar/Pages/2012_Symposium_for_the_Marketing_of_Hig
her_Education.aspx.
(16 August 2012): “Coffee Is The New Wine: Here’s How You Taste It”
(http://www.npr.org/blogs/thesalt/2012/08/16/158932704/coffee-is-the-new-wine-heres-howyou-taste-it)
--------CounterCulture Coffee, based in Durham, North Carolina, is taking a place-based
approach to coffee, much like what has long existed in one part of the wine industry, where
chateau-based wines embody the “terroir” of where the grapes were grown. CounterCulture and
others are working to preserve the special characteristics of the land by separating coffee beans
rather than combining them. In that way growers can receive higher prices “for the better stuff.”
********An interesting follow-on, of sorts, from last week’s article on hard cider. Perhaps the
day will come when hard cider is produced and marketed like wine in its chateau variant? The
NPR story runs 5 minutes and 36 seconds.
********The story raises issues of variety and uniformity. Sometimes we want variety,
sometimes we want uniformity, and over a stretch of time we probably want both. In truth, most
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uniformity is produced, even the uniformity within variety that is discussed in the radio story,
and where there is production there is cost and a problem emerges: How much uniformity do we
want? I am looking forward to reading Lawrence Busch, Standards: Recipes for Reality
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, 2011), which promises to provide some perspective on
the above. You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Standards-RecipesInfrastructures-Lawrence-Busch/dp/0262016389/ref=sr_1_1.
(17 August 2012): “Wal-Mart: ‘Paycheck’ Cycle Spreads”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443324404577592851717186344.html)
--------Wal-Mart Stores “is now seeing in international markets the same kind of ‘paycheck
cycle’ common with its U.S. customers. With the paycheck cycle, customers buy immediately
after payday and then make smaller purchases as money runs out. The trend has become
particularly pronounced in the U.K.” At the same time, “Customer living paycheck-to-paycheck
‘remains pronounced’ in the U.S.” Year-to-year sales in U.S. stores open at least one year “have
now risen for an entire year, a sharp reversal after nine quarters of consistent declines.” Traffic
growth in U.S. stores has slowed to 0.4%, while traffic has declined absolutely in China, the
U.K., Brazil, Mexico, and Canada. One-fourth of Wal-Mart’s revenue comes from its
international operations.
********In an era of Big Data, one has to wonder if Wal-Mart’s data might be a more accurate
indication of economic trends than that published by government agencies. I wonder if the WalMart’s data is subject to the same kind of vetting as government agencies?
(18 August 2012): “Stocks: The ‘Lockup’ Effect”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444233104577591343830753460.html)
--------Facebook is “down almost 50% from its $38 offering price” of its IPO three months ago.
Its most recent decline has been attributed to the expiration of its first “lockup” period—a length
of time during which early investors were not allowed to sell shares of their stock. When its first
lockup expired, on Thursday, its share price declined “more than 6.2% to a record low of
$19.87.” Before the first lockup expired, “only about 421 million shares of Facebook were
freely traded. When the last Facebook lockup expires next May, there will be 2.14 billion shares
floating in the market.” It is not uncommon for shares to decline when lockups expire as early
investors seek realize some of the value of their investments.
********Information on lockup expirations is maintained by financial-report provider Edgar
Online. You can find it at: http://ipoportal.edgar-online.com/ipo/home.asp. This seems like
something that can be easily studied, i.e., a manageable undergraduate research project.
(18 August 2012): “Consumer goods in Africa: A continent goes shopping”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21560582)
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--------Frank Braeken, who heads up Unilever in Africa, thinks that “African consumers are
underserved and overcharged.” Indeed, until recently “South Africans who craved shampoo
made especially for African hair, or cosmetics for black skin, had little choice besides costly
American imports.” Unilever has responded to this opportunity by developing a successful
brand of shampoos and conditioners named “Motions.” It has also set up the “Motions Academy
. . . Each year it will train up to 5,000 hairdressers who want to open their own salons.” With a
growing middle class—“anyone who spends between $2 and $20 a day in purchasing-power
parity terms—opportunities for a variety of products, suitably adapted, are expanding. The
“challenge is to make stuff” consumers can afford. The small scale of most sales outlets requires
“microdistribution” and the lack of infrastructure poses significant challenges, too. Even
something like advertisements on delivery vehicles are an issue where security is problematic.
In some instances, a branded vehicle “was like sticking on a sign saying ‘rob me.’” Still,
“businessfolk are upbeat. A couple of decades ago, most African governments made life very
hard for business. Now policies are more market-friendly, albeit with frequent relapses.”
********The article draws attention to the assumptions that are so easily made about the
conduct of business. Good roads, ready electricity, and product and personal safety, not to
mention cultural differences. One must really look at things with “fresh eyes” when considering
a venture abroad.
(20 August 2012): “Hopes for Chestnut Revival Growing”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444233104577593571278706402.html)
--------“Scientists are on the brink of engineering a blight-resistant American chestnut tree,
renewing hope for a comeback of a long-celebrated species that is valued by business for its
sturdy hardwood.” Two approaches are leading this renewal: cross-breeding with the a variety
of Chinese chestnut that is immune to the chestnut blight fungus and a transgenic approach that
inserts “a fungus-resistant wheat gene into an American chestnut embryo” that grows from a
petri dish. More than 100,000 cross-bred chestnuts are growing in 19 states “with plans for
millions more.” The American chestnut provided a host of products: “In addition to the tree’s
strong wood being used for barns, shingles and telephone poles, the tree’s nuts sustained forest
animals and were sold throughout Appalachia.” The funding for research on the American
chestnut has been sporadic, picking up again in the 1980s by scientists and plant lovers who
founded the American Chestnut Foundation (ACF).
********The ACF is located in Asheville, North Carolina. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.acf.org.
(20 August 2012): “Shell Races the Ice in Alaska”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444233104577595623259417472.html)
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--------“Royal Dutch Shell is spending billions of dollars to drill the first oil wells in U.S. Arctic
waters in 20 years . . . But the closely watched project isn’t going the way the company or the
[U.S.] government hoped.” Sea ice in the drilling area broke up later than expected and one of
the drilling rigs “slipped its anchor while waiting in Dutch Harbor, Alaska, and almost ran
aground.” In addition, a spill-response vessel that Shell is required to have “under new federal
regulations” isn’t finished. Since Shell’s drilling permits for this year last “only until Sept. 24 in
the Chukchi Sea and Oct. 31 in the Beaufort Sea” it is possible that no drilling will be done in
2012. In the 1980s a $2 billion drilling project in the Arctic Ocean was abandoned.
********The article clearly illustrates one of the challenges involved in Arctic oil drilling—the
short and variable drilling period. Shell has already spent $4.5 billion on the project. You can
learn more about Shell’s project in Alaska at:
http://www.shell.us/home/content/usa/aboutshell/projects_locations/alaska/.
(22 August 2012): “Gambling Raids Hit Cafes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443713704577601951019591954.html)
--------Once again, sweepstakes cafes are proliferating across the country. This has resulted in
dozens of cafes being “raided and branded illegal gambling parlors.” Chase Brooks, “who along
with partners runs about 25 cafes in Texas, North Carolina, Ohio and Florida” says “The
business model [of sweepstakes cafes] meets the letter of the law.” Unlike legal gambling
operations, “cafes have very little, if any, oversight.” Earlier this year, a state appeals court in
North Carolina “decided that a statewide ban on sweepstakes cafes violated freedom-of-speech
rights.” The ruling is under appeal.
********My drive home testifies to the resurgence of sweepstakes cafes. They are popping up
like mushrooms after a warm rain.
(22 August 2012): “More Firms Bow to Generation Y’s Demands”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443713704577603302382190374.html)
--------Generation Y, also known as the Millennials, is posing a challenge to the workplace. Its
members are “broadly defined as those born in the 1980s and 1990s” and “They are often
criticized as spoiled, impatient, and most of all, entitled.” But as Baby Boomers begin to age out
of the workforce, Gen Y employees will play a much larger role. As a result, companies are
beginning to embrace changes that make the workplace more accommodating. CEO Dan
Rosensweig conducted exit interviews with his Gen Y employees and learned that “they felt
there was too much bureaucracy and not enough communication, utilization of their talent or
fun.” Changes he introduced to his business—Chegg Inc.—have decreased the annual turnover
rate of millennials by 50% in each of the last two years. He notes: “If they don’t feel like they’re
making a contribution to a company overall quickly, they don’t stay.” Workplace changes to
accommodate younger workers, however, can lead older workers to feel neglected.
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********The video tab for the article is unusually good. If you are unclear, like me, about all of
these generations, you can find a nice statement on page 2 of the 2009 National Business Ethics
Survey, which you can find at: http://ethics.org/files/u5/Gen-Diff.pdf.
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[The Invisible Forces] 71 (29 August 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(23 August 2012): “Buzz Kill: Europeans Cut Back on Coffee”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444082904577605492272301750.html)
--------“Deepening economic troubles have reached the soul of Southern Europe: the local café.”
With higher unemployment, wage cuts, and increased taxes, consumers are cutting back on their
trips to the café for coffee, often going from one a day to two times per week. In addition, they
are reducing the quality of the coffee they drink, substituting lower-price Robusta for higherprice Arabica beans, especially in blends where the relatively bitter taste of Robust is less
noticeable. This may lead to a longer-term change in the demand for Arabica beans as
consumers become habituated to the new taste (and lower price). As a result of these changes,
the price of Robusta has been increasing and that of Arabica has been decreasing.
(23 August 2012): “Wal-Mart, Target Avoid Mining Rule”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444082904577605630361858586.html)
--------“Big retailers including Target Corp. and Wal-Mart Stores Inc. may largely escape a
costly new rule growing out of the Dodd-Frank Act that requires U.S.-listed companies to
disclose whether their goods contain so-called conflict minerals.” This is the result of a 3-2 vote
of the Securities and Exchange Commission to “exempt companies that don’t exert direct control
over the manufacture of such products.” Now, companies that merely attach “their brand or
label to a generic product made by another company aren’t covered.” Industry lobbyists believe
that “the bulk of store-brand goods sold by leading retailers wouldn’t fall under the conflictminerals requirement.” Contributing to the decision was a new SEC estimate of the cost of
complying with the requirement, revised upward to “$3 billion to $4 billion up-front, plus more
than $200 million a year.” The SEC initially estimated “the cost of compliance would be just
$71 million.”
********It is difficult to glean good comparative information about the before-and-after SEC
estimates but they are strikingly different.
(23 August 2012): “The Deadly Tin Insider Your Smartphone”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-08-23/the-deadly-tin-inside-your-ipad)
--------Tin is primarily used in the production of the solder which is employed in the production
of a wide-variety of electronic products, including “smartphones, tablets, and Internet data
servers.” Almost 70% of the tin produced in the world comes from Indonesia (756.9 tons per
year) and China (673.8 tons). China, however, “does not often export tin, holding on to it for
domestic production.” That means that the bulk of tin involved in international trade comes from
Indonesia; Indonesia uses little of its tin for its own purposes. With the passage of the Dodd-
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Frank Act and its conflict minerals provision, the Indonesian islands of Banka and, to a lesser
extent Belitung, are a focus of the production of tin. There thousands of small scale producers,
and some larger ones, use their hands and simple tools to obtain tin under dangerous conditions;
44 people died in tin mining accidents on Bangka in 2011. Although there have been occasional
efforts to introduce regulations that would make tin mining safer, such moves have been resisted
due to cost concerns.
********This is a good example of the investigative journalism occasionally reported by
Bloomberg Businessweek. The nine-minute video provides clear images of some of the
production processes used to mine tin, including off-shore mining. You can see the video at:
http://www.businessweek.com/videos/2012-08-22/tin-in-your-smartphone-threatens-life-onbangka#r=related-rail-img.
********You can learn more about conflict minerals at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_minerals.
(24 August 2012): “U.S. Judge Gives Poker a Break”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444082904577607661262270108.html)
--------“A federal judge in New York concluded this week that skill plays the bigger role in
determining who wins a poker game, in a ruling that could strengthen the hand of the many
companies seeking to get online poker legalized in the U.S.” The decision was influenced the
conclusion that poker, in contrast to roulette or slot machines, “isn’t predominated by chance” (a
common definition of gambling). In 2012 “More than $20.2 billion were waged online in the
U.S. . . . This year, however, the total is likely to be just $3.5 billion as federal authorities last
year cracked down, shutting the three biggest poker websites and indicting 11 executives and
payment processors.” The decision of the New York is limited in geographic scope but “puts a
dent in the legal weaponry the federal government has used to curb online poker.”
(25 August 2012): “Making English Part of the Fabric”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443713704577603980738740256.html)
--------“For years, students with poor English language skills have lagged behind their fluent
classmates.” Now a new approach is being more widely embraced to help address the
educational needs of English learners in order to help close that gap. In this approach “teachers
in all subjects were trained to infuse their classes with literacy lessons. Many English learners
still take a daily language-development class, but those classes are giving students more oral
practice and using nonfiction texts to teach students to use more academic language in writing
and conversations.” An additional impetus for this approach is the onset of standardized testing
changes to take place in 2014, in connection with the Common Core reading and math standard
that have been adopted by most states. In 2009-10, 10% of U.S. students were made up of
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English learners, an increase from 7% in 1994-95. California “has a higher proportion of
English learners than any other state.”
********You can learn more about the Common Core standards at:
http://www.corestandards.org/.
(25 August 2012): “Solar Flare-Up: Tariffs Roil U.S. Firms”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444082904577609254176643244.html)
--------In May 2012 “the U.S. Commerce Department . . . slapped provisional antidumping duties
of between 31% and nearly 250% on solar panels containing Chinese-made solar cells.” The
tariffs were a response to a case started by SolarWorld AG and six small U.S. solar firms. The
tariffs were made retroactive by 90 days, with the result that some solar cell purchasers, like
Marco Mangelsdorf, who owns Pro-Vision Solar in Hawaii, bearing costs much higher than
anticipated. As he said: “If I had any clue that I would be on the hook for a 200-plus percent
duty on this order, I would be a crazy man” to make it.
********It seems as though the “last word” on these tariffs hasn’t been heard. Making these
tariffs retroactive is very hard for me to understand. It seems little more than a redistribution
device, as past behavior cannot be changed outside of science fiction.
(25 August 2012): “Terrestrial ecology: NEON light”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21560838)
--------“Big Science,” typically associated with physics and astronomy, is coming to the
ecological world. The National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON), aided by a $434
million earmark, aims to create a network of 60 locations with 15,000 sensors that will collect
more than 500 types of data starting in 2016. Information collected will include “precipitation,
air pressure, wind speed and direction, humidity, sunshine, levels of air pollutants such as ozone,
the amount of nutrients in soils and streams, and the state of an area’s vegetation and microbes.”
The measurements will be taken in the same way at each location, facilitating comparison over
time. David Schimel, the director of the project, “hopes to achieve the statistical power needed
to turn ecology from a craft into an industrial-scale enterprise.” Ultimately the idea is for NEON
“to see how ecosystems respond to changes in climate and land use.”
********The article notes that what may ultimately distinguish “Big Science” from its smaller
versions is “not the amount of money involved but the volume of data that needs to be processed.
When fully operational NEON is expected to generate 200 terabytes a year. That is four times as
much as the Hubble space telescope.” You can learn more about NEON at:
http://www.neoninc.org/.
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(27 August 2012): “For Spain’s Jobless, Time Equals Money”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443404004577577352038273664.html)
--------In Spain of workers 16 to 24 face a 53.3% unemployment rate; those 25 to 34 have a rate
of 27%. Without work and with the percentage of people receiving government assistance
falling, due to austerity measures, Spaniards are turning to alternative approaches to making ends
meet: time banks, barter markets, local currencies, and charity network “that repurposed
discarded goods.” Time banks revive “a concept pioneered by 19th-century anarchists and
socialists in the U.S. and Europe, who wanted to test their philosophy that prices of goods and
services should more closely reflect the labor involved in producing them.” Economist José
Garcia Motalvo of the University of Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona notes that “Banks and social
currencies . . . can backfire on the broader economy since the income received from such
arrangements often goes undeclared, therefore depriving the government of tax revenue .”
Although these innovations are not seen as a long-term solution to Spain’s economic woes, they
are providing some relieve. As the head of the municipal employment office said: “We are
inside of a pressure cooker, and all we can do is let some steam off so it doesn’t explode.”
********The video tab has a brief, on-the-scene story about one local currency, the eco.
(28 August 2012): “New York Probes Energy-Drink Makers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444230504577615690249123150.html)
--------“New York’s attorney general is investigating whether the multibillion-dollar energydrink industry is deceiving consumers with misstatements about the ingredients and heal value of
its products.” Products under review include AMP, Monster, and 5-Hour Energy. These are all
part of a rapidly growing market segment for “caffeine-heavy, carbonated beverages” that now
had 2011 sales of $8.9 billion. A major concern is the inclusion “ingredients such as botanical
extracts” the safety of which is questionable. New York seeks to determine if “drink makers are
misleading consumers with inaccurate labeling and advertising.” In particular, they are “looking
into whether the addition of ingredients like guarana—another source of caffeine—violates laws
that ban putting multiple sources of caffeine in one beverage without disclosing the overall
amount.”
********Guarana was a new plant for me. Evidently it is grown in Brazil and has fruit that is
about the size of a coffee bean with twice the caffeine. You can learn more about it at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guarana.
(29 August 2012): “U.S. Firms Move Overseas”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444230504577615232602107536.html)
--------“More big U.S. companies are reincorporating abroad despite a 2004 federal law the
sought to curb the practice.” In doing so they are seeking countries with lower tax rates that
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reduce overall taxes and increase profit. One example is Ensco International, an oil firm. “In
moving from Dallas to the U.K. in 2009” its effective tax rate decreased from 19% to 10.5% in
the second quarter of this year, resulting in savings of “more than $100 million a year.” Cases
like Ensco, as well as Eaton Corp., are providing arguments for revising the U.S. corporate
income tax; in the U.S. the top corporate tax rate is 35%, as compared to 12.5% in Ireland.
********The federal law appears to be the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, an Act “To
amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to remove impediments in such Code and make our
manufacturing, service, and high-technology businesses and workers more competitive and
productive both at home and abroad.” You can find the Act at:
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-108publ357/pdf/PLAW-108publ357.pdf.
********The U.S. isn’t the only country facing such challenges—India has a special tax
arrangement with the Mauritius, an island due east of Madagascar but 2500 miles from India. It
is estimated that “38% of all foreign direct investment in India, or $65.29 billion, travelled
through” Mauritius between 2000 and 2012. You can learn more—subscription required—by
reading “Island Tax Haven Roils India’s Ways”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444327204577615924257597492.html).
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[The Invisible Forces] 72 (5 September 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(30 August 2012): “’The Economy Stole My Retirement’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444230504577615861593287688.html)
--------Baby Boomer entrepreneurs who are ready to retire are confronted by an unpleasant fact:
the businesses they have spent twenty-or-more years nurturing are not worth enough for them to
retire in the comfort they had expected. The financial meltdown of 2008 has played a central
role in this development. As a result, many of them “are stuck in ‘business purgatory,’ unable to
retire and forced to hand on for a recovery that economists say could still be a long way off.”
Judy Lawton is a case in point. Age 69, she works a 12-hour day and “would like to sell the
small staffing company she started 27 years ago. She figures she needs to sell it for close to $2
million to live comfortably. But her company was hit hard by the job-market slump, and its
revenue is down by about 60% from before the recession.” So she works on, being unwilling to
settle for the “insulting” offers that she has received for her business.
********Although some business owners think it is just a matter of time before things turn
around, it is more complex than that, as a companion article explains:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444506004577618054291802614.html. In still
another article based upon research by the Employee Benefit Research Institute, it is reported
that “nearly 64% households aged 50‒59 in 2007 would be ‘ready’ for retirement at age 70,
compared with 52% [of] those households if they were to retire at age 65.” You can learn more
at: http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2012/08/30/when-working-until-70-isnt-enough/.
(30 August 2012): “Making Sense of the Games Politicians Play”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-08-30/making-sense-of-the-games-politicians-play)
--------Luke Hohmann, of Innovation Games, designed a game—Buy a Feature—with the intent
that it would be used by corporations. Now, however, it is being used by municipalities, such as
San Jose, California, to provide guidance in solving challenging budget situations. Hohmann’s
aspirations are large, however, as he notes that: “We’re just little Silicon Valley company with a
little dream to have 200 million Americans all playing a game together to fix Social Security.”
The rules of Buy a Feature “require specific cuts: ‘close libraries one hour earlier,’ rather than
‘cut library budgets by 5 percent.’ This keeps players from passing the hard choices down to the
library and requires them to confront the impact of their decisions.”
********An important element of the article is the distinction between cooperative and noncooperative games. You can learn more about Innovation Games at:
http://innovationgames.com/. You can learn more about Buy a Feature at:
http://innovationgames.com/buy-a-feature/.
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(30 August 2012): “Exploiting Coal by Burning It Underground”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-08-30/exploiting-coal-by-burning-it-underground)
--------“Underground Coal Gasification (UCG) was pioneered by Sir William Siemens in the
1860s to light the streets of London. Vladimir Lenin hailed the method in a 1913 article in
Pravda for its potential to rescue Russian workers from the hazards of underground mines.”
Although high costs have kept UCG from the market, its time may be coming due to improved
technology similar to that used to hydraulic fracturing for natural gas and environmental
concerns. It also enables deep seams of coal to be utilized that cannot be mined conventionally.
Julie Lauder, CEO of the London-based Underground Coal Gasification Association (UCGA),
states: “Conventional mining will soon be a thing of the past.”
********Is UCG the next energy story? It just might be, although concerns about the water
table and long-burning coal seams—Centralia, Pennsylvania has a seam that has been burning
since 1962—are real. This is a story to follow.
********The article provides a brief discussion, accompanied by a diagram, of the coal
gasification process. You can learn more about the UCGA, the membership of which grew by
one-third during the last year, at: http://www.ucgassociation.org/.
(31 August 2012): “Can Electronics Stores Survive?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444772804577621581739401906.html)
--------“Not long ago, retailers such as Best Buy Co., GameStop Crop. and RadioShack Corp.
were outmuscling competitors across America . . . Now all three are fighting to survive. The rise
of online competitors like Amazon.com Inc. . . . have siphoned customers and sales from these
once-powerful retailers.” Recognizing the challenge, the CEO of GameStop notes: “in order to
survive, our internal rate of change has to be greater than the external rate of change.” Although
each firm is responding to the challenge with a different strategy, they face one common
reality—some of the items that have generated significant revenues have fallen dramatically in
price. A case in point is flat-screen TVs: “retailers have to sell almost twice as many TVs as five
years ago to achieve an equivalent amount of revenue.”
(31 August 2012): “Plague of Broken Contracts Frays Cotton Market”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444772404577589611222756168.html)
--------“Over the past two years, cotton prices nearly tripled before they fell by almost two-thirds,
triggering . . . broken deals.” Since 2010, “As much of 20% of the hundreds of thousands of
contracts written . . . valued at as much as $12 billion—have been reneged on or rewritten.” Kai
Hughes of the International Cotton Association (ICA) notes: “If you can’t maintain contract
sanctity, you’ve got a very volatile, unsafe trading environment that can only push prices up.”
Cotton contracts usually provide for resolution by arbitration, rather than through the courts. In
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2011, 242 arbitration cases were filed with the ICA, a record up from 73 cases in 2010. The
globalization of the cotton market has contributed to the situation. In relation to the increase in
arbitration, consultant Paul Ruh notes: “The cotton market is built on honesty, integrity and
mutual trust—long-lasting relationships. This has gone away.”
********There are a number of North Carolina references in the article. Parkdale Mills of
Gastonia is the largest U.S. raw-cotton buyer. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.parkdalemills.com/. You can learn more about the International Cotton Association
at: http://www.ica-ltd.org/.
(1 September 2012): “You Can’t Trust Airport Security”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444375104577593543203853710.html)
--------A review of three books that relate to security, broadly interpreted: Liars and Outliers, by
Bruce Schneier; Against Security, by Harvey Molotch; and Permanent Emergency, by Kip
Hawley and Nathan Means. “When the plumber knocks at your door, why do you let him in?
He’s probably bigger and stronger than you. And he has a wrench. He could easily kill you and
steal your money and your stuff . . . But you trust that he won’t; and trust, that mysterious and
invaluable substance is the subject of Bruce Schneier’s ambitious ‘Liars and Outliers: Enabling
the Trust That Society Needs to Survive.’” The book is a “kind of playbook of the tactics society
has developed to make trust possible and cooperation widespread.” In doing so Schneier
employs the running theme that “different tactics work at different scales. Moral rules operate at
the level of the individual, and concerns about reputation at the level of small personalacquaintance groups. Only the institutional pressures, like laws and regulations, have a reach
that extends to the millions. As society grows bigger, we have to rely on them more heavily.”
********The review touches upon three books but it seems evident that the reviewer, Jordan
Ellenberg, a professor of mathematics at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, has a special
regard for Schneier’s book. Schneier seems to make extensive use of game-theoretic ideas in his
book. You can learn more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Liars-Outliers-Enabling-SocietyThrive/dp/1118143302/ref=sr_1_1.
(2 September 2012): “Global Business: New Gateway [Port on the Thames River]”
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p00x8hm2/Global_Business_New_Gateway/)
********This is a 27-minute BBC radio broadcast with Peter Day. Its subject is the new port
being developed twenty miles east of London on the Thames Rivers; the port developer is DP
World of Dubai, United Arab Emirates
(http://webapps.dpworld.com/portal/page/portal/DP_WORLD_WEBSITE. The project is huge
in scale, as it seeks to provide access to London’s 17 million people by the world’s largest
container ships. As a result, the Thames is being dredged and new land is being created from the
dredging upon which the port will be located. Dredging of shipping channels up to 100
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kilometers away in the North Sea has also been required. This new port will provide substantial
new competition for what is now the largest container port for the U.K. at Felixstowe, which is
also on the North Sea.
********You can find a good map showing the location of the project, as well as dredging, at:
http://www.londongateway.com/environment/marine/dredging-in-the-thames. You can learn
much more about the project and its environmental consequences at:
http://www.londongateway.com/upload/environment/marine/dredging-in-the-thames/londongateway-port-and-the-marine-environment.pdf.
********You can learn more about DP World at:
http://webapps.dpworld.com/portal/page/portal/DP_WORLD_WEBSITE.
(4 September 2012): “Liquor Buyers Cross State Line”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444772804577621673117805522.html)
--------“Washington is the 33rd state to fully privatize liquor sales, but it is believed to be the first
to do so since immediately after the end of Prohibition.” It was expected that this would result in
lower liquor prices and increase sales of liquor in the state. However, privatization was
accompanied by new taxes and fees; Washington has the highest excise tax in the U.S.—
$26.70 per gallon. As a result, Washington residents are streaming into Oregon to buy their
liquor. The price differentials are palpable: one-half gallon of Captain Morgan’s spiced rum runs
$47.52 in Washington and sells for $33.95 in Oregon. Some advocates of privatization hold that
the price increases in Washington will not last as more competition enters the market.
********I can’t help but think “Be careful what you wish for.” The article also suggests that
changes such as this are seldom “just one thing” — change tends to come in a bundle. In this
case the bundle included new taxes and fees, as well as privatization.
(4 September 2012): “Assessing Fannie’s Past and Future”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443618604577625621131833762.html)
********This article is adapted from The Fateful History of Fannie Mae, by James R. Hagerty,
a writer for the Wall Street Journal. It provides insight into how to deal with the federal
government’s role in the mortgage industry, which began with the New Deal. You can find a
useful photo sequence with descriptions at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443618604577625621131833762.html.
(5 September 2012): “In India, McDonald’s Plans Vegetarian Outlets”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444301704577631551022511054.html)
--------“Burger giant McDonald’s Corp. said it plans to open vegetarian-only restaurants in India
next year—a world-wide first for the beef-centric fast-food chain.” In light of Hindu and
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Muslim religious practices, McDonald’s has already dropped beef and pork from its menus;
kitchens in India “are divided into separate sections for cooking vegetarian and nonvegetarian
foods.” The first vegetarian-only outlets will open in mid-2013.
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[The Invisible Forces] 73 (12 September 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(6 September 2012): “For Farms in the West, Oil Wells Are Thirsty Rivals”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/06/us/struggle-for-water-in-colorado-with-rise-infracking.html)
--------The competition for scarce water in the arid west is heating up due to a new competitor:
drillers for natural gas using hydraulic fracturing. A single well “can require five million gallons
of water, and energy companies are flocking to water auctions, farm ponds, irrigation ditches and
municipal fire hydrants to get what they need.” Both farmers and environmental activists are
concerned energy companies with deep pockets will be buying up what water there is. In
average years, ranchers pay “$30 for an acre foot of water—equal to 326,000 gallons . . . Right
now, oil and gas companies in parts of Colorado are paying as much as $1,000 to $2,000 for an
equal amount of treated water from city pipes.” Although the extra money can help cashstrapped municipalities, farmers cannot “afford to match those bids.” Farmers wonder how they
are going to be able to produce food with less water. In looking at this situation, Mike
Chiropoulos, a lawyer for a Boulder-based environmental group notes: “Water flows uphill to
money.”
(7 September 2012): “Stirring Up the Melting Pot”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443589304577635702457759494.html)
--------“The U.S. is rapidly becoming more diverse as the nation’s minorities—driven largely by
a surge in the Hispanic and Asian populations—move beyond traditional ‘gateway’ cities into
smaller cities and towns.” As a result, “it is smaller cities and suburbs that are on the front lines
of changing demographics and culture.” Barrett Lee, an author of a recent study, notes: “It sort
of alerts everyone to the fact that diversity is becoming a part of daily life throughout the
country.” The U.S. 2010 report of Brown University scores “the diversity of the nation’s metro
areas by how evenly a place’s population is spread across five groups: Non-Hispanic whites,
Hispanics of any race, African-Americans, Asians, and an ‘other’ category largely made up of
Native Americans, Alaska Natives and people of two or more races.” However, diversity can be
and sometimes is consistent with high levels of segregation at the neighborhood level.
********The U.S. 2010 report has its own website, which you can find at:
http://www.s4.brown.edu/us2010/. You can click on the See DATA link to learn more about
your metro area or city. The percentage of Non-Hispanic Whites in Asheville, North Carolina,
has changed little since 1980, whereas the percentage of Non-Hispanic Blacks has decreased
significantly and the percentage of Hispanics has increased significantly; Asians have increased
from 0.2% of the population in 1980 to 1.9% in 2010.
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(8 September 2012): “Toll Road Offers Fast Cast to Texas”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443589304577637773840176082.html)
--------“Texas stands to receive $100 million from the private operators of a state toll road for
raising its speed limit to 85 miles per hour.” This comes after a Texas Transportation
Commission vote on August 30th. Texas received an additional $33 million to boosting the
speed limit to 85 rather than 80. The toll road runs parallel to a public highway for much of its
length between Austin and San Antonio. Earlier this year the speed limit on the public highway
was reduced from 65 to 55. David Stall, co-founder of a group objecting to the privatization of
public roads, notes: “The state is penalizing the motoring public by lowering the speed limit on
the free alternative so that it can draw more business to the toll road.”
********David Stall certainly has a point. The speed differential between 85 and 55 is twice
that of the differential between 80 and 65. This seems like a wonderful opportunity for some
more formal analysis.
(8 September 2012): “Geography Strikes Back”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443819404577635332556005436.html)
--------Adapted from the forthcoming book The Revenge of Geography: What the Map Tells Us
About Coming Conflicts and the Battle Against Fate, by Robert D. Kaplan. “If you want to
know what Russian, China or Iran will do next, don’t read their newspapers or ask what our spies
have dug up—consult a map. . . . More than ideology or domestic politics, what fundamentally
defines a state is its place on the globe. Maps capture the key facts of history, culture and natural
resources.” Although geography as a way of explaining world politics “has supposedly been
eclipsed by economics, globalization and electronic communications” it remains true that
successfully “navigating today’s world demands that we focus first on constraints, and that
means paying attention to maps. Only then can noble solutions follow.”
********You can view the Table of Contents of Revenge at: http://www.amazon.com/TheRevenge-Geography-Conflicts-Against/dp/1400069831.
(8 September 2012): “Opting Out of the ‘Rug Rate Race’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443819404577635352783638934.html)
--------Adapted from the forthcoming book How Children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity and the
Hidden Power of Character, by Paul Tough. For years anxious parents have embraced “the
cognitive hypothesis,” i.e., the belief that “success in the U.S. today depends more than anything
else on cognitive skill—the kind of intelligence that gets measured on IQ tests.” This has led to
a kind of arms race in which parents and the teachers of their children work to create a cognitive
edge at ever-earlier ages. Nobel Laureate (economics) James Heckman, however, noticed that
students with GEDs, in relation to outcomes like “annual income, unemployment rate, divorce
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rate, use of illegal drugs” looked “exactly like high-school dropouts, despite the fact that they
have earned this supposedly valuable extra credential.” This has led Heckman to develop an
interdisciplinary network of psychologists and economists engaged with the same questions:
“Which skills and traits lead to success? How do they develop in childhood? And what kind of
interventions might help children do better?" One result seems to be that “the most valuable
thing that parents can do to help their children develop noncognitive skills—which is to say to
develop their character—may be to do nothing. . . . To let our children face some adversity on
their own. . . . Overcoming adversity is what produces character. And character, even more than
IQ, is what leads to real and lasting success.”
********A story on the book was broadcast by National Public Radio. You can hear it at:
http://www.npr.org/2012/09/04/160258240/children-succeed-with-character-not-test-scores.
(10 September 2012): “Housing on Mend, but Full Recovery Is Far Off”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444301704577631252266351074.html)
--------Inventories of existing homes are at an eight-year low. Factors include: “Banks have
slowed their pace of foreclosures. Investors have snapped up discounted properties that they can
convert into rentals. Home builders, struggling for years to compete on price with foreclosed
properties, have added little in the way of new supply.” As a result, housing prices have risen,
particularly at the “low end of the market, where inventory declines have been most dramatic.”
The low inventory, however, isn’t necessarily a sign of strength, because “many sellers can’t or
won’t become buyers” because millions “still owe more than their homes are worth, and even
more—about 45% of all homeowners with a mortgage . . . have less than 20% in equity” so they
“don’t have enough money to make a large down payment and pay their real-estate agent’s
commission to buy a comparable house.” So, although the real estate market is on the mend, “it
will be a long time before it returns to normal.”
(12 September 2012): “Footnote to Crisis: More Shun Banks”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444443504577601283142758856.html)
--------Consumer credit and banking behavior has changed during the five years since the start of
the global financial crisis, especially in the U.S. There has been a decline in the percentage of
consumers with checking accounts, major credit or debit cards, and savings accounts, and an
increase in the use of prepaid or payroll cards. “Today, 8.2% of the nation’s households—nearly
12 million—are managing their finances without a bank, according to Census-based data” to be
made public by the FDIC on Wednesday (today). Benefitting from this development have been
Green Dot, “the largest prepaid debit card provider” and NetSpend; Green Dot has an exclusive
relationship with Wal-Mart Stores and has 4.4 million active cards. Although prepaid cards were
once connected to those with relatively low incomes, that has changed: “Green Dot says the
median income for customers is about $45,000, or nearly double what it was seven years ago.”
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Aware of increasing competition for financial products, “J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., the nation’s
biggest bank by assets, began selling prepaid-debit cards in its branches this summer.” Other
banks are following suit.
********You can learn much more about the “2011 Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked
Households” at: http://www.economicinclusion.gov. The Executive Summary and Full Report
can be found at: http://www.economicinclusion.gov/surveys/2011household/. You will need to
scroll down the page a bit to find the appropriate pdfs.
(12 September 2012): “Coal-Fired Plants Mothballed by Gas Glut”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443696604577645713658834228.html)
--------The coal-fired W.H. Sammis power station situated on the Ohio River is likely to close
down due to competition from lower-cost natural gas plants. Although it was designed to run 24
hours a day, seven days a week, it may now run only occasionally to provide for peak power
loads. Luminant, “a unit of Energy Future Holdings Corp. of Dallas” is facing similar challenges
for its coal-based energy plants, noting that “change this year is prompted by market forces.
That is because natural-gas plants set market prices in Texas, and their costs are so low that they
can often sell power for less than what it costs to run a coal plant.”
(12 September 2012): “’Pink Quotas’ Alter Europe’s Boards”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443696604577645470530827882.html)
--------“More American female executives are taking seats in Europe’s boardrooms, in part
because companies there face mandates to add women directors.” While meeting quotas,
European firms are also looking for directors who can help them compete more successfully in
the U.S. market. Although not all European countries have specific quotas, a 2011 French law
“requires corporate boards to be at least 20% female by January 2014” is representative; in the
U.S., “women held 16% of the directorships at Fortune 500 companies as of 2011.” Sweden and
the U.K. have adopted voluntary targets, with Sweden “aiming for boards composed equally of
men and women.” Attracting female directors from the U.S. can be difficult due to geography
and time. In addition, “European boards convene an average of nine times a year, 50% more
than their American counterparts.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 75 (26 September 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(20 September 2012): “Meet the New Boss: Big Data”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443890304578006252019616768.html)
--------Large companies, although some smaller ones, too, are using software to make hiring
decisions. Xerox in a half-year trial reduced the attrition of its call-center workers for one-fifth.
It now “leaves all hiring for its 48,700 call-center jobs to software that asks applicants to choose
between statements like: ‘I ask more questions than most people do’ and ‘People tend to trust
what I say.’” Although hiring algorithms are being used by more and more companies, they are
not without their risks, as data-based hiring practices “that even unintentionally filter out older or
minority applicants can be illegal.”
********The interview at the video tab for the article explicitly raises the issue of “gaming the
questionnaires.” Since it isn’t always clear what answers are being looked for in a particular job,
this is more difficult than one might think. Kenexa Corp. is heavily involved in “data analysis to
help companies recruit and retain workers” and tested 30 million applicants last year. You can
learn more about Kenexa at: http://www.kenexa.com/.
(20 September 2012): “In Discarding of Kidneys, System Reveals Its Flaws”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/20/health/transplant-experts-blame-allocation-system-fordiscarding-kidneys.html)
--------“Last year, 4,720 people died while waiting for kidney transplants in the United States.
And yet, as in each of the last five years, more than 2,600 kidneys were recovered from deceased
donors then discarded without being transplanted.” One of the reasons for this, experts say, is
that the current process is inefficient due to “an outdated computer matching program, stifling
government oversight, the overreliance by doctors on inconclusive tests and even federal laws
against age discrimination.” Current federal policy toward kidney transplants “amounts largely
to first come first served.” The system does not “consider the project life expectancy of the
recipient or the urgency of the transplant. By contrast, the systems for allocating livers, hearts
and lungs have been revised to weigh those factors.”
********It would seem that the discipline of economics would have something useful to say
about the allocation of kidneys and other body parts. This semester my principles of
microeconomics students seem to be getting a lot out of The Red Market, by Scott Carney, which
deals with the darker aspects of markets for body parts. Chapter three is entitled “Kidney
Prospecting.” As the author notes, “This book is an exploration of the supply side of the
economic equation.”
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********United Network for Organ Sharing (http://www.unos.org/) manages the federal
government’s Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network; it is a nonprofit. The Scientific
Registry of Transplant Recipients (http://srtr.org/) “exists to support the ongoing evaluation of
the scientific and clinical status of solid organ transplantation, including kidney, heart, liver,
lung, intestine, and pancreas” and publishes a variety of reports and statistics.
(21 September 2012): “Neighborhoods Confer Health, but Not Wealth”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444165804578008311635287522.html)
--------The experimental housing program Moving to Opportunity sought to determine if housing
vouchers enabling more than 2,000 low-income families would “boost education and income.”
In a study just published in Science, the moves showed little effect on education and income.
However, “Participants had significantly lower rates of diabetes, extreme obesity, anxiety and
stress than those who stayed behind. They were also much happier with their lives overall.”
One of the study authors, economist Lawrence Katz of Harvard University, thinks that “most
families in the study hadn’t been able to move to better school districts, as initially hoped.”
********A story based upon the Science article also appeared in The New York Times and has a
variety of links to relevant sources. You can find it at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/09/21/health/intangible-dividend-in-an-anti-poverty-experimenthappiness.html.
(22 September 2012): “Japanese Collectors Face a Record Shortage of Obscure Music”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443696604577647870908169992.html)
--------This is the A-Hed article. Recently an older Japanese man flew to San Francisco with a
mission: “to buy 5,000 records in one week.” Japan’s “avid music fans have a yen for” old LPs
and CDs “often considered passé in the U.S.” Japanese buyers at a recent KUSF Rock-n-Swap
at the University of San Francisco wouldn’t give details about what they are buying or the prices
they are paying for competitive reasons. It is no secret, though, that the Japanese “like sugary
sweet pop,” according to collector Alec Palao. Record condition is very important to Japanese
buyers even $4 an album according to seller Dan Opperman, who notes: “You know how they
say in real estate it’s all about location, location, location? Here it’s all about condition,
condition, condition.”
********Early in the article music dealer Mike Vague comments about the Japanese: “Our trash
is their gold.” This is a simple and useful lesson of great generality that occasionally needs to be
relearned. No doubt the internet has enabled more people with different preferences to find one
another.
(22 September 2012): “Commodities Unbound”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443890304578008811786709432.html)
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--------“Since the financial crisis, commodities have traded largely in unison, moving up and
down on the basis of investors’ changing expectations of central bankers’ efforts to boost global
economic growth.” Recent commodity-price changes, however, have belied that pattern. During
the past six months “corn has jumped 15% and gold is up 7.5%, while copper is down 1.9% and
oil is off nearly 12%.” This “decoupling” has led investors to focus more on “individual market
drivers.”
********The Interactive Graphic tab shows some of the recent price variations for copper, corn,
and oil.
(23 September 2012): “Decades of federal dollars helped fuel gas boom”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/APb9be5847ffce4c6e906f9074219fffc9.html)
--------“It sounds like a free-market success story: a natural gas boom created by drilling
company innovation, delivering a vast new source of cheap energy without the government
subsidies that solar and wind power demand. . . . But those who helped pioneer the technique
known as hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, recall a different path. Over three decades, from the
shale fields of Texas and Wyoming to the Marcellus in the Northeast, the federal government
contributed more than $100 million in research to develop fracking, and billions more in tax
breaks.”
********This article provides some much needed balance to one-sided portrayals of
technological innovation, in this case in relation to the development of hydraulic fracturing.
Clearly most such innovations are “both/and” in than governmental support and private initiative
play an important role. As the article states about the case in point: “The work wasn’t all
industry or all government, but both.”
(24 September 2012): “Voters Weigh Eased Pot Laws”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443890304578010420862458716.html)
--------“Two years after California voters rejected an initiative to legalize marijuana, advocates
are promoting similar measures on the ballot this fall in Colorado, Oregon and Washington
state.” Although details vary, “all three measures would legalize possession of small quantities
of the drug for anyone above age 21 and allow taxable retail sales, going well beyond laws in 17
states that permit marijuana use for medical purposes.” Although “none of the legalization
drives appears to be a surefire winner” it does seem that attitudes have shifted.
********A comment in the article made me think about prison populations. Here is the precise
quotation, made by Seattle City Attorney Pete Holmes: "Possession is a crime solely because we
have chosen to call it a crime.” An article in The Economist, entitled “Prisons in Latin America:
A journey into hell” (http://www.economist.com/node/21563288), revealed an excellent source
of information on prison populations and other prison-related information—the International
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Centre for Prison Studies. You can learn more about the Centre at: http: www.prisonstudies.org.
At a later link (http://www.prisonstudies.org/info/worldbrief/wpb_stats.php) you will see that the
U.S. leads the world in total prison population—followed by China, the Russian Federation,
Brazil, India, and Iran—and leads the world in prison population rates. Clearly we have chosen
to call many things crimes.
(25 September 2012): “For Investors, a New Pick of the Crop [Apples]”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443890304578010454127914748.html)
--------China “produces more than half of the global supply” of apples. Rising income in China,
however, has increased the demand for fresh apples in the country, leaving less to be transformed
into concentrate for use in the U.S.; the U.S. “imports about two-thirds of its supply [of applejuice concentrate] from China.” This has given rise to increased volatility in the concentrate
market and the development of a futures market for apple-juice concentrate. The market, which
began trading on August 13th, is very thinly traded, with only 22 contracts traded since it
opened. This compares with orange-juice concentrate, which has “average 2,299 contracts a day,
year to date.” Some analysts believe that the futures market for apple-juice concentrate might
one day serve as “a barometer for overall Chinese consumer consumption.”
(26 September 2012): “Online Holdouts No More”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443713704577603241006001590.html)
--------In the continuing disruption of education by online learning, one area has resisted the
trend: elite private academies. But no more. The nonprofit venture Global Online Academy has
been formed to offer full-credit online classes to students in 23 schools around the world like
Sidwell Friends in Washington, DC and Dalton School in New York. “Each member school
pays . . . an annual $30,000 membership fee, and an additional $700 per student per course.”
During a first semester pilot, 20% of the students dropped out of the course but the attrition rate
during the second semester was 1%.
(26 September 2012): “Cellphones Are Eating the Family Budget”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444083304578018731890309450.html)
--------“More than half of all U.S. cellphone owners carry a device like the iPhone, a shift that
has unsettled household budgets across the country. Government data show people have spent
more on phone bills over the past four years, even as they have dialed back on dining out, clothes
and entertainments—cutbacks that have been keenly felt in the restaurant, apparel and film
industries.” The competition for the consumer dollars is likely to get more intense as wireless
carriers offer “faster speeds on expensive new networks and new usage-based data plans.” A
case in point is the household of Melinda Tuers in Redlands, California, which “already pays
close to $300 a month for her family’s four smartphones.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 76 (3 October 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(18 September 2012): “Bad to the bone: A medical horror story”
(http://features.blogs.fortune.cnn.com/2012/09/18/synthes-norian-criminal/)
********This initially appeared online at the date indicated and was read in the current, October
8, Fortune. The article tells the story of Norian, “a calcium-phosphate-based cement” that when
implanted in the skeleton “fills cracks but also gradually transforms itself into actual human
bone.” In a rush to get the product to market, and especially to tap into the especially promising
market for vertebral compression fractures, its owner, Syntheses—a medical device maker
located in West Chester, Pennsylvania that was later purchased by Johnson & Johnson for almost
$20 billion—did not follow appropriate regulatory procedures. At least four deaths were directly
attributed to the product and provided for guilty pleas under the Responsible Corporate Officer
Doctrine that led, unusually, to jail time. As the article notes, “The Justice Department used the
Synthes case to send a message: The threat of incarceration is real.”
********Two things stood out for me in this article. One was the apparent acceptance of offlabel drug and device use by corporations and physicians. The other was the prospect of having
a 20-something sales representative of a device market providing guidance to a physician in a
surgical setting. I hope what stood out for me was highly atypical. You can learn a bit more
about the Responsible Corporate Officer Doctrine and its application to Synthes at:
http://rmmagazine.com/2012/08/29/the-new-era-of-responsible-corporate-officer-doctrineenforcement/.
(27 September 2012): “The Next iPhone May Be Made By Robots”
(http://www.webpronews.com/the-next-iphone-may-be-made-by-robots-2012-09)
--------Chinese manufacturer Foxconn plans to use 1 million robots in its manufacturing facilities
in 2014, although they have fallen short of their goal of using 300,000 in 2012. The switch to
robots follows recent and substantial increases in wages by Foxconn workers.
********I ran across some brief mention of Foxconn and robots in the process of this week’s
readings, so I searched for an article that might touch upon it. It provides an opportunity to point
out one—out of many-article on the newly-developed robot named Baxter. You can find an
article on it at: http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-09-18/smarter-robots-with-no-peskyuprisings.
(27 September 2012): “The Oil Hub Where Traders Are Making Millions”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-09-27/the-oil-hub-where-traders-are-makingmillions)
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--------Cushing, Oklahoma (population 7,890) has the largest oil storage in the U.S. and, as the
collection point for oil from North Dakota (which now produces more oil than Alaska) and the
tar sands of Alberta is going to get even larger; it is expected to have storage capacity of 80
million barrels by the end of the year, up 14 million barrels from September, 2011. The
difficulty of moving oil from Cushing to other locations, despite its place in a network of
pipelines, has contributed to large price differentials between Cushing (low price) and Brent
(high price). As a result, new and some old methods of moving oil have come into practice,
most significantly rail; “railroads are moving more crude these days than they have since the
early part of the 20th century.”
********One striking aspect of the article is its relating of the information-gathering activities
that go on in Cushing. There the story of Genscape, a private energy firm in Louisville,
Kentucky, is told. Each week it flies a helicopter over the tanks of the Cushing area to read
gauges and make inferences about oil contents, then sells its information to the industry. Though
this observation is not appreciated, most industry members pay for it. You can learn more about
Genscape at: http://www.genscape.com/.
(27 September 2012): “The Commute of the Future”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444358804578016191463503384.html)
--------“City buses that carry people to and from work each day are attempting an identity
change: They want to be trains. To woo workday commuters, Cleveland and select cities across
the U.S. are trying to replace the image of the gritty, pokey, crowded bus by sending sleeker,
more spacious and trainlike buses onto certain commuter routes.” Helping to drive this transition
is a desire to overcome “a significant stigma . . . buses are regarded as transportation mostly for
the poor.” Commuter rail lines, on the other hand, “tend to work well for moving suburban,
white-collar workers to jobs concentrated in a central business district. . . . ‘There’s more of a
cachet that goes with rail because those services tend to be in better neighborhoods.” Thus the
move to a more trainlike rider experience.
(28 September 2012): “The great stem cell dilemma”
(http://tech.fortune.cnn.com/2012/09/28/stem-cell-business/)
--------Stem cells promise “a new era in medicine” but those doing research in the area have
found it challenging to raise funds for their work, much less turn a profit on it. Market insiders
have a name for the “moneyless purgatory between scientific prototype and market innovation.
They call it the Valley of Death.” Still, substantial research is taking place, with California
leading the way. The state’s “Institute for Regenerative Medicine, created by voter referendum,
has proved adept at getting billionaires to fund facilities for stem cell research.” California’s
Proposition 71, approved eight years ago, allocated $3billion to “create a nexus for biotech
research that would be analogous to Silicon Valley.”
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********Is regenerative medicine akin to the Genome Project? “By one estimate, the federal
government’s $3.8 billion investment into the Human Genome Project has netted $796 billion in
economic benefits, including 310,000 jobs and $244 billion in personal income.”
(29 September 2012): “New Tracking Frontier: Your License Plates”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443995604578004723603576296.html)
--------“Until recently it was far too expensive for police to track the locations” of U.S. citizens.
“But as surveillance technologies decline in cost and grow in sophistication, police are rapidly
adopting them. Private companies are joining, too.” As a result, license-plate tracking, as well
as a many seemingly mundane activities, “has become the default rather than the exception.” A
Wall Street Journal analysis indicates that “Data about a typical American is collected in more
than 20 different ways during everyday activities.”
********The Interactive Graphics tab provides more information about “The Surveillance
Economy” and “The Economics of Surveillance.”
(29 September 2012): “Is Your Political Donation Deductible?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444549204578022201425205738.html)
*******A look at tax law provisions as they relate to political donations, which turn out—no
surprise—to be more complicated than thought. Clarity requires distinguishing among
501(c)(3), 501(c)(4), and 501(c)(6) organizations, and no doubt others. Groups that want to be
politically active while also pursuing educational ends, develop nonprofits in pairs: “one that is
largely for education, and one that is more politically active. For example, there is the activist
National Rifle Association (non-deductible) and the educational NRA Foundation (deductible).
Or the American Civil Liberties Union (non-deductible) and the ACLU Foundation
(deductible).” Here is a chance to learn a little more about the different types of nonprofits in the
United States.
(1 October 2012): “Drought Hits Shippers on Great Lakes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444752504578024920103784566.html)
--------“The Midwest drought is lowering water levels in Lake Michigan and Lake Huron to nearrecord lows, putting pressure on the shipping industry and turning some beaches into long mud
flats.” Water level in the Great Lakes is especially important as some 200 million tons of cargo
move through it each year. Glen Nekvasil, the vice president of the Lake Carriers’ Association,
notes: “This is very much an industry where inches count.” As a case in point, the “loss of depth
between this year and the last means a 1,000 foot laker can carry about 1,200 to 1,500 fewer tons
per load.” The lower water level has intensified competing interests in the region.
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(2 October 2012): “From Watergate to Today, How FCPA Became So Feared”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444752504578024791676151154.html)
--------The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) “has become a big source of anxiety for the
world’s biggest corporations. But it took more than three decades for it to make an impression.”
The law, which “bars U.S. companies and those listed on U.S. stock exchanges from paying
bribes to government and other state-employed officials overseas . . . has its roots in a
homegrown corruption scandal . . . The 1970s Watergate investigation.”
********The law is described as the second priority of the Justice Department, behind terrorism,
and shows how just a few people, in this case Mark Mendelsohn of the Justice Department, can
bring about a big (if slow) change.
(3 October 2012): “After Long Downturn, Beer Sales Are Back”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444083304578016193481145184.html)
--------Shipments of beer “are rising for the first time since 2008 in another sign that
consumers—particularly young men—are slowly but surely emerging from the recession.” Craft
brewers are leading this resurgence, causing large brewers like Anheuser-Busch InBev and
MillerCoors to “increasingly borrow from upstarts’ playbooks.” After three straight years of
decline “Beer shipments in the U.S. rose 1.9% to 141.4 million barrels in the first eight months
of 2012.” In recent years beer has struggled “partly because its key customers, blue-collar males
in their 20s, were battered by an economic downturn that hammered industries such as
construction.”
********Craft beer has brought about some enormous change in the U.S. brewing scene. Note
that: “The number of breweries in the U.S. topped 2,000 earlier this year for the first time since
the late 19th century and another 1,300 are in planning stages.” All of this is a very interesting
development—I do wonder if a change in drinking age and the lowering of permissible bloodalcohol levels “fueled” the growth of craft brewing. If you are going to drink a smaller quantity
of beer, why not drink a higher quality?
********Victor Tremblay is probably the leading authority on the economics of brewing in light
of his book The U.S. Brewing Industry: Data and Economic Analysis (2009). You can find it at:
http://www.amazon.com/US-Brewing-Industry-Economic-Analysis/dp/0262512637/ref=sr_1_2.
In today’s Mountain Xpress there is an article in which a new book on the history of brewing in
Asheville by Anne Fitten Glenn is mentioned: Asheville Beer: An Intoxicating History of
Mountain Brewing. You can learn more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Asheville-BeerIntoxicating-History-Mountain/dp/1609496310.
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[The Invisible Forces] 77 (10 October 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(4 October 2012): “Iran Currency Woes Spark Rare Strike”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443768804578034402848509458.html)
--------“Protests over the plunging Iranian currency erupted on Wednesday around Tehran’s main
bazaar, the country’s commercial hub, as escalating economic woes become a rising political
challenge. The demonstrations marked the first time in three decades that the conservative
merchant classes, a backbone of the Islamic Revolution in 1979, have publicly turned against the
government.” According to Roozbeh Mirebrahimi, a New York-based expert on Iran, “It’s now
about bread and butter in Iran, not just democracy and free speech, so it makes it much tougher
for the regime to control the anger.”
********The article is surprisingly silent about the concerted efforts of the U.S. and its
international partners to bring about the decline of the rial, although it does not that “The Obama
administration said . . . the Iranian government was to blame for the rial’s plunge, for refusing to
bow to international pressure over its nuclear program.”
(4 October 2012): “Noodling With Rice Burns Thailand”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443862604578032912566087642.html)
--------Rice farmers in Thailand are enjoying higher income levels as a result of a multibilliondollar subsidy initiated by Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra’s government. Although things
have not worked out exactly as planned. “The idea was . . . to use Thailand’s traditional position
as the world’s largest rice exporter to influence the entire global market for the grain by hoarding
supplies rather than selling them overseas. That, in turn, was supposed to drive up prices around
the world while ensuring a higher standard of living for Thailand’s farmers.” However,
according to the chief agricultural economist at the International Rice Research Institute in Los
Banos, Phillipines, “Thailand’s plans have completely backfired . . . The policy would have been
beautiful if there was a severe drought elsewhere, but other countries have been expanding
production.” Thus, “Thailand found itself trying to constrict the supply of rice to the global
market, just as other countries were ramping up production of cheaper rice both for international
trade and for domestic consumption. That left Thailand with a rising stockpile that few, if any,
foreign buyers are willing to purchase.”
(5 October 2012): “The Innovator’s Enigma”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443493304578036753351798378.html)
--------Procter & Gamble has introduced ZzzQuil, an over-the-counter sleep aid in June. In
developing the product it modified its successful cold and flu medicine NyQuil, which some
consumers misused as a sleep aid, and “left out the other ingredients for a cold.” This
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incremental innovation is often scorned. Patrick Barwise, the author of Beyond the Familiar, on
marketing and innovation, notes: “People have made a fetish of what you might call innovation
with a capital ‘I’ . . . The reality is when you look at companies that produce long-term organic
profit growth, a huge amount of what they do is incremental innovation.”
********I have run across the expression “punctuated equilibrium” a number of times in recent
weeks. First propounded by Stephen Jay Gould in relation to evolutionary theory
(http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/evolution/library/03/5/l_035_01.html), it serves as a model of sources
for a variety of things that undergo dramatic changes followed by periods of relative quiet. This
idea can be seen at work in the article’s comment by Bill Fischer, “who teaches innovation and
management at IMD in Switzerland.” He notes: “big innovations—upheavals in an industry—
are generally followed by periods of consolidation, and then by valuable incremental innovation
involving the same product. Continuous improvement, or kaizen, has been Toyota’s claim to
fame for example.” The trick is to avoid becoming so attached to incremental improvement that
one misses the next big thing. History is littered with such examples—Kodak and Nokia are
recent examples.
********While we are on the subject of innovation, there is an interesting article—“The Seeds
that Federal Money Can Plant”—on the role of the federal government in research and
development. Conventional wisdom is that basic science is a public good, with a large role for
federal support, and innovation is a private good, with a small role for federal support. But the
article points to recent technological developments in which federal support for innovation was
very beneficial. The book Innovation Economics: The Race for Global Advantage, by Robert D.
Atkinson and Stephen J. Ezell, supports that argument. You can learn more about the book at:
http://yalepress.yale.edu/yupbooks/book.asp?isbn=9780300168990.
(6 October 2012): “Conflict of Interest? Moi?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443493304578038811945287932.html)
--------Finra is a “self-regulatory organization funded by the securities industry.” In the next few
weeks it will begin a study of how fourteen “major investment banks and brokerage firms define
and manage conflicts of interest between themselves and their clients.” This appears to be “the
first time in nearly a decade that regulators have explicitly targeted . . . how Wall Street handles
conflicts of interest.”
********An instance of private self-regulation, Finra’s study should be of interest. Journal
columnist Jason Zweig, notes that investors should bear in mind that “conflicts of interest aren’t
a part of how Wall Street does business; conflicts are its stock-in-trade.” In this column he
mentions an interesting study led by behavioral economist George Loewenstein of Carnegie
Mellon University. As it turns out, people of one profession are very good at seeing the conflicts
of other professions, but not so good at seeing the conflicts of their own. You can find a pdf
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copy of the article, which appeared in the Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics, at:
http://www.cmu.edu/dietrich/sds/docs/loewenstein/bias-in-the-evaluation-of-conflict-of-interestpolicies.pdf.
(6 October 2012): “Prescription for Addiction”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444223104578036933277566700.html)
--------The overdose death by23-year-old Jaclyn Kinkade, a doctor’s receptionist and occasional
model, draws attention to “America’s No. 1 drug menace”—prescription drugs, especially
painkillers. “The drugs that killed her did found didn’t come from the Colombian jungles or an
Afghan poppy field. Two of the three drugs found in her system were sold to Ms. Kinkade,
legally, at Walgreen Co. and CVS Caremark shops, the two biggest U.S. pharmacies. Both
prescription drugs found in her body were made in the U.S. . . . Every stage of their distribution
was government-regulated. Annually, more than 15,000 Americans die after “overdosing on
prescription painkillers called opioids . . . more than from heroin, cocaine and all other illegal
drugs combined.” In 2009, the most recent year for which information from the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention was available, drug overdose “surpassed traffic accidents” as
“the single largest cause of accidental death in America.”
********A stunning article which provides an important perspective from which to think about
both the “war on drugs” and arguments for legalizing an array of drugs now illegal. The article
was made possible, in part, by the cooperation of Jaclyn Kinkade’s father and step mother. The
Interactive Graphics tab provides 21 slides with many links to her life and the path of
prescription painkillers. It is very sad. The Video tab also provides useful information, as does a
radio broadcast. The almost 400 comments (as of 10/8/12) suggest that the article touched many.
********Markets are sometimes categorized as black (illegal), white (legal), and gray
(unauthorized distribution channels). The article draws attention to legal markets for
prescription drugs. There are, of course, gray markets for drugs, most prominently web drug
sites. Due to the sale and distribution of sales of counterfeit Avastin, a cancer drug, the U.S.
“moved this week to shut down websites owned by Canada Drugs.” The scale of internet drug
sites is enormous. In Operation Pangea, the international police organization Interpol member
countries “shut down 18,000 Internet pharmacy websites and seized 6,700 shipments of
pharmaceuticals.” You can find this information and more at:
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444223104578036283056415110.html).
(6 October 2012): “The Cancer Lobby”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/10/07/opinion/sunday/kristof-the-cancer-lobby.html)
********From the Opinion Page. Columnist Nicholas D. Kristof takes the chemical industry to
task for its efforts to suppress publication of the next Report on Carcinogens, due out in 2013;
the report is published by the National Institutes of Health. The carcinogenic properties of
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formaldehyde seem to be a focal point; formaldehyde is “found in everything from nail polish
to kitchen countertops, fabric softeners to carpets. Largely because of its use in building
materials, we breathe formaldehyde fumes when we’re inside our homes.” You can find the
most recent Report at: http://ntp.niehs.nih.gov/ntp/roc/twelfth/roc12.pdf.
(8 October 2012): “The Old, New World Order”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443635404578034571412932936.html)
--------A review of Governing the World: The History of an Idea, by Mark Mazower. The
reviewer is Yascha Mounk, a doctoral student in political theory at Harvard University. “Mr.
Mazower’s intellectual history of world government is highly compelling. But his book’s
greatest merit is the author’s treatment of the practical realities of the U.N. He gives clearminded attention to a crucial, oft-neglected question: What real impact have international
organizations had on the world? His answer implicitly challenges both the realist and liberal
camps of international relations.”
********Mazower’s book begins with a chapter on the Concert of Europe, which followed upon
Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo in 1815, and reaches to the present. Although Mazower seems
skeptical of the possibilities of world governance structures, the reviewer notes “the imperative
to build an order capable of safeguarding peace and protecting individual rights has hardly
becomes less urgent.” You can see the Table of Contents of Governing at:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1594203490.
(8 October 2012): “Should There Be a Price on Carbon?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444450004578004074034640026.html)
********This is one of six articles on crucial environmental issues. In contrast to the usual
“Yes/No” format of the other five articles, this article provides more of a discussion of three
alternative methods for addressing atmospheric carbon: a carbon tax (David Weisbach), cap-andtrade (Eileen Claussen), and Ted Nordhaus (making clear energy cheaper through accelerated
technological innovation). What emerges is a sense of the economic and political viability of
each approach without an excessive attempt to win the argument.
********The additional articles are: “Do We Need Subsidies for Solar, Wind Power?”; “Should
Washington Block the Keystone Pipeline?”; “Should Cities Ban Plastic Bags?”; “Are We Better
Off Privatizing Water?” and “Should World Increase Reliance on Nuclear Energy?” You can
find links to all of the articles at: http://online.wsj.com/itp/20121008/us/thejournalreport.
(9 October 2012): “Outbreak Spurs Calls for New Controls”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443982904578044682649925200.html)
--------“As many as 13,000 patients may have been exposed to fungal meningitis from tainted
spinal steroid injections.” This has focused attention on a part of the pharmacy industry not
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frequently noticed—compounding pharmacies, “which create customized versions of
medicines.” Although “State regulators, federal agencies and the pharmacy industry all share
some responsibility for monitoring compounding pharmacies . . . health officials and lawmakers
say these facilities essentially slide through the cracks because no one entity has full
responsibility for overseeing them.” This may now change, as politicians and others call for
expanded oversight. Although an industry-backed nonprofit United States Pharmacopeia, has
established guidelines for compounding pharmacies, only 17 states require that they be followed,
citing higher costs and the increased monitoring and sampling that would be required.
********A subsequent article (10 October 2012) notes the meteoric growth of compounding
pharmacies: “The U.S. has about 3,000 compounding pharmacies, up from virtually none in
2000, according to the International Academy of Compounding Pharmacies.” You can see it at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443294904578046990866798054.html.
********You can learn more about compounding pharmacies from the U.S. Pharmacopeial
Convention (http://www.usp.org/usp-healthcare-professionals/compounding) and from the
International Academy of Compounding Pharmacists (http://www.iacprx.org/).
(9 October 2012): “Prepaid Enters Mainstream”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444897304578044313831625492.html)
--------Wal-Mart has joined with American Express to issue the Bluebird card, a prepaid card that
users can load with money online or at “the retail giant’s 3,925 U.S. stores.” This marks yet
another step by Wal-Mart into financial services; Wal-Mart currently has 1,100 money centers,
“where customers can use computer terminals to cash checks and pay bills.” This development
comes at a time when “Banks are raising fees on basic accounts, citing new regulations and the
slow economy for the increases.” Wal-Mart vice president Daniel Eckert notes: “Bluebird is
really designed as a checking and debit alternative to appeal to the millions, and I would even
suggest tens of millions of customers who just aren’t getting the value that they’re expecting
from their traditional checking accounts.”
********This article is simply packed with information and things to think about. The
combination of Wal-Mart and American Express will provide formidable competition to a
variety of financial products and institutions, most notably higher-cost prepaid cards that have
monthly fees.
(10 October 2012): “Many Apples, Few Pickers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443294904578046661503934852.html)
--------Apple production in Michigan, New York, and North Carolina is down this year due to
poor growing conditions. Washington State, on the other hand, “is enjoying the second-biggest
apple crop in its history.” However, farmers may end up leaving “one-quarter of their bounty to
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rot.” The reason—not enough pickers. Washington growers are unable to find the pickers they
need due to the “national crackdown on illegal immigration [that] has shrunk the pool of
potential workers in the state.” Wage increases in comparison to last year of about 25 percent
has not brought forward the necessary pickers, and last year’s solution—prison labor—was
unsuccessful because prisoners “pick far fewer apples a day than immigrant labor.”
********It goes without saying that it isn’t enough to have a good crop, it still needs to be
harvested. Vagaries of weather and labor market conditions are always at work.
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[The Invisible Forces] 78 (17 October 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(11 October 2012): “U.S. Boosts Tariffs on Some Chinese Solar Firms”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443294904578049230885307170.html)
--------On Wednesday the Commerce Department affirmed an earlier ruling that Chinese solarpanel makers “dumped their products on the U.S. market and received unfair subsidies from the
Chinese government.” Some of the tariffs that were provisionally imposed will be set at lower
rates: “tariffs generally range from about 24% to nearly 36% for leading Chinese makers.”
However, what is thought to be a loophole in the tariff was not closed. “Chinese solar
manufacturers have said they could skirt the tariffs by purchasing one part of the panel—the
electricity-generating solar cell—from other countries while continuing to make finished panels
in China for sale in the U.S. Currently, only Chinese solar cells are subject to tariffs.” The new
tariffs “won’t be final unless the U.S. International Trade Commission finds, in a parallel
investigation, that U.S. companies were injured by the dumping. That probe is set to conclude
next month.”
********This article touches upon the topic of “Certificates of Origin,” which are documents
that “attest to the origin of specific goods” and are important to international trade. You can
learn more about them at: http://www.iccwbo.org/chamber-services/tradefacilitation/certificates-of-origin/.
(12 October 2012): “In Cyprus, New Cheese Edict Gets the Goat of Dairy Farmers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443862604578032543426910614.html)
--------This is the A-hed article. Global interest in Cyprus-based halloumi cheese, which can be
placed on an outdoor grill, has drawn attention to the composition of the milk used to produce it.
After “decades of lax regulation, the Cypriot government decided that halloumi should contain at
least 51% sheep and goat milk. That has caused a stink among cattle farmers and larger halloumi
producers who have been making the cheese sometimes with more than 90% cow’s milk.” The
result is “a kind of civil war” between the island’s 260 cattle farmers against its 3,500 shepherds
and goat herders.” The chees debate stems from a letter and manuscript written in the sixteenth
century.
(13 October 2012): “Cities Clash in Battle to Land Conventions”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444657804578049103969814398.html)
--------The nation’s slow economic growth has heightened competition among cities for
conventions. Events like a green-building trade show, which Atlanta recently snagged from
Boston by providing free rent for the use of the Georgia World Congress Center, can add “$20 to
$30 million in spending in the local economy,” according to Boston-based James Rooney, who is
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executive director of the Massachusetts Convention Center Authority. Although competition
among convention centers is not new, the scale of competition is. Now four to six cities are
bidding on conventions where previously there had been two or three.
(13 October 2012): “Japan Utility Says Crisis Avoidable”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444799904578052383499017670.html)
--------“In a stunning reversal, the operator of Japan’s Fukushima Daiichi power plant said it
knowingly avoided implementing some safety measures for the nuclear plant out of fear of
spurring lawsuits, protest, or the closure of the plant.” A 32-page report “prepared by a special
in-house task force for an independent advisory committee” of operator Tokyo Electric Power
Co. (Tepco) broke new ground “in describing some of the motivations behind Tepco’s failures to
be better prepared” for an event such as the earthquake-tsunami that led to the Fukushima
disaster.
(15 October 2012): “U.S. Ties Hospital Payments to Making Patients Happy”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443890304578010264156073132.html)
--------“Nearly $1 billion in [Medicare] payments to hospitals over the next year will be based in
part on patient satisfaction, determined by a 27-question government survey administered to
patients. Hospitals with high scores will get a bonus payment. Those with low ones will lose
money.” John M. Haupert, the chief executive at Grady Memorial Hospital in Atlanta, notes: “I
don’t know anybody in my field who isn’t totally preoccupied with it.” The program, which is
part of President Obama’s health-care overhaul, has been described as unfair for “Older hospitals
in inner cities, or facilities that tend to accept patients through cramped and busy emergency
rooms.” Hospital scores that affect funding are based 30% on the patient satisfaction
questionnaire on 70% on a set of procedural metrics “for treating such things as heart ailments
and pneumonia.”
********The article provides a glimpse at one difference between President Obama and Mitt
Romney on health care, as noted in the article”
The pay-for-performance programs highlight a fundamental difference between the
candidates in the 2012 presidential race. The Romney campaign says it would improve
health care and lower costs by turning chunks of the system over to the private sector.
The Obama administration wants to achieve the same goals by working within the
existing system and lacing it with financial incentives, so health-care providers get paid
when they perform and penalized when they don’t.
(16 October 2012): “Kremlin Cracks Down on Big Tobacco”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443624204578058201182906048.html)
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--------“The Kremlin is finally getting tough on Big Tobacco, with a determined posh to pass
strict anti-smoking rules in the world’s second-largest tobacco market.” Although China has a
larger overall market, Russia leads the world by far in the number of cigarettes smoked per
capita: 2,786. Japan’s per capita consumption is second at 1,841, while the U.S. is fifth at 1,028.
“Vladimir Putin ordered up the legislation in 2010 with the target of slashing smoking by 10% to
15% by 2015.” There is a significant lobbying effort at the Kremlin to reduce the strongest
provisions of the new legislation, but Putin’s support coupled with the increasing health cost of
smoking, and the 400,000 Russians who die each year from smoking finds that 81% of Russians
approve of a ban on smoking in public.
(17 October 2012): “Chinese Concern on Inequality Rises”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443624204578060223746844136.html)
--------A recent report of the Pew Research Center, based upon a long-running poll by Beijing
firm Horizon Research Consultancy Group, shows that “domestic confidence is higher in China
than anywhere except Brazil” and the “vast majority of Chinese people believe their country is
heading in the right direction.” The Chinese “don’t vote at a national level, but the [Communist]
party increasingly rallies around populist issues.” These issues are being identified by public
polls run by state-run media. Chinese specialist Scott Kennedy of Indiana University notes that
although “Beijing rarely admits to listening” they do.
(17 October 2012): “Battery Maker Files for Bankruptcy”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443854204578060433271656440.html)
--------“Electric-car-battery manufacturer A123 Systems Inc. filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection Tuesday with a plan to sell its auto-business assets to an American rival, Johnson
Controls Inc., scrapping a proposed rescue by a Chinese company.” The bankruptcy is a setback
for “the Obama administration’s efforts to foster a market for electric vehicles and develop a
homegrown supply of advanced batteries.”
********Johnson Controls is based in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Batteries play a key role in the
further development of renewable energy, as well as in the further development of all-electric
cars.
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[The Invisible Forces] 79 (24 October 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(15 October 2012): “There’s No Quit in Michael Porter”
(http://management.fortune.cnn.com/2012/10/15/michael-porter/)
********When one thinks of the word ‘strategy’ the name of Michael Porter comes quickly to
mind. According to Fortune he has “influenced more executives—and more nations—than any
other business professor on earth.” The book that got his career in high gear was Competitive
Strategy: Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors (New York: Free Press, 1980),
which is very accessible. His education was somewhat unusual, with an undergraduate degree
from Princeton University in aeronautical engineering, an MBA from Harvard University, and a
Ph.D. in economics from Harvard University. Evidently the case study method used in the MBA
program led him to seek a broader perspective in his Ph.D. program. Thus he got that rare
combination, an understanding of the particulars as well as a grasp of the big picture.
********Currently Porter is looking to contribute to making the U.S. more competitive globally.
You can learn more about his work at: http://management.fortune.cnn.com/2012/10/15/porterrivlin-economy-fix/. You can obtain additional information on the U.S. Competitiveness Project
being conducted by the Harvard Business School at: http://www.hbs.edu/competitiveness/.
(18 October 2012): “Levi’s Goes Green with Waste<Less Jeans”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-10-18/levis-goes-green-with-waste-less-jeans)
--------“Most apparel companies work hard to give their clothes the sheen of sophistication or
whimsy. Levi Strauss is trying hard not to. When its latest line of jeans arrives in stores early
next year, the pitch will be: ‘These jeans are made of garbage.’ Crushed brown and green plastic
bottles will be on display nearby. Eight of those are blended into each pair of Levi’s new
Waste<Less jeans, which are composed of at least 20 percent recycled plastic.” These new jeans
are “a part of a bigger push to reduce Levi’s environmental impact throughout the entire process
of making jeans.” Levi’s “was among the first in the apparel industry to conduct a life-cycle
assessment of some of its major products.”
(18 October 2012): “How the Experts Would Fix Cities”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-10-18/how-the-experts-would-fix-cities)
--------Five experts on city planning, including the mayor of Oklahoma City, weigh in on how to
make cities “more sustainable, efficient, and prosperous.” This is increasingly important as the
“world has become increasingly urban—more than 50 percent of the globe’s population now live
in cities.” With further urbanization a certainty, the role that cities play will be ever-more
important, and since many large cities are “barely above sea level” the issue of climate change
becomes more important, too.
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********A companion article, of sorts, deals with the question “Is the U.S. Condemned by
History to Slow Growth?” In it the work of economist Robert Gordon is discussed, in which it is
said that “there’s no reason to assume productive technology will continue to materialize and
supply the economy with periodic boosts.” Gordon may well be correct, but the global
urbanization is likely to generate new social, economic, and political challenges which may well
be drivers of technological change. You can read the comments about Gordon at:
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-10-18/is-the-u-dot-s-dot-condemned-by-history-toslow-growth.
(18 October 2012): “Big Dairy Enters the Era of Big Data”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-10-18/big-dairy-enters-the-era-of-big-data)
--------Dairy farming is on the cusp of a dramatic change—robotic milking. On the farm of
Steve and Lori Dockendorf in Watkins, Minnesota, there are: “robots to help feed the cows,
robots to help clean the barn, even robots that can milk cows.” The Dockensdorfs, with a 100cow farm, “used to spend three hours milking, twice a day. ‘Now,’ says Lori, ‘we wake up in the
morning, and the robots have already milked all the cows.’” The system, which has laser
guidance, in conjunction with transmitters embedded in a cow’s collar, keeps track of “several
parameters while the cow is milked: its weight, its milk production, the time required to milk it,
the amount of feed the cow eats—even how long the cow chews its cud. . . . The machine
collects data on the cow’s milk as well . . . [and] can alert the farmer on his phone.”
********Certainly an interesting development for the dairy industry, although the current
$200,000 price tag is steep. You can read another article on dairy farming and the elaborate use
of technology in a very challenging environment, you can read “Saudi Dairy Is Pushing Tech to
the Limit”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443294904578046460194810002.html).
(18 October 2012): “A Tussle Over Sacred Land”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444657804578053091115540244.html)
--------“Native Americans in northwest New Mexico and Arizona see Mount Taylor as a sacred
place where they can still connect with ancestors. Local ranchers view their lands near the
11,300-foot peak as private property. The two sides are fighting in the courts over whether the
700-square-mile area surrounding the mountain—where private groups are seeking permits for
uranium on federal lands—should be considered a ‘traditional cultural property’ under state
law.”
********A brief, focused account in which the invisible hand, the invisible foot, and the
invisible handshake are visibly present. Especially interesting is the discussion Native
Americans’ views of the land.
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(20 October 2012): “Free exchange: Game, set and match”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21564836-alvin-roth-and-lloydshapley-have-won-year%E2%80%99s-nobel-economics)
********A brief discussion of the contributions of this year’s winners of the Nobel for
economics: game theorist Lloyd Shapley and economist Alvin Roth. Roth’s work employed
Shapley’s (and David Gale’s) insights about matching to a wide array of areas, including
matching medical residents to hospitals and kidneys to patients. For another (brief) discussion of
the contributions of Shapley and Roth, you can read:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443675404578058170355506916.html.
********The official Nobel Prize website has two resources that are exceptionally good. First,
there is a five-page description of their work intended for the public at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/2012/populareconomicsciences2012.pdf. Additionally there is a forty-four page description intended for a
professional audience at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/2012/advancedeconomicsciences2012.pdf. The abstract considerations of game theory continue to bear fruit,
although the fruit has taken a long time to mature.
(23 October 2012): “State Prisons Die Hard”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443624204578060452784266378.html)
--------Illinois, in an effort to “shave $70 million from the state’s beleaguered annual budget of
$33.7 billion” has closed some of its facilities, especially those that housed juvenile inmates;
juvenile population has been reduced to 1,068 (a decrease of 27%). This has resulted in a loss of
employment at those facilities. At the same time, adult inmate population has increased to
49,237 (an increase of 10%), with no attendant increase in employment. This has raised
concerns about safety and workload—union representatives of the 11,000 state prison workers
say “the system is already housing a third more inmates than it was designed for.”
********The article brings into relief issues of prison crowding, prison jobs, state budgets, and
strategies aimed at reducing prison populations. States “such as Michigan, Rhode Island, South
Carolina, Wisconsin and Virginia” have reduced prison populations and spending “by changing
sentencing laws and shifting money to prevention, drug-abuse counseling and other programs for
low-level offenders on the local level.”
(24 October 2012): “State: Pharmacy Ignored Safety Rules”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203406404578075092760806164.html)
--------“The drug-mixing pharmacy in Massachusetts linked to a deadly meningitis outbreak
failed to sterilize its products the minimum required time, didn’t keep its manufacturing
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equipment sanitary and operated a leaky boiler near the ‘clean room’ where drugs were
packaged, state officials said Monday.” The findings underscore the regulatory “gray area” that
compounding pharmacies occupy. “Compounding pharmacies . . . mix drugs and, unlike
traditional pharmaceutical companies, aren’t regulated by the FDA.” Although compounding
pharmacies are supposed to follow industry guidelines, they “don’t work as well when applied to
compounders making large batches.”
(24 October 2012): “Ireland’s C&C to Buy Vermont Hard Cider”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203400604578074791920501964.html)
--------Vermont Hard Cider Co., the maker of Woodchuck, the best-selling hard cider in the U.S.,
is being sold to Ireland’s C&C Group PLC. The friendly takeover comes at a time when hard
cider sales in the U.S. are growing rapidly: shipments increased by 57% in the first half of this
year. The acquisition may raise antitrust concerns, although C&C expects to win approval due to
“the proliferation of hard-cider brands.” The deal “ratchets up the competition between
Netherlands brewer Heineken NV and C&C, which are the world’s largest cider makers with
global market shares last year of 18% and 13%, respectively, according to Euromonitor
International.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 80 (31 October 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(25 October 2012): “‘Green’ growth fuels an entire industry”
(http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2012/10/25/green-building-big-business-leedcertification/1655367/)
--------Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is an influential and sought after
designation for new buildings. A point-based system of the nonprofit U.S. Green Building
Council, many of its points have been the subject of vigorous debate. In fact, “LEED faced
favoritism accusation almost as soon as it was released” around heating-and-cooling systems;
initially systems produced by Carrier received a point and those by Trane did not (eventually the
point was reviewed and revised). Timothy Serie, legal counsel for the American Coatings
Association, notes: “I don’t think there’s any doubt that people on the inside are trying to shape
the process to benefit their business.”
********This is a fascinating and useful piece of research done by Thomas Frank, a writer for
USA Today. There is so much more in the article than a paragraph or two can provide. What
stands out for me is the notion of private certification as an alternative to public regulation. The
article clearly shows the carefully developed and pursued strategies to gain economic advantage
by influencing rule writing (legislation). The article also gives a clear sense of the early
decisions made by the U.S. Green Building Council that enabled it to be successful as
conventionally defined. Rob Watson, an environmentalist who was there at the beginning of
LEED, notes: “A green-building standard coming out of NRDC [Natural Resources Defense
Council] would go absolutely nowhere . . . You needed the dual credibility of environmentalists
and the construction industry.”
********Embedded in the article is a video that provides a look at some recent LEED buildings
and narrative about some of the decisions around them, especially as they relate to local property
taxes. The discussion of the The Palazzo hotel and casino in Las Vegas was especially striking.
The U.S. Green Building Council “expects to substantially revise LEED next year.” You can
learn more about the revision at: http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2012/10/24/leedupdate-green-building-revision/1650519/.
(25 October 2012): “Crime Pays—for Phone Companies”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-10-25/crime-pays-for-phone-companies)
--------“Calling home costs just pennies a minute for most Americans. Not so for the 1.4 million
locked up in state prisons. They pay as much as $17 for a 15-minute call.” The high price of
phone calls is due to agreements reached by states with phone providers: “In exchange for
exclusive deals to provide service to inmates, phone companies typically turn over a portion of
their billings to prisons.” On average, states collect 42 percent of the calling charges. Prisoners
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and their family members have been “pressing the FCC to act [for] . . . almost 10 years.” Phone
service for inmates is a $1.2 billion industry and is dominated by “two private equity-backed
companies, Dallas-based Securus Technologies and Global Tel*Link of Mobile, Ala. Together
they account for about 80 percent of the market.” More than 30 groups “spanning the political
spectrum” have decried a contract-award system that “perversely encourages prison officials to
award contracts to the highest bidders.”
********The article points to “research that links lower recidivism rates with regular contact
between inmates and their families.” If true, high prices for inmate phone services have some
disturbing consequences. On a related matter, there is an article in The New York Times that
recounts the systematic omission of prisoners from a variety of measures of economic
attainment, especially as they relate to the standing of African-Americans, who make up a
disproportionate number of prisoners. This omission results in an overstatement of AfricanAmerican economic progress. You can read the article at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/10/28/sunday-review/how-prisoners-make-data-look-good.html.
Becky Pettit is the author of Invisible Men: Mass Incarceration and the Myth of Black Progress,
which is referred to in the article. You can learn more about it at:
https://www.russellsage.org/publications/invisible-men.
(25 October 2012): “The Plot to Destroy America’s Beer”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-10-25/the-plot-to-destroy-americas-beer)
--------AB InBev is by far the largest beer company in the world. Headed by Brazilian-born
CEO Carlos Brito, the company that staged a hostile $52 billion takeover off American icon
Anheuser-Busch excels at profitability but “has had trouble selling beer. The company’s
shipments in the U.S. have declined 8 percent to 98 million barrels from 2008 to 2011.”
Increased profitability has come from a combination of higher prices and lower costs, but the
lower costs have alienated some of its loyal customers and may erode future sales. What was
once one of its chief brands—Beck’s—is now being produced in the U.S., as is Bass Ale.
Another lead brand—Stella Artois—has had its alcohol level reduced from 5% to 4.8% to save
on British taxes that are based on alcohol content. Finally, the ingredients of Budweiser have
been modified—no more German Hallertauer hops and no more exclusive use of whole-grain
rice. Benj Steinman, president of trade journal “Beer Marketer’s Insights, notes: “the trade-off
of higher profits for lower volume is an acceptable one for AB InBev.”
********The title of the article is hyperbolic but its content is interesting, giving as it does a
clear look at decisions being made by AB InBev that reduce costs and (so it seems) product
quality while also increasing profits. All of this is reminiscent of the Edward Chamberlin’s 1953
article “Product as an Economic Variable.” A rather complete, mostly graphical, treatment of
this appears in A. Koutsoyiannis, Non-Price Decisions: The Firm in a Modern Context (1982),
part I, “Product as a Market Weapon.”
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(26 October 2012): “Dough Rolls Out to Fight ‘Engineered’ Label on Food”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203400604578073182907123760.html)
--------When California voters go to the polls on Tuesday, they will be confronted with
Proposition 37, which would require “labels for genetically modified foods.” More than $40
million has been spent by Kraft Foods, Coca Cola, Monsanto and other “food and agriculture
giants . . . to persuade California voters” to reject the Proposition. It appears that their
advertising blitz has eroded support for the measure, as support for it has fallen from 67% of
likely voters to 48%.
********As the article notes, passage of the Proposition may lead the U.S. to consider GMO
labeling at the national level. The European Union, as well as Japan and Australia, require GMO
foods to be labeled.
(27 October 2012): “Wine: the Web’s Final Frontier”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444592704578067270510751116.html)
--------Online retail sales nationally this year are expected to be “as much as 12%.” Online sales
of wine, however, are expected to be about 1% of national wine sales. The reason for this is the
“patchwork of U.S. and state regulations governing alcohol sales that makes shipping bottles
directly to consumers’ doorsteps a mind-boggling proposition.” CEO Rich Bergsund of
Wine.com, which is expected to have 2012 revenue of $80 million, notes: “Buying wine online
makes a lot of sense; there’s potentially unlimited inventory . . . But there are many factors that
make it hard to sell wine that way: state regulations, shipping costs, even weather—making sure
the wine you ship doesn’t spoil in the summer months.” Complicating matters even more is that
many states have “laws favoring local distributors, [so] the wineries themselves can’t ship
directly to consumers.”
********Wine.com “pays about $2 million annually for its regulatory compliance.” The
intricacy of compliance creates opportunities for firms such as ShipCompliant, of Boulder,
Colorado, “that helps wineries comply with shipping rules.” You can learn more about it at:
http://shipcompliant.com/. My work with UNC Asheville’s reaffirmation of accreditation efforts
during the last two years certainly sensitized me to the substantial amounts of time, talent, and
money devoted to compliance efforts in higher education. Clearly that is only a part of the
broader compliance industry.
(29 October 2012): “Farmers Watching Their Water Use”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444592704578062901539482028.html)
--------The Ogallala Aquifer extends over parts of eight states from the Texas panhandle to southcentral South Dakota. It has been used as the primary source for irrigation-based agriculture
since the 1950s. Now, however, water usage is far exceeding the rate of replenishment, leading
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to water table declines of a foot or more per year. As a result, farmers are seeking ways to
reduce their water usage; farmers in one western-Kansas group have agreed “to reduce their
consumption by an average of 18% starting next year.” The reductions are, however,
contentious as crop prices “stand at historic highs, giving farmers every incentive to plant and
water as much as possible.” Farmer Kirk Baker notes: “There is no doubt we need to do
something. . . . But I wish it was everyone.”
********An excellent example of the issues surrounding the use of a common resource.
Widespread attention was drawn to them by biologist Garrett Hardin, “The Tragedy of the
Commons,” Science, 162,3859 (13 December 1968): 1243-48. More recently the 2009 Nobel
Prize in economics was awarded to Elinor Ostrom (recently deceased) for her study of how
voluntary efforts could, in some instances, manage common resources, such as fisheries. By so
doing she showed that government regulation in such cases was not always necessary. One of
the important books in here oeuvre is Governing the Commons (1990). You can learn more
about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Governing-Commons-Evolution-InstitutionsCollective/dp/0521405998/ref=sr_1_1.
(31 October 2012): “Hug a Price Gouger”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204840504578087072405774176.html)
********From the Opinion Page. Although the title is not exactly my sentiment, the reasoning
employed in the article is somewhat familiar. The columnist—Homan W. Jenkins, Jr.—takes
issue with laws against price gouging in weather emergencies (such as those of New Jersey),
asking “What if the price of generators were allowed to reflect supply and demand in a weather
emergency?” Although he is correct that more generators might remain “on the shelves” if
prices were to increase in such circumstances, I think he underestimates the memory of those
who have been “gouged” and the rationality of those who choose not to raise prices even though
they could. Brick-and-mortar retailers are situated, so they are likely to bear the consequences of
pricing decisions made today far into the future. Perhaps the rational thing to do, even in the
absence of laws to the contrary, in a weather emergency is to (1) maintain price and (2) sell to
the bare shelves. Having said that, hug whoever you like!
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[The Invisible Forces] 81 (7 November 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(1 November 2012): “Hungry for Income, Banks Flirt With Payday Lending”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-11-01/hungry-for-income-banks-flirt-with-paydaylending)
--------“Seeking new income after federal rules limited fees from overdrafts and debit cards,
Wells Fargo, U.S. Bancorp, and other big banks are pitching short-term, high-cost loans that
resemble the payday loans more commonly offered by strip-mall storefront operations.” In
contrast to traditional payday lenders, banks are making sure that “customers can’t roll over their
borrowing indefinitely. Wells Fargo limits its loans to $500, charges $7.50 per $100 borrowed,
and cuts off customers who have not paid up after six consecutive loans.” North Carolina state
attorney general Roy Cooper is looking into these new financial products, noting: “We want to
come at this from all angles to prevent these kinds of loans in North Carolina.”
********The payday loan continues to assert itself in new configurations. It now appears to be
going more mainstream, albeit using different nomenclature.
(2 November 2012): “Artifact Prices Draw Looters”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203400604578075512400560682.html)
--------“Across the West, authorities are struggling to stop the looting of Indian antiquities. . . .
Steep prices for artifacts and high rural unemployment have made digging for antiquities a
popular pastime in places like eastern California, Nevada and Utah, where deserts have
preserved painted pots for thousands of years.” Despite the efforts of the National Park Service
and other federal agencies, the looting continues. “The market is really incredible,” notes
arrowhead dealer Terry Baxter of California. Although some dealers tend to be careful not to
sell such antiquities, “online outlets that specialize in artifacts make it easy to sell just about
anything.”
(2 November 2012): “Storm Gives a Jolt to Lumber Market”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204005004578080733669452700.html)
********Superstorm Sandy generated a good deal of news this week, often with economic
content. This article relates specifically to its effect on lumber prices—increasing them via an
increase in demand at a time when inventories were low, “thanks to a recent rebound in newhome construction in the U.S.” As Chris Palmer, a lumber trader in Birmingham, Alabama
notes: “The bottom line here is that there’s a wave of demand . . . There’s more housing
coming.” According to government data, “single-home starts rose 43% in September, compared
with a year earlier.”
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********Here are some additional Sandy stories:
•

(3 November 2012): “Cargo Ships Seek Alternate Ports”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204846304578095063571650502.
html)

•

(5 November 2012): “For Scrap Yards, Sandy Has Upside”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204755404578099124091819756.
html)

•

(7 November 2012): “A Sales Surge for Generator Maker”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324894104578103334072599870.html
)

(3 November 2012): “Schumpeter: Corporate burlesque”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21565610-case-stripping-away-secrecy-surroundingfirms-finances-corporate-burlesque)
--------The desire for financial transparency has led to “open-book management.” Advocates
share “all or most of a firm’s financial data with employees on a monthly, weekly or even daily
basis.” In addition to making the data available, such approaches involve “teaching workers to
read company accounts.” The training firm The Great Game of Business, which advises on
open-book techniques, “estimates that at least 4,000 firms worldwide have embraced all or most”
of these ideas. Although Southwest Airlines and Harley Davidson “have dabbled with openbook management” most fervent adopters are smaller private firms.
********You can learn more about The Great Game of Business at: http://greatgame.com/.
(3 November 2012): “America Gone Wild”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204846304578090753716856728.html)
--------Wild-animal populations are exploding in the U.S.: “It is very likely that in the eastern
United States today more people live in closer proximity to more wildlife than anywhere on
Earth at any time in history.” Changes in the geographic distribution of food production—from
eastern farms to the Midwest—has freed up 70 million acres, much of which has been returned
to forest. As a result, “In New England, an astonishing 86.7% of the land that was forested in
1630 had been reforested by 2007, according to the U.S. Forest Service.” This reforestation has
greatly expanded the interactions of wild animals with people. More than 4,000 drivers “will hit
a deer today.”
********Deer and beaver populations have responded dramatically from the levels they reached
in 1900. Deer populations are now roughly at the level they were at before Columbus. This
article is based upon the author’s recent book: Nature Wars: The Incredible Story of How
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Wildlife Comebacks Turned Backyards into Battlegrounds,” by Jim Sterba. You can learn more
about the book, which will be published November 13th, at: http://www.amazon.com/NatureWars-Incredible-Comebacks-Battlegrounds/dp/0307341968/ref=sr_1_1.
(3 November 2012): “Gene-Therapy Approval Marks Major Milestone”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203707604578095091940871524.html)
--------“The European Union has approved for sale the Western world’s first gene-therapy drug, a
type of medicine that introduces functioning genes to patients whose defective genes cause
disease.” The drug comes with a huge price tag—€1.25 million ($1.6 million). It is expected
that national insurers in Europe will “pay the tab.” The company producing the drug, UniQure,
“plans to file the drug for regulatory approval next year in the U.S., where there are no gene
therapies yet approved for sale.”
********With the approval of the first gene therapy, can the second be far behind?
(7 November 2012): “New Households Sprouting Up”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204707104578095223920995426.html)
--------“Americans are setting up house at the fastest rate in more than six years, an indication
that recession anxiety, which prompted adult children to move in with their parents and single
people to postpone marriage, is starting to ease. The nation added 1.15 million households in the
12 months that ended in September, according to the most recent Census Bureau data.”
Household formation “is tied to employment growth” and means that “more students are finding
jobs when they leave college, more adult children are leaving their parents’ homes and more
couples feel confident enough about the future to tie the know. It could also mean that
immigration is picking up.” Demographer Kenneth Johnson of the University of New
Hampshire’s Carsey Institute notes: “During the recession, a lot of those major life events like
marriage, children and migration were put on hold.” The rise in household formation is “good
news for home builders, who are betting that many people will prefer buying a new place to
renting an apartment.”
********The upswing of housing points clearly to the importance of careful and timely action
on the national level. At a time when consumer confidence and consumer behavior is swelling
injudicious action—inaction—at the federal level could bring economic expansion to an
untimely end. May our congressional leaders act with clarity and a sense of urgency.
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[The Invisible Forces] 82 (14 November 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(8 November 2012): “The Bookkeeper Of Venice”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203707604578092813119816922.html)
--------A review of Double Entry: How the Merchants of Venice Created Modern Finance, by
Jane Gleeson-White. “Accountancy has a good claim to being the world’s oldest profession.
The first accounts can be traced back to Mesopotamia in the seventh millennia B.C., when
transactions were recorded by the transfer of small tokens. The ancient Greeks were avid recordkeepers. So were the Romans, whose Tabulae Rationum were a rudimentary forerunner of
double-entry bookkeeping.” But it was Tuscan mathematician Luca Pacioli in the late 15th
century who is responsible for the emergence of the double-entry bookkeeping that is the
foundation of modern accounting. Although the author has a “tendency to hyperbole” and is
sometimes unable to convincingly make connections to other topics of interest, e.g., national
income accounting, Double Entry, “provides an accessible introduction to this key development
in the history of capitalism.”
(8 November 2012): “The Long-Term Economic To-Do List”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324073504578104464153878672.html)
--------The Capital column, by David Wessel. There are four long-term issues that require the
attention of President Obama and Washington. “Today’s problem is unemployment. The deficit
is tomorrow’s problem: Spending on promised benefits will far exceed anticipated tax revenue
even after the economy recovers.” It matters how the deficit is reduced. Next, there are
problems surrounding jobs and wages. Roughly 20% of men between ages 25 and 54 don’t
have a job. Furthermore, the median employed man between 25 and 65 earned “16% less than in
1999, adjusted for inflation.” Although women have done better, in that median income is up for
4% over the same time period, their earnings are about 75% of what men earn. Thirdly, there is
mobility. “The distance between the penthouse and the ground floor is growing yet the
escalators of mobility—such as education—haven’t improved commensurably.” Finally, there is
climate change. This topic simply wasn’t discussed during the presidential campaign. “But that
doesn’t mean it can be ignored for four more years.” [Emphasis added.]
********In relation to mobility, Wessel notes “The next four years would be more productive if
they began with an acknowledgment that the gap between winners and losers in the U.S.
economy has been widening.” It seems that the three other long-term issue identified by Wessel
would benefit by a similar acknowledgment of what is.
(9 November 2012): “Heartland Draws Hispanics To Help Revive Small Towns”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443696604577645500654098514.html)
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--------“The ‘Latino Diaspora’ is playing a key role in revitalizing small-town America once
plagued with a shrinking tax base and dim prospects for economic growth.” Increasingly
Hispanics are moving form “traditional settlement areas in the Western U.S. to the interior.
Drawn by well-paying blue-collar jobs, affordable housing and safe neighborhoods, Latinos have
settled in towns that hadn’t experienced immigration for a century.” One example is the
Midwestern community of Ottumwa, Iowa, is an example; a decision by Cargill to expand its
pork plant production drew many to the town, with the result that “Storefronts that were boarded
up on Main Street are [now] occupied by Latino-owned groceries and restaurants.” Former
mayor Dale Uehling formed a diversity task force to “address community concerns and
challenges related to the absorption of the newcomers.” New business funding faced some
challenges, as local banks weren’t interested in making the small loans that were typically sought
for businesses oriented toward Hispanic customers. The development of local micro-lending
alternatives has helped address this issue.
(9 November 2012): “Meet the Refinery Turning Wood into Gas”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324073504578107250164279798.html)
--------“A plant in Mississippi will start selling gasoline made from wood by the end of the
month, said owner KiOR Inc., putting the firm ahead in a race to be the first in the U.S. to make
large quantities of renewable fuel from a source that isn’t food.” But the commercial stage that
this next-generation plant fuel is in depends upon federal policy and “anything that would
happen to destabilize that policy is going to put a lot of uncertainty in the process.” Cellulosebased ethanol is can be used to compensate for corn-based ethanol that has become increasingly
costly to produce due to drought-related increases in corn prices. Seven state governors have
requested the EPA to “waive the portion of the federal mandate to use corn ethanol.”
(10 November 2012): “Newspapers versus Google: Taxing times”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21565928-newspapers-woes-grow-some-arelobbying-politicians-make-google-pay-news-it)
--------At a time when traditional media revenues and profitability are falling, some are seeking
to limit the news aggregation activities of Google. “In Germany politicians are considering a bill
to extend copyright protection to excerpts of newspaper articles appearing in search engines’
results, thus enabling publishers to collect payment for them.” This could result in a royalty
collecting society akin to the one the music industry has for songs. Whether legislative action is
taken or not, traditional media firms are adapting. “The emerging business model is now the
metered paywall: a few free articles entice readers, but they must pay if they want more (a mode
used by The Economist and the New York Times, among others. Paywalls have doubled in
America this year.”
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********Paywalls are an exclusion device, one often used to generate revenue from items
previously given away for free. Often the only way that a particular good or service can be
provided is by the construction of such devices, e.g., scramblers on satellite television signals.
The Wall Street Journal has a slightly different approach in that it provides open (free) access to
some articles and restricted (paid) access to others. I wonder what the thinking is behind the two
different approaches. It would be interesting to explore these business models (and others) more
systematically.
(10 November 2012): “Tribes Clash Over Gambling”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204707104578095402242086578.html)
--------Reservation-based gambling has been an important source of income for tribes across the
U.S. for many years. A more recent development is the practice of “taking in trust” in which a
tribe purchases “off-reservation land for tribal business.” That has led to the expansion of
gambling beyond the reservation if approved by the Interior Department’s Bureau of Indian
Affairs. As a result, tribal casinos are now competing with one another to a degree that is new.
During the Bush administration the “commutable distance standard” was applied when
approving new casinos, resulting in the approval of 12 “trust” requests from 2005 through 2008.
However, the approval process has eased during the Obama administration with the rescinding of
the commutable distance requirement. Tribes have been using the courts to defend themselves
against new tribal competitors, although an even larger concern looms on the horizon—nontribal gambling. As one tribal leader notes, “This casino boom isn’t going to last forever.”
********The casino boom isn’t the only opportunity that won’t last forever—there is also the
shale oil boom in North Dakota, which has led to a large inflow of cash to the reservations of the
Three Affiliated Tribes (the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara nations). You can learn more about
some of the issues they are dealing with at: http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-1108/badlands-crude.
(12 November 2012): “Why Washington Has It Wrong on Small Business”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303768104577460040429463650.html)
--------“Democrats and Republicans alike line up behind the idea that small firms are job creators
. . . and they deserve a helping hand from the federal government. Yet we are not doing all we
can to support them—because we’re treating them all exactly the same.” A more differentiated
approach to small businesses than that currently taken by the Small Business Administration
would recognize this simple fact: “Most small businesses start small and stay that way. . . . 75%
of small-business owners aren’t aiming for growth at all. They’re basically just looking for a
steady job as their own boss.” Compare that to the wide-ranging impact of a startup like
Facebook. Clearly, a better approach to small businesses is to “Make sure local businesses with
more-modest ambitions and dynamic startups both get the customized attention they deserve.”
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********This makes sense to me—“different strokes for different folks.” Of course, such a
classification of small businesses into ‘traditional small businesses’ and ‘startups’ is likely to be
contentious and carry with it an implicit ranking. The author of the article is Aaron Chatterji, an
associate professor at Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business.
(13 November 2012): “Who Will Fix Pilot Crisis?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324894104578115102412829428.html)
--------A dramatic increase in the number of training hours for pilots coupled with increasing
pilot retirements promise to contribute to a future shortage in qualified pilots. This comes at a
time when the attractiveness of being a pilot—due to wage reductions—has decreased
significantly. Starting pay at a new airline job “often is under $25,000 a year.” To make things
worse, much of pilot training is paid for by the pilots themselves and can run to as much as
$150,000 “to train to the point where they become eligible for commercial flying jobs.”
Consequently, new approaches are being considered, including tuition sharing and much more
focused pilot training. In the U.S. pilots typically train on a variety of different planes, whereas
with Germany’s Deutsche Lufthansa AG there is “greater emphasis on simulator sessions
focused on skills needed to fly twin-engine jets rather than total hours aloft.” China takes a
similar approach. Regional airlines in the U.S. are most likely to be adversely affected by the
shortage, as national airlines are likely to meet their pilot needs by hiring regional pilots.
********There is an illuminating interview at the Video tab.
(13 November 2012): “U.S. Redraws World Oil Map”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324073504578115152144093088.html)
--------According to a recent report of the International Energy Agency based in Paris, “the U.S.
will overtake Saudi Arabia as the world’s largest oil producer by 2020.” The source of this
shake up of the global oil order is shale oil and gas. This change is likely to influence U.S.
energy policy as it moves from a basis in scarcity to one of “energy adequacy.” Still, shale oil is
expensive to produce and water dependent. The IEA believes the intensive use of water “will
increasingly impose additional costs” and could “threaten the viability of projects” for shale oil
and gas.
(13 November 2012): “Milk Price Fight Boils Over”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204707104578093463721731872.html)
--------“Dairy farmers around the country have been pushed to the brink lately by drought and
skyrocketing feed costs. But in California they are also battling another force: cheese makers.”
In California the price cheese makers pay for their milk is set by a formula that keeps the price of
milk lower than in other states. The “Class 4b” milk regulation “sets minimum prices for all
milk buyers every month, aiming to protect dairy farmers from market volatility and ensure a
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steady milk supply. There isn’t a maximum price, but farmers stay relative close to the
minimum to remain competitive.” Roughly 100 dairy farmers have ceased operation this year
but cheese makers say that “raising the minimum price would push cheese production out of
California, which is already a difficult place to do business because of excessive regulation.”
According to the California Department of Food and Agriculture, they are “evaluating ways to
improve the price system” and have convened a task force of milk producers and cheese
processors to look into the situation.
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[The Invisible Forces] 83 (21 November 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(14 November 2012): “America’s Shadow Pharmacies”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-11-14/americas-shadow-pharmacies)
--------The recent New England Compounding Center (NECC) scandal relating to the sale of
contaminated back-pain steroids has resulted in 32 deaths and 438 suffering infections. This has
drawn attention to the gray area that compounding pharmacies occupy in the U.S. regulatory
system. In Senate hearings held in 2003, testimony was taken on the potential dangers of
compounding pharmacies but was countered by the lobbying activities of Houston physician
Steven Hotze, an “impresario of a nationally prominent alternative-medicine practice.” He noted
in written testimony: “Regulatory agencies cannot prevent an individual from committing a
criminal act. However, regulatory agencies can, and often do, adversely affect the efficient, safe,
and product practice of business.” Hotze, and the International Academy of Compounding
Pharmacists, have continued to mobilize at the threat of additional federal regulation, arguing
that the FDA has failed “to employ muscle it already has.”
********The article provides a glimpse of some of the interests involved and strategies used by
those in the industry. The material about Steven Hotze and the Hotze Health & Wellness Center
provides additional connections. You can learn more about the Hotze Center at:
http://www.hotzehwc.com/.
(15 November 2012): “U.S. Attempts to Clarify Antibribery Law”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324735104578118850181434228.html)
--------On Wednesday the U.S. Justice Department provided additional guidance “about which
practices might put corporations in violation of a far-reaching antibribery law.” The report is the
most comprehensive effort to date to reduce ambiguity in the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.
“Broadly, the memo recites positions long held by the government and avoids rigid policy
pronouncements.”
********You can read the coverage of the New York Times at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/15/business/justice-dept-issues-guidance-on-foreignbribes.html. You can read the full report at: http://www.sec.gov/spotlight/fcpa/fcpa-resourceguide.pdf.
(15 November 2012): “How Germany Is Getting to 100 Percent Renewable Energy”
(http://www.commondreams.org/view/2012/11/15-1)
********An article from the website for Common Dreams. The article relates that the process
of “energy transformation” in Germany was inspired by U.S. president Jimmy Carter. What
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caught my attention is something that I hadn’t really thought deeply about, namely the
competitive aspects of electric power generation in the U.S. The key statement was: “Anybody
in Germany can be a utility.” Suddenly a good deal of the “debate” over alternative energy
seems clear—incumbents don’t want more competition. This is, no doubt, oversimplified but
surely a large part of the story.
(16 November 2012): “Export U.S. Gas, Yes or No?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324595904578121242654761004.html)
********There is nothing surprising here, as there are predictable arguments from those who
expect to benefit from a U.S. policy decision to not export oil and gas (Dow Chemical), and
those who expect to benefit from their export (most oil and gas producers). However, the article
suggests (on the authority of energy expert Daniel Yergin) that “The market on the supply side
and demand side can grow for at least a couple of decades” before prices rise significantly. I will
be looking to the months and years to come to see how the supposed policy goal of “energy
independence” gets incorporated in this discussion. Perhaps even a nod to atmospheric carbon?
(17 November 2012): “The Future Question for Storm Victims: Can the Past be Rebuilt?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324595904578120962784383982.html)
--------Superstorm Sandy destroyed the homes and businesses of many in Sea Bright, New
Jersey, and other coastal towns, and has left them facing “questions over not just how to rebuild
in a way that defends lives and property against surging sea levels and more intense storms, but
whether to rebuild at all.” The devastation “has united an unlikely coalition of free-market think
tanks, environmentalists, business owners and insurers arguing the moral hazard of rebuilding in
coastal zones that might best be returned to nature.” Orrin Pilkey, a coastal geologist at Duke
University, whose parents suffered losses from hurricanes Camille and Katrina, notes: “It is very
difficult to get beyond the sympathy factor . . . But it works against us. . . . We are subsidizing,
even encouraging, very dangerous development.” As one example, the FEMA flood-insurance
program subsidizes insurance rates “for more than a fifth of its 5.6 million residential and
business policyholders. With these subsidies, people pay premiums less than half the program’s
full-risk rate, according to government research. Critics say discount rates mask the actual risk
of coastal living and discourage spending to fortify homes against wind and water damage.”
Historically, a disproportionate share of claims has been for repetitive-loss properties. So-called
severe repetitive-loss properties are those “that have received at least four payments of more than
$5,000 each, or two payments cumulatively exceeding the property’s value.”
********Coastal development and appropriate policy toward it are continuing issues. In light of
the increasing damage inflicted by these weather events, does it really make sense to subsidize
those who would build in harm’s way?
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(17 November 2012): “Learning to Love Volatility”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324735104578120953311383448.html)
********Well-known author of The Black Swan, Nassim Nicholas Taleb, has a new book:
Antifragile: Things That Gain from Disorder (Random House), which will be released on
November 27th. This article, written by Taleb, is a summary of the contents of Antifragile. Its
connection to his earlier book is indicated in the statement: “To deal with black swans, we . . .
need things that gain from volatility, variability, stress and disorder. . . . The only existing
expression remotely close to the concept of antifragility is what we derivatives traders call ‘long
gamma,’ to describe financial packages that benefit from market volatility.” The policy
implication that Taleb derives is this: “emphasizing antifragility means that our private and
public sectors should be able to thrive and improve in the face of disorder. By grasping the
mechanisms of antifragility, we can make better decisions without the illusion of being able to
predict the next big thing.”
********You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Antifragile-ThingsThat-Gain-Disorder/dp/1400067820/ref=pd_luc_cartrec_01_01_t_lh.
(19 November 2012): “An Agenda For Growth: Government And Business Need to Work
Together”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324735104578120833627528490.html)
********A look at some of the thinking about economic growth that emerged from the recently
convened CEO Council of the Wall Street Journal. The Council was comprised of “more than
100 chief executives of large companies” who met “for a day and a half to discuss the most
pressing public policy and business issues.” The top five priorities of the Council were: (1)
balanced deficit reduction; (2) business tax reform; (3) immigration reform; (4) competitiveness;
and (5) promote shale oil and gas. Interestingly, four of the top five priorities came from the
“Agenda For Growth” group. The special report is available in its entirety at:
http://online.wsj.com/itp/20121119/us/thejournalreport.
(19 November 2012): “Drillers Begin Reusing ‘Frack Water’”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203937004578077183112409260.html)
--------Companies large and small, confronted by large disposal costs and increasing water costs,
are turning to recycling water used in fracking. Although this water “can’t currently be cleaned
up enough for drinking or growing crops, it can be cleaned of chemicals and rock debris and
reused to frack additional wells.” Energy giant Schlumberger “predicts that a million new wells
will be fracked around the world between now and 2035.” In Pennsylvania, where there are few
injection wells to dispose of fracking water, water is typically transported to Ohio, which
recently began issuing permits for injection wells. “In the Northeast, oil companies have to pay
up to $8 per 42-gallon barrel to contractors to haul wastewater for disposal elsewhere.” Clay
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Terry of Halliburton’s Water Solutions unit notes: “As the political and regulatory environment
continues to shift toward protecting and constraining the use of finite resources, the operating
community will continue to move to alternative sources.”
(19 November 2012): “IKEA Regrets Use of East German Prisoners”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324735104578122970401177526.html)
--------As the result of a study, Swedish furniture company IKEA “expressed regret over having
profited from the use of prison laborers in East Germany” between 25 and 30 years ago. “The
admission is expected to fuel demands by alleged victims for compensation and further debate
over which present-day Western companies may have also benefited from forced labor behind
the Iron Curtain.” The study was undertaken by accounting firm Ernst & Young at IKEA’s
request.
********This article appeared three days after my Principles of Microeconomics students
completed their semester-long reading of The Red Market, by Scott Carney. (You can read an
extended excerpt from the book, about the market for hair, at:
http://onwisconsin.uwalumni.com/features/black-gold/.) One of the things they mentioned at our
last discussion was the importance of supply chains in “red” markets, i.e., markets for body parts
and the like, and their frequent lack of transparency (little is known about earlier links in the
chain). It seems that knowledge of each link, both present and past, is growing. That knowledge
may well modify what people think about the items they consume.
(20 November 2012): “California Spurs Electric Cars”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323894704578115153704768888.html)
--------California, due to its “famously smoggy air,” has enacted rules to improve its air for more
than twenty years, and for more than a decade they have required auto makers “to sell some
vehicles that produce little to no tailpipe exhaust, such as electric or hydrogen fuel-cell cars.”
The rules become stricter next year, so “automakers can no longer avoid selling electric cars—
even if few consumers are rushing to buy them.” As a result, Chrysler Group LLC will soon
unveil the Fiat 500e, a car that it is unlikely to find many buyers or turn a profit any time soon.
California comprises roughly 10% of the U.S. car market, and its importance grows considering
that 10 other states, including New York, New Jersey, and Maryland, have followed its
regulations. “The number of zero-emission cars that must be sold . . . is determined by a
complicated formula. . . . Generally, a car maker that sells 100,000 vehicles a year in California
would have to sell at least 1,000 battery-powered electric cars with a 100-mile range a year
starting in 2015.”
*********I am understanding the article to say that starting next year in order for a car maker to
have access to the California market it must produce an all-electric vehicle (zero emission
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car). So, it seems that the rule is somewhat like an admissions fee to a fishing pond, although the
total price one pays also depends upon the number of fish you catch.
(20 November 2012): “As Coal Mines Shut, ‘Big Iron’ Gets Dirt Cheap”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324073504578106911739318182.html)
--------The historic shift from coal to natural gas, largely driving by hydraulic fracturing, has
reduced quarterly U.S. coal production in Appalachia by approximately 25% since the second
quarter of 2008. With future prospects no better, coal companies are selling their ‘big iron’—
large mining equipment. Buyers from around the world recently gathered in Raleigh, North
Carolina for what one Australia buyer called “the biggest auction of big iron I have ever seen.”
The person who uttered those words, Peter Turner, “gladly spent nearly $1 million for three
tractor-like machines made by Caterpillar Inc. If purchased new, he would have spent near $3
million.” Trinity Coal Corp. of West Virginia, which in the midst of restructuring, was selling
much of the equipment so as to raise money and reduce maintenance costs.
********Somewhat related is the recent announcement by bankrupt Patriot Coal Corp. that it
would phase out all mountaintop removal coal mining in central Appalachia. You can learn
more about Patriot’s announcement at: http://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/patriot-coal-stopmountaintop-removal-mining-17732637.
(21 November 2012): “Doctor’s Alleged Role Highlights Ties Between Investors and Medical
Field” (http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324712504578131543399178634.html)
--------“On the evening of July 29, 2008, Sidney Gilman, a prominent neurologist, and
representatives of Elan Corp. and Wyeth hopped on a conference call for doctors, Wall Street
analysts and investors to discuss results of a clinical trial for a drug to treat Alzheimer’s. The
next day investors dumped the shares of both Elan and Wyeth on concern that the trial wasn’t
going well.” However, at least one hedge-fund manager “received an early diagnosis on the
trial’s problems in the weeks before the conference call—from Dr. Gilman himself.” The
manager, Mathew Martoma, was a former employee of SAC Capital Advisers, which is now
implicated in what federal prosecutors have call “the most lucrative insider-trading scheme ever”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323713104578130930796204500.html).
This focuses attention on firms that connects experts with investors and collects fees for the
service. The Gilman-SACS case will likely “compel institutions to further limit contact between
their researchers and professional investors.”
********Michael Mayhew, chairman of Integrity Research Associates (IRA), which tracks
expert networks, notes: “Historically the demand for two different kinds of experts—doctors and
technology specialists—has driven the growth of this industry.” You can learn more about IRA
at: http://www.integrity-research.com/cms/.
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********This reminds me of the 1980 Bayh-Dole Act
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayh%E2%80%93Dole_Act) that changed intellectual property
law for federally-sponsored research in the U.S. Since such research was typically made
available to all, i.e., without exclusion the Bayh-Dole Act, by introducing the possibility of
exclusion by alternative owners of intellectual property, provided new opportunities to monetize
research. Hence the greater attraction for insider-trading activities such as described in the
article.
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[The Invisible Forces] 84 (28 November 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(16 November 2012): “Jeff Bezos: The Ultimate Disrupter”
(http://management.fortune.cnn.com/2012/11/16/jeff-bezos-amazon/)
********This article from the 3 December 2012 issue of Fortune heralds Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s
CEO, as the 2012 Businessperson of the Year. There were two things in it that struck me as
particularly interesting. First, Bezos begins meetings of his “S-team” of senior executives with
them “quietly absorbing the written word. Specifically, before any discussion begins, members
of the team—including Bezos—consume six-page printed memos in total silence for as long as
30 minutes.” Bezos notes about the narrative-based memos: “Full sentences are harder to write .
. . They have verbs. The paragraphs have topic sentences. There is no way to write a six-page,
narratively structured memo and not have clear thinking.” Second, his customer focus, which
evokes a clear memory of Steven Covey’s habit “Start with the end in mind.” Bezos says: “We
innovate by starting with the customer and working backwards . . . That becomes the touchstone
for how we invent.” These are just two nuggets in a rich mine.
********In the same issue of Fortune there is an interview of the biographers of Sam Walton
(John Huey) and Steve Jobs (Walter Isaacson). The interview provides useful perspectives on
the people they were and the business strategies they followed. Having read the article on
Walton and Jobs after the article on Bezos, I conclude that there is a more than a little bit of Sam
and Steve in Jeff. You can read the article and form your own conclusions at:
http://management.fortune.cnn.com/2012/11/15/steve-jobs-sam-walton/.
(17 November 2012): “Aging Nuke Plants Add to Europe’s Economic Woes”
(http://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/aging-nuke-plants-add-europes-economic-woes17747229#.UK90ROQUWSo)
--------A Lithuanian nuclear power plant sits idle in Ignalina, with “nuclear fuel in one of its two
reactors.” Shut down three years ago, the “temporary storage facility for its spent fuel and
radioactive waste is four years behind schedule.” Although member states of the EU don’t need
permission to build nuclear plants, the need to conform to safety rules for dismantling them,
which is threatening EU funding. Contributing to the challenge is the fact that “Only a handful
of reactors worldwide have been fully dismantled, meaning the process is largely uncharted
territory.” According to energy expert Steven Thomas, robots not-yet invented will be required
for the dismantling, since “The robots we have at the moment won’t do it because the levels of
radioactivity will send them berserk.” The costs of decommissioning the facility continue to
grow. More than $1.3 billion have been spent at Ignalina to date and this does not include the
cost of dismantling the core, which is the toughest job.
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********This Associated Press article ran in the Asheville Citizen-Times on November 22nd. It
caught my attention because in my managerial finance class we just discussed “shut-down costs”
and dismantling nuclear plants have enormous shut-down costs. Steven Thomas, of Britain’s
Greenwich University, says that nuclear operators in Britain “were supposed to pay for the
decommissioning” of its reactors, “but over the decades the cost was passed to the government,
which will have to come up with $190 billion over the next century to dismantle the country’s
existing nuclear power plants.” Many projects look good when shut-down costs are paid by
someone else.
********An internet search on the cost of dismantling nuclear power plants turned up an article
from the New York Times published 25 November1986, which relates the story of the
dismantling of the first commercial nuclear reactor in the world—the Shippingport Atomic
Power Station at Shippingport, Pennsylvania, which began producing electricity on 18 December
1957. You can read the story at: http://www.nytimes.com/1986/11/25/science/nuclear-powerplant-dismantled.html.
********In the Wall Street Journal of 23 November 2012 there is a related article on “Nuclear
Power’s New Hope: Small Reactors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324712504578133444064780114.html).
The U.S. Department of Energy “said it would help bring to market a small, modular nuclearpower reactor from [Charlotte, North Carolina-based] Babcock & Wilcox Co.” The department
has said “it will cover no more than half of the development and licensing costs.” The attraction
of the smaller reactors seems to stem from increased standardization and lower start-up costs, as
well as the potential reduced operating costs from reduced security staffs, but nothing is said
about shut-down costs. Certainly they should be part of the consideration, as the experience of
Lithuania points out.
(21 November 2012): “Health Care’s Epidemic of Insider Trading”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-11-21/health-cares-epidemic-of-insider-trading)
--------“The markets are awash in insider trading, and the health-care industry has been
particularly hard-hit. Health care businesses offer illegal traders abundant opportunities to profit
from unpublicized data about earnings and deals.” Rod Rosenstein, the U.S. attorney for
Maryland, notes: “Health care is particularly attractive to criminals because so much turns on the
government regulatory approval.” Since 2008, “at least 83 people . . . have been sued by the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission or charged . . . with passing or receiving insidertrading tips involving pharmaceutical, biotechnology, or other health-care stocks.”
********The article is bracketed by the sad story of James Fan, who committed suicide as a
result of his involvement with insider trading of the stock of Seattle Genetics. It provides a look
at the breadth and depth of insider-trading activities.
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(21 November 2012): “Why Can’t India Feed Its People?”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-11-21/why-cant-india-feed-its-people)
********This article doesn’t have much to say about why India can’t feed its people, although it
does note: “Corruption, incompetence, and official indifference mean record stockpiles of grain
rot in warehouses, and supplies meant for the poor are often stolen.” But what it does provide is
a narrative of one Indian who escaped its poverty and who has come back to relate what he
found, especially as it relates to one villager, Ghanshyam. The conditions described are
troubling and the lack of food leaves villagers in a “nutritional purgatory—they eat enough to fill
their stomachs but not enough to stay healthy.” The author of the article, Mehul Srivastava,
reflecting on his own nutrition and that of his relatives: “A single generation of good nutrition
catapulted us into the top 10 percent of Indians for height and health.”
(23 November 2012): “The Cost of Dropping Out”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324595904578117400943472068.html)
--------“A bachelor’s degree remains by far the clearest path to the American middle class.” But
for those who attend college but do not graduate, the challenge is great. Speaking to the cost of a
college education, Lauren Asher, president of the Institute for College Access and Success,
notes: “Graduating with a lot of debt can be daunting . . . Having a lot of debt and not graduating
is even more daunting.” Compared to students who graduate, students who drop out are: much
more likely to be unemployed; earn significantly less; and default on their loans at much higher
rates. College attendance rates have grown as “jobs for high-school graduates dry up” with
colleges drawing more students who don’t fit the mold of “mostly middle-class children living
on campus and going to school full-time.” A recent survey found that “just a quarter of
undergraduates are ‘traditional’ students, defined as full-time students on a four-year residential
campus.”
(24 November 2012): “The Father of Fractals”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324439804578107271772910506.html)
********This is a review of the autobiography of Benoit Mandelbrot, The Fractalist, by
Stephen Wolfram. It is of interest because of the author, Benoit Mandelbrot, who is best-known
for his work on fractals, although he contributed important work to statistics, economics, and
other fields, too. The review is also of interest because of the reviewer, Steve Wolfram, whose
programming system Mathematica (http://www.wolfram.com/mathematica/) is to mathematical
computation as Word is to word processing. The book is the story of a self-described
“wandering scientist” and “would-be Kepler of complexity” who had a diverse and exciting
career in-and-out of universities while also having a 35-year career at IBM. What really caught
my attention was the story about how Mandelbrot’s “break-out book” Fractals came to be
written. In the early 1970s mathematician Mark Kac suggested that Mandelbrot “Stop writing
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lots of papers about strangely diverse topics and instead tie them together in a book.”
Mandelbrot’s search for a unifying theme resulted in Fractals, so it was an act of synthesis that
ultimately brought his work to a broader public.
(25 November 2012): “Manufacturing: The new maker rules”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21567127-big-forces-are-reshaping-worldmanufacturing-new-maker-rules)
--------In a new report by McKinsey Global Institute, entitled “Manufacturing in the Future,” an
optimistic picture is drawn for developing and developed countries, alike. However, the term
‘manufacturing’ is undergoing change, describing “a whole range of activities” including the
blurring of manufacturing jobs with service jobs: “At American ‘manufacturers’, 34% of jobs are
service-like, rising to 55% in the global-innovative-technology sector.” If these service-like jobs
are removed from manufacturing employment in the U.S., manufacturing employment drops
significantly. Currently, the U.S. is 12th in the world in terms of the percent of GDP from
manufacturing; China is first.
********The new maker rules weren’t obvious to me, although the old ones were clearly stated:
“you must seek economies of scale” and “you must reduce unit-labour costs.” Perhaps the new
rules involve consideration that “New machines can print every item differently. More flexible
robots are getting cheaper and better at doing all the boring and dirty stuff.” Whatever they are,
the article provides a useful summary of some of the points in the McKinsey report. You can
learn more about the report, and find pdfs of its Executive Summary and Full Report, at:
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/mgi/research/productivity_competitiveness_and_growth/the_
future_of_manufacturing.
(25 November 2012): “Mexico and the United States: The Rise of Mexico”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21567081-america-needs-look-again-its-increasinglyimportant-neighbour-rise-mexico)
--------In six hours of presidential debates, not one direct mention was made to Mexico, whereas
there were 60 to China. This disproportion ignores some important facts: 10% of Mexican
citizens live in the U.S.; Mexico’s GDP exceeds that of South Korea; and Mexico grew faster
than Brazil in 2011. Furthermore, “on present trends, by 2018 America will import more from
Mexico than any other country. ‘Made in China’ is giving way to ‘Hécho en Mexico’.” With
expanding trade and changing immigration patterns, it is time for the U.S. to reassess its policies
toward its neighbor to the south.
********This is the leader for a 14-page special report on Mexico. You can read the special
report at: http://www.economist.com/printedition/2012-11-24.
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(26 November 2012): “Natural-Gas Boom’s Flip Side”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444592704578066964123991082.html)
--------“The boom in U.S. natural-gas production has driven economic growth across much of the
country, but not everyone is a winner.” Appalachian areas, such as Buckhannon, West Virginia,
although rich in natural gas and coal, have fallen upon hard times. “A glut of natural gas has
pushed prices lower for both gas and coal . . . This has lowered energy costs for homes and
businesses . . . But lower prices for coal and gas have resulted in lower revenues for some energy
companies, prompting them to cut back on gas drilling and coal mining . . . and some local and
state government tax collections are being impacted.”
(27 November 2012): “Starbucks Plays to Local Chinese Tastes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324784404578142931427720970.html)
--------“After nearly 14 years of working to persuade China to buy into its foreign coffee culture,
Starbucks Corp. is aiming to become more Chinese as it plans a rapid expansion in the country.”
This comes as Starbucks plans a major Chinese expansion by 800 stores in the next three years,
up from its current 700. Although coffee is catching on, China remains “a tea-drinking nation.”
As a result, a change in product mix is on the way—more offerings like red bean frappuccinos—
as is a redesign of the interior space of a Starbucks: “Chinese consumers value space and
couches on which to relax in the afternoon.” Experts believe that “corporate localization in
China is crucial, as most consumers have culturally entrenched tastes that differ from Western
ones.”
(27 November 2012): “Probiotics’ Benefits May Be More Than a Gut Feeling”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324784404578143402702878118.html)
--------“One of the fastest-growing dietary supplements, probiotics are now prominent on drug
and big-box store shelves. They are live microorganisms . . . that when consumed in capsules or
yogurt are said to confer a health benefit. So far, however, there is little scientific proof of their
effectiveness.” Still, probiotics are widely considered to be safe, “except for people with an
impaired immune system.” They affect the distinct microbiome that every person has. At
present probiotics “aren’t required to obtain Food and Drug Administration approval before
they’re marketed.” As a result, health claims of probiotics “are not necessarily . . . well
substantiated.”
********You can learn more about microbiomes at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/19/science/studies-of-human-microbiome-yield-newinsights.html. A much lengthier article—“Germs Are Us”—recently appeared in The New
Yorker, but it requires a subscription. You can get a glimpse of it at:
http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2012/10/22/121022fa_fact_specter
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(28 November 2012): “Head of Baseball Union Transformed Pro Sports [Marvin Miller]”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324784404578145524191397306.html)
--------Marvin Miller died Tuesday at age 95. A veteran union negotiator, he “revolutionized the
relationship between sports teams and their athletes by securing free agency for Major League
Baseball players.” Taking charge of baseball’s players association in 1966, he helped the
average player salary grow from $19,000 to $240,000 when he retired in 1982. In a career of
great success, his only significant lost was in the 1972 Curt Flood case, in which “the Supreme
Court upheld baseball’s antitrust exemption.” Legendary sports announcer Red Barber “called
Mr. Miller ‘one of the three most important men in baseball history’—alongside Babe Ruth and
Jackie Robinson.”
********There is a much fuller obituary in the New York Times. You can read it at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/28/sports/baseball/marvin-miller-union-leader-who-changedbaseball-dies-at-95.html.
(28 November 2012): “Global Steel Industry Faces Capacity Glut”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324595904578116761144046732.html)
--------“This year, steel mills around the world have a production capacity of 1.8 billion tons but
will take orders for only 1.5 billion tons.” But instead of consolidating, the industry is expanding
capacity. “By 2016, an estimated 100 new mills, with total estimated supply capacity of 350
million tons, are expected to come on stream . . . Companies in Vietnam, Argentina, Ecuador,
Peru and Bolivia, all backed in some way by their governments, are building or planning new
mills.” The global steel industry “is expected to remain, for the foreseeable future, the most
fractured of major industries. The world’s top five steel companies control only 18.2% of global
steel supply. By contrast, the world’s top five car companies control 50.6% of the global
market.” The world’s largest steel company, ArcelorMittal, has 6% of the global market. “The
steel industry owes its fractured nature, in part, to its historic role as an economic engine.”
According to David Hounshell, a professor on industrial history at Carnegie Mellon University,
“No nation has ever industrialized without developing its own steel industry. . . . The end result
is always overcapacity.”
(28 November 2012): “Executives’ Good Luck in Trading Own Stock”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444100404577641463717344178.html)
--------“Corporate executives long have bought and sold shares of their own companies, and
outside investors have long tracked such trades, in the belief that insiders have a particularly
good feel for how companies are faring.” Although executives can trade for legitimate reasons,
“they must avoid trading on nonpublic information, and that can lead to sticky situations, since
executives do possess just such information much of the time.” Regulatory efforts to avoid this
dilemma involve arrangements known as 10b5-1 plan, which “spell out certain times of the year,
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or certain target prices, when corporate executives intend to buy or sell shares of their own
company.” However, the system has numerous shortcomings, due to issues of disclosure and
timing. Harvard University business professor Lauren Cohen has studied executive trading and
“found a lot of evidence that these insiders do statistically much better than we’ expect.”
********The article draws from a recent Wall Street Journal examination of regulatory records
on “thousands of instances since 2004 when corporate executives made trades in their own
company’s stock during the five trading days before the company released material, potentially
market-moving news.” The Interactive Graphics tab for the article shows the relationship
between trades and market-moving news for six corporate executives. Short of an outright
prohibition of all trading by sitting corporate executives, it is hard to see how this knowledge
issue can be adequately resolved. I suspect that complete resolution is neither necessary nor
desirable.
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[The Invisible Forces] 85 (5 December 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(29 November 2012): “A-B Tech plans craft beverage institute” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20121129/NEWS/311290023/A-B-Tech-plans-craft-beverage-institute)
--------“Asheville-Buncombe Technical Community College announced plans Wednesday for
creating a comprehensive program designed to support the area’s growing craft beverage
industry, from production to sales and distribution. If approved by the state, the Craft Beverage
Institute of the Southeast would be the only program of its kind in the region and would launch
in fall 2013.” The program will help support the burgeoning craft brewing market in Asheville,
as well as tap into the winery and distillery industries.
********It is interesting to see this take place. In a somewhat related article, Mountain Xpress
just reported on Noble Cider, which will be Asheville’s first business to produce hard cider. You
can read more at: http://www.mountainx.com/article/47015/Drinking-the-apple-Noble-vies-tobe-the-first-company-to-bring-hard-cider-to-Asheville. You can see the website for Noble Cider,
with a number of photos about their production process and blogging about their development,
at: http://noblecider.com/.
(29 November 2012): “Urging Economists to Step Away From the Blackboard”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-11-29/urging-economists-to-step-away-from-theblackboard)
--------Nobel laureate Ronald Coase is preparing to launch a new journal called Man and
Economy with Ning Wang, an assistant professor at the School of Politics and Global Studies at
Arizona State University. Coase is critical of the current state of the economics profession,
saying that “Economists study abstractions and numbers, instead of firms and people.” This turn
the real rather than the abstract is also exemplified by the online journal Real-World Economics
Review, which grew out of the “post-autistic economics newsletter” put forward in 2000 by a
group of French economists dissatisfied with the state of economics. According to Coase, “It is
suicidal for the field [of economics] to slide into a hard science of choice . . . ignoring the
influences of society, history, culture, and politics on the working of the economy.”
********You can read more of Coase’s comments in the Harvard Business Review of 20
November 2012 at: http://hbr.org/2012/12/saving-economics-from-the-economists/ar/1. His
thoughts about “the influences of society, history, culture, and politics” resonate with the broader
view of The Invisible Forces. This controversy between historical and theoretical approaches to
economics is a seeming reprise of the Austrian and German Methodenstreit of the 1880s. You
can learn more at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methodenstreit.
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********You can learn more about the Real-World Economics Review at:
http://www.paecon.net/PAEReview/.
(29 November 2012): “For Fracking, It’s Getting Easier Being Green”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-11-29/for-fracking-its-getting-easier-being-green)
--------Stung by environmental criticism, oil-services giant Halliburton, among others, is working
hard and investing substantially in greener approaches to hydraulic fracturing. “Beyond
changing the public’s perception of fracking, the companies hope to get a bigger payday by
providing more green-friendly services. Cleaning up wastewater from fracked and conventional
wells, for example, already is an $18 billion annual business . . . The oil-field industry is also
hoping its green efforts will help soften calls for regulation.” To date, research by the oil
industry has centered on two fronts: “curbing air pollution . . . and the bigger challenge of
eliminating toxic chemicals.”
********In a related article, a good deal of the anticipated boom in shale gas outside of the U.S.
has failed to materialize, for a variety of reasons in addition to environmental concerns:
governmental (not private) ownership of mineral rights; lack of transportation infrastructure;
government regulation (prohibition); and incomplete geological knowledge. Mineral rights have
been especially important, as a “key, but often overlooked ingredient to the success of shale
development in the U.S. is private ownership of much of the underground gas. That means that
environmental concerns about drilling are countered by a built-in constituency of landowners
looking to profit.” You can read the article at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324355904578155591443631854.html.
(30 November 2012): “Recession Big Factor as Birthrate Falls”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324020804578149191478581544.html)
--------“A steep decline in births among immigrant women hard hit by the recent recession is the
driving force behind the record low U.S. birthrate, according to the Pew Research Center.” At
64 births per 1,000 during 2007-2010, the birthrate is about half of the peak of 122.7 attained in
1957. “The U.S. birthrate has declined during major economic crises in the past, including the
Great Depression in the 1930s and the oil shock of the 1970s.” But birthrates have increased
after economic conditions improved.
********You can read a bit more at: http://pewresearch.org/pubs/1552/birth-rates-united-statesdecline-recession. You can find the complete Pew report (13 pages) at:
http://pewsocialtrends.org/files/2010/10/753-birth-rates-recession.pdf. The graph that appears on
page 5, which shows birth rates from 1920 to 2008, is striking.
(30 November 2012): “Firms Flood Bond Market to Finance Payout”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324020804578149641473505474.html)
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--------“Low interest rates have lured companies to borrow record amounts in the bond market
this year. But a year-end spurt of bond sales has been tied to a different incentive: minimizing
taxes. From Carnival Corp. to Costco Wholesale Corp., companies are rushing into the bond
markets to help finance special dividends for shareholders ahead of an expected increase in
dividend taxes.” Cruise operator Carnival just sold $500 million of bonds to finance a special
dividend of $390 million, whereas Costco sold $3.5 billion of bonds—its first sale in five
years—to finance a special dividend of $3 billion.
********The expectations around the “fiscal cliff” and its near-certain increases in dividend tax
rates are having significant behavioral consequences now. In addition to selling bonds that will
be paid off in the future for dividends now, corporations are rushing to close deals, such as the
announced sale of Teavana Holdings Inc. to Starbucks Corp., in light of tax consequences. In
short, income is being moved from the future into the present to reduce future taxes. So-called
“follow-on offerings” of shares, as well as “block sales,” seem to have been affected by tax
considerations. You can read more in the article “Deal Makers Scramble as Cliff Nears” at:
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324020804578149541072261444.html).
(1 December 2012): “Fast-Growing Label: Made in Ghana”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204707104578092173528533656.html)
--------“Along Africa’s Atlantic coast, garment factories are giving up African couture to
assemble scrubs, aprons and lab coats. The switch comes as global suppliers seek out Africa’s
low-cost, English-speaking labor and ports that are 10 days closer than Asia’s garment factories
are to the U.S. eastern seaboard.” Contributing to this redistribution of global garment
production is an increase in wages in other areas: “Salaries in China climbed 10% in the first two
months of this year alone.” Despite this change in relative wages, there is still the issue of
productivity, as “Asian and Latin American dressmakers tend to sew faster.” The upsurge in
Ghanaian garment product has been aided by Wal-Mart, which buys four-containers of scrubs a
month from Ghana’s Lucky 1888 Mills. The move to the production to hospital scrubs came
after the U.S. demand for high-price “afrocentrics” that have sold in African-fashion boutiques
declined. In face of the decline, Salma Salifu of Dignity Industries noted: “Let’s get the hospital
scrubs on the [production] floor . . . Our people will be working.”
(1 December 2012): “Keeping Our Heads Above Water”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323751104578147472966637606.html)
--------The experience of Superstorm Sandy has spurred interest in the construction of large-scale
projects to mitigate the impact of water damage in the wake of climate change. Cities like
Venice, Tokyo, and Rotterdam have long dealt with these challenges, which are becoming more
frequent. In Venice the city’s plazzas and palazzos were flooded “64 times from 2001 to 2010,
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compared with only three times over a similar period a century ago.” Contributing to this island
subsidence that has gone hand-in-hand with a rising sea.
********In the absence of any meaningful commitment to managing climate change, businesses
selling products directed toward mitigating the impacts of climate change should see a
substantial increase in the demand for its products and services. A good deal of the funding for
that mitigation will come, no doubt, from various levels of government.
********The Video tab for the article provides valuable additional material—the video is about
eight minutes long, as does the Slideshow.
(1 December 2012): “Gun market to remain strong” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20121201/NEWS/311280059/WNC-gun-market-remain-strong)
--------“Gun sales are likely to remain strong and ammunition prices high next year as President
Barack Obama starts his second term, retailers and firearm advocates say. Fears of a renewed
ban on assault weapons and a crackdown on sales of ‘cheap handguns’ will continue to drive the
gun business, which saw a spike on Black Friday.” Dawn Stucker, co-owner of On Target, a
shooting range and retail story in Asheville, notes: “Anytime you have those election years”
there are a lot of what ifs about gun bans, “And anytime you what-if people, what do they do?
They want to go and buy” guns.
********A really clear example of the role of speculation and fear in relation to a storable good.
A good deal has been written about political business cycles—I wonder if there is something
along these lines for guns?
(1 December 2012): “The PC all over again?” (http://www.economist.com/news/technologyquarterly/21567201-difference-engine-just-computers-make-it-easy-copy-music-3d-printers-will)
********This is one more article about 3D printing. However, it focuses more on legal
(intellectual property) issues, the technological possibilities being relatively well known. This
stems from the fact that before a 3D printer “can start making anything, it needs a digital
blueprint of the item in question, in the form of a CAD (computer-aided design) file.” Thus
issues of file sharing along the lines of music and Napster come to the fore, along with copyright
law concerns. “This has caught out a number of users of 3D printers, who have blithely made
reproductions of popular merchandise.” As incumbent producers of printable items feel their
products challenged, they are likely to seek legislation. As Michael Weinberg of Washingtonbased advocacy group Public Knowledge notes, “There will be a time when legacy industries
demand some sort of DMCA [Digital Millennium Copyright Act] for 3D printing.”
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********You can learn more about Public Knowledge at: http://publicknowledge.org/. You can
learn more about the DMCA at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Millennium_Copyright_Act.
(3 December 2012): “Brazil Reaches Across Border To Battle Source of Cocaine”
(http://live.wsj.com/#!44F85653-7C67-49AB-8428-E62E5FD23FCB)
********This is the video associated with an article of the same title that requires a subscription.
Brazil in now the second-largest cocaine market in the world (1 million users), following the
U.S. (1.5 million users). With a land border of 10,492 miles shared with the world’s top three
producers of cocaine—Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru—among others, the task of patrolling
borders and limiting the movement of cocaine is huge. To counter cocaine smuggling, Brazil is
beginning to adopt strategies used by the U.S., including crossing international boundaries,
which had been falling into disrepute. Outlining the international dimensions of the cocaine
trade, a Peruvian intelligence agent notes: “This is the new reality: The Brazilians have the
money, the Colombians have the know-how, and the Peruvians are the poor S.O.Bs who do the
work.” The video has interest as it provides a look at some of the geography that is at issue, as
well as touching upon various aspects of the article.
********As elsewhere, drones are being used increasingly as part of the campaign against
cocaine. You can learn more about the origins of drones at:
http://www.economist.com/news/technology-quarterly/21567205-abe-karem-created-roboticplane-transformed-way-modern-warfare.
(4 December 2012): “In World of Big Stuff, The U.S. Still Rules”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324712504578133231588608990.html)
--------In the 1930s Robert LeTourneau decided that Peoria, Illinois “would be a fine place to
make earth-moving equipment. Skilled labor and suppliers were plentiful; transport links were
good.” In 2012 Peoria continues to be the place where most giant mining trucks are built;
Caterpillar Inc. of the U.S., the world’s largest producer, and Japan’s Komatsu Ltd., the world’s
second largest producer, have production facilities there. “Their presence has created a cluster of
skills and suppliers that feeds the industry. At a time when politicians are hoping for a jobcreating revival of American manufacturing, this is one area where U.S.-based plants are still
global champions.”
********The article clearly points to the importance of industrial clusters and their development
through time. In economics (and related disciplines) this is called “path dependence.” You can
learn more about path dependence at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Path_dependence.
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(4 December 2012): “Report: Renewable Energy Installations Account for 46 Percent of Newly
Installed U.S. Electric Capacity” (http://www.kcet.org/news/rewire/government/the-renewablerevolution-in-american-energy.html)
--------The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) reports that “from January through
October 2012 renewable energy installations accounted for 46.22 percent of all newly installed
electrical generating capacity.” Among renewables, “wind led in newly installed capacity,
unsurprising what with the looming expiration of the federal Wind Production Tax Credit as
developers rushed to get long-term projects installed before the deadline, sometimes prompted
more by federal incentives than actual wind resources.” In contrast, natural-gas-fired
installations accounted for 37.8 percent of new capacity.
********It seems obvious that federal (and state) incentives have markedly affected renewable
energy production. It will be interesting to see how energy incumbents respond to this news.
(5 December 2012): “Google’s Explainer-in-Chief Can’t Explain Apple”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323717004578159481472653460.html)
********This is an interview with Google Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt. What I found
fascinating was his discussion of Google’s relationship with Apple. Schmidt notes: “The press
would like to write the sort of teenage model of competition, which is, ‘I have a gun, you have a
gun, who shoots first?’ The adult way to run a business is to run it more like a country. They
have disputes, yet they’ve actually been able to have huge trade with each other. They’re not
sending bombs at each other. “Schmidt, as well as the current CEOs of Google and Apple, “have
an understanding of this state model. When they and their teams meet, they have just a long list
of things to talk about.” Perhaps this is what would be expected in such a highly concentrated
industry.
(5 December 2012): “Educators, Employers, and Jobless Graduates Point Fingers at Roots of
Unemployment” (http://chronicle.com/article/Educators-Employers-and/136119/)
--------“Educators, employers, and young people are like ‘ships passing in the night,’ unable to
connect the millions of unemployed college graduates with the companies struggling to fill
vacancies, according to the lead author of a report released on Tuesday by McKinsey &
Company.” The authors of the report were surprised by the large disconnect among the views of
educators, employers, and students. Three stages from education to employment were
discussed—enrolling in collect, building skills, and finding work—each of which has its own
challenges. “Lack of communication is a theme that runs throughout the report.”
********You can learn more about the McKinsey report “Education to Employment: Designing
a System That Works” at: http://mckinseyonsociety.com/education-to-employment/report/.
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********I haven’t read the report (yet) but I was struck by the repeated use of the word ‘skills’.
It made me think of a related word ‘dispositions’. These are terms from psychology, with skills
relating to the ability to do something and dispositions relating to something more like attitudes,
perhaps even character. I would think that dispositions would be extraordinarily important in the
success of anyone in the workplace, indeed in any context.
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[The Invisible Forces] 86 (12 December 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(6 December 2012): “Bangladesh: How Rules Went Astray”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323401904578159512118148362.html)
--------The recent death of 112 clothing workers in Bangladesh has focused attention on the
supply chains of Wal-Mart Stores and Sears. In both instances they contracted with garmentmaker Simco Bangladesh to produce clothing, but Simco used an unauthorized subcontractor to
complete their orders given a labor shortage. Wal-Mart engages in social audits of its suppliers
and “warns in an extensive manual that suppliers can be banned from doing business with it if
they fail” to get approval before passing orders on to other manufacturers.
(6 December 2012): “For Guar Gum, a Bubble Goes Pop”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323316804578161213056689492.html)
--------Guar gum is one of the ingredients used to create the substance injected in rocks for
hydraulic fracturing. Much of it comes from the northwestern Indian state of Rajasthan; the
price of guar had increased six fold in the eight months leading up to May. The price increased
led many farmers to exclusively plant guar, rather than some traditional crops of millet, lentils,
and carrots. But a recent decline in price, from $27,000 per ton in May to $7,000 per ton has
caused concerns. Farmer Pukhraj Parihar, who took out his first loan to plant guar, notes: “I just
hope that prices rise again. Otherwise, I am ruined.”
(6 December 2012): “The Mississippi River Ebbs, And Farmers Stock Up”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-12-06/the-mississippi-river-ebbs-and-farmersstock-up)
--------Dropping water levels on the Mississippi River stemming from the “worst drought in 50
years, may push water level so low by Dec. 11 that river traffic won’t be able to navigate from
St. Louis to Cairo, Ill., 180 miles south.” Were river traffic to halt during December and
January, more than 20,000 jobs would be at risk and “$130 million dollars in wages and
benefits.” Knight Hawk Coal, of Percy, Ill., would like truck its coal to the Ohio River, in the
event it is unable to ship via the Mississippi.
(8 December 2012): “They Know What You’re Shopping For”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324784404578143144132736214.html)
-------- “Georgia resident Andy Morar is in the market for a BMW. So recently he sent a note to
a showroom near Atlanta, using a form on the dealer’s website to provide name and contact
information. His note went to dealership—but it also went, without his knowledge, to a
company that tracks car shoppers online. In a flash, an analysis of the auto websites Mr. Morar
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had anonymously visited could be paired with his real name and studied by his local car dealer.”
The use of real identities on the web is expanding rapidly. “A Wall Street Journal examination
of nearly 1,000 top websites found that 75% now include code from social networks, such as
Facebook’s ‘Like’ or Twitter’s ‘Tweet’ buttons. Such code can match people’s identities with
their Web-browsing activities on an unprecedented scale and can even track a user’s arrival on a
page if the button is never clicked.”
********The ability to learn about peoples’ “anonymous” behavior continues to expand, with
no end in sight.
(8 December 2012): “Ford’s “Fine C-Max Falls Way Short on MPG”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324001104578161401552249678.html)
********Each week Dan Neil reports on his driving experiences with a car, usually something
quite exotic. This week he took for a ride the new Ford C-Max Hybrid, with EPA fuel economy
rating 47/47/47. His found that, like Green Car Reports, his mileage came nowhere near to what
was advertised. Of course, he was driving the C-Max hard and having fun doing it, but he noted
that “The feds five-cycle, 43.9-mile testing methodology is arcane—almost 200 pages in the
Federal Register, including the CAFE calculations—but that shouldn’t surprise anyone, since the
process attempts to capture a complex phenomenon, a vehicle’s fuel economy, in just two
numbers printed on new cars’ so-called Monroney label. Even the EPA’s ‘average’ mpg number
is weighted in a way not beyond dispute.”
********You can learn more about Green Car Reports at: http://www.greencarreports.com/.
(8 December 2012): “Schumpeter: The great mismatch”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21567885-skills-shortages-are-getting-worse-evenyouth-unemployment-reaches-record-highs-great)
--------There is a substantial extensive mismatch between the skills businesses want prospective
employees to have and the skills prospective employees have. To reduce this mismatch,
vocational education needs to be revamped. German-speaking countries seem to have an
approach that works but governments in other countries have poured their funds into universities.
“But some far-sighted countries, schools and firms are busy re-inventing vocational education.”
Examples are South Korea, Australia, Egypt, South Africa, and India.
(10 December 2012): “Everybody Says You Should Downsize. Everybody May Be Wrong.”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204005004578080561639348492.html)
--------“Millions of Americans age 50 and older are looking around their spacious homes are
deciding they don’t need all that room anymore. The kids are gone, maybe a spouse, too. And
they could really use the money from a sale to bulk up their retirement funds. But downsizing
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isn’t always simple, painless—or even all the beneficial financially. With the real-estate market
still fragile, many baby boomers are getting a lot less than they expected for the old homestead.
All too often, they have little cash left over after buying a new place and their monthly expenses
don’t fall as much as they thought—or may even rise instead.”
********So, if you are planning to downsize, get out a sharp pencil and get very clear about
what you want and what you are willing to live without.
(11 December 2012): “America’s Milk Business in a ‘Crisis’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323316804578165503947704328.html)
--------“In an age of vitamin waters and energy drinks, the decades-long decline in U.S. milk
consumption has accelerate, worrying dairy farmers, milk processors and grocery chains.” Percapita milk consumption has fallen from 28.6 gallons per person in 1975 to 20.2 gallons last
year, decline of almost 30%. Contributing to this is a decline in the proportion of children in the
population, who tend to be heavy milk drinkers. The milk is responding to this in a variety of
ways: new packaging and products based on milk and by belittling some of the substitute
products that have competed milk customers away. High-protein milk is an example of the
former, while a game called the “science of imitation milk” is a “parody of soy, almond, rice and
other nondairy milk products.”
********You can watch “The Science of Imitation Milk” at:
http://www.scienceofimitationmilk.com/.
(11 December 2012): “New Regulations for the New Year”
(http://blogs.wsj.com/cfo/2012/12/11/new-regulations-for-the-new-year/)
--------“U.S. regulators spent much of the past year writing new rules. Next year, corporate
executives will have to deal with the fruits of those labors—which will affect everything from
the tax rate on dividends to how they manage their supply chains.” Some additional areas that
will be affected are: capital and accounting. Complying with the Dodd-Frank financial law and
changes in health care will be especially challenging to deal with.
(12 December 2012): “Workplace Distractions: Here’s Why You Won’t Finish This Article”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324339204578173252223022388.html)
--------The multiplication of electronic devices has made it ever-more challenging to pay
attention to what one is doing with in a consequent fall in workplace productivity. In addition to
electronica, “the modern workday seems custom-built to destroy individual focus. Open-plan
offices and an emphasis on collaborative work leave workers with little insulation from
colleagues’ chatter. A ceaseless tide of meeting and internal emails means that works
increasingly scramble to get their ‘real work’ done on the margins, early in the morning or late in
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the evenings.” Academic work shows that office workers “are interrupted . . . roughly every
three minutes . . . Once thrown off track, it can take some 23 minutes for a worker to return to
the original task.”
********This is a real challenge. How can one redesign the workplace, in all of its dimensions,
so that productivity may be enhanced? Or is this tsunami of “workplace distraction” exactly
what is wanted?
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[The Invisible Forces] 87 (19 December 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(13 December 2012): “Dish Network Wins a $9 Billion Spectrum Prize”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324296604578175701069249008.html)
--------This week the Federal Communications Commission ruled that Dish Network “would be
able to use a slice of the airwaves designated for satellite-phone transmissions to instead offer
much more lucrative cellphone service.” So the spectrum that Charlie Ergen of Dish Network
assembled for $3 billion is now valued at $12 billion. “The airwaves owned by Mr. Ergen had
been earmarked in the 1980s for use by satellite phones, an industry that eventually fell apart.”
The government allocates spectrum “for everything from radio broadcasting to GPS navigation
systems. But now, the strongest demand is from cellphone companies.” Dish Network has a
number of alternative ways to deploy this spectrum.
(13 December 2012): “For-Sale Signs Sprout in Heartland”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324339204578173900136092258.html)
--------“With demand for farmland showing no signs of slowing, the market is welcoming the
return of a missing element: supply. Sales of land used to grow crops are surging, with owners
capitalizing on a sustained rise in real-estate values driven by low interest rates and historically
high prices for corn and soybeans. But the last straw for many prospective sellers has been
Washington’s continued fiscal confusion and the prospect of higher taxes next year.” Up until
now many land purchases have been financed by farmers flush with cash from high recent crop
prices. Market watchers say that an expansion of credit-based purchases of land would be a
cause for concern.
(13 December 2012): “Walmart vs. Union-Backed OUR Walmart”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-12-13/walmart-vs-dot-union-backed-our-walmart)
--------Prior attempts to unionize Walmart employees have been unsuccessful. But now OUR
Walmart has emerged as a group of Walmart employees who seek to make changes within the
company without unionizing. As the largest private employer in the U.S., with nearly 1.4 million
workers (and an addition 780,000 employees outside the U.S.), “its decisions about workers’
schedules, wages, and benefits” have a large impact. The objective of OUR Walmart is simple:
“make Walmart a better place to work and shop.”
(14 December 2012): “Albert O. Hirschman, influential social scientist, dies at 97”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/albert-o-hirschman-influential-social-scientist-dies-at97/2012/12/14/e0a3b86c-4474-11e2-8e70-e1993528222d_story_1.html)
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********Hirschman is known to me as the author of The Passions and the Interests: Political
Arguments for Capitalism before Its Triumph and Exit, Voice, and Loyalty: Responses to Decline
in Firms, Organizations and States, but he was especially influential in the area of economic
development. “He spent several years as an economist with the Federal Reserve Board, which
sent him to Colombia for field work. The experience led to a lifelong interest and expertise in
Latin American politics and economics.” He certainly looked at economics with a broader view.
********In 2013 Princeton University Press will release Worldly Philosopher: The Odyssey of
Albert O. Hirschman, a biography written by Jeremy Adelman. You can learn more about the
book at: http://www.amazon.com/Worldly-Philosopher-Odyssey-AlbertHirschman/dp/0691155674/ref=sr_1_2.
(15 December 2012): “A Pain-Drug Champion Has Second Thoughts”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324478304578173342657044604.html)
--------Russell Portenoy, a pain-care specialist, “drove a movement to help people with chronic
pain. He campaigned to rehabilitate a group of painkillers derived from the opium poppy that
were long shunned by physicians because of their addictiveness. Dr. Portenoy’s message was
wildly successful. Today, drugs containing opioids like Vicodin, OxyContin and Percocet are
among the most widely prescribed pharmaceuticals in America. Opioids are also behind the
country’s deadliest drug epidemic. More than 16,500 people die of overdoses annually, more
than all illegal drugs combined.” Portenoy, and other pain doctors, now “say they erred by
overstating the drugs’ benefits and glossing over risks.” Portenoy notes: “We didn’t know then
what we know now.”
********In the late 1990s the American Pain Society, of which Portenoy was then president,
“urged tackling what they called an epidemic of untreated pain.” The Society campaigned to
make pain the “fifth vital sign” that all physicians should monitor, along with blood pressure,
temperature, heartbeat and breathing. An impressive instance of how influential one person can
be.
(15 December 2012): “Who Can Still Afford State U?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323501404578163290734542674.html)
--------“For generations of Americans, public colleges and universities offered an affordable
option for earning a college degree. Now, cash-strapped states across the country are cutting
funding for colleges and directing scarce resources to primary and secondary schooling,
Medicaid and prisons. That is shifting more of the costs of higher education to students and their
families.” In 1951 “more Americans were enrolled in private universities than public ones.
Sixty years later, more than 15 million students were enrolled at the nation’s 678 public colleges
and universities, nearly three times the number attending private ones.” The GI Bill played a
huge role in the expansion of public education.
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********The article focuses on the University of Colorado, so one is able to get a clear view of
a variety of forces at play. The bottom line seems to be this: there being no willingness to
expand tax revenues, each budgetary area has to fight for its share. Prisons, Medicaid, and K-12
education seem to gaining share.
(17 December 2012): “Are Odd Electives a Waste?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324296604578179393345730734.html)
--------Some third-year law classes are idiosyncratic and quirky, and their value has been
questioned by many, for example, Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia who has urged students
to avoid “frill” courses whose titles begin with “Law and . . .” But Frank Wu, dean of the
University of California’s San Francisco-based Hastings College of the Law, notes: “The fact
that something looks obscure doesn’t mean its impractical.”
********Dean Wu’s point is nicely illustrated by the course “Aspects of Autonomous Driving”
offered at Stanford University Law School. As the instructor (Bryant Walker-Smith) points out,
“We can teach torts through 18th-century English cases, or we can teach torts through modern
automotive class actions.” The article raises for me many issues and, frankly, confusions about
education (and especially higher education) in the U.S. They involve important questions—
What is education for? What pedagogies will be used? Who will provide the education? How
much money is available?—that must be asked and answered continually. Perhaps a tiny bit of
progress will be made if we simply acknowledge that students who are engaged in a topic are
likely to do more and learn more than those who are not.
(17 December 2012): “What’s an ‘A’ Worth?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390444138104578030771590259216.html)
--------“For many parents, paying children for getting A’s in school seems like a great way to
motivate them. Sometimes it works. But it’s not always that simple. Paying for A’s can
actually discourage some kinds from working hard. It can create frustration and resentment
among kids with siblings. In fact, if the ultimate goal is to encourage the character traits that will
help children fulfill their potential throughout life, paying for A’s can fail.”
********I’m sure that every parent has wrestled with the question of paying for grades and it
does take us back to the question “What is education for?” For example, Mark DiGiovanni, a
certified financial planner in Grayson, Georgia, says: "Paying for grades in one way to prepare
them for adult life.” But another certified financial planner, Neal van Zutphen of Mesa, Arizona,
recognizes that educational ends often involve “character traits that can support long-term
success: things like self-regulation, determination, curiosity, grit and resilience.” He notes that:
“The downside of using money as a motivator is that it discourages true learning and changes the
purpose for learning.” The point I would like to make is that there are skill (ability) and
dispositional (attitudinal and character) goals of education and, at least in some instances,
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rewards that enhance the acquisition of (say) a skill, may well retard the development of a
disposition. Of course, if these tradeoffs are known and appropriately considered, there is no
problem. But more often than not, I am sure, these tradeoffs are unknown. This seems like a
research program in the making.
********You can learn a bit more about effort and payment at:
http://www.freakonomics.com/2012/06/26/bribing-kids-to-try-on-tests/. This seems like a good
place to mention the book I am currently reading Parentonomics: An Economist Dad Looks at
Parenting (MIT Press, 2009). The author is a game theorist who is in the process of raising three
children and uses his background to provide a look at parenting. The book is quite informal and
the economics is kept (mostly) in the background.
(18 December 2012): “Businesses brace for sweepstakes end” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20121218/NEWS/312170045/Businesses-brace-sweepstakes-end)
--------The North Carolina Supreme Court recently upheld a ban on video poker-style
sweepstakes machines, bringing immediate shut down for some local sweepstakes operators.
“The North Carolina Sheriff’s Association told sheriffs across the state the law could be enforced
Jan. 3.” This will result in a reduction in machine-based fees for local governments, although the
loss of revenue from them was not unexpected.
********And so ends another act in the ongoing drama of video sweepstakes in North Carolina.
I have now witnessed two flurries of activity around them during the last ten years. Obviously
the cost of entry into the industry is low, for whenever the legal environment seems permissive,
video sweepstakes operations spring up like mushrooms after a warm rain. It will be interesting
to see what the next legislative session brings.
********Somewhat related (gambling) is the federal ban on sports betting as embodied in the
Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act of 1992 (Paspa), which “prohibited states from
allowing sports betting that didn’t previously exist in their borders, and said leagues could
challenge any efforts to change that. The law meant that Nevada was the only state that could
allow a full array of sports betting, which it has allowed since 1949.” But now this prohibition is
being challenged by New Jersey officials, “who have issued sports-betting regulations that flout
the 20-years federal law.” A variety of sports leagues, including the NBA, the NFL, and the
NCAA are challenging New Jersey’s sports-betting regulations in court. You can learn more at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324677204578185734003879740.html.
(18 December 2012): “Buybacks Rule the Day”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324677204578185822803825556.html)
--------“Flush with record levels of cash, the biggest U.S. companies have invested hundreds of
billions of dollars this year—not in new factories, but in their own stock. American companies
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bought back $275 billion more shares than they issued in the year through September, according
to . . . Yardeni Research.” Such spending seems set to continue, “a sign that companies have the
cash to put to work but don’t yet see an economic case for using it to expand their businesses or
create jobs.” According to Ed Yardeni, president of the company that bears his name,
“companies appear to be the only net buyers of U.S. listed stock this year.” His analysis of data
from the Federal Reserve shows that “retail investors and stock-focused mutual funds have been
net sellers all year.” U.S. nonfinancial companies are currently holding more than $1.7 trillion in
cash but “are holding back on investments in assets like building, equipment and software amid
concerns about demand in key markets like China and Europe.”
(18 December 2012): “U.S. Throws Gas on Sugar Market”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324677204578185750536400698.html)
--------Imports of ethanol from Brazil, most of which is produced from sugar cane, increased by
nine-fold following the expiration in January, 2012 of an import tariff that had been on the books
for three decades. It is expected that ethanol imports will likely be sustained as “Ethanol output
in the U.S. is declining, and federal regulations require that gasoline manufacturers boost their
use of a category of renewable fuel that includes sugar ethanol but excludes its corn counterpart.”
This surge in sugar cane-based ethanol will affect the sugar market, as noted by one sugarindustry observer: “Demand [for ethanol] is sucking away more and more of the sugar supply.”
Still, Brazil’s harvest of sugar cane is expected to reach “a record 580 million metric tons next
year,” so sugar price increases may not be large.
********The Interactive Graphics tab is of interest, especially as it relates to the large
fluctuations in U.S. imports of Brazilian ethanol.
(19 December 2012): “After Shooting, New Pressure On Thriving Gun Industry”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324407504578186523224794006.html)
--------The thriving U.S. gun industry “is under increasing pressure in the wake of Friday’s
elementary school massacre.” Dick’s Sporting Goods Inc. has suspended sales of semiautomatic
rifles at its 480 stores and private-equity firm Cerberus Capital Management LP is looking to sell
Freedom Group Inc., “the manufacturer of the Bushmaster rifle police say Adam Lanza used in
last week’s shootings.” Meanwhile, “Shares of gun makers and some retailers are under
pressure” with share prices of Smith & Wesson falling by 10% and Sturm, Ruger & Co.
declining by 7.8% and the price of gun retailer Cabela’s Inc. falling 6% for a second straight day.
This comes on the heels of earlier pronouncements on industry growth prospects: “At an investor
conference in March, P. James Debney, chief executive of Smith & Wesson . . . , pointed to ‘a
much higher level of social acceptance of firearms than ever before.’”
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********Freedom Group, the manufacturer of the Bushmaster, is based in Madison, North
Carolina. Its brands include” Remington, Bushmaster, Marlin and H&R. Freedom has described
itself as the largest U.S. maker of firearms.” Madison, North Carolina is located in Rockingham
County, about 26 miles NNW of Greensboro. You can learn more about Freedom Group at:
http://www.freedom-group.com/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 88 (26 December 2012): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(17 December 2012): “How the Bar Code Took Over the World”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-12-17/how-the-bar-code-took-over-the-world)
--------The ubiquitous bar code had its origin in 1948 when “a supermarket executive came to the
Drexel Institute of Technology with a request. He wanted a technology that could encode
information about his products. Two graduate students, Bernard Silver and N. Joseph
Woodland, took up the challenge. Woodland became obsessed and dropped out of school to
concentrate on it. That winter he was sitting on Miami Beach, dragging his fingers in the sand,
when he had an idea for a series of lines of different widths that functioned like elongated
versions of the dots and dashes of Morse Code—in other words, a bar code.” The bar code
seems to have had the three essential ingredients for an emerging technology to achieve
dominance: (1) “Simplicity and reliability that overcomes habit”; (2) “A governing body to
establish standards”; and (3) “An extravagant, surprising, and often expensive effort to see the
market.” The mobile payment system “is in a similar position as the bar code once was.” Will
the startup Square, whose technology is now being used in Starbuck’s 7,000 U.S. locations,
become the standard?
********You can learn more about Square at: https://squareup.com/.
(20 December 2012): “The Silk Railroad of China-Europe Trade”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-12-20/the-silk-railroad-of-china-europe-trade)
--------“Multinationals operating in China are setting up factories deep in the interior in search of
affordable labor.” But that has left production facilities as much a 1,000 kilometers from the
coast, from which most shipping has been done. With air cargo far too expensive, that has
resulted in an expansion of overland shipping by train, which is about twice the cost of shipping
by water but takes about half as long (21 days rather than 40). The routes are very long but since
2011, Hewlett-Packard “has transported 4 million notebook computers along the 11,179kilometer rail route, inaugurated last year by Chongqing and Chinese train officials.”
********Maps accompany the article. One of the challenges—a nice connection to the article
immediately above—is that Russian-gauge (1.520 meter) and standard-gauge (1.435 meter)
tracks are differently sized, necessitating transfers of shipping containers.
(20 December 2012): “Shift to Merit Scholarships Stirs Debate”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324481204578175631182640920.html)
--------“Georgia—whose HOPE scholarship program is among the largest merit-based programs
in the country—is at the forefront of a growing national debate over state-backed financial aid
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for college students. Should states direct aid to the highest-achieving students, regardless of
income? Or should the money go to poorer students?” Since Georgia began its program in
1993, “27 states have created some sort of merit-aid program.” Funding has provided another
element to consider: “Many of the merit programs . . . receive their funds from state lotteries,
which are disproportionately funded by lower-income players. Critics also say the plans—which
are largely, though not entirely, in southern states—can disproportionately hurt minorities.”
********The Interactive Graphics tab clearly shows the wide-divergent approaches of the states
to need- vs. merit-based scholarships. Simply by eye-balling things, it appears that low-income
states tend to base their scholarships more on merit than need.
********There was one point that especially caught my attention. A National Bureau of
Economic Research article notes that merit aid “is lowering the cost of college for students, but
not changing what they would have done.” Perhaps merit scholarships are not meant to affect
behavior? That seems unlikely. You can learn more at: “Higher Education, Merit-Based
Scholarships and Post-Baccalaureate Migration,” by Maria D. Fitzpatrick and Damon Jones, at:
http://www.nber.org/papers/w18530.
********The New York Times has a lengthy article—“For Poor, Leap to College Often Ends in a
Hard Fall”—that provides three case studies, as it were, of young women from Galveston, Texas
and their struggles to pay for college and recover from the non-infrequent disasters that occur for
those who are living continually on the edge of economic disaster. The event that is a minor
setback for a middle-class student can have permanent consequences for someone who is poor.
(20 December 2012): “Money Funds Brace for Flood”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324907204578187391731228224.html)
--------On December 31st the unlimited FDIC “guarantee on no-interest bank accounts is
expected to end . . . and revert to $250,000 per depositor for each account category.” Roughly
$1.7 trillion is currently held in such accounts and “big money managers worry that cash pouring
into the $2.65 trillion money-fund industry will further depress record low yields, hurting
investors and making it costlier for managers to operate.” It is thought that businesses and
municipalities “that use the accounts largely for payroll needs” could shift as much as $250
billion in deposits. This comes at a time when some banks are “swimming in cash” and the
“spread between banks’ deposit and lending rates is at its lowest point in three years due to low
interest rates and weak demand for loans amid soft economic growth.”
********The Video tab provides a nice substitute for the article itself. The date itself—12/31—
is noteworthy. It is, in fact, another “cliff” in the sense that changes in the law introduce
discontinuities into markets. From this perspective, every year end brings with it a “fiscal cliff,”
although some cliffs larger than others.
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********Since some cliffs are larger than others, there is that largest-of-all Mayan cliff that
some people have been preparing for—the end of the world on December 21st. This has resulted
in significantly increased sales for the manufacturers of doomsday shelters and freeze-dried
foods, among other goods. As reported in “Preparing for the World’s End, Just in Case”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324296604578179480178344200.html),
“Even Costco Wholesale Corp., Wal-Mart Stores Inc. and its subsidiary, Sam’s Club have
recently entered the market. Each offers a wide variety of food-storage products, including a
year’s supply of shelf-stable food for one person for $900 to $3,100. For Costco, sales in the
category have increased by triple digits this year compared with 2011.” You can learn more
about shelter options at: http://www.atlassurvivalshelters.com/.
(21 December 2012): “Gambling Industry Bets Virtual Money Turns Real”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324731304578191741064162164.html)
--------“Americans can’t yet play slot machines on their smartphones. But that isn’t stopping the
gambling industry from getting them in the habit. Gambling companies have been acquiring and
cutting deals with firms that develop simulated casino games for devices like the iPhone, a bet
that they will be able to build a user based that could pay off if online betting is legalized in the
U.S.” Greg Enell, head of Double Down, a casino app maker, notes: “The thinking is that social
gaming is a mechanism to build a large gambling-oriented audience now, so when elements of
online gambling start to be legalized in [the] U.S. we will have a big audience online.”
********The Video tab is definitely worth watching, including some insights missing from the
article. One of the social gaming sites that seem to have a lot riding on a successful transition to
gambling is Zynga, whose stock is down 75% for the year. As mentioned by the reporter
interviewed for the video, Zynga’s games seem to peak then decline relatively quickly, whereas
with a gambling element included the possibility of moderating fluctuations, I suspect
maintaining a higher floor, will be there. The obvious allusion to social gaming as “a gateway
drug” to gambling is mentioned by the interviewer.
(21 December 2012): “$1,200 a Pound, Truffles Suffer in the Heat”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/21/business/global/is-climate-change-shrinking-the-luxurytruffle-crop.html)
--------At Truffes Folies in Paris, “black truffles are selling for the equivalent of about 2,000
euros a kilogram, or more than $1,200 a pound—living up to their traditional nickname, ‘black
diamonds.’” The black truffle harvest “has fallen from about 1,000 tons in the 1930s to about 50
tons now.” Contributing to this decline, according to a scientific team reporting in Nature, is
climate change. The team predicts that a continued drop in the Mediterranean truffle yield may
be compensated for by increasingly hospitable growing conditions in more northerly regions.
Research about climate change and truffles has been hindered by data availability: “The
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mushrooms people in general, and the truffle people in particular, are not good about sharing
information.” Three-quarters of the truffle trade is controlled by “just one family-owned
company, Urbani Tartufi, based in Spoleto, Italy.”
(22 December 2012): “Upwardly Mobile Africa: Boomtown slum”
(http://www.economist.com/news/christmas/21568592-day-economic-life-africas-biggestshanty-town-boomtown-slum)
********A look at “a day in the life” of the Kibera slum in Nairobi, Kenya, which “may be the
most entrepreneurial place on the planet.” You can learn more about the Kibera slum at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kibera.
********You can find a list of the five largest slums in the world at: http://www.ibtimes.com/5biggest-slums-world-381338. The largest, with more than 4 million people, is in Mexico City,
Mexico.
(22 December 2012): “Engineered Fish Moves a Step Closer to Approval”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/22/business/gene-altered-fish-moves-closer-to-federalapproval.html)
--------“Government regulators moved a big step closer on Friday to allowing the first genetically
engineered animal — a fast-growing salmon — to enter the nation’s food supply.” The FDA
concluded, in an assessment dated May 4th, that the salmon would have “no significant impact”
on the environment. The fish producer, Aqua Bounty Technologies, “has been trying to win
approval for more than a decade.” The so-called AquaAdvantage salmon “is an Atlantic salmon
that contains a growth hormone gene from the Chinook salmon and a genetic switch from the
ocean pout, an eel-like creature. The switch keeps the gene on so that the salmon produces
growth hormone year round, rather than only during warm weather. The fish reach market
weight in about 18 months instead of three years.”
(22 December 2012): “Across Asia, Bus Lanes Become the Way to Go”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323830404578143250961997588.html)
--------“Derided by some as a waste of money and space, Jakarta’s dedicated bus lanes have
proved a popular poor man’s metro, helping to ease some of the traffic mess in this metropolis
of 20 million as the [Indonesian] government fails to deliver on more ambitious rail projects.”
Although bus lanes “have long been common in many U.S. and European cities” they are
relatively new in Asia and are “providing a quick fix in the absence of money to build a subway
or elevated-rail system.” Lloyd Wright, senior transport specialist of the Asia Development
Bank, notes: “We can replicate a rail metro at a fraction of the cost using buses.” In contrast to
rail systems that require drawn-out and contentious land acquisition, “dedicated bus lanes mainly
affect land the government already controls.”
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(22 December 2012): “Why Innovation Won’t Save Us”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324461604578191781756437940.html)
********Robert J. Gordon, of Northwestern University, is skeptical of the future growth
prospects of the U.S., and argues that the 2% annual growth rate of output per person obtained
between 1891 and 2007 was largely the result of “a remarkable set of inventions between 1875
and 1900” starting with “Edison’s electric light bulb (1879) and power station (1882) . . . Karl
Benz invented the first workable internal-combustion engine the same year as Edison’s light
bulb.” Aware that his pessimism may mark him, he notes “I am not forecasting an end to
innovation, just a decline in the usefulness of future inventions in comparison with the great
inventions of the past.” His long term prediction? “If future output grows, as I expect, at a rate
of just 1% a year, that means the overwhelming majority of Americans will see their incomes
grow just 0.5% annually.”
********You can learn more about Gordon’s thinking, as well as a bit about his book-inprogress—Beyond the Rainbow: The American Standard of Living Since the Civil War—at:
http://www.economicprincipals.com/issues/2012.09.23/1419.html. The book appears to expand
upon a paper at: http://www.cepr.org/pubs/PolicyInsights/PolicyInsight63.pdf.
(24 December 2012): “Websites Vary Prices, Deals Based on Users”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323777204578189391813881534.html)
--------“A Wall Street Journal investigation founds that the Staples Inc. website displays different
prices to people after estimating their locations. More than that, Staples appeared to consider the
person’s distance from a rival brick-and-mortar store, either OfficeMax Inc. or Office Depot Inc.
If rival stores were within 20 miles or so, Staples.com usually showed a discounted price. . . .
Presented with the Journal’s findings, Staples acknowledged that it varies its online and in-store
prices by geography because of ‘a variety of factors’ including ‘costs of doing business.’”
Staples is not alone in this practice. “Websites are adopting techniques to glen information about
visitors to their sites, in real time, and then deliver different versions of the Web to different
people. Prices change, products get swapped out, wording is modified, and there is little way for
the typical website user to spot it when it happens.” With the exception of “race-based
discrimination and other sensitive situations” offering different prices to different people is legal.
********With “Big Data” and online purchasing, the possibility of truly personalized pricing is
almost a reality. Those who employ it will need to be careful, as consumers who became aware
of it are generally outraged, especially if they paid the higher price. The Journal provides
meaningful information about the methods it used to conduct its research on Staples and other
firms, including Home Depot, and you can find it at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2012/12/23/how-the-journal-tested-prices-and-deals-online/.
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********This article is another in the Journal’s ongoing series, which began in 2010, on the
collection and sale of personal information in the digital age. Each year has had a different
theme:
•

2010: What They Know

•

2011: The End of Privacy

•

2012: Watched

You can access most of the articles at: http://online.wsj.com/public/page/what-they-knowdigital-privacy.html.
(24 December 2012): “Mining Giants Head to Amazon Rain Forest”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324020804578150964211301692.html),
--------Brazil “is attracting a fifth of all mining investment globally, and for many the Amazon
represents the country’s greatest untapped potential.” Between 2014 and 2016 “mining
companies will spend some $24 billion . . . to boost production of iron ore, bauxite and other
metals found in the Amazon basin.” Fully $18 billion of this will be spent in the state of Pará,
where the world’s biggest iron ore mine is located. Development of the mines requires building
a network of roads and the roads facilitate illegal logging. In addition to environmental concerns
about logging, issues related to “the global climate mix” and the “survival of an estimated onetenth of all global species” have been raised. Finally, there is the impact of the projects on
Indian groups. According to Valmir Ortega, senior policy director for Conservation International
in Brazil, “Brazil’s history of treating local population in the Amazon isn’t encouraging.”
********That state of Pará is due east of the state of Amazonas. You can see a map at:
http://goo.gl/maps/x25R4.
(25 December 2012): “Real and Virtual Firearms Nurture a Marketing Link”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/25/business/real-and-virtual-firearms-nurture-marketinglink.html)
--------“The video game industry was drawn into the national debate about gun violence last
week when the National Rifle Association accused producers of violent games and movies of
helping to incite the type of mass shooting that recently left 20 children and six adults dead at a
school in Newtown, Conn. While studies have found no connection between video games and
gun violence, the case of Medal of Honor Warfighter illustrates how the firearms and video game
industries have quietly forged a mutually beneficial marketing relationship. . . . Makers of
firearms and related gear have come to see video games as a way to promote their brands to
millions of potential customers, marketing experts said.”
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********Hyperlinks embedded in video games have enabled video game players to click
through from virtual guns to real guns, thereby making explicit the connection between those
things that are alleged to be gateways and the things they are gateways for. This is, I suppose, a
little like product placements in television shows or movies. Any video game, it would seem,
would provide a vast number of click-through opportunities to connect the real to the virtual.
Surely there are people working on this or who are already doing this. It would be great to learn
more.
(26 December 2012): “Florida ‘Pill Mill’ Crackdown Sets Off a Rush Into Georgia”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324478304578173341194754984.html)
--------Florida, until recently, was “the home to much of the ‘pill mill’ trade, attracting drug
dealers and addicts from thousands of miles away to stock up on prescriptions of oxycodone or
hydrocodone . . . But a Florida crackdown is sending the business sprinting across the border to
Georgia.” Case in point is46-year-old Jeffrey Gonzalez who closed up his unsuccessful Florida
used-car business for what proved to be—until his arrest—a lucrative business selling opioid
painkillers in Georgia, which has less restrictive laws than Florida. In Georgia, pain clinics need
not be owned by medical professionals
********Based upon the article, it isn’t clear that Gonzalez did anything illegal. In fact, he
seemed to have been very careful to do everything consistent with the law. He even set up his
pain clinic “next door to DeKalb County’s police headquarters” to help scare off drug abusers
and dealers. The article draws attention to the “patchwork of state laws” which makes “efforts to
crack down on pill mills . . . like a game of Whac-A-Mole—as soon as one disappears, another
one pops up.” The accompanying Interactive Graphics tab provides clear information about the
decline in the number of pain clinics in Florida. It would be interesting to see similar data for
Georgia. All of this provides striking confirmation of the role of “relative legal systems” in
relation to economic behavior.
(26 December 2012): “Drillers Shift to Use of Natural Gas”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323291704578199751783044798.html)
--------“Energy companies that want Americans to embrace the use of inexpensive natural gas are
beginning to lead by example. T-he three biggest providers of oil-field services in North
America—Schlumberger Ltd., Halliburton Co. and Baker Hughes Inc.—are spending millions of
dollars to retrofit pumps and drilling-rig engines to run on natural gas instead of diesel fuels.”
This comes at a time when the “number of rigs drilling for gas in the U.S. last week had tumbled
about 50% from a year earlier to 429, a level not seen since 1999.” It is expected that the shift
from diesel to natural gas “will lower fuel costs for the [drilling] jobs by approximately 40%.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 89 (2 January 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
Happy New Year and welcome to week 89! The articles below caught my attention this
week. Please note that what are intended to be relatively objective “briefs” are preceded by
dashes (--------), whereas additional material or relatively subjective comments are preceded
by asterisks (********). The links to articles preceded by [SR] require a subscription to be read
in their entirety but a complete [SR] article may usually be found by searching on its title.
For more information on The Invisible Forces, including origins, a pdf of this number, and a
cumulative pdf, please see: https://sites.google.com/site/brucedeanlarson/the-invisible-forces.
(27 December 2012): “Drug shortage tied to cancer relapse in kids”
(http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2012/12/26/drug-shortage-cancer-kids/1789631/)
--------A report in the New England Journal of Medicine finds that a shortage of the generic drug
Mechlorethamine has “led to cancer relapses in children and young adults in 2010, a real-world
consequence of the ongoing problems of drugs in short supply in the USA.” The drug is part of a
three-month treatment program for Hodgkin’s lymphoma “that yearly afflicts perhaps 9,000
people, mostly teenagers nationwide.” Substitutes for Mechlorethamine have been shown to be
much less effective in preventing relapses. The FDA is currently “tracking about 100
manufacturing-related drug shortages, down from 180 at this time last year.” Bruce Chabner of
Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston notes: “The essential fact is that generic drugs are a
low-profit industry” a reality “driven by federal drug cost reimbursement rates and
pharmaceutical purchasing firm practices.”
(27 December 2012): “The Science Behind Persuading People”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324669104578203461416235022.html)
--------UK author Steve Martin, the author of Yes! 50 Scientifically Proven Ways to Be
Persuasive,” notes that the advertising industry has long crafted appeals to consumer desires
“But many businesses are only now beginning to experiment with social norms as a tool to drive
profits.” Two examples are “consensus messaging” and “reciprocity,” the former involves
communicating to individuals what others have done. This is used in the “towel messages” that
often appear in hotels. The later involves providing a sense of “debt” in someone, as in receiving
a piece of candy from a wait person, which does increase tipping.
********You can learn more about Yes! at: http://www.amazon.com/Yes-Scientifically-ProvenWays-Persuasive/dp/1416576142/ref=sr_1_1. Evidently this builds directly upon the work of
Robert B. Cialdini, which you can learn more about his work at:
http://www.amazon.com/Influence-Science-Practice-5thEdition/dp/0205609996/ref=pd_bxgy_b_img_z.
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(27 December 2012): “Ethanol Makers Get Creative With Corn”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324339204578173361347165722.html)
--------In the midst of somewhat trying times “U.S. ethanol producers are finding creative ways
to earn more money as demand for their flagship product stagnates. These companies are using
corn not only to make ethanol but also for products ranging from industrial coatings to fish
food.” Companies are “trying to earn money from each of the four main components of a corn
kernel: starch, protein, fiber and oil.”
********Very reminiscent to me of an expression I heard on occasion as a child: “Every part of
a pig is used except for the squeal.” What is also taking place with regard to corn is that some of
the previous by-products that were being sold for animal feed have been upgraded for human
consumption (and a higher price).
(27 December 2012): “Hot Commodities: CFTC Staffers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324731304578193953173471188.html)
--------“After working long hours over many months crafting new rules for Wall Street, a number
of government regulators are switching sides to work for the firms that will have to follow and
interpret them.” Such employment transitions are not unusual but they have tended to involve
the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal Reserve, and the Treasury Department in
the past. Now, however, the 2010 Dodd-Frank bill has brought the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC) into view; the CFTC has been given broad new responsibilities “to write
rules for complex derivatives called swaps that had been largely unregulated.” At least nine
CFTC staffers are leaving. “Lower-level employees . . . could be more attractive to firms than
more senior people because they typically aren’t subject to the same ethics restrictions as the
higher-ups.”
(27 December 2012): “Coca Licensing Is a Weapon in Bolivia’s Drug War”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/27/world/americas/bolivia-reduces-coca-plantings-bylicensing-plots.html)
--------Thousands of Bolivian farmers are licensed by the government to crow coca, which is
used to make cocaine, an approach encouraged by “President Evo Morales, who first came to
prominence as a leader of coca growers.” Surprisingly, “this experiment has now led to a
significant drop in coca plantings . . . an accomplishment that has largely occurred without the
murders and other violence that have become the bloody byproduct of American-led measures to
control trafficking in Colombia, Mexico and other parts of the region.” Farmers are allowed to
grow slightly less than two-fifths of an acre of coca and those who grow more run the risk of
having their plants uprooted by soldiers. Still, much of the coca planted is being used to produce
cocaine that is primarily sent to Brazil, rather than being consumed for traditional uses.
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(27 December 2012): “Music-Streaming Services Hunt For Paying Customers”
(http://www.npr.org/2012/12/27/168102201/music-streaming-services-hunt-for-payingcustomers)
--------Music-streaming services Pandora and Spotify are working to convert non-paying
listeners into fee-paying subscribers for their music. To date, Spotify has not turned a profit,
although Pandora has had a few quarters of profitability. Both of them are lobbying Congress to
prevent the royalties they pay for the music they play from increasing in 2013. Converting nonpaying listeners to fee-paying subscribers is especially challenging for younger listeners, who
simply do not pay for music that is readily available to listen to and see on YouTube.
********The link provides access to the radio broadcast, as well as a transcript of the broadcast.
(28 December 2012): “Consumers Warned on Deferred-Interest Cards”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324669104578205422788193526.html)
--------Deferred-interest credit cards are drawing the attention of personal-finance experts. Such
cards are offered by Amazon, Apple, and Wal-Mart and “allow customers to pay for purchases
interest-free for a set period. But borrowers who fail to pay off their initial purchases in full by
the end of the promotional period must pay interest on the original amount that they charged—
even the parts they have paid off already. The backdated interest is often at rates as high as
25%.” The National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) “has long called for a ban on deferredinterest cards” and plans to raise the matter with the recently launched U.S. Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau.”
********You can learn more about NCLC at: http://www.nclc.org/.
(28 December 2012): “Oil Boom Spurs New Investment”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323291704578199530269111090.html)
--------“Surging energy production in North America is prompting billions of dollars of
investment next year on pipelines and other infrastructure projects to move oil and gas around
the continent.” AECOM Technology Corp., which does industrial project design, management
and engineering, forecasts “that in 2013 as much as $45 billion may be spend on new or
expanded transportation infrastructure, including pipelines, rail cars, rail terminals and other
projects.” Laying behind these changes, according to Joseph Stanislaw, an energy adviser to
Deloitte LLP, is the fact that “Our infrastructure over the past 40 years has been set up for this
idea of the U.S. as an energy-deficit nation . . . Now we have this tectonic shift where we can
become an energy surplus nation. That means we have to transform, upgrade and rearrange our
logistics.”
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********The article points to the enormous increase that has been made of railroads to move oil
in the last few years, due to the limited availability of pipelines. Although oil moved by rail can
cost an additional $4.50 per barrel for loading and unloading, additional rail cars do not face the
“legal and permitting challenges over environmental concerns” that a new pipeline encounters.
To provide a sense of the increase in the number of tanker carloads, in 2008 there were 9,500 and
in 2011 there were 66,000. In 2012, more than 200,000 carloads are expected.
(28 December 2012): “Doctor sues Mission over lost privileges” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20121228/NEWS01/312280013/Doctor-sues-Mission-over-lost-privileges)
--------Dr. Nathan Williams, a local surgeon, is suing Mission Hospital “to get back his privileges
to perform surgeries there.” Williams claims that “Mission officials unfairly revoked his
privileges, harming his practice and depriving his patients of the choice where to be treated.” In
court papers, Mission claims that his privileges were revoked “based upon concerns for patient
safety” given that he no longer has a designated backup physician specializing in his area
(gynecologic cancer surgery).
********An interesting article involving as it does the transformation of local group medical
practices as they have become integrated into the Mission Hospital system. In this case, Dr.
Williams was a part of a practice that decided to be acquired by Mission but he was not
interested in becoming a Mission employee. Subsequently (it appears), Mission imposed a new
standard of care that excludes Williams from using its facility. Regardless of the arguments put
forward by each party to the suit, the suit raises important questions about access to an essential
local resource for the conduct of one’s profession. In economic writings on monopoly, one of
the standard reasons for its existence is the control of an essential resource
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monopoly). Control of an essential resource conveys market power
upward along the supply chain.
(28 December 2012): “Carbon Taxes Make Ireland Even Greener”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/28/science/earth/in-ireland-carbon-taxes-pay-off.html)
--------“Over the last three years, with its economy in tatters, Ireland embraced a novel strategy
to help reduce its staggering deficit: charging households and businesses for the environmental
damage they cause.” Taxes have been levied on fossil fuel use by homes, offices, vehicles, and
farms “based on each fuel’s carbon dioxide emissions, a move that immediately drove up prices
for oil, natural gas and kerosene.” The result has been that emissions have declined—by 6.7% in
2011 as the economy grew slightly—and tax revenues have increased substantially, one of the
principal objectives of the tax which has helped Ireland reduce its budget deficit, although it has
also increased the prices of a variety of emission-producing goods, like gasoline and
automobiles.
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(29 December 2012): “Statistical Habits to Add, or Subtract, in 2013”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324669104578206201895302728.html)
********Carl Bialik, “The Numbers Guy” for the Wall Street Journal, writes a blog in which he
solicited pet peeves “about how numbers are presented in the news, in advertising, or in
corporate or academic press releases (http://blogs.wsj.com/numbersguy/seeking-statistical-newyears-resolutions-1195/). This is the article that resulted. The pet peeves relate to: (1) the need
for stated margins of error; (2) rushing to generalize from small samples; and (3) failure to
provide context.
********In the age of “Big Data”—which will only become more important in the years to
come—it will be increasingly important to be able to understand statistical information and what
it means (and doesn’t mean). Bialik notes that “more than 150 professional organizations
worldwide, including the American Statistical Association, [are] designating 2013 as the
International Year of Statistics.” You can learn more about the year and various participating
organizations at: http://www.statistics2013.org/.
(29 December 2012): “Season Delay Riles Crabbers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323300404578207551027903168.html)
--------This year’s Dungeness crab season begins on Monday, December 31st. This is the second
year in a row that the season has started late, as officials decided that crabs “needed more time to
fill out with meat.” The late start has meant a longer period without paychecks for crabbers; the
Oregon Dungeness Crab Commission estimates that the crab pumped “$42 million onto boats
and into their crew members’ wallets last season.” Dungeness crabbers “follow the ‘three S’
rule—size, sex, and season—that limits catches to male crabs, and only those at least four years
old.” These rules, along with other practices, have increased the crab harvest from “11 million
pounds a year during the final decade of the 20th century” to “an average of over 18 million
pounds a season” in the most recent decade.
********The article’s Slideshow tab contains some nice photos accompanied by meaningful
content from the article itself. You can learn more about the Oregon Dungeness Crab
Commission at: http://www.oregondungeness.org/.
(29 December 2012): “The Taboo of Menstruation”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/29/opinion/the-taboo-of-menstruation.html)
--------From the Opinion Pages. Beliefs about menstruation, as well as the lack of safe lavatory
facilities, adversely affect the educational opportunities for girls in India. “Concentrating on
lessons when you are desperate for the bathroom is hard on anyone. It’s nearly impossible for a
girl who is menstruating and has nowhere to change or dispose of her pad. Girls grow tired of
dealing with it. Often their families encourage them to stay home from school and get married.
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In one survey, 23 percent of Indian school-age girls dropped out of school when they reach
puberty.” As a result, “the world suffers . . . educated women are healthier, have smaller
families, often earn more and have a positive impact on development.”
********I have noticed over the last few months fewer articles that embody the invisible
handshake—the social and historical forces that influence human behavior—so I was glad to see
this piece reference taboos. Changes in tastes and beliefs tend to be a challenge for economists,
although not necessarily an insurmountable one, but the author of this piece makes some
valuable comments that could be built upon: “It can take years, even generations, to change a
taboo. But anecdotally, outreach workers note that the only girls who don’t believe the
superstitions about menstruation are those with educated mothers. So the best way to change the
minds of future women is to keep girls in school today, and basic lavatory facilities are one of
the easiest ways to do that.”
********The transformation of beliefs is certainly one of the most contentious areas of
education, regardless of level. What I am taking away from this is that economic
development—both absolutely and in relation to its distribution—is conditioned by the beliefs of
the population, which depend upon education. Not a new idea, to be sure, but one to remember.
********One final word about taboos. To state what I think is obvious, some of them are
clearly beneficial. This point is made with great emphasis in Thomas Schelling’s Nobel Prize
lecture “An Astonishing Sixty Years: The Legacy of Hiroshima”
(http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/2005/schelling-lecture.pdf). What
he points out is the continual reinforcement of the taboo around nuclear weapons has kept them
from being used since Hiroshima and Nagasaki. (I stumbled upon this lecture—also available in
a 43-minute video—which reading David Warsh’s weekly blog Economic Principals (December
30, 2012), which you can find at: http://www.economicprincipals.com/. He has some interesting
things to say the choice of the next U.S. Treasury Secretary.)
(29 December 2012): “Sprawling Memphis Aims to Be a Friendlier Place for Cyclists”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/29/us/memphis-aims-to-be-a-friendlier-place-forcyclists.html)
--------Memphis, Tennessee has frequently been recognized as an especially unfriendly place for
bicyclists, but this is changing due to mayor A.C. Wharton, Jr., who was elected in 2009. In
2008 Memphis had 1.5 miles of bikes lanes but now has “about 50 miles of dedicated lanes, and
about 160 miles when trails and shared roads are included.” Part of the funding has stimulus
money and other federal sources. A 2011 study by the University of Massachusetts “found that
building bike lanes created more jobs—about 11 per $1 million spent—than any other type of
road project” but many merchants and residents have complained about the loss of dedicated
full-time parking for autos.
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(29 December 2012): “Friendly Skies: Drones to the Rescue”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324461604578189331326932270.html)
--------Drones have frequently been mentioned in the news, usually for its use in military
operations or for surveillance purposes. But they are drawing the attention of a broader
audience, witness the DroneGames in San Francisco, which “included 12 teams, with 43
programmers from Twitter, Stanford and beyond.” Today, “creative brains are demilitarizing
drones, as the cost of sensors and digital cameras has plummeted and ready-to-fly models have
become available online. A drone that cost $100,000 a decade ago costs a hundred dollars today.
And forget remote controls; many of these unmanned aerial vehicles are autonomous.” Chris
Anderson, the former editor of Wired and now head of 3D Robotics, a drone maker, claims that
“the first commercial use [of drones] will probably be agriculture. “The drones will be taking
aerial images and stitching them together, sending back real-time indicators of changes in the
field—water and pesticide levels, plant health—that could be invaluable to farmers.”
********You can see some videos from the DroneGames at:
http://techcrunch.com/2012/12/02/dronegames-in-san-francisco-features-twitter-fists-grouponleashes-mifi-and-botnets/.
(31 December 2012): “Gene Patents Face Reckoning”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323300404578207832317183890.html)
--------In 1990 geneticist Mary Claire King located the breast-cancer gene at the heart of a case
now before the U.S. Supreme Court. Here work “led to the identification of BRCA1 and
BRCA2, genes that may carry mutations tied to a significantly higher risk of breast or ovarian
cancers.” Myriad Genetics Inc., the company involved in the Supreme Court case, argues that its
patents relate to “isolated DNA molecules and processes” outside the human body. In recent
years the Supreme Court has consistently overturned the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, a specialized court hearing patent appeals, “for granting patentees more power over
innovation that Congress intended.” In a recent case Justice Stephen Breyer wrote for a
unanimous court: “Patent law [should] not inhibit further discovery by improperly typing up the
future use of laws of nature.” Invalidation of gene patents is likely to “clear away hurdles to
offering new test” for genetic diseases.
********Gene therapy, which would presumably depend upon new tests for genetic diseases, is
one of the “six medical innovations that are poised to transform the way we fight disease.” You
can learn more about all of them at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323530404578205692226506324.html.
(1 January 2013): “Coveting Horns, Ruthless Smugglers’ Rings Put Rhinos in the Cross Hairs”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/01/world/africa/ruthless-smuggling-rings-put-rhinos-in-thecross-hairs.html)
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--------Approximately 28,000 rhinos are presently alive, most of them in South Africa. They are
currently being poached in large numbers, with the number being killed growing “from 13 in
2007 to more than 630 in 2012.” Behind the poaching is the “common belief in Asia that
ground-up rhino horns can cure cancer and other ills.” As a result, rhino horn can be sold for
nearly $30,000 a pound, which is “more than crack cocaine.” Ed Grace, of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, notes: “Get caught smuggling a kilo of cocaine, you will receive a very
significant prison sentence” but with a kilogram of rhino horn “you may only get a fine.”
Because of the money and the reduced risk, the trade in rhino horns has “been embraced by
criminal syndicates that normally traffic drugs and guns.”
********Some people argue to legalize the trade in rhino horns, in the expectation that the
expectation of profit would greatly increase the supply of rhino horns and bring down its price
while meeting market demand, an argument that is somewhat familiar. All this illustrates the
boundaries between the legal and the illegal, and role that price can play in their
determination.
(2 January 2013): “Online Courses Look for a Business Model”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324339204578173421673664106.html)
--------Massively Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have drawn interest from venture investors,
like Andreessen Horowitz and New Enterprise Associates, backing firms such as Coursera, edX,
Udacity, and Udemy. Universities, too, have been eager to use MOOCs to provide learning
opportunities for their students, although they are not yet ready to provide course credit to
students who complete courses. Courses are typically provided without charge, so the search is
on to identify a business model that will allow MOOCs to generate profits for investors. Among
sources of revenues being explored are: matching fees for recruiters of students with coursebased skills; proctoring exams; and content licensing. Coursera has the largest number of unique
users—2.09 million.
********Completion rates for MOO courses are very low, respectively: 9% for Coursera; 4.6%
for edX; 5-14% for Udacity; and 18% for Udemy. Presumably a business model that gets
revenue for students both coming (the 100% who enroll) and going (the much smaller percentage
who want some sort of certification—academic credit or a “badge”). To a certain extent this
reminds me of Facebook’s challenge, converting all those free users of a service into a revenue
stream. Will paid advertising show up in academic courses?
********The article provides a description of some of the most popular courses for each
company.
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(2 January 2013): “Israel’s New Year’s Resolution: No More Overly Thin Models”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323320404578216003751446488.ht
ml)
--------“An Israeli law that went into effect Tuesday bans underweight models in an attempt
to curb eating disorders. Israel’s law bans models with a body-mass index—calculation
based on height and weight—of less than 18.5 from appearing in advertisements.
According to the BMI standard, a female model who is 5 feet, 8 inches tall can weigh no less
than 119 pounds.” Fashion shows in Madrid and Milan employ comparable BMI bans. The
chief executive of the Council of Fashion Designers of America, Steven Kolb, said “that the
industry group had no plans to seek a similar ban in the U.S.”
********You can learn more about the BMI at:
http://www.cdc.gov/healthyweight/assessing/bmi/. According to the CDC’s adult BMI
calculator at the site just mentioned, an 18.5 (as mentioned in the article) is underweight.
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[The Invisible Forces] 90 (9 January 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(3 January 2013): “Made by Hand, Learned Online”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324669104578207533286902440.html)
--------“For people who want to spend their leisure time learning to bake gravity-defying cakes,
construct duplicates of their favorite jeans or stitch a quilt, a group of guys who have never sewn
a button have built an online hub. Craftsy, an 18-month-old, Denver-based service, is teaching
skills that people used to learn mostly from adult-education classes or YouTube.” Craftsy has
found “tens of thousands of people are happy to pay $20 to $50 per class to learn and perfect
their skills in a range of domestic arts and crafts.” Craftsy’s approach to online education is
different. Instead of providing “back-of-the-auditorium access to university lectures, Craftsy
spends upward of $15,000 to develop and film each class.”
********I suspect that the people who start the Craftsy classes stick with them to the end, in
contrast to online courses mentioned in last week’s TIF, in which it was reported that roughly
10% of people starting a course actually complete it. To my mind it suggests that there may be a
real role for online education in the area of skill development, i.e., situations where the student
can tangibly see that learning is taking place.
********Craftsy was developed by four former employees of eBay, who set out to do something
very different. They stuck with it, though, and found one real success. You can learn more
about Craftsy at: http://www.craftsy.com/.
(3 January 2013): “In Emerging Markets, Unilever Finds a Passport to Profit”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-01-03/in-emerging-markets-unilever-finds-apassport-to-profit)
--------Anglo-Dutch Unilever is the world’s second-largest consumer-products company,
following Procter & Gamble, has annual sales “growing at more than double the rate of P&G’s”
largely due to its focus on emerging markets such as Indonesia. Presently, 55% of Unilever’s
sales come from such markets, up from 20% in 1990. “By focusing its innovation and marketing
firepower on fewer, bigger projects with global appeal, Unilever is able to get products like
TRESemmé shampoo and Magnum ice cream into stores in São Paulo, Mumbai, and Jakarta
faster than ever before. Once there, it uses local knowledge gained over decades operating in
developing market” to move its product.
(3 January 2013): “Stem Cell Showdown: Celltex vs. the FDA”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-01-03/stem-cell-showdown-celltex-vs-dot-the-fda)
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--------“Stem cells, often thought of as the body’s master cells, help form and repair tissues,
organs and blood. There are different types of stem cells . . . Embryonic stem cells, potentially
the most powerful, are the most controversial; George W. Bush restricted federal funding for
embryonic stem cell research when he was in office. Induced pluripotent stem cells are adult
stem cells that have been genetically reprogrammed to have some attributes of embryonic stem
cells. Adult stem cells are believed to exist in tissue throughout the body. . . . When the body is
injured, the cells leave their niche and become more specialized, but they are not, like embryonic
stem cells, able to transform into any kind of cell. A blood-forming cell can become a red blood
cell; it can’t become a brain cell.” Celltex, a Texas-based firm that has treated governor Rick
Perry, is looking to use adult stem cells to treat patients—in particular those with multiple
sclerosis—with stem cell infusions based upon a the technology of a South Korean firm RNL
Bio. Governor Perry has “declared his intention to make Texas the adult stem cell capital of the
world.” A 2011 study by Rice University’s Baker Institute predicted “U.S. revenue from stem
cell products could reach $16 billion by 2020” up from $12.6 million in 2007.
********Stem cells are embryonic and adult (induced pluripotent), with the latter much more
specialized than the former. Regulatory oversight of the FDA, as well as the Texas Medical
Board, will have a significant impact on the development of treatments involving adult stem
cells.
(3 January 2013): “U.S. Electricity Use on Wane”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323689604578217831371436110.html)
--------“The Energy Information Administration is projecting that electricity use in the U.S. will
rise an average of just 0.6% a year for industrial users and 0.7% for homes through 2040.” This
poses “a daunting challenge for the nation’s utilities.” This rate of growth is much slower than
the middle decades of the past century (8% per year) and after the Arab oil embargo in 1973 (24% per year). Some of the decline is attributable to the “erosion of U.S. manufacturing.” As a
result, some utilities are “looking to trim spending or redirect capital investment to improvement
their profits regardless of consumption patterns.” In particular, Public Service Enterprises Group
(PSEG) and Northeast Utilities “are pouring money into high-voltage transmission lines . . .
because federal regulators are allowing them to collect above-average returns from customers on
those outlays to encourage new investment in the nation’s aging power networks.” As Ralph
Izzo, CEO of PSEG, told investors recently, he likes “spending on power transmission, because
‘it’s not dependent on [electricity] load growth.’”
********A clear illustration of the reallocation of firm assets in light of expected changes in
revenue streams. As noted in the article, “Many utilities with regulated and unregulated
operations are redirecting spending to favor their regulated side, where regulators practically
guarantee them a profit.”
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(3 January 2013): “Promising Businesses a Better Life Elsewhere”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324677204578185892215898494.html)
--------“Nevada is one of a growing number of states stationing full-time business recruiters in
California, as the nation’s economy recovers and the competition for jobs heats up. Economicdevelopment bureaus seek to attract business and jobs from wherever they can, but California
has become a particularly attractive target lately thanks to the prospect of rising taxes and new
regulations that other states think could make companies there easier to lure away.” In addition,
there is the fact that California “has more business to steal. Apart from its sheer size, its job
growth, in the past few years at least, has been nearly twice as fast as the rest of the country.”
The Public Policy Institute of California estimates that about “9,000 jobs—less than 1% of the
state’s 18.5 million jobs—go out of stated each year.”
********The article includes a graphic taken from Chief Executive Magazine, that shows that
California ranks 50th in a list of best states to do business, with Texas 1st. North Carolina is
third on the list, having been second in 2011. You can find the entire list at:
http://chiefexecutive.net/best-worst-states-for-business-2012.
(3 January 2013): “Hidden winners of the fiscal cliff deal”
(http://blogs.thetimes.co.uk/section/american-times/95867/hidden-winners-of-the-fiscal-cliffdeal/)
-------Included in the recent fiscal-cliff deal “are a host of arcane breaks and provisions, covering
everything from rum and electric motorcycles to obscure parts of the US green energy industry. .
. . They include $59 million in tax credits for algae growers, who are trying to produce cellulosic
biofuel from their product. There is also a ‘market loss assistance payment’ in the bill for
asparagus farmers to compensate those who lose revenues from foreign imports.” NASCAR,
too, will continue to receive “$70 million of subsidies for their tracks, bleachers and concession
stands.”
*******This is the first day I’ve looked at The Times of London and it seems like a promising
addition. It was interesting to get a look at some of the “other” things that were included in the
recent “cliff” legislation.
(4 January 2013): “In Iran’s Factories and Shops, Tighter Sanctions Exact Toll”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324595904578120250597512768.html)
--------“Western sanctions against Iran, combined with years of economic mismanagement by the
country’s government, have hammered Iran’s currency and its economy. The economy was
predicted to contract by nearly 1% in 2012, according to the International Monetary Fund, after
registering annual growth above 6% for much of the past decade.” The effectiveness of the
sanctions has surprised many observers, although U.S. legislation passed in 2010 “markedly
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changed the financial war against the [Iranian] regime.” The law “required the White House and
U.S. Treasury to sanction any company, American or foreign, conducting proscribed Iranian
trade, and placing at risk their access to the U.S. financial system. The West intensified the
sanctions campaign because of the belief that Iran is secretly developing atomic weapons, a
charge Tehran denies. Congress passed new sanctions this week, signed by President Barack
Obama, that lawmakers said move closer to a nearly complete trade embargo on Iran.”
--------The effect of the sanctions on Iranian citizens and businesses has been great. “For middleclass families even buying books and magazines has become a luxury. Poor families now go
months without eating meat or poultry, which has seen some of the biggest price hikes.” With
regard to business, trade is now often taking place by barter rather than through currency and, in
cities like Delijan, three hours south of Tehran, “Many smaller factories have shut down.
Dozens of the bigger ones are battling to avoid bankruptcy. The economic downturn is
spreading to other sectors in the city as businesses downsize to meet shrinking demand.”
(4 January 2013): “The E-Reader Revolution: Over Just as It Has Begun?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323874204578219834160573010.html)
--------“Dedicated devices for reading e-books have been a hot category for the past half-dozen
years, but the shrinking sizes and falling prices of full-featured tablet computers are raising
questions about the fate of reading-only gadgets” like those of Amazon and Barnes & Noble.
IDC and IHS iSuppli estimate that global sales of these devices declined by 28-36% in 2012 as
compared to 2011. In addition to the challenge provided by ever-more-affordable tablets with
greater capabilities is that “some users who bought e-readers see no particular urgency to buy
another.” Sarah Rothman Epps, an analyst for Forrester Research, notes: “The real innovation in
e-readers has been giving consumers a convenient way to buy books, wirelessly, without even
having to use their computers.
********As the article points out, the one thing that e-readers really have going for them is
battery life. Barnes & Noble has a model that can operate “up to two months on a battery
charge, compared with around 10 hours of reading on its Nook tablet.”
(4 January 2013): “Squeezed into debt: more householders relying on quick but costly ‘payday’
loans” (http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/money/borrowing/article3647596.ece)
--------In the United Kingdom “Almost a million households have turned to ‘payday’ lenders in
the past year to cover their rent or mortgage, a housing charity said yesterday.” During the past
12 months “Two and a half per cent of people who pay rent or a mortgage—equivalent to
987,000 households—said that they had used a ‘payday’ loan to tide them over.” In a separate
survey by debt charity Step Change it was “found that one in 12 adults used such loans—which
come with annual equivalent interest rates of several thousand per cent—to cover the cost of
Christmas.”
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********Very interesting to get another perspective of the phenomenon of payday lending. In
the UK the Office of Fair Trading (OFT) regulates payday lenders. You can learn more about
the OFT at: http://www.oft.gov.uk/. You can learn more about OFT’s work on payday lenders
at: http://www.oft.gov.uk/news-and-updates/press/2012/110-12#.UOb9E-QUWSo. In the US it
is the newly formed Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) that will presumably be
overseeing payday lending. You can learn more about the CFPB at:
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/.
********Somewhat connected to “payday loans” are “payroll loans.” As reported in the Wall
Street Journal, payroll loans are growing rapidly in Latin America, especially in Brazil and
Mexico. These “often small and relatively low-risk loans help banks decide whether they want
to deepen their relationship with a borrower in the credit equivalent of a coffee date.” Little used
in the U.S., in these loans “Banks give credit and then get repaid through an automatic deduction
of the person’s paycheck every two weeks, increasing the likelihood of repayment.” In contrast
to payday loans, payroll loans work through the traditional banking system; payday loans are not
a part of the traditional banking system. You can learn more about payroll loans (subscription
required) at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323689604578222130866020660.html.
(5 January 2012): “Europe’s dirty secret: The unwelcome renaissance”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21569039-europes-energy-policy-delivers-worst-allpossible-worlds-unwelcome-renaissance)
--------Coal production and use have fallen dramatically in the U.S., but in Europe, according to
Anne-Sophie Corbeau, “we have some kind of golden age of coal.” Electricity generated from
coal “is rising at annualized rates of as much as 50% in some European countries. Since coal is
by . . . far the most polluting source of electricity . . . this is making a mockery of European
environmental aspirations.” Although the price of gas is relatively low in comparison to coal in
the U.S., where gas use is increasing at the expense of coal, the price of coal is relatively low in
comparison to gas in Europe. The result is the increase in coal use in Europe. With relatively
little shale gas in Europe, and still relatively high gas prices (from Russian imports), coal is
likely to continue to the cheapest fuel for electricity generation for many years. A report issued
by Bloomberg New Energy Finance in November 2012 showed that “power utilities in Germany
were set, on average, to lose €11.70 when they burned gas to make a megawatt of electricity, but
to earn €14.22 per MW when they burned coal.” As a result, “companies are switching from gas
to coal as fast as they can.”
(5 January 2012): “Have We Lost the War on Drugs?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324374004578217682305605070.html)
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--------Nobel Prize winner Gary S. Becker and economist Kevin M. Murphy, both of the
University of Chicago, share their thoughts on the decriminalization of drug use and the drug
market, as well as the “war of drugs” declared by president Richard Nixon in 1971. According
to the authors, “The direct monetary cost to American taxpayers of the war on drugs is . . . over
$40 billion a year. These costs don’t include many other harmful effects of the war on drugs that
are difficult to quantify.” Among them are higher high school dropout rates for “black and
Hispanic children living in poor neighborhoods” lured by the profits of the drug trade, as well as
the total number of persons in state and federal prisons, a number which “has grown from
330,000 in 1980 to about 1.6 million today.” Roughly “50% of the inmates in federal prisons
and 20% of those in state prisons have been convicted of either selling or using drugs.”
********The article is chock full of analysis and insight. It was interesting to me that Becker
and Murphy make use of what I call “The Paradox of Enforcement.” In this paradox—and when
the demand for drugs is “inelastic”—an increase in drug enforcement not only increases drug
price but also increases drug revenues. (If you are interested in a two-page handout that
illustrates the paradox, please let me know.) One might expect, then, that a lobbyist for a drug
cartel would actively seek to keep drugs criminalized. I can’t help but wonder who else benefits
(has benefitted) from this war.
********The article has a nice connection to an article my wife sent me some time ago, which I
just read. You can find it at: http://globalizationofaddiction.ca/articles-speeches/248-a-train-tripthrough-methland.html. It is written by Bruce K. Alexander, a professor emeritus of psychology
at Simon Fraser University of British Columbia; Alexander is the author of The Globalization of
Addiction: A Study in Poverty of the Spirit (2010). In the article Alexander describes a trip from
Vancouver to the U.S. East Coast by train, which took him through what is the subject of
Methland: The Death and Life of an American Small Town (2010), by Nick Reding. The article
speaks of the “hollowing out” of much of rural America due to agribusiness and the spiritual
malaise and economic poverty which has followed for many. At the site you can find an 18minute video of an interview with Alexander, which is intriguing from a number of perspectives,
although I suspect that Becker and Murphy would have much to say about his views.
(5 January 2013): “F.D.A. Offers Broad New Rules to Fight Food Contamination”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/05/business/fda-offers-rules-to-stop-foodcontamination.html)
--------The FDA has proposed two rules to prevent “the contamination of produce and processed
foods, which has sickened tens of thousands of Americans annually in recent years.” According
to Michael R. Taylor, the deputy commissioner for foods and veterinary medicine, the “new
rules really set the basic framework for a modern, science-based approach to food safety and
shift us from a strategy of reacting to problems to a strategy for preventing problems.” It is
estimated that one-sixth of the American population becomes ill from contaminated food each
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year, with 130,000 being hospitalized and 3,000 dying. The first rule would require
manufacturers of processed food in the U.S. “to come up with ways to reduce the risk of
contamination.” The second rule applies to “the harvesting and production of fruits and
vegetables in an effort to combat bacterial contamination like E. coli.” There will now be a 120day period for public comment, after which the rules will be completed by the FDA.
********In relation to the second rule, the four Ws are mentioned as sources of bacterial
contamination: water, waste, workers, and wildlife. You can see the proposed standard—all 547
pages of it—at: https://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2013-00123.pdf.
(6 January 2013): “As Biofuel Demand Grows, So Do Guatemala’s Hunger Pangs”
(http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/2007/maskin_lecture.pdf)
--------Three years ago in Guatemala City, Guatemala, “one quetzal—about 15 cents—bought
eight tortillas; today it buys only four. And eggs have tripled in price because chickens eat corn
feed.” Contributing to this are “laws in the United States and Europe that mandate the increasing
use of biofuel in cars.” Land once used to grow food for humans “is now sometimes more
profitably used for churning out vehicle fuel. In a globalized world, the expansion of the
biofuels industry has contributed to spikes in poor corners of Asia, Africa and Latin America
because the raw material is grown wherever it is cheapest.” This has been a particular problem
in Guatemala “where most families must spend about two thirds of their income on food. . . .
Roughly 50 percent of the nation’s children are chronically malnourished, the fourth-highest rate
in the world, according to the United Nations.”
********You can see some of the circumstances described in the article at:
http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2013/01/06/world/americas/06guatemala.html.
(7 January 2013): “Oil Industry’s New Workers Have Great Eyesight—And Feathers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324731304578191480829527030.html)
--------This is the A-hed story of the Wall Street Journal. “Until recently, falconry . . . was just a
hobby for Michael Gregston, who makes a living leading canoe trips down the Missouri River.
But to supplement his income, he has been toting four of his rare hawks and falcons in the bitter
cold to an unusual destination for a bird enthusiast: an oil refinery. . . . refineries across the
country are now paying thousands of dollars a day to bring in rare raptors to chase away the
nuisance birds that sully their facilities.” The treat of predation seems to be “the only thing that
will keep nuisance birds at bay for longer than a day or two.” Starlings, which came to the U.S.
more than a century ago, are a particular problem.
********Gregston is especially careful of his birds and the dangers they face, for example, in
relation to an exposed electric rail, noting to a potential client: “Look, this is a living creature . . .
This is my employee. A bird can’t read ‘Hot, Do Not Touch.’”
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(8 January 2013): “India to Western Tech Firms: To Sell It Here, Build It Here”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323482504578227583950036410.html)
--------“India has proposed sweeping curbs on the import off technology products ranging from
laptops to Wi-Fi devices to computer-network equipment. The proposed regulations . . . would
create an expansive ‘Buy India’ mandate requiring a large percentage of the high-tech goods sold
in the country to manufacture locally.” The business plans of corporations such as Cisco
Systems, Dell, IBM, Nokia Siemens Networks, and Telefon AB L.M. Ericsson would likely be
affected. Were these proposals to be written into law the impact could be large, as “Spending in
India’s technology and electronics market is expected to reach about $400 billion by 2020, up
from $45 billion in 2009.”
********Lacking access to the written article, the Video tab provides some useful information.
(8 January 2013): “China Rice Imports Unsettle Market”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323706704578228052284001608.html)
--------“In the global rice market, a big and surprising buyer has emerge: China. For decades,
China’s booming rice production enabled it to sell far more rice than it bought. But the world’s
biggest consumer of the grain has become a major importer.” Rice imports exceeded exports in
2011 and 2012, with a record 2.6 million tons of milled rice imported in 2012. Although some
analysts explain the increased rice imports as due to an increased demand for rice for
consumption, others hold that it is a largely a result of a state-set rice price in China. With the
Chinese government setting the price of rice “much higher than equivalent grades on the global
market” there is being created “a profitable trade for Chinese buyers who scoop up the rice from
places such as Vietnam, Pakistan and India and then sell it at higher prices at home.” At the
present time, “China doesn’t buy rice from the U.S.”
(8 January 2013): “Going South Isn’t a Bad Thing at Monsanto”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323706704578227913356370772.html)
--------“The globe may be split into two hemispheres, but the northern one, where the
agribusiness-friendly U.S. is located, has been far more important until now. Looking ahead,
places like South America present its biggest opportunity. Tuesday’s earnings report for
Monsanto’s fiscal first quarter ended in November should highlight this shift. Typically a lossmaking or barely-profitable quarter, tis importance has risen, benefiting more from the southern
hemisphere’s growing season. . . . Without the potential for southern growth, Monsanto’s 2013
earnings valuation of nearly 22 times would be a stretch. With it, and assuming no hiccups with
somewhat controversial products, it seems reasonable. Brazil now is believed to be the No. 2
market for genetically modified crops; Argentina is also large. The U.S. is the No. 1 market.”
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********I thought the geographic dimension to seasonal revenues was interesting, much as
heating and cooling services are typically provided by the same firms. In addition, the growth of
genetically modified seeds is noteworthy.
(8 January 2013): “In Japan, a Painfully Slow Sweep”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323706704578227913356370772.html)
--------“More than a year and a half since the nuclear crisis, much of Japan’s post-Fukushima
cleanup remains primitive, slapdash and bereft of the cleanup methods lauded by government
scientist as effective in removing harmful radioactive cesium from the environment.” Rather
than using local or foreign companies with “proven expertise in environmental remediation” the
Japanese “central and local governments have handed over much of the 1 trillion yen
decontamination effort to Japan’s largest construction companies. The politically connected
companies have little radiological cleanup expertise and critics say they have cut corners to
employ primitive—even potentially hazardous—techniques.”
********The article brings up issues of quality, price, and appearance in relation to
decontamination efforts.
(8 January 2013): “Study Links State Higher-Education Spending to Demographics and
Economy” (http://chronicle.com/blogs/bottomline/study-links-state-higher-education-spendingto-demographics-and-economy/)
--------“A new analysis of state spending on higher education finds that states with a diverse
economy, low unemployment, and a history of support for higher education are likely to
maintain spending on colleges.” The study, entitled “College Funding in Context:
Understanding the Difference in Higher Education Appropriations Across the States,” found that
“states that are leaders in higher-education spending ten to stay at the top of that category,
creating a kind of ‘virtuous cycle.” Based upon four case studies, researchers tied “strong
gubernatorial leadership (though not partisan affiliation) and ties between legislators and
colleges to higher levels of state support for higher education.”
********You can find the 42-page study at:
http://www.demos.org/sites/default/files/publications/HigherEducationReportDemos.pdf. I
haven’t read the study but I am will. It uses a framework that resonates with the three invisible
forces, indicating that there are three type of factors that influence higher education funding:
economic, political, and cultural, and includes I nice Venn diagram of the three forces and their
overlaps (pp. 6 and 7 of the document). The four major findings of the report are presented on
page 8 of the document.
(9 January 2013): “Beware the Phantom Job Listing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323706704578229661268628432.html)
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--------“Back channel” hires “are becoming the rule, not the exception, when companies hire.” In
such cases a hire is made without an opening, without advertising an opening, or advertising an
opening after the position has been filled. Applicants find back channel hires frustrating, but
“companies point out that it is perfectly legal to hire without advertising a job or to advertise one
almost certain to be filled by an insider.” Although “federal labor rules don’t require employers
to post openings, “human resources departments at many companies” require them. The size of
the “hidden job market” depends upon economic conditions. “When the talent market is tight,
companies must advertise to fill key positions . . . In a soft economy, however, companies do
more ‘opportunity hiring,’ creating jobs specifically to lure or keep promising individuals.”
********A key figure in the article is Duncan Mathison, co-author (with Martha I. Finney) of
the 2009 book Unlock the Hidden Job Market. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Unlock-Hidden-Job-Market-Successful/dp/0137032498/ref=sr_1_1.
(9 January 2013): “Your Own Private Fiscal Cliff”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323374504578220011077248152.html)
--------From the Opinion page. Dean Karlan, a professor of economics at Yale (and founder of
Innovations for Poverty Action), notes that in a variety of areas (like losing weight or quitting
smoking) “a commitment contract, wherein one publicly agrees to achieve a certain goal, can
help” you attain it. “The idea of committing one’s future self to something dates back at least to
Homer’s Odyssey. Knowing he wouldn’t be able to resist the temptation of the sirens’ song,
Odysseus had his crew tie him to the mast of his ship.” Cortez employed a similar commitment
strategy when he decided “to scuttle his ships in the attack on Mexico to keep his soldiers
charging ahead, not able to retreat.” Something like that was used early in 2012 with regard to
the setting up of the fiscal cliff. All of these are examples of “commitment devices” for a “past
self to force one’s future self to do something—knowing one might not have the willpower when
the time comes.” Karlan and colleagues at Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA) “do research
around the world to find ways to help the poor” that uses, among other things, “the science of
commitment.”
********A search on “commitment savings” provides access to a variety of sources to learn
more about the work of Karlan and others. You can learn more about IPA at:
http://www.poverty-action.org/; you can learn more about Karlan’s research at:
http://www.amazon.com/More-Than-Good-Intentions-Improving/dp/0452297567/ref=sr_1_1.
********As noted above, commitment devices have long been used, especially in military
settings. You can see more examples at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Point_of_no_return. The
social thinker Jon Elster has written two books relating to Ulysses and commitment: Ulysses and
the Sirens and Ulysses Unbound. You can learn more about the latter book at:
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http://www.amazon.com/Ulysses-Unbound-Rationality-PrecommitmentConstraints/dp/0521662133/ref=sr_1_2.
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[The Invisible Forces] 91 (16 January 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(10 January 2013): “James M. Buchanan, Economic Scholar and Nobel Laureate, Dies at 93”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/10/business/economy/james-m-buchanan-economic-scholardies-at-93.html)
--------Nobel Laureate (1986) James M. Buchanan died on Wednesday in Blacksburg, Virginia.
Born in Tennessee, the grandson of a governor, he “was a leading proponent of public choice
theory, which assumes that politicians and government officials, like everyone else, are
motivated by self-interest—getting re-elected or gaining more power—and do not necessarily act
in the public interest. He argued that their actions could be analyzed, and even predicted, by
applying the tools of economics to political science in ways that yield insights into the tendencies
of governments to grow, increase spending, borrow money, run large deficits and let regulations
proliferate.” Buchanan was tenacious in his pursuit of his ideas, holding that “My task has been
to ‘uneducate’ the economists.”
********By expanding the scope of economics, Buchanan contributed to what some have called
“economic imperialism,” a term that is especially associated with 1992 Nobel Laureate Gary
Becker. You can learn more about Buchanan’s Nobel Prize at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/1986/.
(10 January 2013): “Pawn shops experience boom in hard times”
(http://www.marketplace.org/topics/economy/pawn-shops-experience-boom-hard-times)
--------As the economy has suffered, one business model has thrived: the pawn shop. . . . The
number of pawn businesses has increased by half in the last five years to around 10,000 shops.
And over that time, the average pawn loan has almost doubled to $150.” But not all pawn loans
are small. “The industry is also seeing growth at the extreme high-end of the market. Jordan
Tabach-Banks owns Beverly Loan Company. He doesn’t flinch at the idea of a million dollar
pawn loan.” In fact, he has made seven-figure pawn loans. Tabach-Banks notes that at a bank
“You might fill out stacks of paperwork, provide financial statements. It will go to loan
committee and you’ll be denied. Here, you can walk out with $250,000, $500,000 in a matter of
minutes, only signing one document.” Business for Tabach-Banks is at an all-time high.
(10 January 2013): “Cash for Hay Driving Thieves to Move Bundles”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/10/us/high-hay-prices-encourage-more-thefts-fromfarms.html)
--------“Across the West, ranchers, farmers and county sheriffs are grappling with a new scourge:
hay rustling. Months of punishing drought and grass fires have pushed the price of hay, grain
and other animal feed to near records, making the golden bales an increasingly irresistible target
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for thieves. Some steal them for profit. Others are fellow farmers acting out of desperation.” In
California, “farmers have grappled recently with growing thefts of grapes, beehives and
avocados, and sheriffs say high prices of scrap metal have made agricultural machinery—
whether it works or not—an appealing target.”
(11 January 2013): “Long-Term Jobless Begin to Find Work”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323442804578233390580359994.html)
--------“The epidemic of long-term unemployment, one of the most pernicious and persistent
challenges bedeviling the U.S. economy, is finally showing signs of easing. The long-term
unemployed—those out of work more than six months—made up 39.1% of all job seekers in
December, according to the Labor Department, the first time that figure has dropped below 40%
in more than three years.” A case in point is Michael Leahy, who “lost his job as a manager at a
Connecticut bank in 2010.” His participation in a program for the long-term unemployed led to
a new job in December, 2012. He notes: “The thing that surprised me is this positive feeling I
have every day of getting up in the morning and knowing I have a place to go to and a place
where people are waiting for me.” Leahy took a 15% pay cut from his previous job. A recent
study by economists at Boston University, Columbia University, and the Institute for
Employment Research “found that every additional year out of work reduces workers’ wages
when they do find a job by 11%.”
(12 January 2013): “Bad Roads, Ret Tape, Burly Thugs Slow Wal-Mart’s Passage in India”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323622904578129294224588914.html)
--------Following a relaxation of foreign-investment rules in India during the fall, Wal-Mart is
planning to open new stores there. However, Wal-Mart is especially strong in distribution and
logistics, both of which are challenging in India, which is “plagued by dilapidated infrastructure”
and “bogged down by an entrenched system of government-imposed middlemen, the scope of
which has few parallels, essentially an army of traders and agents who charge various fees along
the way. That alone can increase farm-to-store costs sixfold.” This contributes to great loss of
perishables. India, the world’s second-largest fruit-and-vegetable producer, “loses about onethird of its produce each year to spoilage.” Customarily, large corporations like Wal-Mart
struggle with “trying to pick the right products for the right culture” but in India the biggest
hurdles likely will come well before the point of sale.”
--------Contrary to the U.S., where farmers sell directly to Wal-Mart, this isn’t possible in India.
There farms are typically “no larger than one to three acres, and number in the millions. By state
laws, these farmers must take their harvest to government-run wholesale markets and generally
can’t sell directly to retailers. Food goes on circuitous journeys through multiple government
markets and middlemen before reaching consumers.” It is not uncommon for food to go through
several of these [government] markets, being touched by five or six middlemen before reaching a
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retailer.” As a result, “In a single day after a farmer receives his payment, the price of a
vegetable can shoot up 500%.”
********In brief, it won’t be “business as usual” for Wal-Mart in India. Middlemen are keenly
aware that their jobs are at stake in any move to eliminate links in the existing supply chains.
These links are shown very clearly on the Video tab, as well as the Slideshow tab, of the article.
(12 January 2013): “How to Fail in Business”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324581504578235710908551732.html)
--------A review of The Org: The Underlying Logic of the Office, by Ray Fishman and Tim
Sullivan. The reviewer notes: “Organizations are the building blocks of economic and social life
yet frequently the bane of those who work in them. Why do we bother with them at all? If the
market is efficient, why aren’t we all companies of one?” The authors point out that this was the
starting point of the thinking of Nobel Laureate Ronald Coase in the early 1930s, stating that
previously “economics had missed ‘the real cost of doing business on the open market.’” Those
real costs are transactions costs. Still, organizational “rot” can take place as a business expands
in size and complexity, as the cases of British Petroleum and Hewlett Packard testify. So, “How
do you stop this kind of organizational rot from happening? By realizing . . . that many of the
things we all loathe about working for an org are there to stop making things even worse. The
life of an organization is a series of complex transaction costs, and sometimes you just have to
squelch enthusiastic innovation, promise a CEO an obscene golden parachute and banish the
thought of ever putting shrimp salad on the menu—because, if you happen to be McDonalds,
you could endanger an entire species.”
********You can learn more about The Org at: http://www.amazon.com/Org-UnderlyingLogic-Office/dp/0446571598/ref=sr_1_1. You can listen to an 18-minute interview with author
Tim Sullivan at: http://blogs.hbr.org/ideacast/2013/01/why-organizations-are-the-way.html.
About fourteen minutes into the interview there is an interesting mini-history of the cubicle,
which was originally called “the action office,” a product of office furnishings company Herman
Miller.
(12 January 2013): “A Cancer Cycle, From Here to China”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/12/opinion/a-cycle-of-contamination-and-cancer-that-wontend.html)
--------“More than one million people in the Chinese city of Handan awoke last week to the
alarming news that an essential source of their drinking water, the Zhouzhang River, had been
dangerously contaminated by a 39-ton chemical spill in the nearby city Changzhi. What made
the news even more shocking was that the leak, from a factory pipe, had started at least five days
earlier but had been kept secret by government officials, who allowed millions of their neighbors
to keep drinking.” This situation is eerily similar to that of “the New Jersey shore town of Toms
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River, which gained unwanted notoriety in the late 1990s thanks to a remarkably welldocumented cluster of childhood cancer cases and a long history of often hidden industrial
pollution.” There the chemical aniline, used to help give blue jeans the right shade of blue, was
the cancer source, continuing a migration of chemical pollution that began in Basel, Switzerland
in the late 1800s.
********The author of the article is the author of the forthcoming book Toms River: A Story of
Science and Salvation. You can learn more about the book and the author at:
http://www.randomhouse.com/book/47702/toms-river-by-dan-fagin.
(14 January 2013): “Detroit Sheds Pounds for Gas-Mileage Gains”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324595704578239812708897212.html)
--------The federal government has required that “auto makers produce vehicle fleets that average
54.5 miles per gallon by 2025.” As a result, companies are investigating a variety of approaches,
touting hybrids and electrics. But “they have found a quicker path to improved fuel efficiency,
reinventing the way traditional gas-powered cars are built.” As a result, auto-makers are
“substituting more plastics, aluminum and magnesium” for parts traditionally made from steel.
For example, “Ford is testing a prototype F-150 pickup truck . . . that features aluminum instead
of steel body panels. It will weigh 700 pounds less that the current model . . . a reduction of
about 15%.” Launch of the truck is scheduled for 2015. Non-steel materials tend to cost more to
produce and can be more difficult to work with.
(14 January 2013): “Why You Need to Find a Mission”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323316804578163501792318298.html)
--------Studies of 1,500 men and women by the Rush University Medical Center’s Alzheimer’s
Disease Center (based in Chicago) show that “having a purpose in life can help stave off
cognitive decline and promote a broadly healthier, longer life.” Dr. Patricia A. Boyle notes that
those in the study “who reported having purpose in life showed a 30% slower rate of cognitive
decline than those who did not. Having purpose reduced the risk of Alzheimer’s and its
precursor, mild cognitive impairment. Even those whose brains had the plaques and tangles
associated with Alzheimer’s had better cognitive brain function.” Although the precise reason
for the importance of purpose on health is uncertain, Dr. Boyle indicates that “if you’re pursuing
goals, you’re probably engaging in a whole host of behaviors that we know to be beneficial for
health, such as being socially involved and connected to other people and going out an being
physically active.”
(15 January 2013): “Uranium Deposit Spurs Spat”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324442304578232022469184786.html)
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--------Coles Hill, Virginia may be the site of a large uranium mine pending legislation to be
submitted in the state legislature by State Sen. John C. Watkins, which would lift Virginia’s
“three-decade-old moratorium on uranium mining.” At issue is the “largest known deposit of
undeveloped uranium in the U.S.” Virginia Uranium Inc. (VUI), which owns the deposit,
estimates that it holds “at least 119 million pounds of uranium oxide, the material that when
processed is used to fuel nuclear reactors.” Generally such mines operate “across sparsely
populated, drier parts of the western U.S., this would be the first set up on the more densely
populated, wetter East Coast.” VUI estimates that the value of the radioactive ore is about $7
billion.
********Coles Hill, Virginia is about 74 driving miles NNE of Greensboro, NC. You can learn
more about VUI at: http://www.virginiauranium.com/.
(16 January 2013): “School’s Twist on Going Private”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324595704578244131135328390.html)
--------The Vermont town of North Bennington plans “to close its only public grade school and
reopen it as a private academy.” Although such a move is frequently the result of a lowperforming school, in this case the “motive as to ward off a state push for consolidation that . . .
could have force the . . . school to merge with another town.” The plan “follows efforts by
parents in other parts of the country to take greater control of their children’s schools.” Members
of the group leading the privatization said “independent status would enable new initiatives, such
as adding a part-time foreign-language teacher at lower pay that called for in union contracts.”
(16 January 2013): “Wind Industry’s Roar May Diminish in 2013”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324595704578243830388986480.html)
--------“The U.S. wind industry is planning new wind farms again after Congress renewed
subsidies, giving idled factories that make turbines and components the prospect of a fresh set of
orders in the second half of 2013.” The 2.2 cents per kilowatt-hour subsidy applies “only for
projects that start construction by the end of 2013.” Whether the subsidy will continue beyond
this year is uncertain. Through October 2012, “wind turbines generated about 3.3% of the
country’s electricity.”
********The trade group for wind is the American Wind Energy Association. You can learn
more about it at: http://www.awea.org/.
(16 January 2013): “When Public Outperforms Private in Services”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/16/business/when-privatization-works-and-why-it-doesntalways.html)
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********This article mentions the recent book The Org, by Fishman and Sullivan, mentioned
above, which “offers telling insight on a topic that has ebbed and flowed across the world over
the last 30 years, as governments of all stripes have set out to privatize state-owned enterprises
and outsource services—what does the private sector do better than government, and what does
it do worse.” A good rule of thumb appears to be that “a private company will outperform the
public sector . . . if the task is clear-cut and it’s possible to define concrete goals and reward
those who meet them . . . But if the objectives are complex and diffuse . . . privatization is
probably not the best solution.” British Petroleum seems to figure prominently in The Org.
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[The Invisible Forces] 92 (23 January 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
My unexpected discovery of the week is Alexa: “the leading provider of free, global web
metrics” (http://www.alexa.com). Its site can be searched by keyword, category, or country. I
stumbled upon it while searching for information on the International Business Times. Its
Wikipedia entry noted its ranking on Alexa and I was lead to:
http://www.alexa.com/topsites/category/Business/News_and_Media/Newspapers.
(17 January 2013): “Asheville distillery makes big expansion” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20130117/NEWS/301170018/Asheville-distillery-makes-big-expansion)
--------Asheville, North Carolina craft distiller Troy & Sons has installed a 5,000-liter still to
expand production of its high-end moonshine whiskey from one to four 53-gallon barrels a day.
Oscar Wong, founder of Highland Brewing, has been impressed by Troy & Sons expansion,
noting the “big differences between how whiskey and beer can be distributed . . . Because
whiskey ‘doesn’t spoil’ in a few months like beer, it is easier for distilleries to expand into
markets far from where the spirit is made.”
********You can learn more about Troy & Sons at: http://www.troyandsons.com.
(17 January 2013): “Inside Pfizer’s Fight Against Counterfeit Drugs”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-01-17/inside-pfizers-fight-against-counterfeitdrugs)
--------“Counterfeit drugs generated an estimate $75 billion in revenue in 2010 . . . Unlike fake
sunglasses, fake drugs can kill their purchasers. Each year upwards of 100,000 people around
the world my die from substandard and counterfeit medications, according to a recent estimate
by Amir Attaran of the University of Ottawa and Roger Bate of the American Enterprise
Institute. To date, governments have struggled to safeguard the distribution of legitimate dugs
and crack down on the fakes. In lieu of effective public policy, the pharmaceutical industry has
chosen to fight back in private.” Although Viagra is the primary target of counterfeit drugs, it
isn’t alone. Pfizer reports that in 2010 “authorities from 53 countries seized 8.4 million tablets,
capsules, and vials of counterfeit Pfizer drugs ranging from Norvasc (for high blood pressure) to
Zithromax (antibiotic) to Celebrex (arthritis).” Although some fake meds contain no active
ingredients, counterfeit Viagra does, encouraging repurchases. “Investigating dealers of
counterfeit drugs is similar to investigating drug cartels. It’s easy for detectives to jump out and
catch the guys selling pills on the corner. It’s much harder to catch the kingpins.” But although
with cocaine “the whole supply chain . . . tends to be run by one cartel. With fake
pharmaceuticals, the marketplace is open and alliances are constantly shifting.”
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(17 January 2013): “How State Governments Are Regulating Away Abortion”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-01-17/how-state-governments-are-regulatingaway-abortion)
--------The 1973 ruling of the U.S. Supreme Court of the United States greatly expanded access
to abortion services in the United States. Anti-abortion groups are now “pushing laws that would
make it too expensive for providers to remain in operation.” A regulatory approach, at state
levels, is being widely undertaken to increase the cost of abortion. Following the 2012 midterm
elections, “lawmakers in 24 states passed a record 92 provisions that restrict access to abortion
services, according to the Guttmacher Institute, which researches and compiles data on
reproductive health. That’s nearly triple the old record set in 2005 and a sixfold increase over
1985.” As a result, abortion providers say “the laws have made their business more arduous and
sliced into their earnings. By 2008 . . . the number of providers, which includes doctors’ offices
and hospitals, had fallen 38 percent from their 1982 peak, to 1,793.” Theodore Joyce, a research
associate at the National Bureau of Economic Research and economics professor of Baruch
College, has examined the 2004 Woman’s Right to Know Act in Texas to examine supply- and
demand-side policies on abortion, finding that demand-side policies had no effect but supplyside policies “had all the bite.”
********The article is largely built upon Northland Family Planning in Detroit, Michigan. In
light of state regulations increasing cost, the owner is looking to expand into relative activities
and began “offering adoption services last year and is now eyeing in vitro fertilization.” You can
read the article by Theodore Joyce, which appeared in the New England Journal of Medicine, at:
http://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1109889#t=article.
********A graphic accompanying the article, in addition to providing a link to the Guttmacher
Institute, illustrates 135 new restrictions that 30 states have passed over the last two years in six
different categories.
(18 January 2013): “China Plan Raises Ire in Mexico”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324595704578243880802729850.html)
--------China plans to build Dragon Mart Cancún to promote its wares. The $180 million project
“would inhabit 1,370 acres south of Mexico’s Caribbean resort.” The development is modeled
after one in Dubai and includes “722 homes for Chinese administrators of more than 3,000
storefronts promoting toys, construction materials, electronics and other goods. The village
would also host events to spotlight Chinese music, dance and culture.” Cancún’s mayor vows to
deny construction permits. It is feared that the complex would “flood Mexico with Chinese
products and function as a self-contained colony with little benefit for Mexican workers.”
Chinese exports to Mexico account for “about 90% of the roughly $60 billion of goods that flow
each year between the two countries.”
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(18 January 2013): “Buying ‘Political Intelligence’ Can Pay Off Big for Wall Street”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324660404578202072713156116.html)
--------The Securities and Exchange Commission has issued subpoenas to Marwood Group
“asking for emails and other documents that show how the political research firm was able to
warn its Wall Street clients that regulators might delay approving a promising drug in the fall of
2010.” The Group, formed by Edward Kennedy, Jr. more than ten years ago, is part of “a
burgeoning business known as political intelligence, in which firms gather information and
analysis about activities in Congress, the White House and federal agencies and sell these
insights to investors looking for an edge.” More than $400 million is spent each year by
investors for this intelligence, according industry follower Integrity Research Associates.
Although securities laws tend to prohibit trading “on the basis of material nonpublic information
about activities at federal agencies . . . political-intelligence firms and others can legally seek to
gather a mosaic—information gleaned from a variety of sources both inside and out of the
government—with which to make an investment decision. Regulators have never brought an
insider-trading case against a political-intelligence firm.” Karen Riley, a spokeswoman for the
Food and Drug Administration, notes that the FDA knows that firms like Marwood “are
constantly making predictions about what we might do . . . based on their intelligence gathering
and how they think we might think.”
********You can learn more about the Marwood Group at: http://www.marwoodgroup.com/.
You can see an earlier story on the political intelligence industry at:
http://www.npr.org/2012/02/10/146709351/political-intelligence-congress-topic-of-the-week.
Wall Street Journal reporter Brody Mullins seems to be following the industry. It strikes me that
Bloomberg Government (BGov) participates in this industry—you can learn more about it at:
http://about.bgov.com/. Subscription information seems to require a personal contact with a
BGov representative but it appears that the going price is $5,700 per year. In addition to
providing the subscription price (2011), the American Journalism Review reports that it “focuses
on six industries—health care, defense, energy, technology, finance and transportation—as well
as trade, taxation and labor.” You can learn more at: http://www.ajr.org/article.asp?id=5023.
(18 January 2013): “Crowdfunding Efforts Draw Suspicion”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323783704578247380848394600.html)
--------The passage of the Jumpstart Our Business Startups (JOBS) Act dismantled “many of the
legal constraints on small companies selling shares on the Internet.” The phenomenon of
“crowdfunding” is one significant result. Recently there were 9,001 internet names with the
word ‘crowdfund’, up from 900 in January 2012. Although hailed by President Obama as a
possible “game changer” this massive growth threatens investor fraud. Possible regulatory
action is being considered at state and federal levels.
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(19 January 2013): “Healthier Births and Babies—With Midwives”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324468104578248033569255420.html)
--------An Essay from the Review section of the Wall Street Journal. “Something has gone
wrong with the way that we handle birth in this country. After nearly a century of progress,
deliveries are now getting more dangerous rather than less so. . . . Globally, we [the U.S.] are
tied with Belarus in maternal mortality.” A way to reduce mortality may be to embrace the type
of prenatal care developed by British midwives in the 1920s, which treated “birth as a physical
event, performed by the mother” rather than “a medical event performed on the mother.” This
approach was brought to Appalachia in 1923 by Mary Breckinridge, who started the Frontier
Nursing Service. At that time mother mortality rates were 9 per 1,000 births, 100 times that of
today, and in the “deep hollows, where people were cut off from medical care, the risk of
pregnant women was even greater.” Within a decade, “The women the Frontier Nursing Service
cared for . . . were 10 times less likely to die in childbirth that the average American at the time.”
Key to the success of the approach was the midwives’ understanding that “instead of focusing
narrowly on the birth, they needed healthy families to produce healthy babies.”
********The author of the essay is Nathanael Johnson, whose book All Natural: A Skeptics’s
Quest to Discover If the Natural Approach to Diet, Childbirth, Healing and the Environment
Really Keep Us Healthier and Happier will be published later this month. You can learn more
about the book at: https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/nathanael-johnson/all-natural/.
Johnson makes a good point, I think when he stresses the proactiveness of midwifery and the
reactiveness of traditional obstetrics. As he notes: “The great strength of American-style
obstetrics is in reacting to catastrophe. But we’re terrible at preventing catastrophes before they
happen.”
(19 January 2013): “Wrapped in smog: Something in the air?”
(http://www.economist.com/news/china/21569743-measures-air-pollution-go-scale-publicimpatience-rises-something-air)
--------During the last week Beijing captured world attention as its pollution levels exceed the
maximum of a recognized standard. But it isn’t just Beijing’s problem, it is national in scope.
“Experts attribute this to an exceptionally cold winter that has caused more burning of coal and
other fuels than usual, to temperature inversions over some places, and to unfortunate wind
patterns in others.” With regard to particulate, particles smaller than 2.5 microns in size are
especially dangerous for health, as they tend to enter “deep into the lungs and into the
bloodstream.” The World Health Organization “deems 25 micrograms of such matter per cubic
metre of air to be an achievable and acceptable level. In Beijing, readings hit nearly 1,000
micrograms.” In addition to the health effect of the particulate, tourists have been kept away.
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********According to the Pocket World in Figures, 2013 edition, just released by The
Economist, p. 107, 12 of the 20 cities in the world with the worst air quality (as measured by
particulate in 2009) are in China. Delhi, India is the worst, followed by Xian, China, and then
Cairo, Egypt. There are no U.S. cities in the list.
(19 January 2013): “Is This the End of the Soft-Drink Era?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323783704578245973076636056.html)
--------U.S. consumption of soft drinks has declined “over the past eight years” but the big three
of Coca-Cola Co., PepsiCo, and Dr Pepper Snapple Group have resisted revenue declines
through price increases. But this seems to be changing. Prices “increased a bit in late 2012, but
volumes fell even more sharply. Sugary bubbles have become a lightning rod in the U.S. for
consumer health concerns, such as diabetes and obesity. Meanwhile, baby boomers are aging
and soda’s traditional target market—youth—is often turning to water, energy drinks and coffee
instead.”
********The article shows interesting differences among the big three with regard to their
dependence on: the U.S. market, soda revenues, and colas.
(19 January 2013): “Health Law Pinches Colleges”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323635504578213502177768898.html)
--------“The federal health-care overhaul is prompting some colleges and universities to cut the
hours of adjunct professors, renewing a debate about the pay and benefits of these freelance
instructors who handle a significant share of teaching at U.S. higher-education institutions.”
This stems from the Affordable Health Care Act (ACA), which will require “large employers to
offer a minimum level of health insurance to employees who work 30 hours a week or more
starting in 2014.” Some schools, however, are limiting hours of work beginning this semester,
e.g., Community College of Allegheny County in Pennsylvania and Youngstown State
University in Ohio, in order to “limit the schools’ exposure to the health-insurance requirement.”
Dan King, executive director of the American Association of University Administrators,
expressed the view that the Affordable Care Act “will further motivate unionization efforts” and
in the short term lead many colleges to “hire more adjuncts and have each teach fewer classes”
making it harder to find qualified adjuncts. Institutions, as a result, may in the long term “need
to create more full-time teaching positions that rank between a part-time adjunct and a tenured
professor.”
********I suspect that this is an unintended consequence of the ACA, but intended or
unintended it is real and influencing decisions now even though it doesn’t go into effect until
2014. This article refers to an hours-per-week provision of the ACA, which involves the number
30. Another provision relates to the number of full-time employees a business has, with the
relevant number being 50. The hiring decisions of small businesses on the cusp of exceeding 50
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full-time employees is related in “A Health Scare for Small Businesses”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324595704578241510527580352.html). You
can find more information about the health insurance requirement at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323783704578245593154260184.html.
********The number of hours that can be worked and the number of employees that can be
hired introduce discontinuities that influence decisions, as well as create opportunities for those
skilled in working with them.
(19 January 2013): “Magazines Cross the Digital Divide”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323706704578227880541302630.html)
--------“Cosmopolitan readers can get their first year’s subscription to the print magazine for $10.
But if they want the digital edition of their iPads, they will have to fork over $19.99.” This
pricing strategy differs from the book and newspaper industries, where “digital versions are
typically cheaper than print ones.” This difference is being driven by declining magazine
advertising, which made up about 75% of revenues. According to David Carey, the president of
Cosmopolitan publisher Hearst Magazines, the new strategy “represents an opportunity for the
magazine business to become more leveraged toward consumer revenue and a little less
dependent on advertising.”
********In light of this the recent decision of Newsweek to cease its print edition and go digital
only seems easier to understand. An important consideration in these decisions seems to be the
extent to which magazines relied upon discounting for their circulation. “The country’s biggest
magazine publisher, Time Inc., whose magazines include People and Sports Illustrated, sells
digital editions, print editions and print-and-digital bundles for the same price. Time Inc.
executives say that because they never got into the business of discounting most of their
magazines the way their competitors did.”
(20 January 2013): “The First Rule of Brainstorming: Suspend Disbelief”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/20/business/kon-leong-of-zl-technologies-on-encouragingcreativity.html)
********An interview with Kon Leong, co-found, president and chief executive of ZL
Technologies, an email and file archiving company. Leong provides interesting perspectives on
customers and selling, most notably: “You have to present your story in their context, not yours.
They don’t really care if you’re standing on top of a robot and quoting equations. If they’re in
the deep part of the forest, you’ve got to talk the language of the deep forest. . . . The challenge is
to share the same framework so that you’re seeing the same page in the same way.” He also has
useful advice for students ready to graduate from college, concluding with: “So don’t put so
much emphasis on initial compensation. Don’t listen to all the harping from the family. Try to
find your sweet spot and, once you find it, invest in that. You don’t want to get degrees just to
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do work you don’t really like. If you’re miserable, even if you make a lot on money, that still 40
years of your life.”
(21 January 2013): “Girls and women ‘hit the hardest’ by global recession”
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-21088042)
--------According to a report issued by Plan International, which works to promote child rights in
developing countries in Africa, Asia, and the Americas, “Women and girls were hit the hardest
by the global recession.” The “shrinking economy sent girls’ infant mortality soaring, and more
females were abused or starved.” Nigel Chapman, chief executive of Plan International, told
BBC News that “Girls are the largest marginalised group in the world. . . . The proportion of
baby girls who died when the economy shrank rose five times faster than the proportion of baby
boys who died.” Primary school completion rates for girls fell 29% during the recession and that
for boys fell 22%. In discussing these and other consequences of the recession on women and
girls, Chapman noted that much of the problem lies in “entrenched gender inequality.”
********You can learn more about Plan International’s 52-page report “Off the balance sheet:
the impact of the economic crisis on girls and young women” at: http://planinternational.org/about-plan/resources/publications/economic-security/off-the-balance-sheet-theimpact-of-the-economic-crisis-on-girls-and-young-women.
(22 January 2013): “LEDs Emerge as a Popular ‘Green’ Lighting”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/22/business/leds-emerge-as-a-popular-green-lighting.html)
--------The light bulbs based on light-emitting diodes are rapidly replacing compact fluorescent
bulbs as a green alternative to “very inefficient” incandescent bulbs. Although “priced at around
20 times more than the old-fashioned incandescents, bulbs based on LEDs . . . last much longer
and use far less electricity, a saving that homeowners are beginning to recognize.” LED prices
continue to fall “as retailers like Home Depot and Lowe’s sell them aggressively and
manufacturers improve the technology.” Furthermore, because the light comes from chips,
“companies have been able to develop software applications that let users control the color of the
light, with tablets and smartphones.” LEDS pose a challenge to manufacturers. Because bulbs
can last for decades, “The Energy Information Administration estimates that total light bulb sales
will fall by almost 40 percent by 2015 . . . As a result, many companies are competing to
establish themselves as popular brands.”
********It is especially noteworthy that “In the commercial and industrial sector, use of LEDs
is more common than in homes . . . because companies are more likely to do the long-term costbenefit analysis of buying lighting than homeowners.” You can learn more about the U.S.
Energy Information Administration at: http://www.eia.gov/.
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(23 January 2013): “Go Ahead, Hit the Snooze Button”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323301104578257894191502654.html)
--------“One-third of American workers aren’t sleeping enough to function at peak levels, and
that chronic exhaustion is costing billions of dollars in lost productivity, according to researchers
from Harvard Medical School. Managers at a growing number of companies . . . are waking up
to the problem, investing in programs from sleep-hygiene courses to melatonin-regulating
lighting to help employees improve their slumber.” Harvard scientists estimate that in 2011
sleep deprivation cost U.S. companies $63.2 billion in lost productivity due to presenteeism,
“people showing up for work but operating at subpar levels.”
********The Video tab has a brief interview in which sleep, along with nutrition and exercise,
was indicated as essential for optimal work performance.
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[The Invisible Forces] 93 (30 January 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(24 January 2013): “Storing Digital Data in DNA”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324539304578259883507543150.html)
--------“Scientists have stored audio and text on fragments of DNA and then retrieved them with
near-perfect fidelity—a technique that eventually may provide a way to handle the
overwhelming data of the digital age.” Although the volume of data requiring storage is one
factor leading to interest in DNA as a storage medium, another is data stability. Magnetic tapes
“can degrade within a decade” and “hard disks are expensive and need a constant supply of
electricity to hold their information” but “DNA . . . is stable, durable and dense. Because DNA
isn’t alive, it could sit passively in a storage device for thousands of years.” DNA-based storage
is not yet commercially viable, scientific barriers are falling. Computational biologist Nick
Goldman speculates that costs will likely fall by 100 times in 10 years, at which point DNAbased storage “probably becomes economically viable.”
(25 January 2013): “’Disaster Bonds’ Miss Their Mark”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323854904578262091395916974.html)
--------In light of the recent House approval of a $50.5 billion recovery package in the wake of
Superstorm Sandy, it should be noted that “disaster-bond programs haven’t always helped
communities that were battered the most.” In Iowa, inundated by floods in 2008, state officials
ruled, on guidance from the Internal Revenue Service, that “companies could use such bonds
even if they weren’t hurt by the devastating floods or located in the hardest-hit parts of Iowa.”
The state of Indiana used some of its disaster bonds to help attract a new firm to the state, which
located in one of the affected counties.
(25 January 2013): “Brewing Controversy Over Proposal to Make Water Cheaper Than Beer”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323783704578245751517339948.html)
--------This is the A-Hed article. “In most restaurants and taverns across the Czech Republic, a
mug of beer is, literally, cheaper than water.” The affection of Czechs for beer is attested to by
its world-leading per capita beer consumption—37 gallons per year—and the loving way beer is
described: “Beer is like mother’s milk for adults.” Czech Health Minister Leos Heger is seeking
to reduce that affection by reducing the price of water below that of beer “to offer teens, who can
legally drink at 18, an alternative.” Heger is facing an uphill battle due to the deep historical
roots of beer: “For at least a thousand years, beer has been a staple in the Czech lands, and the
country’s native hops are renowned for being aromatic and bitter.” The oldest brewery in the
Czech Republic that is still in operation, Prague’s U Fleku, was founded in 1499.
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********This is a clear example of the three invisible forces in action: the price of beer relative
to water (hand), government regulation (foot), and long-standing traditions and attitudes
(handshake). The Slideshow tab has some good photos, too. You can learn more about the U
Fleku brewery at: http://en.ufleku.cz/about-us/history.
(25 January 2013): “College Degree, No Class Time Required”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323301104578255992379228564.html)
--------The University of Wisconsin System of 26 public-university campuses will soon offer the
UW Flexible Option, which “promises to award a bachelor’s degree based on knowledge—not
just class time or credits.” Presently, “No classroom time is required . . . except for clinical or
practicum work for certain degrees.” The full program will be offered this fall, “with bachelor’s
degrees in subjects including information technology and diagnostic imaging, plus master’s and
bachelor’s degrees for registered nurses.” Although charges for tests and related online courses
have not yet been determined, it is expected that the Flexible Option should be “significantly less
expensive” than the full-time resident tuition of $6,900 a year. Wisconsin Governor Scott
Walker has indicated that he may use the Flexible Option to complete his undergraduate degree.
********It seems like every week there is another idea about how to reinvent higher education.
The Flexible Option appears to be directed toward non-traditional students who have attended
college and have a good deal of life experience—it will be interesting to see how this develops.
You can learn more about it at: http://ecampus.wisconsin.edu/online-degree-programs/flexoption.aspx. There is a two-minute video that expresses clearly the “decoupling” of teachinglearning-assessment that the Flexible Option provides.
(26 January 2013): “Islam and science: The road to renewal”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21570677-after-centuries-stagnation-sciencemaking-comeback-islamic-world-road)
--------“The sleep has been long and deep. In 2005 Harvard University produced more scientific
papers than 17 Arabic-speaking countries combined. The world’s 1.6 billion Muslims have
produced only two Nobel laureates in chemistry and physics. Both moved to the West . . . By
contrast, Jews, outnumbered 100 to one by Muslims, have won 79. The 57 countries in the
Organization of the Islamic Conference spend a puny 0.81% of GDP on research and
development. America, which has the world’s biggest science budget, spends 2.9%; Israel
lavishes 4.4%.” But “A Muslim scientific awakening is under way. And the roots of scientific
backwardness lie not with religious leaders, but with secular rules, who are as stingy with cash as
they are lavish with controls over independent thought.” Where research spending has increased,
scholarly output has expanded impressively: “Research spending in Turkey increased by over
10% each year between 2005 and 2010 . . . In the 2000 to 2009 period Turkey’s output of
scientific papers rose from barely 5,000 to 22,000.” As in the U.S., there is an Islamic creationist
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movement, but “parts of the life sciences, often tricky for Christians, have proved unproblematic
for Muslims.” Embryonic stem cells provide an example as “according to Islam, the soul does
not enter the fetus until between 40 and 120 days after conception—so scientists at the Royal
Institute in Iran are able to carry out stem-cell research without attracting censure.”
********The article makes clear that the conduct and content of scientific inquiry can be (and
are) influenced by religious beliefs and how they affect funding. As such, they play a
meaningful economic role, too.
********I read a very interesting and related piece in David Warsh’s January 27th column
(http://www.economicprincipals.com/). There he provides a book review of The Chosen Few:
How Education Shaped Jewish History, 70-1492, by Maristella Botticini and Zvi Eckstein. It
provides a glimpse of how the importance of education has formed Jewish life, and economic
life, for many centuries.
(26 January 2013): “Planting Seeds for a Better Oyster Harvest”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323854904578263832338477460.html)
--------“New Jersey was once home to a booming oyster industry . . . [but] Disease,
overaggressive fishing and other factors eventually crippled the industry in the 1950s and again
in the 1990s. But New Jersey oysters are rebounding through advances in growing techniques,
increased demand and a new push from the state to drive economic activity in some of its poorest
counties.” Early in the 20th century Delaware Bay “produced more than a million bushels of
oysters a year, but began tapering off in the 1930s and was down to 49,000 in 1960.” The
introduction of a quota system in the mid-1990s has resulted in a rebound in the annual harvest
to “72,000 bushes in the past 10 years.”
********The “seeds” referred to in the headline are oyster larvae raised in nurseries resulting
from 1997 legislation passed in New Jersey “to develop shellfish aquaculture.”
(26 January 2013): “Bill Gates: My Plan to Fix The World’s Biggest Problems”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323539804578261780648285770.html)
********This article is adapted from the annual letter that Gates writes for the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, which will be published on Wednesday, January 30th. The sense of the article
is, building upon ideas embodied in William Rosen’s book The Most Powerful Idea in the World,
ostensibly a history of the steam engine, the importance of measurement and feedback “in
improving the human condition.” According to Rosen, “Without feedback from precise
measurement . . . invention is ‘doomed to be rare and erratic.’ With it, invention becomes
‘commonplace.’” Gates provides examples from health care (polio), education (K-12), and
farming. You can learn more about the Gates Foundation at:
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/Pages/home.aspx.
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(26 January 2013): “A Craft Chemist Making Over Big Beer”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324624404578257750911675908.html)
--------“Rebecca Reid makes small batches of beer for the world’s largest brewer in search of the
next big thing.” The 29-year old chemical engineer is brew master at Anheuser-Busch InBev’s
pilot brewery in St. Louis. As such she and her team explore about 500 recipes a year, brewing
batches of beer of just 10 barrels each, few of which “make it out of the building.” Her efforts
are increasingly important to Anheuser-Busch as “a growing number of Americans drop its giant
domestic brands such as Budweiser, Bud Light and Michelob in favor of small ‘craft’ beers
sprouting across the country.” During 2012 “Anheuser-Busch’s beer shipments in the U.S. rose
0.6% . . . but its share of the U.S. beer market dipped to 46.3% from 46.8%.”
********You can learn more about the U.S. brewing industry from the web page of Beer
Marketer’s Insights at: http://www.beerinsights.com/.
(28 January 2013): “From Power Tools to Carpets, Housing Recovery Signs Mount”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323375204578268083108322300.html)
--------“The nascent U.S. housing recovery is starting to show up in corporate results.
Companies that sell power tools, air conditioners, carpet fibers, furniture and cement mixers are
reporting stronger sales for the fourth quarter, providing further evidence that a turnaround in the
housing market is taking hold.” The signs of life are encouraging. However, while “new-home
sales finished the year up 20%, 2012 was the third-worst year for new-home sales on record
dating back to 1963.”
********To me the article illustrates to familiar economic ideas: (1) the multiplier effects of
new-home construction and (2) the importance of base year selection in making comparisons.
An increase in new-home sales of 20% sounds very impressive until the base from which it grew
is considered.
(28 January 2013): “Key to Oil: Location, Location, Location”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323854904578264134209475820.html)
********A fascinating article about price differentials of crude oil across the globe. The author
is Liam Denning, who is deputy editor of “Heard on the Street,” which appears regularly in the
Wall Street Journal. He notes that the answer to the question “What’s the price of oil?” depends
upon where you are. For example, the 2012 price for Brent crude (Europe) was $112 a barrel,
while West Texas Intermediate averaged $94 a barrel. But then there is lesser-known
Clearbrook, Minnesota ($88/barrel) and Western Canadian Select ($74). “Today, those
Canadian barrels command less than $65 a barrel against Brent’s $113.” With price differences
that huge for roughly the same product, it is no surprise that a lack of pipelines to make oil has
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largely been compensated for by railroad tank cars. In 2012 railroads added “almost one million
barrels a day of transportation capacity.”
********The reality of railroads moving oil rather than pipelines raises some interesting issues.
With the huge price differentials for oil at different locations, much of the oil in the Albertan oil
sands may well be profitably extracted and shipped by railroads rather than pipelines. Given that
there are no State Department legal issues connected with moving oil by railroad (rather than
pipeline) from Canada to the U.S., significant amounts of environmental degradation will take
place even if the Keystone XL pipeline is ultimately denied by the State Department or President
Obama and no pipelines are built in the U.S. or Canada. There would be, however, significant
differences in the revenues (and profits) of oil producers, railroads, and pipeline companies.
(28 January 2013): “An Oil Boom Takes a Toll on Health Care”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/28/us/boom-in-north-dakota-weighs-heavily-on-healthcare.html)
--------“The furious pace of oil exploration that has made North Dakota one of the healthiest
economies in the country has had the opposite effect on the region’s health care providers.
Swamped by uninsured laborers flocking to dangerous jobs, medical facilities in the area are
sinking under skyrocketing debt, a flood of gruesome injuries and bloat business costs from the
inflated economy.” One of the biggest drivers of hospital debt is inaccurate contact information,
with the result that “when the time comes to collect payment, the patients cannot be found.”
(29 January 2013): “As China Builds, Cambodia’s Forest Falls”
(http://www.npr.org/2013/01/29/170580214/as-china-builds-cambodias-forests-fall)
--------“China’s demand for natural resources is being felt in a big way in Cambodia. Illegal
logging and economic land concessions are threatening Cambodia’s dwindling forests, which
now echo the sound of chainsaws.” Suwanna Gauntlett, who works for Wildlife Alliance in
Phnom Penh, notes: “It’s just like in the United States in the 1960s, when every single redwood
tree was a target for illegal” loggers. China’s growing middle class is eager to buy the luxury
furniture that is made by the trees felled by illegal loggers.
********This is an NPR story, so you can hear it (about six minutes) our read the text.
(29 January 2013): “Media Firms Probed on Data Release”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323539804578262280735396300.html)
--------“Law-enforcement authorities have conducted a wide-ranging investigation into whether
media companies facilitated insider trading on Wall Street by prematurely releasing marketmoving government data . . . The federal investigation examined whether news organizations
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used high-speed transmission systems to give some investors access to economic data a fraction
of a second before the official release time.”
********Although no charges were filed as a result of the investigation, the article does point to
the value of thousandths of a second of time advantage for firms that deal in high-frequency
trading. Among companies investigated were Bloomberg LP, Thomson Reuters Corp., and the
Dow Jones & Co. unit of News Corp. It was interested to learn about some of the practices,
including “lock ups,” that a part of the release of economic data produced by agencies of the
federal government.
(30 January 2013): “Monsanto: Battered, Bruised, and Still Growing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323644904578272152056196778.html)
--------“Monsanto Co. has found opportunity in genetically modified crops and a global
agricultural boom, but the world’s largest seed maker also has its share of controversy. To
critics, it is a proponent of risky food and a symbol of a food system dominated by a few giant
companies at the expense of small farmers.” It is also saddled with some adverse history as a
chemical maker, “where a legacy company produced Agent Orange,” a stigma that lingers.
Recently the company “helped fend off a California ballot initiative, Proposition 37, requiring
companies to label all foods containing genetically modified products.”
********The article is essentially an interview with Monsanto CEO Hugh Grant, a native of
Scotland. In it he discusses a variety of issues, including the safety of genetically modified
foods, corporate reputation, and climate change. I found the video accompanying the article—
about 3 minutes—especially interesting, since he provided a glimpse of the weekly Monday
meetings that Monsanto’s executive team holds. Corporate strategy and the global view are
mentioned prominently. You can learn more about Monsanto at:
http://www.monsanto.com/Pages/default.aspx.
(4 February 2013): “Bringing Chinese Food to the Mall”
(http://www.pandaexpress.com/files/press/PRGFortune_12.pdf)
--------Panda Express is number 3 in the category of “fast casual” restaurant chains in the U.S.,
following Panera Bread and Chipotle. The co-CEOs are Andrew and Peggy Cherng, husband
and wife, who opened “their first Chinese restaurant in 1973 with $60,000 from savings and a
Small Business Administration loan, plus relatives who worked for free. Today Panda
Restaurant Group is the nation’s leader in Asian fast-causal eateries, exceeding $1.7 billion in
revenue in 2012.”
********This brief and inspiring article was a challenge to find online. Happily it was posted at
the Panda Express site (http://www.pandaexpress.com/). The Cherngs were born in China and
Burma, and met at Baker University in Baldwin, Kansas. Andrew then took a master’s degree in
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applied mathematics and Peggy a Ph.D. in electrical engineering at the University of Missouri.
Theirs is truly a partnership of strengths, clear thinking, and determination.
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[The Invisible Forces] 94 (6 February 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(31 January 2013): “India’s Economy Lags as Its Women Lack Opportunity”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-01-31/indias-economy-lags-as-its-women-lackopportunity)
--------“India is in the midst of a moral crisis. The deadly gang rape of a 23-year-old
physiotherapy student in New Delhi last December focused attention on the mistreatment of
women in Indian society . . . The inability of the world’s largest democracy to guarantee the
security of half its population is indeed a moral crisis, but it’s also an economic one.” The state
of gender equality in India is lamentable and belies “the image of a prosperous, modern India. It
also suggests why the country’s economic miracle has stalled. The continuing exclusion of
India’s female human capital from professional life is something that the country can no long
afford.” Economic, as well as political, gender gaps help explain why India ranked 105th in
terms of gender equality in the recently released 2012 Global Gender Gap Report. Iceland leads
the world, with the U.S. in 22nd place.
********The 2012 Global Gender Gap Report provides easily grasped visual information on
four dimensions: economy, education, health, and politics. You can find the report at:
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GenderGap_Report_2012.pdf. Wouldn’t it be interesting
to see something like a 2012 United States Gender Gap Report, i.e., one based upon each state?
To my knowledge, one does not exist.
(31 January 2013): “Coke Engineers Its Orange Juice—With an Algorithm”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-01-31/coke-engineers-its-orange-juice-with-analgorithm)
--------Coca-Cola holds 28 percent of the U.S. market for not-from-concentrate orange juice,
following PepsiCo with 40 percent. Globally, however, Coke accounts fir “17 percent of the
juice-related volume sold in the world’s top 22 markets, compared with 9 percent for PepsiCo.”
Central to Coke’s production operations is its Black Book methodology (algorithm) “to make
sure consumers have consistent orange juice 12 months a year, even though the peak growing
season lasts about three months. Consultant Bob Cross of Revenue Analytics, notes that orange
juice “is definitely one of the most complex applications of business analytics. It requires
analyzing up to 1 quintillion decision variables to consistently deliver the optimal blend, despite
the whims of Mother Nature.” The Black Book model includes data on more than 600 orange
flavors as well as information about consumer preferences.
********The article provides interesting detail about the process that results in the orange juice
on one’s table. Despite the data-driven process, however, about “95 percent of the oranges Coke
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uses for juices are still plucked from trees by hand.” You can learn more about Revenue
Analytics at: http://www.revenueanalytics.com/.
(31 January 2013): “Thirsty Farmers Turn to Wine”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323854904578260153600644028.html)
--------Avocado growers near San Diego are uprooting their trees due to the increasing price of
water. Some growers are establishing vineyards, which require less water, while others are
planting exotic flowers. Avocado acreage in San Diego County “fell to 17,673 acres in 2011
from 26,012 acres five years earlier.” Mexico and Chile are replacing the lost production.
Growers that are unable to shift into other agricultural products are planting avocados more
densely. “While typical avocado groves have 110 to 120 trees an acre” a representative of the
California Avocado Commission says “it is possible to squeeze 430 trees into an acre and use
about the same amount of water.” Some growers, however, cannot afford the initial outlay of
$30 a tree.
********You can learn more about the California Avocado Commission at:
http://www.californiaavocado.com/about-us/.
(31 January 2013): “Officials Back Deep Cuts in Atlantic Cod Harvest to Save Industry”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/31/us/officials-back-deep-cuts-in-atlantic-cod-harvest-tosave-industry.html)
--------Fishery management officials meeting in Portsmouth, New Hampshire voted Wednesday
“to impose drastic new cuts to the commercial harvest of cod along the Atlantic coast, arguing
that the only way to save the centuries-old cod fishing industry was to sharply limit it. . . . over
recent decades, the once bountiful cod has been so depleted that government officials now say
that it stands on the verge of extinction.” John Bullard, the regional administrator of the National
Ocean and Atmospheric Administration, noted that the problem is simply a lack of fish: “There
isn’t enough cod for people to make a decent living.” Commercial fisherman Frank Mirarchi,
indicated to special nature of the region when he said: “This whole economy in this region is a
really small microbusiness economy . . . The fuel guy, the ice guy, the guy that drives the fish
truck from the landing port to the processing center, fish cutters—a job here, a job there . . . It’s
not like closing a big factory. It’s little jobs on nondescript piers that just kind of disappear and
nobody notices.” Although overfishing seems to be part of the reason for the lack of cod, some
fishermen and environmentalists are “putting part of the blame on climate change.”
(1 February 2013): “Justice Department sues to block Anheuser-Busch InBev merger with
Grupo Modelo” (http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/justice-department-sues-toblock-anheuser-busch-inbev-merger-with-grupo-modelo/2013/01/31/642d1010-6bc2-11e2-ada05ca5fa7ebe79_story.html)
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--------“The Justice Department moved Thursday to block beer giant Anheuser-Busch InBev
from merging with Mexico’s largest maker, Grupo Modelo, arguing the deal would threaten
competition and raise prices for consumers.” In its response, AB InBev said: “We remain
confident in our position, and we intend to vigorously contest the DOJ’s action in federal court.”
Referring to AB InBev and Miller Coors, Sandeep Vaheesan, special counsel for the American
Antitrust Institute (an antitrust think tank), noted: “The success of craft brewers is really
dependent on ‘the big two’ playing nice.” The Institute had urged the Justice Department to
block the merger.
********You can learn more about the American Antitrust Institute, including it response to the
merger news, at: http://www.antitrustinstitute.org/. You can also find, there, a link to its
November 2012 white paper opposing the AB InBev merger with Grupo Modelo.
(1 February 2013): “Flap Over Study Linking Poverty to Biology Exposes Gulfs Among
Disciplines” (http://chronicle.com/article/Flap-Over-Study-Linking/136947/)
--------Economists Oded Galor and Quamrul Ashraf, in a study in the emerging field of
“genoeconomics” have used genetic diversity as a proxy for ethnic diversity as a means of
explaining poverty differences across the globe. In doing so they have unleashed a storm of
criticism from anthropologists and geneticists at Harvard University on multiple grounds. The
flaws of the study boil down “to the fact that no one has ever made a solid connection between
genes and poverty before” according to Harvard anthropology graduate student Jade d’Alpoim
Guedes.
********The article points to the dangers of crossing “disciplinary boundaries,” especially
where disciplinary standards are significantly different. It appears that Daniel Benjamin of
Cornell University is a leader in the field of genoeconomics. In July 2012 he published (with
many co-authors) “The Promises and Pitfalls of Genoeconomics” in the Annual Review of
Economics, vol. 4, pp. 627-62. Although the paper isn’t available online, you can find a March
2012 draft at: http://www.neuroeconomics.nyu.edu/papers/Benjamin1.pdf.
(2 February 2013): “U.S. Releases New Rules for School Snack Foods”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/02/us/politics/us-releases-nutritional-rules-for-snacks-atschools.html)
--------The Obama administration has released “long-awaited nutritional guidelines for snack
foods sold in schools . . . [they] set minimum requirements for calories and fats allowed,
encourage schools to offer low-fat and whole-grain snack foods or fruits and limit the availability
of sugary drinks.” There will be a 60-day comment period on the rules “before they are finalized
for the 2014-15 school year.” Representatives of snack-food and beverage industries generally
agreed with the new guidelines, finding that they were in line with their expectations.
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********The USDA proposed the rule. You can find the press release at:
http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usda/usdahome?contentidonly=true&contentid=2013/02/0019.x
ml. You can find the text of the rule—160-pages long—at:
http://www.fns.usda.gov/cga/020113-snacks.pdf. You may find the present value (PV) analysis
that appears on pp. 147-48 to be of interest.
(2 February 2013): “Epstein’s Prophecy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324624404578258022349869856.html)
********This article, rather photo, truly did catch my attention this week. It is part of the
weekly “Masterpiece” series of the Review section of the Wall Street Journal. The photo of the
1913 sculpture “Rock Drill,” by Jacob Epstein (1880-1959) was immediately engrossing—a
robot operating a rock drill. At my first look I saw in it a machine gun, rather than a rock drill,
although the article revealed it was probably intended to be something quite different than a
machine gun or a rock drill. In any event, there is something quite sinister about it even 100
years later. It is perhaps no wonder it “provoked angry reactions from the critics” when it was
first shown in a gallery during March 1915.
********You can learn more about Epstein at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacob_Epstein.
(3 February 2013): “In Hard Economy for All Ages, Older Isn’t Better . . . It’s Brutal”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/03/business/americans-closest-to-retirement-were-hardest-hitby-recession.html)
--------Recent reports from the Labor Department “present a strong case for crowning baby
boomers as the greatest victims of the recession and its grim aftermath. These Americans in
their 50s and early 60s . . . have lost the most earnings power of any age group, with their
household incomes 10 percent below what they made when the recovery began three years ago. .
. . Their retirement savings and home values fell sharply at the worst possible time: just before
they need to cash out” for retirement. Exacerbating the situation is the fact that “once out of a
job, older workers have a much harder time finding another one” and employers seem reluctant
to hire workers who may be less mobile, more likely to have health risks or who may not work
long enough to repay training investments.
(4 February 2013): “Battles Erupt Over Filling Doctors’ Shoes”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323644904578271872578661246.html)
--------“As physician assistants and other midlevel health professionals fill growing gaps in
primary health care, turf battles are erupting in many states over what they can and can’t do in
medical practices.” At issue is the “scope of practice” of PAs and a variety of other medical
professionals, including a variety of other groups seeking greater autonomy and authority: nurse
practitioners, optometrists, nurse anesthetists, psychologists, nurse midwives, and podiatrists.
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Legislative efforts to expand the scope of practice have been growing: “In the past two years,
more than 1,795 scope-of-practice bills were proposed [in the U.S.], but only 349 were enacted.”
The need for acting on scope issues will become more profound “when the Affordable Care Act
expands insurance to 30 million more Americans next year. The Association of American
Medical Colleges has warned that the supply of new doctors can’t keep pace . . . and estimates
that the U.S. will face a shortage of more than 90,000 physicians by 2020, particularly in primary
care and in rural areas.” Kentucky is the location of one of the bitterest fights about the role of
physician assistants.
(4 February 2013): “The Economics of Immigration”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324156204578280240886470304.html)
--------From the Opinion page. “For the first time in a generation, the debate over immigration
has turned to the opportunities, not the burdens. . . . The last time the U.S. reformed immigration
policy was in 1986, when President Reagan created a political coalition by focusing on
immigrants as assets, not as liabilities.” President Obama seemed to embrace such bipartisanship
in a recent speech, noting that immigration “keeps our workforce young; it keeps our country on
the cutting edge.” He further noted that sending skilled graduates back home “is not how you
grow new industries in America. That’s how you give new industries to our competitors. That’s
why we need comprehensive immigration reform.”
********Article author L. Gordon Crovitz makes a good point when he quotes historian Mae
Ngai, author of Impossible Subjects: Illegal Aliens and the Making of Modern America, a book
on immigration policy: “The calculus of numerical restriction in the 1920s was aimed at
engineering the racial composition of the nation; it had nothing to do with the economics of
absorption.” The Immigration Act of 1924 created the federal Quota Board to “preserve the
ideal of American homogeneity.” Historically, economic factors have been given little
consideration in immigration policy. Perhaps it will soon change.
(5 February 2013): “Dime a Dozen: Dollar Stores Pinched by Rapid Expansion”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323644904578270211975829422.html)
--------During the recession dollar stores, such as Family Dollar Stores, Dollar Tree, and Dollar
General, “were Wall Street darlings” and greatly expanded their store numbers. But “retail
experts say their proliferation could now become a problem.” Contributing to their problem is
that “Wal-Mart Stores Inc. is hellbent on winning back shoppers that it lost to dollar stores
during the recession. Wal-Mart says it is spending $1 billion a year to lower prices in part to lure
those customers back.” An indicator of investor sentiment is provided by declines in their stock
prices during the last six months: “Shares of Dollar General and Family Dollar fell about 11%
and 18% . . . respectively. Shares of Dollar Tree have tumbled 17%.”
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********As the article notes, consumers tend to trade down to dollar stores during a recession,
so one might expect that the current (slow) expansion would cause some of those consumers to
move a bit more upscale, and a spokesman for Family Dollar indicated that it has sought “to
appeal to the higher end with our renovations and more named brands and added products.” If
income levels do continue to rise, and especially with more determined competition from WalMart, there appear to be good reasons for investor skepticism.
(6 February 2013): “Colgate’s Pet Food Image Bites Back”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324761004578281832634101580.html)
--------“Colgate-Palmolive Co. has a problem when it comes to pet food. Its Science Diet brand
doesn’t appeal to pet owners the way it once did.” Science Diet, sold only in specialty stores,
has commanded a premium price “using research to back up claims that its concoctions of
proteins, carbohydrates, vitamins and other ingredients derived from corn, grains and meat
products were particularly good for pets.” But consumer tastes have change and “Americans
increasingly are choosing dog and cat foods with ingredients and flavors that mimic their own
meals. The image of lab-engineered nutrition . . . has become a liability in an age where the new
mark of quality organic or natural.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 95 (13 February 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(4 February 2013): “10 surprises about tomorrow’s job market”
(http://www.csmonitor.com/Business/2013/0201/10-surprises-about-tomorrow-s-job-market)
--------The “high and low ends of the job market are growing” because “the middle is getting
squeezed. Different explanations are put forward for this: government policy, the decline of
unions, offshoring jobs. But the prevailing theory is that middle-skills positions are disappearing
because of technology.” The theory, advanced by MIT economist David Autor, “is that rapid
spread of low-cost computing power has replaced many ‘routine’ jobs. These workers
accomplish a set of specific activities by following defined procedures, which a computerized
device can mimic. Think automated teller machines instead of bank tellers, robots instead of
factory workers, computerized answering systems instead of customer service representatives.
But computers aren’t good at handling nonroutine jobs . . . So they don’t eliminate jobs at the top
end of the skill spectrum, such as research scientists and managers. They also don’t replace lowskill nonroutine occupations, like janitors.” The article explores ten different ways in which
future of work is changing.
********Autor’s article appears to be “The Polarization of Job Opportunities in the U.S. Labor
Market” (2010). You can find it at: http://economics.mit.edu/files/5554.
(7 February 2013): “Shades’ of ‘80s for Japan’s Stocks”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906004578287723894629126.html)
--------“Japan’s stock market is staging its biggest rally in years on optimism that a faltering yen
and economic-stimulus measures will revive corporate profits. The Nikkei Stock Average
vaulted 3.8% on Wednesday to a four-year high of 11463.75. The main catalyst has been the
steady slide of the yen. The falling currency has increased the competitiveness of Japan’s
exports, providing a respite for Japan’s big industrial conglomerates.” In light of Prime Minster
Shinzo Abe’s pledge to weaken the yen, investor money has been pouring into “Japan equity
funds in 10 of the last 12 weeks.”
********The weaker yen has led many U.S. buyers of Japanese products to increase their
purchases and, in some cases, lower prices. You can learn more about some of the effects on
U.S. buyers at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324761004578286583125701760.html.
(7 February 2013): “Does an ‘A’ in Ethics Have Any Value?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324761004578286102004694378.html)
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-------“Four years after the scandals of the financial crisis prompted deans and faculty to reexamined how they teach ethics, some academics say they still haven’t gotten it right.”
Although business schools “have been giving students some education in ethics for at least the
past 25 or 30 years” further action face “roadblocks from faculty and recruiters alike. Some
professors see ethics as separate from their own subjects, such as accounting or marketing, and
companies have their own training programs for new hires.” Some schools, such as Boston
University, are trying a more comprehensive and integrated approach to ethics, with a required
freshman course, ethics lessons in course classes, and then a senior seminar reinforcing topics in
ethics. Some say that schools won’t change their approach to ethics “without clear marching
orders from the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business, the industry’s main
accrediting group.”
(7 February 2013): “BGI’s Young Chinese Scientists Will Map Any Genome”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-02-07/bgis-young-chinese-scientists-will-map-anygenome)
--------The largest genome mapping company in the world, BGI, is located in Shenzhen, China,
just north of Hong Kong. At its factory, “more than 3,000 employees (average age, 26) spend
their days preparing DNA samples, monitoring sequencing machines, and piecing together
endless strings of A’s, C’s, T’s, and G’s, the building blocks of genetic material.” Executive
director Wang Jun says that experts in genomics are being created from scratch: “We don’t need
Ph.D.s to do this work . . . You just throw them [the technicians] in . . . The best way is hands-on
experience.” BGI’s operations are focused on health care, agriculture, and the environment.
BGI is not state-owned and “Many projects the company takes on reflect . . . for-profit science,
although Wang Jun says the company first goal is to “find ways that genomics can serve
society.” BGI was in the recent news when its bid to acquire U.S.-based Complete Genomics
was approved by the U.S. government, which drew the critical attention of Illumina, a San
Diego-based competitor.
********You can learn more about BGI at: http://www.genomics.cn/en/index. In a related
article, you can learn about some of the work being done in the cognitive genomics lab at BGI,
where there is a search on to answer the question, is there “A Genetic Code for Genius?” You
can learn more at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324162304578303992108696034.html. The
head of the lab is Zhao Bowen, a 20-year-old high-school dropout described as “China’s Bill
Gates.”
(7 February 2013): “The Hidden Cost of Fast Fashion: Worker Safety”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-02-07/the-hidden-cost-of-fast-fashion-workersafety)
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--------“Shoppers have become accustomed to the steady stream of colorful clothing that socalled fast-fashion apparel chains churn out.” Some chains, like Zara and H&M, “introduce
styles as often as every two weeks.” But advocates of workers’ rights say it has a dark cost:
“Demands for constant product turns may be putting workers’ lives at risk in developing nations
such as Bangladesh, which suffered two fatal garment factory fires in as many months.”
According to Nike’s 2010 Corporate Responsibility Report, “asking factories to manufacture too
many styles is one of the highest contributors to factory overtime in apparel.” Accidents can
happen when workers don’t take enough breaks. MIT supply chain researcher Richard Locke
argues that enhanced worker safety will require an apparel industry that offers fewer choices,
which is “anathema for retailers.”
(8 February 2013): “Rio Tinto Hits Bumps in Mongolia”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323854904578263163013355712.html)
--------British-Australian iron ore miner Rio Tinto has hoped to escape its “reputation among
investors of being a one-trick pony” by developing a huge copper and gold mine in the Gobi
Desert of Mongolia. The $13 billion Oyu Tolgoi project, however, is facing increasing
resistance by the Mongolia government, which wants a larger portion of expected profits than
agreed to in a 2009 pact. In order to put pressure on Rio Tinto, “a government official said
Thursday it is withdrawing support for the potential $6 billion in project financing that Rio is
negotiating with a consortium of lenders including the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, the World Bank’s International Finance Corp. and private-sector banks.”
********You can learn more about Rio Tinto at: http://www.riotinto.com/.
(8 February 2013): “Ladder to American Success”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906004578290080771514760.html)
--------According to a just-released report of the Pew Research Center, the “adult children of
immigrants are substantially better off than the immigrant generation. By key measures—
including education, home ownership and income—they are at least as successful as the general
U.S. population. . . . The report offers one of the first snapshots of the adult offspring of the
massive, four-decade wave of newcomers to this country, mainly from Latin America and Asia.”
This result, which is consistent with the experience of previous U.S. immigrants, is of particular
importance because “the U.S. economy will depend on these residents to replace hundreds of
thousands of retiring baby boomers in the work force.”
********You can learn more about the report—Second-Generation Americans: A Portrait of the
Adult Children of Immigrants—at: http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2013/02/07/secondgeneration-americans/.
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(8 February 2013): “Coffee Demand Shifts Down-Market”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906004578290081981687700.html)
-------“The lowly robusta bean . . . is moving up in the world. Prices of robusta coffee beans are
up 13% in the past year because of rising global demand, especially among price-conscious
consumers in emerging markets like Russia and Brazil. In contrast, consumption of the costlier
arabica bean in its strongholds of the U.S. and Europe is barely rising due to tepid economic
growth. This has helped push arabica prices down 37%.” At the same time, during the last year
“stockpiles of arabica coffee have grown 72% . . . a sign of flagging demand. Robusta
inventories have shrunk 55% in the same period.” Art Liming, a Citigroup futures specialist,
sees this move toward robust as “part of a much larger trend we see affecting coffee over the
next 10 to 15 years.”
(9 February 2013): “New Push to Mellow on Hemp”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906004578292010186240352.html)
--------Brian Furnish, a Kentucky farmer, thinks he has found a crop to replace tobacco:
industrial hemp. A cousin of marijuana, it is used “to make everything from cosmetics to car
parts. It grows well in small plots, and demand for some hemp-based products is on the rise.
The problem is that federal law makes it virtually impossible to grow the crop in the U.S.”
Nevertheless, “Several states have already removed barriers to hemp production” and several
more, including Kentucky, Indiana, and New Jersey, have pro-hemp bills pending in the 2013
legislature. Indeed, Kentucky Agriculture Commissioner holds that “We could be the Silicon
Valley for industrial hemp manufacturing.” However, there are a number of hurdles to be gotten
over. First, hemp “looks similar to marijuana” and the 1970 Controlled Substances Act “made
no distinction between varieties of cannabis.”
********This certainly seems like a promising crop for North Carolina, perhaps one that The
Golden Leaf Foundation would fund. Since most hemp-based products are imported, this would
be consistent with make-and-buy local, too. You can learn more about the Foundation at:
http://www.goldenleaf.org/.
(9 February 2013): “As KFC Goes to Africa it Lacks Only One Thing: Chickens”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324442304578235602613061228.html)
--------“As wages rise, dining at restaurants is among the first luxuries for upwardly mobile
consumers.” Thus the expanding middle class of Africa is especially attractive to Yum Foods’
KFC. But in Ghana, for example, it is very difficult to find chicken farmers professional enough
and large enough to “satisfy the chain’s requirements.” Although chicken can be imported in
Ghana, it is illegal to import chicken in Nigeria and Kenya; in Nigeria, fish are on the menu at
KFC. Chicken preferences vary, too: “West African favor tough, bony cuts that farmers abroad
are happy to unload” for a loss. Boneless breasts are not wanted locally and are exported.
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Together they point to real challenges in establishing domestic chicken farms to supply fast-food
outlets like KFC.
********The article makes very clear that one simply cannot assume that the materials needed
to make products will be readily available from a local market in the quality and quantity
desired. This is not, of course, surprising, to be sure but definitely a good reminder.
(11 February 2013): “With Fewer to Lock Up, Prisons Shut Doors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324761004578283773700966956.html)
--------After decades of rising prison populations, those numbers are now falling due to “a
combination of falling crime rates, softer sentences for low-level and nonviolent offenders and a
dwindling appetite for heft prison budgets.” As a result, states are now closing prisons. Good
data is hard to find but according to the National Conference of State Legislatures, “35 adult
correctional facilities in 15 states have closed in the past two years.” Governors in Pennsylvania,
New York, and Illinois are pushing for more. In fact, Texas closed a state prison for the first
time. In relation to the closing, State Senator John Whitmire noted: “You’ve got to distinguish
who you’re afraid of and who you’re mad at. You’re afraid of child molesters, murderers and
rapists . . . People like low-level offenders, you’re not afraid of them.” Closings have their
detractors, as some are concerned that they might result in overcrowding in remaining facilities.
Closings of large rural prisons have their own challenges as they are often the largest employer.
********You can learn more about the National Conference of State Legislatures at:
http://www.ncsl.org/ and more about its take on prison closings at: http://www.ncsl.org/issuesresearch/justice/shrinking-prisons.aspx.
(12 February 2013): “Push to Gauge Bang for Buck From College Gains Steam”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324880504578298162378392502.html)
--------Forthcoming legislation by Senators Ron Wyden (D., Oregon) and Marco Rubio (R.,
Florida) is expected to “require states to make more accessible the average salaries of colleges’
graduates.” Wyden notes: “This begins to introduce some market forces into the academic arena
that have not been there.” Under the bill, states would need to knit together “wage data
submitted to many states by employers, and information on graduates submitted to most states by
colleges.” In Virginia, “which recently began publishing wages by colleges and program on its
own,” Social Security numbers are used to make the connections. According to a Department of
Education spokeswoman, “Providing more information about outcomes will be a priority during
President Barack Obama’s second term.”
********According to information from Virginia, “the highest starting wages for a bachelor’s
degree were $56,400 for graduates of Jefferson College of Health Sciences, a Roanoke school
that largely turns out nursing graduates.”
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********Following a number of years where my University—appropriately I believe—has
focused on university student learning outcomes, it is interesting to read that many seem to be
most interested in earning outcomes, especially short-term earning outcomes. This seems to
connect with the very first article of the week.
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[The Invisible Forces] 96 (20 February 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(14 February 2013): “The $9 Minimum Wage That Already Exists”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324616604578302153328738108.html)
--------From the Opinion page, a contribution by Michael Saltsman of the Employment Policies
Institute. President Obama called for a 24% increase in the federal minimum wage, to $9.00 per
hour, in his State of the Union Address. An alternative approach to putting more dollars in the
hands of those who work is the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). The EITC was created by
President Gerald Ford in 1975 and has generally been supported by Republicans and Democrats
alike; 24 states “offer a credit of their own as a percentage of the federal credit.” Although an
increase in the minimum wage sounds attractive to those who are concerned about rates of
poverty in the U.S., a higher minimum wage doesn’t necessarily result in higher income levels;
those who aren’t working maintain their income level and those who are currently working may
find their hours of work reduced. This doesn’t happen with (a change in) the EITC. Thus: “The
president can choose to expand or improve the Earned Income Tax Credit and thus have a
measurable impact on poverty rates. Or he can hike the minimum wage. . . . [but it] won’t do
any good for the low-income unemployed, and it will add to their numbers.”
********This seemed like such an even-handed and clear statement of the merits of increases in
the minimum wage and the EITC that I thought it should be mentioned. Perhaps the minimum
wage has been favored by the President because it is not seen as adding to the deficit? In any
event, it seems that if the objective is to reduce poverty, an increase in the EITC is preferable to
an increase in the minimum wage. You can learn more about the EITC at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earned_income_tax_credit.
(14 February 2013): “Under the Covers of Online Dating”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324162304578302432916791380.html)
********An obvious choice, I think: an interview with the author of a book about online dating
for Valentine’s Day. The book is Love in the Time of Algorithms: What Technology Does to
Meeting and Mating (2013), by Dan Slater. What caught my attention was the discussion about
efficiency, which I will present without comment. Here it is:
WSJ: Can you explain how inefficiency is good for online-dating businesses?
Mr. Slater: It needs to be a mix of efficiency and inefficiency. Efficiency in a sense that the site
needs to work on some level, or else people will not use it. But it can’t be too efficiency because
then people aren’t going to be using the technology for long enough for the site to make any
money. . . .
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WSJ: What are the ways to create inefficiencies?
Mr. Slater: One of the ways would be showing you the profiles of people who may no longer be
active on the site.
(14 February 2013): “Tensions Mount as China Snatches Farms for Homes”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906004578287182123200020.html)
--------China has a real and growing problem: the ownership of land. “The root of the problem is
an economic system that allows local government and developers to make vast profits from onesided land deals with farmers who have little legal ability to resist. That situation, in turn,
accounts in part for a gaping chasm in income distribution in China, contributing to unbalanced
economic growth. The issue pits urban elites, who have been swept along by one of the greatest
economic booms in history, against a 650 million-strong rural underclass that is falling further
behind.” The precariousness of property ownership means that China’s farmers have “little
incentive to invest in improving agricultural output, and no asset that can be sold to fund a move
to the city.” Although there have been some statements by China’s premier, Mr. Wen, to the
effect of shifting “the balance on rural land in favor of the farmers,” skepticism reigns. Mr.
Huang, of Chengdu, China, notes: “When it comes to the central government, we don’t listen to
what they say, we watch what they do.”
(16 February 2013): “A Water Dispute Nears a Boil in Arizona”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906004578288222682431306.html)
--------Thousands of retirees have flocked to the Sierra Vista, Arizona in recent years, drawn by
“the cool temperatures afforded by the southern Arizona city’s high elevation, views of the
Huachuca Mountains and regular appearances by migrating cuckoos and warblers on the banks
of the San Pedro River.” The San Pedro is “the last big, free-flowing river in the Southwest.”
But the local development company plans to build 7,000 additional homes and water concerns
are of the minds of many. This is “one of thousands of conflicts across the West, where states
generally issue water rights on a first-come, first-served basis. As demand grows, states eager
for development that could generate economic growth are increasingly granting privileges to
newcomers, a move that existing water users say impinges on their rights.” In addition to water
for homes, “Solar-power plants and hydraulic-fracturing operations, both of which require
millions of gallons of water a year, have been among the biggest new contenders for supply
lately.”
********A clear example of the challenged posed by expanding demands for a resource that is
effectively fixed. I’m struck by the irony of solar and fracking competing for water.
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(16 February 2012): “Finance and the american poor: Margin calls”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21571882-life-edges-americasfinancial-mainstream-margin-calls)
--------In a December report released by the FDIC it was reported that “roughly one in 12
American households, or some 17m adults, are ‘unbanked’, meaning they lack a current or
savings account. The survey also found that one in every five American households is
‘underbanked’, meaning that they have a bank account but also rely on alternative services—
typically high-cost products such as payday loans, cheque-cashing services, non-bank money
orders or pawn shops.” Although not all of the unbanked are poor, “the rate of the unbanked
among low-income households . . . an annual income below $15,000 . . . is more than three times
the overall rate.” The financial crisis contributed to the number of unbanked and underbanked
by provisions in the Dodd-Frank Act that made it less profitable to service low-income
households.
********The article includes a link to an eight-minute audio interview with Michael S. Barr, of
the University of Michigan, the author of No Slack: The Financial Lives of Low-Income
Americans (2012).
********At this time the North Carolina state legislature is reconsidering the state ban on
payday lending (Senate Bill 89). You can learn more about payday lending and a variety of
other “fringe banking” alternatives at the Durham, North Carolina-based Center for Responsible
Lending at: http://www.responsiblelending.org/. The Center won a 2012 MacArthur Award for
Creative & Effective Institutions. You can learn more about the awards at:
http://www.macfound.org/programs/macei/.
(16 February 2013): “Fracking in the West: Big reserves, big reservations”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21571899-california-tries-decide-if-it-wantsjoin-shale-revolution-big-reserves-big)
--------Oil production is declining in California at the rate of 2-3% per year. But fracking may be
in its future, since a 2011 report by the federal Energy Information Administration “declared that
the Monterey shale formation, which spans 1,750 square miles . . . in southern and central
California, held 15.42 billion barrels of recoverable oil, 64% of the total estimated to be in the 48
contiguous states.” Fracking regulations introduced into the state legislature in December are
seen as the basis for “an emerging split between inland counties, which tend to have higher
unemployment and more conservative politics, and the conservationists along the coast.”
(19 February 2013): “Supreme Court Appears to Defend Patent on Soybean”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/20/business/justices-signal-a-monsanto-edge-in-patentcase.html)
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--------On Tuesday the Supreme Court heard arguments in the case of Bowman v. Monsanto
Company. Vernon Bowman is and Indiana famer who used “genetically altered soybeans . . .
without paying the company a fee.” Bowman, believing he had found a loophole, bought
soybeans “from a grain elevator filled with a mix of seeds in the reasonable hope that many of
them contained the Roundup Read gene [of Monsanto].” In questioning the “justices appeared
alert to the consequences of their eventual ruling not only for Monsanto’s very lucrative soybean
patents but also for modern agriculture generally and for areas as varied as vaccines, cell lines
and soybeans.” The lawyer for Monsanto, a former United States solicitor general, “was allowed
to talk uninterrupted for long stretches, which is usually a sign of impending victory.”
Bowman’s lawyer “was peppered with skeptical questions from almost every justice.”
********You can find the official site of the Supreme Court at: http://www.supremecourt.gov/.
I recently viewed the PBS series on the Supreme Court and found it to be interesting and
instructive. You can learn more about the series at:
http://www.pbs.org/wnet/supremecourt/about/index.html. The series is widely available.
(19 February 2013): “Mining Firm, Ex-Teacher Battle Over Rare Earths”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323764804578310070165067986.html)
--------“In the Internet era, even a 64-year-old retired math teacher can become a threat to a large
company. That, at least, is the experience of Lynas Corp. For over a year, the Australian rareearths mining company has come under fire from Tan Bun Teet and his band of tech-savvy
campaigners on Malaysian’ South China Sea coast. The group, called Save Malaysia Stop
Lynas, has disrupted Lynas’s plans to open a refinery with a nimble, Internet-based campaign,
drawing nationwide support through regularly updated blogs, Twitter feeds and a Facebook
page.” CEO Nick Curtis said that Lynas had underestimated the impact of the protesters—the
project is “a full year behind schedule.”
(19 February 2013): “Obituary: Armen Alchian, 98, professor emeritus of economics at UCLA”
(http://newsroom.ucla.edu/portal/ucla/armen-alchian-98-243658.aspx)
--------Armen Alchian was known for “groundbreaking research on the employee-employer
relationship, the hidden inefficiencies of governmental regulation, and the forces that determine
the success of firms.” He was perhaps best known for his 1950 article “Uncertainty, Evolution
and Economic Theory,” and the article he wrote with Harold Demsetz: “Production, Information
Costs and Economic Organization” (1972). His contributions in other areas were striking,
especially in the area of law and economics. Colleagues and former students attest to the role of
questioning in his teaching. John Riley, the chair of the UCLA Department of Economics,
noted: “His lectures were always provocative and sometimes terrifying. He simply walked into
class and asked questions, and not necessarily questions connected to the previous class. . . .
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Junior (and not so junior) faculty often faced the same challenges around the lunch table.” Nobel
Laureate William F. Sharpe wrote: “He taught his students to question everything.”
********You can find a more extensive, and personal, obituary at:
http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/latimes/obituary.aspx?n=armen-alchian&pid=163245781.
(20 February 2013): “Tight Market for Farmhands”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324432004578304701711529248.html)
--------California grower Red Bryan notes: “Labor is the No. 1 issue for agriculture . . . It’s not
pesticides, water supply or land use. Without workers, we’re out of business.” Labor tightest,
due in part to improved opportunities in Mexico, tightened border control, and drug-cartel
violence, is reducing the flow of illegal immigrants to the U.S. It is estimated that 8 out of 10
workers are undocumented. As a result, there has been an expansion of the H-2A visa program
to bring into the U.S. temporary agriculture workers. “Growers have long avoided this program
because it means they have to pay higher wages, housing costs and other expenses.” Still, it is
help North Carolina tobacco farmers “to avert huge losses from not being able to pick tobacco.”
Although mechanization has reduced the need for some types of agricultural labor, it cannot
replace all types. As Bryan observes, “You can’t get a machine to pick one strawberry and not
the one next to it.”
********The Interactive Graphics tab has a clickable timeline for immigration law milestones
from 1882 to 2012.
(20 February 2013): “McKinsey Tries to Recruit Mothers Who Left the Fold”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323764804578314450063914388.html)
--------Consulting firm McKinsey & Co. “is quietly reaching out to female employees who left
some years ago—presumably to start families—to see whether they are ready to return.” Lost
women workers is a delicate issue “for many companies, particularly in highly skilled
professions, such as consulting or banking.” The approaches taken by firms varies—Goldman
Sachs Group has a “returnship” program. Although reactivating workers presents big challenges,
due to changes in the workplace and technology, approaches to meeting these challenges have
been designed. Carol Fishman Cohen, of iRelaunch, notes that companies “should be focusing
on this pool just like they’re focusing on the pool of recent college graduates.”
********You can learn more about iRelaunch—the return-to-work experts—at:
http://www.irelaunch.com/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 97 (27 February 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(19 February 2013): “Stunning reversal? Why ‘big paper’ just went green in Indonesia”
(http://www.csmonitor.com/Environment/2013/0219/Stunning-reversal-Why-big-paper-justwent-green-in-Indonesia)
--------Asia Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd. (APP) is “a sprawling $4 billion company that you probably
never heard of.” Although it has long drawn its wood from biologically diverse rain forests, it is
changing its practices. “In early February APP promised note to use a single splinter of wood
again from natural forest, a stunning reversal that has environmental campaigners overjoyed.”
According to Laurel Sutherlin of the Rainforest Action Network, the change “will stand as one of
the biggest market-based campaign successes that we’ve had for a long time.” Central to their
success—Greenpeace was also centrally involved—was a focus on “the corporations behind
Ronald McDonald, Mickey Mouse, and Barbie.” They were among “dozens of major paper
consumers” that adopted “standards for using sustainable products that essentially froze APP out
of much of the European and U.S. markets.” Henceforth APP will “rely on acacia and
eucalyptus tree plantations it has developed over the years (on previously clear-cut forestland).”
********A clear illustration of the value of identifying where leverage lies. Large paper
customers have a lot of influence on the production practices if they choose to exert it, a
principle of broad applicability (for good or for ill).
(21 February 2013): “Amid New Car Boom, Used Cars Are Gold”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323511804578300650170654978.html)
--------Plunging new car sales has led to a boom in used car sales. According to dealer Doug
Waikem, he is now “spending more time . . . trying to buy [used] cars than sell them.”
Consequently, “three-year-old cars are now hard to find and even older models are holding their
value.” Although “new vehicle sales get a lot of attention . . . the used vehicle market is far
larger. Last year, U.S. used vehicle sales rose 5% to 40.5 million. That compares with newvehicle sales of 14.5 million.” Low interest rates and the high price of used cars are making new
car purchases look more attractive.
(21 February 2013): “Corporate Power is Decaying: Get Used to It”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-02-21/corporate-power-is-decaying-dot-get-usedto-it)
--------Moisés Naím, a scholar at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and the author
of the forthcoming book The End of Power: From Boardrooms to Battlefields and Churches to
States, Why Being in Charge Isn’t What It Used to Be, shares his views about the “shifting
balance of power in the world economy” noting that “Emerging-market countries are now home
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to more than 1,000 companies with annual sales above $1 billion.” In some instances this decay
of power is welcome, but “It’s also created more opportunities for fraud and deceit. When power
is harder to use and keep, and it spreads to an ever-larger, ever-shifting cast of small players,
forms of competition that threaten the social good and the survival of industries (overly
aggressive business tactics designed to bankrupt rivals rather than maximize profits, for instance)
are more likely to arise.”
********You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/End-PowerBoardrooms-Battlefields-Churches/dp/0465031560/ref=sr_1_1. I’m interested in learning more
about the disadvantages of the decentralization of power.
(21 February 2013): “Firms Puzzle Over Tax Riddle”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323764804578314583989674920.html)
--------“Business owners can’t change the tax code, but many of them say they might change the
way their businesses are structured in order to pay less tax” given that the highest personal tax
rate has increased from 35% to 39.6%. Case in point is Chris Pullen of Fort Collins, Colorado,
who is considering converting his business into a “so-called C-Corporation” to save on taxes.
His business, RLE Technologies, is currently structured as an S-Corporation, “which means its
profits ‘flow through’ to its owners, who pay taxes on that money at personal tax rates.”
Structuring his business as a C-Corporation “would let him pay corporate taxes separately from
his personal taxes.” Still, as tax lawyer Robert W. Wood notes, “Even though on the surface
you’re looking at 35% versus 39.6%, it’s a deceptive comparison . . . There might be a slight
short-term advantage in C-Corporations, but there are a number of negative long-term
implications that would outweigh short-term benefit.” The most notable consideration is the
double taxation of C-Corporations.
********The article makes clear that the decision to restructure an S-Corporation to a CCorporation is a non-trivial decision. It would make for a nice undergraduate research project.
(21 February 2013): “Thin Snowpack in West Signals Summer of Drought”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/23/us/in-drought-stricken-heartland-snow-is-no-savior.html)
--------“After enduring last summer’s destructive drought, farmers, ranchers and officials across
the parched Western states had hoped that plentiful winter snows would replenish the ground and
refill their rivers, breaking the grip of one of the worst dry spells in American history. No such
luck.” As a result, farmers are reassessing what to plant and how much to plant with water
resources that are increasingly scarce if available at all. Senator Mark Udall of Colorado says
that “Mother Nature is testing us.” But so is Washington. Both emergency funds to restore
Colorado watersheds and the Forest Service’s Wildland Fire Management programs may fall
victim to “looming across-the board budget cuts set to take effect March 1.”
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(22 February 2013): “Payroll Tax Whacks Spending”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323549204578318192889335274.html)
--------Wal-Mart Stores has joined “a parade of retailers, restaurants and consumer-goods
companies worried about the economic impact of the recently restored federal payroll tax that
has left Americans with less money to spend. The world’s largest retailer, Burger King
Worldwide Inc., Kraft Foods Group Inc. and others are lowering forecasts and adjusting sales
and marketing strategies, expecting consumers with smaller paychecks to dine out less and trade
down to less expensive purchases.” For example, Tyson “is stocking up on lower-priced cuts of
meat as people buy more chicken instead of beef. Its chicken sales jumped 10.6% in the last four
weeks of January, compared with a year earlier.”
(23 February 2013): “Protecting privacy online: The price of reputation”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21572240-market-protected-personal-informationabout-take-price-reputation)
--------Embarrassing photos and other undesirable information of the internet has spawned new
businesses eager to protect personal reputations online. With 1.6 million customers,
Reputation.com stands out. At $99 a year for a “starter” package, Reputation will monitor when
you “are mentioned online” and alert the company “if anything sensitive comes up, such as ‘your
real age, name, address, mugshots, legal disputes or marital problems.’” Michael Fertik, the
founder of Reputation, is seeking to turn his business into a profitable venture by developing “a
data vault containing all the data that constitute a person’s reputation” and then inverting “the
basic business model of the internet.” That model is one where “giant firms give customers
something free, collect data on them without their knowledge and sell it to third parties to do
with whatever they like.” Fertik seeks to become a seller of such data by letting “the consumer .
. . decide if they want to sell information about themselves to companies they want to get to
know them.”
********You can learn more about Reputation.com at: http://www.reputation.com/. It provides
personal and business products. Reputation management, it appears, will become more and more
important as time rolls on. I first became aware of the services of companies like
Reputation.com while listening to the lecture series on “Privacy, Property, and Free Speech: Law
and the Constitution in the 21st Century,” with Professor Jeffrey Rosen, from The Teaching
Company.
(23 February 2013): “Winding down the war on drugs: Towards a ceasefire”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21572184-experiments-legalisation-are-showingwhat-post-war-approach-drug-control-could-look)
--------In 1961 the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs was passed with 184 signing countries.
Still, much has changed in the last 50 years. It seems like the “’war on drugs’ is being
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convincingly won by drugs, and the powerful criminal gangs who deal with them.” In fact,
“efforts to stem demand have been futile” and “trying to control supply has been disastrous.”
Now, however, a variety of experiments are taking place across the world, and in the U.S., to see
if there is another way to deal with drugs. Of particular note will be the recommendations
produced by a task force in Colorado. On February 28th it will issue a report to the Colorado
legislation, which will “be the first glimpse of what a fully formed regulatory regime for legal
cannabis may look like. Although plenty of countries (and 15 American states) have
decriminalized cannabis possession, in many cases treating it as no worse than a traffic
infraction, nowhere has fully legalized its supply. Within a year the entire supply chain in
Colorado and Washington, from cultivation to manufacture to retail, will be within the law.”
Still, there is the federal government to deal with: “Marijuana remains illegal under America’s
Controlled Substances Act” of 1970.
********Another interesting article about the increasing openness of countries around the globe
to try something different in relation to drug use. In relation to this, the following stood out:
“Some dare to dream of changing federal law. Their foe is the mighty prohibition industry:
officials and bureaucrats who have spent their professional lives combating illegal drugs.”
(23 February 2013): “Jobs in jail: Remunerative justice”
(http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21572201-government-wants-prisoners-be-moreproductive-their-release-well-after/print)
--------The British coalition government is eager to turn its prisons into “industrious places of
productive work.” Although this approach has been tried before, overcrowding and outdate
facilities were a problem. Now, however, two factors have led the coalition to embrace prison
industries: “stubbornly high reoffending rates and the need to compensate for prison budgets
that are being cut dramatically. Prison-based businesses, it is thought, will help inmates prepare
for work outside the prison and generate income for the prison (and in some cases compensate
victims) while they are behind bars. But “adapting the prison regime to the demands of
commerce can be tricky. Prisons’ main job is holding people securely—but businesses need
employees to be available for a normal working week, and to respond flexibly to demand.” The
government’s zeal for inmate labor for commercial enterprise is not shared by all, especially the
Campaign Against Prison Slavery, which is a “protesting group of current and former prisoners.”
The name “echoes criticisms of some such programmes in America, where the use of prisoners
to work on farms or make clothing is often decried as exploitation and ineffective.”
********You can learn more about the Campaign Against Prison Slavery at:
http://www.againstprisonslavery.org/. This article reminded me of Ikea’s recent apology for
having used East German prisoners to make some of its products. You can learn more about the
apology at: http://www.businessinsider.com/ikea-apologizes-for-using-east-german-prison-labor-
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camps-2012-11. It seems likely that firms that produce products in British (or other) prisons will
have need of the services of Reputation.com at a later time.
(25 February 2013): “We Aren’t the World” (http://www.psmag.com/magazines/pacificstandard-cover-story/joe-henrich-weird-ultimatum-game-shaking-up-psychology-economics53135/)
--------“In the summer of 1995, a young graduate student in anthropology at UCLA named Joe
Henrich traveled to Peru to carry out some fieldwork among the Machiguenga, an indigenous
people who live north of Machu Pichu in the Amazon basin.” His goal was “to run a behavioral
experiment that had been developed by economists . . . called the ultimatum game.” In the end
he found that the Machiguenga played the game very differently from the average North
American. From that began a research program that led to a grant from the MacArthur
Foundation to “study 14 other small-scale societies, in locales from Tanzania to Indonesia.
Differences abounded in the behavior of both players in the ultimatum game.” His work,
especially that with colleagues Steven Heine and Ara Norenzayan, all of the University of British
Columbia, helped to fundamentally challenge how social scientists think “about human behavior,
cognition, and culture.” Their work is “an example of a small but growing countertrend in the
social sciences, one in which researchers look straight at the question of how deeply culture
shapes human cognition.”
********A fascinating and longish (12 pages) article, which especially relates to the “social and
historical forces that influence human behavior,” i.e., the invisible handshake. Henrich, Heine,
and Norenzayan wrote a long article on “The Weirdest People in the World” which points to the
unusual character of “Western habits and cultural preferences.” Americans, as it turns out, “are
exceptional even within the unusual population of Westerners—outliers among outliers.” The
article can be accessed by a link imbedded in the article or here
(http://www2.psych.ubc.ca/~henrich/pdfs/Weird_People_BBS_final02.pdf). My thanks to Mary
Lynn Manns for drawing my attention to “We Aren’t’ the World.”
(25 February 2013): “Logging Towns Are On a Roll”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323864304578316132672998200.html)
--------“Rising lumber demand stoked by the housing recovery is reinvigorating U.S. timber
towns, creating jobs from the sawmill floor to loading dock as the forest-products industry gets
back on its feet after a long malaise.” Eugene, Oregon has been especially affected, with its
metropolitan unemployment rate falling from a recession peak of 12.8% ion 2009 to its current
four-year low of 8.2%. Lumber prices are soaring, having more than doubled to since 2009.
Increased exports to China have helped fuel the surge. With more people working and those
working having longer workweeks, life for some is returning to normal.
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(26 February 2013): “The Entrepreneur’s DNA”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323549204578317512385795852.html)
********Excerpts from an interview with Hal Gregersen, professor of innovation and leadership
the graduate business school Insead. The interview was part of a Journal Report on “Unleashing
Innovation.” What caught my attention was the graphic showing the five leadership skills of
innovation: associating, questioning, networking, observing, and experimenting. The graphic is
drawn from the book The Innovator’s DNA: Mastering the Five Skills of Disruptive Innovators
(2011), by Jeff Dyer, Hal Gregersen, and Clayton M. Christensen.
(27 February 2013): “Internet Gambling Scores Its Biggest Win”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323884304578328293465612224.html)
--------On Tuesday New Jersey “became the biggest state yet to allow regulated online gambling,
establishing a template that proponents hope other states will follow for a business that federal
authorities long treated as a criminal enterprise.” Atlantic City casinos can now “run websites
that take bets on games such as blackjack, slots and poker. . . . The law . . . requires bettors to be
physically present in the state . . . But bets could conceivably be placed from any device with an
Internet connection.” This change comes after the U.S. Justice Department reversed its position
on online gambling in 2011, “prompting many states to consider legalizing online gambling and
lottery directors to start selling tickets online.” Developing interstate gambling networks “is
likely to be touch since gambling is regulated state by state in varying ways.”
********New Jersey’s action was undertaken, in part, to help revitalize Atlantic City as bricksand-mortar gambling opportunities have multiplied across the nation. The proliferation of online
gambling seems likely to exacerbate matters in the long run. “Among the businesses now eyeing
legal online gambling include casinos, Indian tribes, lottery-technology firms, social videogame
companies and even overseas gambling operators.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 98 (6 March 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(28 February 2013): “Europe’s Bees Could Get a Reprieve From Pesticides”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-02-28/europes-bees-could-get-a-reprieve-frompesticides)
--------“Honeybees pollinate $201 billion worth of crops annually, according to the United
Nations. Without them, we wouldn’t have almonds, cherries, tomatoes, nor 68 other crops that
provide 90 percent of the planet’s food. That’s why it’s disconcerting that almost seven years
after a sudden, unexplained plunge in North American and European bee populations first made
headlines, the bees are still dropping dead. Each year from 2006 to 2011, U.S. beekeepers
reported losing one-third of their colonies.” The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) has
recently completed a study of this phenomenon, declaring that “three neonictinoids—widely
used chemicals found in garden shop sprays to ward off aphids and beetles and in the coating of
pest-repellent seeds—pose an ‘acute risk’ to honeybees.” Frederic Vincent, a spokesman for the
European Commissioner for Health and Consumers noted: “What we are saying is the bee
colony collapse disorder is due to a combination of factors: climate change, dangerous new
predators, and so on . . . pesticides is one of the few we can control.” Members of the European
Community “will vote on outlawing the chemicals in March.”
********The EFSA “relied heavily on a study done by Italian biologist Marco Lodesani. . . .
From 2009 to 2011, Lodesani’s team conducted of autopsies on bees, tracing many of the deaths
to maize seeds coated in one of the chemicals that Europe may ban.” Experiments done with live
bees found that “neonictinoids are messing with the bees’ foraging instincts, confusing their
ability to remember the route back to the nest.”
********You can learn more about EFSA at: http://www.efsa.europa.eu/. You can learn more
about EFSA’s work on bee health at: http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/topics/topic/beehealth.htm.
(28 February 2013): “These Vehicles Are Tons of Fun, And Good for Thwarting Road Rage”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324432004578302480951570270.html)
--------This is the A-Hed article. “Weapons buffs may stock semiautomatics in the gun safe. But
nothing makes a statement like having an Army tank in the garage.” It is estimated that there are
several hundred to one thousand private tank owners in the U.S. Tanks are expensive, “with
good ones going for the price of some houses.” Dave Uhrig a tank broker from Chillicothe, Ohio
is currently offering a Sherman tank for $387,000. Uhrig comments: “The guys who buy tanks
don’t worry about losing their jobs or making their house payments—they don’t have either.” A
good starter tank is the British Chieftain, which is generally cheaper than the Sherman.
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******** If you read the article through to the end, you will be rewarded with a chuckle or two.
You can learn more about Dave Uhrig’s tanks at: http://www.armyjeeps.net/armor1.htm.
(28 February 2013): “Gas Boom Projected to Grow for Decades”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323293704578330700203397128.html)
--------“U.S. natural-gas production will accelerate over the next three decades, new research
indicates, providing the strongest evidence yet that the energy boom remaking America will last
for a generation.” The source of this conclusion was “The most exhaustive study to date of a key
natural-gas field in Texas, combined with related research under way elsewhere.” The study was
“funded by the non-partisan Alfred P. Sloan Foundation and performed by the [Bureau of
Economic Geology of the] University of Texas.” It examined 15,000 wells drilled in the Barnett
Shale formation in northern Texas. “Looking at data from actual wells rather than relying on
estimates and extrapolations, the study broadly confirms conclusions by the energy industry and
the U.S. government, which in December forecast increasing gas production.”
********The article appears to be largely based upon a press release by the University of Texas
at Austin, which you can find here: http://www.utexas.edu/news/2013/02/28/new-rigorousassessment-of-shale-gas-reserves-forecasts-reliable-supply-from-barnett-shale-through-2030/.
The article includes a FAQ about the study, which you can find here:
http://www.jsg.utexas.edu/news/2013/02/frequently-asked-questions-faq-beg-barnett-shaleassessment-study/. You can learn more about the Bureau of Economic Geology at:
http://www.beg.utexas.edu/.
(28 February 2013): “New Balance Sweats Push to End U.S. Shoe Tariffs”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323764804578312461184782312.html)
--------The U.S. had a large domestic shoe industry in the 1930s but today “the U.S. imports 99%
of its shoes, mostly from Asia.” New Balance Athletic Shoes Inc. “is the sole athletic-shoe
maker that still has factories in the U.S. Those plants churn out about a quarter of the shoes it
sells domestically. The rest are imported.” New Balance continues to produce in the U.S.,
although it means less profit, as it can respond more quickly to consumer needs, in days rather
than the weeks required by international rivals. Competitors, however, seek to “do away with
tariffs on imported running shoes, as part of a larger trade deal” and this could tip the scales of
New Balance’s strategy. The shoe tariff typically adds $3 to $5 to the cost of a pair of imported
midprice shoes. Although this seems small, New Balance says “the loss of that buffer would
make the economics of its American-made strategy that much harder.”
********Two interesting points are made by Matt Priest, who is president of the industry trade
group Footwear Distributors and Retailers of America. In addition to noting that “cutting tariffs
would set the stage for lower consumer prices” he notes: “There’s also a fairness issue . . . We’re
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taxing Americans to protect jobs that are no longer here.” Thus the tariffs live on long after the
conditions that drew them forth have disappeared.
(1 March 2013): “Bullet Run Leaves Many Low on Ammo”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323293704578332561074939182.html)
--------“The rush on ammunition sparked by fears of new firearm controls has left gun owners
scouring the shelves for bullets. Across the country, demand for ammunition is outstripping
supply, causing retailers to ration sales, police departments to alter training practices and some
gun owners to shelve their weapons for the time being. The heightened demand for ammunition,
and for firearms themselves, began shortly after the December school shooting in Newtown,
Conn., largely in response to concerns that the government would introduce new restrictions.”
********It is interesting to see how the ammunition sellers are dealing with the surge in
demand, by rationing—Wal-Mart is limiting customers to three boxes per day—and queuing—
one company is “quoting delivery times of early next year.” There does seem to be some upward
flexibility, however, at gun shows. Perhaps one is more willing to increase the price charged to a
customer who you will not likely do business with again?
(1 March 2013): “Mexico Tackles Powerful Telecom Interests”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323978104578332520592448046.html)
--------“Mexico’s political parties are coming together to take on the country’s three most
powerful businessmen, including the world’ richest man Carlos Slim, by negotiating a broad set
of constitutional overhauls to boost competition in the country’s telephone and television
markets. Negotiators from the country’s three big political parties are hammering out details on
changes that would strengthen government regulators, auction two new national television
networks, and lift restrictions on foreign investment for fixed-line telephony, among other steps.”
The changes “seek to boost competition in two critical markets . . . hamstrung by monopolies for
years.” The OECD estimates that the “limited competition in telecommunications, which results
in higher prices and poor service, costs Mexico’s economy . . . 1.8% per year in lost economic
growth.”
********As the article notes, the Mexican government has “long struggled to regulate big
companies. Hundreds of rulings by telecom regulator Cofatel against Mr. Slim’s companies . . .
have been help up in court for years.” Contributing to the regulatory difficulties of the Mexican
government is the “caucus” of Mexican legislators: “small group of congressmen or senators
who worked at media firms before entering politics.” This practice, of course, is neither limited
to Mexico nor media firms.
(2 March 2013): “Germany Debates Fracking as Energy Cost Rise”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323293704578334181310238980.html)
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--------“Germany is debating whether to allow hydraulic fracturing . . . amid growing concern
rising energy costs could threaten its industrial backbone.” The debate comes at a time when
Germany is pursuing “a radical restructuring of its energy sector. In the wake of Japan’s
Fukushima nuclear disaster in 2011, Chancellor Angela Merkel abruptly declared that Germany
would abandon nuclear power and transition to renewable energy sources.” However, subsidies
for renewable-energy producers have caused the electricity bills of households and industrial
users to rise. In addition, “As Germany turns its back on nuclear power, it is also seeing its
carbon emissions rise.” Although “It is unclear what immediate impact increased natural gas
supplies would have on German electricity bills . . . the availability of cheaper natural gas could
help avert a large-scale return to coal in 2020, when Germany will shut down about six nuclearpower stations.” According to Miranda Schreurs, director of Berlin-based Environmental Policy
Research Center, the German government appears to be “trying to keep the door open for
fracking to be able say that if they do it, it will be safe.”
********The German situation shows the complexity and interrelatedness of changes in sources
of electrical production. Theirs is a situation to watch closely.
(3 March 2003): “The Business of the Minimum Wage”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/03/business/the-minimum-wage-employment-and-incomedistribution.html)
********Christina Romer, professor of economics at the University of California, Berkeley, and
former chair of President Obama’s Council of Economic Advisers, share her perspective about
President Obama’s advocacy of a $9 an hour minimum wage. After a discussion of a variety of
issues, she concludes: “SO where does all of this leave us? The economics of the minimum
wage are complicated, and it’s far from obvious what an increase would accomplish. If a higher
minimum wage were the only anti-poverty initiative available, I would support it. It helps some
low-income workers, and the costs in terms of employment and inefficiency are likely small.
But we could do so much better if we were willing to spend some money. A more generous
earned-income tax credit would provide more support for the working poor and would be probusiness at the same time.”
(4 March 2013): “As Pirates Run Rampant, TV Studios Dial Up Pursuit”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906004578292232028509990.html)
--------“Content pirates have sailed the World Wide Web since its earliest days, but today they
are bolder, faster and better armed with technology than ever. . . . The antipiracy and security
firm Irdeto, which works with some of the content companies, said that in 2009 it detected 5.4
billion instances of pirated content online . . . Last year, that number jumped to more than 14
billion.” Many big content companies, such as NBCUniversal, have anti-piracy units. Content
security manager Andrew Skinner notes that the work is “like whack-a-mole . . . You knock of
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one and there are 50 more behind it.” At issue is a sizable loss of revenue, for large and small
companies alike. “Last year, Kathy Wolfe, who owns a small independent U.S. film-distribution
company, Wolfe Video, found more than 903,000 links to unauthorized versions of her films . . .
She estimates that she lost over $3 million in revenue in 2012 as a result of stolen content from
her top 15 titles.” For NBCUniversal and other large content providers there is concern “that
they may follow in the steps of the music industry, which has seen its global sales plummet from
some $29 billion in 1999 to about half that today, partly because of tis slowness to respond to
online demand after pirated songs became widely available on the Internet.”
********You can watch a 9-minute interview with Rick Cotton, general counsel of
NBCUniversal at the Video tab of the article.
(4 March 2013): “New Wall Street Journal Series: Business of Apps”
(http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2013/03/03/new-wsj-series-the-business-of-apps/)
--------Global revenue from the sales of apps has risen “62% this year to $25 billion. This from
an industry that only emerged during the financial crisis, when in 2008 Apple launched its app
store—which now offers nearly 800,000 apps.” On Monday, March 4th the Journal began a
“five-day package that will launch an ongoing print and online series called ‘The Business of
Apps.’ The multimedia series will identify the winners and losers, discuss the evolving business
models, offer practical advice and uncover the questionable tactics used by some developers.”
********This promises to be an interesting series. I read “The Evolving Economics of the App”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323511804578300183961009070.html).
There is no settled business model for apps, with much price experimentation going on. Apps
that are sold usually have no advertising, whereas apps that are free, have advertising. So an app
seller has to consider both options. Then there is the question of price. “Many developers said
they have found different price sensitivities for purchasers on the different app stores which has
influenced how they price the apps for particular outlets. In general, Android device owners are
less likely than iOS users to spend money on apps, including for downloads . . . That is due in
part to the greater availability of low-end Android smartphones and tablets, which tend to attract
lower-income people compared with iPhone and iPad users.”
********You can get a quick look at the app economy by viewing the following two-minute
video: http://live.wsj.com/#!BAAE1B03-C74B-4588-A85B-E9B21EB253E8.
(5 March 2013): “Clone Wars Roil App World”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323699704578328441621110104.html)
--------“In the fast-paced mobile-apps business, creating a hit app is no guarantee of success:
Developers must also fend off the copycats. App makers say a growing group of ‘cloners’ are
mimicking their products or misappropriating their names and images to ride an original app’s
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success. The copycats often target top-selling apps and seek to siphon off users and potential
revenue. . . . app stores run by Google Inc. and others have been unable to weed them out.”
According to developers, “cloning is most widespread in Google Play. Google, unlike the
others, doesn’t use humans to vet new apps before they are available for download.”
********What is the status of copyright with respect to apps? Perhaps the law is not well
developed in the area of apps? Or is it simply a case that there is no financial reason to pursue
apparent copyright infringements? Many questions, for now, and no answers.
(6 March 2013): “Berkshire’s BNSF Railway to Test Switch to Natural Gas”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324539404578342540494619344.html)
--------BNSF Railway Co., estimated to be the second-largest user of diesel fuel in the U.S. (after
the U.S. Navy) “plans this year to test using natural gas to power its locomotives.” If the test is
successful, it could “weaken oil’s dominance as a transportation fuel and provide a new outlet for
the glut of cheap natural gas in North America.” There are, however, many hurdles to get over,
including: regulatory approval for fuel tanks; different fuel depots; special fuel tanker cars; and
employee training. But though there are significant costs the fuel cost differences are
substantial: “A gallon of diesel fuel cost an average of $3.97 last year . . . [while] The equivalent
amount of energy in natural gas cost 48 cents at industrial prices.” Meanwhile, “BNSF is
working with manufacturers to develop a locomotive that can run on diesel and gas.”
********As the article notes, railroads are likely to join the growing number of companies,
utilities, and government agencies that are shifting to natural gas as its price falls relative to other
energy sources. Conversion of long-distance trucks from diesel to natural gas has special
obstacles, but “truck routes can vary and finding enough refueling stations has been a problem.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 99 (13 March 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(28 February 2013): “The unseen hand that moves the world’s oil”
[SR](http://money.cnn.com/2013/02/28/news/companies/vitol-oil-trader.pr.fortune/)
********Fortune has now taken refuge (mostly) behind a subscription firewall and this article is
an example, which will make this interesting article more difficult to access. Its subject is the
firm Vitol, “the largest private petroleum trader” in the world. In fact, in revenue terms, it is the
largest private company in the world, exceeding Cargill and Koch Industries. Vitol’s 2012
revenues were $312 billion, which rank just ahead of Chevron and Toyota; “if Vitol were
publicly traded, its reported revenues would have ranked it No. 7 on last year’s Fortune Global
500.” Its principal business is trading oil but it is largely a mystery even to such an energyconnected person as IHS Cera’s Daniel Yergin, the author of The Prize and The Quest. The
CEO of Vitol is 57-year-old Ian Taylor, a graduate of Oxford University’s politics, philosophy,
and economics program. Vitol’s business is complex and operates on a thin margin; in 2012 its
margin was 0.7%.
********A point that caught my attention related to the issue of private versus public ownership
of a firm. Graham Sharp, who recently co-authored a report on “The Dawn of a New Era in
Commodity Trading,” noted: “Traditionally trading was very much an asset-light business . . .
Your assets were your people. That’s one of the reasons why they were always private
companies, because those sorts of companies are not very well valued in the public markets.
And to be honest, you don’t need a lot of long-term assets, which need long-term financing.
Suddenly [as trading firms are taking on more fixed assets] the public markets look more
attractive.” You can learn more about Vitol at: http://www.vitol.com/.
(9 March 2013): “Peer-to-peer rental: The rise of the sharing economy”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21573104-internet-everything-hire-rise-sharingeconomy)
--------This is a leader for the March 9th issue of The Economist. It calls attention to the
explosion of peer-to-peer rentals that have been enabled by the internet, noting that “technology
has reduced transaction costs, making sharing assets cheaper and easier than ever—and therefore
possible on a much larger scale. The big change is the availability of more data about peop0le
and things, which allows physical assets to be disaggregated and consumed as services. Before
the internet, renting a surfboard, a power tool or a parking space from someone else was feasible,
but was usually more trouble than it was worth. Now websites such as Airbnb, RelayRides and
SnapGoods match up owners and renters; smartphones with apps let people see where the nearest
rentable car is parked; social networks provide a way to check up on people and build trust; and
online payment systems handle the billing.”
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********The relationship between markets for purchase and rental—the buy or lease decision—
has long been of academic and business interest. Now it is being taken to a whole new level due,
as the leader notes, a reduction in transaction costs. You can read a lengthier article on the
subject at: http://www.economist.com/news/technology-quarterly/21572914-collaborativeconsumption-technology-makes-it-easier-people-rent-items. Rachel Botsman has written a book
on the subject, What’s Mine is Yours: The Rise of Collaborative Consumption (2010). You can
learn more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Whats-Mine-Yours-CollaborativeConsumption/dp/0061963542/.
(9 March 2013): “Marijuana legislation: Tax, and tax again”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21573135-americas-first-market-recreationalmarijuana-will-be-far-free-tax-and-tax-again)
--------Last November Colorado voters supported the Regulate Marijuana Like Alcohol Act. As
a result, Governor John Hickenlooper appointed a task-force “to produce a set of proposals for
implementation. The 24-member group concluded its hearings on February 28th” and will soon
issue its findings. “A bill should be passed by early May. The work has been challenging and
the group seeks to maintain the “vertical integration” model that has prevailed in Colorado’s
medical-marijuana industry. “Under this system retailers must grow at least 70% of the dope
they sell. This forces licence-holders to master a suite of skills from cultivation to distribution.”
Marijuana will be subject to 15% excise tax, and perhaps other taxes, but there is concern that if
taxes as set too high, “you leave the illegal market in place, which destroys one of the principal
purposes of legislation in the first place.”
(11 March 2013): “U.S. Ethanol Mandate Puts Squeeze on Oil Refiners”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324096404578352223846017206.html)
--------“The cost of complying with a federal mandate to use corn ethanol in fuel has risen
sharply in the past few months. . . . The price of each credit that refiners need under the law
topped $1 Friday, up from just a few cents last year.” In 2012 the government “required the use
of 13.2 billion gallons of ethanol . . . When an ethanol maker produces a gallon, the company
receives a credit representing roughly that much ethanol. Such credits are subsequently bought
by refineries to establish how much ethanol they have blended into a fuel. If a refinery doesn’t
have enough credits, it can be fined.” In 2012, 133 billion gallons of gasoline were consumed in
the U.S. and 13.3 billion of ethanol was blended into the gasoline. There is concern that the EPA
“could force refiners and fuel importers to use more than 14 billion gallons of ethanol.” In that
event, barring a large increase in gasoline consumption, refiners may be forced to produce
gasoline with more than 10% ethanol, a “blend wall” that “auto makers say most vehicles can’s
handle at a higher rate.” Fears of hitting the blend wall “appear to have made refiners and fuel
importers eager to buy credits on the open market, pushing prices higher.”
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********Thus, the blend wall is a determinant of demand for ethanol credits. Technological
change that would increase the ability of trucks and autos to use a higher percentage of ethanol
would reduce the demand for ethanol credits. Likewise, the EPA ethanol quota is a determinant
of demand for ethanol credits, ceteris paribus. As the quota increases, the demand for ethanol
credits will increase, ceteris paribus.
(12 March 2013): “Judge Halts Ban on Large Sodas”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324096404578354703310754258.html)
--------“A judge struck down New York City’s ban on large sugary drinks Monday, a day before
it was to kick in . . . The ban would have applied to restaurant, movie theaters and bodegas, but
not to supermarkets or convenience stores regulated by the state, such as 7-Elevens. That
discrepancy helped make the ban ‘fraught with arbitrary and capricious consequences’ that
would be difficult to enforce with consistency . . . ‘the loopholes effectively defeat the stated
purpose of the rule.’”
********For people who really care about “big soda” this could have markedly affected their
behavior. When I go out to lunch, I tend to choose among only those places that have “good”
coffee. I noticed that the article has a variety of hyperlinks embedded in it. Although the New
York Times has used them for a long time, I hadn’t noticed their use in the WSJ—this is a nice
development. In particular, the article has a link to the pdf of the judge’s ruling, which is being
appealed.
(12 March 2013): “Detroit Rethinks Small Trucks”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323549204578316502619407298.html)
--------Rising fuel prices, as well as higher fleet MPG requirements, “have General Motors Co.
and Chrysler Group LLC taking a second look at peddling smaller pickup trucks—vehicles that
the Detroit Three auto makers abandoned in the U.S. amid weak demand.” The return to smaller
trucks is a risk for the auto makers, as it is estimated that each full-size truck earns $7,000 to
$10,000 on full-size pickups, while only $3,000 to $4,000 is earned on smaller pickups. This
downsizing is taking place elsewhere in the auto industry, for example, “in passenger cars and
sport-utility vehicles . . . not only for the better fuel economy, but because auto makers are
offering them with more options and features.”
********A clear example of the role of the law—the invisible foot—and technology in the
evolution of produce characteristics.
(12 March 2013): “Western Firms Rethink Asia Approach”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323293704578331484097835860.html)
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--------“After supplying locomotives to Indonesia’s state-owned railway for 60 years, General
Electric Co. faced a serious threat to its dominance in the country’s locomotive market last year.”
Although it eventually won the $250 million contract, GE’s close call illustrates how the world’s
largest companies are being force to reconsider how it does business in an environment of everincreasing competition from local competitors. As GE’s Stuart Dean noted: “Historically, we’ve
taken global solutions and sold them all over the world . . . But we’re competing with local
companies, and we need to fine-tune our strategy.” As evidence of this, “Over the next five
years, nine of every 10 American companies with a presence in Southeast Asia plan to invest
more in the region” according to a July survey by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. GE’s
strategy, according to Dean, involves changing the company’s mindset “from being an
equipment provider to a company that also gives customers technical support, training and
financing.”
********It is interesting to see the changes that Vitol and GE are undergoing as they seek to
expand their sales. Vitol is moving to a business that is more reliant on fixed assets, whereas GE
is moving to a business that is more service related. Will they be able to develop the skills and
dispositions needed in their new endeavors?
(13 March 2013): “Can a New Culture Fix Troubled Companies?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324096404578356351608725098.html)
--------Bob Flexon, the CEO of Dynegy Inc., which filed for bankruptcy in July 2011, is on a
mission to restore financial health to his company, in part due to culture change. Toward that
end he “made frequent visits to the company’s power plants, banned employees from checking
email and phones during meetings and restored annual performance reviews.” Additionally, he
relocated Dynegy’s Houston headquarters, where he now occupies a “64-square-foot cubicle on
an open floor, where 235 headquarter colleagues surround him.” His idea was “to instill a
winning spirit.” He is not alone. “Increasingly, leaders of troubled businesses try to fix the
company’s culture along with its bottom line.” A strong culture is now recognized as “a critical
component” of long-term success. However, John Kotter, author of Corporate Culture and
Performance, cautions that putting “a sick business on a healthier strategic path while change its
culture is ‘much more difficult than most executives realize.’”
********Meg Whitman, Hewlett-Packard’s CEO, also works in a cubicle. You can learn more
about Kotter’s book at: http://www.amazon.com/Corporate-Culture-Performance-JohnKotter/dp/1451655320/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 100 (20 March 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(14 March 2013): “Squeeze Looms for Doctors”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324096404578356544137516914.html)
--------“U.S. medical schools are expanding to meet an expected need for more doctors due to the
federal health law.” Although at least 12 new schools are opening and existing schools are
expanding, another important element in physician education process is the medical residency—
“three to seven years of on-the-job training in the U.S. that medical-school graduates must
complete before they can practice independently in this country.” Currently there are more
residency openings than medical school graduates, with the gap traditionally being filled by
“graduates of U.S. osteopathic schools (which stress holistic and preventive medicine) and
foreign medical schools.” But at “the current expansion rate, graduates from U.S. medical and
osteopathic schools alone will exceed the number of expected residencies by the end of the
decade, the Association of American Medical Colleges predicts. Residency applicants from
foreign schools are likely to be squeezed out . . . which could make it more difficult to fill the
nation’s growing needs in primary care.”
********The “squeeze” on foreign applicants becomes more meaningful when it is recognized
that “38% of Californians are Hispanic, but only 5% of its physicians are.” The article helped
me better understand the educational process of physicians: undergraduate school, medical
school, and then the residency, “that medical school graduates must complete before they can
practice independently.”
(14 March 2013): “Greenland Votes to Get Tough on Investors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324077704578357792781721964.html)
--------Greenland, with a population of about 57,000 people, “elected a new ruling party that has
pledged to toughen up on foreign investors looking to take advantage of the nation’s wealth of
natural resources. The Social Democratic Siumut party collected 43% of the votes in an election
held Tuesday, enabling the party to leapfrog the ruling Inuit Ataqatigiit, or IA, which has worked
to open up the secluded country to mining companies and others capable of advancing industry.
Greenland is believed to have a vast supply of untapped rare-earth minerals, oil, gas and other
resources.” The leader of the Siumut party is Aleqa Hammond, and she campaigned to introduce
royalties on resources and “to be more demanding when it comes to companies from abroad.”
********Greenland’s parliament has 31 seats and in the most recent elections the vote
breakdown was as follows: 42.8% for the Siamut party; 34.4% for the (previously ruling) IA;
8.1% for Atassut; 6.4% for Partii Inuit; and Democrats 6.2%. In reading this I’m trying to
imagine Asheville, North Carolina, with a 2010 population of 83,393, having a parliament of 31
seats and five (at least) recognized parties. A wonder to contemplate, since Greenland’s area—
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836,000 square miles—is slightly larger than the combined areas of (moving north to south and
east to west) Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arizona, and California. If
you add Massachusetts and Vermont to the foregoing, the areas are effectively the same. You
can learn more about the elections at: http://abcnews.go.com/Business/wireStory/pro-miningopposition-wins-greenland-election-18715702.
********The article caught my attention since my wife and I viewed the movie Chasing Ice a
few days. The movie portrays the dramatic impact of climate change on the glaciers of Iceland,
Greenland, Alaska, and Montana, and testifies to the vision and commitment of photographer
James Balog. You can learn more about the movie at: http://www.chasingice.com/. You can
learn more about James Balog at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Balog.
(14 March 2013): “Frankly, Wharton Wants Candor”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324096404578356621934529366.html)
--------“Business-school applicants try to impress schools with their management potential and
entrepreneurial acumen. But one quality in perennially short supply is candor, as would-be
M.B.A.s deliver the ‘right’ answers instead of the real ones. Hoping to elicit at least some
unrehearsed honesty from prospective students, schools regularly tweak essay topics or add
interview prompts. But nearly as soon as changes are announced, M.B.A. hopefuls rush to
admission consultants seeking tips to ace the new challenge, and schools lament that they’re left
with no better insights into applicants than they had the year before.”
********An interesting look at the admissions process that reflects the continuing effort of
applicants to “get an edge” on the competition and the continuing challenge of knowing the
“real” applicant. Of course, this is a general phenomenon, not one restricted to applicants to
business school.
(15 March 2013): “New Push to Securitize Renewable Power Pacts”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323293704578330283121248400.html)
--------“The Obama administration and some on Wall Street are laying the groundwork for
bundling renewable-power contracts into securities, part of an effort to make it cheaper to
finance alternative energy. The initiative aims to extend to renewable energy a financial tool
already used in the mortgage and credit-card industries. . . . An early focus is the military, which
is preparing to spend billions of dollars on electricity from solar, wind and other renewable
sources during the next decade.” Jeffrey Hozschuh of Morgan Stanley notes that for the military,
securitization potentially “expands the ability to raise more dollars to get more projects done
sooner.” The CEO of Clean Energy Finance, Nat Kreamer, holds that “access to larger new
pools of investment would drive down costs associated with raising capital, cut solar
development costs and allow the U.S. solar market to expand faster.”
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********As the article points out, securitization, which spreads risk over hundreds of contracts,
“is much easier to do with home mortgages than it is with solar- or wind-power contracts, due
largely to the relative immaturity and small size of renewable-energy markets.”
(16 March 2013): “The Unsung Beauty of Bureaucracy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324077704578360243017096714.html)
--------An article by the authors of The Org: The Underlying Logic of the Office. We “all
confront bureaucratic constraints that, it often seems, are designed mostly to sap our initiative
and prevent us from actually getting stuff done. The unfortunate reality is that this is exactly the
way it should be. The existence of rules and regulations, and the bureaucrats who enforce them,
means that less good stuff gets done—but it also puts a check on the kinds of initiative that can
lead to catastrophe.” Some of these rules are necessary but others are not. But how “can we
know which checks and balances are utterly necessary and which are indispensable? One way is
to find out is to remove them. This, in effect, is what many companies end up doing, though it is
often framed as increasing efficiency and cutting costs. The poster child for this approach is
BP.” Having once been characterized as a “rule-bound, quasigovernmental entity” it became
known as a company known for “pushing boundaries.” But as a series of calamities showed, the
latest being the Deepwater Horizon Well explosion of 2010, a more prudent approach may well
have served BP better. In the end “it’s a balancing act. We need enough freedom to let
employees dream up next year’s blockbuster product while also ensuring that, in the process,
their ambitions don’t harm the public and bankrupt the company.”
********This is the second article based upon The Org and both have had balance and wisdom.
Once I finish reading The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life and Business, I will
be turning to The Org.
(16 March 2013): “Changing families: The post-nuclear age”
(http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21573548-forget-traditional-family-there-are-nowthree-distinct-models-associated)
--------“The British family has splintered. There are now three broad family types, identified
with the university-educated professional classes, the native working classes and immigrants.
Each going its own way. The first, well-to-do, group has largely held to old-fashioned ideas
about marriage. . . . The second-group, composed of people doing ‘routine’ or semi-routine’ (ie,
blue-collar) jobs . . . are ever more likely to have children out of wedlock.” The final group is
comprised of immigrants and tend to be conservative, with lower rates of births outside of
wedlock than the second group. “In some groups, such as Indians, who tend to marry young and
have children quickly, illegitimacy is almost unheard of.” In this transforming world, it appears
that “a little like home-ownership, marriage is turning into a luxury good—an ideal to which
most aspire—rather than the default option.”
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********A glimpse of developments in Britain. I wonder if the U.S. experience is comparable?
(18 March 2013): “How the Taxman Cleared the Dance Floor”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323628804578348050712410108.html)
--------From the Opinion page. “Do taxes change behavior or not? Of course they do, but often
in ways that policy hands never anticipate, let alone intend.” A case in point is the Cabaret tax of
1944, which imposed a 30% “excise on all receipts at any venue that served food or drink and
allowed dancing.” The tax hit not only the well off, “but anyone who liked to go out dancing.”
At first, clubs were convinced that the tax would have no effect, “But in the next few years,
struggling nightclub owners were trying every which way to avoid having to foist the tax on
customers.” Pantomime acts were in demand because “The performer wasn’t actually singing
and so the show didn’t meet the federal definition of cabaret entertainment.” Also, “Clubs that
provided strictly instrumental music to which no one danced were exempt from the cabaret tax.
It is no coincidence that in the back half of the 1940s a new and undanceable jazz performed
primarily by small instrumental groups—bebop—emerged as the music of the moment.” As
such, “The federal excise tax inadvertently spurred the bebop revolution.”
********This is a fascinating piece, well worth a search to read it in its entirety. Who would
have thought, as the article (written by singer and trombonist Eric Felten) suggests, that an excise
tax could help bring about the decline of the big band and help usher in bebop? Unfortunately,
Felten provides no indication as to his source(s). My efforts to learn more has turned up only
one source that looks promising: That Toddlin’ Town: Chicago’s White Dance Bans and
Orchestras, 1900-1950 (2004), by Charles A. Sengstock, Jr. The description from the University
of Illinois Press notes that Sengstock views “the bands as an economic system” analyzing them
“as businesses with all the usual pressures brought on by ambition, personality clashes, and the
overriding need to serve clients.”
(19 March 2013): “Workers Saving Too Little to Retire”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323639604578368823406398606.html)
--------A report to be issued by the Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) indicates that
“Fifty-seven percent of U.S. workers surveyed reported less than $25,000 in total household
savings and investments excluding their homes. . . . The survey also found that 28% of
Americans have no confidence they will have enough money to retire comfortably—the highest
level in the study’s 23-year history.” The same increased longevity that has challenged
individuals is also challenging companies, putting “additional strains on pension plans.” Still,
“The effect of longer life spans on pension obligations has been dwarfed by the impact of
declining interest rates over recent years. Because of the way pension obligations are calculated,
lower interest rates mean that future obligations are higher today.” However, although “Rates
can go up” and lessen pension obligation, “Mortality is more of a one-way street.”
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********The article was drew more than 500 comments. You can see the EBRI study at:
http://www.ebri.org/publications/ib/index.cfm?fa=ibDisp&content_id=5175.
(19 March 2013): “Starbucks Buys Its First Coffee Farm”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323639604578368741173186364.html)
--------“Starbucks Corp. has bought its first farm, with plans to use the 600-acre property in
Costa Rica to develop new coffee varieties and test methods to eradicate a fungal disease known
as coffee rust that is vexing the industry.” Coffee rust is a fungus that “attacks coffee-tree
leaves, starving them or nutrients and eventually causing them to wither and fall off.” It
“devastated coffee production in Sri Lanka, India, Sumatra and Java” in the late 19th century
“but it hasn’t been a huge nuisance to Latin American farmers until this year and scientists aren’t
exactly sure why.” Starbucks will be using the farm as a research facility and it has said it “will
share what it learns with other farmers.”
********You can learn more about coffee rust at:
http://www.apsnet.org/edcenter/intropp/lessons/fungi/Basidiomycetes/Pages/CoffeeRust.aspx.
(20 March 2013): “With West Flat, Big Brewers Peddle Cheap Beer in Africa”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324034804578348533702226420.html)
--------SABMiller is “by far Africa’s leading brewer thanks to its roots in South Africa. It sells
roughly 40% of Africa’s beer by volume and more than 60%, when including its partnership with
France’s Castel Group.” However, its market share is being challenged in a novel way:
“specially negotiated tax deals, now in place with at least seven African governments.
Mozambique’s tax authorities charge a 10% excise tariff on Impala [a local beer], compared with
40% for other beers.” Noticing this strategy, “SABMiller has secured similar reductions for its
low-price Eagle beer in Tanzania, Uganda, Zimbabwe and Zambia.” These low-cost beers is
part of an idea to “create a ladder for Africans to climb as their disposable incomes rise: They
start drinking Chibuku [an inexpensive milkshake-like beer], then trade up to low-rice lagers
such as Impala and Eagle and ultimately drink premium beers such as Manica.” It is expected
that the volume of beer sold in Africa will grow “4.6% per year on average from 2012 to 1026,
faster than any other continent and nearly double the global rate.” The direction for increasing
sales, especially to lower-income consumers, grew out of a study that identified “two big input
costs—packaging and tax.” That was the source of the successful launch of Senator Keg in
Kenya, an inexpensive beer served only in kegs. In 2006 Kenya “completely eliminated excise
tax for the beer.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 101 (27 March 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(21 March 2013): “On China’s Electricity Grid, East Needs West—for Coal”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-03-21/on-chinas-electricity-grid-east-needs-westfor-coal)
--------“Like the U.S., China has a dense network of large eastern cities, a less urbanized interior,
and a western region rich in natural resources. . . . the central government has been building
high-voltage transmission networks along three primary corridors, known as the West-East
Electricity Transfer Project. It is a vast undertaking . . . [that] poses potential threats to the
environment and the livelihoods of local inhabitants.” Much of the energy expansion will be
coal-based—“Coal generates nearly 80 percent of the country’s electricity, and China now burns
half the coal consumed in the world annually.) Rather than ship the coal, the Chinese will
transmit the bulk of electricity generated over long distance power lines. Some energy is lost
this way, but it’s more efficient than loading coal onto barges, trucks, and trains.” But there is
one significant obstacle—water. “Producing electricity from coal requires large quantities of
water to remove impurities as well as produce steam.” In the water-deprived northwestern
regions of China, where most of the coal is, this is increasingly becoming a source of conflict,
heightening ethnic resentment among Han Chinese and minority groups like Uighurs and
Mongolians. Competition among Chinese provinces, in effect, west versus east, adds to the mix.
(21 March 2013): “’Pay for Performance’” No Longer a Punchline”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324373204578372444079319544.html)
--------Although company directors have long said that the pay of CEOs was based on
performance, that is becoming increasingly the case. In a recent study conducted by The Wall
Street Journal and the consulting firm Hay Group, it was found that “More than half of the
compensation awarded to 51 CEOs last year was tied to their companies’ financial or stockmarket performance . . . by comparison, three years earlier, in 2009, 35% of the compensation
for CEOs at the same companies carried performance conditions.” This is the result of investors
having more influence over pay. But “With more pay linked to performance targets, some
investors are turning their attention to the rigor of the targets.” Robin Ferracone, of pay
consultant Farient, notes: “The next frontier is not only honing the measurement system but also
the goal setting.”
********The article includes a chart in which the march toward performance-based
compensation for CEOs from 2009 to 2012 is clearly shown. This appears to be a preliminary
study, as the article states: “The Journal will report the full survey of 300 companies in May.”
That should be interesting to see.
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(22 March 2013): “Web Money Gets Laundering Rules”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324373204578374611351125202.html)
--------“The U.S. is applying money-laundering rules to ‘virtual currencies,’ amid growing
concern that new forms of cash bought on the Internet are being used to fund illicit activities.
The move means that firms that issue or exchange the increasingly popular online cash will now
be regulated in a similar manner as traditional money order providers such as Western Union
Co.” This includes “new bookkeeping requirements and mandatory reporting for transactions of
more than $10,000.” Bitcoin, which was launched in 2009, is one of the fastest-growing online
currencies. “Bitcoins can be used in a host of legitimate transaction” and, as a sign of is
increasing acceptance, “at least one online service takes bitcoins as payment for illegal drugs,”
according to the FBI. Presently, the size of the bitcoin market, although growing rapidly, is still
quite small, thinly traded, and subject to “extreme price fluctuations.”
*********You can learn more about Bitcoin at: http://bitcoin.org/en/. Various data about
bitcoins can be seen at: http://bitcoincharts.com/.
(23 March 2013): “Electronic lending and public libraries: folding shelves”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21573966-e-books-mean-plot-twist-publiclibraries-and-publishers-folding-shelves)
--------The rise of e-lending of books is creating new worries for major publishers. As natural as
it seems to librarians, “Publishers and booksellers fear it could unbind their business.” Concerns
about the effect of libraries on book sales are not new, “But digital devices . . . intensify them.
As Brian Napack, president of Macmillan, a big publisher, put it in 2011, the fear is that
someone who gets a library card will ‘never have to buy a book again.’” As a result, publishers
are trying a variety of different approaches to renting and lending books, but no particular
approach has emerged as a standard: the “big six” publishers employ different approaches and
“No country has a settled policy on e-lending.”
********The article discusses the different interests of librarians and the book industry, with
one critic going so far as to say that e-lending is the “Librarian Unemployment Act of 2013”
since it is thought that patrons will not use physical libraries if the can download books at home.
But a survey by Pew found that “62% of American libraries are the only source of free internet
access and computers in their communities.”
(24 March 2013): “From brew to moo: Cattle feed on spent grain from breweries”
(http://www.citizen-times.com/article/20130324/BUSINESS/303240024/Cattle-feed-spent-grainfrom-breweries)
--------A major beer byproduct is the “spent grain that’s left after the beer is brewed.” Ashevillearea farmer Martin Morgan has been feeding his cattle spent grain from brewer Asheville Pizza
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and Brewing for 15 years. And with much larger brewers on the way—Sierra Nevada Brewing
in Mills River and New Belgium Brewing in Asheville proper—as well as the already producing
Oskar Blues Brewing in Brevard, the volume of spent grain will be increasing dramatically. To
give a sense of scale, Asheville’s Highland Brewing produces “about 30,000 barrels of beer
annually and generates about 6,000 to 7,000 pounds of wet spent grain a day.” Oskar Blues
currently produces “80 tons on wet spent grain per week” and the projected output of Sierra
Nevada is an initial 350,000 barrels per year, while New Belgium is projecting a capacity of
400,000 barrels per year. The volume has “caught the attention of the non-for-profit
development organization WNC Communities” which has created a company, WNC Brewers
Grain LLC to plan for the increased volume. L.T. Ward, the vice president of WNC
Communities, notes that area farmers want to find out “how they could have access to it [the
spent grain] without having a national company come in as a for-profit middleman.” Marketing
spent grain is by no means new, just new for the Asheville area. At the national level
Commodities Specialist Co. is one firm that “acts as the middleman between the brewer and
farmers.”
********An article that clearly demonstrates the emergence of new relationships and
possibilities in a rapidly expanding business. You can learn more about Commodities Specialist
Co. at: http://www.csc-world.com/. You can learn more about WNC Brewer’s Grain Alliance at:
http://www.buncombecounty.org/Governing/Commissioners/ArchivedAgenda/20130212/docum
ents/WNCCforBCon2-12-2013.pdf, see pp. 9-12.
********NPR had an eleven-minute story on the increasing competition among craft brewers
and Big Beer this week. Among other things it introduces the term ‘crafty beer’ (new for me),
which is intended to identify a beer produced by a large brewer, e.g., AB InBev, that is made to
appear like the beers produced by small-scale producers, e.g., craft brewers. The story elicited
more than one hundred comments. You can listen to the story and read the comments at:
http://www.npr.org/2013/03/17/174571197/craft-brews-slowly-chipping-away-at-big-beersdominance.
(23 March 2013): “Science Fiction Comes Alive As Researchers Grow Organs in Lab”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323699704578328251335196648.html)
--------“Since a laboratory in North Carolina made a bladder in 1996, scientists have built
increasingly more complex organs.” This was in part made possible by the work of Sir Roy
Caine, now 82, “who figured out in the 1950s how to use drugs to prevent the body from
rejecting transplanted organs.” Five windpipe replacements have taken place, and the work on
an artificial nose is very advanced, but building a heart—the most complex organ yet—is being
sought, especially, since “The payoff could be huge, both medically and financially.” The
approach being taken involves the use of a “scaffold” made from “high-tech materials made from
plant fibers, resins and other substances” that are based upon the “honeycomb structure of a
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butterfly’s wing.” Upon the scaffold, stem cells are made to grow. One researcher expects that
his lab will be transplanting heart parts “in about 10 years.”
********The Video and Graphics tabs provide images of some of the work being done.
(25 March 2013): “With Bottle-Fillers in Mind, The Water Fountain Evolves”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324034804578348813425676382.html)
--------“The basic drinking fountain—requiring you to bend over, press a button and slurp—was
a steady seller for decades.” But about 10 years executives at Elkay Manufacturing Co. noticed
that “people were toting plastic water bottles” and they were difficult to refill with a traditional
fountain. That led to a complete rethinking of the traditional drinking fountain with filling water
bottles in mind. The result is the Elkay EZH2O that allows sanitary and rapid refilling.
Muhlenberg College in Allentown, Pennsylvania has installed 49 bottle filler and estimates that
in the last two years “more than 1.4 million plastic bottles have been refilled.” Project manager
David Rabold at Muhlenberg says “sales of bottled water on campus have fallen 90% since
EZH2O fountains were installed.”
********A clear and compelling example of cultural change creating an opportunity, which
Elkay identified and acted upon.
(26 March 2013): “Chinese College Graduates Play It Safe and Lose Out”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324678604578340530200654140.html)
--------Xie Chaobo graduated from Tsinghua University in China—one of the best in the
country—with a degree in environmental engineering, which is a national priority. But although
he has applied to 30 companies, he has had only four interviews and still has no job. In
considering his options “he has no interest in working at a private startup.” He notes that
Chinese students “have been told since we were children to focus on stability instead of risk.”
Although China’s one-child policy has contributed to this attitude, there is also the rapid growth
of the number of university graduates, which “has increased sixfold more than sixfold to six
million a year” during the last decade. The attitudes of Chinese engineering students at the top
three universities in China contrast sharply with engineering students at Stanford. At Stanford
22% of students plan to found or join a startup, whereas only 3% of Chinese students have such
plans. The difference is even more dramatic when considering plans to join the government.
Fully 52% of Chinese students have such intentions, whereas only 5% of Stanford students see
government as their path. Chinese students are also highly attracted to state-owned enterprises
(SOEs). Jim Leininger, a Beijing-based human resources consultant, comments: “SOEs have a
lot to offer . . . They’re big. They’re famous. They engender a tremendous amount of national
pride. And you’ll be able to develop good connections there.”
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********The indicated aspirations and attitudes of Chinese students may go some way toward
explaining the view that “The current education system [in China] does not produce people who
are innovative,” which makes it “harder for the country to reach its long-term goal of building an
innovative society.” Higher education in the West often emphasizes “critical thinking” that
employers say Chinese graduates lack.
********Reading the article, coupled with a discussion earlier in the day on the liberal arts,
made me think about the distinction between skills and dispositions in educational discourse.
What I understand, then, from the article is that university education in China falls short where
disposition development is concerned. Would we want a higher education system in North
Carolina that focuses on conveying skills while neglecting disposition development? Surely to
ask the question is to answer it.
(27 March 2013): “Boom Times on the Tracks: Rail Capacity, Spending Soar”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324034804578348214242291132.html)
--------In part because of the oil boom in North Dakota, railroads are booming again, especially
freight. Along with it has come “a building boom unlike anything since the industry’s Gilded
Age heyday in the 19th century—this year pouring $14 billion into rail yards, refueling stations,
[and] additional track. . . . This time around, though, the expansion isn’t so much geographic—it
is about a race to make existing rail lines more efficient and able to haul more and different types
of freight.” This has attracted businesses like United Parcel Service and Amazon for whom
timely and predictable delivery is essential. Cost, too, is a major factor. “U.S. freight rail rates
are nearly half what they were three decades ago. Most dramatic, though, is the story of North
Dakota oil from fracking. With oil customers on the west coast of the U.S. and insufficient
pipeline capacity, the solution was long unit trains for oil, a sort of moving oil pipeline along the
surface of the earth. The approach doomed “a new pipeline project in favor of a dozen railloading sheds.” As a result, railroad BNSF “expects to increase daily crude oil shipments this
year to 700,000 barrels from 500,000 at the end of last year.”
********The revitalization of the railroads is remarkable, having gone from a “near-death
experience in the 1970s—when many railroads filed for bankruptcy and braced for the threat of a
government takeover.” Deregulation, as asserted in the article, helped pave the way to its current
state, although there was a major shake out in the industry. And, when “rail’s prospects began to
brighten a decade ago, the executives were ‘a much younger, more IT, more metric-minded
group,’” according to William Galligan, the vice president of investor relations for Kansas City
Southern.
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[The Invisible Forces] 102 (3 April 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(21 March 2013): “Jim Koch: Samuel Adam’s Beer Revolutionary”
(http://money.cnn.com/2013/03/21/smallbusiness/samual-adams-koch.pr.fortune/index.html)
********An interview with Jim Koch—pronounced ‘cook’—the CEO of Boston Beer Co., the
largest and probably best-known craft brewer in the U.S. Interestingly, his father had been a
brewer who, upon learning that his son was going into the brewing business, proclaimed: “Jim,
you’ve done some stupid things before. This is about the dumbest.” Fortunately for the beer
drinkers of the world, Jim didn’t let his Dad discourage him.
********In a nice connection, there is a story about Jack McAuliffe, who produced New Albion
Ale in 1976 in Sonoma, California. Although his business failed, and he went on to do other
things, McAuliffe is regarded Jim Koch and others as a trail blazer in craft brewing. Marion
Ogle, the author of Ambitious Brew: The Story of American Beer, writes: “McAuliffe provided
penniless entrepreneurs and ambitious home-brewers with a model of how to build a small,
functional, affordable brewhouse.” And Jim Koch learned the lesson of the importance of cash
flow when expanding a business.
(27 March 2013): “New Mexico Farmers Seek ‘Priority Call’ as Drought Persists”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/27/us/new-mexico-farmers-push-to-be-made-a-priority-indrought.html)
--------Southeastern New Mexico is facing a serious water shortage fueled by drought. One
instance is the conflict between the city of Roswell and the agricultural community of Carlsbad
75 miles south. In the north, Roswell has pumped ground water and in the south, Carlsbad has
piped surface water, and now some farmers and ranchers of Carlsbad are calling for “the nuclear
option in the world of water”—a priority call. “Such a call would try to force the state to return
to what had been the basic principle of water distribution in the West: the lands whose owners
first used the water—in most cases farmland—get first call on it in times of scarcity. Big
industries can be losers; small farmers winners.” According to political scientist Daniel McCool,
“A call on the river is a call for a shakeout . . . It’s not going to be farmers versus
environmentalists or liberals versus conservatives . . . It’s going to be the people who have water
versus the people who don’t.” The have-nots will outnumber the haves. As McCool sees it, “In
a shakeout, farmers cannot prevail.”
********McCool is the author of River Republic: The Fall and Rise of America’s Rivers (2012).
The article contains a good deal more complexity (and irony) than is apparent in the summary
above. Another element in the mix is fracking: an oil-related company is eager to obtain water
rights, too.
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(28 March 2013): “Food Stamp Enrollment by State”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324000704578386910572298122.html)
********This graphic accompanied “Use of Food Stamp Swells Even as Economy Improves”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323699704578328601204933288.html ).
The article describes changes to the Supplemental Nutritional Assistance Program in the U.S.
that has significantly expanded eligibility and thus the number of people participating in the
Program. The graphic shows the time series for each state in the U.S. and well as for the U.S. as
a whole from 1990 to 2013. Currently the 15% of the U.S. population is enrolled and 13% of the
North Carolina population. You can click on any state to find out their behavior. Most dramatic,
to be sure, is Louisiana, which shows dramatic upward variations, presumably all due to weather
events.
(28 March 2013): “Bitcoin May Be The Global Economy’s Last Safe Haven”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-03-28/bitcoin-may-be-the-global-economys-lastsafe-haven)
********More information about the Bitcoin phenomenon, providing a little bit more
information about who is involved in its trading and what their motivations might be. The
graphic accompanying the article—a coin with the words “In No One We Trust”—probably says
a lot. As of the article’s publication there were 10,952,975 Bitcoins in circulation.
(28 March 2013): “Charlie Rose Talks To Yahoo! Teen Tycoon Nick D’Aloisio”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-03-28/charlie-rose-talks-to-yahoo-teen-tycoonnick-daloisio)
********Nick D’Aloisio is the 17-year-old developer of the app Summly, which summarizes
“long-form text” and was recently purchased by Yahoo! for an undisclosed sum thought to be in
of the neighborhood of $30 million. His achievement is impressive but simply reading his side
of the interview with Charlie Rose is an education in itself.
(29 March 2013): “How Firms Tap Overseas Cash”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323361804578388522312624686.html)
--------American corporations “have long argued they should be allowed to bring back some of
the estimated $1.7 trillion in profits they hold at their foreign subsidiaries.” However, the firms
are reluctant to repatriate them by “the huge tax liabilities they would incur.” In fact, “The U.S.
is the only major economy that taxes its companies’ overseas earnings. Those taxes aren’t
actually incurred until the money is considered to have been transferred to the U.S. parent, giving
companies an incentive to maximize their earnings at foreign subsidiaries. And keep them there
indefinitely.” Still, it has come to light that many firms, like Hewlett-Packard, make regular use
of short-term loans—consistent with IRS regulations—from foreign subsidiaries to finance
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domestic operations. Tax lawyers and corporate treasurers say that “U.S. multinational
companies routinely set up units in low-tax jurisdictions to pool cash from their global operations
and lend to other parts of the business.”
********It does strike me as odd that “The U.S. is the only major economy that taxes its
companies’ overseas earnings.” Although I can understand the political issues associated with
the repeal of this provision, I am curious as to its origin. You can learn more about the
mechanics of intra-company borrowing at the Graphics tab.
(30 March 2013): “How to Save More For Retirement Without Really Trying”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323361804578390313278109482.html)
--------A recent report by the Employment Benefit Research Institute reported that of the
respondents “only 24% report that they have saved at least $100,000 [for retirement], and just
57% say they are saving for retirement.” A key consideration is that “When people want to save
but can’t bring themselves to do it, their retirement funds need to do the saving for them—
automatically.” Essential to this is to “harness the most powerful force in the financial universe:
inertia. The only thing people hate more than making decisions is changing them.” Specifically,
the movement from a retirement system where people must to decide to opt out rather than opt in
can make a difference: “At companies that use automatic enrollment, an average of 83% of
workers are saving . . . At companies where workers must actively choose to save, only 65% are
contributing.” Another element of expanding retirement savings is the provision of “automatic
escalation” features, in which retirement contributions grow with pay. Not surprisingly, when
enrollment in automatic escalation is the status quo option, employees save more. So, “If you
are an employer, do your staff a favor and default them all into an automatic-escalation plan.”
But if you are an employee and aren’t saving 10% of your income, “demand that your company
provide an automatic escalation plan—and go along for the ride.”
********All this sounds like “framing” and evokes the work of Richard Thaler and Cass
Sunstein, especially as embodied in Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and
Happiness (2008). Sunstein just returned to academia after a tour of duty leading the Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs in the Obama administration.
(1 April 2013): “After Years of Growth, Banks Are Pruning Their Branches”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323699704578326894146325274.html)
--------“Following years of nearly unchecked expansion, financial institutions across the U.S. are
closing thousands of outposts, as pressures mount to cut costs and more customers embrace
online and mobile banking. U.S. banks and thrifts shut 2,267 branches in 2012 . . . That put the
U.S. bank-branch count at 93,000.” It is expected that the number of branches will “drop to
80,000 over the next decade.” Contributing to this decline is the growth of online banking,
which “now accounts for 53% of banking transactions, compared with 14% for in-branch visits,
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according to research from AlixPartners.” This trend “promises to hit smaller communities . . .
especially hard. Often these bank branches serve as a town’s connective tissue—the place where
neighbors gather to catch up on the latest news and goings-on.”
********Small bank as “connective tissue” for small communities is a familiar metaphor, as it
has been used in relation to rural post offices. What other small communities might be suggested
as connective tissues? Do the remaining institutions get stronger or weaker, as others disappear?
(2 April 2013): “Wal-Mart’s Path to Power in India Hits Its Limits: The Lawyers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324373204578373830411211410.html)
--------“Three years ago Wal-Mart Stores Inc. set out to be India’s top retailer by 2015. . . .
Today, Wal-Mart’s advance on India is barely moving. . . . Part of the reason lies in what people
in the industry say is India’s labyrinthine process for developing commercial real estate and
operating stores. But one of the biggest reasons has been a compliance crackdown at Wal-Mart.”
The U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act lies behind that crackdown. Wal-Mart has enlisted a
“phalanx of lawyers from a U.S. firm to develop compliance procedures and train employees in
India. The company also has begun requiring its Indian landlords to attest that they haven’t
greased any government palms.”
********Compliance is far from cost free, as Wal-Mart can attest, but failure to conform to
local (and Federal) behavioral standards can be far more costly.
(2 April 2013): “Farmers Lose Their Taste for Rice”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324883604578396592983643754.html)
--------“First begun in the 1600s, the cultivation of rice in the U.S. has fallen on tough times. The
number of acres dedicated to rice likely will decline 3% this spring compared with last year, to
2.61 million acres . . . That represents a decrease of 28% from 2010 plantings, and would be the
lowest level since 1987, according to the USDA.” The acreage adjustment is due in part to the
failure of U.S. rice prices to keep up “in the past few years with corn and soybean prices, which
notched records last year amid a drought in the Midwest.” Longer-term changes in rice
production may result, because “Rice is more labor-intensive and requires more farm equipment
per acre than corn and soybeans.” In addition, southern rice farmers “irrigate to keep their fields
submerged in four to six inches of water for most of the season. To hold the water, they build
levies around each section of their field. A farmer who wants to switch to corn or soybeans must
knock down the levies and level the field. The expense to rebuild the levies is one reason
farmers who have switched away from rice may hesitate to go back.” Then, too, there is the
simple fact that there is “a lot more management in rice than it is in corn and beans.” According
to farmer Jason Smith, “Nobody’s that’s farming rice is ever going to want to go back after
farming corn.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 103 (10 April 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(4 April 2013): “The Positive Economics of ‘Leaning In’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323916304578400192414995044.html)
--------Sheryl Sandberg, the Chief Operating Officer of Facebook, has drawn widespread
attention for her book Leaning In, noting that “If we tapped the entire pool of human resources
and talent, our collective performance would improve.” In order to get a sense of how much of
recent economic growth “came from harnessing the talent of women and black who had
previously been barred from schooling or excluded from choice jobs or entire professions”
economists at Stanford and the University of Chicago estimated that “between 1960 and 2008,
about 15% to 20% of the growth of productivity, or output per hour of work, came from
removing the barriers that blocked many white women and blacks of both genders from realizing
their potential.” Calculations of the economists suggest that if remaining barriers were
eliminated, “Productivity could be 9% to 15% higher.”
********The article mentioned in the article is “The Allocation of Talent and U.S. Economic
Growth.” You can find it at: http://www.stanford.edu/~chadj/HHJK.pdf.
(4 April 2013): “Is Innovation Killing the Soap Business?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323916304578400521297972496.html)
--------“The laundry-soap business has a problem—it is shrinking—thanks to premeasured pod
detergents from Procter & Gamble Co. and others that keep0 consumers from overdosing. For
years, consumer-product makers could count on extra sales from shoppers who poured in too
much detergent with every load. . . . But the bubble burst when P&G introduced its new laundry
product—Tide Pods capsules—which fixed the amount of detergent used per wash and ushered
in the era of ‘unit dose’ products.” One competitor claims that matters have gone too far,
arguing: “New products out to expand the revenue pie for manufacturers and retailers, not shrink
it.” Tide Pods have been good for P&G, however, in that it has 75% of the market for unit dose
detergents.
********Evidently, marketing strategy for detergents has relied upon “consumers’ tendency to
use more than the recommended amounts.” Size, too, has played a role: “Consumers associate
larger sizes with more savings and more value, and they tend to over-pour or over-use the
products because they don’t feel guilty about using more.” Thus, unit-dosing would seem to
have decreased the demand for conventional detergents while also creating a new market for
unit-dose detergents. Overall, it would appear, the amount of detergent (in physical terms) is
probably falling due to reduction of detergent “over use.” In these circumstances a reduction in
overall revenues for traditional detergents would presumably fall and the revenues for the new
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products would increase. If overall revenues are increasing, it would seem like there is a
significant decline for traditional detergents. No wonder competitors are unhappy.
(4 April 2013): “Chinese Deluge U.S. Master’s Programs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324883604578398831847621160.html)
--------“When the business school at the University of California, Davis, started its master’s
program in accounting last year, administrators expected to attract aspiring accountants from
nearby colleges. What they got instead was a wave of interest from overseas: Roughly twothirds of the 189 applications received for last fall’s entering class came from Chinese citizens.”
The experience of UC Davis is not unusual—“Specialized master’s degrees in accounting,
finance and other disciplines . . . have found tremendous popularity in recent years among
Chinese nationals seeking a competitive edge and U.S. experience.”
********An interesting observation of the article is that many of the classes lack diversity as so
many students are Chinese. Also Chinese students tend to have different understandings of the
U.S. classroom. Accordingly, Loyola University’s Quinlan School of Business plans to ask
“international students to take courses on business communication and U.S. classroom customs.”
********Interestingly, Chinese applications to U.S. graduate science programs declined by 5%
during the last year. You can learn more at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323916304578405060631410012.html.
(5 April 2013): “Feathers Fly as New Rules Loom for Kids’ Apps”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323916304578403003629353068.html)
--------“Updated federal children’s online privacy rules go into effect in July. Developers of
games and other mobile software are still figuring out how to comply: They must balance their
desire to tap the lucrative kids’ market and the increased regulatory headache of targeting
children. The biggest problem: data-collection practices that have become routine in the app
industry could run afoul of the new rules when used in kids’ apps.” The new privacy rules will
provide an update of the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998, a federal law that
“prohibits Web services from collecting personal data from children without parental consent.”
(7 April 2013): “Taping of Farm Cruelty is Becoming the Crime”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/07/us/taping-of-farm-cruelty-is-becoming-the-crime.html)
--------Covert videotapes of maltreatment of animals have, in some states, drawn swift responses,
with charges of abuse. In other states, however, there has been a different response: “proposed
or enacted bills that would make it illegal to covertly videotape livestock farms, or apply for a
job at one without disclosing ties to animal rights groups. They have also drafted measures to
require such videos to be given to the authorities almost immediately, which activities say would
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thwart any meaningful undercover investigation of large factory farms. Critics call them ‘AgGag’ bills.” The American Legislative Exchange Council, an advocacy group “with hundreds of
state representatives from farm states” as members, appears to have inspired some of the
legislation. One of its model bills is “The Animal and Ecological Terrorism Act,” the violation
of which would result in placement on a “terrorist registry.”
(8 April 2013): “Why We Support a Revenue-Neutral Carbon Tax”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323611604578396401965799658.html)
--------From the Opinion page, an article by George P. Schultz and Gary S. Becker. Energy
producers “should bear the full costs of the use of the energy they provide. Most of these costs
are included in what it takes to produce the energy in the first place, but they vary greatly in the
price imposed on society by the pollution they emit and its impact on human health and wellbeing, the air we breathe and the climate we create. We should identify these costs and see that
they are attributed to the form of energy that causes them. At the same time, we should seek out
the many forms of subsidy that run through the entire energy enterprise and eliminate them. In
their place we propose a measure that could go a long way toward leveling the playing field: a
revenue-neutral tax on carbon, a major pollutant. A carbon tax would encourage producers and
consumers to shift toward energy sources that emit less carbon . . . and generate greater demand
for electric and flex-fuel cars and lesser demand for conventional gasoline-powered cars.”
********Every sentence of the piece is packed with ideas, as one might expect from a past
Secretary of State (Schultz) and a Nobel Laureate (Becker). As a result, it is worth googling the
article title so you can read the entire article. As of 4:30 pm on Monday there were 282
comments. Often these comments make me wince but there just might be something of value in
them.
(9 April 2013): “The World-Changing Margaret Thatcher”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970204520204577249312904834768.html)
--------From the Opinion page, a piece by historian Paul Johnson. “Margaret Thatcher had more
impact on the world than any woman ruler since Catherine the Great of Russia. Not only did she
turn around—decisively—the British economy in the 1980s, she also saw her methods copied in
more than 50 countries. ‘Thatcherism’ was the most popular and successful way of running a
country in the last quarter of the 20th century and into the 21st. . . . The kind of services that
Thatcher rendered Britain in peace were of a magnitude equal to Winston Churchill’s in war.”
********As Johnson notes, “Among the British public she aroused fervent admiration and
intense dislike in almost equal proportions, but in the world beyond she was recognized for what
she was: a great, creative stateswoman who left the world a better and more prosperous place,
and whose influence will reverberate well into the 21st century.” Although I suspect that many
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outside of Britain held opinions not unlike those of the British public, one must admit the huge
impact she had—I suspect that there will be much written about her in the future.
********In the immediate future is volume 1 of her authorized biography, which was not to be
released until her death. You can learn more about Not for Turning, by Charles Moore, at:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2013/apr/09/margaret-thatcher-biography-new-chapter. You
can find a broad perspective of the spread and impact of ideas related to Thatcher’s in The
Commanding Heights: The Battle for the World Economy (2002), by Daniel Yergin and Joseph
Stanislaw.
(10 April 2013): “America’s New Energy Boom Is Bust for Foreign Suppliers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324392804578358484224008450.html)
--------The rise of shale oil in North Dakota and the continued expansion of production of oil in
Alberta, coupled with increased competition for the use of existing pipelines has put Alberta and
the Canadian government in a bind. Canadian producers “started agreeing to steeper and steeper
discounts to get their oil to American refiners, their only foreign buyers.” Nationwide, “The
country’s central bank estimated recently that lower Canadian oil prices helped shave 0.4
percentage point off the country’s economic output in the second half of last year. That’s a big
chunk for an economy that grew just 1.8% in 2012.” And Canada isn’t alone. Traditional
suppliers to the U.S., like Nigeria, Algeria, Angola, and Latin American countries have seen
large declines in recent years, with Latin American countries looking for new customers in Asia.
The effects on Alberta and Canada have led officials there to ratchet up “lobbying to win U.S.
approval for the long-stalled Keystone XL project.”
********In 2012, as reported in the article, the countries which export the most oil to the U.S.
are: Canada (2.41 million barrels per day), Saudi Arabia (1.36 mbd), Mexico (0.97 mbd),
Venezuela (0.91 mbd), Iraq (0.47 mbd), and Nigeria (0.41mbd). You can find a five-minute
video interview on the Canadian situation with a Toronto-based bureau chief for the Journal at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324392804578358484224008450.html#articleT
abs%3Dvideo.
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[The Invisible Forces] 104 (17 April 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
Would you be willing to share with me some of your thoughts about The Invisible Forces
(TIF)? Please see the four questions below and answer them as fully as you see fit. Following
the end of the semester—the middle of May—I will consider them carefully and make changes
as seem appropriate. Here are the questions:
Content: What has made TIF valuable to you?
Content: What would make TIF more valuable to you?
Appearance and Form: Do you have any thoughts about the way TIF looks, e.g., its readability.
Other: What other comments would you like to make?
Thank you for considering my request!
In addition, I am eager to make The Invisible Forces more widely available. If you know
people who might find value in it, please forward a copy to them and have them contact me
(blarson@unca.edu) to be added to the distribution list. TIF is always sent out blind cc and I add
people only if an explicit request is made.
(11 April 2013): “A Water Crisis Threatens Ghana’s Economic Growth”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-04-11/a-water-crisis-threatens-ghanas-economicgrowth)
--------In sub-Saharan Africa Ghana is an exception. Its expected 2013 growth of 8 percent
“would outpace the sub-Saharan average for a sixth straight year.” However, it “cannot continue
at that rate without a modern water network. . . . The country’s network of aging water pipes,
some of which date back to 1914, does not reach Acra’s expanding and crowded suburbs.”
Furthermore, state-owned Ghana Water “can’t account for 55 percent of the water it produces . . .
because Ghanaians illegally siphon water from its pipes, and decrepit pipes damaged by erosion
and construction often burst.” In the absence of a reliable state-owned water supply, many water
consumers rely upon private operators for drinking and cooking water. Even “water closets” are
at issue. In the absence of a regular flow of water, some use public stalls, “paying 0.80 cedis [the
Ghanaian monetary unit] per use.”
(11 April 2013): “With Eco-Friendly Building Supplies, Green Depot Thrives in the
Construction Rebound” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-04-11/with-eco-friendlybuilding-supplies-green-depot-thrives-in-the-construction-rebound)
--------When Sarah Beatty was pregnant with her first child she “became concerned about health
risks posed by materials in her home. Because her husband, Mark Buller, had decades of
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experience selling construction supplies, Beatty had wrongly assumed he’d be able to tell which
ones were potentially harmful.” But as Buller notes, “We truly didn’t know what was in a lot of
stuff, and we didn’t know how to find out.” With that Beatty saw an opportunity, launching
Green Depot in 2005. “To avoid stocking so-called greenwashed products with unproven
environmental benefits, she hired engineers to develop criteria to evaluate each product’s
performance and assess its impact on health and the environment.” Beatty expects 2013 sales of
$12 million, up from $9.75 in 2012.
********You can learn more about Green Depot at: http://www.greendepot.com/greendepot/. It
appears as though the closest store to North Carolina is Newark, Delaware.
(11 April 2013): “Computer Sales in Free Fall”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324695104578414973888155516.html)
********You can get a clear sense of the article by watching the four-minute story on the Video
tab. What stood out for me was the statement: “Everyone knows that we are in the post-PC era.”
With global PC shipments down by 14% in the first quarter, this seems to confirm “what
everyone knows.” In some sense the big surprise is Microsoft’s mobile-inspired interface in
Windows 8. Perceived as a potential savior for the PC “Wintel” market, it is understood by
some as “the worst of both worlds.”
(11 April 2013): “Can Firms Aim to Do Good if It Hurts Profits?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324010704578414830487038240.html)
--------An increasing number of modern entrepreneurs “say their goals extend beyond increasing
the bottom line to such pursuits as reducing child poverty or protecting the environment.”
However, there is a real concern that, due to corporate governance laws, “embracing a mission
other than maximizing profits could open the door to shareholder lawsuits.” To counter such
concerns, “A dozen states in the past three years . . . have adjusted their incorporation laws . . . to
create a new corporate structure known as a benefit corporation. These structures seek to
provide some legal cover for entrepreneurs . . . to consider the local community or the
environment in corporate decisions, rather than just their shareholders.”
********The graphic “Beyond the Bottom Line” that is part of the article shows the dozen states
that currently recognize benefit corporations, as well as twenty additional states—including
North Carolina—that are considering similar legislation. You can learn more about benefit
corporations at the Benefit Corp Information Center at: http://benefitcorp.net/.
(11 April 2013): “Well-Being Gauge Looks Beyond GDP”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324010704578414643005466164.html)
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--------The New Progress Imperative has just released a new benchmark that “countries not on
economic measures such as gross domestic product, but rather on the well-being of their
population, in such areas as nutrition, basic medical care, shelter and environmental
sustainability.” The 2013 Social Progress Index, “was put together by Harvard Business School
professor Michael Porter and economists at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.” Among
the 50 nations “selected as a representative sample of the world, Sweden placed first, followed
by the U.K., Switzerland, Canada and Germany.” The U.S. followed Germany in sixth place.
********You can learn more about the Social Progress Imperative, as well as download its 2013
report (and other materials) at: http://www.socialprogressimperative.org/.
(12 April 2013): “Raj Chetty Wins the John Bates Clark Medal”
(http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/04/12/raj-chetty-wins-the-john-bates-clark-medal/)
--------Raj Chetty of Harvard University is the 2013 winner of the John Bates Clark Medal. He
“specializes in public economics, and has published widely cited and influential work . . . on
taxes, education and savings.” His work tends to use enormous data sets, tackling “public policy
topics with profound relevance to millions of regular people’s lives—including tax policy,
teacher accountability and the retirement crisis.”
********You can read a brief interview with Raj Chetty at:
http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/04/12/a-chat-with-raj-chetty-clark-medalist/#more162371. You can find the official Clark Medal announcement by the American Economic
Association, which contains more extensive and explicit detail about Chetty’s achievements at:
http://www.aeaweb.org/honors_awards/bios/Raj_Chetty.php. You can find the complete list of
Clark Medal winners at: http://www.aeaweb.org/honors_awards/clark_medal.php.
********According to David Warsh, economic journalist and proprietor of Economic Principals
(http://www.economicprincipals.com/issues/2013.03.31/1488.html), the European equivalent of
the John Bates Clark Medal is the Yrjö Jahnsson Award, which is awarded every other year to
one or two economists under 45 who have made significant contributions to the discipline. This
year’s winners were “Hélène Rey, of the London Business School, and Thomas Piketty, of the
Paris School of Economics. . . . Rey is the first woman to be cited.” You can learn more at:
http://www.yjs.fi/en/seminars-and-international-contacts/yrjo-jahnsson-award-in-economics/.
You can find the complete list of Jahnsson Award winners at: http://www.yjs.fi/en/seminars-andinternational-contacts/yrjo-jahnsson-award-in-economics/.
(12 April 2013): “Almost-Free Gas Comes at a High Cost”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324000704578386771059515346.html)
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--------“Premium gasoline in Venezuela costs 5.8 U.S. cents a gallon, using the official currency
exchange rate. At an informal currency exchange rate that prevails for most transactions, it is
even cheaper: 1.5 cents a gallon.” Despite widespread recognition that government fuel
subsidies create economic distortions, there is little likelihood that new Venezuelan elections will
result in change. Prior attempts to reduce the subsidies and increases gas prices resulted in
widespread unrest. In 1989 “then-President Carlos Andrés Perez slashed gasoline subsidies—
prompting bus-fare increases that ignited days of rioting. He called in the army, which restored
calm, but at a cost of hundreds of lives. The incident, known as El Caracazo . . . helped propel
[the late President Hugo] Chávez” into power. The fuel subsidy has put Venezuela “in an
unusual situation: A major oil exporter that is chronically short of cash.” It has also given rise to
gas smuggling on a large scale, as drivers from adjacent Colombia (which sells gas at market
prices) drive to Venezuela to fill up and then resell their gas to pimpineros on Colombian streets.
********Pimpinero is the word for ‘gas can’. Unsurprisingly, “Compared with neighbors,
Venezuelans get gasoline cheap and use a lot.” On a kilogram of oil equivalent in January, the
price of gas per gallon in Venezuela was 4 cents and consumption per capita was 413 kg,
whereas the price of gas per gallon in Colombia was $4.72 and consumption per capita was 60
kg. The article clearly illustrates a variety of “distortions” that the subsidies have created, while
also noting the challenge of eliminating. The International Energy Agency “estimates the
governments world-wide spent $523 billion on fossil-fuel subsidies in 2011, led by oil-rich
Middle Eastern countries like Saudi Arabia and including developing giants China and India.”
********The Video tab of the article has an instructive three-minute discussion of the
smuggling operations between Venezuela and Colombia, which seem to be anything but covert.
(13 April 2013): “Why Leave Job in Beijing? To Breathe”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324010704578418343148947824.html)
--------Highly elevated air pollution levels in Beijing are causing staffing problems for companies
like BMW. Candidates for positions there withdraw their applications, citing that “they no
longer had the support of their families.” Air pollution is also an underlying reason why many
expatriates choose to leave China, although Internet censorship, food safety, and water quality
have also played a role. The Boston-based Health Effects Institute estimates “outdoor particulate
matter in China was responsible for roughly 1.2 million premature deaths in China in 2010,
ranking it just behind tobacco smoking.”
********To counteract outdoor air pollution, international schools “are racing to buy sealed
domes that cover playgrounds, enabling children to play on days when it is unsafe to run
outside.” Still, as the interview at the four-minute interview at the Video tab relates, indoor air
quality can be problematic, too.
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(14 April 2013): “Inside Congo’s Link in the Gold Chain”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323820304578410273270663086.html)
--------Gold smuggling has helped sustain the Democratic Republic of the Congo during a time
of conflict. “The country is believed to hold tens of millions of gold ounces but has been
plagued by decades of turmoil.” The rise of smuggling “has helped sustain Congo’s violent
insurgencies. But it also now threatens to taint the precious metal, much like so-called ‘blood
diamonds’ from Africa did at the turn of the 21st century.” Contributing to the high price of gold
that is driving the smuggling has been “U.S. legislation that squeezed the legitimate market for
Congolese metals.” At issue is the 2010 Dodd-Frank bill “that requires U.S.-listed companies to
disclose whether their products have been manufactured with any metals—including tantalum,
tin, tungsten and gold—that may have been used to finance violence in the Democratic
[Republic] of [the] Congo and its surrounding region.” The need for certification that gold is not
conflict-related has resulted in a demand for “falsified certificates indicating that they metal
originates from either Uganda or South Sudan, according to human-rights researchers.” Much of
the smuggled gold heads to Dubai, at which point gold is melted and the already tenuous
information about its origin is lost. From there, some to of the gold goes on to India, “the
world’s largest consumer of gold.”
********You can learn more about “blood” or “conflict” diamonds, as well as movie that drew
attention them, at: http://www.amnestyusa.org/our-work/issues/business-and-human-rights/oilgas-and-mining-industries/conflict-diamonds. More generally, you can learn about conflict
minerals, and the Dodd-Frank bill, at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_minerals.
(15 April 2013): "Generic OxyContin Pains the FDA”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324345804578422691805851784.html)
--------The first patent on OxyContin is ready to expire. It has been “one of the most powerful
and abused painkillers on the market.” Generic-drug makers are eager to produce a knock off of
the drug but it may be some time before they can. The initial formulation of OxyContin was
“easy to heat or crush . . . Users then could inject, snort or smoke the contents for a heroin like
high. But OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma LP in 2010 infused the blockbuster drug with a
polymer that made the bill more difficult to crush, an innovation that the company spent about
$100 million to develop.” Purdue has a patent on the polymer formulation that will expire in
2025. It argues that the public safety will not be served “by an influx of opioids from multiple
sources that do not employ abuse-deterrent technology.” Thus, a decision by the Food and Drug
Administration to require “abuse-deterrent technology” could have a large impact on the
financial outcomes of Purdue and generic-drug makers.
********Purdue now sells OxyContin only with abuse-deterrent technology and when that
change was made, its dollar sales fell by 7%. Endo Pharmaceuticals, which makes another
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powerful painkiller—Opana—found that its sales declined by 25% when it reformulated its drug
with an abuse deterrent. It certainly appears that the decline in demand for these products was
due to the introduction of abuse deterrents.
********Subsequently, the FDA said that it would not approve generic versions of OxyContin.
FDA official Dr. Douglas C. Throckmorton said “the F.D.A. had looked at data from several
studies, some of it underwritten by Purdue Pharma, in arriving at its decision. He said that while
the data was not perfect, the agency had concluded that it was enough to show that the new
version of OxyContin was safer, in its abuse resistance, than the original version. As a result, the
efficacy of that original version — and by extension the efficacy of any generic version of it —
no longer outweighed its risks, since the therapeutic value of older and new versions of the drug
were the same, he added.” Throckmorton added, “We recognize that we are looking at new
territory” in making this decision. You can learn more at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/17/business/fda-bars-generic-oxycontin.html.
(16 April 2013): “The Psychology of Small Packages”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324485004578424650545311848.html)
--------“Packaged-food makers . . . Aware that people snack a lot throughout the day . . . continue
to introduce new packaging that encourages consumers to eat their food anytime they have an
urge to nibble, what some executives have dubbed ‘hand-to-mouth’ eating.” For example,
Hershey discovered that individual wrappers “were getting in the way of people eating candy in
certain settings.” The result was Reese’s Minis, “a small, unwrapped version of its classic
Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup, in a resealable bag.” This strategy has led significant sales increases
in 2012 compared to the previous year. As it turns out, artificial barriers such as a red potato
chip in a stack of potato chips provide cues as to serving size and help “eaters decide when to
stop.” All this stems from the recognition that “People are woefully inept at knowing when to hit
the brakes with food. They eat to the bottom of the bowl or bag if that seems like a logical meal
or portion size, a behavior dubbed ‘unit bias’ by academic.”
********The Graphics tab shows six product-packaging combinations with brief discussions.
(17 April 2013): “Accord Would Regulate Fishing in Arctic Waters”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/04/17/world/agreement-would-regulate-fishing-in-arcticwaters.html)
--------Starting April 29th the governments of Canada, Denmark, Norway, Russia, and the United
States will meet to discuss regulation of newly ice-free waters of the Arctic Ocean. When the
waters were covered by ice, as they have been for the last 100,000 years, regulation was
unnecessary. The intent of the proposed accord, which Russia has resisted until now, “is to
manage for commercial exploitation any stocks of fish that already inhabit the ocean but used to
live under the ice.” If successful, this would be third accord struck by northern countries “to
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manage the commercial development and industrialization of the region, which is expected to
increase with global warming.” Was is unique about this development, notes the director of
Arctic programs at the Pew Charitable Trust, is that “Five countries are talking about solving a
problem before it starts . . . As somebody who works on natural resource issues, this is very
refreshing. We are fixing something before it is broken.” Conservation advocates say that “until
the new ice-free area created by global warming is fully studied, it should be preserved.”
********The Pew Charitable Trusts are often in the news—I hadn’t realized that they have an
active environmental component, too. You can learn about their very extensive environmental
initiatives at: http://www.pewenvironment.org/. You can learn about their Arctic programs at:
http://www.pewenvironment.org/campaigns/oceans-north-protecting-life-in-thearctic/id/8589935755.
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[The Invisible Forces] 105 (24 April 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(18 April 2013): “A Bumper Crop and Chinese Go Nuts”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324763404578428862496641112.html)
--------China is the world’s largest peanut producer, “growing about eight times what the U.S.
does.” But when U.S. peanut prices “declined by more than half to 46 cents a pound in
December, compared with $1.15 a year before” Chinese nationals began arriving in the peanutfarming regions of the U.S.—from Georgia to Oklahoma. As a result, they “are expected to
scoop up 300,000 tons of peanuts this year—half of expected U.S. exports.” In Georgia this has
meant that “peanut-shelling companies have been on hiring sprees to staff up factories that are
running 24 hours a day, some seven days a week, to keep up.” The influx of Chinese buyers has
been welcomed by producers as it has arrested declining prices and eased storage problems from
bumper harvests.
********Accompanying the article is a graph that shows the dramatic change in Chinese
purchases. During the year August 2011 through July 2012, Canada was the leading importer of
U.S. peanuts at 80,700 metric tons, while China imported just 100 metric tons. You can learn
more about peanuts and peanut exports at the site of the American Peanut Council:
http://www.peanutsusa.com/.
(19 April 2013): “Rise in U.S. Gas Production Fuels Unexpected Plunge in Emissions”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324763404578430751849503848.html)
--------“U.S. carbon-dioxide emissions have fallen dramatically in recent years, in large part
because the country is making more electricity with natural gas instead of coal. Energy-related
emissions of carbon dioxide, the greenhouse gas that is widely believed to contribute to global
warming, have fallen 12% between 2005 and 2012 and are at their lowest level since 1994.”
While a weak U.S. economy and increasing energy efficiency “have contributed to the decline in
carbon emissions . . . many experts believe the switch from coal to natural gas for electricity has
been the biggest factor.” From 2005 to 2011, carbon-dioxide production in the U.S. has fallen by
509 million metric tons, while during that same period CO2 production in China rose by 3,252
million metric tons. The U.S. decline may be short lived “as natural gas prices rise and utilities
increase coal consumption.”
(20 April 2013): “The Pot Business Suffers Growing Pains”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324345804578426963236807452.html)
--------“Across the country, the business of growing pot is fast becoming mainstream. Eighteen
states and the District of Columbia have approved the use and production of marijuana for
medicinal use, including two states, Colorado and Washington, that also allow recreational use.
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That has spurred on a cottage industry of professional growers, with an estimated 2,000 to 4,000
businesses now producing the plat for legal purposes. Total sales: $1.2 billion to $1.3 billion last
year, according to the National Cannabis Industry Association.” But profits don’t come easy.
There are “high startup costs, a host of operational headaches and state regulations that a beet
farmer could never imagine. In Colorado, for example, managers must submit to background
checks that include revealing tattoos. The state also requires cameras in every room that has
plants. . . . Prices for pot, meanwhile, have plummeted, in large part because of growing
competition.” In Denver “the price for a pound of high-quality weed . . . has slid from $2,900 at
the beginning of April in 2011 to $2,400 in the same period in 2012 to $2,000 this year.” Bank
loans are not available for the would-be pot producer, so the CEO of Pink House Blooms
suggests that one “Start with lots of money.”
********The Video tab provides a glimpse inside a legal pot producer’s facility, as does the
Slideshow tab. You can learn more about the National Cannabis Industry Association at:
http://thecannabisindustry.org/. You can learn still more about the industry by reading the
Medical Marijuana Business Daily at: http://mmjbusinessdaily.com/. Every industry has its
association and its publication(s)—this business is clearly expanding.
(20 April 2013): “Horn of scarcity” (http://www.economist.com/news/asia/21576411-it-profitmotive-not-asian-tradition-endangers-rhinos-elephants-tigers-and)
--------“The economics of extinction are ruthless. The fewer specimens of a creature there are,
the greater the value of its products. Those holding stocks [of an endangered animal] thus have a
big financial interest in the creature’s disappearance.” This is the type of problem that the
recently concluded Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) has to
deal with, seemingly unsuccessfully: on March 14th and 15th, just as the meeting was wrapping
up, “at least 86 elephants, including 33 pregnant females, were killed by poachers in southwestern Chad for the ivory from their tusks.”
********The article makes a nice reference to the role tradition in the market for such
endangered animals. The conventional view “is almost despairing: as the inexorable rise of
demand, rooted in centuries-old tradition, meets a dwindling number of wild animals, the future
for these species is bleak. But in fact much of the demand is manufactured” by criminals and the
officials they buy.
********You can learn more about CITES at: http://www.cites.org/.
(20 April 2013): “Oregon Water Fight Revives”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324763404578428962610094212.html)
--------This past week the governor of Oregon and the Klamath County Commission in south
central Oregon “declared a drought emergency to help make farmers eligible for federal
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subsidies to alleviate any losses.” One of the “West’s most heated water wars broke out [here] in
2001. At the time, federal officials shut off irrigation to thousands of acres of farmland in
Oregon and California to protect endangered fish . . . In the aftermath, federal marshals had to be
called in to stop angry farmers from reopening locked irrigation gates.” Although an agreement
was reached in 2008 to end the conflict among the local utility, the U.S. Interior Department,
California, and Oregon, “the deal’s provisions have yet to be approved by Congress.” So the
water demands of farmers, ranchers, utilities, the Klamath tribes, as well as state and federal
governments, continue to exceed the water available. “Oregon, California and Interior officials
all say that they are still pushing for . . . legislation.” Tribal official Jeff Mitchell notes: “We’ve
invested years and years in this and thousands of hours of discussion . . . We’re not going to just
walk away from it.”
(23 April 2013): “For Chinese Women, Marriage Depends On Right ‘Bride Price’”
(http://www.npr.org/2013/04/23/176326713/for-chinese-women-marriage-depends-on-rightbride-price)
--------In China the “one-child policy and the traditional preference for boys means that 117 boys
are born for every 100 baby girls. . . . As China’s economy booms, the marriage market has
become just that: a market, with new demands by women for apartments and cars.” This also
means that the betrothal gift, “traditionally known as the bride price” in Shanxi Province has
increased substantially. Just twelve years ago, the bride price was about $100—now it is close to
$10,000.
********This is an NPR story and you can hear it (nine minutes) and read it at the link.
(23 April 2013): “Mayo Clinic’s Upmarket Move”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324763404578433183837597020.html)
--------The Mayo Clinic of Rochester, Minnesota “has big plans to join other top-flight medical
centers in an expensive fight for well-heeled patients, bit faces a problem: Its sleepy hometown
needs a facelift.” Mayo is already the largest private employer in Minnesota and it proposes “to
invest $3 billion to $3.5 billion over 20 years to transform its . . . operation into a ‘destination
medical center.’” However, it believes that Rochester needs more glitz, “such as high-end hotels
and restaurants, to help the clinic appear more to lucrative patients around the world.” Toward
that end, “Mayo officials want Minnesota taxpayers to kick in $585 million to revamp the city’s
infrastructure over 20 years . . . and suggests the clinic could expand elsewhere if the money
doesn’t come through.” State lawmakers seem reluctant to undertake this level of support for the
project.
********Rochester, population 100,000, does not seem to compare favorably with much larger
cities with more amenities, like Baltimore (Johns Hopkins Hospital), Boston (Massachusetts
General Hospital), and Cleveland (Cleveland Clinic). Bradly Narr, who is Mayo’s medical
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director of the planned expansion, notes that Mayo Chief Executive John Noseworthy “gets the
daylights beat out of him by the trustees because there are no four- or five-star hotels” in
Rochester.
(24 April 2013): “Twitter Hoax Sparks Swift Stock Swoon”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323735604578441201605193488.html)
--------“A short-lived hoax on Twitter briefly erased $200 billion of value from U.S. stock
markets on Tuesday, underscoring the vulnerability of financial markets to computerized trading
programs that buy and sell shares without human intervention.” The false report—that there
were two explosions in the White House and the President had been injured—took place just
before 1:08 pm on Tuesday, sending the Dow Jones Industrial Average down 145 points.
Although the market recovered its position before the false tweet within six minutes, many
traders were left stunned by the development. The Syrian Electronic Army, a group that
supports Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, took credit for the false tweet.
********A sobering development, pointing out (again) the disruption that information that can
result from trading algorithms that incorporate social media information, like that from Twitter
and Facebook. The hoax provides a good reason to take a look at an article that appeared earlier
this week, “Wall Street vs. Its Employees’ Privacy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323551004578436713224083592.html).
Imagine, if you will, trading algorithms that incorporate data from the social media accounts of,
say, 500 Wall Street professionals. Yet another use for Big Data.
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[The Invisible Forces] 106 (1 May 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(25 April 2013): “Indonesia Provides a Tasty Dish for Tupperware”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323551004578440513921118512.html)
--------Indonesia, with a population of 250 million, is the fourth most populous country in the
world, following China, India, and the United States. It is also now the world’s largest market
for an American icon: Tupperware. Its economy “has expanded more than 6% in seven out of
the last eight years, lifting ever more of the country’s citizens into the middle class.” Indonesia
consumers, compared to those in China and India, are especially brand-conscious. “Tupperware
needs Indonesia and other emerging markets as growth slows in mature markets such as the U.S.,
Germany and Japan.” Emerging markets currently make up 66% of Tupperware’s sales, and
they are expected to eventually become 80%.
********Tupperware CEO Rick Goings recently spoke to 2,000 of his top salespeople, many of
the homemakers, in Jakarta. An image accompanying the article showed a “cheering crowd of
women wearing colorful head scarves” reflective of the fact that Indonesia has the world’s
largest Muslim population, with 203 million in 2009
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islam_in_Indonesia).
(25 April 2013): “In the Wired World, Feeds Drive Trading”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324743704578443243287840004.html)
********This is a follow-up article on the recent Twitter hoax that caused the Dow Jones
Industrial Average to plunge 145 points. It provides a look at some of the vetting that is built in
to some computerized trading feeds. Such “elementized news feeds” have been around since
2006 but now corporations are increasingly releasing ‘material information’ to social media like
Facebook and Twitter. By definition, material information is “any information about a company
or its products that is likely to change the perceived value of a security when it is disclosed to the
public” (http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/material-information). Given that Twitter
is limited to 140 characters, the release of material information on Twitter should give it a form
that is much easier to incorporate into computerized trading feeds.
(25 April 2013): “Alzheimer’s: The Costliest Killer”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-04-25/alzheimers-the-costliest-killer)
--------The cost of care of Alzheimer’s disease stands at $109 billion, compared to $102 billion
for heart disease and $77billion for cancer. Research funding for these health issues provide
another picture: $5.4 billion for cancer, $4 billion for heart disease, and $450 million for
Alzheimer’s. Alzheimer’s disease “remains incurable and 100 percent fatal.” With the aging of
Baby Boomers into a group more susceptible to Alzheimer’s, gerontologist Ken Dychtwald
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comments that Alzheimer’s will become the “financial sinkhole of the 21st century.”
Contributing to this problem is a lack of funding from the National Institute of Health, which has
led to high rates of grant rejection. In commenting about this, Dr. Marc Diamond of the
Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis notes, “If you say no 100 percent of the
time, you’re going to be right 95 percent of the time.”
********It strikes me that Dr. Diamond has said something profound. I think we need a longer
view of what it means to be successful.
(26 April 2013): “Midlevel Health Jobs Shrink”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324345804578424560856966992.html)
--------“The health-care sector, one of the last redoubts of stable and well-paying jobs for lesseducated workers, is beginning to look less secure. A variety of factors, from technological
advances to increased attention on both costs and patient outcomes, are driving hospitals and
other health-care providers to demand more from both the most- and least-skilled workers, while
gradually eroding opportunities for those in the middle. The result: the gradual disappearance of
semiskilled occupations that don’t require a college degree. Positions such as licensed practical
nurses and medical-records clerks are being eliminated or pushed out of hospitals into lowerpaying corners of the field such as nursing homes.”
(27 April 2013): “Tax policy: Sweet land of subsidy” (http://www.economist.com/news/unitedstates/21576669-downturn-has-forced-states-be-savvier-and-more-careful-about-providing-tax)
--------“Opposition to incentives is a rare issue that can unite progressives and ‘tea-party’ types.”
Nonetheless, “all states and many cities and counties have them, and they have become an
accepted and largely beneficial aspect of competition. They take a variety of forms: credits for
creating jobs, taxpayer-funded workforce training, property-tax abatements, assistance with land
acquisition (land is often just given away) and site development, credits against expenses for
research and development, sales-tax refunds on machinery or energy used in manufacturing,
credits for redeveloping brownfields or opening a business in a poor district.” Some of these
incentives are “statutory: they are available to any company that meets a predetermined
requirement. . . . Others . . . are discretionary, meaning they go to specific companies for specific
purposes.”
********A nice summary of some of the incentives used by various governmental entities to
attract and retain businesses. Presumably most of these incentives could be used to attract and
retain any organization. The article notes that “there is no simple way to determine how
effective incentives are.” However, their universality suggests they believed to be effective by
virtually everyone. The article contains a graphic that shows that North Carolina is one of
thirteen states that “rigorously evaluates all tax incentives for both scope and quality.”
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(27 April 2013): “Titans of innovation” (http://www.economist.com/news/business/21576637what-can-business-learn-big-science-titans-innovation)
--------ATLAS “is the world’s biggest microscope . . . Its barrel-shaped body, 45 metres long, 25
metres tall and weighing as much as the Eiffel tower, was assembled in a cavern 100 metres
beneath the Swiss countryside from 10 m[illion part] nearly twice as many as in a jumbo jet. It is
also a remarkable organisational achievement. The components were designed by hundreds of
scientists and engineers from dozens of institutions. They were subsequently sourced from 400odd suppliers on four continents, at a cost of $435 m[illion].” The question arises, “Does a
multinational science project like ATLAS have much in common with a multinational business?”
********The answer is, there are some commonalities but there are striking differences, too.
“Big Science” projects “are publicly financed and do not seek profits. They are also one-off
affairs, with no need to maintain supply chains or manage long-term relationships with
customers.” Phillipp Türtscher of the Vienna University of Economics and Business
Administration, further notes that the aims of big experiments are often clear-cut “but the means
of attaining them are anything but. To shorten the odds of success, individual design decisions
are put off for as long as possible” an approach that lets the project “absorb uncertainty” . . .
Companies, by contrast, typically try to reduce it by picking one solution that is known to work
and sticking with it.”
********There is a good deal more in this one-page article, most of it good. (I could have done
without the comment that “Managers with liberal-arts degrees are not wholly useless.”) Yet I
have recently thought of the similarities recently of hypothesis-guided research and
entrepreneurship. No doubt the entrepreneur who is successful over the long term is one who
views each enterprise as an experiment and is not devastated by an experiment that fails. It is
interesting, I think, that failure in business often seems to be viewed as moral failure but there is
no such opprobrium attached to an unsuccessful scientific experiment. Thoughts?
(27 April 2013): “States Take a Shot at Looser Alcohol Rules”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323551004578436672035919616.html)
--------“New Hampshire is among a handful of states where lawmakers, looking to raise more tax
revenue, are considering whether to make it easier for residents to order a martini after midnight
or buy a six-pack on Sunday.” Lawmakers, under pressure to balance budgets, “are taking
another look at such proposals as ways to spur sales and bring in more revenue without raising
taxes.” Drexel University professor Mark Stehr suggests that the Sunday sale of alcohol
“essentially cannibalized sales from other days.” Thus only “a bit more” tax revenue is likely to
result.
(29 April 2013): “Loan & Order: States Object of ‘Payday’ Lawsuit Lending”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324743704578446903171978648.html)
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--------“The legal equivalent of the payday loan is coming under political pressure. Lawmakers
in a number of states are debating whether to put new limits on the burgeoning business of
lending money to people involved in lawsuits and collecting when the suits pay out. Their target
isn’t the growing industry of making six-figure loans to corporations facing litigation. It is the
business of giving money to private individuals often suing over an injury.” Lawsuit financiers
emerged about 15 years ago, “according to Kelly Gilroy, the executive director of the American
Legal Finance Association, an industry trade group.” Firms like “Cash4Cases Inc., LawCash
and Atlas Legal Funding bill themselves as lifelines, providing money to down-and-out plaintiffs
while their lawsuits move forward.”
********You can learn more about the American Legal Finance Association at:
http://www.americanlegalfin.com/. You can learn more about LawCash—“the nation’s leading
provider of litigation financing”—at: http://www.lawcash.net/. These organizations combine law
and finance in an interesting way.
(29 April 2013): “I Paid for That Rooftop Seat”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324050304578410792088384954.html)
--------From the Opinion page. “Baseball is the national pastime, but litigation is a close second.
So it is no surprise that the recently announced $500 million renovation of Chicago’s Wrigley
Field has been accompanied by talk of a possible lawsuit.” At issue is the ability to view the
field. “Since the stadium’s construction in 1914, spectators have been able to see its field from
the rooftops of buildings behind the outfield bleachers. For the owners of those buildings, this is
a big business. Each game, more than 1,500 people pay in the $70-$200 range to watch the Cubs
from such an unusual vantage point.” But the renovation of the Wrigley Field, as played, would
obscure the view due to the construction of a Jumbotron in the outfield. . . . That is where the
potential lawsuit comes in.” In 2002 “the Cubs sued the rooftop owners to bring an end to their
‘free ride,’ as Andy MacPhail, then president and CEO of the Cubs, put it. Two years later, the
parties reached a 20-year agreement that has the Cubs collecting 17% of the rooftop owners’
revenue from selling views of the friendly confines.”
********A great illustration of importance of property rights. An earlier situation emerged with
the Detroit Baseball Club in 1885. An article that is worth reading in its entirety.
(30 April 2013): “Boom Times for a Tiny Texas Town”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324373204578374831930888400.html)
--------Barnhart, Texas is an unincorporated town 250 miles west of Austin. Through it runs the
113-year-old South Orient Railroad, which was nearly liquidated in the 1990s “when its operator
. . . filed paperwork with the federal government to sell the metal rails for scrap. . . . The state of
Texas objected, arguing that the line could become a vital link in U.S.-Mexico trade” due to the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). As a result, the “Texas legislature
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appropriated $6 million to buy the aging track in 1999.” However, although the trade from
NAFTA never materialized, something else was on the horizon to boost train traffic—oil from
fracking which flows out of the region and sand for fracking which flows in to the region. Over
the past five years traffic has tripled “to more than 10,000 rail cars a years, and is on pace to
double in 2013.” With that increased traffic has come a change in life for local residents. Buck
Owens, 80, notes that Barnhart “used to be a laidback little community, everyone was calm and
quiet. Now it’s all hustle and bustle.” Owens, who raises goats and cattle on 19,000 acres, also
notes that it is almost impossible to hire ranch hands—“They’re all working in the oil fields.”
********Sometimes we seek success in one place and it comes from another, as one Texas
legislator notes, “Quite frankly we got lucky.” The Video (two minutes) and Slideshow tabs
provide images.
(30April 2013): “Hummus Is Conquering America”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323798104578453174022015956.html)
--------“Prodded by the largest U.S. hummus maker, farmers in the heart of tobacco country are
trying to grow chickpeas, an improbable move that reflects booming demand for hummus.” This
would be an expansion beyond the main U.S. growing region, which is the Pacific Northwest, an
expansion being encouraged by Sabra Dipping Co, “which makes hummus at a plant near
Richmond, Va.” Tulin Tuzel of Sabra notes: “We want to reduce the risk of bad weather or
concentration in one region. If possible, we also want to expand the growing season.” U.S.
consumers are increasing their purchases of hummus-based products: “last year’s U.S. harvest
totaled a record 332 million pounds, up 51% from the previous year, according to the USDA.”
Climatic differences between Virginia and traditional growing areas may make the chickpeas
grown their “more susceptible to a fungus . . . that long has threatened chickpea crops in the
U.S.”
********The Video tab has a five-minute interview with a Chicago-based reporter on the
burgeoning chickpea market. Tuzel’s comment about the desire to “reduce the risk of bad
weather or concentration in one region” is interesting. Diversifying geographic sources is one
way of adapting to climate change. Is this an isolated case?
********You can get a global view of chickpeas at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chickpea.
Also, you can find a variety of statistical information on chickpeas (and Dry Peas and Lentils) at:
http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/MannUsda/viewDocumentInfo.do?documentID=1578. If you
look, there, at spreadsheet Table077.xls, you can see the traditional U.S. growing areas: North
Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Washington, and California. Idaho and Washington are the largest
producers.
(1 May 2013): “China Manufacturers Survive by Moving to Asian Neighbors”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323798104578453073103566416.html)
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--------The Shenzhen, China workforce of Lever Style Inc., a producer of shirts and blouses, has
declined by one-third over the last two years to 5,000 due to rising wage rates. Wage rates in
China have increased at a rate of nearly 20% per year over the last decade. As a result, apparel
production is moving to Vietnam, “where wages can be half those in China.” Cambodia is
another country benefitting from rising wage rates in China. “As it shifts production to Vietnam,
Lever Style says it is able to offer clients a discount of up to 10% per garment. That is attractive
to U.S. retailers, whose profit margins average 1% to 2%, according to the U.S.-based National
Retail Federation.”
********The Video tab has an interview with an executive from Lever Style (unviewed). The
Slideshow tab notes that 2013 will be the first year in which service-related jobs contribute more
than industrial jobs.
(1 May 2013): “Apple’s Record Plunge Into Debt Pool”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324482504578454691936382274.html)
--------On Tuesday Apple Inc. sold the largest corporate-bond deal in history at $17 billion,
exceeding a previous $16.5 billion offering by pharmaceutical firm Roche Holdings Inc. At a
time when interest rates are at historic lows, portfolio manager Mark MacQueen noted: “Apple
bonds are a low-risk alternative to Treasury bonds in this yield-grabbing environment.” In fact
the bond was oversubscribed: “there was $52 billion worth of orders for the deal.” Driving the
offer is Apple’s announcement that it would “borrow cash as part of a plan to return $100 billion
to shareholders by the end of 2015. . . . Apple has a huge cash stockpile, but much of its money
is overseas. Raising cash in the bond market helps Apple avoid the big tax bill that would hit if
the company brought its cash back to the U.S.”
********An excellent illustration of the role that tax law plays in financial decision making.
Apple has a lot of cash that it wants to convey to stockholders but much of that cash is overseas
and subject to taxation if repatriated. So, Apple can convey more cash to shareholders if it sells
bond at rates in the 2-3 percent range and uses the bond proceeds to convey the cash to them.
Simply put, the stockholders get more cash by Apple paying the interest than Apple paying the
tax. The Video tab has a good five-minute interview that discusses the deal and subsequent deals
that will clearly be forthcoming given the amount of Apple’s cash overseas and subject to
repatriation taxes.
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[The Invisible Forces] 107 (8 May 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(2 May 2013): “Why Natural Gas-Powered Vehicles Are Catching On”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-05-02/why-natural-gas-powered-vehicles-arecatching-on)
--------Natural gas has come to be recognized as an attractive alternative to fuels, like gas and
diesel, for powering commercial vehicles that are driven many miles each year. Trash haulers
like Waste Management, have been in the adoption forefront: “Almost 40 percent of the nation’s
trash trucks purchased in 2011 were natural gas-powered.” There are three natural gas
technologies that are being developed: compressed natural gas (CNG); liquefied natural gas
(LNG); and gas-to-liquid (GTL). GTL seems to be attracting the most investment and it requires
“No new cars, engines, or filling stations” but the plants are expensive. LNG is especially suited
for “ships, trains, and long-haul trucks” all of which tend to be “constantly on the move and can
keep tanks cool with a running engine.” Consumers who have used natural gas to power
vehicles report fill up costs of about $1.50 per gallon for natural gas.
********The industry group for natural gas vehicles is Natural Gas Vehicles for America. You
can learn more about it at: http://www.ngvc.org/. You can learn more about natural gas vehicles,
including the consumer-directed Honda Civic Natural Gas (GX), which has been available in the
U.S. since 1998 at: http://www.cngnow.com/vehicles/consumervehicles/Pages/information.aspx.
(2 May 2013): “Business Schools Know How You Think, but How Do You Feel?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324582004578456770420379666.html)
--------“Forget what you know. Business schools increasingly want to know what you feel.
Schools are trying to choose from a crowded pool of well-qualified applicants and get a sense of
the human being behind the application by adding personality tests and scored, standardized inperson interviews to the traditional battery of essays, transcripts and recommendations. . . .
Measuring EQ—or emotional intelligence quotient—is the latest attempt by business schools to
identify future stars.” Andrew Sama, a senior associate for admissions to Notre Dame’s
Mendoza College of Business, notes: “Companies select for top talent with assessments like this
. . . If we are selecting for future business leaders, why shouldn’t we be [using] similar tools?”
(2 May 2013): “Drones Hit New Turf: U.S. Farmland”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324763404578431031698188710.html)
--------The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) will establish guidelines for the domestic use
of unmanned aerial vehicles—drones—by September 2015. “Once that happens, the industry is
expected to generate more than 21,000 jobs during the following 12 months according to a
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March report by the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International.” In the meantime
universities are examining the potential use of drones in agriculture. Oregon State University, in
particular, is using “unmanned vehicles to monitor the school’s potato crop and those of a
commercial potato grower.” This approach is a further elaboration of the expanding use of
“precision agriculture” which uses global positioning systems. With drones, aerial information
can be obtained and used much more quickly than the aerial imagery of the past, an important
consideration for the time sensitive work of agriculture. In addition, costs may be less, although
“farmers will likely depend on third parties to analyze the data and images received by drones.”
********The FAA has a large challenge in developing guidelines for a technology that has so
many possible uses. You can read the March report of the Association for Unmanned Vehicles
at: http://www.auvsi.org/econreport.
(4 May 2013): “Kenneth Appel” (http://www.economist.com/news/obituary/21577031-kennethappel-mathematician-maps-died-april-19th-aged-80-kenneth-appel)
--------An obituary of mathematician Kenneth Appel. In 1852 Francis Guthrie, a mathematics
student, conjectured that the number of colors for a complex map that would ensure that no
adjacent countries would have the same color was 4. Mathematicians struggled with this
problem for more than a century when Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken proved it (1976)
with the help of more than 1200 hours of computer time from the University of Illinois where
they both taught. By using the computer, “Dr. Appel and his partner changed the nature of
mathematics. A purely theoretical science now became also empirical and subject to experiment.
Mathematical proof, too, became more uncertain, now that machines were producing reams of
results that human intellects could not necessarily see or verify.”
********It would be interesting to read a history of the response of mathematicians to the work
of Appel and Haken. There would likely be something instructive for those of us in higher
education and other domains facing dramatic change in this Digital Age.
(6 May 2013): “Standing Guard for the Sturgeon”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324582004578461092539443964.html)
--------Volunteer members of the “Sturgeon Guard” in Shawano, Wisconsin have contributed to
developing “probably the strongest and healthiest lake sturgeon population in the country.” The
Guard “began with state employees in the 1970s and added volunteers in 1988.” In Wisconsin,
“no part of the prehistoric fish, which can live well over 100 years and grow to more than 7 feet
and 240 pounds, can be bought, sold or bartered—though they can still be fished in certain
seasons.” Shawano is a focal point for Guard activities, as a dam stops the movement of the
sturgeon from Lake Winnebago up the Wolf River. The work of the Guard has been compressed
into roughly 3½ days, rather than the usual 7-10 run due to lingering cold water temperatures.
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********The Video tab has a brief 2 minute story showing some of the work the Guard does.
(6 May 2013): “Software: The Attorney Who Is Always on the Job”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324582004578460860324234712.html)
--------“In the legal arena’s contest of man versus machines, the U.S. Justice Department has
given a big boost to the machines. Department officials reviewing the proposed merger of
Anheuser-Busch InBev NV and Mexico’s Grupo Modelo SAB recently approved a request to
use software—rather than a horde of lawyers—to determine which documents needed to be
turned over to the government.” Cases that involve large companies often require legal teams
“to sift through millions of electronic documents. In the past decade, that task has typically
fallen on armies of contract, or temporary, lawyers who earn $25 to $40 an hour.” Although
software-based methods are relatively new, they are likely to become used more extensively in
the future since “predictive coding,” as the method is called, costs roughly half as much as
lawyer-based document identification. Carla Walworth, a partner at Paul Hastings LLP, notes
that the method has a downside: “More often than not, you’re trying to learn your case through
the documents, and how will we substitute that function of learning from the documents when
you’re using predictive coding?”
********You can learn more about predictive coding in Law Practice
(http://www.americanbar.org/publications/law_practice_magazine/2012/july-august/hotbuttons.html) and Bloomberg Law (http://about.bloomberglaw.com/practitionercontributions/use-of-predictive-coding-in-regulatory-enforcement-proceedings-by-jenniferkennedy-park-and-scott-reents-cleary-gottlieb-steen-hamilton-llp/).
********Another article of note in relation to the legal profession is: “Howrey’s Bankruptcy and
Big Law Firms’ Small Future” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-05-02/howreysbankruptcy-and-big-law-firms-small-future). It depicts a “Big Law arms race [that] affects a
narrow segment of the broader legal industry. The largest 250 firms employ 15 percent of
practicing lawyers.” The article draws upon the recently published book The Lawyer Bubble: A
Profession in Crisis (Basic Books), by Stephen J. Harper, and includes an interesting graphic
depicting underemployment against projected law school cost. Among the lowest cost
universities depicted, Louisiana State University has the lowest underemployment rate for
attorneys. Among universities with the highest tuition, Columbia University has the lowest
underemployment rate. You can read more about the prospects of the legal profession in “From
Big Law to Lean Law,” by William Henderson
(http://www.masonlec.org/site/rte_uploads/files/Bill%20Henderson%20From%20Big%20Law%
20to%20Lean%20Law%20v8%20FINAL.pdf). The paper was delivered at George Mason
University in November, 2012. Henderson warns that “an increasing proportion of young
attorneys will get stuck working as non-partner-track ‘staff lawyers’ or as employees of
document-processing outsourcing firms.”
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(6 May 2013): “In the Midwest, Coal Stages a Comeback”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324582004578461324162944856.html)
--------“Last year, overall coal production in the U.S. fell 7% from a year earlier, with the biggest
decline in Wyoming’s Powder river Basin and in Central Appalachia mines of West Virginia and
eastern Kentucky. But in the Illinois Basin, which includes southern Illinois and Indiana and
western Kentucky, coal output rose by 10% last year, and the region over the next several years
is projected to surpass Central Appalachia in coal output for the first time ever. New
technologies are the primary reason for the boom. . . . with utilities adding new equipment called
scrubbers that remove sulfur to meet emissions standards, they can burn Illinois Basis coal more
efficiently. It costs roughly half as much to dig coal out of the ground here as it does in Central
Appalachia, industry analysts say.”
********The interplay of regulation, markets, and the location of differentiated raw materials is
very interesting. Especially striking is there impact on Kentucky, where eastern coal production
is declining and western coal production is increasing.
(7 May 2013): “Monster Beverage Under Fire”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323826804578466780766004340.html)
--------“San Francisco City Attorney Dennis Herrera sued Monster Beverage Corp. in California
state court on Monday [May 6], accusing the company of marketing its caffeinated energy drinks
to children despite alleged health risks. The lawsuit represents the latest effort by an increasing
number of city, state and federal authorities to investigate or restrict the selling and marketing of
energy drinks—which have quickly become an estimated $10 billion industry in the U.S.”
Although there are no FDA caffeine limits on energy drinks, a group of 18 scientists and public
health professionals wrote to the FDA in November “saying it was ‘particularly concerned’
about the health effects of energy drinks on children and adolescents because of their lower body
mass and lower tolerance to caffeine.” Recently, FDS deputy commissioner for foods, Michael
Taylor, noted that the proliferation of “caffeinated foods and beverages ranging from energy
drinks to gum and oatmeal” to be very disturbing.
(8 May 2013): “Apparel Retailers Confront Tough Options”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323687604578468912873242332.html)
--------“The tragedy in Bangladesh [more than 1,000 people died in the recent building collapse]
spotlights the poor working conditions in that country. But for apparel retailers seeking better
conditions—but without giving up low-wage workers—prospects aren’t much better in other
parts of the developing world.” Companies concerned about the problems in Bangladesh “are
looking to countries including Cambodia, Indonesia and Vietnam, where wages are often cheaper
than in China, to potentially pick up some of the slack.” But many “of these Asian countries
don’t fare much better than Bangladesh in independent assessment of labor conditions.”
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According to Sanjiv Pandita, of Hong Kong-based Asia Monitor Resource Center (a tracker of
regional labor conditions) “it’s the ugliest race to the bottom because of the financial crisis in
America and Europe means that people are getting very scared of buying expensive things.”
********Additional information is provided in “The Global Garment Trail: From Bangladesh to
a Mall New You”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324766604578460833869722240.html).
The Graphics tab provides a sobering timeline of “Industrial Disasters in Asia” from 1984 to
2013.
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[The Invisible Forces] 108 (15 May 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(8 May 2013): “Hospital Billing Varies Wildly, Government Data Shows”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/08/business/hospital-billing-varies-wildly-us-datashows.html)
--------“Data being released for the first time by the government on Wednesday [May 8th] shows
that hospitals charge Medicare wildly differing amounts—sometimes 10 to 20 times what
Medicare typically reimburses—for the same procedure, raising questions about how hospitals
determine prices and why they differ so widely. The data for 3,300 hospitals, released by the
federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, shows wide variations not only regionally
but among hospitals in the same area or city.”
********Hospitals tend to closely guard their prices prior to the performance of services, so
users of those services have little opportunity to use price information to make health care
decisions. You can see hospital costs, for example, costs at Memorial Mission Hospital in
Asheville, North Carolina, by using the tool at:
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/05/08/business/how-much-hospitals-charge.html.
Better access to information that has the potential to improve decision making is welcome.
(9 May 2013): “Coke to Curb Ads to Kids, Push Diet Drinks”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324244304578470750513762638.html)
--------“Coca-Cola Co. is broadening distribution of its low-calorie drinks and said it will put
calorie counts on the front of its packaging around the world as it ramps up global efforts to
counter criticism its sugary drinks are fueling obesity. The Atlanta-based beverage giant also
promised to sponsor physical activity programs and reiterated its commitment to not market its
drinks to children under 12 years old in each of the more than 200 countries and territories that it
operates. . . . The moves come as Coke and other soda makers such as PepsiCo Inc. find their
products under rising scrutiny in a growing number of countries amid climbing obesity rates.”
Since 2005 the soda industry “has spent nearly $100 million” on lobbying efforts in the U.S. “as
it opposed various measures, including proposed soda taxes by states and cities.”
(9 May 2013): “First Laws Passed for Colorado Pot Market”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324059704578471442138179864.html)
--------“Colorado lawmakers passed the first U.S. laws regulating a recreational pot market,
setting the stage for marijuana sales to anyone 21 and older starting next January.” The two laws
it passed “broadly spell out how pot will be sold and bought when retail sales become legal next
year. . . . Buyers would pay a 10% state sales tax and a 15% excise tax in addition to local sales
taxes. The money raised would be used to build schools and fund the agency that will regulate
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marijuana, though the tax rate depends on voter approval in November.” In another
development, lawmakers passed a bill that sets a limit on the amount of THC that can be found
in a driver’s blood. A level of five nanograms or more per milliliter of blood “can be considered
to be under influence by juries during court proceedings.”
********One would-be entrepreneur expressed concern about the taxes being considered,
noting: “If they tax us out of the market, then we’ll just have the black market.” I’m looking
forward to some summer reading about black markets. One early paper is K.E. Boulding, “A
Note of the Theory of the Black Market,” Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science
13, 1 (February 1947): 115-18, although the economic analysis of smuggling goes back at least
as far back as the work of Cesare Beccaria in 1762. Beccaria is well known for his book On
Crimes and Punishments (1764), which at one time was lauded as the book that led to the
elimination of torture as a form of punishment.
(11 May 2013): “The climate of Tibet: Pole-land” (http://www.economist.com/news/scienceand-technology/21577341-worlds-third-largest-area-ice-about-undergo-systematic)
--------Everyone knows about the north and south poles but what about the third pole—the
Tibetan Plateau? “Though the amount of ice on the plateau of Tibet and its surrounding
mountains . . . is a lot smaller than that at the poles, it is still huge. The area’s 46,000 glaciers
cover 100,000 square kilometres . . . about 6% of the area of the Greenland ice cap. Another 1.7
m square kilometres is permafrost, which can be up to 130 metres deep. That is equivalent to 7%
of the Arctic’s permafrost. Unlike the ice at the poles, the fate of this ice affects a lot of people
directly. The area is known by some as Asia’s water tower, because it is the source of ten of the
continent’s biggest rivers. About 1.5 billion people, in 12 countries, live in the basins of those
rivers.” Although study of “the third pole” is still relatively sparse and poorly funded, an
international program called the Third Pole Environment “has been able to establish that the
overall ice cover of the Third Pole, like that of the two real poles, is shrinking.”
********Thinking of the Tibetan Plateau as the third pole reorients the mind. You can learn
more about the Third Pole Environment at: http://www.tpe.ac.cn/.
(12 May 2013): “How Austerity Kills” (http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/13/opinion/howausterity-kills.html)
--------From the Opinion page—David Stuckler and Sanjay Basu, authors of The Body
Economic: Why Austerity Kills (New York: Basic Books, 2013), discuss the public health
consequences of austerity. “As scholars of public health and political economy, we have
watched aghast as politicians endlessly debate debts and deficits with little regard for the human
costs of their decisions. Over the past decade, we mined huge data sets from across the globe to
understand how economic shocks—from the Great Depression to the end of the Soviet Union to
the Asian financial crisis to the Great Recession—affect our health. What we’ve found is that
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people do not inevitably get sick or die because the economy has faltered. Fiscal policy, it turns
out, can be a matter of life or death.” As a result of years of study, here are three principles to
guide responses to economic crises. “First, do no harm: if austerity were tested like a medication
in a clinical trial, it would have been stopped long ago, given its deadly side effects. . . . Second,
treat joblessness like the pandemic it is. . . . Finally, expand investments in public health when
times are bad. The cliché that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure happens to be
true.”
********The combination of political economy and epidemiology seems to be fruitful. The
Body Economic is relatively short at 146 pages of text (and half again that of notes and
literature). You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0465063985/ref=ox_sc_act_title_1.
(13 May 2013): “Rust-Belt Reaches for Immigrant Tide”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323687604578467134234625160.html)
--------“Between 2000 and 2011, the Rust Belt, stretching from western Pennsylvania to the
Mississippi River, was home to 18 of the 25 fastest-shrinking cities in the U.S. Their proportion
of foreign-born residents, moreover, lagged well behind the national average of about 13%, with
less than 5% in some cities.” As a result, some of these cities are doing the opposite of what the
states of Alabama and Arizona are doing—they are actively recruiting immigrants. Their
expectation is that “Wooing immigrants can reverse long-term declines in population.”
********The Graphics tab has a list of the 50 fastest-shrinking cities and the 50 fastest-growing
cities (2000-2011) with the percentage of population change and the percentage of foreign-born
residents.
(13 May 2013): “Indonesia to Big Chains: Share the Wealth”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324010704578416403007355108.html)
--------“A jump in the number of chain stores in Indonesia has triggered a backlash from
regulators and owners of small shops, concerned that homegrown entrepreneurs could get
elbowed out of the country’s economic growth.” Toward that end “Indonesia has been
implementing rules to force large chains to share their success. . . . Generally, each chain has just
a single master franchisee here—allowing the foreign company to maintain control over
operations. But under the new rules, any convenience store or other retailer with more than 150
stores and any restaurant or café with more than 250 outlets will have to bring in additional
Indonesian partners.” In the last five years the number of chain stores has more than doubled in
Indonesia, while the number of grocery stores—which tend to be family owned—grew by only
10%.
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(14 May 2013): “Arctic Body Comes In From the Cold”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324216004578481292386132004.html)
--------China is among a group of 14 applicants for observer status on the Arctic Council, a group
that is becoming more important “as melting ice makes shipping, tourism and resource extraction
a reality in the nebulously delineated” Arctic. The Council’s eight members are Canada, Russia,
the U.S. and the five Nordic nations: Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden.
Although initially formed in 1996 “as a platform for scientists to swap research on environmental
issues” the Council has taken on additional significance “amid expectations melting ice will clear
the way form more resource development and free up trade routes.” The Council will assemble
on Wednesday, May 15th in Kiruna, Sweden to discuss the applicants for observer status and
other matters.
********You can learn more about the Arctic Council and the Kiruna Ministerial Meeting 2013
at: http://www.arctic-council.org/index.php/en/.
(14 May 2013): “Promises in Bangladesh”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323716304578480883414503230.html)
--------“Some of the Europe’s largest retailers agreed Monday to sign a groundbreaking and
legally binding agreement to design improved safety conditions in Bangladesh’s garment
factories after a building collapse last month killed at least 1,127 workers and injured many
more.” Noticeably missing from the agreement, however, were “major U.S. retailers, including
Wal-Mart Stores Inc., Sears Holdings Corp., and Gap Inc.” Making the agreement legally
binding led Gap “to have second thoughts about signing on to a deal it otherwise supports.”
According to Gap’s vice president of global corporate affairs, “The litigation landscape is
different in the U.S. than in Europe.” The agreement “is only the first step in a long process, and
many details remain to be worked out. Signatories have 45 days to form a governing board and
develop an implementation plan. . . . The board will oversee safety inspections of more than
5,000 factories over two years, with the results to be made public.”
********The development of this non-governmental approach should be interesting to follow in
the months to come. The timetable seems very optimistic and the task at hand very large. As it
turns out, Wal-Mart is taken a different approach, as reported in “Wal-Mart Lays Out Own
Bangladesh Safety Plan”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324216004578483381921421300.html). It
will “hire an outside auditor to inspect 279 Bangladesh factories and publish its results on its
website by June 1.”
********By serendipity, when I got dressed this morning I notice that my Lands’ End pants,
with a Sears connection, were made in Bangladesh. Here is the haiku I wrote about it:
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the tag on my pants
Made in Bangladesh it says
fills me with questions
How close must one be to an act to be complicit?
(15 May 2013): “Bloomberg Saga Highlights Clash Between Two Worlds”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324216004578483480951951260.html)
--------“In an era when Internet ad tracking and social media have heightened consumer
awareness of digital privacy, Bloomberg L.P.’s disclosure that certain subscriber data were
previously available to its journalists has risked alienating the much more sensitive, tightly
regulated world of finance. It has also raised the question of whether a business aimed at
collecting and making sense of complex financial data can mix long term with a corporate
culture built on transparency and sometimes ruthless efficiency.”
********A fascinating look at corporate culture at Bloomberg as it seeks to operate in two
different areas: provider of financial information and journalism. In its early days Bloomberg
was solely a provider of financial information and took its lead from Michael Bloomberg—the
mayor of New York City—who “went without a private office and sat among other employees.
He stepped back from the day-to-day operations of his company more than a decade ago, but his
approach, with its roots in Wall Street trading rooms, remains imprinted in the company’s
DNA.” Subsequently, “The approach extended to the news operation, which was launched in the
late 1980s.” But, “while a culture of openness can encourage collaboration in a newsroom, it can
also clash with the business of selling services to Wall Street.”
********To me, this seeming cultural conflict, as well as the seeming necessity for separation of
knowledge within among the units of a business (or any other type of organization) seems to
have generality. It evokes the idea of a ‘Chinese wall’ that I learned by watching the television
series “The Goodwife”—a legal drama—which seems to be well known. You can read a
definition at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_wall. So one question I am left with is: “Can
one culture support the two activities Bloomberg is engaged in?” Surely, there are broader
questions to ask.
(15 May 2013): “Fungus Wreaks Havoc on Coffee Crop”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324031404578483110298925712.html)
--------The coffee-leaf rust called roya, an orange-colored fungus, is reducing the quantity and
quality of coffee beans from Mexico to Panama and has hit Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua
especially hard. “Scientists and farmers say roya will be an even bigger threat next year as the
condition of infected trees worsens and the fungus spreads to new farms.” Countries in Central
America “produce roughly 10% of the global coffee supply.” In the short term fungicides are
being used to combat roya but long term remedies include cutting trees at the stump and letting
them regrow, as well as using rust-resistant plants.
********The Video tab has a two-minute report from Panama illustrating roya and its
consequences. The Graphics tab has a map with associated information about each Central
American country.
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(20 May 2013): “Fortune 500” (http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/)
********The May 20th copy of Fortune has the most current listing of the Fortune 500. WalMart has reclaimed the top spot with annual revenues of $492 billion, nudging out last year’s
number 1 ExxonMobil, with annual revenues of $450 billion. According to Fortune, only three
firms have held the top spot since 1955: Exxon Mobil, General Motors, and Wal-Mart
(http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2013/500-fun-facts/). You can find the
complete list at: http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/2013/full_list/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 109 (22 May 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(16 May 2013): “Bloomberg View: Why 3D Printing Can Make the World a Better Place”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-05-16/bloomberg-view-why-3d-printing-canmake-the-world-a-better-place)
********Yet another article about the potentially transformative power of 3D printing. The
Washington, DC think tank the Atlantic Council writes that 3D printing “has the potential to be
as disruptive as the personal computer and the internet.” Part of that disruption is that “The
intellectual-property system will face plenty of new challenges. Whole categories of products
will be newly subject to counterfeiting.” The article also draws attention to the newly published
book by Hod Lipson and Melba Kurman, Fabricated: The New World of 3D Printing (Wiley
2013). You can learn more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Fabricated-New-World-3DPrinting/dp/1118350634/.
(17 May 2013): “Urging Government Action on Water, Roads and Power in Texas”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/17/us/in-texas-urging-government-to-act-on-water-roads-andpower.html)
--------“Texas’ drought and water-supply problems have captured headlines and inspired frank,
worried comments from Texas officials. But with the state’s rapid population growth projected
to continue in future decades, other infrastructure problems also loom, including clogged roads
and a strained power grid.” Although Texas lawmakers “have access to a multibillion-dollar
budget surplus” they are struggling “to find ways to finance roads and water projects that can
draw support from Republican majorities wary of the proposals’ large price tags.” In the past
Governor Rick Perry of Texas has backed large infrastructure projects, noting that it’s “important
to remember that big part of convincing employers to come to Texas is convincing them we’ll
have adequate electricity, water and transportation infrastructure to fit their needs.” Although
water is considered to be the most pressing challenge for Texas, road financing is especially
trickier due to a planning horizon of six-to-eight years and legislative resistance to the increased
taxes or increased debt that would be needed to ensure the financing of the projects.
(18 May 2013): “Revised Psychiatric Manual Faces Mixed Reviews”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323398204578487051642125668.html)
--------On Friday the American Psychiatric Association released the fifth edition of its Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, more commonly known as DSM-5. The DSM was
launched in 1952 and this is the first revision in nearly 20 years. The revision has been criticized
for some of its revision and for what appears to be a change in focus. Although the manual “is
expected to include some 160 disorders, roughly the same number as in the previous edition . . .
the diagnostic categories [are] ‘sliced’ differently than before.” With regard to focus, “DSM
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leaders and others now say the manual should primarily be used for clinical care, not to steer the
research agenda.” According to Geoffrey Reed, who is helping revise a section of the World
Health Organization’s International Classification of Diseases, this is a “dramatic backtracking”
from the previous use of the DSM as “the best basis for research.” According to Reed, “Most of
the research funded by the NIMH [National Institute for Mental Health] and published in
psychiatry journals in the past 20-plus years had to use DSM diagnostic criteria; otherwise,
scientists had no hope of publishing.” The NIMH is working on an alternative to guide research,
which is called Research Domain Criteria.
********The Graphics tab provides information on how diagnoses have changed in each edition
of the DSM for: ADHD, Autism, Generalized Anxiety, Homosexuality, and PTSD. A clear
statement of some of the concerns of critics can be found at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324216004578483391664789414.html. You
can learn more about Research Domain Criteria at: http://www.nimh.nih.gov/researchfunding/rdoc/index.shtml.
(18 May 2013): “Gas Export Approval Not Seen Signaling U.S. Permit Flood”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-05-17/u-s-approves-gas-export-terminal-partly-ownedby-conocophillips.html)
--------The U.S. Energy Department conditionally approved the construction of a natural gas
export terminal in Freeport, Texas on Friday, holding that it “offered net economic benefits and
reflected the ‘transformative impact’ of record gas production from hydraulic fracturing in shale
rock formations.” This is the second such project approved by the Energy Department, with two
additional projects under consideration. Fracking has had a huge impact on the U.S. natural gas
market, moving it from a potential importer of liquefied natural gas to a likely exporter. The
Freeport project must still gain approval by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, but the
“big hurdle was thought to be the Energy Department, which must decide if the projects are in
the national interest.”
(18 May 2013): “Google Glass Is Watching—Now What?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324767004578489503146013208.html)
--------Google Glass, the still-under-development wearable computer, poses serious privacy
issues, and Congress wants to know more, sending a letter to Google CEO Larry Page seeking
answers to eight questions. It seems clear that “The technology that can redefine what is ‘public’
and link the digital and physical worlds is here.” What is especially controversial about the
glasses is the use of facial recognition software, in which Glass would enable one to look at a
person, see the person’s name as well as a variety of information about the person. Steven Lee,
the product management director for Google Glass says, however, that “we won’t add new facerecognition features to our services unless we have strong privacy protections in place." Privacy
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issues will be hard to deal with, however, as Chris Conley, a technology policy attorney at the
ACLU notes: “There is almost nothing individuals can do to prevent their activities from being
recorded or tracked while in public.”
********You can read the letter send my members of Congress to Larry Page at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2013/05/16/congress-asks-google-about-glass-privacy/. The Video
tab—four minutes—adds a bit to the story.
(18 May 2013): “Starbucks Brings Its Culture to Vietnam”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323582904578487192544295444.html)
--------Starbucks opened its first store in Ho Chi Minh City in February and, according to CEO
Howard Schultz, “sales at the new location are exceeding expectations.” Still, Starbucks faces a
challenge in Vietnam that it has not faced in other Asian countries—an entrenched coffee
culture; most Asian countries are tea oriented. Traditional Vietnamese coffee is very strong,
thick and oily, and often sweetened with condensed milk, distinctly different from the coffees of
Starbucks. Schultz notes, however, that Starbucks is “selling more than just coffee” that
differentiates Starbucks from the Vietnamese coffee that is “available nearly everywhere.”
Younger coffee drinkers seem to be more open to the Starbucks experience. 22-year-old Nguyen
Ngoc Mai Huong commented that her trip to Starbucks “was a fresh and exciting experience . . .
[but] My parents said they would stick with traditional Vietnamese coffee.”
(18 May 2013): “Arctic diplomacy: A warmer welcome”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21578040-arctic-council-admits-its-firstpermanent-asian-observers-warmer-welcome)
--------In the recently concluded meeting of the Arctic Council, the importance of which has
increased due to the increasingly ice-free Arctic, six countries were newly granted observer
status: China, India, Italy, Japan, South Korea, and Singapore. There are now 32 permanent
observers to go with the eight member states: Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway,
Russia, Sweden, and the United States. The Council also decided to establish a permanent
secretariat at Tromso, Norway.
********Tromso is well above the Arctic Circle. You can see a map of it at:
http://wwp.greenwichmeantime.com/time-zone/europe/norway/tromso/map/. You will need to
zoom out quite a bit to get a good perspective on its location.
(18 May 2013): “Latin American geoeconomics: A continental divide”
(http://www.economist.com/news/americas/21578056-region-falling-behind-two-alternativeblocks-market-led-pacific-alliance-and)
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--------The Pacific Alliance, a group made up of Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru, will meet
on May 23rd to “sign an agreement removing tariffs on 90% of their merchandise trade. They
will also agree on a timetable of no more than seven years for eliminating tariffs on the
remaining 10%. They have already removed visa requirements for each other’s citizens and will
proclaim their aspiration to move swiftly towards setting up a common market.” The four
countries are “free market and mainly fast-growing economies which have embraced
globalization, with a web of regional trade-agreements and expanding commercial ties to Asia.”
The other regional group, Mercosur, was founded in 1991 and originally comprised Argentina,
Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay. Although its origins were economic, seeking to reap economies
of scale, today it “is almost wholly a political front,” according to Luiz Felipe Lampreia, a
former foreign minister of Brazil.
(20 May 2013): “Wells Dry, Fertile Plains Turn to Dust”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/20/us/high-plains-aquifer-dwindles-hurting-farmers.html)
--------Large expanses of Texas farmland lie above “the High Plains Aquifer, a waterlogged
jumble of sand, clay and gravel that begins beneath Wyoming and South Dakota and stretches
clear to the Texas panhandle.” Today, the aquifer cannot support irrigation of the land and “In
west-central Kansas, up to a fifth of the irrigated farmland along a 100-mile swath of the aquifer
has already gone dry. In many other places, there no longer is enough water to supply farmers’
peak needs during Kansas’ scorching summers. And when the groundwater runs out, it is gone
for good. Refilling the aquifer would require hundreds, if not thousands, of years of rains.”
Farmers are adapting to the reduced water flow from the aquifer in a variety of ways—by
changing to crops that require less water (like milo), by changing from crops to livestock, by
reducing the amount of land irrigated, and in some instances abandoning farming altogether. In
relation to this Nathan Kells, a Kansas farmer notes: “The water’s going to flow to where it’s
most valuable, whether it be industry or cities or feed yards . . . We said, ‘What’s the higher use
of the water?’ and decided that it was the heifer operation.”
(20 May 2013): “More Often, Nonlawyers Try Taste of Law School”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323463704578492932332188870.html)
--------“Law schools hunting for students as their enrollment numbers drop are increasingly
trying to attract an unexpected group: people who have no intention of practicing law. Doctors,
environmental consultants and even an urban planner have signed up for the programs, which
offer master’s degrees in law and typically cost about the same as one year of law school.
Pitched at midcareer professionals, the programs tend to draw people who work in heavily
regulated fields where compliance with a growing body of rules requires an increasingly
sophisticated understanding of the law. Some students also hope to gain a competitive edge.”
Emory University School of Law and Wake Forest University School of Law have both launched
such programs. The dean of the University of Dayton School of Law, Paul McGreal, notes:
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“Adding new degree programs is like a company diversifying its product lines. If demand for
one sags, you’ve still got alternative sources of revenue coming in.” Applications for traditional
law school have dropped significantly in recent years: “Students have submitted 372,225
applications for the fall 2013 semester so far this year, a 19% drop compared with the same time
in 2012 and a 37% decline from that in 2010, during the recession, when students flocked to law
schools.”
********You can learn more about the Master of Studies of Law at Wake Forest University at:
http://msl.law.wfu.edu/about/.
(21 May 2013): “Fans Lose Their Heads in Pursuit of Daft Punk Helmets”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324031404578481680129191190.html)
--------This is the A-Hed article. French electronic music duo Daft Punk have, for the last
decade, “rarely appeared on stage or at other public events without . . . Space Age, faceobscuring helmets, sometimes decorated with light-emitting diodes programmed to display text
and images.” Although their helmets are not for sale, many are in the business of creating their
own versions of Daft Punk helmets. This is of special importance now as they prepare to release
their new CD “Random Access Memories” on Tuesday, which “is likely to become one of the
world’s top-selling records of the year. The first single, ‘Get Lucky,’ has already topped the
charts in 55 countries.” An indication of the fervor for helmets is provided by Boston-area fan
Trevor Bates, who posted to a fan site “Price is not an object” in his search to buy a helmet for
his “large head.” The market for knockoff Daft Punk helmets emerged just over a decade ago
when the duo “commissioned a California special-effects company to create a pair of helmets
with programmable LED displays for the release of their second album, ‘Discovery.’”
(21 May 2013): “Threat to Rice Fuels Latest Chinese Uproar”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324787004578494583962413470.html)
--------“A government test indicated that nearly half the rice sold in the southern Chinese city of
Guangzhou was contaminated with cadmium, triggering anger from consumers that China’s
staple food hasn’t escaped the pollution tainting its air, water and soil.” Cadmium is a
“carcinogenic metal that can wreak havoc on the body’s kidneys.” The cadmium is believed to
have resulted from the “use of industrial wastewater for irrigation, dumping of industrial waste
and overapplication of fertilizer.” According to experts, “removing cadmium from the soil is a
costly process that would likely require seeding certain plants for long periods.” Generally, the
Chinese governments has refused “to release data on soil pollution in part because of fears it
could unleash social instability.” However, in response to the scandal, “the People’s Daily this
week advised people to ‘diversify’ their diets so that they weren’t eating produce from just one
region. That way, the risk from consumption would be minimized, the paper said.”
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(22 May 2013): “Pesticides Make a Comeback”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323463704578496923254944066.html)
--------“Insecticide sales are surging after years of decline, as American farmers plant more corn
and a genetic modification designed to protect the crop from pests has started to lose its
effectiveness.” The sale of insecticides had previously declined due to the use of corn seeds
developed by Monsanto which have a “genetic trait . . . that causes corn seeds to generate their
own pest-killing toxins.” But the modified seeds, first introduced in 2003, have lost much of
their effectiveness against corn rootworm, causing corn yields to decline precipitously. As a
result, farmers are using more insecticides as “cheap insurance” against pest problems.
Monsanto is in the process of developing corn seeds that employ multiple-trait genes, rather than
genes with a single trait, but the EPA has said that “rootworms that have developed resistance to
Monsanto’s first trait are more likely to develop resistance to other rootworm traits as well.”
Contributing to the resurgence of rootworm has been the high price of corn. With corn prices at
historic highs, farmers are producing more acres in corn and reducing or eliminating traditional
crop rotations, which tend to break “the rootworm cycle.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 110 (29 May 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(23 May 2013): “Online Gambling Bets on Return to U.S.”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324787004578493011807051422.html)
--------PokerStars is the largest online poker company in the world, with an estimated 54% of the
global online poker market. Its headquarters is on the Isle of Man, an “island-country smack in
the middle of the Irish Sea. The founder of PokerStars, Isai Scheinberg, has a U.S. warrant out
for his arrest, but the U.S. has no jurisdiction in the Isle of Man. However, a lot has changed in
the U.S. since Scheinberg was charged. For one, “states like Nevada and New Jersey have
passed laws allowing some forms of online gambling. In addition to Delaware, which allows a
form of online gambling, four more states have legislation pending. As a result, PokerStars is
eager to return to the U.S. so that it can become an even bigger player is a business it largely
created. But there are obstacles. For example, “Rival casinos . . . have pressed states—and
convinced Nevada—to impose five-year bans on so-called ‘bad actor’ companies. And the
company has been recently stymied in its efforts to buy a New Jersey casino, needed for a license
there.” At the federal level, PokerStars seeks legislation to legalize Internet gambling
nationwide. Richard Gephardt, the former Democratic Speaker of the House, is helping to push
for that legislation, “for which he is paid $600,000 a year.”
********The article describes the Isle of Man as “a rocky outpost of 86,000 people that is
known mostly as a tax haven.” You can see its location and learn more about it at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isle_of_Man. You can learn more about PokerStars at:
http://www.pokerstars.net/.
(23 May 2013): “From Google to FedEx: The Incredible Vanishing Subsidiary”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323463704578497290099032374.html)
--------“Some of the biggest U.S. companies, including Google Inc. and FedEx Corp., have
quietly removed hundreds of offshore subsidiaries from their publicly disclosed financial filings
over the past several years . . . [as] Companies across industries say they are taking advantage of
Securities and Exchange Commission rules that demand disclosure only when subsidiary
operations are ‘significant’.” These disclosures matter for some investors, as information about
subsidiaries “provides a gauge of whether its operations have grown or shrunk, how complex the
company may be and how it may be generating or shifting income around the globe.” According
to exhibits from companies’ annual report, the number of Google subsidiaries reported fell from
more than 100 in 2009 to only 2 in its latest report; FedEx reported on more than 150
subsidiaries in 2008 but only 21 in its latest report. Most dramatic, however, is Oracle which
reported on more than 400 subsidiaries in 2010 and 8 in its latest report.
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********Subsidiaries that are not significant are called ‘immaterial’ or ‘not material’ by
spokespeople for FedEx and Raytheon, the latter of which reported on more than 250
subsidiaries in 2003 and none in its latest report. A Raytheon spokesman said that the
information for omitted subsidiaries is “neither material to investors nor necessary for
understanding our business operations or financial reporting.” To me, this raises an aggregation
question. Each of 100 subsidiaries, for example, may be not significant, but could it be that the
100 subsidiaries considered as a whole are significant? I can see that alternative interpretations
might be made.
(23 May 2013): “SABMiller Sells Cassava Beer to Woo African Drinkers”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-05-23/sabmiller-sells-cassava-beer-to-woo-africandrinkers)
--------The three largest brewers in the world—Anheuser-Busch InBev, SABMiller, and
Heineken—are all based in western Europe, “where austerity and a prolonged economic slump
have cut consumption.” But London-based SABMiller “gets more of its sales outside Europe
and North America than the others, and more than two-thirds of its profit is generated in
emerging markets.” SABMiller has been flexible in adapting its product to local ingredients and
tax conditions in it various markets. A case in point is Ghana, where barley doesn’t do well but
cassava, an easy-to-grow tuber that is a staple food in many countries in Africa. There Eagle
Lager is produced with cassava replacing most of the barley. As a result, Eagle has more local
content and is subject to an excise tax of 10%, as opposed to the excise tax of 47.5% for beers
that cannot meet the local content threshold. As a result, even though Eagle sells for less than
premium beers, it is just as profitable for SABMiller due its lower cost. In Uganda and
Zimbabwe, Eagle Lager is produced “using sorghum in place of some barley malt.” Although
these beers are recognized to be of lower quality than those brewed with barley, SABMiller
Africa managing director Mark Bowman notes that “These beers are a clear way to reach a
market that wants to drink beer but can’t afford to.”
********A nice example of the role of law in influencing input selection and product quality, as
well as the role of culture in relation to beer production. From that perspective, a recent article in
the Asheville Citizen-Times, “Asheville’s Alehouse Attorneys,” takes on additional interest. You
can read it at: http://www.citizen-times.com/article/20130526/BUSINESS/305260024/Localattorneys-specialize-working-breweries.
********Another article that picks up of the problem of product quality is “On the Front Lines
of Food Safety” (http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/25/business/a-program-to-combat-foodcontamination.html). Strawberries are at issue and product quality relates to the likelihood that
strawberries are contaminated by salmonella, listeria, or E. coli. Andrew & Williamson Fresh
Produce has provided additional training for workers and increased their hourly compensation so
that potential health-related food contamination will be reduced. “With Andrew & Williamson
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paying higher wages than almost all its competitors, the participants in the program hope that the
promise of better-quality, safer fruit and better conditions for workers will entice distributors,
retailers and consumers to pay a little more, too.”
(23 May 2013): “The Post Office Returns to the Local Store”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-05-23/the-post-office-returns-to-the-local-store)
--------The U.S. Postal Service (USPS) has “31,272 post offices across the country.” However,
“Only about 6,000 generate enough business to cover costs.” As a result, “In May 2012, the
USPS announced a plan to save $500 million by reducing hours of service at 13,000 rural
branches.” In order to reduce the inconvenience of reduced hours of operations, as well as to
save money, the USPS has developed the Village Post Office project, which returns to an earlier
day in which country stores and taverns were the sole presence of the USPS in many
communities. The USPS expects to continue to provide basic services by locating in businesses
that will get small monthly payments from the USPS, as well as additional foot traffic.
(24 May 2013): “Trains Leave Kinder Morgan Pipeline in Lurch”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323463704578497003961136978.html)
--------Pipeline operator Kinder Morgan would like to construct a pipeline from Midland, Texas
to southern California refineries. The proposed 277,000 barrel-day Freedom pipeline “would be
the first to bring light, sweet oil produced in Texas’s Permian Basin to the fuel-hungry Los
Angeles market.” However, refiners “Valero Energy Corp., Tesoro Corp. and Phillips 66 have
all said they won’t sign contracts as currently proposed to take crude from Freedom and will
instead continue to use rail cars and barges to deliver more oil from North Dakota, Canada and
even Texas to the gates of their California refineries. Their lack of interest in the pipeline
underscores how these other modes of oil transport, once seen as stopgaps until new pipelines
could be built to deliver the growing amount of crude produced in Alberta, Texas and North
Dakota, are becoming a permanent fixture of the North American energy landscape.” The use of
train and barge shipments of oil “allows refiners to access crude from different regions at
different prices, a flexibility not always found in long-term pipeline contracts, the refiners say.”
In addition, “the proposed fee of $5 per barrel for using the Freedom pipeline isn’t low enough to
woo many refiners.”
(24 May 2013): “Google Copies Amazon’s Playbook”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324582004578456891589342994.html)
--------“Google Inc. co-founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin say they don’t pay much attention
to rivals. But the search company increasingly appears to be following Amazon.com Inc.’s
lead.” The most recent example is Google’s move into the sale of industrial goods, following
AmazonSupply which was rolled out in April of last year, but Google’s entry into “corporate
computing, same-day delivery and offering lockers for consumers to receive e-commerce
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orders.” Google’s moves “underscore how the tech companies are expanding into each other’s
areas—each trying to be the primary Web destination [for] shoppers. As the two battle it out,
each increasingly has assumed some characteristics of the other.” Alfred Lin, a venture
capitalist, notes: “Those two companies are going to duke it out for a long time in just about
everything.”
********What is described in the article sounds a bit like a multiproduct duopoly. I am
definitely enmeshed the Amazon and Google webs, making use of both extensively.
(25 May 2013): “Pricey Beef Puts Heat On U.S. Grilling Season”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323336104578503222935782726.html)
--------“Retail beef prices are widely expected to set new records in coming weeks after
wholesale prices . . . hit an all-time peak this past week. After achieving new highs for three
weeks, choice-grade beef, the most common variety in the U.S. jumped to $2.1137 a pound
Thursday . . . [breaking] a decade-old record for wholesale prices set in 2003, when a case of
mad-cow disease in Canada led to a spike in export demand for U.S. beef.” Higher beef prices
“are the result of years of drought in major cattle-producing states, a trend that has shrunk the
nation’s cattle herd to its smallest level in six decades.” Overall, “beef sales volumes fell 1.7%
from a year earlier at 18,000 grocery stores, supermarkets and other retail outlets . . . In contrast,
pork volumes rose 3.1% and chicken volumes were flat.” Cargill spokesman Mike Martin notes
that higher beef prices “could result in some movement, by some consumers, to other proteins.”
(25 May 2013): “Reading Hayek in Beijing”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324659404578501492191072734.html)
--------From the Opinion page, “The Weekend Interview with Yang Jisheng,” by Bret Stephens.
Yang Jisheng just received the Hayek Prize of the Manhattan Institute for Tombstone: The Great
Chinese Famine, 1958-1962 (2008). Mr. Yang’s father was one of “the 36 million Chinese who
succumbed to famine between 1958 and 1962.” It took the author years to realize that the cause
of the famine was “one man, and one man in particular: Mao Zedong, the Great Helmsman.”
Into the present, “few people realize that Mao’s force famine was the single greatest atrocity of
the 20th century, exceeding by orders of magnitude the Rwandan genocide, the Cambodian
Killing Fields and the Holocaust.”
********The title of the article is, of course, appropriately inspired by Reading Lolita in Tehran,
by Azar Nafisi—another encounter with the forbidden in a country rife with censorship and the
willingness to use power against its citizens. The article points out the power of ideas, whether
right or wrong, especially when those ideas are supported by the power of the state. To take this
a bit further, it can be connected to Mr. Yang’s comment that in China “There are two major
forms of hatred . . . Hatred toward the rich; hatred toward the powerful.” Both play their role in
conditioning the power of ideas. All this is reminiscent of the mercantilist literature of the 18th
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century, in which “power and plenty” were the primary themes. The article took my thoughts in
many directions.
********Another article about China that caught my attention this week discussed ethnic
tensions between Uighurs and Hans in the Xinjiang province. Xinjiang, due north of Tibet, is the
largest province of China, and has been a source of extensive violence in the past. You can learn
more about the role of economic and political forces in relation to these tensions at:
http://www.economist.com/news/china/21578433-region-plagued-ethnic-strife-growthimmigrant-dominated-settlements-adding.
(25 May 2013): “Battle of the Beach”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323475304578501362847344242.html)
--------The aftermath of Superstorm Sandy has brought the question of eminent domain, as
centered on the Long Branch, New Jersey, fire of 1987 back into attention. The 1987 fire of the
Long Branch pier resulted in the designation of its surrounding neighborhood as “blighted.”
This designation enabled the seizure of “dozens of waterfront homes—including those of
longtime residents who did not wish to sell—for an upscale project that they hoped would signal
the city’s revival. The centerpiece of the development, called Pier Village, opened in 2005 amid
protests and lawsuits. Today, the $400 million complex, which sits on 16 acres of oceanfront
property, includes a boutique hotel and a members-only beach club called Le Club.” Peter
Dickson, a Princeton, N.J. lawyer who has successfully slowed the use of eminent domain in the
state, says: “What happened in Long Branch is what I would call socio-economic cleansing.” As
many municipalities in New Jersey try to recover from Superstorm Sandy, there is widespread
fear that eminent domain will be used to take land from people who live “paycheck to paycheck”
as part of larger development projects.
********The subject of “takings” and eminent domain reminds me of Richard Epstein’s
important book, Takings: Private Property and the Power of Eminent Domain. I wonder what
this book has to say, if anything, about the current controversy over Asheville’s water system.
The article notes, in relation to “the power private property for the common good,” that “The
Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution bestows the right on the federal government but also
requires just compensation. State constitutions typically extend the power to local
governments.” But what about the takings of public property? In time, I suspect, we will have
the opportunity to find out.
********The role of expectations shows up clearly in the article. If I was living on the Jersey
Shore, had little wealth and just enough income to get by, I suspect that I would be expect that
somewhere down the road eminent domain would be invoked to “take” my land. Under those
circumstances, it is little wonder that home rebuilding occurs sporadically if at all, which
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increases the likelihood of invoking eminent domain. As officials say, “In the long run . . .
neighborhoods where occupied houses are interspersed with vacant lots will not be viable.”
(28 May 2013): “Europe’s Green-Fuel Search Turns to America’s Forests”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324082604578485491298208114.html)
--------European initiatives “to reduce fossil-fuel use and carbon-dioxide emissions” have led
some of the continent’s coal-burning power plants to switch to wood. “But Europe doesn’t have
enough forests to chop for fuel, and in those it does have, many restrictions apply. So Europe’s
power plants are devouring wood from the U.S., where forests are bigger and restrictions fewer.
This dynamic is bringing jobs to some American communities hard hit by mill closures. It is
also upsetting conservationists, who say cutting forests for power is hardly an environmental
plus.” A case in point is the area along the Roanoke River in coastal North Carolina. [The
Roanoke flows into the Albemarle Sound.] Paul Burby, the owner of Carolina East Forest
Products, comments: “The logging industry around here was dead a few years ago . . . Now that
Europe is using all these pellets, we can barely keep up.” The methods used, though legal in
much of the U.S. South, would not be in Europe, which has a variety of restrictions of large-scale
tree cutting, especially in wetlands like those of the Roanoke River forests. One of the factors
contributing to the expansion of U.S.-based wood pellets is the European system of “awarding
credits to companies that generate electricity from renewable sources” which can then be sold to
electricity suppliers. Thus the U.K. power community Drax PLC “expects to burn about seven
million tons of wood annually and collect about $600 million a year from renewable energy
credits.” The expansion of pellet mills in the U.S. is being campaigned against by a “North
Carolina group called the Dogwood Alliance along with the Natural Resources Defense
Council.”
********A clear example of the unintended consequences of policy in the context of
interdependent markets. You can learn more about the Asheville-based Dogwood Alliance at:
http://www.dogwoodalliance.org/.
(28 May 2013): “U.S. Oil Boom Divides OPEC”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323855804578508871186460986.html)
--------“The American energy boom is deepening splits within the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries” and its African and Arab members; OPEC members will meet in Vienna
on Friday to discuss their future production levels. African members “such as Algeria and
Nigeria—which produce oil of similar grade to shale oil—are suffering the worst effects from
the North American oil boom.” The declines in U.S. imports from OPEC countries during 2007
to 2012 have been especially dramatic for Algeria (down slightly more than 70%), Angola (down
slightly less than 60%), and Nigeria (down slightly more than 60%). During same period, U.S.
imports from Saudi Arabia, OPEC’s largest-producing member, are down about 5%. In the past,
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“Saudi Arabia has simply ignored more hawkish members, such as Iran . . . when they failed to
reach agreement.” But the shale oil boom is “a historic and largely unexpected” development.
(29 May 2013): “Indonesia to Allow More Beef Imports”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324125504578510892050400384.html)
--------“Indonesia will ease restrictions on beef imports in an attempt to rein in inflation,
backtracking after an attempt five months ago to promote food self-sufficiency that sent the price
of beef soaring in southeast Asia’s largest economy.” Self-sufficiency policy had been pushed
by President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, but the move “to restrict the import of cattle and
frozen beef last year mad beef scarce, pushing up prices to as high as 110,000 rupiah a kilogram
this year—or 45% higher than 2012 prices and 69% above 2011 prices.” This may temper the
usual price increases that take place during “the Islamic holy month of Ramadan in July.”
Indonesia has the largest Muslim population in the world.
********It would be nice if we could all learn the simple lesson that a decrease in supply,
ceteris paribus, will increase price.
(29 May 2013): “Utilities Weigh a Turn to the Sun”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323336104578503163386998372.html)
--------“Some of the largest U.S. users of coal are thinking about getting into the solar-power
business. Executives at utilities American Electric Power Co. and southern Co., seeing a
potential threat to their business model on the horizon, are wondering how and when they might
enter the market for installing solar panels at businesses and homes. Until now, that kind of
‘distributed’ solar—as opposed to large-scale solar arrays—has mostly been the domain on fewer
companies like rooftop-solar-panel installer SolarCity Corp.” Nick Akins, CEO of American
Electric Power commented: “On its face you would look at it and say distributed generation is a
threat . . . But on the other hand we see it as an opportunity because our business is changing.
There’s no getting around it.” Utilities are “testing the waters now in part because they are
feeling a pinch: Demand for electricity is barely growing in the sluggish economy, and
developers of small-scale solar systems are giving customers another option for buying power.”
********The article brought to mind Peter Drucker’s book Management: Tasks,
Responsibilities, Practices. I recall that he emphatically made the point of the importance of
knowing what business one is in. In the present case it seems that some utilities are concluding
that they are in the business of selling power to customers, rather than selling power from a
particular energy source to customers. In a related article, wind power in Wyoming is discussed.
Wyoming has strong winds but a small population, so the development of this resource depends
upon long transmission lines to potential market. The article is: “Wyoming Makes Power Play”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323398204578489674270073906.html).
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[The Invisible Forces] 111 (5 June 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(30 May 2013): “Web Courses Woo Professors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324682204578513541557842934.html)
--------“Coursera, one of the biggest providers of Massive Open Online Courses, or MOOCS,
plans to announce Thursday it will open its doors to professors at 10 major university systems to
create their own online courses. Until now, Coursera content has come almost exclusively from
professors at the world’s most prestigious institutions, making it vulnerable to charges that it was
helping to create a system where elite professors would eventually cost faculty at less selective
schools their jobs.” Co-founder of Coursera, Daphne Koller, notes: “The intent is that instructors
don’t lose their jobs, but rather they move up the value chain in order to spend their time more
effectively by interacting with the students in a much more bi-lateral way.” Sebastian Thrun, the
CEO of Udacity, another MOOC provider, comments that: “jobs wouldn’t be lost because
making school less expensive would encourage more students to pursue a degree. We should
‘not assume that the market size is fixed . . . You take something that is expensive and make it
less expensive—why would it be bad?’”
********MOOCs are undoubtedly the issue of the moment and are not going away. Coupled
with this is the possibility, hinted at in documents related President Obama’s State of the Union
Address, of course (rather than program or university) accreditation. Federal course
accreditation combined with MOOCs has the potential to transform higher education. The topic
of course accreditation was raised in the webinar “The MOOC Moment” put on by Inside Higher
Ed on 30 May 2013 at 2:00 pm EDT. What approach will the U.S. Department of Education
take with respect to course accreditation?
********The WSJ article is rather incomplete and should be read along with some additional
articles. The most useful, since it provides more context and more analysis, is “State Systems
Go MOOC” (http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2013/05/30/state-systems-and-universitiesnine-states-start-experimenting-coursera). It includes a list to 10 university systems that have
signed agreements with Coursera. The University of North Carolina isn’t on the list, yet, but
Georgia, Kentucky, and Tennessee are.
********The article at The Chronicle of Higher Education has a link to the contract signed by
The University of Kentucky with Coursera. You can find the article at:
http://chronicle.com/article/In-Deals-With-10-Public/139533/. Finally, there is some interesting
(written) coverage from WCPO, the Cincinnati, Ohio television station at:
http://www.wcpo.com/dpp/news/national/university-of-kentucky-among-higher-educationsystems-turning-to-coursera. In addition to discussing the Kentucky situation, it also relates the
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approach of Tennessee, also a Coursera signee, noting that “Tennessee will run two kinds of
courses—traditional and online—side-by-side.”
(30 May 2013): “What Would Milton Friedman Say?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323728204578513151809466978.html)
--------From the Opinion page. “One of the fascinating sideshows of the immigration debate
within the Republican Party and the conservative movement is the debate about where the late
Nobel Prize-winning economist Milton Friedman stood on the issue. . . . Quoting the mostrevered champion of free-market economics since Adam Smith has become a little like quoting
the Bible: There are sometimes multiple and conflicting interpretations. So it is that both sides
of the immigration debate are invoking Friedman to bolster their position on the current
immigration bill.” In fact, a publication the new president of the Heritage Foundation, Jim
DeMint, wrote in the Washington Post: “The economist Milton Friedman warned that the United
States cannot have open borders and an extensive welfare state.” Although Friedman did make
such comments at various times, his opinion seems to be more nuanced than that. “Republicans
and conservatives might want to coalesce around a position of tight welfare and generous
immigration rules. That is something that Milton Friedman would no doubt regard as the ideal
outcome.”
********An article that is interesting mostly for how its author, Stephen Moore, was able to
make a bridge from Friedman’s oft-repeated statement to the conclusion. It helps to clarify the
logic of more free immigration along with less generous extension of welfare benefits. It also
provides “a zinger” that appears in a YouTube video featuring Friedman. You can watch
Friedman lecturing on “Illegal Immigration” at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nniuaZuP_vo.
(30 May 2013): “Chocolate Makers Fight for Farmers’ Loyalty”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324412604578513140098292744.html)
--------“Western chocolate makers are increasingly working more closely with cocoa farmers to
increase crop yields and secure future supplies. The moves are seen as essential . . . in order to
meet growing demand from emerging economies and make farming the crop lucrative enough to
ensure younger generations remain interested in cultivating the beans.” Concern is especially
great in nations like the Ivory Coast, where farmers are “turning to rubber or abandoning their
small [cocoa] holdings altogether.” Farmers tend to receive “around the same price for rubber as
they do for cocoa” but rubber “produces a crop for almost 10 months of the year, compared with
just six months for cocoa . . . Cocoa supplies are also threatened by disease outbreaks and limited
access to fertilizers.” The government of the Ivory Coast has introduced “a minimum price for
farmers’ cocoa beans” as a way to make cocoa a more attractive product for farmers.
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(30 May 2013): “Selling Solar Panels on the Installment Plan in Africa”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-05-30/selling-solar-panels-on-the-installment-planin-africa)
--------“An estimated 1.2 billion people worldwide live without electricity. Many depend on
kerosene lamps to light their homes—a fuel that has ill effects on health and is costly. Solar
power might seem the better alternative in sunny parts of the world, except the poor can’t afford
the upfront cost of the equipment.” However, pay-as-you-go financing methods that set the price
of solar power below the price of kerosene have met with success, especially in Africa “where a
larger share of the population has mobile phones than electricity.” The financing methods are
similar to those used in the U.S., where “leasing plans have put solar power within the reach of
thousands of middle-class households.”
(30 May 2013): “Amazon’s Not So Secret War on Taxes”
(http://www.wnyc.org/shows/lopate/2013/may/30/amazons-not-so-secret-war-taxes/)
********This is a 23-minute radio interview with the primary author of Fortune’s cover story,
“Amazon’s (not so secret) War on Taxes”
[SR](http://money.cnn.com/2013/05/23/technology/amazon-sales-tax.pr.fortune/index.html).
The interview covers most of the points developed in the article, which shows how carefully
Amazon has considered state sales taxes in its business decisions. A sense of this is captured in
the following quotation, which points to the importance of the Supreme Court decision Quill
Corp. v. North Dakota (1992), which requires that a taxpayer have a nexus, i.e., physical
presence, in a state to be subject to a sales tax. Here is the quotation: “Among the creation fables
of America’s greatest enterprises, the issue of taxes doesn’t usually play a central role. But it’s
integral to the founding of Amazon. When the company began selling books over the Internet in
July 1995, three years after the Quill decision, exploiting the sale-tax loophole was very much on
its founder’s mind. In an interview with Fast Company a year later, [Amazon CEO Jeff] Bezos
said he’d recognized that ‘physical location is very important for the success for a virtual
business.’ He based Amazon in Seattle partly to maximize the tax advantage.”
********You can learn more about Quill Corp. v. North Dakota at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quill_Corp._v._North_Dakota.
(31 May 2013): “Eurozone unemployment rate hits record 12.2%”
(http://www.latimes.com/business/money/la-fi-mo-eurozone-unemployment-record-economy20130531,0,4743724.story)
--------“The unemployment rate in the Eurozone hit a record 12.2% last month as the region
continues to battle a lengthy recession triggered by austerity measures and debt problems in
some key nations.” The unemployment rate has climbed steadily since the middle of 2011. “The
highest national unemployment rates in the Eurozone were 27% in Greece . . . , 26.8% in Spain
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and 17.8% in Portugal. . . . Germany, the region’s largest economy, had the second-lowest
unemployment rate in April at 5.4%. Only Austria’s 4.9% was lower.”
********According to the Wall Street Journal
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324412604578516770987948166.html),
“The youth unemployment rate in Spain and Greece is around 60% and more than 40% in Italy.
Many economists warn that lengthy spells of joblessness among Europe’s youth could act as a
drag on productivity and output for many years.” The Journal article includes time series from
2009 to the present for ten Eurozone countries.
********You can read Eurostat’s unemployment press release, which is four pages long, at:
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_PUBLIC/3-31052013-BP/EN/3-31052013-BPEN.PDF. Eurostat is the European Commission’s statistical agency.
(1 June 2013): “What China Can Learn From America’s Hot Dogs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324682204578517580703001580.html)
--------This week China-based Shuanghui International Holdings Ltd. made a $4.7 billion offer to
acquire U.S.-based Smithfield Foods, which is the largest pork producer in the world. The
purchase is part of China’s push “to industrialize its archaic food-production system to address
rampant health problems and feed an increasingly wealthy population.” China is “the world’s
largest consumer of pork by far.” The scale and conditions of production are very different in
the U.S. and China. “As of 2010, some 70% of pork in China still came from farms that
produced fewer than 500 hogs a year, and 38% from farms with fewer than 50 hogs . . .
Conditions on small farms can be squalid, with a lot of physical contact between farmers and
animals, which can transmit disease. And meat processing is equally fragmented: China had
some 14,720 pig slaughterhouses by the end of 2012, compared with about 600 in the
U.S. Chinese authorities and experts say the disjointed system is much harder to regulate and
makes it more difficult to avoid bad practices.”
********China and the U.S. seem to be moving in different directions with regard to food,
which the authors of the article note. The U.S. is moving toward a food system that makes
greater use of smaller producers, often organic, whereas China is moving toward a food system
that is more reliant on large-scale production, with more oversight. In both cases, it seems that
the move is being driven by perceptions of food safety. The differing regulatory and inspection
regimes of the two countries seem to play a role in their behavior. The purchase of Smithfield
reflects a common theme of Chinese acquisitions, which is the desire to acquire firms in part to
gain access to the intellectual capital embedded in the organization.
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(1 June 2013): “German education and training: Ein neuer Deal?”
(http://www.economist.com/news/europe/21578656-germanys-vaunted-dual-education-systemits-latest-export-hit-ein-neuer-deal)
--------Austria and Germany have dual-education systems as well as the lowest unemployment
rates in the European Union. Germany’s labor minister Ursula Von Der Leyen notes that this
ensures that “education is always tied to demand” so “When youths graduate, they often have
jobs to walk into.” Simply put, in a dual-education system “Youths not interested in, or qualified
for, university sign up for a programme in which they work three or four days a week for a firm
that pays them and teaches relevant skills. The rest of the time they spend in school, completing
mostly specialised courses.” Economist Ludger Wössmann notes, however, that “vocational
education can have bad side effects. In his research, countries that combined school and workbased education . . . did much better at getting young people into jobs. But early training can
turn into a disadvantage by the age of 50. It appears that skills learnt in vocational training
‘become obsolete at a faster rate.” Low youth unemployment today may thus become at the cost
of higher old-age unemployment tomorrow.”
(1 June 2013): “Obituary: Heinrich Rohrer”
(http://www.economist.com/news/obituary/21578630-heinrich-rohrer-father-nanotechnologydied-may-16th-aged-79-heinrich-rohrer)
--------Swiss-born Heinrich Rohrer shared the 1986 Nobel Prize in Physics for his work on
developing the scanning tunneling microscope (STM). Described as the “father of
nanotechnology,” he and co-Nobelist Gerd Bennig (both employees of IBM) discovered that
“quantum tunneling” could be done “with a moving probe sharpened to a single atom at the tip,
thus providing an opening into nanotechnology, which has been heralded as a revolution. Some
have predicted that “nanotechnology would one day lead to a ‘universal assembler’, enabling
scientists to build from the atomic level everything from cabbages to cars to human beings.”
********Will, someday, nanotechnology be combined with additive manufacturing (3D
printing)? You can learn more about the 1986 Nobel Prize in Physics at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/1986/#. There is a 24-lecture video
series on nanotechnology offered as a Great Course by The Teaching Company. You can find it
at: http://www.thegreatcourses.com/tgc/courses/course_detail.aspx?cid=1324. The courses are
almost always on sale or will be after a short wait.
(2 June 2013): “A crisp vision” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20130602/BUSINESS/306020020/New-hard-cider-company-focuses-localapples-partners)
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--------Noble Cider of Asheville is the company first-to-local market with hard cider made from
locally-sourced apples, which is available by the glass in some Asheville locations. According to
Matt Raker, the vice president of entrepreneurship for the regional economic development
agency AdvantageWest, Noble Cider received one of seven loans made last year from its
Advantage Opportunity Fund. Later this year, the local supply of hard cider will be expanded
with the opening of two new firms, Black Mountain Cider Works and Urban Orchard Cider Co.,
with different marketing approaches.
********You can find a related article at: http://www.mountainx.com/article/50314/Apple-ofyour-stein. On Wednesday, June 5th, Noble will celebrate the release of its “summer blend”
cider at the Wedge Brewing Company in Asheville, where Noble Cider is served on draft.
(2 June 2013): “Fracking Tests Ties Between California ‘Oil and Ag’ Interests”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/02/us/california-oil-and-ag-face-rift-on-fracking.html)
--------The Monterey Shale of California is estimated to hold “two-thirds of the United State’s
shale oil reserves, oil industry officials and other experts say. If exploited . . . the Monterey
Shale could create the kind of oil boom seen in North Dakota and Texas, and could even
transform California into the nation’s top oil-producing state.” But fracking and agriculture in
California are both heavily dependent upon water—increased fracking, “which uses vast
amounts of water and chemicals that critics say could contaminate groundwater, are testing” the
relationship between oil and agriculture. Rex Parris, a lawyer who is the mayor of a city north of
Los Angeles dealing with the fracking issues, notes: “It’s ludicrous to think that we’re going to
prevent anybody from getting at that oil . . . The only thing we should be focusing on, because
it’s the only thing we’re going to be successful at, is regulating how they get to that oil.”
(2 June 2013): “The $2.7 Trillion Medical Bill”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/02/health/colonoscopies-explain-why-us-leads-the-world-inhealth-expenditures.html)
--------“Whether directly from their wallets or through insurance policies, Americans pay more
for almost every interaction with the medical system. They are typically prescribed more
expensive procedures and tests than people in other countries, no matter if those nations operate
a private or national health system. A list of drug, scan and procedure prices compiled by the
International Federation of Health Plans, a global network of health insurers, found that the
United States came out the most costly in all 21 categories—and often by a huge margin.”
Colonoscopies provide a good illustration of some of the factors that play a role in higher
procedure prices in the U.S.
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********This is the first of a series of articles about health care in the U.S.: “In coming months,
The New York Times will look at common procedures, drugs and medical encounters to
examine how the economic incentives underlying the fragmented health care market in the
United States have driven up costs, putting deep economic strains on consumers and the
country.” In this article, particular attention is paid to price information. Prices are typically
unknown to the person receiving medical services, so it is particularly challenging to make an
informed decision about medical care. In economic terms, prices are known ex post (after the
services have been provided) rather than ex ante (before the services have been provided). I
suspect that neither the service provider nor the service recipient know the price of the service
before it is provided. This renders decision making especially problematic.
********You can learn more about the International Federation of Health Plans at:
http://www.ifhp.com/. There you will find a link to the NEW iFHP 2012 Comparative Price
Report. You can learn more about the fourth annual survey of prices, including a link to the full
report, at: http://www.ifhp.com/news153.html.
(3 June 2013): “A Fight Over Water, and to Save a Way of Life”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/03/us/thirst-for-fresh-water-threatens-apalachicola-bayfisheries.html)
--------“In a budding ecological crisis, the oyster population has drastically declined Apalachicola
Bay, one of the country’s major estuaries and the cradle of Florida’s prized oyster industry.”
Overharvesting of oysters in Apalachicola Bay, which was not affected by the 2010 BP oil spill,
contributed to the situation, along with persistent drought. “But researchers found this year that
the lack of fresh water had made it nearly impossible for the bay to bounce back as it typically
does after stressful events. Last year, the Apalachicola River reached its lowest level and stayed
there for nine months, a record.” The flow of fresh water into Apalachicola Bay depends largely
upon the usage of water in Georgia, which has 80 percent of the river basin. Water in the basin
is used “to quench the thirst and lawns of the residents of ever-expanding metropolitan Atlanta”
and “Georgia farmers use the water to irrigate thousands of acres of agricultural fields. As a
result, Georgia has long opposed sending more water downstream to Florida’s Apalachicola
River.” Water disputes have been in the courts but rulings have favored Georgia, resulting in a
reduced flow of fresh water, a smaller oyster harvest, and a loss of livelihood for oystermen and
oysterwomen.
********You can learn more about the Apalachicola/Chatthoochee/Flint (ACF) River Basin at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ACF_River_Basin. The Apalachicola flows into the Gulf of
Mexico, and has two tributaries: the Chattahoochee, which mostly borders Alabama and
Georgia, and the Flint, which is wholly contained in Georgia. As the article notes Alabama,
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Florida, and Georgia have been “involved in a water-use dispute for two decades, known as the
Tri-state water dispute.” The dispute has a separate page on Wikipedia.
(3 June 2013): “Legalize It and They Will Analyze It” (http://chronicle.com/article/LegalizeItThey-Will/139513/)
--------“Northern California’s Humboldt County has a reputation among college students that has
nothing to do with academics. So much of the nation’s high-grade marijuana grows there that
one recent study offered this rule of thumb: the farther from Humboldt, the higher the price.”
Although Humboldt State University used to avoid “any association with the local community’s
marijuana cultivation” changing laws and social attitudes has led Humboldt State “to embrace its
distinct ability to closely observe the little-known marijuana industry. With the blessing of the
California State University system, the university last year established the Humboldt Institute for
Interdisciplinary Marijuana Research, devoted to studying—and serving as a clearinghouse for
research on—the growth, sale, consumption, and regulation of cannabis.” The changing legal
status of marijuana—18 states and the District of Columbia have legalized medical marijuana—
have opened new research opportunities as “Most past research on marijuana . . . assumed its
legality and focused almost solely on the negative health consequences of consuming it.”
********You can learn more about the Humboldt Institute at:
http://www.humboldt.edu/hiimr/about.html.
********I’m not a reader of Barron’s but it has a broad article about the trending legalization of
marijuana in the U.S. this week, including some novel dimensions. You can find it at:
http://online.barrons.com/article/SB50001424052748704509304578511261557343002.html#arti
cleTabs_article%3D1.
(3 June 2013): “Risk-Averse Culture Infects U.S. Workers, Entrepreneurs”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324031404578481162903760052.html)
--------“Three long-running trends suggest the U.S. economy has turned soft on risk: Companies
add jobs more slowly, even in good times. Investors put less money into new ventures. And,
more broadly, Americans start fewer businesses and are less inclined to change jobs or move for
new opportunities. The changes reflect broader, more permanent shifts, including an aging
population and the new dominance of large corporations in many industries. They also may help
explain the increasingly sluggish economic recoveries after the past three recessions.” Whatever
the reason, “a broad cross section of U.S. economists, from a range of academic disciplines and
political persuasions, agree that a specific and necessary kind of risk-taking is on the decline.
Historically, risk-taking that supports high rates of churn—lots of hiring and firing, company
formation and destruction—gives economies more flexibility to adapt to changing markets.”
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********The Graphics tab provides a clear and dramatic illustration of some indicators of
entrepreneurial decline. One economist mentioned by name is John Haltiwanger. Is he is a coauthor of Economic Turbulence: Is a Volatile Economy Good for America? (2006). You can
learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Economic-Turbulence-VolatileEconomy-America/dp/0226076326/.
(4 June 2013): “Priority in Pakistan: Turn on Lights”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323469804578523362682145072.html)
--------Fourteen years ago the incoming Prime Minister of Pakistan, Nawaz Sharif, was removed
in a military coup. When he returns on Wednesday “he will focus on turning on the lights . . .
Power outages of 12 to 20 hours a day have crippled industry . . . Electricity shortages cost
Pakistan some $13.5 billion a year, equivalent to knocking 1.5 percentage points off the
economic growth rate.” The energy shortfall is managed by “power being switched off to
households and industry for part of each day on a rotating basis across the country—outages
known as ‘load shedding’.” Eliminating the “circular debt” of the energy sector is essential.
With circular debt, “The government keeps the price of electricity to the consumer below the
cost of product, but can’t afford to make up the shortfall. It means that oil importers are owed
money by power plants, which are owed money by distribution companies, which in turn are
owed money by consumers.” Obtaining the necessary investment funds to pay off the circular
debt will require Pakistan to improve its credit rating and balance of payments, which could be a
challenge. Once the circular debt has been paid off, aides say, the new government will “pursue
a three-pronged strategy . . . The government would aim to cut line losses and electricity theft,
shift power plants from oil to coal, and eliminate subsidies to consumers.”
********There is an interesting mix of issues in the article. Previous government policy aimed
at keeping consumer prices below the cost of production, and the consequences of the policy, as
well as the proposed government policy of switching from oil to coal, and the consequences
likely to flow from the policy. It will be interesting to see how Pakistan electricity consumers
and the global financial community will respond to these proposals.
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[The Invisible Forces] 112 (12 June 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(6 June 2013): “The Hot New MBA: Supply-Chain Management”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324423904578523591792789054.html)
--------“With global operations becoming more complex, companies in manufacturing retail and
technology—and the consulting firms that service them—are scrambling to hire people with
supply-chain expertise. But these experts are hard to come by. Sensing growing demand, more
than a half-dozen universities have recently introduced undergraduate majors, M.B.A.
concentrations and even entire degree programs dedicated to procurement, inventory
management and global supply-chain strategy.” This is clear evidence that “Supply-chain
management has moved from a ‘necessary evil’ to a ‘core competency’ at companies across
industries, says Rick Blasgen, president and chief executive of the Council of Supply Chain
Management Professionals, an industry group.” Although many universities are new at
providing this type of education, Michigan State University’s Broad College of Business “started
teaching supply-chain courses almost 60 years ago, [and] now offers an undergraduate major,
M.B.A. concentration and master’s degree in supply-chain management for more experienced
workers.”
********You can learn more about educational opportunities in supply-chain management
(SCM) at: http://supplychain.broad.msu.edu/. You can watch an eight-minute introduction to
supply-chain management from an Arizona State University professor at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mi1QBxVjZAw. It strikes me that SCM has the potential to
be very broad in the context of globalized sourcing and that it may well be very narrow because
some of the material lends itself to analytics. Perhaps there are “hard” and “soft” approaches to
SCM?
******** The interest in the origins and paths to consumption have certainly become of much
greater interest to the writings of Michael Pollan’s book The Omnivore’s Dilemma, as well as
increasing information available about where products come from and the working conditions of
those who produce them, with the recent Bangladeshi building collapse as one especially tragic
incident.
(7 June 2013): “Paris Offers Early-Bird Special: Night Life Before Sunset”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324423904578525603078797328.html)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article of the day. “In the City of Light, nightclub managers
and DJs . . . have found an exciting new demographic to target: people getting older. Not old
exactly, but over 30. . . . The generation of 30- and 40-something clubbers, who in their youth
packed the city’s clubs and rave venues from midnight until dawn, isn’t quite ready to hang up
its dancing shoes. But such people aren’t up for all-nighters, either. There are kids to worry
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about; jobs to report to in the morning; and aching bodies from late nights of revelry.” Economic
conditions are influencing this change: “with more than a quarter of young French people
jobless, the youngest ranks of Paris’s night scene lack the discretionary income they use to have
for partying. That makes the young less attractive to some Parisian club managers who rely on
big bar tabs to stay profitable.” There are challenges, however, to opening early. When clubs
“are nestled in commercial and residential districts” the “ruckus of a daytime club” isn’t
appreciated.
(7 June 2013): “China Builds Up Its Links to North Korea”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324069104578527080945326710.html)
--------China is constructing a 223-mile high-speed rail link from Yanji, in the Jilin province, to
the North Korean border costing $6.3 billion. This project, one of three planned, is part of its
“vision for closer economic integration” with its neighbor. Analysts say that China “hopes it can
plug North Korea into its infrastructure network and gradually integrate it as a source of mineral
resources and cheap labor and a transport hub for exports.” Binyam Reja, an official for the
World Bank in China says that the railway could be “a ‘launch-pad’ for cross-border trade,
though it was designed primarily to facilitate migration and urbanization in China’s far northeast,
and wouldn’t carry freight.” The strategy is intertwined with “China’s plan to promote
development in its northeast by establishing road and rail-transport corridors to Mongolia, Russia
and North Korea.” It will give the Jilin province “access to the sea via the North Korean port of
Rason, which is a special economic zone.”
********You can view a map of Jilin province at:
http://www.mapsofworld.com/china/provinces/jilin/. Jilin is land locked but quite close to the
Sea of Japan. You can see the location of the Rason Special Economic Zone at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rason. It is effectively at the borders of China, North Korea, and
Russia.
(7 June 2013): “Constellation Takes Its Crown: Corona”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324069104578529583663701840.html)
--------On Friday Constellation Brands Inc. will become “the third-largest beer supplier in a
shrinking U.S. market” for beer. This is the latest development for Constellation, best known for
being a purveyor of wine brands such as Robert Mondavi and Clos du Bois, which “has
repeatedly reinvented itself through a flurry of acquisitions and divestments.” It now has
meaningful holdings in wine, beer, and spirits. Constellation expansion in beer is “the
unexpected byproduct of AB InBev’s” takeover of Grupo Modelo SAB. In order for AB InBev’s
deal to go through, they had to divest Mexican beer assets that Constellation will now own. As a
result, it will control “nearly half of U.S. beer imports, including several fast-growing brands.
Shipments of Model Especial, Pacifico and Negra Modelo last year rose 21%, 7.7% and 6.1%,
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respectively.” Given that the “U.S. Census has estimated Hispanics will make up 23% of legalage drinkers by 2030, up from 16% in 2010” prospects for Constellation’s Mexican beers are
promising. CEO Rob Sands says about the acquisition, “If we just grew with the population, it’s
almost a no-brainer.”
********You can learn more about Constellation Brands at: http://www.cbrands.com/.
(8 June 2013): “Drinking Water Runs Low As Dry Conditions Drag On”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324423904578525521180416966.html)
--------“A drought that is stretching into its third year is stressing drinking-water supplies from
Kansas to New Mexico even as much of the nation emerges from last summer’s bone-dry
conditions.” Wichita, Kansas, although it has spent $245 million in recent year to expand its
water supply by pumping water from the Little Arkansas River has had little effect because of
low water levels. As a result, the city’s director of public works, Joe Pajor, has warned that
“Wichita could face rolling water shortages, fire hydrants running dry and increased water-main
breaks due to pressure changes.”
********The U.S. Drought Monitor (a map with commentary on each region) is released each
Thursday. You can find it at: http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/. You can access additional regional
information by clicking anywhere on the map. Last week in The Invisible Forces there was a
reference to the rolling electricity blackouts in Pakistan, so it caught my attention when I saw
rolling water shortages in the U.S.
********In a related article, “Experts Urge Focus on Aquifers in Push for Water From Mexico”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/09/us/experts-urge-focus-on-aquifers-in-push-for-water-frommexico.html), the issue of international aquifers is discussed. According to Gabriel Eckstein, a
university professor and director of the International Water Law Project (IWLP), there are “At
least 20 aquifers stretch across the United States-Mexico border.” Although the focus of current
disputes between Texas and Mexico relates to the Rio Grande River, Eckstein notes: “I would
suggest that focusing on just the rivers is a mistake . . . Every state is pumping based on its own
rules without actually quantifying how much water is in the aquifers.”
********Aquifers, like the oil underground and the air we breathe, are common property
resources—there is open access to the resource but the more one person uses the less is available
to others. As such it has challenges that are different from the goods we commonly encounter.
In particular, the legal system is more likely to be involved. You can learn more about the IWLP
at: http://www.internationalwaterlaw.org/.
********Finally, there is the paradoxical result that “Millions of dollars in farm subsidies for
irrigation aimed at water conservation have led to more water use, not less, threatening
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vulnerable aquifers and streams.” You can learn more at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/07/us/irrigation-subsidies-leading-to-more-water-use.html.
(8 June 2013): “Wedding-Bell Blues”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324069104578529521517818776.html)
--------“Planning on getting married soon? Uncle Sam might be celebrating as well. An
inconvenient truth of marriage is that it often brings a tax increase compared with what the
couple would pay as two single people. And the problem is only getting worse: Provisions
taking effect this year will increase the ‘marriage penalty’ for many high earners. . . . To be sure,
not all couples wind up owning more. The current tax system can even produce a marriage
bonus if one spouse provides most or all of the income.” According to Roberton Williams of the
Tax Policy Center, the existence of marriage penalties and bonuses is due to the fact that
“Society has changed, but the tax system is still designed for a world in which one partner works
and the other stays home.”
********You can learn more about the Tax Policy Center at: http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/.
The article provides a glimpse of some of the complexity of the tax code as it relates to two
single people and two married people; it does seem odd that the code penalizes some people for
being married. As the article makes clear, however, those who would provide remedies for the
penalty have a formidable challenge awaiting them. Delving deeper into the marriage penalty
would make a great undergraduate research topic.
(8 June 2013): “How America Lost Its Way”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324798904578527552326836118.html)
--------This is the Saturday Essay, this week by Niall Ferguson whose book The Great
Degeneration: How Institutions Decay and Economies Die will be released on Thursday. He
writes: “Nearly all development economists agree that good institutions—legislatures, courts,
administrative agencies—are crucial. When poor countries improve their institutions, economic
growth soon accelerates. But what about rich countries? If poor countries can get rich by
improving their institutions, is it not possible that rich countries can get poor by allowing their
institutions to degenerate? I want to suggest that it is.” Even comes from the annual “Doing
Business” reports published by the World Bank and the International Finance Corporation. They
began publishing in their report in 2006 and “Seven years of data suggest that most of the
world’s countries are successfully making it easier to do business. Of the countries examined,
“The sixth-worst case is none other than the U.S., where the total number of days [to perform
seven business-oriented procedures] has increased by 18%. . . . Other members of the bottom
10 are Zimbabwe, Burundi, and Yemen. “Why is it getting harder to do business in America?”
Excessively complex legislation is “Part of the answer.” The legal profession, in particular, is
benefitting from this complexity, as are “lobbyists and compliance departments.” Complexity is
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“not the friend of the little man. It is the friend of the deep pocket. It is the friend of cronyism.”
Whatever the root cause of “the deterioration of American institutions, smart people are starting
to notice it.” A survey conducted of Harvard Business School alumni by Michael Porter last
year identified three reasons why the U.S. was falling behind: the effectiveness of the political
system, the K-12 education system and the complexity of the tax code. Regulation came sixth,
efficiency of the legal framework eighth.”
********You can find the “Doing Business” report for 2013 at:
http://www.doingbusiness.org/reports/global-reports/doing-business-2013.
(8 June 2013): “Schumpeter: Too much of a good thing”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21578990-leaders-need-learn-beware-their-strengthstoo-much-good-thing)
--------“It is only natural for leaders to try to make the most of their strengths. The theory of
comparative advantage directs people, as well as countries and firms, to focus on what they are
good at. Management experts have tended to concur . . . But is this right?” Three new books
have raised some doubts, suggesting that an exclusive focus on one’s strengths can create
problems. It should be recognized that “Leadership skills are context-dependent.” Indeed, “The
word that is too often missing from leadership studies is ‘judgment’.” Although everyone want
in leadership wants to appear scientific, “judgment is what matters most, and it is hard to
measure. It takes judgment to resist getting carried away with one quality (such as decisiveness)
or one measure of success (such as the share price). It takes judgment to know when to modulate
your virtues and when to pull out all the stops.”
********As one who has read a bit of the strengths-oriented literature, I appreciated the
reference to ‘comparative advantage’ and its generality. The article nicely points out, however,
that strengths-in-context (SIC) are of particular importance. Thus effective leaders will be those
who have the judgment to exercise their strengths in the relevant context.
(9 June 2013): “A (Rickety) Apparatus for Nipping Panics in the Bud”
(http://www.economicprincipals.com/)
--------This is the weekly column produced by David Warsh, an economic journalist formerly of
The Boston Globe. This week he provides an overview of the Robert Kaiser’s book Act of
Congress: How America’s Essential Institution Works and How It Doesn’t (Knopf 2013), which
provides a very detailed look at the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act. Kaiser had unusually open access to the development of the Act since he had known
Barney Frank since 1961, when the two of them attended the National Student Conference in
Madison, Wisconsin. “The result is an affectionate, detailed, sophisticated account of what it
takes to be an efficacious legislator in these contentious times—very different in the House from
the Senate.”
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********Warsh’s website includes links to the works of slightly more than 100 economic
journalists.
(10 June 2013): “Groups Propose to Simplify Accounting for Small Firms”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/10/business/groups-propose-to-simplify-accounting-rules-forsmall-businesses.html)
--------“Making accounting easier for small companies—and saving them the need to report some
losses that big companies can face—has become a new preoccupation of the accounting
profession. The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants . . . will announce on
Monday that it . . . has created a ‘framework’ that would simplify accounting for such
companies. . . . On the same day, the Financial Accounting Standards Board . . . plans to propose
its first exceptions for private companies—that is, for companies who securities are not traded
publicly.” Companies have complained that statements conforming to Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP) have been too expensive for small companies to produce.
Although the Securities and Exchange Commission “requires that companies in the public
markets follow GAAP . . . all others can use any form of accounting that the company and its
creditors find acceptable.” In some European countries, unlike the U.S., there are legally
required accounting standards for most companies.
(10 June 2013): “National Envelope Files for Bankruptcy Protection”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323495604578535402597341408.html)
--------“In the age of email, an envelope company is trying not to fold. The holding company for
closely held National Envelope was preparing over the weekend for a potential bankruptcy filing
that would be its second in three years. . . . The envelope business is just one of many, from
newspapers to books to yellow-page directories that have had to adjust as the Internet upends
habits. Email and online bill payments are some of the methods that have rendered envelopes
unnecessary.”
********A clear example of some of the implications of paying bills online. Including, of
course, a decrease in the demand for postal services.
(10 June 2013): “E-Cigarettes Fire Up Investors, Regulators”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324904004578535362153026902.html)
--------“The market for e-cigarettes—battery-powered devices that turn heated, nicotine-laced
liquid into vapor—is small but growing rapidly, in part because they are increasingly seen as less
harmful than conventional cigarettes.” Big tobacco companies are entering “piling in” to the
market, including Altria Group (Marlboro), Reynolds-American (Camel), and Lorrilard. The
market leader is NJOY, with a market share of 35.6%; Lorillard is second with a 33.9% share.
“E-cigarettes, unlike traditional smokes, currently aren’t federally regulated.” However, the
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Food and Drug Administration “is planning regulations that would treat them as tobacco
products, but has provided no details.” One reason for the concern is that some e-cigarettes are
offered in flavors—chocolate, strawberry, and piña colada—and could serve “as a gateway to
traditional cigarettes for young smokers.” Richard Carmona, the former U.S. Surgeon General, is
a member of NJOY’s board of directors. He notes that “it is important to explore alternatives to
traditional cigarettes because the adult smoking rate has remained stuck at around 20%.”
********The Video tab is worth exploring, providing additional material to the print version.
What stood out for me was the cool factor, as captured in “Some of the e-cigarettes look like
smoking an iPad.”
(10 June 2013): “Miner, Billions Over Budget, Slogs Ahead in Rural Brazil”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323582904578487090505277214.html)
--------“Anglo American PLC is spending $8.8 billion on a massive mine project here—more
than three times what it initially projected, and not a single ton of iron ore has been mined. The
project . . . is three years behind schedule.” Swift urbanization in China and the consequent
increase in the global demand for steel, which requires iron ore, has driven this project. The
project has had a steep learning curve. “Anglo American didn’t fully anticipate the extent of
negotiations with dozens of Brazilian agencies, mayors, and local prosecutors, and close to 1,600
landowners in 32 small towns. Nor did it expect to do battle over a blind albino spider. Last
year alone, three legal challenges including the spider battle, cost the company $1 billion in
delays, legal fees and research.” The biggest obstacle confronting Anglo American was “how to
transport iron ore from a rural farming town more than 300 miles inland to a ship where it could
be carried across the world to Chinese steel mills.” In the absence of an acceptable railway, the
company “decided to build a slurry pipeline to transport watered-down iron ore 326 miles
downhill to the port. When completed, it will be the longest iron ore pipeline in the world.”
Anglo American says that “the pipeline has become the most disruptive part of the project,
affecting 350,000 people.”
********The story at the Video tab provides additional material, including a map locating the
mine and the pipeline. The mine is southeast of Brasilia.
(11 June 2013): “High-Tech Cheaters Pose Test”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324069104578529480125489370.html)
--------“As computer-based testing becomes more common across the country, cheaters and those
trying to prevent it are going high-tech.” As a result, “Academic research into fighting high-tech
test cheating has exploded, with national conferences, a new anticheating handbook and a flood
of scholarly papers on the subject.” According to James Wollack, a professor of educational
psychology at the University of Wisconsin, “Even five years ago, almost none of this existed.”
One of the methods by cheaters is “question harvesting.” In this method “test takers use
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advanced technology to download questions or capture their images with digital cameras or other
devices while take a test, then transmit them wirelessly outside of a testing room. These
questions then can end up for sale on Internet sites.”
********James Wollack is the editor of The Handbook of Test Security (2013). You can learn
more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Handbook-Test-Security-JamesWollack/dp/0415816548/. Test security has become more important as online education has
expanded. One of the challenges that regional accrediting bodies, like the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges, face is how to ensure that the person taking a
test is the person who will receive credit for the course in which the test is a part. No doubt the
need for additional security measures will add to the cost of online education but how much cost
remains to be seen.
(11 June 2013): “A Wake-Up Call for Booz and Us”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324904004578537631481358010.html)
--------“Booz Allen Hamilton, the consulting firm, just gave its industry a painful wake-up call.
The rest of us got it, too.” When its employee Edward Snowden “dumped a wealth of top-secret
U.S. intelligence into the public domain” he drew attention to “the increasingly intimate
marriage between companies and the state.” For business, “he signifies the liabilities that
companies doing intelligence work for the government have inherited. For government, he’s an
example of what can happen when operations become so complex, and technical capability so
constrained, that agencies must outsource key intelligence analysis to contractors.” By doing so
he raised the question, “Exactly where does government end and business begin?” Booz Allen
has a particularly close relationship to government—more than 99% of its revenue comes from
government business.
********Ronald Coase’s 1937 article “The Nature of the Firm” comes to mind. When should
one use the market and when should one use organization to carry out activities? Although
Coase focused on transaction costs, it would seem that the nature of the activity is also an
important consideration.
********This article and the one on cheating bring to mind Sisella Bok’s book Secrets: On the
Ethics of Concealment and Revelation (1989). This was the basis of a series of UNC Asheville
learning circles in Fall 2004—I wonder how the book has stood the test of time? Are Bok’s
arguments in tune with the technological change of the last nine years? Bok is also the author of
Lying: Moral Choice in Public and Private Life (1978). Is cheating the equivalent of keeping a
secret or lying? They seem different to me. An academically-oriented book that appears to
address cheating, and a bit of lying, is Cheating and Deception, by J. Bowyer Bell and Barton
Whaley. You can learn more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Cheating-Deception-JBowyer-Bell/dp/088738868X/.
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(12 June 2013): “Employment Checks Fuel Race Complaints”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323495604578539283518855020.html)
--------“Federal regulators Tuesday accused two large employers of improperly using criminalbackground checks in hiring.” The firms are Dollar General Corp. and automaker BMW AG.
The complaints filed by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) said that the
companies used general screening methods “when they should have reviewed each applicant.
The commission said the policies had the effect of discriminating against black applicants.” 92%
of employers “use criminal-background checks for some or all job openings.” Guidelines
developed by the EEOC do not bar the use of criminal checks, “but urge employers to consider
the crime, its relation to an applicant’s potential job, and how much time . . . has passed since the
conviction.” NAACP attorney ReNika Moor notes that “criminal-background checks are
particularly important because blacks are convicted of crimes more often than whites. According
to the federal Bureau of Justice Statistics, black men were incarcerated in 2010 at more than six
times the rate of white men and nearly three times the rate of Hispanic men.”
********The United States has the largest prison population—2.2 million—and the largest
prison population per 100,000—716—of any country in the world. You can see find these
numbers and learn more at: http://www.prisonstudies.org/info/worldbrief/wpb_stats.php.
(12 June 2012): “Asia’s Environmental Activists Spread Their Roots”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324582004578458912271054722.html)
--------The former dictatorship of Myanmar “had lofty visions of transforming the impoverished
nation into a global industrial hub—starting with a vast deep-sea port . . . in Dawei. There would
be a 4,000 megawatt coal-fired power plant, petrochemical refineries and potential investments
of $50 billion. Today the Dawei project is stalled.” The change is largely due to green activists
like Mr. Ko Lay Lwin, a 46-year-old former airline accountant. His work is part of a wider
Asian phenomenon: “The unexpected rise of a potent green lobby in a region that is among the
world’s least welcoming for environmentalists.” The disenchantment with the pollution that has
accompanied the shift of Western companies to the region “is particularly acute in China.
Chinese President Xi Jinping said at a business forum in April that the country will try to balance
growth with environmental concerns as worries over air and water quality grow.” Such concerns
are increasingly being noted in countries like Thailand, which is involved in the Dawei project.
********The Video tab has a useful two-minute presentation. You can learn more about the
Dawei infrastructure project at: http://prachatai.com/english/node/3547.
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[The Invisible Forces] 113 (19 June 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(12 June 2013): “Robert W. Fogel, Nobel-Winning Economist, Dies at 86”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/12/business/robert-w-fogel-nobel-winning-economist-dies-at86.html)
--------Robert Fogel, an economic historian who finished his career at the University of Chicago
and pioneered the use of statistical methods, passed away on Tuesday. He was “widely known
for work that aroused objections if not open hostility in academic circles.” His first book,
Railroads and American Economic Growth (1964) “contended that railroads had been far less
important to the nation’s growth than economists had long asserted.” However his co-authored
book Time on the Cross, a study of the economics of slavery with Stanley Engerman, put Fogel
“into the critical spotlight and instant celebrity.” Fogel and Engerman “contended that slavery
had not been, as widely portrayed, an inefficient system destined for collapse, with slaves living
in virtual concentration camps and worked to death.” The two-volume book unleashed “An
intellectual firestorm” accusing Fogel “an apologist for slavery.” In the latter part of his career,
Fogel “focused on demography and how standards of living . . . affect health and longevity. . . .
In 2011 . . . Fogel and three co-authors published The Changing Body: Health, Nutrition and
Human Development in the Western World Since 1700.
********Fogel won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1983. You can learn more about his
accomplishments at: http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/1993/.
Fogel’s last book, with co-authors Enid M. Fogel, Mark Guglielmo, and Nathaniel Grotte, was
Political Arithmetic: Simon Kuznets and the Empirical Tradition in Economics (2013). Kuznets
won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1971. You can learn more about his accomplishments at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economics/laureates/1971/.
(13 June 2013): “Traders Pay for an Early Peek at Key Data”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324682204578515963191421602.html)
--------“On the morning of March 15, stocks stumbled on news that a key reading of consumer
confidence was unexpectedly low. One group of investors already knew that. They got the
University of Michigan’s consumer report two seconds before everyone else. Infinium Capital
Management, a high-speed trading firm in Chicago, used the information to launch a wave of
trading in futures contracts, in just one example of the activity that followed. In a single second .
. . traders from various firms bet nearly seven million shares that equity markets would decline—
which was exactly what happened when news of the survey became widely known.” The
University of Michigan will receive $1.1 million this year from Thomson Reuters Corp. (TRC)
to distribute consumer-sentiment findings from the University of Michigan. In the marketing
materials for TRC, the firm indicates that clients will get an “exclusive 2-second advanced feed
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of results . . . designed specifically for algorithmic trading.” Some clients pay $5,000 per month
and a $1,025 monthly connection charge to obtain the data two seconds early.
--------Although government reports with the potential to move markets are subject to a variety
of rules “to make certain no one gets them ahead of time, few rules control release of
nongovernmental economic reports. Unknown to many investors, selling early access is
routine.” But it is legal, as is “trading on the advance peek.” The Chief Operating Officer of
Infinium, Gregory Eickbush, describes the strategy of trading on early data as “event jumping.”
More generally this is known as the “news-feed trade.”
********A fascinating article that gives vivid expression to the saying “Time is money.” Two
additional widely watched that provide “advance peeks” are: the Chicago Business Barometer
and the monthly manufacturing index from the Institute for Supply Management. The later
index “is regarded by many as the single most important economic report coming from the
private sector.” You can learn more about news feed trading (and algorithmic trading strategies)
at: http://www.dowjones.com/info/trading-news-feed.asp.
(13 June 2013): “Fed Could Drain the Oil Market’s Tank”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324049504578541553781470398.html)
--------“Shadows are looming over oil prices in the shape of a big tank—and a big central bank.
At 394 million barrels, U.S. commercial stocks of crude oil, excluding the strategic petroleum
reserve, are hovering around their highest levels since the early 1980s.” Although this is
partially due to the increased U.S. production of oil fueled by the shale oil boom, it is also
connected to the very low interest rates now prevalent. With interest rates low, the financial cost
of storing oil is as little as 2 cents a barrel every month. But as interest rates increase, as they
appear ready to do, the financial cost of oil storage will increase and profitability will decrease.
This could lead to a draw down on oil storage and an increase in oil supply that would tend to
reduce the spot price of oil and the price of oil futures in a “self-fulfilling cycle.”
********A nice piece of economic analysis, wrapped up in recent news, by Liam Denning. The
International Energy Agency has forecast that U.S. oil production this year will top 10 million
barrels per day and that domestic oil demand will be just less than 18.6 million barrels per day.
Thus the U.S. remains a larger importer of crude oil.
(13 June 2013): “Office Cultures: A Global Guide”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-06-13/office-cultures-a-global-guide)
--------Michigan-based office-furniture maker Steelcase “has compiled the results of an in-depth,
multiyear study of 11 national corporate cultures” and will use them to design office furniture for
clients around the world. The results for China, Germany, India, Morocco, the Netherlands,
Russia, Spain, and the United States are compared with respect to six different dimensions.
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Office culture in the U.S. was the most masculine and the most individualist of the countries
shown. China was most oriented to the long term and high context, while Russia was the most
security tolerant and autocratic.
********The one-page article provides explanations and illustrations for each scale.
(14 June 2013): “Justices Strike Down Gene Patents”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324049504578543250466974398.html)
--------“The Supreme Court unanimously held Thursday that human genes cannot be patented,
even when isolated from the body, a ruling expected to quickly expand access to genetic testing
while potentially allowing inventors to retain rights to artificially created DNA. The decision
marked the latest step in the court’s decade-long march to toughen the requirements for patents.”
The decision, while adverse to the patents of Myriad Genetics Inc., also upheld its patenting of
synthetic or complementary DNA, called cDNA. It is expected that the Court’s decision will
have “’an immediate impact’ on public health, allowing rival companies and laboratories to enter
the market on genetic testing . . . ‘Costs should come down considerably,’ and greater
competition should ‘improve the quality of genetic testing overall,’” according to Dr. Harry
Ostrer of Yeshiva’s University Albert Einstein College of Medicine in Bronx, New York.
********You can read the Supreme Court’s opinion at:
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/12pdf/12-398_1b7d.pdf. Presumably this will lead to a
significant increase in the demand for medical and surgical procedures that rely upon the
information generated by more readily available genetic testing.
(14 June 2013): “EU and South Asia Scrap Over Recycling Ships”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324423904578522982568438250.html)
--------“A European effort to bar the use of potentially hazardous ship recyclers in India, Pakistan
and Bangladesh has run aground . . . The proposed legislation would bar ships flying European
Union flags from ‘beaching’ old ships, that is, steaming them onto shore, where they are
dismantled by hand at informal shipyards. The low-cost, ship-scrapping industry of India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh is a multi-billion-dollar business employing about a million workers.”
Groups advocating the bar “have criticized beaching for its poor safety and environmental
record, preferring that ship breaking, as the broader vessel-recycling industry is known, be
conducted in dry dock or at piers so that waters aren’t exposed to toxic spills.”
********The Occupational Safety and Health Administration publishes a two-page information
sheet on shipbreaking at: http://www.osha.gov/OshDoc/data_MaritimeFacts/shipbreakingfactsheet.pdf. The primary group advocating for transforming shipbreaking practices is the NGO
Shipbreaking Platform. You can learn more about it at: http://www.shipbreakingplatform.org/.
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(14 June 2013): “U.S. Corn Belt Expands to North”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324904004578539352566317388.html)
--------“Last year, corn narrowly eclipsed wheat as North Dakota’s most valuable crop.” This is
a big shift for the state, in which wheat has long been dominant. “The shift, which is occurring
in northern Minnesota and Canada’s Manitoba province as well, shows how warming
temperatures and hardier seeds are enabling farmers to grow corn in areas once deemed
inhospitable to the crop.” Also playing a role in the shift is the price of corn, which is “about
twice historical norms, driven by food demand in China and other fast-growing countries, as well
as the rise of U.S. ethanol production.” North Dakota farmer Steve Fritel, who farms 4,000 acres
and planted more corn than wheat this year for the first time, puts it simply: “Wheat is profitable;
corn is just more profitable.” It is estimated that “Excluding labor and management costs,
farmers . . . in north-central North Dakota will earn about $126 per acre in profit from corn this
year, about double the expected return of $65 an acre of wheat.”
(15 June 2013): “A Rice Gets a Price Premium”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324049504578543613189018032.html)
--------“Peanut, cotton and rice farmers are big beneficiaries of price guarantees tucked into
agriculture legislation under consideration on Capitol Hill. But the ultimate winner may be
producers of what is known as sticky rice, the kind used in sushi and other Asian dishes across
America—and grown by a congressman who helped push for the provision. The federal subsidy
in the House bill guarantees farmers of Japonica Rice that if market prices drop below 115% of
the average price of all types of rice, they will get a government payment to make up the
difference.” The congressman in question is Freshman Republican Rep. Doug LaMalfa, a
fourth-generation sticky-rice farmer who sits on the House agriculture committee. . . . The
LaMalfa family farm has received almost $4.7 million in farm subsidies since 1995, including
nearly $1.2 million in direct payments” according to the Environmental Working Group (EWG),
a liberal advocacy group.
********You can learn more about EWG at: http://www.ewg.org/.
(15 June 2013): “Coastal cities and climate change: You’re going to get wet”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21579470-americans-are-building-beachfronthomes-even-oceans-rise-youre-going-get-wet)
********A brief review of some of the challenges confronting policy makers in New York City,
South Florida, Houston, and Norfolk, Virginia as they deal with the consequences of climate
change. What stood out for me was the statement: “New York’s plans illustrate that although
climate change is global, adaptation is local.” It made me think about the location of policy
making to affect climate change and from this I came to recall the concept of subsidiarity, which
was invoked at times by Republican vice presidential candidate Paul Ryan. According to
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Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subsidiarity_(Catholicism): “Subsidiarity is
an organizing principle that matters ought to be handled by the smallest, lowest or least
centralized competent authority.” Although the principle is often cited as an argument for
keeping things “small” it might be thought of as choosing the “right” level of action. This shows
up further in the subsidiarity article, noting that”government should undertake only those
initiatives which exceed the capacity of individuals or private groups acting independently.”
Surely policy making for climate change is one of those initiatives, as local policy making will
not have (meaningful) impact on climate change. Thus one can understand the frustration
expressed by Steven Cohen in his article “Adapting to Climate Change in New York in the
Absence of Federal Climate Policy (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/steven-cohen/-adapting-toclimate-chan_b_3453433.html).
********The New York City plan, “A Stronger, More Resilient New York,” can be read at:
http://www.nycedc.com/resource/stronger-more-resilient-new-york. Does North Carolina have
such a plan?
********The concept of subsidiarity relates to the concept of fiscal federalism in public
economics. You can learn more about fiscal federalism at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiscal_federalism. You can learn about the Fiscal Federalism
Initiative at the Pew Charitable Trusts at: http://www.pewstates.org/projects/fiscal-federalisminitiative-328991.
(17 June 2013): “Want a Law Job? Learn the Health Care Act”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324049504578545460856078702.html)
--------“Some companies are warning that President Barack Obama’s health-care overhaul will
cost jobs. It won’t be in their legal departments. Health-care companies racing to comply with
the Affordable Care Act and other rules are calling in the lawyers, sparking a mini-boom for
specialist attorneys” to backstop overloaded legal staff. “Seizing opportunity at a time when
overall demand for legal services remains soft, some law firms are beefing up their health-care
groups. . . . Last year corporate clients spent $5.72 billion on legal advice for regulatory matters,
including health care, and the market is projected to grow to $6 billion this year.” Les Johnson, a
partner at Liles Parker PLLC, notes: “The more they tinker with the federal regulations, the more
work we have.”
********A nice illustration of the role that regulation plays in the demand for legal services.
Surely regulation plays a role as a “demand shifter” or “supply shifter” in every market and plays
a role in whether the market exists or not.
(18 June 2013): “Rail Safety and the Value of a Life”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323582904578485061024790402.html)
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--------“Next month, a major bridge over the Schuylkill river just outside Philadelphia will be
declared too unsafe for trains to use. . . . The Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation
Authority, or Septa, says the bridge hasn’t been fixed because Septa is being required to spend
money on a different safety program. the other programs is designed to prevent trains from
crashing into each other. Both goals—avoiding bridge failures and avoiding train crashes—are
top priorities, Septa says. But Septa argues that basic repairs are its more urgent need.” Central
to such decisions is “the delicate matter of putting a dollar value on saving a life. It is an age-old
regulatory predicament—namely, whether or not spending to make one thing safe steers money
away from addressing a more serious threat elsewhere. The effort to calculate the value of
lifesaving is a growing area of research among regulators and economists alike.” The federal
overhaul of life valuation took place in the early 1980s and is consistent with a series of
executive orders by presidents Reagan, Clinton, and Obama requiring “federal agencies to
perform cost-benefit analyses when imposing some new rules and mandates. For regulations
designed to prevent fatalities, that means calculating the economic benefit of preserving a life.”
According to W. Kip Viscusi, a professor at Vanderbilt University, the approach currently used
by the federal government is the value of statistical life (VSL), which can be thought of as “the
amount of money Americans find reasonable to spend for a given reduction in the risk of death.”
The adoption of VSL “raised the dollar value on preserving a human life. Among other things,
that made costlier safety regulations easier to justify on economic grounds.”
********The article is built around federal legislation that railroads deploy the anti-crash
technology Positive Train Control (PTC) by the end of 2015, legislation that resulted from a
2008 train collision that killed 25 people. The regulator of passenger and freight trains, the
Federal Railroad Administration, has “put the installation cost [of the PTC system] at 15 times
the economic benefits from prevented accidents.”
(18 June 2013): “Tesla Clashes With Car Dealers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324049504578541902814606098.html)
--------Elon Musk, who made a fortune with PayPal, is the CEO of electric-car firm Tesla Motors
Inc. and wants to sell his $70,000 vehicles directly to consumers, “bypassing franchised
automobile dealers. Dealers are flexing their considerable muscle in states including Texas and
Virginia to stop him. The latest battleground is North Carolina, where the Republican-controlled
Senate last month unanimously approved a measure that would block Tesla from selling online,
its only sales outlet” in the state. “The focus of the power struggle between Mr. Musk and auto
dealers is a thicket of state franchise laws, many of which go back to the auto industry’s earliest
days when industry pioneer Henry Ford began turning to eager entrepreneurs to help sell his
Model T. . . . These franchise laws have insulated car dealers from much of the e-commerce
revolution that has hammered other sectors from books to electronics.” Although Tesla has been
considering a “federal legal challenge based on limits to interstate commerce and . . . pursuing
new legislation in Congress” the prospects seem dim. Notes Thomas Tallerico, a lawyer who
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has represented auto maker and franchise dealers, notes: “It is difficult to understand what the
legal basis is by which Tesla could persuade a federal judge to strike down state laws designed to
protect dealers, particularly when every state in the country has passed such laws and there is a
federal law that protects dealers.”
********The Video tab has a two-minute Raleigh, NC-based story featuring the experience of
one satisfied Tesla buyer.
(19 June 2013): “Medical Pot Laws Get Tougher”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324049504578545673594835756.html)
--------Illinois and New Hampshire are poised to become the 19th and 20th states to pass
medical-marijuana laws; the District of Columbia also has such laws. Toward that end they are
“poised to pass some of the strictest medical-marijuana laws in the nation. They would join New
Jersey, Connecticut and Delaware in banning patients from growing their own pot, increasing
oversight on commercial growers and distributors, and restricting doctors from prescribing the
drug for general pain.” As additional states adopt such laws, they are increasingly adopting more
stringent restrictions in order to “appease some conservative lawmakers and governors hesitant
to appear soft on crime.”
********The Graphics tab shows the list of states, including the years their laws were enacted,
whether home cultivation is allowed, and use for general pain.
(19 June 2013): “Unpaid Internship? Some Colleges Pick Up the Tab”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323836504578553630922908800.html)
--------“The plight of the unpaid intern is improving. Not because businesses are paying more for
summer helpers, but because colleges are stepping in to pay when companies can’t, or won’t,
compensate student hires.” Behind this development is the recognition that internships are
frequently the basis for a permanent hire and the desire of universities to provide parents with
proof that they can deliver “on both academic and career fronts.” A case in point is the
University of Richmond, which has “supported unpaid research and nonprofit work for years, but
created more than 100 new fellowships this year for students with unpaid internships at for-profit
enterprises. In all, the school awarded 300 fellowship, averaging $3,700 apiece.” All this is
taking place at a time when unpaid internships are coming under increased scrutiny for violation
of labor laws.
********The article reminded me of Intern Nation: How to Earn Nothing and Learn Little in
the Brave New Economy (2012), by Ross Perlin. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Intern-Nation-Nothing-Little-Economy/dp/1844678830/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 114 (26 June 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(20 June 2013): “In Brazil, Road Bandits Force Switch to Sea Shipping”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-06-20/in-brazil-road-bandits-force-switch-to-seashipping)
--------“Most companies decide how to ship their goods by determining the fastest route between
point A and point B. But Paranapanema, Brazil’s biggest refined copper producer, is switching
its domestic shipments to slow-moving ocean freighters from swifter trucks. Although the shift
almost triples transport times, it cuts costs by 21 percent by eliminating a threat peculiar to
Brazilian roads: thieves. . . . Companies such as Paranapanema are braving port bottlenecks and
longer shipping times to avoid Brazil’s highway network, where gangs armed with machine guns
and rifles regularly steal goods, from copper to food, either by bribing drivers, using force, or
even kidnapping family members.” Ricardo Cestenario, who is the director of transportation at
insurer Generali Brasil Seguros, notes that “Robbing truck cargo has a much lower penalty
compared with robbing banks or dealing drugs . . . It’s much more attractive for a gang to
specialize in this segment.”
********Paranapanema officials note that not only does it cost less to transport goods by sea, it
also reduces “carbon emissions by 65 percent.” It would seem to (perversely) follow that if road
thievery were to be reduced by improved law enforcement, more transport would take place by
truck, and carbon emissions would increase.
(20 June 2013): “Booz Allen, the World’s Most Profitable Spy Organization”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-06-20/booz-allen-the-worlds-most-profitable-spyorganization)
--------“In March 2013, Booz Allen Hamilton reported $5.76 billion in revenue, 99 percent of
which came from government contracts, and $219 million in net income. Almost a quarter of its
revenue—$1.3 billion—was from major U.S. intelligence agencies. . . . About 70 percent of the
2013 U.S. intelligence budget is contracted out, according to a Bloomberg Industries analysis.”
Booz Allen Hamilton “has long kept a low profile—with the federal government as practically
its sole client, there’s no need for publicity. It does little, if any lobbying. Its ability to win
contracts is ensured by the roster of intelligence community heavyweights who work there.” The
disclosures made by former employee Edward Snowden have already brought attention to the
role of contractors in the intelligence community, but “conversations with current and former
employees of Booz Allen and U.S. intelligence officials suggest that these contractors aren’t
going anywhere soon” because “As much as contractors such as Booz Allen have come to rely
on the federal government, the government relies on them even more.”
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********The article contains a useful discussion of the three tiers of intelligence contract work,
from the lowest, to the middle (Edward Snowden was one), to the highest (former senior
intelligence officers). The book Spies for Hire: The Secret World of Intelligence Outsourcing
(2008) sounds as if it could be interesting. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Spies-Hire-Secret-Intelligence-Outsourcing/dp/B007HWN6CS/.
(20 June 2013): “The Search for Monsanto’s Rogue GMO Wheat”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-06-20/the-search-for-monsantos-rogue-gmo-wheat)
--------“About 60 million acres of the U.S. are planted in what. That’s an area larger than Utah,
and it’s the core of an $18 billion industry that’s as old as the nation—older, in fact. . . . Even in
recent decades, as agriculture has become agribusiness, wheat has remained far more innocent
than its main rival, corn. Nearly all corn grown in the U.S. today is genetically modified; no
genetically modified wheat has ever been approved by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. If
wheat has never been particularly sexy . . . it’s also never been the subject of dark intrigue and
mystery. Until last month.” The discovery of genetically modified wheat in the field of one
Oregon farmer has created an uproar unlikely to abate soon.
********The genetically modified wheat, developed by Monsanto and known as MON 71800,
is under investigation. This article provides a retelling on one reporter’s attempt to locate the
field where the wheat was found. The article has a three-minute video that adds to article.
(20 June 2013): “As Sanctions Bite, Iran Invests Big in [the Country of] Georgia”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323864304578320754133982778.html)
--------“Economic sanctions against Iran have made it increasingly hard for Iranians to do
business abroad. But Iranian businessmen are flocking to Georgia, a longtime U.S. ally in the
Caucasus region, to pursue profits evaporating in much of the world. In recent months, Iranian
nationals have taken the reins of a private Georgian airline, a major trade bank and a scrap-metal
plant. . . . [And] Iranian products ranging from roofing materials to sour-cherry jam are pouring
into Georgian markets, made more attractive by Iran’s weak currency. Iran’s government itself
is buying Georgian land.” The Iranian presence in Georgia has “startled the Obama
administration because of deep U.S.-Georgia ties that developed after the 1991 breakup of the
Soviet Union. . . . The U.S. also has supported Georgia’s application, still pending, to join the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization.” Georgian officials believer that Iran, a regional power, is
“too important diplomatically and economically to isolate or ignore.”
********Georgia is located between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea. You can see the
geographical relationship of Iran and Georgia at:
http://www.armenianow.com/news/politics/34892/strike_iran_impact_armenian_iranian_relation
s.
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(20 June 2013): “U.S. Icons Now Made Of Chinese Steel”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324049504578545431938331880.html)
--------“The Verrazano-Narrows Bridge was a feat of American engineering when it was built
across New York’s harbor in the 1960s. Now, it’s being repaired with steel made in China. . . .
The reason is partly because Chinese-made steel is cheaper. . . . Also at play, however, is the
relative scarcity of American contractors with expertise in specialized projects like bridges.
Together, these two factors show why the U.S. in unlikely to completely swear off Chinese
steel.” Only one American bidder sought to use U.S. steel in the project and its bid was twice as
high as the winning contractor, Tutor Perini Corp., which subcontracted the steel to a Chinese
firm. New York’s Metropolitan Transport Association noted that in addition to price “Chinese
companies have become specialists in making parts for bridges across the U.S.”
********In bridges, it seems, China has the necessary human capital to carry out projects that
the U.S. doesn’t have. In this case, at least, “the shoe is on the other foot.”
(20 June 2013): “In Orange Trade, Success Never Tasted So Sweet”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323300004578555491594920574.html)
--------“California farmers . . . have made a new discovery: Consumers prefer sweeter oranges.
The notion, obvious to some fruit connoisseurs, is driving radical changes in the nearly $1.5
billion U.S. market for fresh oranges, as farmers try to reverse years of falling sales and persuade
consumers not to switch to other citrus fruit.” Regulatory change is playing a role: “For the first
time in almost 100 years, California . . . has changed regulations that dictate when an orange is
ready to be picked. Instead of mandating that the fruit have a specific sugar-to-acid ratio, the
focus has turned to the total sugar content, starting with the crop year currently under way. The
change is intended to hook consumers from the first orange they buy.”
********As it turns out, I am currently reading Salt, Sugar, Fat (2013), by Michael Moss. Its
first six chapters deal with sugar and it clearly shows how important sugar has been in the
manufacture of a variety of foods, especially convenience foods. In its discussion it is shown
how the “the bliss point” for sugar can be experimentally determined.
********The article also relates the importance of “first impressions” in orange consumption,
which evokes the familiar expression “You don’t get a second chance to make a good first
impression.” It turns out that this is true for oranges, too. California growers are working to
ensure that the first impression of the new harvest of oranges is positive. Seasonal foods, then,
seem to be experience goods in that you don’t really know what you are buying until you try
them out. You can learn more about experience goods at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experience_good.
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(22 June 2013): “For Weather Satellites, Forecast is Cloudy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324049504578543331078279910.html)
--------“The main U.S. weather satellite watching the eastern seaboard malfunctioned last month
for the second time in a year, underscoring the hazards of aging satellites that monitor the
planet.” Scientist got the seven-year satellite GOES-13 running again but it “and another
spacecraft are expected to fail before replacements can be launched” according to auditors,
placing in jeopardy about “500 federal projects and private contractors . . . [that] rely on data
from the satellites operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.” In fact,
“14 of the 23 active satellites monitored by NASA’s Earth Observing System Project Science
Office . . . have exceeded their engineering design life.” As a result, “the number of Earthmonitored sensors in orbit aboard such spacecraft is expected to drop to fewer than 30 by the end
of the decade from 110 last year.”
(23 June 2013): “Don’t want mug shot online? Then pay up, websites say”
(http://www.tennessean.com/viewart/20130623/NEWS08/306230073/Don-t-want-mug-shotonline-Then-pay-up-websites-say)
--------“With a business model built on the strengths of technology, the weaknesses of human
nature and the reach of the First Amendment, fast-proliferating mug shot websites are proving
that in the Internet age, old assumptions about people’s ability to put the past behind them no
longer apply.” The sites work by publishing the photos of those arrested and then charging
individuals a fee to have the photos removed. In the case of one person, the site mugshots.com
said that it would cost $399 to have his photo removed, even though prosecutors dropped the
case. Some sites charges fees in excess of $1,000 to “unpublished” records of multiple arrests.
********This is reminiscent of the French (European Union) loi d’oubli. You can learn more
about the right to be forgotten at: http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/series/internet-privacythe-right-to-be-forgotten.
(24 June 2013): “Glass Bottles Lend Pop to Soda Makers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324577904578557683250090950.html)
--------“Soda sold in glass bottles, a package generally phased out decades ago, is providing a
rare spot of growth in a declining soft-drink industry. Over the past two years, sales growth of
soda in glass bottles has outpaced that of soda in the much-more-common plastic bottles and
aluminum cans.” Glass bottles, especially the familiar contours of Coke, “appeal to key
demographic groups like millennials, baby-boomers and Hispanic groups.” There is the “cool”
factor for the young and nostalgia for older consumers. But probably the most important factor
of all is this: “soda in glass bottles sells for a steep premium compared with other packages,
providing a boost to profit.” On a per ounce basis, a four-pack of glass bottles from PepsiCo
“are priced nearly four times higher . . . than a 12-pack of canned soda.”
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********A clear example packaging affects consumer demand.
(24 June 2013): “Disruptions: A Computer Swallowed to Monitor Inner Space”
(http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/06/23/disruptions-medicine-that-monitors-you/)
--------“As society struggles with the privacy implications of wearable computers like Google
Glass, scientists, researchers and some start-ups are already preparing the next, even more
intrusive wave of computing: ingestible computers and minuscule sensors stuffed inside pills.
Although these tiny devices are not yet mainstream, some people on the cutting edge are already
swallowing them to monitor a range of health data and wirelessly share this information with a
doctor. And there are prototypes of tiny, ingestible devices that can do things like automatically
open car doors or fill in passwords. For people in extreme professions, like space travel, various
versions of these pills have been used for some time. Proteus Digital Health is one of the firms
in the forefront of these developments.
********You can learn more about Proteus at: http://proteusdigitalhealth.com/.
(25 June 2013): “Texas’ Next Big Oil Rush”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324069104578529643111801674.html)
--------“New pipelines are beginning to carry a glut of domestic crude from the middle of the
country to Texas’ Gulf Coast, boosting the fortunes of the area’s big refineries and further
fueling a decline in oil imports.” At least seven pipeline projects “could send as much as two
million barrels a day from oil-saturated choke points in Oklahoma and the interior of Texas to
the largest concentration of refineries in the country.” However, those refineries on the Gulf
Coast “won’t be able to process all of that crude.” One immediate consequence of that
development has been a reduction of the price differential between Brent (European) crude and
Cushing, Oklahoma crude, down from $20 per barrel in February to about $6 per barrel at the
present time. Price differentials could fall further but “U.S. law prohibits crude exports.”
Refined products, though, can be exported but the limitation of refinery capacity of the prevalent
U.S. light, sweet crude provides a challenge; because many of Texas’ refineries “were modified
years ago to also deal with heavier crudes from Mexico, Venezuela and Saudi Arabia, preventing
significant portions of their plants from refining light crude.” Losers in these developments are
refineries in the Midwest, which will like have to pay higher prices for U.S. crude as oil moves
to Gulf Coast refineries, and Angola and Nigeria, whose exports of heavier crude to the U.S. will
fall further.
********You can view a four-minute discussion of major points of the article at the Video tab.
(25 June 2013): “Underwater Drones Are Multiplying Fast”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324183204578565460623922952.html)
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--------“The next army of unmanned drones are scurrying beneath the ocean’s surface. Hundreds
of small camera-equipped robots developed by a range of companies are sending video and other
data to laptop and tablet screens above.” Unmanned marine vehicles have been around for years,
used by the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard, but it is a New wave of independent companies . . .
developing cheaper, smaller models” with new applications that are expanding their market.
Some of those applications very from “inspecting oil rigs and fish farms to helping hunt for
sunken treasure.” But others are pursuing their use as a “weapons deployment system.” Still
others are interested in the payload these vehicles can carry, suggesting they might be used to run
drugs.
********So, under the generic term drones, we seem to have unmanned air vehicles, unmanned
marine vehicles, and unmanned land vehicles. The term remote operated vehicles (ROVs) is
also used. Google’s driverless car seems somewhat different, as it is not (as I understand it)
remotely operated. New distinctions will be needed for our increasingly robotic age. There is a
one-minute demonstration of some unmanned marine vehicles at the Video tab.
(25 June 2013): “New French Connection: Banking au Tabac”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323300004578559401095873558.html)
--------“Tobacconists are a fixture of French towns, their red Tabac signs as ubiquitous as New
York’s bodegas and London’s corner shops. Customers of these small shops soon could find a
new offering amid the Gitanes cigarettes and lottery and subway tickets lining their shelves: a
bank account.” Société des Paiements Electroniques “hopes to start business in October and
recruit 100,000 customers in its first 18 months.” Hughes Le Bret, co-founder of the company,
plans to charge “account holders an annual €20 and one-time fees for cash withdrawal. For
small consumers, a [conventional] bank account costs on average €64 in France, including fees
for cash withdrawals.” There are 27,000 independent tobacconists in France, who “could form a
powerful network to rival France’s 38,000 bank branches.”
********So-called payday lenders have gotten a new lease on life in North Carolina this year
due to recent legislation. What form would a network of “tobacconists” look like in the U.S.?
Walmart hasn’t been successful in developing one due to a variety of state and federal
regulations. Would a network of independent firms be more likely to be successful?
(26 June 2013): “More Offices Offer Workers Alcohol”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323998604578567883910899540.html)
--------Boston advertising agency Arnold Worldwide is one of a growing number of firms that,
with a lengthening workday, are “stocking full bars and beer fridges, installing on-site taverns
and digitized kegs” to help lure talent and connect employees across divisions. It also “keeps
people from leaving the office as the lines between work and social lives differ.” Employment
lawyers note, however, that “encouraging drinking in the workplace can lead to driving while
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intoxicated, sexual harassment or rape [and] . . . may make some employees uncomfortable while
excluding others, such as those who don’t drink for health or religious reasons.” Wharton
professor Nancy Rothbard studies workplace socializing and has found in her research that
“workplace social events, such as happy hours, increase bonding among like groups of
employees—such as young white males—but tend to make those who are dissimilar feel less
comfortable.”
*******The article called to mind the book by sociologist Ray Oldenburg on so-called “third
places,” i.e., places that are neither home nor work. Its title is The Great Good Place: Cafes,
Coffee Shops, Bookstores, Bars, Hair Salons, and Other Hangouts at the Heart of a Community
(1989). You can learn more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Great-Good-Place-BookstoresCommunity/dp/1569246815/. Is it likely that offices offering drinks will meaningfully erode the
demand for the goods and services of bars? Given the legal and relational issues involved in
workplace drinking, it seems unlikely. This seems to be a “niche” perk at best.
(26 June 2013): “Clean Air Act, Reinterpreted, Would Focus on Flexibility and State-Level
Efforts” (http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/26/science/earth/clean-air-act-reinterpreted-wouldfocus-on-flexibility-and-state-level-efforts.html)
--------“With no chance of Congressional support, President Obama is staking part of his legacy
on a big risk: that he can substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions by stretching the intent
of a law decades old and not written with climate change in mind. His plan, unveiled Tuesday at
Georgetown University in Washington, will set off legal and political battles that will last years.”
Immediately, the president has ordered “the Environmental Protection Agency to devise an
emissions control plan, with the first draft due in a year.”
********You can view a video of the president’s 40-minute speech at the Multimedia area of
the link above. You can find a copy of the president’s 21-page Climate Action Plan at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/image/president27sclimateactionplan.pdf.
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[The Invisible Forces] 115 (3 July 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(24 June 2013): “China puts up a green wall to US trash”
(http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Asia-Pacific/2013/0619/China-puts-up-a-green-wall-to-UStrash)
--------Much of the material that an American places in a recycling bin ends up in China. Of the
aluminum scrap the U.S. exports, 75% ends up in China, as does 60% of scrap paper exports and
50% of scrap paper exports. In fact, “Scrap was America’s top export to China by value in
2011—worth $11.3 billion, according to US trade figures.” However, much of the material sent
there has required additional sorting to eliminate significant amounts of unwanted waste,
creating disposal problems for China. In consequence China has developed Operation Green
Fence “to strictly enforce laws governing the import of waste.” Since it took effect in February,
“more than 800,000 tons of illegal waste” has been intercepted and “cities and towns across the
US and Europe are finding there is no longer a ready market in China for their poorly sorted and
often impure bales of plastics, paper, and other waste.” As a result, prices of some recyclable
materials in China have risen and the prices of some materials in the U.S. have fallen. According
to Jeff Powell of Resource Recycling magazine, “The market for mixed rigids [in the U.S.] has
gone to hell in a handbasket . . . Mixed paper and mixed plastics are being put into landfills”
since they aren’t being sold to Chinese recyclers.
********As the article intimates, grading of recyclable materials would be a way to help address
the issue of contaminated recycling shipments. You can learn more about Resource Recycling
magazine at: http://www.resource-recycling.com/.
(27 June 2013): “Correlations: Student Debt Explodes”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-06-27/correlations-student-debt-explodes)
********This is an astonishing graphic which shows the growth of student debt in the U.S. in
relation to credit card debt, home equity loans, and other debt. At $1 trillion, “Student debt is
now second only to housing debt, which stands at nearly $8 trillion.” Whereas other types of
debt turned down (or continued going down) during the Great Recession, student debt has
continually increased. Presumably this is due to cutbacks in states’ support of higher education,
resulting in higher tuition costs, and more student borrowing to make up the difference.
(27 June 2013): “California Farm Belt Shrivels”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323998604578565800132078208.html)
--------Farmers in the Central Valley of California have been advised “they would receive as little
as 20% of their contracted supplies of water from the mountains of Northern California.”
Consequently, growers are increasing their fallow acreage this year and expect to expand it even
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more in 2014. For example, executives of Harris Farms off Interstate 5 “say they have opted to
fallow 3,037 of their 14,000 local acres this year, compared with 2,600 in 2012 and plan to triple
that to 9,236 acres next year. In so doing, the big farms expects to shed all but 500 to 1,000 of its
4,000 seasonal workers by next year.” These developments are expected to adversely affect
businesses in agricultural towns like Huron (population 7,000), which is 50 miles southwest of
Fresno. As farmer Dan Errotabere notes: “This system does not work without water.”
(27 June 2013): “Bulk of U.S. Sugar Loans Went to Three Companies”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323689204578569332949046260.html)
--------According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), “Three sugar companies
received the majority of the $1.1 billion in federal loans made to processors of the sweetener this
fiscal year.” The three—Amalgamated Sugar Co., Michigan Sugar Co., and Western Sugar
Cooperative—borrowed 55% of the funds; each grower-owned cooperative that processes sugar
beets. Of these loans, the American Sugar Alliance (an industry group) says “some processors
would have trouble securing loans in the private sector, and need support to stay competitive
amid record imports of Mexican sugar.” Contributing to the challenge of loan repayment is the
price of sugar, which “tumbled 45% over the past two years.” The USDA estimates that sellers
need a price of at least 21 cents per pound to repay their loans but the most recent futures price
was 19.45 cents per pound. In the case of default on a loan, “a processor would pay the
government in sugar rather than in cash; the sugar then is typically sold by the USDA at a loss.”
********As the article points out, those involved on both sides of the market “have increased
their political contributions in recent years. “Opponents of the sugar program, including groups
representing bakers and beverage companies, nearly doubled their political contributions from
2008 to 2012. . . . Sugar growers and processors raised political contributions by nearly 25%
from 2008 to 2012, contributing about $4 million to national candidates from both major parties
in the last election cycle.” The parallel structure of the quotation above nicely indicates that
political contributions are non-price demand and supply determinants.
(27 June 2013): “Counterfeit Food More Widespread Than Suspected”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/27/business/food-fraud-more-widespread-thansuspected.html)
--------The recent discovery of fake Glen’s vodka in England is yet another case of food
counterfeiting in Europe; the substitution of horse meat in what was labeled a beef product
caught the attention of many consumers last summer. According to regulators and investigators,
“that is just a hint of what has been happening as the [European] economic crisis persists.
Investigators have uncovered thousands of frauds, raising fresh questions about regulatory
oversight as criminals offer bargain-hunting shopper cheap versions of everyday products,
including counterfeit chocolate and adulterated olive oil, Jacob’s Creek wine and even Bollinger
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Champagne.” According to Mitchell Weinberg, president and CEO of Inscatech, a company
involved in food security advising, “Around the world, food fraud is epidemic—in every single
country where food is produced or grown, food fraud is occurring. . . . Just about every single
ingredient that has even a moderate economic value is potentially vulnerable to fraud.” In
addition to the issue of counterfeit food, there is adulterated food. University of Minnesota
professor Shaun Kennedy estimates that “10 percent of food that consumers buy in the developed
world” is adulterated, noting that since the profit margins on foodstuffs are so low, “if you dilute
by 2 percent, that’s a big deal.”
********The following sentence was especially striking: “In response to reduced consumer
spending power, counterfeiters have expanded their range of products.” Clearly some
counterfeiters are working with clarity and intention based upon current economic conditions.
All this provides another clear example of “inferior goods”.
********You can learn more about Inscatech at: http://www.inscatech.com/. Shaun Kennedy
was recently promoted to head up the University of Minnesota’s “University-wide initiative
related to global food security.” You can learn more about him and his new appointment at:
http://www.health.umn.edu/healthtalk/2013/03/29/shaun-kennedy-to-promote-cvm-foodinitiatives/. While digging further I ran across a description of the U.S. Pharmacopeial
Convention, which “sets standards for the identity, strength, quality, and purity of medicines,
food ingredients, and dietary supplements manufactured, distributed and consumed worldwide.”
You can learn more about it at: http://www.usp.org/about-usp.
(28 June 2013): “Diageo Leads Booze Brawl in Missouri”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323689204578571360887823622.html)
--------“The ‘Missouri Liquor Wars’—a raging battle between the world’s largest liquor makers
and a family-owned wholesaler—could change the way spirits are sold in the U.S. and undo one
of the last vestiges of Prohibition. At issue are post-Prohibition-era regulations in about a dozen
U.S. states that can lock in liquor producers with specific wholesalers, making it hard to
consolidate the number of middlemen or switch distributors. These ‘franchise’ laws were
designed to get wholesalers to help states collect sales taxes and keep a single player from
dominating alcohol sales as gangsters did during Prohibition.” Liquor makers Diageo PLC,
Bacardi Ltd., and Pernod Ricard SA argue that “franchise laws artificially prop up local
wholesalers and driven up distribution costs” and want “the right to consolidate their
wholesalers.” But wholesalers began drawing up legislation in November to protect Missouri’s
franchise laws. There is active lobbying for and against the bill, leading state senator Mike
Parson to comment “I’ve never known a bill to bring in so much outside money and so many
lobbyists.” The stakes are high because Missouri is being viewed as “a national test case for the
future of the franchise system.”
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********As the article notes, since the end of Prohibition liquor distribution in the U.S. has been
a mix of three types of states: open, e.g., California; control, e.g., North Carolina; and
franchise, e.g., Missouri. You can learn more about these terms at:
http://www.mwe.com/info/pubs/Wine%20Business%20Article.pdf.
(29 June 2013): “Educational technology: Catching on at last”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21580136-new-technology-poised-disrupt-americasschools-and-then-worlds-catching-last)
********A three-page tour through some of the possibilities and problems of educational
technology, particularly in primary and secondary school. Two things struck me. First, the
overriding sense that there are hundreds of firms and nonprofits (especially the former) who see
enormous opportunity in the digitalization of education. Second, that digitalization and “Big
Data” promise to gather (and make use of) student learning behavior in ways heretofore
unimagined. The article seems to make clear that, with regard to the revolutionary potential of
education so frequently mentioned in the past, this time it is really different.
(29 June 2013): “Publisher Drops Book Deal With TV Chef Paula Deen”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/29/business/media/publisher-drops-book-deal-with-tv-chefpaula-deen.html)
--------On Thursday Paula Deen’s forthcoming cookbook reached the top position on Amazon’s
best seller list. “But on Friday, its publisher, Random House, said it would not publish the
cookbook and would cancel a five-book contract it signed with Ms. Deen last year. The book
deal was one of the last remaining lucrative business relationships for the embattled celebrity
chef. Its cancellation came on a day when Sears, Kmart and J. C. Penney announced that they
would stop selling products, including cookbooks, branded with her name.” These cancellations
came on the heels of decisions made last week by “the Food Network, Smithfield Foods,
Walmart, Target, Caesars Entertainment, QVC and the pharmaceutical company Novo Nordisk .
. . to sever ties with Ms. Deen after “her admission in a legal deposition that she had used racist
language in the past and allowed racist, sexist, homophobic and anti-Semitic jokes in her
restaurants”
********The demand for the services and the products of Paula Deen were greatly diminished
(overall) by the comments she made in her legal deposition. Her situation raises a number of
questions relating to the response of personal and organizational reputation to new information.
The questions are posed as if the new information is adverse, although it is recognized that new
information can also be beneficial. Is personal reputation affected more than organizational
reputation? Is personal reputation less reparable than organizational reputation? Is personal
reputation affected more quickly than organizational reputation? Finally, provided that there are
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differences between personal reputation and organizational reputation, what are the factors that
affect their difference?
********Clearly, this has generality. In business, there is the reputation of the CEO and the
reputation of the company. In politics, there is the reputation of the candidate and the reputation
of the party. In nonprofits, there is the reputation of the president and the reputation of the
organization. Related to this is the fallacy of composition
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fallacy_of_composition), which argues from parts to wholes, and
the fallacy of division (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fallacy_of_division), which argues from
wholes to parts. Although both fallacies were discussed by Aristotle, they are the bread and
butter of a great deal of contemporary discourse.
(29 July 2013): “The Middle-Class Revolution”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323873904578571472700348086.html)
--------The Saturday Essay, this week written by Francis Fukuyama, author of The Origins of
Political Order: From Prehuman Times to the French Revolution (2011). “The business world
has been buzzing about the rising ‘global middle class’ for at least a decade. A 2008 Goldman
Sachs report defined this group as those with incomes between $6,000 and $30,000 a year and
predicted that it would grow by some two billion people by 2030. . . . Corporations are salivating
at the prospect of this emerging middle class because it represents a vast pool of new
consumers.” Still, a broader view of middle class takes into consideration factors such as
“education, occupation and the ownership of assets, which are far more consequential in
predicting political behavior. . . . Newly arrived members of the middle class are more likely to
be spurred to action by what the late political scientist Samuel Huntington called ‘the gap’: that
is, the failure of society to meet their rapidly rising expectations for economic and social
advancement. While the poor struggle to survive from day to day, disappointed middle-class
people are much more likely to engage in political activism to get their way.” The new middleclass that expanded globally since the 1970s “has reshuffled the deck around the world. The
middle classes in the so-called ‘emerging market’ countries are larger, richer, better educated and
more technologically connected than ever before.” That middle class is “not just a challenge for
authoritarian regimes or new democracies. No established democracy should believe it can rest
on its laurels, simply because it holds elections and has leaders who do well in opinion polls. . . .
No politician in the U.S. or Europe should look down complacently on the events unfolding in
the streets of Istanbul and São Paulo. It would be a grave mistake to think, ‘It can’t happen
here.’”
(1 July 2013): “Short of Cod, Massachusetts Chefs Suggest a Dish of Blood Cockle”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323300004578555702758068888.html)
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--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. At a recent $125 a ticket event in Boston, culinary
adventurers feasted on blood cockle, a local clam filled with “blood-red goop” and a variety of
“trash fish.” The local culinary community is “promoting cooking with so-called underutilized
species because of deep cuts in catch limits that took effect May 1 in New England for fish
including haddock, flounder and, most painfully, cod, the official state fish of Massachusetts.”
In addition to the blood cockle, previously discarded fish that are making their way to the table
are “dogfish, tautog and sea robin.” Although creative naming can help make them seem more
palatable, meeting planners “are very adamant about having fish the people understand.”
(1 July 2013): “What Do Armani, Ralph Lauren and Hugo Boss Have in Common?
Bangladesh”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323998604578567522527553976.html)
--------“Cheap garment-factory labor doesn’t always equal cheap clothes. The availability of
low-cost workers has sent mass-market clothing labels of all stripes—H&M, Gap, Wal-Mart,
Zara and others—into Bangladesh’s $20 billion garment industry. But designer brands including
Giorgio Armani, Ralph Lauren and Hugo Boss also have outsourced manufacturing to
Bangladesh, where worker safety has become a huge issue . . . Indeed, high-end labels often use
the same factories as their discount peers.” The price differentials, though, can be substantial. In
London “a Bangladesh-made T-shirt from designer-denim brand G-Star Raw has a price tag of
₤60 . . . 15 times the ₤4 Wal-Mart’s Asda chain charges for one of its basic men’s white Ts, sold
under the George label.” Experts say that “Though there are small differences in what goes into
a T-shirt, the biggest determinant of its price is its brand name.”
********The price differential is not a surprise but still interesting to note. It shows the value of
a brand to its wearer and those who see it worn. Bloomberg Businessweek has an interesting
graphic on “Textiles: How the World Clothes America.” You can find it at:
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-06-27/textiles-how-the-world-clothes-america.
China is by far the largest exporter of clothes to the U.S.
(3 July 2013): “Rising U.S. Oil Output Gives Policy Makers More Options”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324682204578517271965827876.html)
--------“Growing North American oil supplies promise to bolster U.S. energy security, but they
already are helping deliver a more global benefit: stable oil prices. Among the beneficiaries of
that are policy makers in Washington, who have less need to worry about the market impact of
decisions they make.” One recent example is the U.S. economic sanctions directed at Iran,
which “reduced Iran’s oil exports by about a million barrels a day last year . . . The drop had
little lasting impact on prices—an outcome that would have been practically unthinkable a few
years ago” according to John Hannah a national security adviser to Dick Cheney in the second
term of George W. Bush. According to a study done by The Wall Street Journal reviewed by
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professor of Craig Pirrong of the University of Houston, “Price volatility was the lowest last year
since at least 2000 for the U.S. and European crude-oil benchmarks. . . . So far this year, price
volatility has fallen further.” Spare production capacity that can be brought into production
quickly plays an important role in price stability and the expansion of North American oil
production has decreased imports from OPEC members, thus expanding its spare production
capacity.
(3 July 2013): “Truckers Are Losing Sleep Over 70-Hour Work Limit”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324251504578581580052470760.html)
--------“A long battle between truck drivers and federal regulators is culminating in giving
truckers something that many don’t want: more sleep.” The changes “would effectively cap a
driver’s average workweek at 70 hours, down from a current maximum of 82.” Although
“Truck-crash fatality numbers have been trending down over the past decade, helped by new
technologies” the Federal Motor carrier safety Administration holds that “fatigue-related crashes
are still too prevalent.”
(3 July 2013): “Nigerian Developer Set to Build Africa’s Next Giant City”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324251504578581570831563906.html)
--------In Lagos, Nigeria a real-estate developer, Gilbert Chagoury, is erecting “what might be
Africa’s ritziest district on a beach long known as a haven for day laborers and beer tipplers.” In
its place is the EKO Atlantic township, “which is emblematic of a booming business in Africa in
which developers build walled-off cities for the very rich on a continent that is still the world’s
poorest.” Projects in Kenya and Angola to develop new cities from scratch have met with little
success but the developer of EKO thinks things will be different in Lagos, a city which the UN
says “has 11 million people and is the world’s fastest-growing megacity.” EKO project
executives “point to Lagos’s population of oil-rich elites” who will be ready “to pay top dollar
for clean streets and modern infrastructure” instead of the crowds and chaos that many now face.
“Even in posh neighborhoods, sewage bubbles up from open ditches.”
********You can find images of EKO at the Slideshow tab.
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[The Invisible Forces] 116 (10 July 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(3 July 2013): “Why the McWrap Is So Important to McDonald’s”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-07-03/why-the-mcwrap-is-so-important-tomcdonalds)
--------“It’s a reality of the fast-food business that what can be ordered in a few words, served up
in seconds, and consumed in minutes is often the product of years of research and testing.”
McD’s most recent innovation has been the McWrap, which launched on April 1 and is
considered to be “one of the most important additions to McDonald’s U.S. menu in years. It’s
made to order. It has cucumbers, a new vegetable for McDonald’s. The McWrap is also a salvo
in “the Fresh Wars” with Five Guys, Chipotle, and Subway. New ingredients are added with
care due to the scale of McDonald’s operations: “when the chain added sliced apples to its menu,
it immediately became one of the largest buyers of apples in the country.” Although
McDonald’s vice president of culinary innovation, Dan Coudreaut (a first-in-class graduate of
the Culinary Institute of America), would like to add guacamole to the menu one day, “Who
knows what that would do to the avocado supply?”
********A look at some of the considerations in the development of the McWrap, more
generally the challenge of introducing a new item to be produced (quickly) in a large
organization; McDonald’s has about 145 menu items. With 69 million people served a day,
“More Americans visit McDonald’s than any other chain of any kind, including Walmart.” The
physical copy of the article also includes “The Periodic Table of McDonald’s,” which shows the
ingredients for a selection of products. You can find it at:
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-07-03/the-periodic-table-of-mcdonalds.
(4 July 2013): “Poachers Are Elusive Catch in City Waters”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/04/nyregion/poachers-are-elusive-catch-in-city-waters.html)
--------“The crabs are among the incredible riches of Jamaica Bay, New York City’s wildest
expanse of water, where a running battle between conservation authorities and those who would
flout their rules has been going on for years. Despite the bay’s distant fringe of skyline, it is
teeming with schools of striped bass, blackfish and fluke. Crabs and clams are numerous in its
reedy shallows.” Although state and federal authorities “set strict limits on how many of each an
individual may catch per day . . . there are plenty of fisherman who try to get around those
regulations and profit from an illicit catch.” According to Captain Francisco Lopez of the New
York Police Department, poaching is a game picked up over the years. It is now a game easier
for poachers to win due to federal sequestration cuts that have reduced the number of officers
patrolling the bay. Horseshoe crabs are particularly easy to poach and “Moratoriums on
horseshoe crab fishing in New Jersey have driven up their price, from about one dollar per crab
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five years ago to about five today. The very rules meant to protect the crabs, some fisherman
say, have made them a more desirable catch.” According to the police, poachers are of long
standing—“It’s the same guys every year . . . They’ve been doing it for generations.” As a
result, they have developed a variety of techniques to conceal evidence in the event that their
activities are discovered and sometimes engage in the destruction of property of those who “rat”
on them.
(5 July 2013): “Fedspeak: Complex Monetary Policy Spawns Flights of Metaphor”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324260204578583570203776386.html)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. Central bankers, especially in the U.S., love
metaphors. Most recently Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke noted: “We’re going to be shifting the
mix of our tools as we try to land the ship in a smooth way onto the aircraft carrier.” Among the
time-honored metaphors for explaining monetary policy are automobiles, punch bowls,
helicopters, drug addiction, and headwinds. Now, thanks to the president of the Dallas Fed,
animal husbandry can be added to the list.
********I suspect that metaphors both reveal and conceal. The man who “wrote the book”
about metaphors is George Lakoff, Metaphors We Live By (1980).
(5 July 2013): “Maersk Supership to Set Sail Below Capacity”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324436104578579583535581340.html)
--------“Maersk Line’s first Triple-E class cargo ship—the world’s largest vessel of its kind—is
to set sail from a South Korean shipyard this week. . . . At 1,300 feet long, 20 stories high and
carrying 11% more cargo than the world’s biggest current vessel, the new ship will consume
35% less fuels per container than Maersk’s current lineup.” Around the world 16 ports are
certified to handle Triple-E vessels but even some of those lack gantries tall enough to handle
their containers. As a result, ships will be carrying at most 14,000 containers until ports upgrade
rather than their capacity of 18,000 containers. Due to a sluggish world economy, freight rates
per container have been “hovering around $600 for much of the year” but recently jumped to
“around $1,400 a container this week.” According to shipping analyst Alphaliner, “all but seven
of the biggest 30 marine-freight operators were unprofitable last year.” In addition, industry
sources say “cumulative losses over the past four years were around $7 billion.”
********As noted in the past, Marc Levinson’s The Box: How the Shipping Container Made the
World Smaller and the World Economy Bigger (2006) provides a fascinating look at the origins
and development of the seemingly-prosaic and now ubiquitous shipping container. Nothing
about its development was easy or a foregone conclusion. The Video tab contains five minutes
of discussion related to the article.
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(5 July 2013): “As Competition Wanes, Amazon Cuts Back Discounts”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/05/business/as-competition-wanes-amazon-cuts-back-itsdiscounts.html)
--------Writers and publishers are complaining, saying that “Amazon, which became the biggest
force in bookselling by discounting so heavily it often lost money, has been cutting back its deals
for scholarly and small-press books.” At present, Amazon sells about 25% of all printed books
“a level of market domination with little precedent in the book trade.” The chairman of the
board of the Independent Book Publishers Association, Stephen Blake Mettee, sees Amazon as
following the pattern of any large company gaining control of a market: “You lower your prices
until the competition is out of the picture, and then you raise your prices and get your money
back.”
********In the terms of Michael Porter’s Competitive Strategy: Techniques for Analyzing
Industries and Competitors (1980), Amazon and Maersk seem to be pursuing a strategy of cost
leadership. Porter’s other two generic strategies are differentiation and focus. You can learn
more about these strategies in chapter 2 or Porter’s book.
(6 July 2013): “Private Prisons Are Likely to Benefit From Rewrite of Immigration Laws”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324260204578587850002860188.html)
--------“Congressional efforts to rewrite the nation’s immigration laws represent a potential
payday for an industry already getting a boost from the current crackdown on illegal
immigration: privately operated prisons.” The two largest operators, Corrections Corp. of
American (CCA) and the GEO Group Inc., “owe a big chunk of their recent growth to a drive by
the federal government to lock up people who are in the U.S. illegally. Legislation approved by
the Senate would increase the federal prison population further, by 14,000 inmates annually,
according to the Congressional Budget Office. The price tag would be $1.6 billion over the next
decade.” It is estimated that “private contractors could snag 80% of the additional inmates.”
Although the U.S. Senate has already passed a bill, its prospects are less promising in the House
of Representatives. Since the House is more likely to require additional spending on boarder
security, that would tend to improve the prospects of private prisons. “This would more than
overcome a challenge to the prison business embedded in the legislation. By granting temporary
legal status to millions of undocumented immigrants . . . the legislation would decriminalize a
growing share of the federal prison system.” CCA and GEO “have spent millions lobbying
Congress and the administration on prison-related issues, according to the Senate disclosure
database.”
********You can learn more about the Lobbying Disclosure Act Databases, as well as related
matters, at: http://www.senate.gov/legislative/Public_Disclosure/.
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(8 July 2013): “Thomson Reuters to Suspend Early Peeks at Key Index”
(http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/07/07/thomson-reuters-to-suspend-early-peeks-at-key-index/)
--------Thomson Reuters, which has provided clients two-second “early peeks” at the University
of Michigan’s consumer confidence index for a fee, “is expected to announce that it will suspend
the practice, yielding to pressure from the New York attorney general, according to a person with
direct knowledge of the matter.” The controversy surrounding early peeks “highlights the
prevalence of high-speed trading in the nation’s financial markets. More than half of all
American stock trades are now executed by firms that rely on computer algorithms to execute
thousands of orders a second.” Closely connected to the issue of early release of market-moving
information is the common practice of charging for accelerated information delivery: “Most
market data providers, including the major exchanges, now charge premiums for faster delivery
of information.”
********The two information types seem to be: early release and rapid delivery. In the former,
one pays a fee for information to be released at, say, 9:54:58 rather than 9:55:00. In the latter,
information is released at 9:55:00 but one pays a fee for information to be delivered more
quickly, like Express mail versus First-class mail for the U.S. Postal Service. An informational
(investing) advantage is obtained when information arrives earlier for one party than for another.
Presumably people would be willing to pay, and no doubt do pay, for early release and rapid
delivery. In light of this, one can see why “Regulators have been criticized for being slow to
address this . . . change in the market, and are . . . now examining the issues surrounding the
selective disclosure of data to people who pay a premium for it.”
********Issue 113 of The Invisible Forces discussed a June 13th article on “early peeks”
relating to the consumer confidence index.
(8 July 2013): “Deadly Train Derailment Fuels Crude-by-Rail Concerns”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324867904578591932401897430.html)
--------“The deadly weekend explosion of a runaway crude-carrying train in Quebec threatens to
ratchet up scrutiny of rising crude-by-rail shipments on both sides of the U.S.-Canada border,
amid a boom in North American oil production.” Some oil producers that initially preferred to
ship oil by pipeline have chosen to use tank cars on railroads instead. “In the U.S., shipments of
crude by rail have gone from 9,500 carloads in 2008, the year widely seen as the beginning of the
current oil boom, to 233,811 carloads in 2012.” Although shipment of oil by rail is more costly
than by pipeline, it has greater flexibility and can respond more quickly to supply changes. In
addition, regulatory requirements for railroads and pipelines are different. Action on the
Keystone XL pipeline is still under review by the Obama administration.
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********You can find a related article at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/08/world/americas/deadly-derailment-in-quebec-underlinesoil-debate.html.
(9 July 2013): “Can Spider Web Be Replicated? A Japanese Startup Thinks So.”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324399404578583562603579062.html)
--------Spiber Inc., a Japanese firm that claims to have “produced an artificial spider thread that . .
. is equal to steel in tensile strength yet as flexible as rubber” is “the latest example of
biomimcry, a field of science that seeks to replicate how things work in nature solve human
problems.” Spiber isn’t the first and it isn’t the only firm in the pursuit of “the Holy Grail” of
biomimcry. Montreal-based Nexia Biotechnology had an initial public offering in 2000 to
bioengineer goats to produce milk containing spider’s silk but folded in 2009. Currently,
Germany’s AMSilk GmbH and Michigan’s Kraig Biocraft Laboratories Inc. are developing their
own approaches.
********You can learn more about Spiber at: http://www.spiber.se/. You can learn more about
biomimicry at (http://biomimicry.net/) or (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biomimicry). A search
on ‘biomimicry’ will reveal additional promising materials, including at TED Talk at:
http://www.ted.com/talks/janine_benyus_biomimicry_in_action.html.
(9 July 2013): “American Tastes Branch Out, and Food Makers Follow”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/09/business/american-palate-grows-more-adventurous.html)
--------“While the effect of changing demographics has been seen in voting patterns and
employment trends, the growing influence on America’s palate of the influx of immigrants from
Latin America and Asia has been more subtle . . . For years, multinational food companies have
been experimenting with ingredients, often being unable to find appeal broad enough to start or
sustain a new brand. But as the buying power of Latin and Asian consumers expands, fruit
flavors, hotter spices, different textures and grains and even packaging innovations are becoming
essential for big food manufacturers trying to appeal to appeal to diverse appetites, according to
company executives.” According to Carlos Velasco of Nestlé USA, “The acculturation of those
communities into the mainstream has made American consumers generally more open to new
tastes and textures.” As a result, “Food and beverage companies are investing heavily in
transforming product lines to capture many of the same things.”
(10 July 2013): “The Office Nurse Now Treats Diabetes, Not Headaches”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324867904578595913843743822.html
--------“Workplace health clinics used to be a lot like the school nurse’s office, dispensing BandAids, treating occupational injuries, and serving as a first stop for emergencies like asthma
attacks. But as companies face rising insurance costs and an aging workforce, they’re turning
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clinics into something new: A place to aggressively nudge employees about long-term,
expensive conditions such as diabetes, hypertension and high cholesterol.” Employers “see onsite care as a way to minimize time lost to sick days and doctor visits, and to retain staff at a time
when they can’t afford big raises. But the clinics, which are generally staffed by nurses and
health coaches and run like a regular doctor’s office, also raise concerns about privacy and the
deeper intrusion of employers into workers’ heal and personal lives.” Most on-site clinics,
though, are operated by third parties. Hanesbrands Inc. of Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
which is self-insured, estimates “it has saved $1.4 million annually in the clinic’s first two
years.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 117 (17 July 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(11 July 2013): “Family Dollar Gains Market Share, but Profit Suffers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324694904578598170782584066.html)
--------Dollar stores, like Family Dollar Stores and Dollar General, were “market darlings during
the recession and flourished by selling smaller packages of staples to customers living paycheck
to paycheck. They also benefited from middle income shoppers looking for bargains and people
making ‘fill-in’ shopping trips outside of their regular grocery runs.” Although investors have
been concerned that an expanding economy could reduce their sales as customers look to trade
up, this “doesn’t seem to be happening.” Low-income consumers haven’t experienced the
degree of increased net wealth and consumer confidence of higher income consumers. In order
to “compete better with more-polished discounters and hand on to customers” both dollar chains
“have been altering their merchandise mix.” More branded items tend to bring with them higher
profit margins but they have also “led to an increase in shoplifting. To combat that problem,
Dollar General . . . now is adding an array of theft deterrents” as is Family Dollar.
********Family Dollar Stores, a Fortune 500 firm, is based in Matthews, North Carolina, which
is southeast of Charlotte. You can learn more about Family Dollar at:
http://corporate.familydollar.com/pages/aboutus.aspx.
(11 July 2013): “To Cut Taxes, Tribune Is to Split Into Broadcasting and Publishing Units”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/11/business/media/tribune-co-to-split-in-two.html)
--------Months ago the Tribune Company “announced it was exploring opportunities for its
newspapers, including The Los Angeles times and The Chicago Tribune.” On Wednesday it said
“that it would spin them off into a separate entity called the Tribune Publishing Company. In
doing so, Tribune followed the example of Time Warner and News Corporation, which also
recently announced spinoffs of their publishing businesses, even though print properties are the
backbone of their companies.” In so doing, “Tribune avoids the tax consequences of a sale in the
near term while still allowing the company . . . to focus its efforts on television.” According to
tax analyst Robert Willens, the Tribune “could avoid roughly $250 million in taxes on the sale of
its newspapers . . . by creating a separate company.” He elaborated: “People do spinoffs all the
time for the purpose of avoiding taxes . . . That’s the beauty of a spinoff. It permanently avoids
the tax that would be payable on a more straightforward or conventional disposal of the
business.”
(11 July 2013): “At Sears, Eddie Lampert’s Warring Divisions Model Adds to the Troubles”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-07-11/at-sears-eddie-lamperts-warring-divisionsmodel-adds-to-the-troubles)
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--------Hedge-fund billionaire Eddie Lambert “masterminded Kmart’s $12 billion buyout of
Sears in 2005” and was appointed CEO of Sears. Without retail experience, he employed a
hedge-fund portfolio approach to the management and organization of the company, dividing it
into more than 30 units each with its own financial statement and business operating profit. This
approach, atypical for retail firms, has yet to yield the benefits expected: “Since the takeover,
Sears Holdings’ sales have dropped from $49.1 billion to $39.9 billion, and its stock has sunk 64
percent. Its cash recently fell to a 10-year low.” Lambert thought that by dividing up the firm
into many competing units “the invisible hand of the market” would drive better results: “If the
company’s leaders were told to act selfishly, he argued, they would run their divisions in a
rational manner, boosting overall performance. Instead, the divisions turned against each
other—and Sears and Kmart, the overarching brands, suffered. Interviews with more than 40
former executives, many of whom sat at the highest levels of the company, paint a picture of a
business that’s ravaged by infighting as its divisions battle over fewer resources.”
********An article filled with many things to think about. What struck me was that the many
units of Sears were told to act like independent businesses, “If product divisions like tools or toys
wanted to enlist the services of the IT of human resources departments, they had to write up
formal agreements—or use outside contractors.” Perhaps Lampert has not heard of Ronald
Coase and transactions costs, and that sometimes it is better to use organization rather than the
market to get things done? The whole issue of cooperation and competition within a firm is
raised by the article and it reminds me of the book Coopetition (1996), by Adam M.
Brandenburger and Barry J. Nalebuff. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Co-Opetition-Adam-M-Brandenburger/dp/0385479506/.
********The Economist has an article “The emporium strikes back”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21581755-retailers-rich-world-are-suffering-peoplebuy-more-things-online-they-are-finding) that attends to the challenges of online businesses to
bricks-and-mortar businesses. Lambert and Sears have been more successful and forward
looking than some firms, but “e-commerce constitutes at most 3 percent” of the total sales of
Sears.
(12 July 2013): “The North American Global Powerhouse”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324637504578566192239796864.html)
--------From the Opinion page, a piece by George P. Schultz, “a former secretary of labor,
treasury, and state, and director, Office of Management and Budget.” The 1992 (Clinton
administration) signing of the North American Free Trade Agreement has helped create an
economic powerhouse, with the economies of Canada, Mexico, and the United States
constituting about 25% of global gross domestic product. The “tight integration” of these
economies “stands apart from other major trading blocks including the European Union or East
Asian economies.” Part of that integration is reflected in the movement of people: “Total intra-
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North America movement is 230.8 million annually—over half stemming from same-day travel
between the U.S. and Mexico alone.”
********An interesting piece underlining “the importance of sensible reform in the U.S.
immigration system.” He concludes with president Ronald Reagan’s view on immigration (19
January 1989) in this last formal statement at the White House. Here it is:
We lead the world because, unique among nations, we draw our people—our strength—
from every country and every corner of the world. And by doing so we continuously
renew and enrich our nation.
While other countries cling to the stale past, here in America we breathe life into dreams.
We create the future, and the world follows us into tomorrow. Thanks to each wave of
new arrivals to this land of opportunity, we’re a nation forever young, forever bursting
with energy and new ideas, and always on the cutting edge, always leading the world to
the next frontier.
This quality is vital to our future as a nation. If we ever closed the door to new
Americans, our leadership in the world would soon be lost.
You can read the full extent of the president’s remarks, made in the context of the presentation
ceremony for the presidential medal of freedom, at:
http://www.reagan.utexas.edu/archives/speeches/1989/011989b.htm.
(12 July 2013): “Disease Kills Shrimp Output, Pushes U.S. Prices Higher”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323998604578565201120674008.html)
--------“Asia is fighting a new disease that has reduced shrimp output in Thailand as much as
40%, driving prices higher for Western restaurants and retailers. The disease appeared in
Thailand, the world’s largest shrimp exporter, late last year after ravaging shrimp stock in China
in 2009 and then in Vietnam. With production plunging, shrimp prices in the U.S. have jumped
20% in recent months.” Although the disease, a bacterial infection called early mortality
syndrome, poses no significant threat to human health, “in many outbreaks, it can kill all affected
crustaceans before they reach maturity and can reproduce.”
(12 July 2013): “16 Senators Seek Inquiry of A.T.M.-Style Pay Cards”
(http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/07/11/16-senators-seek-inquiry-of-a-t-m-style-pay-cards/)
--------“Across the country, a growing number of companies are doing away with paper
paychecks and, in some instances, direct deposit, to offer prepaid cards. The problem, though,
according to consumer lawyers and employees, is that in the vast majority of cases, using the
cards can generate large fees . . . For part-time and low-wage workers, the fees, which can be
difficult to escape, quickly devour much of the money deposited on the cards.” In light of these
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concerns, which were reported in a page one story in The New York Times, “Sixteen Democratic
senators are asking regulators to examine the use of A.T.M.-style cards to pay hourly
employees.” The senators’ concerns were expressed in a letter to Richard Cordray, who is the
director of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.” According to employers and card
issuers, “the fees of the cards are usually lower than those charged by check-cashing services—
often the only other option for people who do not have bank accounts.” The trade group for the
prepaid-card industry is the Network Branded Prepaid Card Association.
********An earlier article in The New York Times drew attention to the use of pay cards. You
can read it at: http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/01/business/as-pay-cards-replace-paychecksbank-fees-hurt-workers.html.
(13 July 2013): “Ideas to Bolster Power Grid Run Up Against the System’s Many Owners”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/13/us/ideas-to-bolster-power-grid-run-up-against-thesystems-many-owners.html)
--------One item on President Obama’s list of items to cut emissions of greenhouse gases was
“strengthening the power grid. It was on the lists of President George W. Bush and . . .
[President Bill] Clinton, too. But for the most part, experts say the grid is not being changed, at
least not on a scale big enough to make much difference. Their view is reflected in what they
say is a largely hypothetical three-year effort by hundreds of engineers to redraw the grid for the
eastern two-thirds of the United States.” Efforts at grid redesign run up against what is often
described as its “balkanized” state, with 500 separate owners. But Marc L. Spitzer, former head
of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), notes that “even that analogy was not
harsh enough. ‘To call the U.S. grid balkanized would insult the Macedonians.” According to
James J. Hoecker, a former member of FERC, grid change is unlikely to come soon due to
“resource nationalism,” i.e. the preference of states to use local resources. In addition, “Dozens
of experts said in interviews that there were simply too many players, both commercial and
governmental, and too many conflicting interests. Some of the players have a stake in cleaner or
cheaper electricity, but others do not.”
********The study mentioned was carried out by the Eastern Interconnection Planning
Collaborative (http://www.eipconline.com/). The article notes that “Almost all planning is done
within . . . [state or compact] regions, as if they were islands. Federal officials say there is not
even a regulatory mechanism for planning a [power distribution] line that does more than
connect two regions.” Markets tend to do a pretty good job of reconciling conflicting interests
but market need an appropriate framework of laws and regulations in which to function. Grid
redesign, then, provides a clear opportunity to see the invisible hand and the invisible foot in
action. A lower cost of electrical distribution brought about by an improved grid would, as the
article indicates, create many winners and losers among electricity producers.
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(13 July 2013): “Fair Play Measured in Slivers of a Second”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/13/business/the-ethics-of-a-split-second-advantage-fortraders.html)
--------“On Friday morning, Thomson Reuters released the latest University of Michigan
Consumer Sentiment Index, as it does twice a month. But this time was different. As a result of
a settlement Thomson Reuters reached this week with New York’s attorney general, Eric T.
Schneiderman, a select group of its customers didn’t get the two-second advance release they’d
been buying. . . . The difference was arresting. On Friday, just 500 shares of a leading Standard
& Poor’s 500 exchange-traded fund traded during the first 10 milliseconds of the two-second
window before the release of the University of Michigan data to Thomson Reuters’ regular
clients, according to the market research firm Nanex. A year ago, on July 13, 2012, 200,000
shares traded during that 10-millisecond period.” The founder of Nanex, Eric Hunsader, noted
that trading on Friday was all but “nonexistent.” Earlier high levels of trading were “all about
gaming the news, not the news itself.”
********The article provides a clear example of the impact that early-access to information can
make in the volume of trading, at least in one particular time interval. Is there an overall impact
on the volume of trading for lengthier intervals, for example, the first two seconds before the
general release of information and, say, the first two seconds after the general release of
information?
(13 July 2013): “Quinoa should be taking over the world. This is why it isn’t.”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/wp/2013/07/11/quinoa-should-be-taking-overthe-world-this-is-why-it-isnt/)
--------“Quinoa is a low-calorie, gluten-free, high-protein grain that tastes great. Its popularity
has exploded in the last several years, particularly among affluent, health-conscious Americans.”
But there are major hurdles to be cleared for it to become “a truly widespread global commodity
and a major part of Americans’ diet. It shows the crucial role of global agribusiness, big-ticket
infrastructure investment, and trade in bringing us the things we eat.” Although quinoa was
produced in the Mississippi valley as long ago as the first millennium AD, it “faded away after
farmers opted for higher-yielding corn, squash, and bean crops.” Today, more than 90 percent of
the 200 million pounds produced worldwide come from Bolivia and Peru, countries that have the
“arid, cool land that quinoa needs.” The increase in global demand for quinoa has increased the
price of quinoa and increased the amount under cultivation in Bolivia from 240 to 400 square
miles between 2009 and 2012. At the same time it has increased income from “about $35 per
family per month to about $220.” Presently, “the worry is maintaining a steady income level
when production takes off around the world.” There is expanding interest in the production of
quinoa in the U.S. and Canada, although agribusiness concerns such as Cargill, Archer Daniels
Midland, and Monsanto have shown little interest to date.
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********The article sheds light on “why it’s hard for any new crop to make the transition from
niche to mainstream.”
(13 July 2013): “Schumpeter: Mayors and mammon”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21581695-city-leaders-are-increasingly-adoptingbusiness-methods-and-promoting-business-mayors-and-mammon)
--------“Cities are becoming more important to the fate of global economy. The proportion of the
world’s population that lives in them has grown . . . to more than 50% today. It could reach 75%
in 2050.” That coupled with the implosion of government in Washington, D.C. “is forcing
mayors to step in to solve practical problems.” According to Michael Bloomberg, the mayor of
New York City, “cities are being forced to ‘tackle our economic problems largely on our own.’”
The city leaders “are increasingly adopting business methods and promoting business” as a
result.
********The article draws upon the new book, The Metropolitan Revolution: How Cities and
Metros Are Fixing Our Broken Politics and Fragile Economy (2013), by Bruce Katz and
Jennifer Bradley.
********In a somewhat related fashion, the usefulness of a business approach to matters
environmental is developed in Nature’s Fortune: How Business and Society Thrive by Investing
in Nature (2013), by Mark Tercek and Jonathan Adams. Tercek, who heads The Nature
Conservancy, worked for a quarter century as Goldman Sachs. You can read a brief review of it
at: http://www.economist.com/news/business-books-quarterly/21581710-lessons-natureconservancy-natures-banker. The discussion of the importance of valuing environmental
services in business plans is especially valuable. You can read a longer review, with references
to related literature, at: http://www.thegreenskeptic.com/2013/04/review-natures-fortune-bymark-tercek.html. The description of Nature’s Fortune is strongly reminiscent of the approach
taken by the Property and Environment Research Center, better known as PERC. You can learn
more about PERC at: http://perc.org/.
(15 July 2013): “A Gap in Organic Food Chain”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324867904578594171667940126.html)
--------“The Farm Belt isn’t going organic fast enough to keep up with surging consumer
demand, forcing makers of organic foods from milk to deli meats to look abroad for key
commodities while struggling to recruit skeptical farmers at home. The U.S. is the world’s
largest producer and exporter of corn and soybeans, but organic supplies, which are used largely
as animal feed for production of organic meat and dairy, are hard to come by here. Federal data
show organic food producers are turning to China and India for organic soybeans, as total U.S.
imports of those kinds of beans doubled last year and could surpass $100 million in value this
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year.” Some U.S. buyers avoid buying corn and soy, especially from China, due to health
concerns.
********The article points to the importance of each link in the organic food supply chain. Is
there reason to believe that links that are further from the ultimate consumer are likely to be
more challenging to make organic?
(15 July 2013): “Cool, Wet Streak Damps Soda Sales”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324694904578601770837656186.html)
--------“Coca-Cola Co., PepsiCo Inc. and Dr Pepper Snapple Group Inc. are expected to disclose
weak U.S. sales in the wake of a chilly spring and the wettest June in decades.” Evan Gold, of
Planalytics, a weather-analysis firm, notes: “There’s a lot more [weather] sensitivity around soda
than dishwasher detergent.” Weather has also contributed to the fall in beer consumption this
year.
********You can learn more about Planalytics at: http://www.planalytics.com/. This set me to
looking to find out what happened to one of the people with whom I graduated from high school,
who went on to do graduate work in atmospheric science at the University of WisconsinMadison. She was employed by Merrill Lynch for some years as a meteorologist. It turns out
that she is now the president of Martell Crop Projections
(http://www.martellcropprojections.com/), which provides “insight on wheat, corn and soybeans
in the United States and key importing and exporting countries.” An unexpected connection to
the previous article.
********Coca-Cola reported its second-quarter sales on Tuesday, July 16th; its revenues fell by
3%. “The company cited economic slowdowns in Europe and Asia, a consumer credit squeeze
in Brazil and inflation in Mexico as reasons for the decrease. It also said a wet and cold spring in
the United States, very early monsoons in India, and flooding in Central Europe curbed sales and
overall consumer spending.” It is definitely interesting to read how explanations are developed
for a large multinational corporation.
(15 July 2013): “Restaurant Shift: Sorry, Just Part Time”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324694904578601922653718606.html)
--------“Ken Adams has been turning to more part-time workers at his 10 Subway sandwich
shops in Michigan to avoid possibly incurring higher health-care costs under the new federal
insurance law. . . . The move showed how efforts by some restaurant owners and other
businesses to remake their workforces because of the Affordable Care Act.” The Act “requires
employers with 50 or more full-time equivalent workers to offer affordable insurance to
employees working 30 or more hours a week of face fines.” Although the Obama administration
recently provided a one-year delay on penalties—to 2015—those who can transform full-time
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jobs into part-time jobs are continuing to do so. “Rod Carstensen, owner of 11 Del Taco
restaurants around Denver, began in April converting his mostly full-time workforce into one
comprising mostly part-time help to minimize his health-care costs. He estimates the costs could
have climbed by as much as $400,000 a year without the change.”
********A clear example of how drawing lines with regard to who is covered and who isn’t can
create incentives for people to behave in ways that were, presumably, not intended by the
developers of the Affordable Care Act.
(16 July 2013): “Pour Results: $145 Million of Wine, Down the Drain”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324348504578607221851262206.html)
--------Treasury Wine Estates Ltd., of Australia, “One of the world’s biggest vintners has a
roaring hangover from poor U.S. sales, leading it to destroy thousands of gallons of wine past its
prime.” As a result it will book a charge of $145 million against its U.S. business for the fiscal
year that ended June 30.” Treasury relies “heavily on sales of less-expensive labels in the U.S.”
and had overestimated U.S. demand, “forcing it to discount or destroy older wines that had
passed their drink-by date.” Usually, unsold bulk wine goes to distilleries to make brandy and
spirits but that “is too expensive to do . . . once wine has already been bottled.” However,
“recalling unsold wine bottles from distributors and retailers and then destroying them” provides
wine companies with an opportunity to “recoup taxes that were paid on the wine.”
********The two-minute interview at the Video tab underscores some of the points made in the
article.
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[The Invisible Forces] 118 (24 July 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(17 July 2013): “Battery Seen as Way to Cut Heat-Related Power Losses”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/17/business/energy-environment/battery-seen-as-way-to-cutheat-related-power-losses.html)
--------Several utilities “have signed up to fine-tune and test what they hope could lead to an
answer” to the problem of energy storage, which could “help integrate more renewable sources
like solar and wind into the power grid, smoothing out their intermittent production.” EOS
Energy Storage has produced a zinc-based battery that is “half the size of a refrigerator” that has
real potential. EOS project “hat its cost will be $160 a kilowatt-hour, and that it would provide
electricity cheaper than a new gas power plant built to help fulfill periods of high demand . . .
Other battery technologies can range from $400 to about $1,000 a kilowatt-hour.”
********You can learn more about EOS at: http://www.eosenergystorage.com/.
(18 July 2013): “Paying Auditors for Honest Appraisals”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324263404578611392640896694.html)
--------“The auditing business rests on what Joshua Ronen, a New York University accounting
professor, once called ‘a structural infirmity.’ Auditors are paid by companies they audit, much
as rating agencies are paid by companies they rate. This gives auditors an economic incentive to
lie on their clients’ behalf, even if that puts their reputations at risk.” Economists who focus
their attention on experiments, rather than models, believe they have a better way: “Pay auditors
out of a central fund, randomly double-check their work and link pay to accuracy.” In a
forthcoming article in the Quarterly Journal of Economics, economists Esther Duflo, Michael
Greenstone, Rohini Pande, and Nicholas Ryan found, in a “two-year field experiment on
environmental audits of industrial plants” set in Gujarat, India, that “after two years of changed
auditing practices, we observe fewer large polluters and, therefore, reduced pollution levels
among treatment plants relative to the control group.”
********The quotations in the last sentence are from a draft of the Duflo et al. article. You can
read the article at: http://emlab.berkeley.edu/~webfac/auerbach/duflo.pdf. Another meaningful
result for the use of the “new” experimental methods in economics—there will be many others.
A different sort of experimentation is underway at Google, led by economist-in-chief Hal Varian.
You can learn more about the thousands of experiments conducted by Google in a recent year at:
http://www.thinkwithgoogle.co.uk/intl/en_uk/quarterly/data/hal-varian-treating-dataobesity.html.
(18 July 2013): “Save a Chicken, Drill a Well”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324263404578612112672846522.html)
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--------The prairies surrounding Slapout, Oklahoma in the panhandle “might soon be home to an
experiment aimed at preserving the habitat” of prairie chickens and oil-drilling rigs. At issue is
the possibility that the prairie chickens might be classified as “threatened or endangered as early
as March. . . . To prepare for such an eventuality, ranchers and oil companies, along with the
Environmental Defense Fund, are pitching a free-market solution to help both bird and industry
thrive: ‘a habitat exchange.’ The proposal is meant to benefit all parties by creating a ‘stock
exchange’ of sorts, said David Festa, vice president of the land, water and wildlife program at the
nonprofit. If the chicken is listed as threatened or endangered, under the exchange plan, ranchers
would generate credits by taking steps to protect the bird’s habitat . . . To drill new wells, oil
companies would offset the impact on the chickens’ habitat by purchasing these credits at
auctions.” If the plan is approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, it “would be the biggest
effort to date to use a ‘cap-and-trade’ approach to habitat preservation.”
********A nice illustration of the generality of the cap-and-trade approach. It’s not just for
pollutants.
(20 July 2013): “Detroit Gap Reveals Industry Dispute on Pension Math”
(http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/07/19/detroit-gap-reveals-industry-dispute-on-pension-math/)
--------“Until mid-June, there was one ray of hope in Detroit’s gathering storm: For all the city’s
problems, its pension fund was in pretty good shape. . . . Then came bad news. Seemingly out of
nowhere, a $3.5 billion hole appeared in Detroit’s pension system, courtesy of calculations by a
firm hired by the city’s emergency manager.” Although many were shocked by this
development, “Detroit’s pension revelation is nothing new to many people who run pension
plans for a living, the math-and-statistics whizzes known as actuaries. For several years, little
noticed in the rest of the world, their staid profession has been fighting over how to calculate the
value, in today’s dollars, of pensions they will be paid in the future.” It is possible that “a
fundamental error has for decades been ingrained into actuarial standards of practice so that
certain calculations are always done incorrectly. Over time, this mistake, if that is what it is, has
worked its way into generally accepted accounting principles, been overlooked by outside
auditors and even affected state and municipal credit ratings, although the ratings firms have
lately been trying to correct for it.”
********The article notes that actuary and economist Jeremy Gold has for years “called on his
profession to correct what he calls ‘the biases embedded in present actuarial principles.’ In
2000, well before the current flurry of pension-related municipal bankruptcies, . . . wrote his
doctoral dissertation on how and why conventional pension calculations run afoul of modern
economic principles.” You can find the Abstract of his dissertation at:
http://repository.upenn.edu/dissertations/AAI9976428/. There are two types of pensions: defined
benefit plans and defined contribution plans. The problem that Detroit is facing, and presumably
a broad swath of other corporations, municipalities, states, and the federal government, is related
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specifically to defined benefit plans. You can learn more about the distinction between the two
types of plans at: https://www.tiaa-cref.org/public/support/help/ask-tiaa-cref/db-vs-dc.
(20 July 2013): “Richer Farmers, Bigger Subsidies”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/20/business/richer-farmers-bigger-subsidies.html)
--------“It’s hard to imagine a more widely reviled piece of legislation than the nearly $1 trillion
farm bill. Its widely ridiculed handouts to wealthy farmers and perverse incentives have long
united liberals concerned about the environment, conservatives upset about the deficit and
market-distorting subsidies, and just about everyone concerned about basic fairness. Just about
everyone, that is, except the powerful farm lobby and its allies in Congress.” This year is no
exception. Although widespread attention has been given to provisions of both the House and
Senate versions of the bill that significantly reduce food stamp payments, “What’s remarkable
and extraordinary about the farm bill”—according to Scott Faber of the Environmental Working
Group—“is that, at a time of record crop prices and federal deficits, the House overwhelmingly
passed a bill to increase subsidies.” Included in the bill are “increased crop insurance subsidies
and raised price targets for a wide variety of crops, locking in price guarantees at their recent
near-record levels.” Both the American Enterprise Institute and the Club for Growth are critical
of the subsidies.
********The Wall Street Journal has a complementary article that discusses differences
between USDA subsidies and food-stamp participation, discussing differences between counties
that voted for Obama and counties that voted for Romney in the last presidential election. It is
provides a map of food-stamp recipients by county. You can find the article at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2013/07/19/politics-counts-the-complicated-farm-bill-math/.
(20 July 2013): “Frayed Prospect, Despite a Degree”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/20/business/recent-graduates-lose-out-to-those-with-evenfresher-degrees.html)
--------College students who graduated in 2011, “during one of the worst job markets in history,”
face a special challenge as they seek to move into better jobs. Companies “typically divide their
hiring into two pools: entry-level jobs, which are overwhelmingly filled by campus recruits, and
experienced workers. Some allow recent graduates to stay in the first category for a year or two
after getting their diploma. But recruiters say those applicants may find themselves at a
disadvantage, especially if they have not been bolstering their résumés with classes, internships
or volunteer work.” According to Dan Black, Americas director of recruiting for professional
services firm Ernst & Young, when applicants have a recession-marred job history, “we want to
see that you have made productive use of your time since graduation—the Peace Corps, Teach
for America, course-work, a C.P.A. exam . . . I don’t think it’s bad to be a barista at Starbucks,
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but we need some evidence that you are continuing to move toward the goal of entering the
field.”
********One of my colleagues has long said about assessment for tenure and promotion, “I just
want to see how people make use of their time.” Dan Black makes it clear that this applies
whether one is employed or not.
(20 July 2013): “Schumpeter: Crazy diamonds”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21581965-true-entrepreneurs-find-worth-worthlessand-possibility-impossible-crazy-diamonds)
--------Conceptualizations of the term ‘entrepreneurship’ matter because they can “produce lousy
policies. The world is littered with high-tech enclaves that fail to flourish. Malaysia’s biotech
valley has been nicknamed ‘Valley of the BioGhosts’. The world is also full of small-business
departments that fail to produce many jobs.” Indeed, studies by the Kauffman Foundation have
shown “that the bulk of new jobs come from a tiny sliver of high-growth companies.” Daniel
Isenberg, who has been immersed in the world of entrepreneurship both as an entrepreneur and
as an academic, has just published Worthless, Impossible, and Stupid, in which a new definition
of entrepreneurship is presented: “In essence, entrepreneurs are contrarian value creators. They
see economic value where others see heaps of nothing. And they see business opportunities
where others see only dead ends.” He also notes the personal traits necessary for success: “the
self-confidence to defy conventional wisdom” and “the determination to overcome obstacles.”
********”Self-confidence to defy conventional wisdom” sounds like bravery to me and “the
determination to overcome obstacles” sounds like persistence. So, perhaps there are particular
character strengths and virtues—I take these words from the important book by Christopher
Peterson and Martin E.P Seligman (http://www.amazon.com/Character-Strengths-VirtuesHandbook-Classification/dp/0195167015/). I suspect that there has been little study of the
personal characteristics of entrepreneurship using the Peterson-Seligman framework—someone
should do it.
********I’m intrigued by what the book may have to offer. I suspect that a judicious
combination of the views of Joseph Schumpeter, especially as it relates to vision, and Israel
Kirzner, especially as it relates to opportunities for gain are highly compatible with Isenberg’s
new conceptualization but the examples he provides are surely likely to provide additional and
useful perspective.
(21 July 2013): “Neighborhood News” (http://www.economicprincipals.com/)
********David Warsh, former economics reporter for The Boston Globe, distributes the weekly
column Economic Principals. This week, in the context of discussing the update to his list of
economic journalists, which now numbers more than 110, he comments on the distinction
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between economic journalism and the economic blogosphere, amongst other subjects. In my
judgment his list of economic journalists has enormous value, while he also provides access to a
small number of well-known blogs, e.g., Marginal Revolution. It is a useful source to learn more
about what economic journalists are thinking and writing about. As I write this, an exploration
of a few journalists seems like it would be a great assignment for some of my courses.
********Economic Principals (EP) comes in two editions: a free version distributed on each
Wednesday and a paid version that is distributed on the prior Sunday. So, it the price of an
“early peek” is $50 per year. It seems, then, a nice perspective from which to view the early
peeks of market-moving information such as recently embroiled Reuters and the University of
Michigan, among others. The information transmitted in EP, though very interesting, is not
market moving in any obvious way. Still, it can be imagined that market moving information
might be conveyed in the sense that “big ideas” are occasionally conveyed. Why, then, is this
type of early peek unlikely to arouse the concern of regulatory authorities (aside from the small
amounts of money involved)? I would say it is the processing time involved, i.e., it is harder to
quickly monetize the value of a big idea. The consequences of some types of information are so
obvious that they can be embodied in computer code and acted upon quickly. But the
consequences of big ideas are not so obvious and the code required to embody them is so hard to
write that they cannot be acted upon quickly. Thus the monetization of a big idea takes much
longer to occur and regulatory interest is less. You can learn more about EP at:
http://www.economicprincipals.com/.
(21 July 2013): “Hauling New Treasure Along the Silk Road”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/21/business/global/hauling-new-treasure-along-the-silkroad.html)
--------The Silk Road connecting China to Europe fell into disuse about six hundred years ago
but it is now coming back to use due to changing transportation costs and delivery times, as well
as the location of production facilities in China. “Hewlett-Packard, the Silicon Valley
electronics company, has pioneered the revival of a route famous in the West since the Roman
Empire.” Increasing labor costs in the coastal cities have China, as well as a national policy to
expand job availability in the interior, have changed economic geography. “Trucking products
from the new inland factories to coastal ports is costly and slow” and decisions made by
container shipping firms to go bigger and steaming more slowly have made transportation of
computer products by rail more attractive; transportation by sea is still the less costly than rail
but it is slower. The fastest of all transportation methods, air, is estimated to cost 30 times what
it costs by rail or sea.
********There is so much more in the article, which runs five pages online. In addition to the
need to develop a customs union among Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Russia to reduce inspection
times at borders, there is the simple fact that some countries have rail systems with different
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gauges, requiring the transfer of shipping containers from one system to the next. Setting up new
shipping routes involves very significant start-up costs.
(21 July 2013): “A Shuffle of Aluminum, but to Banks, Pure Gold”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/21/business/a-shuffle-of-aluminum-but-to-banks-puregold.html)
--------“Hundreds of millions of times a day, thirsty Americans open a can of soda, beer or juice.
And every time they do it, they pay a fraction of a penny more because of a shred maneuver by
Goldman Sachs and other financial players that ultimately costs consumers billions of dollars.”
Each day in Detroit, “a fleet of trucks shuffles 1,500-pound bars of metal among the warehouses.
Two or three times a day, sometimes more, the drivers make the same circuits. They load in one
warehouse. They unload in another. And then they do it again. This industrial dance has been
choreographed by Goldman to exploit pricing regulations set up by an overseas commodities
exchange . . . The back-and-forth lengthens the storage time. And that adds many millions a year
to the coffers of Goldman, which owns the warehouses and charges rent to store the metal. It
also increases prices paid by manufacturers and consumers across the country.” The activities of
Goldman, and Morgan Stanley, are enabled by “special exemptions granted by the Federal
Reserve Bank and relaxed regulations approved by Congress.” Those activities could end “if the
Federal Reserve Board declines to extend the exemptions that allowed Goldman and Morgan
Stanley to make major investments in nonfinancial businesses.” Jason Schenker, the president
and chief economist of Prestige Economics in Austin, Texas notes: “financial institutions that
engage in commodities trading have a huge advantage because their ownership of physical assets
given them insight in physical flows of commodities.”
********Laws and regulations create opportunities for gain in the same way that better
addressing the wants and needs of customers. There is little surprise that Goldman Sachs would
play the shell game described in the article given the incentives provided. Still, this seems like a
clear case in which industry incentives do not advance the well-being of the nation and the
world. You can find a follow-up article at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/23/business/inquiry-possible-into-storage-of-commodities-bybig-banks.html.
(22 July 2013): “Reward for Cutting Power at Peak Times”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324144304578619773523879236.html)
--------“As residents of the East Coast cranked up their air conditioners in last week’s stifling
heat wave, utility officials turned not only to every available power plant but also to increasingly
popular ‘demand-response’ programs that reward customers for cutting power use at peak times.
. . . In New York, for example, a program run by the state’s grid operator produced energy
savings on Friday equivalent to the output of two large power plants.” Demand-response
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programs in the U.S. are “capable of cutting U.S. peak electricity demand by 72,000 megawatts,
or roughly 9.2%.” The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) “has adopted policies
encouraging such programs and expects them to grow.” Not everyone welcomes these
programs, in particular companies that “make their money generating and selling electricity and
which lose sales . . . when demand-response programs kick in.” Their industry association has
sued FERC over its support of demand-response programs, saying that “conservation efforts
should not be rewarded at the same level as power plants.”
********EnerNOC Inc. organizes demand-response programs and operates somewhat like a
virtual power plant. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/07/20/enernoc-helps-keeps-lights-on-during-heatwaves-through-demand-response.html. Two different types of approaches to demand
management are indicated in the article. One is peak-load pricing, which sets energy prices
higher when demand is large, and what I will call peak-load payments, which seems to be what
EnerNOC does. In the former, customers pay a higher price for the energy they use during the
peak, whereas in the latter, customers receive a payment for energy they do not use during the
peak. In at least one case, mentioned in the WSJ article, an electrical consumer was coached to
exaggerate their energy reductions to increase their energy savings (and thus the payments they
received).
(22 July 2013): “In Climbing Income Ladder, Location Matters”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/22/business/in-climbing-income-ladder-locationmatters.html)
--------New perspectives on the role of geography are being provided in what researchers are
calling “the most detailed portrait of income mobility in the United States.” The study by
professors Raj Chetty, Nathaniel Hendren, Patrick Kline, and Emmanuel Saez “is the first with
enough data to compare upward mobility across metropolitan areas. . . . Climbing the income
ladder occurs less often in the Southeast and industrial Midwest, the data shows, with the odds
notably low in Atlanta, Charlotte, Memphis, Raleigh, Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Columbus.
By contrast, some of the highest rates occur in the Northeast, Great Plains and West, including in
New York, Boston, Salt Lake City, Pittsburgh, Seattle and large swaths of California and
Minnesota.” The researchers “initially analyzed an enormous database of earnings records to
study tax policy, hypothesizing that different local and state tax breaks might affect
intergenerational mobility. . . . The researchers concluded that larger tax credits for the poor and
higher taxes on the affluent seemed to improve income mobility only slightly.” They identified
“four broad factors that appeared to affect income mobility”: (1) the size and dispersion of the
local middle class; the prevalence of two-parent households; the quality of elementary and high
schools; and civic engagement, “including membership in religious and community groups.”
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********It was interesting to see Charlotte and Raleigh in the list of metropolitan areas that has
the lowest rates of income mobility in the U.S. A variety of graphical material is provided in the
article and you can learn more about the research of Chetty, et al. at:
http://owenzidar.wordpress.com/2013/07/22/the-effects-of-tax-expenditures-onintergenerational-mobility/.
(23 July 2013): “Should Bosses Have Access to Workers’ Genetic-Test Results?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323664204578607611858697242.html)
--------“Genetic testing is becoming a cornerstone or modern medicine . . . But as health-care
providers move quickly to us the information, employers increasingly are running up against a
federal law that governs how genetic information can be used. The Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Act [GINA] bars companies from asking about family medical history or
genetic testing. . . . Asking for the information . . . is enough to constitute a violation. GINA also
prohibits companies from using such information to hire, fire or promote employees.” The Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has “recently filed its first two lawsuits under
GINA against companies that it says improperly collected genetic information.” Since genetic
information “has become an important tool in helping to change diet, exercise and choice of
medicines and has been used to spur preventive surgery” many employers are at greater risk.
********You can find the statute that is GINA at: http://www.eeoc.gov/laws/statutes/gina.cfm.
You can find additional information, including a four-page Fact Sheet, at:
http://www.genome.gov/24519851.
(24 July 2013): “China Weighs Environmental Costs”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324879504578597462908226052.html)
--------“China is rethinking how it manages its economy, as mounting evidence reveals the heavy
toll that unbridle growth has had on the environment and on health. The government said
recently it would name and shame China’s dirtiest cities as well as force factories to disclose
environmental standards publicly, in an attempt to bring them into line. It also set a target of
cutting emissions intensity in key industries by 30% by 2017’s end.” The moves fact “ingrained
resistance from many officials, especially local ones, who are immersed in a culture that rewards
economic performance alone.” The need for change is expressed by environment minister Zhou
Shengxian: “If development turns healthy people into unhealthy people, this is a parody of
development.”
(24 July 2013): “Pressure Mounts on Rail Safety”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324144304578624294156516964.html)
--------“In the wake of the deadly oil-train derailment in Quebec this month, the U.S. rail industry
is grappling with a safety problem regulators have warned about for years: tank cars that rupture
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during accidents. Two years ago, at the urging of safety investigators, the industry adopted
tougher standards. They required newly manufactured tank cars to have more puncture-resistant
tanks and tougher shields at the front and back of each car. It considered retrofitting older tank
cars, but didn’t. Today, only about 23% of the nations’ roughly 310,000 tankers meet the new
standards.” Trade associations that represent many tank car owners don’t want to replace or
retrofit their cars, saying the “cost would be extraordinary.”
********Any move to require the retrofit of tank cars will, in addition to improving public
safety, affect the choice of using tank cars or pipelines to transport oil and will likely increase the
price differential between Brent crude and Cushing crude.
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[The Invisible Forces] 119 (31 July 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(25 July 2013): “Kanebo Criticized for Delay in Recalling Skin-Whitener”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324110404578625701254093998.html)
--------“The Japanese government lambasted Kanebo Cosmetics Inc. for a delay in notifying the
public that its skin-whitening products had caused severe depigmentation, a problem affecting
thousands of customers. . . . Its shares dropped 6% Wednesday” in light of the news. Skinlightening products returned to popularity “in the 1990s amid a boom in the development of
antiaging and whitening substances at cosmetics markets. Companies attempted to develop the
next hot product in a country where pale skin has been a sign of status since at least the 10th
century, when women took medicine to lighten their skin.” According to Global Industry
Analysts Inc., “The popularity of skin whiteners is expected to grow in other parts of Asia, such
as India and China, at 13% per year.”
********Global Industry Analysts charges for its research--$4500 for its report “Skin
Lighteners—A Global Strategic Business Report.” However, you can get a good sense of the
contents of such a report (and the prices of its constituent parts) at:
http://www.strategyr.com/MCP-6140.asp.
********You can get a good sense of the substance of the article in the five-minute interview at
the Video tab. A Google search using “skin whitening” turned up a two-minute video from
Aljazeera that was very interesting—evidently a greater percentage of people use skin-whitening
products in Nigeria than in any other country. You can find the video at:
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2013/04/20134514845907984.html.
********Some years back UNC Asheville was fortunate to have a lecture presented by Arthur
H. Goldsmith of Washington and Lee University on the subject of skin tone and wage
differentials. It turns out that skin tone in a more general sense is connected to “colorism.” An
important early book that dealt with colorism has just been released in a second, revised edition.
It is The Color Complex: The Politics of Skin Color in a New Millennium (2013), by Kathy
Russell, Midge Wilson, and Ronald Hall; the book was first published in 1992. Although I
haven’t read either edition of the book, I did check to see if “Shades of Discrimination: Skin
Tone and Wages,” American Economic Review, vol. 96, no. 2 (May 2006): 242-45, by Arthur H.
Goldsmith, Darrick Hamilton, and William Darity, Jr. was referenced. It was, so it appears that
the second edition is more than a tweak of the first. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/030774423X/.
(26 July 2013): “Gold Smuggling Takes Off in India”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323971204578626420651144876.html)
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--------A sharp upswing in “illegal gold imports” (smuggling) has been reported in India
following “the latest effort in June to rein in a drastic slide in the rupee’s value by implementing
policies to discourage importing of the precious metal. The rupee has fallen more than 10% in
the past couple of months to touch successive record lows.” Indian efforts have included an
increase of “the import tax on gold to 8% from 6% in June” and making it “harder for dealers to
use bank credit to buy” gold from suppliers overseas. But the demand for gold continues
unabated: “Gold is the preferred form of savings for farmers . . . It is also the traditional gift for
brides and purchased by millions of Indians during Hindu festivals.”
********This article and the Kanebo article before it provide excellent illustrations of the
invisible handshake, “social and historical forces that influence human behavior.”
(27 July 2013): “China’s Bad Earth”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323829104578624010648228142.html)
--------For years China’s continuing battle with pollution has focused on the “choking air and
contaminated water that plague China’s ever-expanding cities. But a series of recent cases have
highlighted the spread of pollution outside of urban areas, now encompassing vast swaths of
countryside, including the agricultural heartland.” According to environmental researchers, the
“toxic turn” of rural China is primarily due to: “the expansion of polluting industries into remote
areas a safe distance from population centers, and heavy use of chemical fertilizers to meet the
country’s mounting food needs. Both changes have been driven by the rapid pace of
urbanization.” Concerns have mounted recently upon reports that rice in Hunan province had
high levels of cadmium in them. As one Chinese investigative reporter noted: “Chinese people
have a very deep connection to rice . . . If you discover some vegetable or fruit is poisoned, you
can say ‘I won’t eat it.’ But rice you can’t avoid.”
********The article contains the story of one villager who grows rice in a pond made “a
florescent blue reminiscent of antifreeze” as a result of wastewater from a nearby chemical
factory. What she grows is of low quality and can’t be sold, but in order for her to qualify for
factory payments, she must continue to grow her crop. The myth of Sisyphus comes to mind.
(27 July 2013): “’King of Beers,’ Fizzling in U.S., Sets Goal of World Domination”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324682204578515021872492736.html)
--------In the U.S. the consumption of Budweiser has fallen for 24 straight years. As a result, it is
now the third largest-selling beer, following Bud Light (1) and Coors Light (2). Still, AB-InBev
has big plans for Budweiser, seeking to make it “the world’s first big global beer brand.” China
is a big part of that plan because its population “consumes a fourth of all beer and is expected to
deliver more than 40% of the industry’s growth this decade.” AB-InBev hopes to “duplicate the
legendary success of Coca-Cola in China and elsewhere.” The fact that rice is used in making
Budweiser may be a plus. A global approach will be something new, as some, e.g., Alan Clark,
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the CEO of SABMiller the second largest brewer by sales in the world, think that “beer is
fundamentally a local business . . . There’s an emotional resonance we find consumers have with
beer brands which frankly is different . . . We just see it continuing.”
********The top-selling beer in the world is Snow, which has a 5% share of the global market
and is sold only in China. You can learn more about Snow at:
http://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2013/06/the-worlds-top-10-beer-brands/11/.
(28 July 2013): “Teacher pay: ‘You don’t want this’” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20130728/NEWS/307280069)
--------“Lindsay Kosmala Furst is an English teacher. . . . She’s the kind of teacher that makes
some kids want to be her when they grow up. But when they’ve told her recently that they want
to teach, all she can think is, ‘Don’t do it. You don’t want this.’” Furst has taught in Buncombe
County [North Carolina] schools for seven years and her annual income of $31,000 “is low
enough that her two young daughters qualify for Medicaid.” She is “desperately seeking a way
out of the classroom” and the work she calls “my calling, a true vocation, a labor of love” noting
that she “can no longer afford to teach.” Furst is not alone, as other educators in Western North
Carolina leave the teaching profession or leave the state “to provide their families with a decent
standard of living.” French teacher Stephanie Hellert summarizes the situation of many
educators, noting “There’s something innate in teachers, we feel we’re supposed to just buck up
and stick with it, and I think a lot of us felt like we would never be one to jump ship . . . But at a
point, you have to. And this might be that point.”
********The article indicates that it is not uncommon for teachers with children to qualify for
Medicaid. Private schools and vouchers are two additional elements of the overall picture of
public education in North Carolina (and elsewhere). What new perspectives do we obtain when
they are?
(29 July 2013): “Advertising Giants to Merge”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324809004578634133795292520.html)
--------“Advertising giants Omnicom and Publicis said Sunday they had agreed to merge, in a
$35.1 billion cross-border linkup that shows how Big Data is making Madison Avenue look
more like Wall Street. The combination . . . is aimed at restoring the balance of power between
advertising agencies and such Silicon Valley companies and Google Inc. and Facebook Inc.
About 22% of global ad spending now is digital . . . a share projected to grow to 27% by 2017.”
By combining, the CEO of Publicis said, the firm hopes to benefit clients “by bringing together
the most comprehensive offering of analog and digital services.” This development reflects that
“an increasing portion of ads is being bought and sold on automated exchanges, known as
‘programmatic buying,’ rather than through Madison Avenue media-buying firms that rely on
relationships between media sales executives and ad buyers.”
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********The Video tab provides a useful four-minute discussion, emphasizing the role of new
digital competitors on incumbent ad agencies. The reorientation of relationship-based
advertising sales to program-based advertising sales struck me and made be remember the
importance of personal relationships in investment banking. We seem to be putting increasing
amounts of trust in those who write program code.
(29 July 2013): “Scientists Envision Fracking in Arctic and on Ocean Floor”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324694904578600073042194096.html)
--------“Scientists in Japan and the U.S. say they are moving closer to tapping a new source of
energy: methane hydrate, a crystalline form of natural gas found in Arctic permafrost and at the
bottom of oceans. . . . Commercial production of methane hydrate is expected to take at least a
decade—if it comes at all. . . . The biggest concern is that the sediment that contains methane
hydrate is inherently unstable, meaning a drilling accident could set off a landslide that sends
massive amounts of methane—a potent greenhouse gas—bubbling up through the ocean and into
the atmosphere.” At the present time the cost of developing methane hydrate crystals ranges
from “$30 to $60 per million British thermal units. In the U.S., natural gas currently trades for
less than $4 per million BTUs.” In Japan, which has taken the lead in developing crystals,
natural gas currently costs $16 per million BTUs.
********The article makes clear that developing methane hydrate crystals carries with it huge
risks, both of the company (companies) developing them and for humanity. How would one go
about internalizing these external effects? You can learn more about methane hydrate at:
http://worldoceanreview.com/en/wor-1/ocean-chemistry/climate-change-and-methane-hydrates/.
********There is a three-minute interview with the article’s author at the Video tab. There is a
very information article on the Opinion Pages of the New York Times that further discusses the
potency of methane as a greenhouse gas, with a discussion of the role of methane leakage in
conventional fracking such as that currently undertaken in the U.S. You can read the article at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/29/opinion/gangplank-to-a-warm-future.html.
(30 July 2013): “After Divorce or Job Loss Comes the Good Identity Crisis”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324354704578635900864791348.html)
--------“Whether you’ve lost a job or a girlfriend, it won’t take long before someone tells you,
Dust yourself off. Time heals all wounds. Yes, but how much time? Experts say most people
should give themselves a good two years to recover from an emotional trauma such as a breakup
or the loss of a job. And if you were blindsided by the event—your spouse left abruptly, you
were fired unexpectedly—it could take longer.” The recovery period is called “the identity crisis
process” by some.
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********Emotional trauma is a frequent, if not always acknowledged in the workplace,
dimension of life and presumably life affects work just as work affects life. The article brought
to mind Becoming an Ex: The Process of Role Exit (1988), by Helen Rose Fuchs Ebaugh.
Ebaugh “explores a wide range or role changes, including ex-convicts, ex-alcoholics, divorced
people, mothers without custody of their children, ex-doctors, ex-cops, retirees, ex-nuns, and—
perhaps most dramatically—transsexuals.” You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Becoming-Ex-Process-Role-Exit/dp/0226180700/.
(30 July 2013): “Scientists Seek to Rein In Diagnoses of Cancer”
(http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/07/29/report-suggests-sweeping-changes-to-cancerdetection-and-treatment/)
--------“A group of experts advising the nation’s premier cancer research institution has
recommended changing the definition of cancer and eliminating the word from some common
diagnoses as part of sweeping changes in the nation’s approach to cancer detection and
treatment. . . . They say, for instance, that some premalignant conditions, like one that affects the
breast called ductal carcinoma in situ, which many doctors agree is not cancer, should be
renamed to exclude the word carcinoma so that patients are less frightened and less likely to seek
what may be unneeded and potentially harmful treatments that can include the surgical removal
of the breast.” Highly sensitive screening technologies “has increased the likelihood of finding .
. . so-called incidentalomas—the name given to incidental findings detected during medical
scans that most likely would never cause a problem. However, once doctors and patients are
aware a lesion exists, they typically feel compelled to biopsy, treat and remove it, often at great
physical and psychological pain and risk to the patient. The issue is often referred to as
overdiagnosis, and the resulting unnecessary procedures to which patients are subjected are
called overtreatment.”
********Thus language, indeed a word, is one factor affecting the demand for medical and
surgical services and the improvement of technology may result in a word being used more
often. Who benefits and who bears the cost of calling something that is not a cancer, cancer?
This is obviously one instance of a very general phenomenon of which the naming of legislative
bills is, perhaps, the outstanding example.
(31 July 2013): “Pot Growers Alarm California Farmers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324263404578616350468124208.html)
--------Farmers in California’s Central Valley “are grappling with a mounting problem: pot.
California’s legalization of medical marijuana in 1996 and a crackdown on illegal marijuana
crops in the nearby Sierra Nevada . . . have led to an expansion of pot farms in the region’s
agricultural flatlands. This trend is alarming many farmers—both from the standpoint of seeing
their region los productive farmland as well as from an accompanying rise in violence tied to pot
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thefts.” Many of the marijuana growers are Laotian refugees “drawn to the higher profits of
marijuana to supplement meager farming incomes.”
(31 July 2013): “Asia’s Rice Glut Expected to Worsen”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324354704578637871215977396.html)
--------“Asia is awash in rice, as favorable weather and government support for farmers combine
to produce a bumper crop. The glut is driving down prices for big rice importers in Africa and
China. But consumers in some of the biggest rice-producing nations, including Thailand and
India, are paying higher prices as surplus supplies sit in government warehouses. . . . The surplus
is the result of good weather and government programs that encourage rice growing.” In
Thailand producers have benefitted from government policy, “which is subsidizing farmers’
income by buying rice at higher prices” but it is “reluctant to sell it cheaply in the domestic
market.” As a result, domestic consumers and the needy have not benefitted from the program.
To reduce the surplus, the Thai government has sought government-to-government deals.
********A classic example of an effective price floor, where the price is set above the market
price that would emerge in the absence of the price floor. As expected, more is produced at a
higher price than would otherwise be the case, and stocks of the storable commodity pile up. As
the article points out, rice cannot be stored indefinitely and the product will degrade with time,
either due to natural factors or the methyl bromide added to enhance storage.
********Accompanying the article is a five-minute interview with one of the authors of the
article. You can watch it at the Video tab.
(31 July 2013): “Russian Potash Producer Signals End to Global Cartel”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324354704578637613345900562.html)
--------“A cartel that effectively set prices for one of the world’s most important agricultural
commodities collapse Tuesday, sending markets into disarray while promising lower food prices
around the globe.” The upheaval began in Moscow “after Russian potash producer Uralkali said
it was pulling out of its sales partnership with Belarus, the linchpin of a global cartel
commanding two-thirds of a nearly $22 billion market for the fertilizer ingredient. The
announcement sent potash-mining stocks into a tailspin around the world after Uralkali predicted
the move would slash prices by 25% to about $300 a metric ton by the end of year.” Much of the
remainder of the global potash market is sold by North America’s Canpotex, which is based in
Saskatchewan, Canada. “Uralkali said it would try to make up for the loss in revenue from the
expected drop in potash prices by boosting sales.”
******** You can watch a four-minute interview the Video tab at:
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324170004578638082108558320.html.Since
Uralkali expects revenues to increase when the market price falls, they evidently believe that the
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global demand for potash is elastic. As mentioned in Heard on the Street, a regular feature of the
Wall Street Journal, the potash cartel is exhibiting classic cartel behavior: when oversupply is
chronic, “members of any cartel must take the paid of reducing supply to support prices. At
some point, though, the temptation to break ranks, offer discounts to buyers and try to take
market share, can become impossible to resist.” Evidently Belaruskali, which is a major
Belarusian exporter, couldn’t resist the temptation. Thus “It is possible that Uralkali’s move is a
tactic designed to push Belarus back into the fold” of the cartel. You can read Heard on the
Street at:
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324170004578638082108558320.html).
********You can find a useful discussion of cartels, which includes a reference to Nobel
Laureate George Stigler’s important 1964 article, at:
http://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/Cartels.html.
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[The Invisible Forces] 120 (7 August 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(1 August 2013): “Hunter Mahan’s Perfect Decision”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324136204578640161125600462.html)
--------On Saturday, July 27th left the RBC Canadian Open tournament with the lead after two
rounds. The reason? His wife, Kandi, had gone into labor and he wanted to be there when she
gave birth to their daughter—Zoe Olivia Mahan. Although there are no guarantees in
professional golf, he did walk away from a potential winner’s check of more than one million
dollars. “But this was a clear example of an athlete who elected put his life before his
occupation, even when his occupation couldn’t be going any better.” Mahan and his wife had
discussed the possibility of just such a possibility, “even before she got pregnant. . . . But Mahan
knew his answer. He knew it as soon as he saw those sonograms at the doctor’s office, saw the
little face on this beautiful stranger. Come on. That sealed it. There would be no hesitation.”
He’d made the perfect choice, and it wasn’t a choice at all.”
********As the article points out, this is a “good news” sports story in a summer when many of
the sports stories have been troubling, to say the least. It also provides a great example of the
importance of people precommitting “to structured decisions that lock them into a plan.” People
who do so are “better able to stay the course than those who rely on willpower alone.”
Furthermore, “precommitting might be rewarding in itself.” The previous sentences come from
the article “Can You Be Bound for Glory?,” which you can find at:
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB20001424127887323997004578643812055086532.html).
The classic (and classical) example of precommitment stems from the story of Ulysses
(Odysseus) and the sirens in The Odyssey of Home. You can learn more about it at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siren. Ulysses and the Sirens (1984), written by Jon Elster, gave an
important treatment of the notion of “binding oneself” to a decision. You can learn more about
the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Ulysses-Sirens-Studies-RationalityIrrationality/dp/0521223881.
(2 August 2013): “TransCanada Proceeds With Pipeline to Eastern Canada”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324635904578642153669275178.html)
--------“TransCanada Corp. said Thursday it will proceed with a 12 billion Canadian-dollar (US
$11.7 billion) pipeline project to carry crude oil from Alberta to eastern Canada, a move aimed at
opening new markets for domestic oil producers and new supply for refineries in Quebec and
New Brunswick. . . . the 2,734-mile pipeline would enable producers to ship up to 1.1 million
barrels of oil a day from Alberta and Saskatchewan to eastern Canadian refineries.”
TransCanada CEO Russ Girling said that the project “doesn’t cancel the need for Keystone XL .
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. . which is aimed at meeting the demand from U.S. Gulf Coast refineries for less-expensive
heavy oil from Canada and expanding the U.S. domestic supply.”
(2 August 2013): “P&G Shifts Marketing Dollars to Online, Mobile”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323681904578641993173406444.html)
--------“Procter & Gamble Co. is now spending more than a third of its U.S. marketing budget on
digital media, an aggressive shift as Americans for the first time are expected to spend more time
online this year than watching television.” Company executives note that “digital media in many
cases is proving to be a faster and cheaper way for P&G’s brands to reach consumers, and
feedback is also faster.” CEO A.G. Lafley noted that digital spending varies from brand to
brand, noting that for some businesses “digital is incredibly effective, and we’re doing more.”
Products with a large digital focus include Pampers, Secret deodorant, and Old Spice toiletries.
********In concept, at least, one is always laying down observable tracks when one is online.
How different this is from my recent experience of being asked to maintain a radio-listening
diary by Arbitron. You can learn more about Arbitron at:
http://www.arbitron.com/about/home.htm.
(3 August 2013): “Researchers Bet Casino Data Can Identify Gambling Addicts”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324348504578607903673679448.html)
--------“Similar to the way geneticists have invented tests to predict cancer risk, a group of
addiction scientists and industry consultants say they can use casino customer-tracking
information to create computerized models that can spot and warn people with high risk profiles.
The new research essentially turns the industry’s own data, often used in connection with loyalty
cards to identify and pamper the best customers, on its head. Early forms of the systems already
have been employed by some government-run casinos outside the U.S. and by some onlinebetting firms. . . . Casino executives so far have generally resisted the science, which raises a
host of fresh moral, political and legal issues at a time when the opportunity to gamble, through
online betting and new casinos, is only growing.” It is estimated that “six million to eight
million adults in the U.S. alone have a gambling problem, according to the National Council on
Problem Gambling.” Gambling researchers “have estimated that between 25% and 50% of
casino revenue can come from problem gamblers.” Focal Research Consultants Ltd. of Halifax,
Nova Scotia claims that its algorithms can “detect as many as 80% of at-risk gamblers.” It mines
as many as 800 variables to make its problem gambling predictions. Online gambling enables
the collection of “copious data on every customer, including size of bets, time of day, and much
more.”
********You can see the publications of Focal Research Consultants that are “Gambling
Related” at: http://www.focalresearch.com/about/publications. Look at the bottom of the page
and the two subsequent pages. It is very interesting, yet easy to understand, that the same data
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could be used by casinos and those looking to combat gambling addiction. Casinos, however,
are most likely to have the data.
(3 August 2013): “’Ban the Box’ Laws Make Criminal Pasts Off-Limits”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323997004578640623464096406.html)
--------Richmond, California recently passed an ordinance that will prohibit “private companies
that have city contracts and employ more than nine people” from asking “anything about an
applicant’s criminal record.” This is an example of a “ban-the box” law, so called because
“many job applications contain a box to check if one has a criminal record.” In the U.S. ten
states and 51 cities now limit background checks, although the extent of the prohibition depends
upon the type of crime and the job in question.
********You can learn more about ban-the-box laws at the site for the National Employment
Law Project at:
http://www.nelp.org/index.php/content/content_issues/category/criminal_records_and_employm
ent/. That page has a number of references to ban-the-box laws. You can see the document that
lists all of the states and municipalities that had adopted such laws as of April 2013 at:
http://nelp.3cdn.net/495bf1d813cadb030d_qxm6b9zbt.pdf .
(3 August 2013): “The $4 Million Teacher”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324635904578639780253571520.html)
--------“Kim Ki-Hoon earns $4 million a year in south Korea, where he is known as a rock-star
teacher . . . Mr. Kim has been teaching for over 20 years, all of them in the country’s private,
after-school tutoring academies, known as hagwons. Unlike most teachers across the globe, he is
paid according to the demand for his skills—and he is in high demand. Mr. Kim works about 60
hours a week teaching English, although he spends only three of those hours giving lectures. His
classes are recorded on video, and the Internet has turned them into commodities, available for
purchase online at the rate of $4 an hour. He spends most of his week responding to students’
online requests for help, developing lesson plans and writing accompanying textbooks and
workbooks (some 200 to date).” Mr. Kim, who works for the South Korean firm Megastudy,
“employs 30 people to help him manage his teaching empires and runs a publishing company to
produce his books.” In South Korea private tutors now outnumber schoolteachers, and the
hagwon system “is about as close to a pure meritocracy as it can be, and just as ruthless. In
hagwons, teachers are free agents. They don’t need to be certified. They don’t have benefits or
even a guaranteed base salary; their pay is based on their performance, and most of them work
long hours and earn less than public school teachers.”
********The article goes on to note that “Tutoring services are growing all over the globe . . .
Sometimes called shadow education systems, they mirror the mainstream system, offering afterhours classes in every subject—for a fee.” Adam Smith is often cited by those who advocate
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more market-oriented approaches to education. His views on education are most fully expressed
in The Wealth of Nations, Book V, chapter 1, sections 130-89. You can read them at:
http://www.econlib.org/library/Smith/smWN20.html#B.V, Ch.1, Of the Expences of the
Sovereign or Commonwealth.
(3 August 2013): “Brewers in the Middle East: Sin-free ale”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21582531-non-alcoholic-beer-taking-among-muslimconsumers-sin-free-ale)
--------In 2012 2.2 billion litres of non-alcoholic beer were consumed in the world, “80% more
than five years earlier. In the rich world it is mainly consumed by a health-conscious minority.
But in the Middle East, which now accounts for almost a third of worldwide sales, the target
market is the teetotal majority.” It is thought that “Drinking beer, even the non-alcoholic variety,
taps into a popular desire for a globalized lifestyle that neither fruit juice nor even Coca-Cola can
offer.” Adding to the sales surge in Saudi Arabia and Egypt have been fatwas issued by clerics
“declaring it permissible for Muslims to drink zero-alcohol beers.” When beers are fermented,
some alcohol can remain after dealcoholization. As a result the beer Lebanese beer Laziza has
bottles that “declare it to be ‘0.00%’ alcohol, to distinguish it from the fermented brands, which
only promise to be ‘0.0%’.”
(6 August 2013): “Scientists Cook Up Lab-Grown Beef”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323420604578650194180347284.html)
--------“Dutch scientists on Monday unveiled a hamburger made from beef grown in a lab . . .
that was then cooked and eaten at a West London arts and television studio. . . . The multiyear
project, which cost over €250,000 ($332,000) and produced the single patty, was funded by
Google co-founder Sergey Brin. The idea of growing meat in the laboratory has long appealed
to some scientists and environmental experts for sustainability and ethical reasons.” Scientists
are now looking to grow fat, too, in order to enhance the hamburger’s taste.
********The hamburger is made from muscle cells harvested from a cow, then cloned. The
article includes a Slideshow and a useful five-minute interview at the Video tab.
(6 August 2013): “What’s It Like Being a Middle Manager Today?”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323420604578650074170664066.html)
--------Michelle Davis is a middle manager for Fair Isaac Corp. in San Rafael, California.
Fourteen years into her career she earns $150,000 a year and, like many middle managers, “is
sandwiched somewhere between senior leadership and the front lines. . . . Like her midlevel
peers in retail, technology and other industries, she has many duties but little authority, people to
please both above and below, and days when her schedule is just barely under her control, filled
with meetings or consumed with sudden crises.” There are 10.8 million middle managers in the
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U.S., who play an essential and challenging role in the economy. But “managing without much
autonomy is stressful, and opportunities for getting ahead are limited” given that “companies are
leaner than ever.”
********The Graphics tab provides compensation by quartile for a range of different job titles.
(6 August 2013): “Takeover Plan for Microlending Pioneer Grameen Spurs Anger”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323420604578649732663546980.htm)
--------“The government of Bangladesh is set to announce a plan to take control of microlender
Grameen Bank, drawing criticism from the supporters of its Nobel Prize-winning founder and
raising questions about the motivation behind the move.” Grameen “has drawn accolades for
bringing credit to millions of rural customers and showing that microcredit programs—which
offer small loans to poor borrowers—can work on a large scale. Its success helped spawn an
international expansion of microcredit in emerging markets and inspired giants such as Citigroup
Inc. and HSBC Holdings PLC to move into the sector.” The Bangladesh government is expected
to “increase its stake in the bank to 51% from 25%, diluting existing shareholders and giving it
control of the lender, which is now controlled by 8.4 million borrowers and shareholders in the
bank. . . . The dispute is driven in part by the rapid growth of Grameen Bank, which is at the
center of a sprawling empire that includes 48 companies, among them the nation’s biggest
mobile-phone operator and a yogurt maker.”
********Muhammad Yunus and the Grameen Bank won the Nobel Peace Prize in 2006 “for
their efforts to create economic and social development from below.” You can learn more about
Yunus and the prize at: http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/2006/.
(7 August 2013): “A European Name Game Uncorks a Tempest in a Wine Cask”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323854904578636142709424404.html)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. “When Croatia joined Europe’s now 28-member
common market, it was plunged into the Continent’s internecine wine wars, in which countries
battle to protect local producers by enforcing strict appellation rules.” This is causing a problem
for the traditional Croatian wine known as Prosek, which is a “sweet dessert wine . . . made from
local grapes, which are dried for days or weeks until they become raisin-like, with a high sugar
content. Then they are pressed. The freshly pressed fruit juice, or must, is fermented and aged
in oak barrels, sometimes for years.” According to Italian wine growers, “Prosek sounds too
much like Prosecco, an Italian sparkling wine. They say that if Croatia doesn’t voluntarily stop
using the name, they will lodge a complaint with EU authorities to force the change.” A similar
issue has been raised with respect to the Croatian grape Teran. Slovenia has won protection for
its variety of Teran, called Terrano, and “wants Croatia to stop using the name.”
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********A nice mixture of all three invisible forces: wine-making traditions in Croatia
(handshake); appellation rules of the EU (foot); and selling product (hand). In the article a brief
story is related of a wine-maker’s father who lived in the same house for 92 years “but still lived
in several countries—the Austro-Hungarian Empire, the Italian Republic, Yugoslavia and then in
present-day Croatia—all with different laws, school systems, money and rules pertaining to
wine.” These are types of changes not usually considered and probably bear study.
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[The Invisible Forces] 121 (14 August 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(8 August 2013): “Probe Turns Up Heat on Banks”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323838204578654411043000772.html)
--------“The Justice Department, going after what it considers to be questionable ‘payday
lenders,’ is targeting the firms that process payments for them. The Justice Department has
issued subpoenas to banks and other companies that handle payments for an array of financial
offerings, ramping up an investigation that has been underway for several months . . . It’s a shift
in strategy by the government: Rather than just targeting individual firms, it is now going after
the infrastructure that enables companies to withdraw money from people’s bank accounts.”
According to one Justice Department official, “We are changing the structures within the
financial system that allow all kinds of fraudulent merchants to operate” with the intent of
“choking them off from the very air they need to survive.” Nationwide, 35 states allow payday
lending, “while 15 others and the District of Columbia effectively ban such loans, mainly
through interest-rate caps. But numerous Indian tribes have begun making loans over the
Internet and argue they are sovereign states not subject to state-level regulation.”
********The Video tab has a three-minute interview with one of the article’s authors, who
emphasized the influence that regulatory authorities have over bank behavior.
(8 August 2013): “Officials Tighten Crude-Shipping Standards”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323838204578654463632065372.html)
--------“The Federal Railroad Administration plans to start asking shipping companies to supply
testing data they use to classify their crude-oil shipments, saying it is concerned that some
shipments are being transported in tank cars that aren’t safe enough. In a letter to American
Petroleum Institute CEO Jack Gerard last week, the FRA said it is investigating whether some
crude shipments contain chemicals—possibly from the hydraulic-fracturing process used to
extract it—that make them more hazardous than their classification indicates. The agency told
the API it also suspects that mixes of crude and other chemicals might be the cause of an
increase in damage to tank cars caused by ‘severe corrosion.’” The agency’s action is its latest
move “to toughen regulation of the transport by rail of crude oil after a runaway train hauling 72
tank cars with crude oil derailed and exploded last month, killing 47 people and ravaging the
Quebec town of Lac-Mégantic.”
********Up until now, attention has been focused on the extent that chemicals used in fracking
affect water quality. What this article points out is that fracking chemicals remain in the oil that
is brought to the surface and may affect the rail tank cars (and pipelines) that are used to
transport oil. The presence of the chemicals, in concept, should be easy to test and provides an
additional argument for the full disclosure of the components of fracking fluids.
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(8 August 2013): “Louisiana LNG Export Proposal Approved”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323477604578654070088855686.html)
--------“A third proposal to export U.S. natural gas won a government green light Wednesday,
signaling the approval process is on a faster track despite some concerns that greater exports will
raise natural-gas prices at home. The three projects approved by the Department of Energy
would have the capacity to ship 5.6 billion cubic feet of gas a day, or about two trillion cubic feet
a year. The U.S. produced about 25 trillion cubic feet in 2012.” Although more than “a dozen
exports are still pending before the Department of Energy” Moody’s Investors Service has
predicted that “only four of the proposed export projects were likely to be built. It said one of
the factors dictating success was a company’s spot in the queue at the Department of Energy,
which has said it would evaluate projects on a first-come, first-served basis.”
********It is my understanding that Moody’s is suggesting that only four of all of the proposed
LNG facilities will be built, including the three already approved. You can read what Moody’s
has to say at: https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-US-energy-producers-and-Asianbuyers-primary-winners-from--PR_272213. Queues are, of course, a well-known device for
allocating goods and services, in this case the service being regulatory review, recalling the
adage “The early bird gets the worm.”
(8 August 2013): “Heroin Makes a Comeback”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323997004578640531575133750.html)
--------“Heroin use in the U.S. is soaring, especially in rural areas, amid ample supply and a shift
away from costlier prescription narcotics that are becoming tougher to acquire. The number of
people who say they have used heroin in the past year jumped 53.5% to 620,000 between 2002
to 2011, according to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. . . .
Much of the heroin that reaches smaller towns such as Ellensburg[, Washington, population
18,000] comes from Mexico, where producers have ramped up production in recent years . . .
The heroin scourge has been driven largely by a law-enforcement crackdown on illicit use of
prescription painkillers such as oxycodone and drug-company formulations that make the pills
harder to crush and snort . . . That has pushed those who were addicted to the pills to turn to
heroin, which is cheaper and more plentiful.” A recovering 21-year-old addict said she “made
the switch from pain pills to heroin after her dealer one day held out both options in his hands
and encourage her to choose the cheaper one.”
********It is easy to see why a decrease in the relative price of heroin would incline users to
choose heroin more often. What is unclear from the article is why heroin should have become
more of a rural problem as a result. Is this an information issue? Could it be that there is greater
concern about heroin addiction than painkiller addiction in rural areas?
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********You can find an Asheville perspective on the increase in heroin use, including a twominute video, at: http://www.citizen-times.com/article/20130812/NEWS/308120010/Pillcrackdown-drives-addicts-heroin. The interviewee makes clear the decline in the price of heroin
relative to pills has contributed to the increase in heroin use.
(9 August 2013): “China’s Gleaming Ghost Cities Draw Neither Jobs Nor People”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324412604578515382905495900.html)
--------When, in 2005, the city of Tieling, China “launched a plan to build a satellite city six
miles down the road, it got off to a promising start. Urban planners spent millions of yuan to
clean up surrounding marshland that had become a dumping ground for the city’s untreated
sewage. A pristine environment, they hoped, would help attract the businesses that would raise
incomes and swell the population.” As a result of wetland renovation and the completion of the
infrastructure including “canals, government offices and some apartment buildings” the city won
a “special mention from the U.N. Human Settlements Program for ‘providing a well-developed
and modern living space.’” There is just one thing missing: people. “The businesses that were
supposed to create local employment haven’t materialized. Without jobs, there is little incentive
for anybody to move there.” But local authorities haven’t given up. They “have tried to boost
the population by pushing people from the old city [of Tieling] into the new” and they are also
“closing schools in the old city and the greater Tieling county and corralling the students into
newly built schools in the new city.” The municipal government also plans to spend “a further
$1.3 billion on projects in the new city this year, including an art gallery, gymnasium and indoor
swimming pool.”
********Chinese Premier Li Keqiang says that “Urbanization will not only drive tremendous
consumption and investment demand, and create employment opportunities, but directly affect
the well-being of the people.” That may be so but the example of Tieling’s new city is not
encouraging.
(9 August 2013): “Cattle Prices Climb on Tyson Decision”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323977304579000503535285632.html)
--------Tyson Foods Inc. has decided to stop buying cattle fed with the supplement Zilmax “after
receiving animals at some of its beef plants that had difficulty walking or were unable to move.”
A spokeswoman for Merck & Co., the producer of Zilmax, said that company data “do not
support Zilmax as being the cause of the issues.” Zilmax is fed to cattle in “the final weeks
before slaughter” and can add “about 2%, or 24 to 33 pounds, to an animal’s weight. Tyson
accounts for roughly a quarter of the daily slaughter of cattle in the U.S.” As a result of Tyson’s
actions, futures prices for beef increased. Some of Tyson’s cattle suppliers “are expected to
switch to a competing product like Optaflexx, mitigating the impact on supplies.” Feedlots
“could face tighter profit margins if they can’t use Zilmax. While they can switch to Optaflexx,
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that additive provides somewhat lower weight gain.” It is estimated that “70% of the U.S. beef
industry’s cattle supply is fed with Zilmax or Optaflexx.”
(10 August 2013): “Hollywood Takes Spanish Lessons As Latinos Stream to the Movies”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324049504578545812929816462.html)
--------“In the past few years, Hispanics have become some of Hollywood’s best customers.
Though 5% of Americans over the age of 12 are Latino, they accounted for 25% of all movie
tickets sold in the U.S. in 2012 . . . The average Hispanic moviegoer went to nearly 10 films in
the year, compared with just over six for whites, African-Americans, and Asian-Americans.
Now, the Latino fan base is beginning to change the way Hollywood spends its money, from
production to marketing and even theater renovations. The new industry focus comes at a
critical time for the movie business . . . Attendance at theaters has declined 10% in the past
decade . . . while home entertainment spending is off more than 17% from its 2004 peak.”
Although the reasons for viewership differences are unclear, Nielsen Co. has found that
“Hispanics are significantly more likely than members of other ethnic groups to go to the movies
in groups of four or more . . . They are also nearly twice as likely as other ethnic groups to watch
a movie with extended-family members.”
(10 August 2013): “Legal highs: A new prescription”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21583270-new-zealands-plan-regulate-designer-drugsbetter-trying-ban-them-and-failing-new)
--------This is a Leader in The Economist. “As the world’s drug habit shows, governments are
failing in their quest to monitor every London window-box and Andean hillside for banned
plants. But even that Sisyphean task looks easy next to the fight against synthetic drugs. No
sooner has a drug been blacklisted than chemists adjust their recipe and start churning out a
subtly different one. These ‘legal highs’ are sold for the new months it takes the authorities to
identify and ban them, and then the cycle begins again. In June the UN reported more than 250
such drugs in circulation.” New Zealand is the unlikely leader in legal highs. Due to its location
and small population, conventional drug traffickers have little interest in it. “Kiwis therefore
make their own synthetic drugs, which they take in greater quantity than virtually anyone else.”
As a result, the government has taken a different approach with drug makers—regulation rather
than prohibition. Drug designers will have a “chance of getting official approval for their
products. . . . Drugs will have to undergo clinical trials, which the government expects to take
around 18 months—much less than for medicines, because the drugs will be tested only for
toxicity, not for efficacy.”
********I found the distinction between toxicity and efficacy to be useful, although it is
probably very familiar to those who are engaged in drug trials. The Leader also goes on to
discuss the general view of The Economist: “The arguments for legalization—that it protects
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consumers, shuts out criminals and saves money while raising tax” revenues. Setting a tax is
tricky, however, since a tax that is “too high” will encourage black markets for the drug taxed.
Markets and black markets surely always exist in pairs, with taxation and the legal system
influencing their relative size.
(10 August 2013): “Schumpeter: Cronies and capitols”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21583242-businesspeople-have-become-tooinfluential-government-cronies-and-capitols)
--------The relationship between business and government has always been challenging. Take
the case of Silvio Berlusconi of Italy. A successful businessman, Italians elected him “in the
hope that he could use his skills as a businessman to revive a sclerotic economy. . . . Rather than
using his business skills to revive the Italian economy, Mr Berlusconi used his political skills to
protect his business interests. . . . the problem at the heart of Mr Berlusconi’s Italy—the
commingling of power and business—is a growing worry around the world.”
********A clear expression of the interrelatedness of the invisible foot and the invisible hand.
Those who write the laws are able to influence opportunities for gain and those who realize gain
are able to influence the laws. All of this takes place in a social and historical, i.e., moral
context. The relationships of the economic, political, and moral spheres are clearly expressed in
Michael Novak’s The Catholic Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (1993).
(10 August 2013): “The price of fish: Different scales”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21583296-fish-are-getting-moreexpensive-they-do-not-all-move-same)
--------There are two types of fish production: capture (or wild) and aquaculture (or farmed).
“The amount of wild fish captured globally has barely changed in the past two decades . . . In
contrast, the farmed-fish industry continues to make productivity improvements.” Due to such
improvements, “the global production of farmed fish . . . now exceeds the production of beef.”
The continued growth of farmed fish “will further shake up the markets for fish. The farmed
kind is expected to dominate the market for medium-value produce. suppliers of wild fish, for
their part, must slither into niche markets.” Frank Asche of the University of Stavenger, expects
that as “the supply of wild fish declines relative to farmed fish, it will become a luxury
commodity,” noting that “In 20 years’ time people will think of wild fish like we now think of
venison.”
********Another useful distinction: wild fish by capture and farmed fish by aquaculture. As the
supply of farmed fish increases, ceteris paribus, the price of wild fish to farmed fish will
increase.
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(11 August 2013): “The Golden Age of Newspapers: A Short History”
(http://www.economicprincipals.com/)
********David Warsh pulls together his thoughts about the past and the prospects of printed
newspapers in light of the recent sale of The Washington Post. In his discussion he points to the
impact of television on newspapers and how it hastened the consolidation of print newspapers;
television advertising was almost a dollar-for-dollar replacement of newspaper advertising.
Interestingly, that consolidation (by increasing the market power and profitability of the
remaining newspapers) gave rise to some of print’s greatest work. In more recent years there has
been the impact of Internet advertising, especially due to Google. The key idea was the
development of “intention-based advertising,” i.e., advertisements related to the search
undertaken by a user. Such advertising turned nascent Google from a firm with a search engine
that was just barely making it into an economic juggernaut. At the same time, the market
valuation of newspapers has plummeted. Just one example is the recent sale of The Boston
Globe for $70 million; The Globe was sold to The New York Times for $1.1 billion in 1993.
********The article also includes a nice list of recent and well-thought-of books about Google.
(12 August 2013): “Vibrant Market Is Heart of Multiethnic Capital”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/12/world/europe/vibrant-market-is-heart-of-multiethniccapital.html)
--------In recent years Italy has had an immigration experience much like that of France and
Germany twenty years ago. “The number of foreign-born residents residing legally in Italy has
tripled in the last decade, to about 4.3 million out of a population of 59 million. The largest
groups are from Romania, Albania, Morocco and China, but other ethnicities are on the rise.”
These changes show up in the foods offered and the people selling the foods in the local markets
of Rome. Novelist Jhumpa Lahiri recently wrote that “in contrast to the Italian-Americans that
she grew up with in Rhode Island, who climbed the social and economic ladder, the
Bangladeshis she met in Rome often had the opposite experience. . . . ‘Even if they have been
here for many years, they still feel they are on the margins, barely tolerated, disconnected from
the rest of society. Their children, born and raised in Italy, are not Italian citizens.’ Under
Italian law, children born in the country have the citizenship of their parents.”
********Every nation has its laws but the possible implications for integration into society of
something like the citizenship of a child born in a country is striking.
(12 August 2013): “A Corn Boom Begins to Wilt”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323446404579006594160246998.html)
--------“The boom in corn prices that helped propel the U.S. farm economy is fading amid
expectations for a record high harvest. Prices are down more than 40% from last year’s all-time
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highs, to their lowest point in nearly three years.” The consequences are many. First, lower
costs for “meat producers and other food companies.” Second, prospectively lower supermarket
prices for beef. Third, reduced incomes and profits for corn producers. Fourth, reduced sales of
“tractors and other farm supplies.” Fifth, reduced rental rates for farmland. David Brown, an
Illinois farmer who rents 60% of the land he farms, notes: “It used to be that marketing corn was
your toughest job. Now negotiating rent is as demanding as selling your product.”
********I found Brown’s comment to be interesting. Has something changed recently, in
addition to the high price of corn, which would make the rental negotiation more difficult?
********Commodity markets are always interesting, especially corn, since they tie together so
many markets both present and future.
(13 August 2013): “New Laws and Rising Costs Create a Surge of Supersizing Hospitals”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/13/business/bigger-hospitals-may-lead-to-bigger-bills-forpatients.html)
--------“Hospitals across the nation are being swept up in the biggest wave of mergers since the
1990s, a development that is creating giant hospital systems that could one day dominate
American health care and drive up costs. The consolidations are being driven by a confluence of
powerful forces, not least of which is President Obama’s signature Affordable Care Act. That
law, many experts say, is transforming the economics of health care and pushing a growing
number of hospitals into the arms of suitors. The changes are unfolding with remarkable speed.”
Consulting firm Booz & Company, “predicts that 1,000 of the nation’s roughly 5,000 hospitals
could seek out mergers in the next five to seven years.”
********Mergers and acquisitions is a recognized subject for hospitals. You can find some
information on the subject from the American Hospital Association Resource Center at:
http://aharesourcecenter.wordpress.com/about/. From what I can gather, a leading source of
M&A data comes from Irving Levin Associates, Inc. You can order its forthcoming report-$497.00—at: http://www.levinassociates.com/hospital-description.
********In today’s Asheville Citizen-Times there is a related article that points to some of the
consequences of the Affordable Care Act for Mission Hospital. You can find the article at:
http://www.citizen-times.com/article/20130814/NEWS01/308140027/Will-350M-loss-fundingforce-Mission-cut-staff-. You can get a brief sense of some of the thinking involved from an
article abstract at: http://aharesourcecenter.wordpress.com/2012/12/05/mergers-reform-toinfluence-hospital-consolidation/.
(14 August 2013): “Cheaper Feed comes Too Late for Some Cattlefeeders”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323997004578642550438797168.html)
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--------Kansas-state feedlot operators “have been squeezed by rising prices for young cattle and
high feed costs that have outstripped prices paid to them by meatpackers. . . . Even though the
price of corn, a main feed ingredient, has fallen this year from last year’s record highs as morenormal weather returned to the Midwest corn belt, it comes too late for many feedlot operators
struggling to stay solvent. About 2,000 of the nation’s 77,120 feedlots exited the business last
year, up from 20 a year earlier.” According to Rich Nelson of Allendale Inc., an agriculturaladvisory company, “On average, U.S. feedlots have lost money for a record 27 straight months,”
with an average loss of $141 per head of cattle during that period.
(14 August 2013): “Energy Firm Makes Costly Fracking Bet—on Water”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323420604578652594214383364.html)
--------Energy company Antero Resources Inc. “plans to spend more than half a billion dollars on
a pipeline. But the 80 miles of pipe won’t transport oil or gas: They will carry water from the
Ohio River to fracking sites in West Virginia and Ohio. The project is a costly wager that the
hydraulic-fracturing industry’s thirst for reliable sources of water will grow over the next few
years.” Colorado-based Antero “is the most active driller in the Marcellus Shale, a gas-rich rock
formation that stretches across Pennsylvania and into New York, Ohio and West Virginia.” It is
estimated that the pipeline would reduce costs by $600,000 per well and reduce congestion on
rural roads. At the same time the pipeline’s capacity would remove about 4.8 million gallons a
day from the Ohio River. Water pipelines have previously been built for fracking in
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
(14 August 2013): “Mall Owners Woo Hispanic Shoppers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323446404579010914180363136.html)
--------Owners of malls declining or declined, also known as “dead malls,” are now “responding
to the same demographic reality that has rocked the political landscape: the rise of Hispanics.”
The number of Hispanic households is growing and household earnings is increasing. In
addition they are shopping more at malls that reach out to them. A case in point is the former 1.2
million-square-foot Fort Worth center, which in 2004 had an occupancy rate of 10%. For $22
million the mall was purchased and given “a Spanish colonial exterior and interior of an old
Mexican downtown and rebranded” as La Gran Plaza in 2006. “Today, the center is more than
90% occupied.” Still, repositioning toward Hispanics hasn’t always worked. The Fiesta Mall in
Mesa, Arizona, is one case. According to Green Street, the area in which it is located was
“crushed” by the Great Recession.
********According to Green Street Advisors, which tracks mall performance, about 10% of the
1,081 malls it tracks “will close or experience a significant change in use over the next decade.
About 190 malls currently have sales of $250 a square foot, well below the U.S. average of $450
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a square foot.” You can learn more about Green Street Advisors, “Definitive leaders in real
estate research for over 25 years,” at: http://www.greenstreetadvisors.com/.
********The concept of “dead malls” is an interesting and familiar one. My search on the term
turned up the site: http://deadmalls.com/. The site is pretty informal, in my judgment, but has a
variety of “dead mall stories” that you can read by state at: http://deadmalls.com/stories.html.
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[The Invisible Forces] 122 (21 August 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(15 August 2013): “Weather Channel Now Also Forecasts What You’ll Buy”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323639704579012674092402660.html)
--------“The Weather Channel knows the chance for rain in St. Louis on Friday, what the heat
index could reach in Santa Fe on Saturday and how humid Baltimore may get on Sunday. It also
knows when you’re most likely to buy bug spray. The enterprise is transforming from a cable
network viewers flip to during hurricane season into an operation that forecasts consumer
behavior by analyzing when, where and how often people check the weather. Last fall the
Weather Channel Cos. renamed itself the Weather Co. to reflect the growth of its digital-data
business.” David Kenney, the CEO of the company notes, “People generally check the weather
because they’re planning to do something . . . We are getting better at knowing the kind of things
people will be planning based on where and when they are checking the weather and what the
weather is.” Although it has long been known that weather influences the retail economy,
combining “data gleaned from mobile devices . . . to a wider range of consumer companies” has
provided for much more targeted marketing of products, for example, the sale of Pantene Pro-V
Smooth on a humid day. Timing is important, too. For example, with regard to craft sales, a
team at the WeatherFX division of The Weather Company advised Michaels Stores Inc. about
prospective sales. “The team found that sales of crafts surged not on rainy days but when the
forecast called for rain three days in advance. It then advised Michaels to consider advertising
against extended forecasts that called for rain in three days.”
********It is fascinating how place, time, weather, and consumer behavior are being brought
together via Big Data. You can learn more about Weather FX, as well as The Weather
Company, at: http://press.weather.com/press-releases/weather-company-builds-out-newweatherfx-division-two-execut/. The Video tab has a useful five-minute interview with the
article’s author and a marketing executive of The Weather Company.
(15 August 2013): “Litigation Over Noncompete Clauses Is Rising”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323446404579011501388418552.html)
--------“More employers are requiring their new workers to sign ‘noncompete’ agreements,
which they say are needed to prevent insiders from taking trade secrets, business relationships or
customer data to competing firms when they leave.” But the proliferation of such agreements
have created “some worry these clauses are having an unintended damping effect on U.S.
entrepreneurship, by preventing people from leaving the corporate world to launch their own
businesses, or hire workers when they do.” Such clauses seem to delay the start of competing
ventures and cause startups to grow more slowly. However, states do not have a uniform
approach to noncompete clauses. For example, “California makes it particularly difficult to
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enforce such agreements. There, most noncompete agreements are considered void under
California Business and Professions Code, and as a result, it is fairly common to find founders
who left nascent California companies working or building a rival.” Things are different in
Massachusetts, about which Gwill York of Lighthouse Capital Partners, comments that “there
are ‘virtually no spinoffs’ from large Massachusetts-based technology companies.” Students she
mentors “feel they have to go to California if they want to join a startup ‘because they will have
mobility . . . Here if they stay and join a startup they may not be able to switch jobs and stay in
their field of expertise.”
********It certainly appears that the noncompete clauses are doing what they are intended to
do, namely, slow the formation and growth of competitors. But is it good policy? Firms where
noncompete clauses do not apply still have the ability to file trade-secret lawsuits, but “these
cases are more costly” and thus resorted to less frequently.
(15 August 2013): “Booming Farm-Equipment Sales Face Smaller Tax Breaks”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323420604578652281568189710.html)
--------The sale of farm equipment has boomed in recent years under the provision that farmers
“can deduct as much as $500,000 a year from their federal income taxes for equipment purchases
up to $2 million. That’s double the deduction allowed in 2009 and four times the 2007 level.
But the deduction limit is scheduled to shrink to just $25,000 next year.” As a result of these
provisions, as well as high crop prices, “U.S. sales of new high-horsepower tractors have grown
11.4% annually since 2006, triple the growth rate between 1999 and 2005.” One of the main
beneficiaries of this boom has been John Deere Inc., based in Moline, Illinois, which sailed
“through the 2008 U.S. financial crisis in better shape than most capital equipment
manufacturers. The company expect this year’s profit to reach $3.4 billion, about 13% higher
than 2012.” However, the prospect of weaker sales next year due to a smaller deduction has
contributed to a 5% decline in the price of Deere’s stock since the start of the year. Overall,
“Goldman Sachs predicts a 15% drop in U.S. farm machinery spending in 2014.”
(15 August 2013): “Nurse Practitioners Seek Right To Treat Patients on Their Own”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323455104579013193992224008.html)
--------“Nurse practitioners [NPs] in five states are fighting for the right to treat patients without
oversight from doctors, as they can in many parts of the country.” An especially pitched battle is
taking place in California, where a bill allowing some nurse practitioners to work independently
passed “passed a key legislative committee this week. California doctors strenuously oppose the
idea, arguing that it could jeopardize patient safety.” Elsewhere in the count, other nonphysician
health professionals “are lobbying to expand their roles, citing the shortage of doctors in some
areas and the expected onslaught of millions of patients newly insured under the Affordable Care
Act next year.” Presently, “17 states and the District of Columbia” allow nurse practitioners to
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“set up practices and treat patients autonomously. Twelve states require them to be supervised,
to varying degrees, by a physician or other health authority. In the remaining 21 states, NPs
must have a ‘collaborative’ agreement with a physician.”
********According to the map accompanying the article, North Carolina is one of the 12 states
requiring physician supervision. Yet another case exemplifying the varied approaches of the
different states to the same issue, at least it seems the same. Generally speaking—there are
exceptions—states in the West tend to allow independent practice, states in the Midwest provide
for collaborative agreements, and states in the southeast require physician supervision.
(15 August 2013): “Intermittent Nature of Green Power Is Challenge for Utilities”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/15/business/energy-environment/intermittent-nature-of-greenpower-is-challenge-for-utilities.html)
--------Producers of wind-based power, such as Green Mountain Power in Vermont, are
sometimes subject to “curtailment” when a grid operator, such as ISO New England, determine
that too much electricity is being produced for the grid to handle. Windy states and regions “like
Texas and the Midwest have experienced similar cutbacks.” Curtailments affect the financial
outcomes of producers and have given rise to controversy that is likely to grow as wind power
becomes more prevalent.
(17 August 2013): “Russian Beer Fest Goes Flat for Brewers”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323446404579010562098511876.html)
--------“The world’s top brewers once bet big on Russia’s famous love of drinking, pouring
hundreds of millions of dollars into new plants and distribution networks as they sought to tap a
growing taste for been in a land where vodka long ruled. . . . But now the Kremlin’s campaign
against alcoholism has sapped the life out of the party as a flood of new regulations and taxes
aimed at turning around dismal life expectancy rates for men has made the beer market go flat,
brewers say.” As a result, beer industry “sales have fizzled 20% by volume in Russia since 2010
as per capital consumption slipped 13% due to rising prices.” This is a big contrast “from the
under regulated heyday of the mid-200s when Russia didn’t even classify beer as an alcoholic
beverage. Between 2005 and 2007, sales shot up nearly 30% and it wasn’t uncommon to see
Russians walking around drinking a bottle of beer at 10 a.m. as if it were a soft drink.”
(17 August 2013): “Free exchange: Down towns” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21583597-when-cities-start-decline-economic-diversity-thing-can-save)
********This article is broadly related to the sad state of Detroit and the “ruin porn”
documenting “the city’s rotting physical infrastructure. The Motor City is an extreme example
of a decline that has beset industrial cities across America’s Midwest and northern Europe. Their
rise and fall (and, in some cases, renaissance) illuminate the deeper forces that hold cities
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together and pull them apart.” It points to the roles of transportation cost, communication costs,
and economic diversity in contributing to the rise or decline of cities. In addition to a nice verbal
statement of the “vicious circles” that can contribute to economic growth and decline, it also
provides links to the literature, most recently (August 2013) “The growth of cities,” by Gilles
Duranton and Diego Puga.
(19 August 2013): “U.S. Rice Farmers Cash In On Venezuelan Socialism”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323681904578640291651501034.html)
-------- Steve Orlicek is a rice farmer in Stuttgart, Arkansas, who is living the American dream.
“His good fortune springs from many roots, including an unlikely one: He is a prime beneficiary
of the socialist economic policies of Hugo Chávez, Venezuela’s late president. . . . During his 14
years in power, he nationalized large farms, redistributed land and controlled food prices as part
of a strategy to help the poor. But these policies turned Venezuela from a net exporter to a net
importer of rice—from farmers like Mr. Orlicek.” In the first half of 2013, “the U.S. exported
$94 million of rice to Venezuela, a 62% jump” from last year. Now Venezuela is the U.S.’s
“fourth-largest rice market.” In part due to “strong exports and rising prices,” Mr Orlicek “runs
his farm with the latest technology. His state-of-the-art tractors, which cost around $230,000
apiece, carrying $15,000 GPS systems that can drive the tractors themselves.” As his profits
rose, “he took the expensive step of starting to level his 800 acres of rice fields using laser
technology. Doing so costs him $400 per acre, but it ensures level irrigation—saving water and
increasing yields by around 20%.”
(19 August 2013): “What’s Ailing America’s Cattle?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323423804579020953889322782.html)
--------In response to the recent decision by Tyson Foods Inc. to “suspend purchases of animals
fed with Zilmax on account of ambulatory problems” Merck & Co., the producer of Zilmax, said
it would temporarily suspend its sales. Zilmax and its competitor Optaflexx made by Eli Lilly &
Co. are beta-agonists. Although first developed to treat asthma, they are now “mixed into cattle
feed during the final weeks to promote weight gain by stimulating the growth of lean muscle
instead of fat.” Gerald Zimmerman, “a third-generation cattle rancher and feeder, notes that
“you can drive through a feed yards and spot every one [of the cattle] that’s on it. They look like
muscle-bound athletes.” The use of Zilmax and Optaflexx expanded “years of severe drought
drove prices for corn—the main ingredient in cattle feed—to record highs.” Higher corn prices
squeezed profit margins and farmers turned to the two beta-agonists increase cattle weight.
********The article also relates concerns about ractopamine, a beta-agonist that is sometimes
fed to hogs. “In June, Smithfield Foods Inc., the world’s largest hog farmer and pork processor,
dedicated half of its slaughter capability to processing hogs that were never fed ractopamine.”
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Ractopamine was banned in Russian in 2012. You can learn more about ractopamine at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ractopamine.
(20 August 2013): “Ship Travels Arctic From China to Europe”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323423804579022982364681464.html)
--------Climate change has provided the possibility of much shorter travel time from the Chinese
port of Dalian to the port of Rotterdam in the Netherlands. The conventional route from Dalian,
through the Suez Canal, typically takes 48 days. However, the northerly sea route above Siberia,
when ice free, take 35 days. The first container ship from Dalian is about to make the northerly
journey. Beyond travel time, however, there are a variety of additional considerations. First,
there is travel window, which is generally July to November for the northerly route. Second,
there is the question of ship size. Ships passing through the Suez Canal are likely to be much
larger for the foreseeable future, which makes fuel costs per cargo ton-mile much smaller.
Finally, there is the risk of ice. Should ice set in early, expensive ice breakers will need to be
hired. The Suez Canal, however, has its own risks with the current upheaval in Egypt.
********The Graphics tab has an informative map showing the two routes from Dalian.
(20 August 2013): “States Wrestle With How to Label Pot”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323971204578629941694599774.html)
--------“Under Colorado’s new recreational-marijuana law, all retail pot products—from joints to
laced brownies—will have to be labeled according to their potency starting next January. But
pot growers are funning into a hurdle: There are no state or industry standards to test marijuana
for tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC, the substance mainly responsible for its high-inducing
properties.” Although the labels are meant to inform consumers “on the nature of the product
they are buying, not unlike alcohol-content labels on beer or wine . . . current test results are
haphazard, owners of medical-marijuana dispensaries complain, with the same marijuana
receiving different marks depending on where it was analyzed.” Testing regimes are difficult to
establish “because there is little academic or commercial research, given that marijuana remains
illegal under federal law.” As a result, some in the industry are looking to the Netherlands for an
appropriate protocol.
********”Newness” often provides unique challenges, especially when the product touches
upon the illegal, past or present. A related article is “’Bath Salts’ Pose a Hurdle for Prosecutors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323420604578650073463695826.html).
It notes that a new generation of “synthetic drugs is presenting novel legal problems, according
to law-enforcement agents and prosecutors, who say the shifting chemistry behind the products
makes it difficult to win convictions.” As one prosecutor commented, “We went to law school
for a reason—because we don’t do math and science . . . For this [synthetic drug] trial we had to
learn chemistry, and pharmacy, and then present it to a jury. That was very difficult, just a
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totally different animal than a street drug case.” As noted in the article, to avoid such
difficulties, the U.S. law, which is based the chemical similarity of synthetic drugs to existing
illegal drugs, might be modified to ban the precursors used in creating synthetic drugs, as is the
case in British law.
(21 August 2013): “France’s Bread Lovers Have A New Idea—and It’s Half-Baked”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323681904578641863674124612.html)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. “One of the great symbols of French gastronomy is
under siege. Renowned for its distinctive shape and crusty exterior, the baguette risks becoming
known for something else, too: being undercooked and doughy. Rémi Héluin, the founder of
Painrisien, a blog about Parisian bakeries, estimates that 80% of the 230 shops he has reviewed
underbake most of their baguettes. ‘They’ve got to keep the customer satisfied,’ he says.” The
change in public taste from what is now called baguette de tradition to something softer and
doughier that “won’t break your teeth” and tastes better “reheated at home” has “sparked an
outrage in a country so synonymous with the thin elongated stick.” Surprisingly, given the
identification of the baguette with French food, “The baguette as we know it dates to the 1920s
and was a byproduct of a protective labor law that prevented French bakers from working
between 10 p.m. and 4 a.m. That made it impossible to prepare traditional round loaves by
breakfast time. Bakers had to turn to a new kind of bread, whose thin shape made it faster to
prepare and bake.”
********The Slideshow tab has 13 images with commentary that provide a glimpse of the bread
making process as well as “what to look for” in a baguette. You can find the Painrisien blog, en
Français, at: http://painrisien.com/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 123 (28 August 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(22 August 2013): “On the Killing Floor, Clues to the Impact Of Immigration on Jobs”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324251504578580041922193264.html)
--------On the outskirts of Greeley, Colorado “sits a sprawling meatpacking plant where more
than 3,000 workers slaughter and process thousands of cows a week . . . the union handbook is
printed in English, Spanish, Burmese and Somali. The plant was one of a half dozen facilities
owned by Swift & Co. that federal agents raided seven years ago in search of workers living in
the country illegally. Some 260 people were detained here, forcing the plant’s new owner to find
American replacements after some were deported. When 1,300 new jobs were added, the task
grew harder, and the plant took on its international flavor, hiring Somalis and Burmese
refugees.” JBS USA, which purchased the plant not long after the raid, “estimates 15% of the
plant’s workers are refugees.” The situation in Greeley provides context for continuing
immigration debate: “Will legalizing immigrants and allowing in additional low-skill laborers
displace native-born workers and cut wages? Or will new workers simply fill empty
employment niches and spark a broader economic boon that benefits all?” Along with these
questions, about which some economists are divided, are issues of ideology and reality. As
Greely Mayor Tom Norton notes: “We’re a pretty conservative community, and I would say we
don’t want illegals . . . But we do want a labor force.”
********The Graphics tab provides five mini-interviews with community members connected
in some way to the meatpacking industry.
(22 August 2013): “Whole Foods’ Battle for the Organic Shopper”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323455104579015162135676136.html)
--------“Whole Foods Market Inc. wants to shed its ‘whole paycheck’ reputation.” In doing so it
is “increasingly emulating the discount tactics used by traditional supermarkets. It is also
moving beyond the realm of grass-fed beef with more lower-price items like frozen meatballs
and vacuum-packed fish fillets. The new strategy comes as Whole Foods fends off a growing
swarm of rivals competing for customers who have become more careful with their
pocketbooks.” Kroger Co., the largest grocery chain in the U.S., is expanding its natural and
organic offerings, and direct rivals like The Fresh Market Inc. and Sprouts Farmers Market Inc.
“have been opening more stores.” To counter such competition Whole Foods began “offering
one-day sales on certain items in 2010, and has ramped up the deals this year using Facebook
and Twitter to promote them.” In addition, it plans to engage in “more aggressive price
matching against select competitors.” According to co-CEO Walter Robb, it is possible that
price reduction and promotions could start “nipping gross margins a bit.” But the greater
concern, as expressed by Jim Hertel, who is a managing partner at Willard Bishop, a retail food
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consulting firm, is that “Customers get trained not to buy on full price,” which is a possibility
when customers expect everything to be on discount.
********Hertel notes the phenomenon of “rent a customer,” where deals attract “new customers
who don’t buy more than the item on sale and don’t necessarily return.”
(22 August 2013): “Where Lawyers Never Go Hungry”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-08-22/californias-food-court-where-lawyers-nevergo-hungry)
--------“Over the past 18 months, a group of plaintiffs’ lawyers who got rich suing the tobacco
industry have turned their litigious attention to what they hope will be the next big thing:
challenges to healthy-sounding food labels they allege are misleading. Hailing from across the
U.S., the lawyers decided to sue in federal courts in Northern California, where the consumerprotection laws are expansive and the jury pool nutrition conscious. ‘E the judges are calling this
jurisdiction the Food Court.’ . . . So far three dozen suits seeking class-action status are pending
in the Bay Area.”
********The article draws attention to the phenomenon of “court shopping,” i.e., looking for the
court (and jury pool) that is likely to be most sympathetic to a suit.
(23 August 2013): “Race for Resources: Warm to Investors, Greenland Opens Up”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324619504579028944070317778.html)
--------Geologists have long known about the riches that lie below the ice of Greenland. But
“Recent annual thaws make it possible for the Danish territory to contemplate exploiting these
riches, even though the 45,000 people who live on the world’s biggest island lack the means to
build the ports, roads and power plants required to transform the fishing-based economy into a
mining one.” Among the resources are “iron, copper, nickel, zinc, rare-earth minerals and rubies
. . . Oil and gas may sit offshore.” China is likely to play an important role in developing the
resources, because it is “the biggest importer of many natural resources” and it has the funds and
people needed to develop them. Such dependence on China, however, is likely to raise issues for
Denmark and the U.S. But China isn’t the only country looking at the mineral wealth of
Greenland: small Australian and Canadian mining companies are “currently exploring more than
100 projects.” Such companies frequently pave the way for attracting companies with deep
pockets.
(25 August 2013): “Platinum Card and Text Alert, via Pawnshop”
(http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/08/24/platinum-card-and-text-alert-via-pawnshop/)
--------“Linda Ballard, 61, uses the word ‘love’ to describe her banking relationship, lauding the
ease of cashing her bimonthly paycheck, the convenience of text alerts about her balance and the
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features on the platinum card that she was upgraded to in July. But she is not getting all this
from a bank. She is getting this array of services from a pawnshop—part of an industry that has
long had a reputation of taking advantage of vulnerable customers handing over prized
possessions in exchange for cash. As banks zero in on more affluent customers who promise
twice the revenue of their lower-income counterparts, close branches in poor areas and remain
stingy with credit, pawnshops are revamping their image and stepping into the void to offer
financial services.” Ballard notes that, although she was first wary of using a pawn shop, she has
been so satisfied with its financial products that she would give up her banking account if she
had to.
(27 August 2013): “Study Shines Light on Tremors and Fracking in South Texas’ Eagle Ford
Shale”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906304579037181315480254.html)
--------According to a recent study to be published in the online edition of the journal Earth and
Planetary Science Letters, “So much oil and water is being removed from South Texas’ Eagle
Ford Shale that the activity has probably led to a recent wave of small earthquakes.” With new
wells “extracting nearly 600,000 barrels of oil a day and considerable amount of water . . .
enough liquids are being disturbed that rocks are settling and faults slipping, causing the small
earthquakes.” According to article co-author Cliff Frohlich, “The cause of the earthquakes in
South Texas is similar to what occurred around the city of Long Beach, Calif., last century . . .
Oil production and groundwater wells [there] caused much of the area to sink nearly 30 feet over
many years.”
********You can learn more at: http://blogs.star-telegram.com/barnett_shale/2013/08/ut-studyfinds-small-earthquakes-in-south-texas-tied-to-oil-production.html. The development of the
energy resources in the Eagle Ford area also plays a role in a related story discussing the changes
in the transportation infrastructure—pipelines, railroads, and roads—in the region and across the
U.S. You can learn more by reading “Pipeline-Capacity Squeeze Reroutes Crude Oil”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323838204579003093413317418.html).
(28 August 2013): “Vermont’s Nuclear Plant’s Closure Shows Impact of Cheap Gas”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323407104579038682331577924.html)
--------“Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station will close following a 10-6ear fight with state
lawmakers and decades of opposition from antinuclear activities, the plant’s owner said Tuesday.
The reason wasn’t the long battle, though foes of the plant were jubilant. In the end, it was a
new economic reality: cheap natural gas from the shale boom. The revolution is starting to
upend energy economics in ways few foresaw just a few years ago.” The closure of the Vermont
station “joins Dominion Resources Kewaunee plant in Wisconsin, Duke Energy Corp.’s Crystal
River plant in Florida and Edison International’s San Onofre plant in California as nuclear
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facilities slated for closure this year.” These decisions are being made “solely on economics”
considering “sluggish power prices and competition from natural-gas-fired power plants.”
********You can learn more at: http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/28/science/entergyannounces-closing-of-vermont-nuclear-plant.html.
(2 September 2013): “Waterworld: Wall Street gets into the flood-prevention business”
(http://money.cnn.com/gallery/news/world/2013/08/15/flood-drowningworld.fortune/index.html)
--------Flooding has been a major problem across the world in 2013: “in New Zealand the rainfall
is four times the usual.” But what can be done about the persistent floods? “One answer is
coming from investors, who are no longer viewing extreme weather as a possibility but an
inevitability. Both Citigroup and Deutsche Bank have published comprehensive reports,
detailing how their clients might benefit from investing in climate change. Among the sectors
they identify that stand to benefit most: transportation and infrastructure—the transport of
people, the movement of water, the means of keeping back the sea. The World Bank estimates
up to 1 billion climate refugees in the next century.” At present India is “building an eight-foothigh wall—the longest in the world—along its border with Bangladesh to keep its climate
refugees out.”
********The article is very brief but it also includes 18 photos of flooding around the world.
You can view them using the Next>> tab on the page. You can read the 2011 report produced
by Deutsche Bank at: http://www.dbcca.com/dbcca/EN/_media/Inv_in_CC_2011_Final.pdf.
********In recent years flooding and drought have wreaked havoc on the Mississippi River,
permanently altering “some aspects of shipping on the Mississippi River and its tributaries, the
nation’s largest river system and one of its most important commercial waterways.” As a result,
“businesses that depend on the river are writing protective measures into their shipping contracts,
building more flood-resistant port facilities and trying to diversify their revenue streams to offset
years of weather-related financial losses. Such “disruption clauses” require customers “to cover
the cost of delays or other losses caused by high or low water.” Merritt Lane, the president and
CEO of Canal Barge Co., says “I’m certainly concerned about the increasingly unpredictable
weather patterns.” You can learn more by reading “Barge Operators Struggle Along the
Mississippi”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323997004578639921136985476.html).
(2 September 2013): “Has the fuel cell car’s time finally come?”
(http://newsle.com/article/0/89111398/)
--------The quest to build a hydrogen-fueled car goes back to the 1966 Chevrolet Electrovan.
Since then automakers have invested billions of dollars “to perfect the hydrogen car.” Over time
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“hydrogen fuel cells have become much smaller, cheaper, and infinitely more efficient . . . [still]
Fewer than 500 fuel-cell cars were sold globally last year.” The hydrogen moment, though, may
soon be here. “Virtually every major carmaker is preparing to launch hydrogen-powered models
in the next few years. Toyota, which has been working on fuel-cell technology with BMW, will
unveil a new hydrogen fuel-cell car at the Tokyo auto show in November.” Its sticker price is
expected to be less than a Tesla S, which costs about $70,000. The biggest challenge facing the
car, however, is lack of infrastructure: “Only a handful of hydrogen filling stations exist in the
U.S.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 124 (4 September 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(29 August 2013): “Health Battle Over Soda Flares in Mexico”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323407104579037320321621280.html)
--------“The public-health battle over sugary soft drinks, punctuated by New York Mayor
Michael Bloomberg’s failed attempt to ban big sodas, failed attempt to ban big sodas, has spread
to Mexico, long a stronghold of Coca-Cola Co. . . . Mexico recently overtook tis neighbor to the
north for first place in a ranking of the world’s fattest nations with populations of 100 million or
more, according to a United Nations report. Seven out of 10 Mexican adults over the age of 20
are either overweight or obese . . . An estimated 10 million Mexicans have diabetes, or roughly
9% of the population, the highest proportion in any country with more than 100 million
inhabitants.” Senator Marcel Torres “has sponsored a bill that would impose a 20% tax on
sugary soda” but the legislation faces obstacles. First, because Coca-Cola symbolizes prestige:
“In the Mexican countryside, if you go to somebody’s house and they don’t have Coke to offer,
they apologize.” Second, because Mexico is “Coke’s second-most-profitable region, after
Europe.” Beyond opposition from Coca-Cola, “Mexico’s soft-drink bottling association . . . is
lobbying hard against the soda tax, and against the demonization of soda.” Tax proponents say
that the tax would “slash soda consumption by 26% while bringing in close to $2 billion a year in
revenue.”
********It seems clear that sugar consumption, obesity, and diabetes related to one another.
Given the health costs of obesity and diabetes, it would seem that there would be great interest in
managing sugar consumption. Is soda the primary source of sugar that some people consume,
suggesting that it be taxed, or is sugar so ubiquitous in the foods we eat that it should be taxed?
Taxes, i.e., “sticks,” are only one policy tool. For a closely related article on taxes and sugar in
Finland, you can read the A-Hed (quirky) article at:
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323407104579037320321621280.html).
(29 August 2013): “To a Chinese Scrap-Metal Hunter, America’s Trash is Treasure”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-08-29/to-a-chinese-scrap-metal-hunter-americastrash-is-treasure)
--------Johnson Zeng, who lives in Vancouver, British Columbia, is a scrap buyer for a Chinese
firm. He travels the roads of the U.S. six months each year looking for materials that will be
exported to China. By Zeng’s estimate, “there are at least 100 other Chinese traders like him
driving from scrap yard to scrap yard, right now, in search of what Americans won’t or can’t be
bothered to recycle. His favorite product: wires, cables, and other kinds of copper. . . . In effect,
Zeng and his peers are the vanguard of sustainability, the greenest recyclers in an era when that
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means something. He’s the link that binds your recycling bin, and your local junkyard, to
China.”
********The article is excerpted from the forthcoming book Junkyard Planet: Travels in the
Billion-Dollar Trash Trade, by Adam Minter. You can learn more about the book and the author
at: http://www.amazon.com/Junkyard-Planet-Travels-Billion-Dollar-Trash/dp/1608197913/.
(30 August 2013): “Gay Marriages Get Recognition From the I.R.S.”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/30/us/politics/irs-to-recognize-all-gay-marriages-regardlessof-state.html)
--------“All same-sex couples who are legally married will be recognized as such for federal tax
purposes, even if the state where they live does not recognize their union, the Treasury
Department and the Internal Revenue Service said Thursday.” As a result, “As of the 2013 tax
year, same-sex spouses who are legally married will not be able to file federal tax returns as if
either were single. Instead, they must file together as ‘married filing jointly’ or individually as
‘married filing separately.’” The recognition means that some same-sex couples will be subject
to the so-called “marriage penalty” and may encounter additional complexity in filing federal
and state tax returns. With regard to the latter, same-sex couples in “any of the 37 states that do
not recognize their marriages” will “have to file their federal returns as other married couples do,
but may be required to file their state returns as individuals.”
********A day in which the differing treatments of people at the federal and state level was
especially prominent. In other news, “The Justice Department . . . said it would not sue to block
laws legalizing marijuana in 20 states and the District of Columbia, a move that proponents
hailed as an important step toward ending the prohibition of the drug.” You can learn more at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/30/us/politics/us-says-it-wont-sue-to-undo-state-marijuanalaws.html. Differences in laws among the states and between the states and the federal
government create “corners, kinks, and holes” that create a wide variety of incentives that
influence human behavior. A book title that suggests as much is Modelling Individual Choice:
The Econometrics of Corners, Kinks, and Holes, by Stephen Pudney. Yet another example of
such incentives is provided by “Subsidies for Older Buyers Give Health Insurers a Headache”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323980604579029262716385176.html).
(30 August 2013): “Money May Be Motivating Doctors To Do More C-Sections”
(http://www.npr.org/blogs/health/2013/08/30/216479305/money-may-be-motivating-doctors-todo-more-c-sections)
--------“Obstetricians perform more cesarean sections when there are financial incentives to do
so, according to a new study that explores links between economic incentives and medical
decision-making during childbirth.” In an National Bureau of Economic Research working
paper by health care economists Erin Johnson and M. Marit Rehavi, it was found that “doctors
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are about 10 percent less likely to get C-sections” than women who are not doctors “So
obstetricians appear to be treating their physician patients differently than [they treat] their
nonphysician patients.” This difference exists when C-sections are unplanned; “there was no
disparity in the C-section rate between physician mothers and nonphysician mothers when the
surgical procedures were schedule in advance.”
********In the radio version of the story, the reporter Shankar Vedantam relates what he calls
the car mechanic rule. “People who are knowledgeable about cars are likely to push back
against unnecessary repairs, whereas those who don’t know much about cars are less likely to
take issue with the mechanic’s advice.” The radio interview is four-minutes long—the energy
and clarity of Vedantam’s reporting makes it especially worthwhile. That being said, the written
article has many interesting comments.
(31 August 2013): “How Snacking Became Respectable”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324009304579041322667981650.html)
--------“As parents take their kids back-to-school shopping this year, it isn’t just new jeans and
notebooks that will be checked off the list, but also booty for the panty: snacks to help bridge the
gap between the end of the school day and dinner. When it comes to American eating, snacking
is ubiquitous—at home, at work, everywhere. But snacking wasn’t always such a regular or
accepted part of the American eating routine. Snack foods once drew suspicion and even
scorn—this is, before they were redeemed. . . . So how did snack food change from a dubious
indulgence to a respectable, even standard feature of American life? In one word,
commercialization. As the food industry began mass-producing snack foods, snack foods shed
their negative associations and consumers dropped their suspicions.”
********The article is based upon the forthcoming book of food historian Abigail Carroll:
Three Squares: The Invention of the American Meal (Basic Books). The article illustrates the
importance of packaging for creating product confidence. She concludes her article noting:
“Thanks to commercialization, snack food has been redeemed. Whether snack food is healthy is
another question.”
(31 August 2013): “Schumpeter: The entrepreneurial state”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21584307-new-book-points-out-big-rolegovernments-play-creating-innovative-businesses)
--------According to Mariana Mazucato of Sussex University, the state can and has performed
vital entrepreneurial functions, arguing that “the most successful entrepreneurial state can be
found in the most unlikely place: the United States. Americans have traditionally been divided
between Jeffersonians (who think that he governs best who governs least) and Hamiltonians
(who favour active government). The secret of the country’s success lies, she thinks, in talking
like Jeffersonians but acting like Hamiltonians. Whatever their rhetoric, governments have
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always invested heavily in promoting the spread of existing technologies such as the railways (by
giving the rail barons free land) and in seeking potentially lucrative scientific breakthroughs (by
financing almost 60% of basic research).”
********The book reviewed is Mariana Mazucato, The Entrepreneurial State: Debunking
Public vs. Private Sector Myths (2013). The topic seems of general interest and I am curious as
to its execution. Surely there is a role for an entrepreneurial state, but where are its limits?
(31 August 2013): “The psychology of scarcity: Days late, dollars short”
(http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21584303-those-too-little-have-lot-their-minddays-late-dollars-short)
--------According to Sendhil Mullainathan and Eldar Shafir, the authors of Scarcity: Why Having
Too Little Means So Much, “There is a distinctive psychology of scarcity . . . People’s minds
work differently when they feel they lack something. And it does not greatly matter what that
something is. . . . This mindset bring two benefits. It concentrates the mind on pressing needs. It
also gives people a keener sense of the value of a dollar, minute, calorie or smile. . . . This
scarcity mindset can also be debilitating. It shortens a person’s horizons and narrows his
perspective, creating a dangerous tunnel vision.”
********Given that scarcity is such a familiar term in economics (and life) the book should be
of great interest. You can find a more extensive review of the book at:
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2013/aug/23/scarcity-sendhil-mullainathan-eldar-shafir. I
was led to it by Tyler Cowen’s posting at:
http://marginalrevolution.com/marginalrevolution/2013/08/scarcity-why-having-too-littlemeans-so-much.html.
(1 September 2013): “A Carbon Tax That America Could Live With”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/01/business/a-carbon-tax-that-america-could-live-with.html)
--------Economist Greg Mankiw of Harvard University, who was an economic adviser to
President George W. Bush, provides perspective on policy measures designed to reduce carbon
emissions. In doing so he relates the responses of 41 prominent economists to the statement: “A
tax on carbon content of fuels would be a less expensive way to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions
that would a collection of policies such as ‘corporate average fuel economy’ requirements for
automobiles.” Of those asked, 90 percent agreed with the statement. As Mankiw notes, “a price
on carbon would induce people to ‘internalize the externality.’”
********You can see the responses of the 41 economists at: http://www.igmchicago.org/igmeconomic-experts-panel/poll-results?SurveyID=SV_9Rezb430SESUA4Y. Mankiw provides a
nice summary of typical policy approaches: public statements, regulation, and prices. He also
notes that a bill sponsored by two House members and two Senate members has been introduced
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this year that provides for a carbon fee (tax). An important point of contention seems to be how
fee revenues would be used.
(3 September 2013): “A Bet on the Environment”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/03/business/energy-environment/a-firm-that-aims-to-matchenvironmental-values-with-financial-value.html)
--------“Just after his sophomore year at Yale in 2002, Billy Parish stood before a rapidly
retreating glacier in India that feeds the Ganges River, convince that he had come face to face
with climate change and that he had to do something about it. It did not take long. Back in the
United States, he started a youth coalition that, within a few years, had mobilized thousands of
people with similar environmental concerns. He never made it to his junior year at Yale.” The
result of his work is the company Mosaic, which “functions like a renewable energy bank,
soliciting investments for solar projects and making loans to be paid back, typically, over about
10 years. . . . It is similar to the crowdfunding platform Kickstarter, a Web site that matches
creative ventures with financial supporters. In the case of Mosaic, with a minimum of $25,
investors can earn a return.” Parish states that “Our goal is to build the No. 1 investment
platform for clean energy.”
(4 September 2013): “U.S. Refiners Don’t Care if Keystone Gets Built”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324324404579045060424047346.html)
--------“U.S. companies that refine oil increasingly doubt that the controversial Keystone XL
pipeline expansion will ever be built, and now they don’t particularly care.” In addition to
making increased use of railroads to carry crude from Canada to the Gulf Coast, pipeline
company “Enbridge Inc., is expanding existing pipes to carry Canadian crude south—and it
doesn’t need federal permission because it’s using existing pipeline rights of way.” According to
the spokeswoman Rhona DelFrari of Kinder Morgan, “The long wait for the Keystone XL
decision has created uncertainty for the oil industry.” As a result, oil interests are moving
forward on multiple fronts.
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[The Invisible Forces] 125 (11 September 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(5 September 2013): “’Baby Bust’ Starts to Ease”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324324404579043321640414270.html)
--------“The nation’s fertility rate stabilized last year for the first time in five years, according to
early data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. That follows four years of big
declines during the economic downturn that pushed the rate—the number of births per 1,000
women aged 15 to 44—to the lowest levels on record. The rate last year remained at 63.2 births
per 1,000 women in that age group, matching the record low it hit in 2011. . . . Stabilization in
the fertility rate would be the latest evidence the U.S. is gradually shaking off the effects of the
2007-2009 recession.” According to Mark Mather of the Population Reference Bureau, although
“fertility rates often fall during economic declines, the downturns tend to be minor and last two
to five years.” However, the number of lifetime births per woman is expected to continue to fall
below the replacement rate of 2.1.
(5 September 2013): “Energy-Hungry China Struggles to Join Shale-Gas Revolution”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323980604579030883246871124.html)
--------“China has the world’s most extensive shale gas reserves, biggest energy market, and a
government pushing for expanded gas production.” But “rough terrain, poor infrastructure and
deeply buried gas formations” have presented significant challenges to those, like Royal Dutch
Shell PLC, who would develop them. Exacerbating things is a dense population with homes as
close as 360 feet to drilling sites; farms are also at risk. All these factors, not to mention water
and power shortages, show that “replicating the U.S. shale boom won’t be easy” in China.
(5 September 2013): “Basics Get Luxury Treatment”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323838204579000421935278090.html)
--------“Procter & Gamble Co. is testing how far the concept of luxury can be pushed into the
world of the mundane. Earlier this year, the company launched Bounty DuraTowel, high-end
paper towels with embossing resembling that of a dishcloth. The paper towels are encased in a
thicker plastic wrapper, and at about $4 for two king rolls, they cost about 20% more than
regular Bounty. Over the past 18 months, the consumer-products giant has rolled out top-of-the
line versions of many of its household staples in the U.S., amid signs consumer spending and
household wealth in the U.S. are improving.” This is part of P&G’s strategy of “trying to create
more ‘vertical portfolios’ with versions of products that appeal not only to budget conscious
consumers, but also people willing to pay more for better features,” according to P&G’s group
president for North America, Melanie Healey. P&G notes that although the “bulk of the market
is still in the midtier, . . . the top and bottom are now growing faster.”
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(6 September 2013): “Reading the Fine Print on 3D Systems”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323893004579057284020672944.html)
--------“Three-dimensional printing could be as big as the steam engine, the computer or the
Internet. So says Abraham Reichental, chief executive of three-dimensional printer maker 3D
Systems. If that is so, it seems odd that he recently sold a fifth of his own shares in the
company.” With the stock’s price having risen tenfold in the last three years and trading at
“more than 90 times expected 2013 earnings” the company reports that shares were sold to
diversify holdings and to settle tax expenses. Still, the high valuation “and the insider selling are
potentially worrisome signs that 3-D hype may be outpacing reality.” Contributing to the
concern is the fact that “Equipment-sales growth has outpaced that of materials for at least the
past six quarters. That matters because, like the razor-blade business model, printer sales are
meant to generate bigger sales of higher-margin materials.”
********The point about equipment sales vs. materials sales is important and opens up a new
perspective on a variety of other product pairs of which razors and razor blades is a clear
example.
(6 September 2013): “The Plastic-Bag Paradox”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906304579037071126867890.html)
--------“Heritage Bag Co., which makes plastic trash bags around the clock . . . should be sitting
pretty” since polyethylene, its main raw material is derived from natural gas the production of
which has increased due to the expanded production of shale gas and resulting lower prices.
However, “Heritage and other U.S. users of polyethylene . . . aren’t benefiting yet” and may not
for years, since polyethylene makers such as Exxon Mobil Corp. and Dow Chemical Co. are not
passing their lower costs on to their customers, instead using them to fatten their profit margins.
“First-half earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization in Dow’s performance
plastics division, which makes polyethylene, were up 33% from a year earlier.” Although new
polyethylene production capacity is expected to come online in 2016, there is concern that new
production will be exported to the Middle East where polyethylene prices are higher and
producers are battling for market share.
(9 September 2013): “Verizon Fights FCC on Web Rule”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323864604579063203354574082.html)
--------“For the second time in three years, U.S. regulators face a test of their ability to enforce
equal treatment of traffic on the internet . . . The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit will hear oral arguments Monday in a suit brought by Verizon
Communications Inc. challenging ‘net neutrality’ rules imposed by the Federal Communications
Commission in 2011. At the heart of the case is whether the FCC has the authority to tell
broadband Internet providers such as Comcast Corp. and Verizon that they can’t give priority to
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some Internet services or adjust fees and speeds to handle data-heavy traffic like video. . . . More
broadly at issue is the balance of power between Internet firms such as Google Inc. and
Facebook Inc. and carriers like Verizon and Comcast when it comes to pricing and profiting
from fast-growing Web traffic.”
********As reported in the article, Netflix accounts for “around a third of total North American
Internet traffic every night.” The FCC, in its filings, has warned “that if broadband-access
providers require payment from Web publishers, it will stunt innovation.” You can learn more
at: http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/09/business/verizon-and-fcc-net-neutrality-battle-set-indistrict-court.html.
(9 September 2013): “Amazon Pairs Print and Digital Books With a New Program”
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/09/03/amazon-couples-print-digital-books-with-newprogram/)
--------Beginning Tuesday, “Amazon is about to test how much appetite there is for combined
print-and-digital book purchases if it cuts the price of Kindle books to less than that of a
Starbucks latte.” The program, called Kindle Match Book, will let “customers buy the electronic
versions of books they have already purchased in print form for either $2.99, $1.99, $0.99 or
free.” Customers will be able to purchase Kindle editions of books they purchased in print as far
back as 1995. “The discounted Kindle edition prices apply to book purchases made in the future
on Amazon, too.” Thus far Amazon has agreements with only a few publishers but Russ
Grandinetti, vice president of Kindle Content, expects there to be little resistance, since
MatchBook represents an “incremental revenue stream for publishers and authors.”
(10 September 2013): “Dangers From Compounding Pharmacies Persist”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324324404579041001254487312.html)
--------“Nearly a year after a nation-wide outbreak of fungal meningitis erupted, new cases of the
disease are still emerging, and efforts to tighten regulation of the type of pharmacy behind the
outbreak are moving slowly. The Food and Drug Administration has reported 14 multi-state or
national voluntary recalls so far this year of products made by so-called comp0ounding
pharmacies . . . The FDA reported only two recalls of products from such pharmacies in 2012 . . .
There were none in the four years before that.” To date, 63 people, including 24 this year, have
died from outbreak which has been traced to one source: the New England Compounding Center,
of Framingham, Massachusetts. The Center is in bankruptcy. Legislation has been proposed in
the U.S. Senate to “give the FDA oversight of big compounding pharmacies and subject them to
regulations like those required of pharmaceutical manufacturers” but the “International Academy
of Compounding Pharmacists, an industry group, opposes the Senate bill.”
(11 September 2013): “Hiring Millennials? Meet the Parents”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323864604579066964214209866.html)
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--------“Paul From was used to meeting the spouses and children of employees at company
events. As chief executive of Central Wire Industries, a manufacturing firm based in Perth,
Ontario, he has long held regular baseball games to get to know his employees better. But in the
past five years, he has noticed his 20- and 30-something employees have started bringing new
guests to company socials: Mom and Dad. Millennials—people born between 1981 and the
early 2000s—are much closer to their parents than previous generations . . . Now, some firms
have begun embracing parental involvement and using it to attract and hold onto talent and boost
employee morale.” Consistent with that development, Google has begun holding a “Take Your
Parents to Work Day,” recently hosting more than 2,000 parents at its headquarters in Mountain
View, California. Although parental involvement is rising, it stills falls significantly short of
parental involvement in other parts of the world, including Asia and South America.
********PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) has just completed a study of Millennials in which it
estimates that almost 80% of its workforce will be comprised of them in 2016. You can read the
press release for the study at: http://www.pwc.com/us/en/press-releases/2013/pwc-studyconfirms-and-dispels-myths.jhtml. You can download the study itself—16 pages—at:
http://www.pwc.com/us/en/people-management/publications/nextgen-global-generationalstudy.jhtml.
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[The Invisible Forces] 126 (18 September 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(12 September 2013): “International Paper to Close Alabama Mill”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323595004579068902452270572.html)
--------“International Paper Co. plans to close its biggest U.S. paper mill [at Courtland,
Alabama], displacing 1,100 workers and citing shrinking demand for paper in an increasingly
digital world. . . . Closing the Courtland plant will slash the company’s paper making capacity by
about one-third, or 950,000 tons a year. The bulk of that—about 80%--is uncoated paper, used
in copying machines . . . IP executives said they looked at the cost of upgrading production lines
to keep Courtland profitable in a shrinking market, and decided the investment didn’t make
sense.” In closing its plant, IP joins the rest of the paper industry, which had previously cut
capacity. Workers at the mill were stunned by the announcement, which came “a day after the
company, whose sales and profit have been growing, boosted its dividend 17% and said it would
buy back $1.5 billion of stock.”
(12 September 2013): “Britain Prepares I.P.O. for Postal Service”
(http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/09/12/britain-prepares-i-p-o-for-postal-service/)
--------“The British government confirmed plans on Thursday to sell a majority stake in Royal
Mail, the country’s postal service, in an initial public offering. The I.P.O., which is expected in
the coming weeks, would be one of the largest British offerings in recent years, and signal the
end of public ownership for Royal Mail, whose roots date back to the court of Henry VIII in the
16th century. The privatization also would be the largest in Britain since the country sold its
railroads to private investors in the 1990s.”
(12 September 2013): “Dry-Bulk Shipping Rates Rise on China Demand”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323864604579068984279737104.html)
--------“A sudden surge in China’s demand for iron ore has helped push global shipping freight
rates to their highest level in more than 18 months, raising hopes that a recent downturn in some
commodity prices is nearing an end. The Baltic Dry Index, which tracks global freight rates for
ship carrying dry-bulk commodities such as coal, iron ore and grain, finished Wednesday . . . at
its highest closing since January 2012. It has risen 36% this month alone. As a proxy for global
demand for raw materials, the index is often considered a predictor of economic growth around
the world.” Contributing to the increase in the index has been China’s purchases from more
distance places, like Brazil. “A round trip from China to Australia takes about 30 days, but
[from] Brazil, where trips are on the rise, it takes 90 days” and keeps ships in use and off the
market.
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********You can learn more about the Baltic Dry Index (BDI) at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baltic_Dry_Index. Of particular interest is the discussion of the
relative objectivity of the BDI and its role as a leading economic indicator. This contrasts with
the HARPEX, which focuses on container freight and thus is a current-activity indicator. The
BDI and the HARPEX focus, therefore, on different ends of the supply chain, i.e., from
commodities to retail goods. You can see the behavior of the HARPEX at:
http://www.harperpetersen.com/harpex/harpexVP.do.
(14 September 2013): “Homeowners Take Shine to Solar”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906304579036701156179752.html)
--------“U.S. homeowners have begun to embrace solar-panel installations for a new reason:
cutting their utility bills. Until recently, homeowners generally installed the panels because they
wanted to use clean energy, but increasingly cost savings factor in, solar-power companies say. .
. . The rise of cheap solar panels helps explain why utilities are battling government-sponsored
subsidies and incentives for consumers that they claim are fueling the boom, even though home
solar installations account for less than 1% of U.S. power use.” In 2012, “Prices for home
systems fell by 14% . . . to a median price of $5.10 a watt for capacities between 5,000 watts and
10,000 watts, according to an August study by the federal Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory. That means buyers of such systems spent between $25,500 and $51,000.”
(14 September 2013): “Poultry markets: Henmania” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21586306-chicken-set-rule-roost-global-meat-market-henmania)
--------Chicken consumption is poised to overtake pork as the most-consumed meat in the world
by 2020. “The growing taste for fowl is a result of increasing prosperity in emerging markets . . .
Chicken tops the pecking order as the most affordable. It takes far less feed to produce a kilo of
chicken than the equivalent amount of pork or beef. And religious strictures that bar beef and
pork from cooking pots around the world do not apply to poultry.” Generally, chickens are not
sold whole but in parts, so exporters optimized the “break-up value” of fowl. “The Western
palate much prefers white breast meat. Asian consumers prize the more flavoursome brown
meat from the thigh and leg. White meat may fetch four times more than brown in the West but
costs much the same in China. Europe, a net exporter of chicken, sends legs and feet to Asia but
imports white meat.” As a result, “The growth in Asian demand for chicken should mean a glut
of white meat and lower prices in years to come.”
********A nice description of the role of the invisible handshake—historical and social
forces—in relation to food preferences. It will be interesting to see how McDonald’s
introduction of “Mighty Wings” will enter into prices and trade patterns.
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(14 September 2013): “Biodiversity: Hang on”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21586346-more-growth-not-less-best-hope-avertingsixth-great-extinction-hang)
--------This a leader for the issue. “Over the past few centuries mankind’s economic growth has
caused many of the problems that other species face. But as our special report this week argues,
greater human prosperity now offers other species their best change of hanging on.” Up until
now there have been great extinctions on Earth, which were likely caused by asteroids or
geological events. “Many scientists think a sixth is under way, this one caused by man.” But
there may be hope because “when people start to reach middle-income level, other species start
to benefit. That is partly because as people get richer, their interests begin to extend beyond
necessities towards luxuries: for some people that means expensive shoes, for others a day’s
bird-watching. Green pressure groups start leaning on government, and governments pass laws
to constrain companies from damaging the environment. “But the problem is by no means
solved. Thousands of species are teetering on the edge of extinction. Whether or not they tip
over depends in large part on two factors. One is climate change. . . . The second is the demand
for land. Habitat loss is the biggest threat to biodiversity.” Attitudes toward technology may
have to change if habitat loss is to be minimized.
********You can read the articles that comprise the Special Report on Biodiversity at:
http://www.economist.com/printedition/2013-09-14. The five extinctions were first identified in
a 1982 article by Jack Sepokoski and David M. Raup, a reference to which you can find at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Sepkoski. You can learn more about the five extinctions
(extinction events) at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extinction_event.
(15 September 2013): “Wall St. Exploits Ethanol Credits, and Prices Spike”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/15/business/wall-st-exploits-ethanol-credits-and-pricesspike.html)
--------“It was supposed to help clean the air, reduce dependence on foreign oil and bolster
agriculture. But a little known market in ethanol credits has also become a hot new game on
Wall Street. The federal government created the market in special credits tied to ethanol eight
years ago when it required refiners to mix ethanol into gasoline or buy credits from companies
that do so. The idea was to push refiners to use the cleaner, renewable fuel, or force them to buy
the credits. A few worried that Wall Street would set out to exploit this young market, fears the
government dismissed. But many people believe that is what happened this year when the price
of the ethanol credits skyrocketed 20-fold in just six months, according to an analysis of
regulatory documents and interviews with more than 40 people involved in the market, including
industry executives, brokers, traders and analysts.”
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********This is a lengthy article that suggests the challenges of setting up a market from
nothing. One thing that struck me was the relative lack of market oversight by the EPA as
opposed to what might be expected of financial markets. Also, each gallon of ethanol is assigned
a 38-digi Renewable Identification Number (RIN). You can learn more about the RIN system
and how it is supposed to work at: http://www.ers.usda.gov/media/138383/bio03.pdf.
(17 September 2013): “Alcoa’s Hometown Footprint is Shrinking”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323864604579069332951856774.html)
--------Alcoa, Tennessee has been a home to Alcoa Inc. since 1913. However, “Burdened by a
global aluminum glut, Alcoa has been gradually reducing the making of raw aluminum in the
U.S., including its namesake town. America’s share of Alcoa’s smelting capacity has declined to
30.5% from nearly 43% a decade ago.” When the local smelting operation was permanently
closed in 2012, 450 jobs were lost. Smelting operations are especially dependent on low energy
costs, which were long typical for eastern Tennessee. However, “Industrial power costs rose
78% in Tennessee between 2001 and 2011.” Alcoa is just completing a $10.8 billion project in
energy-rich Saudi Arabia, which includes a mine, smelter, and processing plant. But the news
isn’t all bad for the town of Alcoa. While less aluminum is being made in the U.S. overall, more
“high-strength lightweight aluminum products for cars and planes” are being made. Last month
ground was broken in Alcoa for a “$275 million expansion that will produce sheets of aluminum
for the auto industry.”
(17 September 2013): “Nature vs. Nurture: New Science Stirs Debate”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323527004579079132234671374.html)
--------“Researchers are making strides in understanding how genes work with the environment
to shape behavior . . . finding that sensitivity to the environment resides in the biology of the
nervous system. And some people, because of their genetic makeup and life experiences, are
more sensitive to outside influences than others. Scientists point to a type they call orchids—
people who wilt under poor conditions but flourish in supportive climes. Meanwhile, dandelions
aren’t much affected by the world around them, whether supportive or harsh. Part of the
difference stems from variation in genes like DRD4, which helps regulate a chemical in the brain
called dopamine, a neurotransmitter that helps people experience please and reward. Evidence
suggest that people who produce less dopamine—the orchids—don’t learn as well from negative
feedback or in a distracting environment, but do perform well in a warm but strict setting.”
********You can watch a four-minute discussion of the article at the Video tab. This seems to
be pregnant with consequences for how we teach and learn, and how we respond to a variety of
stimuli. Presumably the invisible forces will manifest differently for orchids and dandelions.
(17 September 2013): “http://www.mountainx.com/article/52815/From-cow-to-cup-Andeverything-in-between)
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--------Asheville-based Jonathon Flaum heads up Farm to Home Milk, which provides milk to a
clientele that’s “super-knowledgeable about milk.” He notes that although “The perception is
that there are two choices with milk: raw or highly processed industrial milk” there is another
“product out there in the middle, meeting the demands of your high standard of nutrition that is
out of the industrial complex. It’s gotten hard for people to believe that that exists.”
********The article provides a glimpse at the discussion over milk, its characteristics, and what
some consumers want, thereby providing a look at the vertical differentiation of milk products.
This is part of the “middle way” that Flaum mentions. Among other things, the article provides
“A Guide to Processing Milk” that summarizes some common FDA standards for milk.
(18 September 2013): “Companies Unplug From the Electric Grid, Delivering a Jolt to Utilities”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324906304579036721930972500.html)
--------“From big-box retailers to high-tech manufacturers, more companies across the country
are producing their own power. Since 2006, the number of electricity-generation units at
commercial and industrial sites has more than quadrupled to roughly 40,000 from about 10,000,
according to federal statistics. Experts say the trend is gaining momentum, spurred by falling
prices for solar panels and natural gas, as well as a fear that power outages caused by major
storms will become more common. The growing number of companies that are at least partly
energy self- sufficient is sending a shudder through the utility industry, threatening its revenues
and growth prospects, according to a report earlier this year by the Edison Electric Institute, a
trade association for investor-owned electric companies. State and federal regulators say they
are worried that utilities could end up with fewer customers to pay for costly transmission lines
and power plants.” Although, on-site generation accounts for less than 5% of U.S. electricity
production, “it is peeling off some of the bulk sales that utilities find especially profitable.”
Among U.S. companies that have installed the most solar panels, Walmart leads the way with
65.0 megawatts, followed by Costco (38.9 megawatts), and Kohl’s (36.5 megawatts); Ikea is
fourth at 21.5 megawatts. These developments find utility executives, such as Nick Akins (CEO
of Ohio-based utility American Electric Power Co.) “asking themselves a disquieting question:
‘Am I going to just sit here and take it and ultimately be a caretaker of a museum, or am I going
to be part of that business?’ that emerging.”
********This is the first article I’ve read that really sets out the enormous threat facing power
companies operating in a regulatory regime based upon the assumption that electric-power
generation is a natural monopoly. Obviously, there is a need to clear and new thinking in
relation to the regulatory dimensions of production and distribution. In the short run, I suspect,
we can expect incumbents to resist market incursions using the legal and political tools at their
disposal.
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[The Invisible Forces] 127 (25 September 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(19 September 2013): “The Honey Launderers: Uncovering the Largest Food Fraud in U.S.
History” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-09-19/how-germany-s-alw-got-bustedfor-the-largest-food-fraud-in-u-dot-s-dot-history)
--------“Americans consume more honey than anyone else in the world, nearly 400 million
pounds every year. . . . Some 60 percent of the honey is imported from Argentina, Barzil,
Canada, and other trading partners. Almost none comes from China. After U.S. beekeepers
accused Chinese companies of selling their honey at artificially low prices, the government
imposed import duties in 2001 that as much as tripled the price of Chinese honey. Since then,
little enters from China legally.” Yet Chinese honey still enters the U.S., albeit illegally. ALW
Food Group, a family-owned food-trading company based in Hamburg, Germany, lies at the
center of a plot discovered by the U.S. Department of Commerce and the Department of
Homeland Security “to import millions of pound of cheap honey from China by disguising its
origins.” ALW “relied on a network of brokers from China and Taiwan, who shipped honey
from China to India, Malaysia, Indonesia, Russian, South Korea, Mongolia, Thailand, Taiwan,
and the Phillipines.” The 50-gallon drums in which honey is usually shipped “would be
relabeled in these countries and sent on to the U.S. Often the honey was filtered to remove the
pollen, which could help identify its origin. Some of the honey was adulterated with rice, sugar,
molasses, or fructose syrup.”
******** According to Karen Everstine of the National Center for Food Protection and Defense,
“People don’t know what they’re eating.” The example of honey suggests “how vulnerable the
food supply chain is to potential danger.” You can learn more about the National Center at:
http://www.ncfpd.umn.edu/.
(21 September 2013): “The world’s biggest firms: Back on top”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21586558-american-private-enterprise-dominatescorporate-premier-league-again-thanks-waning)
--------In September 2009 only three U.S.-based firms were in the list of the world’s ten largest
firms: Exxon Mobil, Microsoft, and Walmart. Today, nine of the ten largest firms are based in
the U.S. Although the 2009 results easily fit in a narrative U.S. decline, the latest results raise
new questions. It seems that three things have been at work: American resilience and dynamism;
poor economic performance in Europe; and the relative decline of state-controlled enterprises,
especially in China. With regard to state-controlled firms, consider the oil firm PetroChina. In
2007 it “briefly became the only firm in history to have been worth over $1 trillion. . . .
PetroChina is today worth just $223 billion.”
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********The article indicates the fluidity of the top ten list. In May 1987, “before Japan’s
banks keeled over, the country accounted for eight of the top ten companies. Tokyo Electric
Power, once the planet’s third-biggest firm, is now worth a tenth of tis peak value back then, and
mainly famous for the disaster at its Fukushima nuclear plant.”
(23 September 2013): “Open-Government Laws Fuel Hedge-Fund Profits”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324202304579053033444112314.html)
--------“When SAC Capital Advisors LP was weighing an investment in Vertex Pharmaceuticals
Inc., the hedge-fund firm contacted a source in knew would provide nonpublic information
without blinking: the federal government.” The firm contacted the Food and Drug
Administration for “adverse event reports,” which under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA), must be provided. No adverse reports were revealed and SAC “snapped up 13,500
Vertex shares in the first quarter and options to buy 25,000 more.” This practice is common.
Finance professionals have discovered that perhaps the biggest information lever they have “is
the one available to everyone—the Freedom of Information Act—conceived by advocates of
open government to shine light on how officials make decisions. FOIA is part of an array of
techniques sophisticated investors are using to try to obtain potentially market-moving
information about products, legislation, regulation and government economic statistics.”
********You can learn more about the FOIA at: http://www.foia.gov/. There are firms whose
business is to connect clients with information using the FOIA. You can learn more about one
firm, FOI Services Inc., at: http://www.foiservices.com/. Since requests for information about
government documents become part of the public record, such firms can and are used to shield
the identity of those requesting information, something interesting in itself. It appears that there
is a very real market for privacy with regard to information requests. Looking closer at this
could be very revealing.
(23 September 2013): “Horse Prices Jump to Pre-Recession Levels”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303983904579091420910586180.html)
--------“The sport of kings is back in the saddle after a long recession. The September yearling
sale at Keeneland racetrack in Lexington, Ky., the industry’s premiere sales event, finished
Saturday, with sales numbers back to prerecession levels—a long-awaited sign of recovery for an
industry that depends on discretionary income and is easily bruised by economic downturns.”
According to C. Jill Stowe, an associate professor of agricultural economics at the University of
Kentucky, “The horse industry serves as a trailing economic indicator, reflecting national trends
sometimes two years after changes start to take place in the broader economy.” This reflects the
fact that it “takes time to breed and raise horses once demand rebounds.” Ron Blake, a
consignor who sells horses on commission, provides additional perspective, noting that “What I
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do for a living is somebody else’s hobby . . . They have to have discretionary income to do that.
When things go in the tank, the first thing to go is the hobby.”
********I thought that Ron Blake’s comment was very interesting. I suspect that his comment
about discretionary income also relates to what might be called “discretionary time.” Note:
having written the words “discretionary time,” I went looking for their use elsewhere.
Unsurprisingly, I turned up what looks to be a fascinating book, Discretionary Time: A New
Measure of Freedom (2008). You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Discretionary-Time-New-Measure-Freedom/dp/0521882982/.
(24 September 2013): “The Friendship Bank: How and Why Even the Most Giving Friend
Expects Payback”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304713704579093141120660698.html)
--------“For 20 years, Christina Steinorth was happy to help one of her close friends with
whatever she needed.” But when she and her husband “decided to adopt a baby a few years ago,
she asked her pal to write a letter of recommendation.” Although the friend agreed, the letter
was never written until many months passed and the adoption opportunity had vanished. “Have
you ever tried to make a withdrawal from the friendship bank, only to find your balance was
much lower than you thought it was?” As a result of her experience, Steinorth no longer speaks
to her former friend. Sociologists distinguish between relationships that are “exchange” oriented
and “communal” oriented, with the former more suited for “business associates or other nonintimate relationships” and the latter in which people “make an effort to help others, without
regard to whether they will get something in return.” Steinorth has since reoriented, somewhat,
her relationship.
********The Video tab has a five-minute interview which includes the author of the article and
Christina Steinorth.
(25 September 2013): “America’s Toilet Turnaround”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303983904579093463623447196.html)
--------“After decades of losing out to foreign rivals, U.S. manufacturing of toilets is making a
surprising, if modest, comeback—mostly under foreign ownership. Mansfield Plumbing, owned
since 2004 by Organizacion Corona of Columbia, is spending $9 million to expand the capacity
of its Perryville plant [in Ohio’ by nearly 50%. Another toilet maker, Toto Ltd. of Japan, in
installing new casting machinery to raise capacity at its Morrow, Ga., plant by 5%.” And there
are others. According to William Strang, who heads the operations division for Toto in the
Americas, notes: “The days of chasing cheap labor around the world are coming to an end.”
Making toilets requires considerable manual labor, which contributed to the move of toilet
manufacture to low-wage countries like China and Mexico, but selective automation, increasing
labor costs in China, and the desire to offer products with a “Made in U.S.A.” label has made
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production in the U.S. relatively more attractive.” According to Jim Morando, the president of
Mansfield Plumbing, making toilets is demanding. He notes: “You need the strength of a
football player and the hands of a sculptor.”
********Although some production has returned to the U.S., “There are just seven toilet plants
in the U.S. today, down from 48 in the late 1970s.”
(25 September 2013): “More Snacks Made From Brown Rice, Vegetables, Legumes Aim to
Satisfy the Craving for ‘Permissible Indulgence’”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304713704579093522665924440.html)
--------“Hoping to elevate snack foods out of junk territory and into a healthier zone, more
companies are offering munchables made from ingredients with ironclad nutritional credentials,
including black beans, brown rice, seaweed and parsnips. Commenting about this trend, Lu Ann
Williams, head of research at Netherlands-based Innova Market Insights comments, “Consumers
are looking for ‘permissible indulgence’—that’s the big buzzword.” This comes at a time when
snacks are playing a bigger role in American diets, with the “proportion of consumers reporting
that they eat three to four snacks a day in addition to meals” rising to “31% in 2013, up from
19% in 2010.”
********The Video tab has a four-minute interview with the author of the article who discusses
some of the product-placement challenges that “healthy” snacks present.
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[The Invisible Forces] 128 (2 October 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(26 September 2013): “Robots vs. Anesthesiologists”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303983904579093252573814132.html)
--------“Anesthesiologists, who are among the highest-paid physicians, have long fought people
in health care who target their specialty to curb costs. Now the doctors are confronting a
different kind of foe: machines. A new system called Sedasys, made by Johnson & Johnson,
would automate the sedation of many patients undergoing colon-cancer screenings called
colonoscopies. That could take anesthesiologists out of the room, eliminating a big source of
income for the doctors. More than $1 billion is spent each year sedating patients undergoing
otherwise painful colonoscopies. . . . J&J hopes the potential savings from using Sedasys will
appeal to hospitals and clinics and drive machine sales, which are set to begin early next year.”
Many anesthesiologists are sounding the alarm, saying that “the machine could endanger some
patients because it uses a powerful drug known as proporfol that could be used improperly.” The
American Society of Anesthesiologists lobbied the FDA for years “in a bid to prevent approval
of the device, which was finally greenlighted in May.” The dispute is likely a harbinger of
things to come, as “new technologies threaten to disrupt physicians’ livelihoods.” J&J is also
developing a device “to insert tubes into the ears of children seeking relief from infections.”
(26 September 2013): “India’s Emu Ranching Bubble Bursts, With a Grim Aftermath”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-09-26/indias-emu-ranching-bubble-bursts-with-agrim-aftermath)
--------“Farmers in Australia, the U.S., and other countries raise emus for their meat eggs, and oil
(rendered from their fat” and the emu was seen to hold great promise for farmers in India.
However, as the fad spread across the country problems developed. As the bird population
soared to 2 million in 2012, the cost of emu food tripled and the price of emu meat fell by about
25 percent. For many farmers, their only option for dealing with the situation was to kill their
birds, which depressed prices further. Today there are 800,000 birds left and half of India’s
5,000 farmers have exited from the business. Those remaining in the emu business see the
necessity for production on a much-larger scale.
(26 September 2013): “An Ugly Dilemma for Beauty Companies”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-09-26/cosmetics-makers-dilemma-animal-testingrules-differ-in-china-europe)
--------“Executives of Western cosmetics makers are ecstatic about the prospect of continued
growth in China’s $32 billion beauty market. Animal rights activists, not so much. That’s
because hundreds of thousands of animals are believed killed each year in tests mandated for all
new cosmetics and personal-care products to win approval on the mainland.” That has created a
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dilemma “for companies like L-Oréal and Procter & Gamble that want to sell in the giant market
without alienating consumers in countries where public sentiment frowns on such animal
treatment. . . . Meanwhile, niche brands such as L’Oréal’s Body Shop and Boulder (Colo.)-based
skin-care maker Pangea Organics, which refuse to do animal tests, are blocked from the Chinese
market entirely. Being ‘Against Animal Testing’ was one of Body Shop’s founding principles.”
(27 September 2013): “Job Market Embraces Massive Online Courses”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887324807704579087840126695698.html)
--------“Big employers such as AT&T Inc. and Google Inc. are helping to design and fun the
latest round of low-cost online courses . . . New niche certifications being offered by providers of
massive open online courses, or MOOCs, are aimed at satisfying employers’ specific needs.
Available at a fraction of the cost of a four-year degree, they represent the latest crack in the
monopoly traditional universities have in credentialing higher education.” The latest
development is an effort by MIT and its MOOC partner edX to develop a course sequence that
students will be able to take and earn a “verified certificate” for no more than $700. “MOOCs
are speeding up this unbundling by cutting prices further and faster, with high-profile schools
like MIT harnessing the trend in hopes that what is lost in tuition can be made up in scale.”
(28 September 2013): “Older Americans on the Move”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304795804579099451102147572.html)
--------“Americans are moving again—but it’s middle-age and older people, not 20-somethings,
who are increasingly striking out for greener pastures. More than 7 million Americans moved
between states in 2012, the highest number of long-distance moves in four years . . . Driving the
recent increase, in large part, are middle-aged and older Americans. The share of Americans
ages 35 to 44 moving between states has risen for two straight years . . . Interstate moving rates
for people 65 and older also rose last year. By contrast, rates for younger Americans 18 to 35
while higher than for older Americans, fell. . . . The numbers suggest more middle-aged and
older Americans are benefitting from the nation’s tepid economic recovery. Job growth has been
steady, if slow, while prices of stocks and real estate—which older people are more likely to
own—are on the upswing.” Despite these short-term developments, “The bigger picture . . . is
that moving is on a decades-long decline.”
(28 September 2013): “U.N. Climate Panel Endorses Ceiling on Global Emissions”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/28/science/global-climate-change-report.html)
--------“The world’s top climate scientists on Friday formally embraced an upper limit on
greenhouse gases for the first time, establishing a target level at which humanity must stop
spewing them into the atmosphere or face irreversible climatic changes.” In issuing “its most
definitive assessment yet of the risks of human-caused warming,” the UN-sponsored
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change “hoped to give impetus to international negotiations
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toward a new climate treaty, which have languished in recent years in a swamp of technical and
political disputes.” The new report “finds a 95 to 100 percent chance that most of the warming
of recent decades is human-caused, up from the 90 to 100 percent chance cited in the last report,
in 2007.”
********The report just issued is a “36-page summary for world leaders of a 900-page report
that is to be released next week on the physical science on climate change. That will be followed
by additional reports in 2014 on the most likely impacts and on possible steps to limit the
damage.” You can find the summary at:
http://www.climatechange2013.org/images/uploads/WGIAR5-SPM_Approved27Sep2013.pdf.
(28 September 2013): “Generations in the workplace: Winning the generation game”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21586831-businesses-are-worrying-about-howmanage-different-age-groups-widely-different)
--------Three distinct generations find themselves together in the contemporary workplace: Baby
Boomers (1946 to mid-1960s), Generation X (mid-1960s to early 1980s), and Generation Y
(early 1980s to mid-1990s). Although generation gaps are of long standing, “businesses seem to
be more worried than before about managing three age groups with such differing attitudes. A
recent survey by Ernst & Young, which asked American professionals from each age group their
opinions of each generation, found significant difference, not all of the predictable. . . . Ernst &
Young conducted its survey not just for clients; the consultancy felt it needed to understand
generational challenges in its own workforce . . . In America its staff are young: 62% are from
Generation Y, 29% are from Generation X and just 9% are baby-boomers.”
********This article does in about 1.33 pages a better job of epitomizing the three generations
as anything I’ve seen. It makes very clear the potential importance of examining the
demographics of a business, indeed any organization. An especially pronounced example is
India’s Tata Consulting Services, which has more than 70% of its 240,000 employees under 30.
Their HR director notes: “There is no point in baby-boomers and Generation X saying that Gen
Y should behave like us. We have to behave like them.” You can read Ernst & Young’s report
at: http://www.ey.com/US/en/Issues/Talent-management/Talent-Survey-The-generationalmanagement-shift.
(30 September 2013): “Judges Outsource Workloads as Cases Get More Complicated”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303983904579095593058503678.html)
--------Judges with excessive workloads or who have cases that require specialized expertise
frequently farm out the work to special masters. “A special master’s responsibilities can be
broad, with duties set out by court order, though the judge has ultimate authority and can
overrule a special master’s decisions. Special masters’ fees are paid for by the parties who
generally want to expedite litigation, ultimately saving on legal fees and other costs.
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Comprehensive data on the numbers of special masters is scant. But lawyers and judges say the
appointments are becoming staples of consolidated cases involving plaintiffs from multiple
jurisdictions and high-stakes intellectual-property cases.” In some complex cases, multiple
special masters are appointed. Their rates, ranging from $300 to $1000 an hour, are “negotiated
by the parties and the court.”
*******You can learn more about special masters at:
http://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/special_master.
(30 September 2013): “A Wave of Sewing Jobs as Orders Pile Up at U.S. Factories”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/30/business/a-wave-of-sewing-jobs-as-orders-pile-up-at-usfactories.html)
--------Airtex Design Group of Minneapolis, Minnesota, a producer of curtains, pillows, and
other textiles, has shifted more of its production to the U.S. from China “because customers had
been asking for more American-made goods.” But the issue has been finding workers. Mike
Miller, the CEO of Airtex, comments, “The sad truth is, we put ads in the paper and not many
people show up.” The decimation of U.S. industries over the last two decades has left
manufacturers “scrambling to find workers to fill the specialized jobs that have not been taken
over by machines.” Since 1990, 77 percent of the American work force was lost “as companies
moved jobs abroad.” With jobs going unfilled, manufacturers in Minnesota and elsewhere “are
wrestling with how to attract a new generation of factory workers while also protecting their
bottom lines in an industry where pennies per garment can make or break a business.”
********The article notes a few public-private partnerships that have had limited results. The
article raises two big questions: “Who will provide job-specific training?” and “Who will pay for
it?” These questions, of course, are a subset of the much broader educational questions that
North Carolina, the U.S., and the rest of the world continue to wrestle with.
(30 September 2013): “Apple Passes Coca-Cola as Most Valuable Brand”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/30/business/media/apple-passes-coca-cola-as-most-valuablebrand.html)
--------Corporate identity and brand consulting company Interbrand began compiling its Best
Global Brands report in 2000. For thirteen consecutive years Coca-Cola was the most valuable
brand. This year, however, Apple has taken over first place, with Google in second; Coca-Cola
is not number three. According to its report, the value of the Apple brand is $98.3 billion and the
value of the Coca-Cola brand is $79.2 billion. Jez Frampton, the global chief executive of
Interbrand, notes that “Apple and other leading technology brands have become ‘very much the
poster child of the marketing community.’” In fact, five of the top ten firms are in technology:
Apple, Google, Microsoft, Samsung, and Intel. IBM, which is in fourth place, is categorized as a
business services, rather than technology, brand.
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********You can learn much more about the top 100 brands at:
http://www.interbrand.com/en/best-global-brands/2013/Best-Global-Brands-2013.aspx.
(1 October 2013): “Merger Market Loses Its Driver”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304795804579101711113133546.html)
--------“Fears that interest rates could jump further gave Verizon communications Inc. extra
motivation to plow ahead with its monster deal in September to buy the part of Verizon Wireless
it doesn’t own, after years of talking about such a deal with seller Vodafone Group PLC. But
now that the threat of an imminent rate increase has subsided, so has some of the steam behind
mergers-and-acquisitions activity, deal makers say. Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke in
mid-September indicated the central bank would keep its bond buying intact, which keeps
interest rates low. The stance eases some of the pressure companies felt to get deals done before
a rate increase, while throwing more cold water on an already tepid deal environment.”
********Dealogic is an important provider of data on mergers and acquisitions. You can learn
more about it at: http://www.dealogic.com/.
(1 October 2013): “Europe’s Car Makers Spin Their Wheels”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424127887323623304579057220451906010.html)
--------“New-car registrations in Europe have fallen to nearly a two-decade low. Most massmarket care makers are losing money on the Continent. . . . Some industry executives and
consultants warn that Europe’s economic crisis isn’t just sparking a temporary downturn in car
sales, but is also accelerating a more fundamental decline in consumer appetite for cars—a
decline that may presage more plant closings” and job cuts. A combination of factors are
contributing to the decline in the European habit of new-car buying, including: “rising fuel
prices, more-durable vehicles, the car’s decline as a status symbol and fewer youth getting
licenses.” The dense public-transportation system of Europe “has made it easy for Europeans to
forgo owning cars.”
********Although not mentioned in the article, I have to wonder about the role of social media
in the apparent decrease in the demand for automobiles by the young in Europe and the U.S.
One reason to drive was to connect with others and now those connections can be made in other
ways. The article also clearly indicates the role of public transportation in the demand for
automobile services.
(2 October 2013): “Worried About Land Grabs, Group Presses 3 Corporations to Disclose Sugar
Purchases” (http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/02/business/3-corporations-pressed-to-disclosedata-on-sugar-purchases.html)
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--------“Oxfam accused three big international food companies on Tuesday of buying sugar from
what the advocacy group described as plantations that had unfairly taken land from famers in
Cambodia and Brazil without proper compensation.” Oxfam’s report “assailed three companies
by name: Coca-Cola, PepsiCo and Associated British foods” each of which responded to the
report. Chris Jochnick, who directs the private sector team of Oxfam America, notes: “The
whole supply chain is completely opaque . . . We can’t get any information unless we have
people go into the field.” Jochnick wants “multinational companies to disclose fully where they
buy their sugar and whether it is grown with respect for the land rights of indigenous peoples and
other small-scale landholders.”
********You can find Oxfam’s report at: http://www.oxfamamerica.org/files/nothing-sweetabout-it-media-brief-oxfam.pdf.
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[The Invisible Forces] 129 (9 October 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(18 September 2013): “How the NFL Fleeces Taxpayers”
(http://m.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2013/10/how-the-nfl-fleeces-taxpayers/309448/)
********This article was sent by a student. It provides a lengthy discussion of the role of the
invisible foot in determining the financial outcomes of the National Football League. The article
appears to draw upon chapter 3 of The King of Sports: Football’s Impact on America (St.
Martin’s Press 2013), by Gregg Easterbrook. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/King-Sports-Footballs-Impact-America/dp/125001171X/
(3 October 2013): “U.S. Is Overtaking Russia as Largest Oil-and-Gas Producer”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303492504579111360245276476.html)
--------“The U.S. is overtaking Russia as the world’s largest producer of oil and natural gas, a
startling shift that is reshaping markets and eroding the clout of traditional energy-rich nations. . .
. The U.S. ascendance comes as Russia has struggled to maintain its energy output and has yet to
embrace technologies such as hydraulic fracturing that have boosted American reserves.” The
U.S. is now the world’s largest producer of natural gas, followed by Russia, while Saudi Arabia
leads in the production of crude oil, followed by Russia, and the U.S. Although there is concern
about the longevity of the U.S. boom, which has been driven by hydraulic fracturing, some
companies have said that “the amount of oil and gas produced by shale wells isn’t dropping as
fast as predicted.”
********The Video tab has a five-minute interview with one of the article’s authors that
provides some useful detail. Especially noteworthy was the description of the U.S. as a marginal
“high cost” producer of oil, leaving its oil industry more subject to risk from a global economic
downturn.
(3 October 2013): “Monsanto to Buy Climate Corp. for $930 Million; Loss Widens”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB1000142405270230417690457911104219845ug5468.html)
--------“Monsanto Co., the world’s largest see company by sales, agreed to buy farm-analytics
firm Climate Corp. for about $930 million, deepening its push into technology designed to help
farmers boost productivity and manage risk. The purchase of closely held Climate Corp. will
enable Monsanto to offer farmers a wider range of tools—including individualized weather
statistics—as it seeks to build on its main business of selling genetically engineered seeds.
Monsanto is betting that tapping vast databases to help farmers increase their production will be
one of the fastest-growing areas of agribusiness in coming years. It also expects weather and soil
analytics to lead to significant gains in crop yields complementing the biotechnology advances
made by Monsanto and its rivals.” Previously Monsanto purchased Precision Planting Inc. (PPI)
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of Tremont, Illinois, for $250 million. PPI “has developed software tools to help farmers
improve seed spacing and depth using a national database of soil conditions.”
(4 October 2013): “More Than 5,000 Stockbrokers From Expelled Firms Still Selling
Securities”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303643304579107442831410708.html)
--------According to an analysis by the Wall Street Journal, more than 5,000 brokers “were still
licensed to sell securities earlier this year after working for one or more firms that regulators
expelled between 2005 and 2012.” Brokers often remain in the industry after working for an
expelled firm simply by moving “from one problem firm to another,” a pattern that some call
“cockroaching.” The regulator that oversees securities brokers is Financial Industry Regulatory
Authority (Finra). According to 105 monthly disciplinary reports published by Finra since 2005,
“it had expelled 173 firms for problems ranging from a firm’s failure to pay regulatory fines to
fraud involving individual brokers.” Since Finra won’t release its complete database, the Journal
created a database by filing “public-records requests with securities regulators in all 50 states.”
In this way was able to identify “about 88% of the nation’s registered brokers” and the 5,054
brokers who worked in the expelled firms and who are still licensed. The Journal’s analysis
shows that “Most of the more-than-550,000 brokers . . . didn’t have arbitration claims or other
issues that have to be disclosed.”
********This is a great example of investigative journalism by the Wall Street Journal. It
includes a fascinating graphic which shows the movements of stockbrokers among expelled
firms. It is visually striking and contains a good deal of information. This is one article worth
searching for. You can learn more about Finra at: http://www.finra.org/.
********One useful facility at the Finra site is BrokerCheck®, “a free tool to help investors
research the professional backgrounds of current and former FINRA-registered brokerage firms
and brokers, as well as investment adviser firms and representatives. It should be the first
resource investors turn to when choosing whether to do business or continue to do business with
a particular firm or individual.” You can learn more about BrokerCheck® at:
http://www.finra.org/Investors/ToolsCalculators/BrokerCheck/.
(5 October 2013): “Bargain Hydropower Plants Have Small Investors Chasing Waterfalls”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303643304579107590118304648.html)
--------In the western states, a small band of investors is “combing the backwoods, looking for
bargains in so-called mini-hydropower plants. . . . While the big utilities control most of hydro’s
might, dozens of mini-hydro plants dot the U.S.—each generating less than a single megawatt of
power each year.” The Foundation for Water and Energy Education counts 95 minis currently in
the Northwest. The revenue stream from minis can be meaningful since the 1978 Public Utilities
Regulatory Policies Act (Purpa) requires that “utilities must purchase power from sources
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generating ‘renewable’ clean energy—these days mostly hydro, solar of wind-derived. The local
utilities must agree to buy the power, although generally not at prices above what they’re already
paying for power from larger wholesalers.”
********You can learn more about Purpa at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_Utility_Regulatory_Policies_Act.
(5 October 2013): “Ohio Smelter Faces Shutdown Without Utility Rate Relief”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303492504579113341291138108.html)
--------Ormet Corp. owns a large aluminum smelter based in Hannibal, Ohio. On Friday it said
“it would temporarily close the smelter, which employs 670, unless Ohio regulators agree to
further cut its power bill. Regulators earlier in the week offered Ormet a 20% cut in the cap on
electricity prices, as well as $42 million in addition discounts for 2013-2014. Any shortfall
would have to be made up by American Electric Power Co.’s other ratepayers, likely adding a
few cents each month to residents’ utilities bills.” This is simply one example of mirroring fights
“across the country, where aluminum producers are struggling to stay viable. The makers are
threatening to close smelters—putting hundreds of people out of work—if they can’t get better
electricity rates. Usually, states and utilities are caving to their demands.” Marty Littrel, who is
a spokesman for Big Rivers Electric Corp. which lost a similar rate battle in Kentucky, notes:
“Someone in the aluminum industry put out a playbook, and they’re all doing the same thing.”
Skirmishes like these between power companies and aluminum companies “have escalated
because of weak aluminum prices and low-cost competition from abroad.” Although such deals
preserve jobs, often in rural areas with few large employers, they “could encourage unnecessary
production and create a glut, making the decline in aluminum prices still worse.”
********This article is highly reminiscent of on that appeared on 17 September 2013 in the
Wall Street Journal, except that it was based in Alcoa, Tennessee. The message seems to be the
same, with a global aluminum glut, prices are down and firms aren’t willing to produce at a loss.
Profits are possible, though, if basic costs, like electricity, are lowered.
(5 October 2013): “Are models that show the economic effects of climate change useless?”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21587203-are-models-showeconomic-effects-climate-change-useless-hot-air)
--------“Models simplify. They are supposed to. It is a feature, not a bug. . . . but what if the
factors that cannot be modeled make a huge difference to the outcome? And what if the things
that are excluded tend to produce a systematic bias in the results? That is precisely the situation
facing those who model the economic impact of climate change, argue two new studies.
Nicholas Stern, the author of an influential 2007 review of the economics of climate change, says
the models minimize environmental damage. Robert Pindyck of the MIT Sloan School of
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Management goes further, saying the inputs economists use are so arbitrary that their models say
almost nothing useful.”
********The article contains links to the work of Stern (abstract from the Journal of Economic
Literature) and Pindyck (entire paper). A quick glance at the Pindyck paper shows that it
provides an overview of the six elements of the Integrated Assessment Models used in the
economic analyses of climate change—see pages 3-5.
(6 October 2013): “Financial Literacy, Beyond the Classroom”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/06/business/financial-literacy-beyond-the-classroom.html)
--------Financial literacy is ever-more important in our increasingly complex modern economy.
However, a recent survey showed that only one-third of Americans over the age of 50 could
answer three basic financial questions correctly. Even more unsettling is a recent meta-analysis
of attempts “to teach people to be financially astute, or at least less clueless. The authors’
conclusions are clear: over all, financial education is laudable, but not particularly helpful.
Those who receive it do not perform noticeably better when it comes to saving more, for
example, or avoiding ruinous debt. Even more depressing, the results of efforts aimed at lowincome people are particularly weak. Those who need the help most seem to benefit the least.”
********The author of the article is Richard Thaler of the University Chicago’s Booth School of
Business. Thaler suggest three alternatives to traditional educational methods: just-in-time
education around important financial decisions; teaching rules of thumb; and making the
financial system more user-friendly. Of the three, he believes the third approach “offers the best
prospects of immediate help” noting that “You don’t need to be a computer scientist to use a
smartphone. If we made choosing a suitable mortgage as easy by checking the weather in
Timbuktu, fewer households would find themselves underwater when real estate markets
tumble.” I’m not so sure. Perhaps there are additional lessons to be learned from the metaanalysis. You can find it at: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2333898.
(7 October 2013): “Wal-Mart Entertains a Pitch: ‘Made in U.S.A.’”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303492504579115783923496354)
--------“For the past nine months . . . Wal-Mart has been trumpeting patriotic promises to stock
more U.S.-made goods." It has promised to increase purchases of U.S.-made merchandise by an
amount averaging $5 billion a year, an amount that affects “roughly 2% of what Wal-Mart
spends annually on merchandise at U.S. stores.” Michelle Gloeckler, a senior vice president at
Wal-Mart, notes that “Wal-Mart won’t buy U.S. goods if it means higher prices.”
********The article relates the interesting story of Amy and Tyler Bradley, who run “a tiny
company from their home in Wyndmoor, Pa., that produces . . . the Toydozer” a plastic scoop “to
pick up Legos and other toys with tiny pieces.” They assumed that it would be too expensive to
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make the Toydozer in the U.S., setting up shop in Mexico. Subsequently they checked with
“local injection-molding companies. To their surprise, the highly automated work could be done
more cheaply in the U.S. than at their Mexican contractor, so they switched production” to the
U.S. One cannot help but wonder how many outsourcing decisions have been made based on
assumptions rather than careful empirical study.
(7 October 2013): “Humans 1, Robots 0”
(http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702303492504579115310362925246.html)
--------Although ATM-like machines have made significant inroads in banking and airport
check-ins, the supermarket check-out has proved to be somewhat more challenging. It turns out
that “checking out groceries requires just enough mental-processing skills to be a prohibitive
challenge for computers. In that way, supermarket checkout represents a class of jobs that
computers can’t yet match because, for now, they’re just not very good substituting key human
abilities.” It turns out that the most cognitively challenging part of the check-out process
involves vegetables—the ability “to tell the difference between green leaf lettuce and green bell
peppers, and then to remember the proper code.”
********As the article points out, automated supermarket check outs make use of customer
labor to enter vegetable codes rather than the knowledge and skill of a supermarket checkout
person. The article draws, in part, from the article “Dancing with Robots: Human Skills for
Computerized Work,” by economists Frank Levy and Richard Murnane. You can read it at:
http://www.thirdway.org/publications/714.
(8 October 2013): “Livestock Market Adrift Without USDA Data”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052702304441404579121563927170056.html)
--------“The absence of key price data from the U.S. Department of Agriculture is creating
confusion in livestock markets and contributing to a rapid contraction in trading volumes. Since
the start of the government shutdown on Oct. 1, the USDA has stopped publishing the prices for
hogs in the cash market. The USDA figures have long served as a benchmark for trading in cash
and futures markets. Without those prices, the national’s biggest meatpackers . . . have been
scrambling to find alternative sources of information to help determine the prices they pay for
hogs.” Similarly, “Farmers and ranchers, who sell to meatpackers, are struggling to determine
what constitutes a fair price for their livestock.” In light of the shutdown, meatpackers Tyson
and Cargill have been “relying in part on information from Urner Barry—a Bayville, N.J.,
market-research firm best known for its data on poultry, not red meat—as they negotiate with
farmers.”
********The article strongly conveys the notion that the volume of market transactions depends
upon the ready availability of reliable data. Clearly the partial shutdown of the federal
government provides a ready opportunity to test a variety of interesting hypotheses. What types
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of firms have benefitted and been harmed from the shutdown? You can learn more about Urner
Barry at: http://www.urnerbarry.com/.
(9 October 2013): “Nuclear Plants Vexed at Prices That Shift as Demand Does”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/09/business/energy-environment/nuclear-plants-vexed-atprices-that-shift-as-demand-does.html)
--------“As costs and competition from cheap natural gas force more old nuclear plants to shut
down, their owners have a new complaint: the electricity market is rigged against them. Today
energy in most of the United States is priced hourly in a deregulated market far different from
the one of regulated power plant construction that ushered in the nation’s reactors in the 1960s
and 1970s. Generators—whether coal-fired plants, wind farms or reactors—are paid varying
amounts over the course of the day, but in periods of light demand and high winds the price goes
below zero, so generators have to pay to put kilowatt-hours on the grid and hope to make up for
the loss at other times. Only wind generators, which earn a subsidy per kilowatt-hour generated,
make money in that situation.”
********The article makes important points about the changing, actually changed, nature of the
market for electricity. Significant capacity was constructed under a regulatory regime little
subject to competition, but today “new generating stations are being made by entrepreneurs
rather than public utilities . . . and entrepreneurs are unlikely to do what the utilities used to:
commit to expensive generating stations that could take a decade to build.” In the article the
expression ‘market design’ is used twice, but perhaps ‘regulatory design’ might be more apt. It
does appear that market regulation has not kept pace with the changed nature of the electricity
market.
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[The Invisible Forces] 130 (16 October 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(10 October 2013): “U.S. Shale-Oil Boom May Not Last as Fracking Wells Lack Staying
Power” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-10-10/u-dot-s-dot-shale-oil-boom-maynot-last-as-fracking-wells-lack-staying-power)
--------“Chesapeake Energy’s Serenity 1-3H well near Oklahoma City came in as a gusher in
2009, pumping more than 1,200 barrels of oil a day and kicking off a rush to drill that extended
into Kansas. Now the well produces less than 100 barrels a day, state records show. Serenity’s
swift decline sheds light on a dirty secret of the oil boom: It may not last. Shale wells start
strong and face fast, and producers are drilling at a breakneck pace to hold output steady. In the
fields, this incessant need to drill in known as the Red Queen, after the character in Through the
Looking-Glass who tells Alice, “It takes all the running you can do, to keep in the same place.”
According to David Hughes, a geoscientist and president of Global Sustainability Research, “The
Red Queen syndrome just gets worse and worse and worse . . . The higher production goes, the
more wells you need to offset the decline.” Hughes estimates “the U.S. needs to drill 6,000 new
wells per year at a cost of R35 billion to maintain current production.”
********The article provides a graph projecting U.S. oil production by geological formation out
to 2040. In addition, it provides unusually detailed cost estimates for different activities
associated with fracking a well. The horizontal wells used for fracking are substantially more
expensive than vertical wells.
(10 October 2013): “Setting Prices by Word of Mouth”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-10-10/many-commodities-benchmark-prices-aresubjective)
--------“Prices for stocks, bonds, and currencies are set by billions of trades on public exchanges.
Futures contracts for many commodities trade on exchanges almost around the clock. In
contrast, deals for the delivery of commodities—raw materials such as coal, iron ore, fertilizer,
gas, and some metals—are often made in private using benchmark prices determined by industry
publications.” Employees of price-reporting companies “base their quotes on available bids,
offers, and transactions as well as on phone calls and e-mails to market participants. It is a
system that developed over more than 100 years.” The benchmark prices that emerge from this
process do not have the full confidence of market participants. In a survey conducted by
Bloomberg News, 270 traders and analysts of energy, metals, iron ore, carbon, and power, were
asked to response to the question, “How many times out of 100 instances do you estimate the
assessed benchmark price for the main commodity you trade is unrepresentative of the true
level?” The median score of the 85 respondents was 20. Although this is a small fraction of the
thousands of commodities and energy traders worldwide, “The survey shows there is clearly a
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concern that other could be using these price-making mechanisms to bias the price up or down
depending on their interests,” according to Shaun Ledgerwood, as senior antitrust consultant at
Brattle Group. Commodities markets have come under increased scrutiny due to attempts “to rig
the London interbank offered rate, or Libor, by submitting false information during the ratesetting process.” Still, “private markets will remain hard to police.” Notes Andrey
Kryuchenkov, a London-based analyst at VTB Capital, “You can’t regulate a handshake, a oneoff contract between producers, shippers, and consumers.”
********One of the companies mentioned in the article as providing pricing information is
Platt’s, which is owned by McGraw Hill Financial. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.platts.com/.
(10 October 2013): “Wal-Mart Drops Ambitious Expansion Plan for India”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/10/business/international/wal-mart-puts-india-plan-onhold.html)
--------“Wal-Mart Stores gave up on India’s huge market on Wednesday, announcing that it had
indefinitely delayed its once-ambitious plans to open hundreds of superstores across the country.
. . . Wal-Mart . . . also announced that it was ending its joint effort with Bharti Enterprises of
India to operate 20 wholesale ’cash and carry’ stores that sell to other businesses like retailer,
hotels and restaurants. . . . That Wal-Mart kept the wholesale business, long seen as a way to
learn about India’s fragmented retailing sector, suggest it has not entirely ended its hopes of
eventually selling at a retail level.” Scott Price, Wal-Mart’s chief executive for Asia, said that
“the Indian government’s regulations requiring foreign retailers to buy 30 percent of products
from local small and midsize businesses were the ‘critical stumbling block; to opening tis
trademark consumer stores.” Wal-Mart is not alone in its frustration with doing business in
India. “American executives and politicians have been expressing growing impatience with
India’s fitful efforts to open and modernize the economy.” In addition, “Many foreign
companies have found India’s endemic corruption difficult to keep out of their operations. Since
American law requires top executives to ensure that their international operations remain free of
corruption, executives in the United States have taken an increasingly dim view of doing
business in India, with its low profits and constant legal worries.”
(11 October 2013): “Pricey Water Runs Afoul of Champagne”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB20001424052702304066404579127784010030344)
--------“This past summer, a Los Angeles company began selling a brand of glass-bottled water
called Beverly Hills 90H20. . . . Their website touted it as the ‘Champagne of water,’ to be
paired with such indulgences as blue cheese and wine. Champagne producers weren’t amused.
Within weeks, the company received a letter from the organization that represents growers and
marketers of the bubbly French wine demanding that Beverly Hills 90H20 drop references to
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Champagne in its marketing.” Jon Gluck, the president and cofounder of the company that
markets 90H20 notes about his product, “It’s about offering customers a new level of water, just
like you have various levels of wine and vodka.” But the advocates of the Champagne region of
France remain unmoved. They have a long history of successfully protecting name and
trademark of their wine.
********The article brings to mind an ad campaign from my youth, when Miller High Life was
advertised as “the Champagne of Bottled Beers.” I can still remember the beer being poured into
tall, slender, and tapered glasses. I believe they are called Pilsner glasses. Here is an ad from the
50s, just a little before the Mad Men era: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCI7l6V9D4Q. To
me, the glasses aren’t quite right.
(11 October 2013): “U.S. Rethinks How to Release Sensitive Economic Data”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304500404579127741445152018)
--------“Federal officials are discussing changes to how the government releases sensitive
economic data, seeking to bring the system in line with fast-moving financial markets. While the
talks are preliminary, officials are driven by their growing concern about leaks and their unease
that high-speed trading firms can trade on market-moving numbers before other investors, say
people familiar with the discussions. . . . The discussions are among the first steps toward what
could be the most comprehensive change in a generation to how the federal government sends
data, such as the unemployment rate, productivity numbers and other indicators of the
economy’s performance to the public and Wall Street.” Presently, departments of the
government use “lockup” rooms and news embargoes to manage information distribution.
However, the “system of lockups has come under fire in recent years after several media firms,
including Dow Jones & Co., publisher of The Wall Street Journal, started using the lockup to sell
raw data from the government reports to high-frequency trading firms.”
(11 October 2013): “Blood banks change approach as demand dwindles”
(http://www.pnj.com/viewart/20131012/NEWS/310120016/Blood-banks-change-approachdemand-dwindles)
--------“Blood banks are declaring fewer critical shortages these days and in some cases cutting
staff in response to dwindling demand for blood—the result of fewer elective surgeries being
performed and medical advances that curb bleeding in the operating room.” As a result, blood
centers have shifted from “a collect-as-much-as-you-can mentality to a collect to need
mentality,” according to Dr. Darrell Triulzi, the medical director for the Institute for Transfusion
Medicine in Pittsburgh, “They started collecting only what they needed. That’s new to the
industry. We’re still learning how to do that well.” The decline in blood demand has been
followed by job cuts. For example, “The Indiana Blood Center announced in June that it would
eliminate 45 positions in a restructuring that also involved reducing its mobile operations,
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closing a donor center and cutting other costs because demand from hospitals had fallen 24
percent from the previous year.” Dramatic changes in the blood-collection system began with
the Great Recession, “when Americans who had lost their jobs and health insurance put of
noncritical procedures.”
********A clear and concise discussion of the decrease in the demand for blood and the, mostly
medical, reasons for its decline.
(12 October 2013): “Italy Loses Its Taste for Pasta”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424127887324807704579082953783065812)
--------“Ten years ago, Italian families ate an average of 40 kilograms or 88 pounds [of pasta’, a
year. But now Italians are spurning Italy’s comfort food as foreign cuisine finally gains a
toehold in Italy. Italians—particularly women—increasingly see pasta as fattening, boring and
time-consuming. Pasta consumption I Italy has fallen to 31 kilos (70.6 pounds) per family,
sending everyone from pasta makers to cookbook publishers scrambling to adjust.” The world’s
largest past maker, Barilla SpA, saw its Italian pasta sales fall by 3% last year. It is seeking to
arrest the decline in sales by expanding abroad, promoting pasta’s low glycemic count, and
countering the claim that pasta is fattening. In addition, it is “about to introduce a pasta that is
free of gluten, the ingredient often blamed for the bloated feeling associated with pasta.”
(12 October 2013): “Burned Trees Become a Hot Commodity”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304500404579129591623374388)
--------“A new gold rush may be on in California’s Sierra Nevada range, but this time the
treasure is burned trees to salvage for lumber. The Rim Fire that charred a quarter-million acres
of the Stanislaus National Forest and Yosemite National Park over the summer left an estimated
one billion board feet of salvageable dead trees—enough to build 63,000 homes. The logging
industry and its supporters are racing to get it, saying such work would provide jobs in the
economically downtrodden region. . . . Republican Rep. Tom McClintock, whose district covers
the area, has introduced legislation in Congress that would waive environmental regulations so
salvage logging can begin quickly on the national forest as well.” McClintock’s bill has drawn
comment by Oregon’s Democratic Rep. Peter DeFazio, who has said the waiver “would be a
license to clear-cut the entire burn area.” Timber officials say that the industry has “about a twoyear window to remove the trees before they succumb to rot and insect damage and become
commercially worthless.” Community members believe that timber jobs would help offset some
of the employment losses from tourism and recreation that resulted from the fire.
(13 October 2013): “The Soaring Cost of a Simple Breath”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/13/us/the-soaring-cost-of-a-simple-breath.html)
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--------“With its high prescription prices, the United States spends far more per capita on
medicines than other developed countries. Drugs account for 10 percent of the country’s $2.7
trillion annual health bill, even though the average American takes fewer prescription medicines
than people in France or Canada, said Gerard Anderson, who studies medical pricing at the
Bloomberg School of Public Health at Johns Hopkins University.” Asthma inhalers provide a
pointed example: “Pulmicort, a steroid inhaler, generally retails for over $175 in the United
States, while pharmacists in Britain buy the identical product for about $20 and dispense it free
of charge to asthma patients. Albuterol, one of the oldest asthma medicines, typically costs $50
to $100 per inhaler in the United States, but it was less than $15 a decade ago, before it was
repatented.” Governments in other countries directly or indirectly “sets an allowed national
wholesale price for each drug . . . the United States leaves prices to market competition among
pharmaceutical companies, including generic drug makers. But competition is often a mirage in
today’s health care arena—a surprising number of lifesaving drugs are made by only one
manufacturer—and businesses often successfully blunt market forces.” Patents, as well as the
regulatory process, play important roles in keeping prices high. For example, a regulatory
decision to “require manufacturers of spray products to remove chlorofluorocarbon propellants
because they harmed the environment” led to “new inhaler designs. And new patents. An
skyrocketing prices.”
********The article is quite lengthy but it provides some clear examples of the regulatory
process, patenting, marketing, and the exercise of market power. It certainly seems that we can
do better.
(14 October 2013): “Inequality Is a Choice”
(http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/10/13/inequality-is-a-choice/)
--------From the Opinion Pages, an article by Joseph E. Stiglitz. He notes that “On the one hand,
widening income and wealth inequality in America is part of a trend seen across the Western
world. A 2011 study by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development found
that income inequality first started to rise in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s in America and Britain
(and also in Israel). The trend became more widespread starting in the late ‘80s. . . . But the
trend was not universal, or inevitable. Over these same years, countries like Chile, Mexico,
Greece, Turkey and Hungary managed to reduce (in some cases very high) income inequality
significantly, suggesting that inequality is a product of political and not merely macroeconomic
forces. It is not true that inequality is an inevitable byproduct of globalization, the free
movement of labor, capital, goods and services, and technological change that favors betterskilled and better-educated employees.” Whether income and wealth inequality increases or
decreases in the years to come will depend upon the choices countries make.
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********Stiglitz won the Nobel Prize in economics in 2001. You can learn more about him and
his work at: http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2001/stiglitzbio.html.
(15 October 2013): “Americans Win Economics Nobel for Market Insights”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304561004579135023249089820)
--------“Three American scholars won the Nobel Prize in economics for pioneering work in
financial markets that has transformed portfolio management and asset pricing and launched the
study of how emotions affect investment decisions. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
on Monday honored Eugene Fama and Lars Peter Hansen of the University of Chicago and
Robert Shiller of Yale University, citing their complementary but independent breakthroughs on
‘empirical analysis of asset prices.’”
********The Video tab has a four-minute interview with Eugene Fama, who speaks briefly
about the relationship between his work and that of Robert Shiller, who helped launch the field
of behavioral finance. The article notes that Shiller “plans to teach a free online introductory
course on financial markets through Coursera.” Coursera is a well-known provider of Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOCs). You can learn more about Coursera and its offerings at:
https://www.coursera.org/. You can learn more about Shiller’s course, which starts February
2014, at: https://www.coursera.org/course/financialmarkets. Finally, you can learn much more
about the 2013 Nobelists in economics at: http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economicsciences/laureates/2013/.
(15 October 2013): “Tough Times for OJ”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304561004579135754022281602)
--------“Orange-juice futures fell Monday after U.S. retail sales of the breakfast beverage dropped
to their weakest level in at least 15 years. Americans bought just 563.2 million gallons of the
beverage in the year ended Sept. 28, according to Nielsen data. That is the lowest since 1998-99,
the oldest data available. Analysts have said a greater variety of beverages, including acai juice
and energy drinks, have taken market share from orange juice, whose retail prices have soared.
The spread of citrus greening, a disease that chokes off nutrients to fruit and causes it to drop
prematurely from the tree, has reduced U.S. orange supplies and helped drive up prices even as
demand has slumped. Ten years ago, the average price for a gallon of orange juice was $4.40 a
gallon. Today, it is $6.20. Higher prices have kept revenue from orange-juice retail sales from
falling as sharply as volume has. Orange-juice sales for the year ended Sept. 28 totaled $3.49
billion, down 5.2% from a decade ago, while sales by volume has dropped by a third over that
time.”
********A simple and concise example of a simultaneous decrease in supply and demand, and
its consequences for price, quantity, and revenue for the market. The article also references the
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1983 movie “Trading Places,” in which Dan Aykroyd and Eddie Murphy “foil a plot to corner
the market for frozen orange juice.” Netflix has it.
(16 October 2013): “The Rise of Niche Online Dating Sites”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304561004579137441269527948)
--------“A growing number of niche dating sites have popped up to serve people who think they
know exactly the type of person they want. These include Farmers Only, whose 100,000 users
may have been attracted to the site’s tagline, ‘City folks just don’t get it.’ More recently,
GlutenFree Singles launched for love-seeking wheat-free folks.” There is even Atlasphere, “an
Ayn Rand appreciation site with a dating component.” In contrast to sites like eHarmony, that
match the personality traits of users, niche sites work on the notion that “Relationships often
work best when people share similar core values and lifestyle goals.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 131 (23 October 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(17 October 2013): “How the Precious Orchid Got So Cheap”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304330904579137460770908586)
--------“A custard-yellow orchid dubbed P. Golden Emperor ’Sweet’ changed hands between
Taiwan breeders in 1978 for $100,000. Now, orchids roll out of greenhouses in Taiwan and onto
the shelves of big-box retailers like Lowe’s for as little as $5.48. As with flat-panel televisions
and laptop computers, the once-rare orchid has become a mass-market commodity. Orchids now
are the best-selling potted flower in the U.S., with annual sales exceeding the poinsettia,
according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Behind the shift are the entrepreneurs of
Taiwan, who have brought to orchid-breeding the energy and methods applied to making
consumer electronics. One result is familiar to many electronics makers: While global orchid
sales are rising, profit margins are thinning.”
********The article includes a seven-photo slideshow of different parts of the orchid-growing
process. Orchid seedlings “go through three growth stages of 4 to 6 months each, usually under
the care of different growers, and are repacked each time into successively larger pots.” Taiwan
is the world’s “largest producer of orchids by shipment number.”
(17 October 2013): “Raids to Free Minks Up Ante on Animal Rights”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/17/us/raids-to-free-minks-up-ante-on-animal-rights.html)
--------Wisconsin is the mink-raising capital of the United States. One couple, Virginia and Gary
Bondlander of New Holstein, who raise 5,000 mink, were recently roused by police after about
2,000 mink were released by animal rights activists. This is an indication that, “After something
of a hiatus, the animal rights movement has resumed a decades-long guerrilla war against the fur
industry with a vengeance.” The Animal Liberation Front is sometimes involved in such
releases. Contributing to the upsurge in activity is “demand from nouveau riche Chinese and
Russians.” Fur Commission U.S.A. estimates that “the price of a good mink pelt has zoomed to
a record $100 . . . from just $41 five years ago, and turned a handful of mostly backyard
businesses into a $350 million-a-year industry.” As Michael Whelan, Executive Director of Fur
Commission notes, “The Chinese consumer just loves the American mink . . . They want all the
trappings of success. They want the Mercedes-Benz, they want the Rolex watch and they want
the mink coat. We’re fortunate to be part of it.”
(17 October 2013): “Rural Banks Know Something Big Banks Don’t”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-10-17/rural-banks-thrive-on-soft-informationgood-neighbor-policy)
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--------“Until the early 1980s, most Americans made deposits and took out mortgages at a local
bank, chartered and owned within their county. Almost all consumer banks, limited by statute,
came in just one size: small. Deregulation in the ‘80s and ‘90s allowed mergers with and the
across state lines, prompting bankers and economists to wonder about the idea size of a bank. . . .
Since the 1980s the number of banks in the U.S. has more than halved, to about 6,000. Almost
every bank that disappeared was tiny: It had a single branch and less than $100 million in assets.
The lower-middle tier—lenders with between $100 million and $1 billion in assets—remained
constant, both in number of institutions and total assets.” Small banks, however, especially those
in rural areas, “do a better job of what is generally considered Banking 101: underwriting home
mortgages and loans to farms and small businesses.” They “have a competitive advantage with
‘nonquantitative’ (sometimes called ‘soft’) information—knowledge of their customers and the
local economy.” Social capital is especially relevant. As one banker notes, “You can’t be
greedy . . . you can’t be devious. Because I gotta go home every day and see my two neighbors”
both of whom have mortgages with his bank and attend the same church.
********One of my brother-in-laws had a job at a Wisconsin lender that required him, among
many other things, to go out on farms and count cows for collateral. Obviously, knowing the
character of the people and the really knowing their assets was (and is) important. You can read
an article mentioned in the story, “Small Business Lending and Social Capital: Are Rural
Relationships Different?” at: http://www.stlouisfed.org/banking/community-bankingconference/PDF/DGNS_2012_SBA_lending.pdf.
(17 October 2013): “Body Parts for Sale by Desperate U.S. Workers”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-10-17/body-parts-for-sale-by-desperate-u-dot-sdot-workers)
--------“In all but two quarters since the beginning of 2011, ‘hair,’ ‘eggs,’ and ‘kidney’ have been
among the top four autofill results for the Google search query, ‘I want to sell my . . . ,’”
according to a New York-based market strategist for ConvergEx Group. Although the sale of
kidneys is illegal in the U.S., the fact that “people even explore it indicates that there are still a
lot of people worried about their financial outlook . . . This is very much unlike” other
recoveries. Increasingly, people are turning to the products of their body, especially hair and
eggs, as a means of dealing with financial stress. According to University of Chicago economist
Gary Becker, “The Internet is responsible for much of the increased interest in cashing in on
body parts” due to the great ease of communication between buyers and sellers.
********The article has a short video that illustrates the prices of some products of the human
body that is worth watching. It also mentions a paper by Becker and Elias that you can find at:
http://home.uchicago.edu/gbecker/MarketforLiveandCadavericOrganDonations_Becker_Elias.pd
f. The article helped me see the connection between payday loans and the sale of body parts,
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both of which seem to be resorted to as a means of responding to financial stress. Property
crime, too, can be added to the list. This is definitely something to think more about.
********The New York Times has a related article, which deals with the quality of breast milk
purchased on the Internet. You can read it at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/21/health/breast-milk-donated-or-sold-online-is-often-taintedstudy-says.html.
(17 October 2013): “The Tequila Curse” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-1017/mexicos-tequila-producers-face-risks-in-rising-demand)
--------“To slake North America’s seemingly bottomless thirst [for tequila] (sales have almost
tripled since 1995), and to meet growing demand in Asian and European markets, tequila
producers have tripled the production of pure agave over the past decade through new growing,
production, and distillation methods. But these methods, scientists warn, have left the [state of
Jalisco] region vulnerable to severe ecological impacts. Connoisseurs, meanwhile, complain that
tequilas produced by the new methods are of such low quality that they can be enjoyed only by
the frozen margarita crowd. After decades of focusing exclusively on increased foreign sales,
tequila producers may finally be forced to ask: How big is too big?” Contributing to the
expansion of sales is the use of modern production techniques, employed by technical director
José Ignacio del Real Laborde who works for global liquor conglomerate Beam Inc. Blue agave
plants grow from “pups.” When the time is right “each pup will be planted according to a global
positioning system-created map and linked to a log of monthly field surveys. The health
assessment of each field then determines a disease-, weed-, and pest-management plan.”
********The article also has an eleven image photo essay which is of interest. The article is of
broad interest, indicating some of the changes that predictably come when an industry, especially
a food product (especially wine), scales up. Product quality often falls and the co-existence of
very large and very small producers create challenges for small producers, as suggested by the
statement, “When the big companies sneeze, everybody gets blown over . . . The big brands use
400 to 500 tones [of agave] a day, so if they don’t do their planning correctly, they create a
nightmare for everybody.”
(18 October 2013): “Mexico Tries Taxes to Combat Obesity”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304864504579141462546165166)
--------The lower house of Mexico’s congress “was set Thursday to pass a special tax on junk
food that is seen as potentially the broadest of its kind, part of an ambitious Mexican government
effort to contain runaway rates of obesity and diabetes. . . . The tax, which was proposed just this
week, is sure to stir controversy among big Mexican and foreign food companies” that operate in
Mexico. “It comes on top of another planned levy on sugary soft drinks of 1 peso (8 U.S. cents)
per liter that was passed” recently. “The taxes would put Mexico, a country notorious for its
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love of sweets, fried foods and pastries, on the cutting edge of government efforts to cut obesity
rates.” Among the OECD countries, Mexico has the highest share of its population over 15 that
is overweight or obese (69.5%), recently nudging out the U.S. (69.2%). New Zealand comes in
third at 64.7%, followed by Chile (64.5%) and the United Kingdom (62.8%).
********The tax was passed late Thursday. You can read an update at:
http://www.latimes.com/world/worldnow/la-fg-wn-mexico-junk-food-tax20131018,0,6378916.story.
(18 October 2013): “In North Dakota, New Concerns Over Mixing Oil and Wheat”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/18/us/in-north-dakota-new-concerns-over-mixing-oil-andwheat.html)
--------“While three generations of the Sorenson family have made their livelihood growing
wheat and other crops here, [in Ross, North Dakota,] they also have learned to embrace the
furious pace of North Dakota’s oil exploration. After all, oil money helped the Sorensons
acquire the land and continue to farm it. But more oil means more drilling, resulting in tons of
waste that is putting cropland at risk and raising doubt among farmers that these two cash crops
can continue to coexist.” This dilemma is especially meaningful for the Sorensons because “A
private company is trying to install a landfill to dispose of solid drilling waste on a golden 160acre wheat field across the road” from their farmhouse. The Sorensons are concerned that “salt
from the drilling waste could seep onto their land which would render the soil infertile and could
contaminate their water, causing their property value to drop.”
(21 October 2013): “Cheaper Sugar Sends Candy Makers Abroad”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303672404579147660261502416)
--------“Despite a prolonged slide in domestic sugar prices, U.S. candy makers are expanding
production in other countries as federal price supports and a global glut of the sweet stuff give an
ever-greater advantage to foreign rivals. . . . On Friday, the U.S. sugar contract in the futures
market settled at 22.28 cents a pound, or 14% higher than the benchmark global price.” U.S.
prices can’t fall much further since “Loans, marketing allotments and import restrictions
guarantee a minimum price of about 21 cents a pound to domestic sugar processors.” The
American Sugar Alliance, and industry group, says that “Without the current U.S. sugar policy,
90% of the 142,000 sugar-growing and processing jobs in the U.S. would be in danger.”
However, a 2006 report by the U.S. Department of Commerce notes that “Three candy-making
jobs are lost for each sugar-growing and processing job saved by higher sugar prices.” Candy
makers that are most likely to expand abroad are those whose confections are made with the
greatest percentage of sugar.
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(21 October 2013): “Caribbean Nations to Seek Reparations, Putting Price on Damage of
Slavery” (http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/21/world/americas/caribbean-nations-to-seekreparations-putting-price-on-damage-of-slavery.html)
--------Fourteen Caribbean countries “plan to compile an inventory of the lasting damage they
believe they suffered and then demand an apology and reparations from the former colonial
powers of Britain, France and the Netherlands. To present their case, they have hired a firm of
London lawyers that this year won compensation from Britain for Kenyans who were tortured
under British colonial rule in the 1950s.” Britain outlawed the slave trade in 1807 and has
“already paid compensation over the abolition of the slave trade once—but to slave owners, not
their victims. . . . Historians estimate that, in the Victorian era, between one-fifth and one-sixth
of all wealthy Britons derived at least some of their fortunes from the slave economy.”
However, “The legal terrain is not encouraging. Though several American and British
companies have apologized for links to slavery, efforts by descendants of 19th-century AfricanAmerican slaves to seek reparations from corporation in American courts have so far come to
little.” Furthermore, Roger O’Keefe of the Lauterpacht Center for International Law notes:
“Reparation may be awarded only for what was internationally unlawful when it was done . . .
and slavery and the slave trade were not internationally unlawful at the time the colonial powers
engaged in them.”
********Perhaps a more relevant issue is reparation for modern-day slavery. According to the
just-released Global Slavery Index 2013, there are 29.8 million people enslaved in the world.
India leads the way in absolute number, followed by China, while Mauritania leads the way in
proportion, followed by Haiti. You can learn more, as well as download the entire report, at:
http://www.globalslaveryindex.org/findings/.
(21 October 2013): “Lawrence R. Klein, Economic Theorist, Dies at 93”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/22/business/economy/lawrence-r-klein-economist-whoforecast-global-trends-dies-at-93.html)
--------Nobel Laureate Lawrence Klein, who received the prize in 1980 for his development of
large-scale econometric forecasting models, passed away on Sunday, October 21st. He was a
protégé of Paul Samuelson at MIT, where he earned his doctorate in two years. The largest part
of his academic career was spent at the University of Pennsylvania, where he “founded a
research group, Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates (later acquired by HIS, a research
company based in Denver), and was principal investigator of its Project LINK, which created a
global econometric model with which to forecast trends.” Klein was briefly a member of the
Communist Party during the 1940s and “while teaching at the University of Michigan in 1954,
his past association came up during the House Un-American Activities Committee hearings, and
the university denied him tenure.”
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********Klein is noted to have written, “The only satisfactory test of economics is the ability to
predict.” You can learn more about Lawrence Klein at:
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303672404579150051992163302.
(22 October 2013): “Brazil Moves to Join Other Major Oil Nations”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303448104579149382470863524)
--------“Brazil’s bid to develop its biggest oil discovery and join the globe’s oil exporting majors
took a big step forward Monday when the country awarded a consortium rights to explore the
find. The field lies offshore of Rio de Janeiro and is called “Libra.” It is said that the field holds
“up to 12 billion barrels, which would potentially make it one of the world’s largest fields.”
Setting Libra apart “is that it is among the few fields in the world that lie not only below the
ocean floor, but even further beneath a miles-deep layer of salt that is tricky to drill, oil
executives say.” Brazilian officials estimate the field “will need $180 billion of investment over
the next 35 years.” Two Chinese state firms are members of the winning consortium and are
expected to help provide that investment.
(22 October 2013): “Starbucks Is Criticized by Chinese State Media for Higher Prices”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303902404579148871471212170)
--------“China’s government-controlled television broadcaster criticized Starbucks Corp. for its
prices in China, the latest attack by state media on a foreign company. China Central Television,
in a 20-minute broadcast called ‘Starbucks” Expensive in China,’ said the company charges as
much as 50% more for some of its products in China than in the U.S., the U.K. and India.”
Pricing has become a sensitive topic in China, as “Rapid economic growth over the last decade
has fueled inflation that has led to social instability. Regulators in recent months have cracked
down on what they see as unfair pricing in industries such as dairy, pharmaceuticals and
automobiles. Many foreign infant-formula makers lowered their prices in China after the
government began an investigation of their competitive practices.”
********The article includes a graphic that breaks down the price of a Starbucks grand latte in
China. At $1.25, rent makes up the largest part of a $4.80 latte.
(23 October 2013): “Heavy Smog Lingers in Northern China”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304402104579151150296974992)
--------“Heavy smog forced the closure of roads, schools and a major airport for a second day in
northeastern China, adding to public pressure on officials to address mounting concerns over air
pollution. All expressways in northeastern Heilongjiang province were closed due to poor
visibility, said China’s official Xinhua news agency on Tuesday. . . . In some downtown areas of
Harbin” near the Russian border, “visibility was less than 20 meters . . . Coal burning from the
start of the winter-heating season, vehicle emissions, crop burning and a lack of stronger winds
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were cited by environmental authorities in Heilongjiang as contributing to the smog.” In Harbin
on Tuesday, “particulates known as PM2.5 rose above 1,000 micrograms per cubic meter at
several monitoring stations . . . The World Health Organization’s recommended exposure is less
than 25 micrograms per cubic meter over a 24-hour period.”
********The article contains three visuals worth a look: a short video; an “Enveloped in Haze”
graphic; and an eleven-photo slideshow. As one resident of Heilongjiang wrote, “Our
requirements aren’t high, we just want clean food, clean water and clean air.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 132 (30 October 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(24 October 2013): “High-Class Pawnshops Fill a Lending Void”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304384104579141864036455006)
--------Collateral lenders—pawn shops—are a “small but fast-expanding part of the shadowlending system. Since 2008, as commercial banks have cut lending to small businesses, such
alternative lenders have helped fill the void. In some states, collateral lenders can charge interest
rates exceeding 200% annually because the business isn’t bound by traditional banking laws. On
the upside for borrowers, there isn’t a credit check and little paperwork. So some entrepreneurs
are hauling treasured possessions—Baccarat chandeliers, Picassos, Maseratis, even Houdini’s
handcuffs—to [high-end lenders like] Borro and others to bankroll businesses historically
financed by conventional loans, credit cards or not at all.” Borro Inc. on New York “is the
largest of this new breed of collateral lenders, having lent nearly $100 million since opening in
England in 2009.” Regulatory requirements vary greatly from state to state: “In New York,
collateral lenders can charge as much as 4% a month, for a total of 48% a year. Texas allows
collateral lenders to charge 240% annually.”
********The article makes it clear that some, at least, of these borrowers are facing a severe
short-term liquidity problem and simply need the loan as a bridge. In addition to Borro Inc.,
competitors iPawn Inc. and Pawngo were mentioned in the article, as well as more traditional
Beverly Loan Co. of Beverly Hills, California, whose CEO notes: “Our bread and butter is the
$20,000 loan to a small-business owners who have to meet payroll or inventory demand.”
[SR](24 October 2013): “The Dark Side of Fat Profit Margins”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304682504579153452514549932)
--------“Never before have American companies seen so much of their sales flow to the bottom
line. In 12 months that ended in the second quarter, U.S. after-tax corporate profits as a share of
gross domestic product, a measure of profit margins across the economy, were 10.9%, according
to the Commerce Department. That was the highest level in records dating to 1929. . . . It isn’t
hard to see why. The share of sales going toward workers’ wages and benefits has fallen
sharply. Companies have kept a lid on capital spending. Effective corporate-tax rates have
fallen. Interest rates are far lower.” The question is, why aren’t these high profit margins being
competed away? “One reason may be a lack of up-and-coming competition. Even before the
financial crisis, the climate for your firms was less dynamic than in the 1990s. . . . Since the
recession, things have been moribund. In 2011—the last year for which there is data—35% of
firms operating in the U.S. were five years old or less, according to the Commerce Department.
That compared with 40% in 1007. . . . To some extent, the dearth of young businesses reflects an
environment in which keeping your day job seems wiser than starting something new. But in a
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lending environment in which funding for newer, smaller businesses is constrained, many wouldbe entrepreneurs are willing but unable.”
(24 October 2013): “Is Funeral Home Chain SCI’s Growth Coming at the Expense of
Mourners?” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-10-24/is-funeral-home-chain-scisgrowth-coming-at-the-expense-of-mourners)
--------The largest firm in the death-care industry is Service Corporation International (SCI).
“Based in Houston and publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange, it operates more than
1,800 funeral homes and cemeteries in the U.S. and Canada. It has 20,000 employees and a
market capitalization of $4 billion. For 40 years, SCI has gobbled competitors as the pioneer
consolidator of a fragmented industry.” Now it is poised to “ingest the next-largest chain,
Stewart Enterprises, bases in New Orleans. In one gulp, SCI will grow to 2,168 locations. If the
$1.4 billion transaction gets antitrust clearance from the Federal Trade Commission, the
combined company would control some 15 percent of the U.S. industry, with much larger shares
of prime markets in Florida, Texas, and California.” Although smaller firms are concerned with
the growth of SCI, they “cling to one competitive advantage: The chain charges customers more
than independently owned rivals. Whatever cost savings SCI achieves [by operating at a larger
scale], it keeps or passes along to its shareholders.” These are heady times for the death-care
industry, according to Aaron Foley, who is the assistant treasurer of SCI: “We are going to be
poised to benefit from the aging of America, the baby boomers.” Indeed, “Deaths in the U.S. are
forecast to increase at an average annual rate of 1.1 percent over the next five years.”
********This is a perfect example of one of the five types of entrepreneurial innovation stated
by Schumpeter in The Theory of Economic Development (1912), namely transforming market
structure. The demand for death-care services depends upon the number of deaths, thus affecting
SCI’s financial results. For example, in the first half of 2013, SCI’s earnings rose 26 percent.
According to Foley, “’This growth . . . was driven in large part due to the strong flu season’—
i.e., a lot of old people got sick and died last spring.”
********One especially useful comment in the article was made by Rabbi William Rudolph of
Congregation Beth El in Bethesda, Maryland. Regarding SCI’s desire to merge Stewart
Enterprises into its business, he noted: “Size brings economies of scale. Who benefits from
economies of scale is another question.”
(25 October 2013): “In Spain, It Can Be a Pain to Keep Up With the Clock”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303382004579127342995752828)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. “Ignacio Buqueras is winning converts in his decadeold crusade to remove one of the last vestiges of Francisco Franco’s dictatorship—the time of the
day. A punctilious entrepreneur, Mr. Buqueras says the bane of Spain is that its clocks are out of
whack, dictating notoriously late hours that sap the country of efficiency and make it hard for
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anyone with a regular job to have time for much else.” His proposal seems to be gaining
traction, as “Last month his proposal that Spain abandon Central European Time and turn the
clocks back an hour won the support of the parliamentary committee that deals with family
issues, including the plight of overworked parents.” Clocks in Spain were moved forward in
1942, when Generalissimo Franco, “in a display of solidarity with Adolf Hitler turned Spain’s
clocks forward an hour during World War II to be in sync with Nazi Germany.” The clocks
were never turned back.
(26 October 2013): “Bottled Water Sales Rising as Soda Ebbs”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/26/business/bottled-water-sales-rising-as-soda-ebbs.html)
--------“Few things are more American than Coca-Cola. But bottled water is washing away the
palate trained to drain a bubbly soda. By the end of this decade, if not sooner, sales of bottled
water are expected to surpass those of carbonated soft drinks, according to Michael C. Bellas,
chief executive of the Beverage Marketing Corporation.” The shift has posed a challenge for the
Coca-Cola Company and rival PepsiCo. “While both companies sell bottled water lines, Dasani
for Coke and Aquafina for Pepsi, they have had trouble establishing dominance in the more
profitable business of so-called enhanced waters . . . where a horde of new beverage companies
like TalkingRain, Hint water and Fruit2O are giving them a run for the money. . . . Some of the
things that have made Pepsi and Coke formidable competitors in the soda business work against
them in water. The companies, for instance, stock grocery store shelves directly off their trucks.
That gives them more extensive and timely information about how their products are doing and
greater control over marketing, but is also is much more expensive that the distribution system
used by companies like Niagara and Nestlé Waters, which has a private label business in addition
to marketing brands like Poland Spring and Ozarka.”
(26 October 2013): “Subterranean capitalist blues”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21588365-response-red-tape-and-high-taxescorporate-america-mutating-subterranean-capitalist)
********This is the leader for the Briefing “Rise of the distorporation”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21588379-mutation-way-companies-are-financedand-managed-will-change-distribution). Together they form an important glimpse at littleknown changes in business governance and tax exposure that are transforming American
capitalism, especially financially. The changes relate to the development of master limited
partnerships (MLPs), business development companies (BDCs), and real-estate investment trusts
(REITs). Suggestive of their uses is the statement that the MLP “combines the limited liability
of a corporation, the tax advantages of a partnership, and the governance of a private firm.”
These innovations, developing in part in response to federal legislation like the Sarbanes-Oxley
(in response to Enron) Act and the Dodd-Frank (in response to the Great Recession) Act, show
there “is room for competition for corporate structures.” Yet, “these firms are troubling to
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anyone who cares about capitalism. The primary advantage of these structures is that they
minimize tax payments. The exemptions that are enabling more firms to become MLPs, BDCs
or REITs depend on lobbying.” A sense of the extent of these new structures is provided by “the
number of companies with enough of a conventional structure—and trading volume—to be in
Vanguard’s total market index fund.” In 1997 there were 7,306 firms that qualified but only
3,369 firms today.
********You can learn more about MLPs, BDCs, REITs, and regulated investment companies
(RICs) in a publication by Wells Fargo at:
https://www.wellsfargoresearch.com/Public/TRACS/TRACS%2015%20Income%20Securities%
20Primer.pdf. For more academic information about the burgeoning growth of limited liability
companies, please see the article by law professor Rodney Chrisman at:
http://works.bepress.com/rodney_chrisman/8/. Finally, the article mentions the important book
by Adolf Berle and Gardiner Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Property (1932),
which is responsible for the distinguishing between the ownership and control of the corporation,
which is relevant for so-called agency problems.
********The title of the leader is a riff on Bob Dylan’s 1965 song “Subterranean Homesick
Blues,” a music video of which you can find at: http://www.metacafe.com/watch/sy187835137/bob_dylan_subterranean_homesick_blues_official_music_video/.
(28 October 2013): “Sandy’s Legacy: Higher Home Prices”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304682504579156320881293950)
--------One year after Superstorm Sandy the New Jersey real estate market is in flux. “In moremodest communities, Sandy has accelerated a trend that re-estate experts see in many waterfront
communities elsewhere in the U.S.: The rising cost of housing, insurance and taxes has already
turned many vacations spots into havens affordable mainly to the more affluent. After a storm’s
damage, many less-wealthy longtime owners find the only financially viable option is to sell.
That moves many such properties further up the economic ladder as buyers . . . build bigger,
more luxurious homes where bungalows once stood. The result has been a surprise in these
coastal communities: Many have found that storms were ultimately followed by real-estate prices
that rose, rather than fell as feared.” Similar increases in property values took place after
Hurricane Andrew in Florida and Hurricane Hugo in South Carolina.
(28 October 2013): “Idaho Debates Private Prisons”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304655104579161731649132304)
--------“Corrections policy is at a crossroads in Idaho as government officials decide how to staff
the 2,060-bed Idaho Correctional Center now that the country’s largest private prison operator
has decided to quit the state. Tennessee-based Corrections Corp. of America, or CCA,
announced this month that it wouldn’t bid to renew a $29 million contract to operate the facility
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that the company designed and built at the state’s request in the 1990s and operated since it
opened in 2000 in Kuna, Idaho.” Idaho is not alone in confronting change in its prisons.
“America’s private-prison boom, which crested about a decade ago when inmate populations
were on the rise, has waned now that states are seeking way to trim budgets. Since the beginning
of 2012, officials have announced prison closings in Florida, Michigan, New York and Virginia,
as inmate populations have shrunk and state budgets tightened.” States become more wary of
prison privatization, as contracts became costly, sometimes exceeding “by millions of dollars”
what states say they spend to house inmates. Furthermore, “Even when private firms’ bids
promise savings, state officials must calculate whether those suppliers can deliver—and do so
without exposing governments to risks from inmate litigation.”
(28 October 2013): “F.D.A. Shift on Painkillers Was Years in the Making”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/28/business/fda-shift-on-painkillers-was-years-in-themaking.html)
--------In 1999 Dr. Ronald J. Dougherty told FDA officials that “more of the patients turning up
at his clinic near Syracuse were addicted to legal narcotics like Vicodin and Lortab that contain
the drug hydrocodone than to illegal narcotics like heroin.” Now, in 2013, the Food and Drug
Administration has finally recommended “tightening how doctors prescribed the most commonly
used narcotic painkillers.” Widespread abuse of these drugs was facilitated by listing them as
FDA Schedule III drugs, which is a less restrictive category than Schedule II drugs; Schedule II
drugs have shorter refill periods, while drugstores “face tighter and more costly storage and
record-keeping requirements.”
********Lobbying evidently can play an important role in drug scheduling decisions, even
though such decisions are made by the FDA. You can find brief descriptions of the five drug
schedules at: http://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/schedules/#list. You can find much more
information at: http://www.fda.gov/regulatoryinformation/legislation/ucm148726.htm#cntlsbb.
(29 October 2013): “India’s Farmers Start to Mechanize Amid a Labor Shortage”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304441404579121313326574626)
--------“Indian agriculture is belatedly engaged in a mechanical revolution, boosting productivity
in a sector that has long relied on cheap, surplus labor to tend crops in the world’s second most
populous country.” Contributing to this development have been “Job opportunities in factories
and services, plus the government’s rural job-creation program guaranteeing 100 days of
employment a year on public-works projects.” Together they have drained the pool of village
workers and “created a potentially vast opportunity for farm-equipment makers.” Deere & Co.
of Moline, Illinois recently opened a new factory in the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh to add
tractor-making capacity. Deere’s financing operation lends “to farmers and dealers so they can
buy its equipment.” Population and labor shifts have “led to a changing farm landscape. As
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people move to cities, more of India’s small holdings are being combined into larger holdings,
making mechanization more attractive and leading to greater use of larger-horse-power tractors.”
Machines have cut harvest times “and helped bring more women into the workforce by making
the work less demanding physically.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 133 (6 November 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(31 October 2013): “Retailers Brace for Reduction in Food Stamps”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303843104579168011245171266)
--------“Retailers and grocers are bracing for another drain on consumer spending when a
temporary boost in food-stamp benefits expires Friday. The change will leave 48 million
Americans with an estimated $16 billion less to spend over the next three years and comes just
months after the expiration of a payroll tax cut knocked 2% off consumers’ monthly paychecks.
On the business side of the equation, the cuts will fall particularly hard on the grocers,
discounters, dollar stores and gas stations that depend heavily on low-income shoppers.” WalMart estimates that it takes in “about 18% of total U.S. outlays on food stamps.”
(1 November 2013): “College Properties Up for Sale”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303843104579168072833756330)
--------“North Carolina State University has struck a deal to sell what is billed as the world’s
largest university-owned teaching forest . . . The school’s endowment board unveiled an
agreement this week to sell the 79,000-acre Hofmann Forest for $150 to a group of buyers
identifies as Hofmann Forest LLC, led by Jerry Walker of the Walker Ag Group, a familycontrolled business based in Danville, Ill. The sale is expected to generate about $6 million
annually to fund scholarships, hire faculty and expand sustainability and clean-water efforts,
moving beyond traditional areas like forestry and parks management.” The sale is being
challenged in court by a group of NCSU professors and local conservationists, showing “the
potential for tension as universities rethink their financial and academic strategies after a
decade[-]long decline “state funding and a postrecession pushback against rising tuition.
********79,000 acres is roughly one-third the size of Henderson County and slightly less than
one-fifth the size of Buncombe County. NCSU isn’t alone is selling off some of its physical
assets to fund some of its activities. St. John’s University sole its TriBeCa campus, one of three
residential campuses in New York City, for “$223 million in May” and the University of South
Carolina foundation “has been making inquiries with potential buyers of 1,200 acres of coastal
property obtained for research in the early 1990s.” Tom Longin, a former college administrator
“who now consults with university boards on strategic financing . . . [notes] ‘You’re going to see
droves of these types of sales over the next three to five years.’”
********This is an ongoing story in Raleigh’s News and Observer. You can learn more by
doing a search on “Hofmann forest” at: http://www.newsobserver.com/.
(2 November 2013): “’Mancession’ Pushes Italian Women Back Into Workforce”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304073204579171840922681228)
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--------“The harsh recession that followed the 2007-08 global financial crisis swept away many
of the blue-collar jobs traditionally filled by men in Italy, the U.S. and other countries as well—a
development that became known as ‘mancession.’ But the trend is having a surprising side
effect in Italy: Not only were women more likely to keep their jobs, but tens of thousands more
are heading back into the workplace. That could give Italy, which has one of the lowest rates of
female employment in the West, an economic boost in the long run.” Traditional attitudes and
widespread discrimination in the workplace has contributed to “a dearth of women in positions
of corporate or political power” in Italy. Nearly “9% of Italian working mothers say they have
been fired because of pregnancy. At one time, employers often force a new female hire to
presign a resignation letter that would be put into effect if she got pregnant. The practice was
outlawed in 2012.”
********Sweden leads the way in the percentage of women ages 20-64 who were employed in
2012, at 76.8%, followed by Switzerland at 76.0%. At the other end, Turkey has the lowest
percentage at 30.9%, with Italy next at 50.4%.
(2 November 2013): “Climate Change Seen Posing Risk to Food Supplies”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/02/science/earth/science-panel-warns-of-risks-to-foodsupply-from-climate-change.html)
--------“Climate change will pose sharp risks to the world’s food supply in coming decades,
potentially undermining crop production and driving up prices at a time when the demand for
food is expected to soar, scientists have found. In a departure from an earlier assessment, the
scientists concluded that rising temperatures will have some beneficial effects on crops in some
places, but that globally they will make it harder for crops to thrive—perhaps reducing
production over all by as much as 2 percent each decade for the rest of this century, compared
with what it would be without climate change. . . . The warnings come in a leaked draft of a
report under development by a United Nations panel, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change. The document is not final and could change before it is released in March.” The food
supply warning is “the sharpest inn tone the panel has issued. . . . The new tone reflects a large
body of research in recent years that has shown how sensitive crops appear to be to heat waves.”
(2 November 2013): “Money from rubbish: Mucking in”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21588889-one-mans-waste-anothers-livelihoodmucking)
--------“When she was ten, Saru Waghmare started scavenging the open dumps of the western
Indian city of Pune. It had been her family’s work for generations. But in 2008 the city awarded
her co-operative a contract to collect refuse from 400,000 households. Workers got modest
health insurance, and for the first time in their lives a regular income of 36 rupees ($0.60) per
month for each household they served.” She notes: “Before, I would spend the whole day out in
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all weather, fighting off dogs in containers . . . Now I have dignity and I can save for my old age.
I feel my future is bright.” New UN guidelines on waste-collection “laud Pune’s approach.”
Formalizing the work of scavengers, who “collect between half and all the rubbish in developing
countries, cuts costs to cities, helps the environment and reduces poverty.” But scavengers are
facing “stiff competition from private firms who use more sophisticated technology to make
money from waste.”
(2 November 2013): “The economics of sexual inequality: When education dries up”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21588927-new-research-hints-bettermethod-ensure-girls-africa-stay-school-when)
--------A new paper by Martina Björkman-Nyqvist “compares 24 years of attendance rolls from
primary schools in rural Uganda to rainfall records. She finds that girls’ attendance decreases
much more than boys’ during droughts. . . . A reduction in rainfall of just 15% causes a drop of
five percentage points in attendance by girls in seventh grade (aged about 12-13), but has no
significant impact on boys. This pattern feeds through to test scores. Girls who stayed away
during droughts did much worse in exams at the end of primary school than boys.” The paper
suggests that during droughts “girls are put to work at home to support the family’s income in
the short term. Boys, however, are kept at school, since education produces greater rewards for
them in the job market than it does for girls.” Such behavior is not limited to Uganda.
“Something along those lines seems to have occurred in Victorian Britain, according to recent
research from Oxford University. It finds that working-class women and girls typically bore the
brunt of sudden falls in household income, by eating less.”
(4 November 2013): “Pentagon Toils to Build a Bomber on a Budget”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304384104579141982099354454)
--------The Air Force’s most important project of today is “building a new long-range bomber to
replace the iconic and aging B-52s and B-1s that have come to represent America’s domination
of the sky. It is the job of Col. [Chad] Stevenson and a small group of Air Force colleagues to
guard against improvidence and any untested technologies that could lead the grand project—
expected to cost upwards of $55 billion—down the path the Pentagon often travels of costoverruns and blow deadlines.” The new plane, commonly known as the “Long-Range Strike
Bomber,” is seen by Major General Steve Kwast as the option that will give the U.S. president
the ability to “project power anywhere in the world within hours.” In seeking to keep costs
under control, Col. Stevenson drew attention to the importance of transforming the culture of the
Air Force, noting that: “If Ford or GM design a new car, they know how many they want to sell
and they know [how] much they want it [to] cost. And they go back from there . . . But the Air
Force has not done that.”
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********Is it appropriate to transfer what seems to work for business to the mission of the U.S.
Air Force? A quick look for the mission of the USAF yields, “The mission of the United States
Air Force is to fly, fight and win . . . in air, space and cyberspace”
(http://www.airforce.com/learn-about/our-mission/). Minimizing cost for any given mission
seems obvious but getting (and staying) clear about that mission and what it all entails is
challenging to say the least. This is, presumably, where the issue of “mission creep” enters.
********Somewhat related to Col. Stevenson’s comment is the review of Strategy: A History,
by Lawrence Freedman in The Economist (http://www.economist.com/news/books-andarts/21588834-strategies-too-often-fail-because-more-expected-them-they-can-deliver-why).
The telling comment made by the reviewer is this: “A strategy that starts with objectives and
works backwards is likely to fail.” But perhaps it is simply a question of how “locked in” one is
with respect to the objective—one needs to be open to modification in light of unforeseen
change. You can learn more about Freedman’s book at: http://www.amazon.com/StrategyHistory-Lawrence-Freedman/dp/0199325154/. Evidently it doesn’t have a Bibliography.
(4 November 2013): “New Homes Get Built With Renters in Mind”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303843104579171791879768178)
--------“More single-family homes across the nation are being built for renters, a shift that
mirrors a steady decline in homeownership in the years since the housing bust. Until recently,
real-estate investors had focused primarily on scooping up tens of thousands of foreclosed
homes, at a sharp discount, and converting them into rental properties. Now that the pool of
these properties has declined and prices have risen, these investors are snapping up newly
finished single-family homes to be used as rentals, or even developing vacant lots from the
ground up. Last year 5.8% of the 535,000 single-family homes started were being built as
rentals, up from 4.8% in 2011 and the highest share since at least 1974.” In absolute terms,
“about 15 million of the nation’s single-family homes were rentals last year, up from 10.8
million in 2005.”
********An interesting look at the markets for rentals of single-family dwellings in relation to
the markets for existing and new houses. Some investors note that “new homes typically come
with builder warranties and cost less to maintain, at least in the initial years of ownership.”
Adding to the relative attractiveness of new houses is that many of the “lots were purchased on
the cheap” due to the housing bust.
(4 November 2013): “Fear of ‘Showrooming’ Fades”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303661404579175690690126298)
--------Worries about the phenomenon of “showrooming” are decreasing for retailers like Best
Buy Co. One year ago, “Concerns that Best Buy was losing sales to online retailers at alarming
rates sent its shares plunging toward single digits. Analysts warned that the company’s 1,400
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stores were becoming little more than a testing ground for Amazon.com Inc.’s customers.” As a
result, interim CEO G. Mike Mikan made it his “top priority to combat ‘showrooming’ before
handing the reins to current CEO Hubert Joly. When Joly began his tenure in September, he
claimed to “love showrooming.” In that vein, the company has “put in place strategies from
price matching to customer-service improvements that will convert more shoppers into buyers.
In the past year, Best Buy’s profit has increased and its shares have soared.” To give expression
to the changing fortunes of Best Buy, CEO Joly now proclaims, “A year ago people said that
showrooming would kill Best Buy . . . I think that Best Buy has killed showrooming.”
********An ironic turn of phrase or reframing tends to catch my attention, and Joly’s
expression did. Evidently other retailers, like Wal-Mart, are also “trying to co-opt the term.”
For me one of the important points raised by the article is the importance of “hands-on
experience,” that is, the tactile and the tacit knowledge that derives therefrom. This reminds me
of the important work of chemist Michael Polanyi, as briefly expressed in his short book (108
pages) The Tacit Dimension (1966), which you can learn more about at:
http://www.amazon.com/Tacit-Dimension-Michael-Polanyi/dp/0226672980/. There is a clear
expression of the importance of tacit knowledge in Paula Stephan’s book, How Economics
Shapes Science (2012), p. 221, where she writes: “Neither the technique of gene splicing nor the
creation of transgenic mice could be learned by reading the literature; it required hands-on
participation.”
(6 November 2013): “Some Food Companies Ditch ‘Natural’ Label”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304470504579163933732367084)
--------“Now you see them. Now you don’t. Food products labeled as ‘natural’ are starting to
disappear. . . . A growing number of food and drink companies including PepsiCo Inc. and
Campbell Soup Co. are quietly removing these claims from packages amid lawsuits challenging
the ‘naturalness’ of everything from potato chips to ice cream to granola bars.” The problem at
the bottom of it all—“naturalness” has no clear meaning. “The Food and Drug Administration
has no definition, says a spokeswoman, but rather a long-standing policy that it considers
‘natural’ to mean that ‘nothing artificial or synthetic (including all color additives regardless of
source) has been included in, or has been added to, a food that would not normally be expected
to be in the food.’” With lawsuits alleging false advertising piling up, “Companies are tending to
pull back from the natural label because it isn’t worth it right now.”
(6 November 2013): “A Sour Taste for Bordeaux Vintners”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304391204579177713879118726)
--------“Heavy rain and destructive hailstorms soaked France’s most famous wine region this
year, and now its vintners are reaping the consequence: One of the worst grape harvests in
decades.” British winemaker Gavin Quinney, who is the proprietor of Bordeaux’s Château
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Bauduc, observes: “We haven’t had a really bad growing season for 20 years and this is it . . . It
makes you realize you rely on nature and sometimes it is not with you.” As a result, Bordeaux
wine producers are in a difficult spot: “low volumes will make it hard to meet global demand,
and the weak quality of the grapes will make it tough to compete.”
********It seems like 2013 will be a good year to remember (and avoid) for Bordeaux wines.
The connection between quantity and quality caught my attention—both quantity AND quality
declined as a result of the (bad) weather. This seems worth remembering at a time when the
effects of climate change on agriculture is so much in the news.
********Referring back to the earlier “Climate Change” article
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/02/science/earth/science-panel-warns-of-risks-to-foodsupply-from-climate-change.html), I wonder if quantity AND quality changes were taken into
consideration in the upcoming Intergovernmental Panel report. If not, it is possible that
economic effects of (adverse) climate change will be understated.
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[The Invisible Forces] 134 (13 November 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(7 November 2013): “Dish Network to Close Its Remaining U.S. Blockbuster Stores”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303763804579181853996821712)
--------“The Blockbuster store, a fixture of many American neighborhoods for 25 years, will all
but disappear in coming months, the chain’s owner, Dish Network Corp., said Wednesday. Dish,
which bought the Blockbuster video-rental chain out of bankruptcy in 2011, said it would close
the roughly 300 remaining stores it owns by early January. About 50 stores in the U.S. operated
by franchisees, and more overseas, will remain open.” Blockbuster has roughly 5,500 stores in
the U.S. as recently as 2005, “But the chain’s dominance began to erode as DVDs replaced
videocassettes, allowing rivals like Netflix Inc. to emerge, renting DVDs through the mail.
Later, digital delivery took off, including video-on-demand services offered by cable TV and on
the Web. . . . [Although] Blockbuster made various efforts to diversify its business . . . they
proved to be too little, too late.”
********Wayne Huizenga developed Blockbuster and sold it to Viacom Inc. for $8 billion in
stock in 1994 and Dish Network bought Blockbuster out of bankruptcy for $234 million in 2010.
It is hard not to believe that Huizenga had a glimpse of the future. I wonder how long he held
onto his Viacom stock?
(7 November 2013): “Small Lenders Cautiously Ramp Up Fees”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304672404579182183365345064)
--------As banks look to increase revenues, small banks face special challenges. “While large
banks can push into more lucrative businesses, small lenders offer fewer products and services
that can offset low profit margins in their core business. For them, fee increases are the best way
to add to revenue in a difficult environment. But small banks must carefully weigh their choices
so they don’t alienate their customer base.” Consequently, “many small lenders are steering
clear of charging fees for checking accounts. Instead, they are raising rates on ancillary banking
services, including money orders and wire transfers.” Some banks are increasing charges for
returned items, like checks, and overdraft fees. Banks are avoiding “across-the-board” changes,
increasing fees that affect fewer people, are used less frequently, and encounter less consumer
resistance.
********My reading of the article suggests that the fees are likely to fall more heavily on those
who are more likely to be “on the margin” of using traditional banking services and so-called
fringe banking services.
(7 November 2013): “The Odd Economics of Stanford Football”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304672404579181803355000052)
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--------Some football powers generate substantial revenue by filling stadiums of 100,000 or more
but not so Stanford, whose stadium seats 50,000. Thus its annual football ticket sales come in at
$9.7 million, whereas Ohio State tops the list at $41 million. Licensing for merchandise tells a
similar story—Stanford comes in at 42nd, behind Texas Tech. But where Stanford stands out is
private donations. Almost “everything the football program touches is endowed, from each of
the school’s 85 football scholarships to David Shaw’s head-coaching position. Stanford’s
offensive coordinator is even known as the Andrew Luck Director of Offense in honor of an
anonymous gift in 2012.” Although Stanford sits in the heart of Silicon Valley, “Many of the
titans of the tech world . . . don’t feel enough affinity for the program to make sizable gifts. . . .
[But] Stanford does benefit from a specialized network of benefactors most schools can only
dream about.” Significant contributions are sometimes made by supporters who are on “no one’s
radar.”
(8 November 2013): “Food Labeling Stirs Controversy in Japan”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304672404579183553783395392)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. A tsunami of confessions has been flooding the
Japanese media of late as the executives of one restaurant or hotel chain after another have
confessed to mislabeling or misrepresenting the ingredients in some of their dishes. Yoji Honda,
an executive for Daimaru Department Stores Co. acknowledged to reporters that “Daimaru had
served imported Whiteleg shrimp in some of its restaurants, even though the menus had
described the fare as Japanese-cultivated Shiba shrimp. What’s more, the dessert page said the
Mont Blanc ‘lavishly used only French chestnuts,’ when in fact the swirled purée—which was
indeed made with French chestnuts, designed to look like a snowcapped mountain—was topped
with a chestnut of Korean origin.” The widespread misrepresentation of food ingredients took
off when the president of “Osaka-based Hankyu-Hanshin Hotels resigned in apology after
revealing that from April 2010 through this past July, the chain of 17 hotels and 111 restaurants
had mischaracterized 47 different food items.” The resignation “prompted more than a dozen
competitors from around the country to rush forth with admissions before an increasingly
aggressive press threatened to expose them.”
********The article notes that “Yen-pinching during an extended period of intense deflation
appears to have played a role” in mischaracterizing food ingredients. Interestingly, the article
refers to the penumbra of meaning around the word ‘fresh’, a clear connection to last week’s
article relating to the word ‘natural’.
(8 November 2013): “F.D.A. Ruling Would All but Eliminate Trans Fat”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/08/health/fda-trans-fats.html)
--------“The Food and Drug Administration proposed measures on Thursday that would all but
eliminate artery-clogging, artificial trans fats from the food supply, the culmination of three
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decades of effort by public health advocates to get the government to take action against them.
Artificial trans fats—a major contributor to heart disease in the United States—have already
been substantially reduced in foods. But they still lurk in many popular products, like frostings,
microwave popcorn, packaged pies, frozen pizzas, margarines and coffee creamers. Banning
them completely could prevent 20,000 heart attacks and 7,000 deaths from heart disease each
year, the F.D.A. said.”
********The Wall Street Journal has an informative three-minute video at:
http://live.wsj.com/video/fda-rules-trans-fats-unsafe-in-food/C46C2CB6-C46A-4742-8C9B96A50D5520C5.html#!C46C2CB6-C46A-4742-8C9B-96A50D5520C5. In a separate article, it
is noted that there is expected to be little food industry response to the FDA proposal, since
companies like Procter & Gamble and McDonald’s have been reducing or eliminating trans fats
for years. Especially interesting, though, is how they’ve gone about it and how consumers have
responded. First the latter. “When McDonald’s Corp. announced in 2002 it would try to reduce
the trans fat in its fries, people flooded its customer-service line with complaints about how the
fries tasted—even though nothing had yet changed. So when the company later began testing
new oils, it didn’t tell consumers. . . . Kraft Foods likewise was stealthy when it rolled out trans
fat-free Oreos in 2006. The reformulated cookies quietly hit store shelves with no indication
beyond the required disclosure beyond the required disclosure on the Nutrition Facts label.”
This information and more is included in “From Miracle Product to Dietary Pariah”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304672404579184273710429320).
(7 November 2013): “Economists Discover the Poor Behave Differently From the Rich”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-11-07/economists-discover-the-poor-behavedifferently-from-the-rich)
********The article points to the danger of assuming that everyone is the same. Here the notion
of a representative agent is discussed but the notion of a representative consumer dates back at
least as far as Alfred Marshall’s Principles of Economics (1890). Here some macroeconomic
consequences of multiple agent models are hinted at, in particular as it relates to the “marginal
propensity to consume.” Christopher Carroll, an economist at Johns Hopkins University, notes:
“The marginal propensity to consume . . . is substantially larger for low-wealth than for highwealth households.” Rich people, it turns out “behave like the hyperrational agent [of much
economic theory]. They plan for the future. They save during a stimulus, thinking about the
taxes to come. And they can borrow during a fiscal contraction. Poor people are what
economists call ‘borrowing constrained.’ They tend to have more needs than are being met, so
when money arrives, they spend it.” You can find Carroll’s paper, “The Distribution of Wealth
and the Marginal Propensity to Consume,” recently presented at a conference of the European
Central Bank, at:
http://www.ecb.europa.eu/events/pdf/conferences/131017/papers/Session_3_Keynote_Carroll.pd
f.
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(8 November 2013): “Phones Imperil Fancy Cameras”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304672404579183643696236868)
--------“Declining sales of high-end cameras and lenses are raising an alarming question for
companies like Canon Inc. and Nikon Corp.: Could the proliferation of camera-enabled, appheavy smartphones be crushing not only the simple point-and-shoot but premium models as
well?” Research firm IDC expects the sales of digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras with
interchangeable lenses “to fall 9.1% to 17.4 million units from 19.1 million units last year.”
Lens maker Tamron Co. “seen as a bellwether for the market, sold 22% fewer interchangeable
lenses in the first nine months than it did a year earlier.” IDC expects the sales of compact
cameras to decline dramatically.
********The graph accompanying the article shows clearly the projected relative response of
different camera types due to the continuous improvement of smartphone cameras, which is
especially dramatic for cameras with fewer features. Obviously, smartphone cameras are very
good substitutes for point-and-shoot cameras but not-so-good substitutes for DSLRs.
(8 November 2013): “Marriott International to Buy African Hotel Chain”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304672404579184091755989088)
--------“Marriott International Inc. reached a deal to acquire one of Africa’s largest hotel
companies, a move that will make the U.S. chain the leader on a continent where tourism and
business travel are growing rapidly. The Bethesda, Md., company is paying more than $200
million for the brands and hotel-management business of Protea Hospitality Holdings (Pty.) Ltd.
of South Africa. . . . The acquisition would catapult Marriott from the 13th-largest hotel company
to the largest by number of hotels.” The merger will give Marriott a presence in sub-Saharan
Africa that it does not have at present. However, “Building and operating hotels in Africa isn’t
easy. Poor infrastructure in many countries makes transporting building materials or hotel
supplies a burden” and increase construction time and development costs. Furthermore, Africa is
“among the world’s more volatile regions, and riots, coups and terrorist attacks can disrupt plans
and force hotels to close temporarily.” But staying away also has its risks. Starwood CEO Frits
van Paaschen notes: “I would rather go in when it’s not obvious to be there than go in when it’s
too late.” Echoing that thought is Marriott’s CEO Arne Sorenson: “Yes, you may get some
volatility . . . But there is a real need for hotels in Africa and in the fullness of time, we will do
well.”
********Sorenson’s comment about “the fullness of time” expresses a long-term orientation
that is both surprising and good to hear.
(9 November 2013): “Rhino Horns: a) Increase Potency; b) Cure Cancer; or c) Bring a Prison
Term: Guilty Plea in Farflung Wildlife Trafficking Case”
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(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/09/nyregion/guilty-plea-in-farflung-wildlife-traffickingcase.html)
--------In Texas it is illegal for non-Texans to purchase “parts of black rhinos, a protected and
endangered species, and it is illegal to transport them across state lines.” That is why, on
September 23, 2010, two Irishmen hired a homeless Texan to purchase a rhinoceros head in
Austin. The object of interest was the horn, which has a “strong market . . . in China and
Vietnam, where many people believe that powder from the horns increases male potency and
cures afflictions from hangovers to cancer.” Although Edward Grace, deputy chief of law
enforcement with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, says the claim is false, “rhino horns can
sell for over $5,000 a pound in the United States, and a lot more in China.”
(11 November 2013): “Climate By Numbers: Can a tech firm help farmers survive global
warming?” [SR](http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2013/11/11/131111fa_fact_specter)
--------San Francisco-based Climate Corporation combines climatological information, soil
information, and crop information to sell crop insurance to farmers throughout the U.S. “By
pairing the tools of agronomics and climatology with the power of ‘big data,’ the company has
managed to interpret weather information more fully than any other organization. In an
enormous and vulnerable market, that kind of expertise presents clear business advantages.”
David Friedberg, the CEO of The Climate Corporation, didn’t set out to be in the market for crop
insurance, but his business emerged after noticing that a Silicon Valley bike shop, which catered
to tourists, always closed when it rained. He asked, “What kind of business survives if its profits
rely totally on how many days it rains in a month?” Ultimately finding that “Seventy per cent of
business is affected by the weather” he looked into a number of businesses, ultimately realizing
that the biggest money to be made was in agriculture. The Climate Corporation was recently
purchased by Monsanto for $1 billion.
********A fascinating article and definitely worth seeking out. You can learn more about The
Climate Corporation at: http://www.climate.com/. You can learn a bit more about why The
Climate Corporation sold itself to Monsanto, in a posting by the author of the article in the New
Yorker, at: http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/elements/2013/11/why-the-climatecorporation-sold-itself-to-monsanto.html. Included in the post is Daniel Friedberg’s letter in
which he explains, to the employees of The Climate Corporation, his reasons for selling the
company to Monsanto.
(12 November 2013): “Thieves Hijacking Malaria Drugs in Africa”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304672404579181632935636414)
--------“U.S. investigators are leading a probe into the widespread theft and black-market resale
of malaria drugs donated to Africa by the U.S. government. . . . The theft is one of several
challenges threatening to undermine years of progress in battling one of Africa’s deadliest
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diseases, which kills about 600,000 annually.” The principal drug at issue is Coartem, “a malaria
drug provided on a nonprofit basis by its manufacturer, Swiss pharmaceutical company Novartis
AG. Coartem is one of the most widely used malaria drugs in Africa, with cure rates exceeding
90% in many clinical trials.” But the effort has been “partly hijacked by organized networks that
steal large quantities of donated malaria drugs and ship them from East to West Africa, where
they end up for sale at street markets.” Although malaria drugs are usually available for free at
medical clinics, some patients bought them at street markets “because they wanted to avoid
queues and long trips to hospitals.” Some observers of the black markets are unconcerned, so
long as the drugs end up in the hands of those who need them. However, street malaria drugs are
often counterfeit or had their effectiveness diminished due to high temperatures.
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[The Invisible Forces] 135 (20 November 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(8 November 2013): “[Check Cashing and the Unbanked]”
(http://www.marketplace.org/shows/marketplace-money/marketplace-money-friday-november8-2013)
********This is a six-minute interview with Lisa J. Servon, Professor and former dean at the
Milano School of International Affairs, Management, and Urban Policy at The New School; the
interview begins at 13:00 minutes of the broadcast. Servon worked for four months at a check
cashing business (RiteCheck) in the South Bronx to learn about the needs it met and, by
implication the needs that are not being met by more traditional banks. In the interview she
speaks of the transparency and personal character of the check cashing outlet, as opposed to the
formality and impersonality of traditional banks, but there are a variety of additional points
made, too. Two comments she made stood out. First, “Banks are not so great for low income
people . . . but low income people aren’t necessarily good for banks, either.” Second, the
business models of check cashers are different: “What check cashers want are a million
transactions of one dollar each . . . a bank wants one customer with a million dollars.”
********Servon began to draw attention for her work at the publication (11 September 2013) of
her article “The Reason the Poor Go Without Bank Accounts”
(http://www.theatlanticcities.com/jobs-and-economy/2013/09/why-poor-choose-go-withoutbank-accounts/6783/), which was followed up (10 October 2013) by “The High Cost, For The
Poor, Of Using A Bank” (http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/currency/2013/10/the-highcost-for-the-poor-of-using-a-bank.html).
(14 November 2013): “Truckers Tire of Government Sleep Rules”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304672404579182522881942740)
--------Federal rule changes for long-haul trucking that took effect in July are roiling the industry.
“Under the new rule, the average workweek has been shortened to 70 hours from 82. . . .
[Drivers] must take one 30-minute break during the first eight hours of driving. And the required
34-hour break between workweeks now must extend over two nights, including the hours
between 1 a.m. and 5 a.m. Those rules are proving more disruptive than existing rules in which
drivers are limited to driving 11 hours a day and are required to rest a consecutive 10 hours.”
The rule changes ended a decade of litigation against the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration, which is the Department of Transportation agency charged with highway safety.
Agency director Anne Ferro recently gained a new appreciation for the challenges that drivers
face during “a 34-hour truck ride from Marlboro, Md., to St. Louis . . . but the trip didn’t change
her mind about the need for the new rule.” She now recognizes that “Shippers . . . pay by the
load, not by the hour.” Ferro notes that “Safety has to be built into that supply chain.”
Improving safety will be a challenge in the “ highly fragmented $642 billion industry that hauls
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69% of the nation’s freight. . . 97% of the 1.3 million trucking companies have fewer than 20
trucks and shippers have the upper hand.”
(15 November 2013): “Price Dispute Threatens India Sugar Production”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303289904579197673470820900)
--------“Major Indian sugar mills have refused to buy cane from farmers at state-mandated prices
they say would cause them to lose money . . . The root of the problem, factory owners complain,
is the government’s incomplete effort to deregulate the industry, which is an issue across the
economy as state intervention here recedes at an uneven pace. Prices for refined sugar are now
set largely by market forces and have edged up about 3% over the past three years. But can
prices, set by state governments at levels favorable to farmers, have increased by 14% during the
same period.” The chief economist of Care Ratings, Madan Sabnavis, notes, “We are seeing this
kind of pricing everywhere in India’s agriculture . . . The government sets a minimum floor price
for . . . the farmer, which is not really market-linked.” As a result, sugar mills are squeezed
between the farmer and the consumer.
********A clear and instructive example of the challenges of price regulation in parts of a
supply chain.
(15 November 2013): “McDonald’s Acknowledges Service Has Suffered”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303789604579198432499699844)
--------“McDonald’s Corp. came out with its strongest acknowledgment yet that its customer
service in the U.S. has suffered recently, and that it blundered by introducing too many new
menu items too quickly. . . . Between March and July alone, McDonald’s added Premium
McWraps, Egg White Delight McMuffins, blueberry pomegranate smoothies and new Quarter
Pounders to its menu.” According to Jeff Stratton, president of McDonald’s USA, the newproduct introductions “created challenges for the restaurants” that made operations more
complex and slowed service. As a result, McDonald’s will “invest in new preparation tables for
all of its U.S. outlets that can accommodate more ingredients and speed the assembly process.
The new tables also will help address demand for customized orders.”
********The reference to “the assembly process” seemed especially interesting to me.
(15 November 2013): “Crushing Illegal Ivory Trade”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303559504579198010385526846)
--------“The U.S. government spent the past 25 years amassing contraband ivory in a warehouse
here, with pieces ranging from tiny statuettes to full elephant tusks tattooed by intricate carvings.
Ultimately, the pile grew to six tons—equivalent to ivory from at least 2,000 elephants. On
Thursday, the stash collected by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was pulverized by a rock
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crusher as official, conservationists from around the world and celebrities gathered to watch the
destruction. The move, which follows similar events in the Philippines and Gabon in recent
years, is part of a global effort to combat elephant poaching, on the rise because of demand for
ivory trinkets in Asia. Proponents argue that crushing the ivory conveys to illegal traffickers and
collectors that it has no value unless it is attached to an elephant.” The ivory crushed in the event
will be returned to the Colorado warehouse from which it came “until officials determine how it
can best be used to educate people about elephant poaching.”
********This may be an instance of what I call the paradox of enforcement, in which the
reduction in supply increases market price so that the total revenue derived from the ivory
remaining increases. The demand side of the market needs to be worked on, too, and that is
where education (as mentioned in the article) comes in.
(16 November 2013): “China Eases One-Child Policy”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303289904579199431427590394)
--------“China is tempering its controversial one-child policy, allowing more couples to have a
second child in a surprise concession over a much-disliked control that comes as the country
faces a looming worker shortage. Couples will be able to have two children if one spouse is an
only child.” The one-child policy “has defined Chinese family life for more than three decades.”
Demographers say, however, that the shift “comes too late to solve a looming labor crisis in a
rapidly aging society.” Prior to the change, “many better-off Chinese had had second children,
either by going abroad to circumvent rules, or by paying hefty fines.”
(18 November 2013): “Hollywood: Go Big or Go Third Party”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303559504579198010385526846)
--------Hollywood’s legacy studios, like Universal Pictures, it is a growing trend to handle the
distribution and marketing of original movies financed by independent companies. The larger
studios are more inclined to “put most of their chips on big-budget ‘tentpole’ superhero movies
and sequels with a built-in following rather than gamble on an original, middle-budget film with
less potential to be a global blockbuster. The shift reduces their downside exposure to some of
the riskiest movies, but also limits the upside potential on surprise successes in a business full of
them. Contributing to this change has been the budgets of independent film makers. “Once
primarily focused on low-budget films, independents are now regularly backing productions that
cost more than $100 million.” The fact that actors and directors in the prime of their careers are
involved in these movies has made a difference, too.
(19 November 2013): “Latin Migrants Shift Sights From U.S. to Neighbors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303531204579203861742570436)
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--------“In a noticeable and important shift in global migratory patterns, millions of migrant
workers are no longer relying on the U.S. as heavily as they did for better-paying jobs that
allowed them to send money home to families in Latin America, the Caribbean and Asia.
Instead, they have moved more to developing economies, creating a shift in money transfers out
of countries like Chile, Brazil and Malaysia. According to Western Union, the world’s largest
money-transfer firm, more than half of the company’s revenue 10 years ago was generated in the
U.S. In 2012, that figure was less than 30%. In all the company moved $79 billion in cash
transfers last year.” Taken as a whole, “migrant remittances world-wide topped $518 billion in
2012, according to the World Bank.” The transfers represent “three times the size of foreign aid
to the developing world. . . . The remittances between countries are seen as one of the few
reliable indicators of where immigrants are working, since many are entering the country
illegally.”
********You can learn more about the World Bank’s work on migration, remittances, and
diaspora at:
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/0,,contentMDK:21924020~pagePK:5
105988~piPK:360975~theSitePK:214971,00.html.
(19 November 2013): “In Swaziland, Coke Holds Sway With the King”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303843104579169680629806464)
--------“When Coca-Cola Co. executives want things done in this tiny African monarchy, they
don’t call on lobbyists or local politicians. Instead, former Coke employees and Swazi officials
say, they go see the king. Coke’s sway with Swaziland’s King Mswati III has enabled the drinks
maker to secure a 6% tax rate, far below the official 27.5% corporate rate, according to a former
minister who said he took part in the negotiations.” Coke’s annual revenue of $48 billion is 10
times that of Swaziland’s GDP and its influence is awkward: “Coke has moved front and center
among the multinationals whose tax dues and economic output provide critical foreign capital to
authoritarian African countries.” Coke is not alone in facing criticism about their operations
overseas: “Exxon Mobil Corp. and Marathon Oil Corp. . . . are the top investors in Equatorial
Guinea’s oil and gas industry, which generates almost all the tax revenue for the regime of
President Theodoro Obian Nguema Mbasogo, Africa’s longest-serving ruler.”
********Coke operates in more than 200 countries and it faces diplomatic problems not unlike,
albeit at a different scale, of national governments. Activists in Swaziland, and no doubt
elsewhere, would like to see Coke use its muscle to make political change.
(19 November 2013): “Authorities See Worth of Bitcoin”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304439804579205740125297358)
--------“Senior U.S. law-enforcement and regulatory officials said they see benefits in digital
forms of money and are making progress in tackling its risks. The price of bitcoin, the most
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common virtual currency, soared to a record following the comments.” On the Tokyo-based Mt.
Gox exchange, the price topped $700. “Bitcoin traded at about $13 in January. The total market
capitalization of the bitcoin economy now exceeds $8 billion based on recent prices.” Written
comments by the Department of Justice and Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke seem to
have allayed some concerns about Bitcoin.
********The article includes a link to the written testimony. You can find it at:
http://online.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/VCurrenty111813.pdf.
(20 November 2013): “Second Life for an Old Oil Field”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304868404579194571527374000)
--------“One of Texas’ oldest oil fields, in decline for decades, has become one of the hottest
places in the country to drill for crude, as energy companies create clusters of wells with layers
of horizontal branches.” The place, the Permian Basin, has been pumping oil in 86,000 square
mile-area centered on Midland since the 1920s. “For decades, geologists have known that oil
could be found in different layers of rock piled up like a stack of geologic pancakes. But now
drillers are starting to tap those layers simultaneously from a single sit—and are committing
billions of dollars to do so.” The fields of the Permian Basin have one particular benefit—
“leases held by production.” Such leases “automatically continue in effect once oil starts coming
out of the ground.” This has enabled energy companies to develop the fields at a more measured
pace, in contrast to fields developed more recently.
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[The Invisible Forces] 136 (27 November 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(21 November 2013): “The Scariest Veggies of Them All”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-11-21/monsanto-vs-dot-mutant-crop-developersin-global-seed-market)
--------“Last July, when Monsanto withdrew its applications to sell genetically modified biotech
seeds in the European Union, the move opened the way for competitors to challenge Monsanto’s
market share. As opposition to genetically modified crops has spread across Europe and the
world, leading chemical companies including BASF and DuPont have turned to mutagenesis—a
technique that mimics the sun’s irradiation of plants—to create herbicide-resistant crops. The
process, which faces almost no regulation, creates opportunities for companies to grab a bigger
share of the $34 billion global commercial seed market. But some scientists say mutant crops
are more likely to pose health risks than genetically modified ones.” According to reports from
the National Academy of Sciences, “the risk of creating unintended health effects is greater from
mutagenesis than any other technique, including genetic modification. Mutagenesis deletes and
rearranges hundreds or thousands of genes randomly, spawning mutations that are less precise
than GMOs. The academy has warned that regulating genetically modified crops while giving a
pass to mutant products isn’t scientifically justified.”
********As the article points out, mutant crops are gaining ground in the market because, in
“addition to the regulatory-free environment they operate in . . . they’re cheaper to produce.”
(21 November 2013): “Drowning Kiribati” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-1121/kiribati-climate-change-destroys-pacific-island-nation)
--------“Kiribati is a flyspeck of a United Nations member state, a collection of 33 islands
necklaced across the central Pacific. Thirty-two of the islands are low-lying atolls; the 33rd,
called Banaba, is a raised coral island that long ago was strip-mined for its seabird-guanoderived phosphates. If scientists are correct, the ocean will swallow most of Kiribati before the
end of the century, and perhaps much sooner than that . . . [as a result] the 103,000 citizens of
Kiribati may soon become refugees, perhaps the first mass movement of people fleeing the
consequences of global warming rather than war or famine.” The president of Kiribati, Anote
Tong, was educated at the London School of Economics and is “universally thought to be the
savviest of the Pacific Island presidents,” is aware of what he is up against. About the situation
of Kiribati, he notes: “I came to the conclusion that nobody listens to an angry person. You’ve
got to contain your anger and turn into practical solutions. I understand the realities of this
world. People care about what affects them. They don’t care about things they don’t feel. But
my anger is not going to make the United States and China stop burning coal.” Upon being
asked what will cause the U.S. and China to respond, he noted that “They have to come here and
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see it for themselves. They have to see the water come in . . . The strategy I’ve adopted has been
this: You recall the international preoccupation with terrorism? You should focus on other
security issues. Ecoterrorism is equal to terrorism. This is a kind of terrorism that is more
dangerous in one way, because it is treated as legitimate and acceptable. Maybe 10 years ago,
they didn’t know what they were doing. But it’s not an excuse any longer.”
********President Tong notes, in conclusion, that the U.S. and China must pay attention,
“We’re a frontline country. We’re the canary in the coal mine, it’s true. I have to get them to
pay attention.” Tong gives his country twenty years to live.
********How many canaries must die before we notice the silence? Some people, of course,
believe in a technological response to climate change. The Economist has reviews of two books
that suggest that geoengineering is fraught with huge challenges. You can read them at:
http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21590347-controversy-over-manipulatingclimate-change-stopping-scorcher.
(21 November 2013): “Drop in Traffic Takes Toll on Investors in Private Roads”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303482504579177890461812588)
--------Alabama’s Foley Beach Express toll bridge was built by investors expecting to reap
profits from 10 million drivers a year on their way to Alabama’s beaches. However, those
drivers never materialized and now the bridge owner, American Roads LLC, has filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in July. The city of Orange Beach has agreed to money to help
investors refinance the bridge in exchange for a cut of the tolls, but mayor Tony Kennon
observes, “The odds are we’ll recoup our money over the next 20, 30 years . . . but I don’t know
that we’ll ever make money.” This is “a familiar scenario to global investors who wagered on
U.S. toll roads in the years before the financial crisis—and have since seen many of those bets
fail.” The assumptions of many road developers went awry during this period: “U.S. driving
peaked at 3 trillion miles in 2007, then started on its largest decline since World War II . . . The
housing bust crimped development plans along new roads, helping render traffic forecasts
inaccurate.”
********The article notes that although there is still demand for toll projects, investors are now
approaching them differently. Instead of basing revenue estimates on the number of vehicles
that use toll bridges, they have agreed to be paid for building and maintaining the bridges they
build. Evidently state governments are thought to be more reliable sources than bridge users.
(22 November 2013): “Waste Land: One Town’s Atomic Legacy: A $500 Million Cleanup”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304868404579194231922830904)
--------Patty Ameno, 62, grew up in Apollo, Pennsylvania, a town that “produced nuclear fuel for
U.S. submarines another customers” for many years. A Navy veteran and a former investigator
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for the Defense Department, she has spent the last twenty-five years visiting the town’s atomic
legacy, which includes a 44-acre field that still holds atomic waste. “In her quest, she has helped
organize litigation that resulted in more than $80 million in payments to her and scores of
neighbors claiming health damage from radioactive contamination.” The cleanup of the site was
delayed for many years and, just two months after it was finally begun, was brought to a halt due
to the unearthing of “unexpected amounts of ‘complex material.’” As a result, “The government
increased security at the site and now estimates the cleanup could cost up to $500 million.”
Apollo, PA is not alone. “This corner of western Pennsylvania’s coal country is part of a
national nuclear junkyard. Radioactive residue from the government’s massive buildup of
nuclear weapons and other atomic-energy programs during World War II and the Cold War is
scattered across scores of locations in some three dozen states. The estimated cleanup bill is now
$350 billion.”
********The story is simply amazing and there is so much more to it than what appeared in
print. You can learn much more about America’s nuclear legacy at:
http://projects.wsj.com/waste-lands/. You can search by state or simply click on the national
map for sites in your area. In relation to Asheville, the nearest site is connected to W.R. Grace
and Company in Erwin, Tennessee. You can find it at: http://projects.wsj.com/wastelands/site/516-wr-grace-and-company/. You can also view a seven-minute video featuring Patty
Ameno’s work in Apollo at: http://live.wsj.com/video/patty-ameno-one-woman-nuclearcrusade/88BB2037-4D23-4458-A4AC-B0C900EC80FC.html#!88BB2037-4D23-4458-A4ACB0C900EC80FC.
(23 November 2013): “Beijing to Make It Easier to Bet the Farm”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304607104579213532495272134)
--------“Under a policy blueprint the Communist Party approved last week, farmers will be
allowed to sell or mortgage their homes and the land beneath them and pass on land-use rights to
their children. They would also be given shares of lands collectively belonging to the village,
which could also sell land currently used for schools, factories or other purposes than farming.
Though controls on land under cultivation would remain, the blueprint takes aim at a key
problem: indistinct land rights that have held farmers back while urban China prospered.” The
absence of land titles has been a source of conflict in rural China as the economy has boomed.
“Without clear title, farmers have easily been kicked off their land by local officials colluding
with developers.” Since the 1950s farmers have been tied to the land due to policy of the
Communist Party, which “put up barriers to migration to make sure there was enough food for
the cities.”
(23 November 2013): “Freeports: Über-warehouses for the ultra rich”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21590353-ever-more-wealth-being-parked-fancystorage-facilities-some-customers-they-are)
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--------“Freeports” are increasingly the location of the expensive stuff invested in by the world’s
rich. Luxembourg is the site of one of the newest. The attractions of freeports “are similar to
those offered by offshore financial centres: security and confidentiality, not much scrutiny, the
ability for owners to hide behind nominees, and an array of tax advantages. This special
treatment is possible because goods in freeports are technically in transit, even if in reality the
ports are used more and more as permanent homes for accumulated wealth. . . . Because of the
confidentiality, the value of goods stashed in freeports is unknowable. It is thought to be in the
hundreds of billions of dollars, and rising. Though much of what lies within is perfectly
legitimate, the protection offered from prying eyes ensures that they appeal to kleptocrats and
tax-dodgers as well as plutocrats.” Although originally little more than drab warehouses,
freeports are increasingly being designed as “places the end-customer wants to be seen in, the
best alternative to owning your own museum.”
(26 November 2013): “The Dirty Secret of Black Friday ‘Discounts’”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304281004579217863262940166)
--------“When shoppers head out in search of Black Friday bargains this week, they won’t just be
going to the mall, they’ll be witnessing retain theater.” Although the common assumption is
“that retailers stock up on goods and then mark down what doesn’t sell, taking a hit to their
profits . . . that isn’t typically how it plays out. Instead, big retailers work backward with their
suppliers to set starting prices that, after all the markdowns, will yield the profit margins they
want.” Supporting this judgment is that fact that retail profit margins have remained stable in
recent years at the same time that average discounts have jumped. CEO Myron “Mike” Ullman
of J.C. Penney Co. is explicit about this, noting that: “We must and will compete to win . . . That
means initially marking up our goods to sufficient levels to protect our margins when the
discount or sale is applied.” The so-called strategy of high-low pricing is “designed to create
excitement and lure shoppers by dropping prices for occasional sales.” A customer at Macy’s
Inc. in New York, Loures Torress, notes, “I don’t even get excited unless its 40% off.”
(27 November 2013): “Coal’s Decline Hits Hardest in the Mines of Kentucky”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304337404579212262280342336)
--------“Unprecedented pressures on the U.S. coal industry and nearly two years of mine closures
and layoffs are reshaping the heart of the Central Appalachian coalfields in ways that many
experts believe could be permanent. While the coal industry overall is losing market share to
abundant natural gas, mines in Central Appalachia have become increasingly uneconomical.
Natural gas is cheaper, and so is coal mined in two other big coal basins centered in Wyoming
and Illinois. A Wall Street Journal analysis of Mine Safety and Health Administration data
reveals that the picture is bleakest across a swath of 26 counties in Kentucky’s eastern coalfields,
where coal has been the lifeblood for more than a century.” Although coal miners are familiar
with large fluctuations in employment, recent developments are dramatic. Kentucky officials say
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that “there are now fewer miners working in Kentucky than any other time in records dating to
the 1920s—a decline largely driven by the eastern slice of the state.” Analysts have started
comparing the region to other “mined-out areas around the globe, such as Germany’s Ruhr
valley, or Great Britain, which employed 6,000 coal miners last year, compared with 150,000 in
1983.”
(27 November 2013): “U.K. Offshore Wind Energy a Turnoff for Investors”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303281504579221863310739236)
--------“A major European utility said Tuesday it would scrap a wind farm that was due to
become the largest offshore wind project ever built, a sign of the struggles the industry is having
in attracting investment. The Atlantic Array, in the Bristol Channel off the west coast of
England, could have generated up to 1,200 megawatts of electricity, almost twice as much as the
largest farm operating in U.K. waters. But RWE said that continuing with the project faced
problems that were ‘prohibitive in current market conditions.’ RWE’s decision highlights the
central difficulty in achieving Europe’s wind targets. Huge projects are planned, but few
investors are willing to stake the billions needed to build them in an environment where
government subsidies are essential but uncertain and costs can skyrocket.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 137 (4 December 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(27 November 2013): “GE Turns to 3D Printers for Plane Parts”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-11-27/general-electric-turns-to-3d-printers-forplane-parts)
--------“General Electric, on the hunt for ways to build more than 85,000 fuel nozzles for its Leap
jet engines, is making a big investment in 3D printing. Usually the nozzles are assembled from
20 different parts. . . . 3D printing can create the units in one metal piece, through a successive
layering of materials. . . . The finished product is stronger and lighter than those made on the
assembly line and can withstand the extreme temperatures (up to 2,400 F) inside an engine.
There’s just one problem: Today’s industrial 3D printers don’t have enough capacity to handle
GE’s production needs, which require faster, higher-quality output at a lower cost.” In order to
make that leap, GE “will spend tens of millions of dollars to invest in new technology and, over
the next five years, triple the size of its 70-person 3D-rinting staff and expand its factory floor
fourfold.” GE’s decision to embrace 3D printing more fully is consistent with the verdict of
financial markets this year. Stock prices of firms like 3D Systems of Rock Hill, South Carolina,
have risen dramatically this year.
(2 December 2013): “When Ads Look Like Content”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303332904579228060901902566)
--------“In their search for new ad revenue, many news outlets have embraced ‘sponsored
content’—advertisements that are meant to blend in with regular editorial content. Now
regulators are taking a look at the practice. The Federal Trade Commission on Wednesday will
host an informal workshop for advertisers, publishers and legal experts . . . to discuss whether
media outlets are adequately identifying sponsored stories on their websites as promotional
pitches, and to consider if consumers might be misled.” Sponsored content is an “outgrowth of
the television ad format known as ‘branded content’—TV shows created to promote a product.”
Recently sponsored content has “taken off as traditional ad revenue in print media dropped
sharply . . . At the same time, the rise of social media has spurred sponsored content as well.
Sponsored stories are more likely to be read and then shared on outlets like Twitter and
Facebook, and thus generate more buzz for marketers, than other types of online ads, ad
executives say.”
********It is evident that sponsored content is expanding its reach, including such outlets such
as The Atlantic, The Wall Street Journal, and The New York Times (pending). An important
concern is the ability of readers to recognize that the content is sponsored, which requires (at
minimum) that content be “very clearly identified as sponsored content.”
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********You can learn more about the FTC’s workshop at:
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/workshops/native-advertising/.
(2 December 2013): “Iran Deal Opens Door for Business”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304579404579232131395661284)
--------“While Western powers have identified a small group of sectors for Iranian sanction relief,
a much wider set of European and U.S. companies—from pharmaceutical firms and medicalequipment makers to food companies and traders—also stands to regain lost Iranian trade as
soon as relief measures are formally adopted next month.” Although “Western governments
singled out Iran’s automotive and aviation sectors for temporary sanction relief, while allowing
petrochemical exports and trade in gold and other precious metals . . . the fine print of the deal
also clears the way for GlaxoSmithKline PLC and Sanofi SA, for example, to restart selling
many of the drugs they had been forced to cut back on because of increasingly stiff financial
sanctions. Siemens AG, meanwhile, may now also be able to send in more medical devices.
These and billions of dollars of other goods have long been classified as humanitarian in nature
and not specifically subject to sanctions. But banking and insurance restrictions enforced as part
of the overall sanctions regime prevented companies in many cases from getting paid.”
********A useful glimpse of the role of diplomacy and international sanctions on markets.
Clearly sanctions imposed on the international payments had much broader impact than the
sanctions imposed (or not) on specific types of products.
(2 December 2013): “What the Silver Screen Tells Us About Entrepreneurship”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10000872396390443855804577600941196486230)
--------“Over the decades, popular culture has served up many memorable characters looking to
be their own boss. We’ve seen get-rich-quick schemers like Ralph Kramden and Cosmo
Kramer. Men on a mission like Jerry Maguire, or women on a mission like Mildred Pierce.
Even real-life figures like Mark Zuckerberg, Howard Hughes and Preston Tucker. A varied
bunch, but they have something in common: They say a lot about America’s changing attitudes
toward wealth, success and striving. Even when entrepreneurs don’t show up much on-screen—
and there are stretches where they’re few and far between—their absence speaks volumes about
how the country feels about running your own business.”
********The article provides a broad overview of characters in TV and the movies who have
played entrepreneur-type roles. The article made me think of William J. Baumol’s article,
“Entrepreneurship: Productive, Unproductive, and Destructive,” Journal of Political Economy
98,5 (October 1990): 893-921. I can see a bit of all three in the WSJ article but perhaps those
categories were not in the mind of the author (Brad Reagan)? It might be interesting to see the
broader list of movies that could be compiled if Baumol’s categories were used.
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(3 December 2013): “Examining Flip Side Of A Firm’s Social Responsibility Record”
(http://www.npr.org/2013/12/03/248320196/examining-flip-side-of-a-firms-social-responsibilityrecord)
********A segment with Shankar Vedantam, NPR’s social science correspondent. In this
broadcast, which is 5 minutes long and also available in print, Vedantam reports on the research
of Elaine Wong and Margaret Ormiston of the University of California, Riverside. Their main
finding, building upon the psychological concept of “moral licensing” but applied at a corporate
level, is that “engaging in corporate social responsibility at one point in time actually leads to an
increase in corporate social irresponsibility at a later point in time.”
********You can learn more about their article, “License to Ill: The Effect of Corporate
Responsibility and CEO Moral Identity on Corporate Identity,” at: http://ucrtoday.ucr.edu/19079.
(3 December 2013): “In Fracking, Sand Is the New Gold”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304868404579194250973656942)
--------“The race to drill for oil in the U.S. is creating another boom—in sand, a key ingredient in
fracking. . . . In Wisconsin, the source of white sand perfectly suited for hydraulic fracturing,
state officials now estimate more than 100 sand mines, loading, and processing facilities have
received permits, up from just five sand mines and five processing plants operating in 2010.”
One of the large firms involved is U.S. Silica Holding, Inc. Less than a decade ago it “focused
on sand for industrial and consumer products—plate glass for windows and, more recently, glass
for iPhone and iPad screens. Now those uses account for just half the sand the company digs out
of its open pits and even less of revenue.” Bryan Shinn of U.S. Silica estimates that it takes 25
railcars of sand to frack one well. This number may increase as “Companies are starting to
experiment with using even more sand. Pumping 8 million pounds of sand into a well instead of
the more typical 4 million pounds could add around $600,000 to the cost of an oil well, but in
some cases can double its output.”
********The article also points out the health issues related to sand mining. “The U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention calls the fine granules unleashed from sand mining respirable
crystalline silica—or silica dust—and says it is linked to silicosis and lung cancer.”
(3 December 2013): “A Profitable Trade: Illicitly Shipping BMWs to China”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303332904579224413226424226)
--------“In the U.S., the sticker price for a BMW X5 sport-utility vehicle is just over $56,000. In
China, BMW advertises the same car for nearly three times that, creating an opening for
arbitragers to buy the vehicles in the U.S. and ship them to China for a quick profit. In recent
months federal prosecutors have targeted the shipments, seizing dozens of high-end cars at ports
around the U.S. and bank accounts holding millions of dollars. . . . Prosecutors say the
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transactions become fraudulent if straw buyers misrepresent their intentions to dealers and autoinsurance companies. Many dealers require car purchasers to sign an agreement promising not
to export the car for a certain period.”
********Auto makers say that “no-export provisions are needed to ensure that cars are sold with
the proper equipment and warranties for the country where they’ll be driven. And they say they
are entitled to set prices differently in different markets.” Attorney Ely Goldin, who represents a
couple who has had their cars and assets seized, notes: “If there is an arbitrage opportunity,
someone will always try to make a buck and there is nothing wrong with that. It’s called
capitalism.”
(3 December 2013): “Politics and R&D Don’t Mix”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB20001424052702304579404579234061586776716)
--------“Companies across the U.S. are hoping one of their most-valued federal tax breaks has at
least as many lives as a cat. A tax credit that lets them write of some of their research and
development costs is set to expire—for the ninth time since 1981—at the end of this year.” The
tax credit affects a variety of firms, for example, HomeAway Inc., an online vacation-rental
company. CFO Lynn Atchison says “HomeAway is deciding which of dozens of potential
research proposals to fund next year. If the credit is extended, she says, the company may decide
to fund ‘a project that didn’t make the first cut.’”
********The article struck me as interesting for three reasons: (1) the uncertainty around the tax
credit; (2) the suggested breadth of what is covered by the term research and development; and
(3) the recognition that the tax credit may impact the acceptance or rejection of specific projects.
Although it is easy to think in terms of the aggregate—and we usually speak that way—it does
eventually come down to specific projects.
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[The Invisible Forces] 138 (11 December 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(5 December 2013): “A Lucrative Promise for India’s Men: Whiter Skin”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-12-05/makers-of-skin-lightening-creams-targetindias-men)
--------“In some respects, India resembles any developed market, from the high-rises of Mumbai
to the ubiquitous cell phones seen in remote villages. But modernization hasn’t eliminated ageold beliefs linking fair skin to a higher case and superior lineage. In a recent television ad for
personal-care product maker Emami’s Fair and Handsome skin-lightening cream, Bollywood
idol Shah Rukh Khan suggest the cream helped his film career. Such pitches for whitening
creams for men have been particularly successful in villages, where person-care companies sell
credit-card-size plastic sachets of lotions for as little as 6 rupees (about a dime).” Naveen Vyas,
an analyst for Microsec Capital in Kolkata, notes: “It’s the rural market that is most important for
fairness creams. It’s a very big market that nobody can afford to ignore.” In response to
criticism that such skin products tend to “reinforce racial biases and convey the idea that people
with fairer skin are more successful” an email from Hindustan Unilever noted that “Fairness
products are similar to Western brands that offer tanned skin.” Whitening cosmetics also have a
following in parts of Asia such as Japan and Thailand.
********The article notes that a “quarter of skin-care sales in India come from whiteners.”
(5 December 2013): “Companies Say Goodbye to the ‘Burbs’”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304281004579222442197428538)
--------“After decades of big businesses leaving the city for the suburbs, U.S. firms have begun a
new era of corporate urbanism. Nearly 200 Fortune 500 companies are currently headquartered
in the top 50 cities. Many others are staying put in the suburbs but opening high-profile satellite
offices in nearby cities, sometimes aided by tax breaks and a recession that tempered downtown
rents. And upstart companies are following suit, according to urban planners.” Corporate giants
are “abandoning vast suburban campuses for urban offices nearer to the young educated workers
who will lead their businesses into the digital age.” According to a research by the Brookings
Institution, “highly educated workers are clustering in a small number of cities. In 2010, more
than 43% of Americans with bachelor’s degrees chose to live in 20 metropolitan areas, primarily
tech hubs such as Seattle, San Francisco and Raleigh, N.C.”
(7 December 2013): “Pawnbrokers: Hock and sinker”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21591230-falling-price-gold-hurtingpawnbroking-business-hock-and-sinker)
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--------Two years ago British pawnbroker Albemarle and Bond (A&B) was hailing “the age of
the pawnbroker.” But times have changed, at least for A&B, which put itself up for sale on
December 2nd. An improving economic outlook (for the country) and a fall in the price of gold
contributed to its declining fortunes. In order to deal with its situation, A&B began melting
down some of the gold jewelry for sale as bullion, which is part of the “gold-scrapping
business.” Gold stocks built up this way “are now worth far less than the pawnbrokers paid for
them.” Pawnbrokers in the U.S. are doing much better, thanks in part to the reality-TV show
“Pawn Stars.” Consultant Marketdata Enterprises “predicts that pawnbroking revenues in the
United States will grow 28% between 2012 and 2016.”
********The concluding paragraph of the article provides an interesting and useful comparison
of pawnbrokers to payday lenders.
(7 December 2013): “Advertising: Nothing more than feelings”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21591165-admen-have-made-marketing-guru-danielkahneman-prizewinning-psychologist-nothing-more)
--------Nobel Laureate and psychologist Daniel Kahneman argues in his recent (2011) book
Thinking, Fast and Slow that “the mind . . . incorporates two systems: an intuitive ‘system one’,
which makes many decisions automatically, and a calculating but lazy ‘system two’, which
rationalizes system one’s ideas and sometimes overrules them. For Mr Kahneman’s disciples
advertising is above all a way to groom system one, to nudge consumers towards a buy.” This
has led advertisers to focus more on system one—emotional—factors and less on system two—
rational—factors. In short, “Kahnemanite advertising prizes emotion over information and pays
more attention to a brand’s ‘purpose’ than to its products.” Some of his followers are “inclined
to dispense with system two altogether.”
********Clearly the rational think for advertisers to do is to focus on the emotional. This
suggests to me that there continuum of products and services that can be sold with differing
degrees of focus on the emotional and the rational. Or must the emotional always be gone
through first, with the rational as some sort of residual? Perhaps I can find out by reading the
book. You can learn more about Thinking, Fast and Slow at: http://www.amazon.com/ThinkingFast-Slow-Daniel-Kahneman/dp/0374533555/. Kahneman won the Nobel Prize in economics in
2002. You can learn more about his prize and work at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2002/.
********The article takes off with a story about an ad for Cadbury’s Dairy Milk Chocolate
featuring a gorilla drumming to a song by Phil Collins, which you can view at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHtEyDrD4oA. The article also presents a diagram that
shows measurements along six emotional dimensions, comparing one ad that worked well and
one not so well. Definitely worth a look—it is sure to evoke a thought or two.
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(7 December 2013): “Separating Mine From Thine”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303670804579236063419368676)
--------A review of Owning the Earth: The Transforming History of Land Ownership (2013), by
Andro Linklater. “The dilemma of liberty and ownership takes center stage in polymath Andro
Linklater’s exhilarating” book, a “fascinating survey of what it has meant at various times to own
or take possession of land and of how landowning has shaped the way we perceive the world and
our place in it. Land is usually discussed by historians and other scholars in terms of economy
and demography. Likewise, the question of who should own the earth and its resources—and on
what merits—has been debated by philosophers and political thinkers for centuries. But
Linklater is through with questions; instead he takes the reader on an intercontinental trip
through time to show us the effects of landowning in its various forms: ownership by a central
power such as a state or crown, by groups such as corporations and communes, or by
individuals.” As Linklater sees it, “The idea of individual, exclusive land ownership has affected
modern history more than any other” and has proved to be “the most destructive and creative
cultural force in written history.”
********I can hear echoes of Schumpeterian “creative destruction” in the passage above. The
reviewer praises Linklater’s breadth of vision, but notes that “in the end there is a sense of
something mission . . . There are, except for Mother Earth, hardly any women in it.” A
rectifiable omission, it would seem, although Linklater won’t be doing it, having passed away
last month. You can learn more about Owning the Earth at: http://www.amazon.com/OwningEarth-Transforming-History-Ownership/dp/1620402890/.
(9 December 2013): “Diet Sodas’ Glass Is Half Empty”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304579404579236630401881844)
--------Despite national concern about growing rates of obesity, sales of diet sodas are falling.
“Store sales of zero- and low-calorie soda plunged 6.8% in dollar terms in the 52 weeks through
Nov. 23, while sales of regular sodas dropped 2.2% . . . As a category, diet soda has contracted
more than regular soda for three straight years.” This has led the Chairman of PepsiCo Inc.,
Indra Nooyi, to say: “We are seeing a fundamental shift in consumer habits and behaviors.” The
biggest drag on sales is “health fears about artificial sweeteners found in diet soda—mainly
aspartame, but also sucralose and acesulfame potassium.” These fears continue despite such
sweeteners being among “the most studied and reviewed” over the last four decades. To address
such concerns, “Soda companies are redoubling marketing and decades-long efforts to create
new diet sweeteners—especially ones derived from natural sources like the stevia plant, which is
already in some beverages but can produce a bitter aftertaste.”
(9 December 2013): “Tracking Technology Sheds Light on Shopper Habits”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303332904579230401030827722)
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--------“This holiday season, Santa will have extra helpers at the mall: devices that track
shoppers. In dozens of U.S. shopping centers, small gadgets—perhaps tucked near the queue for
a photo with Santa—will keep tabs on shoppers’ cellphones. Elsewhere, trackers sprinkled
around the centers identify shoppers’ movements, helping mall operators and retailers tally how
long people wait in line and where they shop. Such technology has been creeping into
commerce for years. Now, it is becoming commonplace. The Future of Privacy Forum, a
Washington, D.C., think tank, estimates that about 1,000 retailers, from tiny boutiques to Macy’s
Inc., have outfitted their aisles with sensors to monitor shoppers’ paths.”
********You can learn more about The Future of Privacy Forum at:
http://www.futureofprivacy.org/.
(9 December 2013): “High-Tech Commodity Testing Advances”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304579404579236720175847360)
--------“Crops like coffee and cotton travel thousands of miles and trade hands dozens of times
before they reach consumers in the form of dress and espressos. The opportunities for mishaps
are plentiful and worrisome, ranging from unscrupulous suppliers to shipping mix-ups.” This is
a matter of concern because “Those who fail to certify their goods can face substantial
penalties.” For example, in January companies including Macy’s and Amazon “agreed to pay
$1.26 million for selling items labeled as ‘bamboo’ when in fact they were rayon. Anxiety about
supply-chain lapses is prompting some retailers to step up their use of technologies such as DNA
testing and bar-code scanning.” DNA testing has particular appeal because it gives you “that full
length of precision that physical tests do not,” according to MeiLin Wan, the executive director
of product development at Applied DNA Sciences, one of the firms involved in product testing.
Testing isn’t inexpensive, however. It is estimated that each DNA test for Supima cotton costs
$500.
********For many years there was little general interest in supply-chain security but that has
passed as people have become more interested in the provenance of the products they ingest,
wear, or otherwise use. There is sure to be an increase in the demand for products and services
that can attest to the origins and qualities of the things people and organizations buy. One such
company is GeoCertify. You can learn more about what they do at: http://www.geocertify.com/.
This seems like an area that merits further exploration.
(9 December 2013): “A high-speed rail project linking the three Baltic states [of Estonia, Latvia,
and Lithuania] embodies the economic hopes the European Union has placed on the fast-train
technology. It also exemplifies one of high-speed’s biggest hurdles: national borders.” The push
to link the three countries with high-speed rail is part of the EU’s $34.9 billion transport plan to
create nine transport corridors and tens of thousands of jobs. But this will be an especial
challenge to “EU countries to the east, where the high-speed lines have to be built from scratch.”
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One of the challenges and continuous issues involve rail gauge. EU monies are earmarked to be
spent on the European standard gauge which is narrower than the Russian gauge that is currently
present in the three Baltic countries. Furthermore, there are many within the countries who want
“to focus on improving rail links to Russia instead, transporting oil and minerals to the Baltic
Sea.”
********An interesting look at the roles of history, politics, and a sense of the future in a part of
the EU that I am less familiar with. You can learn more about Rail Baltica, the name of the
project, and view a map at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rail_Baltica. While looking at the map
I noticed that wedged in between Lithuania and Poland, and bordered by the Baltic Sea, is a part
of Russia that is geographically separated from the rest of Russia. The principal city of the area
is Kaliningrad, formerly the German city named Königsberg. You can see a map and learn more
at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaliningrad.
(10 December 2013): “Farmers Hoard Corn as Prices Drop”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303330204579248614111446196)
--------“Faced with the lowest corn prices in more than three years, many U.S. farmers are
stashing away their grain in a bet on a rebound. . . . By hoarding freshly harvested supplies,
farmers are forcing livestock producers, ethanol companies and food makers to pay a premium
over futures in some areas to secure corn, helping to buoy prices during what is expected to be a
record U.S. harvest.” Their ability to increase their corn inventories is a direct result of “steady
gains in crop prices for much of the past decade.” These gains enabled farmers to invest
substantially in storage facilities “to almost 13 billion bushels last year, a 10% jump from five
years earlier and enough to held the bulk of this year’s expected harvest.” Corn storage,
however, has its risks: “Placing corn in storage for more than a year can lead to rot and lower
quality, reducing the amount buyers will pay for the grain . . . Another risk farmers are taking
now is that corn prices could fall further next year if the U.S. produces another large crop in
2014.” The 2013 corn crop is expected to be the largest on record. As one brokerage partner
notes, if yields in 2014 are “anywhere close to normal, we will really be buried in corn” in 2014.
********The article draws attention to two of the most obvious considerations associated with
storage: quality deterioration and price risk. In more typical times, interest rates would play a
larger role than at present.
(10 December 2013): “Bowlers Journal International Rolls On”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303281504579222242340265448)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. Samir A. Husni, director of the University of
Mississippi’s Magazine Innovation Center estimates that “Of the 10,000 magazines on the U.S.
market, fewer than 100 date back 100 years.” One of those magazines is Bowlers Journal, which
began publication in 1913, the brainchild of a shoe salesman named Dave Luby. Although many
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bowling magazines have folded in recent years—the number of competitive bowlers has declined
from roughly nine million to two million since 1980—Bowlers Journal continues due to the
breadth of its coverage and its journalistic excellence. Helping, too, is the fact that Brunswick
Corporation, “the General Motors of bowling,” has purchased the back cover of the magazine
since its inception.
********The article notes that the circulation of Bowlers Journal is 20,000—the same as it was
in bowling’s heyday. Last month it published a 300-page commemorative edition, “celebrating
100 years of world-class bowling journalism.” Among other things, it noted that the film “Crazy
Heart” was Roger Ebert’s most highly rated film with bowling. I might have gone for “The Big
Lebowski.”
********One cannot discuss bowling without drawing attention to the important work of
political scientist Robert D. Putnam, who is best known for his book Bowling Alone: The
Collapse and Revival of American Community (2000), which was based upon his 1995 article
“Bowling Alone: America’s Declining Social Capital.” You can learn more about Putnam at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_D._Putnam.
(10 December 2013): “Inside China’s Supersanitary Chicken Farms”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303559504579197662165181956)
--------Tyson Foods Inc. is overhauling its chicken-procurement strategy in China. Instead of
buying chickens from independent farmers, “the company is spending hundreds of millions of
dollars to build its own farms in China. The effort is aimed at making inroads in a crucial growth
market by addressing one of the country’s most vexing problems: food safety.” In the U.S.
Tyson purchases chickens from farmers that raise about 100,000 birds at a time and shoulder the
risk and navigate logistical hassles. But China “is dominated by small-scale farms . . . which
may have only a few hundred birds each” and are “hard to monitor to prevent disease and deter
excessive use of the feed additives that speed animal growth.” By bring more of the supply
chain under its direct control, Tyson is looking to reduce its risk. This comes at a time when
aggregate chicken consumption in China has just surpassed that of the U.S. Tyson is not alone in
taking this approach—Minnesota-based Cargill has set up its own production facilities in China.
Both Tyson and Cargill face many challenges in carrying out their strategy, including the
construction of essential infrastructure and the securing leases on scarce agricultural land.
(11 December 2013): “Videogame Makers Fight Efforts to Study Link to Violence”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303330204579248073798831500)
--------“Legislative proposals to study links between videogames and real-life violence after a
rash of mass shootings have failed or stalled amid a campaign by the industry’s main trade group
to quash the efforts, according to lobbying records and lawmakers. The Entertainment Software
Association fought such bills in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maryland and New Jersey this year
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and in Oklahoma last year . . . The measures either died or are locked in legislative committees.
The association, whose 34 members include Microsoft Corp. and the U.S. subsidiaries of Sony
Corp. and Nintendo Co., now are taking aim at a similar federal bill, according to records and a
co-sponsor of the bill.” Legislatures began proposing panels to investigate “the potential impact
of violent video-games on behavior” in the aftermath of “massacres such as the December 2012
school shooting in Newtown, Conn.” Anders Breivik, “who killed 69 at a youth camp in
Norway in July 2011, testified he had trained for his attack by playing the videogame ‘Call of
Duty 4: Modern Warfare.’”
********You can learn more about the Entertainment Software Association at:
http://www.theesa.com/.
(11 December 2013): “Uruguay Legalizes Pot, Recasting Drug War”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303330204579250273381832630)
--------“The Uruguay Senate was poised late Tuesday to approve a bill to legalize marijuana and
put its trade into state hands, in what many experts said marks a new model for the war on drugs
in its principal battleground of Latin America. President José Mujica plans to sign the bill,
which passed the lower house of Congress in July, into law. . . . The law is intended to cut out
drug traffickers from the lucrative business and reduce the violence and social ills connected to
the trafficking.” The experiment is being watched closely by others in the region as leaders
“have become skeptical of U.S.-backed drug-prohibition strategies that have sparked armed
conflicts.” As Diego Cánepa, of President Mujica’s staff has noted, “The war against drugs has
been a failure in Latin America . . . It’s been seen that the U.S. has given the dollars and we have
given the bodies.”
(11 December 2013): “Burgers Face a Tough Slog in Africa”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304607104579214133498585594)
--------“Some of the burger world’s biggest names are introducing the American culinary classic
to Africa’s expanding consumer class. But that quest is straining a supply chain that is short on
the refrigerated trucks and warehouses needed to keep patties and vegetable toppings fresh. And
in many places, Africans are consuming beef at a faster clip than cattle ranchers can deliver new
cows, meaning beef prices keep climbing. That is testing the limits of what the continent’s
young urbanites can afford.” To provide necessary water, some restaurants have to dig their own
wells and install their own water treatment facilities, and then there is the problem of simply
getting the meat. In Nigeria, for example, local herdsmen provide an insufficient or unreliable
source of meat, and tend to be “pretty scrawny.” Thus the need to develop new cattle breeds and
larger cattle ranches. Despite the challenges, companies persist. Geoff Speak of CKE
Restaurants notes: “Africa is the last continent . . . If we don’t start today, it’ll never happen.”
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********The article includes a graphic showing the cost for the ingredients used in a Johnny
Rockets Single in Hoboken, New Jersey ($5.49 per burger) and in Lagos, Nigeria ($14).
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[The Invisible Forces] 139 (18 December 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(12 December 2013): “From South Africa to Iran, Economic Sanctions Evolve”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304202204579252022462369110)
--------A “Capital” article by columnist David Wessel. “The art and science of [economic]
sanctions have evolved since they were deployed in the 1980s to pressure South Africa. Today’s
sanctions, particularly the increasingly sophisticated ability of the U.S. to unplug a target from
the global finance system, are more likely to actually work.” Some lessons have been learned
about sanctions in recent decades. First, “sanctions work best when . . . the objective is ‘fairly
modest and well-defined.’” Second, “blockades and import bans are (largely) passé.” Third,
“sanctions should be targeted at specific objectionable activities . . . or at the Swiss bank
accounts of elites, such as Iran’s Revolutionary Guard.” Finally, “sanctions offer the most
leverage when there is a sizeable and politically salient domestic constituency that shares U.S.
aims.”
********A valuable book referred to in a link embedded in the article is Gary Clyde Hufbauer,
et al., Economic Sanctions Reconsidered, 3rd ed. (2009).
(12 December 2013): “3-D Printing Stocks Catch Wall Street’s Eye”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304477704579252213025234676)
--------“Until recently, stock analysts at Wall Street’s big brokerage firms weren’t following
shares of 3-D printer companies. . . . But now, a flood of research coverage has come with the
dramatic rally in the shares this year, a surge in their trading volumes and the prospects of banks
earning fees by helping the companies raise money.” According to Jonathan Cunningham,
principal at the capital-markets advisory firm Aequitas Advisors LLC, “This is sort of the
playbook that Wall Street runs . . . They’re very adept at identifying trends and trying to position
themselves, from the bottom of the organization to the top, to profit from those trends.”
Typically, “Investment bankers often tout the research side of their firms as a selling point when
pitching business, though regulations prohibit promises of favorable coverage or undue influence
between the bankers pitching a company and the analysts covering it.”
********Although 3-D printers are noted in the article title, to me the interest of the article lies
in its discussion of the relationship between investment banking and stock research.
(12 December 2013): “Exxon Presses for Exports”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304202204579252393756212898)
--------“Exxon Mobil Corp., the nation’s largest energy producer, is calling for the U.S. to life
restrictions on exporting domestic oil that date back to the Arab oil embargo of 1973. The
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Irving, Texas, company’s public support for crude exports comes as it forecasts decades of
abundant supplies of petroleum in the U.S. and elsewhere as well as increasing global demand
for oil.” Exxon’s push “is likely to meet stiff resistance from energy consumers worried that
exporting crude could lead to higher U.S. fuel prices, as well as those concerned about the
environmental effects of increased production. It could also stir opposition from companies that
refine oil into gasoline and diesel, and benefit from less expensive crude.”
(12 December 2013): “Companies and emissions: Carbon copy”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21591601-some-firms-are-preparing-carbon-pricewould-make-big-difference-carbon-copy)
--------“A study by CDP, a research group, asked large firms based or operating in America what
tools they had for managing risk; 29 said they used an internal carbon price. Anecdotally, more
apply such a price but did not mention it as a risk-mitigation measure. This is the first economywide picture of how far internal carbon pricing has gone and what it is used for. The prices
range from $6-7 a tonne of carbon dioxide at Microsoft to $60 a tonne at Exxon Mobil. The span
is not surprising since companies use carbon prices for different purposes. As a rule, those
whose assets have a long productive life and which might be affected by green policies far into
the future (such as oil companies) use higher prices than consumer-goods firms whose products
are mainly influenced by current policies.” Many firms are now using internal carbon prices “to
calculate the value of future projects and to guide investment decisions.”
********This is a brief article. You can learn more about CDP, formerly known as the Carbon
Disclosure Project, at: https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Pages/HomePage.aspx. You can find the
white paper upon which the article is based at: https://www.cdp.net/CDPResults/companiescarbon-pricing-2013.pdf.
(12 December 2013): “The Gatsby Curve: How Inequality Became a Household Word”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-12-05/obama-talks-inequality-and-mobility-goingfull-gatsby)
********A how a graphical representation of inequality and mobility got its name. To me the
“Great Gatsby Curve” is the primary interest of the article. It shows a measure of inequality on
the horizontal axis—the further to the right, the more unequal the income—and a measure of
social immobility on the vertical axis—the higher up, the more immobile the society. The U.S.,
like Spain, is highly unequal, and the U.S., like the U.K. and Italy, are highly immobile. As the
article notes, “The U.S. has the worst of both worlds, low social mobility and rapidly increasing
inequality.” One basic lesson of the article is the importance of choosing a phrase that captures
the imagination of the audience at which it is directed.
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(12 December 2013): “Need Victims for Your Mass Lawsuit? Call Jesse Levine”
(http://www.businessweek.com/ articles/2013-12-12/mass-tort-lawsuit-lead-generator-jesselevine-has-victims-for-sale)
--------Jesse Levine of Norristown, Pennsylvania is in the business of “lead generation.” In it
“lawyers pay him for the names of alleged victims.” Businesses such as Levine’s “provide the
pipeline that connects claimants to lawyers—or vice versa. The sites are the hidden plumbers of
the mass-tort industry, a web of plaintiffs’ attorneys, paid expert witnesses, and accountants who
annually pursue billions of dollars’ worth of lawsuits against companies that make drugs,
chemicals, cars, and other products.” The system Levine uses was developed over the past
decade, beginning with a white paper he published in 2002 that introduced a “landmark process
for legal marketing and data mining.” This isn’t a new business. “The pejorative term
‘ambulance chaser’ describes not only an attorney who hands out business cards at accident
scenes or emergency rooms but also a nonattorney recruiter. In some places, ambulance chasers
are referred to as ‘case runners.’” Traditionally they have operated on a small scale but that has
changed with the advancement of electronic technology.
********You can learn more about Jesse Levine and the services his companies provide at:
http://servicestolawyers.com/home/.
(14 December 2013): “Gourmet-Coffee Prices Look Ready to Rise”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304202204579256500976426662)
--------“Prices of arabica-coffee beans, prized by high-end roasters like Starbucks Corp. for their
mild flavor, last month hit a seven-year low after a bumper crop in South America flooded the
market. But money managers are paying closer attention to the price of arabica coffee relative to
down-market beans known as robusta. For server years, arabica has traded at a wide premium to
robusta, but early this month the price difference between the two shrank to 28 cents a pound, the
smallest gap since October 2008. Some investors view the convergence in prices as a signal to
bet on a turnaround in the $6.3 billion arabica-coffee market. The reason: Roasters are likely to
include more arabica beans in their blends when prices of arabica and robusta beans are virtually
identical. When benchmark prices are about 30 cents apart, that means older, lower-quality
arabica beans are cheaper than many robusta beans offered in the physical markets . . . Any
incremental increase in demand from roasters would help trim the global surplus of arabica
coffee and gives prices a lift, analysts and investors say.” As brokerage and consulting firm
president Shawn Hackett says, “When [robusta] production comes up short, where are they going
to go? Low-quality arabica.” Robusta prices climbed this fall “after Typhoon Haiyan delayed
the coffee harvest in Vietnam, the top exporter of that variety.”
********There is such a nice story behind the story. Many coffee producers create coffee
blends that use arabica and robusta beans. The composition of the blend will depend upon the
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relative prices of arabica and robusta beans, as well as the desired quality of the blend. With
increasing supplies of arabica and decreasing supplies of robusta, the relative price of arabica has
fallen, with coffee producers demanding a larger quantity of arabica and a smaller quantity of
robusta for any desired quality of the blend. This, in turn, should help widen the premium
between arabica and robusta. Nice and tidy, perhaps too tidy. Things get a bit more complicated
when it is realized—note the comment by Shawn Hackett—that arabica has a range of qualities.
Hackett indicates that the quality of old arabica, no doubt of a certain type, is equivalent to
(new?) robusta. Certainly it is generally recognized that arabica has a range of qualities but
presumably robusta, despite the tendency to not discern quality differences, does too. Thus, one
can imagine two partially-overlapping vertical quality spectra, one for arabica and one for
robusta. Consideration of this (likely) reality provides the opportunity for some interesting
explorations into the economics of blending coffee, especially when one considers the
relationship between quality and time.
(14 December 2013): “India Readies Big Move Into Solar Energy”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303653004579210081428536464)
--------India has proposed by far the world’s largest solar-power station. When finished in seven
years, the project in the desert state of Rajasthan is expected to cover 20,000 acres and supply a
potential 4,000 megawatts of electricity. The site is 60 miles west of the Jaipur, the state’s
capital. The project, which will deliver electricity to millions of homes in the northwest of India,
is being undertaken to reduce import dependence on oil, gas, and coal, and to become greener.
Current workers in the salt fields hope that the energy project will enable them to move into
better jobs with the solar-power station.
(14 December 2013): “Free exchange: Random harvest”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21591573-once-treated-scornrandomised-control-trials-are-coming-age-random-harvest)
--------The Abdul Latis Jameel Poverty Action Lab, otherwise known as J-PAL, has just
celebrated its tenth anniversary. “Its methods have transformed development economics.” What
is characteristic of it, perhaps its defining feature, is the use of randomized control trials (RCTS),
“an experimental technique a bit like drugs trials, but for economics.” Starting with five trials, it
has now conducted 440 of them. After a period of criticism, “RCTS have entered the
mainstream” and is now calling familiar views of development, such as those of Columbia
University’s Jeffrey Sachs, into question.
********You can learn more about J-PAL at: http://www.povertyactionlab.org/. There, among
other things, you will find information about the recently published Running Randomized
Evaluations: A Practical Guide (Princeton University Press 2013). You can learn more about
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the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Running-Randomized-Evaluations-PracticalGuide/dp/0691159270/.
(14 December 2013): “The Selling of Attention Deficit disorder”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/15/health/the-selling-of-attention-deficit-disorder.html)
--------From 2002 through 2012 the sales of prescription stimulants have more than quintupled.
“Behind that growth has been drug company marketing that has stretched the image of classic
A.D.H.D. to include relatively normal behavior like carelessness and impatience, and has often
overstated the pills’ benefits. Advertising on television and in popular magazines like People
and Good Housekeeping has cast common childhood forgetfulness and poor grades as grounds
for medication that, among other benefits, can result in ‘schoolwork that matches his
intelligence’ and ease family tension.” Sales are likely to continue their increase in the future, as
adults, who generally don’t outgrow A.D.H.D., are increasingly targeted by advertising and
begin a lifelong pattern of medication. Physicians are especially important in developing this
market, as “patients can buy only what their physicians buy into.”
********This is a lengthy article but full of information about the strategies routinely employed
by drug companies to increase the demand for their products. There are some interesting items
built into the article: a video, some sample ads, and a six-question A.D.H.D. test which you can
take. Some of the information is familiar but bears repeating, for example, companies tend to
focus on the benefits of their drugs and de-emphasize their side effects (risks). For example,
benefits in a print ad tend to appear first on the top of the page and in a large and engaging font,
whereas risks tend to appear at the bottom of the page and in a small and innocuous font. Not
that this is a new development—everyone is aware of “the fine print”—but it was good to have it
called to my attention.
(16 December 2013): “At Restaurants, Gluten-Free Is a Tough Recipe”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304579404579234201223974792)
--------“The hunger for gluten-free foods has become a headache for restaurant chains, as they
struggle to produce dishes that meet increasingly strict requirements from customers and
government regulators. . . . Under a new Food and Drug Administration regulation that goes into
effect next year, foods labeled ‘gluten free’ must contain fewer than 20 parts per million of
gluten.” Although the “rule primarily targets packaged food, an FDA spokeswoman indicated
that the restaurant industry should move quickly to fall in line with the new standard. Some
chains, like California Pizza Kitchen Inc., “have elaborate new procedures to prevent
contamination, while others are trying to offer options that appeal to gluten-averse clientele
without actually committing to being ‘gluten free.’” California Pizza Kitchen charges an
additional $2 for gluten-free pizzas in order to recoup the additional costs incurred in their
production; their gluten-free pizzas take twice as long to cook.
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(16 December 2013): “Workplace Loans Gain in Popularity”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304173704579260103123794992)
--------“Sonic Drive-In restaurants around Phoenix have added a new item to their menu of
workplace benefits: short-term, high-fee loans. . . . The fees, ranging from $8 to $25 plus
interest, don’t go to the restaurant franchisee, but to lender called Think Finance Inc., which
makes the loans. Based on the fees, the loans carry an effective annual percentage rate of 100%
to 165%.” Since 2010, “at least half a dozen nonbank lenders have started marketing loans to
companies and payroll vendors. . . . The firms are part of a broader push by so-called shadow
lenders to take a growing share of the traditional banking business.” Lenders say their products
are “a cheaper alternative to so-called payday loans, which are short-term, high-rate loans that
have drawn regulatory scrutiny in recent years. . . . The APRs of employer-based loans vary
widely but can range from 10% to 165% depending on the program, versus the 300% or more
often charged by payday lenders, industry executives said.”
********You can learn more about Think Finance at: http://www.thinkfinance.com/. The vast
gulf between the APRs of bank-based loans and payday loans suggests a broad market for loans,
such as the employer-based loans discussed in the article which have intermediate degrees of risk
and intermediate APRs. The article clearly indicates the responsiveness of financial product
development in light of legislation prohibiting or attenuating payday loans.
(17 December 2013): “Data Mining to Recruit Sick People”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303722104579240140554518458)
--------“Companies specializing in patient recruitment for clinical trials use hundreds of data
points . . . to identify the sick and target them with telemarketing calls and direct-mail pitches to
participate in research.” Indeed, Roger Smith, senior vice president of operations of Acurian,
notes: “We are now at a point where, based on your credit-card history, and whether you drive an
American automobile and several other lifestyle factors, we can get a very, very close bead on
whether or not you have the disease state we’re looking at.” As data-mining methods have
become more sophisticated, “it is becoming harder to keep medical conditions private.”
Although “Federal law bars doctors, insurers and other health-care providers from sharing or
selling personally identifiable information in patients’ medical records without permission . . .
The law doesn’t . . . protect the clues that people leave about their health outside of their medical
records—when they make credit-card purchases or search the Internet.” One driver of this trend
“is the need to speed up recruitment and completion of clinical trials.”
********Experian PLC of Dublin, Ireland is one of the firms that sells data “to numerous
health-care marketing companies. It notes that “we do not share any protected health
information, and therefore are not providing data that would fall into HIPAA requirements.”
HIPAA is the federal law—the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act—that
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regulates such disclosure. However, inferences about health conditions can be made, and are
being made, upon other information. For example, Blue Chip of Northbrook, Illinois, uses a
computer algorithm to “flag cues about a person’s weight, such as fast-food dining and a history
of shopping online for clothes, a trait indicative of obesity because overweight people often can’t
find plus-sizes in traditional stores or are uncomfortable shopping in public.”
(18 December 2013): “Why is Delta Afraid of This Tiny Airport?”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304202204579256220279763590)
--------“Atlanta, the nation’s 9th-largest metro area, is the only city in the top 10 that lacks a
secondary commercial airport. Chicago has two airports in its city limits, and New York and Los
Angeles each have five within 40 miles.” What Atlanta does have, however, is HartsfieldJackson Atlanta International Airport, “the world’s busiest airport, boarding 45.8 million
passengers each year.” However, 30 miles northwest of downtown Atlanta, Paulding County has
Silver Comet Field. If it obtains government approval, it will have “one gate and handle, at
most, four commercial flights a day.” But Delta Air Lines, Hartsfield’s largest carrier, is taking
no chances, a senior executive noting that “a second airport can quickly expand, and the impact
on Hartsfield-Jackson would be significant.” The dispute “highlights the obstacles that upstarts
can face in challenging major airlines or their hubs. Small airlines have long struggled to get
space at airports controlled by big carriers.” The Atlanta clearly shows that “big airlines and
airports don’t like rivals—even small ones.”
********As the article notes, only 550 airports offer commercials flights “and new ones rarely
join that list. Several decommissioned Air Force bases that tried to do so in recent years have
failed to attract much airline service.” Clearly, start-up air ports face very significant barriers to
entry due to the existence of large incumbents.
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[The Invisible Forces] 140 (25 December 2013): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(19 December 2013): “Fix This/Workplace: Sociometric Solutions’ Ben Waber on Workers
Wearing Sensors” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-12-19/sociometric-solutionsben-waber-on-workers-wearing-sensors)
********Ben Waber is the president and CEO of Sociometric Solutions, a company that
“creates better organizations by analyzing communication patterns with social sensing
technology to drive innovative transformation services” (http://www.sociometricsolutions.com/).
In this interview Waber discusses some of the findings and uses of ID-based sensors people wear
at work. At one pharmaceutical company, it was found that “if you increased the amount that
salespeople interacted with people outside their team by 10 percent, their sales increased by 10
percent. And the most important interactions happened at the coffee machine.” Comments are
also made regarding working at home, the code written by programmers, and Yahoo! CEO
Marissa Mayer’s decision to eliminate work from home.
********The interview is stimulating. The three-minute video embedded in the article is
definitely worth watching if for no other reason than to learn about the role that lunch table size
might have in an organization. Presumably much fuller development of Waber’s ideas appears
in his book People Analytics: How Social Sensing Technology Will Transform Business and
What It Tells Us about the Future of Work (2013). You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/People-Analytics-Technology-Transform-Business/dp/0133158314/. A
progenitor, possibly more conceptual, book appears to be Honest Signals: How They Shape Our
World (2008), by MIT Media Lab professor Alex (Sandy) Pentland. You can learn more about
the book at: http://www.amazon.com/dp/0262515121. It appears that the social network analysis
of sociology has found a willing partner in Big Data.
(19 December 2013): “The Cult of Vitamix” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-1219/how-vitamix-sells-pricey-blenders-to-affluent-health-conscious-foodies)
--------The market for upscale, high-powered mixers is exploding, led by the Vitamix, 1.4 million
of which are expected to be sold this year. Indeed, “Vitamixes are colonizing the kitchens of
upscale professional everywhere and taking on totemic status.” Vitamix Corp. was “founded in
1921 by a traveling can-opener salesman named William Grover ‘Papa’ Barnard. . . . A man
ahead of his time Barnard was an ardent exponent of the benefits of healthy living who named
his company the Natural Food Institute and preached the gospel of ‘whole-food nutrition’ and
‘health via the carrot.’ That same year, he developed his own blender, the ‘Vita-Mix.’” Barnard
“was a skilled salesman and found that people were more likely to buy his blender if they could
see it demonstrated. So one evening in 1949, he donned a pinstriped, double-breasted suit and
headed to the downtown Cleveland studios of WEWS, where he showed off the ‘home miracles
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of the Vita-Mix machine’ on live television in what became the first infomercial.” The focus on
demonstrations—last year the company held 4,000,000. One of its pitchmen, Jonathan Cochran
aka “the Blender Dude,” sold Vitamixes “up and down the East Coast until the smoothie boom
allowed him to start an online business.” He is now based in Raleigh, North Carolina.
********The article is fun but it also instructive. Foremost for me was the company’s
unwavering focus on health. When the larger society started to “get it,” it had a product that
could really thrive. As such, Vitamix provides a good example of the invisible handshake at
work. Product price and comparison practices also stood out. If people are given a number of
different products to look at, “They start to compare and then they move up the price
continuum.” For example, “when the costliest blender is suddenly $689, a $529 model can seem
reasonable by comparison.”
(19 December 2013): “Traders Seek an Edge With High-Tech Snooping”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303497804579240182187225264)
--------Genscape Inc. was founded in Louisville, Kentucky in 2000, “is at the vanguard of a
growing industry that employs sophisticated surveillance and data-crunching technology to
supply traders with nonpublic information about topics including oil supplies, electric power
production, and retail traffic crop yields. The techniques, which are perfectly legal, represent the
latest advance in the longtime Wall Street practice of searching for every possible trading
advantage. But the high cost of much of the new information—Genscape’s oil-supply reports
costs $90,000 a year—means that some forms of trading are becoming even more the province of
firms with substantial resources.” Surveillance information and analysis by Genscape of the oil,
electricity, and natural gas sectors can set back clients $300,000 a year. Among the techniques it
uses are helicopter flights with heat-sensitive cameras over the oil tanks of Cushing, Oklahoma,
that indicate how volume of oil in the tanks. Satellite images of parking lots indicate the retail
sales at malls and the production of electricity can be measured by “sensors on private property
near power plants and transmission lines, which monitor the magnetic and electric fields they
create.” Genscape uses algorithms “to estimate electricity production and transmission.” Plant
operators have little influence on Genscape because it “pays private-property owners to place
sensors on their land.”
********Although the U.S. Energy Information Administration provides some information like
that provided by Genscape, Genscape “typically releases its report two days before the EIA
survey.” Consequently, its clients have early access to market-moving information and they are
willing to pay hefty prices for it. You can learn more about Genscape at:
http://www.genscape.com/.
(20 December 2013): “Flood Program Puts Industries at Odds”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304773104579268620558111400)
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--------“The real-estate and insurance industries are at odds about changes to a government
program that provides insurance against floods amid skyrocketing bills for property owners. . . .
Under changes designed to shift more of the cost to property owners, some people have seen
premiums jump from a subsidized level of several hundred dollars a year to more than $10,000.
Other property owners are facing smaller but still steep increases at 25% annually. Real-estate
agents and home builders . . . have mounted an aggressive lobby campaign to stop the changes,
rounding up a bipartisan group of lawmakers who are pushing legislation to delay the increases
for four years. . . . The insurance industry, however, wants the increases to proceed largely as
planned, with some companies looking to expand private flood-insurance offerings as an
alternative to the federal program. Conservatives and environmental groups also oppose rolling
back the law, arguing rates that don’t reflect true flooding risk are bad for taxpayers and
encourage development in sensitive areas.”
(20 December 2013): “FDA to make food safety rules more farmer-friendly”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/fda-to-make-food-safety-rules-morefarmer-friendly/2013/12/19/902078fc-68eb-11e3-ae56-22de072140a2_story.html)
--------“The Food and Drug Administration says it will revise sweeping food safety rules
proposed earlier this year after farmers complained the rules could hurt business. Michael
Taylor, the FDS’s commissioner for foods, said the agency wants to make sure the rules are
practical for farmers who have to abide by them. . . . The rules would make the first time the
FDA would have real authority to regulate food on farms.” According to Taylor, “the new
proposed produce rules are expected by next summer.”
********The Food Safety Modernization Act, out of which these rules are emerging, was signed
into law by President Obama on January 4, 2011. It was “the most sweeping reform of our [the
U.S.’s] food safety laws in more than 70 years.” You can learn more about the Act, and sign up
for email updates, at: http://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/FSMA/. On the left-hand
side of that page, in the “Resources for You” box, there are two informative videos: one on the
Rulemaking Process (two minutes) and FSMA 101 (four minutes).
(21 December 2013): “Alcohol pricing: Mulled whines”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21591878-people-are-drinking-less-doing-somore-harmfully-policymakers-want-higher)
--------“Overall, the global consumption of alcohol has been stable since 1990, according to the
World Health Organization. Around half of the planet’s population teetotal. But those who
drink alcohol do so more hazardously. Policy makers are looking for ways to address this. A
new and much-watched experiment in Scotland, for example, involves setting a minimum price
for each unit of alcohol.” The growth in hazardous drinking “has far-reaching implications.
Deaths from the overuse of alcohol rose from 750,000 in 1990 to 2.5m in 2011, nearly 4% of all
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fatalities worldwide.” And then there are long-term ill-health consequences, violence (domestic
and otherwise), and road accidents. Contributing to these effects, according to health
campaigners, is that “in many countries booze is simply too cheap. Increasingly alcohol is drunk
at home, rather than in bars or restaurants, and is often deeply discounted. In Britain and Ireland
supermarkets frequents sell drinks at or below cost, to lure customers.” Consequently alcohol
taxes are being looked to as a means to reduce consumption. According to a 2009 paper in
Addiction, which reviewed “112 distinct studies of changes in alcohol taxes . . . a 10% price rise
in prices would cut consumption by around 5%.” Heavy drinkers, as well as the young and
underaged, are particularly price sensitive.
********The tax being suggested seems to be a per unit tax on the amount of alcohol in a drink.
Thus a craft brew with 6% alcohol by volume would pay twice the tax of one with 3% alcohol by
volume for an equivalently-sized drink. You can read the 2009 Addiction paper at:
http://courses.washington.edu/pbafadv/examples/tax_alchohol.pdf.
(21 December 2013): “Free exchange: Petty impressive”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21591842-meet-sir-william-pettyman-who-invented-economics-petty-impressive)
********An excursion into the history of economic thought by way of the writings of (Sir)
William Petty (1623-1687). The article provides a look at some of Petty’s accomplishments and
anticipations as an economic writer fully a century before Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations
(1776). Among other notable connections is Petty’s work for British social philosopher Thomas
Hobbes. The work of Western Carolina University economist James Ullmer is mentioned. The
article that appears to be the source of the text of “Free exchange” is “The scientific method of
Sir William Petty,” which can be found at: http://ejpe.org/pdf/4-2-art-1.pdf.
(21 December 2013): “Spotted Again in America: Textile Jobs”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304202204579256120230694210)
--------“Zhu Shanqing, who owns a yarn-spinning factory in Hangzhou in china’s Zhejiang
province, is struggling with rising costs for labor, energy and land. So he is boxing up some of
his spindles and moving. To South Carolina. Mr. Zhu is one of a growing number of Asian
textile manufacturers setting up production in the U.S. Southeast to save money as salaries,
energy and other costs rise at home. . . . The new plant will pay half as much as Mr. Zhu does for
electricity in China and get local government support . . . There is another benefit. As costs
continue to increase in China, Keer [his company] can ship yarn to manufacturers in Central
America, which, unlike companies in China, can send finished clothes duty-free to the U.S.”
********2012 North Carolina State University Ph.D. recipient Brian Hamilton is cited in the
article for his doctoral dissertation, which appears to be “Short- and Long- Term Opportunities
for US Textile Manufacturing.” You can read his dissertation at:
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http://repository.lib.ncsu.edu/ir/bitstream/1840.16/8951/1/etd.pdf. According to Hamilton, in
2010 “it cost $3.45 to produce a kilogram [of yarn] in the U.S. and the cost in China had jumped
to $4.13 per kilogram. U.S. production costs were lower than Turkey, Korea and Brazil.”
(21 December 2013): “Book Review” ‘Junkyard Planet’ by Adam Minter”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303997604579242072898455000)
--------“Not that long ago, the American landscape was cluttered with millions of abandoned
cars. . . . There didn’t seem to be any way to get rid of them, except to burn them . . . The
environmental and aesthetic damage to the country was bad enough. But there was another
reason the abandoned cars were a problem: They were a waste. As Adam Minter notes in
‘Junkyard Planet,’ his eye-opening book about the scrap trade, each vehicle contained thousands
of pounds of steel, a commodity that could easily be sold, if could be separated from the
upholstery and windows. Auto makers had struggled for decades to develop a way to recycle
steel from their products efficiently. . . . By the 1950s, while politicians and regulators were
debating the problem, private industry was developing a solution. . . . In 2007, the scrap industry
marked a milestone: America’s abandoned-car backlog, which began in the 1929s, had finally
been cleared. It’s a worthwhile lesson for anyone who thinks of recycling as a civic
responsibility rather than as an industry.”
********This book has been on my shelf but it’s not there any longer. This seems like a useful
look at the global recycling trade. The print title seems to capture things nicely: “One Man’s
Trash Is Another’s Trade.”
********An interesting, and somewhat amusing, example of developing a market for a byproduct is cheese brine in Wisconsin: “This month, Milwaukee began a pilot program to
repurpose cheese brine for use in keeping city roads from freezing, mixing the dairy waste with
traditional rock salt as a way to trim costs and ease pollution.” According to Jeffrey A. Tews,
the manager of fleet operations for the public works department, “You want to use provolone or
mozzarella . . . Those have the best salt content. You have to do practically nothing to it.”
Wisconsin led the nation in cheese production in 2012, making 2.7 billion pounds. You can read
the entire article at: http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/24/us/wisconsin-finds-another-role-forcheese-de-icing-roads.html.
********Closer to home, we have the issue of what to do with the spent yeast made from the
ever-expanding local production of beer. Former biochemist Robert “Rusty” Bryant has
developed Brew Bites as a partial solution. You can learn more by reading “Asheville
biochemist turns brewery waste in brownies” (http://www.citizentimes.com/article/20131222/BUSINESS/312220034/).
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(23 December 2013): “Book Review: ‘Western Union and the Creation of the American Order,
1845-1893,’ by Joshua D. Wolf”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303482504579177823872360100)
--------“Monopolies are like children—you don’t like them until you get one of your own.
Western Union was created to break Samuel Morse’s telegraph patent but itself grew into the
first nationwide monopoly, the ‘octopus of the wires.’” Although many sought to limit the
powers of Western Union, calling it the “national leech,” the company successfully beat back
such efforts by arguing that it was a natural monopoly: “only a single company could ensure the
rapid transit of information across the country.” A familiar cast of bigger-than-life characters
inhabit the book: Jay Gould, the Vanderbilts, as well as Thomas Edison and Andrew Carnegie.
“If people today remember anything about Western Union, it is that its coast-to-coast line put the
Pony Express out of business and that its leaders didn’t see the telephone coming.” Although
neither claim is exactly true, it does suggest how technological change has disrupted market in
the past and will in the future. “There is a lesson here, somewhere, for Google and any other
colossus that bestrides the world today. Glory may be fleeting; profits, too.”
********You can learn more about the book (Cambridge University Press 2013) at:
http://www.amazon.com/Western-Creation-American-Corporate-1845-1893/dp/1107012287/.
“Mr. Wolff contends the company’s practices set the template for today’s ‘corporate
triumphalism,’ not least in the way Western Union bullied the makers of public policy into
serving private capital.”
(23 December 2013): “Asian LNG Tanker Builders Vie for Market Share”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304866904579269290895618508)
--------“Japanese and Chinese shipyards have their sights on one of the few markets that isn’t in
the doldrums—sophisticated tankers for liquefied natural gas—hoping to challenge market
leader South Korea. With demand for gas soaring in Asia and a North American gas export
boom just over the horizon, China’s technical skills are improving and Beijing wants importers
to use more ships built at home. Meanwhile, despite political tensions, Japanese shipbuilders are
preparing to build LNG tankers in China.” Since 2009, 134 have been built: 100 by South
Korean companies, 20 by Chinese companies, and 13 by Japanese companies. During the next
five years, “Order of new LNG carriers . . . could be between 100 and 200, depending upon how
many North American [LNG export] projects come to pass.” Japan and South Korea, two
resource-poor nations, have for decades been “the biggest LNG users world-wide.”
(24 December 2013): “Companies Binge on Share Buybacks”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304020704579276633464650694)
--------“Share buybacks and dividends are reaching levels unseen since before the financial crisis,
as persistent economic uncertainty prompts cash-rich companies to reward shareholders rather
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than invest in other activities. U.S. companies in the third quarter . . . That is the highest level
since the fourth quarter of 2007. . . . The big payouts are luring investors to the stock market—
bolstering confidence in stocks’ record-setting rally—at a time when other assets such as bonds
are offering paltry or negative returns.” Some observers, however, are questioning the buybacks,
“saying that investors would get a better return from spending on research and development and
on expanding operations.”
********The article includes a report on a tweet by the manager of the world’s biggest bond
fund at Pacific Investment Management Co., Bill Gross, who wrote: “Stocks have their own QE:
‘corp buybacks’ at $500 billion a year. They are a main reason stocks go up. When do THEY
taper?” QE refers to the quantitative easing, i.e., the bond-buying program of the Federal
Reserve. According to S&P Dow Jones Indices, companies bought back $445.3 billion during
the 12-month period ending in September. I have tended to think of stock buybacks from the
perspective of an individual firm or stock, so this broader perspective is interesting and timely.
As a concluding note, “The S&P 500 Buyback Index, which measures the 100 stocks with the
highest buyback ratios, has surged 45% this year, compared with a 28% rally for the S&P 500.”
You can learn more about the Buyback Index at: http://us.spindices.com/indices/strategy/sp-500buyback-index.
(24 December 2013): “By-the-Hour Microstays Add to Big Hotels’ Bottom Line”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/24/business/a-room-by-the-hour-to-refresh.html)
--------“There are reasons to rent a hotel room for a few hours during the day, aside from a
romantic rendezvous. The brief respite can help travelers pass the time before an evening flight,
prepare for a meeting or freshen up between a long day’s events. Now more hotels, seeing an
opportunity, are offering rooms and meeting facilities by the hour in an attempt to increase
revenue. Day rates, in hotel parlance, have become microstays.” Speaking about this trend, Bill
Carroll of Cornell’s School of Hotel Administration notes: “Hotels own a physical asset 365 days
a year . . . and they need to maximize revenue for every square centimeter 24 hours a day.”
********Carroll’s comment reminded me of the recent passing of Robert C. Winston, who
wrote The Timing of Economic Activities: Firms, Households and Markets in Time-Specific
Analysis (1982). You can learn more about him, including an encounter with Cambridge
University economist Joan Robinson (1903-1983), at: http://chronicle.com/article/RememberingGordon-Winston/143613/. You can learn more about Joan Robinson at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joan_Robinson.
(24 December 2013): “Funeral giant SCI agrees to sell off properties to resolve FTC concerns
about merger” (http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/funeral-giant-sci-agrees-to-sell-offproperties-to-resolve-ftc-concerns-about-merger/2013/12/23/f7d61f66-6bf1-11e3-a523fe73f0ff6b8d_story.html)
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********This is an update, of sorts, of the October 24th Bloomberg Business Week article
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-10-24/is-funeral-home-chain-scis-growth-comingat-the-expense-of-mourners) on the merger plans of Service Corporation International, the
nation’s largest funeral company, with Stewart Enterprises, the second-largest company.
--------“Service Corporation International, the country’s largest funeral services provider, said
Monday it has agreed to sell off 91 properties to resolve the Federal Trade Commission’s
antitrust concerns about its acquisition of Stewart Enterprises . . . The FTC said it had worked
with attorneys general from several states to examine how local markets for funeral and cemetery
services would be affected by the deal and had found 59 communities in which the merger was
likely to ‘substantially lessen competition.’” The FTC noted that each of these markets were
highly concentrated and the merger “would enable the merged firm unilaterally to raise prices
charged to consumers in these local markets and would substantially increase the risk of
collusion between SCI and the few remaining competitors in the affected local areas.” The
proposed consent decree requires SCI “to sell 53 funeral homes and 38 cemeteries in six
months.”
********The article includes a link to the consent decree, as well as a variety of additional
materials. Somehow it seems peculiar to include cemeteries as assets subject to the market
forces.
(25 December 2013): “Wyoming May Act to Plug Abandoned Wells as Natural Gas Boom
Ends” (http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/25/us/state-may-act-to-plug-abandoned-wyomingwells-as-natural-gas-boom-ends.html)
--------“Hundreds of abandoned drilling wells dot eastern Wyoming like sagebrush, vestiges of a
natural gas boom that has been drying up in recent years as prices have plummeted. . . . Recent
estimates have put the number of abandoned drilling operations in Wyoming at more than 1,200,
and state officials said several thousand more might soon be orphaned by their operators. . . . The
month, Gov. Matt Mead proposed allocating $3 million to pay for plugging the wells and
reclaiming the land around them. And the issue is expected to be debated during next year’s
legislative session as lawmakers seek to hold drilling companies more accountable.”
********A clear example of the importance of settling issues of land reclamation costs, more
generally, shut down costs, before a project is undertaken, especially if the project requires
governmental approval and is relates to a nonrenewable resource. Otherwise, as appears to be
the case in Wyoming, private developers get the profits from operations during its lifetime and
the public gets to pay the shut down costs when it concludes. It would be interesting to review
some of the contracts in use for hydraulic fracturing.
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[The Invisible Forces] 141 (1 January 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(23 December 2013): “75 Alberta environment regulators now paid by oil industry”
(http://www.edmontonjournal.com/travel/Alberta+environment+regulators+paid+industry/93164
98/story.html)
--------“More than 75 environment officers who watched over oil industry activities left the
provincial environment department this fall, to take higher paying jobs with the new industryfunded Alberta energy Regulator. Another 75-plus are expected to leave in the spring. In midNovember, the department also began handing over to the regulator thousands of files on oil
industry activity pertaining to the Public Lands Act . . . This shift is staffing and the moving of
years of files out of a government department to the new arm’s length regulator are key steps in
the government’s plan, announced last spring, to create a more streamlined approval process for
oil companies that wanted ‘one window’ to get permits for new projects. . . . To achieve the ‘one
window,’ the provincial government handed over to the privately funded regulator responsibility
for administering the Water Act, Public Lands Act, and the Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Act (dealing with spills) as they pertain to energy.”
********This is certainly an interesting and surprising development, i.e., the privatization of
regulatory authority. It seems to be an extreme version of the “regulatory capture” that Nobel
Laureate (and University of Chicago economist) George Stigler wrote about many years ago.
You can learn more about Stigler and his work in this area at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Stigler. All this does make me wonder about the historical
evolution of regulation for industry. Is there an accepted sequence, i.e., is there a book or article
out there that suggests a “normal” path? If not, there should be. Here is an abstract of an article
that suggests that there is work to be done:
http://rfs.oxfordjournals.org/content/22/10/4009.short.
(26 December 2013): “How Theaters Can Combat the Stay-at-Home Mindset”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304866904579266882201324884)
-------- When is the last time you saw a play? “A week ago? A year? Or do you now prefer to
stay home and watch cable television or use Netflix to stream a movie? If so, you’re one of the
reasons why live theater is in trouble.” According to the latest Survey of Public Participation in
the Arts by the National Endowment of the Arts, the most statistically reliable study of its kind,
“Not only did ‘non- musical play attendance’ drop to 8.3% from 12.3% of U.S. adults between
20o02 and 2012, but attendance at musicals also fell, to 15.2% from 17.1%, the first time the
latter figure has declined since 1985.” The reasons for this decline stems largely in the rise of
new media and flexibility of art consumption they provide. Still, live theatre provides intimacy,
“the immediate physical presence of flesh-and-blood actors” that is often taken for granted and is
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not being played up in marketing efforts. Why not play it up and connect to broader social
currents. For example, “A regional theater that presents top-class local actors, directors and
designers in a small house is the high-culture counterpart of the hugely fashionable little ‘farmto-table’ restaurants that serve ‘slow food’ to ‘locavores.’ Is there any reason why live theater
can’t be given the same ‘artisanal’ spin?”
********You can learn more, in general terms, about the NEA report at:
http://arts.gov/news/2013/national-endowment-arts-presents-highlights-2012-survey-publicparticipation-arts. Slightly more detailed information can be found at:
http://arts.gov/publications/additional-materials-related-to-2012-sppa. The fullest readilyavailable publication of results is How a Nation Engages with Art: Highlights from the 2012
Survey of Public Participation in the Arts, which is available at:
http://arts.gov/sites/default/files/highlights-from-2012-SPPA.pdf.
(26 December 2013): “Reactors on Slow Road to Demolition”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304244904579276942505956738)
--------“When the owner of the Vermont Yankee nuclear-power station agreed in August to shut
the plant next year, many state officials and residents cheered. Worried about safety and costs,
they had waged a lengthy legal battle to close the plant that opened in 1972. Then came the bad
news: Entergy Corp., which bought Vermont Yankee in 2002, said it would exercise its right to
take as many as 60 years to demolish the plant . . . Under federal rules, plant operators that put
their plants in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ‘SAFESTOR’ program have 60 years to
complete tear down and site restoration.” The rate at which plants are torn down has physical
and financial determinants. Physically, “Fuel rods must sit in pools for as long as seven years
before they are cool enough to be moved to special storage casks.” Financially, there is the case
of the Kewaunee, Wisconsin plant that was “felled by regional power prices too low to allow”
the plant to run at a profit. Although Kewaunee “has enough money to tear down the plant . . . it
possibly doesn’t have enough to set up a depot to store spent fuel indefinitely. The federal
government hasn’t yet created a national waste depository.”
********The words ‘nuclear waste depository’ always catch my attention since my wife and I
live on land that would have been enclosed by the then-proposed—1980s—depository for
Western North Carolina. You can learn more about SAFSTOR, evidently the correct acronym,
at: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/basic-ref/glossary/safstor.html and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SAFSTOR.
(26 December 2013): “The Man Who Places a Dollar Value on Bangladesh Factory Victims”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304244904579278174224258100)
--------When disaster struck the garment industry in Dhaka, Bangladesh, “Javier Chércoles got an
urgent call. His mission: place dollar values on the injuries and deaths of the garment workers.
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Armed with mortality tables and tablet computers, the 48-year-old veteran of victim
compensation started work British discount retailer Primark days after the April collapse of the
Rana Plaza factory building killed more than 1,100 people. He has devised formulas to calculate
payouts for workers who died, lost limbs, or were buried under rubble for days. A pilot of Mr.
Chércoles’s program started last week. It could serve as the basis for a $40 million
compensation package.” The compensation formula he employs includes “lost wages, the cost
of injuries, the number of dependents. Yet his modern-day abacus is designed to spit out a
number in line with the cost of living in Dhaka, not in the Western countries where made-inBangladesh clothes are sold. It also takes into account religion and family relationships.”
Chércoles’s approach suggests that “a deceased worker’s family would probably get several
thousand dollars . . . [and] likely to fall short of labor unions’ original demands . . . but it is the
only offer on the table.”
********It is interesting, though repugnant, to read that the monetary value of a life in
Bangladesh is much smaller than it would be in the West, but such is the consequence of the
method. Chércoles’s received his Ph.D. from Spain’s ESADE, “examining the consequences of
factory collapses on their communities.” His exposure to that subject came from his position as
head of corporate social responsibility at Inditex SA. In that role he had to deal with an accident
in Dhaka factory making sweaters for Zara, an Inditex company, in which “Sixty-four workers
were killed and more than 200 wounded.”
********You can learn more about forensic economics, in which this article squarely falls, at
the website for the National Association for Forensic Economics at: http://www.nafe.net/.
(26 December 2013): “The Last Christmas Present: Lots of Trash”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304753504579280283872170364)
--------“Christmas isn’t so pretty on the back end. The annual frenzy of gift giving brings smiles
to kids and billions of dollars to retailers that rely on the year-end holidays to drive a firth or
more of their annual sales. But the holidays also produce an ever growing pile of trash, one that
is getting bigger as Americans shift more of their shopping to the Web.” Although there is a
common belief that online shopping is greener, academics have determined that “the issue isn’t
that straightforward. Going to a physical store often involves driving, which consumes fossil
fuels. But that is offset by the fact that people tend to pick up multiple items each trip. Online
shopping creates packaging waste and consumes energy for shipping, especially when purchases
are made one item at a time or with expedited delivery.” According to H. Scott Matthews, an
engineering professor at Carnegie Mellon University, in the end “the trade-off is pretty much the
same.”
********You can learn more about H. Scott Matthews, including his CV, at:
http://www.epp.cmu.edu/people/bios/matthews.html.
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(26 December 2013): “Hospice firms draining billions from Medicare”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/medicare-rules-create-a-booming-businessin-hospice-care-for-people-who-arent-dying/2013/12/26/4ff75bbe-68c9-11e3-ae5622de072140a2_story.html)
--------This is a Special Report on The Cost of Healing. “Hospice patients are expected to die:
The treatment focuses on providing comfort to the terminally ill, not finding a cure. To enroll a
patient, two doctors certify a life expectancy of six months or less. But over the past decade, the
number of ‘hospice survivors’ in the United States has risen dramatically, in part because
hospice companies earn more by recruiting patients who aren’t actually dying, a Washington
Post investigation has found. Healthier patients are more profitable because they require fewer
visits and stay enrolled longer.” Medicare pays roughly $150 a day for a patient’s routine care,
“regardless of whether the company sends a nurse or any other worker out on that day. That
means healthier patients, who generally need less help and live longer, yield more profits.” That
payment has helped transform the structure of hospice care providers. “Over the past decade,
however, the for-profits have come to dominate the industry. In 2000, 70 percent of hospices
were run by nonprofit groups or government agencies. Today, nearly 60 percent are for-profit
companies, and they may account for an even larger share of patients.” Clearly there are
substantial profits being made, as “The per-patient operating profit has risen from $353 in 2002
to $1,975 in 2012, according to the analysis of California data.”
********What first struck me about this article is that the outcome “staying alive” was an
indicator of poor hospice performance. Still, I do share the view that hospice care is intended to
make the last days of the terminally ill more comfortable for the patient, as well as family and
friends. In any event, this is an extraordinarily clear illustration of the consequences of the
Medicare compensation practices for hospice services, including patient recruitment. One thing I
learned from the article is that, contrary to my belief, much hospice care takes place at home
rather than at a hospice center.
(27 December 2013): “Millions of Tons of Metals Stashed in Shadow Warehouses”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304244904579276830893405644)
--------“Banks, hedge funds, commodity merchants and others are stashing tens of millions of
tons of aluminum, copper, nickel and zinc in a hidden system of warehouses that span the globe.
These facilities are known to some in the industry as ‘shadow warehouses’ because they are
unregulated and don’t disclose their holdings. They operate outside the London Metal Exchange
[LME] system of warehouses, the traditional home for these metals.” The flow of metal into the
shadow warehouses “is making prices move in unpredictable ways.” The cost of storing metals
in LME warehouses has contributed to the shift, as they are 10 times more expensive than
shadow storage. So, too, has the ability to profit from “information that other buyers and sellers
don’t have.” In some cases, “a single firm runs licensed and unlicensed warehouses in the same
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building, with the metal counted by the LME separated from hidden stockpiles by a chain-link
fence.”
********One wonders why anyone would place their metals in licensed warehouses. What are
the factors influencing the warehousing mix decision of a firm? You can learn about the LME
at: http://www.lme.com/.
(27 December 2013): “Lines Blur When Lobbyists Invest in Industries They Represent”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303330204579248700102407732)
--------“Lobbyists are consummate Washington insiders. By dint of continual contact with public
officials, they often glean intimate knowledge of pending policy changes and political activities
that affect the fortunes of companies or industries they represent. Many also hold investments
that overlap with their responsibilities, according to a Journal review of public records. It
showed that about one in five lobbyists whose holdings could be identified had invested in their
clients or companies in the industries they are concerned with.” In Washington, virtually
everyone “is in the business of gathering information about the prospects for changes in policy
and legislation—information that can move markets. It flows not only in the halls of government
but also at bars, restaurants, kiddie soccer fields and living rooms. Information flows both ways:
Public officials often turn to lobbyists for data or language to craft legislation and regulations.”
According to Irwin Kishner of the law firm Herrick, Feinstein LLP, “It is illegal to make trades
based on information from a company, but it can be entirely legal if you trade on information
from the government . . . Clearly, that’s a window that needs to be shut.” American University
scholar James Thurber, who has studied lobbying for decades, notes that “the question of how
lobbyists invest has never been addressed as a potential ethics problem.”
********The evolution of lobbying in the post-Watergate era is examined by former
Washington Post editor and correspondent Robert Kaiser in So Damn Much Money: The
Triumph of Lobbying and the Corrosion of American Government (2010). This book seems
especially important in the post-Citizens United era. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0307385884/.
(28 December 2013): “Illegal Loggers Tap Australian Prize”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304367204579269242693651048)
--------“Long valued for its scent by perfume makers and worshipers at Indian temples,
sandalwood is proving irresistible to another group: packs of smugglers roaming the Australian
outback. The lure is a surge in prices for sandalwood—an ingredient used in making incense
sticks, cosmetics and aromatherapy oils—as demand in major consuming countries such as India
and China grows. Illegal logging is rising and product makers are looking elsewhere, including
Australia, four sources of a tree some call ‘wooden gold’ for its high value, authorities and
industry experts say.” Prices for high-quality Indian sandalwood, with a high content of fragrant
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oil, “rose to more than A$114,000 a metric ton in May from just over A$5,000 a decade earlier.”
Australian sandalwood sells for much less: “a metric ton of wood sells for A$15,000—more than
twice the price of copper—up from A$3,000 a decade earlier.”
********For those (like me) who need a reminder—a metric ton is 1,000 kilograms or 2,204.62
pounds. You can learn more about sandalwood at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandalwood.
There is an information fourteen-minute video extolling the virtues of growing sandalwood in
Western Australia at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=20a4Wh6kcGQ.
(28 December 2013): “Academics Who Defend Wall St. Reap Reward”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2013/12/28/business/academics-who-defend-wall-st-reap-reward.html)
********This article draws attention to the vexing and recurring issue of academic research and
its funding (including the compensation of the researchers) this time in the context of economics,
in particular, policy toward commodity speculation. Craig Pirrong, a professor of finance at the
University of Houston, has “positioned himself as the hard-nosed defender of financial
speculators—the combative, occasionally acerbic academic authority to call upon when difficult
questions arise in Congress and elsewhere about the multitrillion dollar global commodities
trade.” Additionally, Scott H. Irwin at the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, where is a
professor of agricultural and consumer economics, is “One of the most widely quoted defenders
of speculation in agricultural markets . . . and consults for a business that serves hedge funds,
investment banks and other commodities speculators.” This reminds me of one of the oft-stated
precepts of statistics: “correlation does not imply causation.” But it does raise questions, which
the article points out. It is due to situations such as this that the American Economic Association
“adopted tougher disclosure rules” in recent years. You can find the rules at:
http://www.aeaweb.org/aea_journals/AEA_Disclosure_Policy.pdf. This is an appropriate
occasion to draw attention, again, to The Economist’s Oath: On the Need for and Content of
Professional Economic Ethics (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), by George F.
DeMartino.
(29 December 2013): “The Insiders’ Game: The transition from power or money to power and
money” (http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2013/12/27/496c19d0-6c05-11e3-a523fe73f0ff6b8d_story.html)
********This article provides some perspective on changes that have taken place in
Washington, D.C. over the past 30 years. Its general thrust is indicated by the following:
“consider . . . how much the culture of Washington has changed in the past 30 years. In almost
every way, the region continues to be shaped by the presence of the federal government. But as
this series, the Insiders’ Game, has richly illustrated, the idea of ‘serving the public’ has taken on
a somewhat different meaning—one less rooted in sacrifice, stewardship and the chance to make
a difference, one more given to celebrity, manipulation and the chance to make a big score. This
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transformation was not part of some grand strategy hatched over lunch at the Metropolitan Club
to make this the richest region in the country. Nor was it some mysterious breakdown in the
moral fiber of those living in the capital. According to those who lived through it, the
explanation is a whole lot more simple: The nation changed and Washington changed with it.”
********The article evokes many thoughts. First, its timeless connection to the motivating
factors of “power and plenty.” Former University of Chicago—eventually Princeton
University—professor Jacob Viner wrote in 1948 about “Power versus Plenty as Objectives of
Foreign Policy in the Seventh and Eighteenth Centuries” (http://journals.cambridge.org
/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=7653236). His subject was the mercantilist
though later castigated by Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations (1776). More deeply, perhaps,
is the role of economic ideas in the development of social attitudes and behavior. I am reminded
of Keynes’s familiar quote “The ideas of economists and political philosophers, both when they
are right and when they are wrong are more powerful than is commonly understood”
(https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/158386-the-ideas-of-economists-and-political-philosophersboth-when-they). Could it be that changing economic conceptions of the political process have
been misconstrued? Might positive views that politicians and others are motivated by personal
gain been transformed into normative views that politicians and others should be motivated by
personal gain? This is a much bigger challenge than the political process, indeed it permeates
much of economic thought, certainly what I teach (microeconomics). It is so easy, I would like
to suggest, to slide from the positive to the normative, from an assumption that firms maximize
profits, for example, to the belief that firms should maximize profits. This seems like a topic
worthy of more study than it has received. You can get a glimpse of some of the related
literature at: http://standupeconomist.com/are-economists-selfish-a-lit-review/.
(30 December 2013): “Loan Sharks Smell Blood in China Water”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304579404579236001885224902)
--------Raymond ting, chairman and executive director of Credit China, “is an unusually
aggressive example of the shadow bankers who have stepped to lend debt-hungry businesses and
households[s] as the Chinese government tries to rein in traditional banks. Many analysts and
investors are worried that the country’s slowing economy could ignite a debt crisis, but shadow
lending keeps growing. . . . From 2010 to 2012, shadow lending doubled to 36 trillion yuan,
according to analysts at J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. Banks loans totaled just 53% of all lending in
china in the first 10 months of 2013, down from 72% in 2010 and 92% in 2002 . . . The shadowbanking industry includes trust companies, pawn shops, informal lenders, microfinance and a
handful of publicly traded companies like Credit China that tap the capital markets to keep loans
flowing.”
********Raymond Ting studied economics at Beloit College in Wisconsin for two years. The
quotations in the article show him to be unusually frank about his work. In recent months the
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Journal has had articles about shadow banking in China, the U.K., and the U.S., indicating that
shadow banking truly is an integral part of the global financial system. Due to regulatory or
other reasons, there are usually lending and borrowing discontinuities that shadow bankers
smooth out and try to gain from. Are there other industries that exhibit product discontinuities,
from whatever cause, that provide opportunities for private and social gain?
(30 December 2013): “In Speed Metal, Fastest Drummers Take a Beating”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304591604579288531126033944)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. “When it comes to playing fast, few can beat Gene
‘The Human Drum Machine’ Hoglan. . . . Mr. Hoglan has been called one of the quickest and
most precise drummers in heavy metal. Ever since spinning out of rock ’n’ roll in the 1970s,
metal has gotten faster and faster. Like many drummers of his generation, Mr. Hoglan left the
drum-pounding abilities of his heroes in the dust, fueling an arms race that has sparked an
unlikely crisis. Speed metal, as this subgenre is called, has become so fast that drummers can’t
keep up. Instead, more bands have quietly switched to using computerized drum machines.”
********In an aesthetic in which only one thing matters—speed—it seems obvious that
machines will win out. Thus the humans in the article speak of the importance of other
dimensions of their music. Interesting to me is that “metal producers deliberately introduce
mistakes into their own programming” to make drum tracks “more human.”
(30 December 2013): “Giant Clams Spark Trade Spat”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304753504579280911649566586)
--------The Pacific Northwest is the principal exporter of “giant clams called geoducks
[pronounced “gooey-ducks”] that are a delicacy in China.” But China has “halted imports this
months of geoducks and other shellfish from the U.S. West Coast because of alleged
contamination. . . . Chinese officials said they acted after inspections of U.S. shipments . . . found
traces of arsenic and paralytic shellfish poisoning, a toxin that can cause serious illness or death
in humans.” In consequence of the ban, divers who harvest the geoducks “from Northern
California to Alaska lost their main livelihood just as the holidays hit, while geoduck farms that
grow the creatures in captivity are cutting back employee hours. The industry had grown in
recent years amid exploding demand from China, where eating geoduck is said to bring virility
and prosperity.”
********A brief article that includes all of the invisible forces: invisible handshake (cultural
beliefs about the consequences of eating geoducks); invisible foot (regulatory action); and
invisible hand (labor market adjustments due to decreased sales of geoducks).
(31 December 2013): “More Rational Resolutions”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303453004579290510733740616)
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--------The Center for Applied Rationality (CFAR) is a Berkeley, California-based nonprofit that
“explores the science of optimized decision-making. The Center is part of a growing community
that believes “the best way to be effective, whether in changing eating habits or changing the
world, is to actively look at the lessons of science and hard data. The movement draws on some
of the same research as economists who argue that investors behave irrationally.” Among those
writers are behavioral finance Nobel Laureate Robert Shiller, as well as Daniel Ariely, author of
Predictably Irrational, and Daniel Kahneman, author of Thinking, Fast and Slow. Toronto
psychologist Keith Stanovich, recently received a $1 million grant from the John Templeton
Foundation “to develop a rigorous ‘rationality quotient’ test similar to an IQ test. . . . He hopes
the test will encourage people to learn to be more rational.” Daniel Kahneman notes, however,
that “it is very difficult to overcome our split-second irrational reactions. ‘Much of it is
automatic . . . Preferences come to mind and emotions arise, and we’re not aware that we’re
making [decisions and assumptions] and therefore cannot control them.’”
********You can learn more about CFAR at: http://rationality.org/. There is much to think
about in this article. It strikes me that Kahneman’s book speaks most directly to the issue of fast
and slow thinking. You can learn more about his lengthy book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Fast-Slow-Daniel-Kahneman/dp/0374533555/.
(1 January 2014): “Daunting Calculus for Maine Shrimpers as Entire Season Is Lost”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/01/us/for-maine-shrimpers-a-frightening-calculus.html)
--------Regulators recently closed the 2014 Gulf of Maine shrimping season to give the shrimp
supply time to recover. “The shrimp in question are called Northern . . . or Maine shrimp. They
are the southernmost appearance of a species, Pandalus borealis, that can also be found in
Canadian and Icelandic waters.” The fishery is “among the last in Maine to be open-access,
meaning licenses are not limited as they are elsewhere. As a result, some fishermen say, the
supply is vulnerable to overfishing when prices are high.” Researchers studying the shrimp
catch in 2013 called it the worst ever, counting “an average of 27 shrimp per tow, compared with
a historical average of 1,400 per tow.” Fishermen prevented from shrimping pursue crab,
scallops, and fish instead. Some simply exit fishing altogether, one fisherman noting: “We keep
losing boats out of this harbor every year . . . This is why you see guys like me disappearing.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 142 (8 January 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(1 January 2014): “Thinking Outside the (Big) Box”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/05/magazine/thinking-outside-the-big-box.html)
--------Zeynep Ton is a business professor at MIT’s Sloan School of Management. The author of
The Good Jobs Strategy, she has become “In the last few years . . . a revolutionary force in a
field that would seem unlikely to generate many—the Kafkaesque-titled Operations
Management. Her central thesis is that many of those big-box retailers have been making a
strategic error: Even the most coldhearted, money-hungry capitalists ought to realize that
increasing their work force, and paying them and treating them better, will often yield happier
customers, more engaged workers and—surprisingly—larger corporate profits.” Fundamentally,
Ton argues that “workers are not merely a cost; they can be a source of profit—a major one. A
better-paid, better-trained worker . . . will be more eager to help customers; they’ll also more
eager to help their store sell to them.”
********You can learn more about Ton’s (forthcoming) book and see its Table of Contents at:
http://www.powells.com/biblio/9780544114449. Presumably an employee whose marginal
revenue product is larger will earn more but the article suggests something more than this. It will
be interesting to learn just what that is.
(2 January 2014): “Crude-Oil Impurities Are Probed in Rail Blasts”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303640604579294794222692778)
--------“After three fiery accidents involving trains carrying crude oil out of North Dakota’s
Bakken Shale, regulators and industry officials are trying to figure out why the oil is exploding.
Crude is flammable, but before being refined into products such as gasoline it is rarely
implicated in explosions.” Solving this puzzle is important because “The energy industry is
relying on railroads to ship North Dakota’s rapidly increasing oil output . . . to refineries on the
East, West and Gulf coasts.” To date, investigations by the Federal Railroad Administration and
the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration have sought to “better understand
what impurities might be in the crude and whether it is being handled properly. The government
wants to make sure hazardous liquids are labeled accurately and transported in appropriately
study tank cars.” The energy industry “has been reluctant to discuss publicly what might be
causing the problem.” Experts say, however, that it is possible that “unusually large amounts of
naturally occurring and highly flammable petroleum products such as propane and ethane are
coming out of the ground with the Bakken crude. . . . Another possibility is that impurities are
being introduced during hydraulic fracturing.” Federal regulators, railroad officials and “some in
the energy industry agree that the design of tank cars needs to be improved.” But switching to
new designs will be costly.
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(2 January 2014): “Tax an Ax to Traditional Forest Management”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303932504579258270386981200)
--------From the Opinion Page. “Wildfires destroyed and estimated 6,500 square miles of U.S.
forest lands in 2013, an area larger than the state of Connecticut. One reason fires blaze through
so much land is poor wildfire management from the U.S. Forest Service. But instead of
continuing to try to tweak the ossified bureaucracy, we should borrow an idea from publiceducation reformers: Create ‘charter forests,’ like charter schools.” The secret of charter schools
is autonomy and “This is the model that the U.S. Forest Service needs. Certain federal forest
lands, while still ‘owned’ by the federal government, would be managed independently as
charter forests. A decentralized charter forest would operate under the control of a local board of
directors . . . Like a charter school, which receives public support according to the number of
students enrolled, a charter forest would receive federal funds to support its operations as
determined by some appropriate formula based on criteria . . . “The charter-forest managers, like
a charter-school principal, would have freedom to hire and fire employees . . . The charter forest
also would be exempt from current requirements for public land-use planning and the writing of
environmental impact statements. . . . Charter forests would operate under federal oversight . . .
But they would have the flexibility to develop and implement innovative solutions to the severe
problems of forest fires, spreading disease and other threats.”
********The idea of a “charter forest” is new for me, so I thought it might be new to others. It
appeared in the 2003 Budget Report of the President (George W. Bush). The author of the
opinion is Robert H. Nelson, a professor of environmental policy at the University of Maryland
(http://faculty.publicpolicy.umd.edu/nelson/). You can learn more about charter forests in an
article from Natural Resources Journal at:
http://lawlibrary.unm.edu/nrj/45/1/04_little_uncharted.pdf.
(3 January 2014): “General Mills Starts Making Some Cheerios Without GMOs”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303370904579297211874270146)
--------“General Mills Inc. has started producing Cheerios free of genetically modified content,
making the 73-year-old breakfast cereal one of the highest-profile brands to change in the face of
growing complaints over such ingredients from activist groups and some consumers. The
change—which only affects original Cheerios, not other varieties like Honey Nut Cheerios—has
been in the works since about a year ago, when General Mills began working to change
manufacturing for Cheerios to eliminate ingredients containing genetically modified organisms,
or GMOs.” Mike Siemienas, a spokesman for General Mills, notes: “There is a broad consensus
that food containing GMOs is safe, but we decided to move forward with this in response to
consumer demand.” Minneapolis-based General Mills chose to introduce non GMOs in
Cheerios “because the primary ingredient is oats, a crop that isn’t grown from genetically
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modified seeds, so the transition just required it to find new sources of cornstarch and sugar.”
Even so, significant investment was required to make the transition.
********The New York Times has a related article this is thought provoking, “A Lonely Quest
for Facts on Genetically Modified Crops” (http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/05/us/on-hawaii-alonely-quest-for-facts-about-gmos.html). It relates to the discussions surrounding a bill to ban
genetically engineered crops on the island of Hawaii. What especially caught my attention was,
what appears to be, the selective embrace of scientific knowledge depending upon whether it is
consistent with one’s desired conclusion or not.
(3 January 2014): “Macau’s 2013 Gambling Revenue Rose 19% to $45.2 Billion: Gain Helps
Chinese Territory Broad Lead as Global Casino Capital”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303640604579295884261629874)
--------Macau, on the mainland southwest of Hong Kong, is the “only place in China where
casino gambling is legal.” Its gambling revenues during 2013 were seven times that of Las
Vegas, which is the second-largest gambling market; according to Karen Tang, an analyst for
Deutsche Bank, gambling revenues in Macau are expected to grow an additional 20% in 2014.
There appears to be much room for additional expansion. Billy Ng, an analyst for Bank of
America Merrill Lynch, “estimates that 20 new casinos will open in Asia over the next five
years, increasing the total to about 100 to serve three billion people.” This compares to the U.S.,
which has “roughly 1,000 gambling facilities serving just 300 million people.” The gambling
operations of Las Vegas and Atlantic City have struggled to recover since the financial crisis.
********The article goes on to note that Macau has yet to “enter into the global consciousness
in the same way that Las Vegas has” because it remains purely focused on gambling. The
Chinese government and local Macau leaders “hare order casino operators to help diversify the
economy by investing more in nongambling facilities such as theaters and fine dining, staples in
gambling hubs like Las Vegas.”
(3 January 2014): “A Toy Lost in the Mail Is One Thing . . .
“[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303640604579296704099942042)
--------The recent shipping backlog experienced by UPS, and to a lesser extent FedEx, has drawn
special attention to the shipment of living beings. “If there is one case when a package
absolutely, positively has to be there overnight, it is when it is alive. Or when it will spoil.”
Two cases in point are the shipment of lobsters—some of the lobsters shipped by
SimplyLobsters.com for the holiday season died due to delays—and pharmaceuticals. Some
drugs, requiring low-temperatures in transit, are rendered unusable when ice packs thaw. One
customer seeking to get a refund due to the late delivery of an order of Alaskan king crabs noted:
“If I had a toy being delivered, sure, that would be sad if it wasn’t delivered in time for
Christmas . . . But it isn’t going to spoil.”
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********So, is a package whose inhabitants are alive just another package? They seem to be
treated as such. This is probably a good time to draw attention to a book that takes a studied
look at the relationship between animals and the market. The book Compassion, by the Pound:
The Economics of Farm Animal Welfare (Oxford University Press 2011), by F. Bailey Norwood
and Jayson L. Lusk. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0199551162/.
(3 January 2014): “Kerry Quietly Makes Priority of Climate Pact”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/03/world/asia/kerry-shifts-state-department-focus-toenvironment.html)
--------Shortly after Secretary of State John Kerry “was sworn in last February, he issued a
directive that all meetings between senior American diplomats and top foreign officials include a
discussion of climate change. [Furthermore] He put top climate policy specialists on his State
Department personal staff. And he is pursuing smaller climate deals in forums like the Group of
20, the countries that make up the world’s largest economies.” This is consistent with Kerry’s
longer-term interests in the environment; during the 1980s and 1990s, Kerry worked closely with
then-Senator Al Gore “on climate change policy on Capitol Hill.” Kerry’s climate change efforts
are “complicated by the fight over the Keystone XL pipeline, which, if approved by the State
Department and Mr. Obama, would bring carbon-heavy tar sands oil from the Canadian province
of Alberta to refineries on the Gulf Coast—and infuriate environmentalists. Approval of the
pipeline could blacken Mr. Kerry’s green credentials and hurt his ability to get a broader climate
deal” in 2015.
********John Kerry, along with his wife Teresa Heinz Kerry, wrote This Moment on Earth:
Today’s New Environmentalists and Their Vision for the Future (2007). You can learn more
about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/This-Moment-Earth-Todays-Environmentalistsebook/dp/B0015MRKTG/. I was unaware of this book by the Kerrys. It certainly provides some
additional perspective on the efforts of the Secretary of State.
(4 January 2014): “To Conserve Water, China Raises Prices for Top Users”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303870704579297410328066466)
--------“China will roll out wide-reaching reforms in how it prices water by the end of next year,
the government said Friday, charging higher prices for the heaviest urban consumers to conserve
diminishing resources and spur investment. The changes are part of a wider government
reckoning that current state-controlled pricing structures for everything from water to electricity
and natural gas are severely flawed. . . . Under the plan, the heaviest consumer—or top 5% of
households—will pay at least three times the base rate of water. The second tier will pay 1.5
times the base rate, while the lowest tier—roughly 80% of urban households—wouldn’t be
affected by the changes.”
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********The article describes what is what known as “inverted block rates” in the pricing of
electricity. The concept is general and here applies to water. You can learn more and see a
worked example at:
http://www.aep.com/about/IssuesAndPositions/Financial/Regulatory/AlternativeRegulation/Inve
rtedBlockRates.aspx.
(5 January 2014): “You Can’t Take It With You, but You Still Want More”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/05/business/you-cant-take-it-with-you-but-you-still-wantmore.html)
--------“All work and no play may just be a result of ‘mindless accumulation.’ So say scholars
behind research, published in the journal Psychological Science in June, that shows a deeply
rooted instinct to earn more than can possibly be consumed, even when this imbalance makes us
unhappy.”
********You can read an abstract of the study summarized in the article at:
http://pss.sagepub.com/content/24/6/852.
(6 January 2014): “Political Donors Chase Funding Alternative”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304887104579302671398893050)
--------“With the Obama administration moving to curb campaign activity by certain nonprofit
groups, lawyers are scouring the tax code for other financial vehicles that would allow political
donors to continue to spend money on elections while remaining anonymous. One option
gaining attention: Creating or using taxable, for-profit businesses for political purposes. But that
idea is already raising questions about whether donors would be operating genuine companies, or
merely running campaign groups in disguise. Another possibility drawing interest, election
lawyers say, is for donors to organize themselves as trade associations, akin to the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce, which doesn’t have to disclose donor names. The search for new ways to collect
and distribute campaign cash comes because the Internal Revenue Service proposed rules in
November to restrict political activity by social-welfare groups, known as the tax code as
501(c)(4) groups. . . . their use in campaigns has soared in the last two years in part because they
can accept donations of unlimited size and don’t have to disclose the names of their donors.”
********The article mentions by name Crossroads GPS, which has supported Republican
causes, and Priorities USA, which has backed Democrats. Lying behind these developments is
the “landmark 2010 Supreme Court ruling known as Citizens United” which allowed companies
“to spend unlimited amounts of money to support or oppose candidates, as long as they aren’t
coordinating with a campaign.” There is a related article, focusing on the Koch brothers, in The
Washington Post at: http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/koch-backed-political-networkbuilt-to-shield-donors-raised-400-million-in-2012-elections/2014/01/05/9e7cfd9a-719b-11e39389-09ef9944065e_story.html. Especially interesting is the graphic that shows the political
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network backed by the Kochs, which you can see at:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/inside-the-koch-backed-political-donornetwork/2014/01/05/94719296-7661-11e3-b1c5-739e63e9c9a7_graphic.html.
(6 January 2014): “Colorado River Drought Forces a Painful Reckoning for States”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/06/us/colorado-river-drought-forces-a-painful-reckoning-forstates.html)
--------“The sinuous Colorado River and its slew of man-made reservoirs from the Rockies to
southern Arizona are being sapped by 14 years of drought nearly unrivaled in 1,250 years. . . .
many experts believe the current drought is also the harbinger of a new, drier era in which the
Colorado’s flow will be substantially and permanently diminished. Faced with the shortage,
federal authorities this year will for the first time decrease the amount of water that flows into
Lake Mead, the nation’s largest reservoir, from Lake Powell 180 miles upstream. That will
reduce even more the level of Lake Mead, a crucial source of water for cities from Las Vegas to
Los Angeles and for millions of acres of farmland.” These developments are “forcing a
profound reassessment of how the 1,450-mile Colorado, the Southwest’s only major river, can
continue to slake the thirst of one of the nation’s fastest-growing regions. . . . The labyrinthine
rules by which the seven Colorado states share the river’s water are rife with potential points of
conflict.”
(7 January 2014): “Card Conundrum Develops in Colorado Over Marijuana Sales”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304887104579304970273466300)
--------“Buying marijuana for recreational use now is legal in Colorado—and paying for it with
plastic is getting easier. The official rules of Visa Inc. and MasterCard Inc. prohibit the use of
their debit and credit cards for marijuana purchases, but some Colorado merchants are allowing
customers to use the anyway. That is because the card giants . . . have quietly decided not to
enforce their rules, according to people familiar with their strategies. Instead, the people said,
the companies are following the lead of the federal government, which has said it won’t
challenge state laws that decriminalize the drug.” American Express Co., however, appears to be
taking a tougher stance.
(8 January 2014): “The Future of Coal: Barge Firm Scans the Monongahela for New Cargo”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303332904579228161166857776)
--------“The decline of the Appalachian coal industry is forcing businesses that once depended on
the black rock to turn their focus to gas and other commodities. When the Hatfield’s Ferry
power station near Pittsburgh closed in October, Campbell Transportation Co. was a casualty. . .
. The closure idled 60 to 80 Campbell barges, says Chief Executive Peter Stephaich. . . . First
Energy Co., which operated the plant, cited weak electricity markets and the high costs of
environmental compliance for closing the facility.” As a result, Campbell is trimming the size of
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its barge fleet, planning to scrap 30 of its 500 barges this year; Campbell scrapped an average of
5 barges per year in previous years. “Campbell also is looking at the natural-gas industry for
opportunities” as well as transporting grain, planning to covert “10% of its barge fleet for the
purpose.” According to Stephaich, the decline of Appalachian coal has made it necessary to
think about rebuilding its entire platform.
********A closely-related story is “The Future of Coal: New Pollution Rules Choke Old Power
Plants.” You can find it at:
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303330204579248771284421960).
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[The Invisible Forces] 143 (15 January 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(9 January 2014): “Open Data a Boon for Entrepreneurs”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304887104579307000606208592)
--------“More cities are putting information on everything from street-cleaning schedules to
police-response times and restaurant inspection reports in the public domain, in the hope that
people will find a way to make money off the data. Supporters of such programs often see them
as a local economic stimulus plan, allowing software developers and entrepreneurs in cities
ranging from San Francisco to South Bend, Ind., to New York, to build new businesses based on
the information they get from government websites.” The origins of open-data programs for
cities can be traced to “a December 2009 Obama administration directive to federal agencies to
post more public information online. Since then, some 175 federal agencies—including the
Defense and Justice departments—have posted more than 88,000 data sets on data.gov, the
federal government’s open-data site. And more than 43 cities have followed suit.”
********You can see the federal data sets mentioned at: www.data.gov.
(9 January 2014): “A Growing Taste for U.S. Fast Food in India”
(http://india.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/01/08/a-growing-taste-for-u-s-fast-food-in-india/)
--------“India has long had a reputation as being unfriendly to foreign businesses, but when it
comes to fast food, international chains are being warmly welcomed by a young, upwardly
mobile reputation.” Although the Indian market is growing more slowly than that of China, the
Indian age profile—65% of nation’s population is under 35 years of age—is quite favorable.
Although some health experts have raised concerns about potential fast food health issues,
“international fast food chains have not encountered much opposition . . . especially compared to
big-box retailers like Wal-Mart. Experts in the retail and consumer field say that this is largely
because unlike Wal-Mart, international fast food chains are not seen as replacing existing
eateries.” Still, sensitivity to local culture is essential: “restaurants need to know their customers,
which in India means no beef products, as in McDonald’s case, or no egg, as in Krispy Kreme’s
case.”
********An interesting distinction is pointed to by an employee—Pinakiranjan Mishra—of
Ernst & Young India: “In India today, I think people are acquiring new tastes rather than
changing their tastes, because it takes a whole generation to actually change tastes.” This
suggests to me an expansion of the variety of foods one eats rather than a displacement of some
types of foods rather than others. This seems consistent with one additional comment he makes:
“As more and more people acquire money, there are a lot of new consumers who are
experimental in nature.”
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(9 January 2014): “A Constitutional Right to Industrial Farming?”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-01-09/industrial-farming-state-constitutionalamendments-may-give-legal-shield)
--------“Article I of Indiana’s constitution begins in the usual way, spelling out the familiar rights
to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. In November, Indian voters may be asked to decide
whether to add one more to the list the right ‘to engage in the agricultural or commercial
production of meat, fish, poultry, or dairy products.’” The sponsors of the bill say it is a way “to
keep non-farmers, including national animal rights groups, from meddling in the states rural
interests—an update on the right-to-farm laws that protect farmers in all 50 states from being
sued by people who move to rural areas from cities and then sue their new neighbors over the
smell.” In Indiana the bill was named “the Indiana Right to Hunt and Fish Amendment. Both
houses had already approved the bill once (they must do so twice to get it on the ballot in
November) before many environmental groups realized what had happened.” Amendments have
also been advanced in North Dakota (2012) and Oklahoma, with the drive behind the
amendments coming large corporations, including Cargill and Monsanto.
********The article includes an eye-opening graphic, especially for someone who lives in the
Asheville area, where so much attention is given to locally-grown food. It shows the seemingly
inexorable advance of sales by large-scale farms from 1987 to 2007. Perhaps things have
changed since 2007?
(10 January 2014): “More Students Subsidize Classmates’ Tuition”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424127887324049504578545884011480020)
--------“Well-off students at private schools have long subsidized poorer classmates. But as
states grapple with the rising cost of higher education, middle-income students at public colleges
in a dozen states now pay a growing share of their tuition to aid those lower on the economic
ladder. The student subsidies, which are distributed based on need, don’t show up on most
tuition bills. But in eight years they have climbed 174% in real dollars at a dozen flagship state
universities surveyed by The Wall Street Journal. . . . The subsidies are taken by public schools
nationwide, but there are no figures on the total and very few by campus. The lack of
transparency inside university balance sheets makes it difficult to calculate how much one
student is subsidizing another. But at least 13 state universities now list the full amount students
pay in tuition set-asides.” As these subsidies have become more widely known, calls have been
more for more disclosure. “Recently, the governing body of the University of North Carolina
voted to include more specific language about the subsidies on tuition bills.” In Iowa, the
political backlash was especially intense, resulting in the elimination of tuition set-asides.
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********The set-asides are controversial and will likely become more politicized. You can
learn more about the Iowa action on set-asides at: http://chronicle.com/blogs/bottomline/iowabill-bars-resident-tuition-for-financial-aid/.
(11 January 2014): “State-owned assets: Setting out the store”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21593458-advanced-countries-have-been-slow-sellor-make-better-use-their-assets-they-are-missing)
--------State-owned assets “are now the ‘forgotten side of the balance sheet’ in many advanced
economies, says Dag Detter, managing partner of Whetstone Solutions, an adviser to
governments on asset restructuring.” In the 1990s and later in the mid-2000s, the pace of selling
state-owned assets picked up during waves of privatization. There is some evidence that the
pace may be picking up again. According to a recent study by William Megginson of the
University of Oklahoma’s Michael Price College of Business, the dollar amount of privatization
in 2012 was the third-largest ever. The sale of public assets, especially those that are nonfinancial, is fraught with controversy, as the U.S., the U.K., and Sweden have found out.
Making it especially difficult to pursue such sales is simple lack of good data: “Some countries
do not even record properties, let alone value them. Greece is a particular offender.”
********As the article notes, the sale of non-financial assets are always fraught with
controversy. To my mind the article points out the large extent of non-financial assets held by
various governments and the challenge to be faced in addressing the question, “What is the
appropriate distribution of holdings on non-financial assets by the public?” It is especially
difficult to address such a question in the absence of good data. The International Monetary
Fund published a study in 2013 that is a partial basis for the article. You can find it at:
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2013/wp1395.pdf. A summary of the article can be
found at: http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/survey/so/2013/res050813a.htm.
(13 January 2014): “Arctic Passage Opens Challenges for U.S. Military”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303330204579250522717106330)
--------“The 40-year-old Coast Guard ice-breakers Polar Star returned to the Arctic Ocean this
summer after seven years in semiretirement, charging into a thinning polar ice sheet that U.S.
defense officials predict will give way to new commercial waterways and a resource-rich frontier
by midcentury. Navy officials say the Arctic will give the U.S. its firs new ocean to police since
the annexation of the Pacific Northwest in 1846. As the ice surrounding the North Pole retreats,
officials say, commercial shippers will be able to eventually move goods faster between Asia and
Europe. More open seas will also give energy companies greater access to offshore oil and gas
in regions controlled by the U.S. and estimated by military officials to be worth $ trillion.” The
shrinking of the polar ice comes at a time when defense appropriations are shrinking, too,
making the additional mission of monitoring polar shipping lanes more problematic. Presently
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the U.S. has one heavy icebreaker, the Polar Star, whereas Russia has 25, six of which are
nuclear powered.
********You can watch an informative two-minute video on the Polar Star at:
http://live.wsj.com/video/melting-arctic-ice-is-a-challenge-for-us-military/8F36CEC8-027440E3-A471-F912498B142B.html#!8F36CEC8-0274-40E3-A471-F912498B142B.
(13 January 2014): “High Definition: The ‘Gamification’ of the Office Approaches”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303819704579316721461148950)
--------This is the High Definition column, written by Farhad Manjoo. If your job performance
were rewarded like a video game, “would you become a better employee?” Or would it feel
“crushed by metrics, constantly watched over, infantilized by your boss’s attempt to turn you
into an automaton?” Evidence suggests “that your work one day will operate like a videogame
to be conquered, rather than a craft to be perfected. The high-level name for this trend is
‘gamification,’ an ugly neologism that has seen terrific hype and terrific backlash in Silicon
Valley over the past few years. The term refers to transferring the features that motivate players
in videogames—achievement levels, say, or a constantly running score—into nongame settings.”
Gamification systems are possible because much of what we do in the workplace is conducted
through software that can track our productivity, constantly measure our value and prod us to do
better.”
********Higher education was “toying” with the idea of gamification in part through the
introduction of “badges” that indicate specific educational experiences. You can learn more
about gamification by searching on the term at: http://www.amazon.com/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 144 (22 January 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(16 January 2014): “The Heckman Equation: Early Childhood Education Benefits All”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-01-16/the-heckman-equation-early-childhoodeducation-benefits-all)
--------James Heckman won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2000, arguing in his acceptance
speech for “the importance of using hard, observable data in making public policy.” A case in
point his advocacy for expanded access to education for 3- and 4-year-olds. “Heckman grounds
his argument in two long-term studies, one begun in the 1960s in Ypsilanti, Mich., and another a
decade later in Chapel Hill, N.C. Both provided free preschool to children from lower-income
families. . . . Both studies are well-known to education researchers. Heckman put them under the
gimlet eye of a microeconomist. In 2010 he and several co-authors produced what he called the
‘first rigorous cost-benefit study’ of the Ypsilanti program. . . . The initial investment provided
what Heckman calls a ‘return to society’ at an annual rate of 7 percent to 10 percent.” At this
year’s conference of the American Economic Association, he presented new data showing that
“they earlier a child gets help, the better the results thought each stage of education.” President
Obama is expected to make early childhood education “a priority in his upcoming State of the
Union speech.”
(16 January 2014): “Schumpeter: Measuring management”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21594223-it-no-longer-just-plausible-theory-goodmanagement-boosts-productivity-measuring)
--------“Management is one of the most successful industries of the past century.” An infant in
1914, today “A quarter of American graduate students study business. . . . But does management
deserve its current elevated status?” This is a question that has driven the work of a group of
economists over the last decade, “including Nicholas Bloom of Stanford University and John
Van Reenen of the London School of Economics, [who] have been trying to bring some rigour to
the argument.” In doing so they focused on three “commonly accepted management
techniques—setting targets, rewarding performance and measuring results—and studied the
performance of more than 10,000 organisations in 20 countries in the light of how well they
implement these techniques.” Although their study is a work in progress, “The economists
conclude that good management is indeed tightly linked to improved corporate performance,
measured in terms of productivity, profitability, growth and survival.” In so doing, they have
upheld conventional wisdom, indicating that “America has the best-managed companies overall,
followed by places like Germany and Japan. Rich-world laggards like Portugal and Greece, and
big emerging markets, have a long tail of badly run firms.” Researchers have estimated that
“management accounts for roughly a quarter of the 30% productivity gap between America and
Europe.” As a result of their work, “Good evidence now exists that there is a body of
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management practices which is strongly associated with better performance, regardless of time
or place.”
(16 January 2014): “Free exchange: The weather report”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21594252-economists-are-gettinggrips-impact-climate-change-weather)
--------The recent “polar vortex” in North America was a reminder “that extreme weather has
economic consequences even in the richest countries and that climate change—which may usher
in even wilder fluctuations—is likely to have a big economic impact. A recent burst of studies
look at how large it may be, adding useful details to the initial efforts, such as the Stern review of
2010. The results suggest that climate change may be having an effect already; that the weather
influences economies through a surprisingly wide range of channels; but that calculating the
long-run effects of climate change is harder than estimating the short-run impact of weather.”
There is a robust relationship between more heat and more poverty—“Tropical countries are
poorer.” In addition, there is a correlation between “heat and growth”—“Despite some
successes, tropical countries grew by 0.9 percentage points a year more slowly than the global
average in 1965-90.” And although it is sometimes assumed that the economic effects of climate
change will be confined to poorer countries, higher temperatures in the U.S. have been shown to
have adverse effects on labor supply.
********The article provides links to a number of relevant sources, noting also an upcoming
article in the Journal of Economic Literature “What do we learn from the weather?” You can
read the article now at: http://economics.mit.edu/files/9138.
(16 January 2014): “Hefty Bank fees Waylay Soldiers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304887104579306770984874320)
--------Bank overdraft fees are a recurring problem for military personnel. Although such fees
are a problem for civilians, “some banks that market heavily to the military are among America’s
top collectors of such fees. A Wall Street Journal analysis of bank filings found that Fort Hoot
National and three other banks that have on-base branches were among the top 10 U.S. banks in
terms of service-charge income as a percentage of deposits in the 12 months ended Sept.30.”
Previously, payday lenders had been the primary problem facing soldiers, but “Congress cracked
down with the Military Lending Act, which, starting in 2007, limited to 36% the APR interest on
many payday-style loans to military members. Since then, overdraft programs have replaced
payday lending as the leading financial problem for many military personnel, says Adm. Abbot
of the Navy-Marine relief society.” The Pentagon is currently reviewing the Military Lending
Act. The “Center for Responsible Lending and other consumer groups have together argued that
overdraft loans at banks serving the military should be subject to the law’s 36% rate cap.”
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********Although financial education for enlisted personnel would, the article notes, address
some of these issues, it will undoubtedly be insufficient to address this issue meaningfully. You
can learn a bit more about the issue at:
http://www.defense.gov/news/newsarticle.aspx?id=121199.
(17 January 2014): “Stores Confront New World of Reduced Shopper Traffic”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304419104579325100372435802)
--------Brick-and-mortar stores like Best Buy continue to struggle against the competition of ecommerce businesses like Amazon. But now there is a concern that a “Long-term change in
shopper habits has reduced store traffic—perhaps permanently—and shifted pricing power away
from malls and big-box retailers.” In fact, “Retailers got only about half the holiday traffic in
2013 as they did just three years earlier, according to ShopperTrak, which uses a network of
60,000 shopper-counting devices to track visits at malls and large retailer across the country.”
With the reduction in traffic has come a change in how shoppers are using malls. They now
“seem to be figuring out what they want online then making targeted trips to pick it up from
retailers that offer the best price. While shoppers visited an average five stores per mall trip in
2007, today they only visit three.” This has reduced the opportunity for the impulse purchasers
consumers make during longer visits to the mall. For some firms these developments have led to
store closings. For example, J.C. Penney plans to close 33 of its underperforming stores. But
more dramatic has been the decline in the opening of new retail space. “Only 44 million square
feet of retail space opened in the 54 largest U.S. markets last year, down 87% from 325 million
in 2006.”
********Brick-and-mortar stores seem to be adopting the approach of “if you can’t beat them,
join them.” Best Buy recently said that “expanding its online presence will be a top priority in
2014.”
(18 January 2014): “National Potato Council Lobbies for Spuds”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304419104579325022487662090)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. “Tucked into the 1,582-page 2014 spending bill passed
by Congress this week are 85 words that aspire to end the government’s decade[-]long war on
the potato. The language is aimed at reversing a ban on white-potato purchases by 8.7 million
monthly participants in the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Women, Infants and Children
[WIC] food program.” To potato growers and processors of the U.S. this is big deal, as “Years
of low-carb, whole-grain, antioxidant trends have taken a toll on the humble white potato, whose
very color has come to symbolize empty calories.” John Keeling, the chief executive of the
National Potato Council, has led “the pro-tater charge in the capital.” Potato growers have raised
the WIC issue in Congress every year since 2008.
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********You can learn more about the National Potato Council at:
http://nationalpotatocouncil.org/.
(22 January 2014): “Strife Sends Cumin to the Fore in India”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304419104579324552294232242)
--------“Traders and Indian farmers alike are reaping an unlikely windfall from unrest in Syria: a
booming cumin market. Syria was India’s biggest rival in exports of the yellow-brown spice,
which is a crucial ingredient in Middle Eastern, Asian and Mediterranean cuisines and adds a
dash of flavor for kitchens in the West. But the truckloads of cumin that once regularly left Syria
for the Mideast spice hub of Dubai have slowed to a trickle since the Syrian conflict began in
March 2011. Indian farmers stepped in to fill the gap, a decision that has been increasingly
profitable and has sparked an upsurge of interest among investors.” As a result, “India’s exports
of cumin surged 93% between last April, the start of the fiscal year, and September.”
********Evidently cumin is difficult to grow and its productivity is unpredictable. Still, higher
cumin prices have farmers moving into its production. Still, they realize that the good times will
not last and that it is important to “cash in while they can.”
********The conflict in Syria also is the basis for “In Fight for Syria, Food and Medicine Are
Weapons”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304027204579334231167753254).
Both sides “have used access to food and medicine as a weapon, but it has been mostly [used by]
the Syrian government, according to human-rights groups and interviews with more than a dozen
aid officials and workers.” Although officials of the Syrian regime “deny keeping food from
civilians . . . several government soldiers and officers said in interviews that they aimed to starve
opposition fighters and their sympathizers into submission.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 145 (29 January 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(11 January 2014): “This article will change your life: Triple constraints”
(http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2014/jan/11/this-column-change-life-tripleconstraints)
--------This article appeared in the 24 January 2014 edition of The Guardian Weekly, by
columnist Oliver Burkeman. “For decades, beleaguered software engineers have been reciting a
well-worn mantra to their over-demanding managers: ‘You can have it fast, good, or cheap. Pick
two.’ . . . Doing it quickly and cheaply won’t result in high quality; low-cost and good won’t be
quick; quick and high quality will cost you. This is what’s known as the ‘triple constraint’, or
the ‘iron triangle’, and history is littered with the corpses of businesspeople and politicians who
foolishly thought they could ignore it.”
********The triple constraints appear to be common fare in project management. A quick
search on “the triple constraints” yielded a variety of illustrations of the constraints, as well as
literature. Most meaningful to me were the words: time, cost, and performance. They are used
to help structure a brief book on the triple constraints, which you can find at:
http://www.amazon.com/Constraints-Project-Management-Essential-Library/dp/1567261523.
The triple constraint evoked a memory for me, about building projects that would be carried out
“on time and under budget.” Building performance, it would seem, is the neglected constraint.
(23 January 2014): “Japan Looks to Sake to Spur Exports”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-01-23/japans-sake-export-push)
--------There are more than 1,700 sake makers in Japan and they are “boosting production and
expanding global marketing . . . [Japanese Prime Minister Shinzō] Abe looks to increase sake
and rice exports. The push comes simultaneous to a rise in interest in sake outside Japan.” This
expansion is taking place as sales have fallen in Japan due to “Japan’s population decline and
changing consumer tastes.” Premium sake can sell for as much as $300 a bottle. As Shunsuke
Kohiyam, a Tokyo sake export adviser, notes: “Sake producers have become evermore aware of
the importance of rice quality . . . They approach this like wineries in France getting the best
grapes.”
********You can learn more about sake, from the most basic to the most sublime, at:
http://www.sake-world.com/. Evidently sake is typically aged for six months but “There is no
such thing as a vintage year in the sake world.”
(23 January 2014): “How Israeli Snowmakers Are Saving Alpine Skiing”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-01-23/how-israeli-snowmakers-are-saving-alpineskiing)
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--------“The most famous disappearing glacier in the Alps, if not the world, sits 3,600 feet above
the Pitztal, or Pitz valley, itself 30 miles west of Innsbruck, the capital of the Austrian state of
Tyrol. . . . What brought international fame to the Pitztal in particular—reports on NBC, articles
in National Geographic and USA Today—was less the rate of its melt than the last-ditch
absurdity of its glacier blanket. Workers began covering nearly 30 acres at an annual cost of
$120,000 preserving five vertical feet of snow per season. . . . Covered or not, the Pitztal Glacier
has already shrunk so much that it now peters out 700 feet above the life station.” It is due to
situations like this that snowmaking has become a billion-dollar industry. Surprisingly, one of
the companies taking the lead is Israel Desalination Enterprises (IDE), which is “already making
millions off climate change by wringing the salt out of saltwater.” The success of the company
has its roots in the stories of two men who were sent to Siberia at the beginnings of World War
II, who learned the method of making drinking water from the frozen ice of the Arctic Ocean.
********The article is extracted from the recently published Windfall: The Booming Business of
Global Warming, by McKenzie Funk. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Windfall-Booming-Business-Global-Warming/dp/1594204012/.
Desalinization is spreading across the world as the need for fresh water increases, especially in
certain localities. As the article points out, however, “Desalinization plants . . . use vast amounts
of power. Power plants—whether nuclear, coal, gas, or hydroelectric—use vast amounts of
water for cooling. If they’re fueled by coal or, to a lesser degree, natural gas, they also emit vast
amounts of carbon. Carbon furthers warming, warming furthers drought, and desalination begins
to resemble a snake eating its own tail.” You can read another review [SR] at:
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304632204579340560508887126.
********A somewhat related article is “Industry Awakens to Threat of Climate Change”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/01/24/science/earth/threat-to-bottom-line-spurs-action-onclimate.html). It notes, initially, that Coca-Cola “has embraced the idea of climate change as an
economically disruptive force” as “global droughts dried up the water needed to produce its
soda.” This has been a particular problem in India, where it “lost a lucrative operating license . .
. because of a serious water shortage there in 2004.” More broadly, hedge-fund billionaire
Thomas F. Steyer, former New York City mayor Michael R. Bloomberg, and Henry M. Paulson,
a Treasury secretary in the George W. Bush administration have commissioned “an economic
study on the financial risks associated with climate change. The study, titled ‘Risky Business,’
aims to assess the potential impacts of climate change by region and by sector across the
American economy.” You can learn more about the Risky Business project, and sign up for
future updates, at: http://riskybusiness.org/.
(23 January 2014): “Climate change brings new risks to Greenland, says PM Aleqa Hammond”
(http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/jan/23/climate-change-risks-greenland-arcticicecap)
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--------“When the world’s miners, oil-workers, construction teams and industrialists descend on
Greenland over the next few years to dig below the rapidly retreating icecap for its ores,
hydrocarbons and minerals, no one will watch with more concern—or confidence—than prime
minister Aleqa Hammond.” The Inuit leader of Greenland’s 56,000 people, she knows that “the
arrival of tens of thousands of foreign workers will be as economically important and as
culturally disruptive as anything in Greenland’s history.” Hammond notes, “The shock will be
profound. But we have faced colonization, epidemics and modernization before . . . The
decisions we are making [to open up the country to mining and oil exploitation] will have
enormous impact on lifestyles, and our indigenous culture. But we have always come out on top.
We are vulnerable but we know who to adapt.” Estimates of the number of foreign workers
needed “to exploit Greenland’s minerals range from 10,000 to 200,000. London Mining, which
is behind a delayed project to build an iron ore mine, is expected to bring in 2-3,000 Chinese.”
********Greenland seems to be on the verge of a colossal “experiment” in cultural change.
Someone should study it. It appears that the people of Greenland may not be as adaptable as
Prime Minister Hammond suggests, as “Greenland has the highest suicide rate in the world and
young people, especially, suffer major psychiatric illness and depression. According to
government reports, one in every five people attempts to kill themselves at some point in their
lifetimes.”
(23 January 2014): “New Data Muddle Debate on Economic Mobility”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304856504579337150671408032)
--------“The odds of a child moving up the economic ladder have remained about the same for the
past three decades, according to a comprehensive new study that contradicts the narrative in
Washington that economic mobility has declined in recent years. . . . The authors of the study
being published Thursday by the National Bureau of Economic Research concluded that a
widening income gap hasn’t translated into less economic mobility than in the past. At the same
time, they said economic mobility in the U.S. remains relatively low when compared with other
developed nations, and is particularly poor in some parts of the country.” The study “examined
anonymous data from about 50 million people born since 1971 and is more comprehensive than
past work on the subject, some of which has shown mobility to be relatively flat and others that
projected mobility had worsened.” Among other results, they showed that “low-income children
in San Jose, Calif., had triple the chance of becoming much wealthier than low-income children
born in Charlotte, N.C.”
********The study was co-authored by Raj Chetty and Nathaniel Hendren of Harvard
University, and Patrick Kline and Emmanuel Saez of the University of California, Berkeley.
You can find the Paper—the Summary link doesn’t seem to work—at the website for the
Equality of Opportunity Project at: http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org/. There is a useful
nine-minute PBS video interview with Raj Chetty at:
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http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/business/jan-june14/mobility_01-24.html. Among other things
Chetty clarifies the distinction between income inequality and income mobility using rungs on a
ladder. This more clearly illustrates the outcomes he and his authors found for the U.S.—
increasing income inequality and little change in income mobility.
********One of the factors that will surely play a role in future income inequality and mobility
is technological change. In the new book, The Second Machine Age: Work, Progress, and
Prosperity in a Time of Brilliant Technologies, by Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee, it is
argued that “Information technology . . . is quantitatively and qualitatively different [than
historical technological change.] It is, thanks to Moore’s law, exponential: its effects, barely
perceptible for the first few decades, are turning explosive. It is also digital. Formerly complex
tasks can be mastered then reproduced and distributed at almost no cost. Finally, it is
recombinant, merging separate, existing innovations and innovators through networks and
crowdsourcing.” You can read a review of the book at: http://www.economist.com/news/booksand-arts/21594960-how-quickly-can-people-learn-new-skills-learn-n-go.
(24 January 2014): “Payday Lender Agrees to Fine, Refunds”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304856504579339200520267422)
--------“Online lender Western Sky Financial LLC has agreed to pay a $1.5 million fine and
refund interest payments to borrowers under an agreement reached with New York Attorney
General Eric Schneiderman. Mr. Schneiderman had accused the Timber Lake, S.D., firm, along
with affiliates Cash-Call Inc. and WS Funding LLC, of charging triple-digit interest rates, a
violation of New York’s lending laws.” Western Sky had argued that “it was immune from state
action because its owner, Martin ‘Butch’ Webb, is affiliated with an American Indian tribe and
operated the business on tribal reservation land in South Dakota.” With more states banning
payday loans, “lenders have set up shop over the Internet, arguing they aren’t subject to the
states’ requirements because they don’t have physical storefronts located there. To get around
such loopholes, regulators have homed in on outside companies, including banks and payment
processors, that help facilitate loan payments.” According to New York lawyer Darren Kaplan,
“We went after the banks because without the banks this industry would be finished.”
********A fascinating example of a variety of entities, private and public, pursuing their ends in
light of state and federal law.
(25 January 2014): “Free exchange: Risk off” (http://www.economist.com/news/finance-andeconomics/21594982-why-some-people-are-more-cautious-their-finances-others-risk)
--------“Economists have long known that people are risk averse. . . . Yet the willingness to run
risks varies enormously among individuals and over time. At least some of this variation is
inherited. . . . Upbringing, environment and experience also play a part. Research consistently
finds, for example, that the educated and the rich are more daring financially. So are men, but
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apparently not for genetic reasons.” Personal financial history also has a strong impact on the
taste for risk. Furthermore, there is “a growing body of research that links a low tolerance of risk
to past emotional trauma. . . . The same seems to be true for financial trauma.” Such studies
suggest that “the sweep and severity of the recent slumps in America and Europe will scar a wide
range of people, not just those who lost money in the markets. The financial crisis is likely to
inhibit them from taking the sort of risks the help propel the economy for decades.”
********The article provides references and links to a series of articles supporting its argument.
(27 January 2014): “At VHA, Doctors, Nurses Clash on Oversight”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304856504579340603947983912)
--------“The Veterans Health Administration is taking heavy fire from doctor groups over a
proposal to let nurses with advanced training practice medicine without physician supervision
throughout the VHA system—even in states where laws require more oversight.” More than 60
state and nation physician groups have expressed “strong concerns” about the proposal, while 40
nursing organizations have applauded the proposed changes. In its current draft, the proposed
nursing handbook “would recognize the VHA’s 6,135 advance-practice registered nurses—
including nurse practitioners, nurse anesthetists, nurse midwives and clinical-nurse specialists—
as independent practitioners authorized to care for patients without direction or supervision by a
doctor.” Nursing officials at the VHA “say the proposed change follows a 2010 Institute of
Medicine recommendation that nurses should practice to the full extent of their education and
training.”
********As the article notes, the VHA is “the nation’s largest health-care system, with more
than 1,700 hospitals, clinics and veterans centers in all 50 states.” Consequently, changes within
it may well have meaningful impacts on the U.S. medical system and its associated labor
markets.
(28 January 2014): “Ethanol Exporters Search for a Port”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304856504579336871048197710)
--------“U.S. ethanol makers are banking on export markets as they grapple with Obama
administration plans to cut U.S. consumption requirements. . . . The ethanol industry and farmstate supporters are lobbying the White House to reverse its proposal, which would mark one of
the sector’s biggest setbacks to date. The plan would require about 13 billion gallons of corn
ethanol in the nation’s fuel mix this year, lower than the 14.4 billion originally intended under a
2007 law.” Executives of the $44 billion industry say “Export markets offer a potential lifeline
as more countries enact policies to reduce dependence on conventional oil. . . . The industry,
despite its uncertain outlook, is enjoying one of its most profitable periods in several years due to
a roughly 40% decline in corn prices over the past year. Profit margins for ethanol producers at
the start of this year were about 81 cents per gallon, a reversal from a net loss of 7 cents a gallon
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a year earlier. . . . The industry in 2012 reeled from a spike in corn costs due to a historic drought
in the Midwest.”
********A clear example of the roles of the weather and government policy in the profitability
of ethanol production.
(29 January 2014): “U.S. Banks Steer Clear of Sensitive Customers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304856504579342550507179032)
--------“Under fire from several regulators, U.S. banks increasingly are rejecting customers
involved in activities that are legal but might attract government scrutiny, according to
executives, consultants and lawyers. The banks are sacrificing revenue from a broad array of
customers, from marijuana merchants and payday lenders to virtual-currency companies, online
gamblers and people who have been convicted of a crime, in order to play it safe.” Gerard
Comizio, a partner specializing in banking at the Paul Hastings LLP law firm, notes: “Banks are
making practical decisions about profitability versus risk exposure, and they are concluding this
hill isn’t worth the battle.” J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. has dropped more than 2,000 customers in
the last year, saying that the bank “won’t lend to check-cashing companies and won’t process
transactions of clear certain types of payments for some 500 foreign banks. . . . [It] also is cutting
ties with a number of individual customers, from spouses to foreign leaders to people who have
been indicted or convicted or a crime.” The loss of banking services has created headaches for
some businesses that have had to resort temporarily to paying vendors in cash.
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[The Invisible Forces] 146 (5 February 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(30 January 2014): “Hollywood Hired Hands See Greener Pastures Outside California”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304419104579327070903007630)
--------“Greg Sproles, a muscular young man whose friends told him he looked like Arnold
Schwarzenegger, quite his Orlando bartending job 12 years ago and moved to Holly wood to
work in the moviemaking capital of the world. Much to his surprise, the work kept taking him
back East. . . . As film and TV production scatters around the country, more workers like Mr.
Sproles are packing up from California and moving to where the jobs are. Driving this exodus of
lower wage workers—stunt doubles, makeup artists, production assistants and others who keep
movie sets humming—are successful efforts by a host of states to use tax incentives to poach
production business from California. . . . The labor migration has arisen in part because
California hasn’t competed aggressively on the tax-break front, officials and executives say,
while states like Georgia have made efforts to grab a sizable chunk of the industry. More than
40 states and 30 foreign countries are offering increasingly generous and creative tax incentives
to lure entertainment producers.”
(31 January 2014): “A Shot at Banking Behind Bars”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304419104579326582434163574)
--------“Michael Benanti spent 16 years in prison for conspiring to rob a bank. Now he is a
banker of sorts for a captive audience. Five years ago, Mr. Benanti launched Prisoner Assistant
Inc., a company that helps inmates set up bank accounts, start establishing credit and conduct a
variety of services that are difficult to perform from behind bars. Mr. Benanti, 41 years old,
believes people who leave prison with a banking relationship are less likely to return. The idea
has found some support in research in the U.K.” Benanti notes: “They get out with something to
lose.” Prisons have been reluctant to embrace Mr. Benanti’s company and its services, worrying
that “it could become a conduit for funding crimes and smuggling contraband, among other
issues.” Former prison warden Ron McAndrew comments that corrections authorities “want to
have as much control over an inmate’s money as possible,” in order to fulfill their responsibility
“to make sure restitution, fines or other financial penalties ordered by the courts are paid in full.”
(1 February 2014): “Book Review: ‘The Antidote’ by Barry Werth”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304149404579322981125901994)
--------“For a long time now, the best book about life in the biotech business has been Barry
Werth’s ‘The Billion-Dollar Molecule’ (1994). This was a vivid and tautly written account of
Vertex Pharmaceuticals, a Cambridge, Mass., company founded and led by the hard-driving,
Harvard-educated chemist Joshua Boger . . . Reviewers called ‘The Billion-Dollar Molecule’ a
‘thriller,’ and they were right. You would have to go back to James Watson’s 1968 ‘The Double
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Helix’ to find a work better at communicating the throbbing excitement of a race to be first in
any kind of scientific discovery. Biotech drug development was, Mr. Werth wrote, the ‘blood
sport of big-time science,’ and this was sports reporting worthy of the game.” Mr. Werth’s new
book, “The Antidote,” takes another look at Vertex, which has worked to develop different drugs
than those that initially brought it attention. The principal drug in question is Telaprevir,
eventually branded as Incivek, which was designed to treat hepatitis C. The drug “won Food and
Drug Administration approval in May 2011, dead-heating in a desperate race with a rival from
Merck. Telaprevir had been more than 15 years in development, and the cost of producing and
testing it represented a significant chunk of the $4 billion in capital that Vertex had burned
through in research and development. Incivek has now treated more than 100,000 patients and
has generated more than $2.5 billion in revenue.” The process of designing “telaprevir,
stabilizing the molecule, getting it in a form deliverable to patients and shepherding it through
the three phases of clinical trials were major chemical and biomedical achievements. This was
the hard science and engineering of drug development, but Vertex also had to do hard politics.”
The problem was that hepatitis C was “an underrated and undervalued disease” without the
visibility of AIDS or cancer. Furthermore, U.S. victims with the disease “were concentrated
among the poor and African-Americans” and major “vectors of transmission were understood to
be intravenous drug use and tattooing.” In order to make money from the drug, “hepatitis C had
to be culturally reconsidered and politically repositioned.”
********The Antidote looks to be a serious look at the role of cultural prejudices and their
management in order to create demand for a product. I look forward to reading the book.
(3 February 2014): “Sweet Dilemma: Will New Maple Syrup Standards Sap Vermont’s
Image?”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303519404579351010783559806)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. “As production of maple syrup soars, the industry’s
big trade group is pushing a dozen states and four Canadian provinces that make up the North
American maple belt to adopt one uniform grading standard. The International Maple Syrup
Institute thinks the booming commodity can be better marketed world-wide without confusing
consumers. But while many maple-producers are eager to spread the idea, scores of others are
waffling over going to one international standard, fearing a loss of their quirky, homespun
image.” Contributing to the concern is Vermont’s long-standing grading system, which has three
types of Grade A and one Grade B. Although many consumers prefer the intense maple flavor of
Grade B, “the trade group believes that consumers assume anything lower on the alphabet is
inferior.” Producer Katrina Becker in Wisconsin says “some producers fear their industry could
become Big Maple.” She predicts that “One standard is the first step to price controls, more
regulation and speculative maple-syrup trading.”
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********It is worth underscoring that it is a trade group that wants to introduce the new grading
system, not a regulatory agency. You can learn more about the International Maple Syrup
Institute at: http://www.internationalmaplesyrupinstitute.com/. The American Maple Museum is
another source for information about the maple syrup industry. You can learn more at:
http://americanmaplemuseum.org/.
(4 February 2014): “Heroin Use, and Deaths, Rise”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304851104579361250012275942)
--------“The death of actor Philip Seymour Hoffman from an apparent heroin overdose
underscores the drug’s resurgence in recent years, fueled by a growing supply from Latin
America and a crackdown on prescription narcotics that has pushed addicts to seek old-fashioned
alternatives.” The comeback of heroin has been aided by law enforcement crackdowns on the
illegal use of prescription pain killers. Pain-pill addicts “switched to heroin as the pills became
‘too expensive or less accessible’” according to White House drug czar Gil Kerlikowske. Deaths
due to heroin have been soaring, up 55% from 2000, a trend abetted by the improved quality of
heroin. In the 1980s a dose of street heroin might have been 5% pure, but now “it is not
uncommon to find a street bag . . . that is 50% pure, making it potentially more lethal.”
********The substitutability of heroin for prescription pain killers seems to be driving matters.
Improved law enforcement on pain killers reduces the supply of pain killers, driving up their
price. Users then substitute the now relatively less expensive heroin. The article has a snappy
two-minute video that quickly makes a number of important points that appear in the article.
Especially dramatic is the comparison of the cost of some of the prescription pain killers and
heroin.
(4 February 2014): “Getting Started in ’Big Data’”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB20001424052702304851104579360800086346492)
--------“Wanted: Ph.D.-level statistician with the technical skill to use data-visualization software
and a deep understanding of the ________ industry. Fill in the blank with almost any business:
consumer products, entertainment, health care, semiconductors or fast food. The list reflects the
growing range of companies trying to mine mountains of data in hopes of improving product
design, supply chains, customer service or other operations.” Although Big Data has focused
attention on the ability to wade through mountains of data easily, the key to “actionable insights”
from Big Data is “Finding people who can glean it, understand it, and translate it into plain
English.”
********You can learn more about graduate programs in data science from the posting “23
Great Schools with Master’s Programs in Data Science”
(http://www.mastersindatascience.org/schools/23-great-schools-with-masters-programs-in-datascience/).
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(5 February 2014): “Steel Scrapyards in U.S. Feel Effects of Turkey’s Tarnished Economy”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303743604579355113198507676)
--------“The reach of Turkey’s economic turmoil stretches to a sprawling scrapyard” in the bluecollar town of Braddock, Pennsylvania, where Ken Puckett is a veteran metals trader. “Turkey is
the world’s largest consumer of scrap steel, meaning strong demand from the country is essential
to keeping prices firm for the $20 billion U.S. industry. But with the Turkish economy in crisis,
demand is drying up. The country’s imports of scrap from the U.S., Turkey’s top supplier, fell
18% to 4.9 million tons in the first 11 months of last year. That means that scrap that had been
destined to be used in Turkish steel mills remains in the U.S. looking for buyers.” Turkey’s
scrap steel imports are typically directed for use by electric-arc furnaces. “Roughly threequarters of Turkey’s 35 million tons of steel production comes from electric-arc furnaces,
compared with 40% in the U.S. and Europe, 10% in China and 29% globally.” Competition
from scrap steel suppliers in Europe has contributed to declining sales of U.S. scrap to Turkey.
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[The Invisible Forces] 147 (12 February 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(6 February 2014): “More Men in Prime Working Ages Don’t Have Jobs”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304027204579334610097660366)
--------“More than one in six men ages 25 to 54, prime working years, don’t have jobs—a total of
10.4 million. . . . Having so many men out of work is partly a symptom of a U.S. economy slow
to recover from the worst recession in 75 years. It is also a chronic condition that shows how
technology and globalization are transforming jobs faster than many workers can adapt,
economists say. The trend has been building for decades, according to government data. In the
early 190s, just 6% of American men ages 25 to 54 were without jobs. By late 2007, it was 13%.
In 2009, during the worst of the recession, nearly 20% didn’t have jobs. For women, the story is
different. In the 1950s, only about a third of women ages 25 to 54 had jobs. That rose steadily
until the 1990s, and then leveled off for reasons that aren’t clear. At last tally, about 70% were
working; 30% weren’t.”
********You can find a related article, “Technology and jobs: Coming to an office near you” at:
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21594298-effect-todays-technology-tomorrows-jobswill-be-immenseand-no-country-ready).
(6 February 2014): “I Gave Away a Kidney. Would You Sell One?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304632204579340791661356108)
--------From the Opinion Page. 25-year-old kidney donor Dimitri Linde relates his story about
his recent donation of a kidney, noting that “There are more than 77,000 Americans currently on
waiting lists for a kidney and, unlike the woman that got mine, many won’t get one. In 2012
fewer than 17,000 waitlisted received a transplant, and 4,903 would-be recipients died while
waiting. . . . To obviate the kidney shortage, we should heed the recommendation of Nobel Prizewinning economist Gary Becker and others by making it legal to compensate donors. Currently,
the National Organ Transplant Act bans the ‘sale’ of any human organs in the U.S. Those who
oppose compensation object to its ramifications for donors and society. They argue that the poor
will be exploited, and that people should give out of the goodness of their hearts. But those lofty
sentiments ignore the fact that 18 transplant candidates die each day. As the legal scholar
Richard Epstein has put it: ‘Only a bioethicist could prefer a world in which we have 1,000
altruists per annum and over 6,500 excess deaths over one in which we have no altruists and no
excess deaths.’”
********Epstein’s quote is provocative—I’d like to see his words in context. This is the third
opinion piece I have seen in the Wall Street Journal over the last year advocating the opening
up—deregulating—of the market for transplants. It will be interesting to see how this unfolds
over the next ten years.
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(6 February 2014): “Thai Effort to Control Rice Market Backfires”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304428004579352590377530118)
--------“Investors and governments often have fantasized about controlling markets for
commodities. In the 1970s, the Hunt brothers, American oil billionaires, attempted to corner the
silver market, only to see their position collapse. Other debacles include efforts to corner gold,
tin and even onion markets. Now add Thailand to the list of frustrated speculators. An attempt
to set global rice prices has stripped the country of its position as the world’s top exporter, left its
prime minister facing a potentially ruinous investigation into the management of the plan, and
thrown thousands of farmers into a deep hole of debt.” The government plan “relied on the fact
that only 7% of the world’s rice output is traded cross-border.” Prime Minister Yingluck
Shinawatra “reckoned they could drive up global rice prices by storing the grain they bought,
withholding it from the global market.” Although short-term effects included higher income for
Thai farmers as the world price of rice rose, “India resumed exports [of rice] after a long
absence. Major importers such as the Philippines also began producing more rice.” Ultimately,
the price of rice fell to its current level of $390 a ton after having peaked near $1,000 a ton in
2008. Many farmers now find themselves with large debts incurred at a time when the price of
rice was high, leading some to suicide.
********Attempts to influence world commodity prices are in the news this week. Evidently
the “Southeast Asian cartel that controls the majority of the world’s rubber production [has]
urged its members not to sell the commodity, to help stem a plunge in prices so far this year.
Natural rubber, used to make items from tires to latex gloves, has been under pressure in recent
weeks due to increasing signs of a slowdown in China, the world’s biggest buyer of the industrial
commodity.” The article from which the quotation was extracted is: “Asian Group Tries to Stem
Rubber’s Swoon”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304558804579374410575515906).
The International Rubber Consortium is described in the article as “the OPEC of rubber.” You
can learn more about it at: http://www.irco.biz/.
(6 February 2014): “Giant Résumés Fail to Impress Employers”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304851104579360721244708190)
--------“Show, don’t tell” is a tenet of good writing and it is “becoming a guideline for student
résumés” in their modern form—the e-portfolio, which is a Web-based dossier that shows
“writing samples, class presentations and other evidence of skills that might be attractive to
potential employers, like critical thinking.” School administrators says that “Web portfolios are
useful in making students stand out . . . and can help them better understand their own
achievements.” There is, however, “One big problem: Few employers are actually looking at
them. Although “83% of respondents to a recent Association of American Colleges and
Universities survey said an e-portfolio would be ‘very’ or ‘fairly’ useful in ensuring the job
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applicants have requisite knowledge and skills . . . basic human-resources software don’t allow
such links in the first round of application submissions, and many hiring managers are simply
unwilling to care out time to dig into the digital showcases.”
********E-portfolios have grown in popularity and use as the desire to, in some cases the
necessity of, documenting learning has grown. The use of e-portfolios for employment seems, to
a certain degree, an additional use. Another dimension of the e-portfolio is captured nicely in the
words of Kerri Shaffer Carter of Westminster College in Salt Lake City: “We don’t draw a sharp
distinction between the portfolio as a learning process and the portfolio as an employment tool,
since it’s the self-awareness that comes out of the process that ultimately prepares the student for
the workplace.” Thus, the e-portfolio is a means of learning, a way to document learning, and a
means to create employments opportunities.
(7 February 2014): “Big Pizza Chains Use Web Ordering To Slice Out Bigger Market Share”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303743604579350710633713786)
--------“The rise of online ordering is putting corner pizzerias in new peril. Big chains have
invested in sophisticated Web-based systems that let customers order and pay for deliveries
quickly without having to call. That’s giving them a new edge in the battle for an ever-bigger
slice of the industry pie over smaller chains and independent pizza shops that lack the capital or
technological know-how to compete on the Web. Domino’s Pizza Inc., Papa John’s
International Inc. and Yum Brands Inc.’s Pizza Hut all now derive 40% or more of their sales
from digital orders, the companies say.” Frannie Geraci, co-owner of Geraci’s Restaurant in
University Heights, Ohio, says “her sales have declined 20% in the past two years as chain pizza
shops and other franchises have moved into the neighborhood. She estimates she could boost
sales by 30% if she offered delivery and online ordering, but she says she can’t afford the cost.”
In particular, she notes, “I know I’ve lost younger customers.”
********The article contains a link to a three-minute video that is really worth watching, as it
includes an interview with one of the "smaller" pizza makers and how it has responded to
competition from the "big boys." He makes it clear what has been gained (and lost) as a result of
the changes his company has made in response to app competition.
(7 February 2014): “Secret to Homemade Coke: Instant Cold, No Canisters”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304450904579367252878472472)
--------Coca-Cola Co. has for a century “done everything possible to put their famed cola ‘within
arm’s reach or desire,’ to the point that one chief executive frequently pondered an extra tap in
the kitchen sink—with Coke flowing from it. The company’s plan to team up with the maker of
the Keurig single-serve coffee brewers to develop a do-it-yourself countertop Coke machine
comes pretty close.” Coca-Cola is with its new partner, Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, to
make this happen. According to Green Mountain’s CEO Brian Kelley, “You put a pod in, push a
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button, and get a drink.” In addition to pods for Coke brands, the Keurig machines will “offer
pods for non-carbonated cold teas, juice and sports drinks.”
********It appears that “hot” pods and “cold” pods will be in the future of many people. I built
a hypothetical firm “beerPod” into a recent exam. It will be interesting to see how this unfolds.
Evidently this is Coca-Cola’s second attempt to create “a miniature soda fountain in the home.”
Its earlier attempt—Breakmate—“flopped in the early 1990s after great fanfare.” You can learn
more about Breakmate at: http://gizmodo.com/the-lost-history-of-coca-colas-biggest-failure1518088646.
(7 February 2014): “No Mercy: Nuns Feel Spanish Bank’s Cutbacks”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304851104579363373753578850)
--------Some of the nuns of the Convent of San Juan of Penitencia of the Order of St. Clare in
Alcalá de Henares, Spain, also work for Banco Popular Español SA, Spain’s fifth-largest bank
by assets. After Mass most mornings, 11 of the cloistered members “file into an L-shaped office
of the Roman Catholic retreat and become bank employees. They enter data into the banks’
computer network on flat-screen terminals, store documents or process refunds on unused airline
tickets bought with the bank’s credit cards.” This partnership, however, is becoming more
problematic as both partners are hurting: “Six years after Spain’s real-estate bust shredded their
loan portfolios, Banco Popular and some other lenders are shuttering their offices and shedding
employees. That means less pay-by-the-hour work for the nuns, according to Banco Popular and
nuns at some of the convents.” There are 874 cloistered retreats for nuns and monks in Spain,
which get little financial support from the church hierarchy. “Spaniards, hit by falling wage and
high unemployment, are buying less of the artisan pastries, liquors and other products that nuns
and monks traditionally see from their entryways to support themselves.”
(8 February 2014): “The Economist Who Exposed ObamaCare”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304680904579367143880532248)
--------From the Opinion page. University of Chicago economist Casey Mulligan has contributed
to a recent reassessment by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) of the employment
consequences of the Affordable Care Act, often called ObamaCare. In contrast to an earlier
estimate of a labor force reduction of 800,000 workers by the CBO, it now estimates that the
reduction will be the equivalent of 2,500,000 workers. This is due to a substantial increase in the
average statutory marginal income-tax rate due to the Act, which earlier CBO work had failed to
properly consider. Mulligan also has researched the Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
********The article is quite interesting, aside from some—perhaps deserved—sniping at
liberals. This is an interview, so Mulligan gets a chance to share his thoughts and he comes
across as a clear thinker who tends to focus more on the supply-side of labor markets. The graph
showing actual and projected marginal tax rates from 2007 to 2016 is revealing. Mulligan is the
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author of The Redistribution Recession: How Labor Market Distortions Contracted the Economy
(Oxford University Press, 2012). You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Redistribution-Recession-Distortions-ContractedEconomy/dp/0199942218/. The book seems to be aimed at a professional audience. You can
read blogs by Mulligan at: http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/author/casey-b-mulligan/.
********Mulligan’s paper, “Average Marginal Labor Income Tax Rates under the Affordable
Care Act,” can be found at: http://donaldhtaylorjr.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/averagemarginal-labor-income-tax-rates-under-the-aca.pdf.
(8 February 2014): “Big data and society: The measure of man”
(http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21595883-how-re-engineer-world-measureman-0)
--------A review of Social Physics: How Good Ideas Spread—The Lessons from a New Science,
by Alex Pentland. According to MIT professor Pentland, “The new abundance of data in
society—GPS co-ordinates, credit-card transactions and phone records, which he calls ‘digital
breadcrumbs’—allow people to improve their knowledge of humans interact and how ideas
come to spread. By cleverly processing such ‘big data’, it is possible to identify patterns of
behaviour, just as scientists once worked out the laws of the physical world. Understanding
social physics, he asserts, lets people ‘tune’ social networks and obtain the results they want, just
as radio engineers can tune a receive to a desired frequency. This allows certain aspects of
human life—from how companies operate to how cities work—to be ‘re-engineered’ to make
them more efficient.” Although Pentland is sometimes less convincing when he seeks to make
“broader points about politics and economics” he has provided “a fascinating look at a new field
by one of its principal geeks.”
********You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Social-PhysicsSpread-Lessons-Science/dp/1594205655/. I searched the book and, interestingly, there is no
reference to the earlier work of Belgian writer Adolphe Quetelet (1796-1874). Quetelet’s most
famous work was Essai de physique sociale (1835). You can learn more about the social physics
of Quetelet at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adolphe_Quetelet.
********An interesting example of social physics, in the modern sense, in action is the article
“Office ‘Influencers’ Are in High Demand”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303874504579375313680290816),
which appeared in the WSJ on 12 February 2014. Apparently firms are now gathering data on
the internal networks of companies, so as to identify the “influencers,” i.e., “employees who are
particularly well-connected and trusted by their peers.” That information is being used to help
facilitate organizational change and has helped companies to identify “a previously invisible
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layer of talent, key players who may not be posting top results on their own but are boosting
performance across the organization.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 148 (19 February 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(12 February 2014): “Dating Sites Offer Chance At Love—And A Lesson In Economics”
(http://www.npr.org/blogs/alltechconsidered/2014/02/12/275884140/dating-sites-offer-chanceat-love-and-a-lesson-in-economics)
********Paul Oyer, a professor at the Stanford Graduate School of Business, has a new book:
Everything I Ever Needed to Know About Economics I Learned From Online Dating (2014). In
it he “explains economic concepts in terms of online profiles and dating decisions.” There is a
five-minute interview with Oyer at the link above. Especially interesting is his use of the
distinction between “thick” and “thin” markets, concepts I might have described as “broad” and
“narrow.” In any event, the distinction is useful and general. You can learn more about the book
at: http://www.amazon.com/Everything-Needed-Economics-Learned-Online/dp/1422191656/.
********Books like Oyer’s are not unusual. Another to note: It’s Not You, It’s the Dishes: How
to Minimize Conflict and Maximize Happiness in Your Relationship, by Paula Szuchman and
Jenny Anderson. This book was originally published as Spousonomics and seems to be doing
much better with a new cover and title. Anyway, it looks like a fun and somewhat irreverent
book—its Table of Contents is worth a look. You can find it at: http://www.amazon.com/ItsDishes-originally-published-Spousonomics/dp/0385343957/.
********Here is another book in which, serendipitously, online dating is mentioned: I Spend,
Therefore I Am: How Economics Has Change the Way We Think and Feel (2014), by Philip
Roscoe. Edward Skidelsky reviews the book for The Guardian at:
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/jan/23/spend-therefore-philip-roscoe-review. He
describes I Spend as “a splendid denunciation of the dismal science in the grand tradition of
Dickens and Carlyle. Not only does economics embody a false image of man . . . it remakes him
according to that false image. It ‘brings into being the agent about whom it theorises: selfinterested, calculative and event dishonest’.” I do think that there is something to what Roscoe
(as reported by Skidelsky) writes. No doubt, many people do infer “what ought to be” from
“what is,” and many people infer “how one ought to behave” from theoretical accounts of “how
one does behave.” You can learn more about the so-called “is-ought problem,” influentially
expressed by David Hume, at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Is%E2%80%93ought_problem.
(13 February 2014): “The Stop the Coffee Apocalypse, Starbucks Buys a Farm”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-02-13/to-stop-the-coffee-apocalypse-starbucksbuys-a-farm)
--------“Most of what’s sold in the U.S. by Starbucks, McDonald’s, Dunkin’ Donuts, and other
chains is a blend of arabica, one of the two species that dominate the $100 billion-plus world
coffee market. . . . A fungus known as roya, or rust, has helped reduce arabica production in
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Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador, and other Latin American nations over the past
two harvests by as much as 35 percent, with further declines expected this year. . . .
Complicating matters is climate change. The best arabica beans used by Starbucks and other
upscale roasters thrive at elevations from 3,500 to 6,000 feet above sea level. Higher
temperatures make these heights more livable for pests such as the coffee cherry borer and
diseases like the leaf-killing rust.” A report by the International Center for Tropical agriculture
in Colombia “predicts temperatures will keep climbing and rainfall will become more erratic,
neither of which bodes well for arabica.” To help develop the knowledge to deal with the
increasingly problematic growing conditions for arabica coffee, Starbucks has purchased “a 600acre coffee farm in Costa Rica’s verdant Central Valley.” The CEO of Starbucks, Howard
Schultz, says the company “has no interest in vertically integrating.” Coffee is concerned that
“coffee is under siege.”
********The third page of the article has a nice graphic showing where coffee is grown,
whether it is arabica or robusta, and the relative amounts produced. Brazil is the largest producer
of arabica and Vietnam is the largest producer of robusta. Page four of the article points out that
Ethiopia is widely regarded as the birthplace of coffee and much of the genetic diversity of
arabica is still present there; it is carefully protected by the Ethiopian government.
********The BBC first broadcast an 18-minute story on the history of coffee on 21 February
2014. You can hear it at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01s89rx. Among other things you
can learn about the Women’s Petition Against Coffee of 1674, which asserted that coffee
consumption was leading British men to become “Frenchified.” The Executive Director of the
International Coffee Organization, Robério Oliveira Silva, is interviewed, as well. You can learn
more about the ICO at: http://www.ico.org/.
(14 February 2014): “World’s Sweet Tooth Heats Up Cocoa”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304703804579381234107085804)
--------“Hoard that Valentine’s Day candy now, because chocolate prices are poised to head
higher. Demand for the treat is soaring, especially in emerging markets where customers are
getting wealthier. And farmers around the world are struggling to produce enough cocoa to keep
the chocolate flowing. . . . The International Cocoa Organization predicts demand will outstrip
production for the next five years, the longest shortfall since the trade group began publishing
data in 1960.” One issue confronting the market is that “You can’t ramp up cocoa production
like you can ramp up corn production” as “Cocoa trees take about 10 years to reach their peak.”
With the price of cocoa beans now near $3,000 per ton and global consumption at an all-time
high of four million tons, users of chocolate like makers of candy bars are considering their
options: increase product price, decrease product size, or employ chocolate substitutes.
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********A nice companion article is “Soybeans Offer Better Payoff for Farmers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304703804579381143621675728).
In contrast to cocoa, that have a long “gestation” period, corn and soybeans can be easily
switched from one year to the next in response to relative prices. Thus, with corn prices
“heading south,” Midwestern farmers are planning to plant relatively more soybeans for this
growing season, including some who don’t have the necessary equipment for planting soybeans.
Those same farmers, however, are facing declining farmland prices as the price of corn,
especially, has fallen; the price of soybeans has fallen, too, just not as much. Increased
borrowing costs due to higher interest rates have also played a role in lower land prices. You can
read a fuller description in the article “Falling Property Values Hint at Trouble on the Farm”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303874504579374942753945268).
(15 February 2014): “Banks to be Allowed to do Business With Marijuana Dispensaries”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304434104579383150782034282)
--------“Federal regulators will allow banks to provide financial services to marijuana-related
businesses operating legally under state laws as long as lenders make regular reports to the
Treasury Department and watch for suspicious activity. The guidance issued Friday by the
Treasury and Justice Department is meant to help address concerns among banks about
contradictory state and federal laws regarding marijuana. The drug is illegal under federal law,
but 20 states and the District of Columbia have legalized it for certain uses, including Colorado
and Washington state, where it is legal for recreational use.” Nonetheless, banks are taking a “go
slow” approach. Frank Keating, president of the American Bankers Association, a lobbying
group, notes: “While we appreciate the efforts by the Department of Justice and FinCEN,
guidance or regulation doesn’t alter the underlying challenge for banks . . . As it stands,
possession or distribution of marijuana violates federal law, and banks that provide support for
those activities face the risk of prosecution and assorted sanctions.”
********This certainly is an interesting situation and I can appreciate the concerns raised by
Frank Keating. I suspect that “dueling legalities” between state and federal governments are not
without precedent.
(15 February 2014): “In Canada, a Fishing Town Ponders Its End”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304202204579252510717736366)
--------“Sixty years ago, the province of Newfoundland and Labrador began offering its shrinking
outposts money to close down and move one. After a nearly four-decade lull, the number of
communities seeking resettlement has been ticking up, as the older sea-faring generation fades
and the government has raised the value of its offers.” One of communities is Little Bay Islands,
Newfoundland: “The village has no retail shop and a school with just two children. Founded
almost two hundred years ago, the town thrived with Newfoundland’s once mighty fishing
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industry and declined along with it. Only some 90 people, most of them older than 60, still live
her year-round.” The role of fishing in the local economy declined with fish stocks and “after
the government put a moratorium on cod fishing about 20 years ago.” Little Bay Islands will
vote this spring to resettle. The province is currently offering resettlement payments of
C$250,000 to C$270,000 per household. In order for the community to resettle, 90% of those
voting must approve the measure. “Most islanders expect it will pass."
(18 February 2014): “Tuna Firms Jostle for Uncle Sam’s Recognition”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303743604579352793666178318)
--------“The top three canned-tuna brands in the U.S. are foreign-owned, but that doesn’t stop
them from bickering about which is the most American. At stake is their eligibility to sell tuna
to the U.S. Agriculture department for school lunches and other food programs. For now, only
StarKist Co. qualifies because of a rule that any seafood the department buys must be 100%
U.S.-produced. Bumble Bee Foods LLC and Chicken of the Sea International want the rules
relaxed so they can sell to Uncle Sam too.” To some extent this is a moot point. “In recent years
the Agriculture Department has spent as much as $15 million $20 million on tuna, but it hasn’t
purchased any in the past two years” due to a warning letter that StarKist received from the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration citing “unsanitary conditions” in an American Samoa plant.
********If you need some brushing up, like me, on American Samoa, which is an
unincorporated territory of the U.S., you can do so at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Samoa.
(18 February 2014): “Ports, Shipping Companies Retool for Bigger Panama Canal”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304675504579387851171500882)
--------“Shipbuilders are cranking out ever-bigger container vessels and the world’s major ports
are dredging deeper, all on account of an ambitious multibillion-dollar project to widen the
Panama Canal—an endeavor currently stalled by a contract dispute. More than just the canal is
tangled up in the acrimonious battle between Panama and the builders over $1.6 billion in cost
overruns.” Throughout the world, “There are many cities, countries and port authorities who are
spending billions of dollars in anticipation of the traffic that will come from the newly expanded
canal.” Although negotiators are hopeful that disputes will be resolved, the situation
“underscores the difficulties and costs of altering long-range plans, and leaves players
throughout the world wondering if further problems will arise in a project that already has been
delayed by more than one year.” According to the shipping-industry publication Alphaliner,
“Orders have been placed for 214 of the so-called neo-Panamax ships . . . with sights set on a
wider, deeper canal.” The U.S. liquefied natural gas industry is also counting on the larger canal
to enable shipments of LNG to Asia. The delay of the canal project has allowed some U.S. ports,
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like Jacksonville, Florida, Savannah, Georgia, and Charleston, South Carolina to play a game of
catch up in making changes to their ports.
********You can learn more the trade publication Alphaliner at: http://www.alphaliner.com/.
Freely accessible data is scarce but there is some interest in the Alphaliner TOP 100, which
places APM-Maersk in the first position, with a market share of 14.6%.
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[The Invisible Forces] 149 (26 February 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(20 February 2014): “Trading System Tackles Waste”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304899704579391142078606468)
--------Shrinking the size of the so-called dead zone of the Gulf of Mexico—most recently the
size of Connecticut—has challenged regulators as “Nutrients that flow down in the Mississippi
River and end up in the Gulf come from hundreds of thousands of sources across more than a
dozen states.” Nancy Stoner of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency notes, “It takes a long
time to address such a large watershed and such a significant problem.” But not “several
government and nonprofit groups, including the Electric Power Research Institute, the research
arm of the U.S. utility industry, are trying an approach outside of traditional regulation. The
institute is setting up a trading system starting with about 30 farms across Indiana, Ohio, and
Kentucky. Those farms create credits by keeping nitrogen and phosphorous from reaching the
Ohio River. The credits can be sole to power plants, sewage plants and other facilities that
release nutrients into local waterways.” Ultimately the system will help “persuade farmers that
certain changes in the . . . [way they farm] can help the environment and boost their operations.
Crop covers, for example, are sowed to improve soil quality for future plantings and reduce
runoff by holding the soil in place and making it better able to absorb and retain water.”
********As the article points out, the approach is similar to cap-and-trade approaches to other
pollutants, like carbon dioxide. Ultimately it will be necessary to introduce a cap (and decide on
a level) for a market approach to work. Now, as Brad Klein, an attorney at the Environmental
Law & Policy Center noted, “there is no regulatory backstop to the voluntary plans and ideas
being worked on. You’ve got the speed limit sign without a number on it.” You can learn more
about the Ohio River Basin Trading Project at: http://wqt.epri.com/collaborators.html.
********You can learn more about hypoxia, which means “low oxygen,” in the Gulf at:
http://water.epa.gov/type/watersheds/named/msbasin/zone.cfm. The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration provides still more information at:
http://www.ncddc.noaa.gov/hypoxia/.
(20 February 2014): “Oil Thieves of the Niger Delta”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-02-20/nigerias-delta-oil-thieves-scrape-out-aprecarious-living)
********A rare and interesting look inside the operations of oil thievery in the Niger Delta of
Nigeria, portraying the danger, the vice, the misrepresentation, the pollution, and the economic
opportunity it provides.
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(20 February 2014): “Dalai Lama’s U.S. Visit: More Business, Less Tibet”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303636404579395162219233026)
--------The Dalai Lama, winner of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1989
(http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/1989/), is “traveling more lately, Tibet
experts say, and drawing big crowds, especially among academics and corporate leaders
clamoring to hear his thoughts on business after the global financial collapse.” In contrast to
Roman Catholic leader Pope Francis, who last year criticized capitalism as “excluding the poor
and creating ‘a new tyranny,’ The Dalai Lama has so far taken a more moderate approach,
saying the free market can work if it is infused with compassion.” He recently gave an address
“on free enterprise and happiness to the conservative think tank American Enterprise Institute in
Washington.”
********Videos from the Dalai Lama’s visit to the American Enterprise Institute can be found
at: http://www.aei.org/events/2014/02/20/happiness-free-enterprise-and-human-flourishing-aspecial-online-event-featuring-his-holiness-the-dalai-lama/.
(22 February 2014): “Why Some Smartphone Games Are So Addictive”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304675504579390932555706054)
--------“Two weeks ago, the creator of the immensely popular smartphone game ‘Flappy Bird’
removed if from the Apple and Android stores because, he said, ‘it was just too addictive.’” So
what makes some games so addictive? According to experts, there are four “impossible-to-resist
features . . . your brain is hard-wired to want more of.” Simply put, we are: “suckers for a face”;
have fun “finding patters”; “love honing our skills—even silly ones”; and “enjoy exploring
digital worlds that mimic the real one.”
********It is disconcerting that people are able to design features into a game that are almost
certain to lead to addictive behavior, even though such knowledge seems to be well known in a
variety of other areas, for example food manufacture as mentioned in Michael Moss’s book Salt
Sugar Fat. The article suggests four new games that may qualify as “Your New Addiction.”
(22 February 2014): “Free exchange: Valuing the long-beaked echidna”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21596943-setting-price-nature-usefulexercise-up-point-valuing)
--------“Over the past few years, economists have been making concerted efforts to value the
natural world, and have made some headway. But they struggle to make sense of [valuing the]
long-beaked echidna—and quite a lot of other evolutionarily interesting species too.”
********This one-page article provides a clear sense of the approaches economists take when
valuing a variety of goods, while pointing to their limitations. In the process, it draws attention
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to Nature in the Balance: The Economics of Biodiversity (Oxford University Press, 2014), edited
by Dieter Helm and Cameron Hepburn. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Nature-Balance-Biodiversity-Dieter-Helm/dp/0199676887/.
(24 February 2014): “Bakken Shale Oil Carries High Combustion Risk”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304834704579401353579548592)
--------According to a Wall Street Journal analysis, “Crude oil from North Dakota’s Bakken
Shale formation contains several times the combustible gases as oil from elsewhere . . . raising
new questions about the safety of shipping such crude by rail across the U.S.” Data analyzed by
the journal “had been collected by the Capline Pipeline in Louisiana, which tested crude from 86
locations world-wide for what is known as vapor pressure. Light, sweet oil from the Bakken
Shale had a far higher vapor pressure—making it much more likely to throw off combustible
gases—than crude from dozens of other locations.” The rapid growth of North Dakota crude-oil
production has been at the heart of the boom in U.S. energy production and much of this oil
travels by train, such as the oil that “killed several dozen people in Canada last summer.”
Historically, the energy industry hasn’t collected information about flammability and stability of
crude oil. At the present time, “The federal government doesn’t spell out who should test crude
or how often. Federal regulations simply say that oil must be placed in appropriate railcars.”
********As the article points out, the oil industry “remains resistant to upgrading the 50,000
railcars that are used to carry crude oil, saying it would be too time consuming and expensive.”
However, rail company BNSF is acting now: “BNSF Railway Co plans to move into tank car
ownership and buy its own fleet of up to 5,000 new crude oil tank cars with safety features that
exceed the latest industry standards” (http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/02/20/us-bnsf-cruderail-idUSBREA1J1BE20140220). One of the recent rail accidents involved a BNSF train in
North Dakota.
********For one final rail and oil connection, there is the market for oats. The Wall Street
Journal reports “Saskatchewan farmer Jack Shymko harvested on of his largest oat crops ever
last fall, but he hasn’t been able to move any of his 50,000 bushels to market. Mr. Shymko is
one of Canada’s many frustrated oat growers who can’t find enough railroad cars to ship their
grain at a time of strong demand. Some farmers and industry analysts say the railroads are
ignoring grain in favor of carrying crude oil because it is more lucrative to transport.” This has
contributed to a huge increase in the price of U.S. oat futures—“Oats are up 42% for the year.”
You can learn more from the article “Oats Stuck in Canada Clog the Market” at [SR]:
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304834704579405202887909382.
(24 February 2014): “Mining for Gold at Minus 45 Celsius”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303636404579392912016780616)
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--------The Meadowbank Gold Mine of Canada’s Nunavut, which is due north of Manitoba, is
one of the few viable mining projects in an area that some think will yield vast riches as the
world warms. In fact, “more than 200 Arctic mining projects that have been announced in recent
years lie either abandoned or in an early planning stage, according to data supplied by Raw
Materials Group. Only six mines are now operating in North America’s vast arctic. Some of the
world’s largest miners are putting off Arctic projects as metal prices have weakened.” The harsh
Arctic environment—cold temperatures and high winds—coupled with “an eight-week window
to bring a year’s worth of food and other supplies” substantially increase mining costs. It is
possible that Meadowbank may never return its operating costs, but its owner, Agnico-Eagle
Mines Ltd., “hopes to apply the lessons learned from operating in this inhospitable climate to a
nearby project with richer ores.”
********This article is reminiscent of others in which “learning by doing” has developed
intellectual capital highly desired by others. The classic economics article on that subject is
Kenneth J. Arrow, “The Economics Implications of Learning by Doing,” Review of Economic
Studies 29, 3 (June 1962): 155-73. Arrow won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1972; John R.
Hicks also won the Prize in 1972.
********Cultural factors figure powerfully in the demand for gold and thus lead to projects such
as those in Nunavut. India, in particular, has a seemingly insatiable demand for gold, as “Very
few Indians own stocks or bonds and close to half don’t even have a bank account. The yellow
metal also is thought to bring both good fortune and prosperity.” Even though India has
restrictions on gold imports, they do not apply to people who have been outside the country for
six months. Laborers who have been working in the Middle East are routinely hired to act as
couriers for gold, being met outside Indian airports after they have brought gold through
customs. You can learn more about these arrangements in “Indian Migrant Workers Act as
‘Gold Couriers’”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304450904579365472113374510).
(26 February 2014): “Big Data Comes to the Farm, Sowing Mistrust”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304450904579369283869192124)
--------“Big agricultural companies say the next revolution on the farm will come from feeding
data gathered by tractors and other machinery into computer that tell farmers how to increase
their output of crops like corn and soybeans. Monsanto Co., DuPont Co. and other companies
are racing to roll out ‘prescriptive planting’ technology to farmers across the U.S. who know
from years of experience that tiny adjustments in planting depth or the distance between crop
rows can make a big difference in revenue at harvest time.” However, some farmers are
concerned about this development: “They worry their data might be sold to commodities traders,
wind up in the hands of rival farmers or give more leverage to giant seed companies that are
among the most enthusiastic sellers of data-drive planting advice.” In the past such data has
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been poorly integrated, but “Sellers of prescriptive-planting technology want to accelerate,
streamline and combine all those data with their highly detailed records on historic weather
patterns, topography and crop performance.” According to Monsanto, the world’s biggest seed
company, “data –drive planting advice to farmers could increase world-wide crop production by
about $20 billion a year, or about one-third the value of last year’s U.S. corn crop.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 150 (5 March 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(20 February 2014): “Obamacare’s Arm’s Length Allies: H&R Block and Jackson Hewitt
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-02-20/obamacares-arms-length-allies-h-and-rblock-and-jackson-hewitt)
--------This appeared in the March 3-March 9 copy of Bloomberg Businessweek. “Taxpreparation services are turning out to be a great help to the Obama administration in its efforts
to sign up uninsured Americans for coverage under the Affordable Care Act. Customers who
come into H&R Block (HRB), Liberty Tax Service, and Jackson Hewitt offices to file their
returns are asked if they’d like to take a few minutes see if they qualify for Obamacare. Intuit’s
(INTU) Turbo Tax and other online tax-prep services have also gotten in on the act. What’s
interesting is that the federal government has nothing to do with this. The companies are doing it
on their own—and promoting it as a customer service.” Brian Haile, senior vice president for
health policy at Jackson Hewitt says “he learned from an earlier job as the Medicaid eligibility
chief for Washington, D.C., that people were more likely to enroll if the application was
combined with the one for food stamps, since putting food on the table is an urgent priority.
Coupling Obamacare with the paperwork for a tax refund works the same way.” At the present
time the application service is free and takes about 6.1 minutes to complete since much of the
information for the Affordable Care Act is “already on their tax forms.”
********The Urban Institute released a study called “Tax Preparers Could Help Most Uninsured
Get Covered on February 18th. You can read the five-page report at:
http://www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/413029-Tax-Preparers-Could-Help-Most-Uninsured-GetCovered.pdf.
(27 February 2014): “The Cost of Expanding Overseas”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304071004579407220698124690)
--------“Selling goods and services abroad is getting easier for small U.S. businesses, but they
still face challenges.” Paperwork is one of those challenges and President Obama just signed “an
executive order accelerating the process of getting government approval to export U.S.-made
cargo. The goal is to create a new International Trade Data System eliminating some of the
paperwork required in sending cargo abroad.” However, paperwork is not the biggest concern of
small companies. According to a 2013 survey by the National Small Business Association and
the Small Business Exporters Association, being paid was the biggest concern, indicated by 41%
of respondents upon from 26% in 2010. Chris Coccio of Sono-Tek Corp., which sells overseas,
addresses this with payment terms that are “front-end loaded with most of the payment prior to
shipment.”
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********In light of these concerns, it can be seen that the reauthorization of the U.S. ExportImport Bank, which “supports loans to overseas companies to help them buy U.S. exports,”
would be important to some small businesses; the Bank’s charter “expires just weeks ahead of
this fall’s elections.” You can learn more about the Ex-Im Bank [SR] at:
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304071004579409563665606766. More
detailed information about it can be found at: http://www.exim.gov/.
(27 February 2014): “Corporate Economists Are Hot Again”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303636404579393133588921584)
--------“With more data available than ever before and markets increasingly unpredictable, U.S.
companies—from manufacturers to banks and pharmaceutical companies—are expanding their
corporate economist staffs. The number of private-sector economists surged 57% to 8,680 in
2012 from 5,510 in 2009, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.” According to Tom Beers,
executive director of the National Association of Business Economics, “A lot of companies have
programmers who are able to process big data . . . But to find a causality between two things and
draw a conclusion really takes somebody with an economics background.”
********Big data has increased the demand for economists and seems also to be placing them in
a more public role: “Some corporate economists are also taking higher public profiles to
communicate their companies’ messages and forecasts.” The economist’s tool kit expands once
more.
(27 February 2014): “Investors Take a New Shine to Solar”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304071004579407443805474238)
--------“Investors are stepping back into one of the stock market’s most volatile sectors, solarenergy companies, after many had pulled the plug on the group several years ago. . . . These
stocks aren’t for the faint of heart. Price swings in the sector are often dizzying . . . Shares of
Tempe, Ariz.-based First Solar Inc. which makes panels and develops large-scale solar projects,
have been the most volatile stock on the S&P 500 over the past two years, according to Bespoke
Investment Group.” According to Rob Lutts, the chief investments officer of Cabot Wealth
Management, the renewed interest in the solar industry comes down to “The economics are
good, the weak players are gone and demand is back.” One of the investor favorites is SolarCity
Corp., “thanks in part to its association with Tesla Motors Inc. found Elon Musk.” Please see the
following article for a discussion of some of the connections among electric cars, batteries,
electric utilities, and solar.
(28 February 2014): “For Storing Electricity, Utilities Push New Technologies”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304851104579363140309318288)
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--------“From backyard tinkerers to big corporations, inventors have been struggling to find a
way to store solar, wind and other renewable energy so it can furnish electricity when the sun
doesn’t shine or the wind doesn’t blow. Now California is offering businesses a big incentive for
success—contracts that they utility industry estimates could total as much as $3 billion for
successful, large-scale electricity-storage systems. Starting this year, big utilities that do
business here must begin adding enough battery systems or other technology so that by 2024
they can store 1,325-megawatts worth of electricity—nearly 70 times the amount the handful of
mostly experimental systems in the state store now.” Nancy Pfund, managing partner of DBL
Investors, a Silicon Valley venture-capital firm, notes: “We’re talking about a real solution to a
growing issue as renewables become a bigger percentage of everyone’s grid. The whole world is
watching this.”
********A closely related article outlines planes of electric car maker Tesla Motors to construct
a $5 billion battery factory. In addition to producing batteries for current and future autos, it
would “make storage batteries for electric utility uses.” 2017 is the target for initial production
at the plant. Currently the average cost of auto batteries is “around $400 a kilowatt-hour . . .
Tesla is attempting to break through $200 a kilowatt-hour. At that price the batteries are so
relatively inexpensive that they become affordable as backup power supplies to the electricpower industry.” You can learn more at:
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304709904579407473494212500.
(28 February 2014): “A Burrito Stomping on a Human Face—Forever”
(http://www.slate.com/articles/business/moneybox/2014/02/chipotle_and_economic_destiny_it_s
_time_to_take_fast_food_seriously.html)
--------Columnist Matthew Yglesias of Slate expands upon his frequent writings about fast food,
responding to the question “Why is this guy writing so much about fast food when there are so
many real economic issues in the world?” He simply notes, “Fast food is an important issue”
because it provides a clear glimpse of the future, especially as it relates to the types of activities
will be mechanized. “Mechanization works best for tasks that require either enormous physical
strength or none at all. . . . But a burrito is a physical object that requires little strength but a great
deal of dexterity to fold without smushing. For a human being, this doesn’t count as a highly
skilled occupation. For a robot, it’s extremely difficult. Last but by no means least, a huge
challenge to robot burrito-making is that inputs are poorly structured.” Orders in natural
language often involve stops, starts, do-overs, and ambiguity that human burrito makers can
parse easily but, perhaps, not so a robot.” Simply put, “the fast-casual burrito dining experience
is a difficult automation challenge. . . . On a policy level, we need to ask ourselves what the
answers are for a world where a large and growing segment of the population is going to be
working in the food service industry” or in similar low-wage industries where automation is
difficult.
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********Yglesias wraps up his article by observing that “real wages and living standards have
both a numerator and a denominator.” Perhaps there should be a greater focus on regulatory
privileges (of the wealthy) that raise costs for everyone else. His focus on the P of the real wage
expression w/P is thought provoking, especially at a time when the minimum wage is so much in
the news.
(28 February 2014): “Can 10,000 hours of practice make you an expert?”
(http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-26384712)
********I heard the radio broadcast of this article on the morning of March 1st but this appears
to be the exact text. The so-called 10,000-hour rule was popularized by Malcolm Gladwell in his
book Outliers based upon a 1993 paper by Anders Ericsson of the University of Colorado. The
gist of it is that, among the talented, the amount of practice undertaken matters. The article
provides some great illustrations of the concept and, ultimately, provides some great
(inadvertent) examples of the difference between necessary and sufficient conditions. Along the
way one learns that baseball players, on average, have 20/13 vision but excellent vision is not
enough—you also need to play a lot of baseball to be good—and one learns of the amazing story
of someone who quit his job to invest 10,000 hours of his time to become a professional golfer.
Half way into his project, his handicap is 4.1. Here is one additional thought: “But is there a
simpler way to think about all this? Maybe talented people just practice more and try harder at
the thing they’re already good at—because they enjoy it?”
********The broadcast is part of the “More or Less” program in which “Tim Harford
investigates numbers in the news. . . . Time and the More or Less team try to make sense of the
statistics which surround us.” You can learn more, and download the podcast of “The 10,000
hours rule” at: http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/moreorless.
(3 March 2014): “German Companies Take Back the Power”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304899704579390871434033460)
--------“German companies are going off the grid. Every sixth company in Europe’s largest
economy now generates its own electricity, roughly 50% more than one year ago . . . The
reason? Ever-higher electricity prices—driven in part by a 22% government-mandated levy to
fund renewable-energy sources—are prompting companies large and small to invest in their own
power-generation infrastructure. Doing so not only shields them from the government surcharge,
but also makes them eligible for subsidies designed to encourage energy efficiency and so-called
green electricity.” Michael Salcher, a KPMG consultant on energy and natural-resources
practices, “estimates that companies that avoid the surcharge and receive subsidies can cut their
electricity bills by around 50%.” In response to this switch, the cabinet of Chancellor Angela
Merkel “plans to revise Germany’s energy laws in coming weeks. The new regulations would
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have self-generating companies pay part of the renewables surcharge and raise the bar for some
green subsidies, according to a published draft of the bill.”
********The size of the shift in energy production is dramatic, evidently too dramatic for
Chancellor Merkel’s cabinet. What real problem, I wonder, is the cabinet trying to solve?
(3 March 2014): “Researchers at Fukushima Feel Stymied by Authorities”
(http://chronicle.com/article/Researchers-at-Fukushima-Feel/145025/)
--------“In the chaotic, fearful weeks after the Fukushima nuclear crisis began, in March 2011,
researchers struggled to measure the radioactive fallout unleashed on the public. Michio
Aoyama’s initial finds were more startling than most. . . . Two months later, as Mr. Aoyama
prepared to publish his findings in a short, non-peer-reviewed article for Nature, the director
general of the institute [where Aoyama worked] called with an unusual demand: Mr. Aoyama
was to remove his name from the paper.” Later, “Mr. Aoyama asked for his name to be removed
. . . and the article wasn’t published.” The pressure felt by Aoyama is not unusual. Three years
after the Fukushima disaster, some researchers “say they cannot get funds or university support
for their work. In several cases, professors say, they have been obstructed or told to steer clear
of data on Fukushima that might cause public ‘concern.’” One researcher who has published on
the consequences of the event is Timothy A. Mousseau, a professor of biological sciences at the
University of South Carolina; Mousseau has written widely on Chernobyl. Although Mousseau
avoids comparing Fukushima and Chernobyl, he notes: “It’s pretty clear that there is selfcensorship or professors have been warned by their superiors that they must be very, very
careful.”
********Some critics seems to suggest that the actual and felt pressure on researchers stems
from the Japanese government to reestablish its support for nuclear power. The article clearly
illustrates that the demand and supply of demand for certain types of knowledge is meaningfully
affected by the invisible forces, especially the invisible hand and the invisible foot.
(4 March 2014): “In Dakota Oil Patch, Trains Trump Pipelines”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304071004579407140444547268)
--------“Moving North Dakota’s oil riches out of state on trains was supposed to be a stopgap
solution until pipelines could be built. But even as crude gushes from the state’s Bakken Shale at
a rate of nearly 1 million barrels a day, some pipeline companies are abandoning proposed
projects, and it is becoming clear that rail transport won’t be a temporary phenomenon.” In the
last 15 months two pipeline companies have cancelled or walked away from plans to construct
pipelines to move crude oil from North Dakota: Koch Pipeline Company and Oneok Partners LP.
“Rail is almost always a more expensive way to transport crude than pipelines—as much as
twice the price a barrel over similar distances. But in North Dakota’s case, rail’s greater
flexibility to ferry oil to where it fetches the higher price trumped the economics of pipelines,”
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according to energy experts. Planned pipelines were intended to follow a north-south path taking
the oil to places where oil prices are much lower than more lucrative east-west markets. The
greater flexibility of rail in moving oil to locations with high oil prices has helped override the
cost savings associated with pipelines.
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[The Invisible Forces] 151 (12 March 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(4 March 2014): “Perfume manufacturers must cope with the scarcity of precious supplies”
(http://www.theguardian.com/business/2014/mar/04/chanel-perfume-legislation-guerlain-loreal)
--------“The perfume industry is facing a major problem: maintaining constant levels of quality is
crucial, but it is increasingly difficult to obtain a regular supply of all the necessary natural
ingredients. Essential oils such as jasmine, rose, vetiver, ilang-ilang, iris, vanilla, sandalwood or
lavender cannot be synthesized in the laboratory. But supplies are dwindling and need to be
protected, in some cases by the perfume industry itself.” Perfume is made from “raw materials
whose quality and cost are sensitive to changes in agriculture, politics, natural disasters, climate
and disease. All of which can be a major headache for perfumers.” As a result, producers are
looking to expand the number of sources of their materials.
(6 March 2014): “Crisis Pressures U.S. on Gas Exports”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303369904579421623403071720)
--------“Congressional Republicans and energy-state Democrats are ramping up pressure on
President Barack Obama to take steps to open the nation’s spigot of natural-gas exports as a way
to weaken Russia’s hand over Ukraine. The Obama administration is restricted by a law that
creates regulatory hurdles for the U.S. to export natural gas to countries that aren’t free-trade
partners. But officials say the current situation in Europe might change the equation. . . . To
comply with the export law, the Energy Department must determine that a recipient of the gas is
in the U.S. national interest. . . . Advocates for greater U.S. natural-gas exports urge a loosening
of the rules so Ukraine isn’t so dependent on Russia.”
********There is a good deal going on in just a few lines of text. The export of natural gas
from the U.S. to country X is dependent upon its status as a free-trade partner or not. If not, the
export can be loosened if it is in the national interest. These decisions, it seems, are determined
by the Energy Department, presumably with lots of input from Congress. Consequently, any
geopolitical event that shakes things up abroad provide additional fodder for arguments to
increase natural-gas (or other) exports. There is no surprise, here, but there is great clarity.
(6 March 2014): “Nutrition-Label Proposal Stirs Up Small Companies”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304732804579421221352622150)
--------“Small food companies are preparing to deal with the added cost of reprinting packages,
figuring out new serving sizes and other headaches in the wake of the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration’s proposal last week to change the standard nutrition-facts label on food items.
Unlike big companies, which have departments and lawyers dedicated to tweaks in required
nutritional labeling, small food companies risk potential fines and lawsuits because they
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generally struggle to figure out the nutrition facts and labeling themselves.” Changes in the
content of nutrition labels can require significant outlays by small firms in (a) determining the
nutrition content, (b) changing the labels to include the content, and (c) label redesign. These
costs are not so important for “larger businesses because big players generally tweak their
packaging frequently for marketing purposes.” But “smaller mom-and-pop shops will often do
all their printing a year and a half out” so changes are “a much bigger deal for them.”
********As luck would have it, I don’t know of any other way to describe, I read a brief
description last night of Robert T. Averitt’s book The Dual Economy: The Dynamics of
American Industry Structure (1968), in which the notions of “core” and “periphery” of an
industry are explored. This resonated quite nicely with the book my students are currently
reading in my principles of microeconomics class—The Stealth of Nations: The Global Rise of
the Informal Economy (2011). Clearly, very large firms and very small firms are operating in
very different circumstances, the circumstances (and consequences of which) are worth
exploring. Clearly, uniform regulatory requirements are almost certain to fall more heavily on
firms that are relatively small than on those that are relatively large.
(6 March 2014): “Should America Build a Strategic Shoe Reserve?”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304732804579421322287326350)
--------“Under a provision of 1941 legislation known as the Berry Amendment, the Defense
Department must buy boots, uniforms and certain other items that are 100% U.S.-made. It can
make exceptions if U.S. manufacturers don’t have the capacity to make what it needs, and has
done so for athletic shoes needed for boot camp.” Now, after years of debate, the Department of
Defense, “under pressure from the domestic shoe industry and lawmakers, particularly those
from Massachusetts, Maine and Michigan that have some of the country’s few remaining shoe
plants,” is going to review its exemption for sneakers. If shoemakers are able to convince that
there is U.S. capacity to make the shoes, the Department of Defense “may order that Army, Navy
and Air Force personnel be outfitted with U.S.-made sneakers.”
(7 March 2014): “China Needs Industry to Enlist in ‘War on Pollution’”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304732804579422542323031678)
--------“China’s newly declared ‘war on pollution’ includes measures designed to curb smog and
speed up industrial reform, particularly for the country’s massive state enterprises.” Chinese
Premier Li Keqiang said in a speech to China’s legislature, “Smog is affecting large parts of
China, and environmental pollution has become a major problem, which is nature’s red-light
warning against the model of inefficient and blind development.” Along with this China’s top
economic planning agency, the National Development and Reform Commission, “unveiled an
annual target for reducing nitrogen-oxide emissions, which mainly come from power producers,
cement and steel factories and motor vehicles. The commission also plans to overhaul resource
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taxes on coal that will make the fuel more costly, and introduce a tiered pricing model for
electricity that will make power more expensive for big users such as cement and aluminum
companies.” Energy analyst Tian Miao of research firm NBSO notes that “This will definitely
lead to higher production costs at state-owned enterprises.” However, these are also firms that
tend to have substantial excess capacity.
********The article also has a four-minute video that is definitely worth watching. Along with
images of Chinese air pollution, it contains clear and concise analysis that is largely independent
of the written article. In the video two points come out clearly: (1) the vital roles of
implementation and enforcement; and (2) the need for continual, rather than episodic,
monitoring. It must be very hard to be an environmental and legal consultant based in Beijing,
knowing full well the damage that being there does to one’ health.
(8 March 2014): “U.S. Paper Industry Gets an Unexpected Boost”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304703804579385470794476470)
--------“For three generations, Mohawk Fine Papers Inc. ran a mill at the juncture of the Mohawk
and Hudson rivers, selling paper to IBM, Exxon Mobil, General Electric and other corporate
giants for annual reports.” But sales started declining in 1996 “when the Security and Exchange
Commission began to phase in an electronic platform for companies to upload and make public
their financial reports. . . . The annual report business collapsed in 2007, after the New York
Stock Exchange said its companies didn’t have to distribute the reports to shareholders.” In
order to recover from decreased sales from annual reports, Mohawk “made an extraordinary bet .
. . his company borrowed millions to expand into the fine stationery business. The investment is
now paying off as Americans renew their relationship with paper—consuming less of the cheap
stuff for reading news, bill-paying and record-keeping and, in Mohawk’s case, buying more
expensive stock for personalized holiday cards, announcements and photo books from online
juggernauts such as Shutterfly Inc.” Industry giant International Paper Co. has also adapted,
buying “several makers of corrugated cardboard boxes, which now fill with goods shipped by
online retailers like Amazon. . . . IP’s reinvention . . . was funded by the sale of 6.8 million acres
of forestland for nearly $7 billion to multiple buyers over two years, the largest U.S. land transfer
since the 1803 Louisiana Purchase,” according to the company.
********A good example of two companies embracing new opportunities as other faded away.
It would be interesting to learn the names of some of the companies that were unable to shift
their activities (and why).
(8 March 2014): “Distributed generation: Devolving power”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21598668-big-batteries-threaten-big-powerstationsand-utilities-profits-devolving-power)
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--------“Who needs the power grid when you can generate and store your own electricity cheaply
and reliably? Such a world is drawing nearer: good news for consumers, but a potential shock
for utility companies. That is the conclusion of a report this week by Morgan Stanley, an
investment bank, which predicts that ever-cheaper solar and other renewable-energy sources,
combined with better and more plentiful batteries, will also many businesses and other electricity
users to cut the cord of their electricity providers.” In a similar vein, investment-research firm
Morningstar “says that though distributed generation represents only 1% of America’s installed
capacity now (compared with 20% in Germany), it could make up a third by 2017 and could
‘kill’ utilities in their current form.”
(10 March 2014): “Pharmaceutical Scouts Seek New Star Drugs for Cancer, Diabetes”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304703804579384871050414310)
--------“Like baseball scouts trying to pick tomorrow’s big-leaguers from farm teams, . . . drugcompany scientists . . . are playing an increasingly vital role as hunters of new medicines from
outside their labs to refresh aging product rosters.” Such scouting “reflects a shift in how big
drug companies find new medicines. In the past, they preferred to develop drugs in-house. But
finding new ways to attack touch diseases—diabetes, for example, and Alzheimer’s—is proving
more difficult than once thought . . . So drug makers are looking beyond their labs, hoping to
more quickly viable new drugs . . . That shift afield has created a breed of scientist-dealmakers . .
. whose jobs are as much to scout promising molecules elsewhere as to nurture drugs in-house.”
********An interesting perspective is provided by Roger Perlmutter, the research chief of
Merck & Co.: “No matter how good your research organization is, no matter how good you are,
the best work is always going on somewhere else . . . You want to be able to take advantage of
that work that is going on the outside.” Johnson & Johnson, as reported in the article, employs a
chart they call a Bullseye, like a shooting target, to keep track of drugs under development. The
location of a drug on it indicates how far advanced its development it, “with the most-advanced
nearest the center. J&J tended to look at outer rings—not the middle—for early stage prospects.
. . . That’s where the scouting kicked into higher gear. J&J scientists would get to know
counterparts at companies on their Bullseye charts, building relationships at medical meetings
and other venues. Sometimes, a J&J scientist might talk with a prospect for months—even
years—before raising the issue of a deal.” As a result of this approach, “J&J says about half of
its drug-development pipeline is from outside, versus about 20% in 2002. Six of its nine new
drugs approved since 2011 come from outside.”
********The central role of relationship building comes through strongly in the article.
(11 March 2014): “Drones Find Fans Among Farmers, Filmmakers”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304732804579425342990070808)
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--------“As U.S. regulators and courts grapple with when and how to allow the use of drones for
commercial purposes, flying robots already are starting to change the way companies do business
in countries from Australia to Japan to the U.K. They are showing the potential to provide
cheaper and more effective alternatives to manned aircraft—and human workers—in industries
like mining, construction and filmmaking.” Missy Cummings, a drone researcher who directs
the Humans and Autonomy Lab at Duke University, notes that the U.S. is “the world leader in
producing drones . . . [but] the reality is the rest of the world has moved further ahead of us in
terms of commercial applications.” Surveying, farming, and filmmaking are but three areas
where drones have transformed the way work is done. “In Japan, Yamaha Corp. has been selling
drones to farmers for 20 years. It estimates about 2,400 of its unmanned helicopters are spraying
pesticides and fertilizers on 40% of the rice fields in Japan. . . . Yamaha is seeking FAA approval
to begin commercial use in the U.S.” It is thought that the FAA “isn’t likely to have full-scaled
rules in place until after 2015, but it plans to propose rules this year for drones weighing less
than 55 pounds.”
********Autonomous ships have also been in the news recently, for example in The Economist:
http://www.economist.com/news/technology-quarterly/21598318-autonomous-cargo-vesselscould-set-sail-without-crew-under-watchful-eye. Rolls-Royce is looking to be a leader in this
technology. You can learn more at: http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-26438661.
(12 March 2014): “Book Review: ‘GDP’ by Diane Coyle”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304026804579409354237162962)
--------GDP: A Brief but Affectionate History “is just what the title promises. Diane Coyle tells
us where GDP came from, how and why it is compiled, what it counts, and what it fails to
count.” In reading this charming book, one begins to understand the challenges in measuring
GDP, while gaining exposure to some of the reasons why some have resisted developing GDP
statistics. With regard to resistance the point was made by Sir John Cowperthwaite (1915-2006),
the longtime financial secretary of Hong Kong, to wit: anything that is measured will come to be
managed. Cowperthwaite thought that the very existence of GDP figures “would constitute a
standing temptation for the government to ‘manage’ an economy that seemed to be doing quite
well on its own.”
********You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/GDP-Brief-butAffectionate-History/dp/0691156794/. Its Table of Contents suggests that the author has taken a
chronological approach to developing her subject. Diane Coyle was a Politics, Philosophy, and
Economics student at Oxford and did her graduate studies in economics at Harvard. You can
learn more about her at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diane_Coyle.
(12 March 2014): “Tesla to Stop Selling Electric Cars in New Jersey”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304704504579432912699054076)
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--------“Tesla Motors Inc. will stop selling its luxury electric cars in New Jersey on April 1, after
the state said Tuesday it wouldn’t license the company to sell vehicles directly to consumers,
bypassing franchised dealers. . . . Tesla has been battling in New Jersey and other states to
defend its direct-sales model against attacks by franchised dealers representing rival brands. . . .
Dealers fear Tesla’s model could cause . . . [direct] selling to spread to other manufacturers,
ending a century-old system that protects the sales territories and investments of many
independent businesspeople.” There are now three states that ban Tesla from selling cars
directly to consumers: Arizona, New Jersey, and Texas.
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[The Invisible Forces] 152 (19 March 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(11 March 2014): “My Life as a Retail Worker: Nasty, Brutish, and Poor”
(http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/03/my-life-as-a-retail-worker-nasty-brutishand-poor/284332/)
********Each week David Warsh creates an article for Economic Principals
http://www.economicprincipals.com/). This week (16 March 2014) Warsh wrote about “The
Future of the Bundle,” taking the opportunity to comment on a five-part series on “the business
of the news” by Felix Salmon. In that context he mentioned “My Life as a Retail Worker” as
“the best thing I read all week.” The title of the article, of course, is a reference to Thomas
Hobbes’ life of man in a state of nature in The Leviathan, which is “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish,
and short.” I think you will find something new and interesting in the article—unless you’ve
worked retail in a sporting goods store.
(13 March 2014): “Firms Plow Through Farm Bill, Seeking an Edge”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303546204579435473953788430)
--------“Entrepreneurs are poring over the recently enacted Farm Bill, looking for provisions and
new programs that might give their businesses an edge. . . . The Farm Bill, which is more than
900 pages long and took nearly three years for Congress to pass, provides a blueprint for the next
five years or so of agricultural policy. . . . In addition to big-ticket items like food stamps and
crop insurance, the bill sets aside funding for roughly a dozen programs focused on local-food
systems, nutrition assistance and organic agriculture, lending support to farmers markets,
research and food-security initiatives.” The Bill shows a slight reorientation of priorities:
“Traditional program for commodity crops like corn, soybeans, cotton and rice were reduced by
about $14 billion over 10 years. Money for fruits, vegetables, organics and other food and farm
programs were increased by about $2 billion over the same period.”
********You can learn more about the Agricultural Act of 2014—the Farm Bill—at:
https://agriculture.house.gov/bill/agricultural-act-2014. You can read the entire bill at:
http://agriculture.house.gov/sites/republicans.agriculture.house.gov/files/pdf/legislation/Agricult
uralAct2014.pdf.
(13 March 2014): “Book Review: ‘The Meat Racket,’ by Christopher Leonard”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303795904579433251526440912)
--------In The Meat Racket Christopher Leonard takes a different look at Tyson Foods, the largest
meat producer in the world and the leading member of the large companies that have a grip on
the American meat industry. His focus “isn’t the treatment of animals in factory farms, a subject
already well documented; nor is it taste or quality, although some unpleasant facts emerge. He is
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primarily concerned with how these corporations gained control of the business from farm to
table.” Tyson’s approach to business has been described as “chickenization” by its detractors.
According to Leonard, Tyson “has set out to ‘chickenize’ first the hog and now the cattle
business. It has faced fierce resistance in the latter, but its practices still help set the standard for
the entire industry.”
********Christopher Leonard is “the former national agribusiness reporter for the Associated
Press” (http://www.christopherleonard.biz/the-author.html). You can read a review of the book
in its entirety at: http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/book-review-the-meat-racket-bychristopher-leonard/2014/02/28/3000c400-934c-11e3-84e1-27626c5ef5fb_story.html. You can
find an additional review, that also considers historian Maureen Ogle’s book In Meat We Trust,
at: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/02/books/review/the-meat-racket-and-in-meat-wetrust.html.
(14 March 2014): “Surge in Rail Shipments of Oil Sidetracks Other Industries”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304914904579437680173044774)
--------“A major snarl in railroad traffic is ricocheting through the supply chains of businesses
across the U.S. . . . The problem largely stems from pileups at BNSF Railway Co. in a critical
northern stretch of the country where it is shipping crude oil from North Dakota’s booming
Bakken Shale region. The railroad . . . already taxed by the heavy demand for oil transport, ran
into difficulties when it ran out of locomotives and crew as bitter winter forced it to use smaller
trains.” As a result, “Deliveries of empty grain cars to farmers and grain elevators are now
running about two to three weeks late . . . An executive close to big utilities companies says coalfired power plant inventories are running much lower than the usual 30 days.” Although BNSF
is “leasing and buying locomotives by the hundreds,” as well as hiring new crews and building
new tracks, unraveling the disruptions will likely extend throughout 2014. The inability of some
businesses to deliver product by rail has led them to use trucks instead. But that industry, too,
has capacity constraints. As Gregg Halverson of Black Gold Farms in Grand Forks, North
Dakota notes: “It’s not only the actual availability of the trucks, but trucking firms having trouble
getting drivers, because of demand from the oil patch.” Inventories of many companies,
including food producers, are very low. David Berg, of American Crystal Sugar Co., comments
that food manufacturers have been “running on fumes for weeks . . . We’ve been humping trucks
all over the U.S. to keep people in supply.”
********A graphic example of the transmission of disequilibrium throughout the transportation
system and the time it takes for markets to adjust.
(14 March 2014): “Changes sought in law impacting farmers markets” (http://www.citizentimes.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2014303140051)
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--------Relatively new regulation from the North Carolina Department of Revenue “affects the
more than 200 farmers tailgate markets across North Carolina and, some say, could ultimately
impact the accessibility of fresh produce and other locally produced goods. At issue is a
requirement that farmers market managers keep a daily registration list of vendors who are
subject to sales tax on their products, recording their names, permanent addresses and DOR
certification numbers. Managers are required to keep that paperwork for two years and provide
the documentation to DOR inspectors upon request.” The law provides states that “a manager’s
failure to keep the records properly can result in a Class 2 misdemeanor charge.” Opponents of
the law say that the record keeping requirements would make the usually unpaid positions of
farmers market manager more onerous and would result in the closure of some markets, and
would “hamper access to healthy, locally-produced foods and a farmer’s ability to grow and
market them.”
(15 March 2014): “Thank You for Smoking—Marijuana”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303630904579419033028056534)
--------From the Opinion Page: The Weekend Interview with Justin Hartfield, by Bari Weiss.
Justin Hartfield aspires to become “the Philip Morris of the American marijuana industry.” He
thinks that “Prohibition is about to pop” and those, like him, who are “positioned intelligently,
will reap a profit.” Joseph Kennedy hit a financial jackpot when he “secured ‘medicinal liquor’
permits during Prohibition and in the months before the anti-alcohol law was repealed in 1933 he
secured the exclusive import rights to popular liquor brands like Dewar’s whisky and Gordon’s
gin.” Justin Hartfield “is executing an Internet-age version” of Kennedy’s strategy. “Federalism
has allowed him to take advantage of the pot market in states where the drug is legal for medical
or recreational use. . . . The federal ban has also made serious institutional investors, major banks
and credit-card companies shun the industry. At least for now.” He notes that the likes of Philip
Morris won’t move until marijuana is 100% legal, “By that time, they’re going to buy me and
then do it.”
********A clear and compelling illustration of how law (and changes in the law) create
opportunities for gain; the article has a four-minute companion video that is definitely worth a
look. At the present time Hartfield has cast his net widely: “I’m just doing everything I can in
this industry legally that isn’t going to throw me in jail.” He is not sitting back and letting events
happen—last year his Internet presence Weedmaps.com “spent $1 million on lobbyists and
charitable contributions to political causes to promote” his views. It will be interesting to see
how Hartfield’s business ventures fare in the years to come.
********This article seems to be a good place to mention the term agnotology, which is “the
study of the cultural production of ignorance.” Today, “whole industries devote themselves to
sowing public misinformation and doubt about their products and activities. The tobacco
industry was a pioneer at this. Its goal was to erode public acceptance of the scientifically
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proven links between smoking and disease: In the words of an internal 1969 memo legal
opponents extracted from Brown & Williamson’s files, ‘Doubt is our product.’” To foregoing
appeared in the Los Angeles Times (http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-hiltzik20140307,0,3373375,full.column#axzz2vTmKuWmV). You can learn more about those whose
business is creating doubt by reading Merchants of Doubt, by Naomi Oreskes and Erik M.
Conway (http://www.amazon.com/Merchants-Doubt-Handful-ScientistsObscured/dp/1608193942/). This, perhaps unusual, sequence of articles stemmed from a posting
by education writer Diane Ravitch, entitle “Understanding the Propaganda Campaign Against
Public Education.” You can read it at: http://www.commondreams.org/view/2014/03/12-0.
(15 March 2014): “U.S. Agencies Consider Redefining Manufacturing”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303546204579439170777269630)
--------“Should a company be called a manufacturer if it doesn’t make what it sells? The answer
isn’t as obvious as it seems.” Companies like Carson Optical Inc., that “handle every part of
making their products except the actual fabrication” are sometimes referred to as “factoryless
goods producers” and have become more prevalent as industries have globalized. Agencies of
the U.S. government are considering counting such companies as manufacturers, a move which
would result in “an overnight increase in the apparent size of the U.S. industrial sector without
adding a single assembly line. It would also change its geography, as places like Silicon Valley
would suddenly look much more like a manufacturing hot spot.” According to government
economists, “the change, if it occurs, wouldn’t happen before the next Census survey [of
business] in 2017.”
********The most recent Economic Census took place in 2012. You can learn more about it at:
https://www.census.gov/econ/census/. Reading the article I could not help but think of Nobel
laureate Ronald Coase’s 1937 article on “The Nature of the Firm.” Its relevance for our Internet
Age seems to grow continuously. You can learn more about it (and about Coase) at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Nature_of_the_Firm.
(15 March 2014): “Business and government: The new age of crony capitalism”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21598996-political-connections-have-made-manypeople-hugely-rich-recent-years-crony-capitalism-may)
--------This is one of the Leader articles. Rent-seeking “is what economists call a special type of
money-making: the sort made possible by political connections. This can range from outright
graft to a lack of competition, poor regulation and the transfer of public assets to firms at bargain
prices. Well-placed people have made their fortunes this way ever since rulers had enough
power to issue profitable licences, permits and contracts to their cronies. In America, this system
reached its apogee in the late 19th century . . . In the emerging world, the past quarter-century has
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been great for rent-seekers. . . . The links between politics and wealth are plainly visible in
China, where a third of billionaires are party members.”
********The Economist has constructed “an index to gauge the extent of crony capitalism
across countries and over time.” The intent of the index is to show “the scale of fortunes being
created in economic sectors that are most susceptible to cronyism.” You can find the index, as
well as additional discussion of crony capitalism, at:
http://www.economist.com/news/international/21599041-countries-where-politically-connectedbusinessmen-are-most-likely-prosper-planet. This companion article to the Leader mentions
Chrystia Freeland’s book, Plutocrats (2013), which devotes a lengthy chapter to rent-seeking.
You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Plutocrats-Rise-Global-SuperRich-Everyone/dp/0143124064/.
********Further, albeit brief, discussion of crony capitalism appears in a review of George
Gilder’s recent book Knowledge and Power (2013):
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303795904579431710813802946).
In his book Gilder calls for an “information theory of capitalism” where information is “widely
(and freely) distributed” where equilibrium is overthrown by “inventors and entrepreneurs.”
Gilder develops the novel and interesting view that U.S. securities law has had the effect of
limited the dispersal of inside information about firms, arguing that “What’s needed is the
release of more inside information about companies.” http://www.amazon.com/KnowledgePower-Information-Capitalism-Revolutionizing/dp/1621570274/.
(17 March 2014): “Unskilled and Destitute Are Hiring Targets for Fukushima Cleanup”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/17/world/asia/unskilled-and-destitute-are-hiring-targets-forfukushima-cleanup.html)
--------“’Out of work? Nowhere to live? Nowhere to go? Nothing to eat?’ the online ad reads.
‘Come to Fukushima.’ That grim posting targeting the destitute, by a company seeking laborers
for the ravaged Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant, is one of the starkest indications yet of an
increasingly troubled search for workers willing to carry out the hazardous decommissioning at
the site. The plant’s operator, the Tokyo Electric Power Company, known as Tepco, has been
shifting its attention away, leaving the complex cleanup to an often badly managed, poorly
trained, demoralized and sometimes unskilled work force that has made some dangerous
missteps.” This reflects Tepco’s decision to shift some of its most qualified workers away from
Fukushima toward another plant, “Kashiwazaki-Kariwa, that it hopes to restart this year as part
of the government’s push to return to nuclear energy three years after the world’s second-worst
nuclear disaster.”
(18 March 2014): “Jack Daniel’s Faces a Whiskey Rebellion”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303287804579443160558822086)
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--------“A feud has erupted among distillers over a seemingly simple question” When is a
whiskey ‘Tennessee Whiskey’? On the one side is Brown-Forman Corp., maker of the topselling American whiskey, Jack Daniel’s. At the company’s urging, Tennessee passed
legislation last year requiring anything labeled ‘Tennessee Whiskey’ not just to be made in state,
but also to be made from at least 51% corn, filtered through maple charcoal and aged in new,
charred oak barrels. As it happens, that is the recipe for Jack Daniel’s, which traces its
Tennessee roots back more than a century and today sells more than 90% of the state’s whiskey.
On the other side of this feud is U.K.-based Diageo PLC, the world’s largest liquor company and
owner of George Dickel, the distant No. 2 Tennessee Whiskey. It is lobbying Tennessee
lawmakers to relax the rules so area distillers don’t have to copy Jack Daniel’s.”
********An interesting example of a dominant supplier with political connections being able to
have its production process written into law. The part of the Tennessee Code that defines
“Tennessee Whiskey” is Tenn. Code 57-2-106. You can find the defining restrictions at:
http://www.whiskycast.com/files/TN_Whiskey_definition_legislation.pdf. They are nicely laid
out on page 1 of the Lexis Nexus document.
(19 March 2014): “France Has a Formula for China’s Baby-Milk Needs”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303369904579420591913631968)
--------The countryside of Brittany, France will soon be home to a production facility belonging
to Synutra International Inc., “one of China’s top 0 baby-formula makers . . . The plant feeds two
needs. China’s voracious demand for infant formula is surging as the middle class flourishes.
But since a 2008 scandal, when Chinese-made formula tainted with the industrial chemical
melamine killed six infants and sickened 300,000, parents have preferred to buy formula from
well-known Western brands. Now, dairy companies in China, already the world’s largest
importers of milk, are racing to win back consumers by typing up with producers abroad.” This
development comes at a time when dairy farmers in Brittany have “been hurt by the unwinding
of European subsidies.” Not everyone in Brittany is enthusiastic, however. Dairy farmer Hervé
Guilloux notes: “It scares me a little that the Chinese will hold the power to negotiate milk
prices.” The government “has actively courted investment from China to revive France’s
moribund economy.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 153 (26 March 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(20 March 2014): “In Trade Talks, It’s Countries vs. Companies”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-03-20/in-trade-talks-its-countries-vs-dotcompanies)
--------“Beginning in the 1950s, trade negotiators evolved an elegant solution to a vexing
problem: the risk that poor countries would seize the oil fields, mines, and factories of Western
corporations that operated within their borders. Fearful of nationalization or other harsh
treatment, multinationals were holding back on investment. . . . The answer was to include
language in treaties specifying that disputes between investors and governments would be settled
by independent arbitrators, not courts in the country where a disagreement arose. That gave
corporations confidence that their projects were safe and helped unleashed trillions of dollars’
worth of cross-border investment. . . . Yet that fix is now the subject of a bitter disagreement
between corporations and governments . . . The problem is that to many people, arbitration looks
profoundly undemocratic. Countries that sign the treaties give away a lot: The arbitration panels
are unelected tribunals of three experts . . . that are empowered to overrule a nation’s highest
authorities. . . . The panels have come under attack from environmental groups, labor unions, and
developing nations including Venezuela, Ecuador, and South Africa.” Disagreements between
corporations and countries are impeding progress on two of the biggest trade treaties ever: “the
Trans-Pacific Partnership . . . and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership.”
(20 March 2014): “The New Future for American Coal: Export It”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303563304579447582374789164)
--------‘As environmental restrictions and abundant natural gas reduce coal consumption at home,
exports have become more import for U.S. mining companies. U.S. coal shipments outside the
country in 2014 are expected to surpass 100 million tons for the third year, a record string. . . .
Last month, Bristol, Va.-based Alpha [Natural Resources Inc.] opened a London office in
response to demand from Europe, which is weaning itself from nuclear power and installing
more pollution-control mechanisms on power plants. In 2013, the top foreign buyer of American
coal was the U.K.”
(20 March 2014): “Gay Rights, Money and Morals”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304026304579449672335541500)
--------“Guinness passed up a big beer moment this week when it pulled its sponsorship of the St.
Patrick’s Day Parade in New York City. But it also sent a reminder about social change and the
leading role that business, in its own interest, can play.” Gary Gates, an economist at the
Williams Institute at UCLA, notes: “I think what is historically correct is that corporate
America—Fortune 500-type companies—has generally been ahead of public opinion and
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certainly ahead of federal and state laws on LGBT policies.” Consistent with that statement, the
advocacy group Human Rights Campaign said in its December survey that “91% of Fortune 500
companies now provide nondiscrimination protection for sexual orientation and 67% offer samesex partner benefits, such as those given married employees. By comparison, Mr. Gates says
43% of states have laws that prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation and a similar
percentage allow same-sex couples to marry or recognize same-sex relationships through a status
similar to marriage. State law is trending behind corporate policy.”
********Definitely an interesting thought that large corporations act in advance of state and
federal law, suggesting that the corporation plays a role in historical and social change, i.e., is a
part of the invisible handshake. A similar argument is made by Jennifer Delton in her book
Racial Integration in Corporate America: 1940-1990 (2009). This is made even more
interesting when this article is run up against another “City vs. Country: How Where We Live
Deepens the Nation’s Political Divide”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303636404579395532755485004).
The article points to profound party differences in rural (predominantly Republican) and urban
(marginally Democratic) areas. Presumably most of the Fortune 500 companies mentioned
above have urban, not rural, locations.
(24 March 2014): “Scientists Face Prickly Situation as They Search for the Hairless Kiwi”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304914904579437310965568526)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. What is now known as the kiwifruit, or more simply
kiwi, was first brought to New Zealand from China and was known as the Chinese gooseberry.
But when “the Cold War intensified in the 1950s, the political connotations of the fruit’s historic
name . . . proved unpalatable. So New Zealanders rebranded it as the kiwifruit . . . due to its
resemblance to the country’s chubby, long-beaked native bird.” For many the brown, prickly
skin of the kiwi is keeping it from much larger sales on world fruit markets, so Zespri Group Ltd.
is seeking to transform the kiwi into a convenience fruit, similar to an apple or banana, that will
not require a utensil—knife or fork—to eat it. Consequently, “Zespri is plowing millions of
dollars into research and development of a fruit with either an edible or easy-peel skin. New
Zealand’s government is backing the endeavor with taxpayer funds, hoping for a breakthrough
that can add a new engine to an economy that is already reliant on dairy and other agricultural
exports.” Early results have not been promising. Minnesota-raised Elizabeth Popowski, who is
employed as a taster for New Zealand’s Plant and Food Research Institute, says “I’ve had ones
that made you cry: instant-water-to-the-eyes, hair-standing-up-sour awful.” Presently, there are
high hopes for a kiwiberry, that would be sweet, without a skin, and edible in one bite.
********You can learn more about the Plant and Food Research Institute at:
http://www.plantandfood.co.nz/.
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(24 March 2014): “Mortgage Tax Breaks Trickle Up, New Study Shows”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303949704579457342129970328)
--------According to a recent study by economists Andrew Hanson, Ike Brannon, and Zackary
Hawley, “Federal tax benefits for homeowners primarily help wealthier people borrow more
money to buy larger houses rather than boost homeownership . . . The ZIP Code-level analysis of
Internal Revenue Service data . . . estimates that tax preferences, particularly the mortgageinterest deduction, have helped drive up the size of houses by as much as 18% in the nation’s
most affluent areas while not broadly encouraging people to buy homes.” The study estimates
that in the greater metropolitan area of Washington, D.C., “tax benefits have contributed to the
average home size being about 1,400 square feet larger than if the benefits didn’t exist.”
Mortgage-interest benefits generally accrue to wealthier filers since the “mortgage-interest
deduction is available only to those who itemized deductions on their tax returns, and few lowincome households itemize because they generally can have a lower tax bill by taking the
standard deduction.”
********You can learn more about the study, “conducted by a team of economists for the rightleaning R Street Institute, at: http://www.nationalaffairs.com/publications/detail/rethinking-taxbenefits-for-home-owners.
(25 March 2014): “Tobacco Firms Step Up Fight Against Cigarette Smuggling”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304250204579433104226047172)
--------The global illicit market for cigarettes is estimated at $34 billion and “accounts for more
than one in every 10 cigarettes smoked” according to independent research company
Euromonitor International. The market has two parts: “counterfeit or fake products produced at
very little cost and often designed to imitate big brands; and legitimately produced cigarettes that
are smuggles across borders—often in large shipping containers—without paying the correct
tax.” According to Euromonitor, “Excluding China, the illicit market is forecast to grow by 16%
in the five years through 2016 to reach 660 billion cigarettes a year. The financial crisis has
contributed to the increase in sales: “Smokers faced with falling real incomes but unwilling to
quit smoking have turned to smuggled cigarettes, which sometimes come in at half the price of a
genuine pack. . . . For criminals, the rewards of cigarette smuggling are huge. Japan Tobacco
estimates the margin for criminals trading in illicit tobacco is around 900% and the contraband
products can be transported easily—one 40-foot truck can carry $67 million worth of tobacco.”
********Contributing to smuggling issues in Europe, as it would also do in the U.S., is the
variation of cigarette prices among countries. For example, “the price for a 20-cigarett pack of
Philip Morris’s Marlboro ranges from €1.08 ($1.50) in Belarus to €13.18 in Norway . . .
reflecting the enormous variations in tobacco taxes across the continent.”
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(25 March 2014): “Why Trade Bonds When You Can Trade Ads?”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303949704579459103743176792)
--------“For many on Wall Street, landing an executive-level job at an established hedge fund
would be a crowning career move. Until, that is, they get a chance to go into advertising.” Ted
Yang, the co-founder and chief technology officer for two-year-old MediaCrossing Inc., made
such a move. He notes: “We’re talking about a market that shares a lot of the same
characteristics as financial markets.” MediaCrossing “uses proprietary computer systems and
algorithms to find the best ad space at the best price on behalf of its clients. Like financial
trading outfits, it makes money by assuming some of the risk of buying and selling ads for clients
and profits by finding more attractive prices to trade the online ads.” Ilya Talman, a recruiter for
a firm that specializes in financial-technology professionals, observes: “In their minds,
advertising is more like Google than ‘Mad Men.” Ad traders and technologists “view
advertising very differently than those interested in the creative aspect of advertising.” The
resulting programmatic buying is “changing the industry,” pushing down “online ad rates by
exposing the vast inventory of available Internet ad space.”
********Ted Yang notes that he had ample opportunities to work in finance but chose the
online ad business because “it remains far behind Wall Street in technological innovation.” In
time, perhaps soon, that technological difference will diminish as like-minded individuals enter
the business.
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[The Invisible Forces] 154 (2 April 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(27 March 2014): “Smallville, USA, Fades Further”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303325204579463761632103386)
--------According to a new Census report, “Nearly 60% of rural counties shrank in population last
year, up from 50% in 2009 and around 40% in the late 1990s. . . . Rural America—which
encompasses roughly three-quarters of the nation’s landmass—has seen slower population
growth for a decade, as more young people move to urban and suburban areas for jobs and even
aging retirees seek out more-populated places to live. . . . While ongoing population losses mean
mounting challenges for remote rural areas, most economists see the movement of workers to
better jobs in more populous areas as a sign of a healthy, efficient economy.”
********The article has some nice graphs that emphasize population losses. The two states that
I know best—North Carolina and Wisconsin—both show significantly more counties that lost
population between 2008-2013 as compared to 2003-2008. Wisconsin is not too surprising but
North Carolina definitely was. NC counties with population losses tend to be strung out along
the border between NC and Virginia, but VA boarder counties tended to behave similarly. You
can learn a bit more about recent population changes at:
https://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/population/cb14-51.html.
(27 March 2014): “New Curbs on Drug Use in Animals”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304688104579463882206677314)
--------“Almost all companies that make animals drugs have agreed to change their labels to curb
the overuse of antibiotics in cattle, pigs and other farm animals, the Food and Drug
Administration said Wednesday. The move by the animal-drug industry complies with a
voluntary initiative issued in December by the FDA. . . . The agency said Wednesday that 25 of
26 animal-drug makers—representing more than 99% of the industry by sales—had agreed to
remove the ‘growth promotion’ indication from labels for the drugs.” The FDA’s initiative
stemmed from “the rise of dangerous drug-resistant bacteria, which have proliferated because of
the drugs’ overuse in hospitals and on farms, doctors say.”
********This suggests that group self-regulation might be an option, although it is doubtful that
changing a label will change what is in the minds of farmers and ranchers. However, another
feature of the FDA’s guidance might make a difference, namely, a provision that “the use of
farm antibiotics to treat, control or prevent disease would require oversight by veterinarians.”
An increase in the demand for veterinarians can be expected.
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(28 March 2014): “College Athletes Aim to Put Price on ‘Priceless’”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/28/sports/ncaafootball/college-athletes-aim-to-put-price-onpriceless.html)
--------This week “a ruling by a regional director of the National Labor Relations Board that
football players at Northwestern University may have the right to form a union and bargain
collectively” brought wide attention to “just how big a business college sports has become” and
“how much so-called student athletes should share in the billions of dollars they generate for
their schools and the National Collegiate Athletic Association.” A dramatic recent case is that of
Johnny Manziel, the quarterback for Texas A&M. More familiarly known as “Johnny Football,”
contributions to the university rose by $300 million from 2012 to 2013 as “Manziel passed and
rushed his way to a Heisman Trophy.” Although money is an ongoing issue in the drive for
collective bargaining, there are other matters of concern. The College Athlete Players
Association, which was behind the efforts at Northwestern, also seeks “medical coverage for
sports-related expenses and measures to reduce concussion risks.” It is also seeks “plans to
improve graduation rates . . . [and] a fairer process for handling accusations of rule violations.”
********The article also suggests that collective bargaining for money sports like football and
basketball could reduce the funds available to finance non-money sports, as well as increase
inequality of compensation among athletes. This is a topic won’t be going away—it will be
interesting to see how the NCAA responds to its latest challenge.
(29 March 2014): “New roles for technology: Rise of the robots”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21599762-prepare-robot-invasion-it-will-change-waypeople-think-about-technology-rise)
--------This is one the leaders for the week. “Robots came into the world as a literary device
whereby the writers and film-makers of the early 20th century could explore their hopes and fears
about technology . . . Since moving from page and screen to real life, robots have been a mild
disappointment. . . . That seems about to change. The exponential growth in the power of silicon
chips, digital sensors and high-bandwidth communications improves robots just as it improves
all sorts of other products.” This week’s special report on robots explains three other factors that
are at play.
********You can access the articles that comprise the “Special report: robots” at:
http://www.economist.com/printedition/2014-03-29.
(29 March 2014): “Free exchange: Pricing the surge” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21599766-microeconomics-ubers-attempt-revolutionise-taxi-markets-pricingsurge)
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--------“New competitors always ruffle a few feathers. The unique thing about Uber, a new taximarket player, is that it seems to have annoyed some of its customers as much as the incumbent
cabbies it threatens. The problem is its ‘surge pricing’, which can make the cost of Uber rides
jump to many times the normal fare at weekends and on holidays. Gouging customers like this,
critics reckon, will eventually make them flee, denting Uber’s business. Microeconomics
suggests that although Uber’s model does have a flaw, its dynamic pricing should be welcomed.”
Although it would appear that taxi markets should have easy entry, “Decades of regulation
conspire to keep entrants outs.” In New York a pair of taxi medallions sold for $2.5 million at a
2013 auction, while in London “a test of familiarity with the city’s streets . . . can take four years
to complete.” Uber, which began in San Francisco, “lets passengers hail drivers from their
smartphones.”
********An interesting development that is definitely beyond my experience and those, I
suspect, of virtually everyone living outside a major metropolitan area. The article gains
additional interest from its coverage of time-of-day pricing and the challenges that can arise if
one is unaware or uninformed.
(31 March 2014): “How a Giant Kazakh Oil Project Went Awry”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303730804579437492040999738)
--------Two decades ago tantalizing rewards were envisioned in an oil project in the northern
Caspian Sea, with an estimated 1.5 million barrels a day expected to be flowing in 2005. But in
2014 the oil isn’t flowing, “the project has been plagued by budget blowouts, engineering
missteps and management disputes extending from off-shore roughnecks to top government and
corporate leaders. Miles of leaky pipeline make up what is arguably the world’s most expensive
plumbing problem. The project is years late, more than $30 billion over budget and now halted
indefinitely.” The total outlay on the project is currently $50 billion.
********You can get a sense of the scale, and some of the challenges, of the project from the
two-minute video at: http://live.wsj.com/video/50-billion-kashagan-oil-development-isntworking/30820524-F68F-46AA-B1BC-7C81849758BA.html#!30820524-F68F-46AA-B1BC7C81849758BA. Energy companies involved are: ENI (Italy), Total (France), Shell (U.K), and
Exxon (U.S.A.); the Kazakhstan government is also a partner in the project.
(31 March 2014): “Feed Is Suspect in Spread of Deadly Pig Virus”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304688104579463250402491502)
--------“Scientists and regulators investigating the mysterious spread of a deadly virus plaguing
the U.S. pork industry are stepping up their scrutiny of what the nation’s hog herd eats. With a
dearth of solid leads investigators are exploring whether something in pig feed could be a
conduit for porcine epidemic diarrhea virus, which has spread to 27 states and killed millions of
young pigs since it was first identified in the U.S. last April. One focus of the inquiry” porcine
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plasma, a widely used feed ingredient made from the blood of slaughtered hogs and fed to
piglets. Scientists say the virus, one of the most devastating diseases to afflict U.S. livestock in
years, is fatal only to young pigs, and poses no threat to human health or food safety. But it has
rapidly increased costs for major hogfarm operators . . . as prices for replacement pigs have
soared to new highs.” Porcine plasma “has been a mainstay of piglet diets in the U.S. since the
1990s.” Although there is no clear evidence that plasma in feed is the reason for the spread of
the virus, some producers of piglet feed are taking no chances, recalling products that contain
plasma and reformulating the feed. “Suspicions already have roiled the half-dozen companies
that manufacture plasma in the U.S. and Canada.”
********The market for porcine blood plasma is a new one for me. Although given the timehonored statement that “every part of a pig is used except for its squeal,” this should not be a
surprise. The industry group for porcine blood plasma appears to be the North American Spray
Dried Blood and Plasma Protein Producers. You can learn a bit about their perspective on the
epidemic at: http://www.aasv.org/pedv/NASDBPP_PR.pdf.
(1 April 2014): “China’s New Wager: Pulling Energy From the Ocean”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303287804579446904069462752)
--------“A race is under way to unlock one of the world’s biggest untapped sources of clean
energy—the ocean—with China emerging as an important testing ground. . . . The European
Union so far has led efforts to harness the sea to make electricity, for which there are three
principal techniques: underwater turbines that draw power from the ebb and flow of tides,
surface-based floats that rely on wave motion and systems that exploit difference in water
temperature. The world’s first commercial, grid-connected tidal-flow generator was installed in
Northern Ireland in 2008. . . . But with 11,000 miles of coastline rich with energy potential and
pollution that is getting worse, China is seen by many experts as an ideal location to pioneer and
commercialize ocean-energy techniques.” China, working with companies like U.S.-based
Lockheed Martin Corp., has a number of projects under test.
(2 April 2014): “Brazil Kicks Up Taxes on Beer, Soda Ahead of World Cup”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304157204579475073431176890)
--------“Brazil raised a tax on beer and some other drinks, betting that consumption during the
soccer World Cup in June and July will help shore up its finances. The government said the
increase, effective immediately, applies to beer, some juices, and energy and sports drinks.
Dyogo Oliveira, a senior finance ministry official, said the tax increase would raise an estimated
200 million Brazilian reais ($85 million) this year to help bolster the government’s finances. The
tax is equal to around 1 cent an item, the government said.” The tax isn’t popular with some
Brazilians, for example, taxi driver Luis Fontes, who said: “I’m already having to pay more for
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my cigarettes, now it’s beer. I think this government is going to finish off all my bad habits with
these taxes.”
********Luis Fontes gives a very clear statement of “sin” taxes, intended to decrease
consumption and increase tax revenue. Of course, if the tax is increased too much, consumption
will fall sufficiently that tax revenue will decrease, too. Presumably that is why this tax is
“small.”
(2 April 2014): “Farm Belt Pest Gnaws at Syngenta”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304157204579475782097509254)
--------“The western corn rootworm, a Farm Belt scourge, is gaining further ground against
genetically modified crops designed to kill it, marking a setback for biotech seed makers. The
rootworm . . . is developing resistance to pest-killing toxins in corn seed marketed in the U.S. by
Syngenta AG of Switzerland, according to new research from Iowa State University. The study,
published last month, expands on earlier research showing the insect had developed resistance to
a widely grown genetically modified corn developed by Monsanto Co.” Syngenta notes that
resistance is hard to measure, “partly because of a lack of consensus about how to define the
resistance phenomenon.” However, Chuck Lee, who heads the North American corn business of
Syngenta, notes: “it is clear that there is increasing unexpected damage to corn crops from [corn
rootworms] in certain areas with all traits, and that is a concern for everyone.” Lee also
comments that corn rootworms “should be considered a challenge to be managed, not a problem
that can be solved.”
********I think Lee makes a good point. In this case the issue is genetic variability and
evolution, but in the social world the more general issue is learning. Unfortunately, perhaps, we
are never in a position to learn our lessons once and for all. Things keep changing and we either
learn or pay for our inability to do so.
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[The Invisible Forces] 155 (9 April 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(8 March 2014): “A Bigger Prize review—the price we pay for competition”
(http://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/mar/10/bigger-prize-review-competition-margaretheffernan)
--------This review appeared in The Guardian Weekly (4 April 2014). Margaret Heffernan has
taken competition to task in A Bigger Prize: Why Competition Isn’t Everything and How We Do
Better (2014). Her book is a “meticulously researched and engagingly written argument that
even the most strident proponents of competition will find hard to refute. Tackling subjects as
diverse as family life, sports and education, the early chapters show how an obsession with
competing has stripped so many activities of their true value—the only goal being to come first
at any cost—and benefited the few at the expense of the many.” Heffernan’s book seems to be
one of many that have grown out of the 2008 financial crisis. “But while some authors are
content just to pick flaws in the current set-up, Heffernan’s narrative is replete with examples of
alternatives, from the bosses that have turned their companies into co-operatives to Nobelprizewinning economist Elinor Ostrom, who demonstrated there are practical ways to overcome
the problem of resource allocation. Universally relevant and hard to fault, this is an important
contribution to an expanding genre.”
********You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Bigger-Prize-Betterthan-Competition/dp/1610392914/. You can learn more about Margaret Heffernan at:
http://www.mheffernan.com/.
(4 April 2014): “African Migrants Stream to Spanish Enclaves”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304704504579433040208534478)
--------Spain has two enclaves on the Moroccan shore of the African continent: Ceuta and
Melilla. Because “under EU laws, member states are barred from using force to keep out
migrants and must allow those who gain entry to apply for political asylum” they are continual
objects of people like Raymond Persie, a 21-year-old native of Gabon, who expresses the
opinion of many would-be immigrants to Spain: “There’s nothing for me in Africa.” In 2013
there were about 4,200 migrants who “reached the enclaves illegally . . . up 49% from the
previous 12 months.” The barriers the mark the borders between Morocco and the Spanish
enclaves have been up for nine years and are daunting: “three parallel fences, two of them 20 feet
tall, standing about three feet apart.” According to the Spanish interior minister, Jorge
Fernández Diaz, “There are plans to reinforce the barriers with additional barbed wire and other
modifications.” But “Nothing so far has stopped the immigrants’ well prepared lightning-quick
assaults on the fences.”
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********The article reminded me of the reading, “The Trip,” by Laila Lalami, used in the
Humanities 414 course at UNC Asheville. You can read it in its entirety at:
http://hs.monticello.k12.mn.us/sites/ad90f7f2-78a0-41d0-91441c9ddc8f6df2/uploads/The_Interactive_Story!.pdf. Connected to it, at least in my mind, is the
controversial novel The Camp of the Saints, by Jean Raspail, which I have not read. You can
learn more about the book at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Camp_of_the_Saints.
(4 April 2014): “China Cash Shortage Brings IOUs to Fore”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303532704579479150664949722)
--------“In China’s economic slowdown, businesses are having troubles paying suppliers, and
banks are getting shy about lending, so cash is scarce.” As a result, increasing use is being made
of a form of IOU known as acceptance drafts. These drafts are “similar to postdated checks but
are guaranteed by a bank of state-owned enterprise” and have been “a fixture of trade in China
for years. But corporate treasurers, chief financial officers, people at small loan firms and
analysts say that as the economy slows, cutting into companies’ sales, the bills are being passed
around more and more.” Small firms are having an especially difficult time obtaining cash,
leading them to look elsewhere for funds, including Taiwan, where lending rates have soared as
a result.
********There is a two-minute video accompanying the article that explains and illustrates the
use of acceptance drafts. You can see it at: http://live.wsj.com/video/cashless-credit-chinasrising-risks/89A98845-9F28-4CD0-ADDD-E7DD9DDF4F0E.html#!89A98845-9F28-4CD0ADDD-E7DD9DDF4F0E.
(5 April 2014): “Schumpeter: Flower power”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21600187-forces-reshaping-one-africas-mostsuccessful-industries-flower-power)
--------Kenya, with 12 hours of tropical sunlight a day and a temperate climate at higher
elevations, is an ideal place to grow things, like flowers, and Longonot Farm is “a giant factory
for mass-producing roses: a model of efficiency in a country whose natural condition seems to be
chaos.” But its activity is being “reshaped by three powerful forces—two applied by the West
and a third by local conditions.” Regarding the West, its “consumers are demanding two
contradictory things from Kenyan producers: more value for money and more corporate social
responsibility (CSR).” The local pressures stem from the increased cost associated with land and
labour. An additional local challenge is the strain on the environment: “Lake Naivasha almost
ran out of water a few years ago and local towns are buckling under the weight of migrant
labourers looking for jobs. These three forces are producing a wave of consolidation and vertical
integration, as economies of scale and close ties to retailers become more important.”
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(5 April 2014): “European energy security: Conscious uncoupling”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21600111-reducing-europes-dependence-russian-gaspossiblebut-it-will-take-time-money-and-sustained)
--------Recent developments in Ukraine and Crimea have drawn attention to Europe’s
dependence on Russian gas. In the medium term—weeks or a few months—“Europe remains
highly vulnerable to Russian control over gas supplies. This vulnerability is one of the reasons
why Mr. Putin thinks Europe will not act decisively against him over the annexation of Crimea,
or any further territorial depredations he may have in mind. But it is a vulnerability that can,
over time, be decreased.” There are a number of plausible responses to this situation. “The
shock of the Crimean annexation should speed up sluggish European decision-making on
storage, interconnection, diversification, liberalisation, shale gas and efficiency. And thought the
decision-makers may detest Mr. Putin, in private they will admit that he may thus have done
them a favour. They already knew what to do. They just didn’t want to do it.”
********The graphic accompanying the article that shows “Incoming gas pipeline routes” from
Russia is stunning, drawing attention to Europe’s dependence in a way that words cannot.
Perhaps expensive energy is better than no energy?
(5 April 2014): “U.S. Reaches A Milestone On Lost Jobs”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303987004579481141339889068)
--------“U.S. businesses finally added enough jobs to replace the 8.8 million positions lost during
the deep recession and tepid five-year recovery . . . Private-sector payrolls hit a record 116.09
million, passing the peak set in January 2008, but they are far below where they would be if the
labor market’s trajectory weren’t interrupted. And government jobs remain well short of their
high point.” Since December 2007, “local, state and federal governments have shed 535,000
positions.” A continuing concern is the amount of long-term unemployment. “Of about 10.5
million Americans officially unemployed in March, more than a third—3.7 million—have been
jobless for more than six months.”
********The article [SR] has a dramatic graphic showing the changing composition of privatesector jobs from 2000 to 2014. It shows steep decline in the percentage of employment due to
manufacturing and a steep rise in health care and social assistance, as well as accommodation
and food services. As its title indicates, “Services More, Goods Fewer.” For a bit more
perspective on the March job numbers, you can read “5 Takeaways From The Monthly
Employment Report” at: http://blogs.wsj.com/five-things/2014/04/04/5-takeaways-from-themarch-employment-report/.
********One item reflected in the “5 Takeaways” is the growth of temporary jobs, a topic that
is explored further in “Temp Jobs Surge as Firms Contain Expenses”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303910404579485303369082202).
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Job-matching firm CareerBuilder notes that “in cities such as Cincinnati and Milwaukee, more
than half of all jobs created since 2009 are for temp or contract work. In Stockton, Calif., temp
posts account for virtually all net jobs added since 2009.” Although temp hiring tends to
accelerate during downturns, “many labor experts now believe the continued hiring of short-term
workers marks a structural, lasting shift in the job market.” Large corporations “such as WalMart Stores Inc. and Amazon.com Inc. have used temp hiring as a core part of their business
structure, leading others to follow suit.” This hiring practice has “moved deep into traditional
manufacturing zones.” According to labor economist Susan Houseman of the W.E. Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research in Michigan, “Close to 40% of all temp jobs are now in
manufacturing, a ratio that has risen steadily for several decades.”
(7 April 2014): “Nigeria’s Economy Surpasses South Africa’s in Size”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304819004579485360572851126)
--------Nigeria just took a “big step South Africa as the continent’s biggest economy, a pivotal
moment for two aspiring global players and one that validates foreign companies’ moves into
Africa’s riskier markets. Nigeria’s nominal gross domestic product was $510 billion in 2013,
89% larger than most economists expected, the country’s National Bureau of Statistics said, and
$190 billion more than South Africa’s slow-growing economy. The new number stems from a
half-decade effort to measure one of the world’s biggest informal markets. The latest time
Nigeria took such a full measure of its economy was 1990. But Nigerian number-crunchers
traversed the West African nation by motorcycle and speedboat to record previously uncaptured
commercial activity.” Despite the impressive increase in Nigeria’s measured GDP, it remains
“among the hardest places in which to operate; it is a full 106 countries below South Africa on
the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business report.” According to a 2012 Gallup poll, “Just 9% of
the working-age population is employed.”
********You can find Doing Business 2014: Understanding Regulations for Small and
Medium-Size Enterprises at: http://www.doingbusiness.org/reports/global-reports/doingbusiness-2014.
(8 April 2014): “Corporate Cash Alters University Curricula”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303847804579481500497963552)
--------Partnerships between universities and corporations “are spring up from the dust of the
recession, as state universities seek new revenue and companies try to close a yawning skills gap
in fast-changing industries. . . . Though these partnerships have been around at the graduate level
and among the nation’s polytechnic schools and community colleges, they are now migrating
into traditional undergraduate programs.” Concerns about these closer relationships have been
raised by Gar Alperovitz, a political economist at the University of Maryland, and to a lesser
extent Molly Corbett Broad, president of the American Council of Education, “which represents
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about 1,600 college and university presidents.” But, for “many students and their parents who
stand to benefit from these arrangements, these concerns seem esoteric. The programs are
pathways to good internships and high paying jobs.”
********The director of IBM’s Global University Programs, Jim Spohrer, makes an interesting
comment in relation to these nascent and growing ties: “For the partnerships to grow in
sophistication . . . both universities and industry are going to have to change.” It would be
interesting to learn how both partners are changing as a result.
(8 April 2014): “Drugstores Play Doctor: Physicals, Flu Diagnosis, and More”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304819004579487412385359986)
--------“Currently there are about 1,600 walk-in medical clinics across the country in drug and
big-box stores and supermarkets like CVS, Walgreens, Target and Kroger. The number is
projected to double in the next three years due in part to the increased demands of newly insured
patients under the Affordable Care Act, according to a 2013 report from Accenture, a global
management-consulting firm.” Convenience is also leading to the expansion of these clinics,
“No appointments are needed at the clinics and most insurance is accepted. Most locations offer
care to patients 18 months and older and are open seven days a week with evening hours . . .
Services are usually provided by nurse practitioners of physician assistants, who are qualified to
write prescriptions, according to the Convenient Care Association, a national trade association.”
Some physician groups have objected to the retail clinics. “The American Academy of
Pediatrics recently cautioned parents not to rely on retail-based health clinics for children’s
primary-care needs because they fragment health care.” According to Dr. Ateev Mehrotra, an
associate professor of health-care policy at Harvard Medical School, “Studies have found that the
quality of care at retail clinics is on par with that at traditional medical offices.”
********Obviously the walk-in medical clinic is an expanding part of the health-care landscape.
It will be interesting to see how the scope of care of traditional health care will adjust as a result.
(9 April 2014): “Decline in New Businesses Suggests Satisfied Workers”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304819004579489461801538416)
--------“A steady decline in U.S. business formation may appear to be bad news for the overall
economy. But there could be a silver lining: fewer ‘necessity entrepreneurs.’” According to the
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, an advocacy group for entrepreneurship based in Kansas
City, Missouri, “Only about 476,000 new U.S. businesses started up each month in 2013, down
7% from 2012 and 12% from 2011.” Necessity entrepreneurs, according to economist Josh
Lerner of Harvard Business School, “were the M.B.A. who got laid off and created a one-man
consulting business and the guy who got laid off from the steel mill and started doing car repair
in his backyard.”
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********The article goes on to distinguish between “opportunity entrepreneurs” and “necessity
entrepreneurs.” The former, according to Aaron Chaterji of Duke University’s Fuqua School of
Business, “start businesses because they see an opportunity in the market rather than because
they have no other employment options” and tend to be “better positioned for success” than
necessity entrepreneurs.
********The use of the word ‘opportunity’ evokes Israel Kirzner’s definition of an
entrepreneur: “An entrepreneur is someone who is alert to opportunities for gain and takes action
with respect to them.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 156 (16 April 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(11 April 2014): “Breakthrough in Quest to Grow Body Parts”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303603904579493682196167594)
--------“Scientists have successfully transplanted laboratory-made vaginas into four teenage girls
whose own were absent because of a rare disease, marking a milestone in the quest to grow
structurally complex body parts. . . . The vaginas were created from the patients’ own cells and
implanted between 2005 and 2008. Today, the women report normal sexual function.”
According to Alexander Seifalian, a professor at University College London, “This sort of
regenerative medicine is pushing forward.” Flat structures like skin are the easiest organs to
make. “Another step up in complexity are body parts such as the vagina . . . the final frontier is
the quest to make solid organs—such as the heart and liver—that typically don’t have a cavity
and have more complex functioning.”
********Anthony Atala, director of the Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine in
Winston-Salem, NC, was the leader of the team that did the vagina transplants. He notes that the
implantation of solid organ is “exponentially more complex.” A two-minute video
accompanying the article provides some additional information about the process undertaken.
(11 April 2014): “U.S. Corn Exports to China Dry Up Over GMO Concerns”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303873604579493790405023808)
--------“China’s tougher stance on imports of genetically modified corn is roiling U.S.
agribusiness, largely halting trade in the biggest U.S. crop in its fastest growing market. By one
industry estimate, exports are down by 85% compared with last year. Since mid-November,
China repeatedly has refused shipments of U.S. corn, saying officials detected that some
contained a genetic modification developed by Syngenta AG that Beijing hasn’t approved.” The
rejected shipments “have cost grain companies $427 million from lost sales and reduced prices
for China-bound shipments that must be resold elsewhere.” Gary Martin, president of the North
American Export Grain Association, describes this as “a watershed-type of moment . . . It’s
pretty dramatic if the U.S. can’t supply the Chinese market.” Although China has approved
some genetically modified crops, “its approval process often takes longer than in other big
countries.” The episode “reflects international discord over genetically modified seeds . . . Some
people say the grain industry needs to get better at trading products geared toward certain
buyers.”
(12 April 2014): “The slumps that shaped modern finance”
(http://www.economist.com//news/essays/21600451-finance-not-merely-prone-crises-it-shapedthem-five-historical-crises-show-how-aspects-today-s-fina)
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--------“What is mankind’s greatest invention? Ask people this question and they are likely to
pick familiar technologies such as printing or electricity. They are unlikely to suggest an
innovation that is just as significant: the financial contract. Widely disliked and often considered
grubby, it has nonetheless played an indispensable role in human development for at least 7,000
years. At its core, finance does just two simple things. It can act as an economic time machine,
helping savers transport today’s surplus income into the future, or giving borrowers access to
future earnings now. It can also act as a safety net, insuring against floods, fires or illness. . . .
Yet finance can also terrorise. When bubbles burst and markets crash, plans paved years into the
future can be destroyed.” As we distance ourselves from the crisis of 2008, “it is worth asking if
the right things are being done to support what is good about finance, and to remove what is
poisonous. History is a good place to look for answers.” An exploration of “Five devastating
slumps—starting with America’s first crash, in 1792, and ending with the world’s biggest, in
1929” may provide some answers.
*******The five slumps examined in detail are 1792, 1825, 1856, 1907, and 1929, although
eight others are also briefly noted. A useful overview of some essential financial history.
(15 April 2014): “Is Film the End of the Road for Small Cinemas?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303873604579494543832997088)
--------“Hollywood’s major studios are in the final days of distributing movies on film reels and
moving to digital distribution sent via hard drives or satellite, a move that is cheaper for studios
but requires significant investment by theaters in new equipment.” As a result, some small
theatres, unable to raise the necessary funds and encountering consumer resistance from likely
higher ticket prices, “could fade out for good.” Presently, about “87% of the 5,672 theaters in
the U.S. are . . . digital . . . The remaining 13% is mostly made up of one-screen independents, in
rural communities with no multiplexes for miles.” As distributors have gone digital, the number
of film prints of movies have shrunk substantially. The movie “Gravity” opened in more than
3,000 locations but “Warner Bros. produced only 200 film prints.” Some small theaters have
resorted to Kickstarter campaigns to finance the transition to digital, offering engraved theater
seats and other forms of recognition for the backing of contributors.
(16 April 2014): “No New Rules Despite Disaster at West, Texas, Fertilizer Facility”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303887804579503542415353748)
--------“Safety rules for storing ammonium nitrate remain unchanged one year after a facility [in
West, Texas] . . . housing the widely used fertilizer exploded and killed 15 people—and
regulators, industry groups and safety advocates disagree on how much, or even whether, they
should be altered.” Even among industries that use ammonium nitrate, there is disagreement
“over what safety problems exist and how stringent new storage requirements should be. The
Institute of Makers of Explosives, which represents companies that use ammonium nitrate to
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create blasting agents used in mining and construction, says storing the chemical in wooden
buildings is unsafe. But the Agricultural Retailers Association says it would cost too much for
its members to switch from wooden structures.” Although ammonium nitrate is rated highly
unstable, it has “long been exempt from the most stringent federal chemical-handling rules, such
as a 1992 workplace-safety rule that requires special procedures for chemicals that are rated as
the most unstable or otherwise hazardous. Federal officials say they haven’t been to figure out
why it wasn’t included.” According to the federal Chemical Safety Board, there were 245
chemical accidents last year at workplaces that resulted in broad property damage or other
significant impacts.”
(16 April 2014): “Radioactive Waste Is North Dakota’s New Shale Problem”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304026304579453992970960368)
--------In North Dakota the shale-oil industry uses three-foot long “snake-like filters made of
absorbent fiber . . . to capture silt from waste water resulting from hydraulic fracturing.” Some
of these so-called “oil socks” were recently found at “a deserted gas station in a remote North
Dakotan town . . . [in] hundreds of garbage bags filled with mildly radioactive waste.” Most of
the “radioactive materials in oil socks comes from silt filtered in the process of pumping waste
water down injection wells. Radium, found in soil, rock and water, accumulates in the filtered
silt.” Although the radiation levels “are fairly low—North Dakota state officials say a person
could stand for a year by a dumpster full of the and receive less skin radiation than from a dental
X-ray . . . the discovery of the large quantities of improperly stored and abandoned radioactive
waste has triggered a public outcry.” The state just passed regulations to help deal with this
situation and already it requires that “filters eventually be transported by ‘licensed waste haulers’
to an authorized disposal facility. The problem: North Dakota doesn’t have a single storage
facility of handling radioactive waste—and it now has between 500 and 600 injection wells
producing the socks.” Consequently, the socks “often have to be transported hundreds of miles
away to dumps certified to handle it.”
********Another interesting angle on hydraulic fracturing. Especially interesting to me was the
varying limits of states respecting the acceptance of radioactive waste. For example, in North
Dakota “the maximum threshold for waste disposal at standard dumps” is 5 picocuries, whereas
in Montana, materials under 30 picocuries per gram are accepted; in Idaho, “they tolerate levels
as high as 1,500.” Also interesting is who polices radiation compliance in North Dakota. State
officials there say that dump operators “are responsible for checking waste loads coming in . . .
They can either reject it [the waste], or they can fine them [the haulers].”
(16 April 2014): “Why People Are Eating Less Fish”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304688104579465721070784980)
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--------“The average U.S. consumer at 14.4 pounds of seafood in 2012 . . . down from 15 pounds
in 2011 and a record high 16.6 pounds consumed in 2004. . . . This fading appetite for fish shows
that for a fragmented industry having a healthy product isn’t enough. Surveys show consumers
aren’t sure how to cook fish and prices can be high, while the seafood industry hasn’t been able
to organize any major marketing campaigns to promote fish consumption, the kind of efforts that
paid off for the beef and pork industries.” According to Phil Lempert, editor of
supermarketfguru.com, which tracks the business of retail food, “Fear of seafood and how to
cook it is the industry’s top challenge . . . No. 2 is how disjointed the industry is.” But cost is
also a big factor: “it’s more expensive to catch a fish from the ocean or raise it in a pen than it is
to raise a chicken, a cow or a pig.” Then there is the issue of safety, including “claims that
certain types of seafood are high in mercury” and fears “stirred up by organizations opposed to
growing genetically modified salmon.” In the U.S. “About two-thirds of all seafood . . . is eaten
outside the home” and seafood restaurants “have felt the effects of shrinking consumption.
Casual-dining chain Red Lobster has posted same-store sales declines in seven of its last eight
quarters, with an 8.8% decline reported in the company’s third-quarter results.” As a result,
“Red Lobster parent Darden Restaurant Inc. is under pressure from activist shareholders . . . to
spin off some of its chains and its real-estate operations into separate public companies. Darden
plans to separate Red Lobster but keep the remaining chains in one company.”
********The observation fragmented nature of the industry, as the story shows, presents
significant challenges in terms of promotion, no doubt driving by the different ecological niches
of the fish occupy. Issues of both horizontal and vertical product differentiation no doubt play an
important role in the raising, promoting, shipping, and selling fish varieties. All this reminds me
of the Sasha Issenberg’s highly readable The Sushi Economy: Globalization and the Making of a
Modern Delicacy (2007). You can learn more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/SushiEconomy-Globalization-Making-Delicacy/dp/1592403638/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 157 (23 April 2011): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(18 April 2014): “University of Chicago Economist Who Studies Media Receives Clark Medal”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/18/business/media/university-of-chicago-economist-whostudies-media-receives-clark-medal.html)
--------Economist Matthew Gentzkow of the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business
has received the 2014 John Bates Clark Medal, which is given annually to the top American
economist under age 40. Gentzkow, 38, “has used deeply researched, data-driven projects to
examine what drives ideological biases in newspapers and how the Internet is remaking the
traditional media landscape.” Along with Jesse M. Shapiro, a fellow professor at the Booth
School, he showed in a 2010 article that “ideological slants in newspaper coverage typically
resulted from what the audience wanted to read in the media they sought out, rather than from
the newspaper owners’ biases.” The two authors have also published work showing that
“television viewing by preschool children did not hurt their test scores during adolescence.”
********You can read the formal announcement of the award by the American Economics
Association at: https://www.aeaweb.org/honors_awards/bios/Matthew_Gentzkow.php. It
includes partial references to a series of articles that contributed to his receiving the award. The
full citation for the “slant” article is: Matthew Gentzkow and Jesse M. Shapiro, “What Drives
Media Slant? Evidence from U.S. Daily Newspapers,” Econometrica 78, 1 (January 2010): 3571.
(18 April 2014): “Wal-Mart Undercuts Rivals With New U.S. Money Transfer Service”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303626804579507362941275306)
--------“Wal-Mart Stores Inc. is taking another step deeper into banking, rolling out a new
money-transfer service that undercuts rivals including Western Union Inc. and MoneyGram
International Inc. The giant retailer on Thursday unveiled the new service, Walmart-2-Walmart,
which will allow customers to send and receive up to $900 at a time at more than 4,000 U.S.
stores.” The shares of MoneyGram, which now provides money-transfer services in Wal-Mart
stores, fell by 17.7% after Wal-Mart’s announcement. “The new service brings Wal-Mart even
deeper into the business of providing traditional banking services even though the company
technically isn’t a bank.” It will begin on April 24. Services will not be available for
international money transfers.
********A graphic in the article shows that for small money transfers—in the $50 range—the
price advantage for Wal-Mart, around 50 cents, is relatively small, but for transfers of $900 the
prices advantage is dramatic, around $65. The three-minute video accompanying the article
provides some additional perspective on Wal-Mart’s move.
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(18 April 2014): “Investors Jump In After Canada Changes Marijuana Rules”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303887804579503743164447838)
--------“For 11 years, Brent Zettl and Prairie Plant Systems Inc. cornered the market for
government-approved medical marijuana in Canada. Now, after a change this month in
Canada’s production and distribution laws made it legal for any licensed company to grow and
ship medical marijuana to patients, and illegal for patients to grow their own, Mr. Zettl finds
himself competing with a dozen new entrants in industry that could be worth as much as $1.2
billion in a decade. . . . Unlike the U.S., where a patchwork of state laws exists, Canada’s new
pot laws are federally regulated and uniform, making it more palatable to institutional investors,
who have already taken notice.” More competition will be coming soon—more than 500
companies have applied for a license from Health Canada, the government body that oversees
medical marijuana.
(18 April 2014): “China Details Vast Extent of Soil Pollution”
[SR}(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304626304579507040557046288)
--------“The extent of China’s soil pollution, long guarded as a state secret, was laid out in an
official report that confirmed deep-seated fears about contaminated farmland and the viability of
the country’s food supply. Nearly one-fifth of the country’s arable land is polluted, officials said
in the report, shedding unexpected light on the scale of the problem—a legacy of China’s three
decades of breakneck economic growth and industrial expansion.” According to Fred Gale, an
economist with the USDA’s Economic Research Service, “China will need to ease pressure on
its natural resource base and import more of its food over the long-term . . . Agriculture is
impacted by industrial pollution but also creates a lot of pollution itself.” Although officials in
the Communist Party announced in December that it would now consider broader measure of
economic performance that GDP, including environmental protection, “Soil remediation . . . is a
technically demanding process that can take decades.”
********Environmental issues and the urban-rural divide figure prominently in the most recent
issue of The Economist, which has a Special Report on China. You can read it at:
http://www.economist.com/printedition/2014-04-19.
(19 April 2014): “Fish Farming Explores Deeper, Cleaner Water”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303887804579503330588540974)
--------“Aquaculture, or fish farming, has grown faster than the wild-catch industry in recent
decades, and Norway’s fish farmers benefited as the nation has become the second-largest
exporter of farmed fish behind China. Global output of aquaculture expanded 12-fold between
1980 and 2010 to 60 million tons, while captured fish intake stabilized at 90 million tons,
according to the latest data available from the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
. . . At last count, fish farming accounted for 47% of global fish production, compared to 9% of
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the stock in 1980, with salmon farmers representing the fastest-growing segment of the
industry.” By 2016 of the world’s largest salmon producers—SalMar ASA—“will launch a
pricey and largely untested offshore fishing platform designed by a longtime oil executive.” The
executive, Gunnar Myrebøe, notes: “We had to do something like this, otherwise the industry
would never be able to grow.” The offshore farm “will resemble a modern-day oil platform . . .
anchored half submerged far offshore so that water can flow freshly through the community of
growing fish. . . . One of the biggest environmental challenges in salmon farming is the risk of
escapes. The fish that escape can potentially mate with wild species, which can lead to genetic
changes and the possible extinction of certain populations.” Further, there is no guarantee that a
traditional parasite of salmon—salmon lice—will be lessened. However, there are efforts
underway to breed “special types of fish that eat salmon lice.”
********You can learn more about global capture and aquaculture production statistics at:
http://www.fao.org/fishery/publications/en. Export information on fishery commodities can be
found in: http://www.fao.org/docrep/019/i3507t/i3507t.pdf. See page 44 for the top exporters by
value. China is first, followed by Norway, Thailand, Viet Nam, and the USA.
(19 April 2014): “Free exchange: Nice work if you can get out”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21600989-why-rich-now-have-lessleisure-poor-nice-work-if-you-can-get-out)
--------According to economic historian Hans-Joachim Voth, “In the 19th century you could tell
how poor somebody was by how long they worked.” In 1800, “the average English worker
labored 64 hours a week” and the rich had much leisure. More recently, things have changed.
According to the American Time Use Survey of 2013, “Americans with a bachelor’s degree or
above work two hours more each day than those without a high-school diploma. Other research
shows that the share of college-educated American men regularly working more than 50 hours a
week rose from 24% in 1979 to 28% in 2006, but fell for high-school dropouts. The rich, it
seems, are no longer the class of leisure.” The changing nature of work (and home life) may
have something to do with this, as “Work has come to offer the sort of pleasures that rich people
used to seek in their time off. On the flip side, leisure is no longer a sign of social power.
Instead it symbolizes uselessness and unemployment.” In research performed by Arlie Russell
Hochschild of the University of California, Berkeley, one interviewee noted: “I come to work to
relax.”
********The article cites a variety of sources that may be consulted for further exploration.
(21 April 2014): “50 Years Into the War on Poverty, Hardship Hits Back”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/21/us/50-years-into-the-war-on-poverty-hardship-hitsback.html)
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--------“McDowell County, the poorest in West Virginia, has been emblematic of entrenched
American poverty for more than a half-century.” It is here that John F. Kennedy promised in
1960 that if he were elected present, he would send help. “His first executive order created the
modern food stamp program, whose first recipients were McDowell County residents. . . . But a
half-century later, with the poverty rate again on the rise, hardship seems merely to have taken
on a new face in McDowell County. The economy is declining along with the coal industry,
towns are hollowed out as people flee, and communities are scarred by family dissolution,
prescription drug abuse and a high rate of imprisonment.”
********An article that clearly shows, although it does not focus open, the dangers of excessive
reliance on one major employer, whether it be coal, textiles, or tobacco. The challenges faced by
McDowell County, and many others (including some in Western North Carolina), are complex
and interrelated.
(22 April 2014): “Big Firms Fill Funding Gap”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB20001424052702304049904579513461250748806)
--------“Ted Sanders had a problem. The chief financial officer of Crailar Technologies Inc.,
which was eager to start producing flax yarn, needed money to build a plant in Belgium this
year. But, he said, ‘It’s pretty tough to get bank debt when you have no history of cash flow.’
Then, in December, Mr. Sanders found a party willing to lend Crailar about $3 million for 30
months at just 1.9% interest: Swedish furniture retailer IKEA. . . . The deal reflects a growing
trend. Larger companies are becoming financiers for their smaller suppliers and customers, who
often have had trouble getting conventional business loans.” With strong credit ratings and
better access to capital markets, “large companies have partly replaced traditional credit
providers.” According to the FDIC, “At the end of last year, small-business loans accounted for
just 21% of commercial loans, the tiniest share in two decades.”
(23 April 2014): “Union Blasts Staples-Run Postal Outlets”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304279904579518031528643744)
--------“A postal-workers union is ramping up a campaign to try to slow the U.S. Postal Service’s
partnership with Staple Inc., including asking unionized teachers to boycott the chair and buy
school supplies elsewhere. Last fall, Staples began providing postal services under a pilot
program that now includes 82 stores in California, Pennsylvania, Georgia and Massachusetts.
The sites are staffed with Staples employees. The American Postal Workers Union, whose
members have average pay of just under $25 an hour, said it fears a broader rollout would end up
transferring more duties to lower-paid Staple employees, cutting the need for neighborhood post
offices and leading to post-office layoffs.” All this comes as “The postal service is seeking a
way out of a deepening financial crisis as more people use email and pay bills online. The
agency had an operating loss of $5 billion for the year ended Sept. 30, with $61 billion in
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liabilities, including for retiree health benefits, compared with about $20 billion in assets.”
Although the USPS Postmaster General sees the partnership with Staples as a way to grow its
business, the union “argues the agency’s primary goals are to lower costs and privatize services.”
(23 April 2014): “Colleges, Employers Rethink Internship Policies”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304049904579517671151334870)
--------“The rules have changed for summer interns. Since last year’s class vacated the lowest
rungs of the corporate totem pole, a string of high-profile lawsuits by unpaid interns has worked
its way through the courts, and legislatures have passed new protections, forcing both schools
and employers to rethink their policies.” Although some companies are moving to pay their
interns, “Others, like magazine publisher Condé Nast, are getting rid of internship programs
altogether.” Although a tight market has led some to believe that an internship is a near
necessity, “A survey last year from the National Association of Colleges and Employers suggests
unpaid internships don’t help students land full-time jobs. Alums of unpaid internships had fulltime job offers at nearly the same rate as those who had no internships at all—about 37%,
compared with 62% for those with paid internships.”
********Data comparable to that appearing in the article can be found at:
https://www.naceweb.org/s05292013/paid-unpaid-interns-job-offer.aspx.
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[The Invisible Forces] 158 (30 April 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(26 April 2014): “The sharing economy: Boom and backlash”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21601254-consumers-and-investors-are-delightedstartups-offering-spare-rooms-or-rides-across-town)
--------The sharing economy is growing, using “the internet to bring together people with
underused assets—anything from spare rooms to spare time—and other who might like to rent
them.” However, “Not everyone is as delighted by the rise of the sharing economy as its
participants and investors.” Taxi drivers “on both sides of the Atlantic have complained loudly
(and at least in Milan and Paris, violently) about the intruders who, they say, not only undercut
their fares but are poorly vetted and underinsured. They have found ready listeners among
officials and judges.”
********The Internet has reduced entry barriers in a wide array of businesses. It is little wonder
that incumbents are increasingly using the legal system and, no doubt, the political system to
reduce the downward price pressures on their goods and services.
(26 April 2014): “Inside the Private Umbilical Cord Blood Banking Business”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303887804579501500366071342)
--------“Before giving birth two years ago, Whitney Ferrarese went back and forth trying to
decide whether to save the blood from her baby’s umbilical cord, a peculiar but increasingly
common American birth ritual. . . . Ms. Ferrarese trawled online message boards, where some
mothers say it is a lifesaver and others call it snake oil. She and her husband talked it over with
their doctor, friends and family before agreeing to pay $1,900 for a company to process and store
the cryogenically frozen cord blood of their daughter, Iris. . . . The question of whether to pay for
storage of a baby’s cord blood is now routinely asked of expectant parents in obstetrician offices
and hospital delivery rooms. Many states have passed laws requiring that doctors tell expectant
parents their options for cord blood: discard it; bank it privately; or donate it to a public bank,
which like a blood or organ bank helps people in need. The harvesting and storage of stem cells
from the blood of umbilical cords has surged in the past decade to a $4 billion global industry.”
The industry has its problems, thought. An analysis of government inspections and a review of
lawsuits by the Wall Street Journal have “found problems in the loosely regulated cord-bloodbanking business, including dirty storage condition, leaky blood samples and firms going out of
business.” Indeed, “Some private cord-blood banks are essentially marketing websites that lure
customers, collect fees, then outsource the processing and storage of what is touted as biological
life insurance for children.”
(26 April 2014): “For Weed Control, Farmers Widen Their Arsenal of Herbicides”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303847804579481641717350038)
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--------With a decline in the effectiveness of the herbicide glyphosate, sold by Monsanto as
Roundup, “U.S. farmers are dousing their fields with a wider array of herbicides, helping some
turn a corner in the war on super weeds but adding new costs and environmental concerns.” In
doing so “Farmers are having to brush up on their chemistry.” Travis Starnes, a 36-year old
grower of corn, wheat and soybeans near Monroe, North Carolina, “said he’s again relying on a
notebook of chemical recipes his family compiled in the early 1990s, before Roundup became
dominant.” Such approaches seem to have been successful but they are costly. “Some farmers’
herbicide expenses have doubled or tripled since resistant weeds set in, cutting deeper into
budgets at a time when corn prices are down 38% from their 2012 peak and soybean prices are
off by 16%.” Such expanded use of herbicides have revived concerns about their effects.
“Environmental groups and some farm activists fear that increased use of the harsher chemicals
will make more people sick and destroy more delicate crops, like grapes, that may be located
nearby.” Although some farmers are returning to hand weeding it, too, is expensive, running up
to $150 an acre.
(28 April 2014): “Why Marcellus Shale Gas Doesn’t Get to New England”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304788404579519461682943726)
--------“Nearly 15 million people in New England live within driving distance of America’s
biggest natural-gas field, yet heating and electricity prices reached a record for the region this
winter.” The source of this disconnect is “not enough pipelines. And the reason is an impasse
between pipeline operators and power plants over how to pay for new capacity.” Pipeline
operators “want long-term contracts in place before they spend the hundreds of millions of
dollars necessary to build a new pipeline or expand an existing one. But power companies,
which buy gas to fuel generators on a need-to-have-it basis, work on a different timetable.
Independent power-plant operators must supply electricity to utilities at the lowest cost possible,
and utilities are restricted in the extent to which they can pass on costs to customers. The result
is that the power industry long has been wary of getting locked in to long-term contracts with
higher prices than necessary. Regulators are proposing a tax to bridge the gap” and allow
pipelines to be built. As Don Santa, president of the Interstate Natural Gas Alliance of America,
notes: “Pipelines don’t get built on speculation.”
(29 April 2014): “Lose Your Triple-A Rating? Who Cares?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB20001424052702304788404579522390063476908)
--------“Once coveted and brandished by more than 60 companies and subsidiaries in 1980, the
gold-plated triple-A credit rating has almost vanished from corporate America. Only three
companies—Microsoft Corp., Johnson & Johnson and Exxon Mobil Corp.—hold that distinction
today, the lowest on record. Who cares?” Fewer and fewer people do. “The decline in triple-A
ratings reflects a shift in attitude among corporations and investors about the value, cost and risk
of bonds. Historically low interest rates and economic growth have scattered investors in search
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of higher yields and dulled their fear of default. . . . Against that backdrop, investors see a
negligible difference between the top two rungs of the ratings ladder, and trade them as if they
had almost equal risk. So now more analysts and investors say shareholders of companies with
the triple-A ratings are actually paying for a privilege that offers little reward.”
********The article raises a very interesting economic question. As Mark Puccia, a managing
director at Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services, notes: “It’s a very good question that any
responsible CEO and CFO should consider: is having a triple-A rating worth it?” It appears that
the resounding answer is “No.”
(29 April 2014): “Markets Gird for Return of El Niño”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304163604579527754219653232)
--------“The weather phenomenon known as El Niño is poised to return, a development that
threatens to drive up prices for food and other staples, investors and analysts say. . . . El Niño has
a reputation for triggering sharp run-ups for prices in markets as diverse as nickel, coffee and
soybeans. While “unpredictable rainfall is El Niño’s signature feature, analyst at Société
Générale found that it was miners, not farmers, who had the most to worry about. . . . The
reason: El Niño causes dry weather in Indonesia, the world’s top producer of the metal, which is
used to strengthen steel. Mining equipment in the country relies heavily on hydropower; the less
it rains, the less nickel can be produced.” And the higher the price of nickel.
********In short, El Niño increases rainfall in some areas and decreases it in others. In both
cases, the changes in rainfall bring about market price and quantity adjustments. The effects of
low rainfall on the nickel market are especially interesting to see.
(30 April 2014): “Supreme Court Revives EPA rule on Air Pollution Across State Lines”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304163604579531594097453658)
--------“The Environmental Protection Agency can reinstate limits on power-plant pollution that
blows across state lines, the Supreme Court ruled Tuesday . . . The court’s 6-2 ruling breathes
new life into a 2011 EPA measure known as the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule, which requires
28 states to reduce emissions that hurt air quality in states located downwind. The regulation
stands to affect about 1,000 power plants in the eastern half of the U.S. that may have to adopt
new pollution controls or reduce operations. The decision could further threaten the viability of
some aging coal plants, which already face other market and regulatory pressures.”
(30 April 2014): “In Drug Mergers, There’s One Sure Bet: The Layoffs”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304393704579532141039817448)
--------Drug mergers usually result in dramatic job cuts: “Since 2005, Pfizer Inc. has eliminated
more than 56,000 jobs world-wide.” After its $68 billion acquisition of Wyeth in 2009, Pfizer
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squeezed cost savings, closing “six of 20 research sites world-wide, including in New Jersey,
New York, north Carolina and the U.K. . . . Merck & Co. has similarly cut thousands of jobs,
many as a result of its $50 billion takeover of Schering-Plough in 2009.” In such mergers,
“Sales positions have been particularly hard hit . . . R&D jobs also have been eliminated . . .
because companies are increasingly buying more experimental drugs from outside biotechs and
academic labs.” There are a few skills that will remain in high demand: “These include
knowledge of regulatory processes, expertise in drug reimbursement, and experience in
translational medicine, the process by which basic science is translated into medicines.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 159 (7 May 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(14 March 2014): “Online Programs Could Erase Half of U.S. Business Schools by 2020”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-03-14/online-programs-could-erase-half-of-u-dots-dot-business-schools-by-2020)
--------This article appeared in print on 5 May 2014. “When Indiana University’s Kelley School
of Business launched an online MBA program in 1999, few traditional universities had embraced
distance learning. Online degrees were more typically offered by for-profit outfits such as the
University of Phoenix . . . Fifteen years later, 1,072 students are enrolled in Kelley’s online
MBA program, more than double the number in the schools’ regular two-year program. Tuition
for Kelley Direct works out to $61,200 for two years, compared with $93,000 for the oncampus.” The University of North Carolina’s Kenan-Flagler Business School online MBA is a
bit more expensive: $96,775 online as compared to $111,092 for its traditional program. As
ranked by Bloomberg Businessweek, Kelley and Kenan-Flagler are the only top 20 programs to
offer online MBAs. “While top-ranked institutions are probably immune to the competition
challenge this could bring, that’s not true of the larger universe of 420 U.S. MBA programs
accredited by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business.” According to
Richard Lyons, dean of the Haas School of Business of the University of California at Berkeley,
“Half of the business schools in this country could be out of business in 10 years—or 5.”
Massive open online courses have a place in the mix. Notes Paul Danos, dean of Dartmouth’s
Tuck School of Business, “A relative handful of top professors could create highly produced
online courses that other schools would pay to use as part of their degree programs.”
********An article that provides much to think about, especially those with connections to
higher education and the pedagogy known as the “flipped classroom” that has drawn a lot of
attention an At the risk of being too simplistic, think of a traditional math classroom. The
instructor presents material and works examples in class, and the student does reading and works
problems outside of class. In a flipped classroom, the student works problems in class, and the
instructor presents material and works examples in videos outside of class. Presumably the
student continues to do reading outside of class. In short, the flipped classroom pedagogy seems
to lend itself to highly produced lectures by “star” professors, while instructors manage
classrooms in which problem solving and face-to-face interactions predominate. This reminds
me very much of being a teaching assistant in graduate school. The professor gave the lectures
and the TAs followed up. I’d be interested in hearing from others about this.
(1 May 2014): “Is This the Hardest Job in America?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304518704579521590456358798)
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--------Diane Seaman, the chief actuary for WellPoint Inc., an insurer expecting to enroll in
excess of 600,000 in the new health care exchanges, “may have one of the toughest jobs in
corporate America. . . . That’s because the health law has reshaped the way insurers do business.
Before the law, consumers seeking coverage often had to tell insurers if they had health
conditions that might require pricey care . . . and actuarial models would predict their likely
costs. Insurers could typically boost those consumers’ premiums or refuse to cover them. Now,
insurers get no health information when enrollees sign up and must accept all comers. What’s
more, frequent regulatory tweaks from policy makers have forced actuaries to rejigger their
projections and strategies on the fly.” According to Ms. Seaman, the rate-setting process under
the law has been “very, very stressful.” As a result, actuaries find themselves pulling all-nighters
to keep up with the shifting actuarial landscape.
********The article suggests the often-noted, although seldom-used, distinction between risk
and uncertainty, long-ago developed by Frank Knight in Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit (1921), pp.
19-20. Knight writes: “The essential fact is that ‘risk’ means in some cases a quantity
susceptible of measurement, while at other times it is something distinctly not of this character.”
When that quantity is not susceptible of measurement, there is ‘uncertainty’. In light of this
distinction, the challenges actuaries now face grow out of a movement from risk, where
probabilities are more or less known, to uncertainty, where probabilities are not known.
However, when the claims come in, some of this uncertainty will be reduced.
(3 May 2014): “Schumpeter: Adventures in the skin trade”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21601488-how-danes-became-masters-global-furbusiness-adventures-skin-trade)
--------The Copenhagen suburb of Glostrup is “the home of the Danish Fur Breeders’
Association, the world’ largest fur-auction house . . . Denmark is home to 1,500 mink farmers
who together rear about 17.2 m of the mammals a year—about one-fifth of the world’s supply.”
Denmark, “an agricultural superpower,” has a constant supply of offal and fish waste to feed to
the mink . . . [and most] Danes are inured to the animal-rights passions that make mink breeding
impossible in other European countries, and its fur business has somehow escaped the attentions
of foreign activists. The farms welcome visitors. Danish women happily wear fur coats in
public.” But the recent success of Danish mink breeders is largely due to a 1993 trip to China
made by Torben Nielsen, who is now president of the Fur Breeders’ Association. With Europe’s
fur industry in crisis, he saw that “the Chinese Communist Party was preaching that it is glorious
to get rich and the Chinese were swapping their Mao suites for the fripperies of the West. Mr
Nielsen set about persuading them that mink was the ultimate symbol of success, commissioning
advertisements depicting powerful men with fur-clad girlfriends and staging fashion shows. The
association continues to put the shaping of Chinese taste at the centre of its strategy.” That
explains why the company “Kopenhagen Fur has so many Chinese buyers at its auctions—about
half of the 600 who typically attend.”
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********This is an excellent example of the role of the invisible handshake—social and
historical forces that influence human behavior. Clearly the handshake affects both demand and
supply of goods and services, in this case products made from mink. In addition, the handshake
is subject to change, even intentional change, although that change is typically slow.
(3 May 2014): “Free exchange: Corporate sardines” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21601549-how-incumbent-firms-pack-markets-deter-entry-corporate-sardines)
--------What factors play a role in the location decisions of firms, especially food chains like
Starbucks and hotel chains like Marriott? Exploration of this question goes at least as far back as
the work of Harold Hotelling on spatial competition in 1929. “He showed that firms face tradeoffs: locate too near a rival and ferocious competition hits profits; edge too far away and too
large a chunk of the market is lost. Since the trade-off will vary by market, Hotelling’s theory
explained why firms in some industries cluster, while others scatter.” Writers subsequently have
shown that “Different products lend themselves to different forms of competition for space.”
Especially noteworthy is hotel chains that seem to “fill” a market by opening “differentiated
lodgings” rather than “lots of the same joint.” Ultimately, the objective seems to be to keep
rivals out. “Yet to achieve that aim, the big chains use means that their punters [i.e., customers]
value. In markets where customers value proximity over brand, outlets mushroom; when
shoppers like more options, differentiated brands proliferate. Those that would like a rustic high
street packed with artisans should blame their fellow shoppers. To keep rivals out, a firm has to
mop up demand. That means giving customers what they want.”
********The classic work is Harold Hotelling, “Stability in Competition,” Economic Journal 39
(March 1929): 41-57. The article provides a number of references to more contemporary
literature.
(3 May 2014): “Trade and money laundering: Uncontained”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21601537-trade-weakest-link-fight-against-dirtymoney-uncontained)
--------“Cuddly toys don’t have to be stuffed with cocaine or cash to be useful to traffickers. A
few years ago American customs investigators uncovered a scheme in which a Colombian cartel
used proceeds from drug sales to buy stuffed animals in Los Angeles. By exporting them to
Colombia, it was able to bring its ill-gotten gains home, convert them to pesos and get them into
the banking system. This is an example of ‘trade-based money laundering’, the misuse of
commerce to get money across borders. Sometimes the aim is to evade taxes, duties or capital
controls; often it is to get dirty money into the banking system.” According to Balesh Kuman of
the Enforcement Directorat, an Indian agency that fights economic crime, “Trade is ‘a readymade vehicle’ for dirty money. . . . The basic technique is misinvoicing. To slip money into a
country, undervalue imports or overvalue exports; to the reverse to get it out. A front company
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for a Mexican cartel might sell $1m-worth of oranges to an American importer while creating
paperwork for $3m-worth, giving it cover to send a dirty $2m back home.” The ability of legal
authorities to detect misinvoicing depends upon its extent. “A dodgy deal is almost impossible
to spot if the pricing is only slightly out and you see just one end, says one American
investigator. ‘You can study the slips all day long, and all you see is stuff being imported and
exported.’”
(4 May 2014): “Gary Becker, 83, Nobel Laureate, Dies; Applied Economics to Everyday Life”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/05/business/economy/gary-s-becker-83-nobel-winner-whoapplied-economics-to-everyday-life-dies.html)
--------Gary S. Becker passed away in Chicago on May 3rd due to complication from ulcer
surgery. Becker’s primary contribution to social science was the economic approach to human
behavior in which economic ideas and methods were applied to matters that (used to) fall outside
the domain of economic analysis. Another Nobel Laureate, George Stigler, who helped draw
Becker to the University of Chicago, noted: “Gary Becker may well go down in history as the
chief architect in the designing of a truly general science of society.” His perspective was much
broader than the view of material selfishness conveys and is often expressed in caricatures of his
work. In his 1992 Nobel lecture he insisted that “behavior is driven by a much richer set of
values and preference’ that can also include altruism, loyalty and spite.”
********Much will be heard and read about Becker’s contributions to economics and the social
sciences in the year to come. The Wall Street Journal had an especially nice article by economist
Edward P. Lazear, “A Gifted Economist and the Ultimate Social Scientist”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303647204579543553646935192).
NPR has a four-minute piece on Becker that captures some of his notable accomplishments at:
http://www.npr.org/2014/05/05/309840501/remembering-economist-gary-becker-whodescribed-marriage-market. As an undergraduate Becker majored in mathematics and graduated
Summa Cum Laude from Princeton University. His graduate studies took place at the University
of Chicago, where he was a student of Milton Friedman, also a Nobel Laureate.
(6 May 2014): “Dirty U.S. Coal Finds a Home in Europe”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303417104579543814192542586)
--------“Even as it faces increased regulatory scrutiny at home, America’s dirty and unwanted
coal is being embraced in one of the world’s cleanest energy markets: the European Union. At
the biggest power plant in the U.K., operated by Drax Group PLC, a small black mountain of a
million tons of coal sits at the base of a dozen 374-foot cooling towers. Much of it is high-sulfur
coal from under the plains of Illinois and Indiana—exactly the kind of high-emission, power –
plant fuel receiving closer scrutiny from U.S. regulators and courts. . . . Although sales have
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tapered off in recent weeks because of higher inventory levels, the U.S. coal industry expects the
EU to be a good long-term bet.”
(6 May 2014): “Free Life-Insurance Offer Scrutinized”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303417104579541633309374704)
--------“Thousands of Florida teachers recently got a tantalizing offer: free life insurance, paid for
by a group of rich investors they had never met. . . . The offer to Pasco County’s school district
came from Ohio-based Pollock Financial Group, which promised to match the district’s
employees with investors eager for lucrative ways to invest their money. Under Pollock’s plan,
the investors would potentially pay hundreds of millions of dollars for policies on the lives of
district employees, from teachers to bus drivers and custodians . . . As deaths occur, the
investors, school district and beneficiaries of the insured employees would all receive payments.”
Critics of the plan say that it is a “twist on a practice that proliferated in the mid-2000s. In those
transactions, commission-paid agents induced thousands of older people to take out multimilliondollar policies to flip to investors such as hedge funds, which aimed to reap more from death
benefits than they paid in premiums. Several hundred civil lawsuits resulted, and some are still
working their way through courts.” Most states, Florida among them, “ban third parties from
directly taking out life-insurance policies on another person unless they are a relative, employer
or someone else more interested in that person being alive than dead.”
********This story is highly reminiscent of topics covered in chapter 4, “Markets in Life and
Death,” of Michael Sandel’s book What Money Can’t Buy: The Moral Limits of Markets (2012).
(7 May 2014): “Illegal Trading of Young Eels Is Investigated”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303417104579546111093741486)
--------“Soaring demand in recent years for young American eels, which are often shipped to
Asian markets to be raised for food, has generated fresh concern about the health of the species
along the East Coast. . . . Young eels—known as elvers, or glass eels, because of their
transparent appearance—are transported overseas to mature in aquaculture ponds.” In some
instances millions of dollars are being exchanged for glass eels; “Elver fishing is legal only in
Maine and South Carolina.” There is a continuing demand for elvers because, “unlike salmon,
eels won’t reproduce in captivity. . . . During the past two years, surging demand pushed glasseel prices in Maine as high as $2,600 a pound during the 10-week spring season.” A year ago,
“some fishermen in Maine legally were netting more than $100,000 in elvers in just days.” The
2011 earthquake and tsunami damaged Japanese aquaculture and helped contribute to the
unusually high prices.
(7 May 2014): “Gap Between Canadian, U.S. Oil Prices Narrows”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303417104579546092181949408)
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--------“Canadian oil prices are surging, narrowing the gap with U.S. crude, as new pipelines
connect producers with previously hard-to-reach Gulf Coast refineries 2,000 miles to the south. .
. . Until recently, crude from Alberta’s oil-sands region sold at a steep discount to the U.S. oil
benchmark because producers had difficulty getting it to buyers. . . . But one of the worst chokepoints loosened in January, when a pipeline opened linking a major oil hub in Oklahoma to
refineries in Texas and Louisiana. The price of Canadian oil has since risen to $80.67 a barrel as
of Tuesday, about $18 below” the benchmark West Texas Intermediate; in November the price
differential was $40 a barrel. According to Eric Nuttall, portfolio manager at Toronto-based
Sprott Asset Management, “This is truly the best time for Canadian oil-and-gas companies . . . in
at least three or four years.”
********A good example of this invisible hand at work. Price differentials provide
opportunities for gain which, when acted upon, tend to reduce the differentials.
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[The Invisible Forces] 160 (14 May 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(8 May 2014): “Why Oil Prices Haven’t Gone Crazy”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-05-08/u-dot-s-dot-shale-boom-keeps-global-oilprices-from-soaring)
--------“The oil markets have plenty of reasons to be spooked. In Libya, home to Africa’s largest
reserves, production has fallen more than 80 percent since militias seized control of the country’s
biggest ports last summer. Most of Iran’s oil remains trapped as well. Sanctions aimed at
punishing Iran for its nuclear weapons program have crippled its crude exports by 1.5 million
barrels a day. Nigeria is in the midst of its worst oil crisis in years: Rising violence, plus
rampant sabotage and theft, have knocked out about 300,000 barrels of oil output a day. In
Venezuela, which has the world’s largest oil reserves, production has remained unchanged after
years of underinvestment. Political chaos and violence are keeping 3.5 million barrels of daily
oil production off the market, according to estimates by Citigroup. With tensions heating up
over Ukraine, pressure is building for Western countries to impose Iran-style sanctions on
Russia, the world’s largest oil producer. . . . Yet through all the turmoil, oil markets have been
strangely complacent. . . . The past three years have been one of the most stable periods for oil
prices in recent memory . . . The oil markets remain placid because almost all the oil production
lost over the past few years has been replaced by the U.S. shale boom and increased Canadian
production.”
********Additional related information is provided in “Oil Nations Put Out Welcome Mat for
Western Companies”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303663604579503920995245090).
Both the Business Week article and the WSJ article point clearly to the effect of geopolitical and
ideological issues on the supply of oil. What would the world have looked like economically,
militarily, and environmentally, if Canada and the U.S. had not increased their production?
(8 May 2014): “Artificial DNA Breakthrough Could Lead to New Treatments”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304431104579547673907525130).
--------“Researchers for the first time created microbes containing artificial DNA, expanding the
universal genetic code the guides life. . . . In a report published Wednesday in Nature, the
scientists said they created two additions to the normal genetic code, and then prompted bacteria
to incorporate these pieces of man-made DNA with few ill effects. . . . The experiment
demonstrates the feasibility of life-forms based on a different DNA code . . . Eventually
scientists could use an expanded genetic code to design living cells that could make new medical
compounds. By one recent estimate, the market for biologic and protein- based therapies is
expected to reach $165 billion a year by 2018.”
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(8 May 2014): “Startups Want to Be the Next Airbnb, Uber”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303417104579546273413969150)
--------“A few high-profile ‘sharing-economy’ startups are gaining quick traction with users,
including those that let consumers rent apartments and homes like Airbnb Inc., or get car rides,
such as Uber Technologies Inc. Both Airbnb and Uber are valued in the billions of dollars, a
sign that investors believe the segment is hot—and a big reason why more entrepreneurs are
embracing the business model. . . . Yet at least a few dozen sharing-economy startups have failed
since 2012 . . . Most ran out of money, following struggles that ranged from difficulties building
a critical mass of supply and demand, to higher-than-expected operating costs. . . . Some
successful sharing-startup entrepreneurs say they find they must spend heavily on customer
service.”
********The sharing economy is closely related to the “rent or buy” decision. An example of
how renting of combines used in rice production in Thailand is provided in the “Rental markets:
Combine harvesters” (http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21601816-seeds-are-not-onlymiracle-components-new-green-revolution-rental-markets). There it is noted: “Most of the
mechanization in Thailand is provided through renting. And since the owners of the equipment
often have knowledge and skills that farmers could not otherwise get, the process tends to
improved farm management. Rice farmers have probably seen more changes in the past ten
years than ever before because everything from transplanting of seedlings to storage is being
scaled up and mechanized. Renting makes it possible to keep pace with such changes without
creating huge farms.”
(9 May 2014): “Investing: The bias curse”
(http://www.economist.com/blogs/buttonwood/2014/05/investing)
********A list, with elaboration, of some of the “behavioural biases to which we are all prey”
drawn from Money Mania: Booms, Panics and Busts from Ancient Rome to the Great Meltdown
(2014), by Bob Swarup. It brought to mind another—the fundamental attribution error
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fundamental_attribution_error). This error refers to “people's
tendency to place an undue emphasis on internal characteristics to explain someone else's
behavior in a given situation, rather than considering external factors.” An example might be to
look at the economic success of person A and attribute it to that person’s intelligence or hard
work, rather than to good fortune of been in the right place at the right time. You can learn more
about Swarup’s book at: http://smile.amazon.com/Money-Mania-Panics-AncientMeltdown/dp/1608198413/. The title of Swarup’s book is highly reminiscent of a famous book
by Charles P. Kindleberger (and Robert Z. Aliber), now in its sixth (2011) edition: Manias,
Panics and Crashes: A History of Financial Crises. You can learn more about it at:
http://smile.amazon.com/Manias-Panics-Crashes-History-Financial/dp/0230365353/.
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(10 May 2014): “Electricity supply: Profitable interruptions”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21601887-collecting-and-trading-spare-electricitythriving-industry-profitable-interruptions)”
--------“Spikes in demand for power and unexpected dips in supply have plagued electricity
generators and their customers for decades. The solutions have been crude. More than a decade
ago North American power companies started paying big consumers to switch off machines and
devices to ease the load on creaking grids. . . . In some ways the problem has worsened. The rise
in the use of renewable power, especially in Europe, has led to surges of supply on sunny and
windy days and unpredictable lulls in conditions of cloud and calm. But that is a big opportunity
for ‘demand-response’ companies, which use computing power and clever algorithms to divert
electricity from some consumers, such as factories or greenhouses, to users who need it more.
Pioneered by technology firms rather than power producers, demand response is strongest in
North America, but it is spreading fast.” Although in the U.S. the demand-response industry
“accounts for more than 20 gigawatts (GW), or 2% of the installed capacity . . . In the European
Union, a much larger energy market, capacity is only 5.4GW, but BNEF [Bloomberg News
Energy Finance] forecasts it will grow to 15.3GW by 2020.”
********You can learn more about BNEF at: http://about.bnef.com/. I suspect that electricity
prices are higher in Europe than they are in the U.S., with the likely result that there is more
readily available electricity for demand-response companies. You can find comparative statistics
on U.S. and European retail electricity prices on pages 177-79 at:
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/doc/2030/20140122_swd_prices.pdf. The world’s largest demandresponse firm is EnerNOC. You can learn more about it at: http://www.enernoc.com/.
(10 May 2014): “Struggling Malls Suffer When Sears, Penney Leave”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303417104579543760893597806)
--------“With J.C. Penney Co. and Sears Holdings Corp. racing to close stores, America’s
weakest malls are being pushed to the brink. Nearly half of the 1,050 indoor and open air malls
in the U.S. have both of those struggling chains as anchor tenants . . . For an already-weakened
mall industry, the negative turn for two once-reliable anchors is promising more stress at a time
when the Internet is steadily stealing traffic.” During the last two years, J.C. Penney lost $2.4
billion, while Sears lost $2.3 billion. To reduce those losses, both companies have been closing
stores. The “potential damage from losing an anchor tenant is especially high in malls that have
both Penney and Sears as tenants.” According to Gary Balter, “a retail analyst with Credit
Suisse, ‘If one of them goes, it almost forces the other one out, because the mall just won’t get
enough traffic.’”
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(11 May 2014): “Brothers Battle Climate Change on Two Fronts”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/11/us/brothers-work-different-angles-in-taking-on-climatechange.html)
--------In the 1950s two brothers grew up in New Mexico “steeped in the beauty of the landscape,
the economics of energy and the power of science. . . . Today the work of Robert and William
Nordhaus is profoundly shaping how the United States and other nations take on global
warming. Bill Nordhaus, 72, a Yale economist who is seen as a leading contender for a Nobel
Prize, came up with the idea of a carbon tax and effectively invented the economics of climate
change. Bob, 77, a prominent Washington energy lawyer, wrote an obscure provision in the
Clean Air Act of 1970 that is now the legal basis for a landmark climate change regulation to be
unveiled by the White House next month, that could close hundreds of coal-fired power plants
and define President Obama’s environmental legacy.” Both Bob and Bill agree that the best way
to cut carbon pollution is by a Bill-style carbon tax rather than a Bob-style regulation, but a
carbon tax is, “for the time being, politically untenable in the United States.”
********A new regulation based on Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act, which addresses
“pollutants of the future" is “due out in June” and will surely make news and likely cause—is
causing?—significant market adjustments in the energy sector, especially as it relates to coal.
This is definitely something to be looking for in the month ahead. Bill Nordhaus is the author of
the recently published book The Climate Casino: Risk, Uncertainty, and Economics for a
Warming World (2013). Its cover shows a pair of melting dice. I hadn’t realized the
significance of the cover until this article, which notes that (Bill) Nordhaus is the creator of the
Dynamic Integrated Climate-Economy (DICE) model. It seems to be the basis of his book and is
an outgrowth of his early article “Economic Growth and Climate: The Carbon Dioxide
Problem,” American Economic Review 67,1 (February 1977): 341-46.
********You can view a series of PowerPoint slides on Section 111 of the Clean Air Act at:
http://www.epa.gov/air/caaac/pdfs/caaac_webinar_022014.pdf. Slides 12 and following deal
with 111(d) and related issues.
(12 May 2014): “Why Banks at Wal-Mart Are Among America’s Top Fee Collectors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304734304579515730198367754)
--------“On a rainy morning in April, Anna Proctor entered a Wal-Mart Supercenter near some of
this city’s poorest areas to get $300 for urgent car repairs—money shed didn’t have. Inside, she
joined a line at a Woodforest National Bank branch and intentionally overdrew her account.
When her paycheck was deposited 12 days later, she said, the bank would take the borrowed sum
plus a $30 fee. ‘It’s cheaper than a payday loan,’ said Ms. Proctor, a 35-year-old customerservice worker.” Her case draws attention to the growing ranks of people who are using the bank
overdrafts as a payday lending substitute. Although Wal-Mart does not have its own bank, it
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“leases space to banks in close to 40% of its U.S. stores and Woodforest has the most branches in
Wal-Marts—702; of Woodforest’s fee income, about 78% comes from overdrafts. Presently,
“The U.S. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is studying whether overdraft fees are being
applied appropriately.”
********You can learn more about the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau at:
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/. You can learn more about Woodforest National Bank at:
http://www.woodforest.com/.
(14 May 2014): “U.S. Steel Imports Spark Wave of Trade Complaints”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303851804579559871796406720)
--------“U.S. steel imports are approaching record levels, sparking the highest number of trade
complaints in more than a decade and igniting calls for new import tariffs. American
steelmakers filed 38 trade cases last year, the highest number since 2001 . . . The surge in
imports reflects oversupply abroad, which has cut prices, and strong U.S. demand spurred by
energy drillers and a resurgent auto industry.” Up until now, only “two cases have been
resolved, with one in favor of the U.S. steel industry. But a dozen other rulings are expected this
summer, including for a closely watched case regarding steel used for oil and gas drilling.”
********In the paper of the very same day is the article “U.S. Oil-Export Ban Is Under Review”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303851804579559173078617520).
There we learn that “Top Obama administration officials are considering relaxing federal laws
banning crude-oil exports, a move that would upend decades-old policy, cause a political stir in
Washington and sway the global oil market. U.S. Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz said Tuesday
that some of the fast-growing supply of domestically produced oil isn’t suitable for refining
locally . . . The idea of exporting crude has long been contentious in Washington, largely based
on the perception that exporting oil would cause domestic gasoline prices to soar. But some oilproducing companies seeking to make bigger profits abroad and a few lawmakers are pushing for
change.” The connection between the two articles? The use of the invisible foot to decrease
competition domestically and increase competition internationally, with all of the associated
consequences for price, output, and profit.
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[The Invisible Forces] 161 (21 May 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(15 May 2014): “China Inc. Moves Factory Floor to Africa”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304788404579519631654112594)
--------“Faced with rising labor costs at home and negative perceptions about their employment
practices in Africa, Chinese companies are setting up new factories on the continent and hiring
more Africans. The companies efforts will test whether the masters of low-cost manufacturing
can be as productive in Africa as they are in China. Many bet they can be.” Chinese shoemaker
Huajian Group “plans to invest as much as $2 billion in Ethiopia over the next decade to make
the country a base for exports to Europe and North America. . . . The average monthly wage for a
low-skilled Ethiopian factory worker, for example, is about 25% of the pay for a comparable
Chinese worker, according to the World Bank. As the wage gap widens between unskilled
Chinese workers and their counterparts elsewhere in Asian and in Africa, as many as 85 million
factory jobs could leave China in the coming years . . . In addition to its pool of low-cost labor,
Africa represents an enticing market for Chinese products manufactured on the continent. Africa
is now home to six of the world’s 10 fastest-growing economies . . . and many African countries
are reducing their dependence on extracting resources, such as oil, metals and gems.” However,
“Africa’s poor infrastructure and uneven distribution of skills erode its cost advantages.”
(15 May 2014): “American Caviar No Longer Draws Sneers”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-05-15/californias-farmed-caviar-accepted-asgourmet-food)
--------“In a small complex of nondescript concrete buildings . . . in the tiny town of Elverta (pop.
5,492) in California’s Sacramento Valley,” thousands of white sturgeons circle in 75,000-gallon
tanks. They are there for the caviar that they will ultimately produce, supplying a growing
market in which wild caviar, the type harvested from sturgeon in the Caspian Sea, are being
displaced due to “Overfishing, poaching, and pollution.” Although there are for global caviar
production, it is estimated that world sales run between $50 million and $100 million. The
Convention on International Trade in Endangered species estimates “total caviar output in 2010
at 71 tons, 8 of which were wild. Those numbers do not take into account wild caviar that is sold
illegally.” The largest U.S. producer of caviar is Sterling Caviar, which “accounts for 60 percent
of U.S. production” and was founded 30 years ago “by a group of entrepreneurially minded local
scientists and fish farmers.” Sterling’s first “harvest” was in 1993 and since then its production
techniques have become much more sophisticated, producing a product that is “more consistent
and better-tasting. . . . Today each female sturgeon is implanted with a microchip encrypted with
its genetic information, which the company uses to determine the top 35 percent of the herd that
will yield the most and best-quality eggs. The fish are housed in fiberglass and cement tanks,
segregated by size, age, and sex. A computer system monitors each tank for temperature and
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oxygen levels and operates a special underground filtration system. The system also releases
nutrition-rich feeding pellets at timed intervals. Females are artificially fertilized to breed new
generations of sturgeon.” The result? A kilo of “Sterling’s top-grade caviar, Imperial, is priced
at $3,550 on the company’s website.” However, “caviar farming is capital intensive.”
According to Shaoching Bishop, the managing director of Sterling, “You need $20 million
investment minimum to be able to do anything.” Global caviar prices are falling as domestic
surgeon farms expand. Five years ago “a kilo averaged $6,000 . . . today it’s $3,000.”
(15 May 2014): “Stairway to Heaven: The Song Remains Pretty Similar”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-05-15/led-zeppelins-stairway-to-heaven-vs-dotspirits-taurus-a-reckoning)
--------“For generations of middle-class youth” the eight minutes of Led Zeppelin’s Stairway to
Heaven is the “soundtrack of adolescent romance . . . By 2008, when Conde Nast Portfolio
magazine published an estimate that included royalties and record sales, the song had earned at
least $562 million. It was so profitable in part because Led Zeppelin refused to release the song
as a single, forcing fans to shell out for the entire album, which is untitled but known as Led
Zeppelin IV. In the U.S., the album has sold more copies (23 million, according to the Recording
Industry Association of America) than any save Michael Jackson’s Thriller and the Eagles’ Their
Greatest Hits (1971-75). . . . For live audiences, Stairway’s power starts with its introductory
notes. . . . But what if those opening notes weren’t actually written by Jimmy Page or any
member of Led Zeppelin? . . . You’d need to rewrite the history of rock ‘n’ roll.” And so it may
be. In the middle of the song Taurus, written by Randy California, a member of the 1968 Los
Angeles band Spirit, those opening notes can be heard. In 1968 Spirit opened for Led Zeppelin
the day after Christmas in Denver. “Mark Andes, Spirit’s founding bassist, says he believes the
members of Led Zeppelin heard Taurus that day, beginning a process that would lead to its
appropriation for Stairway.
********An interesting article about copyright, especially in the musical domain, and the courts.
Stairway to Heaven is one of the few, perhaps the only, song that I can remember the location of
my first hearing. As the article shows, Led Zeppelin has been involved in a number of
settlements involving copyright infringement. Of course, one tends to sue only if there is some
money to get and Led Zeppelin has made plenty. Coincidentally, perhaps, Jimmy Page just
received an honorary doctorate from the Berklee College of Music. You can watch his speech
(six minutes) at: http://www.rollingstone.com/music/videos/jimmy-page-receives-honorarydoctorate-from-berklee-college-of-music-20140511.
(17 May 2014): “Buttonwood: One dollar, one vote” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21602250-when-it-comes-setting-policy-views-businesses-and-rich-seem-count)
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--------In a new paper by Martin Gilens and Benjamin Page, statistical analysis was used “to
work out who most influences policy, and the results are depressing for those who believe in
democracy. The authors conclude that ‘Not only do ordinary citizens not have uniquely
substantial power over policy decisions: they have little or no independent influence on policy at
all.’ Those with the biggest influence are the economic elites (defined as those in the top 10% by
earning power) and interest groups representing business. By contrast, ‘mass-based’ interest
groups such as trade unions have little or no impact. The authors arrived at this stark conclusion
by examining 1,779 surveys on American opinion on policy issues taken between 1981 and
2002. In each case, the surveys had established the income level of respondents. . . . the analysis
backs up earlier work by Larry Bartels of Princeton, author of a book called ‘Unequal
Democracy’, and the general thesis of the late political scientist, Mancur Olson, that government
can be in hock to special interests.”
********The article by Gilens and Page will be published in the fall in Perspectives on Politics.
You can read it now at:
http://www.princeton.edu/~mgilens/Gilens%20homepage%20materials/Gilens%20and%20Page/
Gilens%20and%20Page%202014-Testing%20Theories%203-7-14.pdf.
(17 May 2014): “High-tech farming: The light fantastic”
(http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21602194-indoor-farming-may-betaking-root-light-fantastic)
--------“A grey warehouse in an industrial park in Indiana is an unlikely place to find the future
of market gardening. But it is, nevertheless, home to a pristine, climate-controlled room full of
eerily perfect plants. They grow 22 hours a day, 365 days a year in 25-foot towers, untouched by
pests and bathed in an alien pink light. Critical to this $2.5m techno-Eden, run by a firm called
Green Sense Farms, are the thousands of blue and red light-emitting diodes (LEDS) supplied by
Philips, a Dutch technology firm. The light they give off is of precisely the wavelength craved
by the crops grown here, which include lettuce, kale, basil and chives.” LEDS “offer a host of
benefits over traditional, fluorescent growing lights.” Their electricity costs are lower and they
produce less heat, reducing cooling bills. And because they run cooler, they can be placed closer
to the plants, which can be planted more densely, both increasing productivity. Furthermore, the
“wavelengths of the light can be fine-tuned so that lettuce is crisper, or softer” as wished.
Although such farming is “unlikely to be suitable for heavy crops like corn and potatoes . . . [it]
could become widespread for leafy greens and other high-value crops.”
(18 May 2014): “Turbulent Times” (http://www.economicprincipals.com/)
********This is the independent weekly column by economic journalist David Warsh. In
addition to his weekly column, Economic Principals provides links to a broad array of economic
journalists (and some blogs). This week Warsh discusses the “unceremonious manner in which
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Arthur O. Sulzberger Jr. replaced executive editor Jill Abramson” of The New York Times. In
doing so he draws attention to “the company’s internal ‘Innovation Report’ that someone at the
New York Times Co. leaked last week.” In doing so, Warsh notes that the Innovation Report
takes note of some of the digital competitive challengers that the Times and other print media are
confronting with online entities like BuzzFeed, Vox, Business Insider, First Look Media, and
Huffington Post, but takes no note of “much more menacing digital competitors, Bloomberg
News and Reuters.” The Innovation Report has two “chapters,” one “about ways of growing the
audience for what the Times produces, the second about persuading newsroom staffers that
audience-growing is more important than anything else today.” The comments by Janine Gibson
about the difference between print and digital journalism is especially noteworthy.
(19 May 2014): “Botox Itself Aims Not to Age”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303627504579560031999826974)
--------“Allergan’s Botox became a globally recognized brand through its use as a wrinkleerasing treatment for Hollywood stars. But 54% of the muscle-paralyzing drug’s sales come
from other uses, including as a treatment for chronic migraine and overactive bladder. And its
sales for those uses grew by 17% last year, compared to 8% growth for cosmetic sales. Allergan
is spending ambitiously to keep expanding Botox’s use into new ailments, from juvenile cerebral
palsy to premature ejaculation to depression.” Some 25 years after Botox hit the U.S. market, its
sales have reached $2 billion in 2013, increasing by 9% over 2012; Botox is projected to have
global sales of $3.15 billion in 2018. Presently Allergan is the object of a hostile takeover bid by
Valeant Pharmaceuticals International Inc. If successful, Valeant will likely dramatically reduce
R&D on Botox. Rather than investing in R&D, “Valeant looks to acquire products like Botox
that are already on the market, and use its large sales force to take market share from
competitors.”
********Valeant provides an excellent example of the role of strategy in business decisions.
(20 May 2014): “Companies Unearth Few Answers on ‘Conflict Minerals’”
[SR](http://blogs.wsj.com/cfo/2014/05/20/companies-unearth-few-answers-on-conflictminerals/)
--------“In the next few weeks, some 6,000 U.S.-listed companies are expected to release lots of
detail about their supply chains—but few conclusions—in the first reports required by law on
whether their products contain ‘conflict minerals.’ The law, part of the 2010 Dodd-Frank Act,
was intended to choke off financing for violent militia groups in and around the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, which sell minerals used in products ranging from smartphones to
engagement rings. But the measure has been under continuous assault from business groups,
which consider it too burdensome. Last month, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia struck down part of the regulation. It said that forcing companies to list their products
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as ‘conflict free,’ or not, as the rule had required, violated their First Amendment right to free
speech. So companies will have to prove only that they investigated their supply chains.” Thus
far the “supply chain audits have had little impact on Congo’s market share” of the four targeted
minerals: tantalum, tin, gold, and tungsten. So far, “just two companies have filed reports with
the SEC—Siliconware Precision Industries Co., a Taiwanese packaging maker, and Affymetrix
Inc., a California biotech company.”
********The article provides an interesting example of the Supreme Court’s Citizens United
decision in action. You can read the (brief) Conflict Minerals Report of Silicon Precision at:
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1111759/000119312514155781/d712788dex102.htm.
You can read the Conflict Minerals Report of Affymetrix at:
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/913077/000091307714000019/affymetrixformsdandcon
flic.htm. You can learn more about the law of conflict minerals at:
http://www.conflictmineralslaw.com/.
(21 May 2014): “Miner Freeport Pressured by Water Costs as Copper Prices Slide”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303873604579493750988122602)
--------“Two years ago, Freeport-McMoRan Inc., one of the world’s top copper miners, paid 69year-old cowboy Richard Kaler $1.3 million for 280 acres of rocky ranchland in the eastern
Arizona desert. Freeport isn’t interested in his minerals. Instead, it wants his rights to fresh
water, which it needs to expand production at North America’s biggest copper mine, spread
across 65,000 acres nearby. . . . The success of the Phoenix-based miner . . . hinges on its ability
to secure and maintain water supplies in arid areas where copper is found. It requires heavy
spending and delicate negotiations to minimize potential conflicts with local farmers and others
who also need water.” According to the U.S. Geological Survey, mineral extraction in the U.S.
“consumes around four billion gallons of water a day, roughly the same as households. For
comparison, industry uses 18.2 billion gallons and agriculture uses 128 billion gallons.” In
copper production, “Water is needed to control dust kicked up during open-pit mining and to
extract minerals from rock using various flotation methods in which minerals float or sink.” As
the grade of copper decreases, the amount of water required increases. Kaler’s water rights are
especially valuable as they predate Arizona statehood in 1912, “and thus couldn’t be lost in a
legal challenge.”
********Water and its pricing has long been an issue in the city of Asheville, North Carolina,
and in the rest of the county—Buncombe—in which it is located. Should the area outside of
Asheville (but in Buncombe County) be charged the same rate(s) as Asheville? This is a
question that has been lodged inside the collective brains of local (and state) minds since 1933,
when the so-called Sullivan Acts were passed by the state legislature of North Carolina. A
recent article on this topic can be found at: http://www.citizentimes.com/story/news/local/2014/05/17/politics-population-shape-asheville-water-
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debate/2234596/. I confess to having not thought too deeply or systematically about this,
thinking mainly about county, i.e., outside Asheville, residents wanting to pay less than the full
cost required to obtain water. But the copper article has made me think a little deeper about the
issue. It does make me wonder about the types of uses made of water in Asheville and in the
county. To put it as a compound question, “What types of uses are currently being made of
water in Asheville and in the county, and what types of uses are being advantaged and
disadvantaged by the existing pricing structure?” Such information just might help provide a
little more perspective on ongoing discussion and debate surrounding regional water supply and
its governance.
(21 May 2014): “Using Scent as a Marketing Tool, Stores Hope It—and Shoppers—Will
Linger”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303468704579573953132979382)
--------More stores are looking to scent as a means to market their wares. Bakery chain
Cinnabon is especially intentional about how it uses scent, placing ovens and negotiating mall
lease agreements so as to maximize the “enticing smell of warm cinnamon rolls.” With similar
intention, “Panera Bread Co. plans to reassign the baking staff at most of its roughly 1,800
locations from night to day shifts so the stores smell like a bakery when customers are there.”
So-called “scent marketing” is growing fast “among retail and high-end apartment buildings,”
according to Edward Burke, a spokesman for Charlotte, North Carolina-based Scentair
Technologies Inc., “one of the largest sellers of scent diffusers.” Scent management can be
tricky. Starbucks established an “aroma task force” because CEO Howard Schultz “hated how
the smell of cooking (and often burning) cheese engulfed the coffee aroma” in its stores. The
problem was solved by switching ingredients and cooking at lower temperatures.
********You can learn more about Scentair at: http://www.scentair.com/. Clearly sensory
marketing (and management) is playing a larger role in the experience economy. A recent book
on sensory marketing is Aradhna Krishna, Customer Sense: How the 5 Senses Influence Buying
Behavior (2013). You can learn more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Customer-SenseSenses-Influence-Behavior/dp/023034173X/. This topic connects with the book by Pine and
Gilmore, The Experience Economy, Updated Edition (2011), about which you can learn more at:
http://amazon.com/Experience-Economy-Updated-Joseph-Pine/dp/1422161978/. Diane
Ackerman provides a broader and more literary exposure to the senses, in A Natural History of
the Senses (1990).
(21 May 2014): “Workers Try a New Tactic in Minimum-Wage Fight”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304652804579571901096717092)
--------“Stymied in Washington, D.C., on their minimum-wage push, low-wage workers are now
pressing for U.S. companies to raise wages voluntarily. Fast-food workers have held rallies
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asking for hourly pay starting at $15. President Barack Obama is singling out companies . . . that
committed to paying workers more than the federal minimum wage of $7.25 an hour. The
activism comes after efforts to increase the federal floor to $10.10 an hour fizzled in Congress in
recent weeks. Some major corporations have responded by being more open about pay
practices.” Wal-Mart is one of them. Last week its U.S. president, Bill Simon, noted that “only
about 5,000 of the company’s 1.3 million U.S. workers currently make the minimum wage in
their states.”
********”Jawboning” is the expression given to verbal attempts to change corporate behavior,
especially with in the historical context of fighting inflation. Wikipedia has a nice statement at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jawboning, including a link to the lengthier on “moral suasion”
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moral_suasion). Jawboning and moral suasion are (relatively
ineffective) policy instruments that fall under the category of “sermons” in the book Carrots,
Sticks, and Sermons: Policy Instruments and Their Evaluation (2003).
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[The Invisible Forces] 162 (28 May 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(22 May 2014): “Online Gambling Suffers Setback”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303749904579575540551620058)
--------The American Gaming Association, which represents the U.S. casino industry, “has
dropped its support for legalizing online gambling in the U.S., citing a nasty split among the
major casino operators over the issues. . . . Online gambling is banned in most of the U.S. but has
exploded globally, generating an estimated . . . $35.5 billion . . . in revenue, driven mostly by
betting in Europe . . . The global online gambling market is more than half the size of the entire
U.S. commercial and tribal gambling industry, which generated a combined $66.3 billion in
revenue last year.” Two Nevada heavyweights on opposite sides of the issue are MGM Resorts
International, which favors legalizing online gambling, and Las Vegas Sands Corp, which wants
to ban it. Despite the split Geoff Freeman, the CEO of the American Gaming Association,
recently submitted written testimony to a U.S. House of Representatives subcommittee stating
that “the prohibition of online gambling ‘simply does not work’ and that ‘the government cannot
put the Internet back in the bottle.’” He went on to note that “attempts to ban online gambling
have just ‘created a thriving black market and driven its economic benefits offshore.’”
(22 May 2014): “Why Won’t the Government Let You Eat Superfish?”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-05-22/aquadvantage-gm-salmon-are-slow-to-winfda-approval)
--------On Canada’s Prince Edward Island, near its eastern tip, AquaBounty Technologies has a
production facility on Bay Fortune. The product is genetically modified Atlantic salmon. A
chain-link fence surround the perimeter of the facility, and “signs warn would-be trespassers that
they are being watched by eight motion-activated video cameras.” The CEO of AquaBounty,
Ronald Stotish, who has a Ph.D. in biochemistry, notes that “Greenpeace parachuted in here once
. . . They stayed long enough for the TV cameras to film them.” The AquAdvantage salmon is
“genetically modified to grow to market size in two years rather than three. That means money
for salmon farmers, who sell about $12 billion worth of salmon every year. More important, it
could relieve pressure on the environmentally taxing process of fish farming, an industry that has
doubled in size in the last decade. But the prospect of an engineered fish entering our food
supply and, potentially, escaping into the ocean and wiping out wild fish has caused
environmental groups to launch a merciless political and public-relations assault on the
company.”
--------The AquAdvantage salmon was created by inserting by two genetic code modifications,
both designed to accelerate growth. “The first bit of genetic code they inserted replicated the
growth hormone from the Chinook salmon, the largest species of Pacific salmon. The second
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gene, which came from an eel-like creature known as the ocean pout, ensured that the salmon
pumped out the growth hormone all year round.” The strategy worked. Within eight months the
AquAdvantage salmon grows to 500 grams, 10 times heavier than a conventional salmon.”
********The article provides a wealth of detail about the development the AquAdvantage
salmon and the challenges that AquaBounty has faced in bringing the salmon to market (still not
there). To me it points out the need for clear, consistent, reasoning about GM foods, more
generally, genetic modification. Some time ago I ran across the admonition to “Make big things
small.” Large projects can be (and sometimes are) overwhelming but if there are decomposed
into smaller projects, they become manageable, addressable. Perhaps the same is true of large
fears? You can learn more about AquaBounty at: http://aquabounty.com/.
(23 May 2014): “W.T.O. Upholds Ban on Importing Seal Products”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/23/business/international/wto-upholds-ban-on-importing-sealproducts.html)
--------“The World Trade Organization upheld on Thursday the European Union’s ban on the
import of seal pelts, oil and meat on moral grounds.” Although Sheryl Fink of the International
Fund for Animal Welfare said “This is a wonderful day for seals,” “Seal hunters and the
Canadian authorities have maintained that the hunting is humane and provides income for
isolated northern Inuit communities.”
********This is a one-paragraph “article”—an exercise in compression that preserves, in fact
emphasizes, the complexity of the situation.
(24 May 2014): “Air quality and race: The colour of pollution”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21602735-air-getting-cleaner-less-so-nonwhites-colour-pollution)
--------“Before the Clean Air Act was passed in 1970 many Americans led shorter, sicker lives
because of pollution. . . . [But between] 1980 and 2012 total emissions of six common air
pollutants in America dropped by 67%, according to the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). This happened even as the country’s population grew by 38% and Americans consumed
27% more energy. . . . Yet despite these gains, around 142m Americans still live in counties with
dangerously polluted air, says the EPA. The problem is especially serious for those who are poor
and not white. It is no surprise that the poor are more likely than the rich to live in polluted
neighbourhoods: rents are lower in such places. What is striking is that non-whites are more
likely to breathe foul air than whites, even after correcting for income, according to a recent
study.”
********The study mentioned appears to be “National Patterns in Environmental Injustice and
Inequality: Outdoor NO2 Air Pollution in the United States,” by Lara P. Clark, Dylan B. Millet,
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and Julian D. Marshall, all at the University of Minnesota. You can read it at:
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0094431. Their study
is the first “to offer a detailed map of a pollutant’s distribution across the country. . . . The study
found that the difference in exposures between whites and nonwhites is 38%, and this gap is
largely constant at every income level. In big cities, poor white people inhale slightly less NO2
than affluent nonwhites.”
(24 May 2014): “Recreational drug use: New highs”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21602729-traditional-drugs-lose-their-lurenovel-ones-are-filling-gap-market-new)
--------There is a new global reality, “in much of the world, traditional mood-altering substances
such as cocaine and heroin are in decline. But a pharmacopoeia of synthetic drugs is rapidly
taking their place.” According to the latest report, published May 20th, of the UN Office on
Drugs and Crime, by 2013 “348 new psychoactive substances had been reported to the agency,
almost all of them since 2008 . . . They include 110 synthetic cannabinoids . . . and many more
little-understood stimulants. . . . In American and Britain, where the authorities conduct regular
surveys of drugtaking, cocaine use has fallen steeply since around 2008. In most of Europe
heroin addiction is becoming rare. Wholesale cocaine prices have risen sharply over the past
decade, partly thanks to eradication efforts in Colombia and elsewhere squeezing supply,
pushing up prices and hitting quality. In Europe much cocaine is now laced with levamisole, a
cattle-deworming drug. Heroin, too, is pricier and of worse quality; some batches in Europe
appear to have been infected with anthrax.”
********I was struck by the two references, in close succession, to higher price and lower
quality. There appears to be some interesting and close reasoning behind the statement, in
particular the relationship between the markets for two products of different qualities. Might
“eradication efforts” give rise to increased product differentiation?
********As new, often illegal or not-yet-illegal products are developed, some of the products
that were illegal are now becoming legal, with medical marijuana leading the way. The article
“When Cannabis Goes Corporate”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/25/business/international/when-cannabis-goescorporate.html) provides thoughtful perspective of the Canadian experience with medical
marijuana and its impact on Smith Falls, Ontario where its former largest employer, candy maker
Hershey, left town for Mexico.
(24 May 2014): “Schumpeter: Digital disruption on the farm”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21602757-managers-most-traditional-industriesdistrust-promising-new-technology-digital)
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--------“Prescriptive planting” is set to disrupt agriculture much like genetically modified crops
have already done. “In essence, it is a system that tells . . . [farmers] with great precision which
seeds to plant and how to cultivate them in each patch of land.” The approach is controversial,
“since it raises profound questions about who owns the information on which the service is
based. . . . Monsanto’s prescriptive-planting system, FieldScripts, had its first trials last year and
is now on sale in four American states.” Its systems use maps of every field in American and
superimposes “on that all the climate information that could find.” Connected to this is
Monsanto’s library of “hundreds of thousands of seeds, and terabytes of data on their yields.”
FieldScripts “uses all these data to run machines made by Precision Planting, a company bought
in 2012, which makes seed drills and other devices pulled along behind tractors.” Thus
Monsanto now has the ability to “plant a field with different varieties [of seeds] at different
depths and spacings, varying all this according to the weather.” Prescriptive planting raises
concerns among some: “Farmers might be expected to have mixed feelings about the technology
anyway: although it boosts yields, it reduces the role of discretion and skill in farming—their
core competence. However, the bigger problem is that farmers distrust the companies peddling
this new method. They fear that the stream of detailed data they are providing on their harvests
might be misused.”
********The concluding paragraph transfers the argument about benefit, fear, and distrust to the
domain of medicine and health: “Prescriptive planting could boost yields everywhere, just as
mass, anonymised patient records could improve health care. But its success depends on service
providers persuading users (farmers or patients) to trust them. If the users think they are taking a
disproportionate share of the risks while firms are getting an excessive chunk of the benefits,
trust will remain in short supply.”
(24 May 2014): “Appeals Court Throws Out Energy Saving Rule”
(http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303480304579580452617363492)
--------The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals on Friday “nullified a 2011 order by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission that promoted paying businesses to reduce electricity
consumption during heavy times of demand. . . . The FERC order was considered integral to
federal efforts to curb carbon emissions from power plants and support energy-efficiency
investments by big consumers . . . But electricity suppliers struggling against low power prices
and lackluster demand said those payments had become excessive. . . . While the court ruling
doesn’t eliminate these programs, it is expected to significantly reduce the size of payments
many participants receive. . . . The rule vacated on Friday—Order 745—wan intended to give
energy consumers equal standing with power generators in deregulated wholesale energy
markets. . . . In recent years, federal officials have tried to create legal standing for so-called
‘negawatts.’ It is a way to quantify and give a market value to electricity that conservationminded businesses didn’t pull off the power grid during times of peak energy demand.”
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********You can learn more about the decision from the website of Environment & Energy
Publishing, “the leading source for comprehensive, daily coverage of environmental and energy
policy and markets,” at: http://www.eenews.net/stories/1060000159. You can learn more about
negawatts at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negawatt_power.
(25 May 2014): “Buying Insurance Against Climate Change”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/25/upshot/buying-insurance-against-climate-change.html)
--------A note by Nobel laureate (2013) Robert J. Shiller on insurance and climate change. After
drawing attention to the third National Climate Assessment report (6 May 2014), Shiller notes:
“After discussing how to mitigate the coming dangers [of climate change], the report says,
‘Commercially available mechanisms such as insurance can also play a role in providing
protection against losses due to climate change.’ That sentence should have been in big, bold
letters and underlined. That’s because of the substantial risk that efforts to stop global warming
will fail. The implications are staggering, and we must encourage private innovation and
government support to insure against the devastating financial losses that will result. The
problem is an age-old one: Each country has a strong individual incentive to take a free ride on
the rest of the world . . . Such behavior, which in some ways might benefit the individual country
while hurting everyone else, is known in economics as an externality problem, and the world has
never solved one of this magnitude.
********You can learn more about Shiller and his work at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2013/shiller-facts.html. In
his article, Shiller draws attention to the book by Kunreuther, Pauly, and McMorrow, Insurance
and Behavioral Economics: Improving Decisions in the Most Misunderstood Industry (2014),
which discusses how hard it is “to take the initiative on long-term, ill-defined risks.” You can
learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Insurance-Behavioral-EconomicsImproving-Misunderstood/dp/0521608260/. I had recalled that the U.S. Department of Defense
has taken climate change seriously and has incorporated it into its thinking about security
matters. While looking for confirmation of my memory—I found it—I stumbled upon the
following at Huffington Post: “House Directs Pentagon to Ignore Climate Change”
(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/05/23/pentagon-climate-change_n_5382067.html). No
comment necessary.
(27 May 2014): “EPA Set to Unveil Climate Proposal”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304811904579585843675203708)
--------On Monday, June 2nd the Environmental Protection Agency is scheduled to release “a
proposed rule aimed at allowing states to use cap-and-trade systems, renewable energy and other
measures to meet aggressive goals for reducing carbon emissions by existing power plants. . . .
the proposal is designed to give states, which will administer the regulations, flexibility to meet
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the benchmarks, as opposed to placing emissions limits on individual plants . . . Central to the
strategy of flexibility: the option to include a cap-and-trade component where a limit is set on
emissions and companies can trade allowances or credits for emissions as for emissions as a way
of staying under different benchmarks the EPA sets for each state. Power-plant operators could
trade emissions credits or use other offsets in the power sector, such as renewable energy or
energy-efficiency programs, to meet the target. . . . This week, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is
expected to release a report estimating how much the EPA proposal could cost the U.S.
economy.”
********In light of the announcement on June 2nd it is clear that cap-and-trade is going to be in
the news for a long time to come. Here are a couple of sources—unread by me—that might
provide some additional background for the varied discussions that are sure to emerge. First, a
broad examination of carbon markets: http://amazon.com/Carbon-Markets-InternationalBusiness-Environmental/dp/1844077276/. Second, a look at cap-and-trade as practiced in
Chicago: http://amazon.com/Cost-Effective-Control-Urban-Smog--Trade/dp/0415647045/.
(27 May 2014): “Currency Chaos in Venezuela Portends Write-Downs”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702303749904579578393444844678)
--------“Doing business in any foreign country can be risky. Then there’s Venezuela. With the
highest inflation rate in the Americas and at least five currency devaluations in the past decade,
the South American country is a corporate guessing game. In just over a year, Venezuela has
concocted a system of three exchange rates, fueling a black market for greenbacks. While many
multinational companies continue to cling to more-favorable exchange rates for accounting
purposes, those days may be numbered.” Compounding the difficulty of corporate decisionmaking is price uncertainty: “Venezuela’s prices on everything from butter to flat-screen TVs are
set without warning by the government, which also caps corporate profits at 30%. Any profits
evaporate quickly, however, because inflation is almost double that.”
********As the article notes, one decision that firms must make is “what exchange rate to use
when they close their books at the end of the quarter.” Avon Products Inc. “switched to the
newest government-sanctioned rate in the first quarter and took a $42 million charge, while Estee
Lauder took a $38 million hit. The majority of companies [doing business in Venezuela] still are
calculating asset values using more-favorable exchange rates.” On Monday, the three official
exchange rates and the black market exchange rate for Bolivars per dollar were: the state’s fixed
preferential rate (6.3 Bolivars per dollar); the weekly auction rate (10.0 Bolivars per dollar); the
open state market (50.0 Bolivars per dollar); and the black market rate (70.9 Bolivars per dollar).
A lot is riding on the exchange rate chosen.
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(28 May 2014): “Concentrated Markets Take Big Toll on Economy”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/28/business/economy/concentrated-markets-take-big-toll-oneconomy.html)
--------“Nobody believes AT&T’s $48 billion shot at buying DirecTV will be the last attempt by
the nation’s communications leviathans to get even bigger. Verizon will inevitably try to bulk up
in response to Comcast’s $45 billion grab for Time Warner Cable. Spring, the No. 3 wireless
carrier, is lusting for No. 4 T-Mobile. Each of these deals, of course, is justified by the drive to
compete. Yet three decades after the United States dismembered its telecom monopoly, the
melee of mergers is reshaping the backbone of the information age—including telephone, cable
television and broadband Internet—into an oligopoly where competitors are in short supply.”
Increasing levels of concentration is taking place in many markets in the U.S. economy, which is
a matter of concern to Nobel laureate Joseph E. Stiglitz, noting that companies have “been
extraordinarily innovative in creating monopolistic innovations” although “There are various
ways . . . that we undermine competition through rules and regulations.” The additional profits
resulting from these higher levels of concentration “may be deepening income inequality.”
********Bloomberg Businessweek has a dramatic visual showing the development of AT&T
and the telecommunications from 1984, when AT&T was broken up, down to the present. The
consolidation has been dramatic going from monopoly to a multiplicity of firms and on to the
greatly reduced numbers of the present. You can see the visual at:
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-05-22/at-and-t-and-verizon-acquisitions-ma-bell-isback.
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[The Invisible Forces] 163 (4 June 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(28 May 2014): “The Keystone XL Pipeline Gets Some Canadian Competition”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-05-20/the-keystone-xl-pipeline-gets-competition)
--------“When TransCanada first proposed the Keystone XL pipeline in 2008, the company hoped
it would be pumping heavy crude from the Alberta oil sands to the U.S. Gulf Cost by 2012. Six
years later, KXL remains in limbo . . . But even if KXL never happens, Canada’s heavy crude
isn’t likely to stay in the ground. Pipeline companies, including TransCanada, are coming up
with alternative projects to move millions of barrels of Alberta’s oil east and west across Canada,
instead of south to the Gulf . . . New pipelines crisscrossing the country could eventually deliver
Alberta’s oil to markets all over the world. . . . Later this year, TransCanada will submit to
Canadian regulators plans to build the largest, longest oil pipeline in North America.” The
project, called Energy East, “will likely be approved and could be in service by 2017.”
TransCanada asserts that “a decision on KXL ‘will have no impact’ on its plan to proceed with
Energy East, as the two pipelines serve different markets.”
********For a related article, see (30 May 2014).
(29 May 2014): “Argentine Farmers Reap Discontent”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/argentine-farmers-reap-discontent-1401325992)
--------Farmers across Argentina “have battled President Cristina Kirchner’s populist government
for years. Yet, in an irony that doesn’t escape these growers, their record-setting soy crop is
helping to prop up their nemesis by bringing in the international reserves vital to help her
government avoid another currency crisis. On Wednesday, the Central Bank said the crop would
help it to maintain its reserves at about $28 billion throughout the year. . . . Mrs. Kirchner’s
government has been urging the farmers—against their will—to sell their beans more quickly to
help Argentina avoid a repeat of January’s damaging run on currency.” Growers are “selling
part of their crop to pay bills after the Kirchner administration this year ended governmentsubsidized loans to farmers. But the farmers want to retain the rest as long as they can to hedge
against inflation and what they expect to be a weakening peso, as well as to reap higher
postharvest prices.”
--------Soy farmers have enjoyed a somewhat privileged position in Argentina, as the
governments of Mrs. Kirchner and her late husband Néstor Kirchner, “periodically halted corn,
wheat and beef exports to stem high prices for the local market. But they never restricted exports
of soybeans—used mostly as animal feed but also for tofu, cooking oils and soy sauce and are
rarely consumed by Argentines. That policy led many farmers here to shift exclusively to
soybeans over the past decade, even though experienced farmers say a crop rotation is essential
to keeping soils healthy.”
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********This brief article shows so clearly the interdependence of the invisible hand, the
invisible foot, and the invisible handshake. Because Argentinians tend not to consume soy
products and as farmers are able to grow them profitably, the export of soy products are an
important source of currency reserves for Argentina and thus are treated differently than other
potentially exported products (that are consumed by Argentinians).
(29 May 2014): “Milk Prices Fall as Competition for China Market Heats Up”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/milk-prices-fall-as-competition-heats-up-1401265801)
--------“Global milk prices are falling sharply as producers in New Zealand, Europe and the U.S.
ramp up exports to feed the Chinese market.” This comes on the heels of large price increases in
China’s demand for milk “as a result of health scares involving the domestic dairy industry.”
Those increases led to “an economic boom in New Zealand, the world’s largest dairy exporter,
and pushing up earnings for U.S. dairy farmers.” More recent price declines are partly because
“China has built up stockpiles of milk powder . . . Production has bounced back in New Zealand
after a drought last year, while in Europe, favorable weather helped push milk output up 6% year
over year in the first quarter.”
********A nice example of the role of price, production lags, and weather in relation to market
supply. Weather, it goes without saying, is an important “determinant of supply” in every
agricultural market.
(30 May 2014): “Railcar Shortage in U.S. Pushes Up Lease Rates”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/railcar-shortage-in-u-s-pushes-up-lease-rates-1401393331)
--------“A shortage of railcars bedeviling farmers, auto makers and oil drillers has become a
windfall for some railcar manufacturers, lessors and finance companies. . . . Monthly rates for
tank cars, which transport liquids such as crude oil, have increased to $1,500 to $2,000 a car
from about $500 in early 20111, before hydraulic fracturing ramped up in North Dakota’s
Bakken Shale oil field.” Large increases in leasing prices have also taken place for “Cars that
haul sand for fracking” and “Used grain hoppers.” There are 1.5 million railcars in North
America and about 80% “are leased to railroads and shippers, most under multiyear contracts.”
Frank DeCastro, the North American transportation purchasing director for Belgian chemical
maker Solvay SA, that leases 4,000 railcars in North America, has been unable to “find enough
tank cars and covered hoppers” to meet its needs: “A growing backlog [of orders] has pushed
deliveries of new tank cars into 2016 and deliveries for covered hoppers into next year. . . .
Orders for covered hoppers . . . surged to 14,765 cars in the first quarter from fewer than 1,200 a
year earlier.”
(31 May 2014): “Investing in Wine? Sip, Don’t Gulp”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/investing-in-wine-sip-dont-gulp-1401486536)
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--------If you are thinking about investing in wine, “caveat emptor: Wine is a trickier bet than it
may seem.” In a recent report economists Elroy Dimson, Peter Rousseau, and Christophe
Spaenjers mined “historical price data for top clarets going back to 1899 . . . [and] calculated that
over the entire period, the prices of these wines beat inflation by an average of 5.3 percentage
points a year. That is far ahead of the returns earned from U.S. governments bonds or cash. And
it isn’t that far below the average return on stocks.” There are, however, storage and insurance
costs associated with wine that reduce the “estimated net after-inflation returns to 4.1%-substantially below that of stocks.”
--------Since 2004 returns of wine investments have varied with regard to their (French) origin,
with wine from Burgundy at the top, followed by Champagne, and Bordeaux; Rhone wines were
at the bottom. Much of the recent behavior of fine wine prices has been driven by Chinese
demand, much of it for speculation, and subsequent dumping in August 2011. Wines from
Bordeaux, a Chinese favorite, were especially affected.
********The article referred to appears to be “The Price of Wine,” AAWE Working Paper No.
142 (http://www.wine-economics.org/aawe/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/AAWE_WP142.pdf).
The Working Paper is published by American Association of Wine Economists, which publishes
the Journal of Wine Economics, now in its 9th volume. You can learn more about the AAWE at:
http://www.wine-economics.org. It is worth taking a look at its site and scanning the list of
working papers, among which is “Wine and Climate Change” (http://www.wineeconomics.org/aawe/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/AAWE_WP152.pdf), by Orley Ashenfelter
and Karl Storchman. Some of the complexity of the article, and of climate change, is indicated
in the following (from the Abstract): “We start by discussing the physical impact of weather on
vine phenology, berry composition and yields, and then survey the economic literature
measuring the effects of temperature on wine quality, prices, costs and profits and how climate
change will affect these.” The paper is readable.
********This is an opportunity to draw attention, once more, to Mike Veseth’s delightful book
Wine Wars: The Curse of the Blue Nun, the Miracle of Two Buck Chuck, and the Revenge of the
Terroirists (2011). The book uses economic ideas informally and playfully to address recent and
future developments in wine markets. A good summer read.
(1 June 2014): “Financial Hazards of the Fugitive Life”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/01/upshot/financial-hazards-of-the-fugitive-life.html)
--------This is a review, by George Mason University’s Tyler Cowen, of On the Run: Fugitive
Life in an American City (2014), by Alice Goffman. The author, a sociologist at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison, “offers a fascinating and disturbing portrait of the economic constraints
and incentives by a large subset of Americans: those who are hiding from the law.” Although
being on the run might seem to be “a quandary for only a small group of recalcitrant, hardened
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criminals . . . in her study of one Philadelphia neighborhood, Professor Goffman shows that it is
a common way of life for many nonviolent Americans.” A core point of the book is that “young
men’s compromised legal status transforms the basic institutions of work, friendship and family
into a net of entrapment.”
********You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Run-FugitiveFieldwork-Encounters-Discoveries/dp/022613671X/. Goffman spent six years living in a
neighborhood such as those she discusses in On the Run.
(1 June 2014): “As Ties With China Unravel, U.S. Companies Head to Mexico”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/01/world/americas/as-ties-with-china-unravel-us-companieshead-to-mexico.html)
--------“With labor costs rising rapidly in China, American manufacturers of all sizes are looking
south to Mexico with what economists describe as an eagerness not seen since the early years of
the North American Free Trade Agreement in the 1990s. . . . American trade with Mexico has
grown by nearly 30 percent since 2010, to $507 billion annually, and foreign direct investment in
Mexico last year hit a record $35 billion.” The shifting of production from China to Mexico has
an indirect effect on the demand for U.S. products, as “Roughly 40 percent of the parts found in
Mexican imports originally came from the United States, compared with only 4 percent for
Chinese imports.” Still, it is not a foregone conclusion that shifting production from China to
Mexico makes sense: “Dozens of interviews with executives, economists and American and
Mexican officials over the past year show that what many companies are discovering is that there
is not one Mexico, but many. Despite many signs of promise, Mexico is still a country of vast
differences in efficiency and education, where only a small minority of the population has the
training needed to compete with the world.” Among other reasons, manufacturing consultant Ed
Juline learned in his work that “many Mexican business owners were unwilling to take on a
surge of new business, either because they could not line up suppliers or credit, or because they
feared demands for money from government inspectors or gangs.”
(1 June 2014): “Business School, Disrupted”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/01/business/business-school-disrupted.html)
********This is another article about the effect of digital change on higher education. What
provides it with additional interest are two renowned academics—Michael Porter (of business
strategy fame) and Clayton Christensen (author of The Innovator’s Dilemma)—and an
institution—Harvard Business School. The article uses the ideas of Porter and Christensen as
alternative approaches to addressing Harvard’s approach to online education. What is now
referred to HBX “will make its debut on June 11 . . . [and] it aims to create an entirely new
segment of business education: the pre-M.B.A. ‘Instead of having two big product lines, we may
be on the verge of inventing a third,’ said Prof. Jay W. Lorsch, who has taught at Harvard
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Business School since 1964. . . . The program includes three online courses—accounting,
analytics and economics for managers—that are intended to give liberal arts students fluency in
what it calls ‘the language of business.’ Students have nine weeks to complete all three courses,
and tuition is $1,500. Only those with a high level of class participation will be invited to take a
three-hour final exam at a testing center.”
********When Lorsch speaks of “two big product lines” he evidently has in mind “the school’s
traditional M.B.A. and executive education programs.” Interestingly, the two respectively
generated $108 million and $146 million in 2013. This new credential will surely attract a lot of
interest given the Harvard brand.
(2 June 2014): “Book Review: ‘The Intellectual Life of Edmund Burke’ by David Bromwich”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/book-review-the-intellectual-life-of-edmund-burke-by-davidbromwich-1401660997)
--------“In ‘The Intellectual Life of Edmund Burke,’ David Bromwich sets aside the conventional
views of Burke—the eloquent opponent of radical ideology—to track the formation of his
outlook and explore his early career. Just how, Mr. Bromwich asks, did Burke become Burke?”
Bromwich plans a second volume to explore the development of Burke’s ideas after 1783. The
American Revolution was influential in the development of his ideas and “prompted Burke to
rethink one of his fundamental tenets, Mr. Bromwich says. A great believer in the accumulated
wisdom of tradition and custom, Burke had once assumed that nothing habitual could become
‘dreadful,’ as he put it, referring in part to violence and war. He now saw that something
dreadful might become a habit and that a crowd might become as tyrannical as a king.”
********Burke held, so it seems, a more nuanced view of tradition and custom (the invisible
handshake) than is typically thought. You can learn more about Bromwich’s book at:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0674729706/. The reviewer—historian William Anthony
Hay—draws (indirect) attention to the broader context of Burke’s life in the “magisterial twovolume biography” written by F.P. Lock, Edmund Burke, Volume I: 1730-1784
(http://www.amazon.com/Edmund-Burke-1730-1784-F-P-Lock/dp/0199226636/) and idem,
Edmund Burke: Volume II: 1784-1797 (http://www.amazon.com/Edmund-Burke-Volume-II1784-1797/dp/0199541531/).
(2 June 2014): “China Pulls Permits From Some Infant-Formula Makers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/china-pulls-permits-from-some-infant-formula-makers1401448613)
--------“China’s food-safety regulators pulled production permits from more than a third of the
country’s infant-formula makers, pushing for consolidation and greater control in an industry
that has suffered quality scandals. The China Food and Drug Administration said on Friday that
it granted production permits to 82 companies out of 133 that had applied . . . The review caps a
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six-year campaign to rebuild China’s dairy industry after a scandal over melamine-tainted baby
milk in 2008 put local brands under a cloud. The incident killed six infants and sickened
300,000 others. Beijing has sought to reshape the industry, in part to force it to compete more
effectively with foreign brands.” Although food safety is the core motive of regulators, “there is
also an element of local protectionism.”
(2 June 2014): “Africa’s Changing Tastes Put Coffee Exports Under Strain”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/africas-changing-tastes-put-coffee-exports-under-strain1401665529)
--------“Ugandans are tea drinkers, though their country exports more coffee than any other in
Africa. But times and tastes are changing, and an increasingly population of Africans who drink
coffee, rather than grow it, is rumbling the global market. . . . Local consumption is still small,
but the growing demand from local drinkers adds to an already strained market. . . . [Last year]
Uganda exported 3.58 million of the 3.8 million bags it produced. . . . The proportion that is
exported is likely to shrink. With most countries on the continent registering a sustained average
economic growth of more than 6% in the past decade, an urban workforce with a taste for coffee
has been cropping up.”
********The article exemplifies the malleability of tastes over time and spatially (city vs.
country). It seems plausible, too, that the fact that “Ugandans are tea drinkers” is an artifact of
its being colonized by Britain in 1890 (http://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-14112446).
(3 June 2014): “Aiming Financial Weapons From Treasury War Room”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/04/business/aiming-financial-weapons-from-war-room-attreasury.html)
--------“In a dingy suite of offices in a Treasury Department annex, the troops work into the
night, armed with paperwork, computers and a clock on the wall set to Tehran time. They blast
out advisories ordering banks to block targeted people, then threaten them with consequences—
fines that can range into millions of dollars—if they do not. Today, this is how the Obama
administration goes to war.” According to David S. Cohen, Treasury’s under secretary for
terrorism and financial intelligence, “The United States needs to remain involved in the world,
but does not necessarily need to remain involved just through military power . . . There are other
ways of projecting U.S. power that are consequential.” Mr. Cohen directs the “obscure Office of
Foreign Assets Control, the engine that creates and administers the steadily increasing number of
financial sanctions. They are a policy tool once considered largely ineffectual but are now used
against a wide range of actors, from Iran’s revolutionary guard to Mexican drug traffickers to
cronies of President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia.”
********Yes, economic warfare is being waged regularly, with intelligence and intention, by
the United States (and no doubt others). This is, I suspect, something we should all know more
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about. The article includes a photo of eight people sitting around a table engaged in discussion,
showing how much of the decisions of the world get made—an education in itself. I’ve searched
before, briefly, for works on economic warfare—I suspect that many such books are classified—
but here is one that seems promising: Planning Armageddon: British Economic Warfare and the
First World War (2012), by Nicholas A. Lambert. Its first four chapter examine the emergence,
envisioning, exposition, and endorsement of economic warfare. You can learn more about the
book at: http://amazon.com/Planning-Armageddon-British-Economic-Warfare/dp/0674061497/.
********You can learn more about the Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence at:
http://www.treasury.gov/about/organizational-structure/offices/Pages/Office-of-Terrorism-andFinancial-Intelligence.aspx.
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[The Invisible Forces] 164 (11 June 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(5 June 2014): “Canada: Prostitution Bill Targets Clients”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/05/world/americas/canada-prostitution-bill-targetsclients.html)
--------“The government of Canada introduced legislation on Wednesday that would criminalize
buying sexual services but would not, in many situation, make selling them illegal. The bill
follows a Canadian Supreme Court ruling in December that overturned most laws governing the
sex trade on the basis that they violated prostitutes’ constitutional right to security.”
********This one-paragraph “article” provides a good illustration of a demand-side policy
aimed at influencing the quantity of a good transacted on a market. It seems like the increase of
supply brought about by the Supreme Court’s ruling and the decrease in demand that would
likely be brought about by the passage of the bill would decrease equilibrium price for sexual
services but leave the equilibrium quantity of sexual services indeterminate.
(5 June 2014): “Atlanta’s Incentives Lift Electric Car Sales”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/why-electric-cars-click-for-atlanta-1401922534)
--------Atlanta is now “the No. 2 metropolitan market in the U.S. for electric car sales.” It
displaced Seattle but still follows San Francisco in the ranking; it is estimated that 2.15% of car
registrations in Atlanta are electric. Contributing to electric car sales are “state subsidies and
unfettered access to carpool lanes . . . Georgia provides more than $4,000 in income-tax credits
on average for an electric-car purchase.” Additionally, companies such as Coca-Cola support
recharging stations for employees. Finally, “Cheap electric power helps: Georgia Power Co., the
primary utility in Atlanta, offers a plug-in charging, off-peak rate of 1.3 cents per kilowatt-hour.
The average cost across the nation is 11.88 cents a kilowatt-hour,” according to the U.S. Energy
Information Administration. Nissan Motor Co., the manufacturer of the Leaf, “has been the
primary beneficiary of the sales.”
(5 June 2014): “The Fracking Fight’s New Front Line” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/frackingmeets-new-resistance-from-communities-1401905185)
--------“As the U.S. oil-and-gas boom rolls into its second decade, a new idea is starting to
resonate with regulators and communities: Certain places should simply be off-limits to drilling.
That is not how it has worked up until now. Over the past decade, oil and gas wells have been
drilled for hydraulic fracturing in suburban subdivisions, airports, public parks and golf courses.
As long as energy companies leased the mineral rights, they could drill almost anywhere. Now
this all-or-nothing approach is starting to weaken as the fracking juggernaut, which has created
jobs and lowered the U.S. trade deficit, has left some communities feeling trampled.” Eric
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Wohlschlegel, a spokesman for the American Petroleum Institute, notes: “We are not advocating
that we should drill everywhere . . . The best folks to determine whether an area is safe and
appropriate to frack are the state and state regulators.” The petroleum industry “generally prefers
dealing with states, in part to avoid fights with individual municipalities and because the
message that fracking is safe and offers economic benefits often gets a receptive audience in
state capitals.” Courts have “generally rules that states can trump local ordinances.”
********This article seems especially relevant given that on Wednesday, June 4th, North
Carolina Governor Pat McCrory signed the Energy Modernization Act, which “clears the way
for issuing fracking permits 61 days after safety rules are adopted. Permits could be issued as
early as March and almost certainly by the fall of 2015”
(http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/06/03/3909131/mccrory-plans-to-sign-fracking.html).
“State-sponsored drilling is expected to get underway this fall in Eastern North Carolina as part
of a $550,000 state effort approved last year to help the energy industry assess fracking prospects
here. . . . The Senate’s proposed budget would add more counties throughout the state and
includes nearly $1.2 million to aid the energy sector by drilling, analysis and marketing. The
governor’s budget includes $500,000 for drilling up to three test wells near Sanford in Lee
Country.”
********You can see the history and read the text of the Energy Modernization Act at:
http://www.ncleg.net/gascripts/BillLookUp/BillLookUp.pl?Session=2013&BillID=s786&submit
Button=Go. Here is the pdf of Session Law 2014-4:
http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2013/Bills/Senate/PDF/S786v8.pdf.
(6 June 2014): “U.S. Juice Pouring Into South Korea” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/u-sjuice-pouring-into-south-korea-1402018220)
--------“South Korea is helping to ease the squeeze on Florida’s orange-juice industry. The
nation imported 13.2 million gallons of U.S. orange juice this year through April, compared with
16.5 million gallons in all of 2013 and three million gallons in 2011. This year, it is the No. 2
customer for U.S. orange juice after Canada, up from eight place three years ago. And the fast
growth is expected to get a further boost after the U.S. and South Korea resolved a trade dispute
in April—welcome news for orange-juice producers facing declining American consumption.
Once a staple of the U.S. breakfast table, domestic sales have fallen 34% by volume over the past
decade as Americans switch to exotic juices, sports drinks and flavored waters.” All this comes
at a time when Florida growers are confronted by citrus greening, “a bacterial disease that stunts
fruit growth and causes it to drop prematurely from trees. Florida’s orange production is
expected to hit a 24-year low this season, in large part because of citrus greening.”
********An interesting mix of demand and supply factors, some more controllable than others,
that are at work in the market for orange juice. Tastes haven’t changed in South Korea, however,
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as “South Koreans aren’t drinking more orange juice; they are just buying more from the U.S.
Brazil had been the country’s biggest supplier, thanks to its lower production costs. That
advantage disappeared in 2012, when the U.S. and South Korea signed a trade deal eliminating
import tariffs on many products, including a 54% tax on U.S. orange juice.”
(6 June 2014): “Food-Waste Recycling Faces Hiccups”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/food-waste-recycling-faces-hiccups-1401998700)
--------“More states want to recycle their food waste instead of dumping it into landfills, but they
have run into a snag: The infrastructure needed to turn huge quantities of table scraps into
fertilizer or electricity isn’t ready. . . . Americans tossed out more than 36 million tons of food in
2012, but less than 5% got recycled, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Much of it ended up rotting in landfills, releasing methane—a potent greenhouse gas—into the
atmosphere. . . . Most people are willing to try separating food waste for compost, but they aren’t
willing to pay more for its disposal, according to a recent poll commissioned by the National
Waste & Recycling Association, a trade group.” Still, some aren’t waiting for infrastructure to
be built. The classroom kitchens of the culinary school at Johnson & Wales University in
Providence, Rhode Island generate a lot of food waste, so last year it “leased a digester that
students nicknamed ‘Chewy.’ Now, students dump leftover food into the silver box, which
converts the food into fertilizer over 24 hours.” The university expects the program to pay its
own way due to reduced landfill costs.
(9 June 2014): “An Australian Boom Town Feels Chill of Commodity Price Decline”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/an-australian-boom-town-feels-chill-of-commodity-pricedecline-1402281061)
--------MORANBAH, Queensland. “Two years ago, real-estate agent Bella Exposito said she
was selling as many as 25 houses a day as soaring coal prices lured workers and investors to this
flyspeck Outback town. As of May this year, she has sold three. . . . After a decade of soaring
commodity prices, this is what it looks like when the party starts to end. For years, the global
grab for coal, iron ore, copper and other commodities brought riches to small mining
communities across the globe. It also helped lift the broader economies of resource-rich nations
from Peru to Mongolia to Indonesia. . . . But more recently, commodity prices have fallen . . .
That means shuttering mines, delaying new projects and slashing jobs in communities that have
benefited from the boom. . . . [The] downturn is a reminder that overreliance on commodities can
be dangerous, even in places that seemed to have everything going for them not long ago.”
********The key word in the last sentence is ‘overreliance’ and elicits the saying “Don’t put all
of your eggs in one basket.” Although the lessons of diversification have long been known, they
aren’t always possible to apply. There is a related article that also touches upon the issue of
diversification: “Kabul’s Economic Bubble Bursts” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/kabuls-
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economic-bubble-bursts-1402589670). As it turns out, substantial economic development in
Afghanistan took place as a result of the U.S. military presence. Now, as that presence ebbs, the
businesses developed to support that presence are shrinking or disappearing.
(11 June 2014): “Global Hunger for Protein Fuels Food-Industry Deals”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/global-hunger-for-protein-fuels-food-industry-deals-1402444464)
-------“Increasingly wealthy consumers in emerging economies are piling more meat on their
plates and feedings their children more milk products. In the U.S., meanwhile, some healthconscious consumers are replacing carbohydrates like bread and cereal with more animal protein,
including meat, yogurt and eggs.” These developments are “prompting farmers around the world
to expand their production of meat as well as the corn, soybeans and other crops used to feed
livestock.” As a result, “Companies are rushing to secure critical assets, from milk powder for
infant formula to billion-dollar brands that dominate supermarket meat cases” and driving
mergers, such as Tyson Foods planned “$7.7 acquisition of Hillshire Brands Co.” According to
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, “World-wide meat consumption will rise 1.9% a year over
the next decade . . . as rising incomes in places like China, Mexico and Central America allow
consumers to afford more pork, chicken and beef.” In a similar vein, “The United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization has projected that by 2030 the average person will consume about
99 pounds of meat a year, versus 86 pounds in 2007 and 73 in 1991. . . . The mounting demand
for meat and dairy products has raised environmental concerns. The U.N. estimates that
livestock production is responsible for about 14% of global greenhouse-gas emissions.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 165 (18 June 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(6 June 2014): “Ryan Carson of Treehouse, on When Titles Get in the Way”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/06/business/ryan-carson-of-treehouse-on-killing-all-thetitles.html)
********This is an interview with Ryan Carson of Treehouse, “an online interactive education
platform,” conducted by reporter Adam Bryant. It raises the issue of organizational governance.
Do new information technologies render traditional forms of governance obsolete? Do they
provide opportunities for experimentation? Finally, what role does size play size play in
governance choice? Will a governance system that works for 70 people work for 700? This
article was suggested by Arnold Wengrow, a reader of The Invisible Forces. The comments that
follow the ampersands are his.
&&&&&&&&I hear complaints from my former colleagues that UNCA, UNC system, higher
education have gone over to the corporate model. I take this to mean too much top-down
management and too little consultation, communication, and collaboration at all levels. The
complaint seems to me not that UNCA, UNC System, higher education have moved to a
corporate model, but that they've moved to the wrong corporate model. This article is an
example of other corporate models that are being tried, some quite radical. Maybe if UNCA
returned to its roots, when it considered itself an experimental school, trying out new ideas in
higher education, it might be experimenting with new "corporate models," new forms not only of
delivering teaching and learning but organizing itself. From the article: "We started hearing the
kind of normal political stuff you hear as a company grows — people complaining or feeling
disempowered. “This is ridiculous,” I thought. We should still be operating like a start-up. . . .My
co-founder and I realized that this is what people do when you put managers over them. The
managers start acting like parents, and the people they’re managing start acting like children.
And we thought, what if we just removed all managers? What do they actually do? They
exchange information and align people around strategic plans. We figured we could remove that
need if we just made communication more public."
********You can learn more about governance in higher education from the recently published
Governance Reconsidered: How Boards, Presidents, Administrators, and Faculty Can Help
Their Colleges Thrive (2014), by Susan Resneck Pierce at: http://amazon.com/GovernanceReconsidered-Presidents-Administrators-Colleges/dp/1118738497/. You can learn more about
Pierce at: http://www.srpconsulting.com/id22.html.
(12 June 2014): “Scorching Heat Exposes India’s Power Woes”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/scorching-heat-exposes-indias-power-woes-1402491922)
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--------“Scorching summer heat caused power outages and triggered protests in India’s capital,
underscoring the challenges the country’s new government faces as it strives to improve the
dilapidated energy infrastructure and restore India’s appeal as an investment destination.”
Newly elected Prime Minister Narendra Modi has had prior success reforming electricity
production in the state of Gujarat, “where he served as chief minister for more than a decade. . . .
Gujarat is now one of the few states in India that generates more electricity than it consumes.
But Mr. Modi’s task is more complex at the national level, not least because control over
electricity is shared with state governments.” Electricity producers need higher prices to build
more capacity, but “state governments are unwilling to raise electricity rates.” As one analyst
puts it, “Power is a political problem. Everyone knows what needs to be done, but no one does
it.”
(12 June 2014): “Detroit’s Appetite for Aluminum Keeps Growing”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/detroits-appetite-for-aluminum-keeps-growing-1402530030)
--------In order to meet new gas-mileage requirements, “Auto makers plan a broad shift to
aluminum from steel in larger vehicles over the next decade in North America, and 18% of all
vehicles will have all-aluminum bodies by 2025, compared with less than 1% now, according to
an industry study released this week.” The example of Ford Motor Company’s “decision to
employ an aluminum body for its coming 2015 F-150 pickup truck is proving a trigger for an
extensive move by auto makers and their suppliers toward light-weight materials for pickup
trucks and sport-utility vehicles to help them meet coming fuel economy standards, rather than
push consumers into buying mostly smaller cars.” In a separate analysis, John Murphy of Bank
of America Merrill Lynch noted that the “F-150 could be efficient enough to meet future U.S.
fuel economy standards without requiring Ford to offset its [financial] performance by selling
more small cars.” Aluminum producers “already are expanding production capacity to meet
projected automotive demand.” The automotive marketing director of Alcoa, Randall Scheps,
says “We’re engaged with car makers talking about 2017, 2018, [and] 2019 demand.”
Meanwhile, the steel industry, which is still “the single biggest supplier to the automotive
industry,” intends to give “car companies real choices between aluminum and steel and
magnesium and other materials.”
********This certainly sounds like a nice problem in constrained optimization: maximize the
profit of the firm subject to a fuel economy constraint. This will entail, among other things, the
materials, such as aluminum and steel, used in all vehicles. It would be interesting to see how
the engineers and accountants of Ford set these problems up.
(13 June 2014): “Kabul’s Economic Bubble Bursts” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/kabulseconomic-bubble-bursts-1402589670)
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--------“Afghans voting in Saturday’s presidential election have more than a revitalized Taliban
insurgency to worry about. The country’s bubble economy is bursting as the coalition’s mission
winds down, aid shrinks and the foreigners leave. . . . Economic reform and growth were
supposed to be a prime legacy of the U.S.-led effort at nation-building here. But the benefits
accrued mostly to Afghan businesses geared toward meeting the temporary demand created by
foreigners, rather than to those aimed at Afghan customers. Construction and logistics firms
flourished, with the U.S. alone spending nearly $100 billion on reconstruction and development
projects. . . . Wallowing in aid dollars, the country saw years of double-digit growth until 2012.
But now, the economy has slowed down dramatically and investment has virtually halted,
entrepreneurs and Afghan officials say.”
(13 June 2014): “Tesla Motors Offers Open Licenses to Its Patents”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/tesla-motors-says-it-will-allow-others-to-use-its-patents1402594375)
--------“Tesla Motors Inc. is offering the proprietary technology at the heart of its Model S
electric car to any company that wants to build vehicles, and its chief suggested BMW AG
already is interested in certain patents. Chief Executive Elon Musk said during a conference all
of Thursday the offer is intended to help spur wider development of electric vehicles. . . . The
Palo Alto, Calif., maker of . . . luxury electric cars decided to offer open access to Tesla patents
out of frustration that electric vehicles remain less than 1% of new cars and light trucks sold each
year. . . . Mr. Musk also hinted at another reason for the offer: achieving greater economies of
scale. . . . He has outlined plans to build a large battery factory, which he calls the gigafactory, to
produce more battery packs in the U.S.”
********Musk isn’t concerned about the competitive aspect of releasing the patents, claiming
“If a company is truly relying on patents it means they aren’t innovating, or not innovating fast
enough.” Pharmaceutical companies seem to have a very different take on this. Could it be due
to the regulatory costs they face in product development? It seems that there are very extensive
research costs in both cases. Perhaps there is something else to consider?
********It certainly seems like Musk is eager to increase the demand for the battery packs that
the emerging gigafactory will produce, which is understandable. You can learn more about the
factory and the decreasing cost of battery packs in “Elon Musk’s gigafactory: Assault on
batteries” (http://www.economist.com/news/business/21604174-better-power-packs-will-openroad-electric-vehicles-assault-batteries). The graphs showing the decline in battery costs for
Tesla versus other carmakers is dramatic.
********There is currently a pitched competition underway for the state in which the
gigafactory will be located, with Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, and Texas actively seeking the
$5 billion facility; Panasonic and others are partners in the venture. Subsidies, of course, will
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undoubtedly play a big role in the siting location of the factory. One of my colleagues recently
forwarded to me an interesting New York Times series titled “United States of Subsidies”
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/12/01/us/government-incentives.html). There are
three articles in the series and the link takes you to a graphic that reveals how the absolute and
per capita outlays on subsidies by each state. Unsurprising to me is that Texas is far away the
leader in both categories for these four states, and Texas dramatically leads the way for all states
in terms of absolute outlays; Alaska leads the way in per capital outlays for all states. Closer to
home, North Carolina provides fewer absolute and per capita incentives than each of its adjacent
states. The staff of the Times spent ten months pulling this series together and the data it
provides is detailed, taking one down to the amount, company, number of grants, type, location,
and the years subsidies were received. This could be valuable for many purposes.
(15 June 2014): “The Nation’s Economy, This Side of the Recession”
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/06/14/business/this-side-of-the-recession.html)
--------In “the five years since the United States began its slow climb out of the deepest recession
since the 1930s, the job market has undergone a substantial makeover. The middle class has lost
ground as the greatest gains have occurred at the top and bottom of the pay scale, leaving many
working Americans living in poverty. The housing industry, once the primary engine of growth
and a fountain of jobs, has shrunk, while health care, technology and energy have led the
recovery.”
********The article provides a mostly visual report on the many changes that have taken place.
Especially interesting is the graphic “How the Recession Reshaped the Economy in 255 Charts”
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/06/05/upshot/how-the-recession-reshaped-theeconomy-in-255-charts.html).
(16 June 2014): “Fortune 500 2014” (http://fortune.com/fortune500/)
********The June 16th copy of Fortune contains its annual Fortune 500 list of the largest U.S.
corporations. Once again, Wal-Mart Stores led the list with annual revenues of $476 billion,
with Exxon Mobil coming in second at $408 billion. Apple broke into the top five (at fifth) with
$171 billion; Apple is the largest company by market valuation at $479 billion on 31 March
2014. For the first time, (nominal) profits of Fortune 500 firms topped $1 trillion; the previous
high was $785 billion in 2011. Fortune website was recently redesigned for greater platform
flexibility.
(16 June 2014): “Uber Shocks the Regulators” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/gordoncrovitz-uber-shocks-the-regulators-1402869510)
--------“Maybe going on strike wasn’t the best way for London taxi drivers to protest Uber, the
Internet[based care service invading from Silicon Valley. When riders couldn’t get cabs last
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week, the number signing up for Uber soared to more than eight times the normal rate. . . . In the
case of taxis, digital technology is disrupting laws and regulations dating to the era of horsedriven carriages. ‘Regulators will be left unable to justify limits that no longer have economic,
social or political rationales,’ observed Larry Downes and Paul Nunes” in their book Big Bang
Disruption.” Uber’s market valuation is estimated to be $18 billion, which is more than the
combined value of Hertz and Avis. Some hold that the valuation “can be understood as a market
estimate of the waste caused by taxi regulations around the world.” Uber founder Travis
Kalanick has experienced some push back—Brussels, Miami, and Las Vegas have banned
Uber’s service—but he knew “he’d be challenging the close relationship between regulators and
the regulated, who have no interest in competition.” Neelie Kroes, a vice president of the
European Commission, provides a complementary view: “The old way of creating services and
regulations around producers doesn’t work anymore . . . If you design systems around producers
it means more rules and laws (that people say they don’t want) and those become quickly out of
date, and privilege the groups that were the best political lobbyists when the laws were written.”
********You can find Neelie Kroe’s blog on taxis at: http://ec.europa.eu/commission_20102014/kroes/en/blog/my-view-todays-taxi-protests-and-what-it-means-sharing-economy. This is
an interesting post with many interesting comments in multiple languages. You can learn more
about her at: http://ec.europa.eu/commission_2010-2014/kroes/.
(17 June 2014): “Move Over Avon Lady, the Tweens Are Here”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/move-over-avon-lady-the-tweens-are-here-1402961170)
--------In February, Willagirl, a four-year old company with “three full-time employees, pulled
its skin care line off the shelves at more than 300 stores nationwide, including Target. Its current
strategy is to recruit its teen and ‘tween’ customers to sell directly to their friends, and friends of
friends. Known as ‘Willagirls,’ the teens and tween host Tupperware-like get-togethers at home,
school or just about anywhere eight- to 13-year-olds hang out. Invites typically are extended via
text message, since ‘nobody uses email anymore,’” according to 12-year-old sales rep Hartley
Messer. Willagirls receives 25% of total sales, “for a potential monthly income of $320 to
$3,500, according to a pamphlet sellers distribute at their parties.” Willagirls offers incentives
for recruiting sales reps, which raises concerns among critics of multilevel marketing. As Boston
lawyer Douglas Brooks notes, “It all depends on the incentives in the compensation plans.”
********Definitely an interesting development, one that makes me uneasy as it is another step
toward the marketization of youth. Of course, there have long been—still are?—paperboys so
why not Willagirls? Shouldn’t girls have the same opportunity to earn money and develop
useful skills as boys? Certainly. Of course, Junior Achievement
(https://www.juniorachievement.org/web/ja-usa/home) has long been with us. You can learn
more about Willa at: http://willa.com/about-willa/.
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(18 June 2014): “MakerBot Replicator Mini Review: 3-D Printing Comes Home”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/makerbot-replicator-mini-review-3-d-printing-comes-home1403021932)
--------We are now “entering the era of machines that can fashion ideas into tangible objects. For
industrial uses, 3-D printing’s promise is already well-known. It’s capable of producing custom
heart valves and jet-engine parts. But now it’s getting personal: A company called MakerBot
just started selling a 3-D printer that’s easy to use and costs less than $1,400.” The MakerBot
“can print things up to the size of a coffee mug—3.9 inches square and 4.9 inches tall.”
********MakerBot provides a wide range of software to go along with its printing capability.
The article includes a two-minute video that shows the MakerBot Replicator Mini in action, as
well as some of its output. You can learn more about the company at:
http://www.makerbot.com/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 166 (25 June 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(10 June 2014): “Africa’s women entrepreneurs take the lead”
(http://www.fortmilltimes.com/2014/06/10/3536121/africas-women-entrepreneurs-take.html)
--------Kampala, Uganda. “Madinah Nalukenge recalls the day she set out to sell food on the
filthy edges of a bus terminal in the Ugandan capital in 2004. She had just $10 left over from a
failed attempt to sell bed sheets. Now she runs a catering business that makes a monthly profit
of up to $3,000, a source of pride for the 34-year-old single mother. . . . Nalukenge, who did not
study beyond grade school, is part of a growing trend in Africa where more women are running
businesses on a scale that was unthinkable a generation ago. Africa now has the highest growth
rate of female-run enterprises across the world, according to the World Bank.” World Bank data
also show that “necessity—not opportunity—is the main driving force behind female
entrepreneurship in poor countries.”
********My thanks to Sally Beth Shore for drawing my attention to the article above. The
World Bank’s Female Entrepreneurship Resource Point
(http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTGENDER/0,,contentMDK:2339
2638~pagePK:210058~piPK:210062~theSitePK:336868,00.html) provides a variety of materials
relevant to the article. The distinction between necessity and opportunity entrepreneurship has
mentioned before in The Invisible Forces. The distinction is developed and employed at length
in Global Entrepreneurship Monitor: 2012 Global Report
(http://www.gemconsortium.org/docs/download/2645). My thanks to Donna Parsons for
drawing my attention to the GEM report.
(19 June 2014): “Thai Rice Subsidy Leaves Junta in a Quandary”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/thai-rice-subsidy-leaves-junta-in-a-quandary-1403104286)
--------The seizing of power by the army chief of Thailand last month left him with “a long list of
problems to solve, not least of which was what to do with the country’s botched attempt to steer
world rice prices higher. The previous government launched the move in 2011 to make good on
election pledges to increase incomes in Thailand’s vote-rich rural heartland. It involved the state
buying rice from farmers at up to 50% above the market rate and then stockpiling it in
warehouses. The idea was that because Thailand was the world’s largest exporter of rice at the
time, withholding the grain would lead to a global price surge. Instead, other countries, notably
India and Vietnam, filled the gap, knocking Thailand from its position as the world’s top
exporter and costing the country $9.2 billion in paper losses . . . The subsidy, which expired in
February, also has left Thailand with an estimated 10 million to 15 million metric tons of rice—
equivalent to almost two years of the country’ rice exports—that the now-ousted government
bought at above-market prices.”
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********One of the interesting elements of the article, not mentioned above, relates to quality
perception: “Thai rice, valued for its quality and Thailand’s long history of reliable shipments,
typically sells for about $50 more a ton than similar varieties from other exporters, but that
premium has vanished. Given the state’s rice inventories, it is unlikely to return soon.”
Contributing to the vanishing of the price premium is the reality that the quality of stored rice
deteriorates. I suspect that quality perceptions adjust quickly in the downward direction and not
as quickly upward. No doubt there is a literature on this.
(20 June 2014): “Revealed: Asian slave labour producing prawns for supermarkets in US, UK”
(http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2014/jun/10/supermarket-prawns-thailandproduced-slave-labour)
--------“Slaves forced to work for no pay for years at a time under threat of extreme violence are
being used in Asia in the production of seafood sold by major US, British and other European
retailers, the Guardian can reveal. A six-month investigation has established that large numbers
of men bought and sold like animals and held against their will on fishing boats off Thailand are
integral to the production of prawns (commonly called shrimp in the US) sold in leading
supermarkets around the world, including the top four global retailers: Walmart, Carrefour,
Costco and Tesco. The investigation found that the world’ largest prawn farmer, the Thailandbased Caroen Pokphand (CP) Foods, buys fishmeal, which it feeds to its farmed prawns, from
some suppliers that own, operate or buy from fishing boats manned with slaves. . . . Thailand is
considered a major source, transit and destination country for slavery, and nearly half a million
people are believed to be enslaved within its borders.”
********Printed next to the story above in the print version of The Guardian is an article by
Dan Roberts, “US may blacklist Thailand after prawn trade slavery revelations”
(http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2014/jun/11/us-blacklist-thailand-prawntrade-slavery-revelations). In it he mentions the Traffic in Persons report that is “considered to
be the gold standard in global anti-trafficking efforts.” Released annually by the U.S. State
Department, the report for 2014 was just released and can be found at:
http://www.state.gov/j/tip/rls/tiprpt/. Thailand was just downgraded to Tier 3, the lowest
classification. Important work on human trafficking has been done by Siddharth Kara, who
earned a B.A. degree from Duke University and was an investment banker at Merrill Lynch in
New York before he returned to the humanitarian interests of his undergraduate years. You can
learn more about Kara, who directs the Program on Human Trafficking and Modern Slavery at
the Harvard Kennedy School of Government, at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siddharth_Kara.
You can learn more about his most recent book, Bonded Labor: Tackling the System of Slavery
in South Asia (2012), at: http://www.amazon.com/Bonded-Labor-Tackling-SystemSlavery/dp/0231158483/.
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(20 June 2014): “Corinthian Colleges Warns of Possible Shutdown”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/corinthian-colleges-faces-liquidity-shortage-after-u-s-delaysaid-14031855434)
--------“One of the country’s largest for-profit education companies warned Thursday that it may
have to shut down after the Obama administration moved to restrict the company’s access to
federal funding. Corinthian Colleges Inc., which operates Everest College and other schools, has
about 72,000 students who receive roughly $1.4 billion in federal financial aid each year. But
the company and its for-profit rivals, which enroll about 13% of the nation’s higher-education
students, are drawing greater scrutiny from regulators over concerns about their marketing,
dropout rates and loan defaults among their students.” Corinthian gets “80% of its revenue from
federal funding.”
********The impact of the announcement on the share price of Corinthian was dramatic, as can
be seen by its price chart at: http://topics.nytimes.com/top/news/business/companies/corinthiancolleges-inc/index.html. To see the price plummet and the volume surge, indicative of a massive
increase in supply due to the “dumping” of the stock, view the three month chart.
(21 June 2014): “Free exchange: Zombie patents” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21604575-drug-companies-are-adept-extending-lifespan-patents-consumers)
--------Patents create short-term monopolies and play an important role in the pharmaceutical
industry where research and developments costs can be very high. When a patent reaches its
expiration date, “the comfortable monopoly evaporates . . . Incumbents have three ways of
defending themselves. [1] Marketing can create brand-specific demand, dulling the temptation to
switch to low-price products. . . . [2] A second strategy nudges customers towards newer drugs
that are still protected by patent. . . . [3] Even more troubling than fending off competition with
marketing nous and chemical tinkering is drug companies’ third option: pay the makers of
generics not to compete. Since the early 2000s ‘pay for delay’ agreements have become more
common. A company with a patent due to expire strikes a deal: it pays potential entrants a fee
not to compete, preserving its monopoly.” Regarding these three options, the article continues,
marketing is the most benign. Somewhat more problematic is newer drug development, which
the Federal Trade Commission describes as “product hopping.” Pay-for-delay deals, however,
“are a terminal illness” imposing “huge, unnecessary costs on consumers . . . A ruling by
America’s Supreme Court last year should make it easier to challenge such deals under
competition laws.”
********The article draws from the recent publication of S. Vandoros, “Therapeutic substitution
post-patent expiry: the cases of ace inhibitors and proton pump inhibitors,” Health Economics
(May 2014). You can learn more at: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23696193.
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(21 June 2014): “Schumpeter: Leviathan as a capitalist”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21604553-state-capitalism-continues-defyexpectations-its-demise-leviathan-capitalist)
--------“It is now 25 years since Francis Fukuyama published ‘The End of History?’ and ignited a
firestorm of debate. Today there are many reasons for thinking that he was wrong about the
universal triumph of liberalism and markets, from democracy’s failure in the Middle East to the
revival of religious fundamentalism. But one of the most surprising reasons is the continuing
power of the state as an economic actor: far from retiring from the business battlefield in 1989,
the state merely regrouped for another advance. Survey the battlefield today and you can see
state capitalism almost everywhere.” A new book by Aldo Musacchio and Sergio Lazzarini,
Reinventing State Capitalism, notes that “the old model of Leviathan-as-entrepreneur, in which
the state-owned companies outright and ran them by ministerial diktat, was largely swept aside
by the privatization wave of the 1980s and 1990s, when governments realized that they could
make money out of their companies rather than constantly bailing them out.
********You can learn more about Reinventing State Capitalism (2014) at:
http://www.amazon.com/Reinventing-State-Capitalism-Leviathan-Business/dp/0674729684/.
The abbreviation for state-owned enterprises is SOES. The final sentence of the article is worth
replicating: “The best SOES have demonstrated that they can thrive without the guiding hand of
the state—and the worst have proved that, however many market disciplines you impose upon
them, they will still find a way of turning state capitalism into its ugly sister, crony capitalism.”
(21 June 2014): “Student Debt Takes a Toll on Some Home Buyers”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/student-debt-takes-a-toll-on-some-home-buyers-1403305623)
--------“Homeownership among Americans under age 35 hit the lowest level on record earlier
this year, just as indebtedness among college grads notched a new high. That has stirred debate
among economists and policy makers over whether the two forces are related: that high student
debt is driving the fall in home buying among the young and harming the U.S. economy. . . .
among the economists arguing that student debt is undermining the housing market and damping
the U.S. economic recovery” is former White House adviser Lawrence Summers, noting that
“Overly indebted households are not in a position to spend and move forward.” Other
economists point to a variety of factors contributing to the drop in homeownership among the
young, including rapidly increasing housing prices, stagnating wages, tighter lending standards,
and the delay in household formation.
********This week the Chronicle of Higher Education had a somewhat related article based
upon the work of economist Douglas Webber, “Smart People Go to College, and Other Twists in
Measuring the Value of a Degree” (http://chronicle.com/article/Smart-People-Go-toCollege/147235/). The gist of the article is that conventional reports of the lifetime earnings
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premium of going to college tend to be overstated because they do not control for selection bias,
e.g., the different characteristics of students who attend college and those who do not. Here is
the link to the publishing details:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0927537114000281; a generally accessible
copy of the article can be found at: http://www.doug-webber.com/LE%20paper.pdf.
(23 June 2014): “The Gluten-Free Craze: Is It Healthy?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/how-we-eat-the-gluten-free-craze-is-it-healthy-1403491041)
--------This article is the first in a series “about how consumer perceptions and corporate
strategies shape the national diet.” Ten years ago few American knew about gluten. “Today,
one survey says, almost a third are trying to avoid the element found in grain. In growing
numbers, the world’s biggest food makers and restaurant chairs are retooling recipes and labels
to tap into the concern, creating a multibillion-dollar business out of gluten-free products.” Still,
many health experts “say there is no proven benefit to going gluten-free except for a small sliver
of the population whose bodies can’t process the protein.” Food makers say they are “simply
responding to consumer demand without making health claims.” When Donnie Smith, the CEO
of Tyson Foods was asked if foods that are gluten free were healthier for most people, he
responded “I have no idea.” Food historian Abigail Carroll, the author of Three Squares: The
Invention of the American Meal, has said that “the food makers’ response to the gluten-free
demand echoes what happened when the federal government in the late 1970s issued dietary
guidelines calling on Americans to consume less fat. Food companies responded with a number
of low-fat products that often contained more sugar, and the same number of calories as other
products.”
********You can learn more about Three Squares (2013) at: http://www.amazon.com/ThreeSquares-Invention-American-Meal/dp/0465025528/. A four-minute video accompanies the
article and does a good job of summarizing its content and taking it further. You can view it at:
http://live.wsj.com/video/gluten-free-diet-healthy-or-just-a-fad/BC903AA3-EE30-4F6E-8D5A8AD2A5772EC8.html#!BC903AA3-EE30-4F6E-8D5A-8AD2A5772EC8.
********The second article in the series is “Less Salt, Same Taste? Food Companies Quietly
Change Recipes” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/food-companies-quietly-cut-salt-fat-fromrecipes-1403566403). The article discusses how much and when companies disclose changes to
the foods they sell. The essential point is: “The decision about whether and when to tell
consumers [about recipe changes] depends partly on the type of product. Companies tout
nutritional improvements in food aimed at health-conscious consumers but might not for items
that are considered indulgences.” Maha Tahari, the chief health and wellness officer for General
Mills, uses the expression “stealth health” in describing the company’s approach to “making
small incremental changes over time” to Hamburger Helper. “Over a six-year period, General
Mills cut sodium per serving by 10% to 50% in more than 27 varieties of Helper.”
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********The third article in the series is “The Problem With Portions”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/the-problem-with-portions-1403656205). It examines the
changing strategies around size that have been adopted by the food industry, including the past
practice of super sizing, largely done in by the 2004 documentary “Super Size Me,” and the more
recent convention of 100-calorie packs. Executives and analysts say that prize differentials
between bulk-pack and calorie-pack items “often make smaller portions more profitable . . .
though sometimes the higher packaging costs make it a wash.”
(24 June 2014): “Washington Plan to Tax Yoga Leads to Political Posturing”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/washington-plan-to-tax-yoga-leads-to-political-posturing1403577281)
--------This is the A-Hed, quirky, article. Washington, D.C. is seeking to tax a variety of services
and has proposed a “5.75% levy, variously known as the ‘Yoga Tax,’ the “Gym Tax’ or, as
fitness activists prefer, the ‘Wellness Tax,’ is one component of a larger budget package likely
up for a vote before the 13-member City Council on Tuesday.” Although proponents argue that
the tax provides “a more stable source of revenue for the city than income taxes,” such taxes
have met with little success. Seven state legislatures “have proposed measures that would apply
sales taxes to service industries. Most have died, or, in the case of Maine, passed the legislature
only to be repealed by a voter initiative.” Yoga practitioners have proven to be effective in their
political pursuits, combining “Zen-like calm and tough-minded determination.”
********The way a tax is described certainly matters. The Wellness Tax reminded me of the
Death Tax that has been so prominent in some discussion of estate taxation.
(24 June 2014): “Risky Business: The Economic Risks of Climate Change in the United States”
(http://riskybusiness.org/report/overview/executive-summary)
********On June 24th members of the Risk Business Project released its report “A Climate
Risk Assessment for the United States,” which can be downloaded at the site immediately above.
The project was launch in October 2013, focusing on “quantifying and publicizing the economic
risks from the impacts of a changing climate.” You can learn more about the project and its
research team at: http://riskybusiness.org/about/. This strikes me as a publication of enormous
importance given the nature of the message and the messengers. The list of co-chairs, risk
committee members, and research team can be found at: http://riskybusiness.org/about/cochairs.
********You can watch a 41-minute video presentation on the report at:
http://riskybusiness.org/blog/risky-business-press-conference-live-stream. I thought that the
comments of Donna Shalala, which start at the ten-minute mark of the video, to be especially
interesting. I will be following the Risky Business Project with great interest.
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********I believe it was Robert Rubin who made the comment about the need for businesses to
disclose their exposure to risk from climate change in their regulatory filings. In relation to this
the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) was mentioned, which was new to me.
You can learn more about SASB at: http://www.sasb.org/.
(25 June 2014): “Oil From U.S. Fracking Is More Volatile Than Expected”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/oil-from-u-s-fracking-is-more-volatile-than-expected1403653344)
--------“Millions of barrels of crude oil flowing from shale formations around the country—not
just North Dakota—are full of volatile gases that make it tricky to transport and to process into
fuel. . . . Even the refineries reaping big profits from the new oil, which is known as ultralight,
are starting to complain about how hard it is to handle with existing equipment. . . . The federal
government says 96% of the growth in production since 2011 is of light and ultralight oil and
that is where growth will continue. . . . In most cases, ultralight oil doesn’t look like black gold.
In fact, it can be as clear as water and some oil from the Eagle Ford Shale in Texas brims with so
much dissolved gas that it bubbles, giving the appearance of boiling at room temperature. That
makes ultralight shale oil highly combustible in a way conventional crude is not. In the past
year, derailments of trains carrying light crude have resulted in spectacular blowups, including
an explosion that killed 47 people in Quebec last July.” Ultralight oil typically sells at a discount
in comparison to conventional crude. Some refining executives have complained that “some
ultralight liquid is getting mixed in with higher-price traditional crudes” and trying to “pass it off
as regular crude and get more money for it.”
********Domestic producers have sought to export ultralight oil and “Federal officials recently
gave two companies permission to export condensate [gas trapped underground that becomes a
liquid on the surface] under certain conditions.” You can read more the Obama administration’s
decision to allow two companies to export “a light, processed form of oil” at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/25/business/energy-environment/narrow-shift-by-washingtonon-oil-exports.html. This is not crude oil, the export of which has been banned since the 1970s.
********In another article on fracked gas, lawmakers in “Pennsylvania are considering
imposing a new tax on natural-gas production,” a so-called severance tax. Republican Governor
Tom Corbett has opposed the legislation, “But his position recently has begun to soften.” A
Corbett spokesman, Jay Pagni has said “The governor has remained publicly vocal that he does
not like it . . . He also recognizes that companies should pay their fair share.” Severance taxes
for nonrenewable resources are common (http://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/oil-and-gasseverance-taxes.aspx). You can learn more about Pennsylvania’s consideration of a severance
tax (subscription required) at: http://online.wsj.com/articles/pennsylvania-weighs-new-tax-onnatural-gas-drilling-1403640002. Will the State of North Carolina institute a severance tax for
its non-renewable resources? It appears not to have one now.
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(30 June 2014): “This CEO is out for blood” (http://fortune.com/2014/06/12/theranos-bloodholmes/)
--------“Elizabeth Holmes founded her revolutionary blood diagnostics company, Theranos,
when she was 19. It’s now worth more than $9 billion, and poised to change health care.” Her
business began in 2003 during her sophomore year at Stanford when she “plopped herself down
in the office of her chemical engineering professor, Channing Robertson, and said, ‘Let’s start a
company.’” Now Robertson works for her.
********We’ve had stories about college dropouts Bill Gates and Steven Jobs. Now we can add
Elizabeth Holmes to the list. Her story is compelling. You can learn more about Theranos at:
http://www.theranos.com/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 167 (2 July 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(26 June 2014): “Rising Hops Prices Make Craft Brewers Jumpy”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/tom-acitelli-rising-hops-prices-make-craft-brewers-jumpy1403737009)
--------From the Opinion Page. “The popularity of hopped-up beers” resulting from the huge
expansion of craft brewing “has led to a serious hops shortage in the U.S. That shortage drove
the average price for all hops to $3.59 a pound in 2013, up from $1.88 in 2004, according to the
nonprofit Hop Growers of America. The Washington-based merchant 47 Hops warned this
spring that choicer hops, including Cascade, ‘will likely be over $10 a pound’ by the end of
2014. This spells trouble for smaller craft brewers, who produce fewer than 15,000 barrels
annually. The increasing cost of hops could put them out of business—ironically, amid steady
growth for the industry.” With the increased price of hops, some brewers will likely move to
beers with fewer hops, so-called “session beers” that are consumed in multiples.
********The article was written by Tom Acitelli, the author of The Audacity of Hops: The
History of America’s Craft Beer Revolution (2013). You can learn more about the book at:
http://smile.amazon.com/Audacity-Hops-History-Americas-Revolution/dp/1613743882/.
Unsurprisingly, as the price of one beer ingredient increases, ceteris paribus, producers will tend
to use less of it. What makes this especially interesting, though, is the process of using fewer
hops (and more of something else) in the production process, the nature of the product is
changed. Voila! The session beers of an earlier time return.
(26 June 2014): “Rulings on Oil Exports Roil Industry, Washington”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/rulings-on-oil-exports-roils-industry-washington1403740013)
--------The recent decision by the Commerce Department to allow two companies to export
“ultralight oil called condensate with minimal processing” has the energy industry struggling to
understand its implications and significant market adjustments, especially among firms that focus
on refining. On Wednesday, “Shares of oil refiners tumbled as investors worried that a shift in
government policy could undermine recent investments in equipment. . . . Shares of Valero
Energy Corp., the largest U.S. refiner, dropped 8.3% on Wednesday, the company’s biggest daily
drop since November 2011. Shares of PBF Energy Inc. tumbled 11%, while Phillips 66’s stock
fell 4.2%. . . . Declines were less pronounced for big energy companies that have oil production
as well [as] refining operations.”
********The word ‘condensate’ is now added to the vocabulary of ongoing energy-market
discussion. Evidently, the export of condensate reduces the demand for refinery services, and
thus the revenues, and likely profits, of refiners. This decreases the demand for such stocks and
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thus their prices. This may well have significant longer-term consequences given, as the article
notes, that “Essentially, the Commerce Department’s so-called private ruling lowered the bar for
what constitutes refining, opening the door for minimally processed oil to be sold abroad.” How
much refining is needed before something is refined and thus exportable under current
requirements.
(26 June 2014): “Butter Makes Comeback as Margarine Loses Favor”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/butter-makes-comeback-as-margarine-loses-favor-1403745263)
--------“Changing views of nutrition are turning butter into one of the great comeback stories in
U.S. food history.” Per capita consumption of margarine exceeded butter in the 1950s and
remained dominant until about 2005, when butter exceeded margarine once more. Although
“home gourmets inspired by celebrity chefs” have played a role, “Butter’s shifting fortunes also
reflect the vicissitudes of thinking on healthy eating that rattle the national diet. Families for
decades opted for vegetable spreads because of concerns about butter’s high concentration of
saturated fat, only to be told more recently that the trans fats traditionally contained in margarine
are just as unhealthy.” Producers of margarine, like Unilever, are responding to these
developments, changing product ingredients and packaging.
********This is the fourth installment in the “How We Eat” series.
********The fifth installment (June 27) in “How We Eat” is “Frozen Foods Grow Cold as
Tastes Shift to Fresher Fare” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/frozen-foods-grow-cold-astastes-shift-to-fresher-fare-1403826097). It notes that “Americans’ ardor for frozen food is
going cold. Long at the center of the supermarket and the heart of kitchen convenience, freezeraisle items are struggling today as Americans shift their tastes to fresh food that they see as
healthier. . . . The toll has been especially heavy for big brands that target health-conscious
eaters. Nestlé SA’s Lean Cuisine low-calorie frozen-meals brand lost more than a quarter of its
sales over the past five years to less than $1 billion . . . ConAgra Foods Inc. has discontinued
several of its Healthy Choice dinners, because of lagging sales and changes in consumer tastes.
The struggles of a category that for decades drove innovation show how fast consumer
perceptions of health and convenience can turn—forcing companies to catch up. Consumers in
their 20s and 30s, in particular, are driving the changes in frozen food, executives say.”
********The sixth installment (July 2) in “How We Eat” is “Forget Dinner. It’s Always Snack
Time in America” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/forget-dinner-its-always-snack-time1404240759). The article relates, “Americans are becoming serial snackers. What started as
grazing more than three decades ago has turned into willy-nilly consumption patterns, disrupting
of the American diet of three meals a day and making the pillars of peanut-butter and jelly
sandwiches for lunch and bacon and eggs for breakfast a part of the past—and roiling the food
industry in the process.” General Mills CEO Ken Powell recently told Wall Street analysts that
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“We are in changing times.” Although snacks were once considered an indulgence, “a snack
now seems to be anything small, increasingly nutritional and portable that complements or
replaces a meal.” To accommodate consumers, “companies are repackaging all sorts of products
into snack-size portions—advertising the nutritional content and calorie count.”
(27 June 2014): “Foreign-Investment Reform to Reshape India’s Defense Industry”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/foreign-investment-reform-to-reshape-indias-defenseindustry-1403821290)
--------“With India’s new government signaling it is ready to allow foreign control of companies
in the country’s long-protected weapons industry, global defense analysts and executives are
predicting a blitzkrieg of investment in a country that has become the world’s largest importer of
arms. With a week of taking office, Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s new government circulated
a proposal that non-Indian companies be allowed to own up to 100% in defense firms. Until
now, international companies—including BAE Systems PLC and Lockheed Martin Corp.—
could only set up in India through minority stakes in joint ventures with Indian firms.” This goes
a long way toward explaining why foreign investment in India’s defense sector during April
2000 to March 2014 has been almost nonexistent: $4.1 million.
********A proposal, of course, does not a change make. As Jon Grevall, the Asia—Pacific
defense industry analyst for HIS Jane’s, notes: “These proposals have come and gone” before.
Some analysts, however, expect this time to be different given that Prime Minister Modi’s party
has a majority in parliament.
********A related article suggests just how important some perceive a change in governmental
leadership to be. The article is “Oil, Auto Companies Make Plans to Invest in Iran if Sanctions
Ease” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/oil-auto-companies-make-plans-to-invest-in-iran-ifsanctions-ease-1404257812). “A year ago, the president of Iran’s chamber of commerce could
go more than a month without hosting a foreign business delegation, due to their fears of
violating economic sanctions.” But more recently, due to the election of Hasan Rouhani as
Iran’s president, the chamber head, Gholam Hossein Shafei, “greets trade missions from the
Middle East, Asia and Latin America almost every day and travels to European capitals.” Global
companies “are drawn by what could become the largest market in the Middle East, with nearly
80 million people, the majority of whom are under 30, well-educated and tech-savvy, and by the
country’s energy potential—it has the fourth-largest proven oil reserves and second-largest
proven gas reserves in the world.”
********The articles on India and Iran remind me of the economic literature on the so-called
political business cycle. The actions of any governmental leader are substantially constrained by
the institutions in which the leader is embedded, which limit the change that can be affected.
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(28 June 2014): “Higher education: Creative destruction”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21605906-cost-crisis-changing-labour-markets-andnew-technology-will-turn-old-institution-its)
--------This is one of the leaders for the week. “Higher education is one of the great successes of
the welfare state. What was once the privilege of a few has become a middle-class entitlement,
thanks mainly to government support. . . . Yet the business has changed little since Aristotle
taught at the Athenian Lyceum: young students still gather at an appointed time and place to
listen to the wisdom of scholars. Now a revolution has begun . . . thanks to three forces: rising
costs, changing demand and disruptive technology. The result will be the reinvention of the
university.” Although rising costs and changing demand would push change, technology ensures
it. “The internet, which has turned businesses from newspapers through music to book retailing
upside down, will upend higher education.”
********This leader is accompanied by two useful articles. First, “The digital degree,” which is
a briefing on “The future of the universities,” which manages to convey in three pages some of
the complexities of higher education and its prospects. For example, it is noted that “Traditional
universities have a few trump cards. As well as teaching, examining and certification, college
education creates social capital. Students learn how to debate, present themselves, make contacts
and roll joints. How can a digital college experience deliver all of that?” This develops, in a
sense, a point (mentioned in the article) made by Cardinal John Henry Newman in 1858:
“without the personal touch, higher education could become ‘an icebound, petrified, cast-iron
university.’” You can find the article at: http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21605899staid-higher-education-business-about-experience-welcome-earthquake-digital.
********The second article is, “The higher-education business: A winning recipe”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21605925-two-big-brazilian-education-firms-nowprocess-merging-show-how-universities-can-do). This article discusses the merger of two large
Brazilian education firms. What I found intriguing about it is the comparison of higher
education to television and film, in two different instances. First, the comment by Luciano
Possani, the Chief Information Officer of for-profit firm Anhanguera, who likens the distribution
of hour-long lessons as follows: “It’s like running a pay-TV network with 39 channels.” Second,
Possani notes: “Traditional lectures can be good or bad, depending on the lecturer, or the day . . .
It’s like the difference between live television and film.”
********I think Possani makes some thought-provoking comparisons. Some lectures, the
traditional mass lecture of my undergraduate education being perfect examples, are a form of
broadcasting and it seems to matter little if twenty-five, five hundred, or one million students
hear it. Still, there is something embedded in place, time, and sociality that the broadcasting
model misses out on. Perhaps lectures are contextualized much like sermons in a religious
context. I am reminded of a definition of a congregation given by authors James P. Wind and
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James W. Lewis in their two-volume American Congregations (1998). I quote this from
memory: “A congregation is a group of people who regularly gather to worship in a particular
place.” What happens to a course when the people don’t know one another, do not regularly
gather, and have no place? What learning and social capital will result?
(28 June 2014): “Slowing China Demand for Feed Ingredient Jolts U.S. Grain, Soy Markets”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/slowing-china-demand-for-feed-ingredient-jolts-u-s-grainsoy-markets-1403887927)
--------In recent weeks China “has curtailed purchases of U.S. dried distillers’ grains [DDGs], a
co-product of corn ethanol that is fed to cattle and pigs, amid concerns the shipments may
contain a genetic modification that Beijing hasn’t approved . . . The action comes after China
also slowed imports of U.S. corn over concerns about the GMO trait.” The specific trait is MIR
162, “developed by Swiss seed and chemical maker Syngenta AG.” The action by the Chinese
government “has caused prices of the ingredient [DDGs] to slide about 19% in the U.S. since
June 3 . . . The wider availability of the product in the U.S. has pressured prices for competing
animal-feed ingredients, including corn and soybean meal.” According to Sterling Smith, a
futures specialist at Citi Futures in Chicago, “DDGs are cutting into some corn usage and cutting
into meal prices . . . The DDG ban has changed the face of the DDG market.” The fall in the
price of DDGs, which are produced in abundance by corn ethanol producers, “could lower
profits for U.S. ethanol producers, many of which count on the product for 20% to 25% of
revenue.” Although China’s rejection of corn shipments from the U.S. had a relatively small
effect due to the ability to sell the product to “other parts of Asia, such as Vietnam, South Korea
and Japan, . . . it is much harder to divert shipments of DDGs, as China is the biggest buyer of
the feed ingredient by a large measure.”
********A clear example of legal and political factors (invisible foot) and their effects on
multiple markets as their participants respond to economic factors (invisible hand). Wikipedia
has a nice little article on the distinction between dried distillers grains and wet distillers grains.
You can see it at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distillers_grains.
(28 June 2014): “Efforts Grow to Take the Sting Out of the Bee Die-Off”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/efforts-grow-to-take-the-sting-out-of-the-bee-die-off1403886935)
--------“For the past decade, U.S. honeybees have been decimated by a host of maladies
including 22 different named viruses, two kinds of mites, and the mysterious Colony Collapse
Disorder, in which worker bees inexplicably abandon their hives. . . . Citing the severity of the
threat, President Barack Obama on Tuesday established a pollinator health task force, and his
2015 budget proposal recommends spending $50 million to reverse the loss of pollinators and
improved their health. Honeybees fertilize about 90 different fruits, nuts and vegetables in the
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U.S. Almonds, with their early bloom, get first crack at the services of commercial beekeepers.”
To support the almond harvest, “hundreds of beekeepers from across the country load 1.6 million
hives onto trucks and haul them to California, where they spend February and March pollinating
more than 800,000 acres of almonds. It’s the largest managed pollination event in the world, and
a bellwether for farmers who rely on honeybees the remainder of the year.” According to
entomologist Dennis vanEngelsdorp of the University of Maryland, “Nearly every movable hive
goes to California for almonds.” As a result of the challenges facing honeybees, the price of hive
services has increased dramatically. In 2004, “almond growers offered to pay $100 per hive plus
freight to any beekeeper willing to travel to California.” In the next year, the price went up to
$125, with some people paying up to $150. Currently, pollination fees are touching upon $200
per hive. Consumer produce prices have not grown significantly, however, as “pollination fees
are a small share of production costs for most crops.”
(30 June 2014): “Say No to the Distraction-Industrial Complex”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/say-no-to-the-distraction-industrial-complex-1404081926)
--------One of the consequences of our ever-more connected lives is distraction, which affects
work productivity. “What’s devastating to our productivity: interruptions we didn’t invite,
especially if they draw our attention to an unrelated task, such as an incoming email, instant
message or other alert. One study from Microsoft indicated that programmers who were
interrupted by an incoming email lost 10 minutes every time they switched from their original
task, on top of however long it took them to answer the email. Earlier studies suggest that
workers lose as much as 40% of their productive time when they are regularly interrupted. And
yet every trend in consumer and enterprise technology is toward more frequent and effective
interruptions.”
(30 June 2014): “Restaurants, Grocers Respond to Rising Beef Costs”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/restaurants-grocers-respond-to-rising-beef-costs1404085844)
--------“Faced with soaring beef prices, many restaurants and food retailers are shifting strategies
to woo consumers and protect profit margins. The record costs are forcing beef purveyors . . . to
choose between asking customers to pay more for steaks and burgers and eating the costs
themselves. Many are passing along the higher prices while embellishing their menus with new
items, small-portion cuts and more sauces, toppings and side dishes. Others are seeking to
control costs by locking in beef purchases at current prices as they envision further inflation to
come.” As CEO Gregory Schulson of Burrito Beach Mexican Grill, a chain with six locations in
Chicago, says: “Restaurants have a philosophical choice to make. Are you going to maintain
your current products and eat the margin, charge your customers more, or adjust your product to
meet the consumer at their price point?” Beef prices have risen due to the prolonged drought in
the southern U.S. Great Plains that has “shrunk the nation’s cattle supply to six-decade lows.”
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********Drought in the Southwest has led to a variety of water restrictions in California. In
Sacramento the pain of a three-year drought “is spreading from its agricultural belt to urban
lawns and backyards, where residents are being hit with fines for excess water use, and
businesses such as golf courses and lawn care are seeing revenue dry up due to water restrictions.
About 60 California cities and agencies have imposed mandatory water-use cutbacks, some as
high as 50%.” Contributing to the problem in Sacramento is a lack of water metering: “only
about half its homes have water meters to measure use.” You can learn more by reading
“California Cities Crack Down on Water Use” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/californiacities-crack-down-on-water-use-amid-drought-1404170293).
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[The Invisible Forces] 168 (9 July 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(3 July 2014): “Who Turned Out the Lights? The Coming Mega Sun Storm”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-07-03/u-dot-s-dot-plans-for-power-grid-cripplingsun-storms)
--------“At Delta Air Lines’ operations center in Atlanta, meteorologists do more than monitor
the usual wind, rain, and snow. They also keep a close eye out for a less common but potentially
more dangerous phenomenon known as space weather. The sun’s eruptions can send billions of
tons of superheated, electrically charged gas hurtling through the solar system. When these
clouds hit the earth’s magnetic field, they can result in geomagnetic storms that disrupt electric
power and communications systems. . . . Most people have no idea that combating the effects of
geomagnetic storms is a part of doing business for industries worldwide.” The most formidable
megastorm on record took place in 1859 and is known as the Carrington Event, which “lit up
night skies from Hawaii to Australia and led to telegraph outages around the world.” The
National Academy of Sciences drew attention to the risk from such storms in a 2008 report,
“which said a severe storm could disable hundreds of the U.S. grid’s high-voltage transformers,
leaving more than 130 million people in the dark for months. The reinsurance industry has
recently begun to raise concerns about the fallout from a major sun storm.”
********The article has an interesting graphic that broadly indicates the direct and secondary
effects (during and after) a storm of a variety of sectors of the economy, including drinking water
and wastewater. The 2008 report of the National Academy of Sciences appears to be “Severe
Space Weather Events—Understanding Societal and Economic Impacts: A Workshop Report.”
You can read it at: http://lasp.colorado.edu/home/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/lowres-SevereSpace-Weather-FINAL.pdf. Of course, economists have long written about the effect of the Sun
on economic activity, especially business cycles. The person who led the way was William
Stanley Jevons in his 1878 article “Commercial crises and sun-spots.” You can learn more about
Jevons and his ideas at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Stanley_Jevons. He was a man of
broad interests whose work has had lasting impact.
(3 July 2014): “Inside Monsanto, America’s Third-Most-Hated Company”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-07-03/gmo-factory-monsantos-high-tech-plans-tofeed-the-world)
********This article provides an overview, of sorts, on the activities of, and views about,
Monsanto, especially as it relates to genetically modified crops. It notes Monsanto’s move into
computing and Big Data-based agriculture. As Monsanto’s CEO Hugh Grant notes: “This isn’t
about a farm . . . It’s not about a field. It’s literally about every square yard in that field and
doing the best thing for the soil and the water in that yard-by-year approach.” An important part
of the article is a graphic entitled “Frankencrops,” that shows the expansion of GM crops since
their first introduction in the mid-1990s.
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********The use of “Third-Most-Hated” qualifier in the article’s title led me to search for the
source. It appears to derive from the Harris Poll Reputation Quotient Study for 2014. The item
seems to be proprietary but you can find some general information at:
http://www.harrisinteractive.com/NewsRoom/PressReleases/tabid/446/mid/1506/articleId/1424/c
tl/ReadCustom%20Default/Default.aspx. Apparently the company with the lowest Reputation
Quotient, i.e., “most-hated” given the terminology of the article, was Bank of America, with an
RG of 55.34. The next three were BP (57.00), Monsanto (57.27), and Halliburton (57.29). You
can find this and more information at: http://www.zdnet.com/amazon-and-apple-have-the-bestreputations-in-tech-but-microsoft-beats-google-in-harris-poll-7000029138/. The company with
the highest RQ was Amazon.com (83.87), followed by The Coca-Cola Company (82.68).
(3 July 2014): “One Week, 3,000 Product Ideas” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/one-week-3000-product-ideas-1404332942)
--------Quirky Inc. “culls entrepreneurs’ ideas, taking those that seem most promising from
development to manufacturing to distribution. In an effort to speed products to market in 120
days or less, it draws on an online community of nearly 900,000 Quirky ‘community members’
for input. . . . Roughly 3,000 or so ideas for new products arrive in its online inbox each week. . .
. Quirky’s staff whittles down the stream of new ideas into a dozen or so top picks that are
scrutinized and voted on during a raucous event known as ‘Eval,’ open to employees and the
online community. Typically, three to five ideas get the green light to move into
development.” According to Quirky president Doreen Lorenzo, “the community is the most
helpful when it comes to design . . . But the community is less helpful in voting . . . because
votes are influenced by favoritism and which products Quirky has previously
approved.” Quirky’s revenue this year is expected to exceed $100 million, more than double its
2013 revenues of $48.7 million; its 2012 revenue was $18.2 million.
********It is hard to imagine vetting 3,000 ideas a week. You can learn more about Quirky at:
https://www.quirky.com/about.
(5 July 2014): “The best and worst states for small business: Red tape blues”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21606293-small-businesses-fret-less-abouttaxes-over-regulation-red-tape-blues)
--------“America’s states and cities have traditionally tried to attract businesses by offering them
tax breaks and other cash incentives. Yet there may be a more effective way, and one which puts
no strain on stretched budgets: make life simpler. Thumbtack, a website that matches customers
to businesses, and the Kauffman Foundation, a think-tank, asks thousands of small businesses
annually about local requirements for hiring, regulations, zoning, licences, health insurance
training. They have enough data to compile (somewhat subjective) ‘business climate’ grades for
38 states and 82 cities. One surprising finding is how little local tax rates matter. Nearly twothirds or respondents say they pay their ‘fair share’ of taxes, which the survey-takers reckon
means they don’t feel over- or undertaxed. But many complain about the difficulty of complying
with complex regulations: this was a strong predictor of how small businesses rank their states.”
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********The article includes a map showing the grades of all 50 states. Three examples are:
Texas (A+), North Carolina (C+), and California (F). North Carolina is a full grade lower than
its lowest-graded adjacent state—South Carolina (B+). The article makes some good points
about incumbents, entry, and regulations, i.e., incumbents have an incentive to expand regulation
in order to make it more difficult for competitors to entry. In addition the point is made the
benefits of regulation derived by incumbents tend to be large, whereas the costs borne by others,
individually, tend to be small.
(5 July 2014): “Maker of ‘Moshi Monsters’ Tries Social Network for Children”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/maker-of-moshi-monsters-tries-social-network-for-kids1404397941)
--------“A maker of online-games for children is going where few tech companies have dared: It
is rolling out a social network for them. Mind Candy Ltd. is the company behind ‘Moshi
Monsters,’ a virtual world of cartoon characters that children can adopt and care for. . . . Mind
Candy on Friday launched PopJam, a mobile app through which children can post photos, create
and share drawings, and follow certain topics or brands. Company found Michael Acton Smith .
. . is betting that the new platform can capture a largely untapped social-network subscriber base:
children between the ages of 7 and 12. . . . Setting up a social network for children is touch, in
part because of the difficulty—and expense—of policing online environments and complying
with laws meant to protect children. Critics worry about security and creating an overly
commercialized space for children.”
********Included for its shock value and for the opportunity it gave me to check in with the
social and historical forces, i.e., invisible handshake, that have formed my values and influence
my behavior.
(5 July 2014): “Corinthian Colleges Signs Onto Plan to Dissolve
Itself” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/corinthian-education-department-reach-deal-oncampuses-1404449039)
--------“Corinthian Colleges Inc., a major for-profit college operator, is calling it quits amid
intense government scrutiny of how much value such companies provide their students.
Corinthian, a publicly traded firm with 12,000 employees serving 72,000 students, negotiated a
deal late Thursday with the U.S. Department of Education to sell of the bulk of its more than 100
campuses and wind down the rest. . . . The shutdown agreement caps months of financial
difficulties for the Santa Ana, Calif.,-based company and comes amid a shaky outlook for the
for-profit college sector as a whole. . . . A Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing . . . wasn’t a viable
option for Corinthian because it would likely disqualify the company’s schools from receiving
federal funding and, thus, drastically reduce their value.”
********If technological change is supposed to give rise to widespread consolidation in higher
education, for-profit and not-for-profit, someone should begin to follow bankruptcies and
mergers with great intention. On the merger front, Arizona State University is giving serious
consideration to incorporating the Thunderbird School of Global Management into its
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operations. You can learn more about this development at:
http://online.wsj.com/articles/arizona-state-in-talks-to-take-over-thunderbird-school1404416849. I was struck by the statement that the schools were in discussions to have
Thunderbird join “the collection of colleges, schools and institutes which constitute
ASU.” Seeing these words I am reminded of the late Clark Kerr’s term ‘multiversity’. You can
learn more about Kerr and his contributions to higher education at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2003/12/02/us/clark-kerr-leading-public-educator-former-headcalifornia-s-universities-dies-92.html.
(6 July 2014): “Cider brings big business to Asheville area” (http://www.citizentimes.com/story/local/2014/07/05/cider-brings-big-business-asheville-area/12258753/)
--------“Cider—the hard type—is a booming industry. Because it’s so popular, a number of cider
makers nationwide are reporting difficulty sourcing ‘spitter’ apples, a colloquial term for the
bittersharp apples best pressed for cider.” Many spitter apples “come from heirloom variety
trees, planted by cider makers in Colonial America and felled by the axes of teetotalers during
prohibition. They’ve been sparsely planted since, even as demand increases.” Some apple
farmers see the hard cider market as “an outlet for ugly apples that might otherwise be hard to
sell.” Still, growers in Henderson County, North Carolina are not planting spitter apples, notes
grower Kenny Barnwell, “No one I know . . . is going back and planting the old cider
apples.” As Barnwell reasons, “Everything I put in has got to be able to go at least a couple of
different ways . . . If you don’t, you’ll end up with a situation where you can’t get rid of
them.” Bittersharp apples tend to be “one-hit wonders” that are not appropriate for a variety of
uses. Hard cider producers like Asheville’s Noble Cider, however, seem to be unconcerned
about the availability of locally-sourced spitter apples even as they look to expand
production. Nonetheless, Noble is working with the North Carolina Cooperative Extension to
“plant 80 heirloom varieties . . . in the Hendersonville research orchard . . . to see how they fare”
in the climate of Western North Carolina.
********Evidently there is interest from Virginia hard-cider producer Bold Rock in setting up in
the Mills River area. Its owner, John Washburn, is attracted to the area since “it’s the apple
kingdom of North Carolina.” The area’s reputation “as a destination for beer breweries” in his
judgment, “is a help, not a hindrance, to local cider makers.” Location decisions such as these
fall under the general subject of economic geography, an introduction to which is Economic
Geography, by William P. Anderson (http://amazon.com/Economic-Geography-William-PAnderson/dp/041570121X/). You can read a brief case study of a location decision at:
http://businesscasestudies.co.uk/enterprise-rent-a-car/locating-a-business-to-enhance-thecustomer-experience/introduction.html#axzz36nru8MsR. Cider provides a clear example of the
importance of raw materials (apples) in location decision. It also provides a little bit of insight
into the omnipresent festivals that dot the global land- and time-scape. For example, the annual
rhubarb festival in Duluth, Minnesota, which was recently written about in The Wall Street
Journal. You can read the article, “Stalking the Wild Rhubarb Is Bitter Work,” at:
http://online.wsj.com/articles/duluth-rhubarb-hunter-supplies-minnesota-fest-with-raw-materialof-pie-1404527978.
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(8 July 2014): “North Dakota Fracking: Behind the Oil-Train Explosions”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/north-dakota-fracking-behind-the-oil-train-explosions1404761720)
--------“When energy companies started extracting oil from shale formations in South Texas a
few years ago, they invested hundreds of millions of dollars to make the volatile crude safer to
handle.” But in the Bakken Shale oil field, “nobody installed the necessary equipment.”
Consequently, “the second-fastest growing source of crude in the U.S. is producing oil that
pipelines often would reject as too dangerous to transport. Now the decision not to build the
equipment is coming back to haunt the oil industry as the federal government seeks to prevent
fiery accidents of trains laden with North Dakota oil.” Presently, there is only one facility in
North Dakota to stabilize “the most volatile gases before transport” and it is not yet in operation:
“Stabilizers use heat and pressure to force light hydrocarbon molecules—including ethane,
butane and propane—to form into vapor and boil out of the liquid crude. The operation can
lower the vapor pressure of crude oil, making it . . . safer to transport by pipeline or rail tank
car.” Energy executives note that “neither federal nor state regulations require crude to be
stabilized before it is transported.”
********Two different states and two significantly different approaches to the early
development of their oil fields. Was this a producer difference, a regulatory difference, or some
combination of the two?
(8 July 2014): “Corn, Wheat Futures Hit Nearly 4-Year
Low” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/corn-futures-tumble-to-nearly-four-year-low-soybeansslide-1404748210)
--------“Corn and wheat futures tumbled to their lowest prices in nearly four years as favorable
weather over the July Fourth holiday weekend upgraded prospects for U.S. crops. Soybeans fell,
too, closing at their lowest level in more than four months. . . . Continued balmy, rainy weather
will help lift corn and soybean yields that the USDA has estimated will reach record levels this
year.” According to brokerage vice president Jack Scoville, “There’s just no real stress, hot
[weather] coming along, so we’re going to blast prices down.”
********No surprises here—the supply of corn, soybeans, and wheat depend upon the weather,
and when it is good, supply increases and prices fall. This article is a nice complement to the
earlier article on sun storms. Note, though, that although human activity has no evident effect on
the Sun, it does on the Earth.
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[The Invisible Forces] 169 (16 July 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(10 July 2014): “Quinoa Rides ‘Superfoods’ Wave” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/quinoarides-the-superfoods-gluten-free-waves-1404926555)
--------“For most of the three decades that Ancient Harvest has been selling quinoa, business was
relatively tame as it supplied boutique supermarkets and health-food stores. That changed
abruptly about five years ago. Major retailers started seeking out the brand—and sales took
off. Today, Ancient Harvest quinoa products . . . are sold at general retailers like Walgreens and
Piggly Wiggly.” As a so-called superfood, a word that gained currency in the late 1980s, quinoa
is one of a group that includes “basics long part of the American diet, like blueberries, collard
greens and avocados, but also exotic newcomers” like “chia seeds, açai berries and amaranth.”
These foods “owe their success to a mélange of curious consumers, nutrition pundits, cooking
gurus and food companies zealous to exploit the newest trends. Quinoa also has gotten a boost
from the gluten-free boom that took hold late last decade.”
--------Quinoa is mainly grown in the Andes—Bolivia and Peru—and U.S. imports of it have
“soared to 14.2 million pounds last year from 1.6 million pounds in 2007 . . . Its price more than
doubled in that time, to $7.56 a pound from about $3.50.” Although quinoa exports have “been a
boon to farmers of the crop . . . rising exports mean locals now have to pay higher prices for one
of their basic foods.”
********This is the seventh in the series on “How We Eat.” It provides another good example
of changing tastes, as well as the profound influence of how an increase in market demand can
increase price and output. So far, the U.S. has struggled to cultivate quinoa on a large-scale.
(10 July 2014): “A Smarter Power Grid for U.S. Utilities”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-07-10/u-dot-s-dot-utilities-start-to-invest-insmarter-power-grid)
--------“The U.S. electrical grid, once one of the world’s great marvels, is crumbling after
decades of underinvestment. Valued at $876 billion by the Edison Electric Institute, an industry
group, the grid is an amalgam of almost 7,000 power plants that send electricity over 450,000
miles of high-voltage transmission lines and 2.5 million miles of feeder lines. All this is
managed by 3,300 utilities serving 150 million customers. The grid is arguably the biggest
machine on earth. It’s also something of a relic, largely built after World War II from designs
that date to Thomas Edison.” Some think that it is time to bring this mechanical system “into the
digital age.” With power outages “up by 385 percent since 1984” and with a “surge in rooftop
solar [that] has turned tens of thousands of consumers into generators,” and with regulators and
green groups pushing utilities “to incorporate more of that power” some utilities are being forced
to act quickly.
(11 July 2014): “Tribes Seek Speedier Federal
Recognition” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/tribes-seek-speedier-federal-recognition1405037402)
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--------Changes proposed “by the Obama administration could make it easier for . . . dozens of . .
. tribal groups to obtain federal recognition. The changes, being discussed at public meetings
that began this month, aim to overhaul an approval process that has been criticized by Native
American organizations for decades as unreasonably onerous. . . . Since 1978, tribes seeking
federal recognition have had to prove to the Bureau of Indian Affairs that they maintained a
continuous community and exerted political authority dating to ‘historical times’—meaning their
first contact with non-Indians. The requirements have proven difficult for many tribes, which
have pointed to a legacy of government policies that divided ancestral land and limited native
culture, as well as intermarriage and other historical variables. . . . Under the new rules, tribes
would need only to demonstrate their community and influence since 1934. That year Congress
passed the Indian Reorganization Act, which granted tribes more power as sovereign nations.”
The likelihood of the expansion of tribal casinos has led to opposition among some tribal groups,
that already have casinos. In addition concerns have been raised that tribal recognition would
likely result in attempts to reclaim private lands. “Currently, there are 556 federally recognized
tribes. Since 1978, when the existing federal recognition system was created, 356 groups began
the process, but most haven’t submitted all the necessary documentation.”
********The article shows a bar chart for the number of applications by year from 1978 to the
present. There is substantial variation in the series, with the largest number in 1979—no surprise
here, as it would take some time to produce an application after a tribe knows it can—and
another peak in 1998; there was one application in 2013. One item of particular interest in the
article is the substantial barrier to entry posed by the existing requirement of dating political
authority of the tribe to “historical times.” Some tribes have spent “millions of dollars trying to
substantiate their claims.” This is something that it is “virtually impossible” for poor tribes to
do.
(12 July 2014): “Bill Gates’s Favorite Business Book” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/bill-gatessfavorite-business-book-1405088228)
--------A review, of sorts, of Business Adventures (1969), by John Brooks, written by Bill
Gates. “Not long after I first met Warren Buffett back in 1991, I asked him to recommend his
favorite book about business.” He immediately recommended Business Adventures and sent
Gates the book (Gates still has it). “Today, more than two decades after it was first published—
‘Business Adventures’ remains the best business book I’ve ever read.” Although “many of the
particulars of business have changed . . . the fundamentals have not. Brooks’s deeper insights
about business are just as relevant today as they were back them.” Business Adventures is a
collection of articles he wrote for The New Yorker. “Brooks wrote long articles that frame an
issue, explore it in depth, introduce a few compelling characters and show how things went for
them. . . . Brooks’s work is a great reminder that the rules for running a strong business and
creating value haven’t changed. For one thing, there’s an essential human factor in every
business endeavor. It doesn’t matter if you have a perfect product, production plan and
marketing pitch; you’ll still need the right people to lead and implement those plans.” At
Berkshire Hathaway, Warren Buffet “buys great businesses run by wonderful managers and then
gets out of the way.”
********Interestingly, but perhaps not coincidentally, Business Adventures has been reprinted
and is scheduled to be released on September 9th. You can learn more about it at:
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http://www.amazon.com/Business-Adventures-Twelve-Classic-Street/dp/1497644895/. Brooks
passed away in 1993 at age 72. You can read his obituary at:
http://www.nytimes.com/1993/07/28/obituaries/john-brooks-writer-dies-at-72-specialized-instories-of-business.html.
(12 July 2014): “Big, Fat Worm Shortage Causing Big, Fat Fishing
Woes” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/big-fat-worm-shortage-causes-big-fat-fishing-woes1405095609)
--------A shortage of “nightcrawlers—a popular bait with freshwater anglers in the U.S.—has
pushed up prices nationwide and temporarily wiped out some merchants’ stock at the height of
the summer fishing season. The culprit is bad weather in Ontario, the Canadian province where
nightcrawlers are handpicked in the wild and shipped south by the millions. First, the long
winter delayed picking from March to May. Then a dry May kept the moisture-loving creatures
burrowed deep underground.” The U.S. Commerce Department reports that the U.S. imports
“more than $20 million in live works from Canada each year.” The dearth of nightcrawlers—the
worst in 26 years—has pushed up prices and “caused havoc with supply chains.”
********Gary Dake, the president of convenience-store chain Stewart’s Shops, notes: “Who
knew nightcrawlers harvesting was affected by weather?” So, weather affects the supply side of
the market for nightcrawlers. The demand side? There are, of course, many customers, but
parent James Iman says that although “he doesn’t want to pay more for nightcrawlers when he
takes his children fishing, a 25-cent increase won’t stop him. ‘I do it for the kids.’”
(12 July 2014): “Free exchange: Competition, hammered”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21606837-risks-cartels-and-collusionpose-auctions-competition-hammered)
--------“Picking the price at which to sell a public asset is a daunting task. The political stakes
are high . . . But the right price is hard to find, because privatisations are often one-offs. . . .
Auctions are increasingly used to tease out the best price. Yet new research shows how
collusion can corrupt auctions of public assets, so that the state is still short-changed. There are
many kinds of auctions, beginning with the familiar “English” auction, in which rivals push “up
the price until only one bidder is left.” There are also “Dutch” auctions, in which “prices start
high and gradually drop until a bidder is willing to pay up.” There are many others. Research on
auctions shows that collusion can be a problem. Indeed the U.S. Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) has found that in its auctions of spectrum for “television, telephone and radio
waves.” Over time the FCC has learned that the “general rule is to restrict the information
bidders have about their rivals.” As a result of the changes it has made the percentage of “fishy”
bids have fallen from over 6% in 1995 to less than 1% in 2008. Thus, “Auctions will never be
perfect, but with the right rules they may be the best way for governments that are privatizing
assets to get closest to the best place.”
********Such privatisations are as much a city, county, and state issue as they are a national
issue. With so much concern about privatization at these levels, I wonder what practices are in
use at them?
********Any mention of the FCC and the electromagnetic spectrum deserves a reference to the
classic article of R.H. Coase, “The Federal Communications Commission,” Journal of Law and
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Economics 2 (October 1959): 1-40. Sociologist Charles W. Smith has written broadly about
auctions. His book is Auctions: The Social Construction of Value (1989). You can learn more
about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Auctions-Construction-Charles-WSmith/dp/0520072014/. Much more technical material on auctions are by Vijay Krishna
(http://www.amazon.com/Auction-Theory-Second-Vijay-Krishna/dp/0123745071/) and Paul
Milgrom (http://www.amazon.com/Putting-Auction-Churchill-LecturesEconomics/dp/0521536723/).
(13 July 2014): “Envisioning Profit in Environmental Good Works”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/13/us/equity-firm-restores-louisiana-marshland-to-earncredits-it-can-sell.html)
--------“All day and all night, this ship [the dredge Butcher] off a knob of Louisiana at Alligator
Bend sucks up silt from the floor of Lake Borgne and pumps it through a half-mile of fat steel
pipe. At the other end, a slurry gushes noisily out into what was until recently a stretch of open
water. New land is rising here, forming mud flats that will soon be covered with waving spartina
grass. . . . What is most interesting about this project, however, is who is paying the bills. While
the state government has developed a detailed master plan for wetlands restoration in the region,
and money has been promised from the federal government and the BP settlement of the 2010 oil
spill, this project is getting its funding from a private equity firm. The company, Ecosystem
Investment Partners, intends to profit from its good works by selling environmental restoration
credits to private developers and government agencies like the Army Corps of Engineers, which
need them to offset environmental damage done by their projects.”
********Making money from restoring wetlands, as the article notes, “comes down to
straightforward market principles” and relates to “A policy developed under the first President
George Bush.” However, the field “has yet to really take off because . . . the work can be
expensive and financially risky, while the size of projects has tended to be too small to attract
institutional investors like pension funds and university endowments.” You can learn more
about those factors in a paper by two Yale-trained researchers at:
https://www.cbd.int/financial/offsets/usa-offsetmitigationrisks.pdf.
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[The Invisible Forces] 170 (23 July 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(17 July 2014): “How Indiana University Cut Student Debt”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-07-17/how-indiana-university-cut-student-debt)
--------“Troubled by an increase in student loan defaults, Indiana University decided to tell
prospective borrowers what their monthly payment would be after graduation and how much
they would owe. That information had a dramatic effect on student’s’ willingness to borrow:
Federal undergraduate Stafford loan disbursements at the public university dropped 11 percent,
or $31 million in the nine months that ended March 31 from a year earlier . . . Studies have
shown that many students, some as young as 17 when they first borrow, fail to understand loan
terms and find themselves in financial straits when they have to beg repayment years later.”
********The article provides a sample “John Doe” letter of the type that IU sends to
students. One result is that loan volume drops and, presumably, enrollments drop. The
university began sending these letters “during the 2012-13 academic year as part of an effort to
expand students’ financial aid literacy.” Providing students with clear and understandable
information about the consequences of their borrowing is admirable. The Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau provides abundant information about student loans. You can get a sample at:
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/blog/category/student-loans/.
(17 July 2014): “Just Whose Job Is It to Train Workers?” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/justwhose-job-is-it-to-train-workers-1405554382)
--------“Hu-Fridey, a manufacturer of dental instruments in Chicago, says its future hinges on
four employees. So, it is paying them to leave their jobs for two years. . . . What is happening at
Hu-Fridey Mfg. Co. LLC is a rare exception to decades of corporate disinvestment in skills
development, and gets at the heart of the debate playing out in the hiring over whose job it is to
train workers. Companies complain that they can’t find skilled hires, but they aren’t doing much
to impart those skills, economists and workforce experts say. U.S. companies have been cutting
money for training programs for decades, expecting schools and workers to pick up the slack. . . .
Companies won’t look at job candidates who lack a specific skill set, so openings go unfilled
even as millions linger on the unemployment rolls.” Employer expectations have shifted since
the recessions of the early 1980s, “when companies laid off masses of workers and slashed
training programs. Where bosses once hired for potential, viewing workers as lumps of clay to
be molded to the company’s needs, they now want hires to arrive with all or most of the skills
needed for the job.” Peter Cappelli, a University of Pennsylvania management professor, notes
that employers “narrow the pool to almost no one” if they “want only people who can step in
immediately because they are currently doing the job.”
********Most people would, of course, like others to pay the costs of training their employees
and derive the benefits of their training. One does wonder to what extent revenues are being
diminished because jobs are going unfilled due to the unwillingness of employers to bear the risk
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that training costs will not be recouped. To say it differently, cost minimization does not imply
profit maximization.
(18 July 2014): “FBI Sting Spotlights Human Trafficking”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/fbi-sting-spotlights-human-trafficking-1405625023)
--------“A sting featuring a fake sex-slave auction in Arizona has uncovered what authorities say
is a little-known human-trafficking threat while also sparking criticism of increasingly elaborate
undercover operations. . . . The sting operation—run by the FBI and Phoenix police and outlined
in court documents—comes amid a broader effort to tackle trafficking that has focused largely
on children forced into the commercial sex trade.” In the U.S. federal human-trafficking
convictions have almost quadrupled between 2009 and 2013, increasing from 47 to 174.
Globally, the U.S. State Department estimates that 20.9 million people are victims of forced
labor; 11.7 million in Asian and the Pacific and 1.5 million in the U.S. and the European Union.
Labor exploitation comprises 68% of the total, while sexual exploitation comprises 22%--the
remaining 10% is state imposed.
********It is worth drawing attention, once more, to Human Trafficking: A Global
Perspective (Cambridge University Press, 2010), by Louise Shelley. You can learn more about
the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Human-Trafficking-Perspective-LouiseShelley/dp/0521130875/.
(18 July 2014): “The Hard Business of Restarting U.S. Factories”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/the-hard-business-of-restarting-u-s-factories-1405629782)
--------Here, in Winnsboro, South Carolina, “Every flat-screen television set that rolls off
conveyor belts . . . goes into a box marked ‘Assembled in the USA’ before it ships to Wal-Mart
customers. What might surprise buyers is how little those TVs change after arriving from China
in the same boxes.” Wal-Mart Stores Inc. has pledged “to spend an added $250 billion over the
next decade on U.S.-made goods. . . . But as the Element Electronics Corp. television factory
here shows, the definition of ‘U.S. made’ can be tricky.” At Element Electronics, U.S.
assembled means the installation of memory boards that are made in China, along with “an array
of mechanical tests.”
********The information content of the expression “Assemble in the USA” seems quite low,
although it may well affect the demand for televisions. In this way the article is reminiscent of
one that appears in the Asheville Citizen-Times on food labeling, “How to sort out fraudulent
foods” (http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2014/07/22/sort-fraudulentfoods/13022323/).
(19 July 2014): “Schumpeter: Little things that mean a lot”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21607816-businesses-should-aim-lots-small-winsbig-data-add-up-something-big-little)
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--------Facebook’s recent condemnation for its use of uninformed users for research that was later
published underscores what is possible with big data—given “massive scale . . . even small
effects can have large aggregated consequences. This may indeed be the unspoken secret of big
data. The much-hyped term captures the idea that it has become possible to collect vastly more
data than before, and to process it far more cheaply and quickly. The result, typically, is to
identify the right combination of tweaks capable of bringing about marginal changes that, when
multiplied by a huge number of instances, or allowed to work over a long time, produce a
significant effect.” Whereas “constant experimentation and rapid implementation” is relatively
easy for internet firms, “the expense of data collection and processing” for offline businesses has
forced them to “stick to measuring just the big stuff, and thus only to value big wins rather than
examining the fine grains of their activities for small but useful improvements.”
********A clear illustration of marginal benefit-cost calculations. When the additional cost of
an adjustment is relatively low, many adjustments that would otherwise be ignored will be
undertaken. As the article concludes, big data may well provide a plethora of small advances
rather than “massive, instant, Holy Grail solutions.”
(19 July 2014): “This Way Up: Mobility in America” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/this-wayup-mobility-in-america-1405710779)
--------“Despite our digital-age prejudices against practical skills, Americans are quietly
reinventing upward mobility. . . . The first requirement of any upward path is entry ramps at the
ground level. . . . The second requirement of any good upward path is for training to lead to a
job. . . . A third requirement of a good career path is that it must be aligned with economic
needs.” Three paths that are often overlooked are: “welder, nurse and franchise manager.”
********The article provides three illustrations showing individuals “reinventing upward
mobility,” thereby indicating that mobility is not limited to those with a college degree. As a
result, it is time to start “showing some respect for practical training. As millions of Americans
know, even in a knowledge economy, countless valuable career skills can be learned outside a
college classroom.”
********One of those three career paths, nursing, is in the process of transformation: “Hospitals
are freeing up nurses to do the one thing they often don’t have enough time for: taking care of
patients.” Additional details, including a description of the changing “division of labor” and
training that is making this possible can be found in “Nurses Shift, Aiming for More Time With
Patients” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/nurses-shift-aiming-for-more-time-with-patients1405984193). One of the data sources making this transformation possible is the use of
electronic medical records, a nice connection to the article in The Economist on “Little things
mean a lot.” The WSJ article includes a four-minute video interview and a seven-minute radio
broadcast on the subject. The Novant Health Presbyterian Medical Center in Charlotte, North
Carolina figures prominently in the coverage.
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(22 July 2014): “Wall Street Adapts to New Regulatory
Regime” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/wall-street-adapts-to-new-regulatory-regime1405951482)
--------“Four years after the Dodd-Frank financial law became reality, Washington’s regulatory
machine is altering Wall Street in fundamental ways. . . . While profits are up as firms slash costs
and reduce funds set aside to cover future losses, their traditional profit engine—trading—is
showing signs of weakening as banks step away from some activity amid regulatory
pressure.” As a result, Morgan Stanley “has cut assets by one-third since the 2008 crisis . . .
Citigroup Inc. has shed nearly $700 billion in noncore assets.” But although assets have shrunk,
the number of employees devoted to regulatory compliance has surged. “By the end of this year,
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. expects to have added 13,000 employees focused on regulatory,
compliance and control efforts.” At Citigroup, it is estimated that they will end the year with
“30,000 people dedicated to regulatory and compliance efforts, a 33% increase from 2011, even
as Citigroup cuts its overall headcount.”
********The size of the staff devoted to regulatory and compliance activities is mind
boggling. Perhaps, however, that is because a number like 30,000 can be understood but a
number in the trillions cannot.
(23 July 2014): “As Cereal Slips, a New Battle Over Breakfast Dollars”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/as-cereal-slips-a-new-battle-over-breakfast-dollars-1406053467)
--------“Breakfast has become the final frontier in the struggle over health, convenience and
profit in the U.S. diet. Starved for growth at other mealtimes, companies like Yum Brands Inc.,
Burger King Worldwide Inc. and Kellogg Co. are battling to change how Americans start their
day. But even as consumers back away from cereal to experiment with more protein-rich foods,
their habits remain otherwise entrenched: most Americans still eat breakfast at home and follow
morning routines more rigid than during the rest of the day.” On average, Americans devote
“just 12 minutes a day for consuming breakfast . . . That is about half the time they spend on
lunch (28 minutes) or dinner (24 minutes).” Fast food and fast casual restaurant chains sense
opportunity around breakfast, which is “generally more profitable . . . because the ingredients are
less expensive.” The big loser in shifting diets “is cereal, long one of America’s most popular
breakfast foods.” Kellogg estimates its cereal sales “could fall by as much as 4% this year.” Its
CEO John Bryant comments, “We are competing with quick-serve restaurants more, but the
bigger driver is that people want more protein.” As a result, General Mills “recently introduced
new Cheerios Protein cereal.” When combined with skim milk, it provides “the same protein
content as McDonald’s Sausage McGriddles sandwich.” McDonald’s “heads the pack” in terms
of breakfast sales, with Starbucks in second position.
********This is another contribution to the “How We Eat” series. Accompanying the article is
a three-minute video with WSJ food writer Sarah Nassauer that provides additional context and
analysis. She comments that in addition to the increasing focus on protein, many people feel that
they don’t have enough time to eat a bowl of cereal.
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[The Invisible Forces] 171 (30 July 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(24 July 2014): “Invoking Anti-Fraud Law, Louisiana Doctor Gets Rich”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/invoking-anti-fraud-law-louisiana-doctor-gets-rich1406169003)
--------Over two decades Dr. William LaCorte has received $38 million “under a federal law that
encourages fraud reporting. Much was from a $250 million U.S. settlement with Merck & Co. in
2008 over allegations it overcharged Medicaid for Pepcid, a heartburn drug. . . . Dr. LaCorte is a
so-called serial whistleblower, one of the more-prolific plaintiffs among a growing number of
Americans who use the U.S. False Claims Act to finger alleged wrongdoing.” The Act was
passed in 1863 and is also known as “the Lincoln Law.” In 1986 and again in 2009 more
incentives were added to encourage whistleblowing. Most of the money from successful suits
goes to the government, but “Successful whistleblowers are entitled to collect up to 30%, minus
lawyers’ fees.” Civil actions filed by plaintiffs under the False Claims Act are called “qui tam
suits . . . The Justice Department can join a sit it deems worthy, taking over the case. It usually
prevails: Among cases it joined from 1987 through 2010 that had outcomes, 95% produced
settlements or judgments by 2010. . . . Plaintiffs can pursue suits if the government doesn’t join,
but the track record isn’t good: Among those filed from 1987 through 2010 that had outcomes by
2010, 94% were dismissed without settlements or judgments.” Not all serial plaintiffs are
individuals. Ven-A-Care of the Florida Keys Inc. “specializes in qui tam suits. . . . it has sued at
least 35 health-care companies, and at least 20 have settled. Ven-A-Care’s portion of federal
recoveries from settlements of it[s] suits have been $425 million.”
********This is my first exposure to the expression “the Lincoln Law.” I spent some time
searching for books on whistleblowing. Finally I came upon the website of the National
Whistleblowers Center (http://www.whistleblowers.org/). At the site you can find the new report
Saving America’s “Most Important Tool to Uncover and Punish Fraud” (30 July 2014). You
can learn more about the False Claims Act, including its 1986 and 2009 changes, at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_Claims_Act.
********The Securities and Exchange Commission has a whistleblower program that has
received offers of confidential information from more than 6,500 people since the program was
set up in mid-2011. You can learn more about the program and those offering information at:
http://online.wsj.com/articles/meet-the-secs-6-500-whistleblowers-1406591157.
(24 July 2014): “Tribes’ Online Lending Faces Federal Squeeze”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/tribes-online-lending-squeezed-by-regulators-1406158967)
--------At the Fort Belknap Agency of Montana, close to the Canadian border, “Economic
opportunity has long been hard to come by . . . tribal members have relied on the government
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and a truck-stop casino for what few jobs existed. But since the launch of an online-lending
business four years ago—offering short-term, or payday, loans to customers with bad credit—the
two tribes that share this stretch of grasslands believe they have found a path out of poverty and
crushing 50% unemployment.” However, this business is in jeopardy as a result of a Justice
Department initiative called “Operation Choke Point” that puts “pressure on financial institutions
to stop working with businesses, including online lenders, that the department says defraud
vulnerable customers.” Online lending here was started by Michelle Fox, “a 37-year-old
Dartmouth College graduate and member of the Gros Ventre tribe who returned to Fort Belknap
to help start the business.” In discussing the challenges the business faces, she notes: “You have
generations of family here who have never known what it was like to get up and go to work.”
********The second tribe mentioned in the article is the Assiniboine. The tribes had tried for
years “to jump-start their economy—finally turning to lending.” The different legal statuses of
tribes and tribal lands create “boundaries” that create differential opportunities for those who are
on different sides of the boundaries. Boundaries, of course, are easily created and maintained by
the legal and political factors captured by the term the invisible foot. On the topic of boundaries
and the related idea of “distinctions,” I would like to mention Eviatar Zerubavel’s book The Fine
Line: Making Distinctions in Everyday Life (1993). Zerubavel is a sociologist and explores
distinctions in a variety of contexts. It is a mind-expanding book.
********In the same issue of Journal there are two “Letters to the Editor” that expand upon an
earlier op ed on payday lenders. Rather than summarize the content, I simply point to source of
the op ed and the Letters—the PEW Charitable Trusts. PEW has an on-going project on smalldollar loans about which you can learn more at: http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/projects/smalldollar-loans-research-project. Part of that work is the collection on Payday Lending in America,
the link for which is: http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/collections/paydaylending-in-america. Nick Bourke, in his Letter, notes that the real problem of payday lending “is
a business model that fundamentally relies on borrowers’ inability to repay (and the ensuing
refinancing fees)” (http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/about/news-room/opinion/2014/07/paydaylenders-and-the-ecology-of-needy-borrowers). This strikes me as a powerful point.
(24 July 2014): “Turning Ethiopia Into China’s China”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-07-24/ethiopia-vies-for-chinas-vanishing-factoryjobs)
--------Huajian Shoes has a factory outside of Addis Ababa in Ethiopia; its president, Zhang
Huarong, was formerly a member of the People’s Liberation Army in China. The factory “is part
of the next wave of China’s investment in Africa. It started with infrastructure, especially the
kind that helped the Chinese extract African oil, copper, and other raw materials to fuel China’s
industrial complex. Now China is getting too expensive to do the low low-tech work it’s known
for. African nations such as Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Rwanda, Senegal, and Tanzania want
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their share of the 80 million manufacturing jobs that China is expected to export.” Wages at the
factory are of about $40 a month, “less than 10% of what comparable Chinese workers may
make.” However, the wage advantage is tempered by an intermittent power supply and bad
roads. Zhang notes: “Ethiopia is exactly like China 30 years ago.”
********Ethiopia has a population of about 96 million, the second largest in Africa (after
Nigeria). Since 80% of its labor force is in agriculture, “manufacturers don’t have to worry
about finding new workers.” The article mentions Deborah Brautigan’s book, The Dragon’s
Gift: The Real Story of China in Africa (2010). This seems like a valuable resource and you can
learn more about it at: http://amazon.com/Dragons-Gift-Story-China-Africa/dp/0199606293/.
(26 July 2014): “Tariffs Boost Solar-Panel Makers in U.S.”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/tariffs-boost-solar-panel-makers-in-u-s-1406329365)
--------“New tariffs on Chinese solar panels, including widely anticipated duties imposed Friday
by Washington, are spurring companies to manufacture more solar-power equipment in the U.S.
. . . The Commerce Department on Friday slapped provisional duties of between 26% and 42%
on equipment made by several Chinese solar-panel makers, over accusations that the companies
dumbed their products into the U.S. at unfairly low prices. The department assigned tariffs of
165% to Chinese firms that it said didn’t respond to its inquiries.” Companies that “install
commercial systems, often called solar farms” are more likely to be affected by the tariffs than
those that install residential systems. Strata Solar, of Chapel Hill, North Carolina, “used to buy
low-price Chinese panels, but prices have increased by 15% to 20 because of the new duties. . . .
The company has switched to thin-film panels made by Arizona-based First Solar Inc. and
Chinese manufacturers. Chinese thin-film panels aren’t subject to the tariffs.”
(28 July 2014): “There’s No Flying in Drone School” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/theres-noflying-in-drone-school-1406311856)
--------“Welcome to drone school. Please don’t fly any drones. Capitalizing on an anticipated
boom in the unmanned-aircraft industry, several U.S. universities and colleges are launching
training programs for future drone pilots. The problem: the Federal Aviation Administration
says its rules barring commercial use of drones apply to teaching programs as well, effectively
prohibiting students from hands-on instructions. So the schools are teaching tomorrow’s drone
pilots with simulators, textbooks and more novel workarounds.” Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University in Daytona Beach, Florida, fields a four-year program that costs about $175,000,
including “flight time and room and board. The school has more than 220 students in its
‘unmanned systems sciences’ bachelor’s degree program, up from 11 in 2011.” The other large
provider of drone education is the University of North Dakota, which enrolls about 195 students.
Most graduates of drone programs “have found jobs as government drone pilots, as civilian
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contractors for the military, or with drone makers. Most start around $50,000 a year, but some
alumni now make almost $200,000 a year.”
********The article includes a four-minute video that provides some historical background on
the military origins of drones, which effectively begins in the administration of President
Clinton, but evolves differently in the George W. Bush administration following 9/11. As the
interviewee suggests, drone technology is a genie left forever outside of the bottle.
(30 July 2014): “Movie Film, at Death’s Door, Gets a Reprieve”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/kodak-movie-film-at-deaths-door-gets-a-reprieve-1406674752)
--------“Faced with the possible extinction of the material that made Hollywood famous, a
coalition of studios is close to a deal to keep Eastman Kodak Co. in the business of producing
movie film. The negotiations—secret until now—are expected to result in an arrangement where
studios promise to buy a set quantity of film for the next several years, even though most movies
and television shows these days are shot on digital video.” Kodak’s sales of motion-picture film
have fallen by 96% since 2006, “from 12.4 billion linear feet to an estimated 449 million this
year. With the exit of competitor Fujifilm Corp. last year, Kodak is the only major company left
producing motion-picture film.” The viability of film over the long term is questionable.
According to the dean of the school of cinematic arts (Elizabeth Daley) at the University of
Southern California, “only one class at her school, advanced cinematography, still trains students
to use film.” Still, film proponents “have also pointed out that film is the only medium still used
for preservation of all types of movies for long periods of time—even ones shot digitally.
Digital files need to be regularly transferred, putting them at greater risk of being damaged.”
********In the past few years there has been a resurgence of interest in vinyl records. Could
this be the same direction that film will take?
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[The Invisible Forces] 172 (6 August 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a Broader
View
(31 July 2014): “Insuring for Global Warming’s Surprises”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-07-31/insuring-against-global-warming-risks)
--------“Postponing action on climate change will make the problem more expensive to manage
later—if it can still be managed at all. So says a July 29 White House report on fighting global
warming. While the message is true enough, changing attitudes about the problem is an exercise
in persuasion, and the supposedly hard numbers highlighted in the report aren’t the best way to
make the case. . . . Dealing with climate change is a matter of managing risk. As the report says,
it’s a question of insurance, which every voter understands.” Given this knowledge, “The most
effective argument for action on climate change isn’t that we know for sure what will happen;
it’s that we don’t. The only smart strategy is to insure against it.”
********The report in question is “The Cost Of Delaying Action To Stem Climate Change.” It
is 32-pages long and you can find it at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/the_cost_of_delaying_action_to_stem_climat
e_change.pdf.
(1 August 2014): “U.S. Energy Firms Rewarded With Tax Deferrals”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/u-s-energy-companies-deferring-taxes-by-the-billions1406831370)
--------“The U.S. energy boom is producing a little-noticed side effect: American oil and gas
companies are paying less in federal income taxes. Energy companies are spending billions of
dollars a year to drill in shale formations across the country . . . Techniques like hydraulic
fracturing and horizontal drilling . . . make each well cost millions of dollars. All that spending
has allowed drillers to take advantage of incentives in the tax code for drilling and capital
expenditures, deferring billions of dollars in income tax. Ultimately, companies will have to pay
some or all of the taxes. But as long as they continue to invest heavily, the spending shelters
their income and allows them to defer taxes for years, experts say.” So-called “bonus
depreciation” was enacted by Congress in 2008 “as part of the economic stimulus package. It
has allowed companies in many industries to write off between half and 100% they make in
equipment and infrastructure in the year they spend the money, instead of deducting smaller
amounts over years under regular depreciation schedules.” Bonus depreciation, although
available to other industries, “the impact of such incentives has been pronounced in the drilling
business, which requires heavy capital spending.”
********Bonus depreciation expired 31 December 2014—its reinstatement may be influenced
by the November elections. You can learn more about bonus depreciation and its recent history
at: http://www.bakertilly.com/insights/bonus-depreciation/.
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(2 August 2014): “Schumpeter: Decluttering the company”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21610237-businesses-must-fight-relentless-battleagainst-bureaucracy-decluttering-company)
--------“Peter Drucker once observed that, ‘Much of what we call management consists of
making it difficult for people to work.’ Nine years after the management guru’s death, his
remark is truer than ever . . . For the past 50 years manufacturers have battled successfully to
streamline their factory floors and make them ‘lean’. Today, businesses of all types need to do
the same in their offices. The most debilitating form of clutter is organizational complexity. The
Boston Consulting Group (BCG) has been tracking this for a representative sample of companies
in the United States and Europe since 1955 (when the Fortune 500 list was created). . . . It
reckons that, overall, the complexity of organisations has increased sixfold since then.” Two
additional forms of clutter are meetings and email.
********Organizational complexity has long played some role in economic thinking in relation
to explaining why average costs ultimately increase. BCG’s work on organizational complexity
seems to be captured in the book Six Simple Rules: How to Manage Complexity without Getting
Complicated. You can learn more about it and one of its authors, Yves Morieux, at:
http://www.bcg.com/expertise_impact/BCG_fellows/organization/yves_morieux.aspx.
(2 August 2014): “P&G to Shed More Than Half Its Brands”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/procter-gamble-posts-higher-profit-on-cost-cutting1406892304)
--------“Procter & Gamble Co. will shed more than half its brands, a drastic attempt by the
world’s largest consumer products company to become more nimble and speed up its growth.
The move is a major strategy shift for a company that expanded aggressively for years. It
reflects concerns among investors and top management that P&G has become too bloated to
navigate an increasingly competitive market.” It is expected that the company will “narrow its
focus to 70 to 80 of its biggest brands and shed as many as 100 others whose performance has
been lagging. The brands the Cincinnati-based company will keep . . . generate 90% of its $83
billion in annual sales and over 95% of its profit.”
********This article appears to connect nicely with the article immediately preceding. It
appears that the additional complexity brought about by so many additional brands is not worth
the additional cost to P&G.
(4 August 2014): “Dispute Flares Over Burned-Off Natural Gas”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/dispute-flares-over-burned-off-natural-gas-1407108281)
--------“It isn’t every day that an energy company tries to give away cash, but one of the biggest
oil producers in North Dakota is trying to do just that. Continental Resources Ltd. Says it wants
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to pay state taxes and make royalty payments on natural gas it improperly burned off at dozens
of wells in recent years. The company is asking state regulators to approve its plans, including
the value it is assigning to the gas that was burned in the controversial practices known as
flaring. . . . But lawyers for some of the land and mineral-rights owners who have sued
Continental over what they say are unpaid royalties contend that the company’s main goal is to
minimize its liability as the state finally moves to curb flaring. . . . How to value the gas that has
been burned off is up for debate. A lower value means less paid in royalties. Those owed
royalties are pushing for a higher valuation than Continental wants. They are also pushing for
royalties on flared gas the company says is legally exempt from royalty and tax payments under
state statu[t]e.”
********Additional background and detail is provided by “In North Dakota’s oil bonanza,
natural gas goes up in flames” (http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-dakota-gas-flaring20140717-story.html#page=1).
(5 August 2014): “For FedEx and UPS, a Cheaper Route: the Post Office”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/u-s-mail-does-the-trick-for-fedex-ups-1407182247)
--------“FedEx Corp. and United Parcel Service Inc. increasingly are moving their own packages
through the U.S. Postal Service, putting pressure on the quasigovernmental agency and raising
questions about whether the USPS is charging enough for the service. For FedEx alone, the post
office delivers an average of 2.2 million packages a day, or about 30% of the express-mail
company’s total U.S. ground segment. . . . The post office is lapping up the extra packagedelivery business from its private-sector rivals because it badly needs growth. In the past
decade, it has lost more than 30% of its most profitable product—first-class mail—to the
Internet.”
********Amazon.com sends many of its packages through FedEx, UPS, and the USPS.
“Analysts estimate Amazon pays about $2 to mail a package via the Postal Service versus $7 or
$8 for UPS or FedEx ground. Late last year Amazon cut out the middleman—FedEx—and
started taking most of its packages to the Postal Service, analysts say.” A great example of costminimization in action.
(5 August 2014): “Coffee Producers Sell More at Home, Driving Up the Price of a Cup”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/coffee-producers-sell-more-at-home-driving-up-the-price-ofa-cup-1407172749)
--------“The world’s biggest coffee producers are turning into their own best customers, a shift
that is driving up the price of a cup from São Paulo to San Francisco. Coffee consumption is
rising at a breakneck pace in Brazil, Vietnam and Colombia, which together produce 60% of the
world’s beans. Brazilians’ purchases of packaged coffee is expected to total 1.3 million tons this
year, surpassing the U.S. as the world’s top coffee drinker for the first time since at least 1999 . .
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. As incomes rise, consumers are switching from cheaper beverages like tea. They also are
demanding higher-quality beans, often the same varieties used by big roasters in the U.S. and
Europe. Globally, demand is expected to hit a record this year.”
********A nice example of the impact of rising incomes on the demand for normal (superior)
goods. People demand more and they demand better.
(6 August 2014): “Newspapers Press On, On Their Own”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/newspapers-press-on-on-their-own-1407281083)
--------“The TV-and-publishing conglomerate is an endangered species. Gannett Co., the owner
of USA Today and dozens of local daily papers, on Tuesday joined the growing band of media
conglomerates that have or will split in two. News Corp, Time Warner Inc., the former Tribune
Co., E.W. Scripps Co., and Journal Communications Inc. have either separated or agreed to
separate their faster-growing television and entertainment businesses from their slower-growing
publishing businesses. Gannett is following suit, and with that, no significant newspaper owners
will have broadcast assets to help buffer their business as competition from the Web erodes their
readership and advertising base.” The broadcast sides of these splits have the advantage of being
freed from “the slower growth and regulatory constraints of the newspaper business—including
the ban against owning a newspaper and a television station in the same market.” As a result,
“broadcasters can fetch a higher price for their stock and use the increased cash flow to fund
more station acquisitions.” It is expected that the spin-off “will create a group of new pure play
newspaper companies, raising the possibility of a consolidation in the newspaper industry.”
********In brief, the splitting off of newspapers from other media is expected to lead to
newspaper consolidation, presumably because of the increased competition of the Internet and
the unwillingness of the media conglomerates to continue to subsidize newspapers. Reminiscent,
oddly, of the “Join, or Die” political cartoon published by Benjamin Franklin in 1754. You can
see it at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Join,_or_Die.
(6 August 2014): “Where Did All the Entry-Level Jobs Go?”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/want-an-entry-level-job-youll-need-lots-of-experience1407267498)
--------“Entry-level work isn’t what it used to be. Companies bruised by the recession have
stayed lean by automating and outsourcing core functions while slashing training budgets and
payrolls. But in an effort to cut costs, some companies also have cut entry-level jobs that serve
as a crucial first step on the path to a professional career. And others have made the
responsibilities for first-timers more sophisticated, raising the bar for new graduates, who are
expected to arrive job-ready from day one.” According to David Vogel, the manager of the
undergraduate career-development office of UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School, “entry-level
works are now being assigned thinking roles, as opposed to ‘just following a checklist.’”
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********The article also has a three-minute interview with one of the reporters, Lauren Weber.
She makes what seems to be a very important point: “the internship is becoming basically the
new entry-level job.” College graduates are now expected to come in “job ready.” It appears,
then, that the student completing undergraduate studies without an internship is at a disadvantage
given employer expectations.
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[The Invisible Forces] 173 (13 August 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(8 August 2014): “The GMO Fight Ripples Down the Food Chain”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/the-gmo-fight-ripples-down-the-food-chain-1407465378)
--------This article is part of the continuing series on How We Eat. “Two years ago, Ben &
Jerry’s Homemade Inc. initiated a plan to eliminate genetically modified ingredients from its ice
cream, an effort to address a nascent consumer backlash and to fulfill its own environmental
goals. This fall, nearly a year behind schedule, it expects to finish phase one, affecting its
flavorful ‘chunks and swirls’ like cookie dough and caramel. The only part left to convert: the
milk that makes ice cream itself. Thanks to the complexities of sourcing milk deemed free of
genetically modified material,that could take five to 10 more years.” Genetically engineered
seeds were first sold commercially about two decades ago. Today, according to industry
estimates, “genetically modified organisms—the crops grown from such seeds—are the norm in
the American diet, used to make ingredients in about 80% of packaged food.” One of the fastestgrowing label trends is “Non-GMO,” with sales of such items “growing 28% last year to about
$3 billion.” In its efforts to create non-GMO ice cream, Ben & Jerry’s “needed to check with
suppliers and rigorously investigate all 100 ingredients it uses to make ice cream. Among the
surprises: finding out a product couldn’t be considered non-GMO if the supplier dusted the pan
with cornstarch before baking.”
********Evidently there is no government standard for what qualifies as non-GMO, but there is
the Non-GMO Projects, “a nonprofit founded by natural foods retailers.” You can learn more
about the Project at: http://www.nongmoproject.org/. Bees seem to raise special problems in
qualifying foods a non-GMO. To ensure that “bees aren’t feeding on nectar or pollen from
GMO crops . . . the organization requires a four-mile radius from the bee hives be clear of GMO
fields.” The article includes some interesting graphs and a two-minute video. I was amazed to
learn that 99% of the acres planted in sugar beets in the U.S. are planted with GMO seeds.
(8 August 2014): “Boeing, United Technologies Stockpile Titanium Parts”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/boeing-united-technologies-stockpiling-titanium-parts1407441886)
--------“Boeing Co. and United Technologies Corp. have been stockpiling titanium parts from a
Russian producer in case economic tensions between Washington and Moscow disrupt supplies
of the metal critical to building jetliners. The companies’ efforts to amass reserves . . . began
around March as Russia’s moves toward annexing the Ukrainian region of Crimea triggered
anger from Western governments, according to an industry official familiar with the planning.”
However, Boeing’s rival “Airbus hasn’t taken the same steps as Boeing to ensure a buffer of
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titanium parts from Russia . . . Airbus Chief Executive Tom Enders said recently, ‘I do not
expect the flow of [titanium] will be cut off short of all-out war.’”
********A good example of how international conflict can influence the behavior of market
participants. I was struck, too, how differently Boeing and Airbus responded to the same
event—Boeing stockpiled titanium and Airbus did not. Presumably they, at least their CEOs’,
must have different mental models of the way the world works.
********Salmon and other foodstuffs sold to Russia are being affected right now following
“Moscow’s ban on many Western food imports this week”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/norwegian-fish-gets-caught-in-russias-western-foodsanctions-1407521633). Norwegian fish purveyors, who have been affected by the ban,
averaged sales of “134 truckloads of trout and salmon every week to Russia—its largest foreign
market.” Salmon sellers in Chile and the Faroe Islands see “an opportunity to fill the gap in
feeding the Russian appetite for salmon and other sea creatures.” Fish industry analyst Kolbjorn
Giskeodegard commented in a research note that “We consider the recent Russia events as a
‘Black Swan’ on the demand side,” a reference to “the financial-markets term for an unexpected
and consequential event.” EU authorities “have begun examining whether to compensate
farmers hit by Russia’s bans of food imports.”
(8 August 2014): “Summer School? Teens Trade Classes for Factory Jobs”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/summer-school-teens-trade-classes-for-factory-jobs-1407435440)
--------Southwire Co. of Georgia, “a closely held company with 7,500 workers,” is hiring
hundreds of teens to work on its factory line four hours a day where they earn more than the
minimum wage and spend “eight hours a day in the company’s classrooms.” This is part of “a
novel program designed by the cable manufacturer to develop a skilled workforce and get
troubled high-school students from the community back on track.” Southwire has long been
involved with local schools but decided to take a different approach after it concluded that what
they had been doing wasn’t working.
********The boundaries between schools and businesses are shifting. This is one clear
illustration of that shift. Will such relationships increase the supply of qualified labor? Surely
Southwire thinks so. You can learn more about Southwire’s “12 for Life” program at:
http://www.southwire.com/ourcompany/sustainability/12-for-life.htm.
(8 August 2014): “County of 95 Sees Opportunity in Toxic Waste”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/08/us/a-texas-county-sees-opportunity-in-toxic-waste.html)
--------Loving County of Texas “is big, dry and stretches for miles and is the perfect place, local
officials say, to store high-level radioactive waste. Officials here hope to entice the federal
government—with $28 billion to spend on the disposal of high-level radioactive waste—into
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considering the possibility.” In New Mexico, Lea and Eddy are adjacent counties to Loving that
are also, reportedly considering the siting of such a facility. As a result, there is concern that, if
the facility is sited in one of those counties, “the New Mexico counties would get all the benefit
but Loving would get some of the risk.”
********Of course, if the facility is sited in Loving, the Texas county would get all the benefit
and Lea and Eddy would get some of the risk. The article is accompanied by a four-minute
video.
********Rural areas, such as Loving, Texas with 95 inhabitants face special challenges. They
also can provide special opportunities for some. A good illustration of the opportunities is
reflected in the article “In Ambitious Bid, Walmart Seeks Foothold in Primary Care Services”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/08/business/in-ambitious-bid-walmart-seeks-foothold-inprimary-care-services.html). Walmart is setting up clinics in rural areas with few, if any,
services. That being the case, the comment made by one of the interviewees in the Loving
article, i.e., “that we might even get a Walmart,” seems more meaningful.
(8 August 2014): “Miami is content to keep drowning”
(http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/jul/11/miami-drowning-climate-change-deniers-sealevels-rising)
********This article appeared in The Guardian Weekly on August 8 but first appeared on 11
July 2014. It is a concise statement of some of the very serious challenges that South Florida
will face from sea level rises of one, three, and six feet, including impacts on water, sewage,
nuclear power, and peoples’ homes. So long Miami Beach, at least to most of it. It is clear that
local parties are expending significant amounts of money—a projected $1.5 billion—to counter
the effects of climate change but it is also clear that is also clear that those who deny climate
change are doing little to slow down climate change. Looking at this I am reminded about the
oft-mentioned notion that “war is good for the economy,” in that it might spur some public
expenditure that would not otherwise be forthcoming. Perhaps there are people who think that
climate change is good for the economy, too.
********Climate change should, of course, lend itself to examination using the tools of game
theory. Not surprisingly, a search for the terms climate change game theory yielded some very
promising leads. A brief summary of one experiment appears under the title “Game Theory
Offers Lessons . . . “ (http://climate.yale.edu/news/game-theory-offers-lessons-collective-actionand-climate-change). Briefly, “The authors found that when uncertainty over a climate tipping
point is large, societies tend to enjoy a free ride, polluting at will and making it virtually certain
that the tipping point will be crossed. When the uncertainty is small, however, societies are
much more likely to coordinate efforts and avoid the tipping point.” It seems clear, then, that
some might perceive it to be to their advantage (narrowly construed) to increase uncertainty
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around climate change or around similar issues. Seeing this, I recalled a book I purchases, but
have not yet read: Merchants of Doubt: How a Handful of Scientists Obscured the Truth on
Issues from Tobacco Smoke to Global Warming (2010), by Naomi Oreskes and Erik M. Conway.
The authors are, respectively, professor of history and science studies at the University of
California, San Diego, and a historian of science and technology living in Pasadena, California.
I’ll be moving this closer to the top of my read-next list. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Merchants-Doubt-Handful-Scientists-Obscured/dp/1608193942/.
(9 August 2014): “Tips Don’t Add Up for Most Waiters and Waitresses”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/tips-dont-add-up-for-most-waiters-and-waitresses-1407520147)
--------“The American system of tipping holds the promise of great rewards for waiters and
waitresses, but for most servers, the numbers don’t bear that out. Nearly 15% of the nation’s 2.4
million waiters and waitresses live in poverty, compared with about 7% of all workers. They are
more likely to need public assistance and less likely to receive paid sick leave or health benefits.”
According to economist Sylvia A. Allegretto at the University of California at Berkeley, “Close
to one in 10 workers is employed in the restaurant industry, more than manufacturing at this
point . . . It’s one of the fastest-growing industries in the country.” States, and individual
companies within states, take different approaches to restaurant workers: 7 states require
employers to pay the state minimum wage; 19 states (including North Carolina) require the
Federal tipped minimum wage of $2.13 per hour; and 24 states require more than the Federal
tipped minimum wage.
********The article draws some of its content from Tipping: An American Social History of
Gratitudes (2009), by Kerry Seagrave. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Tipping-American-Social-History-Gratuities/dp/0786442468/. The one
(Amazon) review of the book was very interesting and informative about Seagrave’s approach to
his work. It is worth checking out—click on the author’s name at the Amazon link—some of the
other books written by Seagrave.
********I was very surprised by the statement that more workers in the U.S. are employed in
the restaurant industry than in manufacturing. I searched for information on Current
Employment Statistics (http://www.bls.gov/web/empsit/ceseeb1a.htm) and what I found is not
consistent with that claim, showing (for June 2014) employment of 12.1 million for
Manufacturing and 9.7 million for Restaurants. Perhaps we were looking at or recollecting
different statistics. In any event, both numbers are in the same ballpark and are surprising
nonetheless, especially given the vastly different consideration given to manufacturing workers
and restaurant workers on the local, state, and national levels. In relation to this, think of the
prominent role of science, technology, education, and mathematics (STEM) in the media. All
this makes me think that something cultural is at work, a thought due to my current exploration
of Thomas P. Hughes, Human-Built World: How to Think about Technology and Culture (2004).
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You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Human-Built-WorldTechnology-Culture-science-culture/dp/0226359344/. Hughes is also the author of Rescuing
Prometheus: Four Monumental Projects that Changed the Modern World (2000). I recently read
this book, which gives some prominence to the role of the university-military-industrial complex
in the development of the projects.
(9 August 2014): “Schumpeter: Leading light”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21611101-man-who-invented-study-corporateleadership-warren-bennis-died-july-31st-aged)
--------Warren Bennis passed away on July 31st at the age of 89. The author of 30 books on
leadership, the distinction between “managers and leaders” was central to his thinking:
“Managers are people who like to do things right, he argued. Leaders are people who do the
right thing. . . . He chastised business schools for focusing on the first at the expense of the
second.” In contrast to some, “Mr Bennis believed leaders are made, not born. He taught that
leadership is a skill—or, rather, a set of skills—that can be learned through hard work.” His
work and life suggests comparison to Peter Drucker. “If Peter Drucker was the man who
invented management (as a book about him claimed), then Warren Bennis was the man who
invented leadership as a business idea.”
********You can learn more about Bennis at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/02/business/warren-g-bennis-scholar-on-leadership-dies-at89.html. His 1989 book On Becoming a Leader is regarded as a classic, at the top of leadership
books to read. Here is the list: http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/post-leadership/post/thebest-leadership-books-that-belong-on-your-bookshelf/2011/04/01/AFcyWODF_blog.html.
(9 August 2014): “Free exchange: Tilted marine” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21611109-new-techniques-show-damage-done-subsidies-heart-global)
--------During Adam Smith’s time—the Wealth of Nations was published in 1776—shipping
subsidies were used to enhance military might. But “Modern shipping subsidies are used to
build economic heft rather than military might. Governments like shipping due to the knock-on
effects of a boom yard.” It is estimated that there is an employment “multiplier” of 4. “So the
idea is, by helping shipping a government indirectly supports workers in many industries.” Since
some subsidies tend to result in the misallocation of resources, there is concern to identify and
act on them. “Price gaps” have frequently been used to identify but they have problems. But
they have problems, as price gaps could result from a variety of factors. Now, however, Myrto
Kalouptsidi of Princeton University has developed a method that does a more thorough job of
estimating the impact of marine subsidies, a method that forecasts “how the market might have
developed in the absence of . . . subsidies.” The work of Kalouptsidi, applied to shipbuilding
subsidies in China, “suggests that the WTP and other trade-watchers may need to refine their
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tools to help identify the full extent of subsidies. Other markets are ripe for this kind of
analysis.” Solar panels and steel are two examples. “Subsidised solar panels being exported
aboard subsidized ships made from subsidized steel show just how far those that seek free trade
have to go.”
********The paper appears to be “Detection and Impact of Industrial Subsidies: The Case of
World Shipbuilding.” You can read a draft at: http://blogs.utexas.edu/harrington-ioconference/files/2014/03/Paper-10-March-2014.pdf.
(10 August 2014): “Growing Cities Opting to Rely on Impact Fees”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/10/us/growing-cities-opting-to-rely-on-impact-fees.html)
--------“As cities across Texas continue to spread out, water suppliers and local governments are
faced with the question of who should pay for building the infrastructure needed to handle the
growth. Within the last year, several cities have started to rely on a strategy of raising one-time
fees charged to developers to pay for new homes to be connected to water and sewer lines.
Those fees have skyrocketed in some cities.” In San Antonio, for example, “the City Council
raised several rates, including the water supply impact fee for each new home by about 116
percent—ton $2,796 from $1,296—by next June. . . . By next year, the average total impact fees,
including water and sewer, in San Antonio will rise to $7,044 from $5,279.” Austin has even
more dramatic changes. In downtown, effective January 1st, “total water and wastewater impact
fees rose to $7,600 from $1,100,” according to the managing engineer of the Austin Water
Utility.”
********The term ‘impact fees’ is a new one for me, although the concept behind them is not.
You can learn more about impact fees at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impact_fee.
(11 August 2014): “In U.S. Energy Boom, Alaska Is Unlikely Loser”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/in-u-s-energy-boom-alaska-is-unlikely-loser-1407724690)
--------“The energy boom sweeping North America is producing an unexpected loser: Alaska.
The state, which staked most of its economy on energy in the 1970s after oil was found on the
North Slope, is now competing with, and often losing out to, places with hotter oil fields—
especially North Dakota.” The top four oil-producing states are Texas, North Dakota, California,
and Alaska. In 2013, Alaska’s GDP fell by 2.5%, while that in all of the other states increased.
Alaskan oil that had been selling at a premium, around $104 a barrel, is now selling for at lower
prices. As a result, Alaskan government is “Facing about $4 billion less in projected oil revenues
this year and next, [and] Gov. [Sean] Parnell is calling for job cuts in state government. School
districts are planning job cuts and possible layoffs to deal with lack of state funding.”
********A clear example how a technological change can give rise to changing fortunes for
different regions, in this case states. In The Theory of Economics Development (1912), Joseph
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Schumpeter notes five types of innovations: introducing a new product, introducing a new
method of production, opening a new product market, opening a new resource market, and
transforming market structure. The case of Alaska and North Dakota shows how some of these
innovations interrelate. Here a new method of production (hydraulic fracturing) brought about a
new resource market (North Dakota shale), which transformed market structure (the size and
number of oil suppliers). Then there is the new product (condensate) that is being produced in
the North Dakota oil fields, which is now finding new product markets (outside the U.S.) due to
their export. I suspect that these interdependencies are common, pointing to the complexity of
economic (and social) development.
(12 August 2014): “Tech’s Fiercest Rivalry: Uber vs. Lyft” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/twotech-upstarts-plot-each-others-demise-1407800744)
--------“Forget Apple vs. Google. The fiercest battle in the tech capital may well be between two
heavily financed upstarts plotting the demise of the taxi industry—and each other. Uber
Technologies Inc. and Lyft Inc. operate just blocks from each other in San Francisco, yet their
bitter war has spilled into dozens of cities where they are racing to provide the default app for
summoning a ride within minutes. . . . But this is more than two tech darlings duking it out. It’s
a battle for a key role in the future of urban transportation. Many commuters now rely on Uber
and Lyft to get around rather than taking cabs, buses or trains and, in some cases, their own cars.
The loudest opposition to the ride-sharing apps comes from regulator, taxi drivers and local taxi
commissions, which have moved to ban the companies from operating.” Uber and Lyft have
found it easy to imitate the features of their competitor, highlighting “the ride-sharing industry’s
low barriers to entry . . . Because Uber and Lyft don’t own cars or employ chauffeurs, they are
essentially matchmakers between drivers and passengers,” according to analyst Thilo Koslowski,
who works for Gartner Inc.
********Full disclosure, my son works for Uber. Uber, Lyft, Airbnb, and so on are all
examples of the “sharing economy” that technology—the Internet and smart phones--has made
increasingly possible. Most of the time we purchase capital goods and use their services only a
tiny fraction of the time. The sharing economy effectively increases the utilization rates of
capital goods. More people, then, will reduce their purchases of capital goods and increase their
purchases of the services of capital goods. In a nutshell, fewer goods bought, more goods rented.
Surely there must be a wide variety of underutilized capital goods that are just waiting to be used
more fully. Two books that develop aspects of the sharing economy are What’s Mine Is Yours
(http://www.amazon.com/Whats-Mine-Yours-Collaborative-Consumption/dp/0061963542/) and
Practicing Law in the Sharing Economy (http://amazon.com/Practicing-Law-Sharing-EconomyCooperatives/dp/1614385467).
********Of course, people, like capital goods are often underutilize, i.e., unemployed or
underemployed. A business that is working to address that is San Francisco-based TaskRabbit,
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“an online marketplace that matches people willing to do odd jobs with people seeking them.”
Founded in 2008, “The company’s small army of 20,000 ‘taskers’ offers housekeeping, repairs
and clerical work, among other services. They will even deliver cupcakes to your office.” There
is an interesting article in the recurring feature “BossTalk: TaskRabbit Chief Is Recasting
Freelance Work” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/bosstalk-taskrabbit-chief-aims-to-recastfreelance-work-1407886284). The founder and CEO of TaskRabbit is Leah Busque. The threeminute video accompanying the article is well worth watching. Evidently she has adopted the
approach previously adopted by Michael Bloomberg before his years as the Mayor of New York
City, that is, an open-floor office plan with the CEO’s desk simply one desk among many. You
can learn more about TaskRabbit at: https://www.taskrabbit.com/. You can learn a bit more
about Leah Busque, a graduate of Sweet Briar College in Virginia, at:
https://www.americanexpress.com/us/small-business/openforum/articles/interview-with-leahbusque-of-taskrabbit/.
(13 August 2014): “Pity the Potato: The Humble Spud Falls From Grace in the U.S.”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/the-humble-potato-falls-from-grace-1407867055)
--------“The potato has had a great run for most of the past five centuries. But these days, the
humble spud has fallen on hard times. . . . potatoes have lost favor in the U.S. for the past two
decades. Consumers have shunned the starchy side dish in a race away from carbohydrates and
toward greater convenience, two factors driving broad changes in how Americans eat. . . . Timepressed Americans, who are cooking less and less, can hardly spare the roughly 10 minutes it
takes to microwave a whole potato, let alone the hour needed to bake them in conventional
ovens.” To reduce the slump in sales—“Total annual consumption of all types of potatoes has
fallen by nearly 25% since peaking in 1996”—growers are turning to new potato products and
varieties, “such as healthier versions of French fries and gourmet options like the petite
fingerling variety.” Chris Wada, of Wada Farms Marketing Group LLL of Idaho, “is about to
launch a line of Smalls Artisan Mini-Potatoes, bite-size red or gold spuds specially packaged to
cook in a microwave in five minutes.”
********This article is part of the continuing series on “How We Eat.” A good example of
grower response to change in sales. Evidently, “fingerlings cost about seven times more to grow
than the standard Russet-Burbank variety, but sell for an even higher premium.” As grower
Byron Reed notes, “They’re not healthier . . . They’re just more unique.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 174 (20 August 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(14 August 2014): “Awash in Coal, U.S. Imports Even More”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/awash-in-coal-u-s-imports-even-more-1407974928)
--------“Coal imports to the U.S. are rising sharply even as coal mines close throughout Central
Appalachia. A big reason: price. It costs $26 a ton to ship coal from Central Appalachia to
power plants in Florida compared with $15 a ton to get coal from a mine in Colombia, according
to research firms HIS Energy.” During the first six months of 2014, “Coal imports surged 44%
to 5.4 million metric tons . . . compared with a year ago . . . Two-thirds came from Colombia,
which ramped up coal production and exported 24% more coal during the first five months,
compared with the same period in 2013.” Overall, “U.S. coal consumption is expected to
increase 3% to 862 million tons this year . . . The expected rise reflects frigid weather earlier this
year, which boosted demand at all power plants, including those relying on coal.” Imported coal
supplies “just 1% of U.S. coal consumption.” The primary markets for Colombian coal “are
along the Atlantic seaboard, the Gulf Coast and Alabama.”
(15 August 2014): “Private Forecaster Puts 2014-15 Florida Orange Crop at 50-Year Low”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/private-forecaster-puts-2014-15-florida-orange-crop-at-50year-low-1408046978)
--------Elizabeth Steger, “a closely watched independent forecaster,” predicts Florida “will
harvest its smallest orange crop in 50 years during the next crop year.” Contributing to that
decline are “Citrus greening, a bacterial disease that cuts off nutrients to fruit and causes them to
drop from the trees prematurely,” and waning demand for orange juice. “U.S. consumers bought
36.11 million gallons of orange juice in the four weeks ended July 5, down 8.3% from a similar
period a year ago.”
********The article concisely discusses one supply-side factor contributing to the fall in orange
production and one demand-side factor. I switched from orange juice to apple juice a few years
ago, as my Baby Boomer body suggested that it would be advisable to reduce the acid in my diet.
So, the age composition of a population, due to related age-specific requirements, is a
determinant of demand.
********In another article appearing in the same edition of The Wall Street Journal, the
proposed buyout of Chiquita Brands International, of banana fame, by little-known Cutrale
Group of Brazil, a huge orange producer, is noteworthy. “Cutrale is one of three companies in
Brazil that account for about 80% of global orange-juice exports.” Like growers in Florida,
growers in Brazil are wrestling with citrus greening. In light of that challenge, along with
increasing competition from energy drinks and designer coffees, Cutrale is seeking to diversify
its products, according to strategy professor Marcos Fava Neves of the University of São Paulo.
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You can learn more at: http://online.wsj.com/articles/newest-desire-of-cutrales-orange-kingbananas-1408059568. So, it might be said that citrus greening has contributed to Cutrale’s
demand for merger partners. This certainly seems plausible and suggests strongly that the
differential impacts of climate change should influence the demand for a variety of mergers in
the years to come.
********Somewhat related to the foregoing is “Spanish Drought Prompts Fears of Widespread
Olive Oil Shortage” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/spanish-drought-prompts-fears-ofwidespread-olive-oil-shortage-1408102214). Spain is the “largest producer of olives, accounting
for 50% of total global output, followed by Italy at 15%, Greece at 13%, and Turkey at 5%.”
This year’s drought in Spain during the flowering period for olive trees, may reduce yields on
some farms by 40%. It is interesting to think about what is different about the situation for
oranges and olives. With oranges, the conditions may well be long-lasting—the aging-out of
Baby Boomers and the unknown consequences of citrus greening. As one who lived through the
vanishing of American elm trees (through Dutch Elm Disease) in Wisconsin, and elsewhere, and
who lives in an area (Western North Carolina) once covered by massive chestnut forests, one has
to consider what might take place. However, drought (sometimes) is not long lasting. We might
well expect producers to respond differently to brief versus long-lasting changes.
(16 August 2014): “The economic impact of Ebola: Panicking only makes it worse”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21612158-epidemics-damage-economies-wellhealth-panicking-only-makes-it-worse)
--------“The economic costs of epidemics are often out of proportion to their death toll. . . . That
is because panic and confusion can be as disruptive as the disease itself. Studies of past outbreak
have shown that lethal diseases that lack a cure tend to provoke overreactions. This is true even
if the risk of transmission is low, as is the case with Ebola. Governments walk a fine line
between limiting the spread of a disease and causing needless disruption. Panic is avoided not
just by combating an epidemic, but by being seen to do so.” Tourism, as it turns out, is one of
“the first casualties of any epidemic.” In the “Ebola-afflicted parts of west Africa where health
systems have been overwhelmed, some foreign companies are already pulling out workers . . .
Investors have taken note: share prices for heavily exposed companies have plunged since the
epidemic began.”
(16 August 2014): “The Great Chinese Exodus” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/the-greatchinese-exodus-1408120906)
--------In China, today, “Almost anybody who wants a passport can get one. And Chinese
nationals are leaving in vast waves: Last year, more than 100 million outbound travelers crossed
the frontiers. Most are tourists who come home. But rapidly growing numbers are college
students and the wealthy, and many of them stay away for good. A survey by the Shanghai
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research firm Hurun Report shows that 64% of China’s rich—defined as those with assets of
more than $1.6 million—are either emigrating or planning to. . . . The decision to go is often a
mix of push and pull. The elite are discovering that they can buy a comfortable lifestyle at
surprisingly affordable prices in places such as California and the Australian Gold Coast, while
no amount of money can purchases an escape in China from the immense problems afflicting its
urban society: pollution, food safety, a broken education system. The new political era of
President Xi Jinping, meanwhile, has created as much anxiety as hope.”
********The so-called “Chinese diaspora” is extensive: “It has some 48 million members—
about double the number of Indians living outside their country—and wherever they alight, they
tend to rise to the top, be it Silicon Valley or the high-tech corridors of Southeast Asia.” The
Chinese government does not wish to slow the flow of students, “Its attitude is simple: Why not
have the Americans or Europeans train our brightest minds if they want to?”
(18 August 2014): “Small-Business Lending Is Slow to Recover”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/small-business-lending-is-slow-to-recover-1408329562)
--------“Across the U.S., small-business lending has been stuck in a slow, grinding recovery
behind most other types of business and consumer loans. . . . The number of loans for $1 million
or less held by banks is down about 14% to 23.5 million since 2008. In nearly one-third of all
U.S. counties, small-business lending remains below 2005 levels, estimates PayNet Inc., a
Skokie, Ill., tracker of loans by banks, corporations and alternative lenders such as finance
company. . . . The latest official survey of senior loan officers showed that banks have loosened
standards more quickly for medium and large companies than for small ones.”
********You can learn more about PayNet Inc. at: http://www.paynetonline.com/.
(18 August 2014): “What Happens When Police Officers Wear Body Cameras”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/what-happens-when-police-officers-wear-body-cameras1408320244)
--------In Rialto, California the “entire police force is wearing so-called body-mounted cameras,
no bigger than pagers, that record everything that transpires between the officers and citizens. In
the first year after the cameras’ introduction, the use of force by officers declined 60% and
citizen complaints against police fell 88%. . . . What happens when police wear cameras isn’t
simply that tamper-proof recording devices provide an objective record of an encounter . . . but a
modification of the psychology of everyone involved. The effect of third-party observers on
behavior has long been known: Thomas Jefferson once advised that ‘whenever you do a thing,
act as if all the world were watching.’”
********The change of psychology noted is one that effectively increases the marginal cost of
the use of force. So, the knowledge that one is being watched is likely to reduce the amount of
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watched behavior. The article goes on to point out that, in light of the shooting of Michael
Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, “The tragic irony is that police in Ferguson have a stock of bodyworn cameras, but have yet to deploy them to officers.”
********Being watched is, of course, a growing concern for almost everyone. This topic is
developed in an interesting way in “The rise of data and the death of politics” in The Guardian
Weekly (http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/jul/20/rise-of-data-death-of-politicsevgeny-morozov-algorithmic-regulation). Its author, Evgeny Morozov, has given governance
focused on effects rather than causes, i.e., governance that relates directly to that which generates
digital tracks, the name “algorithmic regulation.” In his discussion he connects its practice to
“the data-obsessed and data-obese state of behavioural economists.” Daniel Kahneman and Cass
Sunstein, both well-known for their work on “nudging,” are mentioned in that regard.
(19 August 2014): “As Arrest Records Rise, Americans Find Consequences Can Last a
Lifetime” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/as-arrest-records-rise-americans-findconsequences-can-last-a-lifetime-1408415402)
--------“Over the past 20 years, authorities have made more than a quarter of a billion arrests, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation estimates. As a result, the FBI currently has 77.7 million
individuals on file in its master criminal database—or nearly one out of every three American
adults. . . . At the same time, an information explosion has made it easy for anyone to pull up
arrest records in an instant. Employers, banks, college admissions officers and landlords, among
others, routinely check records online. . . . Many people who have never faced charges, or have
had charges dropped, find that a lingering arrest record can ruin their chance to secure
employment, loans and housing. Even in cases of a mistaken arrest, the damaging documents
aren’t automatically removed. In other instances, arrest information is forwarded to the FBI but
not necessarily updated there when a case is thrown out locally. Only half of the records with
the FBI have fully up-to-date information.” In one case, Jose Gabriel Hernandez, in a case of
mistaken identity, was arrested while eating dinner. Although the case was later dismissed,
Hernandez “learned that the burden was on him to clear his record and he would need a lawyer to
seek a formal expungement.” That hasn’t happened yet, as Hernandez and his wife are still
struggling “to pay a bail bondsman the nonrefundable sum of $22,500 . . . he needed to put up”
to be released on bail.
********The article makes it clear that there are a variety of businesses that use online arrest
information as a means to generate revenues by publishing arrest information, including mug
shots, and then charging for online removal. One couple who have paid to have such material
removed has likened it to “Whac-A-Mole,” as new sites seem to appear almost daily. It is clear
that the widespread publication and use of arrest information is limiting the life- and earningprospects of those involved. Researchers at the University of South Carolina report that “more
than 40% of the male subjects [in their study] have been arrested at least once by the age of 23. .
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. . nearly one in five women had been arrested at least once by the age of 23. They further
determined that 47% of those arrested weren’t convicted. In more than a quarter of cases,
subjects weren’t even formally charged.”
(20 August 2014): “Uber Picks David Plouffe to Wage Regulatory Fight”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/20/technology/uber-picks-a-political-insider-to-wage-itsregulatory-battles.html)
--------“Uber, a fast-growing start-up that promotes private car sharing, announced on Tuesday
that it had hired the political strategist David Plouffe to be its senior vice president of policy and
strategy. The move further signaled the grand aspirations of companies like Uber, which are
challenging entrenched industries and running into resistance from some local governments. . . .
The hiring of a politically skilled executive has practically become a sing of adolescence for tech
start-ups, marking the moment when they realize that navigating government can be as essential
as maneuvering past competition.” Harvard University professor of law and economics,
Jonathan Zittrain, notes that “A tweet-length change to a law could spell the difference between
success and failure of an entire new sector.” Continuing, he comments: “Whether it’s to
persuade local regulators using their own vernacular why these new services are to be
accommodated . . . or to tap national lawmakers to explicitly bless them, it can be crucial to
include people on a corporate policy team who know the ways of government.”
********Full disclosure, my son works for Uber. The article points to the very general notion
that the invisible foot—legal and political forces—provide part of the context in which the
invisible hand—economic forces—work themselves out. As Zittrain observes, small changes in
the context might well result in larger changes in economic (profit) outcomes. The article
strongly suggests that competition might usefully be thought of as having an economic and a
political dimension. Startups may have to learn that lesson but long-established firms and
organizations learned that lesson long ago.
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[The Invisible Forces] 175 (27 August 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(21 August 2014): “Hot New Job: Migrant Beer-Canning Expert”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/mobile-canning-firms-boost-craft-beer-into-mainstream1408558265)
--------The trend toward packaging craft beer in cans has led to the rise of the mobile canner—a
firm who brings canning services to craft brewers who cannot afford the outlay, about $86,000
for the equipment, to do their own canning. There are now about two dozen firma offering
canning services, one of which is We Can Mobile Canning, whose “Head Six Packer” is Pete
Rickert, Jr., who tired of his previous job supervising construction. With more than 3,000
breweries in the U.S., about double the number of ten years ago, there is much work to do.
Despite the reluctance of some to drink beer out of a can, the marketing director of Oskar Blues
LLC, Chad Melis, notes that “cans provide a better seal than bottles and prevent light from
striking the beer, which can make it taste ‘skunky’.” Cans also provide savings on shipping.
According to San Francisco-based Anchor Brewing, it costs about $2 to ship a case of canned
beer by truck to the East Coast and about $3 for a case of bottled beer.
********One of the people mentioned in the article, Pat Hartman, came to the business after he
learned about “mobile bottling services for small winemakers.” The article is accompanied by a
slide show and a four-minute radio interview. Evidently, it costs about 55 cents to can one beer
using mobile canning services.
********Along with the growth of craft brewing, there is the growth of craft distilling. In
Asheville, North Carolina there is the example of moonshine produced by Troy & Sons
(http://www.ashevilledistilling.com/troy-sons-platinum/) but there are many others. In Europe,
in particular in London, barrel-aged gin has met eager consumers. You can read more about the
demand for the product of craft distillers outside the U.S., and how it is affecting U.S. producers,
at: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/24/business/raising-a-glass-to-american-upstartdistillers.html.
(21 August 2014): “The Insurgents Who Could Bring Down the NCAA”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-08-21/paying-ncaa-college-athletes-inside-thelegal-battle)
--------On August 8 a federal judge ruled in O’Bannon v. NCAA that “major sports schools have
indeed operated illegally by banning athletes from licensing their names and images.” With this
ruling the NCAA’s profitable system is beginning to crack. “To those involved in the struggle to
pay college athletes, the demise of the current system is both inevitable and long overdue. The
story of how it came about involves an unlikely group of activists, former players, and lawyers
who toiled in the courts for years before achieving their biggest breakthrough this month. And at
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the center of it all is a 75-year-old former sneaker promoter named Sonny Vaccaro, who helped
transform campus sports into a pecuniary juggernaut more than three decades ago and is now
leading the revolution against.” An important part of Vaccaro’s shift, as well as the interest and
commitment of lawyer Michael Hausfeld, was the book Unsportsmanlike Conduct: Exploiting
College Athletes, by Walter Byers, “the NCAA’s executive director from 1951 to 1987.”
Byers’s book “became a Rosetta stone for NCAA dissidents.”
********This is clearly a story to watch in the months and years ahead. You can learn more
about Unsportsmanlike Conduct at: http://www.amazon.com/Unsportsmanlike-ConductExploiting-College-Athletes/dp/0472084429/.
(21 August 2014): “Schumpeter: Got skills?”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21613279-retooling-vocational-education-got-skills)
--------“For decades vocational education has suffered from the twin curses of low status and
limited innovation.” As a result, students have tended to take an academic course of study rather
than a vocational one. But the university bubble is “beginning to burst. Democratising
universities has proved an expensive and inefficient way of providing mass higher education
Americans, who led the way have taken on more than $1 trillion in student deft. But a growing
number think that they got poor value for money . . . Frustration with the status quo is at least
leading to a burst of innovation. . . . ‘Competency-based education’ sounds tedious but reverses
most of the basic tenets of academic teaching. It tries to transmit mastery of work-related skills
(or ‘competences’) rather than command of a particular academic discipline. It is designed for a
world of lifelong learning rather than the ‘three or four years and you’re done’ university system.
Knowledge is broken up into bite-size ‘modules’. Students take these modules at their own
convenience—over months or years . . . and combine them in whatever way makes the most
sense for their careers. According to Clayton Christensen and Michelle Weise, “The great
disrupter of higher education will not be MOOCS (massive online open courses) . . . Rather, it
will be a new approach to learning which makes plenty of use of the internet but ties education
more closely to work. The emphases on competences rather than subjects will make vocational
education better suited to post-industrial economies. It will also challenge the dominance of
universities as students realize that they no longer have to amass huge debts in order to acquire
marketable skills.”
********MIT is considering the role of modules in the education of its students, having recently
issued a 213-page report on the future of MIT education; the word ‘modules’ appears 120 times
in the document. To learn more about the ideas of Christensen, of disruption fame, and Wiese,
download Hire Education: Mastery, Modularization, and the Workforce Revolution at:
http://www.christenseninstitute.org/publications/hire/. The two-minute video of Wiese at that
link is worth a listen.
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********As a result of chasing down some of this information, I learned about the existence of
the Clayton Christensen Institute for Disruptive Innovation: http://www.christenseninstitute.org/.
Its two foci are education and health care. The current embrace of the word ‘disruption’ stems
from Christensen’s book The Innovator’s Dilemma (1997), but it has, of course, been around for
many years. To get a sense of its use in books over the last 218, take a look at Google Ngram
viewer at: https://books.google.com/ngrams/. Insert the word ‘disruption’ in the box at the top of
the page and then search over the period 1800 to 2008 (the last year in the database, evidently).
An interesting tool that I am just beginning to appreciate.
(22 August 2014): “Marketers Are Sizing Up the Millennials”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/22/business/marketers-are-sizing-up-the-millennials-as-thenew-consumer-model.html)
--------Marketers, manufacturers, and retailers are realizing that millennials, a generation
“generally defined as being born between the early 1980s and early 2000s” will “drive the
economy in the decades ahead,” much as Baby Boomers did before them. “There are more 23year-old—4.7 million of them—than any other age . . . The second most populous age group was
24, and the third was 22.” Many millennials are behaving differently than Boomers, in part
because of the different economic environment they have found themselves in, posing challenges
for some sellers. “Mortgage lenders and automobile manufacturers, who deal with the largest
purchases most people make, have yet to figure out how to successfully tap this group of
consumers. Mattress companies are another striking example.” The trade publication
“BedTimes Magazine” has offered “tips for marketing to young adults who are stalling on
traditions like marriage that in the past have prompted mattress shopping.” Currently,
millennials “represent $1.3 trillion in consumer spending, out of total spending of nearly $11
trillion.”
********No doubt generational wealth transfers will aid the ascendancy of millennials as a
factor in aggregate consumption. You can learn more about the trade publication BedTimes at:
http://bedtimesmagazine.com/. This article reminded me of perhaps the first truly
interdisciplinary program I learned about in graduate school—The Carolina Population Center.
At least one of my fellow grad students had a scholarship from the Center that enabled him to
pursue his doctoral studies. You can learn more about the Center at: http://www.cpc.unc.edu/.
********Millennials are also proving to be a challenge to fast-food giant McDonald’s, as
evidenced by “McDonald’s Faces ‘Millennial’ Challenge”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/mcdonalds-faces-millennial-challenge-1408928743).
According to data assembled by The Wall Street Journal, “Customers in their 20s and 30s—long
a mainstay of McDonald’s business—are defecting to competitors, in particular so-called fastcasual restaurants like Chipotle Mexican Grill Inc. and gourmet-burger chair Five Guys Holdings
LLC. Increasingly, younger diners are seeking out fresher, healthier food and chains that offer
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customizable menu options for little more than the price of a combo meal.” Contributing to the
McDonald’s malaise is the fact that “The percentage of people age 19 to 21 in the U.S. who
visited McDonald’s monthly has fallen by 12.9 percentage points since the beginning of 2011.”
An image of social responsibility is another factor leading millennials to eat elsewhere than
McDonald’s, an image not helped by movies such as “Super Size Me” and “Fast Food Nation.”
(23 August 2014): “The Decline And Fall Of Fund Managers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB20001424052970203858004580106310053006270)
--------This is “The Intelligent Investor column,” by Jason Zweig. In the most recent issue of the
Financial Analysts Journal Charles Ellis, “widely regarded as the dean of the investmentmanagement industry,” argues that “The debate about whether you should hire an ‘active’ fund
manager who tries to beat the market by buying the best stocks and avoiding the worst—or a
‘passive’ index fund that simply matches the market by holding all the stocks—is over.” In a
personal conversation, Ellis noted that “With rare exceptions, active management is no longer
able to earn its keep.” If true, “hordes of portfolio managers will eventually be thrown out of
work—and financial advice could end up cheaper, better and more plentiful than ever before.”
All this is the result of a kind of arms race among managers. “The faster and smarter each
manager becomes, the more efficient the market gets and the harder it is for any manager to beat
it. As a result, he [Ellis] writes, ‘the money game of outperformance after fees is, for clients, no
longer a game worth playing.’” Many investors have already come to that conclusion: “index
funds and comparable exchange-traded portfolios now account for 28% of total fund assets, up
from 9% in 2000.” In the event that many portfolio managers do lose their jobs, “One obvious
destination . . . is financial planning. Tens of millions of Americans need a financial adviser, but
only a few hundred thousand advisers are available. . . . Who better to fill the insatiable demand
for financial advisers than former portfolio managers who know firsthand how hard it is to beat
the market?”
********Ellis’s article was published in July/August 2014 Financial Analysts Journal. You can
read an Abstract and Summary of it at: http://www.cfapubs.org/doi/sum/10.2469/faj.v70.n4.4.
(24 August 2014): “Two Countries, Two Vastly Different Phone Bills”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/24/business/two-countries-two-vastly-different-phonebills.html)
--------“A comparison of two similar [cellphone] plans, one in the United States and one in
Britain, reveals a marked difference. Both plans include a new iPhone 5S with 16 gigabytes of
memory. Both require a two-year commitment and allow unlimited voice minutes and unlimited
texting. The plan offered by the British provider, Three UK, offers unlimited data and requires
no upfront payment. With Britain’s 20 percent tax included, the plan cost 41 pounds a month, or
$67.97 at current exchange rates.” A plan offered by Verizon Wireless, that provides data
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limited to two gigabytes a month, comes to $109.47. “So why the $41.50 a month difference in
price? Several factors are involved, but an important one is regulatory policy. Britain has forced
companies to lease their networks to competitors at costs. The United States has not.” Sascha
Meinrath, the founder of New America Foundation’s Open Technology Institute, estimates that
“Over the next decade . . . U.S. consumers may overpay by over a quarter of a trillion dollars for
worse levels of service than customers in other countries receive.”
********A dramatic illustration of regulatory policy and its consequences.
(25 August 2014): “Oil Producers to Pump Up Lobbying to Remove U.S. Export Ban”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/oil-producers-to-pump-up-lobbying-to-remove-u-s-exportban-1408920280)
--------“The oil industry is gearing up for a postelection lobbying push to loosen the four-decade
U.S. ban on exports of crude oil, saying that relaxing the prohibition would create jobs and
stimulate the economy. But oil producers face several challenges in the effort, even if
Republicans—frequent allies of the industry—win control of the Senate in this fall’s elections.
While some GOP lawmakers favor lifting the ban, many others are signaling that they would
resist the idea, particularly as voters remain concerned about its impact on gasoline prices. . . .
Companies that operate oil refineries present additional opposition. Refiners typically align with
oil producers on policy matters, but on this issue have parted ways as their bottom lines benefit
from the glut of U.S. oil.”
********There are two interesting issues here: the timing of the lobbying push (after the
election), and the different interests of those who produce crude oil and those who refine crude
oil. Fully integrated oil producers are likely to have more nuanced views on the loosening of the
ban on the export of crude oil.
(25 August 2014): “How to Deregulate Cities and States”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/edward-glaeser-and-cass-sunstein-how-to-deregulate-cities-andstates-1408919500)
--------From the Opinion page, a piece by Edward Glaeser and Cass R. Sunstein. “A lot of
attention has been devoted in recent years to overregulation at the national level. For many
people, though, the regulations that hit hardest come from states and localities. . . . A 2012 study
conducted by the Institute for Justice finds that 102 trades and occupations now face licensing
requirements in states or cities. The people who suffer most from them are those without a lot of
money or advanced education.” One way to mitigate such “barriers to upward mobility” is the
“adoption of a rigorous cost-benefit test . . . [that] would impose new discipline on what state and
local governments do . . . We have a precedent already in place. For more than three decades,
American presidents have required executive agencies to offer detailed analyses of the costs and
benefits of regulations.” Such tests and the use of “regulatory lookbacks,” which a periodic
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reviews of existing rules, could help to “institutionalize regulatory simplification, freeing up the
private sector without jeopardizing public safety, health, the environment and quality of life.”
*******The notion of regulatory “lookbacks” was a new one for me. Evidently new to others,
too, since the authors write that “the lookback remains a work-in-progress.” I can’t help but
think there is some wishful thinking in the piece but it is worth noting the following:
“Remarkably, many governors and mayors lack any office or institution to evaluate the economic
justifications for regulatory requirements.” You can learn more about ‘lookback’ by going to the
site for the Office of Management and Budget (http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/inforeg_default)
and searching on the term. Some further progress on regulatory lookback can be found at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2014/05/07/reducing-costs-and-burdens-further-progressregulatory-lookback-effort.
********The opinion piece is drawn from the 18-page article, “Regulatory Review for the
States,” in National Affairs. I’ve read it—it is accessible and adds meaningfully to the
discussion. You can find it at: http://www.nationalaffairs.com/publications/detail/regulatoryreview-for-the-states. Glaeser is a professor of economics at Harvard University and the author
of The Triumph of the City (http://www.amazon.com/Triumph-City-Greatest-InventionHealthier/dp/0143120549/), while Sunstein is a university professor at Harvard University and
was the Administrator of the White House Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs in the
Obama administration. Regulatory review at the federal level begins with President Reagan’s
Executive Order 12291 of 1981, which you can find at: http://www.archives.gov/federalregister/codification/executive-order/12291.html. To learn more about the nuts and bolts of
conducting the cost-benefit analysis provided for by Executive Order 12291 and later, the Office
of Management and Budgets Circular A-4 is the place to go. You can find a primer, which
discusses the nine steps of a regulatory impact analysis, at:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/inforeg/regpol/circular-a-4_regulatoryimpact-analysis-a-primer.pdf.
(26 August 2014): “How Tennis’s Pay Gap Compares to Other Sports”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/how-tenniss-pay-gap-compares-to-other-sports-1408997701)
********An interesting survey of compensation of athletes in a variety of sports, with special
attention to the difference between the top earner and 32nd earner in each sport. A nice
distinction is made between sports where players are salaried, like baseball and football, and
sports where players are compensated by winnings, like tennis and golf. The player with the
largest compensation in sports—this doesn’t include sponsorships and the like—is pitcher Zack
Greinke of the Los Angeles Dodgers ($26 million); the 32nd baseball player earns $16 million.
In contrast, the top earner on the Professional Bowling Association tour is Jason Belmonte
($124,300 year to date); the 32nd bowler has earned $6,550. Professional darts, as it turns out,
pays much better than bowling. With apologies to Waylon Jennings and Willie Nelson,
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“Mammas Don’t Let Your Babies Grow Up To Be” Bowlers
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dgh6fDayDTI).
********Most of the content of the article shows up in the Interactive feature. The distribution
of earnings within sports and the differences of earnings among sports provide some real
opportunities for reflection and investigation.
(27 August 2014): “Big Tobacco’s E-Cigarette Push Gets a Reality Check”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/big-tobaccos-e-cig-push-gets-a-reality-check-1409078319)
--------“Big Tobacco is finally making its big push into electronic cigarettes. Altria Group Inc.
and Reynolds American Inc. together have captured about a quarter of convenience-store sales
just weeks into national rollouts of the battery-powered devices. In a surprising development,
though, e-cigarette sales are falling at these traditional retail outlets, reversing three years of
rapid-fir growth. . . . e-cigarette sales are increasingly shifting to thousands of recently opened
‘vape shops’ where consumers can buy refillable ‘vaporizers’ that can pack more than five times
the liquid and battery power of the smaller, sealed ‘cigalike’ versions that Altria and Reynolds
are just now rolling out.” The customizability of vaporizers, with the ability to mix and match
hardware as well as flavors, “threatens the razorblade model pursued by Altria, Reynolds and
Lorillard, whose e-cigarettes require consumers to buy replacement cartridges from the same
manufacturer.” The regulatory status of e-cigarettes and its competitors is evolving. “Altria and
Reynolds could find an ally in the FDA, which has proposed requiring e-cigarette manufacturers
to submit their products to the agency for approval. Such reviews could cost companies
hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars, potentially driving smaller ones out of business.”
According to Bonnie Herzog, a tobacco analyst for Wells Fargo, “More regulation broadly
speaking works to Big Tobacco’s benefit. Right now there are no barriers to entry.”
********Today I saw reference to six vapor stores in Asheville, North Carolina, so “vaping” is
clearly alive in the area. Technological change and product differentiation is taking place
rapidly, and the introduction of the advertising dollars of “Big Tobacco” is an important
development. Herzog’s point about the potential benefits of regulation for companies with “deep
pockets” is a good one to remember. More recently this has been an issue in the area of food
labeling. Large sellers are better able to afford the testing and labeling of food than small sellers.
(27 August 2014): “Report: Warming is here, may be lasting”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/2014/08/26/0704955e-2d66-11e4-994d202962a9150c_story.html)
--------On Monday the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change of the United Nations “sent
governments a final draft of its synthesis report, which combines three earlier, gigantic
documents by the Nobel Prize-winning group.” Although there is little that wasn’t in earlier,
more-detailed versions, “the language is starker and the report attempts to connect the difference
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scientific disciplines studying problems caused by the burning of fossil fuels, such as coal, oil
and gas. The 127-draft, obtained by the Associated Press, paints a harsh warning of what’s
causing global warming and what it will do to humans and the environment. It also describes
what can be done about it.”
********According to the Intergovernmental Panel (http://www.ipcc.ch/) the Synthesis Report
will be finalized on 31 October 2014. I’ll be making a note of this date and wondering how
markets will respond to the news. No doubt people are already scurrying around, like the
Associated Press, seeking to obtain a copy of Monday’s draft.
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[The Invisible Forces] 176 (3 September 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(28August 2014): “State Licensing Boards Under Fire From Within”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/state-licensing-boards-under-fire-from-within-1409184515)
--------“The Supreme Court will take up an antitrust case this fall that could curb the proliferation
of state licenses, a top worry for U.S. small-business owners and entrepreneurs. . . . The case, to
be heard at the nation’s highest court in mid-October, started with a dispute over teeth-whitening
that erupted between the Federal Trade Commission and the North Carolina Board of Dental
Examiners. The dental board . . . issued nearly 50 cease-and-desist letters over the past decade to
beauty parlors, spas and other small businesses that offer teeth-whitening services.” According
to the FTC, such letters, including “threatening notices to mall owners and property managers
who lease space to teeth-whitening services, are ‘unfair methods of competition.” The FTC said
that nondentists tend to charge “between $100 and $200, while licensed dentists usually charge
$300 to $700.” A North Carolina dentist who is not on the dental board says that the services
provided by dentists and nondentists are different.
********Todd Zywicki, a law professor at George Mason University and a former director of
policy planning at the FTC, notes that the FTC “rarely receives complaints about professional
licensing from consumers . . . It is the licensed practitioners who typically pressure state boards
into cracking down on unlicensed service providers.” He notes that most licensing challenges
start “with the members of the protected industry demanding that the states shut down their
competitors.” This view is consistent with the regulatory capture perspective most prominently
associated with Nobel Laureate George Stigler (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Stigler).
********Although much attention is given to excessive regulation, insufficient regulation can
also be an issue, witness the investigative report on child care facilities in Virginia by The
Washington Post: http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/investigative/2014/08/30/in-virginiathousands-of-day-care-providers-receive-no-oversight/. Post columnist Petula Dvorak drew me
to this report with her statement, “In Virginia, a hot-dog cart, a nail salon and a pet shop require
more licensing and regulation than some of the places that care for our tiniest, most vulnerable
humans” (http://www.washingtonpost.com/local/virginias-inadequate-child-care-regulations-putits-most-vulnerable-residents-at-risk/2014/09/01/acece8dc-31f2-11e4-9e920899b306bbea_story.html).
(28 August 2014): “Drought-Stricken California Farmers Fight Release of Water for Fish”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/drought-stricken-california-farmers-fight-release-of-waterfor-fish-1409182836)
--------“In the latest battle spawned by California’s drought, farmers are squaring off against
Indian tribes, environmentalists and fishermen over the federal release of water to aid salmon.
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At issue is the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s release beginning on Saturday of 25,000 acre-feet
of water from Northern California’s Trinity Lake to help protect adult Chinook salmon in the
Klamath River from contracting a potentially lethal disease that spreads in low-water conditions.
. . . Farmers in California’s Central Valley have decried the action, saying it comes when their
allocation of federally managed irrigation water in the state has been cut to zero this year, forcing
them to leave fallow hundreds of thousands of acres and furlough employees.”
********Another example of the challenges being raised anew, not that they ever went away, of
allocating water in the water-scarce west.
(28 August 2014): “Don’t Want Me to Recline My Airline Seat? You Can Pay Me”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/28/upshot/dont-want-me-to-recline-my-airline-seat-you-canpay-me.html)
********This was sent to me by a student in my intermediate microeconomics class. It relates
to the well-known Coase Theorem in relation to airline seat reclining. Evidently a spat between
two travelers recently arose because one passenger prevented another from reclining her seat
using a product called “the Knee Defender.” In this case, the columnist argues, the person who
wanted to recline her seat held a property right to recline. That being the case, the person who
wanted the extra knee room would presumably pay the potential recliner to not recline. Instead,
the transaction that ensued was a glass of water thrown in the face of the person using the
Defender. Both ended up being deplaned. There is a lot to think about here. First, there is the
question of property right assignment, which both an economic force, as well as a legal and
political issue, and then there is the response to the inability to recline, which seems to run afoul
of social and historical forces.
(30 August 2014): “U.S. Utilities Push the Electric Car” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/u-sutilities-push-the-electric-car-1409336042)
--------“As utilities across the U.S. grapple with stagnant electricity sales, many see opportunity
in the fledgling need for electric car charging stations. . . . As products from light bulbs to
refrigerators become more energy efficient . . . The prospect of more electric cars on the road—
and plugged into power sockets when they aren’t—could revive demand for power.” However,
the approaches taken by sine companies to provide recharging stations for cars that have
relatively limited range—the Nissan Leaf has a range of 80 miles—has spurred customer
complaints. In San Diego, the local utility Sempra energy wants to add a surcharge to all of their
customers’ bills. This has been countered by the Utility Reform Network, “a nongovernmental
organization that fights rate increases” on the grounds that “It is inappropriate to ask consumers
to pay for risky business ventures.” Another complaint sometimes lodged is “all customers pay
the high cost of experimental equipment even though it would benefit only a few—often
affluent—people.” Aside from the issue of driving range, the primary stumbling block for
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buying an electric car is purchase, adding about $11,000 to the price of a Ford Focus. Operating
costs, though, are considerably less: “Charging an electric car costs the equivalent of $1.27 a
gallon, compared with $3.52 a gallon for gasoline, based on nationwide average prices.”
********A companion display and story, also requiring a subscription, examines MPG
equivalents for a variety of types of electricity sources: hydro, nuclear, natural gas, and coal. In
Portland, Oregon, where 63% of electricity is hydro generated, the MPG equivalent of an electric
car is 157, but in Charlotte, North Carolina, where 56% is nuclear generated, the MPG
equivalent is 85. In Miami, where 60% of electricity is natural gas generated, the MPG
equivalent is 54, but in Denver, where 65% of electricity in coal generated, the MPG equivalent
is 40. Thus the source of the electricity that powers the car “has a profound impact on its
environmental footprint” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/how-green-is-your-electric-car1409336497). It appears that best of all, although no numbers were provided, are “Autos that get
their juice from hydroelectric or solar panels.” The data immediately above came from Energy
Points (http://www.energypoints.com/) but I was unable to locate it.
(30 August 2014): “Corporate settlements in the United States: The criminalization of American
business” (http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21614138-companies-must-be-punishedwhen-they-do-wrong-legal-system-has-become-extortion)
********This is one of the leaders for The Economist of August 30th. It amplifies some of the
content of the four-page briefing on “Criminalising the American company: A mammoth guilt
trip” (http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21614101-corporate-america-finding-it-everharder-stay-right-side-law-mammoth-guilt). The content of both the leader, but especially the
briefing, are important but hard to epitomize. However, the thrust is this: changes in the law
stemming from the 1909 Supreme Court case involving price fixing by the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad established the principle that a company “can be prosecuted as if it were
a person.” Previously civil law was applied to companies because a company had “no soul to be
damned, no body to kick.” Since 1909, though, “the number of regulatory statues carrying
criminal penalties” has grown to about 300,000 (according to a 1991 estimate by John Coffee, a
professor at Columbia University. There are three consequences of this worthy of note. First,
prosecutions are being treated by some levels of government as a “profit centre.” Second, to
avoid criminal prosecution, court trials are increasingly being avoided and regulatory actions
(fines) embraced, causing less light to be shown on instances of misconduct and the application
of the law, all this in a context in which regulators are “in effect judge and jury as well as
plaintiff in the cases they bring.” Third, “there are now so many laws, and they are so complex .
. . , that enforcing them is becoming discretionary.” This third consequence is especially
troublesome, suggesting The Trial, by Franz Kafka.
********One book cited in the article, to be released on 6 October 2014, seems especially
interesting: Too Big to Jail: How Prosecutors Compromise with Corporations (Belknap Press),
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by Brandon L. Garrett. You can learn more about the book (and see its Table of Contents) at:
http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674368316.
(1 September 2014): “China Plans a Market for Carbon Permits”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/01/business/international/china-plans-a-market-for-carbonpermits.html)
--------“China plans to introduce its national market for carbon permit trading in 2016, a
government official said on Sunday, adding that Beijing is close to completing rules for what
will be the world’s biggest emissions trading program. . . . China has pledged to reduce the
amount of carbon it emits per unit of its gross domestic product to 40 to 45 percent below its
2005 levels by 2020. . . . The Chinese market, when fully functional, would dwarf the European
emissions trading system, which is now the world’s biggest.”
(2 September 2014): “Help Wanted: Librarians, Sea Captains”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/help-wanted-librarians-sea-captains-1409631004)
--------“America may be running out of sea captains and librarians. Those professions, along
with occupational therapists, plant operators and scores of others, are likely to report significant
deficits of qualified workers over the next 15 years or so, according to a report coming out
Tuesday from The Conference Board. The corporate-research organization examined the risk of
labor shortages in 464 occupations, projecting shortfalls for a majority of them.” Although 10
million Americans are currently unemployed, “the retirements of baby boomers and low
replacement rates for industries that your people are spurning . . . suggest that employers will
have difficulty filling many openings in the near future, the organization found.” The
occupations with the highest risk of shortfalls “are those that are either growing the fastest or
attracting the fewest new entrants.”
********The publication of The Conference Board is From Not Enough Jobs to Not Enough
Workers. You can learn more about the report from its press release at: https://www.conferenceboard.org/press/pressdetail.cfm?pressid=5266; the report is for sale for $395. The article points
to the continuing impact of Baby Boomers on the labor market. The demand for services by
aging Boomers is growing in some areas, like podiatry, whereas the supply of services by
Boomers in some areas is shrinking, like plant operators. The Conference Board created an
index that incorporates “the speed of employment growth and the net number of new jobmarket entrants (or departures)” to determine “the level of risk for any particular occupation.”
(2 September 2014): “Incentives Aid A.P. Science and Math Scores”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/02/science/science-and-math-scores-school.html)
--------Columnist Kenneth Chang discusses “developments in what educators call STEM—for
science, technology, engineering and math.” The nonprofit group National Math and Science
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Initiative (NMSI) “seeks to improve teaching of science, math, technology and engineering” in
“poorer urban or rural areas” and offering “training and resources to help teachers; Saturday
study sessions for students; and financial rewards. For each passing score (3 or higher on the
tests, which are scored on a 1 to 5 scale), the organizations pays $100 to the student and $100 to
the teacher. The initiative has an impressive track record. For participating schools the number
of passing scores on science and math A.P. tests jumps, on average, 85 percent the first year, and
nearly triples by the end of the three-year program.” This year Brashear High School in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania completed its first year in the program. The result? 33 passing scores
as compared to 13 the year before, an increase of 154 percent.
********You can learn more about NMSI at: https://www.nms.org/. As I read this I could not
help but think that extrinsic rewards tend to erode intrinsic motivation. The book that
prominently explores this idea is Punished by Rewards, by Alfie Kohn. You can learn more
about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Punished-Rewards-Trouble-IncentivePraise/dp/0618001816/. This topic is also explored in chapter 2 of Michael J. Sandel’s What
Money Can’t Buy: The Moral Limits of Markets (http://www.amazon.com/What-Money-CantBuy-Markets/dp/0374533652/).
(3 September 2014): “Banks’ Fee Bonanza Dries Up” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/banksfee-bonanza-dries-up-1409699980)
--------“Banks are making less of their money from customer-account fees than at any time in the
past seven decades as strict government rules and changing consumer behavior squeeze a major
source of revenue.” Account fees collected at U.S. commercial banks peaked in 2009, dropping
“nearly 21% of $32.5 billion last year from $1.1 billion in 2009. The total fees had climbed
every year since 1942, when the FDIC started collecting the data. . . . The upshot is that banks no
longer see these account charges as an easy way to boost their bottom lines.” The fee rise ended
in 2010 “when the Federal Reserve, concerned about abusive practices . . . put in place a new
regulation requiring that customers had to explicitly opt-in for overdraft coverage on certain
transactions, or the bank couldn’t charge those fees. In addition, the instant access consumers
now have to bank balances online and with smartphones have made them less likely to spend
more than they have in their accounts, bankers say.”
********Simply put, technological change has made bank customers more informed about their
balances and less likely to overdraft their accounts. When they do, regulatory change has made
the fees associated with overdrafts smaller. As a result, overdraft fees, and fees in general, have
declined. There is an interesting graphic, accessible without subscription, showing FDIC
information on Fees per Account Under 250K for more than 6,000 banks. It can be sorted by
city name and by a number of other criteria. Three banks in Asheville, North Carolina are
shown, with Fees per Account ranging from $24.79 to $29.51. The bank with the largest Fees
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per Account--$809.76—is located in Natchitoches, Louisiana. You can see the graphic at:
http://graphics.wsj.com/bank-fees/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 177 (10 September 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(25 August 2014): “The murky world of hostage negotiations: is the price ever right?”
(http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/25/murky-world-hostage-negotiations-price-everright-insurance)
********This article appeared in print in The Guardian Weekly of 5 September 2014 with the
title “The big business of hostage ransom.”
--------“When James Foley, an experienced war reporter, was kidnapped by gunmen in northwest
Syria on Thanksgiving Day 2012, the chances of getting him out alive were slim: he was an
American and hed didn’t have insurance. Today, whether a hostage kidnapped by militants
overseas is released boils down to nationality and whether or not the hostage works for an
employer with ‘kidnap and ransom’, or K&R, insurance. . . . As the risks to westerners working
abroad have increased in recent years, K&R insurance has coalesced into a formalized industry
with standardized prices, procedures and middlemen. The business has also boomed. Foreign
oil, mining and security firms are expanding into new territories and insurance premiums are
rising—from $50m a decade ago to at least $250m, according to British security company
Control Risks, the largest and best-known crisis response firm. . . . Today, at least 75% of
Fortune 500 companies hold K&R insurance policies, according to industry estimates obtained
from more than a dozen insurers and brokers.”
********You can learn more about Control Risks at: http://www.controlrisks.com/. There,
among other things, you can learn about International Kidnap Online Service
(http://www.controlrisks.com/en/services/security-risk/crisis-management/international-kidnaponline-service). A search on “kidnap and ransom insurance” revealed many sources of further
information. There is, for example, a Kidnap & Ransom Monthly Review, even a Daily Bulletin,
published by The Inkerman Group. The unusual nature of K&R insurance is indicated by the
following, taken from The Guardian: “But for all the attention paid to K&R in recent years, the
industry remains extremely opaque. It is where governments, the world’s biggest corporations
and nimblest insurance companies interact with known criminals and killers.”
(4 September 2014): “Antibiotics Eliminated in Hatchery, Perdue Says”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/04/business/perdue-eliminates-antibiotic-use-in-itshatcheries.html)
--------“Perdue, one of the country’s largest poultry producers, said on Wednesday that it would
no longer use antibiotics in its hatcheries, one of the last places it was using such drugs routinely.
The elimination of antibiotic use in hatching chicks is the latest step the company has taken over
more than a decade to address concerns among consumers and regulators about how animal
husbandry practices have contributed to antibiotic resistance. . . . Last year, the Centers for
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Disease Control and Prevention for the first time quantified the toll that antibiotic resistance is
taking on human health, estimating that each year, at least two million American[s] fall ill
because of antibiotic-resistant infections and at least 23,000 die from them.”
********Reporter Stephanie Strom goes on to note that “Last December, the Food and Drug
Administration began working to draft regulations aimed at curtailing the use of antibiotics in
animals intended for human consumption, and it was clear that Perdue’s announcement in part
was aimed at heading off such government fiat.” You can find the 114-page report Antibiotic
Resistance Threats in the United States, 2013 at: http://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/threatreport-2013/.
(5 September 2014): “U.S. Mail Cuts Prices, Chafing UPS and FedEx”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/u-s-mail-cutting-rates-to-win-e-commerce-business1409850185)
--------“The U.S. Postal Service is aggressively slashing prices to attract big e-commerce
companies in time for the holidays, aiming to steal business from both FedEx Corp. and United
Parcel Service Inc. Over loud protests from its rival delivery giants, the Postal Service won
approval from its regulators in August to lower prices by as much as 58% on certain Priority
Mail packages for customers shipping at least 50,000 parcels a year. The Postal Service says its
prices were too high to be competitive. But in documents filed with the Postal Regulatory
Commission, both UPS and Fed Ex say the agency is taking advantage of its status as a near
monopoly to unfairly snag a bigger piece of the e-commerce pie.” The Postal Service employs
two types of pricing. “Pricing for services like mailing a letter—where the agency essentially
has a monopoly—are capped. There is more leeway when it comes to what it calls ‘competitive’
services, like Priority Mail shipping, though it is mandated to charge the costs of those, plus at
least 5.5%.”
(5 September 2014): “Ebola’s Economic Toll on Africa Starts to Emerge”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/ebolas-economic-toll-on-africa-starts-to-emerge1409884473)
--------“Ebola’s economic toll on Africa is starting to emerge. The flow of goods across many
African frontiers, from Congolese copper crossing the Botswana border to used cards driven into
Nigeria, is seizing up on fears that traders could be carrying or catch the killer virus. The trade
slowdown comes on top of a drop in tourism and the suspension of commercial flights to West
African cities as well as Nairobi, a continental hub. The upshot: Ann accelerating continental
economy has hit a massive speed bump. The International Monetary Fund projected subSaharan Africa would grow by 5.4% this year, but it is now warning that Ebola is set to badly hit
growth rates in the countries directly affected.” With the movement across international borders
made more difficult, some people, like Congolese mineral dealer Siraje Bigirimana, are choosing
to book hotel rooms in the country in which they typically do business, in his case Rwanda.
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********The first sentence of the article—shown above—stopped me immediately, since it
seems to indicate a view of economic phenomena somehow separate from the people themselves.
Arguably the best introduction to alternative views of economics is The Economic Point of View,
by Israel Kirzner, first published in 1960. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Economic-Point-View-ISRAEL-KIRZNER/dp/0865977348/. My
recollection is that this book grew out of Kirzner’s doctoral dissertation.
(6 September 2014): “The internship: Generation i”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21615612-temporary-unregulated-and-oftenunpaid-internship-has-become-route)
--------“The internship—a spell of CV-burnishing work experience—is now ubiquitous across
America and beyond. This year young Americans will complete perhaps 1m such placements . .
. The term has different meanings in different places . . . Yet in the West and increasingly in the
rest of the world, internship is becoming the first step to a white-collar career. . . . The rise in
internships has been encouraged by universities which, anxious to justify sharply rising tuition
fees, are seeking to get their students on the path to jobs. . . . Perhaps not coincidentally, the
number of unpaid internships has grown just as hiring has become riskier, pricier and more
complex.” Some unpaid internships are especially desirable, such as those in government, and
the children of parents with political connections are often recommended for them. In addition,
“Internships can even be bought. Washington has several organisations which promise to get
students an internship for a fee. The largest is the Washington Centre, which has placed nearly
50,000 interns since 1975. It charges $6,200 for procuring a ten-week summer position (and
offers housing for an extra $4,350).”
********You can learn more about the Washington Center at: http://www.twc.edu/. American
courts are beginning to challenge some so-called internships on the basis of not meeting
necessary standards for unpaid work. “A checklist devised by the Department of Labour
stipulates that in order to be unpaid, an internship must be ‘similar to training which would be
given in an educational environment’, must not displace employees and must not give the
employer an immediate advantage from the intern’s labours.” My search suggests that checklist
referred to can be found at: http://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfs71.pdf.
********As the article notes, the growth of unpaid internships seems to have restricted access to
some jobs and acted as a barrier to social mobility.
(7 September 2014): “An Old Tobacco Town Battles Over Smokin’ Fast Broadband”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/nestor-davidson-and-olivier-sylvain-an-old-tobacco-townbattles-over-smokin-fast-broadband-1409956682)
--------From the Opinion Page, and article by Nestor Davidson and Olivier, professors of law at
Fordham Law School. “Will the future of the Internet be determined by what happens in a small
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town in North Carolina? Perhaps. Wilson, N.C., once a hub for local tobacco growers, now
styles itself the state’s Gigabit City. Wilson has a municipally owned broadband system called
Greenlight that provides lightning-fast Internet services to the community. Greenlight has been
such a success that businesses and residents in neighboring rural counties want to sign up. So
what’s the problem? North Carolina is one of 20 states with a law on the books that restricts or
bars local governments from offering broadband service.” Although fast and reliable “Internet
access has become indispensable . . . many major broad band service providers simply do not
make infrastructure investments in rural and poor communities. . . . In response, enterprising
municipalities like Wilson have stepped in to provide high-quality broadband.” FCC Chairman
Tom Wheeler has argued that “community broadband providers should be allowed to enter the
market” and said at a meeting of the National Cable & Telecommunications Association in
April: “I believe the FCC has the power—and I intend to exercise that power—to pre-empt state
laws that ban competition from community broadband.”
********It will be interesting to see how this evolves. If the private sector will not provide a
good or service, should the public sector to be prohibited from doing so? As the authors note,
“Local governments have a long history of providing services such as power and water when the
market doesn’t adequately serve residents. Local governments are investing in state-of-the art
networks to expand consumer choice, promote job creation and foster innovation.”
(8 September 2014): “Book Review” ‘What Stays in Vegas’ by Adam Tanner”
[SR](online.wsj.com/articles/book-review-what-stays-in-vegas-by-adam-tanner-1410123539)
********The reviewer is Marc Levinson, author of The Box: How the Shipping Container Made
the World Smaller and the World Economy Bigger (2008).
--------Adam Tanner, in What Stays in Vegas, uses Caesars Palace “as a case study of how a
business can make use of what has become known as Big Data—the analysis of vast amounts of
quantitative information in search of useful patterns. The title is unfortunate because ‘What
Stays in Vegas’ has little to do with gambling and even less to do with Vegas: The book is about
how corporate America amasses and uses information about its customers. At the center of Mr.
Tanner’s narrative is Gary Loveman, a former Harvard Business School professor.” Taking on a
part-time consultancy for Harrah’s in the late 1990s, he was shocked by “the company’s lack of
sophistication” using data. Over time, Loveman became the company’s Chief Operating Officer
and helped developed its Total Rewards loyalty program whose members offer up their number
whenever a participant “sits down at a poker table or eats the in a restaurant. The details . . . end
up in Caesars’s computers, which crunch them to identify useful patterns. . . . As Mr. Loveman
explains: ‘We should be able to give you things that you care about—not have you littered with
things you don’t care about—and have it work out profitably for us.’”
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********As Levinson notes, “Customer relations by algorithm represented a revolution in the
casino business.” With these words, a nice connection can be made between this review and an
article in this week’s Economist: “Schumpeter: Over the horizon”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21615586-three-issues-should-preoccupy-managersnext-50-years-over-horizon). The article notes that consultancy McKinsey & Company just
celebrated the fiftieth year of publishing the McKinsey Quarterly, which included a special issue
of the Quarterly. In the issue, three broad issues relevant to the next 50 years were developed,
one of which was “the rise of smart machines [that] will have a dramatic impact on the role of
executives.” The so-called second machine age underway will remake the management
discipline: “much of the work of bosses, from analyzing complex data to recruiting staff and
setting bonuses, will be automated.” You can get a glimpse of what the September 2014 issue of
the Quarterly contains at:
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/strategy/management_intuition_for_the_next_50_years.
(8 September 2014): “Down on the Farm, They Go All Out at the Country Fair”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/move-over-county-fair-here-comes-super-farmer-1410143401)
********This is the A-Hed, quirky article. Its subject is the Super Farmer competition at the
Town and Country Fair in Washington, Missouri, a town of about 14,000. That is about the
population of my hometown of Watertown, Wisconsin when I left for college. The article is
mostly for fun—there is a two-minute video showing some events, including the hay bale toss—
but what makes it relevant for TIF is strategy and learning. The perennial winner of the
competition is the owner of a construction company, not a farmer: Tim Brinkman. In the 2013
competition, Brinkman was the last to run the obstacle course, and introduced new way of
running it. This year, all of the contestants had adopted his strategy.
(8 September 2014): “U.S. Natural-Gas Exports Fuel Mexican Manufacturing Boom”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/u-s-natural-gas-exports-fuel-mexican-manufacturing-boom1410132721)
--------“The growing glut of U.S. natural gas is helping to power a manufacturing boom in
Mexico. . . . Companies have announced plans for at least seven new pipelines to take gas across
the border from Texas and Arizona, including one expected to start transporting fuel at the end of
the month. The increasing flow of gas is easing a supply shortage in Mexico, where fuel is
costly and industrial demand is booming in industries including electricity production,
petrochemicals and auto manufacturing, which has roughly doubled since 2009. . . . While
Mexico has significant shale resources of its own, its energy companies have lacked the expertise
and desire to tap them, analysts say. The country has been meeting its fuel needs in part by
importing liquefied gas that can cost three times as much as piped-in gas from the U.S.”
Analysts at IHS project that new auto facilities in Mexico, in part driven by lower energy prices,
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will lead the industry to produce more than five million vehicles in 2020, up from about three
million in 2013.
(8 September 2014): “Researcher Argues for Preserving Floor Trading”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/researcher-argues-for-preserving-floor-trading-1410127614)
--------Daniel Beunza, a professor of management at the London School of Economics, “has
spent the past 13 years scrutinizing the arcane language, rites of passage and rituals of an insular
tribe imperiled by advances of the modern world. His conclusion: Save the floor traders. . . . An
economic sociologist, Mr. Beunza wanted to document the traders’ disappearing craft and to
learn what, if anything, would be lost if humans were removed from the buying and selling of
securities.” As he sees it, “the way the trading floor functions, ‘culture is absolutely
fundamental.’” Beunza’s thinking about the role of traders and their culture grew out of the
2010 “Flash Crash,” during which “the Dow Jones Industrial Average plunged nearly 1,000
points in a few minutes before quickly recovering. . . . Regulators later concluded that the
situation was exacerbated by vast amounts of automated, algorithmic trading. While other
exchanges canceled more than 20,000 trades that day, NYSE’s main market didn’t cancel any.
Mr. Beunza attributes that to floor traders slowing down trading and restoring rationality to
prices.”
********This article is notable for drawing attention to Beunza’s work. You can learn more
about him and his research at: http://www.lse.ac.uk/management/people/dbeunza.aspx. There
you will see that “His research in sociology explores the ways in which social relations and
technology shape financial value.” His web page notes him as an author of an award-winning
paper. You can read “Tools of the trade: the socio-technology of arbitrage in a Wall Street
trading room” at: http://www.economyandsociety.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/08/wp26_stark.tools-of-the-trade.ICC-vol-13-no-2.pdf.
(10 September 2014): “Astrodome Defies the Wrecking Ball”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/astrodome-defies-the-wrecking-ball-1410285924)
--------“Fifteen years after shutting its doors to professional sports, Houston’s cavernous
Astrodome is proving surprisingly resilient in a city where the desire for development typically
outweighs nostalgia and preservation. Late last month, the top elected official in Harris
County—which owns the facility opened in 1965—put forward the outlines of a plan to turn the
stadium into what he termed the world’s largest indoor park.” The Astrodome “illustrates the
challenges posed by obsolete professional sports facilities to local governments. Houston leaders
have been pondering what to do with the nine-acre Astrodome since the Astros moved out in
1999.” Local officials across the country “have been facing similar challenges.” Some of these
facilities have been torn down, such as the Metrodome in Minneapolis, and some continue to
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hold concerts and other events. Still others, like the Silverdome in Pontiac, Michigan, the former
home of the Detroit Lions, sit vacant. In 2009 investors purchased it for $583,000.
********This seems like a business in itself, i.e., repurposing obsolete athletic facilities. This
sounds very much like the challenges faced by re-developers of closed shopping malls.
[The Invisible Forces] 178 (17 September 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(11 September 2014): “Cereals Struggle in U.S. as Tastes and Rituals Change”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/11/business/cereals-struggle-in-us-as-tastes-and-ritualschange.html)
--------“Cereal, that bedrock of the American breakfast, has lost some of its snap, crackle and
pop. For the last decade, the cereal business has been declining, as consumers reach for granola
bars, yogurt and drive-through fare in the morning. And the drop-off has accelerated lately,
especially among those finicky millennials who tend to graze on health options.” According to
consumer research firm NPD Group, “Cereal consumption peaked in the mid-1990s.” In 2000
ready-to-eat cereal had sales of $13.9 billion—this year sales are expected to fall to $9.7 billion.
Investment analyst Nicholas Fereday has said that declining sales “is a kind of death by a
thousand cuts . . . This is frustrating for food companies because they’re faced with people
making choices and they’re not really sure which trend to blame.” A declining birthrate is one
factor, as is population composition: “Many surveys have shown that Latinos and Asians prefer
other breakfast foods” than cereal.
********Another good example of the role of demographics as a foundation of market demand.
(12 September 2014): “Why TV Hit ‘Longmire’ Got Canceled: Fans Too Old”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/why-a-hit-tv-show-got-canceled-its-fans-were-too-old1410451057)
--------“When a television show is consistently popular, its reward usually isn’t getting canceled.
But that is what happened to ‘Longmire’ on the A&E cable channel, which was unceremoniously
dumped after three seasons late last month. . . . ‘Longmire’ was A&E’s second-most popular
show behind the reality hit ‘Duck Dynasty,’ averaging 5.6 million viewers this season, according
to Nielsen. That is better than critical darlings ‘Mad Men’ on AMC and ‘Justified’ on FX.
Unfortunately for ‘Longmire,’ it has the wrong audience and the wrong owner.” The fate of
“Longmire” is “reflective of two growing trends in the television industry—the obsession of
advertisers with younger viewers and the desire of TV networks to own was much of their
content as possible.” According to A&E Senior Vice President Dan Silberman, “Longmire” was
“very expensive” and A&E “wouldn’t get to share in its potential profits because it has no stake
in the show.”
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********The article concisely conveys a few of the factors considered in program continuation
at A&E, and presumably elsewhere. As the article notes, “A 30-second commercial in
‘Longmire’ cost an average of $31,300, according to SQAD, a firm that tracks ad spending. A
commercial in ‘Mad Men’ cost $69,500 in its most recent season.” Although advertisers do tend
to place a premium on younger audiences, “some think it is shortsighted to ignore aging baby
boomers and cling to those old clichés that people over the age 50 are less likely to change
brands.” As noted by Brian Hughes of Magna Global, a media buyer, “Boomers have the most
disposable income.”
(12 September 2014): “Skills Gap Bumps Up Against Vocational Taboo”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/skills-gap-bumps-up-against-vocational-taboo-1410473392)
--------“The Obama administration and governors from Michigan to South Carolina have a
solution for some of the U.S. manufacturing sector’s woes: German-style apprenticeship
programs. . . . Germany . . . has a long record of finding a stronger fit between employees’ skills
and demands. The success is reflected in a youth unemployment below 8%, the lowest of any
advanced country and about half of the U.S. level.” But U.S. workers tend to avoid
apprenticeships for a number of reasons. “Parents and educators tend to generally encourage
young Americans to attend college. While businesses have an incentive to hire qualified
workers, many resist investing in people who might leave. And the community colleges that are
often at the center of apprenticeship programs tend to focus on local interests.” In addition, in
contrast to Germany, which “has national standards for vocational training,” the educational
system of the U.S. is largely decentralized.
********I was impressed by the comment made by the comment of Christian Koestler, vice
president of operations for Stihl Inc. in response to a concern voiced by an American
counterpart: “What if I invest in the people and they leave?” Koestler replied, “It would be
worse if you didn’t invest and they stayed their whole professional lives with you.”
(13 September 2014): “Cargill Sues Syngenta Over Sale of GMO Seeds Unapproved in China”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/cargill-sues-syngenta-says-gmo-seed-sales-hurt-u-s-cornexports-to-china-1410542784)
--------“In a fight that highlights global sensitivity over genetically modified crops, Cargill Inc.
sued Syngenta AG, claiming that the Swiss seed maker’s push to sell bioengineered corn seeds
that weren’t approved in China cost the U.S. grain company $90 million when Beijing rejected
corn shipments. . . . Beijing’s move all but closed off a major market for the grain, contributing
to a sharp decline this year in prices for the U.S.’s biggest crop by value and costing shippers
hundreds of millions of dollars, according to U.S. grain groups.” These developments resulted
from China’s determination that “some shipments of U.S. corn contained Agrisure Viptera, a
genetic modification developed by Syngenta that enables the plants to produce proteins that ward
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of pests. China hasn’t approved the product, although Syngenta says it applied for approval in
2010.”
********As the article notes, “the rejections have spotlighted the different ways countries treat
GMOs, which are common in the U.S. but are heavily restricted in some places because of fear
of possible harm to the environment or human health.”
(13 September 2014): “The Saturday Essay: Competition Is for Losers”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/peter-thiel-competition-is-for-losers-1410535536)
********The author of the essay is Peter Thiel, who “co-founded PayPal and Palantir and made
the first outside investment in Facebook.” Thiel draws attention to conventional views about
monopoly and competition, and notes the potential of “creative monopoly” given that “the world
we live in is dynamic.” He notes that monopoly should be assessed differently in static and
dynamic environments, a point worth making, indeed one that underlies the time-limited
monopolies established by patents, to note one example. Thiel’s ideas are definitely thought
provoking.
********The essay is based upon Thiel’s just-published book Zero to One: Notes on Startups,
or How to Build the Future, written with Blake Masters. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Zero-One-Notes-Startups-Future/dp/0804139296/. Thiel attained a
good deal of notoriety early this year for his fellowships that pay students $100,000 not to go to
college. You can learn more about his fellowships at: http://chronicle.com/article/ThielFellowship-Pays-24/127622/.
(16 September 2014): “Companies’ Stock Buybacks Help Buoy the Market”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/companies-stock-buybacks-help-buoy-the-market1410823441)
--------“Companies are buying their own shares at the briskest clip since the financial crisis,
helping fuel a stock rally amid a broad trading slowdown. Corporations bought back $338.3
billion of stock in the first half of the year, the most for any six-month period since 2007,
according to research firm Birinyi Associates.” According to Jonathan Glionna, the head of U.S.
equity strategy for Barclays PLC, “There are a couple of reasons why companies do buybacks . .
. One is that it seems to work; it makes stocks go up.” Buybacks are applauded by some
investors as “an appropriate way to return cash to shareholders by buying their stock of putting
excess funds to work, akin to dividends but without the tax bite for shareholders.” Critics note,
however, that “stock repurchases can be used to artificially goose per-share earnings and can
signal that management isn’t reinvesting as much as it could in the business, potentially
shortchanging long-term growth.” Over the last 12 months, Apple has led the way in
repurchasing its own stock, buying $32.9 billion. In second place was IBM, “long one of the
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most active corporate share repurchasers,” at $19.5 billion. Exxon Mobil Corp. was in third
place buying $13.2 billion of its stock.
********It is interesting to note that none of the “Big Three” repurchasers responded to a
request for comment. Stock repurchases seems to be an area that would reward further study.
(17 September 2014): “Budweiser, a Big Sponsor, Criticizes NFL”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/budweiser-maker-criticizes-nfl-1410897846)
--------“Anheuser-Busch InBev NV, one of the biggest sponsors of pro football, sent a stern
warning to the National Football League, saying it was ‘increasingly concerned’ by report of
domestic violence by some of its players and that it wasn’t satisfied with the NFL’s handling of
the controversy. The statement . . . follows calls on social media for boycotts of NFL, which
include CoverGirl and Pepsi . . . [as] well as AB InBev’s Budweiser.” AB InBev’s Bud Light
has a deal with the NFL that is worth about $1.2 billion as “the official NFL beer.” Overall,
“Advertisers spent $3.9 billion on NFL games last season, up from the $2.5 billion they shelled
out for NFL ad time during the 2008-2009 seasons.” Although “consumer sentiment expressed
online about the NFL has plummeted as a result of the controversies,” Kent Atherton, a former
vice president of sports at DirecTV, notes: “Any sponsor can be replaced. There’s competition
in all their key categories. . . . The NFL does exert leverage. They don’t like to talk about it but
they carry a big stick. You want to play nice, you want to make sure you have a good
relationship with them when it comes time to renewals.”
********The article clearly suggests that the impact that even a large advertiser and supporter
like AB InBev over the NFL is limited, since other advertisers are “waiting in the wings.” The
reason? “ In a world where big audiences—especially those who watch in real time—have
become hard to find, the NFL has filled that hold for many advertisers. Last week the NFL had
six of [the] top seven prime-time shows on TV, according to Nielsen.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 179 (24 September 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(18 September 2014): “For Sale: Your Name and Medical Condition”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-09-18/for-sale-your-name-and-medical-condition)
--------“As the population ages and consumers share more health data about themselves online, a
burgeoning industry of data miners has emerged, scooping up often-personal medical data and
selling it to marketers. While that’s a boon for companies trying to pitch products, privacy
advocates warn that collection practices can cross the line.” Lists of people with their medical
conditions “sell for pennies a name . . . A database of 1.2 million people taking medication for
depression costs 9.5¢ a name, a list of almost 900,000 erectile dysfunction sufferers goes for
18.5¢ a name. . . . More than 1,400 companies sell consumer data.” In 2012, “Corporations
spent $7 billion . . . for access to lists and databases with bits of information on individuals.”
Although Americans are “used to being sliced and diced along demographic lines . . . privacy
advocates say it has gone too far—especially as data companies refuse to identify buyers of their
lists, citing confidentiality.”
(18 September 2014): “Multinational Companies Court Lower-Income Consumers”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/18/business/international/multinational-companies-courtlower-income-consumers.html)
--------“For years, multinational companies had little interest in lower-end consumers, figuring
no money was to be made. Now, they are increasingly attractive to all types of industries, from
consumer product makers to technology businesses.” Contributing to that change was the book
The Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid, by C.K. Prahalad, a now-deceased business professor
at the University of Michigan, who estimated there were four billion lower-end consumers “in a
market worth $13 trillion.” But according to Mark B. Millstein of Cornell University, many
early efforts failed because “There was not much thinking about what those consumers needed or
wanted or how they might be different from consumers with more disposable income. . . .
Companies often forget to consider whether consumers want or need a product with too many
bells or whistles. A phone with a built-in camera, for example, makes little sense if a family
does not have access to the Internet and cannot share photos.”
********Regarding what consumers want, compare questions 2 and 3 of Peter Drucker’s The
Five Most Important Questions You Will Ever Ask About Your Organization (2008): “Who is our
customer?” and “What does our customer value?” You can learn more about Drucker’s small
book at: http://www.amazon.com/Five-Important-Questions-AboutOrganization/dp/0470227567/. You can learn more about Prahalad’s book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Fortune-Bottom-Pyramid-Eradicating-Poverty/dp/0131877291/.
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********I haven’t looked at, much less read, Prahalad’s book but it reminds me of the class
structure underlying one of Alfred Marshall’s discussions of market demand in Principles of
Economics, 8th edition (1920). In Book III, chapter IV on “The Elasticity of Wants,” Marshall
distinguishes three classes: the rich, the middle class, and the poor. The basic idea is that when
price is low enough, the poor are able to buy. When that price is sufficiently low, the poor will
buy more than the rich or the middle class. You can read his discussion and see his graphs in
note 70 at: http://www.econlib.org/library/Marshall/marP12.html#Bk.III,Ch.IV. I’m not sure
how much attention has been given to this dimension of Marshall’s work.
(18 September 2014): “Demand for Ginseng Boosts Prices, Tempts Poachers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/demand-for-ginseng-boosts-prices-tempts-poachers1410971637)
--------“Strong demand from china for wild ginseng growing on shady hillsides throughout
Appalachia and the Midwest has boosted prices for the medicinal herb as well as the number of
people willing to break the law to dig it up and sell it. Ginseng that grows in forests can fetch as
much as $1,000 a pound, several hundred dollars more than five years ago, experts said. Prices
have shot up amid increased demand from China’s swelling middle class and a decline in U.S.
exports due to several factors that include stepped-up harvesting regulations and less plentiful
supplies.”
********Presumably, more restrictive harvesting regulations will reduce the supply of legally
harvested wild ginseng, drive up its price, and make poaching more attractive. This is a
predictable problem with no obvious solution. According to the article, “Ginseng was
discovered in North America in 1715 and has long been exported to China, where it is used as a
health tonic or traditional treatment for male sexual dysfunction.”
(20 September 2014): “Cocoa Surges on Ebola Fears” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/cocoasurges-on-ebola-fears-1411137838)
--------“The deadly Ebola virus spreading through West Africa is sparking fears in the market
that supplies of cocoa, one of the region’s top exports, could be disrupted. Prices for the key
chocolate ingredient have surged 6.3% this past week . . . on mounting concerns that the
outbreak will reach the Ivory Coast or Ghana, which produce about 60% of the world’s cocoa.
No cases have been reported in either country. But Ivory Coast shares a poorly policed border
with Liberia and Guinea, two of the countries hardest hit by Ebola.” Still, “many investors and
analysts who see a widespread Ebola outbreak in Ivory Coast as a remote threat.”
********The Center for Disease Control now projects that “Ebola Cases Could Reach 1.4
Million Within Four Months” (http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/24/health/ebola-cases-couldreach-14-million-in-4-months-cdc-estimates.html).
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(20 September 2014): “Easy to Lose and Expensive to Produce: Is the Penny Worth It?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/easy-to-lose-and-expensive-to-produce-is-the-penny-worth-it1411145870)
--------“Americans place little value on the penny, and it’s costing us millions each year . . .
pennies—like nickels—cost more than their face value to produce. In 2011, at their peak, each
penny cost 2.41 cents to make, while nickels cost 11.18 cents. Quarters, in comparison, cost
11.5 cents per unit to make.” Although a variety of bills “have been introduced to eliminate the
penny, . . . none has passed.” In 2010 Congress direct the U.S. Mint to find cheaper ways to
make coins . . . but the Mint has given up on trying to make a penny for less than a cent . . . This
year, the penny cost 1.63 cents per unit. . . . Pennies once were 95% copper, but because of rising
costs, the composition was changed in 1982 to 97.5% zinc and 2.5% copper. . . . The zinc
industry, naturally, supports keeping the penny in circulation, and its arguments in favor of the
coin can be found at the website for Americans for Common Cents, which is run by a firm that
lobbies on behalf of the industry.”
********Canada, Australia, and New Zealand have all abandoned the penny, as the article
notes. You can learn more about American for Common Cents at: http://www.pennies.org/.
(22 September 2014): “Dangers Aside, Railways Reshape Crude Market”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/dangers-aside-railways-reshape-crude-market-1411353150)
--------“Today, 1.6 million barrels of oil a day are riding the rails, close to 20% of the total
pumped in the U.S. . . . Initially conceived of as a stopgap measure until pipelines could be
constructed . . . crude by rail has . . . become a permanent part of the nation’s energy
infrastructure, experts say. . . . Behind the new industry are powerful economics. While it costs a
bit more to ship petroleum on trains than through pipelines, railroads have the flexibility to
deliver it to wherever it will fetch the highest prices. And capital expenses are far lower.” As Ed
Morse, global head of commodities research for Citigroup says, the oil and rail industries have
developed “a mutual dependence likely to continue for a long time.”
(23 September 2014): “Obama Administration Issues New Rules to Combat Tax Inversions”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/treasury-to-unveil-measures-to-combat-tax-inversions1411421056)
--------“The Treasury Department tightened tax rules Monday to deter U.S. companies from
moving their headquarters to lower-tax countries, part of a White House effort to slow a wave of
so-called corporate inversions that effectively reduce federal tax revenues. Treasury officials
took action under five sections of the U.S. tax code to make inversions harder and less profitable,
removing some of the appeal that has made the transactions more common in recent years,
particularly in the pharmaceutical industry. . . . Most recent inversions have come in mergers of a
U.S. firm with a smaller foreign firm, after a series of regulatory steps during President Barack
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Obama’s first term curbed other types of inversions. The tax changes took effect immediately,
officials said, and applied to all deals that hadn’t closed by Monday.”
********You can learn more about the actions of the Department of Treasury to “Rein in
Corporate Tax Inversions” at: http://www.treasury.gov/press-center/pressreleases/Pages/jl2645.aspx.
(24 September 2014): “Limited English Limits Job Prospects”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/limited-english-limits-job-prospects-1411531262)
--------“Almost 1 in 10 adults of working age in the U.S. has limited proficiency in English, more
than 2.5 times as many as in 1980, curbing their job prospects and ability to contribute to the
economy.” According to Jill H. Wilson, the author of a report from the Metropolitan Policy
Program of the Brookings Institution, “English proficiency is a strong predictor of economic
standing among immigrants, regardless of the amount of education they have attained, and it is
associated with the greater academic and economic success of the workers’ children.”
Traditionally a situation associated with large urban areas like, Los Angeles, Miami, and New
York, “Smaller cities, such as Indianapolis and Omaha, Neb., are for the first time facing the
challenges of a sizable group with limited English.” Mary Peterson, the director of a nonprofit in
Omaha that offers English classes, notes: “We could go 24/7 and not cover everyone who needs
and wants our language services.”
********You can learn more about Wilson’s report “Investing in English Skills: The Limited
English Proficient Workforce in U.S. Metropolitan Areas” at:
http://www.brookings.edu/research/reports2/2014/09/english-skills#/M10580.
(24 September 2014): “Cadillac Seeks Brighter Future in New York”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/gm-to-move-cadillac-headquarters-to-new-york-1411481205)
--------“Cadillac, long the king of Detroit’s auto brands, is abandoning Motown. General Motors
Col said on Tuesday that its struggling luxury brand will move 50 key employees and its
headquarters to New York next year amid a wider effort to carve Cadillac out as a stand-along
business unit with more autonomy. . . . Cadillac will open offices in SoHo next year, housing the
majority of the brand’s functions. Vehicle development will remain in Detroit.” Cadillac head
Johan de Nysschen, who is “best-known for helping turn around Audi in the U.S.,” said that
“There is no city in the world where the inhabitants are more immersed in a premium lifestyle
than in New York.” Ford Motor Co. followed a similar strategy some years ago, when it “moved
its stable of luxury brands . . . to Irvine, Calif., in hopes of better understanding buyers on the
coasts. It abandoned the effort after only a few years.”
********Cadillac’s move seems to fall under the category of Peter Drucker’s questions “Who is
our customer?” and “What does our customer value?” Perhaps it will be more successful than
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Ford in its efforts. You can learn more about the move at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/24/business/gm-to-split-off-cadillac-and-move-brands-hometo-new-york.html. Therein lies a comment by Jack Trout, the president of a marketing firm:
“Minds are hard to change.” I guess that is why GM brought in a new mind to guide its restart of
Cadillac.
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[The Invisible Forces] 180 (1 October 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(25 September 2014): “China’s Tech Factories Turn to Student Labor”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/chinas-tech-factories-turn-to-student-labor-1411572448)
--------On the outskirts of Chongqing, China schools send thousands of teens “to put together
electronic devices for some of the world’s largest brands.” Student interns like the 16-year-old
Ms. Xiao, who attends the college-preparatory program at a local vocational school, feels
tricked. “I was suddenly told I had to spend the summer making computers or I couldn’t
graduate.” She and her classmates “have worked on the assembly line of a Hewlett-Packard Co.
supplier called Quanta Computer Inc. for 12 hours a day, six days a week—conditions that
violate Chinese regulations for workers under 18. . . . Student interns have become increasingly
entrenched in China’s labor force especially among major electronics makers. At some factories,
interns say they outnumber regular workers.” Contributing to this surge in the use of interns in is
a policy change on the part of the Chinese government. “China has traditionally relied on
migrant workers to man factories in China’s coastal areas, but in recent years the government has
started directing industries inland” to places like Chongqing. Since the minimum wage there is
“only about two-thirds coastal Shanghai’s, migrant workers are less eager to go west.” School
intern programs have helped fill the gap.
(26 September 2014): “Asheville cider makers hope to change the rules” (http://www.citizentimes.com/story/news/local/2014/09/25/asheville-cider-makers-hope-change-rules/16219687/)
--------Josie Mielke, one of six owners of Urban Orchard Cider Company in Asheville, saw the
growth of alcoholic cider nationwide and though there was real potential for a local hard cider.
But for Mielke “and a growing number of other cider makers in Western North Carolina, the
sticking point hasn’t been demand. The challenge has come in getting their operations regulated
in a way that takes into account how alcoholic cider differs from wine. Cider makers like Mielke
are aligning in support of a bill by U.S. Sen. [of New York] Charles Schumer called the Cider,
Investment & Development through Excise Tax Reduction—or CIDER—Act.” The legislation
would “change the definition of hard apple and pear cider in the federal tax code, increasing the
allowed alcohol by volume, lifting carbonation levels and sweeping aside its expensive tax
structure. Cider is now taxed like wine if its alcohol by volume is higher than 7 percent, and
taxed like champagne if highly carbonated.” Urban Orchard’s more-carbonated cider is “subject
to the champagne tax of $3.40 per gallon. As a point of comparison, beer brewers pay less than
60 cents per gallon in excise tax. The legal limits to alcohol level and carbonation can cause
hard cider to move unpredictably—and expensively—between beverage categories for taxation
purposes.” About this situation, Mielke notes: “The reason this is a real problem is that, at 7
percent and under, your jurisdiction for labeling is the FDA.” Above 7 percent, “The Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms regulates the labeling of cider.”
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********According to the article, “Many cider makers have little ability to predict and control
precise alcohol content and carbonation level of their product.” This makes the hard cider
business that much more challenging. You can learn more about the CIDER Act at the website
for the United States Association of Cider Makers: http://ciderassociation.org/.
(26 September 2014): “Google, Microsoft Expose Brazil’s Favelas”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/google-microsoft-expose-brazils-favelas-1411659687)
--------Rio de Janeiro. “For decades, favelas, the dense working-class neighborhoods that now
house nearly a quarter of this city’s population, didn’t exist on city maps. Officials considered
the informal settlements dangerous eyesores, and they refused to send in cartographers or
provide official addresses. But frustrated residents began mapping the communities themselves,
hoping to pressure authorities into providing more public services. Now those efforts are getting
a boost from . . . Google Inc. and Microsoft Corp.” They plan “to map everything from twisting,
narrow alleyways to hole-in-the-wall laundromats.” It is estimated that more than 85% of
Brazil’s “1.5 million favela residents now have mobile phones . . . Reaching them and other
upwardly mobile consumers in the developing world is critical as U.S. and European markets
mature.” As Ronaldo Lemos, the director of Rio de Janeiro’s Institute of Technology and
Society noted, “A lot of companies are doing this because they know that these [favela residents]
are customers and they’re no longer excluded from the economic system of Brazil.”
(27 September 2014): “Orange Juice Searches for a Fresher Image”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/orange-juice-searches-for-a-fresher-image-1411766713)
--------Facing a dramatic decline in the demand for orange juice, as well as citrus greening, the
Florida Department of Citrus “revamped its mascot with the help of Marvel Entertainment from
a green-caped orange wielding a carton of juice to a muscular young man in a skintight yellowand-orange suite, powered by sun. The agency, which is funded by a tax on oranges grown in
Florida, hopes a series of custom comic books featuring Captain Citrus alongside the rest of
Marvel’s popular Avengers characters will help recruit a new generation or orange-juice
drinkers.” Contributing to the decline is competition from “upstarts including coconut water,
açai juice and energy drinks” and increased awareness of “the sugar content of the onetime
breakfast-table stable.” To shore up orange juice sales, Coke is introducing new blends, such as
one combining orange with banana, and some companies “are experimenting with diluting their
juice.”
********This is another article in the continuing series “How We Eat.” Captain Citrus, blends,
and dilution represent very different approaches to addressing the demand for orange juice.
(27 September 2014): “Early Warnings” (http://www.economicprincipals.com/)
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********Former Boston Globe economics reporter David Warsh’s weekly post for Economic
Principals is usually of interest and this week is no exception. Jumping off from the observation
that the introductory computer science course at Harvard had surpassed elementary economics in
popularity—the economics course had been the top offering for “most of the last thirty years”—
he goes on to discuss The Glass Cage: Automation and Us, by Nicholas Carr. In doing so he
draws attention to design differences and differences in philosophy that lie behind the designs,
illustrating the differences through a story of the cockpits created by Airbus and Boeing, and
how the related to their human users. Through this, he quotes Carr: As computer systems and
software applications come to play an every larger role in shaping our lives and the world, we
have an obligation to be more, not less involved in decisions about their design and use—before
technological momentum forecloses the options.” In a similar vein, please see the (1 October
2014) article on “Wildlife Numbers Drop by Half.”
********You can learn more about Carr’s book at: http://www.amazon.com/Glass-CageAutomation-Us/dp/0393240762/.
(30 September 2014): “Are Workplace Personality Tests Fair?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/are-workplace-personality-tests-fair-1412044257)
--------“The use of online personality tests by employers has surged in the past decade as they try
to streamline the hiring process, especially for customer-service jobs. . . . Workplace personality
testing has become a $500 million-a-year business and is growing by 10% to 15% a year.”
Although some firms give the tests high marks, “the rise of personality tests has sparked growing
scrutiny of their effectiveness and fairness. Some companies have scaled back, changed or
eliminated their use of such tests. Civil-rights groups long focused on overt forms of workplace
discrimination claim that data-driven algorithms powering the tests could make jobs harder to get
for people who don’t conform to rigid formulas.” Currently, the Equal Employment Opportunity
commission “is investigating whether personality tests discriminate against people with
disabilities. . . . Test sellers have said their own studies show personality tests don’t have an
adverse impact on applicants based on race or gender. However, little work has been done on
disabilities.” It is estimated that online tests are now used “to assess the personality, skills,
cognitive abilities and other traits of 60% to 70% of prospective workers in the U.S., up from
30% to 40% about five years ago.”
(30 September 2014): “From Africa to Ukraine, Deal Police Proliferate”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/from-africa-to-ukraine-deal-police-proliferate-1412045961)
--------“These days, many big mergers don’t just need to win antitrust approval from regulators
in the U.S. and the European Union. Nations including China, Brazil and even Ukraine are part
of a growing roster of countries that also want a say. More than 100 international jurisdictions
now claim antitrust authority to examine deals, embracing different approaches for evaluating
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whether a merger might harm consumers. Some also consider additional factors, like a deal’s
impact on domestic economic development. The proliferation of antitrust enforcers is posing
challenges for global corporations seeking to merge, increasing costs and lengthening time
frames for getting a deal done.” With ever-more countries in “the merger-review game, one of
the big challenges for companies is to figure out which nations can claim authority over their
deal, a complicated endeavor because country guidelines are, literally and figuratively, all over
the map—depending on the size of the deal, the size of the companies and the amount of
commerce connected to a given jurisdiction.”
(1 October 2014): “Wildlife Numbers Drop by Half Since 1970, Report Says”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/report-wildlife-numbers-drop-by-half-since-1970-1412085197)
--------According to a new study by scientists of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), “the
Zoological Society of London and other organizations” Earth “lost half its wildlife in the past
four decades.” Analyzing thousands of vertebrate species, “The decline was seen everywhere—
in rivers, on land and in the seas—and is mainly the result of increased habitat destruction,
commercial fishing and hunting . . . Climate change also is believed to be a factor, though its
consequences are harder to measure.” The most dramatic declines were in Latin America,
“where overall populations of mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and fish fell 83%. AsiaPacific wasn’t far behind.” According to the CEO of WWF, the report is “a very loud wake-up
call . . . As we lose natural capital, people lose the ability to feed themselves and to provide for
their families—it increases instability exponentially.”
********The article includes a fast-paced two-minute video that provides visual images of
projected forest declines. You can learn more about “Living Planet Report 2014” (and download
the 180-page report) at: http://www.worldwildlife.org/pages/living-planet-report-2014.
(1 October 2014): “Chinese Nets and Bolts Ensnare Basketball Hoops in Litigation”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/chinese-nets-and-bolts-ensnare-basketball-hoops-in-litigation1412099954)
--------Clearfield, Utah. “Lifetime Products Inc.’s basketball hoops are made of parts that are
almost entirely cut, shaped, painted and assembled at its sprawling factory here. But those parts
don’t include some bolts and the net, which come from China. And there’s the rub. Those few
foreign-made items have ensnared Lifetime in lawsuits over its ‘Made in USA’ labels.”
According to guidelines of the Federal Trade Commission, “an unqualified ‘Made in USA’ label
can go on any goods that are ‘all or virtually all’ made domestically. But the FTC doesn’t define
what ‘virtually’ means. Some companies use a rule of thumb that if 70% or more of the value of
a product is made domestically, it qualifies as American made. But that’s a problem in
California, which has the strictest guidelines in the country. If even one rivet in a larger product
is foreign, state law says it amounts to false advertising to call it U.S. made.” California’s law
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“seldom led to lawsuits until the late 1990s, when the outsourcing of product—not just of
finished goods but also of components used in U.S.-made goods—expanded rapidly.”
********As the article notes, altering the wording on boxes makes it possible to comply with
California law. Now a box for one of Lifetime’s products notes: “Made in the USA from US and
imported parts.” Yet frustration remains. Richard Hendrickson, Lifetime’s CEO comments:
“Everyone else who makes these has packed up and left the U.S. . . . And we’re getting hit over
eight rivets.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 181 (8 October 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(2 October 2014): “Legume Used in Fracking Causes Problems for Investor, Farmers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/legume-used-in-fracking-causes-problems-for-investorfarmers-1412205141)
--------“In the race to the new riches of the oil patch, one Wall Street firm has slipped on a skinny
green legume. . . . Guar—a legume used to thicken products from toothpaste to peanut butter—is
also a key ingredient in the rock-shattering hydraulic-fracturing process. . . . Farmers in Texas
and a few other sun-scorched states jumped at the chance to grow the drought-tolerant crop,
which had been planted only sparingly in the U.S. They wound up growing the biggest U.S.
guar crop in a generation. Yet a year after they delivered some 50 million pounds of guar, more
than 200 farmers are still waiting to be paid, saying they are collectively owed in excess of $20
million.” The crop was delivered to West Texas Guar Inc., a processing facility, which was
forced into bankruptcy by the farmers due to its inability “to consistently produce the valuable
thickening powder from guar.” Subsequently, changes in Indian trading rules, where global
prices are set, have led to dramatic declines in the spot price of guar, falling from $1500 a metric
ton in early 2012 to $206 a metric ton in March 2014.
********So, the processing facility is in bankruptcy and the farmers who grew guar for them are
going without payment and facing defaults on the loans they took out to raise the crops.
Furthermore, New York hedge fund Scopia Capital Management LLC owns 45% of a processing
facility that is not the good investment it once seemed—“Scopia hopes to sell West Texas Guar.”
A lot seems to hinge upon (1) making the processing facility work as intended and (2) market
conditions in India. You can learn more about guar at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guar. Guar
was very much in the news during 2012 when guar prices were going through the roof. Here is a
representative article: http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/08/13/us-oilservices-guarsubstitutesidUSBRE87C0DP20120813. Evidently guar grown in Texas was seen as a good substitute for
guar grown in India, but technological knowhow is still needed.
(2 October 2014): “The Bulletproof Classroom: Armored Whiteboards Defend Against School
Shootings” (http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-10-02/hardwires-armored-whiteboardsdefend-against-school-shootings)
--------“After the atrocity in Newtown, Conn., in December 2012, when 20-year-old Adam Lanza
killed 20 six- and seven-year-olds and six adult staffers at Sandy Hook Elementary, legislators
around the country grasped for ways to prevent another such disaster.” Businessman George
Tunis III was horrified by the event but was “in a unique position to do something about it: He
manufactures light armor designed to protect people from not only bullets, but also bombs. His
company, Hardwire, was one of the principal contractors armoring vehicles and buildings during
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the Iraq and Afghanistan wars.” He thought that “If he could make light armor tough enough to
protect service members from an improvised explosive device, surely he could make something
teachers could use to protect kids from the next Adam Lanza.” His idea was “lining the
handheld, portable whiteboards commonly used in schools with panels made from Dyneema, a
polyethylene fiber strong enough to stop a shotgun blast from a foot away and light enough to
wear all day. Emily Heinauer, director of special projects for Hardwire, says the company has
sold its 20-by-18-inch whiteboards in all 50 states—some to school districts and some to
individual teachers who find them online.” Hardwire also sells 10-by-13-inch clipboards
intended for student use—they retail for $129; the 18-by-20-inch whiteboards sell for $399.
About the whiteboards, Tunis says: “We can’t provide an instant way out, but we can empower
people.”
********Among other things, the article contains a brief history of school shootings, which
“arguably began on Feb. 19, 1997 . . . in Bethel, Alaska.” Seventeen years into this era,
businessmen and legislators continue to search for solutions less and more effective. Additional
factors in the Hardwire story are decline in sales from vehicle armor sales from $22 million in
2010 to $941,300 last year, so presumably new sales were being sought by the company, and $95
million in grants provided by the U.S. government “intended to help states develop emergency
plans for schools. The money has helped spur a range of products that purport to help school
districts defend themselves against mass shootings.” In addition to Hardwire, at least seven other
firms seek to obtain government money by armoring schools.
(2 October 2014): “Tax Tactics Threaten Public Funds”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/02/business/economy/multinational-tax-strategies-put-publiccoffers-at-risk.html)
--------Earlier this week the European Commission said that Ireland’s tax treatment of Apple
“amounted to an illegal corporate subsidy,” to which the company replied “that it had done
nothing wrong. . . . Corporate tax strategies intended to minimize global taxes, by hook or by
crook, are by now standard practice. Google and Facebook move money through Ireland to
lower their taxes. Starbucks uses the Netherlands, a practice that is under review by Europe.”
Evidence of the extent of this practice is provided by the profits of the subsidiaries of American
multinationals. U.S. government data shows that in 2012 Irish subsidiaries “generated $120
billion in profit, . . . eight times as much as their German subsidiaries. Subsidiaries in Bermuda
generated $82 billion, four times as much as subsidiaries in Mexico.” According to Pascal SaintAmans of the Center for Tax Policy and Administration (at the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development), “Governments in both the rich and poor world are fed up . . .
Having spent the last few decades drafting rules to prevent double taxation, they are now
terrified that they have built a system of double nontaxation instead.”
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********Former Treasury Secretary Lawrence H. Summers notes, too, that: “A combination of
greater economic integration and more income accruing to intangibles like intellectual property,
which by nature are hard to locate, does raise profound questions for the future of taxation. . . .
Consider a superstar banker, an enormously valuable pharmaceutical patent, a terrific entertainer,
an assembly line workers and a teacher. Of all those things, which is the least mobile?” He
concludes, “A tax system that can’t reach the mobile is a tax system that is going to burden
working people.”
(3 October 2014): “TV Broadcasters Await Spectrum Valuations From FCC”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/tv-broadcasters-await-spectrum-valuations-from-fcc1412291991)
--------The Federal Communications Commission is planning an auction of the radio spectrum in
order to make more or it available for wireless carriers. Consequently, people like 47-year-old
Kevin Adell, who has run WADL-TV in Detroit since he graduated from college, is considering
his options. In the upcoming auction carriers “could come away with a cut of 85% of revenue.”
The FCC estimates that the airwaves held by Adell are worth $170 million. Large broadcasters,
“particularly those owned by large media concerns such as CBS Corp., will likely opt to stay out
of the auction . . . But smaller broadcasters take a different view. For them, the television
business has become tougher to navigate due to increased competition for compelling
programming, viewers and advertisers.” In relation to this Larry Patrick, the head of a brokerage
focused on the broadcast industry, notes: “Because the numbers are so high, many more
broadcasters are suddenly taking a look at what they have and saying, ‘Do I need this station at
all?’”
********You can learn more about the FCC auctions at:
http://wireless.fcc.gov/auctions/default.htm?job=about_auctions. It appears that Auction 97 is
next—you can see the auction schedule at:
http://wireless.fcc.gov/auctions/default.htm?job=auctions_sched.
(3 October 2014): “Ethanol Prices Slide Amid Supply Spike”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/ethanol-prices-slide-amid-supply-spike-1412267548)
--------“A spike in supplies has sent U.S. ethanol prices tumbling to four-year lows and curbed
profits for an industry that had posted robust earnings for most of this year. . . . While demand
for the biofuel, along with the gasoline into which it is blended, typically declines after the
summer-driving season, this year’s downshift was pronounced.” For consumers, lower ethanol
prices “may provide modest relief at the gasoline pump.” At the same time, “Stock prices for
some ethanol makers have slumped recently following big gains earlier in the year.” In response
to weaker profit margins, some ethanol makers “are starting to cut output . . . , so they are using
less corn.” This has is “bad news in the near term for the depressed U.S. corn market.” Corn
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futures “slid to five-year lows Tuesday . . . due to a record crop last year and expectations for a
larger one this year.”
********This is a clear case where words struggle to convey the complex interactions of the
involved markets. There is a market for corn that is connected to a market for ethanol that is
connected to a market for gas that is connected to an equity market that involves the shares of
ethanol and gas producers. And so on. Then there is the international dimension: “Ethanol
futures also have been pressured by a September announcement by Brazil’s government that it
would offer tax benefits to the country’s sugar and ethanol industries. The new measures raised
concerns among traders that Brazil would be able to sell its ethanol more cheaply to overseas
buyers, denting demand for U.S. ethanol exports.”
(3 October 2014): “With Dry Taps and Toilets, California Drought Turns Desperate”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/03/us/california-drought-tulare-county.html)
--------Due to the relentless California drought, now in its third year, more than 500 households
in Tulare County have run out of water: “residents cannot flush a toilet, fill a drinking glass,
wash dishes or clothes, or even rinse their hands without reaching for a bottle or bucket.”
According to state officials, there could be “hundreds more, with many rural well-owners not
knowing whom to contact.” Andrew Lockman of the Tulare County Office of Emergency
Services, who has been helping to deal with the water needs of local residents, notes: “We will
give people water as long as we have it, but the truth is, we don’t really know how long that will
be . . . We can’t offer anyone a long-term solution right now. There is a massive gap between
need and resources to deal with it.”
********On Friday, October 3 I listened, with others, to a simulcast of a presentation by
Thomas Piketty, author of Capital in the Twenty-First Century
(http://www.amazon.com/Capital-Twenty-First-Century-Thomas-Piketty/dp/067443000X/) at
The New School brought to UNC Asheville through the efforts of visiting assistant professor
Melissa Mahoney. During the comments, this article was mentioned by discussant Heather
Boushey and I read it as a result. It raises many issues that connect to the proper role of
government, as well as the distribution of income and wealth, for as the article says, “Unlike the
Okies who came here [Tulare County] fleeing the Dust Bowl of the 1930s, the people living on
this parched land are stuck.”
********While on the subject of water, consider the article “Small Towns Wrestle With Lengths
They’ll Go for Water” (5 October 2014) at: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/05/us/smalltowns-in-texas-wrestle-with-lengths-theyll-go-for-water.html. The V.V. Water Company of
Beeville, Texas is looking to pump water from Val Verde County, Texas to sell it to counties in
the Permian Basin area of Texas, which has been and will continue to be the site of fracking
activity. Although the demand for fracking water is not mentioned in the article, the counties
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tend to be sparsely populated and will need more water to serve people moving into the area. V.
V. Water is proposing the construction of pipelines to move the water to counties, a proposal that
is concerning to the people of Val Verde County who think their water resources will be
imperiled. This situation reminded me of the movement of oil from fracking in North Dakota
and from the oil sands in Alberta. How to move the water: pipelines, railroads, or (in this case)
by tanker truck? An important difference between the two cases is renewability. Water in the
ground is renewable (given appropriate rainfall and watershed management) but oil in the ground
is not.
(4 October 2014): “Automated hypothesis generation: Computer says ‘try this’”
(http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21621704-new-type-software-helpsresearchers-decide-what-they-should-be-looking)
--------IBM’s John Gordon is one of the leaders of the company’s cognitive-computing team
which is “responsible for a machine called Watson which is able to digest and analyse large
amounts of English text and then draw inferences from it. . . . More than 90 groups of scientists
are now developing hypothesis-generation software. They hope to use it . . . of the vast corpus of
scientific literature . . . that has piled up in public databases.” The technique has already been
employed “to hunt for proteins called kinases that activate another protein, p53, which curbs the
growth of cancers. They used the software to read the abstracts of 186,879 papers and produced
a list of the most promising kinases for experiments. The twist was that the papers in question
were all published before 2003.” By doing so the researcher “could check to see if the Watsonbased approach came to the same conclusions as those arrived at by human researchers over the
subsequent ten years. And it did. Of the top nine kinases the software picked, seven have
subsequently been shown to activate p53.”
********You can learn more about IBM Watson Discovery Advisor, a product to aid discovery,
at: http://www.ibm.com/smarterplanet/us/en/ibmwatson/discovery-advisor.html. There is a good
deal to reflect about in this article, both with respect to science and entrepreneurship. I have long
distinguished, likely due to my reading Israel Kirzner’s works, but also the work of Knight and
Schumpeter, between discovery and creativity. In discovery, there is a sense that there is
something out there now and if we “turn over enough rocks,” we will find it. I.e., we discover
things that already exist. With creativity, however, there is the sense there is nothing out there
now, but if we work with intention, knowledge, imagination, and perhaps some luck, we can
bring it into being. How does creativity connect to automatic hypothesis generation?
(4 October 2014): “Electricity companies: Adapting to plug-ins”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21621850-electric-cars-could-help-save-powerutilities-death-spiral-adapting-plug-ins)
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--------“After ‘rate hikes’, the most common phrase in America’s electricity industry these days
is ‘death spiral’. The recession clobbered demand, and it has not recovered. Last year
Americans used 2% less electricity than in 2007. The government’s Energy Information
Administration reckons demand will grow by less than 1% a year between now and 2040 . . .
Consumers are buying more electric gadgets than ever, but the power these machines use is
tumbling . . . then there is ‘distributed generation’, which covers everything from household solar
and geothermal systems to on-site electricity generation by large businesses and college
campuses. All steal sales from power companies.” Although companies have tended to respond
with “business as usual,” i.e., more conventional generation and distribution projects and
lobbying regulators, it seems that what the industry needs is “a new business model. The best
prospect, thinks Elias Hinckley, an energy-finance specialist at Sullivan and Worcester, a law
firm, is plug-in electric vehicles. Today, Americans’ daily spending on energy can be split into
two large chunks: about $1 billion on electricity and $1.4 billion on fuel for their vehicles. In the
past, electricity providers had no way to tap into the latter market. Plug-in cars should change
that.” According to the Edison Electric Institute, plug-ins could result in a “quadruple win” for
utility companies: “they could help the industry increase demand, meet environmental goals, get
closer to customers and cut costs by electrifying its own vast vehicle fleets.”
********The report in question is “Transportation Electrification: Utility Fleets Leading the
Charge.” You can read it at:
http://www.eei.org/issuesandpolicy/electrictransportation/FleetVehicles/Documents/EEI_Utility
FleetsLeadingTheCharge.pdf.
(4 October 2014): “Mega-Weddings: Why You Should Say ‘I Don’t’”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/mega-weddings-why-you-should-say-i-dont-1412349202)
--------The recent wedding of George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin has been estimated to have
cost in the neighborhood of $13 million, perhaps leaving “mere mortals feeling even more
pressure to spend lavishly for their own” weddings. However, “New research has found no
positive correlation at all between having a big, expensive wedding and a successful marriage.”
Two economics professors at Emory University, Andrew Francis and Hugo Mialon, found
“evidence that marriage duration is inversely associated with spending on the engagement ring
and wedding ceremony. . . . women whose weddings had cost more than $20,000 (in 2014
dollars) ended up getting divorced 60% more often than those whose weddings were cheaper.
And men who spent between $2,000 and $4,000 of their engagement ring got divorced 30%
more often than those who spent between $500 and $2,000.” There is, though, a difference
between correlation and causation, as Anja Winikka, the site director of wedding industry
magazine The Knot, points out. Still expensive weddings can cause financial problems later on
and elaborate ceremonies with large guest lists can make it difficult to cancel a wedding when
second thoughts emerge.
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********The research mentioned appears in “’A Diamond Is Forever’ and Other Fairy Tales:
The Relationship between Wedding Expenses and Marriage Duration”
(http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2501480). What is the takeaway from the
study? According to the authors, “The evidence suggests that the types of weddings associated
with the lower likelihood of divorce are those that are relatively inexpensive but high in
attendance.” San Francisco-based financial planner Michelle Fait observes: “Your marriage is
supposed to last forever, so spend like there is a tomorrow.”
(6 October 2014): “Regulation Clips Wings of U.S. Drone Makers”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/regulation-clips-wings-of-u-s-drone-makers-1412546849)
--------“The U.S. introduced drones to the world as machines of war. But as unmanned aircraft
enter private industry—for purposes as varied as filming movies, inspecting wind farms and
herding cattle—many U.S. drone entrepreneurs are finding it hard to get off the ground, even as
rivals in Europe, Canada, Australia and China are taking off. The reason, according to
interviews with two-dozen drone makers, sellers and users across the world: regulation. The
FAA has banned all but a handful of private-sector drones in the U.S. while it completes rules for
them, expected in the next several years. . . . In September the FAA authorized six filmmaking
companies to used drones, bringing to eight the number of approved U.S. commercial-drone
operators. In Europe, there are thousands.” The largest cluster of drone makers is in Germany
the producers of which are “generally profitable and operate on cash from sales. Most U.S.
drone makers and service providers are scraping by on venture-capital funding and customers
who use the devices against FAA policy. The three giants of the drone industry are Parrot SA of
Paris and SZ DJI Technology Co. of Shenzhen, China, and 3D Robotics Inc. of California (the
smallest of the group).
********In a related article, “Tech World Vexed by Slow Progress on Batteries”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/tech-world-vexed-by-slow-progress-on-batteries1412552377), the point is made that “Drones are a special case of the limitations of current
energy technology because, even more than in cars and other gadgets, there is a directly penalty
for adding more batteries—the drones become heavier. That’s one reason we should all be
skeptical of companies promising drone delivery services.” At present, Parrot’s AR 2.0
quadcopter “can stay aloft for only 18 minutes per charge of its battery.” As the article notes, an
alternative is to power drones with gasoline “but it’s hard to imagine people will put up with
skies darkened by the auditory equivalent of flying weed whackers.”
(6 October 2014): “Beware Higher-Ed Doomsayers” (http://chronicle.com/article/BewareHigher-Ed-Doomsayers/149087/)
********The authors of the article, Barry Glassner and Morton Schapiro are, respectively,
president and professor of sociology at Lewis & Clark College, and president and professor of
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economics at Northwestern University. Glassner has spent much of his career studying the
sociology of fear mongering, whereas Schapiro has devoted his work to the economics of higher
education. As such they provide an interesting perspective on higher education forecasts.
--------“As college presidents, we regularly hear dire warnings about higher education from
parents, donors, trustees, public officials, family, friends, even total strangers. . . . For more than
a century, there have been predictions about the impending demise of higher education; they
have all proved wrong. . . . Latter-day alarmists are unlikely to fare any better than their
predecessors.” Threats to higher education are blown out of proportion “by similar categories of
actors, with similar motives and tactics, as in other scares. Individuals and organizations who
stand to profit financially or politically promote them—in large measure, the same way the
discount stores make their profit—through volume. Repeat something often enough, and it
begins to seem true. But volume alone doesn’t explain how scares are sold. It is important to
understand, as well, the narrative techniques deployed by fear-mongers—the two most
ubiquitous being the christening of isolated incidents as trends, and misdirection.”
********This certainly made me want to learn more about how “scares are sold” since so many
scares are currently being in so many different places and by so many people. As Glassner and
Schapiro note, “Unfounded predications of doom can become self-fulfilling prophecies if taken
seriously and acted upon. Our [higher-education] sector must apply some of our vaunted critical
thinking to the claims of self-interested scare-mongers all too eager to get us to adopt new
models.” Surely there must be a “third way” between hide-bound adherence to tradition and the
uncritical adoption of the new.
(7 October 2014): “Liberian Rubber Farm Becomes Sanctuary Against Ebola”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/liberian-rubber-farm-becomes-sanctuary-against-ebola1412629331)
--------Firestone, Liberia. “As Ebola exploded here this year, a rubber farm embarked on a crash
course on how to tame an epidemic that has killed thousands of people and derailed governments
across West Africa.” In March, when the first case of Ebola arrived, “Bridgestone Corp.
managers sat around a rubber-tree table and googled ‘Ebola,’ . . . Then they built two Ebola
isolation clinics, using shipping containers and plastic wrap. They trained their janitors how to
buy Ebola corpses. Their agricultural surveyors mapped the virus as it spread house to house,
and teachers at the company’s schools went door-to-door to explain the diseases. . . . Six months
later, Firestone has turned the tide of infections, offering a sanctuary of health in a country where
cases are doubling every three weeks. . . . The virus could flare again at Firestone. But as of last
week, not a single known infection was left among the company’s 8,500 employees and their
71,500 dependents.” According to health and company officials, it is not that Firestone is
applying breakthrough tactics against Ebola, “It is that the rubber company had the money,
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manpower, and organization to tackle an epidemic that several sovereign West African
governments found bewildering.”
********The rubber tree farm in Liberia is “the world’s biggest contiguous rubber plantation,”
explaining the scale of employment. Still, it exists somewhat as a world apart, something that
frustrates those on the outside looking in; company police have been given orders to enforce a
policy of “No Visitors.”
(8 October 2014): “When sea levels rise, high tides will spill into communities far more often,
study says” (http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/when-sea-levels-rise-hightides-will-spill-into-communities-far-more-often-study-says/2014/10/07/57723596-4d8c-11e4babe-e91da079cb8a_story.html)
--------According to a just-released study by the Union of Concerned Scientists, “by 2045 the
nation’s capital and the capital of Maryland [Annapolis] will experience 400 [tidal] floods per
year . . . and several other cities and towns on the Atlantic coasts will have tidal flooding almost
as bad.” Tidal flooding is usually “an annoyance limited to a small area or community. But it
can be deadly when high tides mix with drenching rains from nor’easters and wind-driven water
surge from tropical storms and hurricanes. Sandy Hook was one of more than a dozen cities that
suffered catastrophic flooding when Tropical Storm Sandy struck in October 2012.” Some cities
are “heeding the warnings of climate scientists. In Miami Beach . . . city leaders have invested
$400 million in infrastructure such as pumping stations to keep sea water out of sewers. Norfolk
has identified $1 billion in necessary storm and drainage improvements and is seeking money to
fund them.”
********The report is Encroaching Tides: How Sea Level Rise and Tidal Flooding Threaten
U.S. East and Gulf Coast Communities over the Next 30 Years
(http://www.ucsusa.org/sites/default/files/attach/2014/10/encroaching-tides-full-report.pdf). It
projects that Wilmington, North Carolina will have approximately 150 tidal floods in 2030 and
350 tidal floods in 2045 (p. 17 of the report).
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[The Invisible Forces] 182 (15 October 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(9 October 2014): “Frackers’ Reports on Oil Reserves Differ for Investors and Regulators”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-10-09/frackers-reports-on-oil-reserves-differ-forinvestors-regulators)
--------“Lee Tillman, chief executive officer of Marathon Oil, told investors last month that the
company was sitting atop the equivalent of 4.3 billion barrels of oil in its U.S. shale acreage.
That’s 5.5 times higher than the number Marathon reported to federal regulators. Providing
different numbers to regulators and investors is standard practice in the shale industry. The U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission has strict rules for how drillers calculate reserves. No
such guidelines apply to companies when they calculate their resource potential—a less
conservative estimate of their assets that drillers emphasize when pitching investors. Drillers
also cite the higher forecasts when they lobby lawmakers to lift the 39-year-ole ban on exporting
crude oil, arguing that the U.S. has plenty and should be able to sell it on world markets.”
According to data compiled by Bloomberg, “Sixty-two of 73 U.S. shale drillers reported one
figure in filings with the SEC while advertising a higher number to the public.”
********It is somewhat hard to discern but it does seem that the different numbers are attached
to different measures. However, it is hard to avoid the inference that the higher numbers are
being communicated to those who have lesser ability to make the fine distinctions that someone
immersed in the oil industry would make almost automatically.
********Deception also figured in “Ads Tied to Web Searches Criticized as Deceptive”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/ads-tied-to-web-searches-criticized-as-deceptive1413226602). “Federal regulators last year told Google Inc., Yahoo Inc., and Microsoft Corp. to
more clearly highlight the ads in their search-engine results, to avoid deceiving consumers. In
response, the three leading U.S. search engines have done little, making it difficult for users to
distinguish ads from ‘natural’ search results.” Although Google now places small yellow Ad
labels next to some paid links, “The shading of ads on Yahoo and Microsoft’s Bing search
results is almost imperceptible.” In an interview with Mary Engle, the associate director for
advertising practices for the Federal Trade Commission, she said that “the FTC has been
pressing companies to distinguish ads from content since the 1960s.” You can learn more about
deceptive advertising by doing a search on the expression at the FTC’s site for its Division of
Advertising Practices at: http://www.ftc.gov/about-ftc/bureaus-offices/bureau-consumerprotection/our-divisions/division-advertising-practices.
********Finally, while looking to identify additional material on deception, I ran across the
recently published Encyclopedia of Deception, 2 volumes. You can learn more about it at:
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http://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Deception-Timothy-R-Levine/dp/1452258775/. It looks
like a fascinating work as it “examines lying from multiple perspectives.”
(10 October 2014): “Wave of Immigrants to U.S. Resurges”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/wave-of-immigrants-to-u-s-resurges-1412899992)
--------“A strengthening U.S. economy has spurred the largest pickup in immigration since before
the recession, driven by Asian newcomers and a gain in Hispanic arrivals. The number of
foreign-born people in the U.S. grew by 523,400 last year . . . the biggest official jump since
2006. . . . Fully 27% of last year’s new immigrants were Hispanic, compared with about 10% in
2012 and less than 1% in 2011 . . . More Mexicans came to the U.S. last year than left—a
notable shift after several years in which the opposite happened.” In explaining some of these
shifts, demographer William Frey of the Brookings Institution notes: “Some of the things
limiting immigration in recent years—a bad job market, less demand for workers—is easing.”
********The article goes on to observe that “America’s Mexico-born population marks the
biggest wave of immigration from a single country in U.S. history.”
(10 October 2014): “Smile! Marketing Firms Are Mining Your Selfies”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/smile-marketing-firms-are-mining-your-selfies-1412882222)
--------“Most users of popular photo-sharing sites like Instagram, Flickr and Pinterest know that
anyone can view their vacation pictures if shared publicly. But they may be surprised to learn
that a new crop of digital marketing companies are searching, scanning, storing and repurposing
these images to draw insights for big-brand advertisers. Some companies, such as Ditto Labs
Inc., use software to scan photos . . . to identify logos, whether the person in the image is
smiling, and the scene’s context. The data allows marketers to send targeted ads or conduct
market research.”
********This article calls to mind the facial recognition software that is now at the disposal of
the FBI—the Next Generation Identification system—which is projected to contain 51 million
photographs by next year. “Police everywhere will be able to tap into the system”
(http://money.cnn.com/2014/09/16/technology/security/fbi-facial-recognition/). It is interesting,
and frankly disturbing, to see how these technologies are being used by businesses and law
enforcement agencies to whittle away at the relative anonymity that many of us once enjoyed.
The private sphere and the public sphere seem to be converging due to technological innovation.
It is tempting to make a connection to the time-honored ideas of the separation of ownership and
control but nothing comes easily to mind. Adolf Berle and Gardiner means memorably
employed these ideas in The Modern Corporation and Private Property (1932). You can learn
more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Modern-Corporation-PrivateProperty/dp/0887388876/.
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(11 October 2014): “Canadian Fishermen See Red in Fight Over Lobster Size”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/canadian-fishermen-see-red-in-fight-over-lobster-size1412974377)
--------This is the A-Hed, quirky, article. “Fishermen in the provinces of Prince Edward Island
and New Brunswick are at loggerheads over how big a lobster’s carapace must be for a lobster to
be harvested. Fishermen in Prince Edward Island [PEI] are fighting to keep the minimum
carapace at 72 millimeters, or about 2.8 inches, while their counterparts in New Brunswick
would like to see fishing restricted to lobsters with larger shell sizes—as much as 10 millimeters
longer. This is .39 inch [longer]. At stake is tiny Prince Edward Island’s lock on the global
market for so-called canner lobsters, younger and smaller lobsters that are prized for their
sweeter taste and sought after by major customers, including casinos and cruise ships. . . . Across
the Northumberland Strait in New Brunswick, [however,] lobster catchers say tastes have
changed and that most customers prefer larger, older lobsters.” A recent increase in minimum
carapace size from 71 mm to 72 mm reduced the catch of fishermen in PEI by an estimated 1525%, which spilled over elsewhere in a province that supplies 80% of the world’s canners. As
store clerk Judy Clowe in Charlottetown, the capital of PEI noted, “If they’re not making money,
they’re not spending it.” Provincial seafood processor Royal Star Foods Ltd. “says another 1millimeter hike in the minimum carapace size could cost it about C$4 million in lost revenue.”
********The article whets the appetite for a more extended look into the economics of lobster
fisheries, and the different conditions in PEI and New Brunswick. While reading The Lords of
Strategy: The Secret Intellectual History of the New Corporate World (2010), by Walter Kiechel,
the “three Cs of cost, customers, and competitors” are prominently mentioned. An extended
look into lobster economics would focus upon them. I’m about two-thirds of the way through
Lords and have found it to be readable and interesting. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Lords-Strategy-Intellectual-History-Corporate/dp/1591397820/.
********If you are interested in learning how to measure a carapace and sex a lobster, you can
do so at: http://www.eregulations.com/massachusetts/fishing/saltwater/how-to-measure-alobster/.
(11 October 2014): “Inventing a GMO Apple That Won’t Brown”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/inventing-a-gmo-apple-that-wont-brown-1412964241)
--------Okanagan Specialty Fruits Inc. has spent more than a decade developing a genetically
modified apple that resists browning when cut open or sliced. The result of that development is
the Arctic apple. Federal regulators “are weighing whether to approve the Arctic apple for sale
in the U.S. If approved, the apple would be the first non-browning variety on the market, and
could be among the country’s first products required to carry a genetically modified label.”
Although genetically engineered soybeans, corn and other commodities are common, “few forms
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of genetically modified raw produce are available on store shelves.” Although the Department
of Agriculture and the FDA are currently reviewing the Arctic apple, “only the USDA’s approval
is needed for it to be sold to U.S. consumers. . . . If the apple is approved, Okanagan plans to
start by rolling out modified varieties of Golden Delicious and Granny Smith apples.”
********The article makes the point that whereas GMO corn, soybeans, cotton and sugarbeets
made life easier for farmers and were quickly adopted by them, no such farmer-benefit is offered
by Arctic apples. Will the rate of adoption be different if the supposed benefit accrues to
consumers?
(11 October 2014): “The Capitalist Cure for Terrorism” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/thecapitalist-cure-for-terrorism-1412973796)
********An intriguing article by Peruvian economist Hernando De Soto, the author of The
Mystery of Capital: Why Capitalism Triumphs in the West and Fails Everywhere Else (2000).
One sentence captures the essence of the article: “Economic hope is the only way to win the
battle for the constituencies on which terrorist groups feed.” Underpinning that hope is the need
for a “legal infrastructure for poor people to come into the system.” In developing his argument
De Soto reports on Peru’s Shining Path as well as on research that he and his team did on selfimmolators during the Arab Spring. Economic exclusion was found to be a key reason for the
despair that led them to take their lives. The case of Mohammed Bouazizi, a 26-year-old street
merchant, is looked at with some care.
********You can learn more about The Mystery of Capital at:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0465016154/.
(14 October 2014): “Nobel Prize in Economic Science Awarded to Jean Tirole”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/nobel-prize-in-economic-science-awarded-to-jean-tirole1413199390)
--------“Jean Tirole, a French economist whose theories about the behavior of large companies
underpin modern antitrust regulation, won this year’s Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences. . . . The
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences on Monday cited Mr. Tirole’s analysis of monopolies and
oligopolies in honoring the Toulouse School of Economics professor. The academy noted how
his work has helped shed light on how governments should deal with mergers and cartels or
regulate monopolies.”
********The website for the Nobel Prize is the best source for more detailed information on this
year’s winner: http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2014/. On
the left-hand-side of the page you will find a variety of information about Tirole’s achievements
and the person. The Press Release (http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economicsciences/laureates/2014/press.html) provides a brief summary of Tirole’s work, whereas Popular
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Information (http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2014/populareconomicsciences2014.pdf) provides a readable six-page discussion of his work; Technical
Information (http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economicsciences/laureates/2014/advanced-economicsciences2014.pdf) has 54 pages aimed a professional
audience.
********The New York Times also has an informative article:
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/14/business/jean-tirole-wins-nobel-prize-in-economics.html.
The statement that stood out for me: “Mr. Tirole did not offer a single set of new rules. Rather,
he applied a set of general principles to the circumstances of each industry to suggest appropriate
policies, often reflecting a nuanced balancing of costs and benefits.” This is so contrary to the
seductiveness of catechismal-type statements one frequently encounters in political discourse and
occasionally in economic writings. Interesting, too, were the words of economist Joshua Gans of
the University of Toronto, who “compared Mr. Tirole with Louis Pasteur as the rare example of
a laureate whose work has both advanced theoretical understanding and directly affected daily
life.” On the characteristic nature of Pasteur’s work—use-inspired basic research—see Donald
Stokes, Pasteur’s Quadrant: http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0815781776/. Here is an
illustration of Stokes’ quadrant scheme:
http://blogs.oregonstate.edu/researchupdate/files/2013/02/pasteurs-quadrant1.png.
(15 October 2014): “Cities Look for Ways to Get Free of Empty Jails”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/cities-look-for-ways-to-get-free-of-empty-jails-1413313213)
--------Portland, Oregon. “Faced with projections of rising crime, residents here voted in 1996 to
build a new jail to contain hundreds of future inmates. By the time the cavernous structure was
completed in 2004, crime had fallen, leaving the city and neighboring towns that make up
Multnomah County with an empty jail that cost more than $300,000 annually. . . . Multnomah’s
experience highlights an awkward byproduct of the declining U.S. inmate population: empty or
under-utilized prisons and jails that must be cared for but can’t be easily sold or repurposed.”
According to Mike Arismendez, city manager for Littlefield, Texas, “There’s a prisoner
shortage.”
********The article shows the danger of building in advance of need, however forward looking
it might seem. Prison populations in some states have been declining as crime rates have
dropped and “states have relaxed harsh sentencing laws passed during the tough-on-crime 1980s
and 1990s, and have backed rehabilitation programs.” States with empty prisons have found it
difficult to repurpose them.
(15 October 2014): “Exxon, Shell Carbon Emissions Rise Though Pumping Drops”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/exxon-shell-carbon-emissions-rise-though-pumping-drops1413329329)
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--------“ExxonMobil Corp. and Royal Dutch Shell PLC are emitting more carbon dioxide despite
tapping less oil and natural gas. For every barrel they pump, the two biggest Western oil
companies generated 10% more in greenhouse gases each last year than they did in 2011,
according to company data. The rise in such emissions . . . in part stems from the mounting
difficulty of getting oil and gas out of the ground. Much of the energy companies’ new
production comes from projects that consume a lot of fuel, such as cooling natural gas to a liquid
state for transport, or heating and processing oil that is too heavy to flow on its own.”
********Exxon and Shell are among the many firms that provide data on their emissions to the
nonprofit Carbon Disclosure Project. You can learn more about the Project and access its latest
report at: https://www.cdp.net/en-US/Pages/HomePage.aspx.
(15 October 2014): “A High-Speed Trader Looks to Slow Down Critics”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/a-high-speed-trader-looks-to-slow-down-critics-1413318872)
--------“Jason Carroll helps run one of the most active trading firms in the world, accounting for
more than 5% of U.S. stock transactions on most days. But to a chorus of critics, his Hudson
River Trading LLC represents everything wrong with modern markets. Mar Carroll is a highfrequency trader. After years of operating out of public view, Mr. Carroll and his colleagues are
now in the cross hairs of some regulators, politicians and investors who believe firms like
Hudson River can gain an unfair advantage and manipulate prices using complex algorithms and
superfast communication links to exchanges and other trading networks.” Among those
currently investigating high-speed traders for violating the law or market rules are the SEC, the
New York’s attorney general, and the FBI. The March 2014 publication of Flash Boys, by
Michael Lewis, has led Mr. Carroll to speak out about the work of high-frequency traders.
********You can learn more about Flash Boys at: http://www.amazon.com/Flash-BoysMichael-Lewis/dp/0393244660/. Jason Carroll joined Tower Research Capital LLC, one of the
first firms doing high-frequency trading, immediately after graduating from Harvard University
with a computer science degree. You can learn more about Hudson River Trading at:
http://www.hudson-trading.com/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 183 (22 October 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(14 October 2014): “Ebola Tests America’s Weakened Public Health System”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-10-14/ebola-a-weakened-u-dot-s-dot-public-healthsystem-readies-for-more-cases)
--------“As dozens of health-care workers in Dallas are being monitored for signs of Ebola,
public health agencies around the country are preparing for more cases. To prevent the spread of
the disease, they must rain medical staff, test crisis plans, and communicate with the public. All
that must be accomplished by a public health workforce diminished by years of budget cuts.”
Jeff Levi, executive director of the Trust for America’s Health, a nonpartisan advocacy
organization focused on disease prevention, notes that the problem can’t be fixed by a sudden
injection of cash: “You may be able to buy equipment quickly, but you can’t buy trained
personnel quickly . . . Particularly when we’re thinking about infectious disease outbreaks, we
are as protected as the weakest link.”
********Preparedness for epidemics seems like something that is especially important for a
community, however large, to provide. It also seems like it is something that does not lend itself
to private provision. So the on-again, off-again funding of public health in this area is especially
disturbing. As Jeffrey Duchin, the chair of the public health committee of the Infectious
Diseases Society of America, observes: “We’re constantly trying to build capacity, and then lay
off and reduce capacity . . . This is the way it’s been throughout the country.” As Jeff Levi
noted, personnel cannot become educated overnight.
********Yet another area that does not lend itself to private provision is the protection of Earth
from asteroid collisions. As “Asteroids: between a rock and a hard place”
(http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/sep/20/asteroids-rock-hard-place-meteor-strikerussia-nicaragua) makes clear, such a collision is potentially cataclysmic, yet NASA commits a
fraction of 1% of its budget to “planetary defence.” If not NASA, then who? Perhaps we need a
Department of Planetary Security to take on such challenges. They could then deal with external
threats, like asteroids, and internal threats like climate change.
********To wrap up our venture into public financing of economic activities, consider the
expressways. States are increasingly turning to the private sector to build and maintain
expressways, the result being an increase in the number of toll roads nationwide, especially in
fast-growing states like Florida and Texas. Contributing to this change in approach is the fact
that the main funding source for new roads, gasoline taxes, have been slow to change. For
example, the federal tax of 18.4 cents per gallon of gas “hasn’t changed since 1993.” At the state
level, Texas “hasn’t increased its 20-cents-per-gallon tax since 1991.” The article to read is “In
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Texas, Toll Roads Proliferate—and a Backlash Builds” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/intexas-toll-roads-proliferateand-a-backlash-builds-1413823849).
(14 October 2014): “An Apple Crisis in Kazakhstan”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-10-16/kazakhstans-crisis-of-vanishing-apples)
--------“Apples were once the heart of Kazakhstan. Its former capital Almaty was once called
Alma-Ata, or Father of Apples.” But “Climate change, fire, wind, insects, and livestock are all
degrading the wild apple forests” according to Nurzhan Mukhamadiyev of Kazakhstan’s Institute
for the Conservation and Protection of Plants, “But one of the biggest problems is, people are
building big summer houses here, they buy dump trucks full of topsoil illegally taken from the
surrounding mountains to fill in their gardens.” The loss of apple genetic material may adversely
affect the burgeoning hard cider in the United States, which requires apples that are “more bitter
than the so-called dessert apples found in supermarkets.”
. . . But one of the biggest problems is, people
********This was a good opportunity for me to get update on my geographical knowledge.
Kazakhstan stretches in the east from Mongolia to the Caspian Sea in the west; it also shares
lengthy boarders with China and especially Russia. You can check out its location at:
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Kazakhstan/. It seems to be generally accepted that apples
originated in Kazakhstan (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple).
(16 October 2014): “Rental America: Why the poor pay $4,150 for a $1,500 sofa”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/storyline/wp/2014/10/16/she-bought-a-sofa-oninstallment-payments-now-its-straining-her-life/)
--------“Five years into a national economic recovery that has further strained the poor working
class, an entire industry has grown around handing them a lifeline to the material rewards of
middle-class life. Retailers in the post-Great Recession years have become even more likely to
work with customers who don’t have the money upfront, instead offering a widening spectrum of
payment plans that ultimately cost far more and add to the burdens of life on the economy’s
fringes. . . . The most striking change in the world of low-income commerce has been the
proliferation of rent-to-own stores such as Buddy’s Home Furnishings, which has been opening a
new store every week, largely in the South.” Buddy’s, originally a Florida-based firm, had 80
stores in 2008. With 204 stores now, it wants to have 500 by 2017. At rental centers “the poor
find themselves paying effective annual interest rates of more than 100 percent. With business
models such as ‘rent-to-own,’ in which transactions are categorized as leases, stores like Buddy’s
can avoid state usury laws and other regulations.”
********The Abbott family is featured in the article. They bought a love seat and sofa retailing
for about $1,500 with an option to pay monthly or weekly: “The total price if paid weekly,
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$4,158.” According to the manager of Buddy’s in Cullman, Alabama, “some 75 percent of items
are returned or repossessed within weeks of the transaction.”
********Closely connected to this article is a piece in The New York Times—“States Ease
Interest Rate Laws That Protected Poor Borrowers”—in which North Carolina is prominently
mentioned. In seeking to boost maximum rates on installment loans, the North Carolina
Financial Services Association noted that “Rents are higher, electricity costs more, gasoline costs
more . . . But the rates hadn’t kept pace.” After another lobbying push last year, and “Newly
appointed commanders at the state military institutions,” legislation was passed allowing higher
rates for a variety of installment loans. You can learn more at:
http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/10/21/states-ease-laws-that-protected-poor-borrowers/.
(17 October 2014): “Calls to Use Yucca Mountain as a Nuclear Waste Site, Now Deemed Safe”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/17/us/calls-to-use-a-proposed-nuclear-site-now-deemedsafe.html)
--------“The Nuclear Regulatory Commission on Thursday released a long-delayed report on the
suitability of [Nevada’s] Yucca Mountain as a disposal spot for nuclear waste, finding that the
design met the commission’s requirements, laying the groundwork to restart the project if control
of the Senate changes hands in the elections next month. . . . It set off immediate calls among
Republicans to bring the project back to life.” The report, frozen since 2010, was released due to
a recent court decision. Timothy Frazier, a former Energy Department official and currently
affiliated with the Bipartisan Policy Center, notes that the report “makes it hard . . . for someone
to say that Yucca Mountain in not technically acceptable.”
********Political acceptability, of course, is another matter. Senate majority leader Harry Reid,
Democrat of Nevada, has opposed Yucca Mountain and a flipped Senate would likely change
matters dramatically.
(18 October 2014): “Ban on Women Drivers in Saudi Arabia Gives Taxi Apps a Boost”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/ban-on-women-drivers-in-saudi-arabia-gives-taxi-apps-a-boost1413456923)
--------“In any given month, Samar Nassar can easily spend $800 on car-booking applications—a
figure much higher than the basic cost of renting or financing a vehicle. Why? Because Ms.
Nassar lives in Saudi Arabia, where women are banned from driving. In the past 8 months, the
perennial ban has spurred the launch of a bevy of car-booking apps in the conservative kingdom,
including Uber Technologies Inc., Rocket Internet AG’s Easy Taxi and other smaller startups. . .
. App companies say roughly 80% of their customers in Saudi Arabia are women now
empowered by reliable cars, instead of having to depend on the country’s chaotic and often
nonexistent transport systems.”
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********This article concisely illustrates the interrelations of all three invisible forces that
influence human behavior: the invisible handshake (social and cultural factors), the invisible foot
(legal and political factors), and the invisible hand (economic factors). In this case, at least, it
seems like the economic opportunities emerge from a legal system based upon culture.
(20 October 2014): “Gauging Economic Fear Factor”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/gauging-economic-fear-factor-1413770097)
--------“Gambia hasn’t had a single known Ebola case. But fears of the virus, and canceled
flights, have led British bird-watchers to nix planned tours. Hotel bookings to that West African
destination are down 65% across the board. This blow to the tiny nation’s economy is among
many examples world-wide where fear—or what economists call aversion behavior—is
spreading economic pain beyond the direct costs of treating the virus. . . . For economists, the
challenge is to measure and forecast the impact fear has on consumer confidence and behavior. .
. . Economic impacts range from voluntary measures taken by individuals—refusing to eat in
restaurants or take flights—to government policies like school closures or travel bans that disrupt
productivity.” According to former World Bank economist Milan Brahmbhatt, “Aversion
behavior accounted for more than 80% of lost economic activity during the 2003 SARS epidemic
in southern China, Hong Kong and other parts of the world.” Such effects are now more readily
determined due to “Enhanced data-gathering techniques, including mobile-phone geolocation
tools to map people’s movements and specially-targeted household surveys . . . in affected
regions.”
********The article by Brahmbhatt appears to be “On SARS Type Economic Effects During
Infections Disease Outbreaks.” You can learn more about, and download a copy, at:
http://elibrary.worldbank.org/doi/book/10.1596/1813-9450-4466.
(21 October 2014): “Crackdown on Raw-Milk Machines Steams Fans in Europe”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/whats-got-raw-milk-fans-in-europe-steaming-a-crackdown-ontheir-vending-machines-1413858604)
--------This is the A-Hed (quirky) article. “Vending machines that dispense fresh, unpasteurized
milk have proliferated in Italy and throughout much of Europe in recent years. The stainless
steel mechanical fridges can be found in supermarket parking lots, town squares and on roaming
milk-mobiles. . . . But even in Europe, where stinky cheeses, steak tartare and snails are all
cheerfully scarfed down, the machines are under siege. In Italy, regulators have cracked down
on sales, suspending or shutting down machines that don’t meet exacting hygiene standards.”
Although the machines are allowed in England, they must be “located on the farm where the
milk is produced. England’s producers say that defeats the purpose of the vending machines,
which should make the milk more accessible.”
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********I especially enjoyed the paragraph about the high-tech features of the milk dispensers.
I hope you do, too.
(21 October 2014): “They’re Tracking When You Turn Off the Lights”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/theyre-tracking-when-you-turn-off-the-lights-1413854422)
--------Steven Koonin, a former undersecretary of science in the Obama administration, directs
the Center for Urban Science and Progress at New York University. Mr. Koonin and the Center
are “at the forefront of an academic movement to quantify urban life.” Researchers are not
bringing “big data into the public sphere, aiming to improve quality of life, save money, and
understand cities in ways that weren’t possible only a few years ago.” In doing so municipal
sensor networks are being established, “turning personal habits into digital contrails” that may
tempt misuse by authorities. For example, “In the coming weeks, the University of Chicago will
install dozens of sensor packs on street lamps in the city’s central business district and elsewhere.
Each pack, roughly the size of a thick laptop, contains 65 sensors intended to capture data on
environmental conditions including sound volume, wind and carbon-dioxide levels, as well as
behavioral data such as pedestrian traffic flow as revealed by Wi-Fi-enable smartphones.”
Although such projects are in their early stages, “they’re already fueling controversy.”
********Charlie Catlett directs the University of Chicago’s Urban Center for Computation and
Data (https://urbanccd.org/), which is leading Chicago’s “Array of Things” project
(http://arrayofthings.github.io/). More information about NYU’s Center for Urban Science and
Progress can be found at: http://cusp.nyu.edu/. The book Smart Cities: Big Data, Civic Hackers,
and the Quest for a New Utopia (2014) is also mentioned in the article. You can learn more
about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Smart-Cities-Civic-Hackers-Utopia/dp/0393349780/.
No doubt the discipline of Urban Studies will be transformed by the sensorizing of the urban
environment.
(22 October 2014): “Hacker, Terrorist Threats Spur Bases to Build Power Grids”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/hacker-terrorist-threats-spur-bases-to-build-power-grids1413920177)
--------“Fear that utility companies remain vulnerable to hackers, terrorists and natural disasters
has the Pentagon pushing construction of independent power grids at military bases across the
U.S.” Increasingly the Pentagon “wants power from its own sources. Solar panels, for example,
have become almost as common on bases as flagpoles.” Contributing to the movement toward
independent production is a grid that is old and reliant on outdated technology. Dennis McGinn,
assistant secretary of the Navy, notes that “More than money is at stake . . . ‘Mission readiness is
tied to energy security.’” Increasingly, it seems, that security involves being less dependent on
the present electrical grid.
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[The Invisible Forces] 184 (29 October 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(22 October 2014): “For $100,000, You Can Clone Your Dog”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-10-22/koreas-sooam-biotech-is-the-worlds-firstanimal-cloning-factory)
--------Dr. Hwang Woo Suk, 61, “runs the only facility on earth that clones dogs for customers
willing to pay $100,000. He led the team that cloned the first dog in 2005, and he’s produced
more than 550 cloned puppies since, increasing the efficiency of a complicated process to a point
where he can guarantee an exact genetic copy of a client’s dog, provided he has health tissue to
work with.” Currently operating in the Chinese city of Weihai, his company Sooam Biotech is
partnering with BoyaLife, “a fast-growing Chinese biotechnology company with 28 subsidiaries
and operations in 16 provinces.” Early next year, the two companies plan to “operate China’s
first commercial animal cloning facility” in a 667,000-square-foot research lab facing the Yellow
Sea. According to Dr. Hwang, “Dogs are the entry point”—the larger and more important focus
“will be cloning cows to help China deal with a growing appetite for beef. In addition to work
on canines and bovines, Sooam has a porcine focus which is “pursuing transgenic clones that
could one day provide a safe source of organs for humans in need. Pig organs are similar to
ours, which makes them an attractive potential substitute for patients awaiting transplants.”
********Dr. Hwang first became famous a decade ago when published two studies in Science
announcing “the first successful cloning of a human embryo.” Later, following the disavowal of
the studies by one of his co-authors, things fell apart for him and his work. Subsequently things
have turned around. Dr. Hwang’s plans are audacious, to say the least. One of the projects that
he has been working on, in partnership with the North-Eastern Federal University in Russia, is to
bring back the Mammoth. More prosaically, the possibility of cloning talented “highperforming” dogs for bomb-sniffing and security work has allowed some to speculate that the
guesswork of selecting pups from a litter might be avoided. You can learn more about dog
cloning at Sooam at: http://en.sooam.com/dogcn/sub01.html.
(23 October 2014): “Fracking Companies Become Victims of Their Own Success”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/fracking-companies-become-victims-of-their-own-success1413996836)
--------“Drillers for Pennsylvania’s natural gas are facing a growing threat—from their own
productivity. Hydraulic fracturing and other new drilling techniques have caused the amount of
natural gas flowing out of the state’s Marcellus Shale to soar in recent years. . . . The fracking
surge has overwhelmed pipelines, creating a local glut that has caused gas prices to crater and
force drillers to re-evaluate operations.” As a result, the price of natural gas in the Marcellus has
“traded as low as $1.44 per million British thermal units in recent days, less than half the U.S.
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benchmark price, which has hovered around $4.” Ultra Petroleum Corp. of Houston has since
reassessed its investments in the Marcellus, selling some of its assets there for assets owned by
Royal Dutch Shell PLC in Wyoming. According to Kelly L. Whitley, the director of investor
relations for Ultra, “Why would you invest in something where you are only going to get a 5%
return when you can invest in something where you get an 80% return?” For its part, “Shell says
it was motivated by attractive exploration acreage in Pennsylvania and that the company’s size
gives it leeway to invest for the long term.”
********The large divergence between natural gas prices in Pennsylvania and the nation overall
is reminiscent of the previous divergence of crude oil prices in Oklahoma and the nation overall.
To a certain extent, railcars reduced the divergence of oil prices even though additional pipelines
were not forthcoming. In the case of natural gas, a “railcar-like” solution does not seem to be in
the offing in the absence of additional pipelines. Consequently, investor funds are moving,
instead.
(23 October 2014): “The Military Takes on Climate Change Deniers”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-10-23/the-military-takes-on-climate-changedeniers)
--------“The idea that climate change poses serious risks to U.S. national security, long contested
in conservative circles, is now an integral part of Pentagon. On Oct. 13, Secretary of Defense
Chuck Hagel made it official with the release of the Pentagon’s 2014 Climate Change
Adaptation Roadmap, a 16-page document that lays out the effects of extreme weather events
and rising temperatures on military training, operations, acquisitions, and infrastructure.” The
document begins, “Climate change will affect the Department of Defense’s ability to defend the
nation and poses immediate risks.” Backing Hagel are “16 retired generals and admirals who sit
on the military advisory board of the CNA [Center for Naval Analysis] Corp., a governmentfunded nonprofit military research organization. A CNA report issued in May called climate
change a ‘catalyst for conflict,’ arguing that the civil war in Syria was rooted in part in a record
drought that drove peasants off the land and into cities, where they were susceptible to being
recruited by extremist groups.” Retired four-star general Ron Keys notes about the
consequences of climate change, “People are going to have less water, less food . . . There are
going to be huge regional wars around these issues.” Although the Department of Defense has
expressed concerns about climate change “for at least a decade” it has been relatively quiet until
now because, according to retired rear admiral David Titley, “the Department of Defense gets its
money from Congress, and we know where the House is on this issue.” Titley and other retired
military brass “have been traveling the country to explain to ordinary Americans why the
military cares about climate change and what extreme weather will mean for their communities.”
********You can access the Climate Change Adaptation Roadmap at:
http://www.acq.osd.mil/ie/download/CCARprint.pdf. You can learn more about CNA and its
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work on “Energy, Water & Climate” at: http://www.cna.org/ewc. A five-minute NPR interview
with David Titley can be heard at: http://www.npr.org/2014/10/19/357341772/dod-climatechange-is-a-volatile-factor-in-international-security.
(26 October 2014): “Dividing and Conquering the Trash”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/26/business/dividing-and-conquering-the-trash.html)
--------Nate Morris is the founder of Rubicon Global, a company that “acts as a hub connecting
businesses with waste haulers and recyclers that handle their trash.” By inserting itself between
waste producers and the waste haulers that they hire, Rubicon holds online bidding processes for
waste contracts, as well as consulting on how to reduce waste or use it for other purposes. “So
beyond saving money for its clients, Rubicon can nudge them toward environmental
responsibility by diverting waste from landfills into recycled goods.” The financial opportunities
of Rubicon and similar businesses seem large. According to As You Sow, “a group that
promotes recycling, . . . in 2010 alone, in the specific category of packaging materials, $11.4
billion worth of valuable commodities was lost to landfills. According to a report issued by
Waste Business Journal in 2012, the waste industry over all was worth $55 billion.”
********You can learn more about Rubicon Global at: http://rubiconglobal.com/. You can
learn more about As You Sow at: http://www.asyousow.org/.
********The article brings to mind the book Junkyard Planet: Travels in the Billion-Dollar
Trash Trade (2013), by Adam Minter, a “veteran journalist and son of an American junkyard
owner” (http://www.amazon.com/Junkyard-Planet-Travels-Billion-DollarTrash/dp/1608197913/). From a slightly different perspective, Elizabeth Royte’s book Garbage
Land: On the Secret Trail of Trash (2006) looks interesting, too
(http://www.amazon.com/Garbage-Land-Secret-Trail-Trash/dp/031615461X/). Royte writes on
science and the environment. Fascinating from its description is the two-volume Encyclopedia
of Consumption and Waste: The Social Science of Garbage (2012), edited by Carl A. Zimring
(http://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Consumption-Waste-ScienceGarbage/dp/1412988195/). The review from Booklist notes: “This is the first encyclopedia to
focus exclusively on garbology—what society throws away. It covers the usual environmental
topics but with a definite archaeological, historical, and social orientation. Rather than discuss
recycling and the science of waste, the work discusses their sociological implications from
ancient times through the present day.”
(27 October 2014): “The invisible labor that keeps Facebook clean”
(http://www.marketplace.org/topics/tech/invisible-labor-keeps-facebook-clean)
--------“Social networking sites like Facebook and YouTube have a problem. . . . The grandma
problem. As social networking has gone mainstream—in other words, ‘even Grandma is on
Facebook’—the seedier side of the web becomes a bigger and bigger problem. Say Grandma
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logs in to check out new family photos or videos, and then she’s bombarded with everything
from violent car crashes to the most vile kinds of pornography? Not a good user retention
strategy. Enter the content moderator. She makes sure the really icky stuff the Internet has to
offer doesn’t show up next to photos of the grand kids. She is part of a massive workforce,
which one expert estimates at over 100,000 around the world. Or, 14 times the size of
Facebook.”
********This seems to be a case of self, not governmental, regulation in that it is undertaken to
respond to market forces rather than statutory or regulatory requirement. The text above
connects with five-minute interview on Marketplace, with author Adrian Chen
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrian_Chen) who wrote about content moderators for Wired in its
November issue. The interview makes it clear the awful work CMs do and the work it has on
them. In this way it reminds me of the “emotional labor” discussed by sociologist Arlie
Hochschild in The Managed Heart: The Commercialization of Human Feeling (1983), about
which you can learn more at: http://www.amazon.com/Managed-Heart-CommercializationHuman-Feeling/dp/0520272943/. Chen’s article on CMs—its title and surely its content will be
offensive to some, so please be advised—can be found at:
http://www.wired.com/2014/10/content-moderation/.
********Sarah T. Roberts appears to be an authority in this area, having recently written a
dissertation entitled “Behind the Screen: The Hidden Digital Labor of Commercial Content
Moderators.” You can learn more about her work at: http://illusionofvolition.com/behind-thescreen/. Once you are there, click on the image for MicroSourcing, which advertises its “Virtual
Captives” to help with a variety of services.
(29 October 2014): “Congo Seeks Investors for Farmland Bigger Than France”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/congo-plans-to-lease-farmland-in-bid-to-bolster-foodproductivity-1414506517)
--------The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) is planning to lease as much as 247,100 square
miles, an area larger than France, “in an attempt to attract capital and technology capable of
boosting jobs and food productivity”; Congo is second-to-last on the Human Development Index
of the United Nations. The DRC is planning to lease land for periods of 25 years, possibly
longer. “Congo’s plan . . . was developed after an earlier initiative to support small-scale farmers
failed.” According to John Ulimwengu, an adviser to the Congolese prime minister organizing
the project, “We need to build the whole value chain around the agriculture sector . . . It isn’t the
government who’s going to revamp the agriculture sector. It has to be the private sector.”
********Andrew Brown, the chief investment officer of the private equity firm Emerging
Capital Partners, which invests in Africa, notes that converting land into large farms is “a hugely
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sensitive issue . . . If you get into clearing previously unused land, you have to pick your way
very carefully through the ownership rights and land rights.”
(29 October 2014): “More Cities Raise Tobacco Age to 21”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/more-cities-raise-tobacco-age-to-21-1414526579)
--------“A grass roots movement to raise the legal age for buying cigarettes and other tobacco
products to 21 years from 18 is gaining traction, shaping up as the next serious challenge to the
$100 billion U.S. tobacco industry. . . . The restrictions aim squarely at disrupting cigarette use
before it becomes ingrained as an adult habit. Nearly 9 out of 10 smokers first light up by age 18
and 99% of them by 26, according to a 2012 report by the U.S. Surgeon General. About twothirds of smokers start lighting up daily before 18 and it appears to take less nicotine for
teenagers to become addicted, compared with adults.” It is estimated that “Raising the age
would cost the tobacco industry about $2 billion, or 2%, in near term cigarette sales.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 185 (5 November 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(30 October 2014): “Newest Legal Laborers in Bolivia: Children”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/newest-legal-laborers-in-bolivia-kids-1414627368)
--------“As a boy, Bolivian President Evo Morales helped his destitute family by selling ice
cream, baking bread, laying bricks and, according to one biographer, by once herding 50 llamas
across the Andes . . . Decades later, Mr. Morales, who was re-elected to a third term this month,
backed a new law to lower the minimum age for child workers, making Bolivia the world’s only
nation to legally allow boys and girls as young as 10 to hold jobs, according to Human Rights
Watch.” As such, Bolivia is at odds with “the International Labor Organization, which stipulates
14 as the minimum work age for developing countries. . . . But Bolivian government officials say
the new law simply recognizes the harsh realities of a largely indigenous country where 42% of
the population remains poor and children often help support their families.” According to
UNICEG, “Children under 14 make up 58% of the 850,000 child laborers in Bolivia.”
(30 October 2014): “Shale Boom Shines Light on Natural-Gas Liquids”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/shale-boom-shines-light-on-natural-gas-liquids-1414613891)
--------“An unsung byproduct of oil and natural-gas production is getting more attention from
hedge funds and investors as they seek new ways to bet on the U.S. shale boom. Natural-gas
liquids, which include ethane, propane, butane, isobutene and natural gasoline, are separated out
from crude oil and natural gas. . . . Until recently, they attracted little investor consideration. But
that has begun to change amid a swift increase in both supply and demand. U.S. production of
NGLs topped 3 million barrels a day this year. Production volume has grown 60% in the past
decade to become on par with the amount of oil produced in Texas or Iraq. . . . Many investors
are using NGLs as a way to bet on the North American energy boom while sidestepping the
pipeline bottlenecks and export restrictions that have held down most U.S. energy prices. It
helps that unlike oil and natural gas, NGLs can easily be exported overseas, where prices are
higher. . . . [However a] problem for traders is that NGL markets are typically not that volatile,
so there are fewer opportunities to profit from price moves.”
********The appearance of the term ‘natural-gas liquid’ sent me looking for earlier references
to the term ‘condensates’ that has also been in the news in recent months. It turns out that the
two terms have more-than-a-little complexity, even for those in the business. You can learn
more about these and related terms at: https://rbnenergy.com/through-the-looking-glass-nglcondensates-and-pentanes-us-vs-world.
(31 October 2014): “Parched Cities Share Water in West”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/parched-cities-share-water-in-west-1414711838)
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--------In Arizona Phoenix and Tucson recently reached an agreement to share water resources to
expand supplies in the drought-plagued Southwest. “Phoenix, which gets more water than it can
store from the Colorado River, has agree to send some of its surplus to Tucson, which needs it to
lower pumping costs. In return, Tucson will give up part of its share of Colorado River water to
Phoenix when needed. The deal finalized in early October comes despite long-standing rivalries
between Arizona’s two largest cities.” Similar sharing agreements have been reached in Texas
and Southern California. Water experts say that the number of exchanges has increased because
the “supply of Western water has shrunk amid drought even as the region’s population has
expanded. The problem is particularly acute in the Lower Colorado River basin, where the Lake
Mead reservoir, which provides water to about 20 million people in California, Nevada and
Arizona, has fallen to 39% of its capacity.”
(31 October 2014): “The New Science of Taste: 1,000 Banana Flavors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/1-000-flavors-of-banana-the-new-science-of-food-additives1414687926)
--------“In the first 90 years of making its signature product, Campbell Soup Co. developed just
over 100varieties. In the past 30 years, that number has quadrupled . . . The soup smorgasbord
reflects Americans’ growing appetite for food with bold and exotic tastes and textures, which in
recent decades has spurred companies to add thousands of new flavorings, spices, colorings,
thickeners and preservatives to their recipes, shaking up the country’s menu. Lately, however,
the technological advances that spawned multicolored breakfast cereals like Froot Loops and fatfree yogurt in flavors like red-velvet cupcake are colliding with burgeoning demand for morenatural food with simpler ingredients, which many consumers regard as healthier. Balancing
these overlapping trends is proving tricky for the food industry, which is under pressure to find
reliable, inexpensive natural sources of ingredients long synthesized in labs.” Contributing to the
development of new food products are “flavor houses,” which often bear the financial burden of
research and development; flavor houses are expected to have revenues of $4 billion this year.
Synergy Flavors of Illinois says “its flavoring formulas currently number about 80,000, up
sharply from around 13,000 in 2002.” Among them are about 1,000 flavors just for bananas.
Consumer resistance to manufactured flavors seems to be growing amid a welter of confusing
claims and a desire for a more natural diet. Regarding that Synergy’s CEO Rod Sowders notes
that “Moving from artificial to natural there are always difficulties . . . We can do it, but it comes
with a significant cost.” Sowders goes on to say that Synergy is investing in technology to create
additional flavors from a variety of natural products like roots and seeds, observing that “We’re
being pulled into that by our customers, the packaged food companies . . . and their customers,
the consumers.”
********The last sentence is a concise statement of the influence of “the ultimate consumer” is
communicated through a series of markets. The article contains an instructive and attractive
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visual “Axis of Additives” that shows how a variety of ingredients connect up with the foods on
supermarket aisles.
********This article is an installment in the continuing series on “How We Eat.” You can learn
more about Synergy Flavors and its products, market applications, and technology at:
http://www.synergytaste.com/.
(1 November 2014): “Schumpeter: Creative capitalism”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21629377-other-industries-have-lot-learn-hollywoodcreative-capitalism)
--------“Every company that employs creative people must think about how to harness their
strengths for commercial gain without strangling their free-spiritedness. Hollywood has a
century’s experience in this. Studios recruit a fresh creative team for each film, leaving its
members to work intensely together with a minimum of interference, stepping in only when
things are clearly going wrong. This gives team members a feeling of control and pride in their
project; and to cap it all, everyone has their contribution duly acknowledge in the closing
credits.” According the Mark Young of the Marshall School of Business at the University of
Southern California, “People work hard and collaborate well in the movie business in part
because they have little job stability. Many are freelancers, who will not get hired for the next
film unless they prove themselves on the current one. The tough lesson from Hollywood, then,
is that job insecurity can lead to greater productivity, as long as workers believe in what they are
doing and have their achievement recognized.”
********An article, like so many in The Economist, that is a masterpiece of concision. The
article also contains an interesting comparison of the film industry to Silicon Valley, where flops
and failures are frequent. Ed Catmull, who founded Pixar and is the president of Disney
Animation, as well as the author of the recent book Creativity, Inc.: Overcoming the Unseen
Forces That Stand in the Way of True Inspiration (2014), argues that “every film starts out as an
‘ugly baby’, growing through countless changes into a graceful adult.” sufficient momentum by
its opening weekend, it may sink without trace.” You can learn more about Catmull’s book,
which has some of the most positive comments about it that I have read, at:
http://www.amazon.com/Creativity-Inc-Overcoming-Unseen-Inspiration/dp/0812993012/.
(1 November 2014): “Illicit e-commerce: The Amazons of the dark net”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21629417-business-thriving-anonymousinternet-despite-efforts-law-enforcers)
--------“The first ever e-commerce transaction conducted by students from Stanford and MIT in
the early 1970s, involved the sale of a small quantity of marijuana. For decades afterwards, the
online drugs trade was severely constrained by the ability of law enforcement to track IP
addresses and the means of payment. The trickle of transactions threatened to become a flood
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with the emergence a few years ago of Silk Road, a drug-dealing site on the ‘dark net’. These edepths cannot be reached through a normal browser but only with anonymising software called
Tor. Buyers and sellers transact there pseudonymously in bitcoin, a crypto-currency. Silk Road
was shut down last year with the arrest of Ross Ulbricht . . . the site’s founder. . . . But law
enforcers who predicted that Silk Road’s demise would mark the beginning of the end for online
black-market bazaars were wrong. Instead, dozens of dark-net Amazons and eBays (also known
as crypto-markets) have sprung up to fill the void. They are not only proving remarkably
resilient but expanding their offerings and growing more sophisticated.”
********Presumably the same technology that enables cryptomarkets to flourish, and protect
those in witness-protection programs, would also provide an opportunity for terrorist activity.
Google Scholar provides a variety of references from a search on cryptomarkets but there is also
an ebook that provides additional information—Drugs on the Dark Net: How Cryptomarkets are
Transforming the Global Trade in Illicit Drugs (2014). You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Drugs-Dark-Net-Cryptomarkets-Transformingebook/dp/B00MGWL7WA/.
(3 November 2014): “What College Can Teach the Aspiring Entrepreneur”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/what-college-can-teach-the-aspiring-entrepreneur-1414965300)
********Well, the article title poorly represents its content, which is advice for college-age
students on how to use their college years to get ready to be (or become) an entrepreneur.
Nonetheless, there is an interesting graphic that shows the ever-expanding role of entrepreneurial
studies in the curricular offerings of U.S. colleges, which is striking. This expansion is
referenced in a series of reports of the Kauffman Foundation on “Entrepreneurship Education
[Come]s of Age on Campus.” You can learn more at:
http://www.kauffman.org/newsroom/2013/08/entrepreneurship-education-comes-of-age-oncampus. As The Lords of Strategy, p. 287, notes, entrepreneurship education now plays an
important role in the curriculum of the Harvard Business School.
(4 November 2014): “Meat Companies Go Antibiotics-Free as More Consumers Demand It
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/meat-companies-go-antibiotics-free-as-more-consumersdemand-it-1415071802)
--------“The Food and Drug Administration, responding to concerns about antibiotic-resistant
bacteria, asked drug and meat companies late last year to end the practice of feeding antibiotics
to livestock to speed growth.” Kentucky farmer Brandon Glenn, who raises chickens, had
already gone further at the behest of his buyer, Perdue Farms Inc. “Perdue is among a growing
array of food producers moving to limit the routine use of antibiotics in livestock production—
less in response to regulatory action than to consumer pressure.” Although “Antibiotic-free beef,
pork and chicken accounts for only around 5% of meat sold in the U.S., . . . its share is growing
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quickly. . . . The market shift echoes other industry responses to consumer concerns about the
safety or ethics of food production.”
********According to the article, “The FDA views its approach of seeking voluntary changes as
the most effective way to reduce antibiotic use in animals, arguing that a ban could tie it up in
lengthy legal proceedings.” I was surprised to learn that “More than two million Americans a
year develop bacterial infections resistant to antibiotics, which kill at least 23,000 annually,
according to a report last year by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 186 (12 November 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(7 November 2014): “’Dark’ Network of Illegal Website Targeted by U.S. and European
Police” (http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/08/world/europe/dark-market-websites-operationonymous.html)
--------“An international task force executed a series of raids and arrests in 16 countries on Friday
aimed at shutting down a secret network of websites. These so-called dark sites matched
anonymous sellers and buyers in a thriving black market for illicit goods and services including
drugs, stolen credit cards, weapons and killers for hire.” The investigation leading up to the raids
“had been underway for several months as the dark market ‘mushroomed’” in the wake of the
earlier shutdown of the dark site Silk Road. The success of the raids was aided by the
penetration, by law enforcement agencies, of sites using the anonymous Tor software. This has
“sent shivers through users of a formerly darkened corner of the web universe.” Tor is an
acronym for “’the onion router,’ a reference to the layers of encryption on the network.”
********I hadn’t thought of it before but these arrests are akin to (forced) exit from a market,
the prediction forthcoming would be, of course, that the price of the services rendered by such
anonymous and illegal “firms” would now rise, all other things being equal.
(7 November 2014): “A New Bounty of Oysters in Maryland, but There Is a Snag”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/07/us/a-new-bounty-of-oysters-in-maryland-but-there-is-asnag.html)
--------“Oyster farming . . . is one of the few growing businesses . . . on the western shore of
Maryland . . . Recent changes to state policy and a growing national affection for oysters . . .
have brought back the shellfish, once as much a staple to Maryland as corn is to Iowa. . . . The
booming oyster business has come into conflict with the watermen of this region, who argue that
the cages used to cultivate oysters are a menace to fishing lines and crab pots, and in some cases
an eyesore for residents with waterfront homes.” Voicing this concern is Robert Brown, the
president of the Maryland Watermen’s Association (WMA): “You don’t put one person out of
business to start another . . . If you put a bunch of cages on the bottom of the water, how are you
going to put your trout line down? You can’t sift for crabs, you can’t clam there, you can’t fish
there, you can’t even sport fish there. I am worried about it all.” Those growing oysters in
submerged cages have found a ready market, Tal Petty of the Hollywood Oyster noting that “I
can sell every oyster I can grow . . . Everybody has a soft spot for the waterman . . . but the fact
is that there are not many of them left, and the number of people who are employed by oyster
farms compared to the number of watermen is getting very close. It’s a transition time.”
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********If not clear from context, watermen are those “who have pulled crabs and fish from
bays like Chesapeake and Calvert for generations.” You can learn more about the WMA at:
https://marylandwatermen.com/.
(8 November 2014): “U.S.D.A. Approves Modified Potato. Next Up: French Fry Fans.”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/08/business/genetically-modified-potato-from-simplotapproved-by-usda.html)
--------“A potato genetically engineered to reduce the amounts of a potentially harmful ingredient
in French fries and potato chips has been approved for commercial planting, the Department of
Agriculture announced on Friday.” Its DNA has been “altered so that less of a chemical called
acrylamide, which is suspected of causing cancer in people, is produced when the potato is fried.
The new potato also resists bruising, a characteristic long sought by potato growers and
processors for financial reasons.” The potato, produced by J.R. Simplot Company, which is
privately held and based in Boise, Idaho, “is one of a new wave of genetically modified crops
that aim to provide benefits to consumer, not just to farmers as the widely grown biotech crops
like herbicide-tolerant soybeans and corn do. The nonbruising aspect of the potato is similar to
that of genetically engineered nonbrowning apples, developed by Okanagan Specialty Fruits,
which are awaiting regulatory approval.” The question remains “whether the potatoes . . . will be
adopted by food companies and restaurant chains . . . Genetically modified potatoes failed once
before.”
********On the non-GMO front, there is the promising story contained in “Humbled spud
poised to launch a world food revolution”
(http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/oct/18/humble-potato-poised-to-launch-foodrevolution). Dutch farmer Marc van Rijsselberghe and scientist Arjen de Vos have developed a
potato that is salt tolerant, resulting in their being awarded “the prestigious USAid grand
challenge award.” In doing so their project “beat 560 competitors from 90 countries.” Given
that 89% of the world’s water is salinated and that “50% of agricultural land is threatened by salt
water,” the development may help to feed the world as water levels rise.
********Finally, The Economist this week reported on genetically modified crops
(http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21630961-biggest-study-so-far-findsgm-crops-have-large-widespread-benefits-field), discussing a meta-analysis, “a statistically
rigorous study of studies, rather than a mere summary of the literature.” The authors “went
through all examinations of the agronomic and economic impacts of GM crops published in
English between 1995 and March 2014.” The study concludes that the effects of GM crops on
farming “have been overwhelmingly positive.” The title of the study is “A Meta-Analysis of the
Impacts of Genetically Modified Crops.” You can read it at:
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0111629.
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(8 November 2014): “How ‘Ground Game’ Moved From the Gridiron to Politics”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/how-ground-game-moved-from-the-gridiron-to-politics1415208629)
--------In recent election cycles expressions such as “air game” and “ground game” have been
frequently used to describe political success. These terms are “metaphors that come directly
from the football field. In the 1920s, college football teams became increasingly reliant on the
forward pass, then a relatively new innovation.” Indeed, a 1921 article in the Charlotte Observer
noted that “the aerial game” would likely be used extensively in an upcoming game between the
North Carolina State Wolfpack and the Davidson Wildcats; “a great ground game” was also a
possibility. In a more “bellicose variation on the theme, ‘ground war’ and ‘air war’ have also
been pressed into service by political operatives. . . . But the gridiron lingo has been more
favored of late, perhaps because military metaphors seem a bit overblown.”
********This caught my attention due to my ongoing reading of Strategy: A History
(http://www.amazon.com/Strategy-History-Lawrence-Freedman/dp/0199325154/), by Lawrence
Freedman, and a fascination with the shared language of military affairs, business and
economics, politics, and athletics. Freedman makes these some of these connections clear, his
book following a structure that proceeds from military affairs, to politics, and on to business.
The athletic connection is of long standing, I suggest, given that the ancient Greeks pursued
athletics so as to enable male participants to be more successful in waging war. The article
above shows that metaphorical influence is not unidirectional.
(10 November 2014): “China Sees Itself at Center of New Asian Order”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/chinas-new-trade-routes-center-it-on-geopolitical-map1415559290)
********It is ever-so-hard to summarize the content of this article. Perhaps it is enough to note
that China’s efforts to build a “Silk Road Economic Belt” and a “21st-Century Maritime Silk
Road” is likely to transform by transportation integration the economic relations of three billion
people from “the Pacific Ocean to the Baltic Sea and linking East Asia to South Asia and the
Middle East.” You can learn more about what has been called “China’s Marshall Plan” at:
http://thediplomat.com/2014/11/the-new-silk-road-chinas-marshall-plan/.
(10 November 2014): “Can Money Buy You Happiness?” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/canmoney-buy-happiness-heres-what-science-has-to-say-1415569538)
--------Can money buy happiness? “Over the past few years, new research has given us a much
deeper understanding of the relationship between what we earn and how we feel. . . . The results,
at first glance, may seem a bit obvious: Yes, people with higher incomes are, broadly speaking,
happier than those who struggle to get by.” Digging deeper, though, “gets a lot more
surprising—and a lot more useful. In short, this latest research suggests, wealth alone doesn’t
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provide any guarantee of a good life. What matters a lot more than a big income is how people
spend it.” Among other results, “Numerous studies conducted over the past 10 years have shown
that life experiences give us more lasting pleasure than material things, and yet people still often
deny themselves experiences and prioritize buying material goods.” Psychology professor Ryan
Howell of San Francisco State University has looked into this seeming anomalous result and has
concluded: “What we find is that there’s this huge misforecast . . . People think that experiences
are only going to provide temporary happiness, but they actually provide both more happiness
and more lasting value.”
********A variety of aperçus regarding happiness are provided, among which are: habituation,
giving behavior, time utilization, and satiation, as well as savings and debt. A nice opening to a
huge and growing subject. The article made me think back to one of my high school English
classes, where the instructor played a recording, a record in fact, of Simon and Garfunkel singing
the poem “Richard Cory.” You can hear it at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwqwAy85CgY. You can learn more about the poem at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Cory.
(11 November 2014): “Regulators Ban Almost All New England Cod Fishing”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/regulators-ban-almost-all-new-england-cod-fishing1415657481)
--------“Federal regulators on Monday halted most cod fishing off New England for the next six
months and said they are considering cutting the amount of cod fishermen in the region will be
allowed to catch by up to 75% next year. . . . The plans follow an estimate in August by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration that the number of cod spawning in the Gulf
of Maine—which stretches from Cape Cod to Nova Scotia—is only 3% or 4% of the level
needed to sustain the fishery. . . . Regulators had already slashed the 2013 catch limits for Gulf of
Maine cod by 77% from the prior year, to 1,550 metric tons. Next year’s catch limit is expected
to be less than 400 metric tons.” Despite the lower limits, “fishermen didn’t catch all their quota
in 2013.” Given the dramatic decline in the cod fishery, fishermen have turned to “lobster and
other more-robust species.”
(11 November 2014): “Who Builds the World’s Most Popular Drones?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/who-builds-the-worlds-most-popular-drones-1415645659)
--------“Big U.S. defense companies brought drones to the battlefield. Now a Chinese company
is bringing them to the masses. In just a few years, SZ DJI Technology Co. has become the
world’s biggest consumer drone maker by revenue, selling thousands of its 2.8-pound, square
foot devices for about $1,000 each. In the process, it also has become the first Chinese brand to
pioneer a major new global consumer-product category.” As a result, “DJI’s four-propeller
helicopters, called Phantoms, have become icons of the burgeoning drone era: however, camera-
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equipped robots that almost anyone can pilot. . . . Phantoms are a top choice of entrepreneurs in
the U.S. who are using drones in filmmaking, farming and construction—all in defiance of the
FAA’s effective moratorium on commercial drones. The agency says it expects to propose rules
governing the sector by the end of 2014.”
--------DJI was founded by Frank Wang “in his dorm room at Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology” in 2006. Recently the growth of DJI has been impressive. “From 90
employees and $4.2 million in revenue in 2011, it grew to 1,240 employees and more than $130
million in revenue last year. It now has 2,800 employees, three factories, and this year expects to
post sales three to five times greater than 2013.” Growing pains have accompanied its
expansion, however: “Some customers complain that when devices malfunction, no one answers
DJI’s customer hotlines.”
********It seems clear that sales of drones have taken off with no end in set. Expanded sales
will certainly bring with it more concerns about privacy and safety. You can learn more about
DJI’s Vision 2+ (and see some amazing video) at: http://www.dji.com/product/phantom-2vision-plus. Look at the video on the left-hand of the screen. It is easy to see many applications
for this “flying camera.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 187 (19 November 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(12 November 2014): “Embracing Dry Land: Water-Smart Urban Design And Drought In The
American West” (http://daily.jstor.org/urban-design-drought-american-midwest/)
--------In the midst of historic drought and growing populations, metropolitan areas in the
Southwest are rethinking the “illusion that water in the largely arid region could be as plentiful
and cheap as it was in the much wetter East.” Although traditional methods of dealing with
water needs focused on importing more water, today “recycling and storm water capture” are
capturing the attention of municipalities. Indeed, the city of Los Angeles “has estimated it could
provide for 82 percent of its water needs” by such means. Spurring such rethinking have been
people like Brad Lancaster, a resident of Tucson, Arizona, who “has been working for more than
20 years to convince his desert city it could largely subsist on the 11 to 12 inches of water that
falls from the sky annually.” His thinking has been drawn to those who have long worked with
arid conditions, such as farmers in the driest part of South Africa and the Tohono O’odham
people who live outside of Tucson. In learning from contemporary means of managing water
scarcity, Lancaster has taken an approach complementary to that of architects Hadley and Peter
Arnold, “who study ancient, historical, and contemporary water systems in the Southwest.”
They “regularly take students on extended field trips to study the earthen works at ancient
pueblos. They also study ancient Roman, Middle Eastern, Mediterranean, and North African
waterworks.” Peter Arnold notes: “There’s an incredible history of water use to draw on.”
********This article comes from JSTOR Daily, “where new meets its scholarly match.” It
provides material on a variety of subject areas—Arts & Culture, Business & Economics, Politics
& History, Science & Environment, and Education & Tech—supported by the scholarly archives
of JSTOR. It is a great resource for those who want to dig deeper and it is free. The article made
me reflect on demand- and supply-side approaches to drought management and how different
people in different organizations benefit from those approaches. Those who build dams and
aqueducts, unsurprisingly, favor their methods for dealing with drought. I’m sure there are many
people, too, who would be eager to replace water-guzzling lawns with a xerophytic landscape.
This suggests that, as we face current and future environmental challenges, we must be equally
alive to new entrants as we seemingly are to incumbents.
********The Southwestern U.S. states are not the only ones confronting water shortages—so is
Colorado. In the article “Colorado Takes On Looming Water Shortages”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/colorado-set-to-release-water-distribution-plan-1416398461)
the issue of diverting water from the water-rich Western Slope of the state to the water-poor (and
rapidly growing) East Range is taken on. Water allocation here is based upon the so-called
“Colorado Doctrine” that “grants water rights to the first person to take water from a river or
aquifer no matter where they live.” As a result, Colorado, unlike other Western states, has never
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developed a water plan. One is now under development at the impetus of Governor John
Hickenlooper.
(13 November 2014): “Elevated Level of Part-Time Employment: Post-Recession Norm?”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/post-recession-legacy-elevated-level-of-part-timeemployment-1415808672)
--------“Nearly seven million Americans are stuck in part-time jobs they don’t want. The
unemployment rate has fallen sharply over the past year, but that improvement is masking a stillbleak picture for millions of workers who say they can’t find full-time jobs.” Part-time work has
declined more slowly in the service sector as compared to goods-producing industries.
Presently, an important policy question is “whether the elevated level of involuntary part-time
work is due to cyclical factors, meaning it will fall as the economy heals, or to structural changes
that have made employers more inclined to rely on a larger contingent workforce and avoid
converting part-time workers to full-time positions.” Some argue that the Affordable Care Act is
contributing to this behavior, as it “requires employers with 50 or more full-time equivalent
workers to offer affordable insurance to employees working 30 or more hours a week or face
fines.” Both structural and cyclical factors are likely to be at work, according to John Robertson
who is a senior economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta.
********You can learn more about the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta at:
https://www.frbatlanta.org/. A companion article dealing with restaurant workers in Asheville,
North Carolina, can be found at: http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2014/11/22/lowwages-keep-restaurant-workers-cycle-poverty/19425759/.
(14 November 2014): “Lockheed Tests the Waters in Energy”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/lockheed-tests-the-waters-in-aquaculture-energy1415918667)
--------“What do a truck-sized nuclear reactor, remote-controlled fish farms, and an ultrathin
membrane used for desalinating water have in common? They’re all projects that Lockheed
Martin Corp., the world’s largest defense company with some $45.4 billion in revenue, is
pursuing in search of expansion against the backdrop of sharp cuts in the Pentagon’s weapons
budget. The Bethesda, Md., company has been the most aggressive defense contractor
expanding into energy and other civilian businesses—unnerving investors who say past military
spending slumps led to costly detours into railcars and satellite communications.” Defense
companies have long sought “to hedge against downturns in military spending, but stepping
outside government-related work rarely turns out well.” Energy projects are especially attractive
to defense companies “because the U.S. and other militaries hope to cut their energy spending”
in the future.
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********Analyst Doug Harned of Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. notes “There are few examples of
success for commercial diversification in defense and many examples of failure.” I would love
to know why. Is it because of cost-plus contracting in defense industries or is it more a matter of
selling to one customer rather than many? Other reasons? You can learn more about Lockheed
Martin at: http://www.lockheedmartin.com/.
(15 November 2014): “Taming the Wild Tuna: Why Farmed Fish Are Taking Over Our Dinner
Plates” (http://online.wsj.com/articles/why-farmed-fish-are-taking-over-our-dinner-plates1415984616)
--------“Not long ago, full farming of tuna was considered impossible. Now the business is
beginning to take off, as part of a broader revolution in aquaculture that is radically changing the
world’s food supply. . . . With a decades-long global consumption boom depleting natural fish
populations of all kinds, demand is increasingly being met by farm-grown seafood. In 2012,
farmed fish accounted for a record 42.2% of global output, compared with 13.4% in 1990 and
25.7% in 2000. A full 56% of global shrimp consumption now comes from farms, mostly in
Southeast Asia and China. . . . Atlantic salmon farming, which only started in earnest in the mid1980s, now accounts for 99% of world-wide production—so much so that it has drawn criticism
for polluting local water systems and spreading diseases to wild fish.”
********One Japanese producer of farmed tuna is Taizou Fukuta, who previously had a desk
job with a trading company affiliated with Toyota. In describing his work, he notes that “’We
come from the tradition of manufacturing, where we improve the products through the process of
kaizen,’ referring to Toyota Motor Corp.’s manufacturing philosophy of constant improvement.”
It occurs to me that what is at work is commercial selection, as opposed to natural selection. Not
at all a new thing, to be sure, as Charles Darwin discussed at length selection by breeders in The
Origin of Species. But I hadn’t quite thought of it this way before.
********The article is visually striking, as well as intellectually stimulating—it is definitely
worth a look.
(17 November 2014): “Falling Oil Prices Test OPEC Unity”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/falling-oil-prices-test-opec-unity-1416188605)
--------“As global crude prices plunged earlier this month, Venezuela’s foreign minister asked to
see Saudi Arabia’s top oil official at a climate-change conference . . . Ali al-Naimi, the Saudi oil
minister, was expecting a plea to reduce oil output and bolster markets. In anticipation,
according to people familiar with the matter, he brought a message to Venezuelan Foreign
Minister Rafael Ramirez: Saudi Arabia won’t cut production on its own. . . . At stake is whether
OPEC, a group of some of the world’s biggest oil producers, can still operate as a global cartel
amid infighting and expanded global production, notably from the U.S. shale-oil boom. A
failure to broker a deal for a collective cut would weaken the group’s already-sagging influence
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over global prices.” The stance of the Saudi Arabian oil official reflects prior oil-glut
experience. In the 1980s, “when Saudi Arabia cut production sharply to bolster oil prices as
substantial new oil supply emerged from the North Sea and the U.K.” However, “Instead of
standing by Riyadh, other OPEC producers kept pumping and tried to wrest away market share.”
According to Mohammed al-Sabban, a former advisor to Mr. Naimi, “Saudi Arabia has
definitely made it clear that defending the oil market is a collective responsibility, and no
member country should expect Saudi Arabia to swing alone.”
********OPEC is faced, of course, with the traditional cartel problem—individual members
perceive it in their interest to defect from the agreements they have made. You can learn more
about cartels and their (un)sustainability at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartel.
(17 November 2014): “Shale Boom Helps North Dakota Bank Earn Returns Goldman Would
Envy” [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/shale-boom-helps-north-dakota-bank-earn-returnsgoldman-would-envy-1416180862)
--------“It is more profitable than Goldman Sachs Group Inc., has a better credit rating than J.P.
Morgan Chase & Co. and hasn’t seen profit growth drop since 2003. Meet Bank of North
Dakota, the U.S.’s lone state-owned bank, which has one branch, no automated teller machines
and not a single investment banker. The reason for its success? As the sole repository of the
state of North Dakota’s revenue, the bank has been one of the biggest beneficiaries of the boom
in Bakken shale-oil production from hydraulic fracturing, or fracking.” The Bank was “Set up in
1919 under a socialist-oriented government that represented farmers frustrated with out-of-state
commodity and railroad owners, the bank treads a fine line between the private and public
sectors in what today is a solidly Republican state. It traditionally extends credit, or invests
directly, in areas other lenders shun, such as rural housing loans.” According to Bank president
Eric Hardmeyer, “We’re a state agency and profit maximization isn’t what drives us,” although it
is important to “show a respectable bottom line.” Although North Dakota officials hesitate to
claim that the Bank is a model for others, “Lawmakers in a few other states such as Colorado and
Maryland have advanced proposals to emulate Bank of North Dakota and set up state-owned
lenders in recent years, so far without success.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 188 (26 November 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(22 November 2014): “Drug addiction: The great American relapse”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21633819-old-sickness-has-returned-haunt-newgeneration-great-american-relapse)
--------“The face of heroin use in American has changed utterly. Forty or fifty years ago heroin
addicts were overwhelmingly male, disproportionately black, and very young . . . Most came
from poor inner-city neighbourhoods. These days . . . More than half are women, and 90% are
white. The drug has crept into the suburbs and the middle classes. . . . The spread of heroin to a
new market of relatively affluent, suburban whites has allowed the drug to make a comeback,
after decades of decline. Over the past six years the number of annual users has almost doubled,
from 370,000 in 2007 to 680,000 in 2013.” Many heroin users never intended to use the drug,
coming to it through a prior addiction to the prescription pain killer OxyContin. One recovering
heroin user became addicted to the pain killer but had her prescription reduced. Unable to by the
pills she needed on the black market for $80 each, she sold her pills and used the proceeds to buy
heroin. “Thousands more have gone down this path. . . . People who would never dream of
injecting heroin seem to assume that opioids [like OxyContin] in packets are safe.” Things have
changed on the supply side of the market, too. The U.S. now gets most of its heroin from
Mexico, which is “now the world’s third-biggest producer of opium, after Afghanistan and
Myanmar.” Policy changes in the U.S. have contributed to changing supply patterns in Mexico.
“Until not so long ago, Mexican traffickers made a lot of their money from cannabis. But these
days most of the cannabis in American is homegrown. . . . Facing a glut in the cannabis market,
Mexican farmers have turned to poppies.”
********Interesting material on both the demand and supply side of the market, both driven by
policy and enforcement decisions in the U.S. It would appear that Mexican “narco-farmers”
make decisions just like any other farmer. If one crop looks relatively less attractive, expand
acreage of a crop that looks relatively more attractive. Finally, the article pointedly notes that
drug addiction programs “are easier for politicians to sell now that heroin addiction is no longer
just the ‘bum under the bridge.’”
(22 November 2014): “Schumpeter: The tyranny of the long term”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21633805-lets-not-get-carried-away-bashing-shorttermism-tyranny-long-term)
--------“The Harvard Business Review constantly thunders against the evils of short-termism.
Bosses of listed companies give off-the-record briefings to journalists bemoaning shareholders’
inability to see beyond the ends of their noses. In the continental European model of capitalism,
long-termism means that businesses will prosper by pursuing the enduring interests of all their
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‘stakeholders’, workers and suppliers included. More recently, supporters of Anglo-Saxon
capitalism have produced a variant of this argument: firms will enjoy sustained growth if they
favour the interests of long-term shareholders over traders who hold stock for briefer periods.
This is not merely rhetoric. Policymakers are drawing up plans to give long-term
investors more shares, more voting power or tax incentives. France already has a rule that gives
extra voting rights to long-term shareholders; and the European Commission is mulling
something similar. The Delaware Supreme Court—which sets the tone of much American
corporate law because so many companies are registered in that state—has endorse the view that
a firm’s owners are those who have held its shares for a long time . . . , rather than those who
happen to own them at any given moment.”
********I wasn’t aware that policymakers are proposing to give “extra voting rights to longterm shareholders.” Neither was I aware that of what the European Commission is up to. Most
of all, the importance of the Delaware Supreme Court in relation to corporate law is largely news
to me. Regrettably, I wasn’t able to find any additional material about which to learn more.
(23 November 2014): “Conspicuous Consumption? Yes, but It’s Not Crazy”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/23/upshot/conspicuous-consumption-yes-but-its-notcrazy.html)
--------“There’s no denying the over-the-top flavor of much high-end consumption these days.”
For example, “A Reinast toothbrush, of solid titanium, sells for $4,200 even though it may not
get your teeth any cleaner than a $2 toothbrush from Walgreens.” The differences between the
buyers of these, and similar products, and the rest of us are important because “income growth in
recent decades has been so heavily concentrated at the very top.” As a result, “luxury markets
have become the biggest drivers of economic activity around the world. To understand these
markets, we must first understand the motives of the customers they serve, and it’s here that
many analysts have stumbled.” Although some believe that the wealthy are simply chasing after
“Veblen goods” so as to signal that they are wealthy, even the wealthy would prefer to pay less
for items of a given quality.
********This article was written by Robert H. Frank, an economics professor at Cornell
University. Frank has written widely on wealth-related matters—you can learn more about him
at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_H._Frank. The concept of “Veblen goods” is related to
Thorstein Veblen’s book The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899). You can learn more about the
book at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Theory_of_the_Leisure_Class.
(24 November 2014): “Solar and Wind Energy Start to Win on Price vs. Conventional Fuel”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/24/business/energy-environment/solar-and-wind-energy-startto-win-on-price-vs-conventional-fuels.html)
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--------“For the solar and wind industries in the United States, it has been a long-held dream: to
produce energy at a cost equal to conventional sources like coal and natural gas. That day
appears to be dawning. The cost of providing electricity from wind and solar power plants has
plummeted over the last five years, so much so that in some markets renewable generation is
now cheaper than coal or natural gas. Utility executives say the trend has accelerated this year,
with several companies signing contracts, known as power purchase agreements, for solar or
wind at prices below that of natural gas, especially in the Great Plains and Southwest, where
wind and sunlight are abundant. These prices were made possible by generous subsidies that
could soon diminish or expire, but recent analyses show that even without those subsidies,
alternative energies can often compete with traditional sources.” Still, experts and executives
hold that wind and solar power will not replace conventional power plants soon. According to
Khalil Shalabi of Austin Energy, “Renewables had two issues: One, they were too expensive,
and they weren’t dispatchable. They’re not too expensive anymore.”
********Dispatchability refers to the intermittent nature of sun (What if the sun doesn’t shine?)
and wind (What if the wind doesn’t blow?). The resolution of this issue will be largely
dependent on energy storage, i.e., batteries. All of this—and we will hear much more about
energy subsidies in the new year—will require a fuller discussion of energy subsidies of all
types, not just those for wind and subsidies. In relation to this, the issue of industry incumbents
and potential entrants will be of special importance. Almost by definition, incumbents are
relatively wealthier than potential entrants, so it will be interesting to see how legislators line up
on these matters.
********Evidently solar prices have fallen to such an extent that conventional power producers
now seem them as a real threat to present and future profitability. This point is discussed at
length in David Biello’s article “Solar Wars” in Scientific American. You can read the article at:
http://www.nature.com/scientificamerican/journal/v311/n5/full/scientificamerican1114-66.html.
(24 November 2014): “Bud Crowded Out by Craft Beer Craze”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/budweiser-ditches-the-clydesdales-for-jay-z-1416784086)
--------Jake’s Billiards in Greensboro, North Carolina, “69 taps offering beer choices that range
from California’s Lagunitas Fusion 22 to Natty Greene’s Buckshot, which is brewed across
town. The last tap in the long row belongs to Budweiser, and it is about to be removed.” Owner
Jessica Dewey sees no reason to keep Bud on tap. Although she sells 20 cases of Bud in bottles
each week, “it’s mostly to older gentlemen and country kids.” She notes that “Our clientele likes
the craft beers.” For young beer consumers, the King of Beers tends to be an afterthought. In
fact, according to figures from Anheuser-Busch InBev NV, “Some 44% of 21- to 27-year-old
drinkers today have never tried Budweiser.” Budweiser’s peak sales took place in 1988, when it
sold nearly 50-million barrels, but its sales have declined for 25 years, largely due to competition
from light beers like Bud Light and Coors Light, now one and two in U.S. sales. In order to turn
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things around “The company has decided that persuading 21- to 27-year-olds to grab a Bud is the
best chance to stop the free-fall.” As a result, “After years of developing advertising and
marketing that appeals to all ages, AB InBev plans to concentrate future Budweiser promotions
exclusively on that age bracket. That means it will not trot out the traditional Budweiser
Clydesdales for this year’s holiday advertising.”
********The article shows that craft beers, considered as a group, now sell slightly more beer
(16.1 million barrels) than Bud (16 million barrels) in the most recent year. The experience of
Bud and Bud Light is a very clear example of cannibalization of sales. You can learn more
about this term at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cannibalization_%28marketing%29. I wonder if
things turned out as expected for Budweiser.
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[The Invisible Forces] 189 (3 December 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(26 November 2014): “CEOs’ Test: Contending With Activist Investors”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/ceos-test-contending-with-activist-investors-1416957944)
--------“Activists, who typically buy stakes in companies and press for strategic and financial
changes they think will drive a stock higher, are busier than at any time since the financial crisis.
. . . How chief executives respond has become a new measure of their mettle. Managing an
activist can affect their company’s shares, their reputations and their job security. When boards
search for new chiefs, recruiters say, they now regularly ask: How would you handle and activist
while still pursuing the company’s strategy?” The role of activists has changed since the 1980s,
when corporate raiders “would emerge with big stages and tough talk, making dramatic attempts
to buy targets with debt-fueled offers. . . . Increasingly, activists are offering more ideas about a
company’s future.” That can lead to pursuit of board seats and efforts to persuade other
stockholders. But although activists are still controversial, “their successes in creating value
have increased shareholders’ expectations that chief executives engage with them.” Some CEOs,
like Irwin Simon of Hain, have embraced activists, in his case Carl Icahn, seeking to learn from
him and his concerns. Others, like Sandra Cochran of Cracker Barrel, have chosen not to engage
with activists, in her case Sardar Biglari, convinced in the sounds of her firm’s strategy and
supported by the impressive performance of the business.
********The efficacy of investor activism, of course, will depend in part on the types of shares
that activists own. As noted last week, there are a number of legislative initiatives underway to
further differentiate share ownership. How will those initiatives affect the efficacy of investor
activism and the job tenure of CEOs?
********Carl Icahn, as it would happen, has a one-page article in the 2015 issue of the
Economist. You can read what he has to say at: http://www.economist.com/news/21631840time-has-come-make-boards-more-accountable-shareholders-argues-carl-icahn-activist.
(26 November 2014): “The Gaming Industry’s Greatest Adversary Is Just Getting Started”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-11-26/anita-sarkeesian-battles-sexism-in-gamesgamergate-harassment)
--------Anita Sarkeesian is a critic of the $24 billion-a-year (2013) U.S. video game industry,
which now dwarfs the motion picture industry in sales if not cultural influence. She is currently
producing a video series “Tropes vs Women in Video Games” that can be found at her website
Feminist Frequency (http://www.feministfrequency.com/). She hopes that these “tropes,” or
storytelling devices, will enable viewers to be “more critical consumers of media.” The
Entertainment Software Association, the main trade group of the gaming industry, “tries to
emphasize how mainstream the industry is” noting that “the proportion of women playing all
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video games . . . has grown to 45 percent, and that 51 percent of U.S. households own at least
one video console.” However, “a single hit console game, such as Call of Duty, can generate
more than $1 billion in revenue a year, and anything that might disturb that revenue stream
presents obvious economic risk.”
******** Each trope video that Sarkeesian has produced comes with a content disclaimer: “I
need to stress that this video comes with a content warning and is not recommended for children
. . . This episode includes game footage of hypersexualized female characters as well as
extremely graphic depictions of violence against women.” Evidently there is a huge demand for
videos that view women as passive, hypersexualized, and objects of violence. One game
designer (Cliff Bleszinski) has written the following in relation to this: “[I]f we’re going to grow
up as an industry, we’re going to need the consumer to grow up a bit as well . . . The latent
racism, homophobia, and misogyny online are black marks on an otherwise great hobby.”
********Those of us “of a certain age” will remember reading about the speech of Newton
Minnow (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newton_N._Minow) regarding television as a “vast
wasteland.” You can listen to his 40-minute speech here:
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/mp3clips/speeches/newtonminowtvandpublicinterest112.mp3.
What would Minnow say about contemporary videogames? What would he do if he were chair
of the Federal Communications Commission today?
(28 November 2014): “Oil Seen in New Era as OPEC Won’t Yield to U.S. Shale”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-11-27/oil-in-new-era-as-opec-refuses-to-yield-to-u-sshale.html)
--------On Thursday OPEC decided to keep “its output target unchanged even after the steepest
slump in oil prices since the global recession, prompting speculation it has abandoned its role as
a swing producer. Yesterday’s decision in Vienna propelled futures to the lowest since 2010, a
level that means some shale projects may lose money.” Middle Eastern producers like Saudi
Arabia, Iran and Iraq “can break even at about $30 a barrel, while U.S. producers need more than
$80.”
********The Wall Street Journal had a similar article but it was subscription required, so I went
looking for another source. I must give more attention to what http://www.bloomberg.com
offers. In any event, it does appear that OPEC made a considered decision that will make it
impossible for some U.S. shale producers to make a profit. Likewise, as my wife pointed out to
me, the fall in global oil prices makes oil from the Tar Sands of Alberta, much less likely to earn
a profit. As noted in the Journal [SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/opec-leaves-productiontarget-unchanged-oil-price-falls-1417086606), a lasting price decline, while benefitting
consumers of gasoline in the U.S. and elsewhere, it will also hammer “the finances of big oil
producers, from Russia to Venezuela” and bite into the profits “at oil companies big and small.”
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It will be interesting to see what sort of political discussion this will give rise to in global
capitals, especially in the U.S. Will politicians want to protect oil-company profits or will they
side with consumers? Furthermore, what implications will this have for nonrenewable energy,
e.g., solar and wind?
********In economic parlance, shale oil producers are “marginal” producers. Their average
(variable) costs tend to be high for all levels of oil production. So, in order for them to “cover”
their variable costs, much less make a profit, the price of oil must be sufficiently high. With
lower global oil prices, some of these producers will continue to produce at a loss, while others
will shut down production completely.
(28 November 2014): “Peruvian Potatoes Pack a Peck of Problems”
(http://online.wsj.com/articles/at-jfk-airport-peruvian-potatoes-pack-a-peck-of-problems1417126585)
--------This is the A-Hed, quirky, article. Agricultural specialists at John F. Kennedy airport
routinely confiscate contraband foods from incoming passengers as a part of their work to protect
the U.S. food supply. A deputy chief of those specialists, Fred Skolnick, sympathizes with
offenders, noting: “People are passionate about food.” Among those passionate about food are
Peruvians, for whom the potato is a pillar of their cuisine. Although some agriculturalists in the
U.S. say that U.S. potatoes share roots with those of Andean countries, those familiar with the
traditional meal causa feel that Yukon gold potatoes, a common substitute for the yellow
potatoes of Peru, produce an inferior dish.
********An amusing article, which introduces the reader to the Muffin Monster (video), which
grinds up confiscated foodstuffs, and Jasper the beagle, who helps find food. “Jasper is one of
five passenger-baggage beagles at JFK—larger breeds work the mail and cargo area.” You can
learn more about Jasper at: http://blogs.wsj.com/speakeasy/2014/11/27/jasper-the-airportagricultural-agent/.
(28 November 2014): “Whale songs: shanties drag mysteries of whaling life back from the
deep” (http://www.theguardian.com/music/2014/nov/11/whale-songs-folk-music-shantieswhaling-life-kings-of-the-south-seas)
--------This first appeared online on November 11 and was later published in The Guardian
Weekly. “The dreary business of whaling was one of the worst jobs at sea.” It was dangerous,
brutal, filthy, and tedious; whaling voyages could last as long as five years. Whaling was,
however, the first global industry, and it gave rise to a genre of whaling songs that have been
largely rediscovered due to the work of “celebrated British ethnomusicologist Al Lloyd (190882).” This music is being sung again, with modern trappings, by the group Kings of the South
Seas, a trio whose music is “uproariously rousing and darkly disturbing by turns, “ invested as it
is with “the complexities of colonialism, exploitation and hardship.”
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********The link contains whaling images, a link to a song, as well as information (iTunes)
about their eponymous album. This article led me to think about the connections between work,
time, and music. Put a lot of people together working on the same task (without many other
alternatives) and, it strikes me, music will be forthcoming. This will depend on the nature of the
task, of course. Whaling, cotton picking, mining, and . . . ? What activities come to your mind?
The place to pursue this line of thought would seem to be the Society for Ethnomusicology. You
can learn more about the Society at: http://www.ethnomusicology.org/.
********A popular and inexpensive book on the whaling industry is Leviathan: The History of
Whaling in America (2008), by Eric Jay Dolin. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Leviathan-History-Eric-Jay-Dolin/dp/0393331571/. A more technical
and academic book on the same subject is In Pursuit of Leviathan (1997), by Lance E. Davis,
Robert E. Gallman, and Karin Gleiter.
********Finally, while searching for material on economics and music I happened upon the
book Quarter Notes and Bank Notes: The Economics of Music Composition in the Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Centuries (2012), by F.M. Scherer. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0691155461/. This was quite surprising to run across this
as Scherer’s book Industrial Market Structure and Performance (1971) was perhaps the most
regularly encountered text on industrial organization in graduate economic programs in the
1970s. Its highly empirical orientation contrasts dramatically with the highly game-theoretic
orientation of modern-day industrial organization, of which this year’s Nobel Prize winner Jean
Tirole is an outstanding example. You can learn more about Tirole’s book The Theory of
Industrial Organization at: http://www.amazon.com/Theory-Industrial-Organization-JeanTirole/dp/0262200716/.
(2 December 2014): “Afghan Land Tangle Stymies Development”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/afghan-land-tangle-stymies-development-1417478046)
--------“Millions of Afghans live . . . on land with unclear legal ownership. This lack of a
functioning land-management system, Afghan and international experts say, looms as one of the
most serious obstacles to the country’s economic development. . . . The Monitoring and
Evaluation Committee, comprised of Afghan anticorruption experts and international
representatives, says that only one-third of Afghanistan’s land has been properly surveyed and
that insecurity, weak rule of law, intrusion by warlords and a poor legal framework exacerbates
the problem. This, the committee says, allows the powerful and politically connected to forge
deeds or simply seize land.” Residents of a mountainside village in Kabul say that much of the
land “was occupied by former mujahedeen commanders who fought the Soviets, powerful men
who hold places of honor in Afghan society. They sell parcels of land to poor people, many of
whom had migrated from provinces of northern Afghanistan to seek work. The property transfer
is rarely documented formally.”
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********This is reminiscent of stories about agricultural (and some urban) land in China. In the
absence of well-defined property rights, the exercise of political discretion and private violence
is more pronounced. Nonetheless, many residents in Kabul are content to simply occupy the
land upon which their houses stand. As government employee Fatih Mohammad notes, “Why
would you pay for a mountain?”
(2 December 2014): “Investors Cheer E.ON’s Plan to Split Itself”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/investors-cheer-e-ons-plan-to-split-itself-1417459383)
--------“Investors and the German government on Monday cheered power utility E.ON SE’s plan
to split itself into two companies, betting that gains at the business focusing on green energy will
more than offset problems at the spinoff focused on traditional energy sources. Germany’s
largest utility . . . said it would establish a new company around its conventional powergeneration operations, global energy trading, exploration and production units, which include its
struggling operations in Russia and Brazil. . . . The divestiture would leave E.ON to focus on
environmentally friendly renewable-energy sources that the German government is promoting
heavily. E. ON Chief Executive Johannes Teyssen said the two companies would be better able
to navigate power-industry upheaval.” According to Thomas Deser, a fund manager at Union
Investment, “From a shareholder perspective, the split would be welcome, as E.ON would have
two clear-cut business models in the future that would be easier to evaluate.”
********You can learn more about E.ON at: http://www.eon.com/en.html. The article points to
the increasingly dim prospects of conventional power companies. If that is the case, one might
expect companies outside of Germany, e.g., the U.S., to consider similar restructuring in the
months and years to come. The restructuring approach of E.ON contrasts with the lobbying
approach that is frequently encountered in the U.S. There appear to be (at least) two alternatives:
change the organization or change the environment of the organization.
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[The Invisible Forces] 190 (10 December 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(4 December 2014): “Baby Bust Threatens Growth” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/babybust-threatens-growth-1417669261)
--------“The U.S. economy, already struggling with stagnant wages and lackluster spending, faces
another obstacle to growth: missing babies. The nation’s fertility rate edged down last year to a
record low, the latest notch in a long decline made worse by the recent recession. For every
1,000 women of childbearing age, there were just 62.5 births down 63 births in 2012. . . . the
2007-09 recession exacerbated a downtrend in fertility rates that itself was driven by delayed
marriages, increased college attendance and female labor-force participation, access to
contraception and higher costs for raising a family.” As a result of these developments the “total
fertility rate” in the U.S., which measures “how many children each woman is likely to have over
her lifetime . . . has dropped to 1.86 from 1.88. That is below the 2.1 children needed to keep the
population stable.” Whether this recent history continues will depend upon if and when
millennials begin having children, as well as the behavior of Hispanic women. “Hispanic
women were disproportionately affected by the recession.” Although they were
disproportionately affected by the recent recession, “fertility among Hispanic women has been
falling faster than for other groups for years.”
********The article clearly lays out some of the factors affecting fertility among women in the
U.S., showing the interactions between short-term income fluctuations and long-term income
trends, which shows up clearly for Hispanic women. Stated this way fertility seems oddly
connected to the so-called “permanent income hypothesis” put forward by Milton Friedman in
1956. You can learn more about the hypothesis at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permanent_income_hypothesis.
(4 December 2014): “McDonald’s Menu Problem: It’s Supersized”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/mcdonalds-menu-problem-its-supersized-1417631056)
--------“McDonald’s Corp.’s menu many have grown too big to succeed.” In recent years it has
added an array of new products “to appeal to a wider swath of customers. But swelling menus
have made the company’s kitchen operations increasingly complex. . . . As a result, some
customers have started going elsewhere for their fast-food fix. . . . With more than 14,300 U.S.
restaurants—an average of 4.6 McDonald’s for each county in the country—McDonald’s can’t
add many more outlets in its core market.” Although expanding its menu is one way to increase
sales, such a move “risks undercutting the chain’s main attraction: its tradition of speedy
service.” In contrast to McDonald’s, a variety of chains with more-focused offerings are now
competing for consumer dollars, for example Chick-fil-A and Chipotle Mexican Grill. The
narrower offerings have drawn the envy of some McDonald’s franchisees.
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********In 1948 McDonald’s had 9 menu items and it is estimated that it had 85 menu items
seven years; today the company has 121 menu items. Clearly, the larger the menu contributes to
greater complexity of consumer ordering, cashier order taking, and food preparation. There is
great “cognitive complexity” all around. The additional time required, at least, likely diminishes
the quality of consumer experience, as the marginal cost of decision making increases faster than
the marginal benefit of more choices. This seems like a topic for neuroeconomics:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroeconomics.
(5 December 2014): “Decline in Church-Building Reflects Changed Tastes and Times”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/decline-in-church-building-reflects-changed-tastes-and-times1417714642)
--------“Americans aren’t building churches like they used to anymore. Construction of religious
buildings in the U.S. has fallen to the lowest level at any time since private records began in
1967. Religious groups will build an estimated 10.3 million square feet this year, down 6% from
2013 and 80% since construction peaked in 2002, according to Dodge Data & Analytics. . . .
Behind the decline is a confluence of trends: a drop in formal religious participation, changing
donation habits, a shift away from the construction of massive megachurches and, more broadly,
a growing taste for alternatives to the traditional house of worship.” Still, the trends “are far
from universal across regions and faiths.” Catholic dioceses in Raleigh, North Carolina, and
Knoxville, Tennessee, are planning to build new cathedrals, whereas parishes in the Northeast
are shrinking. On the other hand, mainline Protestant denominations have continued their
numerical decline, while Muslims and Mormons are seeing “strong growth.” Looking at these
trends, Jim Sheppard, a church-fundraising consultant at Generis, notes: “I don’t think we’ve
seen the last of large churches, just large church buildings.” With its network of small shops
Starbucks “has taught the church that it doesn’t need to be big . . . It needs to be local.”
********A local Asheville, North Carolina religious leader commented some years ago that
many religious organizations have “an edifice complex.” Over the long haul the change in
religious attendance in the U.S. has been dramatic. According to the General Social Survey, in
1972 the percentage of Americans who said they never attended services was 9.3. In 2012 that
percentage had increased to 25.3. Likewise, “Nearly 20% in 2012 gave their religious preference
as ‘none,’ up from 5.1% four decades earlier.” You can learn more about the General Social
Survey and its parent body, the National Opinion Research Center, at:
http://www.norc.org/Research/Projects/Pages/general-social-survey.aspx. Both GSS and NORC
are located at the University of Chicago.
(6 December 2014): “Hazelnuts Stir Trouble in the Land of the Sweets”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-the-land-of-sweets-turkish-nutcracker-plays-out-1417807394)
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--------Hazelnuts, which are known “for their sweet distinctive flavor and crunchiness . . . are
widely used in high-end chocolate items from pralines to truffles and in Ferrero SpA’s popular
Nutella spread. But this year, the $3 billion industry is in turmoil after an unexpected frost in
Turkey, supplier of more than 70% of the world’s hazelnuts, damaged flowers and cut
production 28% to 480,000 metric tons. The result is prices have more than doubled this year to
14 Turkish lira ($6.27) for 2.2 pounds, with buyers scrambling to secure supplies ahead of the
peak demand season at Christmas and the Lunar New Year. The rise in hazelnut prices is a
double whammy for confectioners that are already facing high cocoa prices this year due to
worries that the deadly Ebola outbreak in West Africa could spread to the top-cocoa growing
countries in the region and choke off the flow of beans from farms to ports.” Although some
users of hazelnuts, like Hershey Co., are being hurt, Turkish farmers are benefiting from higher
prices.
********The situation described is the reverse of what some instructors of economics call “the
Paradox of Plenty,” which observes that when the demand for an agricultural product is inelastic,
i.e., the quantity demanded falls only slightly in response to a fall in price, an increase in supply
due to a good harvest decreases the revenues of growers. In this case, a bad harvest propels
prices up and grower revenue increases. I found it interesting that the maker of Nutella, Italy’s
Ferrero, commented in an email that “it is accustomed to volatility in the raw-materials market
and is able to manage the shortage, so it doesn’t expect any Nutella production shortages.”
Obviously, purchasing agents of raw materials must pay attention to a host of global factors.
Their behavior might warrant further investigation.
(6 December 2014): “Free exchange: Poor behavior” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21635477-behavioural-economics-meets-development-policy-poor-behaviour)
--------“Many of the insights of behavioural economics were based on studies of American
university students and other privileged folk. But they apply with greater force to the poor—
both the poor in rich countries and the more numerous inhabitants of developing ones.
Behavioural economics therefore has profound implications for development. The new ‘World
Development Report’, the flagship publication of the World Bank, considers them. As the report
shows, the poor are more likely than other people to make bad economic decisions. This is not
because they are irrational or foolish but because so much is stacked against them. They are
more likely to lack the basic information needed to make good choices, such as which fertilizer
to use or when to apply it. They are more likely to live in societies which hold mistaken or
harmful views, such as that girls should not go to school.” Although a behavioural approach to
poverty isn’t new, the World Bank has “brought behavioural economics into the mainstream of
development” by making the field “the subject of its main annual publication.”
********You can learn more about the 2015 World Development Report, as well as download
the complete publication, at: http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2014/12/02/world-
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development-report-2015-explores-mind-society-and-behavior. Incidentally, the Poverty Action
Lab of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is mentioned in The Economist, too. The Lab
is #52 on the disruptive ideas list discussed at greater length in the Bloomberg Businessweek
article: http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-12-04/poverty-lab-mit-economists-pursuenew-way-to-study-the-problem.
(7 December 2014): “How Game Theory Helped Improve New York City’s High School
Application Process,” (http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/07/nyregion/how-game-theory-helpedimprove-new-york-city-high-school-application-process.html)
--------“Tuesday was the deadline for eighth graders in New York City to submit applications to
secure a spot at one of 426 public high schools. After months of school tours and tests, auditions
and interviews, 75,000 students have entrusted their choices to a computer program that will
arrange their school assignments for the coming year. The weeks of research and deliberation
will be reduced to a fractions of a second of mathematical calculation: In just a couple of hours,
all the sorting for the Class of 2019 will be finished.” The process now in use is an application
of game theory undertaken by three economists, one of whom—Alvin E. Roth—one the Nobel
Memorial Prize in Economic Science in 2012. Their work was inspired by “a famous puzzle in
economics: the stable marriage problem. In the early 1960s, the economists David Gale and
Lloyd Shapley proved that it was theoretically possible to pair an unlimited number of men and
women in stable marriages according to their preferences.” Drawing upon their work, Roth saw
its relevance for pairing medical students with residencies, which was an even more complex
problem. Eventually, officials in NYC’s learned about that work and “realized that something
similar might tame the chaotic school-choice system in New York.”
********I seldom look at the New York City news in The New York Times but I’m glad I did on
this occasion. Game theory is now ubiquitous throughout the social sciences and education, and
increasingly so in environmental studies and biology. What might be referred to as the standard,
introductory textbook for this field of study is Games of Strategy, by Avinash K. Dixit, Susan
Skeatch, and David H. Reiley, Jr., will be released in its 4th edition on December 22nd. You can
learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Games-Strategy-Fourth-AvinashDixit/dp/0393919684/. I cannot help but wonder if the algorithm used by NYC might be useful
in matching students with universities, as well as job candidates with universities. Admissions
officers and search committees take note.
(7 December 2014): “Energy Firms in Secretive Alliance With Attorneys General”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/07/us/politics/energy-firms-in-secretive-alliance-withattorneys-general.html)
********I found this lengthy article difficult to summarize so I am going to let it stand as is. It
does raise important questions, however, and it is very definitely an illustration of all of the
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invisible forces at work. The hand, because there is a lot of money at stake. The foot, because
the work of the attorneys general is very directly aimed at legal and political matters, The
handshake, because much of this behavior is at least tolerated and at most readily embraced by
some parts of our culture. The article, among other things, points to the production of letters on
environmental matters that are to be sent on to regulators such as the Environmental Protection
Agency. I would hope for some sort of disclosure of the provenance of these letters akin to that
surrounding the disclosure of sources in academic writing. Plagiarism is justly reviled—why are
these letters regarded differently? I am led to reflect, however, on the form letters I have readily
submitted representing “my” views on one or more pieces of pending legislation. How are these
situations different? Need we be concerned about disclosure in one case but not in the other?
(8 December 2014): “U.S. Sugar Soars Above World Prices”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-sugar-soars-above-world-prices-1417999637)
--------“Sugar is getting dearer in the U.S. even as it is getting cheaper in most other places.
Prices in the global market traded near 5 1/2-year lows in September, though they have rallied a
bit since. In the U.S. futures market, the sweetener is 58% more expensive than on the global
market. . . . U.S. sugar prices are typically a few cents higher than the world rate due to
government policies that restrict imports and support growers. But the gap blew out this year
after the [U.S.] government threatened to slap taxes on imported Mexican sugar at the behest of
U.S. growers.” As a preliminary action, the Commerce Department imposed tariffs “as high as
64.27% on Mexican sugar.” An agreement was also drafted to suspend the tariffs only when
Mexico agrees to restrict its sugar exports. “The restrictive policies by the U.S. are designed to
prevent price declines that would be harmful to the U.S. sugar-processing and farming industries.
But the federal sugar price-support program has come under fire from food-and-beverage
companies, which argue their costs are higher because sugar gets more protection than other
crops.”
(8 December 2014): “The 85 Most Disruptive Ideas of Our History”
(http://www.businessweek.com/features/85ideas/)
********This week is the 85th anniversary of Business Week, now Bloomberg Businessweek. (I
have a hard copy and I plan to hang on to it.) To recognize the event, this week’s issue takes a
look at 85 of “the most disruptive ideas” since the magazine began publishing in 1929. It is
really a very interesting list, drawn as it is from: business, finance, media, politics, society,
technology, and work. I highly recommend taking a look at all 85. There is a lot of content
here—some stories, some audio, some video, and lots of graphics. I really enjoyed #41, which is
a story about the creating of the video game Pong and the founding of Atari. In addition, I was
captivated by #64 which takes a look at 16 Super Bowl ads. Check out the 1984 Macintosh ad.
Once you’ve done that, watch the discussion of the production of the ad at:
http://www.businessweek.com/videos/2014-12-03/the-real-story-behind-apples-famous-1984-
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super-bowl-ad. The 2000 cat-herder ad was fun, too. A precursor, perhaps, of the modern cat
video.
(9 December 2014): “A Type of Childbirth Some Women Will Fight For”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/a-type-of-childbirth-some-women-will-fight-for-1418081344)
--------“As health officials push to reduce caesarean births, rates have been particularly hard to
rein in among one group of patients—women getting repeat caesareans. The vast majority of
women who have caesareans end up repeating the surgical procedure even if they are eligible for
a VBAC, or vaginal birth after a caesarean. A big reason is that many hospitals have stopped
offering VBACs because of safety and liability concerns and a shortage of staff and resources to
handle emergencies.” Caesareans make up about one third of U.S. births “But among women
who are eligible for a VBAC, more than 90% have a second caesarean, up from 70% two
decades ago.” Although VBACs “are more commonly offered in large, urban hospitals like
NYU and Northwestern, some smaller hospitals are starting to offer them.” For example,
“Waverly Health Center, a 25-bed hospital in Waverly, Iowa, made VBAC deliveries available
last year because of patient demand, says Shannon Lau, an OB-GYN at the hospital. ‘We were
losing them as patients.”
(10 December 2014): “Organic-Farming Boom Stretches Certification System”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/organic-farming-boom-stretches-certification-system-1418147586)
--------“The $35 billion organic-food industry has nearly tripled in size in the past decade,
challenging the Agriculture Department’s ability to monitor the more than 25,000 farms and
other organizations that sell organic crops and livestock. There are currently 81 accredited
‘certifying agents,’ or groups that stamp food as organic in the U.S. But of the 37 that had a
complete review this year, 23 were cited for failing to correctly enforce certification
requirements on farms in audits, according to an internal Agriculture Department report. . . .
Certifying agents—entities empowered by the USDA to inspect and certify organic farms and
suppliers—include small nonprofit groups, state-run agencies and large multinationals. Each is
paid by the farms or firms they certify.”
********The system seems to be a general one and sounds a lot like the system at work in
higher education. In that context, colleges and universities—I am talking about the U.S.—are
accredited by a regional accrediting body, each of which are accredited by another body. There
is one main difference that I can see, which is that whereas accreditors in higher education are
assessed by “peers” that does not seem to be the case in what is described for organic foods. Is it
appropriate for there to be different accrediting regimes for profits and nonprofits? If so, what
are the differentiating factors?
(3 December 2014): “The Latest Superfood? Peru’s Maca Root”
[SR](http://online.wsj.com/articles/the-latest-superfood-perus-maca-root-1417567226)
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--------“Natural-products companies based in the U.S., Europe and elsewhere have steadily built
a market for maca, a small turnip-like root that grows in high mountain areas, and that is
believed to give a burst of energy, especially as a sort of natural Viagra. This year a flood of
buyers from China swooped into the Junin region of central Peru to buy up as much of the root
as possible. That led to a tenfold increase in the price of maca, growers say. Peruvian exporters
say the frenzy to find maca has led to broken long-term supply contracts. Global naturalproducts companies say they are in danger of being pushed out of the market. Police say the
demand has led to sometimes violent thefts of sacks of maca in Peru.” In China maca is being
marketed as “an alternative to ginseng,” which is prized “as a health tonic and cure for male
sexual dysfunction but has become increasingly scarce in the wild.”
********A clear example of the interdependence of markets. The increased scarcity of ginseng
led to a search for ginseng substitutes and “discovered” maca. The substantial increase in the
demand for maca, the output of which could not increase quickly, led to a large increase in the
price of maca, with clear consequences for all of those in the maca supply-and-demand chain.
One business affected is Gaia Herbs, based in Brevard, North Carolina, which supplies maca
products to Whole Foods Market Inc. and others. Due to unsustainable prices, Gaia seems
unlikely to buy its planned 120,000 pounds of maca this year. You can learn more about maca
at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lepidium_meyenii.
(3 December 2014): “On Doing the Right Thing” (http://www.economicprincipals.com/)
********David Warsh, a former economics columnist for The Boston Globe, writes a weekly
column on matters political and economic that is called Economic Principals. This week’s
column provides some important background on recent news relating to the role of MIT
economist Jonathan Gruber in the development of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). It is good
reading. What really caught my attention, though, was the field or practice of “opposition
research,” which is mentioned early in the article. In effect, “oppo” is the systematic
development of material designed to damage one’s opponent(s). You can learn more about
opposition research at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opposition_research. Larry Zilliox has
written a book on the subject—The Opposition Research Handbook
(http://www.amazon.com/Opposition-Research-Handbook-Larry-Zillioxebook/dp/B007BJTINI/). All this reminds me of Merchants of Doubt: How a Handful of
Scientists Obscured the Truth on Issues from Tobacco Smoke to Global Warming, by Naomi
Oreskes and Erik M. Conway. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Merchants-Doubt-Handful-Scientists-Obscured/dp/1608193942/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 191 (17 December 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(3 December 2014): “Heineken’s Charlene de Carvalho: A self-made heiress”
(http://fortune.com/2014/12/03/heineken-charlene-de-carvalho-self-made-heiress/)
--------[This article appeared in the December 22 copy of Fortune.] “It was a gray day in
Noordwijk, the Netherlands, in January 2002 when the London housewife and mother of five bid
goodbye to Freddy Heineken. Charlene loathed fanfare as much as her father, a visionary
businessman who had transformed a modest Dutch brewery into the world’s third-largest brewer.
So this was a simple ceremony in any ordinary cemetery, with no funeral preceding it, attended
only by Freddy’s secretary and his immediate family: Freddy’s wife, Lucille; his son-in-law,
Michel; and 47-year-old Charlene. Until her father’s passing, Charlene had no money to her
name except a single share of Heineken stock—then worth 25.60 euros, or $32—that her father
had given her. Now, as his only child and the sole heir to the Heineken fortune, she was
inheriting about 100 million shares, equal to one-quarter of the company’s total stock
outstanding.” Upon leaving her father’s grave, “her husband put her on the spot. ‘Charlene, you
have to make a decision within 10 days if you want to inherit the role that your father played.”
She said “Yes.” Now, at “age 60, she is one of the world’s wealthiest women, worth some $11
billion.”
********The article provides an excellent example of someone who embraced challenge when it
presented itself. No doubt it helped that Charlene de Carvalho’s husband Michel was an
investment banker for Citigroup. With five children the de Carvalho’s are now confronted with a
challenge that previous generations of the Heinekens didn’t have to face, since they tended to
have only one child—succession. Who among the five children will move the company
forward?
(11 December 2014): “Reputation Management Lessons From Brand Scandals”
(http://daily.jstor.org/reputation-management-lessons-brand-scandals/)
--------[This is one of the daily features of JSTOR.] “Last year, Target became one of the most
high-profile corporate victims of a data breach, exposing the credit card numbers and personal
information of 110 million customers.” So, what does it take “for a company to regain its
customers’ trust after something goes badly wrong? In 2009, Ronald Simms explored that
question in the Journal of Business Ethics. . . . Simms argues that a company’s good reputation
depends on its response to any scandal that occurs. Drawing of the work of anthropologist
Victor Turner and organizational culture scholar Edgar Schein, he views corporate scandals as
‘social dramas’ that upset the established order and require action from top leadership to
address.”
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********JSTOR seeks to employ its enormous collection of journal articles to provide greater
depth to the issues and questions of the day. In this case the article is “Toward a Better
Understanding of Organizational Efforts to Rebuild Reputation following an Ethical Scandal,”
which is accessible by a link embedded in the article; the article is twenty pages long.
Presumably the principles and practices of reputation management that are relevant for
corporations are relevant for nonprofits and government agencies, too. An interesting feature of
the article is its use of “double- and single-loop redressive actions,” which is reminiscent of
“double- and single-loop learning.” You can find flow charts for the two types of learning at:
http://www.afs.org/blog/icl/?p=2653.
(11 December 2014): “The Chinese Government Is Getting Rich Selling Cigarettes”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-12-11/the-chinese-government-is-getting-richselling-cigarettes)
--------“The China National Tobacco Corp., which serves China’s 300 million smokers, is by far
the largest cigarette maker in the world. In 2013 it manufactured about 2.5 trillion cigarettes. Its
next largest competitor, Philip Morris International, produced 880 billion. In terms of market
share, China National is bigger than its next five competitors combined . . . While Marlboro
remains the most popular cigarette in the world, China National boasts 7 of the top 10 brands . . .
In all, the company made 43 out of every 100 cigarettes in the world last year. . . . Despite its
size, China National is little known outside of China: Almost all its cigarettes are sold in the
country, where it has no real competition.” China National is run by the Chinese government “as
a largely opaque monopoly” and has successfully “blocked competition from Western tobacco
makers by limiting imports or domestic production by foreign companies.” Not surprisingly,
“the incidence of lung cancer in the country is soaring. Smoking-related diseases are expected to
kill more than 1 million Chinese this year [and unless] the prevalence of smoking is reduced, by
2050 the annual figure will increase to 3 million.” Tobacco regulation is run by “the State
Tobacco Monopoly Administration . . . The agency works closely with industry, to say the least.
For all practical purposes, China National and its regulator are the same entity; They share
headquarters in Beijing and have the same organizational structure, the same website, and even
the same chief executive.”
********An interesting aspect of the article is its discussion of the origins of China National,
which involved transforming regional monopolies into what is, in effect, a national monopoly. It
is written that as late as 2000 the tobacco industry “remained inefficient and uncompetitive.
Provincial governments blocked sales of cigarettes from other provinces, boosting consumption
of local products and their own tax revenue at the expensive of building strong national brands.”
According to tobacco historian Yang Guo’an, “Each province put up a ring fence . . . The
monopoly was really local monopolies.” This is a clear example of “transforming market
structure” as a type of innovation, as noted by Joseph Schumpeter in The Theory of Economics
Development (1912).
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********The article has a North Carolina connection: “Last year, China National opened an
office in suburban Raleigh, N.C., to facilitate its growing purchases of American tobacco. . . . In
a few years, China has become one of the biggest export markets for North Carolina tobacco.”
********Chinese lungs are also challenged by coal, as “China’s Coal Addiction Brings Scourge
of Black Lung” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-coal-addiction-brings-scourge-ofblack-lung-1418593741) makes clear. “China is grappling with a surge in the deadly disease, a
consequence of decades of coal-fired development. Cases of black lung in the U.S. peaked in the
1960s. But the world’s second-largest economy and top coal consumer is just starting to deal
with the fallout.” Diagnoses of pneumoconiosis—“black lung”—have “risen sevenfold from
2005 to 2013 to about 750,000, at an average pace of 35% annually, according to official data.
That is likely to be an underestimate.” Given the cases of cigarettes and coal, as well as the
economic development of the U.S. and China, it appears that the public health outcomes of the
U.S. provide a mirror for the future public health outcomes of China as its economy expands.
(12 December 2014): “The Biggest Music Comeback of 2014: Vinyl Records”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-biggest-music-comeback-of-2014-vinyl-records-1418323133)
--------“Nearly eight million old-fashioned vinyl LPs have been sold this year, up 49% from the
same period last year . . . But while new LPs hit stores each week, the creaky machines that press
records haven’t been manufactured for decades, and just one company supplies an estimated
90% of the raw vinyl that America’s industry needs. As such, the nation’s 15 or so still-running
factories that make records face daily challenges with breakdowns and supply shortages.” Vinyl
records provide an example of “technology re-emergence,” a phenomenon that is studied by
Ryan Raffaelli, an assistant professor at Harvard Business School. Such businesses have “reemerged from the doldrums by reinventing themselves for consumers and the attracting
investment from entrepreneurs.” Only time will tell if vinyl records will be able to attract the
necessary capital to move beyond the present resuscitation of mothballed record pressing
machines.
********The article has a slideshow—12 slides—that provides a look at vinyl record
production. You can learn more about Ryan Raffaelli at:
http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Pages/profile.aspx?facId=257292. His work on technology reemergence seems to be especially clearly developed in “Mechanisms of Technology ReEmergence and Identity Change in a Mature Field: Swiss Watchmaking, 1970-2008,” which you
can learn more about at: http://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/7411.html.
(13 December 2014): “Decadeslong Arrest Wave Vexes Employers”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/decadeslong-arrest-wave-vexes-employers-1418438092)
--------“Three decades of tougher laws and policing have left nearly one in three adult Americans
with a criminal record, according to data kept by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. That arrest
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wave is washing up on the desks of America’s employers. Companies seeking new employees
are forced to navigate a patchwork of state and federal laws that either encourage or deter hiring
people with criminal pasts and doing the checks that reveal them. . . . Ignoring the records can
leave a company vulnerable to making bad hiring decisions and to lawsuits. But using them can
raise the ire of government officials and lead to charges of discrimination.”
********As the article points out, the Internet has made such records more widely available and
more widely used in hiring decisions. As a result, “13 states and nearly 70 local jurisdictions
have passed laws restricting employer requests for criminal records early in the hiring process.”
Such laws are called “ban-the-box” as they eliminate a check-box on forms referring to criminal
records.
(13 December 2014): “Chickens: Home to Roost” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/bookreview-why-did-the-chicken-cross-the-world-by-andrew-lawler-1418406399)
--------In Why Did the Chicken Cross the World? veteran science journalist Andrew Lawler “is
bent on tracking down the particulars of this creature’s history, no matter where they might take
him . . . What unfolds from this exhaustive reporting is a story not just large in scope but
surprising in its details. Each chapter focuses on a different facet of the chicken’s impact on the
world. . . . One of the most shocking facts is that humans most likely did not domesticate
chickens in order to eat their meat or eggs. Several thousand years ago, people in Asia started
catching and keeping wild jungle fowl for two key reasons: religious ceremonies and
cockfighting.” In the broad expanse of his book, Lawler “traces the evolution of chickens into a
truly industrial animal” and provides convincing evidence “about the cruelty of modern chicken
farming.”
********The article concludes with a reflection on the words of a Filipino cock fighter, who
noted that “his business is more human than the U.S. poultry industry because the fighting birds
are well cared for, live long lives and die quickly.” In light of his reading of Lawler’s book,
reviewer Christopher Leonard, author of The Meat Racket), comments that the argument is
“uncomfortably hard to refute after considering the life of a factory bird.” You can learn more
about Cross the World at: http://www.amazon.com/Why-Did-Chicken-CrossWorld/dp/1476729891/.
(14 December 2014): “What People Buy Where”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/14/opinion/sunday/what-people-buy-where.html)
--------“Conspicuous consumption is everywhere, but it’s not the same everywhere. People
living in certain cities spend far more than the national average on particular goods and services
that they believe will enhance their social standing. . . . Measuring what appears to be relatively
insignificant spending choices in cities may illuminate cultural, political and social differences.”
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Cities tend to be “hotbeds of conspicuous consumption” because they are “dense concentrations
of people whose urban lifestyles make them—and their status—more visible to each other.”
********The author of this Opinion from the Sunday Review was Elizabeth Currid-Halkett, who
is an Associate Professor at the University of Southern California’s Price School of Public
Policy. What I found particularly interesting about it is the information that is provided about 18
metropolitan areas in the U.S., which shows how each of the areas compare to the national
average in 24 different categories. For example, in the category of Alcoholic beverages at home,
Minneapolis-St. Paul was 45% above the national average and New York City was 33% below.
In the category of Watches, New York City was 600% above the national average and
Minneapolis-St. Paul was 73% below. An earlier book by the author is The Warhol Economy:
How Fashion, Art, and Music Drive New York City (2008). You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Warhol-Economy-Fashion-Music-Drive/dp/0691138745/; CurridHalkett has more recently written Starstruck: The Business of Celebrity
(http://www.amazon.com/Starstruck-Business-Celebrity-Elizabeth-CurridHalkett/dp/0865478600/).
(15 December 2014): “China’s Hard Line on Biotech Burns U.S. Hay”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-hay-exports-to-china-shrivel-up-1418598477)
--------“China’s tough new stance on imports of genetically modified crops is shaking up a littlenoticed U.S. industry: hay. Over the summer China began testing imports to detect the presence
of hay made from a biotech alfalfa that Beijing hasn’t approved. Consequently, shipments to
China have plunged since midsummer and some deliveries have been rejected. China’s actions
are a sharp blow for shippers of hay, which . . . is the fourth-largest U.S. crop by acreage, and
valued at $R20 billion a year. U.S. hay prices also have fallen about 12% in part because the
reduced Chinese demand boosted domestic supplies.” Previously, U.S. corn was affected by
“China’s more-stringent position on biotech crops. U.S. corn exports to China have plunged
87% by weight this year following Beijing’s move last autumn to reject shipments containing a
genetic modification developed by Syngenta AG. U.S. farmers and grain traders including
Archer Daniels Midland Co. have sued Syngenta, claiming it acted irresponsibly by selling the
biotech seeds in the U.S. before Chinese authorities approved the corn.”
********First corn and now hay—it appears that Chinese authorities are determined to keep
unapproved biotech crops out of the country. Additional perspective is provided by “Biotech
Seed Makers Try to Defuse Trade Uncertainties” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/biotechseed-makers-try-to-defuse-trade-uncertainties-1418668770). The U.S. agricultural industry “is
crafting a framework for launching new biotech seeds in an attempt to avoid the types of trade
disruptions blamed for hundreds of millions of dollars in losses over the past year. Groups
representing seed companies, grain traders and farmers aim to agree next year of a set of
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practices that could help U.S. farmers plant new genetically modified crop varieties while
steering those harvests away from countries that have yet to approve the crops for imports.”
********Yet another article that relates to hay is “Cow Economy Faces a Pinch”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/cow-economy-faces-a-pinch-1418693250). The Port of
Wilmington, Delaware “exports more cattle than any other U.S. seaport” due to its proximity to a
major USDA-approved quarantine facility, closeness to major markets in Russia and Turkey, and
the smaller degree of congestion than the port in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; cows travel on
“floating feedlots.” In recent years it has exported totals near 200,000 head but this year it is
likely to export 115,000. Factors contributing to that decline have included the relative weakness
of the Russian ruble and other currencies. With fewer cows being exported, the use of hay has
fallen significantly; “Hosting 1,200 cows for three weeks requires about 250 tons of hay . . .
translating to $37,500 in purchases from local suppliers.” Perhaps China’s hay decisions have
made those costs a little more bearable.
(16 December 2014): “How FDA Approved Hysterectomy Tools It Now Disfavors”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-fda-approved-hysterectomy-tools-it-now-disfavors1418700781)
--------The FDA employs an approval process for medical tools and devices that differs
significantly from the process it uses to approve drugs. For tools and devices, it employs an
expedited process that was approved by Congress in 1976. “The FDA used it to review 99% of
about 3,000 new medical-device applications it cleared in the 2013 fiscal year. In contrast, the
FDA has recently approved roughly 30 new drugs each year, after stringent reviews that usually
require controlled clinical trials that can take years.” The main test in the expedited process
relies upon a determination of “whether a device is ‘substantially equivalent’ to a prior product.”
This test was criticized by the Institute of Medicine in 2011, which concluded that the test “fails
to prove devices are safe or effective.” It also found “substantial weaknesses” in the FDA’s
safety monitoring of approved devices.
********This article particularly referred to the use of “laparoscopic power morcellators,”
because they “can spread hidden uterine cancer.” You can learn more about the FDA’s recent
actions at: http://www.fda.gov/MedicalDevices/Safety/AlertsandNotices/ucm424443.htm.
(16 December 2014): “The Odd Math of Medical Tests: One Scan, Two Prices, Both High”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/16/health/the-odd-math-of-medical-tests-oneechocardiogram-two-prices-both-high.html)
--------“Testing has become to the United States’ medical system what liquor is to the hospitality
industry: a profit center with large and often arbitrary markups. From a medical perspective,
blood work, tests and scans are tools to help physicians diagnose and monitor disease. But from
a business perspective, they are opportunities to bring in revenue—especially because the
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equipment to perform them has generally become far cheaper, small and more highly
mechanized in the past two decades.” One test that illustrates some of the factors at work are
echocardiograms, “ultrasound pictures of the heart,” the use of which is enticing since “they are
painless and have no side effects—unlike CT scans, blood draws, colonoscopies or magnetic
resonance imaging, where concerns about issues like radiation and discomfort may be limiting.
Though the machines that perform them were revolutionary and expensive when they first came
into practice in the 1970s, the costs have dropped considerably. Now, there are even pocket-size
devices that sell for as little as $5,000 and suffice for some types of examinations.” There are
wide variations in the price of echocardiograms. In Philadelphia, for example, “prices range
from $700 to $12,000.” Internationally prices at the lower end can be even more dramatic: in
Belgium “the allowable charge for an echocardiogram is $80.”
********Price variations like this exist, in part, due to the absence of price information; the
situations in which these tests are needed, of course, also play a significant role. As a result,
“The profit margin of the [echocardiogram] test is impossible to calculate because purchase
prices for the machines are secret.” When the Times was researching this story, “GE declined to
provide price information for its machines in the United States or other countries.”
(17 December 2014): “Headstone Makers Battle Newark Archdiocese for Business”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/17/nyregion/headstone-makers-battle-newark-archdiocesefor-business.html)
--------John Burns is the owner of a monument company in North Arlington, New Jersey. Burns
is now “embroiled in a battle” with the Archdiocese of Newark says “the archdiocese muscled in
on his business when it began offering headstones and mausoleums to customers 18 months ago.
Mr. Burns tried unsuccessfully in court to stop the archdiocese.” Burns, as well as the
Monument Builders of New Jersey, a trade group, are now seeking a state legislative solution for
their concerns. Bills under consideration would “prohibit religious entities that own or operate
mausoleums or funeral homes. The bills would also ban religious cemeteries from renting or
leasing space to funeral homes and from arranging management contracts with any company that
owns funeral homes. The archbishop of Newark, John J. Myers, has urged Catholics to oppose
the bills, saying they would violate the separation of church and state.”
********It is not at all infrequent for nonprofits and for profits to be engaged in producing the
same goods or providing the same services, witness higher education and medicine. Still
headstones, as developed here, provide some interesting wrinkles.
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[The Invisible Forces] 192 (24 December 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(18 December 2014): “Port Delays Leave Retail Goods Stuck in Transit”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/port-delays-leave-retail-goods-stuck-in-transit-1418866644)
--------Goods destined for holiday shoppers have been piling up at West Coast ports due to
“negotiations between port employers and the International Longshore and Warehouse Union,
which represents workers at West Coast ports who have been without a contract since July 1.”
As a result, some retailers are having items flown in from Asia, when the products can bear the
additional cost, rather than rely on the ports. In addition, this is changing the sales strategy for
some firms. For example, Tommy Bahama shirts “were shipped from Asia at the start of
November and were expected to be on display in the company’s 100 full-priced stores starting
this week for about 60 to 90 days. Then, the shirts would be transferred to its 34 North
American outlet stores and sold at lower prices. After the port delays, the shirts may only
command full price for about half as long.” Produce sellers, too, are affected. “Seattle-based
fruit and vegetable exporter F.C. Bloxom Co., said his sales have fallen by half amid the port
delays.” Bloxom notes, “Not only does that hurt our sales, but we look like shaky suppliers, so
maybe next year, they will buy from someone else.”
********The article makes the importance of logistics clear and provides some illustrations of
the how changes in one link of a supply chain manifest throughout.
(18 December 2014): “Banks Find Niche Helping Firms Defend Against Activists”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/banks-find-niche-helping-firms-defend-against-activists1418863844)
--------“Shareholder activism is proving to be big business for Wall Street, providing banks with
opportunities to cozy up to coveted corporate clients and position themselves to reap hefty fees.
Shareholder activists, which take stakes in companies and agitate for leadership, financial or
strategic changes, reached new heights this year both in terms of influence and the cash at their
disposal.” Some banks, however, have focused their work on preventing such changes, i.e., on
defense. Such “defense assignments give bankers and lawyers access to executives and board
members that is hard to get otherwise. It can involve near-daily calls and frequent late-night
strategy sessions, advisers say. That can put bankers and lawyers in pole position to win bigticket deal assignments—when, for example, the activist forces the company in question to sell a
division or issue bonds. Such assignments are the ultimate prize in activism defense.”
********A lot of attention is given to the activist campaigns of Carl Icahn and, less familiarly,
William Ackman, but not much is given to the defense against such campaigns and this article
provides a look at the other side of such campaigns, i.e., what the incumbents are doing and the
incentives of participants. One point made by the article is that activism tends to pay better than
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defense against it, bankers noting that “Activism defense isn’t an unalloyed positive for advisers.
It is time-consuming and doesn’t pay particularly well if it doesn’t lead to a transaction.”
Goldman Sachs is “the market-share leader among defense advisers.” You can view a graphic
about the extent to which Goldman and other banks are involved in defensive assignments at:
http://graphics.wsj.com/activism-scorecard/. The graphic also provides information about law
firms and historical data on activist activity.
(19 December 2014): “Clemson grads launch yeast biotech firm to serve breweries”
(http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2014/12/18/clemson-grads-launch-yeastbiotech-firm/20611271/)
--------“When grad student David Thornton was asked to teach a class on the science of beer
making at Clemson University, he had no idea that a project he and his students would undertake
as part of the course would morph into a biotech startup supplying specialty yeasts to craft
breweries thirsting for new recipes. But just two years later, the company he founded with a
student, SouthYeast Labs, is growing to serve breweries in Greenville, [South Carolina,]
Asheville and elsewhere in the Southeast with their unique yeasts. . . . SouthYeast specializes in
‘bioprospecting’ for unique microorganisms that can be used in the fermentation of food and
drinks.” Local wild yeasts provide the opportunity to further differentiate craft beers.
********The birth of SouthYeast grew out of a poster presented at the annual meeting of the
American Society of Brew Chemists. “There, brewery scientists expressed interest in trying
their yeasts. And, eventually . . . some big breweries asked the group to bioprospect individual
yeasts for them.” This article comes on the heels of an article in the Wall Street Journal entitled
“Universities Push Harder Into Realm of Startups” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/universitiespush-harder-into-realm-of-startups-1418842795), the title of which is self explanatory. It seems,
in this case, the Clemson University didn’t push hard—some universities and university systems
are pushing quite hard—but it did provide meaningful funding for SouthYeast early on. I found
it interesting that SouthYeast seems to be satisfied in filling its current niche. How long will that
niche be available now that the word is out? You can learn more about SouthYeast at:
https://www.facebook.com/Southyeast. The instance of SouthYeast shows, to my mind, that the
academic practice of communicating research findings will play an important role in advancing
university-to-market activities. However, that research must be communicated to the right
people.
********Wild yeasts have long played a role in brewing the Lambic beers of Belgium. A book
that provides a bit more information on wild yeasts seems to be Wild Brews: Beer Beyond the
Influence of Brewer’s Yeast (http://www.amazon.com/Wild-Brews-Beyond-InfluenceBrewers/dp/0937381861/).
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(19 December 2014): “’How It’s Made’” TV’s Quietest Hit” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/howits-made-tvs-quietest-hit-1418940222)
--------“Scenes of chugging machinery, whizzing conveyor belts and tool-wielding workers are
the stuff of drama on ‘How It’s Made.’ The TV series has documented the manufacturing
process behind more than 1,200 products over the course of 12 seasons on the airs. From the
mundane (pantyhose, hot dogs, playing cards) to the high-tech (solar panels, semiconductors,
race-car engines), the show presents a behind-the-scenes inventory of the things we take for
granted.” The program of Montreal-based company Productions Maj, which airs on the Science
Channel, averages about 300,000 viewers, which is “typical for a niche cable channel. “The
show’s format is as straightforward as its title. A half-hour episode consists of four segments,
each devoted to a different product. (Sometimes producers devote a double feature to stuff that’s
especially complicated to make, such as buttons.)
********The article contains a video to the waffle cone production. The Science Channel
website for the show is: http://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/how-its-made. There you will
find many music videos—narration free. Don’t take a look at these unless you have some free
time available. If you have four minutes, I recommend “Frozen Pancakes” at:
http://www.sciencechannel.com/tv-shows/how-its-made/videos/music-video-frozenpancakes.htm. If you have another two minutes, you might check out the “I Love Lucy” candy
factory video for a laugh: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NPzLBSBzPI.
********These are, of course, instances of the division of labor, the most influential expression
of which was given by Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations, Book 1, Chapter 1, which you can
find at: http://www.econlib.org/library/Smith/smWN1.html; there, too, you can learn (chapter 3)
that the division of labor is limited by the extent of the market. Smith wrote on the pin factory,
describing in some detail the many steps involved. As it turns out “How It’s Made” has an
episode on “Needles and Pins” at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZJPpuL2sqQ. I wonder
what the Scottish professor would think of this? What strikes me after having looked at a few of
these videos is the absence of people. They are there, but largely in a supporting role. Still,
people had to design and produce the machinery that made the machines. Nonetheless, there is
continuing concern about the substitution of robots for people, as mentioned in a recent article in
the New York Times: http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/16/upshot/as-robots-grow-smarteramerican-workers-struggle-to-keep-up.html.
(19 December 2014): “How economic theory can help stop sexual assault”
(http://www.pbs.org/newshour/making-sense/economic-theory-can-help-stop-sexual-assault/)
********Michael Chwe is a professor of political science at UCLA. He is a game theorist and
has written Rational Ritual: Culture, Coordination and Common Knowledge
(http://www.amazon.com/Rational-Ritual-Culture-Coordination-Knowledge/dp/0691158282/)
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and Jane Austen, Game Theorist (http://www.amazon.com/Jane-Austen-Theorist-Michael-SukYoung/dp/0691162441/). The present article seems to draw more upon insights from the former
book, which is the earlier of the two. In this article Chwe argues that the economic concepts of
“mechanism design” and “social norms marketing” provide frameworks for thinking about and
decreasing sexual assault. With regard to mechanism design, he discusses Project Callisto, “a
web-based system for sexual assault reporting” that provides for the preservation of sexualassault evidence “even if action is not immediate.” With regard to social norms marketing, he
notes that “a great deal of social behavior, even violent behavior, is socially regulated in the
sense that whether a person does it depends on whether other people do it and condone it.” In
relation to this he discusses the effective elimination of foot binding in China and the reduction
of genital mutilation in Africa. Although his focus in his article is sexual assault, it is easy to see
how this approach might well apply to other issues of the day.
(20 December 2014): “In search of lost time: Why is everyone so busy?”
(http://www.economist.com/news/christmas-specials/21636612-time-poverty-problem-partlyperception-and-partly-distribution-why)
********In its Christmas Double Edition, The Economist take a broad, somewhat academic,
look at the issue of time scarcity in one of its articles. According to analysts at the McKinsey
consultancy firm, “Everybody, everywhere seems to be busy. In the corporate world, a
‘perennial time-scarcity problem’ afflicts executives all over the globe, and the matter has only
grown more acute in recent years . . . These feelings are especially profound among working
parents” and women in particular. There is a good deal of analysis in the article, as well as a
surprise or two: “Thirty years ago low-paid, blue-collar workers were more likely to punch in a
long day than their professional counterparts. . . . But nowadays professionals everywhere are
twice as likely to work long hours as their less-educated peers.” Indeed, most of the perks of
those positions have disappeared.
********A number of professionals working in the area of time allocation are mentioned in the
article. In addition, reference is made to the Centre for Time Use Research
(http://www.timeuse.org/), which is allied with the Department of Sociology, University of
Oxford. There you will find, among other items, links to the Multinational Time Use Study and
the American Heritage Time Use Study. The database on time use studies looks interesting, too.
You can learn more about its contents at: http://www-2009.timeuse.org/information/studies/.
(22 December 2014): “Why Saudis Decided Not to Prop Up Oil”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-saudis-decided-not-to-prop-up-oil-1419219182)
--------“In early October, Saudi Arabia’s representative to OPEC surprised attendees at a New
York seminar by revealing his government was content to let global energy prices slide. . . .
Hard-hit countries like Iran, Russian and Venezuela suspected the move was a coordinated effort
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between the oil kingdom and its longtime ally, the U.S. to weaken their foes’ economies and
geopolitical standing. But the story of Saudi Arabia’s new oil strategy, pieced together through
interviews with senior Middle Eastern, American and European officials, isn’t one of an old
alliance. It is a story of a budding rivalry, driven by what Saudi Arabia views as a threat posed
by American energy firms, these officials said.” Contributing to this budding rivalry is “Shaleoil production in places like Texas and North Dakota.” Since World War II the U.S. and Saudi
Arabia have been close allies; “During the 1980s, the Reagan administration credited the Saudis
with maintaining high oil production to drive down prices and weaken the Soviet Union’s
finances” and contributed to the U.S. economic recovery. “But the U.S.’s emergences as an
energy rival is testing this foundation in ways not yet widely appreciated, said U.S. and Saudi
officials, as have major differences over American Middle East policies.”
********The Saudi action to maintain production has contributed to a reduction in world oil
price, presumably at a price so that shale oil production in the U.S. will not be economic, i.e.,
production will take place at a loss. Of course, not all shale oil will disappear at lower prices, but
some will. Without a doubt any country that is highly reliant on oil export revenues for
government expenditures will be adversely affected. It is worth noting, however, as the article
does, that Saudi Arabia is probably the most highly dependent on oil. To be specific, “Riyadh
depend on oil for 90% of its budget.” But Saudi Arabia also has a cushion of “$750 billion [of]
foreign exchange reserves” to fall back upon.
********A related article appears in a Christmas Eve article of the Wall Street Journal
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-companies-predicament-who-should-cut-production1419358086), where it is asked, “If the global glut of oil that has sent crude prices plunging has
come largely from the U.S., why aren’t American energy companies turning off the tap? The
answer can largely be explained by simple game theory. In short, even though it’s in the
collective interest of the country’s oil producers to cut production, the interests of any of those
producers is the opposite. Each one of them is waiting for a rival to make the change.”
According to economist Roger McCain of Drexel University, “This behavior . . . is a classic
example of the ‘prisoner’s dilemma.” He notes: “If you can’t coordinate, you may as well go for
what you can get, and make decisions of the basis of self-serving rationality.” U.S. law, of
course, “bars companies from acting in concert to influence prices, so an organized response
from the oil industry is all but impossible, experts say.” You can learn more about the prisoner’s
dilemma at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prisoner%27s_dilemma.

(23 December 2014): “Iron-Ore Producer’s CEO Bets on the Midwest”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/iron-ore-producers-ceo-bets-on-the-midwest-1419304367)
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--------“Cliffs Natural Resources Inc. is banking on the Midwest, a forgotten niche in the global
commodities market. . . . Last year, Minnesota and Michigan produced 99% of all U.S. iron ore,
shipping out $5 billion of steel’s main ingredient. Three-quarters of the ore went to American
mills, which continue to make millions of tons of steel a year for car makers and gas drillers.”
The “windswept gray landscape” around Hibbing, Minnesota, which is northwest of Duluth,
“once inspired native-son Bob Dylan to with ‘North Country Blues.’” Cliffs last year “booked
an overall loss of $6 billion” but its “five iron-ore mines are the company’s top-performing unit.”
Midwestern mines benefit from “a captive market” due to the high cost of shipping iron ore from
other producers; “Shipping ore from Brazil or Australia costs more than $50 a ton.” Highquality iron-ore pellets at “Hibbing and its sister mines” are produced at a cost of $59 a ton.
“That iron ore is then sold to steelmakers for around $100 a ton, providing significant profits.”
According to Cliffs’ CEO Lourenco Goncalves, “No company . . . is as immune to seaborne iron
ore as Cliffs.”
********This article provides context for a remarkable video showing Boy Dylan in 1963, at
age 22, playing “North Country Blues”: http://www.wimp.com/silencedcrowd/; Dylan was born
in Duluth. Out of curiosity, I found that Hibbing, a town of 16,000-plus, has a daily
newspaper—the Hibbing Daily Tribune (http://www.hibbingmn.com/). It has an easy-to-use
search feature that turned up many hits on ‘iron ore’. Local newspaper provide the context and
impact that national stories sometimes lack.
(24 December 2014): “Plastic Surgery Tourism Brings Chinese to South Korea”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/24/business/international/plastic-surgery-tourism-bringschinese-to-south-korea.html)
--------“Cosmetic surgery, pervasive in South Korea, is now the must-do activity for many
Chinese visitors. The lights stay on all night in the Gangnam district, where plastic surgery
clinics line the streets. Signs in Chinese beckon visitors. Once they are inside, translators stand
ready. Seizing an opportunity to tap the steady and ubiquitous flow of China’s newly rich who
are traveling overseas, South Korea’s government is promoting the country as a place to shop,
eat, stay—and perhaps get a nip and tuck. . . . The South Korean government is setting aside as
much as $4 million a year to help promote the medical tourism industry, which is dominated by
plastic surgeons.” South Korea has “the highest rate of cosmetic surgery per capita of any
country in the world.” Young Chinese women see “plastic surgery as a way to enhance their
personal or professional prospects.”
********The article goes on to note that “Seoul Touch Up, a government-approved medical
tourism agency, states in its marketing materials that ‘Korean women are arguably more
objectified by their male counterparts than any other women in the world.” You can learn more
about Seoul Touch Up at: http://www.seoultouchup.com/.
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[The Invisible Forces] 193 (31 December 2014): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(25 December 2014): “Retina 5K iMac: Powerful Proof of the PC Renaissance”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/25/technology/personaltech/retina-5k-imac-powerful-proofof-the-pc-renaissance.html)
********An ad campaign for Apple in 1997 used the expression “Think Different”
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmwXdGm89Tk), something we tend to associate with the
late Steve Jobs. In this article about a product, and an era, we get a glimpse of how he thought.
--------“About a year before he died, Steve Jobs was asked at a conference to predict the future of
the market for personal computers. . . . [In responding] He reached for an analogy. ‘When we
were an agrarian nation, all cars were trucks, because that’s what you needed on the farm.’ . . .
But as farming died off and people in urban areas began to buy automobiles, the auto market
split into distinct categories. There were easy to use, relatively maintenance-free cars for
everyday drivers, and powerful, specialty vehicles like trucks for people who needed to get stuff
done. Laptops and desktops ‘are going to be like trucks,’ Mr. Jobs predicted. ‘They’re still
going to be around. They’re going to have a lot of value. But they’re going to be used by one of
x people.’” The predictions of Steve Jobs have pretty much been realized. Today it is estimated
that there are more than two billion smartphones and tablets in use globally. Still, there will
always be professionals, like “photographers, video editors, animators, digital producers and
Web-addled writers” who need to larger screens and the greater power of a traditional PC.
“Some people will always need trucks.”
********Smartphones and PCs are like cars and trucks—I admire this analogy. I also find the
story to be an especially good antidote to black and white versus gray thinking, i.e., all or none
versus a little bit of each. On the subject of thinking differently, I would like to draw attention to
the work of Scott E. Page of the University of Michigan. Although trained as an economist, he is
probably best referred to now as a complexity scientist. The relevance of his work for the
present context is his attention to the role of cognitive diversity in forming teams and getting
things done. You can see his books at: http://www.amazon.com/Scott-E.Page/e/B001IGSQKQ/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1. Of these, Diversity and Complexity is certainly
the most accessible. Page also has a lecture series for The Great Courses entitled “The Hidden
Factor: Why Thinking Differently Is Your Greatest Asset”
(http://www.thegreatcourses.com/courses/the-hidden-factor-why-thinking-differently-is-yourgreatest-asset.html). Word to the wise: all of The Great Courses go on greatly-reduced sales
periodically, so wait for a sale if you have an interest in this series. Sales prices are typically
reduced by 70%.
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(25 December 2014): “Rise in Loans Linked to Cars Is Hurting Poor”
(http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2014/12/25/dipping-into-auto-equity-devastates-many-borrowers/)
--------“The automobile is at the center of the biggest boom in subprime lending since the
mortgage crisis. The market for loans to buy used cars is growing rapidly. And similar to how a
red-hot mortgage market once coaxed millions of borrowers into recklessly tapping the equity in
their homes, the new boom is also leading people to take out risky lines of credit known as title
loans. They are, roughly speaking, the home equity loans of subprime auto. In these loans,
which can last as long as two years or as little as a month, borrowers turn over the title of their
cars in exchange for cash—typically a percentage of the cars’ estimated resale values.” In 2013
“More than 1.1 million households in the United States used auto title loans . . . according to a
survey by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.” It was the first year in which such loans
were included in its annual survey. “Title loans are an increasingly prevalent form of high-cost,
short-term credit in subprime finance, as regulators in a number of states crack down on payday
loans.”
********This article made me think about squeezing an inflated balloon and how a squeeze in
one place causes an expansion someplace else. This is an analogy that I’ve run across on
occasion in my reading and certainly seems applicable here: a regulatory “squeeze” in one area
results in an expansion of business somewhere else. It turns out that this has been given verbal
expression as “the balloon effect” when applied to drug policy. You can learn more about the
effect at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balloon_effect.
(26 December 2014): “Cross Border Mergers Face Growing Scrutiny”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/cross-border-mergers-face-growing-scrutiny-1419454132)
--------“Cross-border merger activity surged this year to nearly $1.1 trillion in announced tie-ups,
according to Dealogic. That is the highest since 2007 and up from $773 billion in 2013 . . . But
many of these deals are running into a growing corps of global deal cops. More than 100
international jurisdictions now have their own merger regulators, each wanting a say over
transactions that touch their industries, economies or interests. The mandates of these agencies
often include protecting consumers, corporate icons, key industries and national security.” In
light of these concerns, “Some deals include sweeteners meant to help win over regulators.” In
the recent takeover of Canadian-icon Tim Hortons Inc. by Burger King Worldwide Inc., “it was
promised to list the new company on the Toronto Stock Exchange.”
********Given the level of merger activity, it is clear that businesses are finding ways of
managing the increased complexity of the regulatory environment. Although it was of no real
surprise, I did find the mention of importance of “incentivizing” the regulators to be interesting.
Incenting a regulator seems quite different than complying with a regulation.
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(26 December 2014): “A Decimated U.S. Industry Pulls Up Its Socks”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/a-decimated-u-s-industry-pulls-up-its-socks-1419440433)
--------The hosiery trade has fallen so far in the U.S. that its trade group, the Hosiery Association,
disbanded in 2013: “Employment in U.S. hosiery and sock mills [today] totals about 8,600, one
quarter of the tally for 2001.” It is a familiar story—low cost of production overseas, especially
in China, led domestic buyers to source their products elsewhere. But the tide is changing and
hosiery jobs are returning to the U.S. and, in particular, to North Carolina. “Earlier this month,
at a long-idle plant it acquired . . . in Hildebran, Peds [Legwear] began production of socks that
are to be sold at Wal-Mart stores, starting in March. . . . Changes in technology, attitudes and
costs” are bringing hosiery jobs back to the state. Regarding technology, new Lonati machines
combine multiple steps in the manufacturing process, resulting in the elimination of a whole
department at the U.S. plants. Regarding attitudes, Wal-Mart “is trying to reduce its heavy
reliance on imports.” Finally, cost differences, especially labor, have changed dramatically in
recent years: “average manufacturing wages in the U.S. have risen less than 2% annually over
the past five years, while those in China have about doubled since 2008.” Behind the
developments in Hildebran, NC is 45-year-old Michael Penner, a native of Montreal, Québec,
who had previously sworn off sock manufacture. But in ways circuitous, including a Bruce
Springsteen song recommended by a Hildebran worker, “Mr. Penner asked Wal-Mart executives
if making socks in the U.S. would be a good way to expand sales at Wal-Mart stores.” The
executives’ enthusiastic reply, according to Penner, “was the tipping point.”
********The article points to a number of factors that affect where things are made, none of
which “determine” things in historical time: technologies can be matched, relative wages can
vary, and attitudes can change. At the moment, things are looking up for hosiery in North
Carolina. You can get a glimpse of how socks are made in the five-minute “How It’s Made—
Socks” video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7wvOPgh2YE. The Bruce Springsteen
song noted in the article is “Death to My Hometown,” which you can view at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsjjE8jXDts.
(27 December 2014): “Gastronomes Foraging for Bargain Truffles Are in Luck”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/gastronomes-foraging-for-bargain-truffles-are-in-luck1419647565)
--------[This is the A-Hed, quirky, article.] “A wet, warm summer in Northern Italy, where the
world’s most desirable white truffles are dug up, has produced a bumper fungi crop. That
pushed prices down about 50% from last years, according to chefs, dealers and restaurant
operators. The steep drop sparked an unprecedented frenzy as truffle hunters, brokers and chefs
have scrambled to move the delicate merchandise. . . . They last from just a few days to a few
weeks, with the average running about 10 days from the time it’s yanked out of the ground by a
truffle hunter.” John Magazino, an import specialist at Chef’s Warehouse, estimates “that he’s
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selling as much as a third more white truffles than during the same time last year.” He notes:
“The people who normally buy truffles are buying a lot more, and it’s opened up a second tier of
restaurants.”
********The article goes on to note that the quality of white truffles has been higher this year.
Thus a good growing season led to quantity and quality increases for white truffles. The truffles
are still far from inexpensive, with chefs paying about $1,000 a pound this year in comparison to
$2,000 a pound last year. Still, if you want the white truffle experience, this is likely to be an
ideal year to have it. Take a look at an upscale Italian restaurant and check out its offerings. The
article notes, too, that large price variations for truffles are not unusual, because “The tubers have
resisted agricultural industrialization—unlike lobsters or caviar, these specialty foods aren’t
farmed or cultivated in a meaningful way. White truffles need extremely specific growing
conditions.”
(27 December 2014): “Will 2015 Be the Year of the Chicken?”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/will-2015-be-the-year-of-the-chicken-1419632701)
--------Chicken is no longer being seen as a place filler on restaurant menus. New chickens, such
as those sporting the French Label Rouge raised in North Carolina or the Green Circle, a “French
heritage breed raised on Amish farms,” are providing new tastes and cooking opportunities for
people who going beyond the Cornish Cross breed developed out of the Chicken of Tomorrow
project pursued in the U.S. in the mid-20th century. The result of that project was a chicken
“built to live fast, die young (hatchling to supermarket in as little as 30 days) and leave a bland
but meaty corpse.” People who are embracing the trend to heritage chickens remark that “it was
like I was eating chicken for the first time.”
********This is sort of a “follow up” to the recent publication of Andrew Lawler’s book Why
Did the Chicken Cross the World? The Epic Saga of the Bird that Powers Civilization. While
reading this article I was struck by the thought that so much of the development of earlier food
“products” was oriented toward reducing heterogeneity to create something standard, but recent
developments have been oriented toward increasing heterogeneity. This seems like a story that
can be told. Perhaps it is told in Lawler’s book.
(29 December 2014): “Prosecco Enjoys Bubbly Times”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/prosecco-enjoys-bubbly-times-1419814079)
--------“This week’s New Year’s libations will illustrate an increasingly established truth in the
sparkling-wine business: sales are bubbling, but it’s got little to do with Champagne. Though
shipments of French-made Champagne have been climbing in the U.S. since 2009, the real pop
in the sparkling-wine industry is coming from Prosecco. Sales of the sweeter and less expensive
Italian-made cousin of Champagne rose 32% in the 12-month period ended Dec. 6, five times the
growth rate of sparkling wine overall.” Although Prosecco isn’t the only sparkling-wine
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challenger to authentic Champagne from the Champagne region of France, the sales of others
such as Spain’s cava and Moscato, which is made everywhere, have been much less impressive.
Regardless of type, the last three weeks of the year are an important for sparkling wines, as
“More than 20% of their annual U.S. sales take place” during that time period.
********The number of substitutes for Champagne is increasing and the category of ‘sparkling
wine’ is becoming better known among U.S. consumers. Sam Heitner, the director of the
Champagne Bureau, claims that increased competition is beneficial to Champagne, noting “The
more people drink sparkling wine . . . the stronger the opportunity for champagne to take people
thinking about sparkling wine and move them into the Champagne category.” Heitner’s
comment in consistent with vertical product differentiation in the sparkling wine category, with
Champagne at its top. It also brought to mind the notion of gateway drugs, the frequently
alleged notion that the use of one drug of lower potency will lead to the use of drugs of higher
potency. Perhaps status is a drug?
********This seems like a good place to draw attention to Mike Veseth, Extreme Wine:
Searching the World for the Best, the Worst, the Outrageously Cheap, the Insanely Overpriced,
and the Undiscovered (2013). Veseth is an economist who writes informally about wine with a
good degree of humor. I’m about halfway through the book and I have found it at times
illuminating but always enjoyable. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Extreme-Wine-Outrageously-OverpricedUndiscovered/dp/144221922X/. While at Amazon I checked the author’s page and found that
his next book will be released on August 4, 2015, entitled Money, Taste, and Wine: It’s
Complicated! It appears that Veseth has found his audience. You can learn more about this
book at: http://www.amazon.com/Money-Taste-Wine-Its-Complicated/dp/1442234636/.
(30 December 2014): “Supermarkets, Convenience Stores Now Woo Diners, Too”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/supermarkets-convenience-stores-now-woo-diners-too1419899444)
--------“Consumers weighing whether to dine out at a tablecloth restaurant or a fast-food joint
now have additional options to consider: the grocery store and the minimart.” Supermarkets and
convenience stores have long offered some ready-to-eat foods “But in recent years companies in
both categories have reformatted their stores and beefed up their menus with fresh, made-toorder offerings that they hope will woo eaters from traditional restaurants and burger joints and
lead them to buy other goods the stores sell as well.” The sale of prepared foods at Whole Foods
Market Inc., “which pioneered the sale of fresh-cooked items in its stores, more than doubled to
$2.7 billion in fiscal 2014 from $1.3 billion in 2007. The puts Whole Foods on a par with
restaurant companies like Chipotle Mexican Grill Inc., whose sales were $3.2 billion last year.”
Restaurant chains, including McDonald’s, which is trying “to reverse a two-year slump in its
U.S. sales,” have taken note of this new competition. “Both supermarkets and convenience
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stores are embracing fresh foods to compensate for softer sales of some of their traditional
offerings.” Two of those offerings are tobacco products and gasoline.
********Paul White, senior prepared-foods coordinator for Whole Foods, notes, “We used to
think of food service as this smaller part of the grocery business . . . We are turning it on its end.”
The higher profit margin of prepared food in comparison to groceries makes the shift attractive,
but as Bob Marian, the CEO of Roundy’s Inc., notes: “running a restaurant is an entirely
different business than running grocery stores. It is more complex and requires employees with a
different skill set.” A recent article in the Asheville Citizen-Times provides a glimpse of that skill
set and one of the main obstacles to restaurant success (ego). You can learn more at:
http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2014/12/26/asheville-restaurants-fail/20929605/.
(31 December 2014): “Start-Ups Rise to Close a Gap for Farmers”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/31/business/start-ups-rise-to-close-a-gap-for-farmers.html)
--------“In spite of the surging demand for locally and regionally grown foods over the last few
years, there is a chasm separating small and midsize farmers from their local markets. But a
growing number of small businesses are springing up to provide local farmers and their
customers with marketing, transportation, logistics and other services, like the Fresh Connection,
a trucking business providing services to help farms around New York City make deliveries.”
Such new businesses are occupying a space that opened up when the American food system,
which was once dominated by “larger and larger farms selling into highly integrated and
centralized distribution,” came to be challenged by Whole Foods’ demonstration that “there was
money to be made in local agriculture.” This has resulted in an increasing number of “food
hubs” to coordinate warehousing and distribution, but although some have become “selfsustaining and even profitable, . . . in the last year, several also have gone out of business.”
Technology is behind FarmersWeb, “an online marketplace that connects farmers to buyers.”
********You can learn more about FarmersWeb at: https://www.farmersweb.com/.
(31 December 2014): “For Wal-Mart in Mexico, Bodega Format Trumps Big Box”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/for-wal-mart-in-mexico-bodega-format-trumps-big-box1419981085)
--------“Wal-Mart Stores Inc. is taking on its biggest competition of all in Mexico: the street
vendors, traditional markets and small stores that account for over half of grocery sales in the
country.” Although Wal-Mart currently has a fifth of grocery sales in the country, further
growth “is hard to come by in Mexico’s congested towns and cities, where consumers tend to
shop in family-owned shops or markets” some of which stretch back to pre-Columbian times.
Wal-Mart’s approach is “a mini-grocer format called Bodega Aurrera Express, which the
company launched in 20008. The store looks like an oversize mom-and-pop shop, with products
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stacked high against the walls. . . . [the] stores average 2,690 square feet of selling space, roughly
3% of the area needed to open a Wal-Mart Supercenter.”
********The article was submitted from La Guadalupana, Mexico, which has a street market,
called a tianguis, which is open three days a week. Employees at the local Bodega Aurrera
Express “say their busiest days are when the street market is open. They call it symbiosis.”
Vendors of the tianguis think the small format stores of Wal-Mart are “competing for sales, but
not very successfully.” According to one seller, “People are accustomed to the tianguis . . . This
is how it has always been in Mexico.” Still, there is evidence that some customers are price and
quality sensitive. Marisol Carillo, a “30-year old stay at home mother of three buys packaged
items like toothpaste and shampoo at bodega Aurrera Express, where she says the prices are
better, but still gets her fruit, vegetables and meat from the open-air stalls.”
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[The Invisible Forces] 194 (7 January 2015): Selected Articles on Economics with a
Broader View
(2 January 2015): “Good Times Run Out for Sand Producers”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/good-times-run-out-for-sand-producers-1420153520)
--------Oil-industry executives used to acting in response to price changes tend to use the
catchphrase, “This isn’t our first rodeo.” But for the producers of sand used in fracking, price
gyrations, especially in the downward direction, are something new. Prior to the expansion of
fracking, “Sand companies’ biggest customers used to be golf courses and glass manufacturers,
but the oil boom brought energy clients to their door and new roughly 60% of business is tied to
fracking.” With falling oil prices, “many fracking companies are retrenching—and that is bad
news for sand producers.”
********In effect, as the market price of oil falls, some marginal oil producers that use fracking
leave the market, resulting in a decreased demand for sand for fracking. One point that I found
interesting in the article involved the speed of response to market changes. Doug Sheridan, an
analyst for EnergyPoint Research, notes that sand companies ought to take their cue from oilfield
service companies like Halliburton: “Sitting on your hands and waiting isn’t what the veterans
do.” That, I guess, is the benefit of having been to other rodeos.
********Later in the week there appeared the article “Falling Crude Prices Force Ethanol
Makers to Take It on the Chin” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/falling-crude-prices-forceethanol-makers-to-take-it-on-the-chin-1420238100). This might equally well have had the title
“Good Times Run Out for Ethanol Producers” as it considers the impact that falling oil prices
have had on the demand for ethanol and the profitability of ethanol production—they have both
decreased.
********Still later in the week we had the news that “U.S. Steel Lays Off 756, Blaming Low
Oil Prices” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-steel-to-cut-jobs-amid-low-oil-prices1420556069). This might equally well have had the title “Good Times Run Out for Oil Country
Tubular Goods.” With a reduction in oil drilling due to lower oil prices, so there will be a
reduction in the demand for pipes for oil. Related stories are seemingly endless.
(2 January 2015): “In Belgium, Battle Builds Between Brewers and ‘Beer Architects’”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-belgium-battle-builds-between-1420153585)
--------[This is the A-Hed, quirky, article, which is a bit less quirky on this day.] “A storm in a
beer glass is raging in Belgium. Traditional brewers are sour about ‘beer creators’—Internetsavvy startups who create recipes then employ other Belgian brewers to make the final product.”
Although “contract brewing” has long been practiced in the brewing industry, the rise of the socalled “beer architect” is something different in an industry that has tended to be very traditional
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in its recipes. Sebastien Morvan gives voice to this difference when he says, “I want to come up
with a new recipe every two weeks, not every 250 years.”
********The rise of the beer architect and contract brewing touches upon some important issues
for craft brewing, including the degree of vertical integration. Traditional craft brewers who
control brewing from idea and all stages of brewing, perhaps including distribution, do not
appreciate the “fake beer coming on the market.”
********You can view a seven-minute “How It’s Made” video on beer making at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FttkHVBu2IA. The video is definitely not about craft
brewing, as a very large scale Canadian brewer is its basis, but it still provides a glimpse into the
stages of beer is made and the role of technology.
(2 January 2015): “Unilever, P&G Try Tweaked Formulas, Higher Prices for Developing
World” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/unilever-p-g-try-tweaked-formulas-higher-prices-fordeveloping-world-1420161406)
--------“For decades, consumer-goods companies expanded in emerging economies through rockbottom prices and small, affordable pack sizes. . . . But now, with the global economy sluggish
and emerging-market sales growth waning for the first time in years, companies are employing a
developed-world strategy with their poorest customers: Pack more features into basic products
and raise their prices.” This isn’t always easy. Samir Singh, the vice president of personal care
at Hindustan Unilever Ltd., notes: “Something like toothpaste or soap bars, you would think,
where’s the premiumization there? . . . But there is a lot of scope in the future to develop these
categories.” The specific good does matter, however. “Shampoos and deodorants sell better in
emerging markets than culturally tied foods such as peanut butter and pasta sauce.”
Furthermore, “Personal-care products also carry higher margins and are more receptive to
innovations, such as new ingredients or larger pack sizes.”
********A nice example of the plasticity of product and its connection to price, revenue, and
profit, and ultimately the invisible handshake, i.e., historical and social forces that affect human
behavior. I.e., if revenue growth is being limited by the number of units sold, transform the
product so revenue growth continues. As the article points out, however, there are cultural limits
to the goods that can undergo these transformations.
(2 January 2015): “WNC combats decline of native ginseng” (http://www.citizentimes.com/story/news/local/2015/01/01/wnc-combats-decline-native-ginseng/21165445/)
--------Mark Norwood of Mars Hill University, in Mars Hill, North Carolina has a problem. He
has tried to incorporate ginseng into campus plantings but the plants “tend to disappear” due to
their high market value; “Wild ginseng root was going for as much as $1,200 per dried pound
last year, with much of the demand drive by Chinese and Korean markets, where ginseng has
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been valued for centuries for its medicinal properties.” It is not only in campus plantings,
however, where ginseng in disappearing. Driven in part by reality TV shows such as
“Appalachian Outlaws” and “Smoky Mountain Money,” a new breed of ginseng hunter has taken
to countryside, people who tend to dig up all of the plants they can find rather than practices such
as “taking every fifth plant so that you are not just going in and removing a whole stand” of
plants, an approach that would tend to “self-regulate the harvest.” As a result of less sustainable
harvesting practices, “the amount of wild ginseng harvested in in North Carolina has dropped
from nearly 12,800 pound [in 2007] to just under 7,900 in 2013” according to the N.C.
Department of Agriculture. At the same time that quantity is decreasing, so is the size of ginseng
roots; customers typically prefer “older plants with the really nice, long, gnarly looking root
systems.”
********The roles of price and information in harvest (supply) behavior are clearly exhibited in
the article. Chinese and Korean demand, at least in recent years, seems to be somewhat
different. Jim Corbin of the N.C. Department of Agriculture observes that “The market with
ginseng in Western North Carolina has shifted slightly in the past few years. . . . We’re getting
more of a Korean demand and they prefer green ginseng because they prepare it. That has
increased the desire for people to get out here and get the green material.” In order to limit
ginseng poaching, local authorities have developed a number of alternatives, most recently the
use of root dye.
(3 January 2015): “Europe’s Empty Churches Go on Sale”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/europes-empty-churches-go-on-sale-1420245359)
--------Across Western Europe, hundreds of churches are closing or at risk due to plunging
memberships, posing a profound question, “What to do with once-holy now-empty buildings that
increasingly mark the countryside from Britain to Denmark?” In Arnhem, Netherlands the
Roman Catholic Church has been turned into, at least temporarily, a skate hall. There is even a
“painting of Jesus holding a skateboard.” Christianity, in particular, is in decline but “Orthodox
Judaism . . . has held relatively steady.” Islam, however, has been growing steadily “amid
immigration from Muslim countries in Africa and the Middle East.” The Muslim population in
Europe grew from 4.1% of the population in Europe to 6% in 2010; it is estimated that the
Muslim population will grow to 8% in 2030. American Christians tend to be more religiously
observant than those in Europe, but “religious researchers say the declining number of American
churchgoers suggests the country could face the same problem in coming years.”
********Entwined in the article is a cultural shift that is characterized by the contested
“secularization thesis” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secularization). Given the data above, it
would seem that some forms of religious observation are more prone to it than others. The
problem of repurposing structures that are no longer wanted for their present purposes is
ubiquitous, but it stands out in greater clarity here because they are churches. Albert Reinstra, of
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Holland’s Cultural Heritage Agency, points toward this when he notes: “Every church [closing]
is a debate.”
********While reading the article I had a vague recollection of another article about shopping
malls that appeared in 2014. Interestingly enough, on the next day The New York Times
published this article: “The Economics (and Nostalgia) of Dead Malls”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/04/business/the-economics-and-nostalgia-of-deadmalls.html). Perhaps dead malls and empty churches have lessons that can be learned from one
another, although the broad factors behind their emergence seem to be different: dead malls seem
to have a lot to do with the “hollowing out” of the middle class, i.e., economic forces, whereas
empty churches seem to have a lot to do with social and historical forces. Both malls and
churches face a profoundly uphill struggle to turn things around. That is why repurposing of
such properties is so important.
(3 January 2015): “Endangered Species: Young U.S. Entrepreneurs”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/endangered-species-young-u-s-entrepreneurs-1420246116)
--------“The share of people under age 30 who own private businesses has reached a 24-year-low
. . . Roughly 3.6% of households headed by adults younger than 30 owned stakes in private
companies . . . [compared] with 10.6% in 1989” when the Federal Reserve “began collecting
standard data on Americans’ incomes and net worth.” These figures run counter to “the widely
held stereotype of 20-somethings as entrepreneurial risk-takers.” Possible explanations for this
decline include: the larger capital requirements of fast-growing energy and health care
businesses; the difficulty that younger workers have had in developing relevant skills and
experiences; stiffer competition due to the Internet age; risk aversion; and the falling net worth of
households under 30. In relation to this last point, it is to be noted that “The average net worth of
households under 30 has fallen 48% since 2007 to $44,354.”
******** This article provides much food for thought and whets my appetite for a more
systematic and comprehensive empirical analysis of business ownership by those under 30. It is
very surprising article given the huge upsurge of (academic) interest in entrepreneurship and the
spread of majors and minors on entrepreneurship, which has been encouraged, among others, by
the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation (http://www.kauffman.org/). Related to the article is a
recent Federal Reserve Bulletin on “Changes in U.S. Family Finances from 2010 to 2013”
(http://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/bulletin/2014/pdf/scf14.pdf).
********In a somewhat related article, “Young Drive an Urban Rebound”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/young-drive-an-urban-rebound-1420250736), it is noted that
“American’s biggest cities have seen a resurgence as employers and residents show a growing
preference to live and work in urban areas.” This seems to be especially true of the young.
“Many experts believe it is a generational shift, in which the children of baby boomers—many of
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whom were raised in the suburbs—want to live differently than their parents, in walkable
neighborhoods full of night life and restaurants. Others say it is a temporary result of the
hangover from the housing bust” and related economic dislocations.
(3 January 2015): “Cities Set to Take Minimum-Wage Stage”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/cities-set-to-take-minimum-wage-stage-1420229294)
********An intriguing article that explores the likelihood of minimum-wage legislation during
the next two years at the municipal, state, and federal levels. It argues that with both houses of
Congress having Republican majorities, there is little likelihood of federal minimum wage
legislation during the next two years. Given that there are no state elections during 2015, there is
little likelihood that state legislation will take place either. Consequently, if there is to be
legislation during the next year it will have to be at the municipal level and there are many signs
that such legislation will take place in some cities. So, it would seem, there will be scores,
perhaps hundreds or thousands, of limited-jurisdiction minimum wages rather than one, universal
minimum wage for the U.S. It is small wonder that some small businesses “may push back
against the evolving patchwork of local and state laws through higher costs for consumers.”
What are the implications of localized minimum-wage setting for economic activity? Will firms
tend to be smaller and more local?
(3 January 2015): “The future of work: There’s an app for that”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21637355-freelance-workers-available-momentsnotice-will-reshape-nature-companies-and)
--------Uber has inspired a “large number of startups built around systems which match jobs with
independent contractors on the fly, and thus supply labour and services on demand. . . . Using the
now ubiquitous platform of the smartphone to deliver labour and services in a variety of new
ways will challenge many of the fundamental assumptions of 20th-century capitalism, from the
nature of the firm to the structure of careers.” This “on-demand economy is in many ways a
continuation of what has been called the ‘sharing economy’ exemplified by Airbnb.”
********Transaction costs and their diminution figure prominently in the article, which draws
directly from (the late) Ronald Coase’s 1937 article “The Nature of the Firm,” a summary of
which can be found at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Nature_of_the_Firm. You can learn
more about the on-demand economy in an article by Kevin Roose, “Does Silicon Valley Have a
Contract-Worker Problem” (http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2014/09/silicon-valleyscontract-worker-problem.html). It seems like it is only a matter of time before someone writes a
book “The On-Demand Economy.” One book which has the expression in its title can be found
at: http://www.amazon.com/Market-Driven-Supply-Chain-Revolutionary-Demand/dp/0814431631/.
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(3 January 2015): “Lexington: Ranchers v bison-huggers” (http://www.amazon.com/BattleYellowstone-Environmental-Princeton-Sociology/dp/0691164347/)
--------“The most original political book of early 2015 is not formally about politics at all.
Instead ‘The Battle for Yellowstone’ by Justin Farrell, a young scholar at Yale University,
ponders venomous rows that have shaken Yellowstone National Park in recent decades, and why
they are so intractable. The rows turn on such questions as wolf re-introduction, bison roamingrights and snowmobile access to that lovely corner of the Rocky Mountains.”
********According to Amazon (http://www.amazon.com/Battle-Yellowstone-EnvironmentalPrinceton-Sociology/dp/0691164347/), this book will be release on June 29, 2015. What
especially caught my attention is the statement that summarized the many conflicts covered: “In
short, all sides purport to be weighing what is true and false, while really arguing about right and
wrong.” I suspect this book will find a lot of interest when it is issued. One point from the book
seems especially illustrative of an “economic approach” to many environmental problems and
helps illustrate the facts vs. values comment above. It goes: “As for anti-wolf types, when
offered financial compensation for wolf-attacks on their livestock, some turn it down—
suggesting that more than economics is at stake.”
********Justin Farrell is an assistant professor of sociology at the Yale School of Forestry &
Environmental Studies. You can learn more about him and his work at: http://justinfarrell.org/.
(4 January 2015): “Myanmar returns to What Sells: Heroin”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/04/world/myanmar-returns-to-what-sells-heroin.html)
--------“A decade ago, Myanmar seemed on course to wipe out the opium fields and heroin
jungle labs along its eastern border, the notorious Golden Triangle. . . . [But] Poppy cultivation
in Myanmar has nearly tripled since 2006.” Although the growth of opium poppies is illegal in
Myanmar, farmers say they have few options. It was “less than a decade ago that farmers took
on opium as their main cash crop, abandoning cheroot tobacco, which is used for cigars.”
According to Tom Kramer, a researcher for the Transnational Institute of the Netherlands, “For
many people in this country opium is not a problem, it’s the solution—a way for small-scale
farmers to increase incomes to buy salt, rice, medicines and other essentials.” At present, the
United Nations is seeking to persuade farmers to plant coffee as an alternative. Such “Crop
substitution programs have failed numerous times before in Myanmar.”
********The article notes that Myanmar is “a distant second to Afghanistan in global
production of opium, the key ingredient in heroin. The United Nations estimates 550,000 acres
in Afghanistan were dedicated to growing poppy last year, more than three times the area farmed
in Myanmar.” A seven-minute video accompanies the article.
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********While we are on the subject of getting hooked, there is a review of sorts of the book
Hooked: How to Build Habit-Forming Products in The Economist
(http://www.amazon.com/Hooked-How-Build-Habit-Forming-Products/dp/1591847788/).
Written by technology writer Nir Eyal, the book provides “an overview of one of the most
interesting battles in modern business: the intense competition to create new digital products that
monopolise people’s attention.” Central contributors to such endeavors are “behavior
designers,” who draw upon the work of behaviorist B.F. Skinner and variable reward to
encourage “hooked” consumption. The very last sentence in the article was especially striking,
referring as it does to “hooked” consumption: “And the trouble with insatiable desires is that the
struggle to sate them leaves everyone as exhausted as they are unfulfilled.”
********Behavior designers seem to draw upon the broad literature of psychology and
economics that is captured by the term ‘behavioral economics’. One source of additional
information is the Behavioural Design Lab (http://www.behaviouraldesignlab.org/), which is
collaboration between Warwick Business School and the Design Council “bringing together
experts in behavioural science and social design.” You can learn more about the Lab’s work at:
http://www.behaviouraldesignlab.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Changing-behaviour-bydesign.pdf.
(5 January 2015): “The Surprise in Your King Cake Might Be No Prize at All”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-surprise-in-your-king-cake-might-be-no-prize-at-all1420414798)
--------[This is the A-Hed, quirky, article.] In the weeks surrounding Epiphany, la galette des
rois (king cake) is a French tradition. Dating back to the Roman era, it was served “during
Saturnalia, a Roman festival that saw masters play servants to their slaves.” Traditionally, the
cake has a favor of some sort baked into it and the person who finds it is “the king.” In the U.S.,
however, favors are no longer baked into the cake due to legal concerns. Another factor is
unfamiliarity with the French cultural tradition. As Julia Feydel, the U.S. manager for a French
bakery group notes about a test it performed in 2012, “People were like, ‘What is this thing
doing in my cake?’” The FDA has traditionally forbidden nonedible items in confections, but it
“has not taken any enforcement action or issued any regulatory requirements specific to king
cakes.”
********The Larson family was in France and experienced la galette des rois firsthand in 1991.
It was great fun and a warm experience fondly remembered.
(7 January 2015): “What Rising Airline Fees Tell Us About the Cable Industry”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/07/upshot/what-rising-airline-fees-tell-us-about-the-cableindustry.html)
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--------“The day when people are no longer forced to pay for dozens of cable channels they never
watch seems to be coming nearer. But subscribers may want to be careful what they wish for.”
Monday’s unveiling by Dish Network of “a new web streaming service with a handful of cable
channels . . . is the latest move toward a world in which people assemble a bundle of TV
programming options piece by piece.” The unbundling of cable services is akin to the
unbundling of airline services that have taken place in recent years, where it is now
commonplace for users to pay to check a bag, buy a drink, or eat a meal. Some airlines require
those who check in at the airport to pay an additional fee. Although unbundling of air services
given consumers more control “over their flying experience and greater power to pay only for
the things they care about . . . the combined effect of all these supplemental charges is to make
air travel a grinding process.” The same may be the case for unbundled cable. The result “will
probably be little or no reduction in total fees, combined with the hassle of making constant
decisions about what channels you really want and which you don’t.”
(7 January 2015): “Sheep Farmers Take Hit as Demand for Hides Falls”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/sheep-farmers-take-hit-as-demand-for-hides-falls-1420579981)
--------“Australian and New Zealand farmers are having a tough time selling lambskins as
China’s tanneries face slowing demand for the products, particularly from Russia, and as Beijing
cracks down on some chemical-intensive processing plants. In Australia, lambskin prices were
down by close to 85% last year.” In New Zealand, sheep farmers are facing prices that have
fallen 40%.
********Economic conditions in Russia, which have been adversely affected by economic
sanctions applied by the West and plummeting oil prices, have contributed to bringing about
these price declines. The demand for leather shoes and furniture has fallen dramatically, thereby
bringing about the falling demand for skins.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 195 (14 January 2015)
(17 November 2014): “How Michael Jackson Made $150 Million in 2014”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-11-17/how-michael-jackson-made-150-million-in2014.html)
--------[This article appeared in the online version of The Washington Post on 9 January 2015,
having previously appeared at the address above and in Bloomberg Pursuits magazine.] “Elvis
Presley boasts 12.4 million ‘likes’ on Facebook (FB) and 187,000 followers on Twitter (TWTR)
and recently released a duet with Barbra Streisand. Never mind that he died in 1977. And that’s
just the beginning for the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll and other long-dead celebrities. . . . Today,
deceased icons from pop culture’s heyday are enjoying unprecedented success, out-earning even
their former flesh-and-blood selves, says [Jamie] Salter, one of the new breed of brand managers
using technology to wring big bucks from superstars otherwise resting in peace (or so we hope).”
Such icons benefit from having captivated fans before the Internet age. “Even better, they aren’t
able to create the sort of mischief that bedeviled their handlers back in the day, potentially
damaging their brand in the bargain.” In brief, “Their reputations are intact.” According
Nathanael Fast, a professor at the Marshall School of business at the University of Southern
California, “The bizarre business works because the truly famous tend to remain famous, even in
death.
********Salter got into the so-called “dead-legends business” when he spent $30 million to be
“the majority of Marilyn Monroe’s estate.” And what about Michael Jackson? His estate has
mad “$250 million be extending the singer’s contract with Sony Corp . . . , and more than $260
million from This Is It, a film cobbled together from footage of Jackson rehearsing for a series of
concerts canceled in the wake of his death.” You can learn more about Nathanael Fast at:
http://www.marshall.usc.edu/faculty/directory/nathanaelfast. All this brings to mind, once more,
the issue of reputation management which is less prone to risk for the dead, for reasons indicated
above and in the article. Reputation management was discussed in TIF 191 in relation to the
question, “How does a company regain its customers’ trust when something goes badly wrong?”
Still, historical work can dim the reputation of those who have passed, so there is less risk, not no
risk.
(8 January 2015): “’Nut Rage’ Reignites Backlash Against South Korea’s Family-Run
Conglomerates” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/nut-rage-reignites-backlash-against-southkoreas-family-run-conglomerates-1420654954)
--------“An outburst by the daughter of the chairman over how to serve nuts aboard a place has
triggered one of South Korea’s biggest backlashes against the family-run conglomerates that
dominate the economy. The drama began in early December when Cho Hyun-as—at the time
executive vice president in charge of Korean Air’s in-flight service—flew into a rage at being
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served macadamia nuts in a bag rather than on a plate.” Subsequently, Ms. Cho was “stripped of
her titles” and is facing charges that could lead to 15 years in prison. The incident has “rekindled
anger at the sprawling chaebol that have for decades dominated the [South Korean] economy but
are increasingly seen as stores of wealth for dynasties with a patchy regard for the law.” What is
known as the chaebol “originated after the Korean War of the 1950s, when South Korea’s
government selected companies to take the lead in industries it thought could thrive
internationally. Those companies were guaranteed financing and protected from local
competition to help them grow and drive the nation out of poverty.” Although the South Korean
economy experienced “years of double-digit economic growth” the public has become less
supportive of it in recent years. Due to international expansion by many chaebol, their role in
domestic employment has diminished. In 2013 “the 10 biggest conglomerates accounted for
only 4% of employment in South Korea.”
********Very interesting how a seemingly small incident could become so big, so fast. It
seems to have tapped into strong cultural values—Ms. Cho’s father apologized for not raising
her better—and general dissatisfaction with how the chaebol has evolved. You can learn more
about ‘chaebol’ at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaebol.
(8 January 2015): “Challenged by Upstarts, Lenders Try New Strategy: Cooperation”
(http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2015/01/07/challenged-by-upstarts-lenders-try-new-strategycooperation/)
--------“Employees at MasterCard thought they saw a drop-off credit card volume last spring at
one of their merchants, a legal services provider. Checking further, they found they had a new
competitor, Behalf, a start-up small-business lender backed by two venture capital firms that
makes credit decisions in just a few seconds. But rather than play defense, a reaction banks and
credit card companies were likelier to have not that long ago, MasterCard engaged Behalf and
worked with the start-up to help arrange for its customers to use MasterCard’s system to arrange
for its customers to use MasterCard’s system to pay their vendors. The MasterCard-Behalf
alliance . . . is an example of how entrenched financial players facing challengers armed with
new technology are increasingly seeking to work with them.
********The article addresses alternatives to common issues relating to incumbents, upstarts,
and disruption in the context of financial services. As the article suggests, incumbents have
options when dealing with the disruption visited upon them by upstarts: (1) work with them, the
approach of MasterCard in relation to Behalf; (2) try live with them, by changing product quality
or related services, more the “play defense” mentioned above; (3) merge with them aka, buy
them out, a frequently exercised option, especially with in Silicon Valley; or (4) drive them from
the market, by economic, legal, or media-based means. The discussion of MasterCard and
Behalf called to mind the modern classic Co-Opetition (http://www.amazon.com/Co-OpetitionAdam-M-Brandenburger/dp/0385479506/). The article uses the word frenemies to describe such
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relationships. The head of digital partnerships for American Express, Leslie Berland, notes:
“Many companies that we work with may pose challenges as well as opportunities.”
********After having read the article, I counted 8 uses of the word disrupt (or variants), 4 of
incumbent, and 3 of upstart; entrant appeared twice. I’m sure that Clayton Christensen would
like to be collecting a royalty on each use of the word disruption, which he made popular in his
1997 book The Innovator’s Dilemma (http://www.amazon.com/Innovators-DilemmaRevolutionary-Change-Business/dp/0062060244/).
(9 January 2015): “Professional Cuddlers Embrace More Clients”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/professional-cuddlers-embrace-more-clients-1420759074)
--------[This is the A-Hed, quirky, article.] “The cuddle-for-hire business is taking off—even
though the clothes stay on. Thousands of customers across the country are booking
appointments with professional cuddlers in at least 16 states. . . . Patrons who booked these
services out of mere curiosity say they have become hooked on their therapeutic benefits.” New
online apps and meet-up services have contributed to the growth of the cuddling business.
********The article includes a four-minute video with Samantha Hess, the owner of Cuddle Up
To Me in Portland, Oregon. She is organizing the first Cuddle Con for Valentine’s Day. You
can learn more about the convention at: https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/cuddle-con-thecuddling-convention. Ms. Hess provides valuable perspective on her work.
(10 January 2015): “In Colorado, Legal Pot Fails to Meet Predictions of Supporters, Critics”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-colorado-pot-legalization-fails-to-match-predictions-ofbackers-critics-1420830972)
--------“Before Colorado became the first state to allow marijuana for recreational purposes,
supporters boasted that legalization would generate a sizable tax windfall, while opponents
warned it could have dramatic social consequences. Just over a year into the state’s experiment .
. . , neither prediction is proving entirely true. Marijuana so far hasn’t been the boon or bane that
many expected, offering potential lessons to other states considering legalization.” Some 16,000
people are licensed to work in the state’s marijuana. Although the workers have boosted
Colorado’s economy somewhat, helping to lead to higher warehouse rentals in Denver,
“Neighboring states . . . are complaining that Colorado is flooding their jurisdictions.” For that
reason, Nebraska and Oklahoma last month filed suit against the state in the U.S. Supreme Court
last month.
********Washington also allows the sale of recreational marijuana and Alaska and Oregon
approved such measures in the November; California is expected to vote on such a proposition in
2016. In light of these developments, Colorado’s experience will be closely followed. I thought
the comment by Colorado state senator David Balmer, who previously opposed legalization, to
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be worthy of note: “Once I toured the dispensaries and the warehouses, and I saw the dramatic
regulatory framework that has been set up, I wanted to help the [marijuana] business community
succeed.”
(11 January 2015): “Garbage Incinerators Make Comeback, Kindling Both Garbage and
Debate” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/11/us/garbage-incinerators-make-comebackkindling-both-garbage-and-debate.html)
--------“With landfills shunned, recycling programs stalled and the country’s record-setting trash
output unyielding, new waste-to-energy plants are being eyed as a path to salvation. Facilities
similar to the $670 million incinerators [in West Palm Beach, Florida] . . . , common in Europe,
are under consideration in Massachusetts, Nevada, Virginia, Wisconsin and elsewhere.” Such
reconsideration of incinerators has been aided by the EPA’s classification of such plants as
“renewable energy—akin to solar and wind power.” Such facilities are risky and a waste-toenergy plant in Baltimore’s Curtis Bay neighborhood has found favor with local authorities
“because it is privately financed,” rather than municipally financed, thereby reducing concerns
about insolvency faced by cities such as Detroit and others. According to incinerator supporters,
the need to burn trash shows up in the data: “Recycling rates have barely budged over the past
decade” and “curbside recycling has more recently been deemed an expensive luxury by a
number of municipalities.” Nationally, recycling rates vary greatly: the recycling rate of
Indianapolis is 10 percent, whereas Portland, Oregon recycles 60 percent of its garbage; San
Francisco diverts 80 percent of its waste due to recycling and composting. According to Thomas
Kinnaman, an economist who studies solid waste and recycling, “Some parts of the country
realized . . . [recycling] was costlier than they’d anticipated.”
********You can learn more about Thomas Kinnaman, including a list of publications, at:
https://www.bucknell.edu/academics/majors-and-minors/economics/faculty-and-staff/thomaskinnaman.html. I wonder if the increase in the output of negative externalities, such as mercury
and lead, were considered in the cost calculations of municipalities.
(12 January 2015): “Daily Report: Education Technology Attracts Silicon Valley’s Attention”
(http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/01/12/daily-report-education-technology-attracts-siliconvalleys-attention/)
--------“The education technology business is chock-full of fledgling companies whose
innovative ideas have not yet proved effective—or profitable. But that is not slowing investors .
. . Venture and equity financing for ed tech companies soared to nearly $1.87 billion last years,
up 55 percent from the year before, according to a new report from CB Insights, a venture capital
database. The figures are the highest since CB Insights began covering the industry in 2009.”
Betsy Corcoran, the CEO of EdSurge, which provides industry news and research, “Education is
one of the last industries to be touched by Internet technology, and we’re seeing a lot of catch-up
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going on. . . . We’re starting to see more classical investors . . . pay more attention to the
[education] marketplace than before.”
********It strikes me that many people have “crossed the Rubicon,” having moved from
“schools should be managed like a business” to “schools are businesses.” Similarly, many have
moved from “education can be examined as if it is an industry” to “education is an industry.”
There can be little doubt, however, that the technologically astute see the large local, state, and
federal expenditures on education as golden opportunities. I searched for aggregate expenditure
data on education spending on these levels but found nothing that I was confident in relating.
********An example of a technology that seems to address a growing concern in higher
education in relation to the so-called “completion agenda” is provided by “Cracking Down on
Skipping Class” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/cracking-down-on-skipping-class1421196743). If the article is to be believed, “Attendance is the best known predictor of college
grades.” As a result, in pursuit of higher retention rates, some colleges and universities are
experimenting with software called “retention alert systems” to inform students and others of
missed classes. One app service, Class120, “alerts parents or another third party in real time if
the student isn’t in class, based on location data the phone tracks.” All that for $199 a year. You
can learn more about Class120 at: http://www1.class120.com/.
(13 January 2015): “As Oil Slips Below $50, Canada Digs In for Long Haul”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/as-oil-slips-below-50-canada-digs-in-for-long-haul-1421114641)
--------“In the escalating war of attrition among top oil-producing nations, Canada’s biggest oilsands mines have a message for the market: Don’t look to us to cut production. . . . even as oil
prices settled below $50 a barrel Monday . . . , those companies are unlikely to shut off the tap
thanks to . . . huge upfront costs, combined with long-term break-even points and lengthy
production lives. Unlike shale oil, which requires constant drilling of new wells to maintain
output levels, once an oil-sands site is developed it will produce tens or hundreds of thousands of
barrels a day, steadily, for up to three decades.” Canadian Natural Resources Ltd. (CNR)
underscored “the resilience of oil-sands growth.” Although the company will “trim investment
on new projects and curtail its growth forecast . . . it still expects overall output to grow about
7% over 2014 levels, and it [has] vowed to keep spending on expanding output at its biggest oilsands mine for the next two years.” As CFO Corey Bieber of CNR noted, “A lot of the costs are
fixed in nature.” Thus, “Existing oil sands surface mines can make money at about $30 a barrel,
and efficient underground oil sands wells . . . can stay in the black below $35 a barrel.”
********As the article notes, although the per barrel cost of oil-sands oil is above that of “many
traditional oil wells” it is below that of many unconventional sources of crude, such as from the
Bakken Shale formation of North Dakota. Although oil from Bakken Shale tends to be “light”
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and that from the oil sands tends to be heavy, there is a demand for both. All of the above
clearly indicates that there will be continuing oil industry interest for the Keystone XL pipeline.
********Additional perspective is provided by “Back to the Future? Oil Replays 1980s”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/cracking-down-on-skipping-class-1421196743). The article
points out that “one enormous difference between today and 30 years ago” is “the speed of shale.
Before U.S. energy companies figured out how to pull oil from shale formations, petroleum
projects often took years to execute. . . . and billions of dollars. Today, the discovery and
development of oil from shale rocks means that oil output is faster paced and . . . An expensive
well costs [only] $10 million.” Another point of note about shale oil wells is that “Each well
roars into life and then drops off fast.” All this makes me think of there is a clear analogy
between so-called “base load” power in the energy sector, think of a nuclear power plant, that
runs all of the time, and the so-called “peak load” power, natural gas power plants. So it would
seem that in the context of this article, oil-sands oil is a “base load” source of oil and shale oil a
“peak load.” Shale oil will tend to go in and out of the market depending upon market
conditions, but the oil stands will tend to be in the market under most circumstances.
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(15 January 2015): “Pot Sellers Lobby Against Medical Marijuana in Washington State”
(http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2015-01-15/pot-sellers-lobby-against-medicalmarijuana-in-washington-state)
--------“Washington state’s first recreational marijuana stores opened last July” but in 1998
“voters passed a ballot initiative offering pot smokers legal protection against prosecution if they
had a doctor’s note saying they needed the drug for medical reasons.” Medical marijuana is
lightly regulated, whereas recreational marijuana is subject to a tax and licensing regime that
“mandates extensive product testing and package labeling for marijuana products. That’s made
recreational pot about 50 percent more expensive than medical marijuana.” In light of this cost
differential, “retailers are hiring lobbyists to push state legislators in Olympia to regulate medical
cannabis. They want medical marijuana to meet the same safety standards as recreational pot
and say customers who aren’t true patients should have to buy the high-tax retail product. Some
[medical] dispensaries are bringing in their own lobbyists to make sure they don’t get squeezed
out.”
********It is ironic that medical marijuana is subject to less-restrictive regulations than
recreational marijuana. I find the lobbying efforts of both groups to be interesting but not
surprising. Some who are in the business to make money will want to ensure that their product is
not selling at a disadvantage, while others in the business will want to ensure that they hold on to
the advantages they have.
(16 January 2015): “Ocean Life Faces Mass Extinction, Broad Study Says”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/16/science/earth/study-raises-alarm-for-health-of-oceanlife.html)
--------In a study recently published in the journal Science, “A team of scientists, in a
groundbreaking analysis of data from hundreds of sources, has concluded that humans are on the
verge of causing unprecedented damage and the animals living in them.” According to the
authors, “Some ocean species are certainly overharvested, but even greater damage results from
large-scale habitat loss, which is likely to accelerate as technology advances the human footprint.
. . . Fragile ecosystems like mangroves are being replaced by fish farms, which are projected to
provide most of the fish we consume within 20 years.” In addition, “Bottom trawlers scraping
large nets across the sea floor have already affected 20 million square miles of ocean, turning
parts of the continental shelf to rubble. . . . Mining operations, too, are poised to transform the
ocean. Contracts for seabed mining now cover 460,000 square miles underwater, the researchers
found, up from zero in 2000.”
********Oceanic degradation will be much more difficult to see, given current technology, than
terrestrial degradation, so the externalities associated with ocean-based market transactions will
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be even more difficult to address. This reminds me of the classic 1864 book Man and Nature:
Or, Physical Geography as Modified by Human Action, by George Perkins Marsh
(http://smile.amazon.com/Man-Nature-Geography-WeyerhaeuserEnvironmental/dp/0295983167/). Who will write the book for our oceans?
(16 January 2015): “Swiss Franc Soars After Central Bank Drops Cap”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/16/business/swiss-national-bank-euro-franc-exchangerate.html)
--------“Switzerland stunned the markets on Thursday by abandoning a crucial part of its effort to
hold down the value of its currency, concluding that the strategy was too risk and too costly
given the enormous forces pushing in the other direction.” The move comes at a time when “The
European Central Bank is expected to announce a major new stimulus program next week [the
week of Monday, January 19th] to pump money into the region’s troubled economy, which is
creating downward pressure on the euro. . . . the Swiss leaders’ abandonment of its target was
taken as a bet that easier money from the European Central Bank is on the way, and potentially
on a vast scale.” The Swiss move was unexpected, catching traders by surprise. Hit especially
hard was FXCM, “an online currency trading house based in New York City . . . The company
said it had a negative equity balance of about $225 million” and my be “in breach of some
regulatory capital requirements.” Nick Hayek, the CEO of the Swatch Group, a Swiss
watchmaker, described the action as “a tsunami: for the export industry and for tourism, and
finally for the entire country” of Switzerland.
********The article is accompanied by a wide-ranging ten-minute interview with Christine
Lagarde, the Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund. The newspapers this week
were strewn with articles and reports on the consequences of the action of the Swiss National
Bank. For one, there were paper losses of hundreds of millions of dollars by Citigroup Inc. and
Deutsche Bank AG, as well as the rescue of FXCM Inc. by a $300 million lifeline from Leucadia
National Corp. [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/swiss-franc-move-cripples-currency-brokers1421371654). Then there are the Swiss matchmakers. “Swiss watchmakers are particularly
vulnerable to a strengthening franc. This is because most of their costs are in Switzerland as they
have to produce at least 60% of the value of their watches at home to qualify for the coveted
‘Swiss-made’ label.” [SR]( http://www.wsj.com/articles/luxury-watchmakers-bemoan-swissmove-1421422156).
********In one final response to the Swiss move, there was the Saturday column by Jason
Zweig, “Still Want To Trade Currencies?” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/still-want-to-tradecurrencies-1421457514). He notes that “Individual investors hurt by the turmoil [of the Swiss
move] lost sight of the most important question they must ask: What is my basic advantage in
financial markets dominated by professionals? The sensible answer is that all individuals can
still choose to do what most professionals no longer can: Invest for the long run without having
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to measure their performance moment to moment in a mad race to beat the market. But if,
instead, you use borrowed money to speculate in markets you don’t understand, you have taken
your basic advantage and distorted it into a lethal disadvantage.” Zweig that goes on to state the
distinction between investing and speculating made by investment icon Benjamin Graham in
1934: “An investment operation is one which, upon thorough analysis, promises safety of
principal and a satisfactory return . . . Operations not meeting these requirements are
speculative.” Zweig then goes on to conclude, in light of recent events, “In short, most
individuals who trade foreign currency aren’t investing at all; they are speculating, pure and
simple.” Perhaps this also applies to parents who devote funds to the athletic training of their
children, as developed in the article that follows.
(17 January 2015): “The Rising Costs of Youth Sports, in Money and Emotion”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/17/your-money/rising-costs-of-youth-sports.html)
--------Former professional athletes John Amaechi (basketball), Mike Trombley (baseball), and
Travis Dorsch (football) “agree on one thing: The way youth sports are played today bears no
resemblance to their childhoods, and the money, time and energy that parents spend [on them] is
probably misplaced.” Dorsch is now an assistant professor at Utah State University and his
research that sports spending “has grown so high—up to 10.5 percent of gross income in his
research—that it is hurting family harmony.” The financial costs of special training
opportunities, like private coaching for quarterbacks at $400 per hour, are easy to quantity, but
“There are also the injuries and the psychological scars.” Still, many parents think that
investments in sports for their children are justified. But Mark Hyman of George Washington
University observes that such parents are “highly misinformed. The percentage of high school
kids who go on to play in college is extremely small . . . What I tell parents is if you want to get a
scholarship for your kids, you’re better off investing in a biology tutor than a quarterback coach .
. . There’s much more school dollars for academics.”
********The comments by John Amaechi were especially interesting to me. He seems like
someone I’d like to have a cup of coffee with on a regular basis. I found the amount of money
that some parents invest in the athletic development of their children to be surprising. I do
wonder what additional “payoffs” parents are deriving from these investments?
(17 January 2015): “Energy efficiency: Invisible fuel”
(http://www.economist.com/news/special-report/21639016-biggest-innovation-energy-gowithout-invisible-fuel)
********This article is part of the Special Report: Energy and technology, which appeared in
The Economist. You can see all five parts—this is the last part—of the 12-page report at:
http://www.economist.com/printedition/specialreports; Special Reports from prior years can also
be found there. Although each part provides useful information—the energy industry continues
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to undergo dramatic technological change, the material on energy efficiency—the “fifth fuel”—
caught my attention in particular.
--------“The cheapest and cleanest energy choice of all is not to waste it. Progress on this has
been striking yet the potential is still vast.” The largest chunk of “final energy consumption,
31%, is in building, chiefly heating and cooling.” In the past architects did not focus on energy
use—usually “Energy efficiency has been nobody’s priority: it takes time and money that
architects, builders, landlords and tenants would rather spend on other things.”
--------Although the energy market has been subject to turmoil, there are reasons for optimism.
“A virtuous circle is emerging which is confounding the doomsters. It rests on five elements.
The first is abundant energy, above all from new solar technology . . . The second part of the
circle is storage. Batteries are getting cheaper, more powerful and more prevalent . . . the third
element: distribution. Consumers are now in a position to be small producers and storers of
energy. This creates resilience in the network, along with greater efficiency and more
innovation. . . . The fourth part of the circle is intelligence. The internet has made it possible for
its users to generate, store and manage data efficiently. Now processing power and algorithms
will do the same for electricity. . . . The fifth and final part is finance. Business models for new
energy systems are now proven, both in the rich world and in emerging economies.” [Emphasis
added.]
********It is easy to see why energy incumbents who are unwilling or unable to rethink their
businesses are so concerned about renewable energy and a host of other technologies that are
under development or on the horizon.
********At the end of the print article I noticed the next three Special Reports: Universities
(February 14th); America’s Hispanics (March 14th); and Family companies (April 4th).
(19 January 2015): “Insurance via Internet Is Squeezing Agents”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/19/technology/insurance-via-internet-is-squeezingagents.html)
--------“To the list of jobs threatened by the Internet, add one more: insurance agent. Technology
start-ups, and companies from the insurance industry, are introducing websites that sell or
promote a range of insurance including auto, homeowners and small commercial policies. These
portals, which promise savings by showing consumers many price quotes so they do not have to
shop site by site, are putting pressure on insurance agents, who collect 10 percent or more of
their policyholders’ payments.” With companies like Google, with its wealth of detailed
consumer information, getting involved, “people in the [insurance] industry and Silicon Valley
say it is only a matter of time” before a dent is made “in the armies of intermediaries that are the
backbone of the trade.” Jennifer Fitzgerald, the CEO and founder of the online insurer
PolicyGenius, notes: “A lot of people are waking up to the fact that it’s a massive industry, it’s
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old-fashioned, they still use human agents and the commissions are pretty big . . . It’s ripe for—I
hate to use the word—disruption.”
********Ms. Fitzgerald clearly indicates a way to identify industries subject to technological
incursion. Still, in a business like insurance, which tends to be highly regulated by states, there
do seem to be some significant challenges.
(19 January 2015): “NC tax break that helped rebuild downtown up for debate”
(http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2015/01/18/nc-tax-break-helped-rebuilddowntown-debate/21968469/)
--------“The [North Carolina] law allowing state credits [for the rehabilitation of historic
buildings] expired Dec. 31 are legislation to extend them passed the state House earlier in the
year but did not make it through the Senate.” Local and state groups have said that the credits
were essential to revitalizing areas in downtown Asheville and elsewhere. Buncombe County, in
which Asheville is located, “has led North Carolina in the use of state credits, with 68 projects
involving renovation expenses of $102.4 million qualifying since 1998, according to the
Department of Cultural Resources.” Although a variety of groups are pushing the state General
Assembly to renew the law, perhaps with a narrower scope, important opposition remains.
Senator Bob Rucho, a Republican representing Mecklenburg County and the co-chair of the
Senate Finance Committee, notes: “It shouldn’t be that the state should be involved in that kind
of distribution of picking winners and losers.”
********The article provides some of the most explicit statements I’ve seen about the principles
guiding some of the state legislators. Interestingly, a good deal is made about the notion of tax
fairness, “level playing fields,” and picking winners and losers. According to Brian Balfour, the
director of policy at the conservative Civitas Institute in Raleigh, tax credits “put substantial
amounts of money into to pockets of a few developers and homeowners . . . but mean that all
other taxpayers have to pay just a bit more to make up the difference.” It is an interesting
argument that has embedded in it the assumption that tax credits are, per se, inefficient.
********The online version of this article has a map showing historic buildings in Asheville that
have received tax credits.
(20 January 2015): “How Forbidding Foie Gras Increased the Appetite for It”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/20/upshot/how-forbidding-foie-gras-increased-the-appetitefor-it.html)
--------“A lot of people didn’t know they wanted foie gras ice cream sandwiches until California
made them illegal. . . . Foie gras was banned in California in July 2012, on the ground that it was
cruel to force-feed a duck to fatten its liver. But now it is back: On Jan. 7, a federal judge
unexpectedly threw out the state’s ban, saying it conflicted with federal laws governing poultry.”
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With the ban lifted, California restaurants have rushed to put the item back on their menus.
Ariane Daguin of the specialty food supplier D’Artagnan, notes: “We saw an up in volume two
years ago when the ban went into effect . . . People wanted to see what the brouhaha was about.;
Now what is happening is all the chefs who are our friends and have been buying other things
from us want to put foie gras back on the menu.”
********The following article mentions the importance of generating and transmitting
information in relation to demand. Media attention, even if negative, can draw attention to an
item that would otherwise be “off the radar.” The article caught my attention because my
hometown in Wisconsin was well known for its “Watertown Stuffed Geese,” which were
produced in great quantity during the early 20th century. You can learn more about them at:
http://www.watertownhistory.org/articles/stuffedgeese.htm. The illustration itself is worth a
look.
(21 January 2015): “Builders’ New Power Play: Net-Zero Homes”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/builders-new-power-play-net-zero-homes-1421794129)
--------“Net-zero” homes generating more electricity over the course of a year than they use are
starting to go more mainstream. Once viewed as a niche product for the wealthy, some builders
are now looking to build such homes for a broader market. One such producer is Meritage
Homes Corp., which operates in nine states and “has constructed 50 net-zero homes since 2011
and intends to build 50 this year alone.” C.R. Herro of Meritage says that it “can achieve netzero status in homes costing as little as $200,000 in certain markets. Thus, the key to more
mainstream acceptance . . . is not price but informing more home buyers of the benefits of netzero homes.” Herro notes: “Net-zero is technologically and financially solved . . . It’s now a
matter of the consumer catching up to that potential.”
********A 5,800 square-foot net-zero home is currently on display outside of Las Vegas as part
of an annual series by the National Association of Home Builders. This suggests that larger
builders are becoming more receptive to building net-zero homes on a larger scale.
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(22 January 2015): “U.S. Farmers’ Latest Hot Crop: Sorghum”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-farmers-scramble-to-supply-latest-hot-crop-sorghum1421858950)
--------Sorghum has long been overshadowed by crops such as corn. But it is not in “high
demand thanks to China’s soaring appetite for animal feed and a shift in its buying preferences
away from foreign corn. A 15-fold increase in imports of U.S. sorghum by China over the past
year has pushed its price above corn’s in parts of the U.S., a rarity that highlights how policy
shifts by Beijing can have a far-reaching impact on the global grain trade.” The changing
purchases of corn and sorghum by China have been influenced by its stance regarding
genetically-modified corn; no GMO sorghum is sold in the U.S. However, China recently
approved biotech corn, so this will likely influence future sorghum demand.
********Sorghum, also known as milo, is drought-tolerant; the largest sorghum-producing
states are: Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Nebraska. You can learn more about
sorghum, including its use in making gluten-free beer, at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commercial_sorghum. I think my first encounter with reading
about sorghum was in the Ph.D. dissertation of Steven J. Haggblade, The shebeen queen or
sorghum beer in Botswana: The impact of factory brews on a cottage industry (Michigan State
University 1984).
(22 January 2015): “In Journal, Man Wrote of Creating Silk Road, an Online Black Market,
Prosecutors Say” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/22/nyregion/man-wrote-of-creating-illicitsite-jury-is-told.html)
--------According to prosecutors at the trial of Ross W. Ulbricht, “Long before the website Silk
Road became an online black market for drugs and other illicit goods, it began its life of
underground commerce with the sale of homegrown hallucinogenic mushrooms.” In a copy of a
journal said to be that of Ulbricht, the site was announced “in Bitcoin discussion forums, taking
his first order for mushrooms and selling about 10 pounds in a couple of months.” As his traffic
grew, he hired new employees, one of whom helped him to “see a larger vision . . . A brand that
people can come to trust and rally behind . . . Silk Road chat, Silk Road exchange, Silk Road
credit union, Silk Road market, Silk Road everything.”
********Ulbricht, it appears, was an entrepreneur in the clearest sense. Wired has more on this
story in its article “Here’s the Secret Silk Road Journal From the Laptop of Ross Ulbricht
(http://www.wired.com/2015/01/heres-secret-silk-road-journal-laptop-ross-ulbricht/).
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(23 January 2015): “How Economists Came to Dominate the Conversation”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/24/upshot/how-economists-came-to-dominate-theconversation.html)
********Justin Wolfers, a professor of economics and public policy at the University of
Michigan, produces and explores references to a variety of social sciences and history in the
archives of The New York Times and The Congressional Record. It turns out that within those
archives the word economist has been the most frequently mentioned social scientist and has
been, since the 1930s onward, usually been mentioned more frequently than historians. Just for
fun, I used Google’s Ngram Viewer to perform a similar type of search for books from 1860
through 2008. Searching for the same terms as Wolfers—economist, psychologist, sociologist,
anthropologist, demographer, and historian—but over books, historian leads the way, followed
by psychologist, and economist. You can perform the same exercise at:
https://books.google.com/ngrams/. I found it interesting that most of these academics peaked
about 1970.
(24 January 2015): “Dueling Oil Benchmarks Converge in Their Price, But Diverge in Their
Stories” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/dueling-oil-benchmarks-converge-in-price-but-theirstories-diverge-1422039795)
--------The prices “traditionally used to convey global oil prices—the West Texas Intermediate
and Brent crude benchmarks—measure different things and don’t always line up. On Friday, for
example, a barrel of oil cost $5 and change by WTI and a few dollars more by Brent. At times,
the difference between the two has topped $20.” The basic reason why the prices differ is that
they reflect market conditions in two different: “WTI reflects the U.S. and Brent the North Sea in
Europe. At one time, they were equally good benchmarks of global crude. But as domestic
production surged, WTI began to reflect the surprising domestic oil, which turned out to be more
than the existing pipelines could handle.” Thus the WTI price fell below the Brent.
Subsequently, additional pipeline services from Cushing, Oklahoma to the Gulf Coast refineries,
including the reversal of the 500-mile Seaway pipeline, have reduced “the spread between the
benchmarks . . . displaced imports contributed to the lessening gap.”
********This article is part of Jo Craven McGinty’s column, The Numbers. She is a graduate of
Elon College, now Elon University, in North Carolina and won a Pulitzer Prize while working at
The Washington Post in 1999. She came to the WSJ from The New York Times. You can learn
more about her at: http://topics.wsj.com/person/M/jo_craven-mcginty/8046. Some additional
information about this specific column can be found at: http://blogs.wsj.com/numbers/behindthe-benchmarks-a-look-at-some-crude-history-1924/. The Numbers blog
(http://blogs.wsj.com/numbers/) provides information on seven categories: Politics, Science,
Media, Health, Sports, Social States, and Money. In some ways its organization reminds me
JSTOR Daily (http://daily.jstor.org/). By the way, Carl Bialik, who previously wrote the column
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The Numbers Guy for the WSJ now writes for FiveThirtyEight (http://fivethirtyeight.com/), the
brainchild of Nate Silver of election prediction fame. It is worth a look.
********The relationship between these two markets can be usefully explored using a simple
two market general equilibrium model that most any high school student can manage with some
effort. Its exploration becomes all-the-more relevant given that both the WTI and the Brent
markets traffic in “light, sweet crude oils.”
(25 January 2015): “When Calculus of Loss Doesn’t Add Up”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/25/public-editor/when-calculus-of-loss-doesnt-add-up.html)
--------[A column by Margaret Sullivan, The Public Editor of The New York Times.] “If you start
from the premise that every human life is of equal importance, then the judgments of news
organizations will often be confounding. Because when it comes to coverage, some violent
deaths—to misquote Orwell—are more equal than others. Such was the case earlier this month,
when the Western news media . . . was fixated on the attacks that left 17 victims on three dead in
Paris. Coverage was wall to wall . . . Meanwhile, in a much more remote part of the world, the
radical group Boko Haram had devastated the town of Baga in rural Nigeria. Early reports said
that as many as 2,000 had been slain. In the first days, The Times barely took note.” Readers of
The Times did take note, however, asking with greater urgency, “Where is the Boko Haram
story?”
********Ms. Sullivan took up the coverage with Joseph Kahn, “The Times’s top-ranking editor
for international news,” who noted that the two stories weren’t comparable. I found the
discussion of what makes something newsworthy interesting. There is someone or some group
who has made a decision to deliver the news we read, hear, and see every day.
(27 January 2015): “The Business Side of Animal Rights”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/animal-rights-advocates-get-proxy-advisory-firms-onboard1422303269)
--------“Animal-welfare advocates are courting a new Wall Street ally as they take on big U.S.
meatpackers: proxy advisory firms. Groups such as the Humane Society of the U.S. for years
have sought to build support among large companies’ shareholders to push for changes in animal
treatment, often finding little traction. Now, some pitches are being tailored to win backing from
increasingly influential firms that advise investors on how to vote their shares, including
Institutional Shareholder Services Inc. and Glass, Lewis & Co.” The difference? Animal-rights
advocates are now focusing on “the financial-risk angle instead of merely animal treatment.”
Advocacy groups are harnessing “a growing tendency among institutional investors such as
mutual funds to press for change at companies, rather than divest their shares in protest.”
Support from Institutional Shareholder Services led Tyson Foods Inc. to agree to “urge more
space for pregnant mother pigs in a January 2014 letter to its hog suppliers.” As a result the
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Humane Society withdrew a proposal that would have been taken to a Tyson shareholder
meeting.
********In example that shows the importance about being clear about one’s objective and
exploring alternatives. By focusing upon corporate reporting of risk to investors, some animalrights advocates have found an argument that is more convincing to those who advise investors,
and thus for those who make corporate decisions.
(28 January 2015): “Indiana Will Allow Entry to Medicaid for a Price”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/28/us/politics/indiana-will-allow-entry-to-medicaid-for-aprice.html)
--------“After a lengthy back-and-forth, the Obama administration has agreed to let Gov. Mike
Pence of Indiana, a Republican, expand Medicaid on his own terms, including some that have
not been allowed before under federal rules. The plan will extend coverage to an additional
350,000 Indiana residents with incomes of up to 138 percent of the federal poverty level . . .
starting next month. But Mr. Pence, like several Republican governors before him, insisted on
adding a conservative twist to the expansion, mostly be requiring beneficiaries to pay something
toward their coverage.” According to Pence, “There are a lot of first-in-the-nation aspects to this
. . . It give Hoosiers the dignity to pay for their own health insurance, and that transaction is
important to starting people on a path toward really embracing greater ownership of their health
care.” Republican governors in other states, e.g., Tennessee, Utah, and Wyoming, are also
“pushing for alternative Medicaid expansions that would charge premiums to some enrollees.”
********According to The Wall Street Journal, Gov. Pence’s move “could prompt up to a halfdozen other GOP-led states to follow suit, including Florida, Tennessee and Alabama, by giving
them a model to follow.” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/indiana-governor-to-expandmedicaid-coverage-1422371729). You can learn more at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/washwire/2015/01/27/the-fight-over-charging-fees-to-medicaidbeneficiaries/. This link provides access to many additional studies, including those done by
Mathematica policy analysts for the state of Indiana. As a final note, the Washington Wire blog
looks quite useful for those who want to know what is going on “now” in DC.
(28 January 2015): “On-Demand Workers: ‘We Are Not Robots’”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/on-demand-workers-we-are-not-robots-1422406524)
--------“Companies like Uber Technologies Inc., cleaning service Handybook Inc., and odd-job
facilitator TaskRabbit have captured the imagination of consumers and investors because their
apps turn a smartphone into a remote control capable of summoning a drive, housekeeper or
errand-doer. . . . Yet a host of lawsuits, protests and forums organized by and for workers suggest
that many flexible laborers feel less enthusiastic about the new model of work.” The rumblings
of discontent among such workers “highlight the ambivalence that many workers feel toward the
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platforms that supply or supplement their income.” According to Shelby Clark, the CEO of
Peers, which is a membership organization of about 250,000 independent contractors for ondemand firms, “Many people are really liberated by the income they are able to earn and the
flexibility over their schedules . . . At the same time, working in the sharing economy can feel
isolating and confusing.”
********The article points to an important issue regarding “app-enabled workers.“ They do not
“fit neatly into a regulatory landscape that recognizes only two types of worker: employees in
traditional work relationship and independent contractors.” Some have suggested the term
‘dependent contractors’ to capture some of app-enabled workers. Since “New laws changing the
system appear unlikely any time soon, . . . courts and companies may sort out the complexities
first, employment experts say.” A search on the term “dependent contractor” will turn up an
article in The Wall Street Journal and others, including
http://www.sportlaw.ca/2013/07/dependent-contractors-a-third-employment-relationship-withlegal-concerns-for-sport-organizations/.
********A somewhat related article is “Job Licenses in Spotlight as Uber Rises”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/01/28/business/economy/ubers-success-casts-doubt-on-manyjob-licenses.html). Evidently, President Obama’s budget, to be released on Monday, includes
“$15 million for states to analyze the costs and benefits of their licensing rules, identify best
practices and explore making licenses portable across state lines.” The budget contains another
$500 million to develop “industry-recognized credentials teach to and employers could use for
hiring, potentially reducing the need for state-sanctioned licenses in the future.” It will be
interesting to see if this survives the budget process. You can learn more about occupational
licensure at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occupational_licensing. You can find a readable
article on “The Economics of Occupational Licensing” at:
http://www.nber.org/chapters/c0601.pdf. Milton Friedman’s thoughts about occupational
licensure can be read at: http://books.cat-v.org/economics/capitalism-and-freedom/chapter_09.
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(8 January 2015): “No, the Internet is Not Killing Culture”
(http://www.slate.com/articles/arts/books/2015/01/culture_crash_the_killing_of_the_creative_cla
ss_reviewed.html)
********A review of Culture Crash: The Killing of the Creative Class (2015), by Scott
Timberg. I found this review appeared the book was reviewed in the 31 January 2015 issue of
The Wall Street Journal, but required a subscription. The book seeks to provide insight into
what the author believes to be the recent decline of the creative class, one might say its
immiseration. The reviewer is skeptical of such a representation, noting that it has always been a
challenge to make a living as a creative person, especially in the However, it seems that the
book provides a broad view of recent developments in the arts and I’m eager to see the book for
myself.
********One comment made by the reviewer seemed very useful and not simply as it relates to
the book. He writes: “Here and elsewhere, Timberg falls prey to the professional Jeremiah’s
tendency to focus only on what has disappeared—without attending to what has risen up in its
place. Timberg is right to blanch at the astonishing number of jobs in publishing and journalism
that have been lost since 2008 . . . This has, indeed, been a disaster for the creative class. But he
fails to note that there are signs of life as well . . . [in] new media companies like BuzzFeed and
Vox Media.” This is an interesting variation of what 19th century economic writer Frédéric
Bastiat wrote: “There is only one difference between a bad economist and a good one: the bad
economist confines himself to the visible effect; the good economist takes into account both the
effect that can be seen and those effects that must be foreseen.” Evidently one can err both by
focusing too much on what is seen and on what is not seen.
(29 January 2015): “Cocoa, Once Hot, Is Facing a Chill”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/cocoa-once-hot-is-facing-a-chill-1422493124)
--------Cocoa futures “ended at a one-year low on Wednesday, down 6.7% since the start of the
year. Investors expect the declines to continue as demand falls from North America to Europe to
Asia. Processors in those regions ground nearly 590,000 metric tons of cocoa beans into
products . . . during the fourth quarter of 2014, the lowest quarterly total in more than two years,
according to trade groups’ data. Grindings are considered a barometer of cocoa demand.” In
September, “Cocoa futures had soared to just shy of $3,400 a ton . . . boosted by strong demand
in emerging markets and fears that the Ebola outbreak could choke off the flow of beans from
farms to ports in West Africa, where 70% of the world’s cocoa is grown.” Those fears did
realize, as the crop of the Ivory Coast, “the world’s top-grower, came in at a record at the end of
the season in September,” when the price of cocoa began to fall.
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********A simple demand-and-supply story about cocoa: market demand is falling and market
supply is increasing (contrary to expectation). Consequently cocoa prices fell. Demand must
have fallen a bit more, however, as cocoa quantity fell.
(29 January 2015): “Transit Agencies Brace for Low Gas Prices to Siphon Away Riders”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/transit-agencies-brace-for-low-gas-prices-to-siphon-awayriders-1422470065)
--------High gasoline prices in recent years may have helped fuel an upsurge in the use of public
transportation, resulting in U.S. ridership number that are the best in half a century. With the fall
of gasoline in some places to below $2 a gallon, there is some concern that “an extended run of
low gas prices could change the cost calculus for future transit riders. And a lasting shift could
boost pressure on governments from Seattle to Salt Lake City to Cleveland to re-evaluate
expansion plans for buses, subways and trains amid limited funding for infrastructure spending.”
Nonetheless, “a number of factors support strong ridership even in the face of lower gas prices.
Steady job growth has more commuters taking transit to work. Smartphone apps offering realtime schedules make riding buses more predictable and convenient. And, historically,
consumers have been more likely to shift behavior in response to energy prices rising, rather than
falling, transit experts say.” According to Michael Melaniphy, the CEO of the American Public
Transportation Association, “Once riders have found transit they tend to stay . . . When you look
at millennials, they’re less car-centric. They’re moving downtown and want transportation
options.”
********The argument seems direct—with the price of gasoline falling relative to the price of
mass transit, we would expect, all other things being equal, consumers to shift somewhat from
mass transit to autos. Of course, a lower price of gasoline probably is also a lower variable cost
for mass transit. That is, mass transit authorities could choose to (1) lower mass transit prices or
(2) increase the frequency of mass transit. Either one (or both) of these adjustments would seek
to reduce the shift from mass transit to autos. I found the point about smartphones in the article
to be appealing, i.e., improved information about wait times should reduce the uncertainty
associated with mass transit and make it more appealing to slightly more affluent groups.
(29 January 2015): “Criminals, Terrorists Find Uses for Drones, Raising Concerns”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/criminals-terrorists-find-uses-for-drones-raising-concerns1422494268)
--------“Drones are becoming a tool for criminals and terrorists, worrying authorities who say the
small unmanned aircraft are difficult to detect and stop, a concern heightened this week by the
accidental crash of a drone at the White House.” Last week, in Tijuana, Mexico, a drone
“apparently crashed while attempting to carry a load of drugs to the U.S.” As a result of these
concerns, the Chinese manufacturer of drones, SZ DJI Technology Co., plans to “change
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software on its drones to prevent them from flying over Washington. DJI added that it plans to
disable its drones from crossing national borders” after the Tijuana incident. More broadly, an
industry is emerging to deal with drone-related problems, “offering systems to detect incoming
drones and alert authorities.” One firm in the emerging industry is Resilient Solutions Ltd.,
which is “working with a European defense contractor to develop a sophisticated system that can
detect and track a drone and identify whether it is a threat.”
********I was surprised, last week, when I saw the story about the Tijuana drone, although it
was surely predictable that drones would be used in that way. What struck me while reading this
article is how the emergence of one industry—drones—has now given rise to another industry to
counteract or defend against them. No doubt there are many examples of this.
(29 January 2015): “The Technology that Unmasks Your Hidden Emotions”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/startups-see-your-face-unmask-your-emotions-1422472398)
--------Psychologist Paul Ekman pioneered “the study of facial expressions in the 1970s, creating
a catalog of more than 5,000 muscle movements to show how the subtlest wrinkling of the nose
or lift of an eyebrow reveal hidden emotions. Now, a group of young companies with names like
Emotient Inc., Affectiva Inc. and Eyeris are using Dr. Ekman’s research as the backbone of a
technology that relies on algorithms to analyze people’s faces and potentially discover their
deepest feelings. Collectively, they are amassing an enormous visual database of human
emotions, seeking patterns that can predict emotional reactions and behavior on a massive scale.
. . . So far, the technology has been used mostly for market research.” The potential uses of the
technology are many but they have also led to privacy concerns. Privacy advocate Ginger
McCall notes, “I can see few things more invasive than trying to record someone’s emotions in a
database.”
********In the 1960s I can remember reading an article on the subject of pupillometrics in
Popular Science and it seemed to aspire to get at some of the emotional responses that the
modern approach to facial expressions approach more closely. While trying to hunt that article
down—unsuccessful—I found the Wikipedia article on Pupillometry
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pupillometry). Surprising to me were some papers on the subject
co-authored by D. Kahneman, who won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2002. You can learn
more about him at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniel_Kahneman; you can learn more about his
Nobel Prize at: http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economicsciences/laureates/2002/kahneman-bio.html. It seems that people have long been searching for
physical expressions of emotional states and will, no doubt, continue to do so for a host of
reasons.
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(29 January 2015): “How a Two-Tier Economy Is Reshaping the U.S. Marketplace”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-a-two-tier-economy-is-reshaping-the-u-s-marketplace1422502201)
--------According to the Federal Reserve, “incomes have been flat or falling for all but the top
10th of U.S. income earners between 2010 and 2013.” This development is “reshaping markets
for everything from housing to clothing to groceries to beer.” Says Glenn Kelman of Seattle
real-estate brokerage Redfin, which operates in 25 states, “It’s a tale of two economies . . . There
is a high-end market that is absolutely booming. And then there’s everyone in the middle class.
They don’t have much hope of wage growth.” Real estate has been especially affected. “With
fewer potential customers, builders have largely abandoned the entry-level market” because there
is no money to be made. While some builders are now constructing more expensive homes,
others are turning to the construction of apartments, where rentals are booming; “Apartment
construction has neared its fastest pace since 1989.” Whether there is resurgence in the number
of new homes sold “will depend, in part, on whether builders revive their interest in first-time
buyers.”
(30 January 2015): “Nuclear-Dump Cleanup Gets Complicated”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/pennsylvania-nuclear-dump-cleanup-gets-more-complicated1422558579)
--------On Tuesday night officials from the Army Corps of Engineers discussed its revised plan
“for the so-called Shallow Land Disposal Area in Parks Township, Pa., some 23 miles from
Pittsburgh.” It involves the “cleanup of a radioactive-waste dump in a small Pennsylvania town
[which] will likely be more complicated and potentially riskier than originally envisioned, and
cost nearly 10 times as much . . . Meanwhile, some officials spurred by a citizen activist, are
trying to determine whether all the waste in the area has been located.” There are more than two
dozen sites in 10 states “that are being cleaned up . . . as part of a decades-old program to
remediate sites that had been contaminated from work in the nation’s atomic-weapons program
and other federal nuclear efforts.”
********The citizen activist is Patricia Ameno, who has spent more than twenty-five years
researching the contaminated site. The Journal had a more extensive report on this site during
2014. You can learn more about the Shallow Land Disposal Area at:
http://www.lrp.usace.army.mil/Missions/Planning,ProgramsProjectManagement/HotProjects/Sha
llowLandDisposalArea.aspx. This is another example of the great cost uncertainty that exists
with regard to the production of nuclear energy and its associated costs.
(30 January 2015): “Super Bowl Challenge for Box Makers: 12.5 Million Pizzas”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/super-bowl-challenge-for-box-makers-12-5-million-pizzas1422579110)
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--------“Super Bowl Sunday is the biggest day of the year for takeout pizza. Americans are
expected to order about 12.5 million pies . . . That also makes it the pinnacle for the companies
that make corrugated pizza boxes, and Rock-Tenn [Co.] is at the top of the heap. The company,
based in Norcross, Ga., produces the boxes for half the freshly baked takeout pizzas sold in [the]
U.S.” The company makes “about three million pizza boxes a day at 17 plants, six of which
produce nothing else.” Although short-lived, the boxes aren’t simple. Bruce Perkin, who heads
up R&D for Pizza Hut, notes: “There’s a very fine balance between keeping heat in and getting
steam out . . . Too much steam and the pizza will end up being soggy, but if you let too much
steam out, the pizza ends up being cold.”
********This is one of those “derived demand” articles that are often so interesting. The
demand for takeout pizza, it turns out, is also a demand for pizza boxes. The pizza box, though
seemingly prosaic, has its own intricacies, as Mr. Perkin comments. The peaks and seasonality
of pizza also caught my attention—the Super Bowl as the peak. In order for box makers to
“meet the peak,” Rock-Tenn “increases production of pizza boxes by 10% starting in the middle
of December. Some of its smaller rivals begin even earlier.” The pizza industry’s busy season
“runs from Halloween through the college basketball tournament in March.”
(31 January 2015): “Debate Heightens Over Measuring Health-Care Quality”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/debate-heightens-over-measuring-health-care-quality-1422661664)
--------“The Obama administration’s goal of tying more Medicare payments to the quality—not
the quantity—of health care by 2018 has intensified the debate over how ‘quality’ is defined and
measured. Many doctors, hospitals, insurers and cost experts want to move away from the
myriad quality metrics that largely measure process . . . toward broader measures that assess
patient outcomes.” Contributing to this discussion is the release on Friday of 199 performance
measures for Health and Human Services by the National Quality Forum, a nonprofit advisory
group. These measures will be considered in 20 federal programs. Some doctors, however,
question whether measures exist that “can adequately measure quality.”
********You can learn more about the National Quality Forum at:
http://www.qualityforum.org/Home.aspx. It will hold its annual conference on March 23-24.
Compensation based on quality and how to measure quality are large concerns in health care, as
well as in education at all levels. Both are difficult to measure, no doubt because both are
multidimensional rather than unidimensional. As a result, the likelihood of “Measurement
fatigue,” such as mentioned in the article, is significant. Seeking perfect measurement, the
marginal cost of better measurement may well exceed its marginal benefit. Contributing to the
necessity of measurement, though, is the method by which health and education are financed,
frequently with large doses of local, state, and federal funds.
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********Culture is also hard to measure but it is becoming increasingly more important to do
so, especially for big banks. It is evidently “the buzzword of the moment” at them “and a puzzle
that regulators and Wall Street firms are wrestling to solve.” But it is important—“the Federal
Reserve and other agencies in recent weeks have made it clear that they believe bad behavior at
banks goes deeper than a few bad apples and are advising firms to track warning signs of
excessive risk taking and other cultural breakdowns. Still, even regulators acknowledge culture
is a difficult thing to measure.” This topic is discussed in “As Regulators Focus on Culture, Wall
Street Struggles to Define It” [SR]( http://www.wsj.com/articles/as-regulators-focus-on-culturewall-street-struggles-to-define-it-1422838659).
(31 January 2015): “States Dash to Regulate E-Cigarettes” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/statesdash-to-regulate-e-cigarettes-1422668141)
--------“As the Food and Drug Administration continues to figure out how to regulate the rapidly
accelerating use of electronic cigarettes, states are taking matters into their own hands.
California on Wednesday declared e-cigarettes a health threat and issued a 21-page report
warning young people could become nicotine addicts if lawmakers don’t step in to regulate the
fast-growing industry soon.” Presently, more than 60 bills seeking to limit “the fast-growing
‘vape’ industry are being considered in 21 state legislatures stretching from Oregon to Virginia.”
Last year, 11 such bills were under consideration in 10 states. State officials have expressed
frustration with the speed at which the FDA is responding to e-cigarettes and are moving forward
with their own legislation.
********Legislation in Indiana seems to be designed to increase the cost of entry into the
“vape” business, as well as increase operating costs. Other states are seeking to increase the
purchase cost of e-cigarettes. Thus both supply-and-demand side approaches to limiting ecigarettes seem to be underway. What caught my attention in the article was the role of
regulatory speed in relation to the level of regulatory action. It seems that the deliberateness of
the FDA has encouraged regulatory action by the states. Eventually this will result in a diverse
assemblage of state regulations that will be difficult, if not impossible, to untangle. This is
probably a predictable pattern with many historical examples.
(1 February 2015): “Climate Change’s Bottom Line”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/01/business/energy-environment/climate-changes-bottomline.html)
********An update, of sorts, on the Risky Business Project “an unusual collection of business
and policy leaders determined to prepare American companies for climate change.” Although its
members differ on many matters in relation to perspective and policy, “they all do agree on one
issue: Shifts in weather over the next few decades will most likely cost American companies
hundreds of billions of dollars, and they have no choice but to adapt.” The Project is in the news
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again largely as a result of its second publication, “Heat in the Heartland: Climate Change and
Economic Risk in the Midwest” (http://riskybusiness.org/uploads/files/RBP-Midwest-ReportWEB-1-26-15.pdf), which it appears to define as Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin. It will be followed by a report on California. An aspect of the
Project’s approach is its embrace of adaptation, a way of thinking about drastic environmental
change that was “basically considered taboo.” It appears that the Project aims to get the business
community, policy makers, and law makers to build climate change into their thinking and
examine its likely consequences.
(2 February 2015): “The Smart Way to Teach Children About Money”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-smart-way-to-teach-children-about-money-1422849602)
--------“For all the effort parents put into helping their children understand dollars and cents, and
for all the effort schools put into formal lessons in personal finance, most children still grow up
into adults who can’t properly save, spend and budget. Now researchers—from psychologists to
economists to communications experts—have started asking why. And the one theme that
comes out of their research loud and clear is that we’re doing it all wrong. We focus on teaching
finance in school when regular math is much more effective at helping children manage money.”
A 2014 study in which Harvard Business School finance professor Shawn Cole participated
examined a broad array of factors affecting the financial outcomes of students. It found one
school subject that has an impact: math. “Students required by states to take additional math
courses practiced better credit management than other students, had a greater percentage of
investment income as part of their total income, reported $3,000 higher home equity and were
better able to avoid both home foreclosure and credit-card delinquency.”
********As best I can tell the study that forms the backdrop of this article is “High School
Curriculum and Financial Outcomes: The Impact of Mandated Personal Finance and
Mathematics Courses,” by Shawn Cole, Anna Paulson, and Gauri Kartini Shastry
(http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Publication%20Files/13-064_c7b52fa0-1242-4420-b9b673d32c639826.pdf). The article has a four-minute video interview with Cole which
complements the article.
********On the same topic of financial literacy for kids, we have “New Magazine Teaches
Children Financial Lessons” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/02/business/new-magazineteaches-children-financial-lessons.html). The magazine is to be called Your $ and “will be
distributed monthly during the school year to roughly two million students in schools
nationwide. Each four-page issue will cover an aspect of finance, like budgeting, investing and
taxes.” Hopefully these folks will read the work of Cole, Paulson, and Shastry. You can see the
January and February issues of Your $ at: http://www.timeforkids.com/extras.
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(2 February 2015): “The ‘Pay What You Want’ Experiment at Synagogues”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/02/us/the-pay-what-you-want-experiment-atsynagogues.html)
--------“In what amounts to the first systematic rethinking of synagogue financing in a century,
about 30 Reform, Conservative and independent synagogues across the United States have
eliminate mandatory dues—all but a handful of them in the past five years.” According to Rabbi
Dan Judson, who teaches at Hebrew College Rabbinical School in Massachusetts and is an
expert on the history of financing American synagogues, “The dues system has fallen out of
alignment with the zeitgeist. . . . People want to feel that whatever they want to give to a
religious community should be valued as a gift . . . They don’t want to feel like they’re giving
money and still it’s not good enough.” Although most synagogues retain the dues tradition, “the
leaderships of the Reform and Conservative movements have acknowledged questions about its
sustainability.” In Orthodox congregations, “dues are still considered an obligation, not a form
of discretionary spending.”
********The comment about congregational contributions as obligatory or discretionary caught
my attention. It does seem to reflect a very different view of what it means to be a part of a
religious community and how the community views itself. In a sense it involves the question,
“Where does non-discretionary spending end?” It sounds as though dues in Orthodox
congregations are included in non-discretionary spending. Synagogues, of course, are not the
only congregations that wrestle with this question, as well as the unpredictability associated with
voluntary contributions.
********All this reminds me of the article “Why Strict Churches Are Strong,” by economist
Laurence Iannaccone. You can learn more about his paper at Slate
(http://www.slate.com/articles/life/faithbased/2005/05/the_power_of_the_mustard_seed.html)
and at his webpage (http://www.chapman.edu/research-and-institutions/institute-religioneconomics-society/iannaccone-laurence.aspx).
(3 February 2015): “Fields of Gold: GMO-Free Crops Prove Lucrative for Farmers”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/fields-of-gold-gmo-free-crops-prove-lucrative-for-farmers1422909700)
--------“Last spring, for the first time in 20 years, Indiana farmer Jim Benham planted his fields
entirely with soybean seeds that hadn’t been genetically modified to withstand herbicides. It
wasn’t because the 63-6year-9ld suddenly had embraced the anti-GMO movement. Instead, he
was drawn to a nearly 14% per-bushel premium for non-GMO soybeans offered by a local grain
terminal, which sells them to Asian feed processors.” More U.S. consumers “are seeking out
non-GMO foods . . . [and] packaged-food companies such as General Millis Inc. and Post
Holdings Inc . . . have moved to strip genetically modified ingredients from some products.” In
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addition to higher prices, non-GMO seeds typically cost less than biotech seeds. For some
farmers planting, though, “switching to the non-GMO crops means deploying a broader array of
pesticides.” Farmers say that “Savings on typically cheaper non-GMO seeds mostly offsets the
cost of additional chemicals.”
********The article didn’t report anything on the productivity of the two crops. I thought it was
noteworthy, but not surprising, that “Many Midwestern farmers who have made the switch say
their motives are economic and not an embrace of the anti-GMO movement that has intensified
in the U.S. in the past few years.” This reminded me of the article “Climate Change’s Bottom
Line,” mentioned above, in its focus on profit rather than principle.
(4 February 2015): “Talk Radio’s Advertising Problem” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/talkradios-advertising-problem-1423011395)
--------“More than 50 million people in the U.S. tune in each week to news-talk radio stations
that carry advertising, making it radio’s second-most popular format, behind country music,
according to Nielsen. But many national advertisers have fled from such stations in recent years,
seeking to avoid associating their brands with potentially controversial programming.”
According to radio executives, the resultant “erosion of ad dollars from talk stations was driven
in part by a series of organized social-media campaigns by liberal activists in early 2012 that
scared away advertisers.” Now radio stations “have to consider what the fallout will before
taking” on talk shows. Because of this, “syndicators are now focused on creating more sports
and entertainment news programming that can air on music-oriented stations.”
********A good example of the impact of social media, both intended and unintended. The
intended—fewer dollars from national advertisers and an overall decline in advertising revenues;
the unintended—more sports and entertainment programming due to a decline in the number of
talk shows. The latter consequence flows from the fact that “advertising on talk stations now
costs about half what it does on music stations, given comparable audience metrics.”
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(7 February 2015): “Capitalism’s unlikely heroes”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21642169-why-activist-investors-are-good-publiccompany-capitalisms-unlikely-heroes)
--------[This is one of the Leaders for the week.] “As inventions go, the public company is one of
capitalism’s greatest. Initial public offerings promote innovation, by providing an exit route for
entrepreneurs; being listed makes a firm open to scrutiny; and ordinary people have a chance to
invest in capitalism’s wealthy-creating machines. But the past 15 years have cast a shadow over
the public company” for a variety of reasons. Into this situation have stepped activist hedge
funds. “Mad, bad and dangerous to know, activists are often loathed by public-company bosses
for their belligerence and opportunism. But the bosses are wrong. Activists are in fact the public
company’s unlikely saviours.” The role of such activists has become more important as index
funds mirror financial markets overall and participate less in the examination of corporate
management.
********As the article notes, activists are often viewed askance by management and the general
public, but they do play a role in the marketplace. An interesting point made in the leader relates
to legal and cultural factors: “European and Asian shareholders say they do not need activists
because they have more power than American investors over managers’ pay and appointments. .
. . And, for cultural reasons, the few European activists tend to be more diplomatic and
consultative than their brash [American] cousins.” The Leader is attached to “Activist funds: An
investor calls” (http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21642175-sometimes-ill-manneredspeculative-and-wrong-activists-are-rampant-they-will-change-american).
(7 February 2015): “The Politics of Trade: The Top U.S. Negotiator Answers 10 Questions”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/07/business/10-questions-for-president-obamas-tradenegotiator.html)
********Media discussions about the negotiations for the Trans-Pacific Partnership, sort of an
Asian counterpart of the North American Free Trade Agreement, are infrequent. Here Michael
B. Froman, President Obama’s chief negotiator, answers questions about the TPP with
interviewer John Harwood. You can find more detailed information about the TPP at:
https://ustr.gov/tpp.
(7 February 2015): “Georgia’s Booming Film Industry Produces Shortage of Crew Members”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/georgias-booming-film-industry-produces-shortage-of-crewmembers-1423242778)
--------The Georgia film industry “has hit the big time, thanks to generous tax credits . . . But the
growth of what many call ‘Y’allywood’ is being threatened by a shortage of makeup artists and
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costume and set designers—the rank and file of film and television crews.” Half of the
respondents in a recent survey by a state education task force said “they were unable to hire all
the workers they needed locally.” Georgia has long drawn film and television producers “for its
varied locations and its low production costs. Now they are coming in droves because of the tax
incentives.” Republican Governor Nathan Deal, speaking before the Georgia Chamber of
Commerce, argued for the establishment of a state-run Georgia Film Academy, noting that
“Georgia cannot afford for another state to do to us what we are doing to Hollywood.”
********The Film Academy would be “a partnership between the state’s university and
technical college systems.” Labor costs are substantially lower in Georgia, where the hourly cost
of a “grip” is 25% less than it would be in California. You can learn about North Carolina film
incentives at: http://www.ncfilm.com/incentives.html.
********Labor costs are always of concern regardless of location and China is no exception. In
late 2014 the International Center for Joint Labor Research, a project of the University of
California, Berkeley and Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou City, was shut down with little
warning. “The center . . . sat on the front lines of labor tensions” its experts delving into
“collective bargaining, dispute resolution and union rules.” The Guandong province, in which
the certain was located, is one of China’s “most strike-prone regions, where authorities have
clamped down on industrial unrest over the past year, labor researchers and activists say.” You
can learn more about the closing of the Joint Center at: (http://www.wsj.com/articles/chinalabor-ties-fray-as-grievances-rise-economic-growth-slows-1423528666). You can learn more
about the Joint Center itself at: http://laborcenter.berkeley.edu/topic/labor-in-china/. Knowledge
and the search for truth is often seen as a threat by those in power, and the U.S. is no exception.
(9 February 2015): “RadioShack Suffered as Free Time Evaporated”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/radioshack-suffered-as-free-time-evaporated-1423441817)
--------[In its most recent bankruptcy filing, RadioShack announced the closing of nearly 1,800
stores.] In 1963 when Charles D. Tandy purchased the nine stores of the Radio Shack chain,
Tandy “explained to the New York Times why it made perfect sense for a retailer of do-ityourself leather handicrafts to buy an electronics distributor. ‘Leisure time is opening markets to
us . . . The shorter workweek, human curiosity, idle hands—all offer opportunities in this
business. Everyone’s spare time is our challenge.’ What Mr. Tandy couldn’t know was that the
real challenge his company would eventually face was the slow erosion of the very leisure time
his company profited by filling.” According to Juliet Schor, the author of The Overworked
American, the 1950s was a time of shrinking workweeks and the establishment of university
departments of leisure studies, to investigate “what Americans would soon be doing with their
ever-expanding supply of free time. Then, in about 1970, the trend reversed.” The average
worker in 1979 put in 1,687 hours a year—that number grew to 1,868 in 2007. “The net
difference, 181 hours a year, represents more than a month of extra work every year.” As
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RadioShack growth to 7,000 stores “was built primarily on the back of citizens’ band radio
hobbyists, who bought components from the store and relied on the knowledge of its staff, many
of whom were franchisees and devoted hobbyists themselves.” The company “was once a
cultural phenomenon—a place with a unique geographic but also psychological reach, a hub of
one of the many leisure-time activities Americans once enjoyed to a degree it’s hard to fathom
now, in a time when apps allow those of us with more money than time to outsource even the
minutest details of our lives.”
********The article ends with a question and an answer. “How did we arrive at a culture of
disposable everything? The simplest answer is that we no longer have time for anything else.”
********You can learn more about RadioShack’s bankruptcy filing and see an interactive map
of all RadioShack store closings, including one in Asheville, North Carolina, at:
http://money.cnn.com/2015/02/09/news/companies/radioshack-store-closings/. You can learn
more about The Overworked American (1993) at: http://www.amazon.com/OverworkedAmerican-Unexpected-Decline-Leisure/dp/046505434X/.
(9 February 2015): “Bigger Container Ships Bigger Risks”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/bigger-container-ships-pose-bigger-risks-1423443013)
--------“The big container ships that ply the world’s trade routes are growing ever larger, holding
down the cost of ocean shipping, but also raising concerns among vessel operators, insurers and
regulators about the potential for catastrophic accidents. . . . Today, the newest and biggest
container ships can carry around 18,000 twenty-foot-equivalent units [TEUs] . . . industry
watchers expect ships as large as 22,000 TEU to come into service by 2018.” Though accidents
involving container ships have been few in recent years, “their cost has been rising.” An
accident, however, provides enormous challenges. A marine-risk consultant has estimated that
“it could take two years just to remove the containers” from an 18,000 TEU vessel. Contributing
to the challenges of big ships is their handling, because “the ocean affects bigger ships
differently than smaller ones,” with the phenomena of “springing” and “whipping” at issue.
********It would appear, then, that although average operating costs tend to decrease with
increases in ship size, there are substantial additional risks associated with increases in ship size.
The continued growth of ships suggests that those operating cost reductions continue to dominate
increased risks. That may well change when the first big container ship has an accident.
(9 February 2015): “Renters Are Majority in Big U.S. Cities”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/renters-are-majority-in-big-u-s-cities-1423432009)
--------“American cities—and not just the priciest ones—are more and more the domain of
renters. Renters made up the majority of the population in cities at the core of nine of the
nation’s 11 largest metro areas in 2013, a sharp change from 2006, when renters were the
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majority in just five of those cities.” In a report by New York University’s Furman Center and
Capital One Financial Corp., a substantial “shift in the proportion of renters in all major cities—
even in lower-density, relatively inexpensive places such as Houston and Dallas.” The resulting
“demand for apartments is rising so fast that it is starting to overwhelm supply in many cities,
which is pushing up housing costs nationwide.” Demographic changes, as well as the reversion
to levels before the housing booms, have contributed to this demand increase.
********The full report of the Furman Center on “Renting in America’s Largest Cities” will be
available in mid-February. In the meantime, you can learn more about it (and sign up for the full
report when it appears) at: http://furmancenter.org/nationalrentallandscape. The press release for
the report can be found at:
http://furmancenter.org/files/pr/CapOneNYUFurmanCenter_PressRelease_9FEB2015.pdf.
********The Asheville Citizen-Times reports that “A housing-needs analysis of the four-county
Asheville region . . . found an apartment vacancy rate of 1 percent” (http://www.citizentimes.com/story/news/local/2015/01/31/looking-rent-asheville-good-luck/22644859/). The
article on RadioShack above, including this article on renting, shows that uses of time and space
are changing dramatically.
(10 February 2015): “It’s No Fun Making Toys, Toasters in USA”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/its-not-fun-making-made-in-usa-toys-1423524315)
--------The relative lack of “contract” manufacturers in the U.S. is limiting the ability of
manufacturers to produce domestically, rather than in China. “Contract manufacturers make
products for other companies that prefer to focus on product design and marketing.” According
to Shanghai-based consulting Stephen Maurer of AlixPartners, in China “you can find a
specialist in any product . . . “You want a toaster oven? There are a dozen contract
manufacturers that make toaster ovens. That kind of contract manufacturing just doesn’t exist
anyplace else.” In the U.S., “contract manufacturers generally make parts, as opposed to
finished products.” Even when contract manufacturers for a product are found in the U.S., they
are generally require larger orders than Chinese producers.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 200 (18 February 2015)
(9 February 2015): “Isolated Scholars: Making Bricks, Not Shaping Policy”
(http://chronicle.com/article/Isolated-Scholars-Making/151707/)
--------[This “Point of View” by Andrew J. Hoffman appeared in the February 13th paper copy of
The Chronicle of Higher Education.] In a 1963 letter published in Science, Bernard K. Forscher
“lamented that academic scholarship had become fixated on generating lots of pieces of
knowledge—bricks—and was far less concerned with putting them together into a cohesive
whole. In time, he said, brick-making had become an end in itself.” Forscher’s lament is
relevant today, as “Academic success lies in publishing academic journal articles that make
incremental contributions to theory, not in summarizing the broader contributions of the
community of scholars. Specialization, not generalization, is the signal of academic rigor. The
conventional rules of academic tenure and promotion steer all in that direction. . . . It is time for
that to change. It is time to build the wall from the large and growing body of research in the
physical and social sciences on a host of issues: not just climate change, but also
nanotechnology, nuclear power, autism and vaccines, GMOs, and more. Academic scholarship
can and must enter more fully into the national debate on these issues, and other academics must
build on that scholarship.”
********There can be no doubt that incentives influence scholarly output in multiple ways. Of
course, there is not just one incentive scheme for higher education—each college or university
has its own criteria for tenure and promotion. However, these criteria often have a disciplinary
basis resulting in too little interdisciplinary “wall building.” It does seem that contemporary
problems require wall builders and brick makers. How do we ensure that we have the “right”
amounts of each?
********Andrew Hoffman is the author of the forthcoming book How Culture Shapes the
Climate Change Debate (http://www.amazon.com/Culture-Shapes-Climate-ChangeDebate/dp/0804794227/). Having nearly completed Merchants of Doubt
(http://www.amazon.com/Merchants-Doubt-Handful-Scientists-Obscured/dp/1608193942/), I
look forward to another opportunity to examine how rational discussion of policy alternatives
might take place, as well as the factors that prevent that discussion from taking place.
(12 February 2015): “Sleuthing Search Engine: Even Better Than Google?”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/sleuthing-search-engine-even-better-than-google-1423703464)
--------“In the run-up to Super Bowl XLIX, a team of social workers in Glendale, Ariz. spent two
weeks combing through local classified ad sites. They were looking for listings posted by sex
traffickers. Criminal networks that exploit women often advertise on local sites around events
that draw large numbers of transient visitors.” Dominique Roe-Sepowitz, who directs the Office
of Sex Trafficking Intervention Research at Arizona State University, led the Glendale effort.
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During the last five years she has worked with “authorities in Houston, Las Vegas and Phoenix
to find and hunt down traffickers.” Her work has become easier as she now analyzes “criminal
networks using visual displays from a powerful data-mining tool” called Memex, which was
developed by the U.S. the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). “Unlike a
Google search, Memex can search not only for text but also for images and latitude/longitude
coordinates encoded in photos. . . . It also recognizes photo backgrounds independently of their
subjects, so it can identify pictures of different women that share the same backdrop, such as a
hotel room—a telltale sign of sex trafficking, experts say.”
********The article goes on to say, “Memex is part of a wave of software tools that visualized
and organize the rising tide of online information. Unlike many other tools, though, it is free of
charge for those who want to download, distribute and modify.” You can learn more about
Memex at: http://www.darpa.mil/newsevents/releases/2014/02/09.aspx. You can learn more
about DARPA at: http://www.darpa.mil/About.aspx. According to Marc Rotenberg of the
Electronic Privacy Information Center (https://www.epic.org/), when law-enforcement
authorities use such software, “the question that moves in the background is how much of this is
actually lawful.” Good question.
(12 February 2015): “A Lesson in Entrepreneurship From a Doll”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/a-lesson-in-entrepreneurship-from-a-doll-1423704983)
--------“Doll company American Girl’s start this year, Grace Thomas, is a budding bakery owner.
The nine-year-old with a passion for baking, is a lot like your typical entrepreneur, dealing with
obstacles as they arise—but Grace is a doll. More toy companies are rolling out new products
designed for young girls that tap into an influential marketing concept: the aspirational allure of
an entrepreneur.” Grace isn’t alone in the market for entrepreneur dolls. Goldie of GoldieBlox
Inc. is a “kid inventor and female-engineer role model who loves to build things.” Barbie is in
on it, too. In June Mattel rolled out “entrepreneur Barbie, with her smartphone, tablet and
briefcase, priced at about $12.99.” Grace, though, comes with a story of business development
that “plays out in three related books” that illustrated “what’s needed to run a bakery, such as
registering the business and obtaining a license” and a good deal more. Excluding the doll, “the
business—a miniature bakery with make-believe ingredients—sells for $500.”
(12 February 2015): “Tax-Subsidy Programs Fuel Budget Deficits”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/corporate-tax-incentives-generate-budget-problems-1423696411)
--------“In states across the country, corporate-subsidy programs are coming under greater
scrutiny from elected officials on both sides of the aisle because of the significant impact these
initiatives are having on governments’ ability to balance the books.” Michigan, in particular, is
taking a hard look at its subsidies. Republican Governor Rick Snyder “said the state has moved
toward ensuring all future corporate subsidies come with an estimated timeline and price tag.
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But Michigan and other states will likely be spending years paying off tax credits that ramped up
during the recession at the end of the last decade.” Although political scientist Kenneth Thomas
of the University of Missouri-St. Louis, “estimated state and local incentives to businesses
nationwide cost taxpayers at least $70 billion annually,” proponents of corporate-tax subsidies
say “the incentives are a drop in the bucket, compared with the return to a state’s economy.”
********The thing that caught my attention was Governor Snyder’s statement about future
corporate subsidies having “an estimated timeline and price tag.” I would have thought that
would be standard operating procedure. It does make me want to take a look at one or more of
these agreements.
(14 February 2015): “First Genetically Modified Apple Approved for Sale in U.S.”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/first-genetically-modified-apple-approved-for-sale-in-u-s1423863994)
--------“The Agriculture Department on Friday approved the first genetically modified apple for
sale in the U.S. . . . The Arctic apple, designed by the Canadian company Okanagan Specialty
Fruits Inc., resists browning when cut open or sliced. . . . The Agriculture Department . . . said
the apple was given the green light because it didn’t pose a risk to other plants or agricultural
products. The Food and Drug Administration is responsible for ensuring the apple is safe to eat,
but its review is voluntary and its approval isn’t required for the company to move forward.”
Genetically modified crops have been grown in the U.S. since the 1990s, but “the Arctic apple is
one of only a few genetically modified foods that appeal directly to consumers. In November,
the Agriculture Department approved a modified potato.” The genetically modified potato was
created by J.R. Simplot Co.
(14 February 2015): “The Container That Built America”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/book-review-wood-whiskey-and-wine-by-henry-h-work1423866084)
--------[A review of Wood, Whiskey and Wine, by Henry H. Work.] “The barrel is a small
miracle: something made of wood without nails or glue, which can hold liquids almost
indefinitely, save for a small amount of evaporation (wood being not absolutely airtight).”
though once ubiquitous, their use has been eroded: “flour millers stopped using them in favor of
sacks; manufacturers soon embraced cardboard and other lighter, less expensive containers. And
then along game 55-gallon steel drums, pallets and forklifts. . . . the final blow was struck in
1956, when . . . Malcom P. McLean . . . conceived the 20- and 40-food containers that could go
directly from ship to truck.” Barrels continue to be used, however, because “Spirits and wine
stored in oak barrels tended to show marked improvement over time.”
********You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Wood-Whiskey-WineHistory-Barrels/dp/1780233566/. Evidently Mr. Work is a retired cooper, i.e., maker of barrels,
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so this might be called a labor of love. Judging from its Table of Contents, WWW appears to be
a wide-ranging history of the barrel from the first century BCE rather than one that focuses on
the U.S. This strikes me as a possible companion book for Marc Levinson’s The Box, which tells
the fascinating story of the development of the 20- to 40-foot containers that are the fundamental
shipping unit in international trade.
********I found two videos that provide very different views of how barrels are made. The
traditional (handmade) approach to making a wine barrel is shown in this six-minute video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LBGPKgQ2ac. The modern (mass production) approach to
making whiskey barrels is shown in this five-minute video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OJcLXfbKLw. The latter video is from the “How It’s
Made” television series.
(17 February 2015): “In ‘People Analytics,’ You’re Not a Human, You’re a Data Point”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-people-analytics-youre-not-a-human-youre-a-data-point1424133771)
--------What has come to be called people analytics “treats the humans in an organization just
like any other asset in the supply chair: as something that can be monitored, analyzed and
reconfigured.” Volometrix software, which is used by companies such as Qualcomm, Boeing,
and Symantec, “ingests every email and calendar item of every employee in a company, and uses
that data to build a picture of who is doing what, and with whom. . . . Volometrix automatically
does what a manager might do, such as emailing individual salespeople to encourage them to
increase the size of their networks” in the belief that larger networks lead to more sales.
********You can learn more about Volometrix at: http://www.volometrix.com/. Incidentally,
this article appears in the new “Business & Tech” section of The Wall Street Journal, which
replaces the “Marketplace” section after a 27-year run. Why? “Every business is a technology
business. Whether it’s taxi cabs or taco delivery, today’s enterprises are urgently figuring out
ways to manage the growth of information technology and to turn its disruptive potential to their
advantage” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/marketplace-section-renamed-business-tech1424138463). I’m sure Clayton Christensen (http://www.amazon.com/Innovators-DilemmaRevolutionary-Change-Business/dp/0062060244/) will be pleased—disruption has now been
fully embraced by and embodied in the Journal.
(17 February 2015): “Taps Start to Run Dry in Brazil’s Largest City”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/17/world/americas/drought-pushes-sao-paulo-brazil-towardwater-crisis.html)
--------São Paulo, Brazil is facing a grim situation: “The taps are starting to run dry. As southeast
Brazil grapples with its worst drought in nearly a century, a problem worsened by polluted
rivers, deforestation and population growth, the largest reservoir system serving” the city “is near
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depletion. Many residents are already enduring sporadic water cutoffs, some going days without
it. Officials say that drastic rationing may be needed, with water service provided only two days
a week.” Contributing to the problem—“More than 30 percent of the city’s water is estimated to
be lost to leaks and pilfering.”
********The article draws attention to the time dimension of the problem, noting that although
officials “are promising ambitious solutions, like new reservoirs . . . they are a long way off.”
Another solution might be desalinization plants, such as are being rehabilitated or newly
developed in California to deal with its long-term drought. But the water produced by them is
relatively expensive. You can learn more in “California Turns to the Ocean for Drinking Water”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/california-turns-to-the-ocean-for-1424215351).
(18 February 2015): “Hospital Discharges Rise at Lucrative Times”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/hospital-discharges-rise-at-lucrative-times-1424230201)
--------“Under Medicare rules, long-term acute-care hospitals . . . typically receive smaller
payments for what is considered a short stay, until a patient hits a threshold. After that threshold,
payment jumps to a lump sum meant to cover the full course of long-term treatment. That leaves
a narrow of maximum profitability in caring for patients at the nation’s about 435 long-term
hospitals, which specialize in treating people with serious conditions who require prolonged care.
General hospitals are paid under different rules.” A study by the Wall Street Journal “found that
many long-term hospital companies discharge a disproportionate share of patients during that
window when hospitals stand to make the most, a sign that financial incentives in the Medicare
system may shape patient care.” The study was based on all hospital claims paid by Medicare
during a six-year period from the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. The
lump-sum payment thresholds are set yearly. Currently, the threshold for patients with “major
complications” is 20 days. At one hospital, between mid-2011 and the end of 2013, “eight times
as many Medicare patients on the day they reached their threshold as on the day before.”
********Discontinuities or “jumps” in payments provide strong incentives and it appears that
they are at work in at least one part of Medicare. Although the solution seems simple, i.e.,
eliminate the discontinuities, many people benefit by their existence.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 201 (25 February 2015)
(16 February 2015): “Intellectual Piecework” [SR](http://chronicle.com/article/intellectualpiecework/190039/)
--------[This appeared in paper form in The Chronicle of Higher Education on February 20th.]
“In addition to being the go-to place to have scans of receipts transcribed, or websites checked
for not-safe-for-work content, [Amazon’s] Mechanical Turk has quietly become an indispensable
part of how academic research in many fields is done.” Princeton graduate student in sociology,
Alfredo Garcia, has used Mechanical Turk in his research. According to Garcia, the work he is
doing is “the new norm.” Experiment-based research designs are becoming more common is
sociology, “akin to the methods in economics and psychology departments, where Mechanical
Turk is even more popular. The platform’s low cost and accessibility, however, are possible
thanks to a barely regulated virtual labor market.”
********”Turkers” are people who routinely work for Mechanical Turk. In the U.S. the
majority of Turkers are women, but in India the majority of Turkers are men. Survey completion
is the most commonly performed work. You can learn more about Amazon Mechanical Turk at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_Mechanical_Turk. The official site for Amazon
Mechanical Turk is: https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome. To obtain a sense of the breadth
of use of Mechanical Turk, do a search on “mechanical turk” at: https://scholar.google.com/.
Breathtaking. The New School, as mentioned in the article, held a conference last November on
“Digital Labor: Sweatshops, Picket Lines, Barricades.” You can learn more about it at:
http://digitallabor.org/.
********Coincidentally, on February 23rd the Journal had an article on Task Rabbit, the
company that brings together odd jobs with those who do odd jobs. You can read the article at:
http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-to-run-a-business-in-a-freelance-economy-1424664631. It
helped me see the connection between Mechanical Turk, which brings together people for digital
odd jobs, and Task Rabbit, which brings together people for physical odd jobs. Both types of
jobs, it appears, are embraced by the term freelance economy. The article is of interest for the
attention that Task Rabbit gives to vetting its workers and providing perks for them.
(19 February 2015): “Cable TV Shows Are Sped Up to Squeeze in More Ads”
[SR](http"://www.wsj.com/articles/cable-tv-shows-are-sped-up-to-squeeze-in-more-ads1424301320)
--------Cable companies like Time Warner Inc. are facing audience declines with an
accompanying declines in revenue. To make up for this shortfall, they are employing a variety
of means to squeeze more ads into the hour. Although editing programs by shortening opening
and closing credits has long been done, Time Warner has “used compression technology to speed
up” programs, with the result that the Munchkins of “The Wizard of Oz” have higher voices.
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However, “the growing ad clutter is rubbing advertisers, content owners and Hollywood’s
creative community the wrong way.” Some worry that “an oversaturation of commercials will
reduce the effectiveness of their spots and drive more viewers away from watching traditional
TV to commercial-free streaming services such as Netflix and Amazon.” Overall, “The average
commercial time on cable TV per hour has increased to 15.8 minutes in 2014 from 14.5 minutes
five years ago.”
********Of the 10 channels listed, BET led the way with 24.2 minutes of ads per hour, while
ESPN was in final position at 12.9 minutes. I would think that the creative community would be
in an uproar over having their work manipulated in this way. Digital works, of course, lend
themselves to manipulation—if works can be manipulated, it seems, they will.
(20 February 2015): “Rest in Peace for Less With Caskets Made in China”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2015-02-20/casket-industry-fends-off-chineseimports-favored-by-vegas-entrepreneur)
--------Jim Malamas, the owner of ACE Funeral Products based in Las Vegas, Nevada, by
importing caskets form China “has followed a well-worn outsourcing playbook that’s upended
markets for American-made goods from electronics to bedroom furniture.” But his results have
been different. “Where almost every other American manufacturer has failed to keep Chinese
exports at bay, the casket industry has succeeded. Through aggressive litigation against
importers, xenophobic admonitions to consumers, and good old-fashioned palm-greasing of
funeral directors, Big Casket has made sure that 9 out of 10 Americans go into the ground in
boxes made in the USA.” In addition to concerns about competition from China, USA funeral
homes “are contending with the increasing popularity of cremation.” The “ripening crop of baby
boomers . . . was supposed to be a windfall” for them, but “cremation is offsetting those gains.
In 1960 fewer than 4 percent of dead Americans were cremated, according to the Cremation
Association of North America. In 2012 the figure was 43 percent and is expected to continue
rising.” Cost is a factor in that change, as “Cremations cost less than a third of traditional
funerals. At most funeral homes, the priciest urn costs less than the cheapest casket.”
********Evidently the Federal Trade Commission has been interested in the funeral industry,
having passed in 1984 The Funeral Rule, which ended the bundling of funerals and “forced
funeral homes to provide price sheets and offer services and products a la carte.” You can learn
more about The Funeral Rule and shopping for funeral services at:
http://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0300-ftc-funeral-rule. Additional information on The
Funeral Rule can be found at the FTC’s Truth in Advertising page: http://www.ftc.gov/newsevents/media-resources/truth-advertising.
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(20 February 2015): “Land of opportunity—and fear—along route of Nicaragua’s giant new
canal” (http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jan/20/-sp-nicaragua-canal-land-opportunityfear-route)
--------If the plans of “Nicaraguan officials and Chinese businessmen are realized,” Nicaragua
will be transformed over the next five years as a canal “Three times as long and almost twice as
deep as its rival in Panama” is constructed. This will require “the removal of more than 4.5bn
cubic metres of earth—enough to buy the entire island of Manhattan up to the 21st floor of the
Empire State Building. It will also swamp the economy, society and environment of one of Latin
America’s poorest and most sparsely populated countries. Senior officials compare the scale of
change to that brought by the arrival of the first colonisers.” The Chinese company building the
canal is the Hong Kong Nicaragua Canal Development Investment Company (HKND). It is
thought that the canal “should push down shipping prices and boost trade” but it may also
become “a flashpoint if there were ever a conflict with the world’s other superpower, the US,
which has historically viewed Central America as its own backyard.” The groundbreaking
ceremony for the canal took place on 22 December 2014.
********Environmental concerns about the project are especially prominent, as it “cuts through
four nature reserves, a globally important wetland, Central America’s largest body of freshwater
[Lake Nicaragua] and scenes of stunning beauty.” Some of those scenes can be viewed in the
many images accompanying the article. You can learn more about HKND and the canal project
at: http://hknd-group.com/portal.php?mod=list&catid=35.
(20 February 2015): “Chinese Dump Milk as Prices Fall”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-dump-milk-as-prices-fall-1424385450)
--------Farmers in China “have been dumping milk and culling cows as a dairy boom has swung
to a bust over the course of three years. The impact is being felt beyond China, too, as farmers
from the U.S. to Australia to New Zealand brace for price wars, smaller herds and cuts to income
this year. . . . The industry’s troubles illustrates China’s outside sway over the world’s
commodities. About three years ago, the country’s voracious demand for milk, baby formula
and cheese led everyone from New Zealand farmers to Wall Street bankers to bet big on cows.”
But with the return of domestic milk production in China, which had declined due to a scare
from tainted milk that killed six children, import and domestic prices have fallen dramatically.
********The trade sanctions against Russia as a result of their activities in Ukraine are also a
part of this story. “When Russia banned imports of European food products in August in
retaliation for international sanctions imposed over the Ukraine conflict, global markets were
saddled with more unsold dairy products.” So, it would seem, the slaughtering of dairy cows in
China is one consequence of the events in Ukraine.
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********While paging through The Economist of 21 February 2015, I ran across another article
on the dairy industry, this time from the perspective of the EU. As it turns out, “Next month the
European Union is due to abolish its national quotas on milk production, allowing those big dairy
producers being held back by their limits—including Germany, the Netherlands, Poland,
Denmark and Ireland—to expand output and seek new export markets.” These countries plan to
expand their milk production, as does New Zealand and the U.S. This should mean continued
downward pressure on global milk prices and more slaughtered cows. You can read the article
at: http://www.economist.com/news/business/21644159-end-quotas-frees-efficient-europeandairy-farms-expand-letting-cream-rise.
(21 February 2015): “In the Sunshine State, a Power Struggle Over Solar Plays Out”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-florida-a-power-struggle-over-solar-plays-out-1424460679)
--------“A broad political coalition, from liberal environmentalists to tea-party conservatives, has
banded together in Florida to press for something that ironically is in short supply in the
Sunshine State: solar power. The group . . . launched a campaign in January to place an initiative
on the state’s 2016 ballot that would eliminate restrictions it says are suppressing the solar
industry and protecting utilities from competition.” Although Florida is the third most populous
state and has abundant sunshine, it is thirteenth in installed solar capacity; Pennsylvania is
twelfth. Contributing to its lack of installed capacity is that Florida “is one of only five states
that prohibit so-called third-party sales from non-utility companies to install solar panels on
residents’ or businesses’ rooftops and sell them power.”
********The composition of the broad coalition struck me as interesting. The article notes:
“While liberals tend to emphasize solar as a renewable-energy source that can reduce the
country’s reliance on fossil fuels, conservatives often cast it in terms of freedom of choice.”
(21 February 2015): “Faeroe Islands Boom by Selling Salmon to Russia”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/faeroe-islands-boom-by-selling-salmon-to-russia1424483776)
--------“As the tit-for-tat economic confrontation between Russia and the West nears its first
anniversary, there are plenty of losers” including Russia, the U.S., and most of the European
Union, especially Germany. But the Faeroe Islands between Iceland and Scotland have been big
winners; the Islands are not part of the EU and are not constrained by the EU’s trade sanctions
against Russia. “The Faeroe Islands are the only major salmon producer in the world that
wasn’t hit by Russia’s counter-sanctions last August and is close enough to send fresh fish to
Russia by boat and truck.” This Islands may be “more reliant on fishing than any other country.
In 2013, fish sales abroad represented 95% of exports and 40% of total economic output.” When
Russia’s sanctions against the EU were announced, Faorese leader Kaj Leo Holm Johannesen
directed his staff to “get an urgent message to Moscow: ‘We are not part of EU—we are totally
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outside.’” As a result, the Islands now have “a virtual monopoly in Russia for their biggest
export: fresh salmon.”
********Russia is also importing some frozen salmon from Chile. You can learn more about
the Faeroe Islands and its salmon at: http://www.wsj.com/video/amid-sanctions-faeroe-islandssell-fish-to-russia/253ADD3E-A1AA-4764-B1B7-F99F7E610C97.html. The video is four
minutes.
(23 February 2015): “Slumping Oil Prices Hit Calgary Housing”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/slumping-oil-prices-hit-calgary-housing-1424650029)
--------“Calgary, Canada’s fourth-biggest city . . . is starting to feel the impact of the oil-price
collapse. Many companies, including some of the region’s largest employers, have slashed
budgets, cut wages and frozen hiring, and some have started to announce layoffs. Those jitters
are starting to affect the housing market there.” As a result, Calgary home sales were down
38.8% in January 2015 in comparison to January 2014, falling from 1,439 to 880 homes. During
the same time, new listings were up 37.2%, increasing from 2,396 homes in January 2014 to
3,288 in January 2015. “The cooling in downtown Calgary real estate is being closely watched
beyond the oil patch as an indication of how the sharp fall in oil prices is spreading to other parts
of the Canadian economy.” In recent weeks, lower oil prices have “contributed to a selloff in
Canadian bank stocks.”
********The article provides a nice illustration of the “ripple effects” of falling oil prices. What
really caught my attention, however, was a comment about the sequence of the likelihood of
defaults. Here is the passage: “Since oil companies are unlikely to fold or default as quickly as
consumers, the first signs of trouble for the country’s five big banks will likely appear with
unsecured loans like credit cards, as hard times in the energy sector translate into slower job and
wage growth and hurt consumers and homeowners.”
(25 February 2015): “Shire, Maker of Binge-Eating Drug Vyvanse, First Marketed the Disease”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/25/business/shire-maker-of-binge-eating-drug-vyvanse-firstmarketed-the-disease.html)
--------Drug maker Shire “late last month won [FDA] approval to market its top-selling drug,
Vyvanse, to treat binge-eating disorder, a condition that once existed in the shadow of betterknown disorders like anorexia and bulimia.” Previously Shire helped put ADHD, “another oncestigmatized condition . . . on the medical map and made billions of dollars from the sale of drugs,
like Vyvanse and Adderall, to treat it.” The marketing strategy “for Vyvanse, like that of
Adderall, sheds light on how pharmaceutical companies seek to influence the diagnosis and
treatment of a medical condition” in order to make sales. In addition to celebrity promotion—
former tennis star Monica Seles is being paid by Shire to promote the product—a company
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website “provides detailed information about how to talk about the disorder with a doctor,
including a printable symptom checklist and sample opening lines to start the conversation.”
********Vyvanse is a type of amphetamine and “is classified by the federal government as
having a high potential for abuse.” Dr. Lawrence H. Diller, a behavioral pediatrician, notes that
Shire appears “to be following a familiar drug industry playbook by promoting awareness of a
disorder, in this case binge eating, before more directly marketing its treatment.” Producers, of
course, are always interested in increasing product demand. This case, though, is disturbing.
Presumably there are a great many case studies that could be developed if this truly is “a familiar
drug industry playbook.”
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 202 (4 March 2015)
(23 February 2015): “The Jewish Encounter With Capitalism”
[SR](http://chronicle.com/article/The-Jewish-Encounter-With/190153/)
--------[A review of Roads Taken: The Great Jewish Migration to the New World and the
Peddlers Who Forged the Way (2015), by Hasia R. Diner.] “Recent years have seen an
efflorescence of the newly christened ‘history of capitalism.’ In fact, the history of capitalism
has long been the mainstay of both economic and business history. What is new is the
rediscovery by social and cultural historians of the centrality of capitalism to the development of
the modern world. . . . Still relatively underexplored are the history of marketing and distribution,
which lie between production and consumption. Now we have Roads Taken . . . by one of the
foremost historians of American immigration, Hasia R. Diner, a professor at New York
University. The book focuses on distribution, connects the social and cultural history of
capitalism with the history of Jewish migration, and paints on a global canvas.” In the
development of her argument, Diner shows that “for a remarkable number of those Jewish
migrants, the first step on the ladder of opportunity was peddling.” Realizing the opportunities
provided by peddling “meant becoming a sort of anthropologist, which hastened the process of
assimilation.”
********This seems like a fascinating book, which you can learn more about at:
http://www.amazon.com/Roads-Taken-Jewish-Migrations-Peddlers/dp/0300178646/. The
comment “meant becoming a sort of anthropologist” made me recall The Chosen Few: How
Education Shaped Jewish History, 70-1492, by Maristella Botticini. You can learn more about it
at: http://www.amazon.com/Chosen-Few-Education-Princeton-Economic/dp/0691163510/.
(26 February 2015): “Brazil Truckers Jar Soybean Markets”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/brazil-truckers-jar-soybean-markets-1424912200)
--------“A widespread work stoppage by Brazilian truckers is roiling global soybean markets,
boosting prices that had been deflated for months by soaring production of the oilseeds. U.S.
soybean futures surged to a six-week high on Tuesday as truckers across Brazil’s main farming
regions blocked roads to protest fuel-tax increases and low wages, impeding shipments to ports
and fueling speculation the U.S. would enjoy increased overseas demand for soybeans at Brazil’s
expenses. Prices pulled back Wednesday as police officers cleared some roads.” Some market
analysts think the price rally will be short-lived. Karl Setzer, an analyst based in West Bend,
Iowa, noted: “This will more than likely all be over by the weekend.”
********No doubt Setzer is correct. These traffic disruptions are very short term and soon the
trucks stalled on the roads will make their way to port and on to global markets. In addition to a
nice illustration of the fleeting nature of some market disruptions, this situation provides a good
example of the transmission of information in a network of interdependent markets.
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(26 February 2015): “Supreme Court Affirms FTC Antitrust Authority Over Licensing Boards”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/supreme-court-affirms-ftc-antitrust-authority-over-licensingboards-1424881999)
--------On February 25th the Supreme Court, in a 6-3 opinion, “upheld a 2010 case against the
North Carolina State Board of Dental Examiners,” thereby preserving “the power of antitrust
enforcers to scrutinize professional licensing organizations, even if they are designated as stategovernment entities. The Federal Trade Commission alleged the board engaged in unfair
competition when it attempted to stop hair salons and day spas from offering teeth whitening
treatments at cheaper prices than the dentist’s office.” In response to the ruling, FTC Chair Edith
Ramirez indicated her pleasure, noting that “the antitrust laws limit the ability of market
incumbents to suppress competition through state professional boards.”
********You can read the opinion of the Supreme Court at:
http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/14pdf/13-534_19m2.pdf. You can read additional
analysis of the decision at: http://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/26/business/justices-find-antitrustlaw-valid-against-dental-board.html.
(26 February 2015): “It’s a Beautiful Day in the Agrihood”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-02-26/to-lure-homebuyers-developers-usefarms-vegetable-gardens)
--------“American builders have a long history of bulldozing farms to make way for housing
developments. Now developers are starting farms to sell homes. Harvest, a $1 billion ‘urban
agrarian’ community being built by H. Ross Perot Jr.’s Hillwood Development in Texas, hired a
farmer to cultivate vegetables before construction began on a planned 3,200 houses.” According
to Ed McMahon of the Urban Land Institute in Washington, “The mainstream development t
community has come to think of these as a pretty good way to build a low-cost amenity that
people seem to like and that also adds authenticity.” Brian Cullen, who heads the development
team of Willowsford, a community of 2,300 homes in Virginia, notes that “A farm is about 20%
of a golf course.”
********Evidently agrihoods “began cropping up in the 1980s. What’s changed is the size and
number of projects and the entry of large corporate developers.” Agrihoods haven’t received a
book-length treatment, yet, and they don’t appear in Google Scholar. But they were covered in
The New York Times last year (http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/12/dining/farm-to-table-livingtakes-root.html). There is also a survey of twelve agrihoods at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/12/dining/farm-to-table-living-takes-root.html.
********You can learn more about Hillwood Development’s Harvest community at:
http://www.harvestlivesmart.com/.
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(27 February 2015): “Resale Prices Tumble on Electric Cars”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/resale-prices-tumble-on-electric-cars-1424977378)
--------“With gas prices down 33% from a year ago, and buyers cooling toward electric vehicles,
some auto makers are offering deep discounts or attractive leases on battery-powered vehicles
and plug-in hybrids.” This has impacted prices on resale markets. Notes auto dealer Pat Hoban
of Atlanta, “Used [Nissan] Leafs haven’t really taken off . . . There is really no incentive to buy a
used one when you can lease a new one for less.” This has contributed to a rapid depreciation in
price. In 2012 a new Nissan Leaf sold for $36,643; its price now is $10,220, a decline of 72%.
During the same period the Chevrolet Volt declined by 69%. As a result, used electric vehicles
appear to be a bargain.
********Evidently the electric-only Prius is experiencing similar price declines; the percentage
price decline of the all-electric Tesla is much less, which seems to reflect its different customer
base. A four-minute video accompanies the story.
(28 February 2015): “Three Questions That Can Change Your Finances . . . and Your Life”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/three-questions-that-can-change-your-financesand-your-life1425074968)
********Life coaching has been growing in prominence for more than a decade. Now, as a
complement there is life planning, which helps people think through what they really want. One
proponent of this approach is George Kinder, the founder of the Kinder Institute of Life
Planning; Kinder is the author of The Seven Stages of Money Maturity
(http://www.amazon.com/Seven-Stages-Money-Maturity-Understanding/dp/0440508339/). In
order to “try to elicit what people want from their lives” he has developed three questions. You
can read the three questions at: http://www.getrichslowly.org/blog/2009/02/15/george-kinderthree-questions-about-life-planning/. At that same site you can listen to Kinder discuss the
questions and their importance. This seems to pair nicely with the story on agrihoods.
(28 February 2015): “The truly personal computer”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21645131-smartphone-defining-technology-age-trulypersonal-computer)
--------“There are 2 billion people around the world using smartphones that have an internet
connection and a touchscreen or something similar as an interface. By the end of the decade that
number looks set to double to just over 4 billion, according to Benedict Evans of Andreessen
Horowitz, a venture-capital firm. Already hugely attractive . . . smartphones are getting both
more useful at the top end and much cheaper at the bottom.” It is estimated that by 2020,
“something like 80% of adults will own a smartphone connected” to the Internet. Along with
that, “The idea that the natural place to find a computer is on a desk . . . will be long forgotten.”
As a result of this development, “Distinctions that were previously clear—the differences
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between a product and a service, between a car owner and a taxi driver, between a city square
and a political movement—blur into each other. The world is becoming more fluid.”
********The idea of product and service blurring is intriguing. Surely one of the things that the
Internet-smart phone revolution has done has allowed people to obtain timely services via rentals
that were previously available only by product purchases. E.g., if I own a product, its services
are available in an instant, but if I don’t own the product and want such services, I can obtain
them on the rental market. Before “the revolution” the transaction costs associated time, travel,
and trouble, were quite high, but now they have diminished significantly. Thus products that
were previously purchased to gain ready availability, are now being rented.
********There were two additional items in the article that caught my attention. First, the
amazing illustration at the beginning of the article that shows Narcissus gazing into a smartphone
“pool” taking a selfie. Seriously creative, that! Second, was the illustration shown the use of
smartphones by three-different age groups throughout the day, which struck me as particularly
meaningful. You can see an additional use of such a figure, for different types of devices, at:
http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2015/02/daily-chart-19.
(1 March 2015): “G.O.P. Race Start in Lavish Haunts of Rich Donors”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/01/us/politics/gop-race-starts-in-lavish-haunts-of-richdonors.html)
********Although the G.O.P. figures in the headline of the article, it really shows the impact
that the Supreme Court’s ruling on Citizens United has had on the election process. Across the
U.S. candidates attend gatherings of the monied “knowing that just a handful of donors can lift
them from the second or third tier into the first.” Some of the gatherings “are expressly intended
to bring candidates in line with the policy positions of donors on issues like government
spending and foreign policy.” One unnamed attendee at a Republican event commented that
“This is going to be the super PAC election.”
(3 March 2015): “NXP Semiconductor Bets $12 Billion on Smarter Cars”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/nxp-semiconductor-bets-12-billion-on-smarter-cars1425352206)
--------“The race to build smarter cars is prompting another race—to supply the chips that make
those vehicles clever. NXP Semiconductor Inc. stepped on the gas on Monday, agreeing to buy
Texas-based Freescale Semiconductor Inc. in a cash-and-stock deal valued at about $11.8 billion.
. . . The purchase would vault Netherlands-based NXP to No. 1 supplier of chips for cars. . . .
Newer cars incorporate as many as 100 chips controlling braking, dashboard displays, fuel
injection and backup cameras.” It is estimate that “each new car sold last year contained about
$334 of semiconductors, up from $223 in 2001. It projects that the total will reach $368 a car in
2018.” The growth of “so-called connected cars” is driving this increase. Such cars “use Wi-Fi
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internally and cellular connections to the outside world for features that include navigation,
traffic information and assisted driving.”
********The article raised the issue of onboard chips getting hacked, which is clearly very
important. Richard Clemmer, the CEO of NXP Semiconductor, notes that the deal for Freescale
will help bring security to the car. You can learn more about the proposed merger at:
http://www.nxp.com/news/press-releases/2015/03/nxp-and-freescale-announce-40-billionmerger.html.
(4 March 2015): “Xi Revives the Silk Road” (http://www.wsj.com/video/xi-revives-the-silkroad/4AFEF7E6-7CA9-4B44-9B3A-42F6C003962F.html)
********This is a three-minute video coordinated with a Journal article that requires a
subscription. Its content is very close to that of the print version. No need to experience both.
The gist of video is that as the U.S. “pivots toward Asia” and advances the Trans-Pacific
Partnership, a trade agreement that excludes China, China has been turned toward the Eurasian
landmass. As such, it is revitalizing the Silk Road of years gone by, although this time with an
emphasis on railroads, one instance of which is the 8,000-mile journey from Yiwu in China to
Madrid in Spain. As the article points out, however, “locomotives will never replace ships: At
most, they can pull a few hundred containers while the biggest container vessels can carry up to
18,000.” You can read the article at: [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-world-on-trackor-at-sea-beijing-reopens-old-land-routes-1425371903). It should be remembered, however, that
China is pursuing multiple approaches, including the development of a new canal in Nicaragua,
which will enable even bigger container vessels to ply global waters.
(4 March 2015): “In First, Indian State Bans Possession and Sale of Beef”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/04/world/asia/indian-state-passes-ban-on-beef-championedby-right-wing-hindus.html)
--------“The state that includes Mumbai, India’s financial capital, this week became the first in
the country to ban the possession and sale of beef, imposing fines and up to five years in prison
for violations.” The ban amends a 1972 law “prohibiting the slaughter of cows.” The
Maharashtra Animal Preservations bill “was first passed in 1995 but languished for two decades”
was “championed by right-wing Hindu organizations.” Water buffalo, “which are more common
and less revered in India than cows,” can still be slaughtered under the new law.
********A clear example of the role of the invisible handshake—social and historical forces
that influence human behavior. As the article notes, it is likely that the ban will “send the price
of other meats spiraling upward,” at least in the short run. This week JSTOR Daily has a related
article, “Legalizing Marijuana: Lessons From The Post-Prohibition Era, which you can read at:
http://daily.jstor.org/legalizing-marijuana-lessons-from-the-post-prohibition-era/. The occasion
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for this story is the recent action in Washington, D.C., which allows “residents and visitors to
possess and use the drug.”
(4 March 2015): “Yellen Says Effective Supervision of Big Banks One of Fed’s Top Priorities”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/yellen-says-effective-supervision-of-big-banks-one-of-fedstop-priorities-1425431701)
********An interesting article the content of which is only hinted at in its headline. In it
Federal Reserve chair Janet Yellen is quoted as raising concerns about “the state of Wall Street’s
culture and ethics” in an address “prepared for delivery to the Citizen’s Budget Commission in
New York on Tuesday night.” She said, “It is unfortunate that I need to underscore this, but we
expect the firms we oversee to follow the law and to operate in an ethical manner . . . Too often
in recent years, bankers at large institutions have not done so, sometimes brazenly.” Especially
noteworthy in the article are the explicit references to concerns about “regulatory capture,” in
which Yellen defined “as occurring when a regulator advances the interests of the firm it
oversees rather than the public interest it should be defending.” You can read a précis on
regulatory capture at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/regulatory-capture-101-1412544509.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 203 (11 March 2015)
(5 March 2015): “Paul Durand-Ruel: Making the Impressionists”
(http://www.economist.com/durandruel)
--------The National Gallery in London has opened its exhibit “Inventing Impressionism: Paul
Durand-Ruel and the Modern Art Market,” which runs from March 4th through May 31st
(http://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/inventing-impressionism). Durand-Ruel “was a French art
dealer who effectively made the market for Impressionist paintings. He was the first person to
promote the artists; he supported them financially through the bad times; and he eventually found
an audience that embraced their works as keenly as he did himself.” According to Claude
Monet, “Without him . . . we wouldn’t have survived.” In the early 1870s, when Durand-Ruel
first fell for the Impressionists, their “works were reviled, practically unsellable. He scooped
them up, buying some 12,000 Impressionist works in total, including 1,000 Monets and 1,500
Renoirs.”
********As noticed in the article (and surprising to me), Americans “were the first to embrace
Impressionism.” You can learn more about the exhibition at the National Gallery link above.
(5 March 2015): “McDonald’s to Curb Antibiotics in Chicken”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/mcdonalds-to-curb-purchases-of-chicken-raised-withantibiotics-1425482366)
--------Over the next two years “McDonald’s Corp. plans to curtail antibiotics use in its U.S.
chicken, a move that could help kick-start a broader food-industry response to growing publichealth alarm around drug-resistant bacteria.” The change doesn’t apply to burgers and there will
be “less sweeping changes for its roughly 22,000 overseas restaurants.” In response to the news,
Gail Hansen of the Pew Charitable Trusts said “McDonald’s heft will require processors to
change how chickens are raised, and likely make it easier for other restaurants and food makers
to follow suit.” A year ago Chick-fil-A Inc. said “it would eliminate all antibiotics, including
drugs used only to treat animals, from its chicken supply over five years.”
********The article goes on to note that “Switching to antibiotic-free beef would be harder.
Beef is generally much more expensive than chicken, which limits consumers’ willingness to pay
for premium beef products [and] . . . Changes in the beef industry also can take longer because
beef ranching is highly fragmented.” A further discussion of the differences between the supply
chains for chicken and beef appears in the companion article “Antibiotic-Free Beef Is a Taller
Order” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/antibiotic-free-beef-is-a-taller-order-1425509343). It
pays particular attention to the supply chain differences already noted, as well as the different life
cycles for chicken and beef. In effect, change is easier and quicker for chicken than beef because
(1) there are fewer chicken sellers than beef sellers and (2) the life cycle for chicken is shorter
than that for beef.
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********The life cycle point made me think of an article on the evolution of yeast that appeared
that recently ran on NPR. Because yeast reproduces quickly, it is easy to follow its evolution
and zero in on “good” and “bad” mutations. The research of Gavin Sherlock, recently published
in Nature, has implications for the treatment of cancer. You can hear the article at:
http://www.npr.org/2015/03/09/391795441/speeding-up-yeast-s-evolution-and-what-it-saysabout-cancer. You can learn more about Sherlock’s (joint) work at:
http://ecodevoevo.blogspot.com/2015/02/digesting-yeasts-message.html. There, among other
things, you will find a link to citation information for the article in question.
********Finally, while we are the subject of evolution, it is an important issue in corn
production, as noted in “Limits Sought on GMO Corn as Pest Resistance Grows”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/limits-sought-on-gmo-corn-as-pest-resistance-grows1425587078). For the first time the EPA is “proposing limits on the planting of some genetically
engineered corn to combat a voracious pest [the corn rootworm] that has evolved to resist the
bug-killing crops, a potential blow to makers of bio-tech seeds.” As best I can tell, the relevant
EPA material can be found at: http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/biopesticides/pips/cornrootworm.htm.
(6 March 2015): “Self-Driving Cars Could Cut Down on Accidents, Study Says”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/self-driving-cars-could-cut-down-on-accidents-study-says1425567905)
--------According to a report just released by McKinsey & Co., “Widespread embrace of selfdriving vehicles could eliminate 90% of all auto accidents in the U.S., prevent up to $190 billion
in damages and health-costs annually and save thousands of lives.” According to McKinsey,
“fully autonomous vehicles will begin to dominate roads by 2030.”
********I was unable to find the McKinsey report online. Probably a product for sale at
substantial cost. However, the story was covered many places—here are two: Wired
(http://www.wired.com/2015/03/the-economic-impact-of-autonomous-vehicles/) and Automotive
IT International (http://www.automotiveit.com/mckinsey-study-urges-preparation-forautonomous-driving/news/id-0010141). I found the latter, which has a list of 10 points made by
the Report, to be especially useful.
(6 March 2015): “Foreign Takeovers See U.S. Losing Tax Revenue”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/foreign-takeovers-see-u-s-losing-tax-revenue-1425601293)
--------“In deals known as ‘tax inversions,’ which spiked in 2015, U.S. companies acquired
foreign rivals and redomiciled in low-tax countries, reducing the taxes paid back home. The
move sparked an outcry from lawmakers and others that prompted the Treasury Department in
September 5o9 make such tie-ups more difficult and less lucrative. But the policy doesn’t deal
with foreign takeovers of U.S. companies, which have surged in dollar volume in recent
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months.” So, with the foreign takeovers the U.S. “still loses tax revenue, but this time U.S.
companies are being purchased. Once a cross-border takeover is complete, companies can apply
their new, lower tax rates to the overseas income and use internal loans and other strategies to
further reduce U.S. taxes.”
********It certainly seems plausible that a policy that will make U.S. firms less likely to take
over foreign firms for the purpose of tax inversions will make foreign firms more likely to take
over U.S. firms for the same purpose. Once one begins to look at some policy initiatives
symmetrically, they do seem more problematic.
(7 March 2015): “Gender, education and work: The weaker sex”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21645759-boys-are-being-outclassed-girls-bothschool-and-university-and-gap)
--------Schools are grappling with “a problem that would have been unimaginable a few decades
ago. Until the 1960s boys spent longer and went further in school than girls, and were more
likely to graduate from university. Now, across the rich world and in a growing number of poor
countries, the balance has tilted the other way. Policymakers who once fretted about girls’ lack
of confidence in science now spend their time dangling copies of ‘Harry Potter’ before surly
boys. . . . In just a couple of generations, one gender gap has closed, only for another to open
up.” Girls have long been ahead in reading and the traditional gap “in maths” has been
declining. The performance gap in the schools has continued into higher education, resulting in
the “feminization of higher education,” a development that “was so gradual that for a long time it
passed unremarked . . . “Women who go to university are more likely than their male peers to
graduate, and typically get better grades.” But men and women tend to study different subjects
and there tend to be compensation differences among them.
********You can view a précis of the article in the two-minute video at:
http://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2015/03/economist-explains-3. The
article is based upon the just-released OECD report The ABC of Gender Equality in Education:
Aptitude, Behaviour, Confidence. You can learn more about the report and obtain its pdf (182
pages) at: http://oecdinsights.org/2015/03/05/a-closer-look-at-gender-gaps-in-education-andbeyond/.
(7 March 2015): “More Than the Market Could Bear” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/bookreview-the-great-beanie-baby-bubble-by-zac-bissonnette-1425677030)
--------[A review of The Great Beanie Baby Bubble: Mass Delusion and the Dark Side of Cute,
by Zac Bissonnette.] “When archaeologists, centuries hence, unearth the most puzzling artifacts
of the late 20th century, they may well wonder: Why Beanie babied? Why, during the late
1990s, did Americans go crazy for cheap toy animals stuffed with beans?” Questions like these
are focus of Zac Bissonnette’s book, “an enlightening portrait of Beanie mania and of Ty
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Warner, the enigmatic entrepreneur who not only created the toys but shrewdly nurtured the
growing demand for them.” The craze is reminiscent of “the Dutch tulip mania of the 17th
century. Like tulips, Beanies appealed to people aesthetically and emotionally and came in the
profusion of variations that is catnip to collectors.” Ty Warner’s incessant tinkering with Beanie
Babies resulted in repeated orphaning on earlier versions, which would limit the supply of earlier
versions and help them “become all the more valuable for its suddenly limited quantity.”
********You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Great-Beanie-BabyBubble-Delusion/dp/1591846021/. Beanie Babies were a cultural phenomenon, although one
that I was only dimly aware of. It appears that Ty Warner was a complex person, sharing
aesthetic sensibilities and a drive for perfectionism that help him, like Steve Jobs, become
successful.
(9 March 2015): “Wrecks Hit Tougher Oil Railcars” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/trainwrecks-hit-tougher-oil-railcars-1425861371)
--------In four “recent oil train derailments in the U.S. and Canada, new and sturdier railroad
tanker cars that were designed to carry a rising tide of crude oil across the continent have failed
to prevent ruptures. These tank cars, called CPC-1232s, are the new workhorses of the soaring
crude-by-rail industry, carrying hundreds of thousands of barrels a day across the two countries.”
********Canadian lawmaker Claude Gravelle simply notes: “These new type of cars were
supposed to be safer, but it’s obvious these cars are not good enough or safe enough.” There
seems to be growing recognition that “Tanker-car improvements alone won’t be enough to
reduce overall risk” associated with transporting oil by rail.
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(12 March 2015): “China Prepares Mergers for Big State-Owned Enterprises”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/china-prepares-mergers-for-big-state-owned-enterprises1426053543)
--------“China’s leadership is preparing to radically consolidate the country’s bloated state-owned
sector, telling thousands of enterprises they need to rely less on state life support and get ready to
list on public markets. The economic slump has heightened the imperative to eke out better
returns from the state firms that tower over China’s economy, from the giants that dominate oil,
banking and other strategic sectors, to smaller ones that run hotels and make toothpaste.” In the
next few months leaders of the Communist Party “plan to release broad guidelines in the next
months for restructuring the country’s more than 100,000 state-owned enterprises . . .
Strategically important industries such as energy, resources and telecommunications are marked
for consolidation . . . The merged entities would then be reorganized as asset-investment firms,
with a mandate to make sure they run more like commercial operations than arms of the
government.” Chinese officials see “a combination of mergers, better supervision and the
discipline of public listing as crucial to reducing waste and corruption.”
********It would be interesting to see the argument that underlies such proposals. Are there
economies of scale in these strategic sectors or is it thought that the reduction of subsidies
currently paid to unconsolidated state-owned firms will reduce costs?
(12 March 2015): “China Hails, Then Bans a Documentary”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-12/china-hails-then-bans-antipollution-filmunder-the-dome)
--------“It was no surprise that the Chinese government banned the environmental documentary
Under the Dome, by Chai Jing, a well-known former television reporter. The surprise is that it
took the authorities so long to do it.” Released on the Internet on February 28th, the film
exposing “the tremendous damage China’s heavy industry has done to the environment” abruptly
disappeared from the Chinese web on March 7th; at the time of its removal, the film already had
200 million views. Chinese filmmaker Hao Wu “says the sudden shift from support to
censorship reveals disagreement among factions of the government, perhaps between the
environmental ministry and the powerful economic ministry.”
********At this moment, the sub-titled documentary—104-minutes long—can be viewed at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6X2uwlQGQM. The Wall Street Journal also picked up
the story this week. You can see a two-minute video summary of the article at:
http://www.wsj.com/video/pollution-film-exposes-xi-jinpings-dilemma/7B13F64D-EDF4-4B03B06E-449F4F464C53.html. The New York Times covered the story on March 6th at:
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http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/07/world/asia/china-blocks-web-access-to-documentary-onnations-air-pollution.html.
(12 March 2015): “African Farmers Put Hope in Beer”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/african-farmers-put-hope-in-beer-1426120282)
--------“Brewing giants such as SABMiller and Diageo PLC have invested millions of dollars
into African farms, providing a guaranteed market—and better returns—to smallholder farmers
as they look for more locally sourced materials such as sorghum. Food staples cassava and yams
are also being supplied to brewers. Farmers are also growing less food, preferring to cultivate
sorghum varieties specifically developed for brewing. . . . The brewers’ investment in Africa
farmland reflects a strategic shift in the pursuit of cost-conscious consumers who favor cheaper
beer brands made from homegrown crops. Beers from local ingredients usually cost around 40%
less than brands brewed with imported barley.” According to Deutsche Bank, “Sub-Saharan
Africa will make up 40% of global profit growth—or about $5 billion—for beer companies over
the next decade.”
********The article points to one of the clear challenges associated with growing a “money
crop” like sorghum. Given fixed acreage, more land devoted to sorghum means less land
devoted to food crops. As Okasai Opolot, the head of Uganda’s agricultural ministry, says:
“There isn’t enough land to accommodate both kinds of crops . . . More families are exposed to
food shortages.”
(12 March 2015): “Avian Flu Found on Turkey Farms Supply Butterball”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/bird-flu-strain-found-in-arkansas-same-as-virus-in-missouri1426094184)
--------“A strain of avian flu highly contagious among birds has infected Arkansas and Missouri
turkey farms that supply [North Carolina-based] Butterball LLC, escalating a multistate outbreak
and raising the prospect of wider international-trade restrictions on U.S. poultry products.”
Some countries have already imposed bans on poultry products imported from certain U.S.
counties. In consequence of these developments, “Shares of some major poultry companies fell
sharply Wednesday. Thyson shares declined 5.6%, Pilgrim’s Pride Corp. dropped 4.4% and
Sanderson Farms Inc. declined 4.2%.” The migration of wild birds heading north at the onset of
spring is adding to concern about additional infection risk.
********On the subject of poultry, the living conditions for hens are also in the news. With
more consumers concerned about the quality of life of the hens that produce the eggs they eat
and more states legislating growing conditions, cage-free facilities and larger cages are being
used more frequently. You can watch a three-minute video on the subject at:
http://www.wsj.com/video/flap-on-egg-farms-whether-to-go-cage-free/A73CF309-07C1-4CEA83BC-BA7FC3DC6F16.html.
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(12 March 2015): “Retailers Can’t Shake the Circular Habit”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/retailers-cant-shake-the-circular-habit-1426113760)
--------“The world may be going digital, but the brightly colored advertising inserts that spill out
of newspapers every Sunday somehow missed the memo about the decline of print.” Although
circulars are being seen by fewer people and are costly to produce, they are still more effective
than digital alternatives, which have “failed to lure as many customers into stores as the weekly
deluge of paper coupons.” The persistence of circulars “is at odds with broader trends in retail
marketing” that are seeking to connect with younger shoppers. According to Corey Elliot,
research director for Borrell Associates, “Circulars are like crack . . . It’s hard for retailers to
walk away from them, because they are ingrained in how people shop.”
********I suspect that for many customers, clipping coupons is still an important and tangible
part of the shopping experience.
(13 March 2015): “Crude-Oil Price Collapse Takes Toll on Williston”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/crude-oil-price-collapse-takes-toll-on-willston-1426184505)
--------Williston, North Dakota has been “the epicenter of the North American oil boom . . . But
the collapse in crude prices means truck-choked Williston is no longer the land of opportunity it
was less than a year ago.” As a result, job seekers are no longer having the success they were
just a short time ago and workers had been used to working 60-80 hours a week now find they
are work 40-45 hours. Along with this is the reality that “While demand for workers is falling,
the exorbitant cost of living is not. A basic apartment in Williston is the most expensive of its
kind in the nation . . . At $2,394, the average rent here is 27% higher than in San Jose, Calif., the
second-priciest U.S. city.”
(13 March 2015): “High Voltage” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/book-review-thepowerhouse-by-steve-levine-1426203492)
--------[A review of Powerhouse: Inside the Invention of a Battery to Save the World, by Steve
LeVine. The reviewer is Liam Denning, co-editor of the Journal’s “Heard on the Street” column
and frequent writer on energy matters.] LeVine’s Powerhouse is a history of batteries and their
development that bears comparison to Daniel Yergin’s book The Prize on the history of the oil
industry. “Both tell an important story with world-wide implications through the medium of
personal struggles and triumphs. And both, of course, center on global competition for the one
constant that defines modern civilization: a reliable and economic source of energy. One big
difference is that Mr. LeVine’s book points toward a prize that could ultimately consign the one
at the center of Mr. Yergin’s book to history.”
********Denning describes the book as not so much a laboratory textbook, but a thriller,
something that seems appropriate for a business “that could transform the car industry, kill
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OPEC and launch another front in the world’s never-ending battle for geopolitical supremacy.”
You can learn more about The Powerhouse at: http://www.amazon.com/The-Powerhouse-InsideInvention-Battery/dp/0670025844/. One of the interesting firms working in the area of new
battery technology is the start-up Sakti3, which recently received a $15 million investment from
Dyson, a producer of vacuum cleaners and a line of cordless products. You can learn more about
that investment at: http://blogs.wsj.com/venturecapital/2015/03/16/the-daily-startup-batterystartup-sakti3-gets-investment-from-dyson/. James Dyson, who founded the company that bears
his name, thinks that his share of the Sakti3 “could someday be worth more than all of Dyson.”
That comment appears in the article “In Battery Revolution, a Clean Leap Forward”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-battery-revolution-a-clean-leap-forward-1426461806).
********At the same time that some are working to advance the frontiers of battery research
and use, others are “doubling down” on coal. One such person is Robert Murray, whose
company Murray Energy Corp. is set to pay $1.4 to obtain a controlling stake in Foresight
Energy LP. You can learn more about Murray and the deal in “Robert Murray: The Last Man
Betting on U.S. Coal” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/robert-murray-the-last-man-betting-onu-s-coal-1426636891).
(14 March 2015): “Insurance: Risk and reward” (http://www.economist.com/news/finance-andeconomics/21646260-data-and-technology-are-starting-up-end-insurance-business-risk-andreward)
--------Insurers typically use blunt proxies “to assess risk—age, sec and marital status, for
instance. [But] Modern technology enables insurers to gauge individual risk much more
precisely. Monitoring devices provide a wealth of data, as do social media, credit-card histories
and other digital records.” Such devices, including the knowledge of what movies one watches,
are increasingly being used in making underwriting decisions for insurance. In some cases this
information has resulted in different insurance prices for individuals and in other cases resulting
in coaching to avoid or reduce risky behavior. The use of this information is giving rise to
smaller risk pools and raises concern that with “more precise individual underwriting and pricing
. . . some risks may stand revealed as being so high that they become uninsurable.”
********What struck me as especially fascinating about this article was the notion that
companies like Amazon and Google are especially well-positioned to use data to assess risk,
because they “have intimate knowledge of their customers and have earned their trust.” Insurers,
on the other hand, “are in touch with most of their customers once a year.” That seems like a
very important point. As notes the director of one large European insurer, “I’m far more
concerned about the Silicon giants than about the AXAs and Generalis” of the insurance world.
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(18 March 2015): “Why Auto Makers Are Building New Factories in Mexico, not the U.S.”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-auto-makers-are-building-new-factories-in-mexico-notthe-u-s-1426645802)
--------For many years automakers regularly set-up new production facilities in the U.S. South
but that is no longer the case; “it has been more than six years since an auto maker picked” the
area for a “greenfield” plant. Increasingly Mexico has been the destination of such production
facilities. It is estimated that labor costs there are about one-half those in the U.S., but also
contributing to the attractiveness of Mexico have been “trade-related costs.” Mexico “has 10
free-trade arrangements encompassing 45 countries . . . In contrast, the U.S. has free-trade
agreements with 20 countries.” The difference such trade deals can make is illustrated by BMW,
which ships cars to Europe from Spartanburg, South Carolina. Its sales to Europe are subject to
a 10% tariff, costing $5,000 on a $50,000 car; autos shipped from Mexico would be subject to no
tariff. That is one of the factors leading Audi to build a new plant in southern Mexico requiring
an outlay of $1.3 billion.
********The article is accompanied by a three-minute video which relates some of the content
of article and featuring Martha Palacios Monzon, a logistics analyst training in Germany.
(18 March 2015): “Unbundling Pay-TV Brings New Questions”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/unbundling-pay-tv-brings-new-questions-1426639589)
--------“The media industry is racing toward an Internet-TV future at a breathtaking pace.”
Characteristic of this change is a move toward unbundling of traditional cable offerings that have
offered hundreds of channels, many of which were seldom or never viewed by subscribers,
toward much more narrowly defined (and cheaper) offerings like those planned by Apple Inc.,
Dish Network Corp., and Sony Corp. As consumers scale back, “Not every TV channel is
assured a secure place in the emerging Web TV landscape . . . The small and midtier channel
owners . . . will be jockeying to make sure their networks are in the online TV bundles being
marketed to the audience of the future.” Although the impact of the Internet on cable TV has
long been expected, the pace of change has been much more rapid than anticipated. As Steve
Shannon, who is the general manager of content and services at Roku, notes, a critical mass in
streaming has been reached so that “cord cutting,” i.e., cable abandonment, is now more
attractive.
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(19 March 2015): “Non-U.S. Shales Prove Difficult to Crack”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-giants-break-their-picks-trying-to-crack-non-u-s-shales1426735258)
--------“After spending more than five years and billions of dollars trying to re-create the U.S.
shale boom overseas, some of the world’s biggest oil companies are starting to give up amid a
world-wide collapse in crude prices. Chevron Corp., Exxon Mobil Corp. and Royal Dutch Shell
PLC have packed up nearly all of their hydraulic fracturing wildcatting in Europe, Russian and
China.” As a result, “Outside the U.S., where fracking has produced a historic glut of oil, only
China, Argentina and Canada have commercial shale production,” despite the estimate that
“America holds less than 10% of the world’s estimate shale reserves.” Drilling costs are an
important factor in these differential rates of development: “Wells in Poland and China can cost
up to $25 million each, while American well on average cost about $5 million.”
********The global price of oil, unsurprisingly, will affect the development of shale oil
resources. Perhaps a bit more surprising is the role of prices in oil theft in Nigeria. The article
“In Nigeria, Oil Price’s Slide Deters Theft” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-nigeria-oilprices-slide-deters-theft-1427240404), notes that in the Niger Delta of Nigeria, “Oil is so cheap
these days that for people around here, it isn’t worth stealing anymore. Just months ago,
villagers regularly took hacksaws to pipelines . . . [diverting] Hundreds of thousands of barrels of
crude . . . daily into buckets, jerrycans and drums that were loaded into canoes. . . . But now,
prices low, the risk of getting busted by Nigeria’s navy now outweighs the get-rich rewards of
sabotaging pipelines, stealing oil and smuggling vast quantities of it onto international markets.
Indeed, some of these thieves have reverted to plunking fish traps in the waters they helped
pollute.” With oil theft diminishing, some of the major oil companies that had abandoned oil
production in Nigeria are considering a return.
********One final look at oil prices. On a global scale, there are two prices of crude oil that are
well-known and commonly reported: West Texas Intermediate (WTI) at Cushing, Oklahoma,
and Brent, historically derived from the Brent field northeast of Scotland in the North Sea.
Interestingly, the Brent field is almost depleted, currently producing “about 1,000 barrels a day
in a global market of 93 million daily barrels.” As a result, the Brent price of crude oil is based
upon transactions that contain almost no oil from the Brent field. The daily Brent price is
constructed by Platts, which is owned by McGraw Hill Financial Inc.; at present, “the Brent
field’s output makes up less than 0.1% of the oil—down from 100% at the benchmark’s
inception.” You can learn more about Brent prices at:
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/preparing-for-a-brent-benchmark-with-no-brent-oil1426780155). You can learn more about Platts at: http://www.platts.com/.
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(20 March 2015): “India Tackles Web of Sales Taxes” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/indiatackles-messy-web-of-sales-taxes-1426807881)
--------A complicated web of sales taxes exists for the states of India: “The country’s states each
have their own regime for taxing merchandise, the federal government taxes services and
manufactured products, and a separate levy hits interstate sales. One survey commissioned by
India’s Road Ministry found that trucks spend nearly a quarter of their time on the road in border
checks or other inspections.” Adding to challenges of trade are the many documents that must
be prepared when interstate sales take place: “For Bihar state . . . a government website lists 97
different official forms.” To confront this situation, the government of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi “wants to replace the patchwork of taxes with a single, nationwide sales, levy, a move
economists call an epochal lowering of commercial barriers. A government-commissioned study
estimated that a broad goods-and-services tax, of GST, would deliver an immediate boost to
output of 1% to 2%.”
********The elimination of boundaries and their causes tends to expand output throughout but
sometimes to the disadvantage of some parties. In a world where compensation for losses
incurred are not made, even when transaction costs are low, this means that many boundaries
continue. There is a companion article, of sorts, in The Economist of March 21, “Free exchange:
Game of zones” (http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21646772-regionaltrade-deals-arent-good-global-ones-they-are-still), which notes that “Regional trade deals aren’t
as good as global ones but they are still beneficial.” You can learn more about the related
concept of “customs unions” at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customs_union.
(21 March 2015): “Professional services: Attack of the bean-counters”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21646741-lawyers-beware-accountants-are-comingafter-your-business-attack-bean-counters)
--------“Consulting has its Big Three; accounting has the Big Four; and executive search a Big
Five. But there is no corresponding clutch of dominant law firms. None has amassed as much as
0.5% of an industry with global revenues of around $650 billion a year.” However, this may
change as “accountants have been stealthily building up legal-services divisions. These have
now reached a size where they outgun most law firms: by headcount, [accounting firm] PWC’s
legal arm is the world’s tenth-biggest.” Furthermore, the law divisions of the accounting
networks of Deloitte, EY, and KPMG “are in the top 40 by this measure.” The full integration of
accounting firms and legal firms is limited in most countries of the world, although accountants
can own and control law firms in Australia, Britain, and Mexico. In the 1990s there was a trend
in the U.S. toward greater integration of accounting and law firms, but that “trend ended abruptly
when the Enron scandal took down [Big Five accounting firm] Andersen in 2002.
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********The article concludes that “the Walmarts and Amazons of professional services are at
the gates” of the legal profession, “the legal industry’s halting pace of creative destruction is set
to accelerate as a result.” Why is it that the law seems to be “artisanal” and restricted to practice
on a relatively small scale, whereas accounting seems to be able to work on a large scale?
(23 March 2015): “At the Box Office, It’s No Longer a Man’s World”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/23/business/media/at-the-box-office-its-no-longer-a-mansworld.html)
--------“Heading into the all-important summer moviegoing season, two converging box-office
trends are startling studios: Women are driving ticket sales to a degree rarely, if ever, seen
before, while young men—long Hollywood’s most coveted audience—are relatively AWOL. . . .
The shift has been noticeable enough to prompt movie executives and producers to ruminate
about the causes and consider whether the big film factories should recalibrate their assembly
lines. . . . Counting on the stability of young men, studios have nearly 30 superhero movies on
the way by the end of 2015, each costing well over $100 million to make. But young men are
more easily distracted by other forms of entertainment, and women may now be the more
reliable opening-weekend audience.” Such changes have called in question the traditional “big
tent” strategy for films, the so-called “wide and shallow” approach. The experience of movies
like “Cinderella” and “Empire,” which is aimed initially “at often-ignored African-American
viewers,” suggest that a “narrow and deep” approach can be successful.
********I thought the discussion of the “four-quadrant model” used in the movie business was
interesting and relevant. According to Phil Contrino, chief analyst at BoxOffice.com, “In movie
jargon, a four-quadrant movie is one that attracts men and women, young and old; Hollywood
considers anyone over 25 to be old.” You can learn more about BoxOffice.com at:
http://pro.boxoffice.com/.
(24 March 2015): “U.S. Car-Making Boom? Not for Auto-Industry Workers”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-car-making-boom-not-for-workers-1427154627)
--------“U.S. auto production is nearing all-time highs on the back of strong domestic demand
and steady export increases. But American-made cars and trucks are increasingly loaded with
parts imported from Mexico, China and other nations.” Last year every American light vehicle
built had the “equivalent of $12,135 of [imported] content . . . up from $10,536 per vehicle, in
2008. . . . As the inflow of low-cost foreign parts accelerates, wages at the entry level [of the auto
industry] are drifting away from the generous compensation packages that made car-factory jobs
the prize of American manufacturing.” As chief economist Sean McAlinden of the Center for
Automotive Research (CAR) notes, “We’ve never produced so many cars in the U.S., but we’ve
never made so few of the parts.”
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********It is hard to avoid the conclusion that the U.S. auto industry has become more like an
assembly operation than an integrated manufacturing operation. You can learn more about CAR
at: http://www.cargroup.org/.
(25 March 2015): “U.S. Catfish Fight Expected to Sink a Popular Import”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-catfish-fight-expected-to-sink-a-popular-import1427131633)
--------“A white flaky fish that recently overtook cod and crab to become the sixth most popular
seafood in the U.S. could soon disappear from American dinner plates. . . . The fish in
question—pangasius—is produced in Southeast Asia, mostly in Vietnam, and often appears on
restaurant menus as basa or swai.” Pangasius has many of the physical characteristics of catfish,
which is a “closely-related cousin. Indeed, it used to be called catfish until Congress prohibited
that labeling in 2002. Pangasius supplies could dry up as early as this year as the Agriculture
Department assumes control over catfish and pangasius this spring—a job currently done by the
Food and Drug Administration. The USDA is expected to impose tough new standards on
Vietnam and other countries that export pangasius to the U.S.” In advocating tougher
restrictions, U.S. catfish farmers say “the few a potential health scare related to pangasius would
undermine the reputation of the catfish industry.” But Lisa Weddig, a regulatory export at the
National Fisheries Institute, a seafood trade group, observes that the fight over catfish “is not
about food safety and never has been . . . For years, there has been an ongoing attempt to block
imports and thus stifle competition. The food-safety part of the equation is a charade.”
********According to a display from the National Fisheries Institute, the relative positions of
catfish and pangasius has effectively reversed between 2009 and 2013. Catfish fell from position
6 to 8 during that time period, while pangasius rose from 9 to 6. It appears that catfish and
pangasius are close substitutes, so import prohibitions on pangasius could have a large impact on
the demand for catfish, as well as its price and profitability. You can learn more about the
National Fisheries Institute at: https://www.aboutseafood.com/about/about-nfi.
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(27 March 2015): “Balance of Power Shifts in Groceries” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/balanceof-power-shifts-in-groceries-1427414817)
--------“Orders for organic burritos, Thai stir-fry and other frozen products from Amy’s Kitchen
Inc. have been growing so quickly that late last year the company bought a second factory—an
Idaho plant J.J. Heinz Co. had just shut amid shrinking demand for its frozen food. . . . Amy’s
and other smaller companies focused on natural and organic foods are feasting on shifts in tastes
among consumers distrustful of established food giants’ products and ingredients. The rise of
these smaller companies, helped by growing interest from big retailers, is eating into demand for
brands that for decades were commonplace in American kitchens, like Kraft Foods Group Inc.’s
macaroni and cheese and Kellogg Co.’s breakfast cereals.” The recent announcement of the
acquisition of Kraft by Heinz, in a deal worth $49 billion, is an illustration of the tumult in the
food industry, driven in part by consumer desire to buy local and on a smaller scale, as well as
“the mounting distrust of Big Food.”
(28 March 2015): “Push for Private Options in Education Gains Momentum”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/push-for-private-options-in-education-gains-momentum1427457602)
--------“A growing number of statehouses are considering measures that would allow school
districts, parents and students increasingly to use taxpayer funds to explore alternatives to
traditional state-backed public education. . . . So far this year, at least 34 states are considering
proposals to create or amend programs that offer private education options, up from 29 last year,
according to the National Conference of State Legislatures. The number of states considering
educations savings accounts has doubled to 16 since 2014.”
********Education policy, in particular school choice, continues to capture the interest of the
public and legislators. This brief article provides a glimpse at the intricate and complex
legislation that is being developed to create vehicles to expand the use of public money to fund
private education in the spirit of school choice. All this suggests to me, consistent with the
invisible forces, that there is much legislation, i.e., invisible foot, that goes into creating the
“free” market. Simply put, the attractive abstraction of the free market is just that, an
abstraction. Real markets are highly dependent upon legal and political forces, as well as social
and historical forces.
********The article is based, in part, on work done by the National Conference of State
Legislatures (NCSL), a bipartisan group about which you can learn more at:
http://www.ncsl.org/. You can see a list of all of the areas covered by NCSL, with a focus on
education, at: http://www.ncsl.org/research/education.aspx. More specific information about
school choice policy, which provides some real perspective on alternative legislative approaches,
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can be found in the 40-page pdf accessible at:
http://www.ncsl.org/research/education/comprehensive-school-choice-policy.aspx.
(28 March 2015): “How Wall Street Middlemen Help Silicon Valley Employees Cash In Early”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-wall-street-middlemen-help-silicon-valley-employeescash-in-early-1427474284)
--------In up-and-coming firms that haven’t gone public, like Airbnb, Snapchat, and Uber,
“almost all of their stock is owned by venture-capital investors and employees, who face tight
limits on selling their shares.” Some of these early investors, however, would like to “cash in
now” and “middlemen are designing derivatives that deliver payments to employees based on a
stock’s perceived value.” Such “shadowy trading marks a dramatic shift in how wealth is being
created during the continuing technology boom compared with the dot-com bubble of the 1990s.
Back then, the biggest gains came after companies went public.” The rise in the valuation of
non-public companies “is fueling runaway demand from investors who want a piece of the
investment profits before companies go public—and an opening for hedge funds and other
financial firms to create a lucrative market in the illiquid securities” of nonpublic firms. It is
estimated that $10-$30 billion in stock changed hands in pre-IPO trading last year.
********$10-$30 billion doesn’t sound like much but it is suggestive of the activity taking place
in the “so-called secondary market for shares of private companies that are held by employees
and other investors.” I am impressed, but not surprised, by the creativity of the financial
engineers developing these alternatives. You can view a ranking for Master of Financial
Engineering programs at: https://thefinancialengineer.net/rankings/. The site for The Financial
Engineer also provides “the most comprehensive list of Master of Economics programs in the
United States” at: https://thefinancialengineer.net/economics-programs/. You can find a ranking
of those Masters programs at: https://thefinancialengineer.net/economics-rankings/. You can
learn more about financial engineering and quantitative finance at the home page for the
International Association for Quantitative Finance at: http://www.iaqf.org/.
********The article is accompanied by a dynamic graphic of “The Billion Dollar Startup Club”
(http://graphics.wsj.com/billion-dollar-club/). The graphic shows the monthly value of the
universe of firms “in the club.” Most dramatic for me was the emergence of Uber, but especially
of Chinese smartphone maker Xiaomi. Watch it and you will see why. Each firm is
accompanied by clickable information about it. This is a good chance to take a look at
businesses that will be in the news when they go public.
(28 March 2015): “Privatisation: Mix and match” (http://www.economist.com/news/specialreport/21646991-both-provision-and-funding-higher-education-shifting-towards-private-sectormix)
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--------[This article is part of a Special Report in The Economist on Universities: Excellence v
equity.] “In most European countries the state pays 80-100 % of the cost of the costs of tuition.
The main advantages of this model are equity and cost control. Where it works well—in
northern Europe—graduate education levels are uniformly high. Where it works badly—in
southern Europe—they are uniformly low. American uses mixed funding, with individuals
paying most of the costs of tuition and the government helping out with loans and grants. In
some countries with similar models, such as Japan and South Korea, individuals and families
pick up the tab. These systems tend to be better funded and more expensive than the European
ones . . . because people fork out readily, and costs are harder to control.” As it turns out, the
American “mixed-funding model” is spreading. What to do, though, about “Baumol’s disease,
which increases the relative cost of labour-intensive industries, such as health and education, as
technological change lifts the productivity of capital” elsewhere? There are three options. One
is “to allow quality to deteriorate. That has happened in many European countries. . . . Another
option is to make individuals pay more. In America, retrenchment in state budgets has pushed
up tuition fees. . . . Another source of private funds for universities is philanthropy.”
********The reference to “Baumol’s disease” stems from William J. Baumol, The Cost
Disease: Why Computers Get Cheaper and Health Care Doesn’t (2012). It is a book of words,
graphs, and tables (no math) and should be widely accessible. Pp. xvii of the book simply states
that “The cost disease asserts that the costs of health care, education, the live performing arts,
and a number of other economic activities known as the ‘personal services’ are condemned to
rise at a rate significantly greater than the economy’s rate of inflation . . . This is so because the
quantity of labor required to produce these services is difficult to reduce.” You can learn more
about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Cost-Disease-Computers-CheaperHealth/dp/0300179286/. You can learn more about how the disease relates to the arts in the
works collected in Ruth Towse, ed., Baumol’s Cost Disease: The Arts and Other Victims (1997)
at: http://www.amazon.com/Baumols-Cost-Disease-Other-Victims/dp/1858985080/.
********The Acknowledgments of Baumol’s book state that the idea of the cost disease
stemmed from work Baumol did with William (Bill) Bowen; Bowen is a well-known and highly
regarded figure in higher education, having (among other things) been the president of Princeton
University. Although I don’t know that the connection has been made explicitly, it could be
thought that greater application of technology, e.g., online education, could be a (partial) solution
to the cost disease. In relation to that the brief discussion of online learning in the Special Report
is worth reading. You can find it at: http://www.economist.com/news/special-report/21646986online-learning-could-disrupt-higher-education-many-universities-are-resisting-it-not. The cost
disease is specifically addressed and discussed in Bowen’s recent book Higher Education in the
Digital Age (2013), which you can learn more about at: http://www.amazon.com/HigherEducation-Digital-William-Bowen/dp/0691165599/.
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(30 March 2015): “Soybeans and Corn Locked in Food Fight”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/soybeans-and-corn-locked-in-food-fight-1427667816)
--------“U.S. farmers increasingly are eschewing ‘King Corn’ in favor of planting soybeans . . .
The move comes as growers grapple with a roughly 50% decline in the price of corn . . . since
2012. The U.S. department of Agriculture on Tuesday will forecast corn and soybean plantings
in a key report based on farmer surveys. Analysts on average expect soybean acreage to rise 3%
from last year to 85.9 million acres, while corn will fall 2% to 88.7 million acres.” The prices of
both corn and soybeans have been under downward pressure, but “Farmers are turning to
soybeans for a few reasons: Prices [for soybeans] have fallen less sharply than for corn, demand
has been strong and producing the oilseeds costs less.” Furthermore, as Indiana farmer Del
Unger notes, “most growers can easily switch between planting” corn and soybeans.
********A clear and concise discussion of some of the factors affecting land-allocation decision
of two crops. Relative prices matter, as do relative costs, and the ease of switching from one
crop to another (before planting) is important, too. The article puts all of this on a global scale,
referring to record soybean harvests in Argentina and Brazil. Just a great piece of economic
analysis—agricultural commodity markets provide a great opportunity to see all of the invisible
forces in action.
(30 March 2015): “It’s Really Here: TV for Babies” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/tv-forbabies-born-of-a-reality-1427671277)
--------“In the ultracompetitive children’s-TV market, most networks don’t target viewers any
younger than four years old. One channel is now testing that boundary. BabyFirstTV . . . is
aiming its programming at children as young as six months.” The business launched in 2006
“and now reaches more than 50 million U.S. households.” Although the American Academy of
Pediatrics “recommends no television for children under the age of two, arguing that children
learn best by interacting with people . . . that may be wishful thinking. A Kaiser Family
Foundation study found that most babies are watching some television. So then the question
turns to what kind of television babies see.” According to Sharon Rechter, who co-founded the
BabyFirstTV with her husband Guy Oranim, “What is important is what we put our kids in front
of and we think we are offering the cleanest, safest alternative.” The programming of BabyFirst
“is mostly low-cost animation made in Israel.”
********You can find the TV recommendations for “Median and Children” can be found at:
https://www.aap.org/en-us/advocacy-and-policy/aap-health-initiatives/pages/media-andchildren.aspx. The article provides an interesting graphic from Nielsen showing screen time for
children ages 2-4 during the fourth quarter of 2014. It shows that they watch each week: 25
hours and 25 minutes of traditional TV; 3 hours and 4 minutes of time-shifted TV; and 5 hours
and 36 minutes before other screens. If we add them together, we get 34 hours and 5 minutes
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before screens each week, mostly before traditional TV. Time spent watching TV is, for the
most part, time not have an adult talk to you and this would seem to have development
consequences. In relation to this, see the “The Talking Cure” in The New Yorker, which you can
find at: http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/01/12/talking-cure. It notes that “The poorer
parents are, the less they talk with their children” and relates the work that is being done in
Providence, Rhode Island to close the “word gap.” Evidently the “word gap” literature stems
from the work of Betty Hart and Todd R. Risley in 2003. You can find a summary and reference
of their work at: http://centerforeducation.rice.edu/slc/LS/30MillionWordGap.html.
********This article and the one immediately preceding both concern the allocation of a fixed
resource between two alternative uses. With regard to land allocation, presumably, the farmer
makes decisions with an eye on profit. What is the object of the adult supervising the baby’s
time?
(30 March 2015): “Why Do White-Collar Criminals Do It?” (http://daily.jstor.org/white-collarcriminals/)
--------“Former Tyco CEO and infamous white-collar criminal L. Dennis Kozlowski—they guy
who once threw a $2 million birthday party while committing all manner of corporate fraud—
recently ended his parole and claims to be thoroughly rehabilitated after spending more than six
years in jail. What would lead someone to do the kinds of things Kozlowski did? James
William Coleman explored that question in a 1987 paper for the American Journal of
Sociology.” Although the motivation for white-collar crime seems simple—making money—
“Coleman suggest we look more closely at the ‘culture of competition’ that emphasizes
individual achievement and the pursuit of wealth and status.”
********You can read an article on Kozlowski’s release and incarceration at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/02/business/dealbook/dennis-kozlowskis-path-from-infamyto-obscurity.html. The article points to the invention of “the idea of white-collar crime” by
sociologist Edwin Sutherland in 1939. His object was “to expand the concept of criminality
beyond that era’s focus on illegal acts among immigrants and the working poor and apply it to
the powerful.” The work in question is Edwin H. Sutherland, “White-Collar Criminality,”
American Sociological Review 5,1 (February 1940): 1-15. A contemporary book covering the
landscape of white-collar crime can be found at: http://www.amazon.com/Understanding-WhiteCollar-Crime-Opportunity-Perspective/dp/0415704030/.
(31 March 2015): “West Seeks Tighter Curbs on Trade in Antiquities Looted by Islamic State”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/west-seeks-tighter-curbs-on-trade-in-looted-antiquities1427761561)
--------“A coalition of Western nations is seeking new powers to curtail the trade of illicit
antiquities after an explosion of looting in Syria and Iraq raised fears that the plunder finances
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Islamic State militants. Authorities in the U.S., U.K. and Germany are trying to push through
legal packages to bolster customs powers and make it easier to prosecute those suspected of
antiquities theft. . . . The bid to curb the trafficking faces huge challenges. Looted antiquities are
ferried along a dizzying number of legitimate and clandestine channels that are notoriously
difficult to police.”
********Closer to home, the article notes that at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, the U.S. Army is
working to revive the Monuments Men, “a group of academics and cultural professionals in
uniform tasked with protecting and preserving cultural artifacts at risk. Program director Brig.
Hugh Van Roosen said the effort will initially enlist some 25 cultural professionals available to
deploy world-wide.” You can learn more about what the Army is looking for at:
http://www.theartnewspaper.com/articles/Wanted-a-new-generation-of-Monuments-Men-forUS-army/36935. I hadn’t realized that the recent movie “Monuments Men”
(http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2177771/) had a historical basis.
(31 March 2015): “The Environment and the Bottom Line” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/theenvironment-and-the-bottom-line-1427773182)
--------[An interview with Jean Rogers, the chief executive and found of the Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board (SASB).] The SASB “through research and by working directly
with stakeholders, helps define what is likely to be material for a given company in a given
industry and seeks to have that information report to investors.” Rogers notes that a good deal of
what now passes for sustainability disclosure by corporations in their mandatory 10-K filings “is
done with boiler-plate information.” The SASB is “trying to move the needle to high-quality
disclosure using metrics on known trends and uncertainties that are related to how these issues
affect the financial condition and the operating performance of the company.”
********You can learn more about SASB at: http://www.sasb.org/. The article has a fourminute video interview with Rogers that is worth watching. She likens the formation of SASB to
the formation of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) in 1972, which came about
because the filings of corporations at the time were insufficiently trustworthy. The SASB
Materiality Map is especially interesting: http://materiality.sasb.org/.
********On a somewhat related note, the article “How Being a Worrywart Helps at Work”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/worry-can-help-at-work-1427842365); a three-minute video
interview with the article’s author accompanies the article. For those attuned to strengths-based
approaches to work and life, the notion that a careful eye and a mind searching for “what’s
wrong” can be very useful for many areas of life, and can help facilitate critical thinking.
(1 April 2015): “Wal-Mart Ratchets Up Pressure on Suppliers to Cut Prices”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/wal-mart-ratchets-up-pressure-on-suppliers-to-cut-prices1427845404)
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--------Wal-Mart Stores Inc. “is increasing the pressure on suppliers to cut the cost of their
products, in an effort to regain the mantle of low-price leader and turn around its sluggish U.S.
sales. The retailing behemoth has been telling suppliers to forgo investments in joint marketing
with the retailer and plow the savings into lower prices instead.” Although lower prices “may
help Wal-Mart draw more customers, it gives suppliers less control over how their products are
displayed or promoted, and less ability to make them stand out against store brands or other
rivals.”
********As the article goes on to note, “Financial arrangements between suppliers and big
retailers aren’t just a matter of coming to terms on volumes and a wholesale price. They often
also bundle in a host of extras including slotting fees, funds for special promotional discounts
and money to pay for shared marketing. The latter is particularly important for makers of
branded consumer goods.” In brief, what’s good for Wal-Mart may not be good for firms selling
branded goods at Wal-Mart.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 207 (8 April 2015)
(30 March 2015): “Big Oil Pressured Scientists Over Fracking Wastewater’s Link to Quakes”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-30/big-oil-pressured-scientists-overfracking-wastewater-s-link-to-quakes)
--------In 2014 “Oklahoma passed California . . . as the most seismically active state in the
continental U.S.” In the last 30 years, “Oklahoma averaged fewer than two earthquakes a year of
at least 3.0 in magnitude. In 2015 it’s on a pace for 875,” according to Oklahoma’s state
seismologist Austin Holland. “One significant change in drilling practices is contemporaneous
with the increase in seismic activity: horizontal hydraulic fracturing.” Although “fracking” has
been around for decades, horizontal drilling has not. The method involves “injecting a highpressure mix of water, mud, and sand into shale formations deep underground . . . Oil production
in Oklahoma over the past decade, creating new wealth for the state as well as an unwanted
surplus of wastewater. . . . Much of that fluid is injected back underground into wastewater
disposal wells. It’s this water, injected near faults, that many seismologists—including those at
the U.S. Geological Survey—say has caused the spike in earthquakes.”
********The springboard of the article is a meeting of state seismologist Holland with the
President of the University of Oklahoma, former U.S. senator David Boren, and billionaire
founder of Continental Resources, David Hamm, which raised concerns about improper
influence on scientific work. You can learn more about “induced earthquakes” and the research
of the USGS on them at: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/induced/. There you will find,
among other things, almost two hours of audio and video materials on induced earthquakes in
relation to hydraulic fracturing.
(2 April 2015): “Scotch on the Rocks While Bourbon Is Booming”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/scotch-whisky-gets-left-out-of-the-party-1427922058)
--------“Global exports of Scotch whisky fell 7% last years, as American drinkers continued to
switch to bourbon and other American whiskeys. It was the steepest drop-off in Scotch exports
since 1998 and only the third annual decline in 30 years.” Contributing to the move to American
whiskeys has been “a nationwide trend toward locally made products.” Price, however, has
played a role in the changing fortunes of Scotch. “Sales of lower-priced blended Scotches . . .
decreased 5% from last year . . . [but] Higher-priced blends . . . increased 2.5%.”
********The article notes that “The average price of Scotch in the U.S. is $24.09 while the
average bourbon costs $17.48, according to Nielsen.” The article leaves me curious about the
behavior of bourbon at different price points, in particular, what growth rates have lower-priced
bourbons and higher-priced bourbons experienced?
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(2 April 2015): “How 300 Emails Led to a Summer Job on Wall Street”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-300-emails-led-to-a-summer-job-on-wall-street-1427932335)
--------“To land a summer job on Wall Street this year, Fairfield University junior Matthew
Edgar sent 300 emails, made dozens of phone calls and several networking trips to New York
banks from the Connecticut campus. Darwin Li, had a more direct route: The Princeton
University junior applied online for positions and attended campus information sessions where
company recruiters walked him through the application process and the firm’s culture.” For
students at target schools for Wall Street firms, “it can seem as though banks and consulting
firms are the ones in hot pursuit during fall recruiting season.” But students at non-target
students have a harder time and must learn how to compete to get into recruiting pools.
“Without recruiters on campus, they must initiate a blitz of emails, calls and messages through
networking sites like LinkedIn to find a banker or consultant willing to flag their application to
recruiters.”
********Different businesses, of course, will have different target schools. One big bank
recruiter notes that by the time it invites applicants to a first-round interview “we’ve probably
met . . . [the applicant] three or four times” at a target-school campus.
(4 April 2015): “Hunger for Organic Foods Stretches Supply Chain”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/organic-food-firms-tackle-supply-constraints-1428081170)
--------“Last year, executives at organic cereal maker Nature’s Path Foods Inc. grew so frustrated
with organic-grain shortfalls that they took a radical step: They bought a farm. . . . Nature’s Path
is among a number of organic-food purveyors taking steps to tackle supply constraints that are
hampering the growth of one of the hottest categories of the U.S. food industry.” A wide-variety
of companies “are digging deeper into the supply chain with such moves as financing farmers,
offering technical training and hiring full-time headhunters to recruit organic growers.” Over the
last decade “U.S. retail sales or organic foods more than tripled to $32.3 billion . . . according to
the Organic Trade Association.”
(5 April 2015): “Seeing a Cash Cow in Museums’ Precious Art”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/05/arts/design/seeing-a-cash-cow-in-museums-preciousart.html)
--------“With government subsidies to public institutions being cut back, museums in countries
like Britain, the Netherlands and Germany need the income from art sales to close budget gaps,
make repairs or finance expansions. That has led to fears that masterpieces will disappear from
public view to adorn the living room walls of a Saudi prince or hedge-fund billionaire.” The fear
is not without basis. “Some museums in Britain have already shed important works, including a
4,500-year-old Egyptian statue, or arranging to sell objects to create an endowment to help offset
government cutbacks. . . . In Germany, a sale last year of silk screens of Elvis Presley and
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Marlon Brando by Andy Warhol is, in part, financing a new state-owed casino. . . . The
Portuguese government is also weighing a sale this year of 85 works by Miró to cover the cost of
bailing out and nationalizing the bank that owned them.” As museums “deaccession” works—
the Egyptian statue yielded $27 million—for large paydays, there has been a negative reaction.
When the Delaware Art Museum sold a painting to help settle its debts, the “Association of Art
Museum Directors urged its members not to lend works to the institution.” Likewise, the
museum that sold its Egyptian statue “was stripped of its accreditation and became ineligible for
national government grants.”
********Marilena Vecco, an assistant professor of cultural economics at Rotterdam’s Erasmus
University, notes: “If you want to safeguard cultural identity, you cannot sell the best pieces of
your collection . . . This is the challenge for all museums.” A challenge, to be sure, that extends
beyond museums. What are museums for? What are national parks for? What are universities
for? What are animals for? Increasingly there seems to be a monetary answer.
(6 April 2015): “Recycling Becomes a Tougher Sell as Oil Prices Drop”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/recycling-becomes-a-tougher-sell-as-plastic-prices-drop1428279575)
--------The fall in global oil prices “has dragged down the price off virgin plastic,” making
recycling less economically advantageous. According to Chris Collier, who is the commercial
director for British recycler CK Group, “Many in the recycling industry are hanging by the skin
of their teeth . . . Everybody is desperately chasing for money to stay alive.” Plastics that are not
recycled end up in landfills, the land for which is especially expensive in the northeastern U.S.,
“so local governments in New Jersey and New York could still find it economical to recycle
even if they have to pay for their plastic to be hauled away. Where dumping trash in landfills
costs less, some cities might decide to forgo recycling.”
********The article goes on to note that “Oil prices aren’t the only culprit. Government
policies pushed companies to use more recycled materials, and recycling plants have
mushroomed in the U.S. and Europe. That created overcapacity that has become painfully clear
now that demand for recycled plastic has shrunk.” Oil prices (invisible hand) and government
policies (invisible foot) are thus at work in determining recycling rates. So, too, is the invisible
handshake, as customers in Essex, England who are reluctant to pay “a premium for recycled
plastic” to help out a local recycler.
(6 April 2015): “He Made Them Millionaires” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/book-reviewmarvin-miller-baseball-revolutionary-by-robert-f-burk-1428270574)
--------[A review of Marvin Miller, Baseball Revolutionary, by Robert F. Burk. The reviewer is
Henry D. Fetter, author of Taking on the Yankees: Winning and Losing in the Business of
Baseball.] “Robert F. Burk’s book is the first comprehensive biography of Miller, the former
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steelworkers union official who transformed the toothless Players Association into what may be
the nation’s most powerful private-sector union. Mr. Burk ranks Miller’s contributions to the
sport with those of Bae Ruth, Branch Rickey and Jackie Robinson, calling Miller’s exclusion
from baseball’s Hall of Fame an ‘inexplicable snub.’”
********You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Marvin-MillerBaseball-Revolutionary-Society/dp/0252038754/.
(7 April 2015): “Silicon Valley Firms Plant Roots in Farm Belt”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/silicon-valley-firms-plant-roots-in-farm-belt-1428348765)
--------“New technologies that promise to change how food is grown, transported and sold are
attracting increased interest from the kinds of investors that have fueled Silicon Valley
powerhouses.” Although the amounts of money for food startups is small compared to Internet
companies, they are growing: “venture-capital investment soared 54% to $486 million last year.”
Silicon Valley lawyer Roger Royse, who started an agricultural-technology conference in the
Bay area two years ago, notes that “Agriculture is the last frontier for a lot of different
technologies.” Five areas drawing interest are: precision agriculture, indoor farming, food
safety, alternative foods, and food robots. With regard to the last item, it is thought that “potted
plants managed by robot fleets could enable about 50% more plants to be grown per acre.”
********You can learn more about the 2015 Silicon Valley AgTech Conference at:
http://www.svagtech.org/. Farm-work jobs are likely at risk from the increasing use of robots.
In a related article, it appears that drones are a potential threat to the employment of sheepdogs.
You can learn more in the A-Hed article “They’re Using Drones to Herd Sheep”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/theyre-using-drones-to-herd-sheep-1428441684). The article is
accompanied by a one-minute video of a drone herding sheep.
(8 April 2015): “Hit TV Shows Lose Luster as Cable Returns”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/hit-tv-shows-lose-luster-as-cable-reruns-1428450774)
--------“For decades, cable channels spent heavily to sill their schedules with reruns of hit shows,
and Hollywood studios came to count on the steady stream of cash to keep their contentmachines going. But . . . the rerun ‘syndication’ market is no longer the sure bet it once was.”
Viacom, Time Warner, and Crown Media Holdings have had write-downs or adjusted scheduling
due to unexpectedly bad financial results from series such as “CSI,” “The Mentalist,” and “The
Good Wife.” Contributing to the diminished success of reruns have been the streaming services
of Amazon, Hulu, and Netflix, as well as an increase in the amount of original programming on
cable TV. A Viacom spokesman noted, “The business is changing rapidly as platforms expand
and consumer behavior changes . . . Like everyone in the industry, we are looking very carefully
at not only the value, but also the shrinking shelf life of acquired programming.” Adding to the
complexity of these decisions is the changing breadth of programs and the profitability of
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original programming. Broadcast networks “are ordering fewer shows that appeal to the masses,
which means cable networks are less willing to spend heavily for those reruns.” At the same
time, the dilemma facing cable networks is “whether to risk $100 million on reruns or invest that
money in original shows where the potential profits are greater.”
********The article provides a glimpse at the challenges of cable network programming at a
time of increasing competition from online providers. Reruns do have a continuing demand,
however, as “cable networks need content not just for the evening but also during the day, when
there is hardly any original programming.”
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(10 April 2015): “Lynda.com: A 60-Year-Old Earns Internet Glory”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/lynda-com-a-60-year-old-earns-internet-glory-1428625176)
--------“At a time when some of the biggest deals in technology make overnight billionaires out
of 20-something startup founders, the story of Lynda Weinman’s success may come as a
welcome counterweight. A ‘mother of the Internet’ and author of some of the earliest books on
Web design, Ms. Weinman has spent two decades teaching scores of would-be Web experts
through lynda.com, the e-learning site she co-founded with her husband, Bruce Heavin, in 1995.
With the Thursday sale of lynda.com, which “now offers courses in design, technology and
business” to LinkedIn for $1.5 billion, Lynda Weinman is “one of the most successful
entrepreneurs in e-learning.” Prior to starting lynda.com, Ms. Weinman “worked as a specialeffects animator with credits for RoboCop 2 and Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure, and as a
professor of the nascent field of digital design at Art Center.” It was at Art Center that “she
discovered a knack for teaching.” Betsy Corcoran, the CEO of EdSurge, “an information
resource on educational technology” notes that “Lynda.com was ed tech before ed tech was
cool.”
********It is obvious from the article that the users of lynda.com have a real affection for the
site and Lynda Weinman. It seems that she succeeded where other educational technology have
not because she was focused on helping students learn through the use of technology, whereas
others have been focused on using technology to make a profit.
(11 April 2015): “Drought in California: The price is wrong”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21647994-why-golden-state-so-bad-managingwater-price-wrong)
------“California is no longer taking a laid-back approach to drought. On April 1st, for the first
time, the golden State imposed mandatory curbs on water use. . . . [Governor Jerry] Brown put
his foot on urban hosepipes while letting farmers carry on merrily wasting water, for which they
pay far less than urbanites.” Critics point to the asymmetry in addressing the state’s approach to
the drought, claiming that “California cannot solve its water crisis without pricing the stuff
properly and dealing with those who consume the most.” Excluding water reserved for
environmental purposes, “Agriculture sucks up about 80% of the state’s water.” In defending his
decision to take it easy on farmers, Brown said that “many of them are ‘really suffering’ . . .
because of the water shortage.
********Resource pricing is always an issue and economic, as well as social, development takes
place in relation to historical and prospective prices. The almond groves of California would
today be considerably smaller and the almond milk I drink would likely be more expensive if
water destined for agricultural purposes in California would have been priced higher. Pricing of
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water in the West, of course, has long been driven by legal and political forces, i.e., the invisible
foot. The article has a slider that shows the spread and deepening of the drought from Kansas to
California from April 1st 2014 to March 31st 2015.
(11 April 2015): “Schumpeter: Retail religion”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21647976-robert-schuller-entrepreneurtelevangelism-and-megachurches-died-april-2nd-retail)
--------On April 2nd Robert Schuller, of Crystal Cathedral fame, passed away. “Dressed in
flowing, purple robes Dr Schuller, as he always called himself, preached the Word not just to the
3,000-strong congregation (with another 3,000 waiting for the second shift) but also to millions
watching on television.” Schuller “was the leading example of a very American reed of
businessperson: the pastorpreneur. He succeeded by applying the principles of business to
religion. However, in his later years, a religious empire that had grown huge by embracing
economies of scale and customer focus fell victim to two familiar causes of business failure:
poor succession planning, and a failure to react to dynamic new competitors.” The key to
Schuller’s success was “his relentless customer focus.”
********An interesting term, ‘pastorpreneur’. Schuller began broadcasting “Hour of Power” in
1970, a program that reached an audience of 20 million viewers in about 180 countries at its
peak. In 2010 the Crystal Cathedral was sold to the Roman Catholic diocese of Orange.
(11 April 2015): “Appalachian Communities Scraping By as Coal Taxes Drop”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/appalachian-communities-scraping-by-as-coal-taxes-drop1428696029)
--------“Just three years ago, Nicholas County in West Virginia had eight working mines and
took in $1.2 million from coal-related tax revenue. Today, just one mine is still churning out
coal.” In 2014 the “county’s share of state taxes on coal mining, partly based on local
production and county population, plummeted to about $100,000.” As a result, the county
recently laid off “20 employees, including four police officers, meaning there won’t be any
officers on duty after 4 p.m. . . . An additional 74 employees will take a 20% pay cut.”
According to Mark Muchow of the West Virginia Department of Revenue, “Absent the coal
industry, the economy in those [coal-producing] areas isn’t large enough to support the
populations . . . There’s going to be a period of serious adjustment.”
********So-called severance taxes figures prominently in the article. These result when a
resource is extracted or “severed” from the ground. Such taxes exist for a variety of resources,
including coal and natural gas (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Severance_tax). Interestingly, the
coal-severance tax yielded $531.1 in the 2012 fiscal year, falling to $407.1 million in 2014. At
the same time, natural-gas severance taxes yielded $91.1 million in the 2012 fiscal year, rising to
$206 million in 2014. Thus the increase in natural-gas severance taxes almost matched the
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decrease in the coal-severance taxes. There are many different severance taxes in existence,
including salmon, timber, and oysters, among others. You can see an extensive list at:
http://www.ncsl.org/research/fiscal-policy/state-energy-revenues-update.aspx.
********In a related article, the role of land reclamation costs and coal production are explored:
“Appalachian Miners Wiped Out by Coal Glut That They Can’t Reverse”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-03-30/appalachia-miners-wiped-out-by-coalglut-that-they-can-t-reverse). The gist of the article is that the 1977 Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act (SMCRA) requires companies to return the land around closed mines to their
original states. As a result, some producers continue to produce at a loss rather than shut down
the mine and incur extensive shut-down costs. You can learn more about SMCRA at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_Mining_Control_and_Reclamation_Act_of_1977.
(12 April 2015): “Why a Harvard Professor Has Mixed Feelings When Students Take Jobs in
Finance” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/12/upshot/why-a-harvard-professor-has-mixedfeelings-when-students-take-jobs-in-finance.html)
********Harvard professor Sendhil Mullainathan ponders the private and social returns of the
work Harvard graduates will do in their jobs, especially those taking jobs in finance, as one out
of two economics majors will take. He notes: “As an economist, I look at it this way: Every
profession produces both private returns—the fruits of labor that a person enjoys—and social
returns—those that society enjoys. . . . People in some professions provide a surplus of social
returns.” Inventors, teachers, and nonprofit workers are some examples. But it is a general
phenomenon, one noted by Adam Smith in his discussion of the division of labor. But, as noted
in the work of economists Kevin M. Murphy, Robert W. Vishny, and Andrei Shleifer, “countries
suffer when talented people become what we economists call ‘rent seekers.’ Instead of creating
wealth, rent seekers simply transfer it—from others to themselves. . . . In this respect, finance is
a vexing industry.” Although some areas of it seem to be largely related to rent seeking, there
are others, especially those that lend to the poor, that can benefit greatly from the “idealism and
inventiveness” of youth.
(13 April 2015): “How 3-D Printing Is Going Out of This World”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-3-d-printing-is-going-out-of-this-world-1428873155)
--------[This is the A-Hed (quirky) article.] With more attention being given to travel to Mars, 3D printing is being seen as a way of producing articles from local materials—sand—at a time
when “The nearest Home Depot will be 140 million miles away.” Niki Werkheiser and her team
at NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center at Huntsville, Alabama are “starting to print curved
walls and other structures using imitation Martian sand as an ink.” Meanwhile, “Engineers at the
European Space Agency are exploring ways to use lunar dust as an ink to print out an entire
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moon base.” Indeed, “if astronauts ever do attempt to reach Mars, they may survive the journey
by eating pizza made with a 3-D printed food system for long duration space missions.”
********The article is accompanied by a three-minute video. The first 3-D tool to be printed in
space, in December, was a ratchet wrench. This article opened up new perspectives on 3-D
printing for me.
(15 April 2015): “Today’s Personality Tests Raise the Bar for Job Seekers”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/a-personality-test-could-stand-in-the-way-of-your-next-job1429065001)
--------“Pre-hire assessments have been used for years, but never have such tests been deployed
so widely at companies across the U.S. The automation of the job application process, combined
with powerful data tools and inexpensive online software, have led to falling costs, more
accurate results and a surge in use. Eight of the top 10 U.S. private employers now administer
pre-hire tests in their job applications for some positions. These tests have, in effect, raised the
bar for U.S. job seekers: With more companies holding an alleged formula for workplace
success, fewer are willing to take a chance on anyone who doesn’t measure up.” According to
Jay Dorio, a developer of assessment tools for IBM’s Smarter Workforce initiative, “Employers
are figuring out how their top employees do their jobs and are using that information to screen
new hires.”
********The article is accompanied by a four-minute video with its reporter. Some employers,
at least, have experienced marked reductions in turnover and hiring as a result of using the tests.
Would methods such as these help increase retention and graduation rates for colleges and
universities? If so, should they be used? I can’t help but think of the notion of “lock in” which
suggests that the embrace of a particular way of doing things—particular people to do given
work—may restrict options later on. You can learn more about lock in at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lock-in_%28decision-making%29.
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(16 April 2015): “Thinking Man’s Marijuana” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/201504-15/book-review-weed-the-people-by-bruce-barcott)
--------[A review, by Drake Bennett, of Weed the People: The Future of Legal Marijuana in
America (2015), by Bruce Barcott.] “For a century, grass has been a political lightning rod and
cultural badge. With legalization, it’s also a commercial enterprise, and not only for the Chapo
Guzmans of the world. Weed the People is, in other words, a business book. But marijuana isn’t
just any business. . . . Millions of people are in prison today for selling or transporting or simply
possessing it.” In the end, Bruce Barcott, a self-described “coastal liberal,” has “written a love
letter to cannabis capitalism that Rand Paul could endorse.”
********You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Weed-People-FutureMarijuana-America/dp/1618931407/.
(16 April 2015): “How Factory Workers Learned to Love Their Robot Colleagues”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-factory-workers-learned-to-love-their-robot-colleagues1429141801)
--------[This is the A-Hed (quirky) article.] Forty years ago when a welding robot was installed
in a Navistar truck plant in Ohio it was called “Scabby” to reflect concern that worker jobs were
being jeopardized. “Today, the brick-walled truck plant is closed, and the hostility toward
machines is thawing. Giant bots capable of doing the work of several people have earned respect
after decades of coexistence and, in the process, are getting new, more admiring nicknames.”
Representative is the Tesla Motors plant in Freemont, California, where robots are name after
Marvel superheroes like Wolverine. Automakers Ford, GM, Nissan, and Toyota also name their
robots, with Godzilla a favorite. According to Minsoo Kang, a humanities professor at the
University of Missouri-St. Louis, although we don’t name things like scissors, we do start giving
them names “when they start performing human-like actions.”
********Another aspect, perhaps, of corporate personhood.
(17 April 2015): “China Readies $46 Billion for Pakistan Trade Route”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/china-to-unveil-billions-of-dollars-in-pakistan-investment1429214705)
--------China is proposing to spend $46 billion on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor as part
of its “One Belt, One Road” initiative. In doing so it sees a historic opportunity to redraw the
geopolitical map, building critical infrastructure that could kick-start economic growth and open
new trade routes between China and Central and South Asia. A cornerstone of the project will
be to develop the Pakistani port of Gwadar, a warm-water port run by the Chinese on the
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doorstep of the Middle East.” The main part of the project “would provide electricity to energystarved Pakistan, based mostly on building new coal-fired power plants.” At present, Pakistan
“is beset by hours of daily scheduled power cuts because of a lack of supply, shutting down
industry and making life miserable in homes—a major reason for the election in 2013 of Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif, who promised to solve the electricity crisis.”
********You can learn more, and view a map showing the port of Gwadar, Pakistan and its
relationship to China at: http://blogs.wsj.com/chinarealtime/2015/04/21/china-makesmultibillion-dollar-down-payment-on-silk-road-plans/. This blog relates China’s plans for “two
interconnected infrastructure networks to better connect its economy with those in the rest of
Asia, the Middle East, Africa and Europe. One is the ‘Silk Road Economic Belt,’ and overland
route running through Central Asia, and the other is the ‘21st Century Maritime Silk Road,’
which will traverse the South China Sea and Indian Ocean.” China is definitely making huge,
coordinated investments in light of a plan.
(17 April 2015): “Changing NC alcohol laws not as simple as ABC” (http://www.citizentimes.com/story/news/local/2015/04/16/changing-nc-alcohol-laws-simple-abc/25898203/)
--------“Bills under consideration in the state General Assembly would make it easier for liquor
to sell their products directly to the people who drink them. But the state’s traditionally
conservative attitudes about alcohol and powerful groups that have stakes in keeping restrictions
in place look to be high hurdles.” A wide variety of bills have been filed this year, but none
“have advanced beyond the House Alcoholic Beverage Control Committee. The liquor bills are
parked, along with scores of others on a wide variety of topics, in the Senate Rules Committee . .
. The committee is sometimes a graveyard for bills Senate leadership does not want to consider.”
********The article points to apparent anomalies and inconsistencies with regard to alcohol
legislation in North Carolina, while also pointing to some of the institutional structures that
enable them to persist. Regarding legislation and economic development, the comparison of the
near-contemporary origin of a distillery in Gatlinburg, Tennessee and one in Asheville, and their
current number of employees, was especially noteworthy.
(20 April 2015): “Canada’s Own Oil Pipeline Problem” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/canadasown-oil-pipeline-problem-1429479110)
--------[Tache Reserve, British Columbia.] “A proposed 730-mile pipeline to ship Canadian oil
to a West Coast port brings with it the promise of 4,000 or more jobs along a route that would
run through impoverished indigenous communities. But Chief Justa Monk, who runs a reserve
with an unemployment rate that hits 70% wants none of them—and pledges to block the pipeline
alongside the reserve’s territory.” The so-called Northern Gateway pipeline would move oil
from Alberta to the coast of British Columbia bound for Asian markets but it cannot proceed
without addressing aboriginal concerns. “Centuries of thorny legal issues surrounding aboriginal
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land rights became more complex in June, when a ruling from Canada’s top court gave natives
new leverage over companies operating on their traditional lands.” Adding to the complexity is
Canadian demography—natives currently comprise 4.3% of Canada’s population, a percentage
that is projected to grow to 5.3% by 2030. In comparison, in the U.S. Native Americans
comprise a current 1.7% and projected 2.3% of the population.
********A clear example of the interdependence of the invisible foot and the invisible hand,
with a good dose of the invisible handshake thrown in. The cultural dimension, however, is not
clear cut, as is shown by the words of Carissa Duncan, 22, whose parents were forced to attend
boarding schools as part of Canada’s attempt to assimilate aboriginals. She remarks, “They tell
us to go back to the old ways, but there is nobody to teach us the old ways.”
(21 April 2015): “Norway Angers Investors in Pipeline Network”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/norway-angers-investors-in-pipeline-network-1429560142)
--------“In 2011, Canada’s largest pension fund plowed about $760 million into a state-controlled
Norwegian pipeline network, citing the country’s transparent regulatory environment and
expecting the project to deliver stable returns.” But one thing the Canada Pension Plan
Investment Board didn’t foresee was Norway’s decision to “cut the rates the pipeline can charge
for carrying natural gas” by 90%. Now the Board, along with other investors, is suing Norway,
saying that the “change in tariff infringes their rights.”
********The article makes the point that the change is likely to make investors less willing “to
work with the Norwegian government in the future.” You can learn more about the Gassled
pipeline complex at: http://blogs.wsj.com/briefly/2015/04/21/5-things-to-know-about-thegassled-court-case/.
(21 April 2015): “Utilities’ Profit Recipe: Spend More” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/utilitiesprofit-recipe-spend-more-1429567463)
--------At a time when the price of natural gas has plunged by 39%, “Families in New York are
paying 40% more for electricity than they were a decade ago. . . . One big reason: utilities’ heavy
capital spending.” In contrast to most companies that “generate revenue, deduct their costs, and
are left with profits, which can be expressed as a percentage of revenues—the profit margin.
Regulated utilities work differently. State regulators usually set an acceptable profit margin for
utilities, and then set electric rates at levels that generate enough revenue to cover their expenses
and allow them to make a profit.” Currently, “it is common for utilities’ allowable profit to be
capped at 10% of so of the shareholders’ equity that they have tied up in transmission lines,
power plants and other assets. So the more they spend, the more profits they earn.” At a time
when “electricity consumption is growing, utilities can spread hefty costs across their customers
without increasing rates. But since 2008, power sales haven’t been growing fast enough to
absorb the impact of all the added spending.” In light of these new developments and the higher
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rate increases being requested by utilities, “Some states are pushing back.” According to Audrey
Zibelman, chair of the New York Public Service Commission, “Business as usual has become
unaffordable.”
(21 April 2015): “Rich Smuggling Trade Fuels Deadly Migration Across Mediterranean”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/rich-smuggling-trade-fuels-deadly-migration-acrossmediterranean-1429576356)
--------“The deaths of more than 1,000 Italy-bound migrants in the Mediterranean Sea in the last
week are the product of a multi-million-dollar people-smuggling enterprise run by Libyan
militias, tribesmen and bandits, law-enforcement officials and migrant-aid groups say.” The
economic collapse of Libya has contributed to these drownings, with militias and tribes racing to
find money “to fuel conflict there.” According to Arezo Mlakooti, the director of migrator
research for Paris-based Altai Consulting, “Various armed groups in Libya are aggressively
advertising their services to would-be migrants from sub-Saharan Africa and Syrians fleeing
conflict in their country, presenting the collapse of order in Libya as a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to secure safe passage to Europe.”
********Some additional information about the most recent drownings can be found at:
http://www.wsj.com/articles/about-700-believed-dead-in-shipwreck-off-libya-says-unhcr1429432174. If you click on the picture labelled “The Crossing,” you can view a two-minute
video of one man’s journey from African country of Eritrea to the Mediterranean island of
Lampedusa.
(22 April 2015): “Tech Companies Struggle to Get World on Internet”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/tech-companies-struggle-to-get-world-on-internet1429631689)
--------“In 2013, Google Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt predicted that the entire world would
be online by the end of the decade. Yet the Internet’s reach among new users is actually
slowing.” Although as many as “900 million people are expected to join the world’s online
population by 2017, which would increase the total to 3.6 billion. That would leave roughly four
billion people offline.” Some, like Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerburg, have thought that “poverty
was the biggest barrier” to further expansion of the Internet, is that many do not see the value of
being connected to it. Thus there is the necessity for “Internet foot soldiers,” i.e., people “to
teach why the Internet is valuable.”
********Indonesia has the third-largest offline population, following India and China, provides
an example of how knowledge about the Internet is spread. You can view a four-minute video
about that spread at: http://www.wsj.com/video/in-indonesia-the-new-face-of-internetevangelism/31E48409-D30D-48F9-BBC9-C066096A1591.html.
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(18 April 2015): “Free exchange: String-pushers” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21648620-politicians-often-try-manipulate-economy-win-votes-seldom)
--------“Incumbent politicians know that if the economy is doing well, they are much more likely
to be re-elected. When wages are rising and jobs are plentiful, workers feel happy. Small
wonder, then, that many governments attempt to manipulate the economy to boost their political
fortunes. New research, though, shows that however hard politicians try, shaping the economy
to suit their electoral needs is a tall order.”
********As the article notes, discussions of “the political business cycle” have been a mainstay
of the economic literature at least since 1975, when W.D. Nordhaus published an article by that
title. The literature continues to develop and has taken on increasing refinement, as the Sources
listed at the end of the article indicate. Given the complexities of Western democratic countries
at the level of the nation, I do wonder if evidence for the somewhat more refined political budget
cycles might be more likely to be found at lower scales of government, e.g., at the state, county,
or municipal levels.
(22 April 2015): “China Won’t Let Toyota Ditch Its Electric Cars”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-04-23/china-won-t-let-toyota-ditch-its-electriccars)
--------“Toyota Motor has made its view loud and clear: Hydrogen-powered cars are the future.
That’s why the world’s largest automaker pulled the plug last year of the all-electric RAV4 EV
cross-over it developed with Tesla Motors. China, the world’s largest auto market, isn’t
listening.” It has “a strategic initiative to build electric cars on the mainland and is encouraging
foreign manufacturers and their local partners to get with the program. So as many as 40 electric
models will go on sale in China this year.” According to James Chao, the managing director of
IHS Automotive in Shanghai, an electric car “is the cost of entry of being here.” According to
one Toyota official, speaking off message, the demand for EVs will be limited because they are
“dependent on quick-charging stations that are too taxing on local electric grids.”
********Toyota’s entry into the hydrogen car market is the Mirai, which is available only in
California where the hydrogen infrastructure exists. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.caranddriver.com/toyota/mirai. Here is what Toyota has to say about the Mirai:
http://www.toyota.com/mirai/.
(23 April 2015): “High Costs Put Cracks in Glass-Recycling Programs”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/high-costs-put-cracks-in-glass-recycling-programs1429695003)
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--------“In many parts of the country, glass—the original recyclable—is becoming too expensive
to handle, placing a growing burden on towns and businesses. Some cities . . . consider it more
cost-effective to have residents throw glass bottles in the trash than to recycle them.”
Contributing to the problem has been the quality of the recycling stream. Carl Bucey, an
executive vice president of Strategic Materials Inc., which is the largest glass-cycling company
in the U.S., says that “when used glass arrived at its plants 20 years ago, it was 98% glass and
2% castoffs, such as paper labels and bottle caps. These days, some truckloads can include up to
50% garbage.” Consequently, whereas Strategic Materials “used to pay for all the glass it
received . . . these days it is charging between $10 to $40 a ton to accept some truckloads of used
glass that are heavily contaminated with trash. Other recyclers are starting to follow suit,
sending ripples through the businesses and towns along the recycling supply chain.” In states
that require deposits on beverage containers, contamination is “less of a problem because glass is
often collected separately.”
********Whether sorting costs are monetized or not largely depends upon who does the sorting.
When I sort my trash, the costs aren’t monetized; if a recycler sorts my trash, the costs are
monetized. Strategic Materials has a glass recycling plant in Raleigh, North Carolina. You can
view a nine-picture slide show of its operations at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/photos-inside-arecycling-plant-1429694881?tesla=y.
(24 April 2015): “Cities in China’s North Resist Tapping Water Piped From South”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/cities-in-chinas-north-resist-tapping-water-piped-from-south1429781402)
--------“After spending billions of dollars on a mammoth project to transfer water from China’s
wet south to the parched north, the central government is facing a problem: Many cities aren’t
using the water. A number are balking at the high cost of the transferred water, and they are
struggling with figuring out how much to charge users. Other cities are deterred by the expense
of building the pumping stations, processing plants and other infrastructure needed to tap the
South-North Water Transfer Project.”
(24 April 2015): “Robots Step Into New Planting, Harvesting Roles”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/robots-step-into-new-planting-harvesting-roles-1429781404)
--------Most of the workers for harvesting corn and other commodity crops were replaced by
machines decades ago. But now, due to “a shrinking supply of available fruit pickers,”
automated harvesting, in the form of the 14-arm Agrobot, is coming to strawberries; the Agrobot
costs about $100,000. “Other devices similarly are starting to assume delicate tasks in different
parts of the fresh-produce industry, from planting vegetable seedlings to harvesting lettuce to
transplanting roses.”
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********The article also discusses the Spanish startup called Plant Tape, “whose system
transplants vegetable seedlings from greenhouse to field using strips of biodegradable material
fed through a tractor-pulled planting device.” According to one user, “Plant Tape has eliminated
at least 10% to 15% of the overall work hours for growing romaine and celery.” You can learn
more about Plant Tape at: http://www.planttape.com/. You can view a seven-minute video,
which is highly reminiscent of a “How It’s Made” video, at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pkq0joMRAro.
(25 April 2015): “The process of invention: Now and then”
(http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21649448-patent-records-reveal-wayinventions-are-made-has-changed-over)
--------“Invention can come about in two ways. Thomas Edison’s light bulb, for example, was
not so much the product of a metaphorical light-bulb moment of discovery as of the bringing
together of pre-existing components—an electricity supply, a heated filament, a vacuum and a
glass envelope. None of the things was novel in the 1877s, but in Edison’s hands the
combination became a patentable invention. In contrast, William Shockley’s transistor, invented
70 years later, involved a lot of new physics that Shockley and his colleagues had to work out for
themselves. Bothe devices changed the world . . . And together they exemplify the two sorts of
novelty that exist, in differing proportions, in any successful invention: discovery and
recombination.” A recent study of the patent records of the US Patent and Trademark Office
show that patents by recombination are now growing much more quickly than those by
discovery.
********As the article notes, “This combinatorial explosion no doubt partly reflects the fact that
the number of possible combinations grows faster than the number of codes they are based on.”
This is, no doubt, another reason for the expansion of interdisciplinary programs in the
universities. The “recent study” is Hyejin Youn, et al., “Invention as a combinatorial process:
evidence from US patents.” You can read the article at:
http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/12/106/20150272.
(25 April 2015): “Schumpeter: Twilight of the gurus”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21649478-management-pundit-industry-shadow-itsformer-self-twilight-gurus)
--------“It is customary nowadays for management gurus to preach that competition is fiercer
than ever. . . . Yet the management-guru industry seems remarkably stable. . . . What explains
such lethargy in a supposedly lethargy-busting industry? The main problem is that the guru
business is reaching the end of a long cycle of creativity. For the past two decades or so it has
been driven by two seismic economic changes—the rise of the emerging world and the digital
revolution.” There are glimmers of hope, though, in Silicon Valley and MIT, where
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entrepreneurs and academics are grappling with a challenges ranging from “ageing to talentmanagement.”
********The article draws one’s attention to the “though leadership” industry, in relation to
which it notes the biennial ranking of Thinkers50, which was last released in 2013, topped by
Clayton M. Christensen of disruption fame. You can see the list at:
http://www.thinkers50.com/t50-ranking/2013-2/. The ceremony for the 2015 Awards Gala will
take place in London on 9 November 2015. Tickets are now available for ₤720 (VAT included).
(27 April 2015): “Not just photo-ops: Businesses gain from political visits” (http://www.citizentimes.com/story/news/local/2015/04/26/just-visiting-untold-side-business-politics/26425791/)
********This article appeared in the Asheville Citizen-Times and provides clear examples of
how businesses and politicians reach out to one another to further their own ends. As such it is
an excellent example of the invisible forces in action. One thing that comes across strongly is
the importance of on-site face-to-face interactions of politicians with business people. The
impact is pointed to in the comment of Tim Fenton, who is the senior director of global
government relations for Thermo Fisher Scientific. He notes: “I always say to our site leaders
that one 90-minute site visit with a tour, town hall and a discussion is worth 100 Washington,
C.C. meetings as far as value goes . . . A meeting with a lobbyist wearing a suit in Washington is
not really memorable. They spend all day in Washington meeting with people in suits.”
(27 April 2015): “Pharmaceutical Companies Buy Rivals’ Drugs, Then Jack Up the Prices”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/pharmaceutical-companies-buy-rivals-drugs-then-jack-up-theprices-1430096431)
--------“On Feb. 10, Valeant Pharmaceuticals International Inc. bought the rights to a pair of lifesaving heart drugs. The same day, their list prices rose by 525% and 212%. Neither of the
drugs, Nitropress or Isuprel, was improved as a result of costly investment in lab work and
human testing, Valeant said. Nor was manufacture of the medicines shifted to an expensive new
plant. The big change: the drugs’ ownership.” Company spokesperson Laurie Little
commented: “Our duty is to our shareholders and to maximize the value [of its products] . . .
Sometimes pricing comes into it, sometimes volume comes into it.” Pharmaceutical companies
are increasing using the tactic of “buying drugs that they see as undervalued, then raising prices.”
For the companies, “price hikes offer an easy way to boost sales without years of costly, risky
research to find new medicines.”
(29 April 2015): “For Sale: Used Oilfield Machinery” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/forsale-used-oilfield-machinery-1430213401)
--------Steve Taylor is the Texas sales manager at Kruse Energy and Equipment Auctioneers
LLC. He says that plunging oil prices have “meant two things for his auction business: more
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stuff for sale at much lower prices.” According to his estimate, “there’s 10% more equipment
for sale compared with a year ago, and a 20% drop in prices.” This equipment is hitting the
market as “The number of oil and gas rigs operating in the U.S. has fallen 50% in the past 12
months to 932, according to Baker Hughes Inc., an oil-field services company.”
********The substance of the article can be viewed in a two-minute video at:
http://www.wsj.com/video/american-idle-oilfield-equipment-heads-to-auctions/261979C8-F79043BB-8DE4-2F3D91B7AA88.html.
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(25 April 2015): “Billionaires versus big oil” (http://fortune.com/2015/04/25/billionaires-versusbig-oil/)
--------Ward McNally is the great-great-great-grandson of the founder of the Rand McNally map
company. He is also the co-founder and managing partner of McNally Capital, “a Chicago firm
that advises wealthy families on their private equity investments.” In that role he came to ask
“why not build a network of billionaire clean-tech investors who could share knowledge, share
capital, and share deals to achieve their goals?” From that question he came to create the Clean
Tech Syndicate that “consists of a pool of 11 family offices . . . that wish to invest in the cleartech space. In total, the families have a new worth of some $60 billion. So far the syndicate has
pledged to invest $1.4 billion in clean tech.” The Syndicate “is just one example of an important,
emerging trend in the world of energy finance: America’s ultrawealthy class has begun to put its
money to work in clean in a big, big way.” Although motivations vary, “they all expect to make
a healthy profit.
********An article that provides some perspective on the ultrawealthy, their motives, and their
actions, in which the concept of ‘stranded assets’ plays a meaningful role. What especially
struck me was the role of ‘family’ in the article, which appears in its variants 30 times. Clearly
there is an intergenerational transfer of wealth just as there is one for political power.
(30 April 2015): “U.S. Ports See Costly Delays as Cargo Ships, Volumes Grow”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-ports-see-costly-delays-as-cargo-ships-volumes-grow1430340113)
--------Congestion “is becoming increasingly common at major U.S. ports” where truckers come
to retrieve and deliver cargo containers to ships carrying up to 14,000 containers on the West
Coast and 10,000 containers on the East Coast. “Of the 10 busiest U.S. ports by container
volume . . . at least seven are grappling regularly with congestion.” East Coast congestion is
expected to increase when an enlarged Panama Canal begins to allow ships carrying 13,000
containers. An example of the consequences of these delays is provided by Audax
Transportation, which works out of the Port of Virginia. Bottlenecks there “have reduced the
amount of goods its truck drivers can move in a day by 50% in the past year.” To make up for
lost revenue, the company “has raised prices for customers by about 35%.” Such congestion
problems “didn’t happen overnight. Investment by federal, state and local governments in U.S.
ports and surrounding infrastructure . . . mostly dried up during the recession.”
********This is an interesting story in light of the ongoing efforts of the Obama administration
to advance the Trans-Pacific Partnership, which will assuredly increase trade volume, especially
on the West Coast but likely on the East Coast, too, as larger ships pass through the Panama
Canal. One source of information about the partnership is the Office of the United States Trade
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Representative: https://ustr.gov/tpp. If you go to the U.S. map, you will see a statement of how
each state will benefit from the Partnership. It is a common tactic of those who would change
things to focus on benefits and ignore (or minimize) the costs.
********A clearer sense of the time delays and their effects can be seen in the three-minute
video that accompanies the article. The Journal now has a dedicated page on logistics, which
you can see at: http://www.wsj.com/news/logistics-report. If supply chains matter to you, this
contains useful and interesting information. As a final note, this article connects nicely with one
in the Asheville Citizen-Times on “Bikers, walkers, WNC shortchanged in $1.4B road bond
plan?” (http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2015/05/04/road-bond-plan-raisesenvironmental-political-issues/26837419/). The budget provides $200 million for state ports.
(2 May 2015): “For De Beers, There’s a Diamond in the Mining Waste”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/for-de-beers-theres-a-diamond-in-the-mining-waste1430299981)
--------De Beers is “the world’s biggest diamond miner, with operations in Namibia, Botswana,
Canada and South Africa. The company stopped mining in Kimberley [South Africa] nine years
ago, but as new deposits of the scarce mineral grows even harder to find, exploiting waste pits
now represents a lucrative niche . . . Mining companies say processing tailings, as former waste
rock is known, is increasingly becoming an economic imperative.” Copper producers are also
adopting this method. According to Ruban Yogarajah, a spokesman the world’s largest mining
company, BHP Billiton, “Over the past century, the average copper grade has fallen to 1% from
4%, and production has gone up 16-fold . . . So every year, it gets harder and harder.”
********A clear example, in both instances, of diminishing (marginal) returns from mining
efforts. All this reminds me of William Stanley Jevons’ first important book, The Coal Question,
which was published in 1865. I read the book decades ago and I do wonder how his arguments
hold up in light of current discussions on coal. I do recall substantial similarity between his
argument and that of Thomas Robert Malthus in The Principle of Population (1798). The Coal
Question has not been forgotten—it figures in contemporary literature as a search on its title at
Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.com/) will reveal.
(2 May 2015): “Submarines Resurface as Growth Business”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/submarines-resurface-as-growth-business-1430493456)
--------“For the first time since the Cold War, the world sub fleet is growing. Driven by changing
strategic threats, surging global trade and new technologies, countries are buying or upgrading
subs, even as some scale back on land and air equipment.” This growth is, in part, a response “to
China’s expansion of its navy with ships including its first aircraft carrier and large nuclear
subs.” A new development, though, is a “new demand for subs powered by diesel engines and
electricity, not just for those with nuclear reactors.” Last year the global fleet of diesel-electric
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subs was 256, “compares to 463 such vessels 15 years ago . . . But in the 10 years through 2024,
navies world-wide will double annual spending on conventional subs, to an average $11 billion
from $5.5 billion in 2014.” In contrast to a nuclear sub that costs about $2 billion each, a
convention sub costs about $500 million. “Growing demand for conventional subs is notable
because the U.S., the world’s biggest arms exporter, only makes nuclear military subs . . . and
doesn’t export them. This leaves the market for conventional subs to others.”
********Another factor contributing to the demand for conventional subs is their “endurance
and stealth.” According to the article, conventional subs can run more quietly than nuclear subs,
making them more difficult to detect. Furthermore, such subs can now stay underwater as long
as 18 days, perhaps longer; at least one contractor classifies submersion time.
(2 May 2015): “Schumpeter: Shredding the rules”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21650142-striking-number-innovative-companieshave-business-models-flout-law-shredding)
--------“Pioneering entrepreneurs have often had an uneasy relationship with the law. America’s
ruthless 19th-century ‘robber barons’ believed it was easier to go ahead and do something, and
seek forgiveness later, than to ask permission first. . . . The tension between innovators and
regulators has been particularly intense of late.” The names of some of these innovators are now
familiar: Uber, Lyft, Airbnb; and Tesla. “There are two big reasons for this growing friction.
The first is that many innovative companies are using digital technology to attack heavily
regulated bits of the service economy that are ripe for a shake-up. . . . The second is the power of
network effects: there are huge incentives to get to the market early and grow as quickly as
possible, even if it means risking legal challenges.”
*******As the article points out, the law can take a while to catch up with technological change.
Such “legal perils mean that companies need to be capable of pivoting rapidly to a new strategy
if they cannot get the law changed in their favor.” An article in the Wall Street Journal connects
nicely with the one in the The Economist, “There’s an Uber for Everything Now”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/theres-an-uber-for-everything-now-1430845789). It notes that “A
concierge economy is sprouting up on phones, and no place more so than in . . . San Francisco,
the capital of Internet La La Land. These startups like to say they’re just like Uber, the car
service that has upended transportation, because they use phones to connect customers with
nearby workers on demand. There’s an Uber for everything now.” The article discusses 10
“people-powered apps.” If you live in a large urban area, it is likely available now or will be
soon.
********Somewhat related, there is a recent article (http://www.citizentimes.com/story/news/local/2015/05/03/beer-barrel-conflict-interests-lawmakers/26837647/)
about the failure of the North Carolina state legislature to pass legislation that would facilitate
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partial disintermediation of the beer distribution system. Incumbents will surely use all of the
tools at their disposable to protect their current market position.
(2 May 2015): “Roland Fryer: From the hood to the Harvard”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21650164-hotshot-economist-lessons-baltimoreand-other-trouble-spots-hood)
--------On April 24th the American Economic Association awarded the John Bates Clark medal,
which is given to “most promising American economist under 40,” to Roland Fryer, an
economist at Harvard University. “He is its first black winner.” The award was given for
improving “our understanding of the sources, magnitude, and persistence of US racial
inequality.” In an early study he “asked why black kids do worse than whites at school. He
found that, after controlling for such things as income, there was no gap in kindergarten. But
over time, black pupils lost ground in virtually every subject. By the middle of third grade (at
around nine), they were 20% less likely than whites to be able to perform tasks such as
multiplication.” Peer pressure, he found, plays an important role.
********My thanks to the The Economist for carrying this story, it is the first I saw of it. I
didn’t find it in The New York Times and there is only a brief reference in a blog at The Wall
Street Journal (http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2015/04/24/harvards-roland-fryer-wins-johnbates-clark-medal/). Fryer’s work is interesting and important and you can find the official
release on it at: https://www.aeaweb.org/honors_awards/bios/Roland_Fryer.php.
(5 May 2015): “How a U.S. Textile Maker Came to Embrace Free Trade”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-a-u-s-textile-maker-came-to-embrace-free-trade1430793654)
--------“Milliken & Co., of the largest U.S. textile makers, has been on the front lines of nearly
every recent battle to defeat free-trade legislation. It has financed activists, backed like-minded
lawmakers and helped build a coalition of right and left-wing opponents of free trade. With
Congress now gearing up for another trade fight, this time over whether to give President Barack
Obama authority to negotiate sweeping trade deals in Asia and Europe, Milliken is in an
unfamiliar place. Its executives are urging lawmakers to support the free-trade measure.”
Milliken’s new stance “reflects a metamorphosis of modern commerce. . . . as business becomes
more international, American industries that once pushed for protection—apparel, automobiles,
semiconductors and tires—now rarely do so. As Dartmouth College economic historian Douglas
Irwin notes, “There’s a new generation of CEOs . . . It’s part of their DNA that they operate in an
international environment.”
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 212 (13 May 2015)
(7 May 2015): “Whole Foods Calls the Shots for Startups” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/wholefoods-calls-the-shots-for-startups-1430904782)
--------“When a Whole Foods Market Inc. representative contacted Heidi Lovig about carrying
her tiny line of vegan cheese substitutes, she felt like she had hit the jackpot. . . . The meeting
four years ago launched her then five-month-old company from Portland, Ore., base onto the
shelves of Whole Foods across the country. But it also brought lots of work: She has had to
change ingredients, pay to achieve organic certification, and change her brand’s name twice.”
Although Whole Foods does not dominate its retailing niche like it once did, “for startups
targeting American’s growing hunger for natural and organic fare, it remains the ultimate
gatekeeper.” Even when firms meet Whole Foods’ druthers, companies can become too big, as
was the case of yogurt-maker Chobani, which was told in late 2013 by Whole Foods that it
would stop carrying its product, wanting “to make more room for niche brands and especially
those that were organic or made with genetically modified organisms and not sold at mainstream
grocery stores.”
(7 May 2015): “Big Oil’s Disruptive Climate Change” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/bigoils-disruptive-climate-change-1430934533)
--------“Even as oil rallies back above $60 a barrel, obituaries are being drafted. Oil majors face
questions from shareholders worried that the threat of climate change means some of their
reserves will never be produced. HSBC recently recommended planning for this risk of
‘stranded assets.’” The” risk is real and Saudi Arabia appears to be considering it, as well as an
evolving regulatory environment, in its “decision to keeping pumping despite the fall in oil
prices.” Regarding regulation, there have been “Almost 1,400 climate policies . . . enacted
globally by 2013, according to the International Energy Agency, up from less than 200 in 2005.”
********’Stranded assets’ are certainly in the news, primarily associated with energy sources,
like coal, gas, and oil, that generate carbon dioxide and methane. There is a succinct and useful
definition of the term at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stranded_asset. Of additional interest is
“The Stranded Assets Programme at the University of Oxford’s Smith School of Enterprise and
the Environment.” The Programme was established in 2012 “to understand environment-related
risks driving asset stranding in different sectors and systemically.” You can learn more about the
Programme at: http://www.smithschool.ox.ac.uk/research-programmes/stranded-assets/. The
first Global Conference on Stranded Assets and the Environment will take place in 24-25
September 2015. You can learn more about it at: http://www.strandedassets2015.org/about.html.
********I find my mind going in multiple directions on this. Asset stranding must be a regular
part of economic development and, in the realm of human capital, must be a regular part of
intellectual development, too. This lies behind the words of physicist Max Planck, as modified
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by Joseph Schumpeter, that “Science progresses by the old professors dying off.” You can read
Planck’s words at: http://www.goodreads.com/author/quotes/107032.Max_Planck. Before that
happens, however, some incumbents with “old ideas” will resist.
********This brings us to another potential example of asset stranding, knowledge of petroleum
engineering. This is taken up in the article “Who Will Hire a Petroleum Engineer Now?”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/who-will-hire-a-petroleum-engineer-now-1431130173). The
situation of Walt Baker, a May graduate of the Colorado School of Mines, is discussed. “His
employment offers disappeared in December, following a monthslong plunge in oil prices. That
is a big disappointment for Mr. Baker and his fellow students, who started their studies amid a
drilling boom that provided newly minted engineers with six-figure salaries and signing
bonuses.” This is, of course, another example of derived demand. A decrease in the demand for
a particular good or service also implies a decrease in the demand for the resources used to
produce that good or service.
********Connected to all this is a recent study (February 2015) done by Georgetown
University’s Center on Education and the Workforce reported on by the Journal in the article
“College Majors Figure Big in Earnings” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/college-majors-figurebig-in-earnings-1430971261). The three-minute video accompanying the article was especially
useful in taking the viewer behind the medians of earnings of a computer science majors and
history majors to show their variations. You can find the report From Hard Times to Better
Times: College Majors, Unemployment, and Earnings at:
https://cew.georgetown.edu/report/hardtimes2015/. Financial assets that are exposed to more
systematic risk yield, on average, higher rates of return. I wonder if this is applicable to college
majors, too?
(10 May 2015): “The Sweet Science of Syrup” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/10/jobs/thesweet-science-of-syrup.html)
********This is a brief Q&A with a tree tapper for Crown Maple, which produces maple syrup.
It deepened my (shallow) understanding of maple syrup production and made me think a bit.
There is a six-minute “How It’s Made” video that illustrates some of the very things mentioned
in the article. You can find it at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_YZmUrNueo. The series
has yet to let me down when I’ve searched on a topic. You can learn about the program at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/How_It%27s_Made. The program is broadcast in many different
languages. You can find a complete list of “How It’s Made” episodes (2001-2015) at:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_How_It%27s_Made_episodes. My thanks to the Canadian
province of Quebec and Productions MAJ 2 in the UK for producing this series.
(11 May 2015): “Case of the Vanishing Worker” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/case-of-thevanishing-worker-1431299722)
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--------“By one key gauge of economic health . . . [Decatur, Illinois] is well on the way to
recovery. Hit hard by the recession, when its unemployment rate topped 14%, Decatur over the
past year has seen one of the swiftest declines in joblessness in the country, with the rate
dropping to 7% in March from 10.2% a year earlier. But look closer, and this city of 75,000
resembles many communities across the industrial Midwest, where the unemployment rate is
falling fast in part because workers are disappearing: moving away, retiring or no longer looking
for a job.” As regional economist Karl Kuykendall of HIS Global Insight notes, “In cases like
that, the unemployment rate makes things look better than they really are.” In relation to
economic growth, “A decline in population and workforce is devastating.”
********A nice article that makes a simple point—rates don’t tell the whole story. The charts
accompanying the story show clearly that, although, the cities of Decatur, Rockford, Illinois,
Flint, Michigan, and Niles-Benton Harbor, Michigan have had unemployment rate declines that
largely trace that of the U.S. as a whole, they have also been accompanied by significant declines
in their labor forces.
********While on the subject of unemployment, the Journal also has an article on “Can the
Sharing Economy Provide Good Jobs?” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/can-the-sharing-economyprovide-good-jobs-1431288393). This is part of a Journal Report on Big Issues and it takes the
form of “Yes” and “No” responses to the question. Some of this material will be familiar but it
is brought together in a concise form. On the “Yes” side, Rachel Botsman draws attention to “a
historical cycle of technological innovation outpacing employment law,” something that
appeared in The Economist a week ago. On the “No” side, Andrew Keen introduces (I think) a
new word, the ‘precariat’, which captures “the increasingly precarious nature of 21st-century
labor.” What, I wonder, are the consequences of increasingly networked labor for the (a)
unemployment rate and (b) the total labor force, as conventionally defined? You can find a
conventional definition at: http://www.bls.gov/dolfaq/bls_ques23.htm.
(11 May 2015): “The New Calculations of TV Scheduling”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-new-calculations-of-tv-scheduling-1431250441)
--------“This is busy season for Andy Kubitz, head of scheduling for ABC, as he lines up shows
the way a baseball manager arranges the batting order. . . . Similar calculations are happening at
NBC, CBS and Fox, and will culminate in the networks’ ‘upfront’ presentations the week of
May 11, annual ritual when they unveil their lineup of new programming to concert halls packed
with advertisers.” This rite has become more challenging in recent years as the number of
networks has expanded and as “People are getting more flexibility to watch shows whenever
they want” due to time-shifting options like Netflix, DVR, and video-on-demand. Time-shifting
has been influential but according to Nielsen, “76% of broadcast prime-time viewing still
happens the old-fashion way, as shows are airing.”
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********I thought the reference to “the batting order” was apt and it immediately led me to
think about game theory in relation to the TV scheduling problem. In recent times, it would
appear, that the number of players has expanded dramatically and the playing field, itself, has
changed. A standard textbook on game theory, now in its fourth edition, can be found at:
http://www.amazon.com/Games-Strategy-Fourth-Edition-Avinash/dp/0393919684/.
(12 May 2015): “Bourbon Feels the Burn of a Barrel Shortage”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/bourbon-makers-feel-the-burn-of-a-barrel-shortage1431371621)
--------“In 50 years of making bourbon barrels, no one had ever offered Leroy McGinnis more
than what he charged for them. But over the past six months, multiple distillers have offered to
pay him $250 a barrel—a 70% premium above the $150 list price. The offer illustrates just how
scarce bourbon barrels have become. As bourbon sales have soared, both barrel production and
the lumber industry have struggled to keep up.” Like most off his competitors, McGinnis turns
down most of these offers, choosing instead to serve longtime customers. “The shortage reflects
a supply-chain conundrum. Upstream, barrel makers face a wave of demand because a half
dozen established bourbon distilleries and 300 new, craft distilleries are increasing production
amid a bourbon boom. Downstream, they face a shortage of white oak wood used in barrels
because the lumber industry hasn’t rebounded from the housing market’s collapse” in 2008.
********The article provides a nice example of the price consequences of a substantial increase
in bourbon demand at a time when it is difficult to expand the supply of bourbon barrels. As a
result, some large distilleries are buying logging operations at new locations to increase the
number of available barrels.
(13 May 2015): “The $179 Million Picasso That Explains Global Inequality”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/14/upshot/the-179-million-picasso-that-explains-globalinequality.html)
--------“We don’t yet know who agreed to pay $179.4 million for a Picasso in an auction Monday
night . . . But this much we do know: The astronomical rise in prices for the most-sought-after
works of art over the last generation is in large part the story of rising global inequality. At its
core, this is the simplest of economic math. The supply of Picasso paintings . . . is fixed. But the
number of people with the will and the resources to buy top-end art is rising, thanks to the
distribution of extreme wealth.”
********The Picasso, over course, doesn’t so much as explain inequality and illustrates a
consequence of inequality. Neil Irwin, the writer for The Upshot, is using ‘supply’ in the sense
of the amount in existence. The point is that with expanding wealth and no more Picasso
paintings being produced, their prices are rising. This poses a nice contrast to the article on
bourbon barrels immediately above—there demand (and thus the increase in price) was being
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driven by a change in fashion, although increase in income may have also played a role. The
author of this offering of The Upshot employs wealth statistics imaginatively, assuming that “no
one would spend more than 1 percent of his total net worth on a single painting . . . That would
imply, based on the Forbes Billionaires list, that there are exactly 50 plausible buyers of the
paining worldwide.” This excludes, of course, governments and other organizations that would
also have the means to make such a purchase.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 213 (20 May 2015)
(3 May 2015): “America’s trailer parks: the residents may be poor but the owners are getting
rich” (http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/may/03/owning-trailer-parks-mobilehome-university-investment)
--------[This appeared in the print edition of The Guardian Weekly on 15 May 2015.] “Trailer
parks are big and profitable business—particularly after hundreds of thousands of Americans
who lost their homes in the financial crisis created a huge demand for affordable housing.
According to US Census figures, more than 20 million people, or 6% of the population, live in
trailer parks.” The largest owner of mobile home parks is Sam Zell’s Equity LifeStyle
Properties, “with controlling interest in nearly 140,000 parks.” [Emphasis added.] Warren
Buffet, with a wealth of $72 billion, owns “the biggest mobile home manufacturer in the US,
Clayton Homes, and the two biggest mobile home lenders.” The profitability of mobile home
parks is such that people now take classes to learn how to set them up and make them pay. A
case in point is Frank Rolfe, who co-founded Mobile Home University.
********You can learn more about Mobile Home University at:
http://www.mobilehomeuniversity.com/. Evidently, it is frequently the case when a mobile
home park is purchased, the first thing that is done is “raise the rent” because the renters have no
other place to go. The article relates a story about Florida mobile home Lori Lee and how she
found her niche.
********It is interesting that The Economist chose to devote a leader and a substantial article on
debt this same week. The leader is “Tax-free debt: The great distortion”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21651213-subsidies-make-borrowing-irresistibleneed-be-phased-out-great-distortion), which argues for the elimination, albeit gradual, of the
deductible of mortgage interest payments from personal income taxes and for the elimination of
interest payments in arriving at taxable income for corporations. They recognize that debt has an
important role to play in personal and corporate decisions, but perhaps it shouldn’t be
encouraged unduly. The time is right because “When interest rates are low, as now, the
sweeteners for debt are smaller and thus easier to remove. When rates rise—as, inevitably, they
will—the subsidy will become more valuable.” More detailed information and analysis appears
in “Ending the debt addiction: A senseless subsidy”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21651220-most-western-economies-sweeten-costborrowing-bad-idea-senseless-subsidy). The one factoid that I noticed was this: “global debt
stands at 286% of GDP today.” I appreciated the point that the deductible of mortgage interest is
not the natural order of things: “The full deductibility of interest was eventually permitted in
1918 as part of a package to help companies struggling with the effects of the first world war. . . .
It was only after the second world war that this perk became associated with the political aim of
boosting home-ownership.”
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(14 May 2015): “Shale-Oil Producers Ready to Raise Output”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/shale-oil-producers-ready-to-raise-production-1431556302)
--------“After reducing production for months, U.S. shale-oil companies say they are ready to
bring rigs back into service, setting up the first big test of their ability to quickly react to rising
crude prices.” This, along with increased supply from foreign producers, “could put a cap on the
40% rally in crude prices since March and even push them lower later in the year, some analysts
say.” In response to price declines in 2014, shale-oil producers cut production in “Twenty-two
consecutive weeks . . . [and] left the industry with 930 fewer rigs, a 58% cut from their 1,609
peak in October.” Although shale-oil producers have reined in production, “other global
producers, including the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, haven’t reined in
production at all, and in many cases are pumping more.”
********According to the article, the “start-up price” for shale-oil wells is in the range of $6570 a barrel. The article also touches upon the alleged “agility” or nimbleness of shale producers,
which tend to be small. Certainly the conventional view is that “small” firms are entrepreneurial
and quick to respond to market conditions, whereas “large” firms are bureaucratic and plodding.
One aspect of that nimbleness shows upon in the statement “Shale producers’ rapid response
helped put a floor under oil prices when WTI [West Texas Intermediate] dipped below $44 a
barrel less than a year ago.” However, “Shale producers’ agility isn’t a given. OPEC has
enjoyed a position as a flexible producer because several key member governments have
invested billions of dollars in developing spare capacity—wells they can quickly turn on and off
in a crisis. Shale producers, by contrast, are typically much smaller, independent actors, who
react to prices—not to the whims of their governments. It is still unclear whether the flood of
money that helped start and propel the shale boom can be turned on and off as quickly as the
oil.” How long does it take different-sized producers to respond to the same price change?
********Of course, those start-up costs do not, at present, include consideration of the negative
externalities associated with shale-oil production. The article “Farmers Fight a New Kind of
Pipeline Spill—Salty Wastewater” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/farmers-fight-a-new-kindof-pipeline-spill-salty-wastewater-1431684181). Although farmers in North Dakota have
coexisted peacefully with wildcatters, “a dispute has broken out between the two groups over
pipeline spills, not of oil but of salty wastewater. The latest such leak came last week, when
some 220,000 gallons of brine leaked on an Indian reservation. In particular, agricultural
interests are frustrated that oil drillers and pipeline companies haven’t agreed to use technology
that farmers say could quickly detect brine leaks.” The problem? According to farmer Troy
Coons, “There’s probably nothing more toxic to land than salt water.” Connecting to shale oil,
but on a global scale, are the negative externalities of climate change. In a recent study by
economists at the International Monetary Fund, reported in The Financial Times
(http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/7c6512a6-fd27-11e4-b07200144feabdc0.html#axzz3bB3yQYWT), it was found that this year “Governments around the
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world will subsidise the cost of oil, gas and coal to the tune of $5.3 tn [trillion].” Giving rise to
that subsidy was “one of the largest negative externalities . . . ever estimated.” You can read the
IMF study at: http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2015/wp15105.pdf.
(15 May 2015): “Global Art Free-For-All Sends Prices Soaring”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/art-market-sees-new-auction-highs-new-rules-1431653315)
--------The dizzying prices at recent New York art auctions “signal a new era for the global art
market in which no one region reigns supreme. . . . Gone . . . the days when collectors in Europe
and the U.S. dictated tastes and drove prices. Today’s art market is being steered by a bigger and
more geographically diverse pool of collectors than the blue-chip buyers of a generation ago.”
These new global buyers “have been joined by an influx of investors eager to store more of their
cash in art—particularly now that interest rates remain low. And unlike the olds days, when
serious collectors typically clung to pieces over the long term, many buyers have become
comfortable trading artists often to reap tidy profits.” As a result, the art world is “churning
through younger, untested artists at a faster clip than ever before. The new buying patterns are
more in sync with the fashion industry than with museums, which ostensibly buy art with
intentions to won it forever.” Now, the market tends to resemble “a workshop more than a
treasure chest. Collectors are continually stocking up and shedding artists at a pace once unheard
of. . . . It is a market that is also starting to correct itself in continual micro doses, rather than wait
to be swayed by tremors in the broader financial markets.”
********There is a lot going on in this article. For one, many people with sizable wealth simply
consider art as another investment to hold in their portfolio, with low interest rates resulting in
the need to rebalance their portfolios. In addition, more geographically-diverse art buyers are
likely to have different tastes and may be unwilling to channel their expressions of them, i.e.,
their purchases, into the Western art canon.
(15 May 2015): “When E. Coli Becomes a Business Opportunity”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/new-food-safety-rules-sprout-new-businesses-1431641581)
--------“Dozens of companies are sprouting to help U.S. food makers tackle a wave of new
federal safety regulations and intensified enforcement of the nation’s food laws. The startups are
racing to capitalize on the need by farms and food processors to step up vigilance of food-borne
pathogens after a string of outbreaks in the last decade have sickened thousands, prompting a
major overhaul of U.S. food safety laws and stepped-up criminal prosecutions of executives at
companies implicated in the cases.” One such company is iFoodDecisionSciences, “which sells
mobile applications that enable food producers and processors to collect and analyze data to
prevent disease outbreaks and product recalls.” Using the company’s app, “growers and food
processors can log data from a field or plant floor and receive instant alerts about hazards, such
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as the presence of animal droppings . . . or high chlorine levels in a water tank. They then can
receive instructions to remedy the problem instantly.”
********You can learn more about iFoodDecisionSciences at: http://www.idsfoodsafety.com/.
According to the article, the main federal rules for the 2010 U.S. Food and Drug
Administration’s Food Safety Modernization Act, “the most sweeping revision of federal foodsafety laws in more than 70 years,” will be finalized next spring. They will likely give rise to
significant new opportunities for those providing expertise in food safety and its certification.
********One current example of the consequences of the lack of food safety is the recent
listeria outbreak connected to Blue Bell ice cream. For more information, see “Blue Bell Will
Lay off 1,450 Employees” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/blue-bell-will-lay-off-1-450-employees1431721160).
(16 May 2015): “Startups Upend Japan’s Famous—And Famously Old-Fashioned—Fish
Market” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/startups-upend-japans-fish-market-1431682201)
--------“Though the world’s largest seafood market at Tsukiji is only a 20-minute train ride away,
Tomohiro Mamashita doesn’t buy fish there for his small Tokyo restaurant. He buys them on an
iPad. . . . Despite Japan’s reputation as a leader in technology, its seafood industry still operates
much as it did nearly a century ago. Layers of wholesalers and retailers move hundreds of tons
of fish daily through markets like Tsukiji. The system relies on decades-old business
relationships, phones and faxes.” Large purchasers, like supermarkets and chains, “are
bypassing the old wholesale-market system and buying directly from big distributors. As these
and other large retailers have pursued lower prices by buying fish that have passed through as
few hands as possible the volume of fresh fish purchased through Japan’s wholesale markets has
fallen to about half, according to government figures, compared with three-quarters more than
two decades ago.” At the heart of this development in the fish market is the startup
Hachimenroppi, which “gives restaurants “an iPad preloaded with an application that lists the
day’s catch. Store owners tap in their orders and Hachimenroppi delivers the next day, in
volumes as small as one fish—or a single piece of a larger fish.” By doing so the company
“buys from wholesalers all along the supply chain, often cutting out several layers of
distributors.”
********Once more one sees what a powerful force toward disintermediation internet-based
technology is. The fact that 50% of wholesaler sales have disappeared as a result of these
developments makes it clear why such developments are encountering such resistance. There is
a three-minute video that accompanies the article. You can access it at:
http://www.wsj.com/video/a-tokyo-fish-story/D039264E-302F-46A1-BC3C51DD76CAD96D.html.
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(16 May 2015): “How Homo Economicus Went Extinct” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/howhomo-economicus-went-extinct-1431721255)
--------[A review of Richard Thaler’s Misbehaving: The Making of Behavioral Economics
(2015). You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/MisbehavingBehavioral-Economics-Richard-Thaler/dp/0393080943/.] “As the offspring of traditional
economics and experimental social psychology, behavioral economics shows remarkable hybrid
vigor, and Richard Thaler, one of the new field’s founds, acknowledges its debt to psychological
science throughout his highly enjoyable intellectual autobiography, ‘Misbehaving.’ Indeed his
opening aphorism is Vilfredo Pareto’s 1906 claim that ‘the foundation of political economy and,
in general, of every social science, is evidently psychology. A day may come when we shall be
able to deduce the laws of social science from the principles of psychology.’ That day is here, as
Mr. Thaler explains.” Misbehaving “is both chronological, describing Mr. Thaler’s discoveries
over time and productive collaborations with scholars from other fields, and topical, devoting
long sections to findings from four areas of particular interest to him.” They are “mental
accounting . . . self-control . . . finance . . . , and fairness games.”
********This looks like a fascinating and worthwhile book. “Behavioral economics” is clearly
a “new wave” of economics and this seems like an excellent way to gain insight into what it is
and what’s at issue. It has long been the case that people, including economists, have railed
against the abstract notion of “homo economicus,” but little constructive work came forth. That
is no longer the case.
(17 May 2015): “For Americans Who Served Time, Landing a Job Proves Tricky”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/for-americans-who-served-time-landing-a-job-proves-tricky1431900037)
--------“Over the past 40 years, as the U.S. prison population grew from fewer than 400,000
inmates to about 1.5 million, states and the federal government enacted thousands of civil
sanctions that are triggered by a criminal conviction.” The case of Hashim Lowndes of Ohio,
exemplifies them. He served three years in prison for cocaine trafficking, but upon his release
“there were other consequences for him: more than 500 of them scattered throughout Ohio’s
laws.” Such restrictions affect many, since in 2013 “one in 35 adults was under some sort of
correctional supervision.” The scope of the restrictions was examined by the American Bar
Association in a four-year study, which collected “more than 46,000 restrictions imposed on
convicted felons at the state and federal levels—about 60% to 70% of which are employmentrelated.
********You can learn more about the “collateral consequences” offenders face in the article
“Ex-offenders face tens of thousands of legal restrictions, bias and limits on their rights” at:
http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/ex-
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offenders_face_tens_of_thousands_of_legal_restrictions. The collection of all the consequences
appears in the National Inventory of the Collateral Consequences of Conviction, which you can
find at: http://www.abacollateralconsequences.org/.
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(22 May 2015): “Egg Prices Jump as Bird Flu Spreads” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/birdflu-outbreak-decimates-egg-laying-flocks-1432237046)
--------“The financial toll of the worst U.S. bird-flu outbreak in history is soaring, forcing some
poultry companies to suspend operations and boosting prices for eggs and turkeys as supplies
tighten. . . . Avian influenza has resulted in the deaths or extermination of at least 38.9 million
birds . . . Of that total, more than 32 million are egg-laying hens, accounting for about 10% of the
U.S. egg-laying flock.” Consequently, “The wholesale price of ‘breaker’ eggs—the kind sold in
liquid form to restaurants like McDonald’s Corp., food-service supplied Sysco Corp. and
packaged-food producers—nearly tripled in the past month to a record $2.03 a dozen on
Thursday . . . U.S. prices for wholesale large shell eggs, those sold at the grocery store, have
jumped 85% to $2.20 a dozen in the Midwest.” With eggs, “the problem is greatly complicated
by the way the American industry is concentrated in the hands of relatively few producers.”
According to Chad Gregory, president of trade group United Egg Producers, farms on average
contain 1.5 million birds—“When the virus is confirmed in one hen house, birds in all of the
other nearby houses typically have to be killed to prevent further spread.” According to Brian
Moscogiuri, who follows the egg market for Urner Barry, the price changes that have resulted in
the egg industry are “completely unprecedented.”
********Urner Barry “has quoted [egg] industry prices for 150 years.” You can learn more
about it at: http://www.urnerbarry.com/. One has to wonder if the epidemiological consequences
of large-scale agriculture have been truly factored into the cost and pricing of many foods, in
particular eggs.
(22 May 2015): “Murray Energy to Lay Off Around 1,800 Workers”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/murray-energy-to-lay-off-around-1-400-workers-at-ninelocations-1432242012)
--------“Coal miner Murray Energy Corp. is set to announce layoffs of around 1,800 workers at
nine locations on Friday . . . dealing another blow to the coal-mining industry in Appalachia.
The planned layoffs, which represents 20% of Murray’s workforce, will come mostly from
mines in West Virginia and Ohio, a region already reeling from the impact of abundant natural
gas and a global coal glut.” Murray Energy has been buying many of the coal mines in the
region, “taking on debt to do more than $4 billion of acquisitions despite the competition. The
company has been aiming to be the lowest-cost producer in the country to survive a lengthy
downturn in coal prices that has pushed several companies into bankruptcy or the brink of it.” In
a recent interview with The Wall Street Journal, Robert Murray, the CEO of Murray Energy, said
he hoped to be “the last man standing in the coal industry.” At present, coal “fuels less than 40%
of the country’s power, down from 49% in 2007.”
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********I found it interesting to see Murray Energy purchasing more coal assets in a declining
market. Currently Murray is “the country’s third biggest coal producer.” Will being the lowcost producer help at a time when coal prices “are permanently stuck below those of natural gas,
which is suddenly plentiful and inexpensive thanks to shale drilling[?]”
(22 May 2015): “De Beers to Sell Diamond-Recovery Business in South Africa”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/de-beers-to-sell-diamond-recovery-business-in-south-africa1432231625)
--------“De Beers Group, one of the world’s two major diamond-mining companies, said
Thursday that it intends to sell its Kimberley Mines Tailings asset, its last production operation
in the central South African town where it launched the modern diamond-mining business in
1888. The unit, which extracts diamonds from waste from old mines, still makes money but has
become too small relative to De Beers’ roster of mega-diamond mines.” As De Beers’
spokesman Tom Tweedy notes, the mine will “still be profitable in 10 years . . . But the scale
better suits a smaller, lower-cost operator.” Globally the largest diamond producer is Russia’s
Alrosa, which produced 36.2 million carats last year; number two De Beers produced 32.6
million carats in the last year.
********A third consecutive article on bigness and its consequences. In this case, it appears, a
small unit in a very large company may result in that unit having higher costs than a small
company. Interestingly, The Economist also discusses size in relation to alliances, both
economic and political in the column “Schumpeter: Managing partners”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21651895-pressure-companies-form-alliances-rivalsgrowing-inexorably-managing-partners). Factors leading to alliances include cost, technological
change, cross-border ties, and consumer pressure. Of course, alliances frequently go awry, so
“Companies entering an alliance must learn low to trust each other—but also guard against being
taken for a ride.” In relation to this, “Businesspeople have much to learn from politicians and
diplomats . . . Politicians have always lived in a world where the boundaries between friends and
enemies are blurred. They recognize that your closes ally can soon become your bitterest
adversary. . . . Diplomats understand the importance of maintaining relations through thick and
thin: whatever their underlying rivalries and occasional spats. . . . both politicians and diplomats
realise that all alliances are marriages of convenience. Lord Palmerston, a British prime
minister, once said that Britain had no permanent allies or enemies, only permanent interests.
That is the view business leaders should take as they enter partnerships.”
(22 May 2015): “Foreign Fears Take Toll on African Tourism”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/foreign-fears-take-toll-on-african-tourism-1432247925)
--------“Safari companies, costal resorts and city hotels are reporting precipitous declines in
business as spooked tourists cancel bookings—or don’t make them at all. . . . Key drivers of the
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declines are the fears of Ebola and terrorism, which have prompted tourists to cancel holidays in
African countries not directly affected by either.” Complicating matters is that “Many tourists
book weekslong, often once-in-a-lifetime African safaris a year in advance. That means that
even as the Ebola epidemic has largely abated, bookings haven’t picked up.”
********In economic parlance, the fear of Ebola and the fear of terrorism are determinants of
tourism demand. Another factor entering in to that analysis is knowledge (or lack thereof) or
assumptions about Africa. As one Kenyan hotelier notes, “[Tourists] hear Africa and think of it
as one country.” The power of assumption and established neural pathways is prominently and
convincingly illustrated in an eight-minute video entitled “The Backwards Brain Bicycle”
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFzDaBzBlL0). It shows the challenge of unlearning
something already known.
(22 May 2015): “A Pinot Noir: Hunting the thieves behind a rash of six-figure wine heists”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-wine-detective-french-laundry-heist/)
--------Wine theft “is notoriously hard to investigate. It’s often compared to an art heist, because
once a bottle is stolen it usually makes its way through a series of black market dealers before
winding up in somebody’s private collection, where it remains unseen for years. But unlike art,
if stolen wine does resurface, it’s difficult to prove what it is or where it came from.” But there
is Maureen Downey, who “trained as a sommelier before becoming a part-time wine fraud
investigator. For the past 10 years she has been on a one-woman crusade to ride the wine
industry of counterfeit and stolen wine. And there’s a lot of it out there. The French newspaper
Sue Ouest estimates that 20 percent of wine sold in the world is either fake or stolen.” Although
Wine Spectator puts the number at 5 percent, it is still significant. As wine critic Robert Parker
notes, “it’s pretty easy to make a good fake label and put it on a bottle of really cheap wine.”
While wine fraud is large, wine theft has been growing, especially for signature and pricey wines
like Domaine de la Romanée-Conti (DRC) and California’s Napa Valley estate Screaming Eagle,
wines that may run as much as $25,000 a bottle. These wines are generally regarded as “stolen
to order.” For example, 63 bottles of DRC were recently stolen from Napa Valley’s French
Laundry restaurant, a substantial part of a loss valued at $300,000.
********Maureen Downey has a highly-sensitive palate and a good eye for visual signs of
fraud. The article contains a three-minute video of some of the things she look for in her wine
assessments. It turns out that the wine stolen from the French Laundry ended up in a lawyer’s
office is Greensboro, North Carolina.
(26 May 2015): “Big Banks Shut Border Branches in Effort to Avoid Dirty Money”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/big-banks-shut-border-branches-in-effort-to-avoid-dirtymoney-1432598865)
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--------Businesses in Nogales, Arizona, a border town paired with a similarly-named city in
Mexico, are finding it increasingly difficult to find banking services. “In the past several
months, J.P. Morgan, Bank of America Corp. and Citigroup Inc.-owned Banamex USA have
shut a total of four branch . . . , almost halving the number in town owned by big U.S. banks.
Separately, hundreds of Chase and Wells Fargo & Co. customers, some of them second- and
third-generation business owners, have had their bank accounts closed.” The closings have come
“amid a recent industrywide focus on money laundering. Wall Street wants to avoid the huge
fines that could result if financial firms are drawn into the flow of dirty money.”
********A discussion of the challenges of one business in Nogales, a seed company, is related
at: http://blogs.wsj.com/moneybeat/2015/05/26/jumping-through-hoops-to-bank-on-the-border/.
(26 May 2015): “How Everyone Gets the ‘Sharing’ Economy Wrong”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-everyone-gets-the-sharing-economy-wrong-1432495921)
--------The expansion of the so-called “sharing economy,” in which workers “are quite obviously
neither employees nor freelancers” necessitates an examination of “something that has gotten far
too little attention, called ‘dependent contractors.’ . . . This category doesn’t exist in current U.S.
law, but it does exist in countries such as Germany, where dependent contractors get more
protections that free-lancers but are still distinct from full-time employees.”
********The article draws attention to the significant regulatory risk that confronts Uber, Lyft,
and similar companies, whether it be from the introduction of a new type of employment
category or from class-action lawsuits. At present, U.S. labor law recognizes employees and
independent contractors. Recognition of the employment category dependent contractor would,
no doubt, have wide repercussions. While searching for addition information on the term
‘dependent contractor’ I came upon the article “The Dependent Contractor?”
(https://www.aseonline.org/ArticleDetailsPage/tabid/7442/ArticleID/1112/The-DependentContractor.aspx). I found it interesting that Daniel Pink identified the ‘contingent workforce’ as
matter of interest as early as 1997 and expanded upon it in his book Free Agent Nation in 2001
(http://www.amazon.com/Free-Agent-Nation-Working-Yourself/dp/0446678791/). The term
‘contingent faculty’ is familiar to everyone in higher education.
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(27 May 2015): “Your Salad Lunches Are Killing American Leather”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2015-05-27/your-salad-lunches-are-killing-americanleather)
--------[This article was titled “The Shoelace Crisis” in the print edition.] Auburn Leather of
Auburn, Kentucky is a fifth-generation company that is “the uncontested global leader in the
leather shoelace industry.” It sold 50 million laces in 2013. It is one of the few companies to
remain in the U.S. after a mass exodus to China in the 1990s; it bought out “a last competitor in
2009.” With annual sales in 2014 of $19 million, down from $20 million in 2013, it now faces a
challenge—increased hide prices due to “a decline of about 28 percent in Americans’ appetite for
beef.” Higher leather prices matter little to “super-high-end companies such as Louis Vuitton”
but for companies like Auburn, selling to the lower end, they are a problem. Auburn’s solution
to this is “to produce more leather goods while using less leather for each product.” In some
cases this has involved negotiating with buyers over product specifications, while in others it has
required using some of the leather scraps used by the producers of other leather products. Lisa
Howlett, Auburn’s CEO, says “We’re maximizing every square inch” of leather.
********The joint production of “beef and hides” was discussed by Alfred Marshall in
Principles of Economics, first published in 1890. Book V, Chapter VI, entitled “Joint and
Composite Demand. Joint and Composite Supply” provides a thorough discussion of the topic.
You can find it at: http://www.econlib.org/library/Marshall/marP33.html#Bk.V,Ch.VI. You can
find the discussion of “joint products” in paragraph 20. Join products are “things which cannot
easily be produced separately; but are joined in a common origin, and may therefore be said to
have a joint supply, such as beef and hides, or wheat and straw.” Marshall knew so much.
(29 May 2015): “Startup Matches Heavy Equipment Owners and Renters”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/startup-matches-heavy-equipment-owners-and-renters1432805583)
--------“The American Rental Association estimates that the share of U.S. construction
equipment owned by rental companies last year reached 54%, up from around 40% a decade ago.
Ted Grace, an analyst at Susquehanna Financial Group, said he believes the rate could top 60%
within the next five or 10 years. ‘Younger contractors are more comfortable with renting,’ he
said, unlike ‘old-school contractors who have always owned.’” According to Frank Manfredi, a
rental-industry consultant, economic uncertainty and higher purchase prices due to
environmental emission standards, have encouraged a move toward rentals, benefitting
companies like “stock market darling” United Rentals Inc. Another company benefitting is Yard
Club, the brain child of 31-year-old Canadian Colin Evran, which connects those who would rent
construction equipment with those who own such equipment, much like Airbnb does for rooms.
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********The article notes that construction and mining equipment in the U.S. are typically idle
“more than three-quarters of the available working time.” Technological change has enabled
more of that idle time to be sold.
(30 May 2015): “Obituary: John Nash—Lost and found”
(http://www.economist.com/news/obituary/21652250-john-nash-mathematical-genius-died-may23rd-aged-86-lost-and-found)
--------On May 23rd John Nash and his wife Alicia Nash died in an auto accident. In 1994 Nash
received the Nobel Prize in Economics for his contribution to game theory, in particular his
development of “Nash” equilibrium. His academic career was interrupted by schizophrenia,
from which he recovered. His life was given cinematic characterization in the movie “A
Beautiful Mind.”
********The Nobel Prize material on Nash can be found at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/1994/nash-facts.html. He
wrote his doctoral dissertation under the supervision of Albert W. Tucker, well known by
economists as one of the authors of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem; Nash’s dissertation was 28-pages
long. The Wikipedia entry for Nash (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Forbes_Nash,_Jr)
contains useful information, as does Sylvia Nasar’s book A Beautiful Mind
(http://www.amazon.com/Beautiful-Mind-Sylvia-Nasar/dp/1451628420/).
(30 May 2015): “Social change: The weaker sex”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21652323-blue-collar-men-rich-countries-are-troublethey-must-learn-adapt-weaker-sex)
--------[This is the leader for the six-page essay “Men adrift” that you can find at:
http://www.economist.com/news/essays/21649050-badly-educated-men-rich-countries-have-notadapted-well-trade-technology-or-feminism.] Although men dominate many fields and many of
the top positions in those fields, “there is plenty of cause for concern. Men cluster at the bottom
as well as the top. They are far more likely than women to be jailed, estranged from their
children, or to kill themselves. They earn fewer university degrees than women. Boys in the
developed world are 50% more likely to flunk basic maths, reading and science entirely. One
group in particular is suffering . . . Poorly educated men in rich countries have had difficulty
coping with the enormous changes in the labour market and the home over the past half-century.
As technology and trade have devalued brawn, less-educated men have struggled to find a role in
the workplace. . . . As education has become more important, boys have also fallen behind girls
in school (except at the very top). Men who lose jobs in manufacturing often never work again.
And men without work find it hard to attract a permanent mate. The result, for low-skilled men,
is a poisonous combination of no job, no family and no prospects.”
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********The leader notes that “In America pay for men with only a high-school certificate fell
by 21% in real terms between 1979 and 2013; for women with similar qualifications it rose by
3%.” This is a dramatic change, although it fails to notice that there was a large disparity by the
earnings between men and women in 1979—I suspect that men still earn more than women with
similar qualifications. The article itself is well worth study. It provides a close look at some of
the changes that have transformed (and are transforming) American and global culture. It is hard
to avoid the conclusion that the relative position of men, especially those with little formal
education, has declined dramatically in the last forty years. With regard to family formation, it is
asserted that “many blue-collar men no longer have the sort of earnings or prospects that will
make women want to marry them.” In order for some of the necessary earnings and societal
changes to take place, some men, no doubt women, too, will need to adjust their views of
masculinity. Public policy may be able to do that.
(30 May 2015): “Magna Carta: Eight Centuries of Liberty”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/magna-carta-eight-centuries-of-liberty-1432912022)
--------[This is the Saturday Essay.] “It was at Runnymede, [“a water-meadow alongside the
River Thames in the English country of Surrey . . . just over 20 miles (32 km) west of central
London” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Runnymede),] on June 15, 1215, that the idea of the law
standing above the government first took contractual form. King John accepted that he would no
longer get to make the rules up as he went along. From that acceptance flowed, ultimately, all
the rights and freedoms that we now take for granted: uncensored newspapers, security of
property, equality before the law, habeas corpus, regular elections, sanctity of contract, jury
trials.” Although the “Great Charter” has been a big deal in England, it “has always been a
bigger deal in the U.S.” Reflective of that the divergence “between English and American
conceptions of Magna Carta. In the Old World, it was thought of, above all, as a guarantor of
parliamentary supremacy; in the New World, it was already coming to be seen as something that
stood above both Crown and Parliament. This difference was to have vast consequences in the
1770s.” The “War of Independence” was seen as “Loyalists and patriots alike . . . as a civil war
within a single polity, a war that divided opinion every bit as much in Great Britain as in the
colonies.”
********As the article notes, it Magna Carta gave rise to “the law of the land.” A phrase that
suggests that “The law is not determined by the people in government, nor yet by clergymen
presuming to interpret a holy book. Rather it is immanent in the land itself, the common
inheritance of the people living there. The idea of the law coming up from the people, rather
than down from the government, is a peculiar feature off the Anglosphere.” Indeed, “the
common law grows like a coral, case by case, each judgment serving as the starting point for the
next dispute.” The 1215 Magna Carta was written in Latin but you can find an English
translation at: http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/magna-carta-1215. Much additional
information can be found at: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magna_Carta.
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(1 June 2015): “Special Report” The war on big food” (http://fortune.com/2015/05/21/the-waron-big-food/)
--------[This article appeared online on May 21. The date given is for the print edition.] “Try
this simple test. Say the following out loud: Artificial colors and flavors. Pesticides.
Preservatives. High-fructose corn syrup. Growth hormones. Antibiotics. Gluten. Genetically
modified organisms. If any one of these terms raised hair on the back of your neck, left a sour
taste in your mouth, or made your lips purse with disdain, you are part of Big Food’s
multibillion-dollar problem.” Although the “idea of ‘processing’ . . . arose to make sue the food
we ate didn’t make us sick. Today many fear that it’s the processed food itself that’s making us
unhealthy.” As a result, “the top 25 U.S. food and beverage companies have lost an equivalent
of $18 billion in market share since 2009.” All this is to say that “Big Food is under attack from
Startup Granola.” Traditional packaged-food companies aren’t standing pat, however. “Some
are attempting to buy their way into the natural space, acquiring small health food companies by
the fistful. Almost all are radically rethinking their own product recipes. Kraft Foods . . . is
removing synthetic colors and artificial preservatives from its flagship mac and cheese. Tyson
has announced it is eliminating the use of human antibiotics in its chickens raised for meat.
General Mills, which has already removed genetically modified organisms (GMOs) from its
original Cheerios, has cut sugar by 25% in its Yoplait yogurt. All of these developments have
happened in the past half year.”
********The article points out that some of the larger food companies, like Campbell Soup, is
making acquisitions to bring new thinking and products into the company. CEO Denise
Morrison of Campbell recognizes that bringing new companies “into the fold” may erode the
very characteristics that made a company like Bolthouse Farms (http://www.bolthouse.com/)
attractive, so the headquarters of Bolthouse will remain in Bakersfield, California rather than
being combined with Campbell’s headquarters in Camden, New Jersey.
********Graphs adjacent to the article show how the per capita consumption of selected foods
has changed from 1970 to 2013. I was surprised to see how much my consumption has mirrored
general patterns.
(2 June 2015): “The 109,894-Word Annual Report” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-109894-word-annual-report-1433203762)
--------The 2013 annual report of General Electric Co. stretches 246 pages. It is packed with a
variety of information, including the company’s “internal controls, auditor statements and
regulator-mandated boilerplate on ‘inflation, recession and current volatility’” that, according to
GE’s CFO Jeffrey Bornstein, “Not a retail investor on planet Earth could get through.” Due to
expanded disclosure requirements, “Companies are spending an increasing amount of time and
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energy beefing up their regulatory filings.” The average 10K, a regulatory filing, was “about
42,000 words in 2013, up from roughly 30,000 words in 2000.”
********Clearly there is an increased demand for those who produce and make sense of
regulatory filings, financial and otherwise. I thought it was interesting that roughly two-thirds
“of all stock in the U.S. is owned by institutional investors such as pension funds, mutual funds,
and insurance companies.” These companies, in contrast to individual investors, have the staff,
i.e., time and money, to make sense of these documents and use them in investment decisions.
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(2 June 2015): “Who’s Murdering Thousands of Chickens in South Carolina?”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2015-06-02/who-s-murdering-thousands-ofchickens-in-south-carolina-)
********This article appeared in the print edition of Bloomberg Businessweek on 8 June 2015.
It relates the deaths of many chickens on South Carolina farms, deaths for which no conviction
has yet been made but which were almost certainly intentional acts made by someone who knew
the ins-and-outs of raising chickens. The economic interest of this article stems from the use of
the so-called tournament system of compensation in the chicken industry, a system that “is
explicitly designed to punish those who underperform their peers—a recipe for resentment and
grievance. . . . The tournament, like so much in the chicken business, is controlled by the
integrators.” Integrators are companies like Pilgrim’s Pride, the relevant firm for this article, that
control all aspects of the production process except for raising the chickens. The tournament
works based on the measurement of “feed conversion,” i.e., how good each farmer is at
converting feed to flesh: “Farmers who ranks at the top get a bonus; farmers at the bottom get a
pay cut. . . . it’s a zero-sum game: The bonus for the top farmer is taken from the paycheck of the
bottom one. The feed conversion gap between top- and bottom-performing farms is often small,
but the penalty can be large. A recent tournament sheet for a Pilgrim’s farmer in the Sumter
[South Carolina] area shows a difference in feed conversion between the top and bottom farm of
just 3.6 percent, but the pay difference between them was 10.2 percent. Placing at the top or
bottom of the tournament can mean the difference between profit and bankruptcy.”
********The prime suspect in the case is a farmer who lost his contract with Pilgrim’s Pride.
Sheriff Randy Garrett of Clarendon County, South Carolina, says that the tournament system
may have led the suspect to blame his problems on neighbors, noting that “They all know, ‘The
better I perform, the more money I make, the less the other guy [makes]. They didn’t care about
me when they were outperforming me. So why should I care about them?” All this suggests that
“chicken” tournaments may be a socially divisive resource allocation mechanism. In light of
that, the new book by Nobel Laureate, Who Gets What—and Why: The New Economics of
Matchmaking and Market Design (http://www.amazon.com/Who-Gets-What-WhyMatchmaking/dp/0544291131/) may be of interest. Roth and Lloyd Shapley received the Nobel
Prize in Economics for their work on market design in 2012
(http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2012/).
(4 June 2015): “U.S. Workers Ask: Where’s My Raise?” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-sworkers-ask-wheres-my-raise-1433385001)
--------The unemployment rate in some “thriving metropolitan regions across the U.S. is below
where it was when the financial crisis blew a hole in the U.S. economy in 2008. Now, many
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American workers are asking: Where’s my raise?” In a study conducted by The Wall Street
Journal, 33 metropolitan areas out of almost 400 had “unemployment rates and nonfarm payrolls
last year [that had] returned to prerecession levels . . . but wage growth [rates] trailed the
prerecession pace.” Some reasons are: “tapping pools of workers who have disappeared from
the U.S. unemployment tallies,” overseas competition making companies reluctant to raise wages
in the fear of losing sales, psychologically-driven inertia, and meager “growth in productivity,
which limits the incentive of companies to offer raises.”
********I would add that there were about 367 metropolitan statistical areas not discussed in the
article and it would good to know what is happening there. It seems like potential competition
from those SMSAs would be a good reason why wage increases in the 33 areas have been
limited. At the national level, the May 2015 unemployment rate was 5.5%; the unemployment
rate peaked in October 2009 at 10.0%. You can see a graph showing the behavior of the
unemployment rate over the last 10 years at: http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LNS14000000.
(6 June 2015): “The Anti-Poverty Experiment” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-anti-povertyexperiment-1433517539)
********This article provides a broad summary of the so-called “randomista” movement in
behavioral economics, especially as it relates to poverty, the essence of which is using
experimental design, randomized trials, behavioral economics, and data to more-completely
apply the scientific method to the subject at hand. One of the most impressive practitioners, MIT
economist Esther Duflo figures prominently. Jeffrey Sachs of Columbia University is mentioned
as one who takes more of a conventional approach. I was struck by the way Duflo characterized
their approaches, noting: “The big difference between Jeffrey Sachs and us [the randomistas] is
that he knows what needs to be done, and we don’t. We’re trying to learn it.”
********The immediately foregoing comment reminded me of an article read in The Chronicle
of Higher Education, “The Attack on Truth” (https://chronicle.com/article/The-Attack-onTruth/230631/). The article is an extract, of sorts, from a forthcoming book by Lee McIntyre,
Respecting Truth: Willful Ignorance in the Internet Age. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Respecting-Truth-Willful-Ignorance-Internet/dp/1138888818/.
(6 June 2015): “The Great Opiate Boom” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-great-opiateboom-1433531938)
--------[A review by Nancy Rommelmann of Dreamland: The True Tale of America’s Opiate
Epidemic, by Sam Quinones.] “Beginning in the mid-1990s, two opiates began to lay siege to
the American middle class. One was black-tar heroin, produced in the Mexican state of Nayarit.
The other was OxyContin, a legally prescribed painkiller. Those who became addicted to one or
both tended to be young.” Before 1980 “the rule for prescribing narcotic painkillers was as little
as possible for as short a time as possible. . . [But] this thinking changed when Dr. Hershel Jick
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and a colleague submitted a one-paragraph letter to the New England Journal noting that,
according to their data, of 12,000 patients treated with opiates in a Boston hospital before 1979,
‘only four had grown addicted.’ . . . Cited and recited, Dr. Jick’s letter bolstered a growing push
within medicine to treat pain more aggressively. By the time the pharmaceutical company
Purdue Frederick introduced a time-release painkiller called OxyContin in 1996, the accepted
wisdom was that opiates were nearly non-addictive.” At the same time, “there was a radical shift
in where and how heroin was distributed. Heroin had historically moved from Southeast Asia
and Turkey through New York. Organized crime and gangs ran the drug trade in big cities. The
product itself, a light brown or white powder, was greatly cut . . . until what the user wound up
with was weak and expensive. Not so the black-tar heroin coming from Nayarit . . . It was
potent—80% pure—and it was cheap.” As a result of these developments, “Children of the most
privileged group in the wealthiest country in the history of the world were getting hooked and
dying in almost epidemic number from substances meant to, of all things, numb pain.”
********Xalisco is a city in Nayarit. As Quinones writes, “Guys from Xalisco had figured out
that what white people—especially middle-class white kids—want most is service, convenience,
. . . They didn’t want to go to skid row of or some seedy dope house to buy their drugs.” The
result was something like pizza delivery—heroin delivered by drivers who were prompt and
polite. Although not mentioned in this review, a recent story in Bloomberg Businessweek
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-06-03/quality-pot-is-changing-the-drug-war)
notes that the increasing legalization (decriminalization) of marijuana in the U.S. is leading
Mexican drug sellers to move out of pot production and into heroin production. Closer to home,
you can learn about opioid abuse and treatment in Western North Carolina at:
https://mountainx.com/news/to-the-brink-and-back-opioid-abuse-and-treatment-in-wnc/.
********Coincidentally, The Economist has just begun to produce a series of videos, one of
which connects with this topic. Part of the Global Compass series, its title is “Drugs: War or
Store?” (http://www.economist.com/content/global-compass-drugs-war-or-store?). The fifteenminute video relates drug decriminalization efforts in Portugal, drug war efforts in Colombia,
and recent marijuana legalization in Colorado.
(8 June 2015): “U.S. Is Awash in Glut of S rap Materials”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-big-business-of-u-s-scrap-takes-a-hit-1433669402)
--------“Waste has long been a major U.S. export, providing materials to be melted in foreign
steel mills or made into new paper products. But the strength of the dollar has made American
waste pricier abroad, cutting demand in China, Turkey and other markets.” Since 2011, when
U.S. scrap exports peaked at $32.6 billion, exports of “scrap materials have fallen by 36% . . .
[and] Prices of shredded scrap steel have plunged about 18% so far this year and are down 41%
since early 2012.” Nucor Corp., “the largest U.S. steelmaker, which makes most of its steel from
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melted scrap rather than iron ore” has benefitted from lower scrap prices. Like scrap steel, the
price of scrap cardboard has fallen—down 27% in the past year.
********Thus, the increased relative price of U.S. currency relative to other currencies has led
to a fall in the demand for U.S. scrap, reducing its price in the U.S. and benefitting Nucor (and
other U.S. users of scrap. There are, of course, scrap collectors, i.e., scrap “aggregators,” who
gather the scrap. An accompanying three-minute video shows “A Day in the Life of a Scrap
Collector” (http://www.wsj.com/video/a-day-in-the-life-of-a-scrap-collector/A742D8B3-908E419E-AA5F-F1F5592F7B93.html) which is worth a look.
(9 June 2015): “Why Does the Cable-TV Bundle Exist Anyway?”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-does-the-cable-tv-bundle-exist-anyway-1433807825)
--------Cable television effectively began in 1948 when John Walson charged $2 for the
distribution of three local TV channels to suburban Philadelphia. Systems soon emerged in
Arkansas and Oregon. Since then “the number of channels on the cable-TV dial has risen with
seemingly unstoppable momentum . . . Sounds great, except that most people don’t want to pay
for all 189 channels they typically get. . . . Now, pushback is building that could finally break the
bundle. Pay-TV subscriptions have alternatives through Internet services such as Netflix, Hulu
and YouTube. [Furthermore,] Distributors like Verizon’s FiOS are trying to find ways to offer
flexibility in pay-TV packages . . . And networks including HBO and CBS are now selling their
content directly to consumers without requiring a subscription to a distributor’s big bundle.
According to Patrick Parsons, professor at Pennsylvania State University’s College of
Communication, “The technology of Internet-delivered TV programming is swamping the
argument of whether cable operators ought to bundle of unbundle their cable channels.”
********This is yet another example of Internet-based disintermediation, of which there are
many. I did a quick Google Scholar search on the words ‘Internet’ and ‘disintermediation’ for
2015 and 376 results emerged. Many more, certainly, for earlier starting times. This is probably
as a good a time as any to observe how many of the articles in The Invisible Forces Weekly
embody an aspect of technological change and its consequences. It leads me to want to learn
more about the causes of technological change.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 217 (17 June 2015)
(11 June 2015): “The Dating Business: Love on the Rocks” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/thedating-business-love-on-the-rocks-1433980637)
--------“Like bunnies, dating apps have shown a knack for proliferation. With a young,
increasingly busy and mobile audience, the allure of the dating app business is appealing. And
the market is big.” According to IBISWorld, “Dating sites in the U.S. are expected to make
$1.17 billion and dating apps are expected to log $628.8 million this year.” Still, some investors
“have been wary. They point to a constellation of challenges to growing the next dating app into
a billion-dollar company: Although the stigma associated with dating apps is fading, people
don’t tend to push their friends to join the latest hit dating app, satisfied customers leave and
expanding into other cities essentially requires creating a new marketplace. Plus, there haven’t
been many successful dating startup exits.”
********The range of dating sites is impressive, although not surprising. I was especially struck
by the special nature of most dating sites, i.e., success leads to the loss of a customer. This
seemed unusual to me but upon reflection it is not that unusual. Surgeons, therapists, and some
helping professions seem to be somewhat similar. In some of these cases, however, although a
particular issue is addressed, a professional relationship continues. This seems to get at some
distinctions that may have more general importance.
(12 June 2015): “China Struggles to Shake Up Salt Monopoly”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/china-struggles-to-shake-up-salt-monopoly-1434004201)
--------“Beijing has for years tried to rein in the salt monopoly, a 2,600-year-old government
fixture that once helped emperors pay for stretches of the Great Wall. But longtime traditions
die hard.” State-owned firms dominate “oil, telecommunications and banking enjoy regulatory
exclusions, as well as such subsidies as cheap land and easy credit, advantages that hobble
competition and often shortchange consumers.” The “salt monopoly is made up of some 115
companies licensed to produce table salt. They must sell only to state distribution companies,
which buy the salt for about 500 yuan, about $82 a ton—well above production costs—and sell it
to supermarkets for as much as 2,000 yuan a ton.” Some analysts say the monopoly keeps prices
artificially high but monopoly defenders point to its contribution to public health. The
monopoly’s salt is iodized, thereby reducing “iodine deficiency, which can cause goiter and stunt
growth.”
********This seems more like a public cartel (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartel) than a
monopoly but there are elements of both at work in the article. Something that has been in
existence, in various forms, for 2,600 years might be said to be entrenched. Are there other ways
to ensure product quality and characteristics other than restricting salt production to a select
group?
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(12 June 2015): “How Do Companies Quietly Raise Prices? They Do This”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-do-companies-quietly-raise-prices-they-do-this1434041940)
--------“When spice maker McCormick & Co. started shipping 25% less pepper earlier this year
in the same packaging at about the same price, it was engaging in an age-old means of getting
frugal consumers to pay more for less.” The practice is sufficiently common that there are
technical terms to describe them. “Weight-out” refers to “putting less cereal or potato chips into
a package.” For toilet paper, the term for reducing the number of sheets is “de-sheeting.” There
is regulatory terminology, too, in which case the “art of putting less in a package than meets the
eye is ‘nonfunctional slack fill.’ . . . with companies squeezed between thrifty shoppers and—in
some cases—rising costs, it’s one that could become more familiar.”
********As the article suggests, parallel to “nonfunctional slack fill” is “acceptable slack fill,”
i.e., slack fill that is functional and does not get one in trouble. You can learn more about slack
fill and nonfunctional slack fil at:
http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/CFRSearch.cfm?fr=100.100. This is a
recurring issue. Whenever a particular ingredient of a product becomes more expensive, some
producers will want to preserve their profitability by increasing slack fill. I wonder what
percentage of consumers noticed that McCormick’s reduced its product by 25%? I wouldn’t
have been one of them.
(13 June 2015): “The Washington wishing-well”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21654067-unstoppable-rise-lobbying-americanbusiness-bad-business-itself-washington)
--------“In 1971 Lewis Powell, an American lawyer who would go on to become a Supreme
Court judge, wrote a memorandum for the Chamber of Commerce” indicating that there were
“few elements of American society that had ‘as little influence in government as the American
businessman, the corporation, or even the millions of corporate stockholders.’” In 2012 things
are very different. In the newly published The Business of America is Lobbying, Lee Drutman of
the New America Foundation “demonstrates that in recent years companies have gone from
using lobbying simply to protect themselves from politics (by seeing off such things as tax
increases and regulations) to using politics to help them become more profitable.” According to
Drutman, there is little hope “that the growth of lobbying can be reversed. He notes that . . .
once companies have made an initial investment in lobbying they almost never give up. They
find that the more they do of it, and the better they get at it, the more they get out of it.”
********Evidently General Electric, in first position, spends $21 million per year on lobbying,
which likely understates its overall spending due to people in positions like government
relations, public affairs, and corporate communications, and to the existence of trade groups and
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corporate-sponsored academics. In a somewhat similar vein, Mark Mizruchi, in The Fracturing
of the American Corporate Elite, argues that “whereas companies once lobbied for public goods
such as better roads, they are now more inclined to press for company-specific, or at best
industry-specific, benefits.” You can learn more about Drutman’s book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Business-America-Lobbying-Corporations-Politicized/dp/0190215518/.
You can learn more about Mizruchi’s book at: http://www.amazon.com/The-FracturingAmerican-Corporate-Elite/dp/0674072995/.
(15 June 2015): “Fortune 500: 2015” (http://fortune.com/fortune500/)
********The 2015 Fortune 500 was just released and once again Walmart is at the top of the
revenue list with revenues of $486 billion, followed by Exxon Mobil, Chevron, Berkshire
Hathaway, and Apple. At the top of the profits list was Apple, with profits of $40 billion,
followed by Exxon Mobil, Wells Fargo, Microsoft, and JP Morgan Chase. Finally, topping the
market value list was Apple, with a market value of $725 billion, followed by Google, Berkshire
Hathaway, Exxon Mobil, and Microsoft. I was a bit surprised by the strong showing of
Microsoft. As always, there is much of interest to be found in the in the list. One nice feature is
the ability to filter the list by a number of criteria: industry, city, state, and sector. The five
largest companies with headquarters in North Carolina are: Bank of America, Lowe’s, Duke
Energy, Nucor, and VF. In light of the article immediately above, it would be interesting to
know the level of lobbying expenditures each company made in North Carolina or nationally.
Presumably the “Lobby 500” is something that could be produced with relative ease and would
(1) find a ready audience and (2) reflect more fully the role of the invisible foot in our lives.
Sounds like a retirement project!
(15 June 2015): “GDP’s Wicked Spell” (http://chronicle.com/article/GDPs-WickedSpell/230881/)
--------“Most important political debates today happen in a bubble defined by a common
assumption: Economic growth is good. More than good, it is essential. Economic health,
success of governments, importance of education, meaning of life, the very idea of progress—
you name it, pundits from right to left argue inside the bubble.” The sway of economic growth is
built upon the premise that “the more we turn life into commodities . . . the better. That growth
is gauged by one little big number—Gross Domestic Product, or GDP. Everyone has heard of
GDP, few know its origins, fewer still what it entails, or how it fundamentally shapes our lives.”
With its origin in the Great Depression, GDP helped provide a sense of what was going on that
had been previously missing. Today, however, “there is another stark reality: Growth built on
depletion, obsolescence, inequality, and waste can produce more poverty than it alleviates.”
New measures of “What are we growing? And for what purpose?” are needed. “A few
economists are beginning to advocate for maximizing human capacities and freedom in a ‘smart
economy,’ not just more throughput.”
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********This is a lengthy article by Dirk Philipsen, an economic historian at Duke University,
summarizing some of the content of his recently published book: The Little Big Number: How
GDP Came to Rule the World and What to Do about It (http://www.amazon.com/Little-BigNumber-World-about/dp/0691166528/). A history of GDP is of potentially great importance if it
provides material, as it appears it does, suggesting how develop better indicators of what we
really care about. It seems like everything is an assessment problem.
********This book, at least the article, seems to be especially well timed. Two publications
come to mind that might connect with Philipsen’s: Naomi Klein’s This Changes Everything:
Capitalism vs. the Climate (http://www.amazon.com/This-Changes-Everything-CapitalismClimate/dp/1451697384/) and Pope Francis’s Laudato Si: On Care for Our Common Home
(http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1612783864). In looking at these two books, in the latter
case reports about it, as well as Philipsen’s, it seems that what capitalism needs is something akin
to The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money, by John Maynard Keynes. It is
generally accepted among economists that Keynes set out to find a way to rescue capitalism from
its failures. What helped make it attractive to graduate students and professional economists was
its introduction of some new ideas and techniques to work with them. The market failures
connected to climate change are well known and seemingly addressable. Who will tie these
materials into a publication that will move the hearts and minds of men and women near and far?
(16 June 2015): “Will the Corona Flow Fast Enough to Meet U.S. Demand?”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/will-the-corona-flow-fast-enough-to-meet-u-s-demand1434414150)
--------[Nava, Mexico] “Here at the Nava Brewery just over the border from Texas and south of
thirsty been country, robotic cranes hoist bottles of Corona Extra into cases a robot stacks onto
pallets for pickup by driverless vehicles.” The facility is owned by Constellation Brands Inc. of
New York and it is about to become much larger as 3,000 construction workers are “scrambling
to more than double the plant’s size” from its current 8.4 million barrels of beer. Constellation
was long known as a maker of wines—Robert Mondavi and Clos du Bois—that sold Corona
through “a joint venture called Crown Imports LLC.” But its fortunes changed dramatically for
the better when Anheuser-Busch InBev took over Grupo Modelo in 2012. In order to satisfy
regulators, AB InBev had to sell some of its assets and “Constellation was the logical
beneficiary. . . . Overnight, Constellation became the U.S.’ third-largest beer company by
volume.” As a result, Constellation’s annual sales have more than doubled from $2.8 billion to
$6.03 billion. The expansion of the brewing capacity in Nava grew out of a requirement of the
U.S. Justice Department that Constellation “produce 100% of the beer it sells by June 2016—a
difficult task for a company with about 70 years of winemaking experience but none in
brewing.” Later, Constellation expects to expand in California, “which currently accounts for
25% of the company’s volume.”
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********In this case, it appears that antitrust enforcement created a windfall for Constellation
Brands. As a result, a company focused on wine now derives 53% of its revenues from beer, and
that will likely increase. According to Bill Hackett, the president of Constellation’s beer
division, “The biggest question I got when this [agreement] was announced was: What the hell
do you know about brewing beer?” Fortunately for Constellation, its "purchase “included the
650 [Grupo] Modelo employees operating the Nava Brewery.” Thus the knowledge of “how to
make beer” came with the purchase. All the same, it is impressive how Constellation was able to
shift gears and embrace the opportunity provided.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 218 (24 June 2015)
(18 June 2015): “The Watchdogs of College Education Rarely Bite”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-watchdogs-of-college-education-rarely-bite-1434594602)
--------“Most colleges can’t keep their doors open without an accreditor’s seal of approval, which
is needed to get students access to federal loans and grants. But accreditors hardly ever kick out
the worst-performing colleges and lack uniform standards for assessing graduation rates and loan
defaults.” Regarding the purpose of accreditation, Judith Eaton, the president of the Council for
Higher Education Accreditation, notes: “You’re not there to remove an institution . . . You’re
there to enhance the operation.” Currently, the U.S. Department of Education “is barred by law
from telling accreditors how to do their job. . . . [But] In 2013, President Barack Obama
proposed tying access to loans and grants to a new ratings system that would compare colleges
on measurements such as graduation rate, student debt and income after graduation.” According
to Ted Mitchell, undersecretary at the Department of Education, “We are concerned that
accreditors are not doing enough to protect students.”
********The article provides some useful information about accreditation and access to federal
student loans and grants. Clearly the demand for the higher education experiences provided by a
school depends upon access to loans and grants, with the exception of Michigan’s Hillsdale
College that eschews such funding sources (http://www.hillsdale.edu/about/history). As the
article notes, there are accredited schools that have graduation rates, I believe these are six-year
graduation rates, of less than 10%. Would students still study at such colleges and universities,
and taken on the significant risk of not succeeding as well as the near certainty of substantial
loans to repay, if they were better and more consistently informed prior to admission? It seems
doubtful to me. This may well be a case where focused and consistent information about likely
educational and financial outcomes has much to say for it. In short, students ought to have a
better sense of what they are getting themselves into when they enroll.
(18 June 2015): “Steel Firms in U.S. Strive to Cope with Imports”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/steel-firms-in-u-s-scrap-old-methods-to-compete1434574049)
--------In 2015 the U.S. has two major steel producers: Nucor and U.S. Steel. Last year Nucor,
based in Charlotte, North Carolina, overtook U.S. Steel “to become America’s biggest
steelmaker by production capacity.” The steelmaking processes used by these producers are
quite different. Nucor produces steel from scrap with electric arc furnaces that allow “for
stopping and starting production when there isn’t enough demand to keep churning out steel.”
On the other hand, U.S. Steel has used “iron-ore reliant blast furnaces.” Another difference: U.S.
Steel’s workforce is unionized, where Nucor’s isn’t. Thus U.S. Steel’s recent move to build its
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first electric arc furnace in decades is a signal that it is adopting its competitors approach to
making steel.
********The article relates some factual tidbits about U.S. Steel and Birmingham, Alabama,
most notable being that the Birmingham region is “one of the few places on the planet where
coal, iron and limestone [all needed to make steel the “old school” way] are found together. . . .
During World War II, U.S. Steel employed over 40,000 in Birmingham.” In 2014, U.S. Steel’s
total U.S. employment was 23,000; Nucor’s was 21,800. Despite the small difference in
employment, Nucor is much more profitable, earning $714 million in 2014. During the same
year, U.S. Steel earned $102 million.
(18 June 2015): “Nestlé Works to Navigate India’s Regulatory Tangle”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/nestle-works-to-navigate-indias-regulatory-tangle-1434571408)
--------“A steady flow of delivery trucks rolled into Nestlé SA’s distribution center in northern
India this week, disgorging thousands of instant-noodle packets that had been pulled from store
shelves after Indian authorities found high lead levels in some samples.” The packets will be
destroyed, costing the company about $50 million in sales and will take months to complete.
According to Nestlé, “the root of the problem is a difference of opinion over the proper
methodology for testing foods.” Its experience “highlights the kind of regulatory uncertainty that
is a fact of life for many companies doing business in India—even those like Nestlé which has a
century of history in the subcontinent.”
********Regulatory uncertainty is a commonplace, internationally and at home. Next to it is
legislative uncertainty, something that even government bodies must bear. One current case in
point is the distribution of sales tax revenues in the state of North Carolina. Legislation currently
under consideration would change fund distribution. Currently, “Three-quarters of local
governments’ share of sales taxes collected in North Carolina is distributed according to where
the tax is collected and a quarter is parceled out by population. Language in the Senate’s state
budget bill that cleared that chamber Thursday would over four years’ time, shift the allocation
to 80 percent by population and 20 percent by point of collection.” It is generally thought that
this change favors rural counties at the expense of urban counties. (I’d like to see the formula
and the numbers resulting therefrom.) You can learn more about this legislative uncertainty at:
http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2015/06/20/nc-senate-tax-plan-pits-ruralurban/29030537/.
(19 June 2015): “Pope Blames Markets for Environment’s Ills”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/pope-delivers-powerful-message-on-climate-change-1434621606)
--------“Pope Francis in his much-awaited encyclical on the environment offered a broad and
uncompromising indictment of the global market economy, accusing it of plundering the
Earth at the expense of the poor and of future generations. In passionate language, the pontiff
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attributed global warming to human activity, blamed special interests for holding back policy
responses and said the global North owes the South ‘an ecological debt.’”
********This article is more of a summary rather than a review of the encyclical.
Understandable, no doubt, given that it was just published and there was little time to digest its
contents. Contained within the article is a good deal of Related Coverage, including a complete
English translation of Laudato Si. I intend to read this in the weeks to come. My hope is that
someone with the acumen and religious training of Michael Novak, the author of The Catholic
Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (http://www.amazon.com/Catholic-Ethic-Spirit-CapitalismMichael/dp/002923235X/), will do for Pope Francis what Novak did for the encyclical
Centesimus Annus (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centesimus_annus) by Pope John Paul II. The
New York Times article on Laudato Si sought to place the encyclical in the context of encyclicals
starting with Pope Leo XIII’s Rerum Novarum (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rerum_novarum)
of 1891. You can read the article at: http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/19/world/in-footsteps-ofpopes-seeking-worldly-change.html.
(20 June 2015): “Rural U.S. Struggles to Combat IV Drug Abuse”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/heartland-battles-needle-drug-scourge-1434726103)
--------“A wide swath of middle America, particularly Appalachia and Midwestern communities
east of the Mississippi River, is finding itself ill-prepared to cope with a problem that many big
cities tackled long ago: injection-drug abuse and the blood-borne infections that accompany it.
As drug users with no memory of the AIDS crisis decades ago put themselves in harm’s way,
public-health officials are bracing for the huge expense of treating a wave of chronic disease.”
Exemplifying this are new hepatitis C infections nationwide, which “rose 150% between 2010
and 2013, with the largest increases in rural areas, according to the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention. Last month, the CDC said new hepatitis C infections in young adults more than
quadrupled in four states—Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia—from 2006 to
2012.” Contributing to the problem is the fact that “in rural areas and smaller cities, young users
have no memory of the 1980s AIDS epidemic and typically view such risks as urban problems.”
The lack of health facilities and programs such as needle exchanges, which have been shown to
slow the spread of infections, contribute to the problem. Federal law prohibits the federal funds
for needle exchanges.
********With North Carolina bordering Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia, it is plausible that
there are serious IV drug abuse issues in North Carolina, too. The statistics for acute hepatitis C
can be viewed at: http://www.cdc.gov/hepatitis/statistics/2012surveillance/index.htm#tabs501600-1. The page that led me to it seems to inaccurately state that there were “no cases
reported in North Carolina.” You can see the statement at:
http://www.cdc.gov/hepatitis/statistics/2012surveillance/commentary.htm. All this reminds me
directly of Methland: The Death and Life of an American Small Town
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(http://www.amazon.com/Methland-Death-Life-American-Small/dp/1608192075/), by Nick
Redding; the small town Oelwein, Iowa. Slightly more removed is Broken Heartland: The Rise
of America’s Rural Ghetto (http://www.amazon.com/Broken-Heartland-Americas-RuralGhetto/dp/0877455546/), by Osha Gray Davidson. The former book was published in 2010 and
the latter in 1996, but both point to the seriousness of rural poverty and its consequences.
Perhaps rural counties should be receiving a greater percentage of sales tax revenues.
********One thing that caught my attention in the article was its discussion of the path to heroin
use, something that relates to a previous article in the Journal that was summarized in TIF
Weekly 216, relating to the book Dreamland. Many current users of heroin developed their
addiction by way of the painkiller OxyContin. When the supply of OxyContin was restricted by
more restrictive prescription writing and reformulation of the drugs themselves, heroin became
relatively less expensive and people first addicted to OxyContin and related drugs moved on to
heroin. Meanwhile, changes in state drug laws relating to marijuana has made it less profitable
and, for example, Mexican producers who previously trafficked in pot now traffic in heroin.
This week The Economist had a Briefing on American prisons
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21654578-americas-bloated-prison-system-hasstopped-growing-now-it-must-shrink-right-choices), noting the familiar fact that the U.S. leads
the world, by far, in the imprisonment of its population “America, with less than 5% of the
world’ population, accounts for around 25% of the world’s prisoners.” One can only wonder
how the developments noted above will affect the number of people imprisoned in local, state,
and federal prisons, who those imprisoned people are.
(22 June 2015): “Why Railroads Can’t Keep Enough Boxcars in Service”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-railroads-cant-keep-enough-boxcars-in-service1434879182)
--------“A shrinking supply of [railroad] boxcars . . . is causing a freight-hauling crunch for the
industries that continue to use them. The number of boxcars in service in North America fell by
41% in the past decade.” Now there are just 125,000 in service “as 101,600 cars were scrapped
and only about 13,800 replacements were added.” The decline has come about a railroads have
shifted “to more specialized railcars and intermodal carriers that allow shipping containers to hop
from trucks to trains.” Especially impacted by the fall have been “paper manufacturers, lumber
producers and other companies that rely heavily on boxcars to protect and move heavy
shipments.” This is part of a “looming crisis” as “Federal regulations limit boxcars to 50 years in
service . . . [and] More than 75,000 will reach that age over the next 15 years. Without
significantly more new boxcars, paper-company executives say they will have to rely more on
trucks, which by some estimates cost 20% more per ton than shipping by rail.” Contributing to
the situation has been the price of a new boxcar, about $135,000, and the rates paid by shippers
for boxcar services, which range from $450 to $700 per month. “That is decent revenue on a 30year-old boxcar that is long since paid for itself, but well below the $940 to $1,100 in monthly
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car-hire fees needed to profitably deploy a new boxcar,” according to Richard Kloster, a senior
vice president of AllTranstek [(http://www.alltranstek.com/)]. Contributing to the problem are
production constraints on new boxcar, as “car manufacturers . . . are devoting more assemblyline capacity and engineering resource to meeting a deluge of orders for tank cars to haul crude
oil.” At the end of the first quarter “There were more than 52,000 orders outstanding for tank
cars . . . compared with just 4,363 orders for boxcars,” according to the Railway Supply Institute.
********You can learn more about the Railway Supply Institute—“the only trade association
representing the entire rail supply industry”—at: http://rsiweb.org/. Some shippers are
advocating a longer life for boxcars—65 years—as a way of dealing with the boxcar problem. It
would be interesting to take a look at the way the various financial considerations such as interest
rates, service life, purchase price, and service rates enter into the boxcar supply.
(24 June 2015): “Mobile Banking Provides Lifeline for Bangladeshis”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/mobile-banking-provides-lifeline-for-bangladeshis1435043314)
--------The most popular mobile-money service in Bangladesh is bKash, which was launched in
2011 and “is now used by over 17 million Bangladeshis, and handles more than 70 million
transactions a day.” In a country of 16illion people, bKash allows people to send money via text
messages using basic phones; less than 30% of Bangladeshis have a bank account. People using
the service “typically have the pay . . . 2% of the transferred amount as a fee.” Sabina Begum, a
seamstress in the garment industry, routinely uses the service to send money to her 70-year-old
father who lives 300 kilometers away. “Her only day off is Friday, the weekend in Bangladesh.”
She notes, “Of course, the bank is also closed then.”
********You can learn more about bKash at: http://www.bkash.com/.
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(15 June 2015): “USDA Opens Enrollment Period for Agriculture Risk Coverage and Price Loss
Coverage Safety-Net Programs”
(http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usda/usdahome?contentidonly=true&contentid=2015/06/0173.
xml)
********This is a press release from the USDA that was visually covered in the print edition of
Bloomberg Businessweek for June 29-July 5; I failed to find an Internet version. The essence of
the press release, as the Bloomberg pointed out, is that due to the 2014 Farm Bill U.S. farmers
could choose to enroll in a form of revenue insurance, called ARC for Agriculture Risk
Coverage, or a form of price protection, called PLC for Price Loss Coverage. Bloomberg
describes the two in relation to the sources of risk, commenting about the press release: “On June
15, the U.S. Department of Agriculture reported how many farmers sought protection from
market forces, and how many from acts of God, including floods and drought.” Interestingly,
soybean and corn farmers opted almost entirely for ARC, i.e., revenue insurance, whereas longgrain rice and peanut farmers opted almost entirely for PLC, price protection. There must be
some explicable risk analysis lying behind these decisions. You can learn more about the
program and the selections for various commodities at: http://www.fsa.usda.gov/programs-andservices/arcplc_program/index. Check out the Tables, as well as the Related Topics on the left
of the screen.
(25 June 2015): “Can Craft Beer Survive AB InBev?”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2015-06-25/can-craft-beer-survive-ab-inbev-)
--------“After 10 years of running Elysian Brewing, a craft beer maker in Seattle, Chief Executive
Officer Joe Bisacca was ready for a change. He was tired of worrying about making payroll,
feeling guilty about the company’s miserly 401(k) plan, and trying to keep pace with the
ceaseless demand for Elysian’s irreverently named beers . . . So he and two partners, David
Buhler and Dick Cantwell, talked about selling. Before long they were in touch with Andy
Goeler, CEO of craft beer for AB InBev’s Anheuser-Busch division.” As the world’s biggest
beer company, AB InBev might seem like a strange match for tiny Elysian Brewing, but the
founders went ahead and sold their business, remaining on to brew the beer and provide creative
force; Cantwell has since left the firm. Elysian is one of four U.S. craft brewers purchased by
AB InBev, the other three are: Goose Island Brewing in Chicago, Blue Point Brewing in
Patchogue, New York, and 10 Barrel Brewing in Bend, Oregon. Although Goeler says craft
brewing has nothing to fear from AB InBev, brewers and consumers are not so sure. As one beer
analyst notes, “There are many craft brewers who would never, never sell to AB InBev, even if
they were offered a gazillion dollars.” Likewise, the “faux craft brand called Shock Top” is
“much ridiculed in traditional craft circles” and some beer drinkers who learn that their favorite
beer has gone corporate become furious and “quit buying their beer.”
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********It is easy to understand that the culture of craft beer and the culture of corporate beer
might be difficult to combine. So far, it seems, AB InBev seems to open to learning from those
in the brewing business who are experiencing high percentage growth, albeit on a small base.
“Last year, AB InBev’s sales volume in North America, its largest market, fell 1.3 percent, in
part because of the declining popularity of Budweiser, shipments of which dropped 4.8 percent
in 2013.” The question, of course, is will “craft brew ideas” scale? The article has a nice twominute video showing how Goose Island’s Bourbon County Stout is made.
********There were many articles on beer this week—here is one from The Wall Street Journal
of June 25, “Trouble Brews for ‘Imported’ Beers Made in America”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/trouble-brews-for-imported-beers-madein-america1435188835). The article notes, “If you though your favorite beer was an import, think again. It
may have been brewed in St. Louis . . . or Latrobe, Pa., or Fort Worth, Texas. And, if that beer is
Beck’s you might soon be eligible for a refund. The refund—of as much as $50 for Beck’s
drinkers who can produce valid receipts—is part of the settlement of a class-action lawsuit
claiming that the beer’s maker, Anheuser-Busch InBev, tricked American consumers into
believing that the beer was an authentic German pilsner, when it is really brewed in St. Louis.”
In light of the foregoing, it is easy to understand the concerns of some craft beer drinkers.
********A follow up on the article above, with additional perspective, appears at:
http://www.wsj.com/articles/beer-brouhaha-fresh-vs-import-1435251902. It turns out that other
countries are not so finicky with regard to the provenance of their beer.
(25 June 2015): “Propane Prices Feel Heat of Supply Glut”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/propane-prices-feel-heat-of-supply-glut-1435186536)
--------“Propane is tanking. The U.S. benchmark price for the gaseous byproduct of oil
production has plunged 18% this year. Driving the selloff is a supply glut that some analysts
said could keep prices subdued for years. . . . Companies that tap oil and natural gas from shalerock formations have sought to bolster revenue by targeting fields with big reserves of propane
and similar fuels that are used to heat homes, make chemicals and fire up grills. For a time,
relatively high propane prices helped offset the hit these companies suffered, from a decline in
natural-gas prices and then from a plunge in crude.” But that time is gone. “Prices in western
Canada, a key producing region, turned negative in May for the first time on record, meaning
that producers paid buyers to take propane.” Falling propane prices provide “the latest example
of how the yearslong boom in U.S. energy output continues to upend markets despite
expectations that supply growth could slow later this year as companies have cut spending on
new drilling.”
********Negative propane prices! In economic parlance, a “bad” is something for which less is
preferred to more.” In such a case, as is apparently true in some places, people will pay to get rid
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of it, hence the negative prices. So, there are places where propane gas is akin to garbage.
“Some place” was evidently Edmonton, Calgary. Here is a five-minute video interview on the
subject: http://www.cbc.ca/news/business/propane-prices-plunge-across-canada-as-bbq-seasonbegins-1.3123421. If you would like to see some numbers, you can find them at:
https://rbnenergy.com/no-where-to-run-no-where-to-hide-the-great-edmonton-propane-givaway.
Interesting times in which interest rates can be negative and commodity prices negative, too.
(27 June 2015): “Divestment campaigns: Fight the power”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21656204-investors-are-beingpressed-sell-their-holdings-coal-oil-and-gas-fight)
--------Groups like 350.org are seeking to “dissuade investors from owning shares in the
companies that produce fossil fuels and thus contribute to climate change. So far the protesters
have managed to persuade 220 cities and institutions to divest some of their holdings.” Although
divestment is not a new idea, it having been waged against South Africa in the 1980s, as well as
arms and tobacco companies. But divestment raises the issue of the “fiduciary duty” for
financial managers. Recent studies, though, suggest that the relationship between fiduciary duty
and divestment is not clear. “A survey published in 2009 of academic papers that focused on”
corporate social responsibility, “including environmental measures, found a mildly positive
correlation between the pursuit of socially responsible polices and financial performance. A
more recent study by MSCI, an index firm, covered the period from February 2007 to March
2015; it found the investment portfolios with greater exposure to firms with high ESG
[environmental, social, and governance] ratings, performed better than the market as a whole.”
********The article provides some nuance to divestment, especially the point that “It is
impossible to sell an energy company’s shares without a buyer, and the buyer will presumably
care less about climate change” than the seller who divested.
(29 June 2015): “Hawaii Wrestles With Vagaries of Solar Power”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/hawaii-wrestles-with-vagaries-of-solar-power-1435532277)
--------“For a glimpse of the promise and problems of turning the electric grid green, there’s no
better place than Hawaii. With 21% of its power now coming from renewable sources such as
wind turbines and solar panels, Hawaii has become a laboratory for those intent on reinventing
the grid. A new law mandates that renewables supply all of the state’s electricity by 2045.”
Given its high dependence on renewables that are intermittent, the state’s main utility is
wrestling with how “to keep the overall supply of power steady.” Although these issues are
acknowledged Mark Glick, the head of Hawaii’s State Energy Office, is confident they will be
addressed.
********There are some interesting facts and aspects of Hawaii’s energy situation that bear
noticing. First, it has by far the largest amount of electricity per capita from solar power of any
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state, almost four times that of runner-up California. Second, Hawaii “remains the only state that
still burns oil to generate most of its electricity—about 70% for the islands versus 1% for the
U.S. as a whole.” Third, each Hawaiian island has its own, unconnected grid, whereas there are
three grids that serve the lower 48 states. And fourth, Hawaii’s average electricity price is “34
cents a kilowatt-hour, the highest in the U.S. and nearly triple the national average.” In short, it
seems that much can be learned from the Hawaiian experience that will have relevance for the
U.S. as a whole.
(1 July 2015): “Bosses Reclassify Workers to Cut Costs”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/bosses-reclassify-workers-to-cut-costs-1435688331)
--------“As courts and regulators increase their scrutiny of the relationship between businesses
and independent contractors, employers are turning to a range of tactics to classify workers,
taking them off the formal payroll and lowering costs.” Relabeling of workers and altering the
conditions of employment are not new, but “Now businesses are turning to other kinds of
employment relationships, such as setting up workers as franchisees or owners of limited liability
companies, which helps to shield businesses from tax and labor statutes. In response, some state
and federal agencies are aggressively clamping down on such arrangements, passing local
legislation, filing briefs in workers’ own lawsuits, and closely tracking the spread of what they
see as questionable employment models.” These developments are taking place in the context of
lawsuits brought against Uber Technologies and FedEx Corp. with respect to their employment
relationships. In coming days the U.S. Department of Labor is expected to release “a detailed
memo on worker classification . . . A particular focus [will be] . . . brands that sell franchises not
to a traditional small-business owner—say, a person who owns six outlets of a national fast-food
chain and hires dozens of employees—but to low-wage workers such as janitors and delivery
drivers who essentially pay franchise fees in exchange for work.” Janitorial service company
CleanNet and airport transportation provider SuperShuttle are two companies that have used
such practices.
********It is surprising to me that there is so much in play in employment law. It makes me
wonder if legal change has created, in entrepreneurial parlance, these “opportunities for gain” or
have they simply just been noticed and acted on. It will be interesting to see how this connects
up with the President’s recent proposal regarding overtime pay. You can learn more about that
proposal at: http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/01/business/economy/obama-overtime-rulescratches-the-surface-in-helping-the-middle-class.html.
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(20 June 2015): “Six Hundred Years of Government Intervention in the Labor Markets”
(http://daily.jstor.org/six-hundred-years-of-government-intervention-in-the-labor-markets/)
--------“When we talk about government intervention in the labor market, we often picture a
steady growth in regulation, from elimination of child labor to the $15 an hour minimum wage
being instituted in Los Angeles. In a 1943 Columbia Law Review paper, Harvard law professor
E. Merrick Dodd argues that the laissez-faire era in the nineteenth century represented just a brief
blip in a long history of powerful labor regulations in England and the U.S.”
********This story appeared in JSTOR Daily, which provides summaries of journal articles
with contemporary relevance, as this surely is given recent discussions and proposals relating to
job classification and overtime pay. Evidently the “blip” extended from 1825 to 1847. The
article provides a link to the downloadable 44-page paper.
(2 July 2015): “If You Fancy a Romantic Ride on a Gondola, You Can Have It . . . in Omaha”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10275673379634644280204581078232924979372)
--------[This is the A-Hed (quirky) article.] Visitors to Omaha, Nebraska once feasted on steak or
drove past the home of billionaire Warren Buffet. But now there is a new attraction—gondola
rides. A thirty-minute gondola ride on the 15-acre lake of the Heartland of America Park is a
frequent source of marriage proposals, about 150 of them according to 62-year-old Steven
Anderson, who runs a company boasting a 32-foot boat with many authentic Venetian details.
“He is hardly alone in efforts to spread the romance of the gondola. In recent years, gondoliers
in dozens of U.S. cities have established operations, promising passengers they can experience
the best of Italy minus the jet lag.” Genuine (asymmetric) Venetian gondolas cost about
$20,000-plus to purchase, although at least one U.S. craftsmen has built one for $10,000.
********The article is accompanied by a two-minute video showing the Omaha gondolier.
Greg Mohr, the president of the Gondola Society of America, has a blog on all things gondola,
including a list of gondola operations in America. You can see it at:
http://www.gondolagreg.com/2015_07_01_archive.html.
(2 July 2015): “Snow Drought Saps Washington State’s Economy”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/snow-drought-saps-washington-states-economy-1435801630)
--------This year the Olympic Mountains of Washington State “recorded virtually no snow in all
but the highest peaks. The May 1 reading of zero snowpack in the rugged range northwest of
Seattle was the lowest since records there began in 1948, and came as statewide snow
accumulations totaled a paltry 16% of normal. . . . The state received plenty of precipitation but
it came largely as rain because air temperatures were as much as 7 degrees Fahrenheit higher
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than normal. The resulting lack of snow presents a real problem. . . . While the ample rainfall
has filled the reservoirs of larger cities, many agriculture and rural areas are more reliant on
water from streams and rivers to get through the dry summer months. Less melting snow to feed
the streams means less runoff for those communities.”
********I was struck by the importance of the snow pack for different types of water users in
Washington. It seems that it functions somewhat like storage batteries for electricity, reducing
the fluctuation of water over time. Cities have their reservoirs, as the article notes, but those in
the countryside (and salmon) are dependent upon the buffering provided by the snow pack. So,
the total amount of precipitation is important, but the form of that participation is, too, especially
where higher elevations (and lower ambient temperatures) are concerned.
(3 July 2015): “First Offshore Wind Farm in U.S. Powers Ahead”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/first-offshore-wind-farm-in-u-s-powers-ahead-1435878845)
--------Block Island, Rhode Island is slated to become the nation’s first offshore wind farm;
Europe has had wind farms “for more than two decades.” Although the process for it began after
the better known and larger Cape Wind project off Cape Cod in Massachusetts, it did not have
the same formidable opponents: late Senator Ted Kenney and industrialist William Koch. The
project is “fully financed and permitted, and workers are expected to begin anchoring steel
foundations to the ocean floor later this month.” Once operational, the project will produce more
than enough electricity for Block Island and allow some to be sent to the onshore grid by a $107
million undersea power cable. Currently the island “relies on generators burning about 1 million
gallons of expensive diesel fuel a year for power.” Island residents will see about a 30% decline
in their power bills as a result of the wind farm, while the bills of those on the mainland will
increase due to the higher price of wind farm electricity.
********According to the American Wind Energy Association (http://www.awea.org/), “there
are 11 [wind] projects in 10 states in various stages of development.” The role of political and
economic power in relation to the Cape Wind project is noteworthy. That project, still
unresolved, has been going on for 14 years. “A contract dispute with local utilities” has thrown
the project into question.
********This article connects up nicely with one in last week’s TIF Weekly that related to solar
power and the Hawaiian islands. The connections are renewable energy, islands, and
nonrenewable energy. Islands have special circumstances with regard to energy use as they tend
not to have nonrenewable energy sources. Thus the use of nonrenewables tends to be unusually
expensive due to transportation costs. Thus on both the Hawaiian islands and Block Island, the
relative price of renewables is low and the argument for using them is stronger, and the choice of
energy source, sun for the Hawaiian islands and wind for Block Island, seems obvious. While
searching for something else, I came upon one journal article (2004) that seems to deal with the
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topic directly, “On the economics of electricity consumption in small island developing states: a
role for energy technologies?” You can learn more about it at:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421503000478.
********Islands, as an abstraction, have played an important role in the history of economic
thought. They came to be used during the 1870s in relation to the so-called Robinson Crusoe
economy, which was employed by Carl Menger in his Principles of Economics (1871). The
book was first published in German. It is of interest to me that Menger wrote his book as a result
of his was as a journalist in Vienna. You can learn more the Robinson Crusoe economy at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robinson_Crusoe_economy. This abstraction continues to be
useful in microeconomics, international trade, and thinking about isolated areas where
transportation costs are high or infrastructure lacking, i.e., in some aspects of regional
economics. The founder of regional economics was Johann Heinrich von Thünen, about whom
you can learn more at: http://www.biography.com/people/johann-heinrich-von-th%C3%BCnen41022#early-life-and-education. (This is one case where Wikipedia has little of value to say.)
His life work was Der isolierte Staat, which was published in three parts: 1826, 1850, and the
post-humus 1863. It was the 1826 volume that earned him an enduring place in regional
economics, as he examined “an imaginary city in the middle of a plain surrounded by forests,
with the territory divided into concentric rings.” Unknown until a few minutes ago, for me, is
the first publication of a translation of part III of The Isolated State, which you can find at:
http://www.amazon.com/Isolated-Relation-Agriculture-Political-Economy/dp/023022251X/.
The book is devoted to forestry, examining such topics as timber yield and value.
(4 July 2015): “The Inevitable, Indispensable Property Tax”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/05/business/the-inevitable-indispensable-property-tax.html)
--------[A column of The Upshot.] “If you’re a homeowner, you probably don’t like paying
property taxes. But economists like property taxes for the same reason taxpayers hate them:
They’re hard to avoid. A 2008 study by researchers at the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development looked at a number of countries and found that taxes on real
property caused the least drag on gross domestic product per dollar of revenue raised. Next
came sales taxes, personal income taxes and corporate income taxes. In other words, property
taxes were the best way to collect revenue without hurting the economy too much.”
********The study mentioned above seems to be “Tax and Economic Growth”
(http://www.oecd.org/tax/tax-policy/41000592.pdf). The nature of tax systems is much in the
news, so this article caught my attention. I was somewhat set up for it as I read the (generally
unfavorable) review of a new book on 19th century property tax advocate Henry George, by
historian Edward T. O’Donnell entitled Henry George and the Crisis of Inequality. You can
read the review at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-tramp-and-the-locomotivethe-tramp-and-thelocomotive-1435775936. You can learn more about the book at:
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http://www.amazon.com/Henry-George-Crisis-Inequality-Progress/dp/0231120001/. Henry
George’s Progress and Poverty (1879) had as much notoriety in its time as Thomas Piketty’s
Capital in the Twenty-First Century (http://www.amazon.com/Capital-Twenty-First-CenturyThomas-Piketty/dp/067443000X/) has had in ours, although the books are quite different. You
can learn more about Henry George at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_George.
(6 July 2015): “China’s Hunger for Robots Marks Significant Shift”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-hunger-for-robots-marks-significant-shift-1436118228)
--------“Having devoured many of the world’s factory jobs, China is now handing them over to
robots. China already ranks as the world’s largest market for robotic machines. Sales last year
grew 54% from a year earlier, and the boom shows every sign of increasing.” According to the
International Federation of Robotics, “China is projected to have more installed industrial robots
than any other country by next year.” The Federation “estimates about 225,000 industrial robots
were sold world-wide last year—a record and up 27% from the year before. Robot sales grew in
all major markets, with over half the growth in Asia. But China is the rising start, with about
54,000 robots sold there in 2014.” Currently China has relatively low “robot density,” having
about “30 robots for every 10,000 factory workers. In Germany, the density is 10 times that
amount.” The Chinese government seeks to increase robot density to 100 per 10,000 workers by
2020. Soaring labor costs are contributing to the move to robots. Nonetheless, “there is little
evidence so far that robots are having a big impact on employment.”
********Robotization tends to be thought of in relation to manufacturing, but the closely
connected digital revolution is affecting service industries, too. Here are two examples that are
affecting employment in the airlines and banking. Airlines are increasingly allowing,
sometimes requiring, passengers to “tag their own bags, [and] print luggage tags at home. . . .
Later this year, some fliers in Europe likely will begin using what could be the future of lying
luggage: permanent bag tags that digitally update if flight plans change.” Changes such as these,
including the introduction “self-service technologies like kiosks” contributed to a 13.5% decline
in the number of U.S. ticket agents from 2004 to 2014, during which time “U.S. airline
passengers increased 8.6%” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/bag-tags-1435340070). Banking
is trying to figure out what to do with its branches. “Firms across the country are tossing out
their tellers, adding salespeople and remaking their drive-through lanes. The moves are the latest
cost-cutting experiments for the industry as customers move in droves to online and mobile
banking.” One company, Capital One Financial Corp. in Boston, is “expanding a ‘café’ format
in which visitors can get gourmet coffee and free Wi-Fi but can’t sit with a banker who will open
an account for them or drop off a loan application. Instead, employees steer customers to its
website and answer questions about the bank’s services.” You can learn more about how banks
are attempting to deal with their “excess” branches in the article “Is This a Coffee Shop or a
Bank?” at: [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/is-this-a-coffee-shop-or-a-bank-1436225586).
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(8 July 2015): “Shell Places Huge Bet on Arctic Oil Riches”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/shell-places-huge-bet-on-arctic-oil-riches-1436311938)
--------“Royal Dutch Shell PLC is days away from drilling in the Arctic Ocean—betting it can
find enough oil to justify the huge risks that keep almost every other competitor out of those icy
waters. The company is hauling two massive rigs—the Polar Pioneer and the Noble
Discoverer—more than 2,000 miles up and around the Chukchi Sea, where it plans to begin
work the third week of July. Accompanying the rigs are 30 support vessels and seven aircraft . .
. The voyage represents Shell’s effort to mount a comeback in the Arctic three years after a
different rig ran aground following an unsuccessful drilling season.” Although Shell had
planned to drill two wells this year, a ruling by a federal agency will restrict it to just one.
Another setback for Shell was the recent discovery of “a small breach in the hull of a vessel
carrying equipment for a spill response” that may require repairs.
********One thing that came through very clearly from the article was the very risky nature of
the project. The ill-fated 2012 venture is one illustration. Another is given by a Shell employee
Doug Sloan, who worked years on the North Slope oil project in Alaska. As the senior drilling
supervisor for this year’s well, he says that he tries to cultivate in his works a sense of “chronic
unease,” noting “You don’t want to let your guard down.” Both statements are eerily similar to
those that were made in a striking article on the training of police officers: “Insider the School
Teaching Cops When It’s OK to Kill” which appeared in Bloomberg Businessweek of July 1st.
You can read the article at: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-07-01/the-policemans-id.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 221 (15 July 2015)
(8 July 2015): “Satellite Images Show Economies Growing and Shrinking in Real Time”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2015-07-08/satellite-images-show-economiesgrowing-and-shrinking-in-real-time)
--------Planet Labs, “a San Francisco startup founded in a garage by former NASA engineers,”
has more than 50 imaging satellites “each orbiting the globe every 90 minutes. Together they
can photograph most of the planet every day. Embedded in the terabytes of photos the satellites
beam to earth are clues to the global economy. Big data software can now quickly extract
economic indicators from photos of farms, factories, and ports. Pictures of retailers’ parking lots
can help estimate sales and customer traffic.” According to Nicholas Colas, of the New York
brokerage Convergex Group, the use of satellite images “is one of those really rare game
changers that come along very infrequently but has the ability to remake the whole stock and
economic research industry.” Firms involved in transforming photos into data are: Spaceknow
and Orbital Insight. Orbital Insight’s founder James Crawford wants to “create the ‘macroscope’
that will alter the world as microscopes did centuries ago.”
********The article is accompanied by some stunning images. Here are links to learn more
about the companies mentioned: Planet Labs (https://www.planet.com/), Spaceknow
(http://www.spaceknow.com/home), and Orbital Insight (http://orbitalinsight.com/).
(9 July 2015): “A Colorado Coal Mining Town Struggles to Define Its Future”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/09/us/coal-mine-closed-colorado-town-struggles-to-definefuture.html)
--------Since 1896 “the economy and identity” of the tiny community of Somerset, Colorado
“have been defined by the coal heaps, railroad tracks and deep underground mines that filled
train cars with coal and miners’ pockets with money. . . . Maybe no longer.” The Elk Creek
Mine, which once employed about 200 people, now employs just nine. The mine is selling its
equipment, handing off its water treatment plant to the residents, and weighing whether to close
permanently. “Tighter regulations, environmental lawsuits and a pivot toward cheaper and
cleaner-burning natural gas have knocked coal towns on their heels across the country, raising
questions from West Virginia to Wyoming about the future if mines and coal-fired power plants
close and jobs evaporate. That future might look something like Somerset.” The population
there “peaked at about 700 when the mines were pumping out coal during World War I” but has
since “fallen to about 90 people, many of them retirees and part-time residents.”
(9 July 2015): “Butter on the Table in Trade Talks as Japan Faces Shortage”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/butter-on-the-table-in-trade-talks-as-japan-faces-shortage1436383894)
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--------“In one of the world’s great food capitals, [Tokyo,] where almost every conceivable
cuisine is available, a shortage of butter over the past two years has left supermarket shelves
bare, while many bakers have been forced to resort to margarine.” For some of Japan’s trading
partners, the dairy industry is “a symbol of a market that needs to open more through transPacific trade talks, which are set to ratchet up this month.” But Prime Minister Shinzo Abe “has
pledged to protect dairy products along with other ‘sacred’ items such as beef and pork in trade
negotiations.” Currently, Japanese tariffs “make it virtually impossible for private importers to
bring in butter from big producers such as New Zealand and the U.S.” Contributing to the
decline in Japanese dairy and butter production is Japan’s “rapidly aging population. As farmers
retire, there is often no one to take their place.” Although freer trade is one solution to the
situation, Japanese “cooperatives and agriculture ministry officials say the solution is making
more milk domestically.” Additional imports “could threaten the livelihood of Japanese dairy
producers.”
********Similar concerns are raised in the related article “U.S.-Canada Dairy Spat Sours Trade
Talks” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-canada-dairy-spat-sours-trade-talks-1436544890).
Canada’s concerns about its dairy industry are very much like those of Japan. Looking at these
two cases one begins to see why “dairy is emerging as the thorniest issue souring finals talks to
conclude” the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) “linking 12 countries around the Pacific.”
Canada, like many other countries, “instituted measures to protect dairy farmers that remain
politically popular because of the large number of small farms.” You can learn more about the
TPP, the negotiations on which are ongoing, at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TransPacific_Partnership.
(10 July 2015): “Pope Francis Inspires Catholic Investors to Press Environmental Concerns”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/pope-inspires-catholic-investors-to-press-environmentalconcerns-1436434201)
--------“The pope’s call to action on global warming is unleashing a new wave of shareholder
activism by Roman Catholic investors.” As early as this spring, when Pope Francis was
preparing the 183-page encyclical “Laudato Si: On Care For Our Common Home,” “several
Catholic institutions in the U.S., including universities and religious orders, began taking steps to
dump stocks with heavy exposure to coal and other greenhouse-gas-emitting energy sources.
They also urged companies ranging from Bank of America Corp. and Kraft Foods Group Inc. to
DuPont Co. to disclose more information about their carbon emissions and the environmental
impact of their businesses.” Environmental concerns have received more attention since the
pope’s encyclical, but they are only one among many issues advanced by Catholic and other
religious investors at shareholder meetings. According to an analysis of shareholder resolutions
submitted by them assembled by Proxymonitor.org, since 2015: 57% of proposals have been
about the environment, 24% about lobbying, 9% about health care, 5% about human rights, and
5% about political spending.
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********Proxymonitor.org is a website sponsored by the Manhattan Institute’s Center for Legal
Policy. Its purpose is “shedding light on the influence of shareholder proposals on corporations.”
You can learn more at: http://proxymonitor.org/. It is possible, for example, to search on an
array of Proposal Types by using the search facility in the upper-right-hand of the page. For
example a search under Social Policy (Environmental) yielded 394 results. It is then possible to
find the Company Name, the proposal Title, and a Web Link to the proposal. This seems like a
potentially useful tool for multiple purposes.
(10 July 2015): “Iron Ore Got You Down? Try Nuclear Waste”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/iron-ore-got-you-down-try-nuclear-waste-1436423066)
--------With falling iron ore prices across the world—down 80% since early 2011—companies
like Australia’s Gindalbie Metals Ltd. are looking for other opportunities, that is why it and
many others are seeking to “make the shortlist for a federal-government nuclear repository 27
million Australian dollars (US20 million) over the next four years—and likely hundreds of
millions more once construction starts. Gindalbie’s company secretary, Christopher Gerrard
notes: “Last year we took a look at the whole industry of iron-ore and said we are going to write
this investment off. . . . Like a lot of iron-ore companies, we are quite interested now to see what
else we can do with the intellectual property and the capital that we have.” Gindalbie’s bid
involves land near Yalgoo, Western Australia, about 300 miles from the Perth. European settlers
referred to it as “the end of the earth” and its population density is 400 people in 10,000 square
miles. For years Australia, which has no nuclear power plants, has been piling up radioactive
waste on site or shipping it abroad, but an international agreement countries holding Australia’s
waste will begin shipping it back: France this year and England in 2020.
********I was struck by the reference Christopher Gerrard made to intellectual property. I.e.,
we’ve got this property and we have this organization, what can we do with it other than mine
iron ore? Considering intellectual property, the recent Supreme Court decision on same-sex
marriage is an interesting connection. The relevant article is “Its Goal Met, Gay-Marriage
Advocacy Group Will Shut Down” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/its-goal-met-gaymarriage-advocacy-group-will-shut-down-1436952602). In this case Freedom to Marry, a group
founded by Evan Wolfson, decided to go out of business. According to Wolfson, “We achieved
the goal we set out to do.” Scholars of social movements, such as Stanford’s Douglas McAdam,
note that it is “unusual, if not unheard of, for activist groups to pull the plug when their mission
is accomplished. Far more typical is to find a new cause.” All this provides an opportunity to
reflect on the nature of goals and the best use of resources, in particular of intellectual property.
Some goals are very specific, while others are not. Some intellectual properties are very specific,
while others are not. How to proceed in a changing environment will, presumably, take these
factors into consideration. Evidently, the March of Dimes is the classic study of an organization
that “effectively put itself out of business by helping to end polio” and then took its
“organizational wisdom and . . . tried-and-true methods [of fundraising] and reoriented them
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from polio to birth defects.” You can learn more about the mission change of the March of
Dimes at: http://www.ssireview.org/images/articles/2008SP_casestudy_baghdady_maddock.pdf.
(11 July 2015): “’The Simpsons’ Duff Beer Tries to Tap Markets Outside Springfield”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/duff-beer-tries-to-tap-markets-outside-springfield-1436553842)
--------[This is the A-Hed, quirky, article.] Duff Beer is the fictional brew of “The Simpsons,”
which is “longest-running scripted series in television history.” But “real beer sellers from
Australia to Germany to Colombia have been trying to capitalize on all this fake marketing by
putting real versions of Duff Beer into the market—only to be shut down after hearing from
lawyers for ‘Simpsons’ owner 21st Century Fox.” These repeated attempts to create a real beer
has, at last, led Fox to begin developing its own beer. Notes Jeffrey Godsick, president of the
company’s consumer products division, “Once you see enough piracy, you are faced with two
choices . . . One is deciding to fight it, and the other is deciding to go out [into the market] with
it.” According to Ariel Casarin, an associate professor of strategy at the Universidad Adolfo
Ibanez in Santiago, Chile, “Fox has been essentially forced into the beer business by intellectual
property laws that don’t generally protect fictional products.”
********The issue of intellectual property as it relates to fictional products is interesting. This
is clearly a case of “life mimicking art.” This quotation was dimly held, so I googled it and
found a useful article at Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_imitating_art). The
expression seems to derive from Oscar Wilde, who wrote: “Life imitates Art far more than Art
imitates Life.” A related article, to my mind, deals with the subject of “Simulacrum”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simulacrum), which is “a representation or imitation of a person
or a thing.” Presumably fictional Duff Beer is “a thing” and the beer now being made in Chile is
a representation of beer consumed by Homer Simpson. I got to “Simulacrum” by way of the
entry on French philosopher Jean Baudrillard (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Baudrillard.
(11 July 2015): “Schumpeter: Calibrating Chinese creativity”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21657376-sceptics-exaggerate-some-industrieschinese-firms-are-innovative-calibrating-chinese)
--------Before announcing her candidacy for the American presidency earlier this year, Carly
Fiorina, the former CEO of Hewlett-Packard, said” “Yeah, the Chinese can take a test, but . . .
they’re not terribly imaginative. They’re not entrepreneurial. They don’t innovate—that’s why
they’re stealing our intellectual property.” So, can China innovate? Two recent publications,
one by McKinsey Global Institute and another by management consultant Edward Tse, indicate
that the answer is “Yes.” According to McKinsey, although China “lags the West in creating
world-class medicines, civil aircraft and cars. . . in many sectors, China is now taking a global
lead in two areas of innovation: in improving consumer products and the business models used to
sell them; and in making manufacturing processes cheaper, quicker and better.” According to
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Mr. Tse, “Companies alone cannot make the massive long-term commitment of resources needed
to drive innovation in many crucial areas” and in China the government has “lead the way” just
as “American public spending on universities and defence research boosted Silicon Valley’s
early starts like HP.”
********The McKinsey report is “The China Effect on Global Innovation,” which you can learn
more about at: http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/strategy/chinas_innovation_imperative.
Edward Tse’s book is China’s Disruptors: How Alibaba, Xiaomi, Tencent, and Other Companies
are Changing the Rules of Business. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/Chinas-Disruptors-Companies-Changing-Business/dp/1591847540/.
(11 July 2015): “Is lemonade legal?” (http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21657409testing-limits-silliness-east-texas-lemonade-legal)
--------In June Zoey and Andria Green of Overton, Texas operated their lemonade stand for about
one hour before “local police shut the operation down. Not only were they hawking without a
$150 ‘peddler’s permit’, but also the state requires a formal kitchen inspection and a permit to
sell anything that might spoil if stored at the wrong temperature.” With the growth of interest in
local foods, states are passing so-called “cottage-food laws” to allow people to sell “nonpotentially hazardous” foods. “But the rules are often odd or fussy, and no two states are alike.”
As it turns out, the cottage-food laws of Texas do not allow the sale of lemonade. But Greens
did discover that if they gave the lemonade away for free and “put a box on the table for tips,
they could still make money because the ‘payments’ thus became donations.”
********An example where the law—the invisible foot—has adapted to changes in culture—the
invisible handshake. It was interesting to see how the public health issue seemed to disappear
depending upon whether the item was purchased or free.
(15 July 2015): “Air Force Will Offer Bonuses To Lure Drone Pilots”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/air-force-will-offer-bonuses-to-lure-drone-pilots-1436922312)
--------The U.S. Air Force has struggled to keep up with the demand for drone pilots, “largely
due to the service’s inability to identify, train and retain enough drone pilots. The service trains
about 180 such pilots a year, but loses about 230.” As a result, the Secretary of the Air Force,
Deborah Lee James, is expected to release a plan “to give Air Force pilots thousands of dollars in
bonus pay if they sign up to fly the remotely piloted craft for five years or more. Ms. James also
is directing that for the next year, some Air Force pilots graduating from flight school
automatically be reassigned to drone duty to bolster its ranks.” On average, “drone pilots fly up
to 900 hours a year, compared with fighter pilots, who are in the cockpit an average of 250 hours
a year,” leading to drone pilot complaints of overwork. Currently drone pilots, like all other Air
Force pilots, must be officers, but expanding the pool of potential pilots by opening the job to
enlisted personnel has not been viewed favorably by Air Force officials.
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********I do wonder how Air Force pilots feel about this. No doubt their current behavior is a
clear indication. Is it really necessary for a drone pilot to meet the qualifications of a fighter
pilot?
(15 July 2015): “Twitter Shares Hit by Takeover Hoax”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/twitter-shares-hit-by-takeover-hoax-1436918683)
--------On Tuesday “Traders once again grappled—in real time—with the difference between
what is real and what is fake. What wasn’t real . . . : a $31billion bid for Twitter Inc. Twitter’s
stock jumped more than 8% after the online publication of a bogus article that claimed the socialmedia firm had received a takeover offer.” The stock “traded up 2.5% early in the day and then
spiked in the minutes after 11:36 a.m., the time stamp on the story.” At 11:39 Twitter user Open
Outcrier linked to the fake article in a tweet; the stock price peaked at 11:44. At 11:45
Bloomberg spokesman Ty Trippet confirmed that the article was a fake, after which the Twitter
stock fell back in subsequent minutes to its normal trading range for the day. “The use of false
rumors and news reports to manipulate stocks is a centuries-old ruse. The difference today is
that the sheer ubiquity and amount of information that courses through markets makes it difficult
for traders operating at high speeds to avoid a well-crafted hoax.”
******** The Twitter account @OpenOutcrier is “closely followed by traders.” You can learn
more about the hoax at: http://www.businessinsider.com/bloomberg-twitter-report-hoax-2015-7.
What struck me about the article is how little time it took for the hoax to be identified and how
quickly the market responded.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 222 (22 July 2015)
(16 July 2015): “Los Angeles’ Garment Industry Frets Over Pay Hike”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/los-angeles-garment-industry-frets-over-pay-hike1436986903)
--------According to a new law, the minimum wage of Los Angeles, which “boasts more jobs
making jeans, jackets and other apparel than any other pocket of the country,” will increase to
$15 per hour by 2020; the Los Angeles metro area “employs twice as many manufacturing
workers as the Chicago or Detroit regions, with better than one in eight of them in Los Angeles
county working in the apparel industry.” The CEO of L.A.-based contract apparel manufacturer
5 Thread Factory, Brian Zuckerman, has already made his response to the wage change clear:
“The simple answer to this whole conversation is we’re moving out of the city of L.A.”
Although San Francisco and Seattle have moved to establish the $15 wage rate, “Los Angeles
marks the first time a city with a large low-wage manufacturing base has decided to raise its
wage floor so high.” The wage law “applies only to the city of Los Angeles” and not currently to
other areas of Los Angeles County. Steve Barraza, the CEO of designer and manufacturer
Tianello Inc., comments that as a result of the wage law, “We won’t hire as many people, but the
people we do hire have to be high-quality tailors.”
********You can learn more about the proposed $15 minimum wage in L.A. at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2015/07/15/champion-of-15-minimum-wage-in-l-a-says-therate-is-too-high-for-u-s/. It is not only apparel manufacturers that are rethinking their approach.
Apparel brand Karen Kane Inc. “plans to keep a careful eye on labor costs when selecting
contractors to manufacture clothes,” and will “look closer at contractors outside the city” of Los
Angeles. You can get a look—23 photos—inside one of the L.A.-based manufacturers for
American Apparel at: http://framework.latimes.com/2014/07/08/inside-the-american-apparelmanufacturing-facility-in-downtown-los-angeles/#/0.
********One of the things that caught my attention about this article was the influence of spatial
wage differentials, i.e., the difference between the city of Los Angeles and areas just a few miles
away. Evidently that is enough to cause a manufacturing facility to move. That is the case of
domestic wage differentials. Then there is the case of international wage differentials, as
examined in “Search for Ever Cheaper Garment Factories Leads to Africa”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/search-for-ever-cheaper-garment-factories-leads-to-africa1436347982). As the article notes, “Africa is the final frontier in the global rag trade—the last
untapped continent with cheap and plentiful labor. Ethiopia’s garment sector has no minimum
wage, compared with Bangladesh, where workers earn at least $67 a month, according to the
International Labor Organization. Garment workers in Ethiopia started at about $21 a month as
of last year, the Ethiopian government said.” As of January 1, garment workers in China “earned
anywhere from $155 to $297 a month . . . Garment workers in China tend to do more
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sophisticated production while basic cutting and sewing goes to countries with lower wages.”
This connects nicely with the comments of Steve Barraza of Tianello Inc. of Los Angeles, to wit,
jobs where the value of the “marginal product” of labor is lowest are those that are most likely to
move when relative wage rates rise.
(17 July 2015): “Silicon Valley Doesn’t Believe U.S. Productivity Is Down”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/silicon-valley-doesnt-believe-u-s-productivity-is-down1437100700)
--------According to official U.S. figures, economic output per hour has barely budged in the last
ten years; in the last two quarters it has fallen. But Google chief economist Hal Varian holds that
“the U.S. doesn’t have a productivity problem, it has a measurement problem, a sound bit
shaping up as the gospel according to Silicon Valley.” One aspect of this measurement problem
is that “a lot of what originates here is free or nearly free.” As it is, “the only way goods and
services move the official U.S. productivity needle is when consumers and businesses pay for
them. Anything free, no matter how much it improves everyday life, isn’t included.”
********It seems that issues concerning GDP measurement have been in the news more
frequently of late but this is the first time I can recall the element of “freeness” being discussed.
Hal Varian has had an interesting career as both an academic and business economist. You can
get a sense of both at: http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~hal/.
(18 July 2015): “Free exchange: Sorry to burst your bubble”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21657817-new-research-suggests-itdebt-not-frothy-asset-prices-should-worry)
--------Until recently the idea that stockmarket busts “are very damaging for the economy” has
received “surprisingly little scrutiny.” But in light of two new papers, it appears that not all
bubbles “are equally bad.” The “crucial variable that separates relatively harmless frenzies from
disastrous ones is debt. In many cases, though certainly not all, stockmarket manias fall into the
less worrying category.” In a paper examining bubbles “in the housing and equity markets over
the past 140 years” Oscar Jorda, Moritz Schularick, and Alan Taylor conclude that “The most
dangerous . . . are housing bubbles fueled by credit booms. The least troublesome are equity
bubbles that do not rely on debt.” In a paper by Markus Brunnermeier and Isabel Schnabel
“examining 400 years of asset-price bubbles . . . they find that the consequences of a bursting
bubble depend less on the type of asset than on how it is financed. High leverage is the telltale
sign of trouble.”
********The papers are accessible via links embedded in the article. The article suggests that
the current situation in China is akin to a stockmarket bubble “accompanied by lots of debt,” i.e.,
the kind that “can cause severe economic damage.”
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(21 July 2015): “Investors Flee Commodities” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/investors-fleecommodities-1437434367)
--------“The prices of raw materials from oil and gold to copper, cotton and sugar tumbled,
underscoring an increasing aversion to commodity investments as the Federal Reserve prepares
to raise interest rates for the first time in nearly a decade. U.S. oil prices dipped below $50 a
barrel on Monday during intraday trading for the first time since April, while gold slid 2.2% to
its lowest level in five years. The drops extend a retreat from the commodity sector that has
picked up speed in recent months.” It is expected that an increase in interest rates by the Fed will
“tend to draw money into yield-bearing assets and away from commodities, which pay their
holders nothing and often carry storage costs.” The expectation is that the dollar will continue to
appreciate against other currencies and, since commodities tend to be priced in terms of U.S.
currency, will contribute to continuing movements away from commodities. Notes Edward
Meir, a strategist for brokerage firm INTL FC-Stone Inc., “It is a question of choosing which
asset class you want to be in and for many investors, commodities are not that asset class” given
current conditions.
********The article clearly illustrates the interdependent nature of asset markets and indicates
why so many follow the Fed with such interest.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 223 (29 July 2015)
(29 June 2015): “Why Do People Support Charities?” (http://daily.jstor.org/people-supportcharities/)
--------“In a recent story for The Atlantic, Derek Thompson explores the intriguing concept of
effective altruism. Essentially, the idea is that supporting good causes isn’t just a matter of the
heart. Instead, we ought to rationally evaluate how we can do the most good in the world.” In
doing so he works on a subject previously examined in a 1996 paper published in Voluntas
International Journal of Voluntary and Nonprofit Organizations, by S. Wojciech Sokolowski.
There two theories are explored on why people give to charity: “One says that people are
motivated by our personal attitudes and values. The other says we do things because of social
forces—our ties to, and interactions with, other people.” The results of the study are somewhat
difficult to interpret, but it does such that “being involved in a church or other organization
predicted a desire to help others and a tendency to make charitable donations. Without the
organizational membership, there was no connection between attitude and action.” Sokolowski’s
article suggests that, “for most people, getting involved in the group that runs the soup kitchen
may be a more likely route to philanthropy.”
********This article recently came to my attention in JSTOR Daily. It connects to a recent
article in The Atlantic, a link for which appears in the text, and the 1996 paper, a link for which
appears in the text. Both attitudes and social forces have relevance for behavior and they are
things that economists discuss with some frequency, myself included. In my teaching I made use
of what I called the Behavior-Choice-Environment model to visually express attitudes
(valuations) and the social forces (the environment). You can see that representation under the
Resources section at: http://theinvisibleforcesweekly.com/.
(22 July 2015): “The Bacteria Solution” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-0722/cosmetics-startup-aobiome-sells-bacteria-for-healthier-skin)
--------“Most startups have a fridge full of beer. At AOBiome in Cambridge, Mass., there’s no
room for booze. The shelves are loads with bottles of the biotech company’s signature product, a
live-bacteria solution to spritz on the face and body. The spray is intended to help reduce a
user’s dependence on soap, deodorant, and moisturizer.” AOBiome’s general manager of
consumer products Jasmina Aganovic notes that “It’s a challenging concept, . . . [as] We live in a
world with Purell on every corner.” Although AOBiome is “the first cosmetics company to
market a product that purposely contains live bacteria . . . Other companies, including giants
L’Oréal and Estée Lauder, are also investigating the role of bacteria in healthy skin. Clinique
advertises ‘probiotic technology,’ though its products contain preservatives that may kill living
strains.” At present the company is in the process of rebranding its products under the name
Mother Dirt, to connect with the attraction of all things natural. Few claims are now being made
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for making health-related claims, for fear of the FDA shutting the company down. But there is
substantial investor interest in the firm.
********If this article had come from The Wall Street Journal it might have been in the A-Hed.
Its main idea is quirky but it draws attention to how much there is still to be learned about the
role of bacteria, not all of which are “bad,” in overall health. Clearly this applies to bacteria on
the skin as well as the more-frequently mentioned microbiome. Wikipedia has a nice entry on
‘Microbiota’ at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microbiota. You can learn more about AO Biome
and Mother Dirt at: https://www.aobiome.com/.
(23 July 2015): “Distressed Denim: Levi’s Tries to Adapt to the Yoga Pants Era”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-levi-strauss-confronts-the-yoga-pant/)
--------“Two decades ago, Levi’s was bigger than Nike, with revenue exceeding $7 billion. Sales
have since sagged to $4.8 billion. The company is privately owned by its founder’s heirs, and
the luxury of not having to answer to public shareholders has helped make Levi’s slow to
respond to change. For a long time, that didn’t matter—Levi’s had built a machine that churned
out familiar jeans for large department stores and customers with predictable tastes. . . . As those
businesses declined . . . so did their sales of Levi’s jeans.” Along with that was a reduction in the
sales of Levi’s to women. “While many clothing makers get the bulk of their business from
women, Levi’s gets just 23 percent, according to an SEC filing.” The increasing popularity of
yoga pants, which Levi’s missed, is one of the reasons for this imbalance, which is part of the
fashion evolution called “athleisure.” Levi’s, led by Bart Sights, senior director for technical
innovation, is working to rework its jeans so as to become more attractive to women in this new
environment.
(23 July 2015): “Falling Crude Prices Upend Canada’s Oil Sands Projects”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/falling-crude-prices-upend-canadas-oil-sands-projects1437609134)
--------“Of the roughly two million barrels a day that Canada currently produces from its oil
sands, about half is mined from the surface using giant excavators and the world’s tallest dump
trucks. The rest is too deep to mine and must be recovered by newer technology such an
injecting steam underground to leach out oil deposits. That accounts for about 80% of Canada’s
reserves—the world’s third-largest source of untapped crude.” The method to extract the
underground deposits is called steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) and it has “no relation to
hydraulic fracturing.” This method “is turning out to be more technologically complex and
unpredictable than billed when first deployed commercially in the early 2000s.” As a result, the
method is an unusually costly method of extracting oil and companies using it on the oil sands,
which is most of them, have been especially hard hit as the world price of oil has fallen to the
$50 a barrel range.
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********Wikipedia has a clear description of SAGD, which employs “a pair of horizontal wells
. . . one a few metres above the other. High pressure steam is continuously injected into the
upper wellbore to heat the oil and reduce its viscosity, causing the heated oil to drain into the
lower wellbore, where it is pumped out.” You can learn more at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steam-assisted_gravity_drainage.
********The low price of oil has meant layoffs in the oil industry, as outlined in “More Layoffs
Expected at U.S. Energy Firms” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/itp/20150727/us/businessandtech).
For example, “ConocoPhillips, one of the world’s largest oi-and-gas exploration companies, has
already cut nearly 1,500 jobs so far this year . . . But the Houston-based company is planning
more layoffs for this fall that could number into the thousands, according to people familiar with
the matter.” Especially interesting, but not especially surprising, is the order of layoffs. Initial
rounds tend to be “blue-collar jobs” followed by “engineers and scientists.” In fact, “Many oilexploration companies hesitate to lay off geoscientists and other highly skilled workers.”
According to consultant Dennis Cassidy of Alix Partners, “The last thing a company wants to do
is dismantle the dream team they took a decade to put together.” This approach stems from the
oil-crash of the mid-1980s, “when so many educated workers were let go that it created a talent
gap the industry struggled to fill for 20 years.”
(24 July 2015): “Next Step for Drones: Defending Against Them”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/next-step-for-drones-defending-against-them-1437645600)
--------“As Amazon Inc. and Google Inc. consider drones for tasks ranging from package
delivery to providing high-speed Internet, regulators and military planners worry that low-cost
drones, which are widely available for purchase, could pose a threat to commercial aviation, vital
infrastructure and even troops.” The devices “tend to be smaller and light than their military
counterparts. That also makes them harder to detect. Though they have many legitimate
applications, in fields such as photography and film-making, their rapid spread and potential for
misuse has given rise to a new business: developing anti-drone defenses.” Drone defense
measures vary from taking them over, an approach being taken by French defense-electronics
maker Thales SA, to taking them down, an approach recently demonstrated by the consortium of
European defense companies called MBDA. In the latter approach, a minidrone was shot down
with a laser at 500 metres, an approach which wouldn’t be practical in everywhere.
********Intriguing how one technological development leads to another, especially where items
concerning defense are concerned. The invisible foot, i.e., legal and political forces, will play a
large role in what drones can legally do and how drones can be legally be counteracted. All this
calls to mind a book review in The Economist on “The evolution of growth”
(http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21659692-physicist-explains-how-order-bornmultiplier-effects). The book in question is Why Information Grows: The Evolution of Order,
from Atoms to Economies, by César Hidalgo. Hidalgo notes, “Economies grow . . . because the
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information contained in them grows—not just in people’s heads, but also in the social networks
that connect everyone and even in the objects that populate the world. What is more, this everyexpanding pool of information did not start with humans, but dates back to the beginning of
time.” You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/Why-InformationGrows-Evolution-Economies/dp/0465048994/.
********Information can grow, of course, but it can also be destroyed. An interesting
perspective on this is presented in the one-page Schumpeter column “The enemy within”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21659776-rogue-employees-can-wreak-moredamage-company-competitors-enemy-within). The bottom line: “The best way to fight the
enemy within is to treat your employees with respect.” Aretha Franklin made that point long
ago: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FOUqQt3Kg0.
********Another aspect of information relates to biases. Academics have long known that it is
easier to publish statistically significant results than those are not. This applies with regard to
clinical trials of drugs, too. That is why there is a push to publish all trials of a drug or
procedure, whether they are shown to be effective, without effect, or detrimental. Perspective on
this is provided in “Clinical trials: Spilling the beans” (http://www.economist.com/news/scienceand-technology/21659703-failure-publish-results-all-clinical-trials-skewing-medical).
(27 July 2015): “Palm-Oil Migrant Workers Tell of Abuses on Malaysian Plantations”
[SRS](http://www.wsj.com/articles/palm-oil-migrant-workers-tell-of-abuses-on-malaysianplantations-1437933321)
--------Malaysia “exports nearly $12 billion of palm oil a year, around 40% of the world’s
supply, and has a growing need for unskilled workers.” Part of that need is being fulfilled by
illegal workers, such as 22-year-old Mohammad Rubel, of Bangladesh, who was brought of
Malaysia “under the auspices of human smugglers.” To get there he “endured three weeks in a
crowded boat with inadequate food and water, followed by more weeks confined in a jungle
camp while guards extorted a ransom from his parents back home.” During transit “he saw
dozens of fellow illegal migrants die from exhaustion, disease or beatings.” In recent years
Malaysia has been a Tier 3 (lowest ranking) country on the U.S. State Department’s annual
report on Trafficking in Persons report. As such, it would not qualify for the Trans-Pacific
Partnership trade agreement currently under negotiation. “As a result, there now is pressure to
upgrade Malaysia to Tier 2.
********Despite the existence of the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO), which is
supposed to “ensure environmental and social standards” in palm oil production, it is evident that
labor abuses are significant and continuing. I was surprised to learn that palm oil is “the motconsumed vegetable oil in the world.” One of the contributing factors to the emergence of its
position was “a 2006 order by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to label trans fats in foods,
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prompting snack companies to look for alternatives.” You can read about these and other facts
at: http://blogs.wsj.com/briefly/2015/07/26/5-things-to-know-about-palm-oil/. You can see a
three-minute video on palm oil at: http://www.wsj.com/video/alleged-worker-abuse-atmalaysian-palm-oil-plantations/EAEB9DB2-E4BC-4F29-BE7E-514ADFF76A48.html.
(29 July 2015): “China Pushes to Rewrite Rules of Global Internet”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/china-pushes-to-rewrite-rules-of-global-internet-1438112980)
--------“As social media helped topple regimes in the Middle East and northern Africa, a senior
colonel in the People’s Liberation Army publicly warned that an Internet dominated by the U.S.
threatened to overthrow China’s Communist Party. Ye Zheng and a Chinese researcher, writing
in the state-run China Youth Daily, said the Internet represented a new form of global control,
and the U.S. was a ‘shadow’ present during some of those popular uprisings. Beijing had better
pay attention. Four years after they sounded that alarm, China is paying a lot of attention. Its
government is pushing to rewrite the rules of the global Internet, aiming to draw the world’s
largest group of Internet users away from an interconnected global commons and to increasingly
run parts of the Internet on China’s terms. It envisions a future in which governments patrol
online discourse like border-control agents, rather than let the U.S., long the world’s digital
leader, dictate the rules.” Drawn by “an online population nearing 700 million” many Western
companies “are surrendering to Beijing’s rules so they can build a position in China.”
********The expression which popped up a number of times in the article is “an Internet with
borders.” This would seem to be comparable to the enclosing of the commons in England and
the fencing of the western plains of the U.S. by barbed wire. According to China Internet
controls “are necessary on national-security grounds, especially following allegations by former
U.S. defense contractor Edward Snowden about American cybersleuthing.” In this way, it would
seem, arguments for enclosing the Internet differ from those made for England and the United
States.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 224 (5 August 2015)
(24 July 2015): “India’s skin-whitening creams highlight a complex over darker complexions”
(http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/24/dark-skin-india-prejudice-whitening)
********This article appeared in the print edition of The Guardian Weekly of 31 July 2015. It
doesn’t lend itself well to the usual summary but it does suggest the valorization of skin color in
India. It shows up in the film industry, in marriage ads, and in the market for skin-lightening
creams, as well as in other places. According to Urvashi Butalia, co-founder of Kali for Women,
“There are two factors driving this absurd mania . . . Firstly there’s the invasions, with the idea
that the Aryans are superior to the Dravidians; secondly the caste system, the upper castes
supposedly being fairer skinned than their lowlier fellows. India’s rulers have often been white,
from the Aryans to British colonialists. A pale skin is associated with the exercise of power.”
You can learn more about Kali for Women at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kali_for_Women.
(30 July 2015): “A $15 Minimum Wage. But Why Just for Fast-Food Workers?”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/29/upshot/a-15-minimum-wage-but-why-just-for-fast-foodworkers.html)
--------“A proposed increase in the minimum wage in New York State will be substantial, but
that’s really not what bothers some economists. It’s that the raise would apply only to fast-food
workers, and only if they work for a chain with at least 30 locations. A wage increase applying
to such a narrow segment of the economy is bound to have unintended consequences.” So-called
“distortions” resulting from “sector- and firm-specific minimum wages” have led labor
economist Lawrence Katz of Harvard University to favor minimum wages “that apply to all
workers, both at the national level and especially in jurisdictions like New York.”
********Unintended consequences always exist except in “blackboard models,” i.e., worlds
created by an analyst. That being said, one must recognize that unintended consequences may be
adverse and beneficial, and not just adverse as is routinely assumed.
(30 July 2015): “Renewable Energy Powers Up Rural India”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/renewable-energy-powers-up-rural-india-1438193488)
--------“Hoping to ride India’s cellphone revolution, some small Indian startups are trying to
bring more reliable power to the country’s rural regions using mini electricity plants, powered by
renewable alternative-energy sources such as solar, wind and biogas. . . . Omnigrid Micropower
Co. has developed a business model where it sets up its small solar-power plants near cellular
towers to guarantee reliable income from telecommunications companies before it starts serving
villagers.” Companies like Omnigrid hope to repeat the success of cellular phone service.
“Despite decades of government spending on phone lines, it wasn’t until private-sector cellular
companies came along that hundreds of millions of Indians got their first phones.” This became
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possible by eliminating the need to build a costly network of wires. “Renewable energy could
offer a similar solution for remote areas, because it is created and consumed in the same region
and doesn’t require massive power plants and hundreds of kilometers of power lines.”
********The connection between cell phones and renewable energy struck me as interesting, as
did the similarity between phone systems and energy distribution. The situation in India, though,
is different than in the U.S. as there are, typically, phone and energy distribution systems already
in place, so there is the issue of how to deal with incumbents. This, of course, will be one of the
big issues as the implications of President Obama’s recent energy initiatives
(http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-33753067) are further explored and debated.
(31 July 2015): “Thirsty for Growth, Liquor Giant Taps African Market”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/thirsty-for-growth-liquor-giant-taps-african-market1438309801)
-------[Nairobi, Kenya.] “For 20 years, Leonard Odhiambo has run a thriving business off a dirt
path in Kibera, the biggest slum in sub-Saharan Africa. He brews changa’a, a potent spirit made
from molasses and mashed grain. A half-liter bottle sells for just over a dollar.” The spirit is
illegal but his biggest concern these days is not the police but Diageo PLC, “the world’s largest
spirits company,” which is “selling inexpensive liquor barely a hundred yards from his door.
The cheapest, a whiskey called Jebel Gold, costs about 10 cents for a 30-milliter ‘tot’—about
two-thirds of a shot.” Diageo is not alone: “International spirits companies are expanding across
Africa, targeting even the poorest consumers with liquor made locally and sold at dirt-cheap
prices. . . . The global spirits industry sees Africa as the final frontier—a potentially huge market
that is largely untapped.” These companies have realized that “to compete effectively in Africa,
they need to move down-market,” a new experience for some. According to Diageo, most of the
sales of these brands “have been to drinkers moving out of the illicit market.”
********Interesting to see that a legal and presumably more standardized product is competing
away customers from illegal and presumably less standardized product. One of the reasons for
this is safety, as the article “Illegal local brew kills 19 in Kenya” attests
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/thirsty-for-growth-liquor-giant-taps-african-market-1438309801).
(1 August 2015): “Fortune Global 500: 2015: (http://fortune.com/global500/)
********The 2015 Fortune Global 500 was just released and Walmart is at the top of the
revenue list at $486 billion, followed by Sinopec Group, Royal Dutch Shell, China National
Petroleum, and Exxon Mobil. As with the Fortune 500 list referenced on 15 June 2015, it is
possible to filter the list by various criteria: industry, city, state, and sector. The three companies
with headquarters in North Carolina that made the list are: Bank of America (80), Lowe’s (176),
and Duke Energy (462). Connected with the 500 is a valuable graphic (showing the location of
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Global 500 revenues by region, country, and city. You can find it, with additional information,
at: http://fortune.com/2015/07/23/global-500-east-growth/.
(1 August 2015): “The Great Lakes: From rustbelt to bluebelt”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21660160-could-water-be-midwests-ticketeconomic-rebirth-rustbelt-bluebelt)
--------“Lake Michigan and the four other lakes in the region are also the most important asset for
Chicago’s home state, Illinois, and the seven other American states that border the Great Lakes,
according to a vocal school of thought in the Midwest. . . . The Midwest has more than 20% of
the world’s (and 80% of America’s) freshwater supply.” Building upon that it is now “trying to
position itself as a centre for research and development for water-related technologies. . . . In
addition to becoming a home for technological innovations, the Midwest hopes to attract waterguzzling industries such as food processing and chemicals to the Great Lakes’ shores.” Still,
“the precious liquid cannot travel far. In 2008 the Great Lakes Compact between the eight states
bordering the lakes and Canada’s Ontario and Quebec banned the diversion of water beyond the
Great Lakes watershed, with few exceptions.” Climate change could “transform the Midwest
from economic drifting to something like its former prosperity.”
********You can learn more about the Great Lakes Compact at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Lakes_Compact.
(1 August 2015): “Free exchange: Graduating from destitution”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21660133)
--------In a new paper, Abhijit Banerjee, Esther Duflo, et al. claim “to have identified an antipoverty strategy that works consistently, based on a seven-year, six-country study of more than
10,000 poor households. The secret, the economists argue, is to hand out assets, followed by
several months of cash transfers, followed by as much as two years of training and
encouragement. That formula seems to have made a lasting difference to the lives of the very
poorest in countries as different as Ghana, Pakistan and Peru.” Their approach was originally
developed by BRAC, a large Bangladeshi NGO.” In contrast to asset-based programs of Heifer
International, Oxfam, and World Vision, that “give cows, goats or chickens to poor people in
developing countries,” thereby running the risk that the assets will be eaten by those very poor,
BRAC’s idea is it give those in its “graduation programme” not just chickens “but also training
on how to keep them, temporary income support to help them to resist the inevitable temptation
to eat them, and repeated visits from programme workers to reinforce the training and bolster
participants’ confidence.”
********Included in the article is a link to a structured abstract of the article, “A multifaceted
program causes lasting progress for the very poor: Evidence from six countries,” which appeared
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in Science on 15 May 20. You can read it at:
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/348/6236/1260799.abstract,
(3 August 2015): “Dole and Other Companies Sour on Delaware as Corporate Haven”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/dole-and-other-companies-sour-on-delaware-as-corporatehaven-1438569507)
--------Dole Food Co., like many others, was attracted to the business-friendly reputation of
Delaware, one that dates to 1899 when the state “enacted one of the country’s most lenient
incorporation laws.” Today it dominates the “market for corporate charters.” According to
FactSet, “Of U.S. firms that have gone public in the past two years, about 85% incorporated in
Delaware” and “54% of public companies” have the state as its legal home. As a result, in
Delaware “registered businesses outnumber people.” Governor Jack Markell notes that
“Delaware has long been a preferred place of incorporation because we have a legal community
and court system with unparalleled experience in corporate law matters.” Corporate fees
received by the state are projected to exceed $1 billion this fiscal year, comprising “26% of
Delaware’s budget.” Changes in Delaware law that seem to encourage shareholder suits against
management are leading some corporations to rethink their legal location. At the same time,
states like Michigan and Texas “are angling for Delaware’s business.” But state officials have
“fiercely protected what’s known locally as ‘the franchise.’”
********In 2014 Delaware’s human population was 935,614
(http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/10000.html). You can learn more about Delaware’s
Division of Corporations at: http://corp.delaware.gov/aboutagency.shtml. There it is noted that
“More than 1,000,000 business entities have made Delaware their legal home.” It will come as
news to no one that the competition among states for jobs is intense and continuous, but the
means by which states compete with one another are varied. Delaware has chosen to compete, at
least in part, via the invisible foot.
(4 August 2015): “Anonymously Saving the World”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/anonymously-saving-the-world-1438642557)
--------[Review, by Jon Gertner, of Applied Minds: How Engineers Think, by Guru Madhavan.]
“The heroes of Guru Madhavan’s compact book about the logical habits of engineers are not the
usual suspects of the iPhone era. With barely a mention of Wozniak or Jobs, the author takes us
back to an earlier time so that we can witness the solving of problems that have long since gone
away.” The people paid tribute to in the book are those, like chemical engineer Margaret
Hutchinson, “who in the 1940s developed a fermentation method to mass-produce” penicillin. In
doing so, Madhavan points to three habits of mind. “Good engineers create structure so they can
understand . . . , the acknowledge constraints . . . that they must work within or somehow
superseded. Finally, they deftly evaluate trade-offs so that they can formulate the most effective
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application for a given situation.” In brief, “Engineers translate the realm of ideas into practical
reality; they not only make the world work, they make the world not break.”
********A book that resonates with the microeconomist in me. In points out the importance of
application, its challenges, and its frequent lack of glory. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Applied-Minds-How-Engineers-Think/dp/039323987X/. The reviewer
of Applied Minds is the author of The Idea Factory: Bell Labs and the Great Age of American
Innovation.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 225 (12 August 2015)
(6 August 2015): “Moving Into a Shipping Container, but Staying Put”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/06/business/smallbusiness/recycling-shipping-containersinto-homes.html)
--------Montainer is a Missoula, Montana company that takes used shipping containers and turns
them into living spaces, both rooms and tiny houses. The shipping containers are 8 feet wide,
9.5 feet tall, and either 20 feet or 40 feet long. Currently, “The most common order is the onemodule home. Most of Montainer’s clients are on the West Coast, in markets where housing is
very expensive, like in Seattle and the Bay Area.” Unlike houses on wheels, Montainer’s houses
are installed on a foundation and must meet local building code and permitting requirements.”
Because the permitting process can be difficult, the company handles the permitting process for
customers. Financing also presents challenges: “traditional bank loans generally aren’t available
for tiny houses because of their size and the newness of the market.”
********Affordable housing is in the news across the U.S. and especially in Asheville, North
Carolina. This week Mountain Xpress published “Little Big City Blues: Asheville’s growing
housing crisis” (https://mountainx.com/news/little-big-city-blues-ashevilles-growing-housingcrisis/). I suspect that the products of Montainer would have a difficult time being sited locally.
(6 August 2015): “Making Water More Liquid”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-08-06/to-ease-california-s-drought-make-watereasier-to-trade)
--------[The Opening Remark, i.e., an editorial.] “The water wells in the rich farmland of
California’s Central Valley keep getting deeper, and the pumps keep getting more powerful.
Farmers have agreed to reduce their usage of surface water, but nothing stops them from looking
for water beneath their properties. So, in the fourth year of a devastating drought, down they go,
pursuing a water table that keeps receding. . . . What’s going on in the Central Valley is a tragedy
of the commons. As with overfishing or overgrazing, the drilling farmers overexploited a free,
shared resource even before the drought struck. Individually their logic is impeccable.
Collectively, it could be disastrous.”
********The article goes on to discuss the role of property rights and markets in the provision
of water. It seems clear that legal and regulatory framework that currently gives rise to tragedies
of the commons might be modified to eliminate or reduce such tragedies. You can learn more
about the tragedy of the commons at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tragedy_of_the_commons.
Garrett Hardin, a biologist, originated the term and published a good deal. I recently stumbled
upon his 1985 book Filters Against Folly: How to Survive Despite Economists, Ecologists, and
the Merely Eloquent, which has limited availability. You can read a review of it at:
http://www.thesocialcontract.com/pdf/fourteen-two/xiv-2-152.pdf.
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(6 August 2015): “More College Students Selling Stock—in Themselves”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/more-college-students-selling-stockin-themselves-1438791977)
--------“Elida Gonzalez feared drowning in college debt on her road to a middle-class job, so
instead she sold investors a piece of her future. The daughter of a farmworker from Santa Maria,
Calif., signed up with 13th Avenue Funding, borrowing $15,000 to complete her bachelor’s
degree at the University of California, Santa Cruz. The Sacramento-based nonprofit group
agreed to fund her college expenses in exchange for a share of her future earnings in an
arrangement called an income-share agreement. . . . Payments don’t kick in until she makes at
least $18,000 a year. . . . The idea has been around since the 1950s, but it wasn’t until student
debt began to explode that entrepreneurs began to experiment with the model.”
********This is just one of the new college funding alternatives being considered in light of the
increasing challenges students are facing in financing their college education. Perhaps we will
hear more about such matters in the run up to the next presidential election.
(6 August 2015): “Egypt Prepares to Inaugurate Expanded Suez Canal”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/egypt-prepares-to-inaugurate-expanded-suez-canal-1438767185)
--------Egypt just completed an $8.5 billion expansion of the Suez Canal in less than one year. It
adds a second channel allowing “two-way traffic for the first time” that cuts “waiting time by as
much as eight hours.” The Egyptian government has promoted it as the “rebirth of Egypt.” The
project “has stirred patriotic fervor . . . and salved a national psyche bruised by simmering
political divisions and an increasingly sophisticated Islamist insurgency.” According to
authorities, “By 2023 . . . the number of ships transiting the canal daily will increase to 97 from
its current level of 47, and revenue from the waterway will jump to $13.2 billion from $5.3
billion.” Egypt’s president, Abdell Fattah Al Sisi, hopes that the canal “will rally and unify
Egyptians behind his government to overcome deep divisions.”
********The article clearly shows the many ends the project seeks to attain.
(7 August 2015): “The Seven Books You Must Read If You Want to Understand Oil”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-08-07/the-seven-books-you-must-read-if-youwant-to-understand-oil)
********An interesting selection of books, three of which are by Daniel Yergin, who first burst
on the scene with his classic The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money & Power, now in a new
edition. Ida Tarbell’s The History of the Standard Oil Company (1904) is recognized as a pathbreaking book. You can find a nice brief biography of her at:
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/biography/rockefellers-tarbell/. It
provides a clear look at one source of intellectual effort and inspiration. You might also want to
take a look at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ida_Tarbell.
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********Ida Tarbell was the “sole woman” to graduate from Allegheny College “in the class of
1880.” This seems like a good place, then, to notice an interesting article in JSTOR Daily on
“Women’s Groups and the Rise of the Book Club” (http://daily.jstor.org/feature-book-club/).
The “women’s clubs of the late-19th century” . . . emerged out of the era’s progressive
movements, but instead of social reform, the women met to discuss literature, history, and the
fine arts. One of the first such societies, Sorosis, was founded in 1868, when several female
columnists were barred from a New York Press Club event honoring Charles Dickens.” Women
had few educational opportunities at the time and the book club was one way that self education
with like-minded people could take place. Much additional information about Sorosis can be
found at: http://asteria.fivecolleges.edu/findaids/sophiasmith/mnsss336.html.
(7 August 2015): “Coffee Disconnect Is Brewing” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/coffeedisconnect-is-brewing-1438907318)
--------“Consumer demand for better-tasting coffee is splitting the coffee market in two. A
growing number of coffee roasters that deal in small farm-produced and best-flavored coffees are
leaving the traditional, and more volatile, futures market, which they say has become so
disconnected from their business models that it is no longer useful to manage risk.” As a result,
“producers are choosing to invest directly with farmers and take the investment risk alone rather
than experience the sharp price volatility in the futures markets—traditionally used as a hedging
tool against price fluctuations.”
********Certainly an interesting development. I would presume that what is now a commodity,
like coffee, started out with beans that were quite varied and that over time they became
standardized, in part due to blending. Presumably that is what consumers wanted. Now, because
consumer wants have changed, i.e., a growing appreciation or wish for connoisseurship in most
things, including coffee, the standardized product is not as widely desired. No doubt this is a
general phenomenon.
(8 August 2015): “Intellectual property: A question of utility”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21660559)
------Patents and the patent system have long been seen as “a tool with which to ‘promote the
progress of science and useful arts’, as the American constitution puts it. The public-good
position on patents is simple enough: in return for registering and publishing your idea, which
must be new, useful and non-obvious, you get a temporary monopoly—nowadays usually 20
years—on using it. This provides an incentive to innovate because it assures the innovator of
some material gain if the innovation finds favour. It also provides the tools whereby others can
innovate, because the publication of good ideas increases the speed of technological advance as
one innovation builds upon another. This sounds plausible. But is it true? There is much room
for doubt. A growing amount of research in recent years . . . suggests that, with a few exceptions
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such as medicines, society as a whole might even be better off with no patents than with the mess
that is today’s system.”
********The article is especially interesting as it provides a very long term perspective on views
expressed by The Economist since its inception in 1843. That view is brought up to date in the
leader that accompanies the article noted above. You can read it at:
http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21660522-ideas-fuel-economy-todays-patent-systemsare-rotten-way-rewarding-them-time-fix. You can find public goods defined and exemplified at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_good.
(9 August 2015): “Andrew Zirm: An Astrophysicist With a Down-to-Earth Calling”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/09/jobs/andrew-zirm-an-astrophysicist-with-a-down-to-earthcalling.html)
********A brief interview with a Ph.D. astrophysicist who moved from academia to business.
A good example of the transferability of skills from one content area to another.
(10 August 2015): “To Feed Billions, Farms Are About Data as Much as Dirt”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/to-feed-billions-farms-are-about-data-as-much-as-dirt1439160264)
--------“Mark Bryant is a farmer in Ohio with 12,000 acres, on which he raises corn, soybeans
and soft red winter wheat. He is rarely on a tractor, because that isn’t how farms work anymore.
Instead, Mr. Bryant’s days are spent surveying dashboards full of data gathered from the 20 or so
iPhones and five iPads he has supplied to his employees, on which they report on his acreage in
real time, thanks to a Google-funded startup called Granular. Data gathered from aircraft, selfdriving tractors and other forms of automated and remote sensors—for yield, moisture and soil
quality—are also essential to how he does his work.” Mr. Bryant’s approach to farm isn’t
atypical and will likely become even more common since “We live on a planet of 7 billion
people that is projected to have more than 2 billion more mouths to feed by the middle of the
century. Another billion or so people will enter the middle class in that time, radically
accelerating demand for calories in the form of meat and other energy-dense foods.”
********Autonomous vehicles will increasingly play a role in large-scale farm production.
Already, “The world’s largest producer of autonomous four-wheeled vehicles isn’t Tesla or
Google, it’s John Deere. And the cab of one of these self-driving tractors is now so full of
screens and tablets that it has come to resemble the cockpit of a passenger jet.” These tractors
often work in tight formations, not unlike an Air Force air show. Autonomous vehicles are
increasingly playing a role on the highways, as is developed in “Truckers Gain an Automated
Assist” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/truckers-gain-an-automated-assist-1438939801).
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(11 August 2015): “Strapped States Farm Out Upkeep of Parks”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/states-farm-out-park-maintenance-1439235766)
--------“California’s cash-strapped parks system has a $1.2 billion maintenance backlog. But
many of its 279 parks are getting spruced up anyway thanks to a secret weapon: conservation
groups that have stepped in to rebuild trails, renovate restrooms and even buy more land.”
Public-private partnerships “have formed in Florida, Pennsylvania and elsewhere” as states haves
struggled to maintain parks and forests in light of funding that “was slashed during the recession
and never fully restored.” Nonprofits, in particular, have stepped in to fill the gap between what
is needed and what is funded.
********The United States is unusual in that many of its goods and services are produced and
provided privately (profit and nonprofit) and publicly. The reduction in the provision of them by
public entities, therefore, means that more of them—very likely not enough to make up the
difference—will be provided by private entities, in this case by nonprofits (including volunteers).
Presumably volunteers are likely to be people who place great value on the goods and services
they are providing.
(12 August 2015): “Belt Railway Clears Track for More Efficiency”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/belt-railway-clears-track-for-more-efficiency-1439335347)
--------“Though little-known, Belt Railway Co. oversees a critical junction for the North
American railroad industry where the six largest railroads in the U.S. and Canada converge.
Those railroads exchange cars with each other here in the Belt’s sprawling Clearing yard just
outside of Chicago, enabling freight to move across the U.S. by collecting cars headed to the
same destinations and assembling them into new trains. The yard’s 265 miles of tracks and
switches handle more than a million railcars a year, making it the largest facility of its kind in
North America. When it works, the Belt is a model of cooperation between fiercely competitive
railroads.”
********A remarkable example of the logistical systems that are known to almost no one but
are so important to the timely movement of goods. Belt Railway has been in business for 133
years. You can learn more about it at: http://www2.beltrailway.com/.
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(15 August 2015): “Not So Soft Drink: Brewers Add Booze to Root Beer”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/not-so-soft-drink-brewers-add-booze-to-root-beer-1439546400)
--------“An alcoholic version called Not Your Father’s Root Beer has become one of the fastestgrowing product in U.S.” The beer is made by Small Town Brewery of Wauconda, Illinois,
which was “the sixth best-selling craft brewer for the four weeks ended July 12, snagging 3.3%
of the craft dollars sales at retail. . . . The brand’s success has created a new category in the
alcoholic-beverage industry. Some call it hard soda. Others call it flavored beer.” Whatever the
name, “the root-beer blitz highlights the beer industry’s effort to appeal to adults under age 35,
many of whom prefer sweeter beers.” According to Eugene Kashper, the CEO of Pabst Brewing
Co., “There’s a tidal wave shift in consumer consumption patterns . . . Younger people are
looking for something lighter and sweeter. The beer segment long-term doesn’t seem like it will
be dominated by traditional, hoppy beers.”
********There is some information in the article to suggest that hard root beer may be a
temporary phenomenon. Still the “hard soda” category is easy to understand in light of the
different life experiences of Millennials as compared to, say, Baby Boomers, and given their
increasing numbers. According to the Pew Research Center, “This year, Millennials will
overtake Baby Boomers” (http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/01/16/this-yearmillennials-will-overtake-baby-boomers/). The link provides graphs of projected population by
generation from 2015 to 2050, which is definitely worth looking at. Of course, the power of
numbers is one thing and economic power is another. For the time being, Boomers still have the
advantage of economic power in many markets.
(15 August 2015): “Letter from the editor: A new chapter”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21660919-only-second-time-our-history-ownershipeconomist-changes-new-chapter)
--------On August 12th The Economist “announced the most important change” to its
“shareholding structure in almost 90 years.” In its 172-year history this “is only the second
significant change of ownership.” The editorial independence of The Economist is “absolute and
fiercely guarded by four independent trustees” and the newspaper has served “no master save the
liberal credo of open markets and individual freedom,” engaging in what founding editor James
Wilson called “a severe contest between intelligence, which presses forward, and an unworthy,
timid ignorance obstruction our progress.”
********With a circulation of 1.6 million and with an expanding social media presence, The
Economist plays an important role in forming a particular type of educated opinion. May it
continue to thrive under its new ownership arrangements.
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(15 August 2015): “Schumpeter: From alpha to omega”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21660985-conglomerates-are-back-fashion-onlybest-will-thrive-alpha-omega)
--------“Few management fashions have waxed and waned quite as dramatically as that for
conglomerates. From the 1960s to the 1980s business gurus praised conglomerates such as ITT
of America and Hanson Trust of Britain as the highest form of capitalism. Today they routinely
dismiss them as bloated anachronisms [arguing that] Companies should stick to knitting;
investors should minimize risk by investing in a portfolio of companies rather than backing
corporate megalomaniacs.” It appears, though, that the mood is shifting. “Warren Buffet has
been steadily and almost single-handedly restoring the popular appeal of conglomerates.” Now
Google has “announced a big reorganization in which, in effect, it admits to being a
conglomerate. Larry Page and Sergey Brin, its founders, will run a holding company called
Alphabet. . . . Mr Page has acknowledged that he looks to Berkshire as a model of how to run an
increasingly diversified company.” Companies that are and have operated successfully as
conglomerates have done so for different reasons. Consequently, “it is now clear that you should
not apply the same conglomerate discount to all diversified groups.” The best conglomerates
“have the patience and skills to end up changing the world.”
********No doubt investors will benefit from having greater clarity given to the many
“moonshots” associated with the old Google—perhaps management will, too. A related paper is
“The Decline and Fall of the Conglomerate Firm in the 1980s: The Deinstitutionalization of an
Organizational Form”
(http://webuser.bus.umich.edu/gfdavis/Papers/Decline%20and%20Fall.pdf). Its arguments
might help to understand recent conglomerate behavior. Of course, two data points, even if they
are very large, don’t make for a trend; as the French say, une fois n’est pas coutume. All this
reminds me of Designing the New American University, by Michael Crow and William Dabars
(http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1421417235/); Crow is the president of Arizona State
University, the largest public university by enrollment during the 2013-14 academic year
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_United_States_university_campuses_by_enrollment). It
strikes me that the spirit of conglomeration has never left some parts of higher education. It
would be interesting to look at a time series of the size distribution of universities in the U.S.
(15 August 2015): “Free exchange: Automation angst”
(http://www.economist.com/node/21661017)
********The article summarizes three papers that “examines fears that machines will put
humans out of work” that are part of a Symposium on Automation and Labor Markets that
appears in the Summer 2015 Journal of Economic Perspectives
(https://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/jep.29.3). I especially enjoyed the statement
of the implicit classification of technological impact using a 2x2 classification, which follows.
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“One way to think about the impact of technology is by categorizing the tasks involved in any
job between cognitive and manual on the one hand, and routine and non-routine on the other
hand. It is occupations in administration and middle management, which involve cognitive but
routine tasks, that have been the most vulnerable to automation so far. By contrast, employees
whose work is cognitive but not routine have largely gained from technological change.” As
with all such classifications, it is a starting point for thought rather than a procrustean bed to be
adhered to.
(17 August 2015): “In Venezuela, Economists Improvise to Track Economy”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-venezuela-economists-improvise-to-track-economy1439759978)
--------[Caracas, Venezuela.] “On monthly trips to his native Venezuela, Miguel Octavio heads to
the same restaurant for the cornmeal cakes he enjoyed as a boy known as arepas . . . The price,
however, is never the same. Over nine months, the Miami-based financial analyst and blogger
has recorded a fourfold increase in what he calls his Hyperinflated Arepa Index, a yardstick he
created to trace soaring consumer prices in this economically crippled country.” The necessity
of such yardsticks has grown since “President Nicolás Maduro’s government stopped publishing
monthly inflation data last December when the level hit 68% annually, the world’s highest.”
Venezuela is not alone in its struggle with inflation. Claudio Loser, a former director of the IMF,
notes: “Latin America has had more problems with inflation than any other region in the world.”
Indeed, Barclays estimates that “Latin America will post triple the average inflation for emerging
markets this year.” Contributing to the inflation in Venezuela has been an 18-fold increase in
“the supply of bolivars . . . in the seven years since they slashed three zeros off the previous
currency and introduced a new one.”
********The nonpublication of inflation data in Venezuela has been termed a “data drought”
and is regarded by some as “a political error.” This is, of course, an all too familiar strategy.
The cultural production of ignorance is a field of study called agnotology. You can learn more
about it at Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agnotology) or in the book by that title
(http://www.amazon.com/Agnotology-The-Making-Unmaking-Ignorance/dp/0804759014/).
(17 August 2015): “How Medicare Rewards Copious Nursing-Home Therapy”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-medicare-rewards-copious-nursing-home-therapy1439778701)
--------“Patients getting ultrahigh therapy—at least 720 minutes a week—generate some of
nursing homes’ biggest payments from the taxpayer-funded program. Medicare’s ultrahigh rate
average about $560 a day in 2013 . . . The average $445 a day for ‘very high’ therapy of 500 to
719 minutes and $325 for the ‘low’ category, 45 to 149 minutes. Medicare adopted the payment
rules in 1998 and phased them in over the next few years, replacing its system of paying based
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on costs. Since then, nursing homes have billed for increasing therapy levels, a Journal analysis
of their federal financing reports found. In 2002, nursing homes gave ultrahigh therapy to
patients on about 7% of days they billed to Medicare; in 2013, they billed 54% as ultrahigh.”
According to Vince Mor of Brown University, Medicare’s 1998 reimbursement system “changed
the incentives, which changed the culture.”
********It is certainly not surprising that nursing homes respond to the reimbursements they
expect to receive, however distasteful that might be. The step-wise reimbursement system
contributes to the situation, as behavior changes around “switch points,” i.e., as one moves from
one reimbursement level to another. Accompanying the article (and not requiring a subscription)
is an opportunity to look at the behavior over time of (some) nursing home in every state from
2001 to 2013. You can filter the data by State and Facility at: http://graphics.wsj.com/medicaretherapy/. Background information on the reimbursement of Medicare for nursing-home care can
be found at: http://blogs.wsj.com/briefly/2015/08/16/what-to-know-about-medicares-nursinghome-coverage-the-short-answer/.
(18 August 2015): “Central Asia Mountain Range Has Lost a Quarter of Ice Mass in 50 Years,
Study Says” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/central-asia-mountain-range-has-lost-a-quarterof-ice-mass-in-50-years-study-says-1439823730)
--------“The glaciers of Central Asia’s Tien Shan mountain range have lost a quarter of their ice
mass over the past five decades, largely because of increased melting linked to a rise in summer
temperatures, according to new research. The Tien Shan range stretches across 1,500 miles.
Both glacial melting and snow are vital sources of water for people living in semiarid parts of
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and China. The worry is that continual
glacial shrinkage could affect the water cycle and reduce the water supply in coming decades.”
The study looked at the period from 1961 to 2012, much longer than past studies. The glaciers
of Tien Shan “may be particularly vulnerable because its winters are especially cold and dry,
leading to hardly any winter snow accumulation. Snow falls in the summer months, but the
study suggest that because of rising temperatures there is less snow and more of it is melting.”
According to the lead author of the study, Daniel Farinotti, “You’re double-hitting the glacier—
that is why they’re so sensitive to changes in temperature.”
********You can learn more, and find a reference to the original research article, at:
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/08/150817132329.htm. It was challenging to find a
decent map of the Tien Shan Mountains. Here is the best one I found:
http://www.britannica.com/place/Tien-Shan.
(19 August 2015): “Grad-School Loan Binge Fans Debt Worries”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/loan-binge-by-graduate-students-fans-debt-worries-1439951900)
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--------“The doubling of student debt since the recession, to $1.19 trillion, has stoked a national
discussion over how to rein in college costs and debt and is becoming a major issue in the 2016
presidential race. Little noted in the outcry is the disproportionate role played by postgraduate
borrowers, who now account for roughly 40% of all student debt but represent just 14% of
students in higher education. Propelling the surge in grad-school debt is a welter of federal
programs that make it easy for students to borrow large amounts, then to have substantial chunks
of those debts eventually forgiven. Critics of the system say it makes it easier for graduate
schools to raise tuition, and for some high-earning graduates such as doctors to escape debts they
can afford to repay.” In contrast to undergraduate from the federal government, which are
capped at $57,500, “Federal programs allow grad students to borrow essentially unlimited
amounts—whatever their schools charge—while requiring only a scant credit check and no
assessment of their ability to repay.”
********A valuable article that disaggregates total student debt, focusing on the indebtedness of
graduate students. It clearly shows, among other things, how the structure of federal programs
have affected the work decisions of students. In this way, the article complicates the Medicare
article above. Also of interest is “5 Things About Grad-School Debt” at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/briefly/2015/08/18/5-things-about-grad-school-debt/.
(19 August 2015): “Fast Food’s Big Challenge: Fresh Ingredients”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/fast-foods-big-challenge-fresh-ingredients-1439890200)
--------“It will have taken three years and a search involving more than 30 growers for Wendy’s
Co. to procure enough blackberries for a new salad it plans to offer next summer. . . . Wendy’s
quest for the nearly 2 million pounds of blackberries it will need to embellish a seasonal salad at
its 6,500 North American restaurants illustrates the challenges large chains are trying to digest as
they seek to keep up with growing demand for fresh ingredients.” Some ingredients, like
raspberries, are not an option as they would “become too mushy by the time it made it into a
salad.” One fruit that does make it into salads is the strawberry, which must hold up seven days
“From farm to fork.”
********The article points out the challenge of creating effective supply chains for fresh
ingredients on a large scale, with Wendy’s being only one example. All other things being
equal, it seems, the longer the supply change, the lower the quality of the product. Typically
Wendy’s “reviews two to five suppliers for each type of produce it uses,” instead of the 30 it
reviewed (over 14 months) to procure the necessary blackberries.
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(20 August 2015). What follows is a series of articles that appeared in The Wall Street Journal
the morning before the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell by 358.04, or 2.1%, and closed below
17,000. You can see the components of the DJIA, i.e., the 30 stocks that are used to compute it,
at: http://money.cnn.com/data/dow30/.
“Likelihood of U.S. Oil Sliding to $30 a Barrel Is Increasing”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/likelihood-of-u-s-oil-sliding-to-30-a-barrel-is-increasing1439997047)
--------“As the U.S. oil price tumbled toward $40 a barrel on Wednesday, an increasing number
of analysts and traders are saying crude could drop into the $30s—and soon. The move to a
price last seen during the financial crisis, in March 2009, could come amid a seasonal falloff in
demand, coupled with concerns about the Chinese economy and the continuing global glut of
crude. Cheaper oil would bring further joy to consumers and businesses around the globe, but
more pain for everyone from Russian budget officials to U.S. shale-oil drillers.” According to
oil strategist Chris Main of Citigroup Inc., “Given where we are now, there is a 90% likelihood
that we will dip into the $30s.” In a similar vein, Daniel Yergin, a long-time chronicler of the
energy industry and vice chairman of HIS Inc. noted: “We are seeing the final act of the Chinaled commodity super-cycle right now, and that is affecting oil . . . And with the current
oversupply on the market and the specter of the return of Iranian oil, we could certainly revisit
the lows of the financial crisis.”
“Canadian Oil-Sands Producers Struggle” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-sandsproducers-struggle-1440017716)
--------“Canada’s high-cost oil-sands producers are struggling as oil prices sink to fresh six-year
lows, and even the most efficient drillers are losing money on every barrel they produce at
current prices . . . Canadian oil-sands production has grown 30% over the past five years but the
recent price slump has hit producers’ bottom lines and forced them to suspend development of
new projects. Western Canadian heavy crude costs more to extract than other oil sources
because it must be separated from deposits of sands. It also trades at a discount to other crudes,
in part because of the distance it must be transported from remote boreal forests in Alberta.”
Currently, benchmark West Texas Intermediate oil costs less than $41 a barrel, whereas the
Western Canadian Select average was about $24 a barrel. According to TD Securities Inc.,
“More than half of current oil-sands production can’t break even unless WTI crude-oil prices rise
above $44 a barrel.”
“Energy Slowdown Hits One Town Hard” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/energy-slowdown-hitsone-town-hard-1440008970)
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--------Business in Waynesburg, Pennsylvania took off over the past eight years as fracking
expanded. But since January sales at Producers Supply Co., which provides “everything from
Gatorade to valves to the crews drilling into natural-gas reserves a mile underground,” came to a
halt as “the number of drilling rigs operating in the Marcellus Shale has plummeted to 70 from
131 at the end of the year.” At the same time, “The economic pain from lower oil and gas prices
is spreading to small towns and businesses across Pennsylvania and parts of Ohio and West
Virginia that had been riding a wave of prosperity from the natural-gas shale boom. Now,
companies that cater to drillers, as well as hotels, restaurants and even farmers, are feeling the
pinch. A similar story is playing out in the oil fields of North Dakota, Oklahoma and Texas.”
“Auto Industry’s Ranks of Electric-Car Battery Suppliers Narrow”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/energy-slowdown-hits-one-town-hard-1440008970)
--------“Luxury car maker Audi AG on Wednesday revealed its first all-electric car would go 310
miles on a charge using an advanced battery developed by South Korea’s LG Chem Ltd., one of
three Asian suppliers increasingly favored by car makers. Failed technology gambles and a halfdecade of jockeying among suppliers have top auto makers increasingly choosing LG, Samsung
Electronics Co.’s SDI unit and Panasonic Corp. The three are emerging as the early winners
amid a shift by car companies away from in-house efforts, traditional battery makers and startup
ventures.” According to Lux Research Inc., an emerging technology research firm, “the market
for electric-vehicle batteries will grow to $30 billion by 2020, from $5 billion this year.” It
predicts that the three Asian suppliers “will split most of that pie.”
********The articles above illustrate just a few of the causes and consequences of price changes
in oil and gas industries, and some of their consequences. The first article, “Likelihood,”
provides some information on oil price per se. The price is continuing to fall, dramatically. The
comments of Main and Yergin suggest some causes. The second article, “Canadian Oil-Sands”
indicates the reduced production activity in Alberta as a result of lower price. The third article,
“Energy Slowdown,” indicates some of the consequences for small businesses and communities
resulting from reduced oil and gas production. Finally, the fourth article, “Auto Industry,”
addresses one of the technologies that is likely to dampen the demand for oil in the future.
Taken together, the four articles provide a glimpse of how changes in the demand for and supply
of oil and natural gas are contributing to price change on those markets directly and on other
markets secondarily. In all of the above, no mention was made of recent actions by the EPA that
will also have an impact (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/19/us/epa-announces-new-rules-tocut-methane-emissions.html). You can read an analysis of the large decline in the DJIA on
August 20 at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-stock-futures-fall-on-growth-worries1440073541. Finally, here is some advice about what not to do in the days and weeks to come in
light of recent unsettling financial news: http://blogs.wsj.com/briefly/2015/08/21/5-thingsinvestors-shouldnt-do-now/.
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(21 August 2015): “For a Rare Disease, Drug Trials Scramble for Patients”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/for-a-rare-disease-drug-trials-scramble-for-patients-1440013683)
--------“After years of effort, scientists and families of young patients with the genetic condition
Niemann-Pick Type C are in a position to which any rare-disease community aspires: the
prospect on not one, not two, but three companies launching clinical trials to develop therapies.
But the flurry of commercial interest has sparked an urgent debate. Can the community support
more than one trial at the same time?” Pharmaceutical companies “need to enroll enough
patients to demonstrate results . . . [But the] pool of eligible patients . . . is small . . . current
estimates put the number at around 500 world-wide. As companies compete for participants,
some scientists and families are worried that they may siphon patients away from each other, and
the result will be that no trial has the heft to get a drug approved.” As Mayo Clinic neurologist
Marc Patterson comments, “If you are the primary proponent of a study, however object you try
to be, it is very hard not to regard other competing studies as a threat.”
********The competitive nature of science has been noted at least since the publication of The
Double Helix (http://www.amazon.com/Double-Helix-Personal-DiscoveryStructure/dp/074321630X/), by Nobel Laureate James D. Watson. A musical take on the
competitiveness of science is provided by the song “Race for the Prize,” by The Flaming Lips.
You can view the music video at: http://www.amazon.com/Double-Helix-Personal-DiscoveryStructure/dp/074321630X/. Finally, discovery and ignorance play important roles in the
scientific process, whether competitive or not. In addition to the references in last week’s TIF
Weekly, there are useful and new citations in the opinion piece “The Case for Teaching
Ignorance” at: http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/24/opinion/the-case-for-teachingignorance.html. Especially interesting is the extended metaphor attributed to social scientist
Michael Smithson of Australian National University: “The larger the island of knowledge grows,
the longer the shoreline—where knowledge meets ignorance—extends. The more we know, the
more we can ask. Questions don’t give way to answers so much as the two proliferate together.”
(22 August 2015): “The Power Revolutions” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-powerrevolutions-1440172598)
********This is The Saturday Essay, this week by Daniel Yergin, the Pulitzer Prize-winning
author of oil industry saga The Prize and vice chairman of HIS. Yergin brings his considerable
experience and knowledge of energy to provide perspective on “two big innovations . . . playing
out across . . . the energy landscape. One of them is renewable: solar energy. The other in
conventional: shale gas and shale oil.” As Yergin notes, “energy transitions are nothing new.
They have been going on for more than two centuries. They have been transformative and
undoubtedly will be again—but if history teaches anything, it is that they don’t happen fast.”
According to energy economist Yaclav Smil, “The most important historical lesson . . . [is that]
energy resources require extended periods of development.” According to Yergin, “A no less
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important lesson is that, even as newer sources overtake older ones, they also overly them; the
older hardly go away.” What is different, though, about the current changes underway is the role
of climate change and policy shifts in relation to it. “Previous transitions have occurred because
of new technology and applications, changing costs and prices, and concerns about energy
security.”
********There are some places where electricity derived from solar costs roughly the same as
electricity derived more traditionally—Texas, “a state that . . . doesn’t offer incentives to utilities
to buy or build sun-powered generation.” You can learn more in the article “Next Texas Energy
Boom: Solar” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/next-texas-energy-boom-solar-1440149400). As
noted in the article, “West Texas ‘is flat, the land is open, available and cheap and there is a lot
of sun . . . It is an ideal place for putting solar.” You can learn more about Vaclav Smil at:
http://www.vaclavsmil.com/.
(22 August 2015): “Free exchange: Graduate stock” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21661678-funding-students-equity-rather-debt-appealing-it-not)
--------Presidential candidates Hillary Clinton and Marco Rubio have made proposals to revamp
the funding of higher education, with the notion of “income-based repayment” playing a major
role. This is especially with respect to Rubio, who “wants income-based repayment with a twist.
Instead of borrowing to pay for college, students could sell a percentage share of their future
income to private investors, and use the proceeds to fund their studies. Students’ liabilities
would then resemble equity rather than debt.” This idea “was floated by Milton Friedman in
1955.
********The one-page article goes on to discuss advantages and disadvantages of the equity
approach, both of which seem substantial and provide examples of the ecological adage “You
can’t do just one thing.” The 1955 article by Friedman is “The Role of Government in
Education,” which appeared in Robert A. Solo. ed., Economics and the Public Interest (Rutgers
University Press). You can read it at:
http://faculty.smu.edu/millimet/classes/eco4361/readings/friedman%201955.pdf. This is an
earlier version of the oft-cited chapter by the same name that appears in Friedman’s 1962 book
Capitalism and Freedom (http://www.amazon.com/Capitalism-Freedom-Anniversary-MiltonFriedman/dp/0226264211/). It would be interesting to see if his ideas changed in any
meaningful way over those seven years or, for that matter, over his lifetime. While searching on
the Internet, I came upon The Friedman Foundation for Educational Choice
(http://www.edchoice.org/who-we-are/our-founders/). I hadn’t realized that Rose Friedman, the
wife of Milton, was an ABD in economics from the University of Chicago. I sense a larger
story.
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(23 August 2015): “Canadian Maple Syrup ‘Rebels’ Clash With Law”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/23/business/international/canadian-maple-syrup-producersclash-with-law.html)
--------“While many Americans associate Vermont with maple syrup, Quebec is its center. The
province’s trees produce more than 70 percent of the world’s supply and fill the majority of the
United States’ needs.” The organization that largely controls the production and sale of maple
syrup is the Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup Producers, which was formed 49 years ago. The
group came into the public eye in 2012, when “$18 million of maple syrup was stolen from the
global strategic reserve, a warehouse where the federation stockpiles the sweetener.” The
federation’s higher profile “exposed the controversial methods it uses to police the market.
When the federation suspects farmers are producing and selling outside the system, it posts
guards on their properties. It seeks fines from producers and buyers who do not follow the rule.
In the most extreme situations, it seizes production. The federation is unapologetic. It defends
the system, saying kit keeps prices high and stable.” But there are those who are intransigent,
producer Robert Hodge being one of them. About the system, he notes: “Well, I don’t accept the
system because I don’t believe in not being able to sell our product . . . We just think that the
product is ours. We bought the land. We’ve done all the work. Why should we not be able to
sell our product the way we want as long as we legitimately put it in on our income tax?”
********A five-minute video accompanies the article.
(24 August 2015): “As Smoking Declines, Tobacco Makers Seek to Slim Down Brands”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/as-smoking-declines-tobacco-makers-seek-to-slim-down-brands1440369674)
--------With global tobacco volume dropping by 3.5% in the first half of this year, tobacco
companies are consolidating brands, an exercise that is called “brand migration” by those in the
consumer-products industry. As the CEO of Imperial Tobacco emphasizes, however, “It’s not
the brand we are migrating . . . it’s the consumer.” Such a migration “is often an elaborate
marketing exercise that can take years to execute.” It is thought that “Consolidating brands
allow tobacco companies to innovate faster—since a single change can be rolled out across more
markets—and can drive economies of scale in production, marketing and advertising.” Brand
migration, though especially a current issue for tobacco companies, takes place in other sectors,
e.g., foodstuffs and detergent.
********The online article contains a vivid illustration of the packaging changes associated with
the migration of Spain’s Brooklyn cigarette to the more widely distributed West, which provides
a sense of some of the necessary marketing adjustments. It makes me wonder about the role
played by product durability in relation to the length of time toward brand migration, as well as
the nature of the marketing plan.
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(26 August 2015): “Waukesha Plan for Lake Michigan Water Raises Worries”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/26/us/waukesha-plan-for-lake-michigan-water-raisesworries.html)
--------Waukesha, Wisconsin is seventeen miles from Lake Michigan but is situated just outside
of its basin. Currently the city of 70,000 is confronted with a lowering aquifer and
contamination issues in its water. It would like to run a $200 million pipeline to Lake Michigan
to supplement its water supply but such a project runs “smack into a landmark 2008 compact that
prohibits large amounts of water from being pumped, trucked, shipped or otherwise moved
beyond the system’s natural basin without approval from the governors of each of the eight states
that touch a lake—unless it is in a product like beer or soft drinks.” The response to Waukesha’s
request has drawn a lot of attention. As March Smith of the National Wildlife Federation notes,
“Everyone is watching this . . . We don’t want the first test of the [2008] compact to show that it
doesn’t work.”
********Quoted in the article is Peter Annin, of Northland College in Ashland, Wisconsin, who
is the author of The Great Lakes Water Wars (http://www.amazon.com/Great-Lakes-WaterWars/dp/159726637X/). The book is appreciatively and usefully reviewed in the Natural
Resources Journal (http://lawschool.unm.edu/nrj/volumes/47/4/11_cain_greatlakes.pdf). The
comments in the Times article made me think of routinely encountered arguments involving
dominoes, camels, and slippery slopes, all of which seem to leap from “small” causes to “large”
effects. All of these are examples, to my mind, of “catastrophizing,” which is “a
commonmilcognitive distortion that has been extensively studied in psychology.” There is a nice
summary of these, indeed the source of the foregoing quoted words, at:
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/in-practice/201301/what-is-catastrophizing-cognitivedistortions. In some sense, I suppose, catastrophic arguments have become more attractive in
this age of “butterfly effects” and “chaos.” You can learn more about both at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Butterfly_effect.
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(7 August 2015): “Exploiting gullible people is a modern form of mining”
(http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/aug/07/exploiting-gullible-people-modernmining)
--------[This article appeared in print in The Guardian Weekly on 21 August 2015.] In the
forthcoming book Phishing for Phools: The Economics of Manipulation and Deception, by
George Akerlof and Robert Shiller, the argument is made that “deception and manipulation
aren’t confined to the fringes of the economy,” where psychics are found. Instead, “they’re
central to how consumer capitalism works. We’re being phished all the time . . . In a free
market, one set of profit opportunities comes from exploiting people’s psychological
weaknesses. Trickery is so commonplace, the authors show, that the line we draw between
sleazy or illegal behaviour and canny business practice is pretty arbitrary.”
********You can learn more about the book and vied a six-minute video with Robert Shiller at:
http://www.amazon.com/Phishing-Phools-Economics-Manipulation-Deception/dp/0691168318/.
Looking at the Table of Contents, it appears that the authors give many examples of phishing.
Shiller is a well-known for his work on behavioral finance, as Akerlof is well-known for his
work on “the lemons problem” and for being married to Janet Yellen, who is the Chair of the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. I’m curious about the theoretical framework
of Phishing.
(27 August 2015): “The Sharing Economy Comes to the Farm”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-08-27/the-sharing-economy-comes-to-the-farm)
-------“Three months out of the year, the 5,500 members of the Heartland Co-op push their
sprayers and fertilizing machines to maximum capacity . . . The rest of the time, the machinery
typically sits in barns, idle until the next season, like most of the $248 billion of equipment
owned by farmers across the country. FarmLink, based in Kansas City, Mo., seeks to turn that
equation around. Run by Ron LeMay, who headed Spring’s wireless division until 2003, the
company has created a platform to help farmers rent out their unused equipment to growers who
may be hundreds of miles away to take advantage of the differences in peak harvest seasons.”
According FarmLink president Jeff Dema, “It’s Airbnb for agriculture . . . Farmers are
examining their bottom lines and wondering if the $500,000 in their shed might be put to better
use.”
********It has long been known that capital goods are utilized far less than the amount of
services they could conceivably yield. But the cost of moving these resources through time or
space to where they might be used, combined with the cost of acquiring the necessary
information about the opportunities available and concluding the required agreements, limited
their use. Now, with lower information and agreement costs due to the digitization of knowledge
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(Big Data), more of these services are being used. That will happen increasingly, as we have
seen, and undoubtedly will give rise to many legal and political actions aimed at reducing their
use. For a variety of reasons, some people will wish for these services to go unused.
********Somewhat related is the article “On the Farm: Startups Put Data in Farmers’ Hands”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/on-the-farm-startups-put-data-in-farmers-hands-1441044071).
Data generated by sensors monitoring routine farming activities are now being “harvested” and
placed in “silos” in which form the data can be “monetized,” thereby providing another “income
flow” for farmers. In concept, this might improve the utilization of farm equipment. Now that it
is easier to monitor a wide variety of activities, they almost certainly will be, and new goods and
services will be developed as a consequence. Devices in the Fitbit family
(https://www.fitbit.com/) are there to monitor things like one’s heart rate and I recently received
a solicitation from my auto insurance agent holding out the possibility of lower rates if I install a
monitor of my driving behavior in the family cars.
(28 August 2015): “India Embraces Luxury as China Turns Cool”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/india-embraces-luxury-as-china-turns-cool-1440720657)
--------“As sales growth slows in China and other big markets, luxury-gods makers are
increasingly looking to cash in on patches of new wealth sprouting in often-unexpected parts of
India, where there is a growing appetite for luxury brands. . . . The hunt for these customers is
sending big name brands into India’s heartland, as they seek to sell handbags, high heels and
other glamorous goods in India’s second- and third-tier cities, which may have populations in the
millions.” Designers of luxury items, like clutch bags selling for $2,000 each, “follow the trunkshow model because the wealthy [in these locales] prefer to shop discreetly and it is less
intimidating for some first-time wealthy shoppers if the brands arrive at their doorstep, without
the need for any travel to big-city boutiques.” Although “Shoes, watches and bags are a hit with
wealthy Indian consumers . . . other kinds of luxury goods are a harder sell. Many Indians prefer
traditional dress to Western clothing. Indian jewelry, too, follows local traditions instead of
international tastes.”
********Interesting, but not surprising, that first-time consumers of luxury items must learn to
buy them, but this seems consistent with stereotypes about the nouveau riche. I suppose that
while one is “learning the ropes,” it is well to do it privately where expected mistakes are of less
consequence. Interesting, too, is the notion that some goods are prone to international tastes and
some are not. Again, this is not surprising but worth keeping in mind, especially for those who
are marketing such goods. You can find “5 Charts That Explain India’s Luxury Market” at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/briefly/2015/08/28/5-charts-that-explain-indias-luxury-market/.
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(29 August 2015): “Nuclear waste: Faff and fallout” (http://www.economist.com/news/unitedstates/21662536-next-president-will-have-decide-what-do-about-radioactive-waste-faff-andfallout)
--------“Since the start of Barack Obama’s term in office in 2009, America has had no long-term
plan for its nuclear waste. . . . As a result, some 70,000 tons is waiting at power plants . . . in silos
and pools.” In 2017, it will be necessary to “face a difficult question: how to reopen the debate
about what to do with spent fuel.” The nuclear competition between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union generated much waste at the former weapons-production site in Hanford, Washington,
which is “deeply contaminated.” The cleanup at the site “involves some 11,000 workers, costs
around $3 billion a year and will not finish before 2046. The problem now, however, is civilian
waste from power plants that came online in the 1960s, 1960s and 1980s.”
********The scale of operations at Hanford, Washington is mind boggling. As my wife,
appropriately, pointed out, these costs are not typically considered when people discuss the
benefits of nuclear energy. The article suggests that, with a new president and the retirement of
Nevada senator Harry Reid, the Yucca Mountain option as a nuclear waste repository will be
reconsidered. You can learn more about the waste repository at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yucca_Mountain_nuclear_waste_repository.
(29 August 2015): “Lexington: The wheels on the bus”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21662534-american-icon-runs-political-troublewheels-bus)
********The article points to the increasingly difficulty of paying for school buses at a time
when they are paid for by property taxes and state legislators, e.g., those in Indiana, have placed
caps on property taxes. The immediate result has been more parents ferrying their children to
school because there are no school buses running or because now parents only, rather than the
community as a whole, are paying for them.
(29 August 2015): “The economics of generosity: The kindness of neighbours”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21662596-new-paper-asks-why-sometanzanian-farmers-are-more-selfish-others)
--------In hypothetical times of water scarcity, men and women of high and low status to were
studied. In such times, “only high-status women shared the water fairly. Low-status men and
women would share fairly when water was plentiful, but were stingier when water was scarce.
High-status men hogged water at all times.”
********The brief summary is based upon an article in the July 2015 copy of Feminist
Economics. You read it in its entirety at:
http://www.tandfonline.com/eprint/Hwukmgnff893W6WKtEAj/full#.VeeH4fZVhBc.
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(1 September 2015): “Inside Kellogg’s Effort to Cash In on the Health-Food Craze”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/inside-kelloggs-effort-to-cash-in-on-the-health-food-craze1441073082)
--------“Years before natural and organic foods exploded in popularity, cereal behemoth Kellogg
Co. acquired one of the segment’s pioneers: Kashi Co.” Kashi merged with Kellogg in 2000 and
by 2008, Kashi sales had soared by 24 times, giving the maker of Frosted Flakes and Rick
Krispies a lead in adapting to new consumer tastes.” But Kashi’s sales foundered—new
“product rollouts slowed just as competition in the healthy-snack and cereal aisles swelled.”
Subsequently, Kashi’s San Diego office was closed, losing its casual work culture, and
incorporated into corporate headquarters at Battle Creek, Michigan. The move failed. “Kellogg
had alienated many of the brands fervent fans with its defensive stance on using genetically
modified ingredients, or GMOS. In 2014, Kashi posted about $500 million in sales, 17% below
their peak. Today, executives at Kellogg are contrite—and focused on turning around Kashi.”
********The article points to the managerial challenges of merging companies with differing
cultures, as well as the likely tradeoff between centralization and innovation. Regarding this,
Kellogg CEO John Bryant notes about its relationship with Kashi, “it’s not in any way a negative
relationship . . . It’s just, ‘How can we help?’ . . . But . . . ‘a large organization can sometimes
help too much.’”
(2 September 2015): “Canada Illustrates Plight of Rich but Resource-Dependent Countries”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/canada-illustrates-plight-of-rich-but-resource-dependentcountries-1441120664)
--------“For a small group of the world’s most resource-dependent rich countries, the stalling
economy of Canada is a stark reminder of how China’s slowing growth stands to shape the
coming years.” According to Tony Makin of the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy in
Singapore, “Among developed countries, Canada, Australian Norway are distinctive ‘because
they have become more dependent on commodities for their exports, particularly since the turn
of the century.’” Canada’s dependence has been such that its economy “contracted for a second
consecutive quarter between April and June” due to low prices for base metals and crude oil.
********I was surprised to learn that “Australia hasn’t had a recession in 24 years, and is still
expected to post positive growth for the second quarter” of the year. The dramatic economic
expansion of China during this time period coupled with Australia’s proximity to it certainly
contributed to that performance. Is that all there is to the economic story of Australia?
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(3 September 2015): “Why Americans Are Going Abroad for an M.B.A.”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-americans-are-going-abroad-for-an-m-b-a-1441217532)
--------In one word: Cost. “For some students, European programs, which are often conducted in
English, seem to be a better deal than U.S. programs, allowing them to get their M.B.A. in about
a year, compared with U.S. full-time programs, which are typically two years. That means lower
tuition, and it reduces the cost of leaving the workforce, students, admissions officers and
consultants say.” In addition, “The U.S. dollar’s strength against the euro in recent months has
underscored this return on investment.” Beyond cost, there is the matter of international
experience. Delia Garced, who is the global director of experienced commercial hires for
General Electric, stresses the importance of employees “who understand how to do business in a
growth country and work with a variety of different cultures.”
********In the discussion about “the cost of leaving the workforce” it is easy to see an allusion
to the economist’s notion of opportunity cost, i.e., the value of the highest-valued displaced
alternative.” One gives up a good deal of current earnings and incurs some career disruption in
pursuing a two-year degree rather than a one-year degree. Is the quality the same? Very hard to
say. I wonder how widely the notion of “career interruption” and its consequences has been
studied? Childbirth and child rearing often lead to career interruption, but so can education,
illness, and simply the need for a break. No doubt academic sabbaticals enter into this, too. I
found one article that seems to provide an introduction to the literature: “Career Interrupted For
What Reason? Job Interruptions And Their Wage Effects”
(http://www.cluteinstitute.com/ojs/index.php/JABR/article/view/8664/8658). Its author, Jill K.
Hayter, teaches at East Tennessee State University.
(3 September 2015): “Sharing Economy Goes Hyperlocal With a Growing Market for
Household Items” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/03/business/smallbusiness/sharingeconomy-goes-hyperlocal-with-a-growing-market-for-household-items.html)
--------A growing number of people “are using mobile apps to find, borrow or rent items as
diverse as power drills and drones from people living nearby. It is an extension of the successful
Airbnb, Uber and Lyft model, but for household items.” Multiple websites have sought to tap
the trend, “with Peerby.com a front-runner. Since its beginning in Amsterdam in 2012, Peerby
has expanded to 20 cities in Europe . . . It expects to have a network of owners and renters in all
major American cities by 2017.” Peerby occupies a niche “littered with the carcasses of early
start-ups that went belly-up.” The question is, “Can Peerby truly succeed where others have
failed?” According to Ann Miura-Ko, a founder of a firm that has invested in similar start-ups,
“Millennials are particularly big on sharing rather than owning.” Giving a name to such a shift,
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Simon Rothman, a partner of a firm that has been an early investor in companies like Airbnb and
Facebook, notes: “We’re shifting from an ownership society to an access society.”
********Alternatively to Rothman, we’re shifting from an ownership society to a rental society.
I.e., we can either buy the good or buy the services that the ownership of the good would
provide. Decisions as to rent or buy are frequently encountered and much has been written about
them, as an Internet search will reveal. I ran across “The consumer’s rent vs. buy decision in the
rentailer” (http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167811609000251), which caught
my attention due to the neologism rentailer. A rentailer is “a retail outlet that rents and sells new
and used home video titles.”
(3 September 2015): “The Unlikely Cities That Will Power the U.S. Economy”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-stem-jobs/)
********This article, although rich in content, is especially noteworthy for its graphics, which
tends to focus on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) jobs and their
geographic location. Especially interesting is the graph that connects STEM pay rank on the lefthand-side of the graph and Cost-of-living rank on the right-hand-side. San Francisco, California,
for example, has the second highest pay rank and the highest cost rank. But other cities show
wide divergences between the two. The article notes Huntsville, Alabama at 9th in pay and 68th
in cost, whereas Madison, Wisconsin is 89th in pay and 30th in cost. For North Carolina,
Charlotte ranks 33rd in pay and 64th in cost. Thought provoking, to be sure.
********Differences between rankings on earning and the cost-of-living connects nicely with an
article in The Economist on “Tackling poverty: It’s expensive to be poor”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21663262-why-low-income-americans-oftenhave-pay-more-its-expensive-be-poor). For many reasons, the poor pay more for roughly the
same goods and services that are purchased by those who are more affluent. “The high cost of
being poor has two main implications. First, inequality is worse than income figures alone
suggest. . . . Second, finding ways to reduce these costs, for instance by making it easier to claim
the EITC [Earned-Income Tax Credit] without borrowing, or by changing the rules on overdraft
fees . . . , would be a cheap way of helping low earners.” Such concerns bear addressing in light
of recent experience in the U.S., as covered in “Low-Income Workers See Biggest Drop in
Paychecks” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/03/business/low-income-workers-see-biggestdrop-in-paychecks.html). According to the article, the decline in real wages between 2009-14
for the lowest-paid fifth of workers was 5.7%. Of the occupations noted, the largest decline was
for restaurant cooks—8.9%.
(4 September 2015): “Beware of Octopus Pots” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/beware-ofoctopus-pots-1441320771)
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--------[A review of The Silo Effect: The Peril of Expertise and the Promise of Breaking Down
Barriers, by Gillian Tett).] “Gillian Tett received a doctorate in cultural anthropology before
becoming a journalist at the Financial Times. She found that the discipline of living with and
studying villagers of Tajikistan proved a useful preparation for analyzing the tribes of business
and finance. In ‘The Silo Effect’ she applies her anthropologist’s lens to the problem of why so
many organizations still suffer from a failure to communicate.” According to Tett, silos “occur
when we classify the world around us and then resist attempts to change those classifications.”
She offers three examples of “silos wreaking havoc: at Sony, and then at UBS and the Bank of
England during the financial crisis.”
********The review concludes, “Silos emerge out of a desire for efficiency, to classify our
world and make it easier to manage. Escaping them requires the opposite of efficiency, a kind of
slack, so that we can shift our perspective. In the hustling worlds that Ms. Tett describes, that
slack, that patience with uncertainty, may be the rarest commodity of all.” You can learn more
about The Silo Effect at: http://www.amazon.com/Silo-Effect-Expertise-BreakingBarriers/dp/1451644736/. You can hear an 8-minute interview with Gillian Tett at:
http://radio.wosu.org/post/building-and-breaking-down-silos#stream/0.
*******All of this, of course, points to the importance of cognitive diversity, just one of the
many diversities that, if attended to, can contribute so much to organizational and societal
performance. Along these lines it is worth drawing attention to another book review, one that
appeared in the Journal of Economic Literature, on Why Government Fails So Often: And How It
Can Do Better, by Peter Schuck. The authors of the review, David M. Levy and Sandra J. Peart,
draw attention to the concept of internalities, a sort of companion of the concept of externalities
so familiar to economists, their students, and to critics of markets. Internalities seem to have
been first defined by Charles Wolf, Jr., in the 1979 article “A Theory of Nonmarket Failure:
Framework for Implementation Analysis” that appeared in the Journal of Law and Economics.
The basic idea seems to pertain to the nonalignment of individual and organizational
(governmental) goals. In relation to this attention is drawn to goals that are exogenous, i.e.,
organizations goals imposed upon individuals, as opposed to those that are endogenous, i.e.,
organizational goals that emerge from individual. Levy and Peart conclude their review, noting:
“Peter Schuck’s important book reminds us about the allure of expert judgments and the need for
public discourse at each step along the traverse of policy formulation and implementation.”
********You can read an abstract of the review at:
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/jel.53.3.667. You can learn more about Peter
Schuck’s book at: http://www.amazon.com/Why-Government-Fails-So-Often/dp/0691161623/.
You can learn more about internalities, with graphs, at:
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.3152/146155107X233462. Incidentally, this is one
instance where I found Wikipedia to be of no help in providing a definition, its one reference
being to a use of the term in behavioral economics. So, someone has an opportunity to create an
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entry on internalities for Wikipedia. Finally, Charles Wolf, Jr. has written a book that makes
extensive use of internalities: Markets or Governments Choosing between Imperfect Alternatives.
You can learn more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Markets-Governments-ChoosingImperfect-Alternatives/dp/0262731045/.
(8 September 2015): “States to Help Workers Save for Retirement”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/states-to-help-workers-save-for-retirement-1441322951)
--------“The gradual but broad shift away from old-fashioned pensions—which provided lifetime
retirement payments to retirees—has left millions of Americans unprepared for retirement,
experts say.” As a result, some states have moved “to enact legislation creating automatic
individual retirement accounts for workers who don’t have retirement plans at work. The plans
are an attempt to cushion the blow for millions of workers who could someday find themselves
too old to work but short of savings.” In July, Oregon became the third state to enact such
legislation; California and Illinois also have plans. Although the details of the plans vary, the
states are considering “automatic paycheck deductions . . . [of] 3%--to be placed in individual
retirement accounts. In all three states, workers would be automatically enrolled but would be
allowed to opt out.” This year “At least 18 bills have been introduced in 15 states . . . , up from
10 bills in seven states in 2013.”
(9 September 2015): “Water: The New Screen for Investment Risk”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/water-the-new-screen-for-investment-risk-1441768915)
--------“Investors make big decisions based on the outlook of such fundamentals as interest rates
and energy costs. What is more fundamental that water? For many companies, not much.
Water disruptions potentially can have a significant effect on a company’s supply chain. As a
result, money managers, fund managers and individual investors are putting more weight on the
potential for water shortages as a risk factor for investments.” An example of the adoption of
this perspective is the fund-research firm Morningstar Inc., which “recently said it plans to start
grading all mutual and exchange-traded funds on environmental, social and governance factors.”
In relation to water, Monika Freyman, a co-author of “An Investor Handbook for Water Risk
Integration,” notes: “Investors have the duty and responsibility to do this analysis. They should
engage their money managers on these questions and ask if they have a water-risk filter” for
assessing investments.
********You can obtain a pdf of the Investor Handbook at:
http://www.ceres.org/resources/reports/an-investor-handbook-for-water-integration.
(9 September 2015): “India Ink: Newspapers Boom Where the Internet Doesn’t Reach”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/india-ink-newspapers-boom-where-the-internet-doesnt-reach1441740780)
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--------“These may be tough days for newspapers in the U.S. But in India, the old-school, inkstained business is booming as more people from smaller cities join the middle class, boosting
circulation and advertising revenue. . . . Amar Ujala and other local vernacular newspapers are
focused on a rapidly expanding niche, catering to newly prosperous people outside India’s
biggest metropolises who prefer to read in their native languages rather than in the English
favored by much of the former British colony’s Westernized elite. The number of news
consumers in the world’s second-most-populous country has grown along with literacy and
disposable income. . . . Many of those consumers are turning to physical newspapers, instead of
going online, because they lack computers and smartphones with reliable Internet access.
Ironically, online retailers . . . have been snatching up advertising space to reach those rural
customers.”
********A brief article that lays out a number of factors influencing the demand for
newspapers. In India, it seems, “There has never been a better time for newspapers.”
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(9 September 2015): “Coal’s Decline Is Choking Appalachia Towns”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-09-10/coal-s-decline-is-choking-appalachiatowns)
--------Letcher and Martin Counties in Kentucky have seen large declines in their budgets, and
the services they provide, due to “a steep drop in coal production as tougher environmental
regulations and low natural gas prices make coal less competitive.” The budget in Martin
County is $7 million, “down $1.5 million from three years ago.” According to the Appalachian
Regional Commission, an economic development organization encompassing state and federal
governments, “93 of 420 counties are distressed. Many of them are in central Appalachia, which
straddles Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. The region has been mined for two
centuries, and the cheapest and best coal has been dug up. . . . Many utilities have replaced
Appalachian coal with cheaper fuel from Illinois and the Powder River basin in Wyoming and
Montana, or switched to burning natural gas.” The drop in county revenue has mostly been due
to “a drop in payments known as severance taxes, which mining companies pay into state coffers
based on the value of coal tonnage take from the earth.”
********The declining county budgets, then, has been due to a large decline in the demand for
Appalachian coal, due not only to federal environmental policy but also to the relatively
unfavorable price of Appalachian coal in the energy market.
********In a somewhat-related article “Exxon: The Road Not Taken,” reporters from
InsideClimate News (ICN) cover the early work (1970s) of the company on greenhouse gases
and their effect on average global temperatures, as well as alluding to Exxon’s subsequent efforts
to “manufacture doubt about the reality of global warming its own scientists had once
confirmed.” You can read the article at: http://insideclimatenews.org/news/15092015/Exxonsown-research-confirmed-fossil-fuels-role-in-global-warming. This is the first in a series of
articles. ICN won a Pulitzer Prize in 2013 for its reporting on the Dilbit oil spill, which occurred
in 2010 and involved the Kalamazoo River in Michigan. You can view the stories at:
http://www.pulitzer.org/works/2013-National-Reporting. Incidentally, the Pulitzer Prize site
looks like one that is well worth exploring.
********Next, in another natural resources-related article, “Colorado Mine Spill Highlights
Superfund Challenges,” the difficulties of cleaning contaminated sites, as well as their costs, are
explored. Here is the link: [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/colorado-mine-spill-highlightssuperfund-challenges-1442005828). The Superfund program, administered by the EPA, “was set
up in the 1980s to remediate the nation’s most polluted places, from old factories to landfills.
But it has been strained by legacy mining sites, which are often impossible to permanently clean
up and instead require water-treatment plants of other expensive measures to contain widespread
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pollution.” Compounding matters, “The EPA often faces opposition from communities that
distrust the agency and remain fearful of the economic stigma of being labeled a Superfund site.
The agency also frequently is confronted with deep-pocketed mining companies who try to fend
off efforts to hold them at least partially responsible for cleanup costs.” Then there is the
question of the number of sites that pose a risk to human health. According to a report of the
U.S. Government Accountability Office, “federal agencies hadn’t fully assessed the pollution
levels of thousands of abandoned sites they had already identified”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/inventory-of-abandoned-mines-is-incomplete-and-unreliable-gaosays-1441995891). You can find the GAO’s report at:
http://www.gao.gov/assets/680/672464.pdf.
********Finally, falling oil prices have led to large write downs for U.S. oil-and-gas producers,
as reported in “Write-Downs Abound for Oil Producers”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/write-downs-abound-for-oil-producers-1442184600). “A
group of 66 oil and gas producers have taken impairment charges totaling $59.8 billion through
June, according to a tally by energy consultancy IHS Herold Inc. That tops the previous fullyear record of $48.5 billion set in in 2008. . . . Write-downs, or impairments, are taken by
companies when the value of assets falls below the value on its books. For energy fields, that
can mean that the price of leasing land, drilling and installing pipelines exceeds the worth of
whatever oil and gas is unearthed.” So, what’s different about 2015 in comparison to 2008? “In
2008, oil prices plummeted from above $140 a barrel at midyear to below $37 by year-end as the
financial system’s near collapse sent the global economy into recession. The drop was steep but
relatively short-lived as growing demand from China and other emerging economies was
expected to suck up global supplies. Now, with China’s economy and sputtering and U.S.
production at its highest level in decades, prices aren’t expected to return to the $100 level of
recent years any time soon.”

(11 September 2015): “Look Out, U.S. Grocers, U.K.’s Free-for-All Heads Across the Pond”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/look-out-u-s-grocers-u-k-s-free-for-all-heads-across-the-pond1441935916)
--------German discount grocers Aldi and Lidl have “shaken the U.K.’s $274 billion grocery
industry to its core . . . [and] have stolen away market share from the country’s traditional
players” Tesco and Morrisons, among others. As a result, the grocers “have seen their stock
prices plummet, triggering executive ousters, layoffs and billion-dollar write downs.” Aldi is
looking to increase its stake in the U.S. market, planning to “operate 2,000 stores by the end of
2018, up from the 1,400 it runs now across 32 states. Kroger, by comparison, operates about
2,600 stores in 34 states.” Following an announcement of Aldi’s plans, Lidl indicated that it
would likely enter the U.S. market by 2018. “Analysts and others say the moves threaten to
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pressure discount chains like Wal-Mart and Supervalu Inc.’s Save-A-Lot, but could also further
shake up the wider U.S. market.” In “class-conscious Britain, no-frills Aldi and Lidl gained
traction only after the recession . . . At the time, the country’s biggest grocers kept jacking up
prices, even as unemployment jumped and customers tightened their purse strings.” According
to Andy Higginson, who is the chairman of Morrisons the No. 4 British chain, “At a time of slow
to declining volumes, . . . [grocers] attempted to raise prices and widen margins . . . Customers
recognized this and voted with their feet.”
********Customers voted with their feet. The article relates the words of one customer, Janet
Wadsworth, who abandoned Tesco for Aldi. She observed, “It used to be that people might have
been embarrassed to be seen at Aldi . . . But I think that’s gone.” So, in response to the
recession, in part due to reduced income and in part due to managerial decisions keeping prices
high (or higher), customers got over their status discomfort and tried Aldi. With familiarity and
the reduction in discomfort, it will be a challenge for Tesco and others to regain the customers it
lost.
(12 September 2015): “Schumpeter: Digital Taylorism”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21664190-modern-version-scientific-managementthreatens-dehumanise-workplace-digital)
--------“Frederick Taylor was the most influential management guru of the early 20th century.”
He argued that “the best way to boost productivity . . . was to embrace three rules: break
complex jobs down into simple ones; measure everything that workers do; and link pay to
performance.” Digital Taylorism starts with the rules “but supercharges them with digital
technology and applies them to a much wider range of employees—not just Taylor’s industrial
workers but also service workers, knowledge workers and managers themselves.” Scientific
management has before and is now provoking a backlash. In The New York Times a recent
article about Amazon “suggests that Taylorism is thriving. The article claimed that the internet
retailer uses classic Taylorist technique to achieve efficiency: workers are constantly measured
and those who fail to hit the numbers are ruthlessly eliminated.” The article created a reaction,
attracting “more than 5,800 online comments, a record for a Times article, and a remarkable
number of commenters claimed that their employers had adopted similar policies. Far from
being an outlier, it would seem that Amazon is the embodiment of a new trend.”
********The article noted above is “Inside Amazon: Wrestling Big Ideas in a Bruising
Workplace” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/16/technology/inside-amazon-wrestling-bigideas-in-a-bruising-workplace.html). I suspect that a thorough examination of the article and the
almost 6,000 comments it evoked would make a great term paper.
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(12 September 2015): “Agricultural biodiversity: Banks for bean counters”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21664194-wild-ancestors-worlds-mostimportant-crops-could-help-avert-devastating)
--------“Climate change is expected to cause higher temperatures and more frequent droughts,
changing the distribution of pests and diseases. Population growth will add to the pressure on
productive land . . . This, together with a switch to more meat-eating, will mean a big increase in
the demand for food. The UN Food and Agriculture Organization . . . says humanity will need
70% more food by then. Dependence on a few staples worsens the consequences of any crop
failure. Just 30 crops provide humans with 95% of the energy they get from food, and just
five—rice, wheat, maize, millet and sorghum—provide 60%.” All this points to the importance
of preserving “the genetic diversity found in crop wild relates and traditional varieties as an
insurance policy. Alas, much of it has already disappeared.”
********The article concludes, “If a big crop were to fail, a single useful gene lurking in one
wild relative could prevent calamity. . . . Preserving the genetic diversity that remains would be
an excellent investment.” Seed banks provide a way to preserve this diversity, but efforts to do
so, for example those relating to the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food
and Agriculture, have not yielded the desired results. You can learn more about the Treaty, and
access its text, at: http://www.planttreaty.org/.
(15 September 2015): “Big Volumes Don’t Mean Big Profits in China’s Beer Market”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/big-volumes-dont-mean-big-profits-in-chinas-beer-market1442234380)
--------“China’s recent slowdown is worsening a stubborn problem for brewer SABMiller PLC:
Despite the massive amount of beer consumed there, turning a decent profit isn’t easy. China
accounts for a quarter of the world’s beer volumes and a tenth of the revenue but makes up just
3% of the global profit pool, according to Deutsche Bank.” SAB is a co-owner of the Chinese
brand Snow, which is the world’s largest-selling beer. “Uncommonly intense competition
among large brewers in China keeps a tight lid on margins there.
********Concentration of large brewers in the U.S. seems to be significantly higher than in
China. In China, 70% of the market “is split among five robust competitors—SAB’s CR Snow
joint venture, Tsingtao Brewery Co., AB InBev, Beijing Janjing Brewery Co. and Carlsberg
A/S.” In the U.S., “Anheuser-Busch InBev NV and SAB’s MillerCoors joint venture with Coors
Brewing Co. hold more than 70% of the market by volume.” So, one might conclude that the
higher profitability of large brewers in the U.S. in comparison to China is due to the greater
concentration of brewers. Given the recent news about AB InBev’s desire to acquire SABMiller,
it will be interesting to see how this plays out antitrust-wise. You can read more on this at:
http://www.wsj.com/articles/a-global-antitrust-grilling-is-expected-1442442266. Any merger
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between AB InBev and SAB Miller would undoubtedly lead to increased “rationalization” of
production facilities, such as what had led to the recent announcement of the closing of the
MillerCoors plant in Eden, North Carolina in September 2016. You can learn more about the
closing, with its loss of more than 500 jobs, at:
http://www.newsobserver.com/news/business/article35257221.html. Some additional detail can
be found at: http://www.jsonline.com/business/with-sales-declining-millercoors-closingbrewery-in-north-carolina-b99576326z1-327415711.html.
(16 September 2015): “Beef’s Meaty Profits Slow Effort to Boost Antibiotic-Free Production”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/beefs-meaty-profits-slow-effort-to-boost-antibiotic-freeproduction-1442309400)
--------Sky high “cattle and beef prices are hampering efforts to get the beef industry to follow
the sharp curbs by major chicken processors on the use of antibiotics on farms. . . . [C]hanging
antibiotics protocols is tougher in the beef business, livestock specialists say. Beef cattle
typically live one to two years before slaughter, providing more time for disease exposure than
for chickens, which often live only six weeks. Beef processors also generally have less control
over how animals are raised. They typically buy cattle from a wide range of producers and
middlemen, while major chicken processors sign growers to contracts to supply them alone.”
Although some ranchers have expressed support for a move toward organic cattle and beef,
financial incentives haven’t been sufficiently strong for them to change.
********I thought the roles of life span and contracts in relation to the move toward reduced or
no antibiotics were interesting to note. The article also drew attention to the increased
monitoring and documenting costs of organic beef as a factor that diminishes financial
incentives.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 231 (23 September 2015)
(16 September 2015): “The ‘Golden Age’ for Biotech Stocks Could Be Nearing an End”
(http://blogs.wsj.com/moneybeat/2015/09/16/the-golden-age-of-biotech-stocks-could-benearing-an-end/)
--------Research analyst Geoff Porges of Bernstein has written that biotech companies “have
enjoyed something of a golden age in terms of returns, growth and R&D productivity.” But
mature firms “can find it difficult, if not impossible, to repeat or add to the glories of their
youth.” In relation to biotech, Porges notes that “larger companies in the industry are shifting
their budgets and spending more on what he deems financing engineering, including stock buy
backs and other balance sheet activities, rather than activities that advance the company’s
business plans.”
********The blog also contains some comments about “industry life cycles” that are of interest.
What is of general interest to me is that by focusing on budgets and spending with respect to
product engineering and financing engineering can provide insight into where a firm or industry
is in relation to its life cycle. In trying, unsuccessfully, to find the Porges study, I ran across a
free daily biotech newsletter that you can find at: http://www.fiercebiotech.com/.
(17 September 2015): “China’s Changing Tastes Offer Upside for Coffee”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-changing-tastes-offer-upside-for-coffee-1442431980)
--------“Demand for commodities in China might be on the wane as its economy slows, but in a
nation of tea drinkers, coffee—even a pricey cup—is a rare bright spot. Demand is also
burgeoning for other small luxuries like imported fresh fruit, driven by changing tastes and an
expanding middle class.” Currently, “China’s population consumes just 4.5 billion cups of
coffee a year, well below North Americans, who drink 133.9 billion cups a year.” According to
food and drink analyst Raphaele Auberty of BMI Research in London, coffee represents “the
Western lifestyle that is attractive to all those upper- and middle-class urban consumers.” Coffee
retailers are looking to take advantage of these developments. At present “Starbucks has 823
stores in mainland China and hopes to have 3,000 in the country by 2019.”
********It is remarkable to look at the difference in coffee consumption in China versus North
America and the argument does suggest that there is a lot of room for growth should the claim be
true that the Western lifestyle is something Chinese consumers will want to emulate as income
levels grow. In economic parlance, coffee is (at least) a normal good, i.e., one the demand for
which increases as income increases, all other things being equal. It does seem, though, that the
article is suggesting that coffee is more like a superior good or a luxury good. If you are
interested in some of these definitional issues, you can explore them at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superior_good.
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(21 September 2015): “Inside the Golden Door” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/inside-thegolden-door-1442787645)
--------[A review of A Nation of Nations, by Tom Gjelten. Gjelten is a correspondent for
National Public Radio.] “In 1965 the percentage of immigrants in the United States was only
4.4%. Today, thanks in large part to the Immigration Act of 1965—which abolished the
discriminatory quotas that barred most immigrants from outside of northwestern Europe,
increased family-based immigration and allowed for more legal immigration—it stands at 13%.”
Nation “tells the story of five immigrant families adjusting to Virginia life, and how schools, the
local government, Catholic Charities and the nonprofit Northern Virginia Family Services helped
them integrate. . . . . Mr. Gjelten picked families who didn’t fit seamlessly into American life.
They struggle with English and government regulations, and some raise national-security
concerns. But within a generation each family does well enough that their children integrate and
find careers.” Much of Gjelten’s book “is dedicated to relaying the history of U.S. immigration
policy, with a special emphasis on the nativists who opposed liberalization.”
********The review points out that from “1790 to 1875 there were virtually no federal
immigration laws, only restrictions on naturalization” and that the “harsh immigration
restrictions of the early 20th century were a tremendous departure from our founding ideology.”
The central element in those restrictions was “the Immigration Act of 1924 (also known as the
‘national origins system’).” You can also read a review of Nation at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/13/books/review/a-nation-of-nations-by-tom-gjelten.html.
You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1476743851.
********The reference to “Golden Door” in the title of the review meant nothing to me until I
tried to learn more about the history of immigration policy in the United States at Amazon.
While doing so, I happened upon the book Guarding the Golden Door: American Immigration
Policy and Immigrants Since 1882, by Roger Daniels (http://www.amazon.com/GuardingGolden-Door-Immigration-Immigrants/dp/0809053446/). There, in a Customer Review was the
answer—it comes from the so-called Statue of Liberty poem “The New Colossus” written by
Emma Lazarus. You can read the sonnet at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_Colossus.
The concluding lines are:
Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore.
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!
Heady words, indeed, in these times when immigration is on the minds of so many.
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(21 September 2015): “Drug Goes from $13.50 a Tablet to $750, Overnight”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/21/business/a-huge-overnight-increase-in-a-drugs-priceraises-protests.html)
--------“Specialist in infectious disease are protesting a gigantic overnight increase in the price of
a 62-year-old drug that is the standard of care for treating a life-threatening parasitic infection.
The drug, called Daraprim, was acquired in August by Turing Pharmaceuticals, a start-up run by
a former hedge fund manager. Turing immediately raised the price to $750 a tablet.” The
increase “is not an isolated example. While most of the attention on pharmaceutical prices has
been on new drugs . . . , there is also growing concern about huge price increases on older drugs,
some of them generic, that have long been mainstays of treatment. Although some price
increases have been caused by shortages, others have resulted from a business strategy of buying
old neglected drugs and turning them into high-priced ‘specialty drugs.’” Up until several years
ago, when Daraprim was acquired by CorePharma, the drug “cost only about $1 a tablet.”
********The change in the price of Daraprim means that annual treatment cost for some
patients will run to “hundreds of thousands of dollars.” The founder and CEO of Turing is
Martin Shkreli, who employed a similar strategy at Retrophin, a company from which he was
fired last year. This situation is obviously one that is ripe for discussion. I am especially curious
about the pricing practices of earlier owners of Daraprim. What did they have in mind when
they priced Daraprim as they did?
********Due to widespread outcries over the price increase of Daraprim, Turing
Pharmaceuticals has announced that it will lower the price, although it has not said by how
much. You can learn more at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/turing-to-cut-price-of-drug-daraprimafter-increase-sparks-outcry-1442970732.
(21 September 2015): “Wolf’s Return to California Stirs Debate”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/wolfs-return-to-california-stirs-debate-1442787204)
--------“The return of wolves to their former haunts across the West has reached California,
where a pack of wolves was spotted for the first time in decades last month, pitting
conservationists against ranchers who worry the predators will prey on livestock.” This is the
first time the wolves have been sighted in the state since 1924. “The arrival came as California
wildlife officials were still trying to complete a wolf-management plan. Now, state officials are
racing to get guidelines in place before conflicts arise, as they have in other Western states, with
ranchers trying to defend their herds from predatory attacks, and with hunters who fear the
animals will kill too many elk and deer. Since the gray wolf in California is listed as endangered
under both federal and state law, ranchers can’t kill or harass them, unless permitted by
regulation.” Environmentalists say the wolf’s return “is a cause for celebration, serving as
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another milestone in wheat they call one of the more successful wildlife recovery programs in
the West.”
********The article is accompanied by a two-minute video that shows a family of seven
wolves—two adults and five pups. I just finished reading Aldo Leopold’s classic work A Sand
County Almanac after many years of saying “I need to read this.” I’m glad I did—you can learn
more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Sand-County-Almanac-SketchesThere/dp/0195007778/. His classic article “The Land Ethic” is included and what especially
caught my attention was his clear expression of a weakness of “a conservation system based
wholly on economic motives.” The weakness is that “most members of the land community
have no economic value.” Shortly afterwards, in the section titled “Substitutes for a Land Ethic,”
he notes, “When one of these non-economic categories is threatened, and if we happen to love it,
we invent subterfuges to give it economic importance. At the beginning of the [20th] century
songbirds were supposed to be disappearing. Ornithologists jumped to the rescue with some
distinctly shaky evidence to the effect that insects would eat us up if birds failed to control them.
The evidence had to be economic in order to be valid.” He concludes by writing, “It is painful to
read these circumlocutions today.” Indeed, they are. Birds, and wolves, are not the only areas of
modern life that are being subjected to justification by economic valuation. To avoid being coy,
I have education, especially higher education, in mind. Truly, not everything can, much less
should, be brought into relation to the “measuring rod of money.”
********While learning just a bit more about the works of Aldo Leopold, I became aware of the
fame of his book Game Management (http://www.amazon.com/Game-Management-AldoLeopold/dp/0299107744/), which seems to fit the oft-mentioned definition of a classic, i.e.,
known by many, read by few. The Customer Reviews at Amazon are glowing, one noting that
Game is “considered the ‘cornerstone of wildlife management’ by those of us in the field of
wildlife biology and ecology; it is absolutely essential to anyone in this field. ‘Game
Management’ represents an intellectual revolution that is to wildlife biology what Einstein’s
relativity was to physics.” I wonder if Leopold is lurking in the background of decisions on how
to manage the Sage Grouse (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/23/business/us-trying-to-protectsage-grouse-without-listing-it-as-an-endangered-species.html).
(22 September 2015): “Surge in Homelessness Tests Wisconsin Capital’s Welcoming Spirit”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/22/us/surge-in-homelessness-tests-wisconsin-capitalswelcoming-spirit.html)
--------Beginning October first, homeless people sleeping outside City Hall in Madison,
Wisconsin will need to find a new place to rest. “Facing a sharp increase in homelessness and
fed up over what he says is a hot spot for violence and illegal activity, Madison’s Democratic
mayor, Paul Soglin, successfully pushed for a measure last month that will ban anyone from
sleeping at night outside City Hall, shutting down what has become Madison’ most public de
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facto homeless shelter.” While attributing “the problem of homelessness in part to inadequate
affordable housing, one of the lowest vacancy rates in the nation and a shortage of social workers
to handle all of the newly homeless people,” Soglin “also point to Madison’s reputation as a cozy
liberal bastion,” noting that “Whether it’s New York or Madison or Portland, the cities that
generally do the most to help people are now rewarded with the problem increasing . . . The
cities who are the most compassionate and the most generous are rewarded with other people’s
problems.”
********Paul Soglin, now 70, has a long history of activism and politics in Madison, which is
outlined in Wikipedia at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Soglin. He has served as the mayor
of Madison from 1973 to 1979, 1989 to 1997, and most recently from 2011 to the present, having
last been reelected in April 2015. I thought his reasoning about compassion and the homeless to
be noteworthy. Although it seems plausible, I do wonder if there is research that supports it.
(23 September 2015): “Wyoming Seeks More Funds to Clean Up Abandoned Wells”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/wyoming-seeks-more-funds-to-clean-up-abandoned-wells1442966988)
--------“Wyoming is moving forward with sweeping new rules to double the money oil and gas
companies must put aside before drilling new wells, a measure prompted by the large number of
abandoned wells that litter the state. . . . Wyoming and other states have struggled to plug tens of
thousands of wells abandoned after the energy booms. Without financially solvent parties to
take ownership of the wells, they become the property of state governments, which must pay
millions to clean them up and ensure they don’t cause environmental problems.”
********The proposed new rules, still subject to a 45-day comment period and a vote of the
state oil and gas conservation commission, “would increase the amount of bonding fees
companies must pay from $75,000 to $150,000.”
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 232 (30 September 2015)
(9 September 2015): “The Siege of Herbalife” (http://fortune.com/2015/09/09/the-siege-ofherbalife/)
********This lengthy article appeared in the September 15 paper edition of Fortune. It
chronicles the story of activist hedge-fund owner William Ackman to quest to “bring the $5billion-in-revenue nutrition giant” on the basis of its being a pyramid scheme, a quest that was
first reported in December 2012 and continues. Although some multi-level marketing (MLM)
companies are legal, some MLMs are pyramid schemes, which are illegal. There appears to be
no legal “bright line” to distinguish between them, although the degree to which distributors are
paid for selling product versus recruiting distributors is important. Companies that pay their
distributors largely on the basis of product sale are not likely to be found to be pyramid schemes.
The legal status of MLMs stems in large part from decisions made by the Federal Trade
Commission in relation to Amway in 1979. The legality of Amway has led other MLMs to
emulate its business model. To date, Ackman has spent hundreds of millions of dollars pursuing
his charges and, although there have been substantial price declines in the shares of Herbalife,
they have not reached the point where Ackman has been able to realise a profit on his crusade to
bring down the company.
********The article introduced a new term for me—Astroturfing. It is used by political
consultants to describe instances where “a client’s agenda is made to look like a grass-roots
movement.” It seems like there is a lot of Astroturfing afoot. Throughout the article, it is clear
that Ackman’s actions have resulted in improvements in the way Herbalife does business. At its
end, though, its author wonders “whether hedge fund managers with outsize egos, reputations on
the line, and billion-dollar stakes make the best regulators. And whether, on the basis of their
private, closed-door deliberations, they should be sentencing public companies to death.” All in
all, a provocative article that provides a new perspective on regulation and its multiple forms, not
all of which are governmentally based.
(20 September 2015): “Predicting the future: Unclouded vision”
(http://www.amazon.com/Superforecasting-Prediction-Philip-E-Tetlock/dp/0804136696/)
--------[A review of Superforecasting: The Art and Science of Prediction, by Philip E. Tetlock,
who is the Annenberg University Professor at the University of Pennsylvania. He holds
appointments in psychology, political science, and the Wharton School of Business.] In the
wake of America’s “disastrous misadventure in Iraq” Tetlock ran a contest posing “hundreds of
geopolitical questions . . . to thousands of volunteer participants. A small number of forecasters
began to pull clear of the pack” and were subsequently dubbed superforecasters. “Their
performance was consistently impressive. With nothing more than an internet connection and
their own brains, they consistently beat everything from financial markets to trained intelligence
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analysts with access to top-secret information.” In studying these people, Tetlock and is
collaborators found that “More important than sheer intelligence was mental attitude.” In a
world of hedgehogs and foxes, “Superforecasters are drawn exclusively from the ranks of the
foxes.”
********The reference to hedgehogs and foxes stems from the work of Isaiah Berlin, who in his
book The Hedgehog and the Fox, writes: “The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog knows
one big thing.” Berlin’s book is now available in a second edition with new material, which you
can learn more about at: http://www.amazon.com/Hedgehog-Fox-Tolstoys-HistorySecond/dp/069115600X/. Tetlock holds that the possession of a “growth mindset” is especially
important, i.e., “a mix of determination, self-reflection and willingness to learn from one’s
mistakes. The best forecasters were less interested in whether they were right or wrong than in
why they were right or wrong.” Evidently, this interest is something that can be cultivated. You
can learn just a bit more about cultivating superforecasters by reading the Abstract at:
http://pps.sagepub.com/content/10/3/267.abstract.
(23 September 2015): “How Marketing Turned the EpiPen Into a Billion-Dollar Business”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-09-23/how-marketing-turned-the-epipen-into-abillion-dollar-business)
--------“In a 2007 purchase of medicines from Merck KGaA, drugmaker Mylan picked up a
decades-old product, the EpiPen auto injector for food-allergy and bee-sting emergencies.
Management first thought to divest the aging device, which logged about $200 million in
revenue. Then Heather Bresch, now Mylan’s chief executive officer, hit on the idea of using
old-fashioned marketing in part to boost sales among concerned parents of children with
allergies.” Today, EpiPen generates $1 billion of revenue per year and provides 40% of Mylan’s
operating profit. “How Mylan pulled that off is a textbook case in savvy branding combined
with a massive public awareness campaign on the dangers of child allergies. Along the way,
EpiPen’s wholesale price rose roughly 400 percent, from about $57 each when Mylan acquired
the product. . . . The price increases are among the biggest of any top-selling brand drug . . .
After insurance company discounts, a package of two EpiPens costs about $415,” according to
DRX, “a unit of Connecture that tracks drug pricing.”
********The recent media attention given to the pricing decisions of Turing Pharmaceuticals for
Daraprim probably ensures that we will be reading more stories about drug prices in the weeks to
come, especially in light of our place in the election cycle. Federal legislation regarding to the
stocking of epinephrine devices like EpiPen seem to have contributed to the success of the
product. CEO Bresch is the daughter of Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia. A four-minute
video accompanies the article.
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(24 September 2015): “Fracking Firms That Drove Oil Boom Struggle to Survive”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/fracking-firms-that-drove-oil-boom-struggle-to-survive1443053791)
--------“A wave of bankruptcies and closures is sweeping across the oil patchy, with dozens of
hydraulic-fracturing companies at risk . . . Most of the companies that help oil-and-gas explorers
drill and frack wells are small, privately owned and just a few years old. They are part of a flood
of new entrants in the energy business—one that is drying up as oil price” fall below $50 a
barrel. According to energy analysts at Wells Fargo & Co., “as much as half of the available
fracking capacity in the U.S. is sitting idle.” Although some firms are closing down and selling
their assets, others are not. In that latter group is Colin Raymond, who formed Compass Well
Services five years ago. He notes, “We’ll run in the future when pricing gets better . . . We’re
not going to lose money and tear up our equipment.” For those selling out, their “fracking
equipment is available for purchase at steep discounts.”
********In a sense, with the decrease in the price of oil, these small producers are getting hit
twice. Once due to the reduction in sales and once due to a decrease in the monetary value of the
physical assets used in production. All this is reminiscent of early materials that appear in Irving
Fisher’s classic book The Theory of Interest (1930). Relevant material can be found at:
http://www.econlib.org/library/YPDBooks/Fisher/fshToI1.html.
(24 September 2015): “Why Do Americans Love Tipping?” (http://daily.jstor.org/why-doamericans-love-tipping/)
--------“With new minimum wage laws taking effect in various parts of the country, some
restaurants have instituted no-tipping polices.” In the U.S. “it’s hard to imagine walking out of a
restaurant—or hair salon, or nearly any type of service business at all—without leaving a tip.
But that makes us different from many other places.” In a paper appearing in the Journal of
Consumer Research, researchers found that the people in the U.S. tended to tip more professions
than others, whereas New Zealand and Japan tended to tip the fewest jobs. Researchers found
that “comfort with power disparities and hierarchies was connected to a tendency to tip.”
********The article concludes, “For anyone interested in the connections between culture and
tipping, an interesting test will be how customers and workers react if more restaurants in the
highly pro-tipping US choose to ban the practice.”
(25 September 2015): “Real-Estate ‘Pocket Listings’ Go Mainstream”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/real-estate-pocket-listings-go-mainstream-1443115265)
--------An increasing number of homes in the U.S. are being sold by so-called “pocket listings.”
Such properties “aren’t advertised to the public, but pitched mostly by word-of-mouth among
tight-knit networks of agents and their clients.” Such listings “have been popular among
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celebrities and the wealthy. But they increasingly are used by a broader segment as the housing
market heats up and inventory remains tight.” These listings have their critics, as they may not
lead to the maximum price for sellers and there is a risk of discrimination, but proponents speak
to their ease and lack of disruption. “Agents who use pocket listings say they can generate an air
of exclusivity. One pitch: Pocket listings reduce the risk of a property becoming stigmatized if it
is advertised publicly and sits on the market for too long, which can depress its value.”
********This is somewhat reminiscent of job openings—although many are openly advertised,
there are others that are not. You can learn more about pocket listings at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pocket_listing.
********While we are on the topic of homes and mortgages, the movie “99 Homes” is about to
be released. You can read about it at: [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/thriller-opens-awindow-on-the-housing-bust-1443378933). The film, by director Ramin Bahrani, “is
Hollywood’s first major treatment of the housing collapse that accompanied the 2008 financial
crisis, looking at the impact on everyday people.” Bahrani “wanted a movie that would capture
the reality of lives ruined when the financial system goes haywire—and yet still sell tickets for a
mass audience.” Reviewer Joe Morgenstern of The Wall Street Journal writes about the movie
at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/99-homes-review-eviction-as-art-1443123410. Morgenstern
comments: “Here’s a surprise. ’99 Homes,’ a relatively small, tough-minded drama about
pitiless people doing unprincipled things, proves to be one of the most interesting, elegantly
crafter and—paradoxically, given the dark subject matter—elating films to come along in recent
memory.”
(25 September 2015): “Communities Struggle to Care for Elderly, Alone at Home”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/communities-struggle-to-care-for-elderly-alone-at-home1443193481)
--------“Aging in place” is an issue that is growing in importance as an estimated 10,000 baby
boomers turn 65 each day. In 2013 “There were 26.8 million households headed by someone 65
and older . . . , up 24% from 10 years earlier, according to the U.S. Census. Households headed
by a person 75 and older grew 13% to 12.2 million.” According to Lenard Kaye, who directs the
University of Maine Center on Aging, “Ninety-nine percent of older adults say they want to stay
right where they are until they’ve taken the last breath, but that doesn’t mean they are continuing
to remain safe and remain well.” The challenges of aging in place are particularly acute in
Maine, “where the median age was 43.9 years in 2013, compared with 37.6 for the nation.”
********The article goes on to point out that “the number of people 65 and over living in
nursing homes fell nearly 20% in the 2010 Census from 10 years earlier, in part as states limited
costly institutional stays.” Another contributing factor is the cost of assisted living: “the national
median monthly rent is north of $3,500, according to the Assisted Living Federation of America
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and Genworth Financial Inc.” You can learn more about ALFA at:
http://www.alfa.org/alfa/default.asp.
(25 September 2015): “Investors Are Mining for Water, the Next Hot Commodity”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/25/business/energy-environment/private-water-projects-lureinvestors-preferably-patient-ones.html)
--------“Gazing out of a turboprop high above his company’s main asset—34,000 acres in the
Mojave Deseret with billions of gallons of fresh water locked deep below the sagebrush-dotted
land—Scott Slater paints a lush picture that has enticed a hardy band of investors for a quartercentury.” To date Slater’s company, Cadiz Inc. hasn’t “earned a dime from water. And he freely
concedes it will take at least another $200 million to dig dozens of wells, filter the water and then
move it 43 miles across the desert through a new pipeline before thirsty Southern Californians
can drink a crop.” Although profits have been hard to come by up to this point, investors remain
confident about the prospects of water. Notes Matthew J. Diserio of New York-based Water
Asset Management, “Water is the scarce resource that will defined the 21st century, much like
plentiful oil defined the last century.”
********As the article points out, even in the context of drought, bringing water to market has
been slow and contentious: “Obstacles abound in the forms of skeptical regulators, wary
customers and implacably opposed environmental groups.” Underlying some of these obstacles
is the view that “Water is a public trust, and it shouldn’t be privatized.”
(28 September 2015): “70,000 Ways to Classify Ailments” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/70000-ways-to-classify-ailments-1443397601)
--------The classification system used by doctors, hospitals, and insurers is changing on October
1st. After being postponed three times since 2011, “the number of diagnostic codes doctors must
use to get paid is expanding from 14,000 to 70,000 in the latest version of the International
Classification of Diseases, or ICED-10. A separate set of ICD-10 procedure codes for hospitals
is also expanding, from 4,000 to 72,000.” Billions of dollars have been spent by doctors and
hospitals preparing for the new system.
********In addition to the written article, there is a four-minute video and an opportunity to
explore “A Code For What Ails You.” I searched on a number of items, one of which was
‘mushrooms’. There are 12 codes associated with that item. As I thought more about this, the
notion of a Rube Goldberg machine came to mind. I’m not sure this is entirely appropriate to the
present situation, but I decided to learn more about the idea. It turns out that there are multiple
variants of this notion internationally, and competitions and artwork are built upon it. You can
learn more at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rube_Goldberg_machine.
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(29 September 2015): “Paris Looks to Depose Keepers of a Different Throne”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/29/world/europe/paris-looks-to-dispatch-keepers-of-adifferent-throne.html)
--------The ladies “who clean public toilets here . . . have been a fixture of Parisian
neighborhoods . . . since the days when many buildings lacked indoor plumbing. . . . But as the
numbers of ‘chalets de nécessité . . . have dwindled, so, too, has the presence of the ladies” who
maintained them. The so-called “dames pipi” now number barely a dozen, “mostly older women
who are first-generation immigrants . . . And unless they win a lawsuit to give them back their
jobs, they will be a casualty of the city’s new effort to turn the remaining public bathrooms into
moneymaking ventures.”
(29 September 2015): “Shell to Cease Oil Exploration in Alaskan Arctic After Disappointing
Drilling Season” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/shell-to-cease-oil-exploration-offshorealaska-1443419673)
--------“Royal Dutch Shell PLC is quitting its $7 billion Arctic campaign after drilling just one
well with disappointing results, becoming the latest big oil company to abandon the riches under
the northern seas in the face of stubbornly low crude prices. . . . the company changed its mind
after the well it drilled in the Chukchi Sea this summer—an area Shell had identified as
particularly promising—showed only traces of oil and gas.” Shell obtained its licenses “explore
the Chukchi Sea in 2008 and pushed ahead with the project when oil prices were historically
high—more than $100 a barrel.” But the “drilling area called Burger-J . . . became one of the
industry’s most expensive dry holes.”
********You can learn more about Shell’s exit from the Arctic at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/29/business/international/royal-dutch-shell-alaska-oilexploration-halt.html.
(30 September 2015): “The Joy of Following” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-joy-offollowing-1443552231)
--------“We hear a lot of talk promoting leadership in the workplace. But few people aspire to be
followers. Most offices are populated with too many leaders and too few followers as a result.
Now, some employers are training people in ‘followership.’ That doesn’t mean being a doormat
or a docile sheep, but taking responsibility for shared goals, being a self-starter and telling
leaders the awkward truth when they mess up.”
********As the article notes, and the associated three-minute video emphasizes, there are
cultural reasons why “The follower role is hard for people to embrace . . . Good leaders are seen
as the heroes of the American workplace. Employees imbued with an ‘up-or-out’ model of
career management often assume there’s something wrong with them if they don’t aspire to
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leadership.” Although followership now seems to be getting its moment in the publishing sun, I
wonder if the same will be true for two other roles commonly played by people in small groups
and teams? I am referring to the roles of bystander and opposer. David Kantor is largely
responsible for the four-role model: mover (leader), follower, bystander, and opposer. You can
learn more about his work at: http://www.strategy-business.com/article/00154?gko=d4421. As I
think more about this, maybe the book Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can’t
Stop Talking (http://www.amazon.com/Quiet-Power-Introverts-World-Talking/dp/0307352153/)
connects with the bystander role.
(30 September 2015): “Behaviorists Show the U.S. How to Improve Government Operations”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/30/business/behaviorists-show-the-us-how-to-improvegovernment-operations.html)
--------Recent work in behavioral economics is increasingly being used to improve government
functioning. In 2010 the British government established a “nudge unit” and “found it could
increase collections from delinquent taxpayers by telling them nine in 10 neighbors had paid up.”
Although a similar technique did not work in the U.S., “President Obama issued an executive
order encouraging agencies to conduct their own experiments.” The leader of the team
undertaking the experiments, Oxford-educated scientist Maya Shankar, notes: “The goal is help
people who want to take a given step but may fact some barriers.” In one experiment it was
found that companies that signed statements attesting to the veracity of claims rebated more
money to the government than companies that signed statements at the end. It seems that
“promising to be truthful at the outset actually caused them to answer more truthfully.”
********University of Chicago economist Richard Thaler and his former colleague Cass
Sunstein are the authors of Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness
(http://www.amazon.com/Nudge-Improving-Decisions-Health-Happiness/dp/014311526X/).
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 233 (7 October 2015)
(25 September 2015): “Review: ‘Strangers Drowning’ Examines Extreme Do-Gooders”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/25/books/review-strangers-drowning-examines-extreme-dogooders.html)
--------[This book was reviewed in the Wall Street Journal on October 1st but this review is more
generally available.] In her first book, New Yorker staff writer Larissa MacFarquhar, reports
about “extreme do-gooders, people whose self-sacrifice and ethical commitment are far outside
what we think of as the normal range. . . . Ms. MacFarquhar’s book—its subtitle is ‘Grappling
With Impossible Idealism, Drastic Choices, and the Overpowering Urge to Help’—both
streamlines and complicates the issues surrounding deep ethical scruples. . . . In part, this book is
a series of profiles, some of which have appeared in The New Yorker in different form. . . .
These profiles work because they’re as taut and evocative as parables. Also, there are not too
many. . . . If her book does not provoke and unsettle you, you may not have a pulse.”
********Any book that focuses on choice and choosing generally catches my attention, as the
choice is such an important structuring device in microeconomic thinking. That was, in fact, a
central feature of the review in the Journal [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/too-much-is-neverenough-1443656764). Opportunity cost, i.e., the value of the highest-valued displaced
alternative. For example, one advocate of animal rights won’t wash dishes because the “time
spent washing dishes could be time spent working for animal rights, which were more
important.” Strangers Drowning seems like a good opportunity to examine and reflect upon the
role of moral values, ethical principles, and choice.
(1 October 2015): “High Cost of Inmates’ Phone Calls May End”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/01/us/fcc-seeks-to-limit-and-lower-costs-of-inmates-phonecalls.html)
--------Next month the FCC will decide “whether to limit rates and service fees for phone calls
made by prison and jail inmates . . . Rates for phone calls from jails and prisons are typically far
more expensive than normal commercial charges and can cost as much as $14 a minute. . . . The
proposed rules would impose a rate of 11 cents a minute on state or federal prison calls and cap
the cost of calls made from local jails at 14 to 22 cents a minute, based on the size of the jail.” In
recent years, “Jails and prisons around the country have . . . become financially reliant on
revenue received from prison phone companies, which pay millions of dollars in concession fees,
called commissions, to win exclusive contracts. High concession fees drive up the cost of phone
calls because the companies say they must try to recover their investment.”
********The concession fees referred to in the article are not uncommon in publicly-funded
organizations. Contracts with campus bookstores and food-service providers often reflect similar
payments, thereby increasing the price of the books and meals.
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(2 October 2015): “How Temp Jobs Changed Everything” (http://daily.jstor.org/how-temp-jobschanged-everything/)
--------“In late August, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) ruled that companies who
use temporary agencies to hire workers should be considered joint employers. The means the
client companies have to take more responsibility for the way temps are treated. The board said
the decision will help address ‘changing economic circumstances, particularly the recent
dramatic growth in contingent employment relationships.’” According to a 2007 paper by Jamie
Peck and Nik Theodore, “the growth of temporary employment helped change the nature of U.S.
employer-employee relationships since the 1990s.” In discussing the temp agencies that match
temporary employees with businesses that want to use them, the authors note that the “shock
absorber” function of the agencies might be better thought of as “shock displacement,” as “the
agencies pass the cost and risks traditionally associated with employment down to their
workers.”
********This JSTOR Daily article provides a link to the original article. The key phrase in this
literature appears to be ‘temporary staffing industry’. A search at Google Scholar will generate a
large literature, with 47 results restricted to 2015. An accessible book on this topic appears to be
The Temp Economy: From Kelly Girls to Permatemps in Postwar America, by sociologist Erin
Hatton. You can learn more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Temp-Economy-PermatempsPostwar-America/dp/1439900817/. There is a useful nine-minute video on the temp economy at:
http://billmoyers.com/content/the-new-temp-economy/.
(3 October 2015): “Meth v alcohol: The heirs of Al Capone”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21669951-dry-counties-have-more-meth-labsheirs-al-capone)
--------“Although meth-usage rates are reported to be highest in the West, states in the Bible belt
have the most meth labs. A survey in 2010 noted that counties containing meth labs tend to be
disproportionately poor, white and evangelical. Those same communities also happen to be the
ones with stiffest restrictions on the sale of alcohol.” Social scientists have wondered “whether
alcohol is a complement to, or a substitute for, drugs. A new paper by Jose Fernandez, Stephan
Gohmann and Joshua Pinkston of the University of Louisville claims the latter, suggesting that
lifting the ban on alcohol would lead to a drop in meth use.” According to their estimates,
“legalizing the sale of alcohol would result in a 37% drop in meth production in dry counties in
Kentucky, or by 25% in the state overall.”
********As far as I can tell, this is the paper referred to in the article is “Breaking Bad: Are
Meth Labs Justified in Dry Counties?” A copy of it is available at:
https://www.aeaweb.org/aea/2015conference/program/retrieve.php?pdfid=731. (I’m not sure if
this is generally accessible.) The article also makes an interesting comment based upon Bruce
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Yandle’s 1983 paper “Bootleggers and Baptists—The Education of a Regulatory Economist.”
You can view the first page of the article at:
http://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?handle=hein.journals/rcatorbg7&div=26&id=&page.
(4 October 2015): “Beef Isn’t For Dinner Anymore as Americans Devour Cheaper Pork”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-10-04/beef-isn-t-for-dinner-anymore-asamericans-devour-cheaper-pork)
--------“Americans’ love affair with beef is fizzling. In the U.S., a country known for drive-thru
burger joints and over-sized steaks, demand for the meat on a per-person basis is slumping to the
lowest in more than four decades. With consumers bracing themselves for another slow patch in
the economy, shoppers are increasingly choosing cheaper pork and chicken as alternatives.” In
2014, both “beef and pork prices soared . . . after years of drought whittled the U.S. cattle herd
down to a six-decade low, and a piglet-killing virus tightened hog supplies. While producers of
both animals expanded to capture profits, pigs multiply far more rapidly. Pork output will be a
record in 2015, while beef production is set to shrink from last year. Beef’s premium to pork is
more than 20 percent higher than the 10-6ear average, and as job growth slows, Americans are
opting to buy the cheaper meat.”
********A concise article that contains a good deal of economic reasoning. Aside from the role
of relative prices. In addition, a comment that stood out for me is “Because beef is among the
most expensive proteins, it’s more sensitive to changes in the economy.” This seems a clear
assertion that the ‘income elasticity of demand’ for beef is greater than that of, say, pork or
chicken. You can view a PowerPoint presentation on the income elasticity of demand at:
http://www.cals.ncsu.edu/course/are012/lectureppt/lectur18.ppt. Slide 9 provides estimates for
beef, pork, and chicken. According to the USDA
(http://www.agcensus.usda.gov/Publications/2012/Online_Resources/Highlights/Hog_and_Pig_
Farming/), North Carolina is the number two (behind Iowa) producer of hogs and pigs.
********On the supply side, of course, there is the simple fact that animals that are the source of
beef, pork, and chicken, must be killed. Colorado State University professor Temple Grandin
has done more than anyone else to ensure that cattle led to slaughter suffer as little as possible.
You can learn more about her work at: http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21671150jungle-no-more-how-design-slaughterhouse. Is a Temple Grandin for hog and chicken
slaughtering?
(5 October 2015): “Vegas Casinos Fight to Buy Their Own Electricity”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/vegas-casinos-fight-to-buy-their-own-electricity-1443999633)
--------“Three big casino companies that run glittering resorts on the Las Vegas Strip are trying to
break free from Nevada’s electric power monopoly, NV Energy. . . . they say they could cut
millions of dollars from their electric bills if they could buy power directly from solar farms or
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power-plant owners. But NV Energy, which is owned by Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway
Inc., is pushing state regulators to make it very expensive for the casinos to stop buying its
power, according to documents released by the state’s Public Utilities Commission. . . . The
same struggle is occurring across the country as large power users watch wholesale energy prices
fall while their utility bills rise. New York, Texas and 11 other states allow residents and
businesses to buy their electricity from competitive suppliers, but Nevada is among the majority
of states that require most customers to buy power from monopoly utilities.” An additional
factor under discussion for the casinos is their desired “to use more renewable energy to live up
to commitments they have made to shareholders and customers.”
********The article goes on to note that “Despite a 2001 law that allows large energy users to
switch power suppliers, the Public Utilities Commission of Nevada has never granted customers
permission to leave the Las Vegas Utility.” Under consideration in Nevada is the payment of a
hefty “exit fee” for leaving the utility. In the nomenclature of economics, this is a ‘barrier to
exit’. If they are sufficiently large, of course, no consumer will exit the system. It is very
interesting to me that Berkshire Hathaway is involved in these matters.
(5 October 2015): “Disney Parks Consider Off-Peak Prices”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/disney-parks-consider-higher-prices-during-busy-times1443960001)
--------“For the first time in the 60 years since Disneyland opened, Walt Disney Co. is
considering switching to demand-based pricing at its domestic parks, where tickets would cost
less or provide added benefits on slower days and cost extra or come with more restrictions on
dates when there tend to be too many people. . . . This week, Disney will begin surveying
previous visitors to gauge their reactions to different variable pricing options. . . . The company
has offered tiered pricing at Disneyland Paris since last year, currently ranging from $64 for an
adult ticket good only during ‘low season’ to $94 for one that works year-round.”
********Suppliers of goods and services now tend to have much more information about
consumers than formerly and it is now easier to employ that information to make pricing
decisions. Uber employs price differentiation for its services, e.g., on busy days or busy times of
day, and Stockholm, Sweden uses it for cars tolls; Wisconsin and other states employ time-ofday pricing for electricity. It is likely that price differentiation will become more and more a part
of our everyday experience.
********Pricing was in the news this week and especially noteworthy is the investigative article
on “For Prescription Drug Makers, Price Increases Drive Revenue”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/for-prescription-drug-makers-price-increases-drive-revenue1444096750). The article further develops recent stories relating to very high increases in drug
prices, one example of which is a multiple sclerosis drug sold by Biogen Inc., the price of which
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has increase 21 times during the last decade at an annual rate of 16%. It is “an example of drug
companies’ unusual ability to boost prices beyond the inflation rate to drive their revenue, even
when demand for the drugs doesn’t cooperate.” What especially caught my attention was the
statement: “In most markets, products are ordered, paid for and consumed by the same party,” a
point made my Sara Fisher Ellison, an economist at MIT. However, “prescription drugs are
ordered by a physician, used by a patient and usually paid for by a third party, either an insurer
or a large employer. Neither doctors nor patients typically have much of a sense of drugs’
prices. That blunts what economists call price sensitivity, the tendency of higher prices to curb
demand.” According to Ellison, this situation “confuses incentives and dampens the normal
economic dynamics.” This is a useful article, one that is well worth searching for using its
title—you just might be able to read it in its entirety.
(6 October 2015): “Are Activist Investors Helping or Undermining American Companies?”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/activist-investors-helping-or-hindering-1444067712)
--------“The rise of activist investing has sparked debate across markets, boardrooms and even
during the presidential campaign: Are activist shareholders good or bad for business? The Wall
Street Journal examined that question with a comprehensive look at what happens to large U.S.
companies after an activist arrives. The conclusion: Activism often improves a company’s
operational result—and nearly as often doesn’t.” This conclusion is based upon an examination
of “71 campaigns against companies with market capitalizations of more than $5 billion over a
period dating back to 2009, the start of the surge of agitation.”
********This article, along with the previous one on prescription drug makers, shows the
Journal at its best—an extensive data-based analysis on a timely issue. You can find a summary
of the outcomes of activist investors at: http://graphics.wsj.com/activist-investor/#FBHS.
Included in the list are the activities of Pershing Square Capital Management, which is led by
William Ackman, who was featured in an article noted in last week’s TIF Weekly.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 234 (14 October 2015)
(18 September 2015): “A Toxic Work World”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/20/opinion/sunday/a-toxic-work-world.html)
--------[An author-bylined article by Anne-Marie Slaughter, whose Unfinished Business: Women
Men Work Family (http://www.amazon.com/Unfinished-Business-Women-Work-Familyebook/dp/B00VZZ2LME/) was recently published.] “Form man Americans, life has become all
competition all the time. . . . The people who can compete and succeed in this culture are an
ever-narrower slice of American society: largely young people who are healthy, and wealthy
enough not to have to care for family members. . . . this model of winning at all costs reinforces a
distinctive American pathology of not making room for caregiving. The result: we hemorrhage
talent and hollow out our society. To begin with, we are losing women. America has unlocked
the talent of its women in a way that few nations can match . . . But the ranks of those women
still thin significantly as they rise toward the top . . . Far too many discover that what was once a
manageable and enjoyable work-family balance can no longer be sustained—regardless of
ambition, confidence or even a partner who shares tasks equally.” This seems to look like a
“women’s problem,” but it isn’t. “It’s a work problem—the problem of an antiquated and broke
system.” The problem is “with a workplace designed for the ‘Mad Men’ era, for ‘Leave It to
Beaver’ families in which one partner does all the work of earning an income and the other
partner does all the work of turning that income into care—the care that is indispensable for our
children, our sick and disabled, our elderly. Our families and our responsibilities don’t look like
that anymore, but our workplaces do not fit the realities of our lives.”
********The division of household labor expressed in “one partner does all the work of earning
an income and the other partner does all the work of turning that income into care” caught my
attention. I’m hopeful that Unfinished Business provides many references to others who are now
writing on caring from the perspective of economics and more broadly. I was led to this article
by way of Livia Gershon’s posting “Gender and Family Farms: An Investigation”
(http://daily.jstor.org/gender-family-farms-investigation/). Taking Slaughter’s book as her
starting point, she draws attention to the 1996 work of Shaunna L. Scott on men and women on
farms in southeastern Kentucky. Gershon notes that “Scott writes that work on the region’s
farms was consistently divided by gender. . . . What’s striking is the different ways men and
women talk about the work of running a farm. Scott writes that all 23 women interviewed for
the paper described doing both male and female chores. Men, on the other hand, talked mostly
about male labor.” Slaughter’s book is reviewed in this week’s Economist at:
http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21672012-why-organisations-will-havechange-radically-make-work-life-balance.
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(9 October 2015): “In Canada, Miniature Heavy-Oil Sites Overcome Slump in Crude Prices”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-canada-miniature-heavy-oil-sites-overcome-slump-incrude-prices-1444123817)
--------[Edam, Saskatchewan.] “In a muddy field where rows of canola stood just three months
ago, a miniature oi-sands plant is rapidly being assembled by a small crew of workers. What is
unusual about this project is the speed with which it is being built—in a matter of months—and
its compact, football field-size. . . . At a time when slumping crude-oil prices have shelved most
new oil-sands projects in neighboring Alberta and halted drilling for all but the most productive
shale-oil wells in the Bakken formation on both sides of the border, pint-size sites are
proliferating in Saskatchewan’s oil patch.” These small plants “are profitable, even with crude
prices at six-year lows. That is due to advances in modular construction, amble rail and pipeline
takeaway capacity and an attractive regulatory environment.” The nature of the crude plays a
role, too. “In Western Saskatchewan, the crude is slightly less dense than in Alberta, which
means it requires less steam to extract and doesn’t need to be processed into a lighter grade or
diluted as much when shipped by pipeline. That allows oil from these projects to command a
premium of close to $10 a barrel over Albertan oil-sands crude.”
********This article clearly points out how important it is to remember the underlying diversity
of natural resources and the different costs and benefits related to them. The oil-sands of Alberta
and the oil-sands of Saskatchewan are not the same, and plants can start up in the latter area at
the same time as they are shutting down in the former. This observation connects with the article
“Cash Crunch Hits North Korea’s Elite” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/cash-crunch-hitsnorth-koreas-elite-1444347499). As it turns out, North Korea’s biggest export product is coal.
At a time when China is trying to reduce its carbon emissions, this could be a major problem for
North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong Un. As it turns out, however, North Korea’s exports are
primarily anthracite, which is less dirty than bituminous. So, it is conceivable that a drive to
reduce coal-based carbon dioxide emissions will increase the demand for anthracite, thus
benefitting North Korean exports and support Kim Jong Un’s government.
********Diversity of natural resources can yield surprises and so can diversity of opinions in,
for example, the energy industry. As reported in “Oil CEOs Differ on Carbon Strategy,
Highlighting Industry Divide” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/oil-ceos-differ-on-carbonstrategy-highlighting-industry-divide-1444252378), “The chief executives of Royal Dutch Shell
PLC and Exon Mobil Corp. laid out contrasting visions this week for reducing fossil-fuel
emissions, illustrating a divide between American and European energy companies ahead of a
United Nations climate-change summit. Rex Tillerson, CEO of U.S.-based Exxon, said
Wednesday that innovation, free markets and competition were the best tools for curbing
emissions. His remarks came a day after Ben van Beurden, chief of Anglo-Dutch giant Shell,
said technology wouldn’t be enough to bring about emissions cuts, and that governments needed
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to step in.” So, just as oil sand is not the same everywhere, and just as coal is not the same
everywhere, so opinions of energy-industry CEOs are not the same everywhere.
(10 October 2015): “Angus Deaton Awarded Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/angus-deaton-awarded-nobel-prize-in-economic-sciences1444649456)
--------“Princeton University economist Angus Deaton won the Nobel Prize in economics on
Monday for his measurement of consumption patterns and what they reveal about economic
development, particularly in poor countries.” According to the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences, “To design economic policy that promotes welfare and reduces poverty, we must first
understand individual consumption choices . . . More than anyone else, Angus Deaton has
enhanced this understanding.”
********The article draws attention of Deaton’s 2013 book The Great Escape: Health, Wealth,
and the Origins of Inequality (http://www.amazon.com/Great-Escape-Health-OriginsInequality/dp/0691165629/). In it, Deaton “provided an upbeat assessment of human progress
over the past 250 years . . . But also sounded notes of concern over vast inequalities between and
within nations.” A variety of additional documents on the 2015 prize, both popular and
technical, can be found at the official Nobel Prize website:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2015/. You might also
want to take a look at this week’s entry of Economic Principals at:
http://www.economicprincipals.com/issues/2015.10.12/1815.html.
(14 October 2015): “Who Wants to Buy a Coal Mine?” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/incoal-industrys-slump-usual-buyers-go-underground-1444772623)
--------Tom Clarke is the head of the Virginia Conservation Legacy Fund Inc., which closed a
deal with Patriot Coal Corp., which was trying to sell some of its Appalachian mines, earlier this
year. Clarke’s pitch? His fund would “take control of mining operations and cleanup projects,
aiming to sell coal bundled with carbon credits linking it to forestry projects. Patriot, in
exchange, would be freed from $400 million in liabilities tied to the mines but wouldn’t receive a
significant payment.” That Clarke’s deal with Patriot went through “illustrates the depth of the
coal industry’s slump. Major U.S. producers are scaling back, trying to shed mines and laying
off employees. But the financial investors and large industry buyers that figured prominently in
the last coal shakeout as acquirers are largely sitting out this round.” Those investors “are put off
by the U.S. coal industry’s bleak long-term outlook.”
********Carbon dioxide emission rules, of course, are part of that bleak long-term outlook. But
some electric utilities are embracing those rules, rather than fighting them as pointed out in
“With Market on Their Side, Electric Utilities Skip Fight Against Carbon Rule”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/with-market-on-their-side-electric-utilities-skip-fight-against-
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carbon-rule-1444606397). “The main reason, executives and experts say, is that economic
forces are pushing the power industry inexorably toward a lower-carbon future.” According to
Dominion Resources Inc. CEO Tom Farrell, “Everybody is moving in this direction anyway.”
The CEO of Duke Energy Corp., Lynn Good, indicated that her experts are continuing to analyze
the carbon rule, but notes, “I think there’s flexibility there.” Nonetheless, “at least 16 states have
expressed opposition to the regulation, and some are likely to file a formal suit once the EPA
publishes the carbon rule in the Federal Register, which is expected to happen this month.”
********This is probably a good place to make note of “The circular economy: Greening of
business” (http://www.economist.com/news/business-books-quarterly/21672014-helpingenvironment-must-be-presented-boon-business-first-greening) in this week’s Economist. It
provides three takes on what “Fans of the ‘circular economy’ [who] want growth decoupled from
the ever more voracious consumption of resources” can do. Most approvingly mentioned is No
Ordinary Disruption: The Four Global Forces Breaking All the Trends, by Richard Dobbs,
James Manyika, and Jonathan Woetzel. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.amazon.com/No-Ordinary-Disruption-Global-Breaking/dp/1610395794/.
(14 October 2015): “Drivers Ride High on Trucking Boom”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/drivers-reap-benefits-of-trucking-boom-1444728780)
--------“After years of spending long hours behind the wheel without seeing their paychecks
grow, U.S. truck drivers now have employers fighting for their services.” In addition to higher
average pay, which has increased by 17% since the end of 2013, employers are expanding
amenities, “equipping their fleets with satellite televisions” among other things “to make life on
the road more comfortable.” Drivers are in demand “in the shifting $700 billion trucking
industry. Business is booming because the economy is expanding and the strong dollar
increasing demand for imported goods to must be transported from ports to cities and towns
nationwide . . . At the same time, interest in the profession is waning.” Currently, the “long-haul
trucking industry . . . employs about 800,000 people” but, according to that American Trucking
Associations, an additional 48,000 drivers are needed.
********As the article notes, “Trucking companies have always had trouble holding on to staff,
with a typical long-haul company replacing nearly all of its drivers over the course of a year.”
Working conditions help explain that: “Truck drivers might spend 11 hours a day, nearly every
day, behind the wheel, sometimes for weeks on end. They sleep in their truck’s cramped cabin
and rely on truck stops for meals and showers—with quality varying widely.”
********In a related article, related because it also deals with a labor market, there is a
discussion of pay cuts in the oil fields of Alberta. As noted in “Cutting Staff Pay to Keep
Workers” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/cutting-staff-pay-to-keep-workers-1444690841),
“As layoffs become the energy industry’s main response to low oil prices, a handful of producers
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are aiming to trim personnel costs without pink slips by spreading the pain among their
employees. . . . In part, they’re trying to avoid the type of skilled worker shortages that followed
mass job cuts in prior downturns. But it’s also because their businesses can’t succeed without
sufficient staff, especially if the downturn in oil prices reverse course.”
********Finally, another article on the labor market: “Sheepherders Are Set to Get a Raise”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/sheepherders-are-set-to-get-a-raise-1444776966). “The U.S. Labor
Department on Tuesday said foreign-born sheepherders must earn the federal minimum wage of
$7.25 an hour, roughly doubling their pay. . . . The Labor Department had initially proposed
tripling the minimum pay of sheepherders, but it decided on a lower wage rate after opposition
from the American Sheep Industry Association, which said such an increase would have wiped
out nearly 40% of its industry.” Most of the sheepherders in the U.S. come from Latin America
and “work under H-2A temporary visas [that] . . . had been exempt from federal minimum-wage
law.”
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 235 (21 October 2015)
(13 October 2015): “America: A Welfare Nation” (http://daily.jstor.org/america-welfarenation/)
--------“The mayor of Lewiston, Maine recently made headlines when he called for the state to
publish the name and address of anyone receiving welfare benefits. The idea of publicly
shaming people for receiving government assistance is not new. But when these stories do arise,
we rarely stop to think about what we mean when we say someone is ‘on welfare.’ In 1983,
Mimi Abramovitz tackled that question head-on in a paper provocatively titled ‘Everyone is on
Welfare.’ Almost 20 years later, she updated the paper for the new millennium.” Through a
wide-ranging discussion that includes the “fiscal welfare” system that especially benefits
“wealthy and upper-middle class households, subsidizing investors and owners of large homes”
she concludes that “the low visibility of the kinds of welfare that aren’t aimed at poor people has
protected them from ‘the stigma, hostility, and cuts that have come to be regular features of
programs for poor people.’”
********Given the recent events surrounding the former owners of the Waking Life Espresso
coffee shop in Asheville, I found the recognition of public shaming to be of current, local
interest. Public shaming—I’m reminded of scarlet letters and such—is part of the invisible
handshake, i.e., social and historical factors that affect human behavior. Also noteworthy is the
attention drawn to the “visibility” of benefit. The argument seems to be that there is a direct
relationship between visibility and stigma, that is, the greater the visibility of benefit, the greater
the stigma. This is likely worth further thought drawing upon the articles by Mimi Abramovitz
linked to the article.
(14 October 2015): “How Monkeys Became Big Business in Florida”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2015-florida-monkey-farm/)
--------Just north of the Everglades, Hendry County of Florida has become a center for raising
monkeys for medical research. The prominence of the county in the trade is a result of the
insight of Paul Houghton, who is the owner and ECO of Primate Products of Redwood City,
California. “In 1998, after many years in the monkey business, several spent overseas, he was
looking to build a large, isolated farm somewhere in the U.S. Breeding monkeys alfresco, which
is much cheaper than doing it indoors, requires consistently warm weather. South Texas is one
possibility. South Florida is another. The Florida Keys would be ideal, but Houghton knew
folks there had long ago soured on monkey breeders.” Given that the Keys were ruled out,
Houghton just drew a line north, which hit the Everglades, then Hendry County. Houghton’s
“640-acre site usually houses 1,000 to 1,200 monkeys . . . The company doesn’t sell monkeys to
collectors or zoos. It only does business with biomedical researchers. Houghton is absolutely
committed to the work his company does, which he sees as a “battle against human disease and
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suffering.” People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), however, has a very different
perspective. Senior laboratory oversight specialist Alka Chandna says “activists have a good
chance of snuffing out the monkey trade in Hendry County. And whatever PETA can do to
squeeze the supply chain, she says, will help the group’s overall mission, which is to end the use
of all animals in laboratory science. If you can disrupt the availability of lab monkeys, s argues,
the cost will increase, ultimately creating more economic incentive for scientists to develop
alternate methods of developing medications.”
********In its investigation of monkey farming in Hendry County, PETA made use of an
undercover worker to videotape the operations of Panther Tracks, a company owned by
Houghton. It resulted in the film Inside the Hub of the Global Monkey Trade. I was unable to
confidently identify PETA’s movie, however the article includes a seven-minute Bloomberg
video that provides images of the animals and the facility in which they are housed, as well as
statements by a variety of people involved in monkey farming and its critique. You can find the
website for PETA at: http://www.peta.org/.
(15 October 2015): “Justices Delve Into Electricity Markets and Class-Action Demands”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/15/business/justices-delve-into-electricity-markets-and-classaction-demands.html)
--------On Wednesday, the Supreme Court heard a case “concerning the federal government’s
authority to regulate energy markets,” a case “at least partly driven by power companies
concerned about their profits. The case, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission v. Electric
Power Supply Association, No. 14-840, involved complicated economic questions that seemed to
test the limits of the court’s expertise.” As noted by Justice Stephen G. Breyer, “We’re not
electricity regulators . . . It’s pretty touch and technical.” The case involves “a regulatory
approach known as ‘demand response,’ which encourages electricity users like schools, hospitals
and shopping centers to reduce consumption at peak times in exchange for price breaks. . . . The
main legal question in the case was whether the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission had
overstepped its authority by intruding into retail markets.”
********As the article notes, intrusion into retail markets seems to be key. Combined with this
is the difference between federal regulation versus state regulation. This should provide an
interesting and potentially important ruling when it is finally made. Certainly, with our federal
system of governance, there is a potential for 50 states to conduct “experiments” from which all
might potentially learn. On the other hand, there are usually gains to be made from an
appropriate standardization by federal regulation. In the article Justice Antonin Scalia is quoted
as saying “I like deregulated markets.” Perhaps he was indicating that he likes markets with a
smaller degree of regulation, as opposed to an unregulated market. In relation to this distinction,
Robert Reich’s recent book Saving Capitalism, Part I, chapters 2 and 4-8 are useful. There he
notes that the five building blocks of capitalism are: property, monopoly, contracts, bankruptcy,
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and the enforcement mechanism. The invisible foot—legal and political factors—can only be
escaped in abstract societies.
(17 October 2015): “Schumpeter: Professor Dr Robot QC”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21674779-once-regarded-safe-havens-professionsare-now-eye-storm-professor-dr-robot)
--------“In 1933 . . . two British sociologists, Alexander Carr-Saunders and Paul Wilson, wrote a
book celebrating the professions. They describe them as ‘stable elements’ in a turbulent world,
which ‘inherit, preserve and hand on tradition’ . . . [and act as] centres of resistance to crude
forces which threaten steady and peaceful evolution.’” The professions do this through “high
barriers to entry. They routinely limit their recruitment to people with degrees. . . . But today
these islands of security are being battered as never before.” According to Richard and Daniel
Susskind, the authors of The Future of the Professions, “the most important source of instability
is information technology . . . Machines are challenging the professions’ two most important
claims to being special: their ability to advance the frontiers of knowledge and their exclusive
licence to apply their expertise to an unordained laity.” Although the Susskinds predict an
eventual “dismantling of the traditional professions” they “probably take their case too far. They
ignore the fact that, as people get richer, they choose to spend their surplus wealth on human
touch.”
********The full title of the Susskinds’ book is The Future of the Professions: How Technology
Will Transform the Work of Human Experts (http://www.amazon.com/Future-ProfessionsTechnology-Transform-Experts/dp/0198713398/). The summary paragraph above reminded me
of the expression “high tech, high touch.” As it turns out, social forecaster John Naisbitt has a
1999 book by that title, High Tech High Touch: Technology and Our Search for Meaning
(http://www.amazon.com/High-Tech-Touch-Technology-Meaning/dp/0767903838). The author
of “Schumpeter” is certainly correct that hybridization is the future of the professions, and
presumably the educational organizations that educate them. Few, if any, organizations will opt
for one extreme or the other. As always, the question is “What is the ‘best’ mix?” That mix will
vary from one organization to another depending upon mission and the invisible forces at work.
********While traveling this last week I had the opportunity to view and use the Amazon Echo,
which “connects to Alexa, a cloud-based voice service” that can “provide information, answer
questions, play music, read the news, check sports scores or the weather, and more—instantly.”
For a variety of factual questions, one can simply state, “Alexa, did the Toronto Blue Jays win
today?” and the answer comes forward quickly. It sort of feels high tech and high touch. You
can learn more about the Echo at: http://www.amazon.com/Amazon-SK705DIEcho/dp/B00X4WHP5E/. All this is reminiscent of the recent movie Her, which you can read
about at: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1798709/.
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(17 October 2015): “China’s left-behind: Little match children”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21674712-children-bear-disproportionate-sharehidden-cost-chinas-growth-little-match-children)
--------“Over the past generation, about 270m Chinese labourers have left their villages too look
for work in cities. It is the biggest voluntary migration ever. Many of those workers have
children; most do not take them along. The Chinese call these youngsters liushou ertong, or
‘left-behind children’. According to the All-China Women’s Federation, an official body, and
UNICEF, the UN organization for children, there were 61m children below the age of 17 left
behind in rural areas in 2010. . . . This is a blight on the formative years of tens of millions of
people. Alongside the expulsion of millions of peasants from the land they have farmed and the
degradation of the country’s soil, waste and air, this leaving behind is one of the three biggest
costs of China’s unprecedented and transformative industrialization.” Of those 61 million
children, slightly more than half were living with one parent, while 29 million were left in the
care of others, usually grandparents; “about 6m were being looked after by more distant relatives
or by the state.” Beyond that, 2 million children were left to “fend for themselves.”
********As noted in the article, the Chinese hokou system makes it difficult to move families,
as many of the state-provided benefits, such as schooling and health care, are tied to particular
localities.
(17 October 2015): “Selling cannabis: Mother of all highs”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21674771-determined-push-win-over-momsunder-way-mother-all-highs)
--------Those hoping to take marijuana “mainstream know they have to get mothers of their side.”
As Jazmin Hupp, the head of Denver’s Women Grow society, “Once moms are on board, that’s
it.” Her exclamation explains “the recent surge in products such as vegan wee bonbons,
cannabis kale crisps, cannabis spiced almonds and ‘high tea’.” The way to get mothers on their
side is “to emphasize the health benefits of the weed.”
********Along with the problem of marketing marijuana to mothers, growers have a need for
banking services, which have been hard to come by. According to Bloomberg Businessweek
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-10-15/finding-a-place-for-cannabis-cash), “Of
the more than 7,600 banks and credit unions in the U.S., only about 220 accept cannabis cash.”
As a response to this situation, Anthony Rivera Jr., a graduate of Harvard Business School, has
proposed developing an American Indian banking system. “His organization, CannaNative, is
trying to link tribal leaders from the 566 sovereign Indian nations, which aren’t subject to U.S.
banking laws, with finance professionals and legal marijuana businesses. The goal is to use the
expertise gained from decades of managing casinos to create banks or credit unions to tap a
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market the big banks won’t touch—the legal pot industry’s estimated $3 billion in annual
revenue.” You can learn more about CannaNative at: http://www.cannanative.com/.
(20 October 2015): “As Conservation Cuts Electricity Use, Utilities Turn to Fees”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/as-conservation-cuts-electricity-use-utilities-turn-to-fees1445297729)
--------“Electric utilities across the country are trying to change the way they charge customers,
shifting more of their fixed costs to monthly fees . . . many utility companies are seeking to
increase their monthly fees by double-digit percentages . . . The utilities argue that the fees
should cover a bigger proportion of the fixed costs of the electric grid, including maintenance
and repairs. . . . Utilities in at least 24 states have requested higher fees, according to the
Environmental Law & Policy Center in Chicago, which opposes some of these increases.”
According to Bradley Klein, a senior attorney, that result of fee increases is that “low-use
customers pay more than in the past, and high-use customers pay less.” Decreased electricity use
has posed a problem for some utilities. Tanya McCloskey, the acting head of Pennsylvania’s
Office of Consumer Advocate, notes: “the more dollars they [they utilities] collect through a
fixed monthly charge, the less their revenue fluctuates from weather or recession or other
things.”
********I don’t know if North Carolina is one of the 24 states in which electric utilities have
requested higher fees. You can learn more about the regulation of public utilities at:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1627222928. The Table of Contents of the book can be
viewed at: http://shop.americanbar.org/eBus/Store/ProductDetails.aspx?productId=215103.
********On the subject of regulation, Bloomberg Businessweek has an article on mapping
America’s waterways (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-10-15/mapping-americas-disgusting-waterways). It turns out that the Freshwater Trust, a Portland, Oregon nonprofit, is
mapping America’s waterways with the help of technology provided by Google. The Trust’s
CEO, Joe Whitworth, “is pitching the federal government on a system of offset credits for water
pollution akin to the carbon offsets traded among utility companies and other industrial
polluters.”
********With geography in mind, this is a good place to note Colin Woodard’s 2012 book
American Nations: A History of the Eleven Rival Regional Cultures of North America
(http://www.amazon.com/American-Nations-History-Regional-Cultures/dp/0143122029/). As
the title suggests, it divides North America into eleven regions, each with its own predominant
culture. In doing so, it draws upon two earlier works: The Nine Nations of North America, by
Joel Garreau, and Albion’s Seed: Four British Folkways in America, by David Hackett Fischer.
Woodard takes the historical approach of Fischer to arrive at a more nuanced statement of the
nations than provided by Garreau. Woodard provides an overview of his book, applying it to
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violence-related issues, in Tufts Magazine
(http://www.tufts.edu/alumni/magazine/fall2013/features/up-in-arms.html). He notes that “the
incidence of violence, like so many salient issues in American life, varies by region. . . . To
understand violence or practically any other divisive issue, you need to understand historical
settlement patterns and the last cultural fissures they established.” Something to think about in
the run up to the 2016 elections.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 236 (28 October 2015)
(16 October 2015): “The Way That France Makes Wine Is About to Change Forever”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-10-15/merlot-faces-the-heat-as-bordeaux-seeksclimate-proof-vineyards)
--------[This appeared in the October 26-November 1 paper edition of Bloomberg Businessweek.]
“This summer was a scorcher in France, the second-hottest on record. For Bordeaux wine
growers, those searing temperatures were the latest reminder that global warming is threating to
upend their world.” According to Agnes Destrac, “a researcher with France’s National Institute
for Agricultural Research, ‘You have to keep in mind the limits of the grape . . . We’re not going
to keep merlot no matter what.” Presently, 60 percent of Bordeaux’s red-wine area is planted in
merlot grapes, a mainstay in the region’s $4.2 billion wine industry. As a result, the hunt is one
“for grapes that can better withstand heat.” Since the naming system of French wines limit the
grape varieties that can be used in wine production, the Bordeaux wine board has proposed, as an
experiment, “to add four red-wine grapes to the six allowed.” Destrac notes, “Portuguese
varieties could be good candidates . . . We know they can stand high temperatures and they’re on
an ocean front.”
********A good example of how people whose livelihood depends upon the weather are
responding to current conditions. The possibility that red Bordeaux wines will be produced with
currently unapproved grapes provides an interesting connection to the book I am currently
reading—Standards: Recipes for Reality, by Lawrence Busch. Is the wine the “same” when its
constituents change? I am about half way through the book, which provides many examples of
the omnipresence of standards in everyday life. You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Standards-Recipes-Infrastructures-Lawrence-Busch/dp/0262525054/.
You can learn more about the economics of wine at: http://wineeconomist.com/.
********In 2013 InsideClimate News won a Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting on its series
on its reporting of a Canadian tar sands oil spill into Michigan’s Kalamazoo River. Now they a
running the series “Exxon: The Road Not Taken” (http://insideclimatenews.org/content/ExxonThe-Road-Not-Taken). The series describes “how Exxon conducted cutting-edge climate
research decades ago and then, without revealing al that it had learned, worked at the forefront of
climate denial, manufacturing doubt about the scientific consensus that its own scientists had
confirmed.” It is a fascinating and deeply troubling series that deserves to be widely known.
Please see, below, the (22 October 2015) entry that cites the book Merchants of Doubt. I wonder
if the authors knew about Exxon’s research activities?
(22 October 2015): “To See Fines Dry Up, Californians Pour Into Water School”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/to-see-fines-dry-up-californians-pour-into-water-school1445476942)
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--------[This is the A-Hed, quirky article.] California’s drought, now stretching into its fifth year,
is causing cities to get “more creative to get people to save water.” In Santa Cruz, people who
make excessive use of water are required to pay a fine. “Or they can attend Santa Cruz Water
School, the environmental equivalent of traffic school. At the end of two hours of the free class,
the offenders must take a test to be officially pardoned.” The test is self-graded but the class can
only be used to avoid a fine once, leading some “water consumers . . . to ration their water ration
violations.”
********Water School came into existence due to previous experience with drought during
1976-77, which left city clerks “drowning in appeals against water fines long after the dry spell
ended.” Education, some might call it re-education, seems an appropriate alternative to paying a
fine even if it reduces the financial yield to the city. I found the reference to “drought shaming”
to be interesting, as well as the term used to describe those who have grass lawns that are green.
********Another aspect of the California drought is its impact on the fruit and vegetables, there;
the agricultural economy of the state run about $45 billion, as noted in “California’s Growers
Bear Brunt of Drought Woes” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/californias-growers-bear-bruntof-drought-woes-1445765403). Oddly, even though the drought “is forcing farmers . . . to fallow
hundreds of thousands of acres and spend millions of dollars to access water . . . U.S. grocery
shoppers are barely feeling an impact. Average retail prices for fresh fruits are down 3% so far
this year and vegetables are up 1% . . . That compares with a nearly 2% gain in overall U.S. food
prices.” These small changes in light of harsh growing conditions “highlights a tough reality of
the produce business: It is difficult for growers and packers to boost prices because the sector is
so fragmented, giving retailers and other wholesale buyers many options. When U.S. farmers cut
output, increased imports from Mexico, Chile and elsewhere have helped fill the gap. Prices also
have been kept low because some California farmers have shifted fields to fruits and vegetables
from more water-intensive crops like grains.”
********In one last article on climate, we have the recurring column “Free exchange” on
“Putting Goldilocks to work” (http://www.economist.com/news/finance-andeconomics/21676821-new-study-shows-climate-change-likely-sap-productivity-rich). The
essence of the article is that recent research shows that there is a nonlinear (unimodal)
relationship between temperature change and GDP per person. In effect, there seems to be an
optimal temperature, so that countries with temperatures below the optimum will increase per
capita GDP when temperatures increase and countries with temperatures above the optimum will
decrease per capita GDP when temperatures increase. This is contrary to previous work that
found a linear (and inverse) relationship between temperature change and per capita GDP. The
article arguing for the nonlinear relationship is “Global non-linear effect of temperature on
economic production.” You can learn more about it at:
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/full/nature15725.html. The authors,
Solomon M. Hsiang, Marshall Burke, and Edward Miguel, previously wrote on the relationship
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between climate and conflict. You can learn more about their work in this area at:
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/341/6151/1235367.abstract. A 57-minute lecture on this
topic can be viewed at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVVb2sGS6Pk.
(23 October 2015): “Why Miners Keep Expanding, as Prices Collapse”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-miners-keep-expanding-as-prices-collapse-1445535172)
--------“Even as iron ore prices have collapsed, Brazilian giant Vale SA is building a $16 billion
iron-ore operation that it touts as ‘the biggest project in our history and in international mining.’
How? Because its costs are collapsing as well. From South America to Australian, plunging
currencies in mineral-rich nations are helping some companies expand their mines—and
contributing to a glut of production that has saturated markets and driven prices down.”
According to Jeff Currie, the head of commodities research for Goldman Sachs, the cost of
producing many commodities is “dropping like a stone.” The key to the expansion is that
“Companies receive U.S. dollars for the gold, iron ore and coal they dig up. But they pay wages,
electricity and many other expenses in local currency.”
********As the article notes, “for the world’s top miners, which operate mostly outside the
U.S., currency declines have dulled the pain of lower commodity prices.” All this points to the
need to take into consideration cost changes, price changes, and exchange rate changes when
looking at output changes in internationally traded commodities.
(24 October 2015): “The Chicago school of economics: Going off the rails”
(http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21676745-how-libertarians-hijacked-liberaleconomics-going-rails)
--------“Since its foundation in 1890, the University of Chicago has built a world-class reputation
for economics. Since 1969 it has produced no fewer than 28 winners of the Nobel prize for
economics, including Friedrich Hayek, Milton Friedman and George Stigler, far outnumbering
any other institution.” In Chicagonomics, Lanny Ebenstein “sets out to investigate the history of
the Chicago school of economics, to see what can be learnt for today from its past.” In doing so
he “chronicles the intellectual history of what began life in the 1890s as the Department of
Political Economy. Before the 1940s, Chicago’s professors were much closer to the liberalism
of British political economists such as Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill than
the libertarianism of Hayek and Friedman in the 1980s and early 1990s. Mr Ebenstein looks at
the ideas of scholars such as Jacob Viner and Frank Knight, and concludes that while they
favoured individual freedom, their policy prescriptions did not exclude government action.”
********You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0230621953. The book seems to have real potential given
the cast of characters with which it deals. The possibility of following the evolution of the
Chicago school from its inception seems very appealing. Another book that seems to cover
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much of the same ground is The Chicago School: How the University of Chicago Assembled the
Thinkers Who Revolutionized Economics and Business (http://www.amazon.com/ChicagoSchool-University-Assembled-Revolutionized/dp/1932841199/).
********A book that should be useful to run up against Ebenstein’s book, as well as the
Chicago tradition, is The Evolution of Everything: How New Ideas Emerge, by Matt Ridley. You
can learn more about the book in the author-bylined article “The Myth of Basic Science”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-myth-of-basic-science-1445613954). The interest in running
the books together is that Ridley takes the view that bottom up, rather than top down, processes
are the key to understanding the world, a perspective that is quite compatible with the Chicago
school and its focus on emergence, which has been given increased attention in the literature of
economics.
(24 October 2015): “Management: Reinventing the company”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21676767-entrepreneurs-are-redesigning-basicbuilding-block-capitalism-reinventing-company)
--------After “a century of utter dominance, the public company is showing signs of wear. One
reason is that managers tend to put their own interests first. . . . The rise of big financial
institutions (that hold about 70% of the value of America’s stockmarkets) has further weakened
the link between the people who nominally own companies and the companies themselves. . . .
Lastly, a public listing has become onerous.” These three factors have their costs and currently
“public companies are struggling to squeeze profits out of their operations. In the past 30 years
profits in the S&P 500 index of big American companies have grown by 8% a year. Now, for
the second quarter in a row, they are expected fall, by about 5% . . . It is no accident that other
corporate organisations are on the rise. . . . The central difference lies in ownership: whereas
nobody is sure who owns public companies, startups go to great lengths to define who owns
what.” Now rights and responsibilities are meticulously defined in contracts drawn up by
lawyers. This aligns interests and creates a culture of hard work and camaraderie. Because they
are private rather than public, they measure how they are doing using performance indicators
(such as how many products they have produced) rather than elaborate accounting standards.”
********The article above is one of the leader articles for the issue. It is closely tied to the
briefing “American capitalism: Reinventing the deal”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21676760-americas-startups-are-changing-what-itmeans-own-company-reinventing-deal). This article gives careful and extensive attention to the
multiple agency problems that arise in public companies. As it notes, “Interests are misaligned
along the entire chain.” One eye-catching observation in the article is this: “Individuals have
been net sellers of shares for decades; in their place institutions have expanded relentlessly.
Financial institutions now hold in excess of 70% of the value of America’s stock exchanges.” It
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seems, therefore, that the democratizing tendencies of the public corporation are on the wane.
This is an article worth reading two or three times.
(26 October 2015): “Cash-Strapped Missionaries Get a New Calling: Home”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/cash-strapped-missionaries-get-a-new-calling-home-1445765402)
--------Hundreds of “Southern Baptist missionaries working abroad . . . are being summoned
home in a move to slash costs.” The International Mission Board of the Southern Baptist
Convention plans to cut 600 to 800 of its 4,800 missionaries and 450 support staff, a reduction in
workforce of 15%, a result of the organization spending $210 million more than it took in since
2010. “The cuts to the program, considered America’s flagship evangelical missionary
organization, underscore a fundamental change as the church becomes more global and the
tradition of lifetime assignments for Christian missionaries sent ‘from the West to the rest’
declines.” According to Jim Ramsay, vice president of the Mission Society, notes that as
Christianity spreads, people wonder if it still makes sense to send Americans abroad to preach.
He asks, “Why would I pay for an American to go to Sri Lanka when I can send an Indian? . . .
Americans are more expensive.” The International Mission Board spends $50,000 a year per
missionary on average.
********Ramsay raises an interesting point about the substitutability of missionaries. The
article includes a graph that shows, intriguingly, that the U.S. both sends the most Christian
missionaries and receives the most; Brazil is second in both categories. As has long been known,
there are some elements of religious life that lend themselves well to economic analysis.
Sociologists Rodney Stark and William Sims Bainbridge, in A Theory of Religion
(http://www.amazon.com/Theory-Religion-Rodney-Stark/dp/0813523303/), provided a
perspective for such a project.
(26 October 2015): “The Cost of Going Hybrid” (http://daily.jstor.org/cost-going-hybrid/)
********JSTOR’s Livia Gershon notes that “Gasoline prices have been on the decline this year,
and, predictably, so has consumer interest in fuel-efficient cars. Of course, even if we’re less
concerned about the cost of gas, the environmental problems of gas-guzzling vehicles are as
pressing as ever.” She then goes on to summarize findings from the 2011 paper “Gasoline
Prices, Government Support, and the Demand for Hybrid Vehicles in the United States.” In
addition to how various factors affect “the growth in hybrid sales” they also examined federal tax
incentives for hybrids, indicating that they could be improved. Improvement would likely lead
to increased purchases of hybrids by those with “low to moderate income.”
(27 October 2015): “Red Meats Linked to Cancer, Global Health Group Says”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/red-meats-potentially-cause-cancer-group-says-1445860101)
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********This article is largely predictable but interesting nonetheless. A report by a World
Health Organization agency indicating that “Red and processed meats have the potential to cause
cancer in humans” draws fire from the North American Meat Institute (NAMI), “a Washington,
D.C., group that represents and lobbies for meat and poultry.” Its representatives then seek to
discredit the findings. As Bonnie Liebman of the Center for Science in the Public Interest notes,
“There is no group that could convince the meat industry that the science is definitive on the link
to cancer, because the playbook of every industry under attack is to instill doubt in the evidence.”
NAMI’s response, as well as Liebman’s thoughts, could well have appeared in Merchants of
Doubt (http://www.amazon.com/Merchants-Doubt-Handful-ScientistsObscured/dp/1608193942/). From an economic perspective, the likely consequences of
consumer acceptance of the report are lower prices in the short run, due to a ceteris paribus
decrease in market demand, and lower quantity in the long run, due to a ceteris paribus decrease
in market supply. With both demand and supply decreasing, the long-run effect on price is
indeterminate. Of course, with less red meat being sold, it is likely that land use in cattle raising
areas will change.
********The New York Times has an article on the WHO report at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/27/health/report-links-some-types-of-cancer-with-processedor-red-meat.html. But I am especially intrigued by what appears in “How Red Meat Joined the
478 Other Things That Might Give You Cancer” (http://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015red-meat-cancer/). It has a graphic classifies a wide range of studies—not just red meat—into
five categories: definitely carcinogenic, probably carcinogenic, possibly carcinogenic, not
classifiable, and probably not carcinogenic. This is worth a look.
(28 October 2015): “Mexico Moves to Scale Back a Successful Tax on Soda”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/28/world/americas/mexico-moves-to-scale-back-a-successfultax-on-soda.html)
--------Two years ago “the Mexican government consulted public health experts and imposed a
national tax of about 10 percent on sugary drinks. The tax turned Mexico, where more than 70
percent of adults and a third of elementary school children are overweight, into an international
experiment. The idea was to see whether raising the price of soft drinks would encourage
consumers to switch to healthier beverages. Now, just as the evidence suggests that the tax is
beginning to work, a proposal to lower it has popped up in Congress.” Already passed by
“Mexico’s lower legislative house, the Chamber of Deputies,” it is under review by Mexico’s
Senate.
********A preliminary study “but the national health institute and the University of North
Carolina found that Mexicans over all cut back on soft drinks by 6 percent last year. . . . the trade
association that represents Mexico’s $15 billion soft drink industry, Anprac, has disputed those
findings, arguing that sales of soft drinks have fallen only 2 percent since the tax was imposed.”
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So, the tax apparently has decreased soft drink purchases. Still, the question remains (at least as
reported), did consumers switch to healthier beverages? More generally, what beverages did
consumers switch to?
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 237 (4 November 2015)
(29 October 2015): “India Wants to Ban Birth Surrogacy for Foreigners”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/29/world/asia/india-wants-to-ban-birth-surrogacy-forforeigners.html)
--------“The Indian government says it wants to prevent Indian women from becoming surrogate
birth mothers for foreigners, according to an affidavit filed Wednesday with the Supreme Court.
The filing represented the latest development in a recent push to regulate an industry that has
been booming in India. Estimates of the size of the surrogacy trade in India vary, with one study
. . . measuring it at more than $400 million. . . . India has long tried to get approval of legislation
to standardize surrogacy, which is run through thousands of clinics throughout the count. The
cost of surrogacy in India can be a third of the cost in wealthier countries.” According to the
Indian Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, surrogacy should be available “to Indian married
infertile couples only and not to foreigners.”
********Surrogacy in India, along with a host of other topics, is covered in The Red Market
(http://amazon.com/Red-Market-Brokers-Thieves-Traffickers/dp/0061936464/), by Scott
Carney. A more recent, scholarly, and focused on Indian surrogacy is Globalization and
Transnational Surrogacy in India: Outsourcing Life (http://www.amazon.com/GlobalizationTransnational-Surrogacy-India-Outsourcing/dp/1498525202/), edited by Sayantani DasGupta
and Shamita Das Dasgupta. As the article notes, “Some experts, however, are concerned that
banning surrogacy for foreigners would do more harm than good.” What is it about surrogacy
for foreigners that is more problematic than surrogacy for Indians?
(29 October 2015): “Inside Europe’s Migrant-Smuggling Rings”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/inside-europes-migrant-smuggling-rings-1446079791)
--------“Across Europe, longtime criminal networks, best-known for smuggling guns and drugs,
have shape-shifted to take advantage of the cash bonanza created by record migration from wartorn Syria and beyond. . . . Over just a few months, the crisis has created a migrant-smuggling
opportunity between Turkey and Germany that European security officials estimate at billions of
dollars.” According to Col. Gerald Tatzgern, who is chief of Austria’s vice squad, the smuggling
trade is estimated generate “more money in Europe than drug-running or weapons-trafficking.”
For criminals, “moving migrants is safer than trafficking drugs or guns and carries lighter
sentences. In Bulgaria, most convicted people-smugglers escape with a fine.” Demetrios
Papademetrious of Washington’s Migration Policy Institute notes, “In this part of the world . . .
migrant-smuggling has become an integral part of the local economy.” Mayor Gergo Gergov of
Vidin, Bulgaria has learned that the income derive from it is very important to some. When he
sought to crack down on smuggling, “his house was attacked with Molotov cocktails. . . .
Nobody was seriously injured, but his family is under 24-hour guard.”
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********The article clearly illustrates the entrepreneurial character of criminals in Bulgaria and
other countries along the migration route from Syria to Germany. They are clearly responding to
changes in income-generating possibilities, as well as the relative risk of alternative illegal
activities.
(30 October 2015): “Taxes Drive Potential Merger of Pfizer, Allergan”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/allergan-confirms-pfizer-talks-1446126062)
--------“Pfizer Inc. is pursuing what could be the biggest overseas takeover to lower U.S.
corporate tax liability, showing that effort in Washington to stem such deals have amounted to
little.” The deal being pursued by Pfizer “could be structured as a so-called inversion, in which a
U.S. company buys a smaller foreign rival to move its legal home to a lower-tax jurisdiction
abroad. American firms have seized on these transactions, drawing a regulatory crackdown last
year and widespread political opposition.” CEO Ian Read is “unapologetic about his desire to
reduce Pfizer’s tax rate, saying Thursday that U.S. corporate tax rates have put the company at a
disadvantage to its foreign rivals.” Lawmakers and candidates in both parties want to reduce the
tax advantage of incorporating abroad, “but they disagree on how to do it. Republicans support a
revamp of the tax system that includes lowering the corporate rate. Democrats, meanwhile,
favor tougher rules that would stop U.S. companies from pursuing these deals.”
********You can find an additional and accessible source for this story at:
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/10/30/us-allergan-m-a-pfizer-idUSKCN0SN01P20151030.
As the WSJ article notes, the present tax rate for Pfizer (in the U.S.) is 25.5% and the present rate
for Allergan (in Ireland) is 15%. If Pfizer pays taxes at the 15% rate on the profits it expects to
make this year, it “would save nearly $2 billion in taxes.” Given the size of this benefit, it is
hard to see how Pfizer, and a host of other U.S. companies, could ignore relocation. Is it better
to change the corporate tax rate or to develop a new set of rules?
(31 October 2015): “In West Texas, Oil Drillers Keep Pumping”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-west-texas-oil-drillers-keep-pumping-1446254165)
--------“As a financial storm lashes the U.S. oil patch, energy companies are seeking shelter in
the closest thing the industry has to a port: a sprawling expanse of West Texas known as the
Permian Basin. In fact, as drillers pull back in oil fields across the U.S., they are pumping more
crude than ever in the Permian, according to some federal data. And companies from giant
Exxon Mobil Corp. on down have been vying to add to their acreage in the oil field that stretches
north from Midland almost to Lubbock.” The crude of the area is so abundant “that the most
efficient companies can make money even with oil prices 50% below their peak last year.” This
stands in contrast to “many drilling sites perched above shale formations from Louisiana to
Colorado to North Dakota. Oil in those areas is less plentiful and harder to find and pump . . .
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And in some cases, like the Bakken in North Dakota, a lack of infrastructure makes shipping or
storing oil expensive.”
********One of the companies operating in the Permian is Pioneer Natural Resources Co. The
COO of the company, Tim Dove, says the company “earns a 35% return on its best wells even
when oil trades at between $45 and $50 a barrel.” Contributing to those earnings are lower costs,
which have fallen “by about 30%.” So, although some high-cost shale fields have fallen upon
hard times due to the global price decline of crude oil, some have not. Good news for “the
University of Texas, which owns millions of acres in the area from land grants made before oil
was discovered there.”
(1 November 2015): “The Upshot: The Power of Nudges, for Good and Bad”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/01/upshot/the-power-of-nudges-for-good-and-bad.html)
********This offering of The Upshot is by Richard Thaler, a professor of economics and
behavioral science at the University of Chicago. Thaler and Cass Sunstein wrote Nudge:
Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness (http://www.amazon.com/NudgeImproving-Decisions-Health-Happiness/dp/014311526X/). As the title of the article suggests, a
distinction is made between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ nudges. Thaler clearly states three principles that
“should guide the use of nudges” and illustrates them. As he points out, sometimes these nudges
are used to “improved the welfare of those being nudged” and sometimes they are used to
improve the welfare of the nudger. As I looked at his examples of the latter, I saw that I have
been nudged in exactly this way with “one-month trials.”
(2 November 2015): “Massive Nuclear Cleanup Hobbled by Funding Shortfall”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/massive-nuclear-cleanup-hobbled-by-funding-shortfall1446409369)
--------The U.S. Energy Department is struggling “to clean up America’s 70-year-old nuclearweapons program.” Cost estimates are ballooning, with “2,700 structures on its to-do list.
Officials said more than 350 additional unneeded facilities controlled by other programs in the
Energy Department are likely eligible for transfer to the cleanup operation. But that office said
its funds are limited and it isn’t accepting any more projects for now, no matter their
significance. That means some of the nation’s toughest threats are now on the back burner,
possibly for decades, while some relatively low-priority work moves forward.” Contributing to
the clean-up challenge is the fact that there is a “budgetary tug of within the agency. One part of
the department maintains the U.S.’s atomic arsenal, and another is in charge of cleaning up the
contamination from nuclear work. Funds for both come from the same pot, and in a shift from
the 1990s, an increasing portion is going toward ensuring the readiness of the weapons arsenal,
an Obama administration priority.”
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********The article notes that some of the highest-priority sites go uncleaned because they are
too expensive, while low-priority sites are addressed because they are relatively cheap. As it
turns out, one of the “most expensive and complicated challenges” is in eastern Tennessee, at the
Y-12 site at Oak Ridge. You can learn more about Y-12 at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Y12_National_Security_Complex. Eastern Tennessee is likely to receive large inflows of money
from the Energy Department whether it is from clean up or weapons development, as in 2010,
“the White House laid out a schedule to spend $80 to $85 billion on the weapons complex in the
coming 10 years, compared with $65.8 billion in the prior decade.” All of this points to the
importance of clear and comprehensive thinking about budgets, consequently the usefulness of
the broad field of public economics. A classic (and technical) work on this subject, co-authored
by Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz, appeared in a fourth edition earlier this year
(http://www.amazon.com/Economics-Public-Sector-Fourth-Stiglitz/dp/0393925226/).
********I ran into a number of nuclear-related articles each of which provide useful
connections. First, there is “Chernobyl: Can Wildlife Return after the Blast?”
(http://daily.jstor.org/chernobyl-can-wildlife-return-blast/). The answer is “Yes,” although
people won’t be part of that mix for thousands of years. The article also relates experiences from
French underwater nuclear explosions during the 1970s which had pressure waves that “instantly
wiped out every fish in the surrounding area.” I had that of the non-human “collateral damage”
of these blasts. The article references two articles, one on the French blasts and one on
Chernobyl. The latter (popular) article can be read in its entirety at:
http://www.americanscientist.org/issues/feature/growing-up-with-chernobyl/. Among other
things of interest, it includes eight lessons the authors learned from their work on Chernobyl
relating to “politics, bias, and the challenges of doing good science.” Here is Lesson 5: Scientist
must have a single agenda: the truth.
********A second nuclear-related article is “What Killed America’s Climate-Saving Nuclear
Renaissance?” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-10-27/what-killed-america-sclimate-saving-nuclear-renaissance-). For me the article shows how profoundly attitudes to
nuclear energy have been affected by three events: Three-Mile Island (United States), Chernobyl
(Russia), and Fukushima (Japan). This is the history (invisible handshake) part of the invisible
forces. While trying to identify a book that would meaningfully survey the three events—I
didn’t find one—I did find a book that would be of use in framing one’s thoughts about nuclear
energy: The Ethics of Nuclear Energy: Risk, Justice, and Democracy in the post-Fukushima Era
(http://www.amazon.com/Ethics-Nuclear-Energy-Democracy-post-Fukushima/dp/1107054842/).
(2 November 2015): “Drug Makers Buy Pricey Vouchers to Speed Products to Market”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/drug-firms-buy-pricey-vouchers-to-speed-products-to-market1445333403)
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--------The U.S. Food and Drug Administration, in accordance with legal provisions enacted in
2007 and 2012, is required to issue “priority review vouchers” as rewards “to developers of
drugs for rare pediatric conditions or tropical diseases, such as malaria. . . . The vouchers require
the FDA to shorten its decision deadline to six months from the standard 10 months . . . Because
companies can also sell the vouchers, a lucrative secondary market has emerged.” Drug
company “AbbVie agreed in August to pay $350 million for a voucher from United Therapeutics
Corp., which received it for developing a pediatric cancer treatment. That was $105 million
higher than the previous voucher sale, and five times the first in July 2014, for $67.5 million.”
********To say the least, the secondary market the vouchers is thin, as “only eight have been
issued.” You can learn much more about priority review vouchers at:
http://www.raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2015/07/02/21722/Regulatory-ExplainerEverything-You-Need-to-Know-About-FDA%E2%80%99s-Priority-Review-Vouchers/. The
advantage provided by first-to-review for a drug is reminiscent of the electronic trading; people
are willing to spend a lot of money to trade sooner given access to earlier information. Both are
examples of first-mover benefits (and costs).
(4 November 2015): “Canadian Crude Still Flows to U.S. Despite Keystone Pipeline Delay”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/canadian-crude-still-flows-to-u-s-despite-keystone-pipelinedelay-1446570798)
--------“TransCanada Corp.’s move to postpone the Keystone XL pipeline won’t have much
effect on the U.S. energy industry, experts say, largely because American refiners have found
other ways to get crude oil from Canada.” According to the U.S. Energy Department, “Oil
imports from Canada set a record in August, averaging 3.4 million barrels a day . . . In fact, the
U.S. has bought 64% more Canadian crude so far this year than it did in the same stretch of
2008, the year TransCanada first asked the U.S. government for permission to build the pipeline
that would run from Alberta to Texas.” The additional oil flowing to the U.S. from Canada is
“45% more crude than Keystone XL would have carried had it been constructed.” A variety of
means have been used to move crude to the U.S., with railroads—rolling pipelines—playing an
important role. But there has also been more effective use of existing pipelines. Enbridge
Energy Partners LP “has increased the pressure on its lines so that it can move oil fasters, and in
some cases mixes chemicals into Canadian crude to reduce drag inside the lines. In the future,
Enbridge may expand capacity even further by converting some of its pipelines that carry light,
sweet-crude to move heavier oil.” Last month Enbridge told investors that “it had identified
another 800,000 barrels a day of pipeline expansion opportunities that would cost the company
about $1.3 billion. That is roughly the capacity of Keystone XL at a significant discount to its
price tag of $8 billion.”
*******It appears from the above that the extended approval period for the Keystone XL
pipeline allowed oil exporters to identify and developer alternative oil conveyances that may not
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have been known at the time the pipeline was initially proposed in 2008. I wonder if that is true.
Worth noting, though, is the fact that both TransCanada (http://www.transcanada.com/) and
Enbridge (http://www.enbridge.com/) are energy infrastructure companies and appear to
compete with one another. It would seem, then, the Enbridge stands to benefit significantly from
TransCanada’s recent statement that it wishes to withdraw from the Keystone XL approval
process. You can learn more about the differences between Enbridge and TransCanada at:
http://www.fool.ca/2015/04/27/2-key-differences-between-enbridge-inc-and-transcanadacorporation/.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 238 (11 November 2015)
This week the impact of the Millennial generation, those who are between the ages of 18 to 34
during 2015, is a recurring theme. One set of generational definitions along with discussion can
be found in a publication of the Pew Research Center: http://www.pewresearch.org/facttank/2015/01/16/this-year-millennials-will-overtake-baby-boomers/. The frame for Pew’s work
can be found in “The Whys and Hows of Generations Research” (http://www.peoplepress.org/2015/09/03/the-whys-and-hows-of-generations-research/). The article is available as a
pdf: http://www.people-press.org/files/2015/09/09-3-2015-Generations-explainer-release.pdf. It
seems like people who have demographic knowledge and “big data” expertise would have some
real opportunities open to them.
(4 November 2015): “Are Regulations Killing the Small Community Bank in America?”
(http://daily.jstor.org/death-american-community-bank/)
--------Bodcaw Bank is a locally-owned financial institution in Stamps, Arkansas, a town of
1,500 whose main claim to fame is as the childhood home of Maya Angelou. “Like many
nearby towns its size, Stamps has declined in both population and commerce in recent decades.”
However, it still has its bank. Bank president Scott Hulberg see its presence for the community
as essential: “If we weren’t here, this community would dry up.” Some small towns lose their
banks through mergers with other banks but bank regulation has also played a role. The DoddFrank bill that resulted from the Great Recession “failed to distinguish between community
banks and large, investment-oriented banks.” As a result, smaller banks have a relatively large
burden than larger banks.
********This article is a bit longer than what usually appears in JSTOR Daily but it is worth a
look. Particularly interesting is the emphasis on personal relationships (trust) in smaller banks,
as opposed to an almost complete adherence on “the numbers” at larger banks. Also noteworthy
is the common practice of larger banks of bundling loans and reselling them; at smaller banks the
loans tend to stay put. All this points to the importance of treating individuals as individuals,
instead of making them fit some Procrustean bed. The emphasis on the individual is one of the
factors leading Millennials to “go local with their money”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-10/millennials-do-not-like-big-banks-andall-those-fees-they-charge). As Cam Fine, who is the CEO of the Independent Community
Bankers of America, notes: “Millennials in particular crave more high-touch . . . They want to
make sure people are paying attention” to the needs they have.
********Somewhat related to the above is the new book How the Other Half Banks
(http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0674286065/), by Mehrsa Baradaran. As a New York
Times review of the book notes (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/11/books/review/how-theother-half-banks-by-mehrsa-baradaran.html), “The answer to the implicit question contained in
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her title . . . is simple: “The ‘other half’ hardly banks at all.” In light of the foregoing, one begins
to get a broader view of the diversity of banks and banking-related services, as well as the
challenge of creating and enforcing regulations meant to deal with all of them. Democracy Now!
(http://www.democracynow.org/2015/10/30/how_the_other_half_banks_how) has a 13-minute
video interview with Mehrsa Baradaran.
********The Saturday Essay (http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-uberization-of-finance1446835102) on “The Uberization of Money” provides an argument for a trend that is sure to
impact small-scale banking and investing. The article asks, “The familiar middlemen of 20thcentury banking and investing are giving way to something very different. Are we ready for the
opportunities—and the risks?” The article notes that “Uber is a high-tech middleman that is
making the intermediaries of the past obsolete.” So, Uber has prospered by eliminating the
middleman in ride hailing. But the “financial world is one of the most mediated industries on the
planet, and this is precisely what is about to change. Uberization also means using vast amounts
of data to make those connections feasible.” Legislation, as well as technology, will be needed
to make this shift. Of course, legislation can also be used to delay or reconfigure this shift, and it
is likely that it will be used by some incumbents. As the author of the Essay suggests,
disintermediation enabled by technology and large data sets is one of the main drivers of modern
life.
(5 November 2015): “M.B.A.s Get Lessons in Income Inequality”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/m-b-a-s-get-lessons-in-income-inequality-1446653337)
--------“With the gap between the highest and lowest-income Americans at its widest level in
decades, some business school are putting income inequality of the syllabus.” Among the
schools are MIT, Harvard, and Northwestern University. Some of the courses “consider
remedies for inequality, while others focus on helping students market to consumers at the
bottom of the wealth pyramid. As M.B.A.s aspire to become top earners, schools say they must
understand the forces that affect people at every income level.” There has been an increase in
academic interest in income inequality since the recession. Additionally, according to Richard
Parker of Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, the current generation of students is “very
concerned about fairness.”
********There is a hint of the invisible handshake—social and historical forces—in this article
as it refers to generational differences in attitudes and interests of students. Something that
would have added to the article would have been a link to the syllabus of one or more of the
instructors teaching these courses. What are the students reading and discuss, and what projects
are they required to undertake? A related article is “Behind Rising Inequality: More Unequal
Companies” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/behind-rising-inequality-more-unequalcompanies-1446665769).
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(5 November 2015): “Maersk Line to Cut 4,000 Jobs as Market Deteriorates”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/maersk-line-to-cut-staff-as-market-deteriorates-1446623156)
--------“The world’s biggest container-ship operator is altering course, slashing jobs and
canceling or delaying orders for new vessels after years weathering a sharp downturn in the
container-shipping market.” In addition to cutting 4,000 jobs from its 23,000 land-based
employees, “It is also canceling options to buy six Triple-E vessels, the world’s largest container
ships, to cope with the deepest market slump in the industry since the 2009 global financial
crisis. Maersk said it would also push back plans to purchased eight slightly smaller vessels.”
Maersk’s surprise announcement signals that it is “no longer immune to a combination of
slowing global growth and massive container ship overcapacity on many routes.”
********The article includes a graph showing monthly “average spot freight rates between
Shanghai and Norther Europe” for January through October 2015. Although the graph is
somewhat hard to read, it shows that rates have declined from a peak of $1100 per container in
January to a current level of $428 per container; the yearly low appears to have occurred in June
at about $300 per container. Fewer vessel orders mean less work for South Korean firm Daewoo
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering Co. The combination of lower rates and overcapacity make
it easy to understand that there is current pressure to consolidate in the container shipping
industry. The data used in the article came from Braemer ACM Shipbroking, about which you
can learn more at: http://braemaracm.com/.
(5 November 2015): “Guinness Is Going Vegan”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/05/business/guinness-is-going-vegan.html)
--------After 256 years as a brewer, Guinness “is going vegan. The company announced on
Monday that starting at the end of 2016, its beer will no longer contain trace amounts of fish
bladder, an integral part of its filtration process. Few customers—except perhaps vegans and
vegetarians who enjoy a pint—were probably even aware that the famous inky-black drink
contained any fish parts at all. But it is actually quite common for cask beers to be filtered using
isinglass, a gelatinlike substance derived from the dried swim bladders of fish that is used to
separate out unwanted solids like yeast particles from a brew,” according to Guinness.
According to Edmund Long, spokesperson for the advocacy group Vegan Ireland, says that
vegans have been complaining to the company for a long time and “they were delighted by the
decision.”
********Sometime in 2016, then, Guinness will have a “vegan-friendly” brewing process. All
this makes me wonder if Asheville craft brewers have vegan-friendly brewing processes? I’ve
sent an email to Tony Kiss, the “Beer Guy” of the Asheville Citizen-Times to see if he knows.
On another note, the notion of vegan friendly is an interesting one. Presumably someone who is
a committed vegan will have a vertical demand curve Guinness, i.e., be unwilling to consume
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Guinness at any price, if it contains animal products (isinglass). If the isinglass is removed, then
some vegans will have downward-sloping demand curves.
********On the topic of liquids, The Washington Post has an intriguing article on raw milk:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/got-raw-milk-a-md-farm-now-sells-the-hotlydebated-drink--for-pets/2015/11/04/63b86f54-7cd5-11e5-b575-d8dcfedb4ea1_story.html. You
can now buy raw milk in Maryland—if your pets will be consuming it. I suspect that little of the
milk makes its way to pets.
(7 November 2015): “How Millennials Are Changing Wine” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/howmillennials-are-changing-wine-1446748945)
--------[Lettie Teague’s wine column.] Millennials “have been heralded as the generation
capable of changing everything. The largest generation to date at 75 million strong, they
certainly have clout. This group of 18- to 34-year-olds is technologically savvy, environmentally
engaged and eager for stories about the things they love. They’ve helped transform the way we
connect with one another, but will they also (re)shape the way we drink?” Perhaps. Millennials
are less enamored with the 100-point wine scale than older wine drinkers, valuing “stories and a
personal connection” in selecting their wines. Their “rebellious tastes can lead them into
trouble” but their “enthusiasm for the obscure has also been a boon” for restaurant wine
offerings. It is now possible to have a “wine list without Napa Cabernet or New Zealand
Sauvignon Blanc.” Whether they revolutionize wine or not, Millennials have “certainly done
their part to promote small producers creating interesting wines in odd corners of the globe.”
********The article raises, once again, generational differences in tastes and experience. In
reading Lettie Teague’s comment about “small producers,” I couldn’t help but think about craft
brewing locally and as a movement. It does seem like they are two manifestations of the same
thing, part of which is no doubt due to Millennials and another part of which is the movement
toward things organic and local, i.e., things thought to be pure and local, things on a human
scale. In any event, retailers of all description will want to pay attention to the preferences of
Millennials: “by 2017, they’ll have more buying power than any other demographic group.”
Presumably this refers to income and not wealth.
********It appears that one country that may be playing a role in Millennial wine consumption
is China. Although large a consumer of the wines of other countries, China is beginning to
develop high-quality wine production of its own. The Ningxia region, which borders the Gobi
Desert, is turning out to be a center of activity. Currently these wines are not exported but that
day is likely to come. You can learn more by reading “China’s Winemakers Seek Their Own
Napa Valley” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/08/business/international/chinas-winemakersseek-to-grow-their-own-napa-valley.html). Tasting notes on five Chinese wines can be found at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/08/business/international/a-tasting-of-chinese-wines.html.
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********Millennials aren’t only changing wine—their preferences are shaking up the grocery
store, as noted in the Opinion piece “A Seismic Shift in How People Eat”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/08/opinion/a-seismic-shift-in-how-people-eat.html). The
shift—larger than just Millennials—is such that some in the grocery business refer to the center
of stores, where many packaged foods (like cereal) appear, as “the morgue.” Today much of
shoppers’ time “is being spent in the perimeter of the store with its vast collection of fresh
products—raw produce, meats, bakery items and fresh prepared foods.” The survival of “legacy
companies” will require them to “make bold changes in their core product offerings.”)
********One legacy company that is taking changing tastes seriously, and specifically those of
Millennials, is Campbell Soup, which is “banishing ingredients that today’s consumers don’t like
and using advertising and social media to have a conversation with consumers about what it is
doing” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/10/business/campbell-rethinks-its-recipe-asconsumer-tastes-change.html). A clear indication of its changing approach is that it is altering
the broth of its signature chicken noodle soup. As CEO Denise M. Morrison says as an
indication of Campbell’s strategy, “We’re closing the gap between the kitchen and our plants.”
As a partial explanation of its approach, she observes: “There are 80 million millennials now,
and they’re shopping and thinking differently about food and in a way that is influential.” I
found it interesting that the article mentions the grocery store perimeter and provides a link
(http://www.nytimes.com/2012/08/11/business/in-grocery-stores-the-perimeters-take-centerstage.html) to an earlier article featuring the concept.
(7 November 2015): “You’ve heard about surge pricing. Get ready for surge-priced parking.”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/youve-heard-about-surge-pricingget-ready-for-surge-priced-parking/2015/11/07/4ff53f80-83ef-11e5-8ba6cec48b74b2a7_story.html)
--------The District of Columbia “is testing a program under which the price of parking at meters
in one of the city’s most popular neighborhoods would change based on demand. This ‘surge
pricing’ means you could be paying $8 an hour to park in Chinatown-Penn Quarter at peak
times. . . . City officials say the idea is to reduce downtown traffic congestion, 25 percent of
which, studies show, is caused by vehicles circling the block looking for a parking space. It is
simple supply and demand, they say. . . . Prices will vary depending on the time of day.” Such
an approach to “smart parking” has been adopted at several cities across the country, including
San Francisco where SFpark “has parking rates fluctuating from 25 cents an hour to $18 an hour
during special events.”
********The article goes on to point out that “Surge pricing is a concept familiar to users of
Northern Virginia’s express lanes on Interstates 495 and 95, along with customers of app-based
ride-hailing services such as Uber.” The Atlantic has a brief article on time-sensitive pricing for
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motor vehicle use: http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/08/rush-hour-trafficcommute/402418/. So-called congestion pricing, “which would charge people extra for driving
at peak hours” have already been introduced in London and Stockholm. The authors of a journal
article cited in The Atlantic suggest that such pricing schemes are likely to be more effective than
building more roads, noting that “As soon as you manage to create space on the road, by
whatever means, people are going to use that space . . . Except when people have to pay for it, of
course.” Nobel laureate William Vickrey is considered to be “the father of congestion pricing”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congestion_pricing); you can learn more about Vickrey at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/1996/vickrey-bio.html. I
suspect it is unlikely that the North Carolina Department of Transportation has considered a
congestion pricing approach to the massive road reconfiguration plans it is developing for
Asheville, North Carolina. You can learn more about those plans at: http://www.citizentimes.com/story/news/2015/10/31/dot-decisions--26-connector-asheville-loom/74768074/.
(10 November 2015): “Battle Brews Over Kombucha Teas”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/battle-brews-over-kombucha-teas-1447116607)
--------“A fermented teas called kombucha recently became one of America’s fastest-growing
bottled drinks even though it tastes a lot like vinegar and can sport tendrils of live cultures that
resemble jelly fish. But the U.S. government is worried there may be too much of something
else in the cloudy, carbonated brew: booze. Federal regulators have fired off warning letters in
recent weeks to some kombucha producers after finding alcohol levels above one-half of 1%, the
U.S. dividing line between alcoholic and nonalcoholic drinks.” Although an industry
representative notes that “Nobody’s saying, ‘let me get a six-pack of kombucha and get wasted
tonight,’” regulatory authorities say that they are concerned about “enforcing warning labels,
minimum age requirements, special taxes and other regulations governing alcoholic beverages.”
The alcohol in kombucha is produced by fermentation that continues after the tea is bottled,
which is responsible for the occasional exploding bottle and likely explains why measured
alcohol content varies.
********You can learn more about kombucha at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kombucha. As
the article notes, the problem of exploding bottles, and presumably alcohol measurement, can be
solved by pasteurization, “but producers say the cultures [in kombucha] must remain alive to
deliver purported health benefits.”
(11 November 2015): “Behind the Move to Ban Tipping”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/behind-the-move-to-ban-tipping-1447206602)
--------“Two months before Danny Meyer announced he was eliminating tipping at his
restaurants, he gathered 15 of New York’s top restaurateurs, representing about 80
establishments, to brief them on his plans and solicit opinions. It was one step in a painstaking
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process to roll out a policy that has roiled the restaurant industry, sparking conversations about
the fairness and future of an entrenched American practice. . . . Mr. Meyer began contemplating
the idea of eliminating tipping with Tom Colicchio more than two decades ago . . . Unlike Mr.
Meyer, who is attempting to redress the imbalance between servers and cooks, Mr. Colicchio
instituted the practice to make his waiters’ compensation more stable.”
--------Meyer’s explorations began when he hired Erin Moran as his “chief culture officer. Her
first week, she was tasked with addressing the widening gap in pay between back-of-the house
and front-of-the-house workers.” After 18 months of work, during which time more than 100
solutions were considered. “The issue was more stark than they realized. Wages for line cooks
have increased 22% since 1985, but over the same period the tipped minimum wage for servers
more than quadrupled. That increase doesn’t take into account servers’ true compensation, since
as restaurant checks have risen, so too have tips.” Although Meyer’s company, Union Square
Hospitality Group, tried many ways to address the gap, ultimately Ms. Moran’s team ultimately
concluded “There was no way to alleviate the pay imbalance without eliminating tipping.”
********The New York Times covered this story in October
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/15/dining/danny-meyer-restaurants-no-tips.html). What
really caught my attention was Meyer’s interest in and concern about the widening gap of
compensation between line cooks and servers, as well as the deliberateness with which the gap
was studied by Moran. The article brought two things to mind. First, is there a widening gap
between line cooks and servers in Asheville and its burgeoning restaurant scene? Second,
wouldn’t it be nice if business people like Mr. Meyer and Ms. Moran brought their knowledge,
experience, and intention to addressing compensation gaps more generally? Perhaps that is what
will happen as more M.B.A.s, as mentioned in the (5 November 2015) article, become
knowledgeable about income inequality.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 239 (18 November 2015)
(12 November 2015): “Why Cocaine Farmers Are Getting Into Chocolate Instead”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-12/in-cocaine-to-chocolate-shift-marketforces-lend-a-helping-hand)
--------“It was the murder—execution-style, in broad daylight—of a friend and fellow farmer in
the Colombian countryside that prompted German Sanchez to finally heed government calls to
get out of the cocaine trade and plant cocoa instead. Six years later, market forces, more than
concerns about personal safety, are persuading him not to switch back.” Notes Sanchez, a father
of two, Coca “caused a lot of bloodshed . . . Family members were killed and others ended up in
jail. The economic revenues didn’t justify the risk.” Still, not everyone shares the view of
Sanchez. “Some farmers are sticking with the illegal crop, partly because the reduction in
plantings caused the price of coca leaves to rise in certain regions. Cultivation in Colombia rose
44 percent in 2015, to 69,000 hectares, from 2013,” according to a United Nations report
(https://www.unodc.org/documents/cropmonitoring/Colombia/censo_INGLES_2014_WEB.pdf).
********The article concisely states a number of factors that affect the decision of farmers to
produce cocoa for chocolate versus coca for cocaine. At the level of the individual, the decision
seems likely to be all cocoa or all coca, i.e., a binary decision. At the level of the country,
though, the individual decisions manifest as a little more of one and a little less of the other. It
seems highly unlikely that any policy could result in the complete elimination of, say, coca from
production. That being said, it appears that the U.S. Agency for International Development has
assisted in “replacing more than 80,000 hectares (198,000 acres) of illegal coca with legal
alternative crops” since 2002. For those, like me, who haven’t mastered the conversion of
hectares into acres, one hectare equals 2.47105 acres. I’ll remember this as one hectare equals
2.5 acres.
(13 November 2015): “How Mining Impacted the Midwestern Grasslands”
(http://daily.jstor.org/mining-impacted-midwestern-grasslands/)
--------“The New York Times Magazine recently ran an eye-popping photo feature on copper
mines. The photos reveal the astonishing scale of change that mining can bring to a landscape.
Even long after mines have completed their useful lives, they can have a dramatic effect on the
places where they were. In a 1990 paper for Geographical Review, Timothy S. Brothers looks at
the way that the history of coal mining in the Midwest has changed the landscape—even in
places where you might not know there had ever been a mine.” Brothers notes that the new
grasslands planted to rehabilitate the Midwest lands “might look, at a glance, like the prairies
that came before them” but there were actually much different. “Instead of native grasses,
they’re made up of European and Asian species. That’s partly because the plants were chosen
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for their ability to survive the acidic, nutrient poor, dry conditions that the mines left behind.”
Native grass seeds “were unavailable or very expensive.”
********A clear example of how economic forces—the invisible hand—have affected our
physical environment. It shows how even when things look “proper” there is more than meets
the eye. The NYT Magazine photo feature—there is a link in the article, as there is for the GR
paper—is based on the work of photographer Edward Burtynsky, which I know from the book
Manufactured Landscapes (http://www.amazon.com/Manufactured-Landscapes-PhotographsEdward-Burtynsky/dp/0300099436/) and the video by the same name
(http://www.amazon.com/Manufactured-Landscapes-Edward-Burtynsky/dp/B000MMLOAG/).
You can learn about Burtynsky and his work at: http://www.edwardburtynsky.com/. Take a look
at the Projects tab to get a sense of the scope of his work. He notes that “Nature transformed
through industry is a predominant theme in my work”
(http://www.edwardburtynsky.com/site_contents/About/introAbout.html). Burtynsky has a 34minute TED Talk at:
https://www.ted.com/talks/edward_burtynsky_on_manufactured_landscapes?language=en.
(14 November 2015): “Anti-Licensing Movement Scores a Victory”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/anti-licencing-movement-scores-a-victory-1447433906)
--------“Fitness trainers in the nation’s capital city look set to pull off a feat that has eluded the
White House and a number of libertarian groups: stopping the spread of occupational licenses. . .
Regulators in D.C. appeared close to imposing new rules on trainers—the first such step in the
country—as early as this fall. But CrossFit Inc., the operator of a high-intensity gym chain with
thousands of outlets nationally, led a lobbying push to quash the process, and district council
members now vow to scrap the idea entirely. . . . The spread of professional licensing—now five
times what it was in the 1950s—has stirred a backlash among critics who say it blocks lowincome people from entering certain fields and limits worker mobility, among other issues.”
This last summer, the Obama administration “launched an effort to educate policy makers at the
state level about the economic risks tied to overly expansive licensing,” urging them to adopt
best practices.
********You can read the Obama administration’s statement on “Occupational Licensing: A
Framework for Policymakers,” at:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/licensing_report_final_nonembargo.pdf.
Those wishing to simplify occupational licensing might make note of the work of Lehigh
University economist Robert Thornton, who found “just eight successful attempts to roll back
such laws” in the past 40 years. The relevant article is “The de-licensing of occupations in the
United States” (http://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/2015/article/the-de-licensing-of-occupations-inthe-united-states.htm).
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(16 November 2015): “Blacks Are Challenged to Buy From Black-Owned Businesses to Close
Gap” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/16/business/blacks-are-challenged-to-buy-from-blackowned-businesses-to-close-gap.html)
--------“Should black people go out of their way to patronized black-owned business?” Maggie
Anderson, a lawyer with an MBA, wrote a 2012 book on the subject, Our Black Year, exploring
the question. “In 2008, with the economy in the middle of the worst downturn since the 1930s,
Ms. Anderson enlisted her husband and two daughters in a yearlong plan to consume goods and
services exclusively from black-owned businesses.” She has further examined the subject in
“several TED talks about how to increase wealth in the African-American community” and in a
cross-country tour.
********You can read a review of Our Black Year at:
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12114-013-9156-8#page-1, which links the book to
self-help economics. You can learn still more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/OurBlack-Year-Americas-Racially/dp/1610392280/. You can view an 18-minute TED talk by Ms.
Anderson at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFBEoIQutSc. I’m intrigued.
(17 November 2015): “China Bends Vow, Using Prisoners’ Organs for Transplants”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/17/world/asia/china-bends-vow-using-prisoners-organs-fortransplants.html)
--------Last year a senior Chinese health officials said “China would stop using prisoners’ organs
for transplants as of Jan. 1, 2015 . . . But organs from prisoners, including those on death row,
can still be used for transplants in China, with the full backing of policy makers, according to
Chinese news reports, as well as doctors and medical researchers in China and abroad. ‘They
just reclassified prisoners as citizens,’ said Huige Li, a Chinese-born doctor at the University of
Mainz in Germany. . . . The relabeling of prisoners has enabled Chinese officials to include them
in a new, nationwide ‘citizen donation’ system that China is rebuilding to reduce its longstanding
reliance on organs from prisoners. . . . Many Chinese are reluctant to donate organs because of
Confucian traditions that consider the body a gift from parents to be buried or cremated intact.”
********The supply of organs is an issue throughout the world as some lives could be extended
through timely transplant procedures. Chinese health officials have sought to maintain supply
and meet international expectations by a verbal distinction. This approach is all-toounderstandable given the relative intractability of cultural beliefs and practices, i.e., the invisible
handshake.
(17 November 2015): “Constellation Brands to Buy Craft-Beer Maker for $1 Billion”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/constellation-brands-to-buy-craft-beer-maker-for-1-billion1447686489)
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--------“Constellation Brands Inc. said Monday it will pay $1 billion for California craft brewer
Ballast Point Brewing & Spirits—a record sum for a U.S. craft-beer company.” This is the
fourth, and largest, craft deal this fall and “signals that the craft-beer industry, which has a
roughly 10% market share in the U.S., has crossed a threshold and become a big business that
large brewers expect to continue to grow in the years to come.” What makes Ballast Point
unique is that it is “immensely profitable.” For the first six months of 2015, Ballast Point
reported a profit of $5.9 million on net revenue of $51.7 million. During that time, it sold “more
than 118,831 barrels” with an average revenue of $357.66 a barrel, which is well above the craftbeer average of $270 a barrel,” according to Townsend Ziebold, “a managing partner at First
Beverage Group who works in craft-beer mergers and acquisitions.”
********It does seem that craft beer has demonstrated a real market presence and obvious some
large brewers are willing to pay a lot of money to be a part of the picture. I tend to read a few of
the reader comments for articles such as this, but I tend to be put off by their tone and lack of
content. In this case, though two comments, one by Wayne Tamarra and one by John Smith,
caught my attention. Together they noted that the sales price was 10X sales, 20X net revenue,
and 100X annual profit! It makes me wonder how Constellation intends to use its acquisition.
********One factor that may lead craft brewers to embrace larger scale of operation, that might
be achieved by merger, is access to testing equipment for things like nutritional value of beer.
For a recent development on that front, see “How many calories are in that beer? Soon, you’ll
know” (http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2015/11/16/how-many-calories-beersoon-youll-know/75654000/).
********In a somewhat related development, the FDA recently completed new food-safety rules
that might have implications for produce growers, growing out of “a law passed by Congress in
2010, which marked the biggest overhaul of federal food-safety oversight in 70 years. . . . The
produce rule for the first time sets federal standards for how fruits and vegetables are grown,
harvested, packed and stored to reduce contamination risks”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/fda-completes-long-awaited-food-safety-rules-1447451622).
This story was also covered by The New York Times
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/14/health/new-rules-make-companies-do-more-to-policeimported-food.html). You can view the Final Rule on Produce Safety of the Food Safety
Modernization Act at: http://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/FSMA/ucm334114.htm. I
don’t know if the rule applies differently to producers of different sizes. The Pew Charitable
Trusts has an analysis at: http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-andanalysis/analysis/2015/11/13/major-steps-forward-for-us-food-safety-system.
(18 November 2015): “Indentured Servants and the Domestic Economy”
(http://daily.jstor.org/indentured-servants-when-domestic-economy-was-really-domestic-nathantankus-piece/)
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--------“As Democratic and Republican candidates keep debating the economy, it’s clear that as
different as their ideas might be, all contemporary political candidates have one thing in
common, a preoccupation with unemployment and job creation. American’s weren’t always so
concerned about jobs. Colonial government spending was primarily for war, and most of its
economic policy debates took place in that context. Today’s American government . . . spends
substantial sums on the military, but our biggest expenditures are on the social safety net.”
Although colonial government didn’t spend much money to support the poor and unemployed,
“They did intervene extensively to manage poverty. But their primary tool for doing this was via
the household, which included all kinds of relationships far beyond the nuclear family.”
********What really caught my attention was the article’s reference to housing the poor and the
subsequent “building of poorhouses where paupers could live . . . The more paupers there were,
the more cost-effective housing them in the same building became.” All this comes at a time
when Los Angeles (http://www.wsj.com/articles/l-a-struggles-with-homeless-emergency1447809523), New York
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/APe3c82f0983554c9eb1336db9bb4e9821), and Asheville
(http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2015/11/17/could-new-approach-help-solveashevilles-housing-crisis/75923000/) are wrestling with how to address homelessness and
provide affordable housing. To me this simply points out the widespread, systemic issue of
poverty in the United States, one which can be addressed, but not solved, at the local level.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 240 (25 November 2015)
(18 November 2015): “Why ‘Rise of the Robots’ was named the most important business book
of the year” (http://www.businessinsider.com/rise-of-the-robots-named-business-book-of-theyear-2015-11)
********The Financial Times and McKinsey annually choose the Business Book of the Year,
which usually is a book of general interest accessible to “the intelligent reader.” This year’s
winner is Rise of the Robots: Technology and the Threat of a Jobless Future, by Martin Ford;
Ford is a “Bay Areas software developer.” You can see previous winners—the award began in
2005—at: https://ig.ft.com/sites/business-book-award. You can also see the “short list” of books
considered for the award at the same location. A synopsis of the book is available
(https://ig.ft.com/sites/business-book-award/books/2015/winner/the-rise-of-the-robots-by-martinford) and more can be learned at: http://www.amazon.com/Rise-Robots-Technology-ThreatJobless/dp/0465059996/.
(19 November 2015): “How Amazon’s Long Game Yielded a Retail Juggernaut”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/19/technology/how-amazons-long-game-yielded-a-retailjuggernaut.html)
********This relatively brief article explores some of the reasons for Amazon’s entry into the
“world’s 10 largest companies by stock market value, where it jockeys for position with General
Electric and is far ahead of Walmart.” Ben Schacter, an analyst who studies Amazon for
Macquarie Security, says that Amazon is building “a really insurmountable infrastructure that I
don’t see how others can really deal with.” In addition to its investment in order fulfillment, i.e.,
the filling and shipping of orders, the Amazon Prime service that it offers is enticing people to
shop more. Prime membership--$99 a year—provides free two-day shipping and a wide array of
media offerings. It is thought that “Growth in Prime subscriptions matters because Prime alters
the psychology of shopping. Once you’ve prepaid for shipping, you tend to start more of your
shopping excursions at Amazon. According to some estimates, people spend three or four times
as much with Amazon after they sign up for Prime.” Ben Schacter predicts that “by 2020, 50
percent of American households will have joined Prime.” With the combination of enormous
selection, fast delivery, and no (additional) cost shipping, as well as low prices, it is easy to see
why Amazon is such a formidable competitor and its stock market valuation is so high.
(19 November 2015): “Minnesota’s Iron Ore Producers Retrench, Troubling a Region”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/19/business/minnesotas-iron-ore-producers-retrenchtroubling-a-region.html)
********Beautifully concise, like a well-constructed haiku, this one-paragraph story lays out the
main causes and regional consequences of a decrease in iron ore demand.
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(19 November 2015): “The Return of Debtors’ Prisons” (http://daily.jstor.org/the-return-ofdebtors-prisons/)
--------“In the past few weeks, the New York Times, Washington Post, and Seattle Times have
published articles documenting the cruelty of debt-related incarceration. . . . But this is hardly
new. Debt-related imprisonment, and its cousin, convict leasing, helped buoy the Southern
economy after the Civil War. The practice continued into the 20th century. African-American
activist Mary Church Terell put it plainly in 1907: ‘the relationship between debt peonage and
disfranchisement is intimate and close.’ In her 2015 study on convict labor by black women,
historian Talitha LeFlouria echoes Terrell. She argues that, after the discontinuance of formal
slavery, debt peonage shifted power back to white planters, ‘giving them the legal power to
purchase black farm labor from county courthouses.’” Nationwide, according to research
conducted by Alexes Harris, et al., “two-thirds of felons are subject to monetary sanctions.”
These sanctions can and do jeopardize “access to public benefits, housing, and employment.”
Probation and parole status can also be affected, as can voting rights. A recent study found that
“eleven states condition restoration of some ex-felons’ voting right on payments of criminal just
debt.”
********The citation for the important article by Harris, et al., article is provided at the bottom
of the story. LeFlouria’s book, public by UNC Press, is Chained in Silence: Black Women and
Convict Labor in the New South (http://www.amazon.com/Chained-Silence-Convict-JusticePolitics/dp/1469622475/).
(19 November 2015): “Why fewer Mexicans are leaving their homeland for the U.S.”
(http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-ff-mexican-immigration-20151118-story.html)
--------“To its southern neighbor, the United States once represented hope, safety and prosperity.
But with the effects of the Great Recession still lingering and tougher enforcement along the
U.S. border, fewer Mexicans see a reason to leave their homeland. Workplace raids by
immigration agents, nose-diving birthrates at home and the economic slowdown north of the
border have convinced 47% of Mexicans surveyed that life in their native country is as good or
better than what would await them if they crossed into the U.S., according to . . . the
Washington-based Pew Research Center.” According to research associate Ana GonzalezBarrera, “I would not say that Mexico has more of a pull . . . But the United States isn’t as
attractive.”
********I like Gonzalez-Barrera’s emphasis on the relative attractiveness of the U.S. and
Mexico in relation to population movement. You can learn more about the Pew report at:
http://www.pewhispanic.org/2015/11/19/more-mexicans-leaving-than-coming-to-the-u-s/.
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(20 November 2015): “Genetically Engineered Salmon Approved for Consumption”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/20/business/genetically-engineered-salmon-approved-forconsumption.html)
--------“Federal regulators on Thursday approved a genetically engineered salmon as fit for
consumption, making it the first genetically altered animal to be cleared for American
supermarkets and dinner tables.” The FDA’s approval “caps a long struggle for AquaBounty
Technologies, a small company” which first approached the FDA about approval in the 1990s.
“The AquAdvantage salmon, as it is known, is an Atlantic salmon that has been genetically
modified so that it grows to market size faster than a non-engineered farmed salmon, in as little
as half the time.” Currently the fish are being raised “in Panama, from eggs produced in Prince
Edward Island, Canada.” But “moving beyond Canada and Panama seems to be the plan,
according to a regulatory filing by AquaBounty a year ago.”
--------“The approval could help other efforts to develop genetically modified animals. . . . there
has been a surge of interest in developing new genetically altered farm animals and pets” using
new techniques “including one known as Crispr-Cas9,” that enable scientists “to edit animal
genomes rather than add genes from other species.”
********The article notes that selling the genetically modified salmon may be an issue, as some
leading supermarkets have said that “they have no plans to sell it.” You can learn more about
AquaBounty at: https://aquabounty.com/.
(20 November 2015): “Across the Oil Patch, Firms Are Going Bust”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/across-the-oil-patch-firms-are-going-bust-1447985458)
--------“Thirty-seven North American oil and gas producers have filed chapter 11 [bankruptcy]
cases in 2015, according to law firm Haynes and Boone LLP. The cases involve $13.1 billion in
debt, and ‘industry and economic indicators suggest more producer filings will occur before the
year is out.’” The bankruptcies have resulted from dramatic price declines from “an average
price of $92.91 a barrel in 2015 . . . [to] around $50 a barrel this year. . . . Prices dipped below
$40 on Wednesday and again Thursday, which ‘felt a lot like a tentative temperature-testing toe
in the water before a full-on cannonball into the pond,’ Wolfe Research analysts said in a note.”
********Commodity and futures prices for oil, and much additional information, can be found
at: http://markets.wsj.com/us. Nothing surprising in this information, as lower market price will
tend to induce some firms to leave the industry and some to reduce their output. As with
Minnesota iron ore, changes in global prices give rise to many regional (and local) adjustments.
(20 November 2015): “Australia Blocks Farm Sale on Security Grounds”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/australia-blocks-farm-sale-on-security-grounds-1447911315)
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--------“Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull’s new government blocked the sale of one of the
world’s biggest cattle farms to Chinese and other foreign investors on security grounds . . .
Foreign takeovers are a sensitive matter in Australia . . . Takeovers from China are especially
contested because many companies there are state owned. So too are deals involving the
agricultural sector, where China is now the biggest investor in Australia, and where food security
is a worry.” According to the Australian government, the deal involving the holdings of S.
Kidman & Co., including “the Anna Creek Station in South Australia state—which, at 9,142
square miles, is almost the size of the state of Vermont.” Within recent years, Australia turned
down an “attempted takeover of an Australian grain handler by U.S. agribusiness Archer Daniels
Midland.”
********An example of how legal and political forces—the invisible foot—determine what
items can be bought and sold.
(23 November 2015): “How Demographics Rule the Global Economy”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-demographics-rule-the-global-economy-1448203724)
--------“Ever since the global financial crisis, economists have groped for reasons to explain why
growth in the U.S. and abroad has repeatedly disappointed, citing everything from fiscal austerity
to the euro meltdown. They are now coming to realize that one of the stiffest headwinds is also
one of the hardest to overcome: demographics. Next year, the world’s advanced economies will
reach a critical milestone. For the first time since 1950, their combined working-age population
will decline, according to United Nations projections, and by 2050 it will shrink 5%. The ranks
of workers will also fall in key emerging markets, such as China and Russia. At the same time
the share of these countries’ population over 65 will skyrocket. . . . This reflects two longestablished trends: lengthening lifespans and declining fertility.”
********The article contains a wealth of information about the consequences of lengthening
lifespans and declining fertility. This is one of seven articles relating to the theme 2050:
Demographic Destiny. You will a list of each article in the series at the top of the screen for this
article. Harvard economist Alvin Hansen, an early popularizer of the work of John Maynard
Keynes, wrote influentially on the relationship between population and economic growth, as
mentioned in the article and indicated in: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alvin_Hansen. The
article that put Hansen on the demographic map is “Economic Progress and Declining
Population Growth” (1939).
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 241 (2 December 2015)
(27 November 2015): “Palm Oil Facing ‘Powerful Cocktail’ of El Nino, Fuel Demand”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-27/palm-oil-seen-facing-powerful-cocktailof-el-nino-fuel-demand)
--------Palm oil is the “most consumed cooking oil found in everything from candy to instant
noodles.” Its price has “jumped 26 percent from a six-year low in August after drought and
smog hurt plantations in Southeast Asia. At the same time Indonesia is raising the amount of
palm blended with diesel to 20 percent from 15 percent. That’s boosted futures as prices of other
farm commodities slump.” According to Dorab Mistry, director of Godrej International Ltd., “El
Nino and the Indonesian biodiesel mandate are a powerful cocktail that has the potential to drive
prices in 2016.” The current El Niño is expected to “rank among the three strongest since 1950.”
In 1998 output “fell 5.5 percent in Malaysia and 7.2 percent in Indonesia . . . Production slid 5.1
percent in Malaysia in 1983.” Together, Indonesia and Malaysia “supply about 86 percent of the
world’s palm oil.”
********A clear example of one of the many effects of El Niño on world commodity markets.
Much more about the past, and likely future, effects of El Niño can be found with a Google
Scholar search (https://scholar.google.com/). The search terms “El Nino markets” yielded many
possibilities. Here are two books with noting. First, Mike Davis, Late Victorian Holocausts: El
Niño Famines and the Making of the Third World (http://www.amazon.com/Late-VictorianHolocausts-Famines-Making/dp/1859843824/). Second, Stanley A. Changnon, ed., El Niño,
1997-1998: The Climate Event of the Century (http://www.amazon.com/Late-VictorianHolocausts-Famines-Making/dp/1859843824/). The first book seems to be a well-developed
narrative, whereas the second is a collection aimed at various aspects of the 1997-98 El Niño and
its consequences over a fourteen-month period. No doubt these books focus on the supply-side
effects of El Niño. I wonder if there are demand-side effects, too?
********One day later I happened to see this: “The weird ways the weather makes you buy
things you didn’t plan to” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/11/25/thehidden-ways-weather-determines-what-you-buy/). The reporter, Ana Swanson, makes some
valuable points about how weather forecasts are being used by a variety of businesses to target
ads and product offerings. She notes: “These days, many businesses are tracking minute changes
in the weather as a way to figure out what customers want—from hair products and quilting
supplies to McRibs and insurance—often before they even know they want them.” One item that
caught my attention was the effective of weather on processing loan applications. Evidently loan
applications can be processed more quickly “on rainy days than clear, sunny ones.” That being
the case, companies processing loan applications “might want to set up their headquarters in
places with more miserable weather, or save more difficult work for particularly dismal days.”
No doubt there is an optimal mix on miserable and lovely weather. Although, as Swanson
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observes, some of the effects of weather may seem obvious, it is interesting to see them born out
in data. It appears, for example, that the sales of convertibles and four-wheel-drive vehicles are
closely related. The nice weather that makes a convertible more attractive also makes a fourwheel-drive less attractive.
(28 November 2015): “Taxing sugary drinks: Stopping slurping”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21679259-taxes-fizzy-drinks-seemwork-intended-stopping-slurping)
--------“Around the world, governments and beverage makers are locked in battle over taxes on
sugary drinks. . . . Governments are adopting the taxes in the hope of trimming bulging
waistlines and slowing the rise in diabetes, which cost taxpayers vast sums in spending on health
care.” Although the beverage industry “argues that it is not the government’s business to decide
what people should eat and drink” it does seem that taxes on sugary drinks do affect consumer
behavior. In Mexico, where such taxes are in place, “FEMSA, Coca-Cola’s Mexican bottler,
blamed declining sales in 2014 of the price jump that followed the introduction of the tax.” In
addition, academic studies have shown that sales of soft drinks fell after the tax was put in place.
One thing that has been learned, however, is that although “taxes on sugary drinks are working
as intended, it also indicates that bad design can undermine much of the benefit.”
********The article notes three factors to consider. First, the tax must be “sufficiently” high to
impact consumption. Second, the ability of consumers to shop elsewhere must be considered.
Third, “Taxes also work better if they distinguish between different degrees of sugariness.” In
Hungary, which has a tax that consider not only sugariness, but also salt and fat, “40% of
manufacturers had adjusted their recipes accordingly.” Presumably, a tax which has public
health as a goal, would act to change the behavior of consumers and producers.
********Closely related to the story above is the new book by Marion Nestle, Soda Politics:
Taking on Big Soda (and Winning). The book is reviewed in The Economist
(http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21679168-how-wage-war-against-big-sodapopped) and you can learn still more about it at: http://www.amazon.com/Soda-Politics-TakingBig-Winning/dp/0190263431/. Nestle’s book Food Politics (2002) “remains a bible for those
who bewail the power of food companies.” There is a revised and expanded 10th Anniversary
Edition available at: http://www.amazon.com/Food-Politics-Influences-NutritionCalifornia/dp/0520275969/.
(30 November 2015): “Bakery Puts Public Good in Its Recipe for
Success”[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/bakery-puts-public-good-in-its-recipe-for-success1448848982)
--------The Greyston Bakery of Yonkers, New York was founded in 1982 by Buddhist monk
Bernie Glassman. The Bakery “hires applicants in the order in which they walk in the door, no
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questions asked. The workers tend to be those who are chronically underemployed, particularly
those who have been incarcerated.” The Bakery has 90 employees, 75 of whom “joined through
the open hiring process. All prospective employees are put on a wait list, which is now about six
months long. About 40% of prospective employees make it through a 10-month apprentice
program. For those who don’t stay, the main reason is they don’t show up on time.” Mike
Brady, the CEO of the Bakery, notes that “the process is less inefficient than it sounds . . .
because the bakery has none of the traditional costs associated with hiring, like interviewing,
drug tests and background checks.” During the last year, the Bakery had sales of $13.4 million.
It produces “35,000 pounds of brownies a day. Of these, the bakery sells 80% to Unilever, for
mixing into Ben & Jerry’s ice cream, and 20% to Whole Foods Market Inc. and other
customers.”
--------The Bakery is a benefit corporation under New York state law. “All profits not reinvested
in the bakery go to the Greyston Foundation, which provides child care, housing, community
gardens and other social services to Yonkers residents and the bakery’s employees.” Currently,
Brady is “working to create what he calls the Center for Social Enterprise and Alternative Hiring,
through which he hopes to turn the bakery’s local impact into a national one.”
********You can learn more about open hiring at Greyston Bakery at: http://greyston.com/thebakery-open-hiring/. Bernie Glassman is a Zen Buddhist—you can learn more about him at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetsugen_Bernard_Glassman. Perhaps his best known book is
Instructions for the Cook: A Zen Master’s Lessons in Living a Life That Matters
(http://www.amazon.com/Instructions-Cook-Masters-Lessons-Matters/dp/1611800684/). I found
the open hiring practice of Greyston Bakery to be interesting and applicable more broadly. It
appears, though, that this practice does not apply to all of its positions.
********Also related to baking is an earlier story “Bread Is Broken”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/01/magazine/bread-is-broken.html). It relates the work of
Stephen Jones, who has a Ph.D. in genetics from the University of California, Davis, to move
bread baking from industrial production based upon standardized flour to something that is more
artisanal largely by developing types of wheat that embrace a sense of terroir, much like fine
wines. The article points out some of the challenges he and his Bread Lab face at it scales up
production for customers like Chipotle. You can learn more about the Bread Lab at:
http://thebreadlab.wsu.edu/.
(1 December 2015): “Why the U.S. Pays More Than Other Countries for Drugs”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-the-u-s-pays-more-than-other-countries-for-drugs1448939481)
--------“Drug prices in the U.S. are shrouded in mystery, obscured by confidential rebates,
multiple middlemen and the strict guarding of trade secrets. But for certain drugs—those paid
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for by Medicare Part B—prices are public. By stacking theses against pricing in three foreign
health systems, as discovered in nonpublic and public data, The Wall Street Journal was able to
pinpoint international drug-cost differences and what lies behind them. What it found, in the
case of Norway, was that U.S. prices were higher for 93% of 40 top branded drugs available in
both countries in the third quarter. Similar patterns appeared when U.S. prices were compared
with those in England and Canada’s Ontario province. Throughout the developed world,
branded prescription drugs are generally cheaper than in the U.S. . . . The reasons the U.S. pays
more are rooted in philosophical and practical differences in the way its health system provides
benefits, in the drug industry’s political clout and in many Americans’ deep aversion to the
notion of rationing.” In Norway and many other developed countries, “The state-run health
systems . . . drive hard bargains with drug companies: setting price caps, demanding proof new
drugs’ value in comparison to existing ones and sometimes refusing to cover medicines they
doubt are worth the cost. . . . Medicare, the largest single U.S. payer for prescription drugs, is by
law unable to negotiate pricing.”
********One point made in the article about the use of cost-effectiveness in Norway caught my
attention. There, if a drug is found not to be cost effective, it is not uncommon for a drug
company to lower its price so that the drug in question will qualify for use by the health system.
A consequence of the pricing of drugs in the U.S. is that “Americans fund much of the global
drug industry’s earnings, and its efforts to find new medicines.”
(1 December 2015): “A grim bargain: Once a weakness, low-skilled workers who get paid little
have become the Deep South’s strength”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/business/2015/12/01/a-grim-bargain/)
********A case study, of sorts, of one town’s experience with tax-incentive based corporate
recruitment, in this instance a copper tube company from Xinxiang, China. As it turned out, the
expected wages of residents exceeded those actually received. All this is consistent with the
word ‘strength’ in the title of the article, i.e., the strength is the existence of very low wages. As
the article notes, “Though many states recruit businesses with tax incentives, states in the Deep
South pioneered the practice and remain aggressive users of the tool, pitching not just tax breaks
but low costs and anemic union participation.” Coincidentally, The Pew Charitable Trusts just
released a report of “Reducing Budget Risks: Using data and design to make state tax incentives
more predictable.” You can learn more about the 23-page report, and gain access to a download
of it, at: http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/reports/2015/12/reducing-budgetrisks.
(2 December 2015): “How Big Food Is Using Natural Flavors to Win Consumer Favor”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-big-food-is-using-natural-flavors-to-win-consumer-favor1448989427)
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--------Researchers at the Golden Valley, Minnesota labs of General Mills are working to respond
to changing American tastes away from “artificial flavorings, dyes, and preservatives” and
toward “food with ingredients that they can find in their own pantries. The phenomenon has
roiled the food industry in recent years are reconstructing recipes, especially of packaged-food
items, isn’t a piece of cake. It requires consumer food companies to find acceptable alternatives
and to manage any side effects, from higher costs to unintended changes to taste or texture that
could risk alienating loyal consumers. The new environment is frustrating for some in the food
industry after decades of technological advances to make packaged food cheaper, longer lasting
and more flavorful.”
********Economists routinely use the notion of an isoquant to indicate the possibilities of
producing the same quantity of some product with different resource combinations. The article
points out that such different resource combinations are not at all easy to arrive at. In particular,
it discusses how artificial food colors, like Red 40, Yellow 6, or Blue 1, are arrived at by using
various fruits and vegetables. Then there are the issues of taste, shelf life, and cost. You can
find a definition of isoquant at: http://economicsconcepts.com/isoquants.htm.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 242 (9 December 2015)
(12 November 2015): “America’s poorest white town: abandoned by coal, swallowed by drugs”
(http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/nov/12/beattyville-kentucky-and-americas-pooresttowns)
--------According to a U.S. census survey, Beattyville, Kentucky is “the poorest white town—
98% of its 1,700 residents are white—in the country. It was also by one measure . . . among the
four lowest income towns in the country. . . . Beattyville sits at the northern tip of a belt of the
most enduring rural poverty in America. The belt runs from eastern Kentucky through the
Mississippi delta to the Texas border with Mexico, taking in two of the other towns—one
overwhelmingly African American and the other exclusively Latino—at the bottom of the low
income scale. The town at the very bottom of the census list is an outlier far to the west on an
Indian reservation in Arizona. The communities share common struggles in grappling with
blighted histories and uncertain futures. . . . To the young, such places can sometimes feel like
traps in an age when social mobility in the US is diminishing and they face greater obstacles to a
good education than other Americans. At the same time, each of the towns is distinguished by
problems not common to the rest. In Beattyville it is the drug epidemic, which has not only
destroyed lives but has come to redefine a town whose fleeting embrace of prosperity a
generation ago is still visible in some of its grander official buildings and homes near the heart of
the town.”
********The articles on all four towns, one each in Kentucky, Mississippi, Texas, and Arizona,
are accessible at the link above. The online story about Beattyville is much more extensive than
the print version of 4 December 2015. Embedded in the story is a 23-minute video, which I
watched, about “The Poverty Tours (April-May 1964)” of then-president Lyndon Johnson. No
doubt different reactions will be evoked by viewing it. What struck me was the sense of a moral
imperative to do something about poverty.
********One thing that really struck me about the Beattyville article was the connection
between soft drinks, aka, “pop,” food stamps, cash, and drugs. As it turns out, “Close to 57% of
Beattyville residents claim food stamps. They are paid by electronic transfer on the first of the
month. That same day, cases of Pepsi and Coca-Cola are marked down sharply in supermarkets
and disappear off the shelves, often paid for with food stamps. They are then sold on to smaller
stores at a lower price than they would pay a distributor, in effect turning several hundred dollars
of food stamps into cash at about 50 cents on the dollar.” That cash can then be used to purchase
drugs, like OxyContin. Perhaps that is another reason why Maine’s Department of Health and
Human Services wants “to ban food stamp recipients from using their benefits to purchase candy
and soda” (http://www.pressherald.com/2015/11/23/maine-renews-push-to-prohibit-food-stamprecipients-from-purchasing-soda-and-candy/). All this reminds me of the discussion of the
merits of “in-kind transfers” versus cash payments, a discussion of which is given by Harvard
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professor Edward Glaeser (http://www.pressherald.com/2015/11/23/maine-renews-push-toprohibit-food-stamp-recipients-from-purchasing-soda-and-candy/) in light of the ideas of Milton
and Rose Friedman. No doubt Rose Director Friedman has not received the notice she deserves.
Rose Director was a graduate student in economics at the University of Chicago, along with her
eventual husband Milton Friedman. She completed “all the work for a Ph.D. except for writing a
thesis” (http://news.uchicago.edu/article/2009/08/18/rose-friedman-distinguished-economistdies). In here obituary in The New York Times
(http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/19/business/19friedman.html) she is quoted as saying “I’ve
always felt that I’m responsible for at least half of what he’s gotten.” Who will write Rose
Director Friedman’s story?
(25 November 2015): “The Pickle Problem”
(http://www.npr.org/sections/money/2015/11/25/457408717/episode-665-the-pickle-problem)
********This is an 18-minute podcast from NPR’s Planet Money. It provides an exploration of
how food bank directors across the U.S. sought to arrive at a more effective means of directing
different types of free foods to those who actually wanted it. Unsurprisingly, the use of marketlike practices played a role—economists from the University of Chicago were consulted—but
some resistance had to be overcome. Even then, the extension of market-like practices were not
embraced when it came to food banks trading with one another. Here is a good example of the
roles played by the invisible hand and the invisible handshake in the distribution of food by food
banks.
(4 December 2015): “In Pennsylvania, a Steel Mill and Its Workers at a Crossroads”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/04/business/in-pennsylvania-a-steel-mill-and-its-workers-ata-crossroads.html)
--------“Since Aug. 15 [stainless steel producer] Allegheny [Technologies] has locked out 2,200
workers at 12 plants in six states in what has become one of the nation’s largest and longest work
stoppages in years. As unions have weakened in recent decades, more corporations have turned
to lockouts to wring givebacks from their workers. In this latest showdown, Allegheny has taken
on the nation’s biggest, most combative industrial union.” If the United Steelworkers lose, “it
could prompt another wave of me-too-concessions and represent a further humbling of organized
labor just as it was starting to gain ground on other fronts.” Robert S. Wetherbee, “the president
of Allegheny’s Flat-Rolled Products division, said the company needed to drive a hard bargain
because the market had shifted significantly. Stainless steel prices are down 30 percent since
April and Chinese producers are gaining a greater share of the business. The company’s flatrolled division, he said, lost money in 10 of the last 11 quarters.” Wetherbee notes, “We’re faced
with a once-in-a-generation opportunity to bend the cost curve on a major part of our costs. . . . If
we’re going to be competitive, we have to be in a position where we have a different benefit
structure for the next generation we hire.”
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********As the article notes, the proposed bend to the cost curve includes the introduction of
two-tiered contracts, which are abhorred by the United Steelworkers and other unions because
“they sell out future generations and sow tensions between older and younger workers.”
(4 December 2015): “Bye, bye, bananas”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/12/04/the-worlds-most-popular-bananacould-go-extinct/)
--------“In the mid 1990s, the most popular banana in the world—a sweet, creamy variety called
Gros Michel grown in Latin America—all but disappeared from the planet” due to the spread of
a fungus called “Panama disease, which first appeared in Australia in the late 1800s” and jumped
continents. “The damage was so great and swift that in a matter of only a few decades the Gros
Michel nearly went extinct.” After half a century, “a new strain of the disease is threatening the
existence of the Cavendish, the banana that replaced the Gros Michel as the world’s top banana
export, representing 99 percent of the market, along with a number of banana varieties produced
and eaten locally around the world. And there is no known way to stop it—or even contain it.”
Although Tropical Race 4, which is the mutation of Panama Disease, has not yet made its way to
Latin America, researchers say it is just a matter of time.
********As the article points out, monoculture agriculture carries substantial risks. Reporter
Roberto A. Ferdman concludes by noting, “Now that it looks like the Cavendish could suffer the
same fate as the last commercially produced banana . . . it’s becoming a little clearer that it
probably wasn’t the type of banana but rather the type of production that needed changing.”
Perhaps the cultural move, at least in the more developed world, to greater appreciation of
variety, will one day makes its way to bananas, too.
(5 December 2015): “Fed chair Janet Yellen is learning the importance of politics in economics”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/yellen-learning-the-games-politiciansplay/2015/12/04/83bb492a-83ce-11e5-9afb-0c971f713d0c_story.html)
--------“Janet L. Yellen stepped into the top job at the Federal Reserve last year with more
experience than anybody who has led the central bank in its 100-year history. But she is finding
that success demands not just economic expertise, but a political prowess she is still learning to
master.” With the Fed meeting in “less than two weeks to decide whether to finally raise interest
rates” her ability to force consensus, “while being responsive to Capitol Hill’s critiques” is
important. Document and interviews “with more than 20 associates reveal how Yellen is trying
to navigate this challenging moment.”
********There isn’t much analysis in the article but there is a clear indication of how Janet
Yellen goes about her work. Her approach seems to be part of a continued evolution of
leadership from relatively top down (Alan Greenspan), to greater transparency (Ben Bernanke),
and to greater inclusion. A valuable look at a decision maker and her work.
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(5 November 2015): “Tastes Like Chicken: How to Satisfy the World’s Surging Appetite for
Meat “ (http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-to-satisfy-the-worlds-surging-appetite-for-meat1449238059)
--------[This is an article in the 2050 series.] Roughly 60 billion chickens are “now slaughtered
for meat each year.” This number is expected to grow as agriculture faces the challenge of “How
to feed the 2.4 billion additional people expected to join the global population by 2050.”
Scientists, like Paul Siegel, a professor emeritus of animal and poultry sciences at Virginia Tech,
seeking to help companies “breed chickens that will grow faster on less feed and require fewer
drugs to stay healthy.” Eventually poultry is expected to surpass pork in terms of total
production; currently pork is first, poultry second, and beef third. “Rising household incomes
among rapidly growing populations of developing countries” are expected to allow more people
to purchase animal-based protein, which typically deliver all of the amino acids that cells need
that the body cannot produce itself; typically nuts and vegetables only provide some of those
amino acids. A comparison of the amounts of grain needed to produce one pound of weight
gain, as well as the time to market, shows that chicken has a decided advantage. For example, a
one pound gain of chicken meat requires 1.9 pounds of grain and 1-2 months, whereas a one
pound gain of pork require 2.9 pounds of grain and 6-7 months’ fish (Tilapia) is the closest to
chicken in terms of grain needed (1.5-1.8 pounds) and time to market (5-8) months, but it
requires four times the amount of water as chickens. All this suggests that the relative cost of
producing chicken will be less than fish, pork, and beef, and its consumption will increase.
********The article includes a five-minute video showing a chicken production facility in
Thailand operated by Cargill, just one of many facilities that are expected to be operating in the
future. Although Dr. Siegel is confident that chicken is the best bet to provide animal protein to
a growing population, he notes that “people may have to accept some tradeoffs in the way it is
produced.” The article closes with his comment, “Free range is very nice . . . but how many
people are you going to be able to feed with free range?”
(5 December 2015): “Craft Brewers Take Issue With AB InBev Distribution Plan”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/craft-brewers-take-issue-with-ab-inbev-distribution-plan1449227668)
--------AB InBev has announced a new plan to help reverse declining beer sales in the U.S. Its
new incentive program “could offer some independent distributors in the U.S. annual
reimbursements of as much as $1.5 million if 98% of the beers they sell are AB InBev brands . . .
Distributors whose sales volumes are 95% made up of AB InBev brands would be eligible to
have the brewer cover as much as half of their contractual marketing support for those brands . . .
AB InBev . . . estimates participating distributors would receive an average annual benefit of
$200,000 each.” Craft brewers worry that the plan “will make it harder to get shelf space for
their IPAs and porters” and make it more difficult to distribute their product. Contributing to this
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is the three-tier distribution in the U.S., “in which brewers must sell beer to distributors who then
sell it to retailers. The bulk of the nation’s beer distribution is handled by distributors with
agreements to sell either AB InBev or MillerCoors beers, according to the National Beer
Wholesalers Association.” Currently, “At least one distributor has dropped a craft brewer as a
result of the incentive program. Deschutes Brewery President Michael Lalonde said Grey Eagle
Distributing of St. Louis last week decided it will drop the Oregon brewery behind Mirror Pond
Pale Ale because it ‘had to make a choice to go with the incentive program or stay with craft.’”
Recent purchases of craft brewers by AB InBev is also contributing to the concern of craft
brewers.
********It appears that craft brewers have good reason to be concerned. I found it interesting
that Deschutes Brewery, which has been reported as considering Asheville, North Carolina for a
new brewery (http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2015/10/23/breweryannouncement-could-come-2016/74218526/), was mentioned in the article. Might a
conglomeration of craft breweries constrain the incentive program of AB InBev? How would
that work?
(6 December 2015): “The Arithmetic of Compassion”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/06/opinion/the-arithmetic-of-compassion.html)
--------[From The Opinion Pages.] “We all can relate to the saying ‘One death is a tragedy; a
million deaths is a statistic.’ Our sympathy for suffering and loss declines precipitously when we
are presented with increasing numbers of victims.” Terms like “psychic numbing,” coined by
psychiatrist Robert Jay Lifton, “compassion face,” as well as “pseudoinefficacy” and the
“prominence effect” all get at the phenomenon of caring less, often much less, for additional
people enduring some misfortune. “The poet Zbigniew Herbert called this ‘the arithmetic of
compassion.’”
********This seems to qualify as an author-bylined article, one of great interest. The authors,
Scott Slovic and Paul Slovic, are the editors of Numbers and Nerves: Information, Emotion, and
Meaning in a World of Data (2015). You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.decisionresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/N-N-Flyer.pdf. The Table of
Contents is on page 2. As also noted on page 2, Scott is a professor of literature and the
environment at the University of Idaho and Paul is a professor of psychology at the University of
Oregon. Regarding the book, its “essays and interviews . . . explore the quandary of our
cognitive responses to quantitative information, while also offering compelling strategies for
overcoming insensitivity to the meaning of such information.”
(9 December 2015): “Chinese Glacier’s Retreat Signals Trouble for Asian Water Supply”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/09/world/asia/chinese-glaciers-retreat-signals-trouble-forasian-water-supply.html)
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--------“The extreme effects predicted of global climate change are already happening in western
China. Glacier retreat here and across the so-called Third Pole, the glaciers of the Himalayas and
related mountain ranges, threatens Asia’s water supply. . . . Permafrost is disappearing from the
Tibet-Qinhai Plateau, jeopardizing the existence of plants and animals, the livelihoods of its
people and even the integrity of infrastructure like China’s high-altitude railway to Lhasa, Tibet.
The fact that Chinese scientists are raising alarms about these changes is a key reason that the
Chinese government has been engaging fully in climate change negotiations in recent years.”
According to a scientific report released in November, the consequences for China’s 1.4 billion
people from climate change are disastrous. The include “rising sea levels along the urbanized
coast, floods from storms across China and the erosion of glaciers. . . . Temperatures in China are
expected to rise by 1.3 to 5 degrees Celsius, or 2.3 to 9 degrees Fahrenheit, by the end of the
century, and temperatures have risen faster in China in the last half-century than the global
average.”
********Scientists at the Mengke Glacier in western China note that the glacier receded an
average of 26 feet per year from 1993 to 2005 and an average of 54 feet per year from 2005 to
2014. At some point, of course, acceleration will slow, as there will be no more glacier to melt.
You can learn more about the 900-page report, which is available only in Chinese, at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/30/world/asia/chinese-report-on-climate-change-depictssomber-scenarios.html. The economic and social consequences of these changes are hard to
imagine. Increased migration within countries and internationally will definitely be one
consequence. Along those lines, a historian’s perspective might be of use. William Spellman, of
the University of North Carolina at Asheville, has written on the topic in The Global Community:
Migration and the Making of the Modern World (2002). You can learn more about the book at:
http://www.amazon.com/Global-Community-Migration-Making-Modern/dp/0750922435/.
(9 December 2015): “If It Owns a Well or a Mine, It’s Probably in Trouble”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/09/business/anglo-american-to-cut-85000-jobs-amidcommodity-slump.html)
--------“The pain among energy and mining producers worsened again on Tuesday, as one of the
industry’s large players [Anglo American] cut its work force by nearly two-thirds and Chinese
trade data amplified concerns about the country’s appetite for commodities.” According to
Daniel Yergin, energy historian and vice chairman of HIS, “The world of commodities has been
turned upside down . . . Instead of tight supply and strong demand, we have tepid demand and
oversupply and overcapacity for commodity production. It’s the end of an era that is not going
to come back soon.”
********Another example of the importance of China in driving global commodity demand, as
well as the importance of supply-related developments in the oil industry. Combined these have
contributed to significant downward price pressures on the commodities and some produced
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goods. It emphasizes, I think, the relevance of climate change in China and the response of the
Chinese government to it.
(9 December 2015): “Organic vs. Non-GMO Labels. Who’s Winning?”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/organic-vs-non-gmo-labels-whos-winning-1449619118)
--------“Surging sales of foods marketed as made without genetically modified crops are
outpacing sales of food labeled organic in U.S. grocery stores. That is frustrating some organic
companies and farmers, who invest significant sums to meet government standards and to get
their foods certified. The organic industry is responding with marketing campaigns touting that
its foods—in addition to being made without genetically modified organisms, or GMOs, as such
crops are known—also abide by other requirements.” Although the USDA “has certified organic
foods since 2002,” there is no federal certification for non-GMO foods. That certification is
done by private groups, “mainly the Non-GMO Project” of Bellingham, Washington.
********As the article points out, although the difference may seem like hairsplitting, it is not
without consequence as “One category’s growth can come at the expense of another’s, since
specialty foods often compete for the same limited shelf space in supermarkets.” You can learn
more about the Non-GMO Project at: http://www.nongmoproject.org/.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 243 (16 December 2015)
(10 December 2015): “The I-Word Our Debates Are Missing” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/thei-word-our-debates-are-missing-1449705312)
--------[From the Opinion pages, by Glenn Hutchins of the Brookings Institution.] “As
presidential candidates crisscross the nation, economic inequality has become a rallying cry.
That is important: Opportunity in the U.S. should inure to all, not just a privileged few.
Nonetheless, I wish that politicians would spend more time addressing economic insecurity,
which has become the dominant way average Americans understand their household budgets.”
A 2014 study by Brookings “found that up to 40% of American households live hand-to-mouth.
They spend all their available financial resources every pay period.” In 2011, a Brookings study
“explored ‘financial fragility,’ defined as the inability to muster $2,000 within 30 days to cover
an unexpected expense . . . Half of those queried did not believe they could come up with the
money. That includes almost a quarter of households making between $100,000 and $150,000.”
These studies and others indicate that “Both economic inequality and insecurity need to be
addressed.”
********Hutchins goes on to discuss a variety of remedies for inequality and for insecurity. It
strikes me that the former are oriented more toward the economic system, i.e., macroeconomic,
whereas the latter are oriented more toward the individual, i.e., microeconomic.
********In a related article, “The Roots of Republican Fears on Immigration and Trade”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-roots-of-republicans-fears-on-immigration-and-trade1450107708), economic (and personal) insecurity are connected to the current presidential
campaign season. It compares positions taken by president Ronald Reagan and some current
Republican candidates in relation to trade and immigration, and the meaning of Japanese
internment. “In the Reagan view, both the arrival of immigrants and the opening of borders to
trade added to American economic strength.” Regarding the Japanese internment during WWII,
when Reagan signed a 1988 bill providing financial restitution for those interned, he said that
internment “based solely on race” constituted “a grave wrong.” That some candidates hold quite
different positions now, so argues columnist Gerald F. Seib, stems from increased economic
insecurity and changing demographics. An interesting read with some surprising poll results.
For example, “a new Wall Street Journal/NBC News poll, [shows] Democrats were more than
twice as likely as Republicans to say that immigration helps America . . . [and] A higher share of
Democrats—56%—said free trade is good for America than the 48% of Republican[s] who said
free trade was beneficial. In addition, Republicans were only slightly more likely than
Democrats to identify themselves as strong supporters of business interests.” These outcomes
seem consistent with the movement of “more blue-collar and rural Americans . . . toward the
GOP since the Reagan presidency began.” All this is taking place at a time of large-scale
population movements from rural to urban areas, a global trend that is discussed, somewhat
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narrowly, in “Urban Planet: As World Crowds In, Cities Become Digital Laboratories”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/as-world-crowds-in-cities-become-digital-laboratories1449850244). The article is part of the 2050 series.
(10 December 2015): “As the Gig Economy Changes Work, So Should Rules”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/as-the-gig-economy-changes-work-so-should-rules-1449683384)
--------The growth of the “gig” economy has given rise to controversy highlighting “a littleappreciated gap in the U.S. economy: its labor laws and institutions haven’t kept up with how the
needs of businesses and workers have changed. In the U.S., you are either an employee, or you
aren’t.” According to a new study by Seth Harris (Cornell University) and Alan Krueger
(Princeton University), “What the U.S. needs . . . is a new category for gig-economy jobs that
blends elements of both.” According to them, a new, “independent worker,’ designation is need
to help clarify this situation, the object being “to ensure that companies thrive based on the
strengths of their business model, not on ‘regulatory arbitrage,’ that is, their ability to pay for
employees than other firms do.”
********There has been a good deal of attention given in recent months to the need to expand
the categories of labor regulation to encompass the work arrangements of the gig economy.
Grep Ip provides a useful summary of the issues and whetted my appetite to learn more, which
you can do by reading the Abstract of “A Proposal for Modernizing Labor Laws for TwentyFirst Century Work: The ‘Independent Worker’” at:
http://www.hamiltonproject.org/papers/modernizing_labor_laws_for_twenty_first_century_work
_independent_worker. A free download of the 36-page report is available at the site. As
mentioned in the article, Alan Krueger previously “conducted research for Uber” but “Uber had
no role in” the Hamilton Project study. Uber is mentioned prominently in the article as perhaps
the most prominent instance of the gig economy.
(10 December 2015): “Tasty! The Story of MSG” (http://daily.jstor.org/tasty-story-msg/)
********Monosodium glutamate began its life in 1909 when “Japanese chemist Ikeda Kikunae
went looking for a way to make healthy, bland food more palatable.” Eventually he “isolated an
ingredient in sea kelp that helped give konbu dashi, the ubiquitous Japanese broth, its flavor.
Ikeda also came up with the word umami—‘tasty’ in Japanese—to describe MSG.” The Suzuki
Chemical Company developed the Ajinomoto brand of MSG as “a predictable, convenient,
scientifically proven product.” But in the 1960s, “with the publication of Silent Spring and new
studies warning about possible carcinogenic effects of artificial sweeteners, Americans
increasingly questioned the use of food additives” like MSG. “In response, Ajinomoto
transformed its marketing, veering away from the idea of a scientifically formulated product and
toward natural imagery. At the same time, it sponsored research that suggested umami was a
previously unrecognized fifth basis taste.”
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********It appears, then, that if changing the product is not palatable to the company, changing
its marketing may be. Livia Gershon concludes her article, noting “whether we like the idea of
eating . . . [MSG] probably still depends on whether we see it as a scientifically engineered
‘chemical’ or a source of naturally delicious umami.” You can learn more about umami at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Umami.
(10 December 2015): “NC Utilities Commission approves electricity discounts for industrial
customers” (http://www.newsobserver.com/news/business/article49098865.html)
--------“The N.C. Utilities Commission this week approved a special discount on electric bills for
industrial power users, a price break Duke Energy has been seeking for favored customers for at
least four years. The corporate subsidy, known as a ‘job retention tariff,’ is designed to keep
employers from laying off workers or moving out of state by offering industries a financial
incentive to stay in North Carolina.” Although the concept was opposed by some large power
users . . . the Utilities Commission agreed that the industrial power discount would benefit the
entire state. North Carolina has lost more than 200,000 manufacturing jobs in the last decade,
and in the past 15 years, Duke Energy Progess’ industrial power sales fell 28 percent.” North
Carolina’s Public Staff, “the state agency that advocates for ratepayers . . . supported the
industrial rate discount, but only when it would prevent loss of jobs, along with other
restrictions.” Those restrictions won’t be spelled out until Duke proposes a discounted rate and
related details, possibly next year.” The industrial discount was conceived when “Duke was
seeking support for its merger with Raleigh-based Progress Energy. Industrial customers agreed
not to fight the merger in exchange for a promise from Duke that it would seek a special discount
for the industrial power users.”
********This will be something to look for in 2016. Were the companies—certainly
‘industries’ is the wrong word—leaving North Carolina really that sensitive to energy prices?
You can read the 25-page statement of the Utilities Commission, as well as its five-page
Appendix, at: http://starw1.ncuc.net/NCUC/ViewFile.aspx?Id=d41cd417-9391-4f7e-8bceaea0fe107d94.
(12 December 2015): “Economies of Ail: How Bacteria Flourish”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/economies-of-ail-how-bacteria-flourish-1449847072)
--------“In an unusual marriage, biology and economics appear to be a match made in heaven.
Four years ago, two former roommates reunited at a friend’s wedding had time to catch up. The
first, an economist, asked: ‘What are you working on?’ The second, a biologist, answered: ‘How
microbial communities interact. It’s kind of like in economics.’ And that’s when the intellectual
sparks began to fly. Turns out microbial communities . . . expand by trading metabolites such as
amino acids with other species of bacteria, just like free-market economies grow by exchanging
goods and services. That novel insight . . . provides a framework to explain how different
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species of bacteria interact in complex communities.” The work of the two former roommates,
economist Joshua Tasoff of Claremont Graduate University and biologist Michael T. Mee of
Boston University, has given rise to what they call “biotic general equilibrium theory, or BGET,
to predict changes in microbial populations based on their level of trading.” Tasoff notes, “If a
species is wasting valuable resources, they’re not going to be around for long . . . Maybe the
reason they are exporting valuable resources is because they are trading with each other.”
********Surprisingly, a Google Scholar search on the term “biotic general equilibrium theory”
yielded only one hit: “An Economic Framework of Microbial Trade”
(http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0132907); the article can be
downloaded for free. It would seem, therefore, that the authors are on the ground floor of a new
approach that will surely give rise to much new research at the intersection of economics,
biology, and environmental science, even if the sense of trading, which usually carries with it a
sense of volition, is subject to inappropriate anthropomorphisms. For an earlier book-length
examination of the relationship between economic and ecological ideas, an excellent source is
Nature’s Economy: A History of Ecological Ideas (http://www.amazon.com/Natures-EconomyHistory-Ecological-Environment/dp/0521468345/).
(14 December 2015): “Now Prices Can Change From Minute to Minute”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/now-prices-can-change-from-minute-to-minute-1450057990)
--------“Adult passes to the Indianapolis Zoo used to cost $16.95. New they set customers back
$8 or $30—or almost anywhere in between. The zoo prices tickets like airfares, changing prices
daily based on advance sales and expected demand. It discounts cold weekdays in February and
boosts prices after school groups book dozens of tickets. Since introducing such dynamic
pricing last year, the zoo’s admission revenue has grown 12%.” The Zoo isn’t alone. “Backed
by vast amounts of data and powerful software, more businesses are varying prices by the day,
the hour, or even the minute. Online sellers have used such tactics for years, but frequent price
changes are increasingly common in the physical world, amplifying the effects of supply and
demand on everything from parking spots to golf-course greens fees.” In Dallas, toll prices can
be changed every five minutes and “250 ski resorts in North American adjust the price of
advance-sale tickets daily.” Electronic price tags are also becoming more prominent—Kohl’s
Corp. uses them “in 1,200 stores to change prices for busy and slow times.” According to Peter
Fader of the University of Pennsylvania, “This is not a passing fad,” noting that Amazon made
dynamic pricing the norm and “it’s going to become imperative for the brick-and-mortar players
to figure out how to do this.” According to economists, dynamic prices makes consumers pay
more on average.
********In relation to the sentence immediately above, the idea is that different prices for
different people under different circumstances, i.e., price differentiation, will allow some of the
“consumers’ surplus” that exists under a one-price regime to be transferred from consumers to
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sellers. The availability of low-cost, actionable information and pricing adjustments has made
dynamic pricing profitable in situations it wasn’t possible previously. The person who first
recognized the role of price differentiation and consumers’ surplus was the French public
engineer Charles-François Dupuit (1742-1809), who you can learn more about at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles-Fran%C3%A7ois_Dupuis. You can learn more about his
work and the tradition in which he worked in Secret Origins of Modern Microeconomics: Dupuit
and the Engineers (http://www.amazon.com/Secret-Origins-Modern-MicroeconomicsEngineers/dp/0226199991/).
(16 December 2015): “In China, Diners Pay for Clean Air With Their Entrée”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/16/world/asia/china-air-restaurant-clean-charge.html)
--------“Has clear air become such a luxury in China that restaurants can charge patrons for it?
That question raged on Tuesday after Xinhua, the state news agency, reported that a restaurant in
the eastern province of Jiangsu was doing just that. The restaurant, in Zhangjiagang, near
Shanghai, was adding 1 renminbi, or about 15 cents, per customer as a ‘clean air fee.’ The
restaurant’s move came a week after Beijing issued its first ever ‘red alert’ over air pollution,
causing the capital to come to a virtual standstill.” Social media debate over the restaurant’s
actions “was divided between those contending that clean air is a basic right, not a commodity,
and those who countered that the restaurant incurred costs to install purifiers to clean the air and
is thus entitled to charge for that service.”
********Sitting in the wake of the recent Paris climate agreement
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/12/12/world/paris-climate-change-dealexplainer.html), fees and discussions like these will surely be more numerous. The complete text
of the Agreement can be read at: https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2646274-Updatedl09r01.html. On the general topic of climate change, two solar articles are worth noting, one on
batteries (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2015/12/15/hugedeal-provides-the-latest-evidence-that-the-battery-business-has-arrived/) and one on public
policy on rooftop solar in California (http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-rooftop-solarsubsidy-20151215-story.html).
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(18 December 2015): “HMO giant Kaiser Permanente plans to open a medical school in
Southern California” (http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-kaiser-school-of-medicine20151217-story.html)
--------“HMO giant Kaiser Permanente plans to launch a medical school in Southern California,
bucking the healthcare establishment and promoting a new generation of physicians that looks
more like the community it serves.” The nonprofit health system plans to “enroll its first class in
2019 . . . the Oakland company said that its approach will differ markedly from that of many
established medical schools. It will hew closer to the company’s commitment of rapidly
adopting new technology and adhering to the latest medical evidence in patient care.” In contrast
to traditional fee-for-service hospitals, Kaiser “collects an upfront premium from customers to
cover all of their care and has an incentive to keep patients healthy as opposed to the
conventional . . . model that can trigger wasteful spending.” Nationwide Kaiser “runs 38
hospitals . . . , owns hundreds of clinics and has nearly 18,000 doctors on salary at its affiliated
medical groups.”
********According to the article, “Kaiser has been a leader nationally at adopting electronic
medical records and offering doctor visits online.” Another factor driving Kaiser’s decision was
diversity: “It wants to recruit more minority students and teach all doctors how to better care for
an increasingly diverse patient population.” Evidently Kaiser studied a new medical school on
Long Island, New York which “accepted its first class only four years ago. The school, affiliated
with Hofstra University” differs from the traditional model in that “Incoming students are
immediately sent out to train as emergency medical technicians on ambulances” instead of an
initial two years of classroom study. All this is consistent with the plausible claim that the best
way to learn how to do something is to do it.
(18 December 2015): “This Year’s Worst Commodity . . . [Molybdenum]”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-12-18/this-year-s-worst-commodity-is-one-youprobably-can-t-pronounce)
--------Molybdenum, a metal “used to make steel has become this year’s worst-performing
commodity, after China’s stumbling economy and a collapse in the energy industry drove
outsized losses.” During the year its price “plunged 49 percent, the most among 79 raw
materials tracked by Bloomberg.” The metal “is used in many steel building materials and to
help harden the drills used to extract oil and natural gas from deep underground.” According to
global market strategist Paul Christopher, the outlook on metals, including molybdenum, is not
positive “because they’ve been overproduced. They will continue to do the worst, not just
because China’s demand is slipping still, but also because there’s not been enough supply
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adjustment.” Bank of America Corp. expects “the market will remain oversupplied through
2020.”
********An interesting element of the supply adjustment story is that “About half of
molybdenum is produced as a byproduct of extracting other metals, mainly copper. Because it
makes up a small portion of revenue for mining companies, suppliers are slower to respond with
output cuts when prices tumble.” For some producers, however, “molybdenum is a primary
extract from ore, rather than a byproduct” and they are likely to adjust to price declines more
quickly. Such a mine is the Henderson mine in Colorado. In looking at these two cases—
byproduct product and primary extract—one begins to see the connection of the market for
molybdenum to the market for copper, as well as to the composition of molybdenum production.
A nice opportunity for economic modelling.
(18 December 2015): “Why CRISPR-Cas9 is being hailed as the scientific ‘Breakthrough of the
Year’” (http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-crispr-cas-9-20151218-story.html)
--------The gene-editing technology CRISPR is having its year. The editors of Science declared
it the “Breakthrough of the Year” and Chinese researcher Junjiu Huang was named by Nature as
“one of the 10 people who mattered in 2015 for being the first to use the CRISPR system to edit
the DNA of human embryos (albeit ones that weren’t viable).” What sets CRISPR “apart from
other gene-editing technologies is how easy it is to use.” That ease of use is one of the reasons
why, “just a few weeks ago, hundreds of geneticists, biologists, ethicists and scientific
policymakers convened in Washington for a three-day conference to address the ethics of using
this powerful—and controversial—technology.”
********The article goes on to provide a series of questions and answers on the CRISPR—it is
an acronym—technology. Included in the article is a 4-minute video that explains and illustrates
the process, as well as a 16-minute TED talk by CRISPR-Cas 9 co-inventor Jennifer Doudna.
The three-day conference mentioned in the article published a final statement about the
technology, which you can read at:
http://www8.nationalacademies.org/onpinews/newsitem.aspx?RecordID=12032015a.
********The fact that the CRISPR-Cas 9 technology is much easier to use strongly suggests that
its (marginal) cost of use is much lower, too, which will almost certainly result in its being
employed much more frequently and in a wider variety of applications. This, no doubt, explains
the interest of German pharmaceutical group Bayer AG in establishing “a joint venture with
gene-editing startup Crispr Therapeutics AG.” Bayer will “invest at least $300 million in the
partnership in five years, in an effort to develop new medicines based on the emerging
technology.” In this fast-developing field, “Swiss pharmaceuticals giant Novartis AG has linked
up with a rival of Crispr Therapeutics that specializes in the same gene-editing technology.”
You can learn more about Bayer’s joint venture in the article “Bayer in Venture With Gene-
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Editing Startup” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/bayer-in-venture-with-gene-editing-startup1450644397). You can read Bayer’s press release on the joint venture at:
http://www.press.bayer.com/baynews/baynews.nsf/id/462E2A13E1FEFA22C1257F220032642A
.
(19 December 2015): “The force is strong in this firm”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21684138-disney-making-fortune-and-safeguardingits-future-buying-childhood-piece-piece)
********In a week when the world seems to have embraced Star Wars mania, The Economist
provides a broad perspective on its approach to the entertainment business. The entire article
provides interesting insights but what I found especially interesting (and impressive) was a flow
chart developed in 1957 that “elegantly lays out the company’s strategy, with films at the centre
surrounded by theme parks, merchandise, music, publishing and television. Each piece of the
business provides content and leads to sales for the others.” I wonder how it should be altered to
accommodate current technology and concerns? This “briefing” is accompanied by a leader,
which you can find at: http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21684156-how-one-companycame-master-business-storytelling-star-wars-disney-and-myth-making.
(22 December 2015): “Why Chemical Firms Are Seeking More U.S. Regulation”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/trade-groups-for-chemical-firms-in-a-twist-seek-more-u-sregulation-1450348202)
--------“Chemicals used to make baby bottles, paint strippers and furniture have become lightning
rods for consumer activism, state regulation and restrictions by big chain stores. That has
prompted manufacturers to do something unusual: ask for more federal regulation of their
products.” Both the U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate have past differing legislation
this year to update the Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976, “which governs the federal
government’s scientific examination and regulation of chemicals sold in the U.S.” The Act
“makes it almost impossible for the government to control chemicals that were already in the
marketplace when the law went into effect.” Trade groups representing chemical makers are
asking for new rules that will “make it easier to regulate some of the tens of thousands of those
chemicals.” By proposing new rules industry proponents hope to “stop momentum and states to
ban particular chemicals in consumer products—a practice the industry calls ‘retail regulation’
when done by stores.” Beyond “retail regulation,” “nearly 30 states, led by California, have
passed more than 100 laws regulating chemicals, creating a patchwork of regulations that
manufacturers must navigate.”
********The express “retail regulation” is a new one for me and I think that is misleading as it
is a matter of customers wanting certain product characteristics. There is no legal, just financial,
requirement at work. The economics behind the move to federal regulation seems pretty clear.
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As Adam Smith said in The Wealth of Nations, “the division of labor is limited by the extent of
the market.” Thus, the greater the number of individual regulations, by state, county, or
municipality, the smaller the potential market for any particular set of product characteristics, the
higher the cost of servicing that market, and presumably the lower the profitability of servicing
markets overall.
********The occasional desire for one universal set of regulations rather than a multiplicity of
individual regulations is also at the heart of “Ban on Microbeads Proves Easy to Pass Through
Pipeline” (http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/23/science/ban-on-microbeads-proves-easy-to-passthrough-pipeline.html). As the article points out both the U.S. House and Senate passed identical
legislation—The Microbead-Free Waters Act of 2015—to protect the environment from plastic
microbeads in early December. In brief, “The growing number of state and local laws, with
conflicting restrictions and timelines, motivated [the cosmetic] industry to support the law.”
(21 December 2015): “As Pot-Growing Expands, Electricity Demands Tax U.S. Grids”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-12-21/as-pot-growing-expands-power-demandstax-u-s-electricity-grids)
--------“Pot’s not green. The $3.5 billion U.S. cannabis market is emerging as one of the nation’s
most power-hungry industries, with the 24-hour demands of thousands of indoor growing sites
taxing aging electricity grids and unraveling hard-earned gains in energy conservation. Without
design standards or efficient equipment, the facilities in the 23 states where marijuana is legal are
responsible for greenhouse-gas emissions almost equal to those of every car, home and business
in New Hampshire. While reams of regulations cover everything from tracking individual plants
to package labeling to advertising, they lack requirements to reduce energy waste.”
********The article notes that “Electricity represents as much as 50 percent of an operator’s
overhead,” so presumably marijuana growers have an incentive to get their electrical usage under
control. It is easy to see how the person or people who will help growers reduce their electrical
usage will benefit many.
(22 December 2015): “Theater World Applauds New Tax Credits”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/theater-world-applauds-new-tax-credits-1450745050)
--------“Leaders and luminaries from the Broadway theater industry gathered Monday to
celebrate last week’s passage of a long-sought measure that will give live productions the same
tax credits as movies and TV shows. Starting next year, live theater and concerts will be able to
deduct up to $15 million in costs if at least 75% of their budgets are spent in the U.S. Movie and
TV productions already enjoy that ability.” During the presentation U.S. senator Charles
Schumer, “who spent more than four years advocating in Congress for the change,” was lauded.
The measure “was part of the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes Act of 2015” and was
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signed by President Obama on Friday. “While the tax benefit will apply to live performances
broadly, Broadway was seen as the biggest beneficiary.”
********As mentioned by Christopher Cacace of Marks Paneth’s theater, media and
entertainment group, “The tax credit will make it more likely that investors would find theater an
attractive investment.”
(22 December 2015): “Would a Potato Chip Lover Tire of Eating Only Chips?”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/22/science/would-a-potato-chip-lover-tire-of-eating-onlychips.html)
********The article brings to mind the so-called Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility and
seems to provide evidence, in the form of a link to a review article. It indicates that “boredom
with taste was one of the two biggest reasons to stop eating; fullness is the other.” As Adam
Smith wrote in The Wealth of Nations, “The desire of food is limited in every man by the narrow
capacity of the human stomach.”
(23 December 2015): “Sued Over Old Debt, and Blocked From Suing Back”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/23/business/dealbook/sued-over-old-debt-and-blocked-fromsuing-back.html)
********This is the fourth article in the series “Beware of the Fine Print.” There are links to the
previous article—Part 1, Part 2, and Part 3—in the article. Each of them takes on the issue of
arbitration. The gist of this article is that the insertion of “arbitration clauses into the fine print of
consumer contracts” have enabled companies “to block access to the courts and ban class-action
lawsuits.” The resulting arbitration between an individual consumer and a “deep-pocketed
corporation” has led many consumers to abandon their efforts for redress of their complaints.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 245 (30 December 2015)
(24 June 2015): “What Makes Work Meaningful? Ask A Zookeeper”
(http://daily.jstor.org/meaningful-work-zookeepers/)
********Here it is the end of the year and earlier today JSTOR Daily sent out its top stories of
the year. This one, by Livia Gershon, I missed. According to Gershon, “it seems like a few
basic building blocks of meaning are the ability to use skills we can be proud of, pay and
working conditions that feel halfway fair, and work that is useful—or at least not actively
immoral. If these aren’t part of a job, the employer is likely to be hard-pressed to bring meaning
to the workplace.” A 2009 article from Administrative Science Quarterly, “The Call of the Wild:
Zookeepers, Callings, and the Double-Edged Sword of Deeply Meaningful Work” underpins
Gershon’s post. Regarding the double-edged sword, its authors note that “Zookeepers
sometimes care so much about their job that they accept being exploited.” All this brings to
mind the economic concept of the reservation wage, i.e., “the lowest wage rate at which a
worker would be willing to accept a particular type of job”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reservation_wage). Presumably, people who derive great
meaning from a particular occupation would be willing to work at a lower wage rate than
someone who derives little. It is here that the notion of exploitation becomes more nuanced.
(23 December 2015): “Disruptors Pour In To India’s Tea Market”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/photo-essays/2015-12-23/disruptors-pour-in-to-india-s-teamarket)
--------“Change has finally arrived in an industry that has altered little in India for almost 200
years, since the British brought Chinese tea plants to the country to gain influence over global
trade. The sweet and milky tea concoction called chai is getting an image makeover at home as
disruptors seeks to tap the huge potential of the export market.”
********This is not so much an article but a 20-photo essay with captions. Still there is enough
to suggest that the economic forces that resulted in change in U.S. coffee consumption—think
Starbucks—seem to resulting in change in Indian tea consumption.
(26 December 2015): “Hoping for a Price Surge, Oil Companies Keep Wells in Reserve”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/26/business/energy-environment/hoping-for-a-price-surgeoil-companies-keep-wells-in-reserve.html)
--------“The price of oil keeps dropping. But that didn’t stop a work crew from drilling a well
recently [near Berthoud, Colorado] on what was once a cornfield . . . Their well, one of hundred
drilled by Anadarko Petroleum in eastern Colorado’s Wattenberg field this year, could someday
gush as many as 800 barrels of crude oil a day. But Anadarko is not planning to produce a drop
of crude from the well for at least another year because the price of oil is now so pitifully low.
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The well here is just one of more than 4,000 drilled oil and natural gas wells across the country
producing nothing, but ready to be tapped quickly.” Such wells are “known in the oil business as
D.U.C.s (an acronym for drilled buy uncomplete” and constitute “aa bet on higher oil prices than
the current level of about $38 a barrel, which is about 60 percent lower than in summer 2014.”
According to Bill Thomas, the CEO of EOG Resources, deferred completions “substantially
increase the rate of return” on oil production.
********The article provides a glimpse at the stages of shale oil production and the costs
associated with each. Evidently different crews with different skills and compensation are used
to drill wells and to frack them, and drilling crews tend to be more expensive to hire and have
more restrictive contracts than fracking crews. Consequently, the relative compensation of crews
is one factor to consider when deciding to drill a well and to complete it. This article, by
providing additional insight into the oil production process, makes me wonder, “What price(s)
must shale oil producers see or anticipate in order to bring the D.U.C.s into production?”
(26 December 2015): “A Silicon Valley for Drones, in North Dakota”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/26/technology/a-silicon-valley-for-drones-in-northdakota.html)
--------Grand Forks Air Force Base is 80 miles north of Fargo, North Dakota, once a Cold War
installation, “has been an all-drone base since 2013. . . . Where B-52 bombers stood ready with
nuclear bombs in the Cold War, the country’s first commercial unmanned aerial vehicle
industrial park is under construction.” Contributing to the concentration of drone manufacturing
capability is the nearby “University of North Dakota, which . . . has 200 students learning to fly
drones in a four-year program that started in 2009; 61 students have graduated from it. North
Dakota State University, in Fargo, has also started teaching drone courses.” Some think that
“North Dakota can take unmanned aerial vehicles, as the officials prefer to call drones, from a
fast-growing hobby to an industry. And just as Silicon Valley got its start with military
contracts, entrepreneurs and cooperative universities, the believe they can do the same with
drones.” State government “has spent about $34 million fostering the state’s unmanned aerial
vehicle business.”
********This definitely seems like an instance of building upon the clear strength of relevant
local human capital as embodied in military installations and universities. I am reminded of the
expression university military industrial complex (UMIC) inspired by president Eisenhower’s
farewell address. In this case, the military and the university provided the basis for industrial
development.
********In a subsequent article, “Air Force Looks Beyond Officers to Boost Drone-Pilot
Ranks” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/air-force-looks-beyond-officers-to-boost-drone-pilotranks-1451257323), it is reported that “Enlisted personnel will be allowed to operate RQ-4
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Global Hawk, possibly other platforms in the future.” Such drones provide intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) and the demand for such services has increased
dramatically in recent years. Presumably, some of the training that enlisted personnel receive
will be similar to that being provided by universities in North Dakota.
(28 December 2015): “GM Urged to Make Air Bags Standard Equipment in Mexico”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/gm-urged-to-make-air-bags-standard-equipment-in-mexico1451257715)
--------“General Motors Co. is facing calls to add air bags as standard equipment on its popular
compact cars in Mexico, reflecting broader pressure on big auto makers to include basic safety
equipment in their vehicles even when governments don’t require it. Four American consumeradvocacy groups, including Consumer Reports and Public Citizen, have sent a letter to GM Chief
Executive Mary Barra calling on the company to make air bags a standard feature globally. . . .
Pressure to make air bags standard isn’t limited to GM or the Mexican market. Many
companies, including Nissan, have been criticized for not offering air bags in India, where safety
regulations are lacking.”
********I wasn’t aware, but I am not surprised, that companies like GM provide different sets
of safety features for the “same” care in different countries. It is easy to understand the
reasoning, though, which is that the additional costs that GM would bear by providing those
features would not be made up by the additional revenues that GM would receive by providing
them. Presumably, there would be a loss incurred by providing those features. All this suggests
that there is an implicit trade-off between profits and lives, and it would be interesting to see
what it is. This is a general issue and not one that is restricted to automobiles.
(28 December 2015): “Adult Coloring Books Test Grown-Ups’ Ability to Stay Inside the Lines”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/to-relax-grown-ups-try-to-stay-inside-the-lines-1451250613)
--------[This is the A-Hed, quirky article.] “Yoga, Zumba and CrossFit weren’t enough to calm
us down. Angry Birds and Candy Crush Saga may have helped for a while, but they are part of
the electronic-device world, with its upsetting emails and Facebook rants. So seeking solace in a
scary world, some adults are heading back to kindergarten.” Coloring books are now the rage:
“Eight of the top 20 selling books on Amazon currently are coloring books designed for adults.
These books tend to be much more finely detailed than those for children. Popular topics include
animals, fish, flowers and mandala spiritual symbols.” The coloring fad has resulted in “a spike
in demand for colored pencils” that has led to sales three-to-four times higher for one retailer,
who gets her pencils from a supplier in Taiwan. Some publishers are wondering “What’s next?”
Little, Brown & Co. “thinks it has the answer. In January, it plans to bring out the first two
books in a series of connect-the-dot titles for grown-ups.”
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********An interesting and fun article. I suspect that coloring books are easier to deal with than
paint by numbers. Product differentiation and derived demand are two economic concepts that
are illustrated, as well as the transience of the demand for some products. By suggesting
connect-the-dots as a logical follow-on product, Little, Brown & Co. indicates that it has learned
the lesson of product differentiation for adults based upon products for children.
(28 December 2015): “In Central Asia, Chinese inroads in Russia’s back yard”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/chinas-advance-into-central-asia-rufflesrussian-feathers/2015/12/27/cfedeb22-61ff-11e5-8475-781cc9851652_story.html)
--------“Slowly but surely, a four-lane highway is beginning to take shape on the sparsely
populated Central Asian steppe” near Shymkent, Kazakhstan. “This small stretch of blacktop,
running past potato fields, bare dun-colored rolling hills and fields of grazing cattle, is a symbol
of China’s march westward, an advance into Central Asia that is steadily wresting the region
from Russia’s embrace.” According to Raffaello Pantucci of the Royal United Services Institute
in London, “This used to be Russia’s back yard . . . but it is increasingly coming into China’s
thrall.” The road is connected to the Silk Road Economic Belt announced by Chinese President
Xi Jinping in September 2013 in Kazakhstan’s “modern new capital” of Astana. The Belt is
intended to “revive ancient trading routes to bring new prosperity to a long-neglected but
strategically important region at the heart of the Eurasian continent.” The region’s natural
resources are of particular interest to China.
********This article provides an opportunity to mention “How the East Was Won”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-east-was-won-1450925530), a review of Black
Dragon River: A Journey Down the Amur River at the Borderland of Empires, by Dominic
Ziegler; Ziegler, is the Asia editor of The Economist. In the book Ziegler shows that “Russia’s
future is bound up with that of China, and argues that despite what seems like a happy alliance
today, many Russians already find the situation deeply disquieting.” The book is also reviewed
by NPR at: http://www.npr.org/2015/11/22/456370910/black-dragon-river-charts-history-alongthe-amur. In light of the Silk Road Economic Belt and the tensions indicated in Black Dragon
River, it is clear that those who study relationships between China and Russia will have much
material to consider in the future.
(28 December 2015): “Waters still rough after new flounder limits”
(http://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article51793085.html)
--------“All that anyone agrees on in the politically charged controversy over southern flounder is
that new regulations that go into effect Friday will reduce the number of fish that are caught.
That’s good for recreational fishing enthusiasts and conservationists, who say the flounder stock
is depleted. That’s bad for commercial fishermen who have plied the flounder trade who have
plied the flounder trade for generations and say that fear is unfounded. A long-postponed
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meeting of the state Marine Fisheries Commission in late November ended with the commercial
interests losing in a split vote, resulting in new restrictions but doing nothing to calm the
emotional waters.”
********The Commission voted 6-3 to impose new restrictions on southern flounder following
a nine-hour meeting in which “one member of the audience was ejected and a state legislator got
into a shouting match with another.” Later, a “newly appointed commissioner resigned amid
threats and racist remarks that were posted online.” I found it interesting that the article has a
heading Science in dispute and there is a comment about making “decisions only on science and
fact, not politics,” but there is no mention in the article to the findings of flounder-related
science. Such statements remind me, once more, of Merchants of Doubt
(http://www.amazon.com/Merchants-Doubt-Handful-Scientists-Obscured/dp/1608193942/). In
relation to the disputatiousness surrounding many issues of public policy and science, it appears
that Think Tanks, Public Policy, and the Politics of Expertise (http://www.amazon.com/ThinkPublic-Policy-Politics-Expertise/dp/0521673941/), by Andrew Rich, has something to add.
(29 December 2015): “A lonely road[: Poverty and geographic isolation in the Deep South]”
(http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/business/2015/12/28/deep-south-4/)
--------Lauren Scott lives in a homeless shelter in a suburb south of Atlanta. A previous resident
of Atlanta, her life circumstances changes dramatically when she became pregnant; ten years
earlier a doctor told her “complications from bladder surgery . . . had rendered her infertile.”
The birth of her daughter changed her from “maybe one notch above poverty” to “well below the
poverty line. There was another person to support, and there was another person to support, and
there was less money to stash away, and suddenly there was no way to pay for a broken-down
car, then there was no easy way to get to work.” Finally, when the call center at which she
worked wanted her to work the night shift and there was subsidized nighttime child care, she quit
her job. Now the challenges of seeking employment while living in the suburbs where public
transportation is poor and other forms of social services are few draw attention to what has
changed. “A generation earlier, even people in Scott’s situation had advantages that she lacks.
They tended to live in the middle of Atlanta, near the subway, and they received welfare, cash
payments from the government that were available to nearly all in deep poverty, regardless of
whether they had a job.”
********The article clearly illustrates how transportation, location, and legislation affect
poverty and how it is experienced. The overhaul that contributed to this situation “took root in
1996 with reforms under President Bill Clinton, who had pledged to ‘transform a broken system’
and end a ‘cycle of dependence.’ In doing so, he granted governors wide latitude—as they had
requested—to draw up their own welfare programs. States would receive federal block grants,
but they were under no obligation to give cash handouts. Instead, they could use the money in
other ways—to educate job-hunters, encourage marriage or fund child-focused government
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agencies.” Policy experts say “The Deep South most clearly shows the legislation’s downsides .
. . governors [there] have gone the furthest in reducing the availability of welfare, making it all
but disappear as an option for the poor by narrowing income requirements and erecting high jobhunting expectations.”
(30 December 2015): “Officials Seek Clampdown on Elder Fraud”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/officials-seek-clampdown-on-elder-fraud-1451434278)
--------“American retirees are exercising greater control over their finances, given the decline in
traditional pension plans. But the complexity of managing and investing savings poses a
challenge, particularly as the U.S. population ages, resulting in a greater number of people
projected to get dementia. That has opened up avenues for exploitation.” According to the
Federal Trade Commission, “People 60 years and older were involved in 171,230 fraud
complaints . . . in 2014, more than double the number in 2010.” To help counter such fraud, “a
coalition of state securities regulators in September proposed a model state law that would
require financial advisers . . . to report suspected elder financial fraud to both a state securities
regulator and an adult protective-services agency.” Financial-industry tradegroups are pushing
back against such a requirement.
********Interesting, I suppose, because I am older than 60 and might well be the target of
fraudulent schemes in the future. The article makes some good points by noting that (1) the
aging population is growing and (2) more individuals are not covered by pensions. These are
“opportunities” for those who would prey upon elders. You can find an overview of financial
crimes against the elderly at: http://www.popcenter.org/problems/crimes_against_elderly/. An
article with links to a variety of sources is “Why Elder Financial Abuse Is Such A Slippery
Crime” (http://www.forbes.com/sites/nextavenue/2015/02/13/why-elder-financial-abuse-is-sucha-slippery-crime/).
(30 December 2015): “For the Wealthiest, a Private Tax System That Saves Them Billions”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/30/business/economy/for-the-wealthiest-private-tax-systemsaves-them-billions.html)
--------“With inequality at its highest levels in nearly a century and public debate rising over
whether the government should respond to it through higher taxes on the wealthy, the very
richest Americans have financed a sophisticated and astonishingly effective apparatus for
shielding their fortunes. Some call it the ‘income defense industry,’ consisting of a high-priced
phalanx of lawyers, estate planners, lobbyists and anti-tax activists who exploit and defend a
dizzying array of tax maneuvers, virtually none of them available to taxpayers of more modest
means. In recent years, this apparatus has become one of the most powerful avenues of influence
for wealthy Americans of all political stripes . . . Operating largely out of public view . . . the
wealthy have used their influence to steadily whittle away at the government’s ability to tax
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them. The effect has been to create a kind of private tax system, catering to only several
thousand Americans.”
********This article elicited more than 3,000 comments by 3 pm on Wednesday. As the article
points out, wealthy individuals and groups of wealthy individuals are devoting substantial funds
to altering the taxes they pay, both on income and their estates. This provides the occasion to
mention two books that I recently read on lobbying. The first, So Damn Much Money: The
Triumph of Lobbying and the Corrosion of American Government
(http://www.amazon.com/Damn-Much-Money-Corrosion-Government/dp/0307385884/), by
Robert G. Kaiser. This highly-readable book, by a former managing editor of The Washington
Post, provides an in-depth view of the modern development of lobbying in Washington, D.C. by
focusing on the career of Gerald S.J. Cassidy. The second book is The Business of America is
Lobbying: How Corporations Became Politicized and Politics Became More Corporate
(http://www.amazon.com/Business-America-Lobbying-CorporationsPoliticized/dp/0190215518/), by Lee Drutman. This is a revision of Drutman’s doctoral
(political science) dissertation and does an excellent job of summarizing the issues in the study
of lobbying, drawing attention to the relevant literature, and examining alternative hypotheses on
the growth of lobbying, all this without inundating the reader (with the exception of one chapter)
with virtuoso displays of statistics. The basic message here is that corporate lobbying is sticky,
i.e., once a large corporation begins to lobby, it tends to continue to lobby.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 246 (6 January 2016)
(31 December 2015): “A Chinese Company in India, Stumbling Over a Culture”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/31/business/international/a-chinese-company-in-indiastumbling-over-a-culture.html)
-----------“When a Chinese truck company [Beiqi Foton Motor] wanted to open a factory in
India, its president looked at sites that had a mountain in back and a river in front—especially
auspicious locations in the traditional practice of feng shui. . . . But the mountain here [Shinde,
India] is sacred to many Hindus. . . . One of the most revered Hindu saints is said to have
attained a pure vision of his god during the 17th century while meditating in the highest cave
overlooking what is now Foton’s site. The culture clash was immediate.” Although Chinese
companies have expanded extensively overseas, they “lack the experience of their Western
counterparts, which have spent decades developing international operations. As Chinese
companies have built their businesses largely at home, they haven’t had to address the same
challenges.” In China, companies face few limits on their behavior, being able to “bulldoze
communities and religious sites” with impunity. Overseas, however, companies “are dealing
with a wave of resistance.”
********This is part 7 of the series “The China Factor.” The article includes a useful sixminute video, as well as an interesting interactive graphic showing Chines investments across the
world. Kazahkstan, as noted in the most recent TIF Weekly, has received extensive funds. The
following sentence in the article caught my attention: “While the investments provide critical
support for many economies, Chinese businesses are struggling to navigate complex cultural,
political and competitive dynamics.” In other words, Chinese businesses are struggling to
navigate the invisible forces.
(31 December 2015): “Big Oil braced for global warming while it fought regulations”
(http://graphics.latimes.com/oil-operations/)
--------“A few weeks before seminal climate change talks in Kyoto back in 1997, Mobil Oil took
out a bluntly worded advertisement in the New York Times and Washington Post” noting that
“The science of climate change is too uncertain to mandate a plan of action that could plunge
economies into turmoil.” But one year earlier, “engineers at Mobil Oil were concerned enough
about climate change to design and build a collection of exploration and production facilities
along the Nova Scotia coast that made structural allowances for rising temperatures and sea
levels.” Mobil was not alone in this practice, however. “As many of the world’s major oil
companies . . . joined a multimillion-dollar industry effort to stave off new regulations to address
climate change, they were quietly safeguarding billion-dollar infrastructure projects from rising
sea levels, warming temperatures and increasing storm severity.”
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********This story is part of a joint effort of the Los Angeles Times with the Energy and
Environmental Reporting Project at Columbia University’s Graduate School of Journalism,
which you can learn more about at: http://www.journalism.columbia.edu/page/1184/8/. There is
much to reflect upon in this story. An article that is a parallel, of sorts, is “Social saints, fiscal
fiends” (http://www.economist.com/news/business-and-finance/21684770-social-saints-fiscalfiends-opinions-vary-whether-firms-can-be-socially-responsible), which takes drug company
Pfizer as a case in point. Pfizer has prided itself in its “commitment to corporate social
responsibility (CSR)” but it is also the company that seeks to move its corporate home to Ireland
in order to escape taxation at U.S. levels. As the article notes, drawing upon the January issue of
Accounting Review, “Pfizer is far from unusual in trying to perform this pro-CSR, anti-tax
straddle.” The link for the abstract of the article appears to be:
http://aaajournals.org/doi/10.2308/accr-51224. For a related article, please see “Is Corporate
Social Responsibility Performance Associated with Tax Avoidance?”
(http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10551-014-2052-8).
(1 January 2016): “Spain Has Little Appetite for Truffles, but Plenty for the Truffle Trade”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/01/world/europe/spain-has-little-appetite-for-truffles-butplenty-for-the-truffle-trade.html)
--------The black truffle is “a mainstay of French gastronomy” but it is increasingly grown in
Spain as the French Périgord region has undergone change “through wars and industrialization
that encourage farmers to switch to crops with shorter production cycles. Changes in the
climate—severe droughts and heat waves—have also hurt production recently.” Currently
France produces 56 metric tons of truffles a year compared to about 45 tons for Spain. About
“95 percent of what Spain produces is exported” as “Spanish cuisine rarely uses the truffle.”
Dogs are typically used to detect truffles, which are then dug up by pickers.
********The black truffle business, at least in Spain, seems to have a clandestine air about it,
with transactions taking place at night. According to one truffle broker, the truffle business is
“completely opaque,” saying that “three-quarters of his transactions were made in cash, largely
because farmers did not want any billing paperwork.”
(1 January 2016): “Advocates push for the U.S. Postal Service to offer basic banking”
(http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-post-office-banking-20160102-story.html)
--------“Until the late 1960s, you could walk into a post office and deposit money in a savings
account at the same time that you bought stamps or mailed packages. An outgrowth of the
financial panic of 1909, the no-frills postal bank surged in popularity during the Great
Depression. But as commercial banks expanded and offered higher interest rates, the United
States Postal Savings System became as outdated as a black-and-white movie. Now, in the wake
of another financial crisis, there’s a new push for the U.S. Postal Service to deliver basic banking
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services again.” The provision of “services such as paycheck cashing, bill payment and free
ATMs would provide cash-strapped consumers with an affordable alternative to payday, autotitle and other short-term loans that have been criticized for high fees.”
********The existence of the US. Postal Savings System is news to me, even though it falls
during my lifetime. Given the modern development of alternatives to postal banking, substantial
lobbying against reinstituting postal banking would be forthcoming. Looking for information
about the system, which should be useful given the interest of some, e.g., Bernie Sanders and
Elizabeth Warren, I found a doctoral dissertation by Donald Bruce Schewe, A History of the
Postal Savings System in America, 1910-1970
(https://etd.ohiolink.edu/rws_etd/document/get/osu1283255504/inline). Schewe was the
Director of the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library, 1981-1999 (https://www.arma.org/who-weare/awards/the-company-of-fellows/donald-schewe).
********Postal banking is also forcefully discussed in “Debt Scarred”
(http://democracyjournal.org/magazine/39/debit-scarred/), a review of How the Other Half
Banks: Exclusion, Exploitation, and the Threat to Democracy. For an article that suggests why it
might be desirable to reinstitute postal banking, please see “Why Small Debts Matter So Much
To Black Lives” (https://www.propublica.org/article/why-small-debts-matter-so-much-to-blacklives). The article was co-published with The New York Times
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/03/opinion/debt-and-the-racial-wealth-gap.html).
(1 January 2016): “Iraq Says It Exported More Than 1 Billion Barrels of Oil in 2015”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-01/iraq-says-it-exported-more-than-1billion-barrels-of-oil-in-2015)
--------“Iraq said it exported 1.097 billion barrels of oil in 2015, generating $49.079 billion from
sales, according to the oil ministry.” The average price of a barrel was $44.74. “Iraq, with the
world’s fifth-biggest oil reserves, needs to keep increasing crude output because oil prices have
curbed government revenue.”
********This is a tiny article but Iraq’s exports surprised me. Perhaps the often-stated opinion
that the Iraq (Second Persian Gulf) War was about the oil had some truth in it. You can refresh
your memory about the War at: http://www.britannica.com/event/Iraq-War.
(3 January 2016): “Electrifying India, With the Sun and Small Loans,”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/03/business/energy-environment/electrifying-india-with-thesun-and-small-loans.html)
********How do you sell solar power to individuals who earn $3 a day? First, give them an
example of what solar power can do to enrich their lives and show them how it works. Then,
develop creative financing with local banks that enable them to assume a loan as a group,
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allowing each member to act as act as “another’s guarantee, so if . . . of defaults, the whole group
does, too.” Finally, structure the loans so the monthly payment is the same as the kerosene that
is being displaced by the solar electricity. Such a model has great potential as about “a quarter of
the world’s off-the grid people, or 300 million or so, live in India, mostly in remote, rural
communities . . . or in informal urban settlements. Hundreds of millions more get electricity for
only a few hours a day.”
(5 January 2016): “The Hidden Financial Incentives Behind Your Shorter Hospital Stay”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/05/upshot/the-hidden-financial-incentives-behind-yourshorter-hospital-stay.html)
--------Upon their discharge, patients “are often left wondering whether they have been
discharged from the hospital too soon or too late. They also wonder what criteria doctors use to
assess whether a patient is ready to leave.” According to Harvard physician Ashish Jha,
discharge “depends on more than clinical factors,” with the amount of support the patient has at
home being one of them. Financial incentives, too, “have also played a role in how long patients
tend to stay. Past changes in how hospitals are paid appear to be affecting which patients are
admitted and how frequently they are readmitted.” Changes in Medicare payments, in particular,
have brought about a decrease in average hospital stay and an increase in average readmission
rates, as anticipated. More recently, reducing readmissions has been a goal of health policy, but
that development has come about by the introduction of the category “observation status” and the
apparent “gaming” of hospitals. Those placed in the category “are not counted in the
readmissions metric,” thereby contributing to the more recent decline in readmissions, an
outcome that was highlighted by the Obama administration the 2013 Economic Report of the
President.
********We shouldn’t be surprised that hospitals game the system. The underlying assumption
behind much health policy, at least as far as payments are concerned is that people will respond
to financial incentives. It is just that those who design such incentives seldom imagine the many
ways that different actors will respond to them. Of course, there is the not-so-little issue of
moving from policy design to policy implementation.
********This article is from The Upshot column and was written by Austin Frakt, who has a
blog called The Incidental Economist (http://theincidentaleconomist.com/). I scrolled down a bit
and found the post “Making and keeping (or discarding) New Year’s resolutions.” Frakt
advocates an intentional and time-bound approach to testing resolutions that makes sense to me.
(6 January 2015): “Racial Identity, and Its Hostilities, Return to American Politics”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/06/business/economy/racial-identity-and-its-hostilities-returnto-american-politics.html)
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--------“Why do working-class Americans vote as they do? The question has long bedeviled
analysts on the left, troubled that people who would largely benefit from a more robust
government seem so often to vote for right-leaning politicians eager to cut federal programs to
pay for tax cuts for the rich.” Economists Alberto Alesina,Edward Glaeser, and Bruce Sacerdote
shed light on this question. Observing that “European countries are much more generous to the
poor relative to the United States” they write: “Racial animosity in the U.S. makes redistribution
to the poor, who are disproportionately black, unappealing to many voters.”
********The article by Alesina, Glaeser, and Sacerdote is “Why Doesn’t the US Have a
European-Style Welfare System?” You can learn more about it (and download a copy) at:
http://www.nber.org/papers/w8524. In effect, people are more inclined to support programs for
the poor if the poor “look” like themselves. Political institutions, too, make a difference. An
article consistent with this theme is Livia Gershon’s JSTOR Daily post “Affirmative-Action For
White Protestants” (http://daily.jstor.org/affirmative-action-white-protestants/), which addresses
different forms of affirmative action, including legacy admissions.
(6 January 2016): “Lions are actually raised to be killed in South Africa. And American
hunters love it.” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energyenvironment/wp/2016/01/05/lions-are-actually-raised-to-be-killed-in-south-africa-and-americanhunters-love-it/)
--------“They call it canned hunting. South African ranchers breed lions in captivity, from cubs
to adults, then release them just after the arrival of a hunter who pays about $15,000 for a kill.
Sometimes the animal is drugged to make it easier game. Sometimes it’s lured by fresh meat to
a place where the hunter lurks. Sometimes the felines are so accustomed to humans that they
amble up to the person waiting to kill it. Not surprisingly, the success of these hunts in 99
percent. But the Obama administration’s federal protection of lions could end the practice when
a new rule goes into effect in about three weeks.” According to Humane Society International,
“almost nine of 10 lions shot in canned hunts there are killed by Americans.” Although the
hunting industry “publicizes captive breeding as a potential solution to the dwindling [lion]
population in the wild[,] . . . lions bred in cages rarely have the tools and behaviors to survive on
their own.”
********This calls to mind the expression “Shooting fish in a barrel.” You can learn more
about it at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shooting_fish_in_a_barrel. Canned hunting in not
limited to South Africa. According to Born Free USA, “there are more than a thousand captive
hunts in at least 28 states in the U.S.” (http://www.bornfreeusa.org/a9d_hunts.php). All this
reminds me of Michael Sandel’s book What Money Can’t Buy: The Moral Limits of Markets
(http://www.amazon.com/What-Money-Cant-Buy-Markets/dp/0374533652/). Sandel discusses
paying to hunt rhinos and walruses in pages 79-83. He clearly shows the problematic, troubling
character of the reach of “markets and market-oriented thinking” as they “reach into spheres of
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life traditionally government by nonmarket norms—health, education, procreation, refugee
policy, environmental protection” (79).
********While we are on the subject of hunting, consider hunting for whales, i.e., the whaling
industry. This week The Economist has an article entitled “The first venture capitalists: Fintech” (http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21684805-there-were-techstartups-there-was-whaling-fin-tech). The article connects up with the current movie “In the
Heart of the Sea” and notes the importance of the 19th-century whaling industry in developing a
business model that aligned the interests of owners, managers, and employees. The article draws
upon—I’ve concluded—a Harvard Business School case study “Whaling Ventures” written by
Tom Nicholas and Jonas Peter Akins. You can read its Abstract at:
http://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Pages/item.aspx?num=43322. The whaling syndicate of Gideon
Allen & Sons “made returns of 60% a year during much of the 19th century by financing
whaling voyages—perhaps the best performance of any firm in American history.”
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(6 January 2016): “Meet the Two Brothers Making Millions Off the Refugee Crisis in
Scandinavia” (http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-norway-refugee-crisis-profiteers/)
--------“Oslo-based company, Hero Norway, is the leader of a burgeoning Scandinavian industry
that charges the Norwegian and Swedish governments a fixed fee--$31 to $75 per person per
night in Norway—to house and feed refugees. . . . For 2015, Hero Norway expects revenue of
$63 million, with profits of 3.5 percent.” The Adolfsen brothers, Kristian and Roger, the owners
of Hero Norway, first “set their sights on Sweden” to develop their business. But soon thereafter
“refugee arrivals in Norway exploded, and they’ve kept arriving since. . . . For-profits now care
for about 90 percent of Norway’s refugees.” A “gold rush for refugees” has begun, but
“concerns remain. In their monetization of the refugee crisis, will the Adolfsens provide
superior, more efficient havens, or will they cut corners and skimp on services to improve
profits? And does their bottom-line approach threaten a depth of caring that transcends hard
cash?”
********A provocative article that raises important questions about which views can (and do)
vary greatly.
(7 January 2016): “Study Finds That Weather Disasters Took a Heavy Toll on Crops”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/07/science/study-measures-damage-from-weather-disasterson-cereal-crops.html)
--------A paper just published in Nature “examined data on the effects, over five decades, of
extreme temperatures, floods and droughts on national crop harvests.” The investigative team
“looked at 2,800 weather disasters . . . along with data on 16 different cereals, including oats,
barley, rye and maize, grown in 177 countries. They found that droughts cut a country’s crop
production by 10 percent, and heat waves by 9 percent, but that floods and cold spells had no
effects on agricultural production levels.” Geographer Navin Ramankutty, an author of the
report, noted that “We don’t think about it much, but rice, wheat and maize alone provide more
than 50 percent of global calories . . . When these grain baskets are hit, it results in food price
shocks, which leads to increasing hunger.”
********Perhaps the most interesting finding of the study was that “the effects of droughts were
more severe for crops produced in developed countries than in underdeveloped countries. Dry
spells caused losses of nearly 20 percent in North America, Europe and the Australasia region,
but only 12 percent in Asia and 9 percent in Africa. They found no significant effects from
droughts in Latin America.” Observing this difference, study co-author Pedram Rohani said that
one reason is “developed nations tend to grow more uniform crops, which may be more
vulnerable to drought, while underdeveloped countries grow diverse patches of plants that may
have greater resilience.” The article contains a link to the Abstract for the Nature article.
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********An article for JSTOR Daily (http://daily.jstor.org/meteorology-changed-agricultureforever/) continues to develop the relationship between the weather and agriculture, as well as
the weather and retail business. Regarding the latter, there is a link to a story about a furrier in
New York City that lost significant sales due to unseasonably warm weather. Regarding the
former, there is a link to a 1920 article—I read it—that takes an informal look at the then-nascent
study of the relationships between mathematics, weather, and agriculture. Clearly the author had
a glimpse of where things were going.
********As one final look at the weather and the economy, we have the post “The Economic
Impact of El Niño” (http://daily.jstor.org/economic-impact-el-nino/). The post is constructed
around the 2007 paper “Does El Niño Affect Business Cycles?,” which looks for the economywide (macroeconomic) effects of El Niño in 22 countries and finds little impact. The article is of
interest for focusing on economies as a whole, rather than regional or local economies. The
discussion in the Conclusion of the 2007 article is of interest as it addresses the question, “Why
are our results so weak?”
(8 January 2016): “In the Birthplace of Pizza, Pollution Rules for Ovens Spur Outrage”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/08/world/europe/in-the-birthplace-of-pizza-pollution-rulesfor-ovens-spur-outrage.html)
--------The mayor of San Vitaliano, Italy recently issued “an ordinance banning the use of woodfired stoves not equipped with filters that reduce toxic air pollutants.” As a result, he has become
known as “the anti-pizza mayor.” His actions came at a time when “dozens of Italian mayors . . .
adopted emergency measures last month after a prolonged dry spell repeatedly pushed air
pollutants beyond legal limits.” Italy “is one of the worst countries in Europe for air quality. . . .
A 2015 government study found that some 30,000 Italians died as a result of air pollution each
year.” San Vitaliano’s air pollution is somewhat puzzling, as the town is small and has no major
industries, and many pizzerias already have air filters due to regulatory requirements. Residents
of San Vitaliano say “they have been wrongly singled out and are being punished because [it] . . .
is the only town in the area that has an air quality monitor, which became operational about a
year ago.” Local baker Antonio Mercadante voices his concern, noting “What are the other
mayors doing? They’re pretending like nothing is happening.” He understood the mayor’s
action, but noted “unless other towns took measures . . . [the new ordinance is] ‘just a joke.’”
********This is a nice example of the invisible foot—legal and political forces that affect
human behavior—and also illustrates the invisible hand and the invisible handshake—social and
historical forces that affect human behavior. As a child I heard my mother say on a number of
occasions, “What if everybody did that?” It always caught my attention and, I suppose, may
have led me to take a course on ethics in college, where I intuited that this question relates to
Immanuel Kant’s categorical imperative, i.e., “Act only according to that maxim whereby you
can, at the same time, will that it should become a universal law”
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(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Categorical_imperative). A related expression, which is relevant
to the current article, is “What if nobody else did that?” As the baker suggests, if San Vitaliano
acts but nobody else does, there would be no meaningful change in air quality. This illustrates a
basic problem with addressing “public bads” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_bad), which
is often addressed by legal or political means. Some people, though, go ahead and do it anyway
because it is “the right thing to do.” Sometimes these people become saints.
(8 January 2016): “NC’s income inequality explained in one map”
(http://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/politics-columns-blogs/under-thedome/article53509945.html)
********The map illustrates, but doesn’t explain, income inequality. What it does illustrate,
though, is dramatic. There are 5 counties in North Carolina that are above the state average
(Durham, Forsyth, Mecklenburg, Orange, and Wake) and 95 below. Of those 95 counties, 90 of
them are at least 10 percent below the state average. Every county in western North Carolina
(http://www.carolinapublicpress.org/296/the-counties-of-western-north-carolina) is at least 10
percent below the state average. In WNC, every county other than Buncombe and Henderson
are at least 25 percent below the state average. The slide was part of a power point presentation
made by economist Ted Abernathy. All of his slides by an accessed at a link at the bottom of the
story.
(9 January 2016): “American economic history: G force”
(http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21685437-why-economic-growth-soaredamerica-early-20th-century-and-why-it-wont-be)
--------Economist Robert Gordon of Northwestern University “has long been famous in academic
circles for advancing three iconoclastic arguments. The first is that the internet revolution is
hyped. The second is that the best way to appreciate the extent of the hype is too look at the
decades after the civil war, when America was transformed by inventions such as the motor car
and electricity. The third is that the golden age of American growth may be over. In “The Rise
and Fall of American Growth” Mr Gordon presents his case for a general audience . . . ,
supporting his argument with vivid examples as well as econometric data, while keeping a
watchful eye on what economic change means for ordinary Americans.”
********You can learn more about Gordon’s book at: http://www.amazon.com/Rise-FallAmerican-Growth-Princeton/dp/0691147728/. Additional material is provided in a post “The
Rise and Fall of Growth” by David Warsh at: http://www.economicprincipals.com/. No doubt
Gordon’s book will be widely reviewed and read.
(11 January 2016): “Car Insurers Find Tracking Devices Are a Tough Sell”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/car-insurers-find-tracking-devices-are-a-tough-sell1452476714)
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--------For decades, car “insurers have relied heavily on lumping applicants into broad actuarial
categories by characteristics such as age, gender and car type to supplement information gathered
from driving records.” Upon this information, insurance rates were arrived at. Now, however,
they “are collecting reams of personal data in hopes of drawing much more tailored conclusions.
The catch is the industry needs its customers’ consent to gather the information, and many
customers are wary.” San Diego driver Shauna Aiken expresses a few shared by many, noting
that the information collection “just creeps me out.” Industries such as “advertising, media and
technology are being reshaped by an explosion of personal data” and now auto insurers are
looking to see to what extent “Americans are willing to share private details for potential
economic benefit.” Insurers leading the way are Progressive, Allstate Corp., and State Farm; for
the moment, Geico is not offering a plan of reduced rates for information about specific driving
behavior. Progressive currently stands out with its “Snapshot” program that monitors driving
behavior for only six months.
********Paul Saffo, who teaches forecasting classes at Stanford University, “sees usage-based
pricing as ‘probably inevitable long-term” as “U.S. consumers have shown in recent decades a
willingness to sacrifice privacy for convenience, and he believes they will continue to do so even
as they complain.” It will be interesting to see to what extent this insurance product is affected
by the ongoing development of autonomous cars. Will all autonomous cars behave similarly?
You can learn more about the challenges being faced by car insurers at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/08/automobiles/insurers-brace-for-the-self-driving-future-andfewer-accidents.html.
(11 January 2016): “Company Behind Methane Leak Is Ordered to Offset the Climate Damage”
(http://insideclimatenews.org/news/10012016/california-methane-leak-so-cal-gas-companyordered-offset-carbon-emissions-climate-change-governor-brown)
--------On January 6th California Governor Jerry Brown declared a state of emergency regarding
the ongoing methane gas leak at Porter Ranch in the Aliso Canyon of Los Angeles. In that
declaration, he directed “The California Air Resources Board, in consultation with appropriate
state agencies, shall develop a program to fully mitigate the leak’s emissions of methane by
March 31, 2016.” The program “shall be funded by the Southern California Gas Company, be
limited to projects in California, and prioritize projects that reduce short-lived climate
pollutants.” According to Mark Brownstein of the Environmental Defense Fund, “This is such a
dramatic case that almost by definition it’s going to break new ground in terms of our
understanding of the challenge that is in front of us, from a regulatory standpoint, and from a
business practice standpoint.” Brownstein went on to say that “It’s not entirely clear what
statutory or regulatory authority the State of California has to require SoCal to pay.”
********Since the well’s rupture on October 23rd, its cumulative emissions “equal
approximately 2 percent of all natural gas industry emissions nationwide over the course of a
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year.” This clearly seems, and appropriately so, to be a case of act now and figure out the law
later.
(12 January 2016): “Word of the year candidate ‘gig’ reflects a new economic order”
(http://www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-fi-thedownload-gig-20160112-story.html)
--------[University of California-Berkeley linguist Geoffrey Nunberg proffers his nomination for
word of the year.] For “my word of the year, I offer you the revival of ‘gig’ as the name for a
new economic order. It’s the last chapter in the life of a little word that has tracked the rise and
fall of the great American job.” Although ‘gig’ goes back “more than a century as musicians’
slang for a date or engagement,” its more recent history dates back to a 1952 piece by Jack
Kerouac, the sense being that a gig didn’t define you. The subsequent evolution of ‘gig’ has held
varying shades of meaning. “The Financial Times explains that in the future, work will be less
secure, but lots more exciting. We can make our own schedule and hours, pick the projects that
interest us, work from anywhere and try our hands at different trades. The buzzwords fly thick
and fast here—we’ll be ‘solopreneurs’ and ‘free-range humans’ with ‘portfolio careers.’ . . . But
that language doesn’t get at most of the people who are cut loose in the new economy and who
aren’t exactly reveling in the independence it gives them—the ill-paid temps and contingent
workers that some have called the ‘precariat.’”
********Last Friday night the American Dialect Society chose gender-neutral singular ‘they’ as
its 2015 word of the year (http://www.americandialect.org/2015-word-of-the-year-is-singularthey). Although ‘gig’ seems not to have been in the running, Geoffrey Nunberg provides a
valuable instance of the evolution of a word that will be increasingly used in the future. He notes
in closing that, “the idea of a gig is alluring only if you know you can hit the road when it gets
joyless. Otherwise it’s just an old word for a job you can’t count on having tomorrow.” That’s
the way it is in the ‘precariat’.
********Inside the article is a link to a seven-minute radio broadcast by Nunberg on the NPR
program “Fresh Air.” The words are almost identical but you get his intonation, too, which
added a lot for me.
(13 January 2016): “How to Profit From Rising Rents: Build Apartments”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-to-profit-from-rising-rents-build-apartments1452614388)
--------“After six years of rising apartment rents in U.S. cities, investors from all corners of the
real-estate industry are piling into new projects in a bet that the boom still has a long way to run.
Over the next three years, developers are expected to build almost one million apartments in the
U.S., more than the nearly 900,000 constructed over the previous three . . . The main lure for
investors: rising rents. Average rents nationwide rose 4.6% in 2015, the biggest gain since
before the recession . . . The average monthly U.S. apartment rent now stands at nearly $1,180.”
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There is concern, however, that the apartments be built are too narrowly focused, some analysts
noting that “most of the new construction has been aimed at the top 20% of the market. In all,
82% of the units build from 2012 to 2014 in 54 major U.S. metropolitan areas are classified as
luxury developments.” Regarding this, New York-based appraiser Jonathan Miller comments,
“With all the new product being created skewed to luxury . . . we’re building lots of rental
product but it doesn’t necessarily match up with what the demand really is.”
********As the article points out, higher apartment rents have led some firms into rental
construction that had previously specialized in office or retail construction.
(13 January 2016): “Who Buys Lottery Tickets?” (http://daily.jstor.org/the-desperation-lottery/)
--------With the Powerball lottery at an estimated $1.5 billion, the interest in lotteries has never
been greater. So, who buys lottery tickets? That question was examined in a 2007 article in The
American Journal of Economics and Sociology. In it the authors “analyze what they call the
desperation and entertainment hypotheses of lottery consumption. While middle class and
wealthier lottery consumers may indeed play for fun, the poor are more ‘likely to view the lottery
as an effective investment tool.’ Their study, using data from 39 states over ten years, found
strong support for the desperation hypothesis.”
********Even a retired economist considered buying a lottery ticket (but didn’t). My scan of
the article indicates that it is a good example of conventional neoclassical economics, i.e., model
building and hypotheses tested by data
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(13 January 2016): “The Woman Shaping Iran’s Oil Future”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-13/the-woman-shaping-iran-s-oil-future)
--------Elham Hassanzadeh was raised “in a pistachio-farming family in tradition-minded
southern Iran.” At 31 years of age, she has a law degree and Ph.D. from the U.K. and “literally
wrote the book on Iran’s natural gas industry since the 1979 Islamic revolution . . . She has
returned to Iran to head a consulting firm, Energy Pioneers, based in Tehran and London, that’s
at the vanguard of Iran’s all-out push to lure back foreign investors after the expected lifting of
sanctions in coming months. . . . Hassanzadeh is building a business by parlaying a deep
knowledge of Iran’s energy resources, close ties to government technocrats and industry leaders
in Tehran, and high-level contacts at major oil companies, law firms, and investment houses in
the West.”
********Hassanzadeh’s book is Iran’s Natural Gas Industry in the Post-Revolutionary Period:
Optimism, Scepticism, and Potential (http://www.amazon.com/Irans-Natural-Industry-PostRevolutionary-Period/dp/0198728212/). I found this to be of interest as it provides an
opportunity to test assumptions about Iran and the role of women in the country, for example,
“women make up more than 60 percent of the nation’s college students.” Hassanzadeh seems to
have a clear sense of the importance of going slow, so that necessary financial and other
institutions can be built. Regarding this, she counsels patience to Western and Iranian investors,
alike.
(14 January 2016): “GE Among Dozens of Corporate Giants Fleeing Suburbs for Urban
Centers” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/ge-among-dozens-of-corporate-giants-fleeingsuburbs-for-urban-centers-1452733627)
--------“In selecting Boston as its new home base, General Electric Co. will join dozens of
corporate giants forsaking the suburbs for urban centers. The trend is accelerating, experts say,
due to employers’ thirst for the kind of educated, technologically-savvy workers who are
clustering in cities such as Chicago, San Francisco, and Seattle.” According to Patrick Phillips,
the global chief executive of land-use think tank Urban Land Institute, “Suburban office parks
are falling out of favor as companies recognize their locations affect their ability to compete for
skilled workers.”
********As the article points out, corporate tax rate differences, as well as other incentives, also
played a role in GE’s move from Connecticut to Massachusetts. This movement, of course, is
common. It is akin to the international tax inversions that have been much in the news over the
last year (http://www.bloombergview.com/quicktake/tax-inversion). Corporate movements from
state to state don’t seem to be accompanied, though, with the same degree of concern as
movements from country to country. The New Geography of Jobs (http://amazon.com/New-
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Geography-Jobs-Enrico-Moretti/dp/0544028058/) provides additional information about the
factors affecting corporate location, especially in the knowledge industries.
********You can learn more about GE’s move to Boston at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/14/technology/ge-boston-headquarters.html. The products of
GE, the article indicates, are “increasingly loaded with digital, sensors, all part of an effort to be
a leader in the ‘industrial Internet.’” Further information relating to GE’s move, and a broader
perspective of the benefits of industrial “clusters” can be found in “The biotechnology industry:
Clusterluck” (http://www.economist.com/news/business/21688385-bostons-biotech-hubsurviving-challenge-silicon-valley-clusterluck). That being the case, it would seem that students
like those in the UNC Asheville/NC State University Mechatronics program
(https://engineering.unca.edu/joint-bs-engineering-mechatronics-concentration) would be ideal
candidates for GE.
(14 January 2016): “F.D.A. Approves a Genetically Engineered Potato”
(http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2016/01/13/us/ap-us-genetically-engineered-potato.html)
--------“A potato genetically engineered to resist the pathogen that caused the Irish potato famine
is as safe as any other potato on the market, the Food and Drug Administration says. In a letter
Tuesday to Idaho-based J.R. Simplot Co., the FDA said the potato isn’t substantially different in
composition or safety from other products already on the market, and it doesn’t raise any issues
that would require the agency to do more stringent premarket vetting. . . . Before the potato is
marketed to consumers, it must be cleared by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency . . . The
U.S. Department of Agriculture approved the potato in August.”
********Interesting that the USDA, the FDA, and the EPA are all weighing in on this product—
three different organizations, each of which has its own special concerns and processes. No
doubt this is an indication of the concern about the “unknown unknowns” surrounding GMOs.
(14 January 2016): “NC progress slow on industrial hemp legislation”
(http://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article54765300.html)
--------“Industrial hemp production became legal in North Carolina on Oct. 31, but don’t expect
to see the crop planted here anytime soon. The permitting process is moving slowly. State
legislators passed the legalization legislation in September, and Gov. Pat McCrory let it become
law without his signature. But before farmers can grow help, private donors must provide
$200,000 to cover the cost of regulating the industry. . . . Once hemp supporters raise $200,000,
the state will create an Industrial Hemp Commission with farmers and law enforcement
representatives appointed to oversee a permitting process.” The hemp legislation passed “a few
days before the legislative session ended in September” and bypassed consideration of the
Agriculture Committee. Committee chair Rep. Jimmy Dixon is “upset and perturbed in the
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manner” the bill was passed and plans to put it on the “Committee’s agenda when the legislature
returns in late April.”
********A lengthier article about the bill appeared shortly after its passage:
http://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article41855457.html.
The text of the bill can be viewed at:
http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2015/Bills/Senate/PDF/S313v4.pdf. At the bottom of its page 3,
you will see that “The Commission shall not meet or undertake any of its powers and duties
under this Article until it has obtained funding from sources other than State funds of at least two
hundred thousand dollars ($200,000) to support operations of the Commission.” This seems so
very strange to me. Are there other examples?
(15 January 2016): “With Gridlock in Washington, Lobbyists Turn to Statehouses”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/with-gridlock-in-washington-lobbyists-turn-to-statehouses1452825384)
--------These are busy times “for a new army of lobbyists and interest groups swarming state
capitals around the U.S. Businesses and industries seeking relief from the gridlock of
Washington are taking to the states such issues as gun regulation, minimum wages and energy.”
According to Michigan-based lobbyist Jason Geer, who represents the Michigan Chamber of
Commerce, businesses and organizations “have started investing in states with ballot initiative
processes and lobbying legislators more directly, rather than going to Washington.” According
to the nonpartisan research group National Institute on Money in State Politics, “between 2006
and 2012 the number of interest groups and organizations, including unions, represented by
lobbyists in the states grew by more than 6,200, about 12%.”
********You can learn more about the National Institute on Money in State Politics, “The
nation’s only free, nonpartisan, verifiable archive of contributions to political campaigns in all 50
states.” at: http://www.followthemoney.org/. The site has a variety of ways of using the data
they have brought together. I suggest clicking on the 1-minute introduction button and take look
at what’s offered. Then, examine one or more of the Popular Tools immediately below. I found
Industry Influence to be interesting—unsurprisingly industry contributions follow a regular
patter of increased contributions in election years—but when I tried to explore My District it was
never able to locate my residence.
(15 January 2016): “$15 Oil? It’s Already Here, in Canada”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/15-oil-its-already-here-in-canada-1452818511)
--------“Crude prices dipped below $30 a barrel this week for the first time in years. But for
many producers, $30 oil already is a thing of the past. Most barrels of oil sold globally garner
less than benchmark prices because they are deemed lower quality, or because buyers incur
higher shipping costs. . . . A basket of crude oils sold by the 13 members of the Organization of
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the Petroleum Exporting Countries fell Wednesday to $25.69 a barrel. . . . And some of the
cheapest crude oil in the world, in Canada, costs less than $15. . . . Canadian crude oil suffers
from quality and transportation discounts.” For U.S. crude producers, a “silver lining . . . is that
the U.S. benchmark’s discount to Brent [European] prices has disappeared in recent weeks. . . .
Once Congress voted to lift the ban on most U.S. crude exports in December, the price gap
between U.S. oil and Brent narrowed to zero.”
********As noted in The Wall Street Journal [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-exportsfirst-freely-traded-oil-in-40-years-1452643962), the first freely traded oil exports in 40 years
began in early January, destined for Germany via Italy. The article does a nice job of illustrating
the role of transportation costs and quality in giving rise to price differentials of crude oil, as well
as the role played by the law (regarding exports) in allowing markets to take those factors into
consideration.
********As an especially dramatic example of falling prices, consider that “Flint Hill Resources
LLC, the refining arm of billionaire brothers Charles and David Koch’s industrial empire, said it
would pay -$0.50 a barrel Friday for North Dakota Sour, a high-sulfur grade of crude, according
to a list price posted on its website. That’s down from $13.50 a barrel a year ago and $47.60 in
January 2014.” The negative price is “due to the lack of pipeline capacity for a particular variety
of ultra low quality crude.” You can learn more about this situation at:
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-18/the-north-dakota-crude-oil-that-s-worthless-than-nothing. The article goes on to note, “Negative energy prices are rare but not
unprecedented. Propane traded at a negative value in Edmonton, a key pipeline hub in oil-rich
Alberta, for about three months last year.” These situations tend not to last. As John Auers of
Dallas-based Turner Mason & Co. notes, “You don’t produce stuff that’s a negative number . . .
You shut in the well.”
********Given that Iran is about to expand its oil sales due to the elimination of some sanctions
against it, clearly indicates that low prices are likely to continue barring unexpected increases in
oil demand. You can learn more about oil production in Iran, as well as view some excellent
multimedia and graphics about oil prices, at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/19/business/international/oil-iran-sanctions.html.
(15 January 2016): “Do Incentives Modify Behavior?” (http://daily.jstor.org/do-incentivesmodify-behavior/)
--------With the start of a new year, many people are working away on their resolutions. But a
1989 study shows “that only 19 percent of people reported that they had successfully stuck to
their resolutions.” Incentives seem to play an important role in sticking to resolutions, but their
effectiveness “depends heavily on their design, and the behavior being incentivized.”
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********The article draws upon two articles from the economic literature, both of which are
accessible by a link at the bottom of the article. The first, “Incentives to Exercise,” was
published in 2009 and is loaded with statistics. The second, “When and Why Incentives (Don’t)
Work to Modify Behavior,” was published in 2011 and is written for a more general audience as
it appeared in The Journal of Economic Perspectives. It is the article I would read if I was
looking for a readable account of the possibilities and limitations of behavioral incentives. In
particular, it addresses pro-social behaviors like recycling and giving blood, and distinguishes
between “doing good” and “doing well.”
(16 January 2016): “Weighing the cost and benefit of divestment”
(http://www.latimes.com/business/hiltzik/la-fi-hiltzik-20160117-column.html)
********”Silicon Valley and the entertainment and biotech sectors have secured California’s
reputation as an investment nirvana. Here’s the other side of a coin: the state is a national leader
in divestment actions too.” Such initiatives include “Senate Bill 185, signed by Gov. Jerry
Brown last October, effectively mandating that the state’s two giant public pension funds
CalPERS and CalSTRS, divest from the coal industry.” Stanford University and the University
of California system have made their own recent divestment decisions. “These moves build on a
longer tradition. Tobacco companies, firearms makers and companies doing business in Iran and
Sudan have all been targeted for divestment over the years by CalPERS and CalSTRS.” But the
recent movement to divest from fossil fuels has raised broad questions. “Does divestment work?
And if it does, can the lessons learned from the fossil fuel campaign be applied to other
industries targeted by California activists, such as firearms and private corrections companies?”
********The article goes on to discuss some of the research about divestment. To me the article
makes clear that the question “Does it work?” depends fundamentally upon the meaning of the
word ‘work’, i.e., what is to be accomplished by divesting? Sometimes ‘work’ is viewed as
strictly a financial matter—the monetary return—but those advocating divestment, I sense, are
concerned about extra-financial matters, too. In language related to the previous article, they are
more concerned about “being good” than “doing well.” In the language of economics, they are
willing to trade off some financial return for being more ethical. Of course, whether it makes
sense to use the words ‘more ethical’ will be argued by some: either you are ethical or you
aren’t. A recent book that explores this and a host of related issues is Ethics in Economics: An
Introduction to Moral Frameworks (http://www.amazon.com/Ethics-Economics-IntroductionMoral-Frameworks/dp/0804794537/), by Jonathan Wight.
********Closely connected to the idea of trading off financial return for being more ethical is
paying more for products that support some value, whatever it might be. This is explored in
“Whole Foods And The Problem With Enlightened Consumption” (http://daily.jstor.org/wholefoods-and-the-problem-with-enlightened-consumption/). The article is based upon a “2008
paper for Theory and Society,” in which sociologist Josée Johnston examine the “citizen-
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consumer” model that “encourages us to vote with our dollars for a better world.” According to
Johnston, “ethical consumption became a matter of concern for many people starting in the
1980s, tying together worries about the environment, animal welfare, local farms, and workers’
rights.” I found a pdf of Johnston’s article at: http://www.rhetcom.net/wpcontent/uploads/2013/10/Johnston.pdf.
(18 January 2016): “A Businessman Who Trades in Hand-Me-Downs”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/18/world/asia/a-businessman-who-trafficks-in-hand-medowns.html)
********A glimpse at the used-clothes business in Kabul, Afghanistan and how it has responded
to changing political and military regimes. Interesting to me was that upon the reestablishment
of the used-clothes trade in Kabul, a merchant was able to get “40 bales of [used clothes] on
credit” from merchants in Karachi, Pakistan. I went searching for a book on the used-clothing
market and turned up Clothing Poverty: The Hidden World of Fast Fashion and Second-hand
Clothes (http://www.amazon.com/Clothing-Poverty-Fashion-Second-handClothes/dp/1783600675/), by Andrew Brooks. The book reminded me of Pietra Rivoli’s The
Travels of a T-Shirt (http://www.amazon.com/Travels-T-Shirt-Global-EconomyCharacters/dp/1118950143/), which is now out in a second edition. The endnotes of Clothing
Poverty indicate many additional resources to explore.
(19 January 2016): “Fixing Drafty Old Buildings Becomes $20 Billion U.S. Industry”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-19/fixing-drafty-old-buildings-becomes-20billion-u-s-industry)
--------According to the U.S. Green Building Council, “Buildings account for 39 percent of
carbon dioxide emissions, exceeding transportation and industrial uses.” Cliff Majersik, the
executive director of Washington nonprofit Institute for Market Transformation, “Most of the
focus has been on new construction, but now people are really taking a look at existing buildings
. . . If you really want to move the needle on climate change, you can’t ignore the 99 percent of
buildings that are already there.” As a result of a “decade of progressively stricter laws aimed at
reducing energy use and consumer desire to lower costs” a $20 billion-a-year U.S. industry has
been emerged.
********The article’s distinction between the existing stock of buildings and new constructions
(a flow) was useful. Clearly, focusing solely on the flow will miss many opportunities to reduce
greenhouse gases. I was surprised to see the size of the energy reduction industry.
(20 January 2016): “Instead of Computer Code, ‘Plant Hackers’ Tinker With Genetics”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/instead-of-computer-code-plant-hackers-tinker-with-genetics1453254509)
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--------[This is the A-Hed, quirky, article. Not-so-quirky, today.] 25-year-old Sebastian Cocioba
is seeking to create the elusive blue rose. “Born into an earlier generation, Mr. Cocioba might
have spent hours writing computer programs. Instead he is at the vanguard of a millennial niche:
do-it-yourself bioengineering. In place of a keyboard, he has a homemade ‘gene gun’ that fires
genetic material into plants on a blast of tiny tungsten particles. A growing coterie of plant
hackers and synthetic biology startups have their sights set on creating some bizarre and
wondrous creations: glowing plants, fragrant moss and flowers that change colors when you pour
beer into the soil.”
********There is a two-minute video accompanying the article that shows Cocioba, who is
“almost entirely self-taught,” at work. So much concern has been raised about genetic
engineering when done by trained scientists that I thought this article that should be widely read
and reflected upon. I am nearing completion of reading The Invention of Nature: Alexander von
Humboldt’s New World (http://www.amazon.com/Invention-Nature-Alexander-HumboldtsWorld/dp/038535066X/), by Andrea Wulf. It is scientific biography at its finest, written with
style and deep knowledge about someone who was extraordinarily important in helping us to
arrive at current understandings of biology and ecology, and set the stage for the path-breaking
work of George Perkins Marsh, whose Man and Nature (http://www.amazon.com/Man-NatureGeography-Weyerhaeuser-Environmental/dp/0295983167/) provided copious illustrations of
how people have affected the environment. Someday, I am sure, someone will be writing a book
on how people have affected the genomes of multiple species. I sense it will be, like Marsh’s, a
hard book to read.
(20 January 2016): “How the Epidemic of Drug Overdose Deaths Ripples Across America”
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/01/07/us/drug-overdose-deaths-in-the-us.html)
--------“Deaths from drug overdoses have jumped in nearly every county across the United
States, driven largely by an explosion in addiction to prescription painkillers and heroin. Some
of the largest concentrations of overdose deaths were in Appalachia and the Southwest,
according to new county-level estimates released by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.” The trend of deaths from drug overdose is now similar to that of the HIV epidemic
“in the late 1980s and early 1990s, said Robert Anderson, the C.D.C.’s chief of mortality
statistics.” In contrast to HIV, drug overdoses “cut across rural-urban boundaries. In fact, death
rates from overdoses in rural areas now outpace the rate in large metropolitan areas, which
historically had higher rates.” Appalachia “has been stricken with overdose deaths for more than
a decade, in many ways because of prescription drug addiction among its workers.” According
to Dr. Carl R. Sullivan III, who directs addiction services at the West Virginia School of
Medicine, “In the mid-1990s, there was a social movement that said it was unacceptable for
patients to have chronic pain.” In an area with blue-collar workers subject to injury, prescription
painkillers came to be abused. Then, when states began to address such misuse, prescription
“addicts began turning to heroin instead.”
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********In economic terms, as legal changes caused the relative price of heroin to fall, more
people switched to it from prescription painkillers—this response is unfortunately familiar. The
graphics incorporate into the article are stunning in more ways than one. In particular, there are
maps for 2003 and 2014 showing overdose deaths in Appalachia in which it is easy to make out
the counties. The article also provides a link (http://blogs.cdc.gov/nchs-data-visualization/drugpoisoning-mortality/) to information showing trends in the U.S., each state, and each county
from 2002-2014. I looked at state information for North Carolina, Wisconsin, and Florida.
North Carolina and Wisconsin state trends follow U.S. almost exactly. Since Florida is a known
location of high levels of excessive pain-killer prescriptions, I thought its behavior would be
different (and it was). For much of the 13-year period, Florida rates were much higher than U.S.
rates, but state rates fell below U.S. rates after Florida tightened its regulations. I encourage you
to make some comparisons of interest to you.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 249 (27 January 2016)
(21 January 2016): “Dry-Bulk Shipping Firms Face Unprecedented Crisis”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/dry-bulk-shipping-firms-face-unprecedented-crisis1453293892)
--------“Falling demand from China is wreaking havoc among the world’s biggest shipping
companies, forcing some to offload vessels at a discount to survive one of the industry’s deepest
crisis. . . . The shipping industry’s pain has been worse for dry-bulk shipping companies—whose
vessels carry much of the raw materials of global trade, from grain to iron ore. The Baltic Dry
Bulk Index, sometimes viewed as a proxy for global trade, peaked out just before the 2008
financial crisis at 11000 [eleven thousand] points. On Wednesday, it closed at 358. The index
has hit fresh record lows every day since the beginning of the year. That is forcing some
shipping companies to offload vessels at bargain-basement prices.” Describing this situation,
New York-based maritime adviser says, “It’s a bloodbath, which calls into questions the survival
of many dry-bulk shipping companies.”
********The situation of dry-bulk carriers struck me as similar to that of the U.S. coal industry
in that many firms are going bankrupt. Perhaps less coal is being shipped, contributing to the fall
in dry-bulk shipping? A brief search shows that coal is included in the commodities of dry-bulk
shipping (http://www.gencoshipping.com/industry.html), so it seems likely that the decline of
coal is contributing to the fall in the Baltic Dry Bulk Index. Incidentally, dry-bulk carriers are
distinguished from liquid-bulk carriers, that carry such items as oil, chemicals and liquefied
petroleum gas (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bulk_carrier). Reflection on the situation of the
dry-bulk carriers makes me wonder how the liquid-bulk carriers are doing. Do they have their
own index? One starts to get a sense of the extensive restructuring of shipping that might take
place if (when) solar and wind begin to make up much larger portions of the energy supply.
********You can learn more about the Baltic Dry Bulk Index at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baltic_Dry_Index. The Wikipedia article includes a time series for
the Index from 1985 to 2013 and shows the dramatic crash of the Index during 2008-09. Click
on the graph for a larger image.
(21 January 2016): “The Wharton Grad Sensing a Fortune in the World’s Most Toxic Air”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-20/the-wharton-grad-sensing-a-fortune-inthe-world-s-most-toxic-air)
--------“Murky air means money for New Delhi businessman Jai Dhar Gupta. The 43-year-old
Wharton graduate began selling pollution masks last year in India, home to some of the planet’s
most toxic cities.” He notes, “India is going to be the biggest market for the masks.” Gupta
expects “he’ll sell 60,000 from January to March—as much as the whole of 2015.” According to
the World Health Organization, India has four of the five most (air) polluted cities in the world.
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So, “From masks to purifiers and even nebulizers that ease lung spasms, India is seeing a spurt in
purchases of products designed to deliver a basic human right: the ability to breathe.” Japanese
nebulizer seller Omron Corp. “sold 200,000 nebulizers in India last year and expects as much as
30 percent compound annual growth over the next three to five years.”
********It is interesting to think about this situation. Today, Gupta provides a good that
provides clean air services to those who use it. That opportunity exists because of the state of air
quality in various locations in India, which is in part due to the lack of air quality regulation or
the failure of air quality enforcement. There may come a day, however, when there will be
movement to increase air quality regulation or improve air quality enforcement. At that time, no
doubt, incumbent firms selling goods that provide clean air services will—if they consider only
their financial interests—oppose the movement. Not such an unusual situation.
(23 January 2016): “Schumpeter: The collaboration curse”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21688872-fashion-making-employees-collaboratehas-gone-too-far-collaboration-curse)
--------“In modern business, collaboration is next to godliness. . . . The fashion for collaboration
makes some sense. the point of organisations is that people can achieve things collectively that
they cannot achieve individually.” But, “a backlash is setting in: the current Harvard Business
Review (HBR) has a cover story on ‘collaborative overload’’ and Cal Newport of Georgetown
University has just brought out a book called ‘Deep Work” Rules for Focused Success in a
Distracted World’. A growing body of academic evidence demonstrates just how serious the
problem is. Newport, in particular, notes that the “biggest problem with collaboration is that it
makes . . . ‘deep work’ difficult, if not impossible.”
********This is a clear example of a time allocation problem as it involves time spend
collaborating and time spent not collaborating. The gist of the article is that modern businesses,
and surely this applies to many other organizations, have moved too far in the direction of
collaboration time. The article asks why that is happened and points to the measurability of
collaboration, which is held to be “much easier to measure than ‘deep work’. This emphasis on
measurability is likely to affect people differently depending upon their career stage: “The more
junior the knowledge worker is, the more likely he is to spend his time doing things that are easy
to measure rather than engaging in more demanding but nebulous work.”
(23 January 2016): “To Fight Growing Threats From Germs, Scientists Try Old-Fashioned
Killer” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/to-fight-growing-threat-from-germs-scientists-try-oldfashioned-killer-1453490328)
--------Bacteriophages, “Little known among doctors in the West, . . . have been part of the
antibacterial arsenal in countries of the former Soviet Union for decades.” These “natural-born
killers of bacteria” stopped being used in the U.S. and much of Europe “when penicillin and
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other antibiotics were introduced in the 1940s. Now, though, Western scientists are turning back
to this Stalin-era cure to help cure the dramatic growth of bacterial resistance to antibiotics. That
resistance has become one of the biggest health-care crises of our time.” The “biggest hurdle” to
the expanded use of phages is that “phage therapy hasn’t been subjected to rigorous clinical
trials. . . . [But more] labs and biotechnology firms are researching phages as fast as they can.”
One such firm is AmpliPhi Biosciences Corp. (http://www.ampliphibio.com/) of Richmond,
Virginia.
********You can learn more about bacteriophages at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacteriophage. You can learn more about phage therapy at:
http://www.nature.com/news/phage-therapy-gets-revitalized-1.15348. As mentioned in the
article, phage use was noted in the White House document “National Action Plan For Combating
Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria”
(https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/national_action_plan_for_combating_antib
otic-resistant_bacteria.pdf), see p. 44. Interesting to see that antibiotics effectively drove
bacteriophages out of use, only to (apparently) reassert themselves later as the resistance to
antibiotics has increased. The question that arises for me is, “What were the reasons behind the
continued used of phages in the former countries of the Soviet Union?”
(24 January 2016): “S.E.C. Is Criticized for Lax Enforcement of Climate Risk Disclosure”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/24/business/energy-environment/sec-is-criticized-for-laxenforcement-of-climate-risk-disclosure.html)
--------“As recently as 2011, shares in Peabody Energy, he world’s biggest private sector coal
company, trade at the equivalent of $1,000. Today, they hover around $4 each. Over that time,
investors who held the stock lost millions.” These losses have drawn attention to the adequacy
of Peabody’s regulatory filings with respect to climate change, attention which resulted in a
November settlement with the New York attorney general to “disclose more about climate
change risks in its regular filings with the S.E.C. In theory, however, Peabody should have been
making such disclosures all along.” Such disclosure has been required since 2010, when the
S.E.C. “told companies how it expected them to address the risks posed by climate change in
their regular securities filings.” Under Mary Schapiro, then the chair of the S.E.C., “49 comment
letters to companies addressing the adequacy of their climate change disclosures” were issued in
the two years after interpretive guidance was issued. Since then, the number of letters have
dropped off from three in 2012 to none in 2013. “To advocates of more robust climate change
disclosure, the impression was that the S.E.C. had taken its eye off the ball.”
********Climate change is just one of the Risk Factors that must be addressed in the annual
Form 10-K filings companies make to the S.E.C. You can search for such filings at the S.E.C.’s
EDGAR tool: http://www.sec.gov/edgar/searchedgar/companysearch.html. For an example, you
might do a search for Ingles Markets. You can learn more about Form 10-K, as well as Forms
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10-Q and 8-K, at: http://www.sec.gov/answers/form10k.htm. The Press Release for Mary
Schapiro’s 2010 climate disclosure statement can be found at:
https://www.sec.gov/news/press/2010/2010-15.htm. I was curious about what the interpretive
guidance looked like—you can find it in the nine-page document at:
https://www.sec.gov/rules/interp/2010/33-9106fr.pdf. I am reminded that responding to the
various questions of Form 10-K is very much like that of demonstrating compliance with the
accrediting bodies of higher education. You can learn a good deal more about the S.E.C. at:
http://www.sec.gov/.
(25 January 2016): “Why Big Companies Keep Getting Disrupted”
[SR]http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-bigcompanies-keep-getting-disrupted-1453698061)
--------“Anshu Sharma, a venture capitalist at Storm Ventures, thinks he knows why so many
companies that should have all the resources and brainpower required to build the next big thing
so often fail to. He calls his thesis the ‘stack fallacy,’ and though he sketched its outline in a
recent essay, I [Christopher Mims] found it so compelling that I thought it worth a more
thorough exploration of the implications of his theory.” According to Sharma, the “Stack fallacy
is the mistaken belief that it is trivial to build the layer above yours.” To understand this, it helps
to know that “in tech, the ‘stack’ is the layer cake of technology one level of abstraction sitting
atop the next, that ultimately delivers a product or service to the user. . . . In tech, there are
countless examples of how companies have violated the stack fallacy by attempting to move up
the stack and subsequently failing.” Sharma argues that the reason companies fail when they try
to move up the stack is “They don’t have firsthand empathy for what customers of the product
one level above theirs in the stack actually want.” In support of this, “it helps to recognize that
companies move ‘down’ the stack all the time, and it often strengthens their position. It is the
same thing as vertical integration.” Finally, it should be noted that “the stack fallacy is just that:
a fallacy and not a law of nature. There are ways around it. The key is figuring out how to have
true firsthand empathy for the needs of the customer for whatever product you’re trying to build
next.”
********Intriguing article. The essay by Anshu Sharma can be found at:
http://techcrunch.com/2016/01/18/why-big-companies-keep-failing-the-stack-fallacy/. The essay
includes an interesting comic, which makes the point nicely and leads me to ask, “Where would
economists be placed in the comic?” As indicated by Mims in the article, Sharma’s fallacy
seems to be testable. If he is correct, attempts to vertically integrate upward should be more
likely to fail than attempts to vertically integrate downward. Is there literature on this?
(25 January 2016): “’Landmark’ Pacific Rim trade deal could boost U.S. exports”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/landmark-pacific-rim-trade-deal-could-boost-usexports/2016/01/24/ab2c9af0-c2b1-11e5-8965-0607e0e265ce_story.html)
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--------On Monday, the Peterson Institute for International Economics released a report by
economics Peter A. Petri and Michael G. Plummer assessing the likely impact of the TransPacific Partnership (TPP). “The Peterson Institute study is the most thorough independent
assessment of the economic impact of the TPP, the largest regional trade accord in history.”
According to the analysis, the accord “would yield considerable economic gains for the United
States and 11 other nations, boosting exports by 9 percent a year and increasing wages . . . But
the . . . TPP would not increase job creation overall, and it could force 50,000 U.S. workers each
year to find new jobs, a process that might require them to pursue new training . . . Those
workers, mostly in low-wage manufacturing, ‘may experience serious transition costs including
lasting wage cuts and unemployment,’ . . . an equal number of about 50,000 new jobs could be
created each year in high-tech manufacturing and service sectors as the U.S. economy undergoes
structural changes.” The World Bank has also studied the implications of the TPP, showing a
smaller payoff from the agreement. “Both studies, however, agree that the deal would benefit
other trading partners much more than it would benefit the United States.”
********The report of the Peterson Institute is in the news this week, with additional articles on
it being published in The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal on January 26th—no
doubt there are many others. Given that the TPP is showing up with some frequency in
statements by presidential candidates, this seemed like a good time to assemble some materials
about it. First, the full text of the TPP can be found at: https://ustr.gov/trade-agreements/freetrade-agreements/trans-pacific-partnership/tpp-full-text. Second, a broad overview of the TPP,
although not one based on the full text, can be found at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/12/business/unpacking-the-trans-pacific-partnership-tradedeal.html. I like it because it captures some of the conciseness of an earlier summary at:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2013/12/11/everything-you-need-to-knowabout-the-trans-pacific-partnership/. Third, a pdf of the recent Peterson Institute report can be
found at: http://www.iie.com/publications/interstitial.cfm?ResearchID=2906. Fourth, a pdf of
the World Bank report can be found at: http://www.worldbank.org/en/publication/globaleconomic-prospects/GEP-Jan-2016-Implications-Trans-Pacific-Partnership. Finally, an article
indicating that Democratic candidates Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders and Republican
candidates Ted Cruz and Donald Trump oppose the TPP agreement.
(25 January 2016): “Is American Olive Oil About to Have Its Moment?”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-california-olive-oil/)
--------Olive trees have the ability to live 1,000 years and have done so in Europe, where olives
tend to be hand harvested. But “an 18-year-old company called California Olive Ranch is
upsetting tradition and muscling into the ancient industry by fixing the tree itself. The
company’s 2,200-acre orchard, an hour north of Sacramento, is an industrial marvel. The 1.3
million trees there are more like bushes, 6 to 10 feet tall and planted in neat, tight rows” and they
are harvested mechanically, with no olive touched by hand. “California Olive Ranch, a privately
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held company, estimates it accounted for 65 percent of the olive oil produced in the U.S. in 2015.
. . . [It] is trying to do with olives what California did with wine. It’s marrying a fastidious,
technology-driven approach . . . with California’s self-appointed role as the world’s regulator.”
********You can learn more about California Olive Ranch at: http://californiaoliveranch.com/.
The article provides much information about olive oil production and consumption, all in the
context of its potential development in the U.S. (California). The article helped surface a
memory, i.e., the claim that the Greek philosopher Thales made a fortune by monopolizing olive
presses during an abundant harvest. You can read the story at:
http://epochproducts.com/blog/the-first-monopoly-in-the-world-was-about-olive-oil/. Not
surprisingly, this episode is discussed in the article “What is the Fair Rent Thales Should Have
Paid?” (http://www.aueb.gr/pympe/hercma/proceedings2005/H05-FULL-PAPERS1/MAKROPOULOU-MARKELLOS-1.pdf).
(27 January 2016): “The Road to Utopia: A Conversation With Juliet Schor”
(http://daily.jstor.org/the-road-to-utopia-a-conversation-with-juliet-schor/)
--------Juliet Schor is a Professor of Sociology at Boston University. She has a Ph.D. in
economics and “spent 17 years in Harvard’s econ department.” Her books, “starting with 1992’s
The Overworked American and continuing through Plenitude in 2010—have found an audience
among readers interested in thinking critically about the environmental and the human costs of
the work-spend cycle. In a review for Contemporary Sociology, the University of Minnesota’s
Rachel Schurman described Plenitude as ‘a clarion call to abandon our self-destructive
consumption practices and to create a new economy that values, nurtures, and produces a very
different sort of wealth.’”
********I’m unfamiliar with Schor’s work but I intend to learn more. In 2011 she gave one of
the E.F. Schumacher lectures associated with the Schumacher Center for a New Economics
(http://www.centerforneweconomics.org/). Schumacher was a development economist who was
best known for his book Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered
(http://www.amazon.com/Small-Beautiful-Economics-People-Mattered/dp/0061997765/). You
can view Professor Schor’s 51-minute lecture, as well as read its transcript, by going to the
Lectures and Publications page (http://www.centerforneweconomics.org/publications), where
you can also view the names of all those who’ve given a Schumacher lecture, and clicking on her
name. According to the writer of the JSTOR article, Livia Gershon, “Schor summed up much of
her vision in a short 2001 paper for the Berkeley Journal of Sociology. A link to the article is
provided. Gershon’s article—and Schor’s ideas—are provocative. It leads me to think that one
could show that ever-increasing human welfare and ever-decreasing GDP are consistent. Easy to
show, perhaps, in a model but difficult to report on the evening news.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 250 (3 February 2016)
(28 January 2016): “Who Owns The Sun?” (http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-solarpower-buffett-vs-musk/)
********During 2015 the Nevada Public Utilities Commission changed the way it regulates
solar power. By doing so it supported the investment of Warren Buffet in state-regulated NV
Energy and undercut the investment of Elon Musk in solar energy giant SolarCity. This case
clearly illustrates the power of start regulators to affect the return on investments made by large
individual investors, as well as the many homeowners who invested in solar systems only to see
regulators remove the conditions that made those systems viable.
********Somewhat related to this article is “The Supreme Court just gave a great explanation
of our baffling electricity system” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energyenvironment/wp/2016/01/26/the-supreme-court-just-gave-a-great-explanation-of-our-bafflingelectricity-system/), which provides background and insight into the recent 6-2 Supreme Court
decision in the case Federal Energy Regulatory Commission vs. Electric Power Supply
Association. In this decision the Court “blessed ‘demand response’—the idea that big companies
(and maybe, someday, aggregated groups of individuals) can get paid for using less electricity at
key times when it eases pressure on the grid. Demand response is as important as it is difficult to
understand. And that’s why the Supreme Court’s majority opinion, written by Justice Elena
Kagan, is a marvel. People should read it for something bordering on electrical literacy—a rarity
these days, understandably but also unfortunately.” You can read the Court’s 48-page opinion
at: http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/15pdf/14-840_k537.pdf.
(29 January 2016): “The crazy sequence of events that’s making almonds cheap again”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/01/29/too-many-almonds/)
--------“After years of steady price increases, thanks in large part to sky-rocketing demand, the
[almond] . . . has suddenly become much cheaper. Almond prices, which reached record highs
early last year, have fallen by about 25 percent compared with late 2014. . . . The price plunge,
while a welcome bit of news for almond eaters, is putting a strain on the industry dealing with
suddenly lower prices. And it’s also exposing the complicated and often unpredictable
circumstances that dictate why certain nuts cost what they do.” Between 2005 and 2012, the percapita consumption of almonds grew “by more than 200 percent” and surpassed peanut
consumption while doing so.
********I am a little confused by some of the analysis of the almond market but it does provide
some exposure to the roles of elasticity of demand, weather and its timing, and exchange rates in
determining the price of almonds.
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(29 January 2016): “Shares of These Companies Are Moving As the Zika Virus Spreads”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-29/shares-of-these-companies-are-movingas-the-zika-virus-spreads)
********News affects the demand and supply of the shares of individual companies and that is
certainly the case for the Zika virus that is said to be spreading explosively
(http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-35425731). This article shows the upward pull on
stock prices companies working to combat it and the downward push of stock prices of a cruise
line that plies the waters of the region affected by the virus. No surprises, here, just clear
examples. For information about some of the challenges and time required to develop a Zika
vaccine, see “Drug Industry Starts Race to Develop Zika Vaccine”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/sanofi-to-launch-zika-vaccine-research-1454421279).
********The New York Times has published a very informative set of “Short Answers to Hard
Questions About Zika Virus” (http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/health/what-is-zikavirus.html).
(30 January 2016): “The economics of corruption: The wages of sin”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21689642-theory-higher-pay-cutscorruption-practice-opposite-happens-wages)
--------“Whether the miscreants are African policemen, European politicians or American
university basketball players, the same remedy for corrupt behaviour is offered: pay people more
money. It sounds intuitive. But does legitimate lucre really drive out the filthy kind? New
research involving a natural experiment in West Africa suggests that it does not—and that
conventional economic theories of corruption are wrong.”
********The “natural experiment” mentioned relates to the compensation of police officers in
Ghana. It turns out that one of the mechanisms that officers use to extract additional money is
the roadblock, the delays at which can be reduced by appropriate payments. After police salaries
were significantly increased, though, officers “erected more roadblocks, detained lorries for
longer . . . and extracted more money. Economic theory suggests the opposite should have
happened.” What “economic theory is” for any particular issue, of course, is almost never just
one thing. It is a flexible, perhaps too flexible, way of thinking about things. A few alternative
explanations are provided in the article but the one that drew me in was that the “pay rise may
have . . . [increased the officers’] sense of . . . worth, leading them to demand more money.”
I.e., the higher status of the person being bribed, the larger the bribe must be.
********The paper upon which this article is based appears to be “Do Higher Salaries Lower
Petty Corruption? A Policy Experiment on West Africa’s Highways”
(https://www.aae.wisc.edu/events/papers/DevEcon/2014/foltz.11.06.pdf). A précis, of sorts, can
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be found at: http://independentevaluation.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/opev/Documents/IEM__Evaluations_Can_Help_Policymakers_Understand_Corruption.pdf.
(1 February 2016): “The Historic Achievement of the Pullman’s Porter’s Union”
(http://daily.jstor.org/historic-achievement-pullman-porters-union/)
--------“In the 1920s, the largest private employer of African Americans was the Pullman Palace
Car Company. . . . For black men, working as a porter was one of the few available jobs that paid
a bit better than field labor. . . . But it was tough work. The porters had to carry baggage, shine
shoes, clean the berths, and respond courteously to any passenger requests. . . . Porters often
worked 400 hours a month with little rest. The Pullman rule book allowed for three hours of
sleep the first night out and none for the remainder of the trip.” With the help of the Colored
Women’s Economic Council, “founded by the wives of Pullman porters” the American
Federation of Labor, in 1934, finally “accepted the porters’ union as a full member and helped it
convince the federal government to extend protections for their union activity.”
********You can learn more about the porters and their unionization in the very readable article
(link provided) grounding this article, “’A Greater Victory’: The Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters in St. Paul.” The Pullman Company gained notoriety for its role in the Pullman Strike of
1894, in which thirty people were killed (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pullman_Strike).
(2 February 2016): “How Free Electricity Helped Dig $9 Billion Hole in Puerto Rico”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/02/business/dealbook/puerto-rico-power-authoritys-debt-isrooted-in-free-electricity.html)
--------The Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (Prepa) “has been giving free power to all 78 of
Puerto Rico’s municipalities, to many of its government-owned enterprises, even to some forprofit businesses—although not to its citizens. It has done so for decades, even as it has sunk
deeper and deeper in debt, borrowing billions just to stay afloat.” Although efforts are underway
to limit free electricity, “the free electricity is so tightly woven into the fabric of society that
unwinding it would have vast ramifications and, some say, only worsen the plight of the people
who live here.” The free power dates from 1941 when Prepa was established by Rexford
Tugwell, “the last American governor of Puerto Rico to be appointed by the president of the
United States. He contended that for electricity to benefit the people, it had to be owned by the
people, and he created Prepa by nationalizing the handful of private electric companies then on
the island.”
********Rexford G. Tugwell was an economist who played an important role in Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s “brain trust” that helped develop the New Deal and served as Governor of Puerto
Rico from 1941-46 (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rexford_Tugwell). I wonder if he provided a
systematic rationalization for free electricity in his many works. I can understand that some
energy-rich countries might be persuaded to keep energy prices low for its citizens. That some
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do—Venezuela is the leading example with its gas prices but it has considerable company, as is
readily seen: http://www.globalpetrolprices.com/gasoline_prices/. On 1 February 2016, the price
of gas in Venezuela was 6 cents per gallon; Libya comes in second at 53 cents per gallon.
(3 February 2016): “Noncompete Agreements Hobble Junior Employees”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/noncompete-agreements-hobble-junior-employees1454441651)
--------“Noncompete agreements—common in computing and engineering jobs, where
proprietary technology can be at stake—are spreading to other industries and stretching further
down the corporate ladder. Labor-law experts say some employers appear to be using them to
prevent turnover among rookie employees they have spent time and money training. Since the
agreements are private contracts, they generally are enforced through lawsuits. New York
Attorney General Eric Schneiderman has launched an investigation into the practice to see if it
violates New York labor laws, according to people familiar with the matter.” It is difficult to
find broad data on noncompete agreements. “A working draft of one of the first extensive
studies of them, by researchers at the University of Michigan, came out last year. Its preliminary
findings were that more than 12% of American workers have signed such contracts . . . It also
found that more than 40% of those who had signed an agreement read it quickly or not at all,
suggesting many workers didn’t understand the consequences.” The enforcement of noncompete
agreements varies by state. “California doesn’t enforce them, and some researchers say that has
encouraged startups, a cornerstone of Silicon Valley’s success.”
********The research in question appears to be “Noncompetes in the U.S. Labor Force,” by
Evan Starr, Norman Bishara, and J.J. Prescott. The pdf of the article can be found by searching
on its title. Wikipedia provides useful information about noncompete clauses, which are also
known as covenants not to compete (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-compete_clause). It
makes specific reference to California, where noncompete clauses are invalidated “for all but
equity stakeholders in businesses.” Such clauses appear to serve as a barrier to exit from a
particular firm and a barrier to entry into a particular industry. This seems like a promising area
of study. I suspect a law degree would be helpful in that regard. The Boston law Firm Beck
Reed Riden (http://www.beckreedriden.com/) has a downloadable 50 State Noncompete Chart.
You can find it at its site under Resources.
(3 February 2016): “China’s 1.4 Billion Mouths Behind ChemChina’s Syngenta Pursuit”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-03/china-s-1-4-billion-mouths-behindchemchina-s-syngenta-pursuit)
--------“The logic behind what would be the biggest acquisition by a Chinese firm comes down to
the growing gap between two numbers—population and available agricultural land. China has
21 percent of the world’s population with just 9 percent of its arable land . . . That’s where China
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National Chemical Corp.’s purchase of Syngenta AG comes in. The Basel, Switzerland-based
company’s position as the world’s largest pesticide maker and its yield-boosting genetically
modified crops will help increase the amount of food China produces per acre and give it muscle
to take on rivals including Monsanto Co. With about 1.4 billion mouths to feed, China needs a
sharp boost in farm productivity, which has been hurt by damaged soil, contaminated water, and
overuse of fertilizer and pesticides.”
********The article includes an impressive five-minute video discussing the implications of the
acquisition, with a focus of why the price of Syngenta’s stock has such a small response. Behind
it seems to be concern about “completion risk,” which is explained in the video. Regulatory
issues, both in the EU and the U.S., but especially in the U.S., seem to the reason for it.
(3 February 2016): “Tax Food, not Just Fuel, to Save the Planet”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-03/tax-food-not-just-fuel-to-save-the-planet)
--------“Climate change debates often dwell on the price of things that go round and round, like
power-generating turbines or the wheels on the bus. That’s where the tie to climate pollution is
clearest: burn, churn, emit. That may not be enough. Every year that global carbon dioxide
levels go up, countries need more ways to cut emissions. A new paper published on Wednesday
in the journal BMC Public Health reasons that growing food, the source of about one-third of
carbon dioxide pollution, should also be a target for taxation.” Meat produced from “methanebelching cattle and sheep” are of special concern.
********The article in question is “Simulating the impact on health of internalizing the cost of
carbon in food prices combined with a tax on sugar-sweetened beverages”
(http://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-016-2723-8). The
Bloomberg article aptly points out that “If the push-back from the energy industry . . . over
increased regulation tied to climate change is any sign, a similar fight with agribusiness . . .
would be long and arduous.” The movie Cowspiracy (http://www.cowspiracy.com/) provides a
fascinating look at issues relating to cattle, methane, and environmental organizations that is
highly relevant to this article.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 251 (10 February 2016)
(3 February 2016): “The Long White Line: The Mental and Physical Effects of Long-Haul
Trucking” (http://www.psmag.com/health-and-behavior/the-long-white-line-the-mental-andphysical-effects-of-long-haul-trucking)
********I was led to this by JSTOR (http://daily.jstor.org/suggested-readings-truckers-stalkerscomputers/). The article makes it clear that the people who drive the 18-wheelers that move raw
materials and goods across the highways of the U.S. pay a heavy price, indeed. On a recent
cross-country drive, I was once more filled with respect and gratitude for their presence,
especially in a driving rainstorm west of Amarillo, Texas. The article makes clear that
compassion would be appropriate, too.
(4 February 2016): “A Liquor License Workaround: Fermented, Not Distilled”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/04/business/smallbusiness/restaurants-work-around-liquorlaws-with-wine-based-drinks.html)
--------“Bar and restaurant owners are used to working through a tangle of regulations, but liquor
licensing may be the most Kafkaesque. Rules vary by state and county, and costs can be
stratospheric, especially in areas that tightly limit the supply of licenses, usually through
population-based quotas. In parts of New Jersey, among the most expensive states, the cost of a
restaurant liquor licenses now tops $2 million. But when markets get convoluted, entrepreneurs
get creative. Around the country, restaurateurs and others in the industry are finding unusual
ways to work around restrictive local laws or take advantage of their loopholes.” One area of
creativity relates to the differential cost of liquor licenses and those for beer and wine. In
Broward County, Florida the supply of full-service liquor licenses is restricted and “have a
market value of about $150,000. Licenses to serve only beer and wine, however, are unrestricted
in number and cost $392 a year.” As a result, Miami-based Premium Blend produces a range of
“wine-based beverages intended to mimic the taste of popular liquors. . . . the substitutes come in
a range of strengths—24, 20, 17 or 14 percent alcohol—to satisfy different states’ licensing
laws.”
********A clear example of how the system of liquor laws in the U.S. give rise to a variety to a
variety of opportunities for gain that entrepreneurs may act to realize. Four different concepts of
entrepreneurship, along with related material, are briefly explored at:
http://theinvisibleforcesweekly.com/. Look for Notes on Entrepreneurship under its Resources
section.
(4 February 2016): “Financial turmoil half a world away is melting Minnesota’s iron country”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/financial-turmoil-half-a-world-way-ismelting-minnesotas-iron-country/2016/02/03/ee2b4bf4-c9c2-11e5-a7b25a2f824b02c9_story.html)
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--------In Itasco County, Minnesota, three of six iron ore mines “have been idled, forcing roughly
2,000 workers outs of a job. . . . Booms and busts are part of the circle of life here in the frozen
northlands, but never before has the cycle started half a world away” in China. “And never
before have the residents here felt so help to stop it.” China’s breakneck growth “is coming to an
end and no one is sure how painful that will be. The country that had helped power the world
economy for years is now sowing fear across international financial markets.” From 2001 to
2011, “the international price of iron ore skyrocketed from just about $13 a ton to nearly $200 a
ton amide surging demand from developing countries.” But the “international price of iron ore
has fallen back down to below $40 a ton—less than it costs” mining firm Cliffs Natural
Resources to mine it.
********The article includes 25 photos of the region, its people, and its work. As the article
points out, the global overcapacity for steel making has contributed to the turmoil: “At the end of
the line is the Iron Range. With the blast furnaces turned off at U.S. steel mills, there’s little
demand for the taconite pellets that are the crux of the local economy.”
********During China’s breakneck growth period, it developed many large cities from scratch,
cities that are now called “ghost cities” as they are “filled with apartment buildings, shopping
centers, even libraries—but not people.” These ghost cities, and the reasons for them, are
discussed in “The Unreal, Eerie Emptiness of China’s ‘Ghost Cities’”
(http://www.wired.com/2016/02/kai-caemmerer-unborn-cities/). The article includes photos by
Chicago photographer Kai Caemmerer (http://kaimichael.com/).
(4 February 2016): “Payday Lenders Are Changing the Game Ahead of a U.S. Crackdown”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-04/payday-lenders-are-changing-the-gameahead-of-a-u-s-crackdown)
--------The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) “is poised to release new [payday
loan] regulations this year, after more than four years of studies and speeches. The agency,
which hasn’t finalized the details, says the rules will stop borrowers from taking out short-term
loans they can’t afford and racking up fees week after week to buy more time. Lenders say the
CFPB will kill off payday advances and similar loans, hurting borrowers with no other options.”
Some payday lenders are not waiting for the rules before acting. Matt Martorello, who owns
Bellicose Capital, is selling out to an American Indian tribe in Michigan “for just $1.3 million
upfront, plus as much as $300 million in future payments.” Some payday lenders have partnered
with American Indian tribes, as such deals “allow companies to get around state laws that cap
interest rates by claiming the tribes aren’t subject to those rules. Avoiding federal regulations,
like those the CFPB will propose, is tougher. The Federal Trade Commission already has won
cases involving tribal payday lenders.”
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********The CFPB released a draft proposal in March, 2015. Here is the 57-page draft:
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201503_cfpb_outline-of-the-proposals-from-small-businessreview-panel.pdf. An overview of the proposal is available at:
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/newsroom/cfpb-considers-proposal-to-end-payday-debt-traps/.
(5 February 2016): “Why your Super Bowl vegetable platter might cost more this year”
(http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-super-bowl-produce-20160205-story.html)
********Nothing particularly surprising here: weather affects vegetable supply and thus their
price. Still, it provides a look at market conditions for the three Cs: carrots, cauliflower, and
celery.
(7 February 2016): “Cover Crops, a Farming Revolution With Deep Roots in the Past”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/07/business/cover-crops-a-farming-revolution-with-deeproots-in-the-past.html)
--------Long ago, agricultural cover crops were replaced by fertilizers but they are making a
resurgence. The case of Mark and Doug Anson is a case in point. They had concerns about the
soil they farmed in their commercial soybean and corn operation in Indiana and Illinois. They
noticed that its “texture was different, not as loamy as it had once been, and a lot of it was
running off into ditches and other waterways when it rained. So in 2010 the family decided to . .
. [sow] some 1,200 acres, which Mark describes as highly eroded farmland, with wheat cleanings
and cereal ryes. Additionally, they spread some cover crops to eroded areas in a few fields.”
Over time, the changing texture of soil and increases in corn productivity during a drought,
showed the more skeptical brother, Doug, that cover cropping “made financial sense. . . . Now
some 13,000 of the 20,000 acres that the family farms across nine counties are planted with
cover crops after harvesting, and farmers around them are beginning to embrace the practice.”
********I recently read The Hidden Half of Nature: The Microbial Roots of Life and Health
(http://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Half-Nature-Microbial-Health/dp/0393244407/), by David R.
Montgomery and Anne Biklé, which nicely supports the move from chemical-only agricultural
practices to one that is mindful of the biological, especially bacteriological, reality of soil as a
living thing. As the article points out, cover cropping makes financial, as well as biological,
sense, although this will always be an empirical question dependent upon a host of factors. As
Indiana farmer Dan DeSutter notes, “We’ve concentrated on the physical and chemical aspects
of farming but not the biological.” This has started to change. Perhaps change will come more
quickly if agrichemical businesses take a look at Peter Drucker’s The Five Most Important
Questions You Will Ever Ask About Your Organization (http://www.amazon.com/PeterDruckers-Five-Important-Questions/dp/1118979591/). For example, “Is our business selling
chemicals to farmers or helping farmers grow abundant crops?” As the article indicates,
Monsanto is sufficiently curious about cover crops to put up funds for cover crop research.
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(8 February 2016): “The Prince of the Smugglers” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/theprince-of-the-smugglers-1454880816)
--------[Review of Contraband: Smuggling and the Birth of the American Century, by Andrew
Wender Cohen.] “Every age has its quintessential crime, a trespassing of laws or norms that
exposes deep vulnerabilities—and great opportunities. In our own day, that title likely belongs
to computer hacking, reflecting a moment in which personal data is an especially precious
commodity . . . In the decades following the Civil War, as Andrew Wender Cohen makes clear in
his engaging book ‘Contraband,’ the signal crime was smuggling. Not only did tariffs generate
the majority of federal revenues so that the stakes in evading them were particularly high, but the
legitimacy and scope of the duties were also the day’s most fiercely contested political issue.
(Generally, Republicans favored higher tariffs and were more aggressive in policing smuggling,
while Democrats preferred lower tariffs.)” In, after the 16th Amendment was passed extending
the federal income tax, “the tariff was no longer the government’s primary means of raising
revenue, and federal regulations soon pushed it aside as the main instrument of domestic policy.”
With that, “Support for protectionism gradually eroded in many partisan precincts. [And
smugglers] . . . no longer capture the public’s fascination.”
********The Prince of Smugglers, around which Contraband is based, is Charles Lawrence, né
Lazarus. You can learn more about the book at: http://www.amazon.com/ContrabandSmuggling-Birth-American-Century/dp/0393065332/. I was taken by the notion that “Every age
has its quintessential crime,” as it seems like it is an idea that coincides nicely with the invisible
forces, i.e., such a crime would clearly show the invisible forces at work. I’m trying to learn
more about historical instances from the author of the Review. While searching, however, I
came upon the notion of ‘signal crime’ which, although not the same thing, is of current interest.
A signal crime or event “can be defined as an incident that is disproportionately influential in
terms of causing a person or persons to perceive themselves to be at risk in some sense.” The
concept was first developed by Innes and Fielding in 2002. You can learn more about ‘The
Signal Crimes Perspective” in the section with that name at:
http://repository.edgehill.ac.uk/5928/1/A.Millie_Reassurance_Policing_%26_Signal_Crimes_pre
_pub.pdf.
(8 February 2016): “Odd Lots: The World’s Only Stand-Up Economist Tells the World’s
Oldest Economics Joke” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-08/odd-lotspodcast-stand-up-economist-yoram-bauman)
********Smart economists learn to laugh at themselves, since others will surely be laughing at
them! This offering of Bloomberg’s Odd Lots provides a link to the funniest economics papers
of all time, including “Japan’s Phillips Curve Looks Like Japan,” as well as a 24-minute podcast
featuring Yoram Bauman, who has a Ph.D. in economics from the University of Washington;
interestingly, three of the papers on the list were written by Nobel laureates. The podcast
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provides an introduction, about five minutes of Bauman’s comedy routine, a more general
interview with him, and some concluding remarks. In order to appreciate the humor, it might be
helpful to have some background in economics, although any well-developed stereotype of
economists will probably serve equally well.
(8 February 2016): “Ground Shifts Under Wheat Export Market”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/ground-shifts-under-wheat-export-market-1454754785)
--------“The global trade map in wheat is being redrawn . . . The transformation comes as record
harvests, the strong dollar and cheap oil are combining to shake up the multibillion-dollar global
wheat market. Bulging silos are pushing producers to seek new markets, and cheap oil is
bringing down transportation costs. The surging greenback is undermining farmers in the U.S.,
the world’s second-largest exporter of the collar-denominated commodity behind Canada,
making grain from Russia to Argentina more competitive. Meanwhile, French grain is turning
up in Indonesia and Russian grain in Nigeria. On Thursday, a rare cargo of Argentine wheat
arrived in Wilmington, N.C. . . . This crop year, Russia is poised to become the world’s largest
exporter . . . [and] U.S. wheat exports are forecast to slump to a 44-year low.”
********A nice example of the consequences of the interacting elements of larger harvests,
lower transportation costs, and a stronger dollar.
(8 February 2016): “Why a Business-Tax Overhaul Is So Tricky”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-a-business-tax-overhaul-is-so-tricky-1454864343)
--------In 1986 a sweeping law “invited business owners to avoid the corporate income-tax
system and enjoy lower taxes by passing profits through to their individual returns. Now, instead
of a neat separation between business and personal taxes, the U.S. system muddles them
together. The two are tied so closely that any attempt to equalize tax rates across industries
changes taxes for individuals. That is complicating Congress’s ability . . . to address discrete
business-tax problems such as inversions . . . or the forces that left the U.S. with the developed
world’s highest corporate tax rate. The links between corporate and individual taxation
inevitably lock policy makers in intractable disputes about popular deductions and the question
that divides the parties most bitterly: Is the U.S. collecting enough money from wealthy
individuals?”
********According to the article, the tax overhaul gave rise to “a proliferation of so-called passthrough firms, which pass on profits to owners’ individual returns.” These firms have decreased
the separation between business and personal taxes and made tax overhaul much more
challenging. You can learn more about pass-through firms at:
http://taxfoundation.org/article/overview-pass-through-businesses-united-states.
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********Tax inversion is one reason why firms are leaving the U.S. and establishing their
homes elsewhere. Another is “earnings stripping”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/10/business/dealbook/corporate-inversions-arent-the-half-ofit.html). This tax place when inverting company “arranges for the United States parts of its
operations to borrow large amounts of money from the now-foreign parent. The indebted
American subsidiary will pay interest on that debt to the parent. Under the United States tax
code, the interest payment can be used to offset the American earning. Voila! The earnings of
the company are now offset by these payments. What used to be a significant tax bill disappears.
. . . A 2004 study of 12 corporate inversions found evidence that after inversion, companies
engaged in earnings stripping.” There is a link to the study in the article, as well as a 2007 article
by the U.S. Treasury indicating “strong evidence” that inverting companies also stripped
earnings.
(9 February 2016): “The Bloomberg Job Skills Report 2016: What Recruiters Want”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2016-job-skills-report/)
********The two characteristics that are more desired and more common in the Report are:
Analytical Thinking and Work Collaboratively. You might also be interested in Bloomberg’s
ranking of the “Best Business Schools 2015” (http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2015-bestbusiness-schools/). It provides a variety of rankings, including one for Part-Time MBAs, as well
as some valuable additional information. The article leads off by noting that “Business school
has been called a two-year job interview,” which struck me as an interesting perspective. I didn’t
know, but I am not surprised, that “More graduate degrees in business are awarded each year
than in any other field in the U.S.” To identify the best, Bloomberg “compiled data from more
than 13,150 current students, 18,540 alumni, and 1,460 recruiters across 177 distinct B-school
programs.”
(10 February 2016): “Taming Drug Prices by Pulling Back the Curtain Online”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/10/business/taming-drug-prices-by-pulling-back-the-curtainonline.html)
--------“Most major pharmacies do not list the price of the drugs they sell. And even if they do,
prices for the same drug can vary strikingly and cost far more than the rate that most insurers
pay.” Now, however, GoodRx and Blink Health “are aiming to fundamentally change the way
people buy drugs bringing the industry into the digital age by disclosing the lowest prices for
generic prescriptions to allow comparison-shopping.” For example, “The listed price for a 30day supply of the generic version of Lipitor . . . is $196 at Kmart, according to GoodRx, and $61
at Kroger. With a coupon obtained through GoodRx, the drug is about $12. Blink Health is
offering Lipitor for $9.94.”
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********According to Lisa Gill, who is deputy editor of Consumer Reports Best Buy Drugs,
drug prices “are all over the map, even within the same ZIP code . . . It’s a retail transaction that
doesn’t actually act like any retail transaction.” Indeed, consumers “often don’t know how much
they will owe until the pharmacist tallies the purchase at the cash register.” Hardly a case of
perfect knowledge of available prices.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 252 (17 February 2016)
(1 February 2016): “Big Agriculture Gets Its Sh*t Together” (http://fortune.com/fair-oaksdairy-manure-fuel-farming/)
--------Former veterinarian Mike McCloskey is a co-founder of Fair Oaks Farms, located in
northwest Indiana on the site of what was to have been the Chicago-area’s third major airport.
With 36,000 cows involved in the operation, it is in the top 1% of U.S. dairies. With agriculture
being a “major contributor to climate change” and with farms among “the biggest victims of
weather associate with climate” disruption, “McCloskey is working to change the mind-set of the
industry, demonstrating that farms can tackle environmental problems and still make a profit.”
McCloskey notes that he and his wife Sue dream “to have a zero-carbon-footprint dairy . . . And
I believe I can get there.” Driving the dream “of a zero-emissions dairy is cow poop—and lots
of it. Fair Oaks cows produce about 430,000 gallons of manure every day. The heart of what the
McCloskeys do is turn that waste from what could be a liability into an asset.”
********Perhaps the imaginative and business-minded approach of McCloskey might also be
applied to the hog-waste lagoons of eastern North Carolina. For a related article, see “What to
Do About Pig Poop? North Carolina Fights a Rising Tide”
(http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2014/10/141028-hog-farms-waste-pollution-methanenorth-carolina-environment/).
********While we are discussing dairy products, the article “The Parmesan Cheese You
Sprinkle on Your Penne Could Be Wood” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-0216/the-parmesan-cheese-you-sprinkle-on-your-penne-could-be-wood) is worth a look. It turns
out that not all Parmesan cheese is made of Parmesan. “Acting on a tip, agents of the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration paid a surprise visit to a cheese factory in rural Pennsylvania on a cold
November day in 2012. They found what they were looking for: evidence that Castle Cheese
Inc. was doctoring its 100 percent real parmesan with cut-rate substitutes and such fillers as
wood pulp and distributing it to some of the country’s biggest grocery chains.” According to
Dean Sommer of the Center for Dairy Research in Madison, Wisconsin, cellulose is a safe
additive “and an acceptable level is 2 percent to 4 percent,” but samples of store-bought grated
cheese, purchased by Bloomberg News and tested by an independent laboratory, revealed
cellulose levels of 8.8 in a cheese bought at Jewel-Osco and 7.8 percent in a cheese purchased at
Wal-Mart Stores Inc. “Until recently, there was little incentive to follow labeling rules . . .
because the FDA, which enforces the country’s food laws, prioritizes health hazards.”
(11 February 2016): “Slave-Labor Loophole Closed by U.S. Senate After 8 Decades”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-11/slavery-loophole-is-closed-by-u-s-senateafter-85-years)
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--------“For 85 years, the U.S. government has turned a blind eye to companies that import goods
derived from slavery—so long as domestic production couldn’t meet demand for those goods.
That’s about to change.” On Thursday, the U.S. Senate “voted to closed a loophole in the Tariff
Act of 1930, which bars goods made by convict, forced or indentured labor, amid a new focus on
slavery in the supply chains of global companies.” According to the United Nations, “Almost 21
million people are enslaved for profit worldwide, . . . annually providing $150 billion in illicit
revenue.” Concern about the use of slave labor in global supply chains are exemplified by
California-filed lawsuits that “accuse Hershey Co., Mars Inc. and Nestle SA of ignoring slave
labor in their West Africa cocoa plantations.”
********The U.S. bill is H.R. 644, which you can see at: https://www.congress.gov/bill/114thcongress/house-bill/644. You can find the relevant sentenced by searching on the word ‘forced’.
The Tariff Act of 1930 is probably best known as the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act. You can learn
more about it at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smoot%E2%80%93Hawley_Tariff_Act.
(11 February 2016): “Oil Is the Cheap Date From Hell”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-11/oil-is-the-cheap-date-from-hell)
--------“It’s scary out there. The rout in the stock market that began around Jan. 1 took a turn for
the worse early this month. By Feb. 10 the Standard & Poor’s 500-stock index was down 9
percent for the year. That’s its worst start since the recession year of 2008. Falling oil prices
were blamed . . . Trigger-happy investors have gotten accustomed to selling stocks whenever oil
dips.” According to Tobias Levkovich, who is Citigroup’s chief U.S. equity strategist, “The
toughest problem for people to deal with is oil getting linked with the market.” But the sense
“that falling oil is bad for stocks is mostly a matter of timing and conspicuousness.”
********The article goes on to discuss a variety of factors that enter into to synchronizing of oil
and stock prices, which are primarily driven by demand factors related to overall economic
activity. Falling oil prices, however, have had a significant impact on recycling, as is made clear
by “Skid in Oil Prices Pulls the Recycling Industry Down With It”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/13/business/energy-environment/skid-in-oil-prices-pulls-therecycling-industry-down-with-it.html). A case in point is Newark’s recycling facility run by
Waste Management. One year ago the company “could have fetched $230 for each bale of thin
translucent plastic. But today, thanks to the glut of cheap oil flooding global markets, they are
worth just $112 each.” The profits that were available for “all the players in the recycling
ecosystem” are not there anymore. “With concerns about climate change mounting, it’s an
awkward time for the recycling industry to be under such pressure.” That pressure is coming
from the price of the recycled materials: “recycling is a commodities business. The paper, metal,
plastic and glass the recyclers collect, sort and sell competes against so-called virgin materials.
And right now, many commodities are cheap.” Abundant oil, for recyclers, is the latest
headache.
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(11 February 2016): “The Shipping Industry Is Suffering From China’s Trade Slowdown”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-11/shipping-industry-suffering-from-china-strade-slowdown)
--------“When business slows and owners of ships and offshore oil rigs need a place to store their
unneeded vessels, Saravanan Krishna suddenly becomes one of the industry’s most popular
executives. Krishna is the operation director of International Shipcare, a Malaysian company
that mothballs ships and rigs.” At a time when oil producers and shippers are removing rigs and
boats from service, Krishna notes that “There’s a huge demand” for the berthing services his
company provides: “People are calling us not to lay up one ship but 15 or 20.”
********Interesting article which drives home the point that the same conditions that cause one
industry to decline can simultaneously lead another to thrive. The fact that ships and oil rigs are
durable and movable plays an important role in this case.
(11 February 2016): “This Is The World’s Best Country for Working Women”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-11/this-is-the-world-s-best-country-forworking-women)
********This is Episode 24 of Bloomberg’s Benchmark podcast and it includes a discussion of
gender equity in Norway, the U.S., and Japan, but focuses on Norway. The podcast is 25minutes long and there are a variety of interesting things covered. I was especially struck by the
statement that Norway’s move to extend parental leave benefits to men and women meant that
one reason to favor the hiring of men over women was eliminated, as men could just as easily be
expected to take parental leave as women.
(13 February 2016): “Negative 0.5% Interest Rate: Why People Are Paying to Save”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/13/upshot/negative-interest-rates-are-spreading-across-theworld-heres-what-you-need-to-know.html)
--------“A decade ago, negative interest rates were a theoretical curiosity that economists would
discuss almost as a parlor game. Two years ago, it began showing up as an unconventional step
that a few small countries considered. Now, it is the stated policy of some of the most powerful
global central banks, including the European Central Bank and the Bank of Japan. . . . But as
negative rates—in which depositors pay to hold money in bank accounts—become a more
common fixture, there are many unknowns about what these policies mean for finance, for the
economy and even for the definition of money.”
********This article provides a look at key questions and, where possible, provides answers.
We will be hearing more about negative interest rates in the future. Fed chair Janet Yellen
recently testified that “the American central bank was taking a look at the strategy, though she
emphasized no such more was envisioned.”
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(16 February 2016): “E-Commerce: Convenience Built on a Mountain of Cardboard”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/16/science/recycling-cardboard-online-shoppingenvironment.html)
--------Scientists and policy makers are “grappling with the long-term environmental effect of an
economy that runs increasingly on gotta-have-it-now gratification. The cycle leads consumers to
expect that even their modest wants can be satisfied like urgent needs, and not always feel so
great about it.” The environmental cost of this development “can include the additional
cardboard . . . and the emissions from increasingly personalized freight services.” Still,
measuring the effects of personalized shipping presents challenges, for example, “As people
shop more online, they might use their cars less. And delivery services have immense incentive
to find the most efficient routes, keeping their fuel costs and emissions down.” However, “Many
drivers deliver just one item. This is often the case for Postmates, which has a fleet of 15,000
freelance drivers signed up to make deliveries of whatever the customer orders—an Uber-like
service, but for deliveries.” Even when cardboard is recycled, there are costs like “emissions
from shipping it to the recycling centers, which use a lot of energy and water.”
********It is interesting the extent to which this article depends, albeit implicitly, on the
provision of public goods and externalities. Water is typically provided by “public works,”
unless you are on a private well like I am. Roads are typically provided by various levels of
government. And emissions are placed in the air that we all share. The discipline of Public
Economics has a lot to say about the production and provision of these items.
(16 February 2016): “How a Reporter Pierced the Hype Behind Theranos”
(http://www.propublica.org/podcast/item/how-a-reporter-pierced-the-hype-behind-theranos)
--------“When the blood-testing company Theranos opened to the public in 2013, founder
Elizabeth Holmes made bold claims of having revolutionized the diagnostic-lab business. . . .
Theranos received fawning early media coverage, but last October Wall Street Journal reporter
John Carreyrou took a more critical look. With descriptions of unreliable equipment, skeptical
employees and deficient practices, he reported that the company’s PR blitz outpaced its actual
medical technology.”
********This is primarily a preface to the 19-minute podcast interview with Journal reporter
John Carreyrou. I was impressed by the knowledge, clarity, humility, and bravery of Carreyrou,
as well as grateful for those in the media who daily risk their economic, reputational, and
emotional wellbeing to report the news. All of the invisible forces are clearly at work here.
Theranos will continue to be in the news until its scientific claims and market promise are
resolved one way or another. You can read two related articles at:
http://californiahealthline.org/morning-breakout/theranos-proposes-lab-fixes-to-cms-regulators/.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 253 (24 February 2016)
(17 February 2016): “Is Margarine Dead?” (http://daily.jstor.org/is-margarine-dead/)
--------“The reign of margarine is almost over. Sales of margarine—a plant-based spread that
was once immensely popular because of its purported health benefits—have been rapidly
declining and is now a cause of huge concern for Unilever, the world’s largest margarine
producer . . . Unilever last year created a separate business unit for its margarine operations, a
move that its chief executive compared to ‘putting a sick child in a separate room from siblings,
and showering extra care on them.’” The fall of margarine has coincided with the rise of butter
as new reports have argued that “it’s not as unhealthy and artery-clogging as once thought.”
********In economic terms, butter and margarine are substitutes, i.e., can be used to satisfy the
same want. So, an increase in the demand for one (butter) will result in a decrease in the demand
for the other (margarine), all other things being equal. Of course, once “the shoe was on the
other foot,” and it was the demand for margarine that was increasing. The linked background
article “Trends in State Margarine Legislation” shows the invisible foot in action. It was
interesting to read that “margarine is still prohibited in restaurants in Wisconsin unless
specifically requested by a patron.”
(17 February 2016): “Before Flint: How Americans Chose Lead Poisoning”
(http://daily.jstor.org/how-americans-chose-lead-poisoning/)
--------The water crisis in Flint, Michigan has sparked “national discussion on lead poisoning
among children across the nation, but this issue isn’t new. Much [of] the United States’
poisoning cases can be attributed to the various lead-based products that were being used for
many years.” Lead-based paint is a case to consider. “The value of paints and varnishes
produced in the U.S. rose 80 percent from 1899 to 1909.” At that time, “lead was widely
believed to produce the highest quality paint. . . . The long-term risks of lead exposure on
children were not clearly understood in those years, but it was no secret that lead was highly
poisonous for workers. Workers at every stage of the supply chain that came in contact with lead
died from the exposure. The most dangerous jobs were done by immigrants and young painters’
assistants, while skilled painters tried to work outdoors as much as possible to avoid contracting
‘painters’ colic.’” By 1910, legislation had been passed in France and Germany regulating the
use of lead, but similar legislation failed a bill “died without a vote.” Contributing to the lack of
interest was “that painters themselves generally supported the use of lead paint, which was
closely associated with the professional craft of painting.”
********Lead paint, of course, is still part of the home and business environments. According
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, “at least 4 million households have children
living in the that are being exposed to high levels of lead. . . . No safe blood lead level in children
has been identified” (http://www.cdc.gov/nceh/lead/). In the background article for this piece,
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“Toxic Purity: The Progressive Era Origins of America’s Lead Paint Poisoning Epidemic,” it is
noted that “between 1925 and 1926, more than half of the 421 Americans who died from lead
poisoning were painters.”
(18 February 2016): “Should Your Blended Whisky Say Where (and When) It Came From?”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-18/should-your-blended-whisky-say-whereand-when-it-came-from)
--------“Late last year, John Glaser, the owner of Compass Box Whisky Co., decided to break the
law. More precisely, Glaser decide to continue breaking the law—and, this time, to send out a
press release about it. . . . for the 15th anniversary of his whisky company, which had become a
cult favorite among in-the-know- Scotch drinkers and a regular presence on top shelves, he had
concocted a spirit he was quite proud of. He wanted to show off its ingredients. As it happens,
showing off a blended whisky’s constituent parts—the barrels that comprise the blend—is illegal
under both European Union and U.K. law.” Changing the law will likely require the support of
the Scotch Whisky Association, which is “lobbying advocate for distilleries and blenders. And
the group is not on board.”
********Is the practice of making it illegal to disclose ingredients more general that blended
whisky in the EU and UK?
(20 February 2016): “How Economists Would Wage the War on Drugs”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-economists-would-wage-the-war-on-drugs-1455895053)
--------“In April, the world’s governments will meet in New York for a special assembly at the
United Nations to discuss how to solve the drug problem. Don’t hold your breath: Since the
previous such gathering nearly two decades ago, the narcotics industry has done better than ever.
The number of people using cannabis and cocaine has risen by half since 1998, while the number
taking heroin and other opiates has tripled. Illegal drugs are now a $300 billion world-wide
business, and the diplomats of the U.N. aren’t any closer to finding a way to stamp them out.
This failure has a simple reason: Governments continue to treat the drug problem as a battle to be
fought, not a market to be tamed. The cartels that run the narcotics business are monstrous, but
they face the same dilemmas as ordinary firms—and have the same weaknesses.”
********This is an author-bylined article by Tom Wainwright, whose book Narconomics: How
to Run a Drug Cartel (http://www.amazon.com/Narconomics-How-Run-DrugCartel/dp/1610395832/) will be released soon. Wainwright is currently the Britain editor for The
Economist but was based in Mexico for a few years, where his coverage of both business and the
drug wars led him to write on the business of drugs. You can access and listen to a 36-minute
interview between him and Terry Gross on NPR’s “Fresh Air” at:
http://www.npr.org/books/titles/466496177/narconomics-how-to-run-a-drug-cartel. His device
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of treating drug cartels as businesses allows him to bring economic terminology and thinking
directly into his analysis.
(20 February 2016): “The gig economy: Smooth operators”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21693261-new-report-reveals-scaleand-purpose-app-based-earnings-smooth-operators)
--------A new report by researchers for the JP Morgan Chase Institute “studied the incomes of 1m
of their customers with active current accounts of three years. They found that, in September
2015, 1% of the earned income through an (identifiable) on-demand platform. Of these, just
over half used ‘capital’ platforms, such as Airbnb, to lease stuff they own. The rest—about
0.4%—used labour platforms like Uber. Though small, the supply of ondemand labour and
capital has grown rapidly.” As it turns out, “Earnings from Uber and the like are strongly
correlated with negative shocks to incomes from other sources (capital platforms are used much
more consistently). That suggest people use apps to smooth bumps in their earnings, which are
frequent . . . Perhaps conventional jobs are not so great after all.”
********I thought the distinction between capital platforms and labour platforms was useful.
You can learn more about the report mentioned at:
https://www.jpmorganchase.com/corporate/institute/report-paychecks-paydays-and-the-onlineplatform-economy.htm. Alternatively, you can see the full report at:
https://www.jpmorganchase.com/corporate/institute/document/jpmc-institute-volatility-2report.pdf.
(22 February 2016): “Review: In ‘Evicted,’ Home Is an Elusive Goal for America’s Poor”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/22/books/evicted-book-review-matthew-desmond.html)
--------“Living in extreme poverty in the United States means waging an almost gladiatorial
battle for creature comforts that luckier people take for granted. And of all those comforts,
perhaps the most important is a stable, dignified home. Yet as a culture, notes Mr. Desmond,
[the author of Evicted,] we have somehow failed to commit ourselves to providing this most
fundamental and obvious necessity.” Desmond, “a sociologist and a co-director of the Justice
and Poverty Project at Harvard,” has produced “an exhaustively researched, vividly realized and,
above all, unignorable book—after ‘Evicted,’ it will no longer be possible to have a serious
discussion about housing.” Evicted “is a regal hybrid of ethnography and policy reporting. It
follows the lives of eight families in Milwaukee, some black and some white, all several leagues
below the poverty line.” As a basis for his work, Desmond lived among the families “in 2008
and 2009—first in the poor, white College Mobile Home Park . . . and then in a rooming house.”
********The article goes on to point out that “What makes ‘Evicted’ so eye-opening and
original is its emphasis. Most examinations of the poorest poor look at those in public housing,
not those who’ve been brutally cast into the private rental market. Yet this is precisely where
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most of the impoverished must live.” It is this focus that makes Evicted seem so relevant for the
invisible forces. Part of the private rental market for the poor involves trailers, a topic that was
covered in TIF Weekly 213 (20 May 2015). The article was “America’s trailer parks: the
residents may be poor but the owners are getting rich”
(http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/may/03/owning-trailer-parks-mobile-homeuniversity-investment).
********You can learn more about Matthew Desmond in “The Great Expectations of Matthew
Desmond” (http://chronicle.com/article/The-Great-Expectations-of/235413). There seem to be
so many connections to this article but what first came to mind was the movie “99 Homes,” a
film set in Florida that follows the life of a single father who is evicted from his home then ends
up working for the man who evicted him (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/99_Homes). More well
known is the Oscar nominated film “The Big Short” and the book by the same name, both of
which relate to the “build-up off the housing market and the credit bubble.” You can learn more
at: (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Big_Short_(film). Milwaukee seems to be a “place apart”
in relation to the experience of black people, so it might well be a conditioning element in
Desmond’s book. You can learn more from “Why is Milwaukee so bad for black people?”
(http://www.pbs.org/newshour/rundown/why-is-milwaukee-so-bad-for-black-people/).
********The final immediate connection is “How Making Eviction Easier Became a Hot New
Industry” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-23/how-making-eviction-easierbecame-a-hot-new-industry). Click Notices Inc., of Annapolis, Maryland, is a startup that helps
initiate eviction proceedings: “The company integrates its product with property management
software, letting landlords set rules for when to begin evictions.” Closer to home, Nationwide
Eviction is “a Charlotte, N.C.-based company that competes with Click Notices.” Eric Sigler,
the CEO of Click Notices, says that his business might yield unexpected benefits for cities with
apartment shortages, noting “How do you build more affordable housing? You could start by
making the sector more efficient . . . Capital won’t flow into the sector when 40 percent of
tenants won’t pay on time.” Here are the links for Click Notices (https://www.clicknotices.com/)
and Nationwide Eviction (http://www.nationwideeviction.com/). Just another dimension of “The
Internet of Things” (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_Things).
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 254 (2 March 2016)
(25 February 2016): “Vietnam Tries New Tack in Climate-Change Battle: Teach a Man to
Fish” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/vietnam-tries-new-tack-in-climate-change-battle-teacha-man-to-fish-1456356381)
--------“Vietnam’s economic planners have set out on what could be their biggest-ever
engineering project: A network of walls designed to hold back rising sea levels that are
swamping fertile rice-growing regions.” Some rice farmers, though, are not waiting for the
networks, deciding instead to raise fish rather than grow rice. In the Red River Delta of northern
Vietnam, “Nearly three-quarters of households in Nam Dien have abandoned rice farming. . . .
The shift is focusing attention on a difficult question: Is it better to invest resources in fighting
the effects of climate change, or in helping people adapt?” Although Vietnam’s initial response
was to build a wall to produce the rice farmers, there are signs that government officials are
thinking more seriously about helping “rice farmers switch to raising fish, rather than fighting
environmental changes.” But it isn’t easy. “Farmers have to learn a whole new way of working,
from filtering water to investing in healthy fingerlings.” Then there is the problem of land,
which potential fish farmers must acquire to produce.
********Vietnam’s challenge is one shared by other countries was large river deltas that are
farmed and highly populated. The Ganges and Nile deltas, too, “are already feeling the effect of
environmental changes.” In the lower reaches of Vietnam’s Mekong delta, “saltwater is
penetrating as far as 60 kilometers (37 miles) inland during the dry season, according to
government meteorologists, killing crops and forcing farmers to leave or find a new way of
making a living. Some 30 million people live in the Mekong delta, with 18 million more in the
Red River delta.”
(26 February 2016): “Decline of Pollinators Poses Threat to World Food Supply, Report Says”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/27/science/decline-of-species-that-pollinate-poses-a-threat-toglobal-food-supply-report-warns.html)
--------According to the “first global assessment of the threats to creatures that pollinate the
world’s plants” without “an international effort . . . increasing numbers of species that promote
the growth of hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth of food each year face extinction. . . .
Pollinators, including some 20,000 species of wild bees, contribute to the growth of fruit,
vegetables and many nuts, as well as flowering plants.” The reasons for the pressure on
pollinators include agricultural practices, pesticides, parasites, pathogens, and climate change.
The research group issuing the assessment, the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, “did not conduct new research, but synthesized current
studies and analysis to reach its conclusions.”
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********Although the article reported that the summary of the report would be posted online
(http://www.ipbes.net/work-programme/pollination) on February 29th, I was unable to find it.
However, I did find a 22-page document that provides some perspective on the work:
http://www.de-ipbes.de/media/content/PEREIRA_IPBES%20Scenarios%20%20German%20Forum.pdf. I found the NYT article to be intriguing because the impact of the
pollinator distress was indicated solely in terms of dollars and jobs, and nothing was said about
the human (and other) lives that would be lost and diminished due to the reduction of “pollinator
services,” i.e., food.
********The production of almonds is one of the foods that is totally dependent upon pollinator
services—those provided by honey bees. Almond production largely takes place in California,
where there are “nearly 1 million acres of almond orchards” and each acre requires two bee
hives. This gives rise, each year, to a “huge migration of keepers and their bees who trek . . .
from as far as Florida and New Jersey for what has been called the planet’s largest ‘managed
pollination’ event.” Almond growers pay “up to $180 to rent one hive for a couple of weeks.”
You can learn about the almonds, bees, and threats to bees at:
http://www.latimes.com/local/abcarian/la-me-abcarian-bees-almonds-20160226-column.html.
(26 February 2016): “Turning Polluted Properties Into Profits”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/27/your-money/turning-polluted-properties-into-profits.html)
--------Environmental engineer Matthew Winefield buys contaminated properties with the
intention of turning a profit on them. Winefield, and people like him, “are getting backing from
wealthy investors who have the resources, the patience and the desire to return the properties to
productive use—all for an expected profit. . . . As investments, the returns range from enticing to
frightening. Mr. Winefield says the profit at the Garden Grove site might eventually be four
times the initial investment. But if what is below the ground is worse than their research says,
they could end up making little or losing money.” For many sites, investment viability hinges of
finding “older insurance policies” for them. “Thomas dearth, a hydrogeologist by training, owns
both an insurance archaeology company that finds these policies and Genesis Engineering &
Redevelopment, which cleans up contaminated sites.”
********I was struck by the term ‘insurance archaeology.’ It turns out that this an established
term if new to me. Most of the Internet information relates to particular firms, so here is one link
I found that seems instructive: http://www.rmfields.com/about.html. Just as one can buy a
property with lingering contamination issues, so might one inherit a property with possible
contamination issues. This topic was addressed in an earlier article, “Contaminated Property
Makes for Costly Inheritance” (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/20/your-money/contaminatedproperty-makes-for-costly-inheritance.html).
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********While on the topic of polluted properties, there is the related case of the commerce of
potentially injurious materials. Lead car batteries is one such case. “While U.S. politicians
express outrage over elevate lead levels in drinking water in Flint, Mich., they have done little to
stem the flow of car batteries—each containing about 20 pounds of lead—south of the border.
Officials estimates that the number of old batteries shipped to Mexico has grown by more than
400 percent in the past decade, spurred in part by tougher U.S. laws. . . . As many as 1 in 5 leadacid batteries from American vehicles . . . end up nowadays in Mexican recycling plants, to be
broken down by workers under conditions that range from adequate to abysmal, according to
U.S. consultants who have studied the industry.” According to Tim Whitehouse, an attorney
who has investigated Mexican battery smelters, “We’ve seen places where workers literally
break open batteries with axes.” As such, instances of lead poisoning of workers are common,
although not often reported due to the fear of losing one’s job. The article this is taken from is
“A dangerous export” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/classic-apps/a-dangerousexport/2016/02/26/3c093b32-d199-11e5-b2bc-988409ee911b_story.html).
********Another type of exported pollution is carbon-based and probably the most widely
advocated approach (by economists) toward reducing that pollution is the imposition of a carbon
tax. British Columbia has had a carbon tax since 2008, when “the British Columbia Liberal
Party, which confoundingly leans right, introduced a tax on the carbon emissions of businesses
and families, cars and trucks, factories and homes across the province. . . . Their experience
shows that cutting carbon emissions enough to make a difference in preventing global warming
remains a difficult challenge. But the most important takeaway for American skeptics is that the
policy basically worked as advertised.” You can learn more at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/02/business/does-a-carbon-tax-work-ask-britishcolumbia.html. Sweetening the deal was the provision of the bill ensuring “every single carbon
tax dollar would be returned to families and businesses through a variety of breaks.”
(29 February 2016): “The New Oil-Car Storage Space: Railcars”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-new-oil-storage-space-railcars-1456655405)
--------“The U.S. is so awash in crude oil that traders are experimenting with new places to store
it: empty railcars. Thousands of railcars ordered up to transport oil are now sitting idle because
current ultralow crude prices have made shipping by train unprofitable. Meanwhile, traditional
storage tanks are running out of room as U.S. oil inventories swell to their highest level since the
1930s.” Such uses are called “rolling storage.” One company using this type of storage is
Musket Corp. According to managing director J.P. Fjeld-Hansen, the company “tested using
railcars for storage last year and found he could profit by putting the oil aside while locking in a
higher price to deliver it in a later month.” Railcars, supplement traditional oil tanks, as do
underground salt caverns and floating storage, i.e., oil tankers. Storage in salt caverns can cost
“25 cents a barrel each month, while storing crude on railcars costs about 50 cents a barrel and
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floating store can cost 75 cents or more.” Loading and transportation costs are not included in
those estimates.
********This is a convenient opportunity to discuss the difference between the amount of a
good in existence and the supply of that good, which is particularly important when a good, like
oil, is storable and undergoes no deterioration during storage. The amount of a good in existence
is what owners are able to provide at a particular point in time but the amount of a good that
owners supply is what owners are willing and able to provide at a particular point in time. So,
in anticipation of future price increases for oil and low enough storage costs, oil owners choose
not to supply. This is a very general idea and applies to all good that are storable and undergo no
deterioration during storage. If deterioration takes place, the distinction still holds but matters
are somewhat more complex. Interest rates and inflationary expectations, which are both aspects
of the opportunity cost of oil storage, enter in, too.
********In a related article, “U.S. Shale Oil Drillers are Finally Buckling”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-25/u-s-shale-oil-drillers-are-finally-bucklingas-opec-pumps-on), evidence is provided that shale oil and natural gas producers are projecting
significant cuts for 2016, with Apache leading the way with a production cut of 11%. It and
other producers, facing “crude prices near a 12-year low, . . . are deciding it’s best to keep their
barrels in the ground.” I.e., crude in the ground is another way to store oil and natural gas.
Contained in the article is a dynamic graphic that shows “five years of oil drilling collapse in
seconds.” You can go to it directly: http://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2016-oil-rigs/. The
graphic allows you to look at county- and state-level information for the number of oil rigs that
are vertical, horizontal, and both. I found it to be interesting to look at state-level information
and then look at horizontal and vertical rigs. It clearly shows the dramatic change in the oil
landscape made by horizontal drilling methods.
********One of the outcomes of the shale oil and gas “revolution” has been the exportation of
oil and gas from the U.S. for the first time in many years. As a result, Europe is now (or will
soon be) less dependent upon the sometimes politically-motivated export practices and pricing of
Russia, which have been influenced by its monopoly supplier of natural gas. As noted by Maros
Secovic, the energy chief of the European Union, “Like shale gas was a game changer in the
U.S., American gas exports could be a game changer for Europe.” You can learn more about the
changed game in “With U.S. Gas, Europe Seeks Escape From Russia’s Energy Grip”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/europes-escape-from-russian-energy-grip-u-s-gas1456456892).
(1 March 2016): “Do National Parks and Monuments Make Economic Sense?”
(http://daily.jstor.org/national-parks-economic-sense/)
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--------“On February 12th, President Obama designated three new national monuments in
California.” The President “has protected more acres of land and water (over 265 million) than
any previous President, in designations that have at times been politically contentious.”
Although national parks and monuments “can harm local economies in some situations, . . . they
can also boost the economies of surrounding towns and cities in other situations. It’s a truth that
both environmentalists and business advocates would do well to consider.”
********This JSTOR Daily piece is based upon the article “Economic Development and
Preservation: The Case of National Parks”, by Lay James Gibson and Bryant Evans, which is
linked to the article. As every two-armed economist
(http://www.barrypopik.com/index.php/new_york_city/entry/one_armed_economist_who_doesn
t_say_on_the_other_hand), the answer to such question is always “it depends.” In this case, it
depends upon the net costs and benefits, broadly considered, of the monument or park in relation
to alternative uses.
(2 March 2016): “Tenure Voting Could Shift the Balance of Corporate Power”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/02/business/dealbook/tenure-voting-rewards-the-shareholderfor-sticking-around.html)
--------“A great divide exists in the voting power of shareholders in the United States. The
majority of American companies have one share, one vote, but more and more companies are
going public with a dual-class stock structure. Here, the voting power rests in the hands of the
founders or another group of shareholders. It’s time to consider an alternative: ‘tenure voting,’ a
system in which shareholders accumulate more votes the longer they hold stock.” Such voting
would escape the cultures of “haves” and “have-nots” that results from the increasingly-popular
dual-class stock and would allow “companies to reward longer-term shareholders” while also
reducing the influence of day traders and activist investors.
********This article is based upon a 41-page paper recently released by the author of this article
and two collaborators, “Tenure Voting and the U.S. Public Company,” a pdf of which can be
accessed by a link in the article. A new idea for me and one worth learning more about. In
contrast to political voting where the notion of one person, one vote seems obvious and natural, it
appears that corporate voting can and does take many different forms.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 255 (9 March 2016)
(4 March 2016): “How ‘pay for performance’ compensation really pays off—for companies at
tax time” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/how-pay-for-performance-reallypays-off--for-companies-at-tax-time/2016/03/04/37a9e538-dff3-11e5-8d984b3d9215ade1_story.html)
--------The overall compensation of corporate executives is increasingly being based upon “pay
for performance,” for example, on how well a company’s stock performs relative to some
standard, rather than the so-called “pay for pulse,” for example, on length of service. One of the
reasons for this change is the way these different types of compensation are taxed. By changing
overall compensation schemes “companies can quietly take tax deductions that would not be
available under ‘pay for pulse compensation practices.” This development is taking place at the
same time that there has been increasing interest by stockholders in having a “say on pay.”
********Great expressions: pay for performance, pay for pulse, and say on pay. Evidently “say
on pay rules” are included in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dodd%E2%80%93Frank_Wall_Street_Reform_and_Consumer_P
rotection_Act). This is another clear instance where the invisible foot has a powerful effect on
corporate behavior. Currently I am reading Act of Congress: How America’s Essential
Institution Works, and How It Doesn’t (http://www.amazon.com/Act-Congress-AmericasEssential-Institution/dp/0307744515/), by Robert G. Kaiser, who has held many important
positions with The Washington Post. The book is a case study of the legislative process based
upon the Dodd-Frank Act. Kaiser was given unprecedented access to all parties while the
legislation was being developed, thereby providing an insider’s view of “how the sausage is
made.”
********I am currently about halfway through Act of Congress. One thing that has stood out (p.
177) is the statement: “Members [of the House of Representatives] almost never personally write
the amendments they offer; either they are prepared by staff in consultation with ‘legislative
counsel,’ the team of lawyers employed by the House to perform this function, or they are
written by interest groups or their lobbyists.” The necessity of raising funds for the next election
cycle, as noted by Kaiser in So Damn Much Money: The Triumph of Lobbying and the Corrosion
of American Government (http://www.amazon.com/Damn-Much-Money-CorrosionGovernment/dp/0307385884/), is consistent with this notion. There are only so many hours in
the day.
(5 March 2016): “Schumpeter: A rust-belt revival”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21693944-new-businesses-are-breathing-life-someamericas-old-industrial-cities-rust-belt)
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-------- “Three powerful forces are breathing life into bits of America that had looked as if they
were permanently left behind. First, old industrial skills are acquiring new relevance thanks to
such things as advances in materials science.” Two areas that demonstrate this are Akron, Ohio,
in polymer sciences, and North Carolina, in textiles. “Second, old industrial towns are realizing
that they have a vital asset: cheap property. Disused mills and warehouses, with their high
ceilings and exposed bricks and beams, can make attractive homes and workspaces for
knowledge workers.” Third, there is a trend that combines “elements of the first two: the rise of
manufacturing entrepreneurs. Startups are beginning to transform manufacturing just as they
transformed service industries like taxi-hailing and short-term room lets.”
********This article takes off from the raging pessimism of this political season to lift up two
recent works that point out that American “has not lost the ability to revitalize itself.” The first is
an article by James Fallows in The Atlantic, “How America Is Putting Itself Back Together,”
(http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/03/how-america-is-putting-itself-backtogether/426882/), which reports on a three-year journey in a single-engine plane. The second is
the soon-to-be-released (3/29) book The Smartest Places on Earth: Why Rustbelts Are the
Emerging Hotspots of Global Innovation (http://www.amazon.com/The-Smartest-Places-EarthInnovation/dp/1610394356), by Antoine van Agtmael and Fred Bakker. At a time when political
emotion is running wild, will economic rationality prevail?
(5 March 2016): “Economics: A far from dismal outcome”
(http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21693904-microeconomists-claimsbe-doing-real-science-turn-out-be-true-far)
--------The relatively recent development of experimental economics and related methods has
provided an opportunity for replication that previously did not exist. A recent study by Colin
Camerer, et al., “repeated 18 laboratory experiments in economics whose result had been
published in the American Economic Review and the Quarterly Journal of Economics between
2011 and 2016. For all of the 18 papers . . . Dr Camerer and his colleagues found a broadly
similar effect to whatever the original authors had reports. That is below the 92% replication
rate they would have expected had all the original studies been as statistically robust as the
authors claimed—but by the standards of medicine, psychology and genetics it is still
impressive.”
********You can learn a bit more about the study at:
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/03/about-40-economics-experiments-fail-replicationsurvey. Citation information, including an abstract, can be found at:
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/early/2016/03/02/science.aaf0918. It is clear that
economics is moving beyond the time where being scientific simply meant a display of
mathematical virtuosity.
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(6 March 2016): “Was a USDA scientist muzzled because of his bee research?”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/magazine/was-a-usda-scientist-muzzled-because-ofhis-bee-research/2016/03/02/462720b6-c9fb-11e5-a7b2-5a2f824b02c9_story.html)
--------“Jonathan Lundgren is buying a parcel of land—a scrubby, 30-acre plot just north of
Brookings, S.D.—from which he hopes to lead a revolution. An entomologist in the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Research Service, based in a South Dakota lab,
Lundgren plans to start two businesses: Blue Dasher Farm, a for-profit enterprise he describes as
a model for sustainable farming; and Ecdysis, a nonprofit science lab for independent research.”
A couple of years ago Lundgren was “running a government lab, winning awards from both his
agency and President Obama” but things have changed. He has been suspended twice from his
position, once “for conduct unbecoming a federal employee” and another time “for violating
travel regulations.” Lundgren “believes the problem began in 2012, when he published findings
in the Journal of Pest Science suggesting that a popular class of pesticides called neonicotinoids
don’t improve soybean yields.” Subsequently, he “published a paper suggesting that a new
genetic pest treatment, dubbed RNAi pesticides, required a new means of risk assessment.” His
and a related paper on the “dangers of neonics” drew media interest, including an interview with
an NPR affiliate. It was then that Lundgren was included in a conference call with his supervisor
and an area director higher up, the thrust of which was to not “talk to the press anymore without
prior approval.” The Lundgren dispute “shows how complicated the intersection of government,
science and industry can become when billions of dollars are at stake.”
********This is one of those instances where it is hard to sort out, on the basis of one article, the
wheat from the chaff, the true from the not true. Still, it points out to me the importance of
academic freedom when money is involved. This is likely to become a larger, rather than a
smaller, issue in the event that universities are called upon to focus more on disciplines and
activities that have a direct monetary value.
(6 March 2016): “Trade Group Lobbying for Plant-Based Foods Takes a Seat in Washington”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/07/business/trade-group-lobbying-for-plant-based-foodstakes-a-seat-in-washington.html)
--------“The trade associations representing the beef, pork and poultry industries are among the
most powerful lobbies in Washington. And they are about to get some company. A new trade
group, the Plant Based Foods Association, has been established to represent makers of proteins
derived from peas, soybeans and other nonmeat sources.” The founder of the new group is
Michele Simon, a public health lawyer and food policy advocate. Twenty-three companies are
involved in the group, “including old-times like Tofurky and newcomers like New Wave Foods
that all make protein products from plants.” Representing the Association in Washington will be
Elizabeth Kucinich, “wife of the former congressman and presidential candidate Dennis
Kucinich.” She has said that the Association will “represent a range of companies, not just those
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whose entire product line is built on plant proteins.” It is expected that the Association will
lobby, “for instance, for federal subsidies for plant-based milks to be served in school
lunchrooms. . . . And it will take on the Food and Drug Administration’s ‘standards of identity,’
which prescribe what ingredients and in what quantities are needed to, say, call chees ‘chees’ on
packaging and labels.”
********Every industry group needs a lobbyist in Washington, it seems, so this is a “natural”
development. As a consumer of almond “milk,” I am curious about what the FDA’s standard of
identity has to say about it. You can learn more about the Association at:
http://www.plantbasedfoods.org/.
(7 March 2016): “Odd Lots: How an Obscure Government Report Launched a $3 Trillion
Industry” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-07/odd-lots-how-an-obscuregovernment-report-launched-a-3-trillion-industry)
--------“In 1987, investors watched in horror as the Dow Jones Industrial Average plunged 22
percent in a single day, an even that became known as ‘Black Monday.’ Months later, the U.S.
Securities and Exchange commission published an 840-page report into the incident. Buried
deep within was a seed that would eventually sprout into the $3 trillion market for exchangetraded funds.”
********This post from the Odd Lots feature of BloombergBusiness is an entry into a variety of
resources built upon the reporting of Eric Balchunas, the ETF analyst for Bloomberg. First, there
is the somewhat lengthy article by Balchunas, “The ETF Files: How the U.S. government
inadvertently launched a $3 trillion industry” (http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-etffiles/). A 29-minute podcast on “The Obscure SEC Report That Spawned A $3 Trillion
Industry” that contains a good deal to technical detail can be heard at:
https://soundcloud.com/bloomberg-business/episode-18-the-obscure-sec-report-that-spawned-a3-trillion-industry. Finally, Balchunas draws upon his ten years of experience covering ETFs for
Bloomberg in his March 2016 book The Institutional ETF Toolbox: How Institutions Can
Understand and Utilize the Fast-Growing World of ETFs
(http://www.wiley.com/WileyCDA/WileyTitle/productCd-1119093864.html). What is most
striking to me is the point, clearly made in the articles and the podcast, that financial regulators
saw that there was an opportunity to create a new financial product that would reduce the
probability of events like Black Monday, and mentioned it in one paragraph of an 840-page
report. Because two people, maybe just one, read the report carefully and had the insight to see
“an opening we could drive a truck through” a huge financial industry was developed. Let’s hear
it for close reading!
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(8 March 2016): “Why the poor pay more for toilet paper—and just about everything else”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/03/08/why-the-poor-pay-more-fortoilet-paper-and-just-about-everything-else/)
--------“There are several ways to save money on, say, a roll of toilet paper. You can reach for
the cheaper version: the store brand, or the single-ply TP, or the stuff that feels like packing
paper. Our you can buy in bulk, saving on each roll per unit. Or you can stock up when the deal
is good, like when the corner store offers two packs for the price of one.” According to
University of Michigan professor Yesim Orhun and Ph.D. student Mike Palazzolo, “The poor,
who need all of these strategies, are much less likely to use the last two” saving strategies.
Although this sounds like “a subtle discovery about minor household goods . . . it supports a
larger point about poverty: It’s expensive to be poor.”
********The research upon which this article is based is “Frugality is hard to afford”
(http://yesimorhun.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/18/2015/01/Orhun_Palazzolo.pdf). An earlier
summary of the article can be found at: http://michiganradio.org/post/research-suggests-poormay-pay-more-store#stream/.
(8 March 2016): “Does More Education Mean Higher Pay?” (http://daily.jstor.org/does-moreeducation-mean-higher-pay/)
--------“Across the political spectrum, there’s a push to get more young Americans to graduate
from college. The reasoning appears obvious: college-educated workers make more money and
are much less likely to be unemployed than people with just a high school diploma. But if the
rate of college graduation jumped enormously, how much better would individuals’ employment
prospects actually be?” Claudia Goldin, an economist at Harvard University, examined a similar
question when looking at “The spread of high schools between 1910 and 1940. She found that
the results were not as clear a win for individual diploma-holders as we might imagine.” The big
question remaining is “what happens when more young people finish college and enter the job
market”? It is explored by Goldin and Lawrence F. Katz in The Race Between Education and
Technology.
********The post contains a link to Goldin’s article “Egalitarianism and the Returns to
Education during the Great Transformation of American Education,” where the expansion of
secondary school education was explored. You can learn more about The Race Between
Education and Technology at: http://www.amazon.com/Race-between-EducationTechnology/dp/0674035305/. Although the JSTOR Daily article provides a publication date for
the book of 2015, it appears to have been published in 2008.
(8 March 2016): “Meet the People Who Sell Used Clothing to Rihanna, Amal Clooney”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-08/the-best-vintage-clothing-stores-arebooming-just-ask-rihanna)
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--------“Veteran retailer Seth Weisser is in the middle of construction for his largest, most
ambitious store to date: a 3,8800 square-foot flagship just off Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills,
Calif. It will sell designer clothes, accessories, and jewelry; he plans special stores-within-astore for Chanel and Hermès. . . . There’s one crucial difference between Weisser’s newest
boutique and those nearby, such as Louis Vuitton or Valentino: It will sell used clothing.”
Weisser’s business and others, such as Fashionphile, “are prime examples of the new retail sector
of luxury vintage, in which barely worn bags or designer dresses are sold at discount to women
who might have shopped straight from the runway.” At a time when fashion editors Instagram
new fashions from the front row of a runway resulting to multiple views and thousands of likes,
there is an increasing attraction for styles that have stood the test of time. Still, though “the rise
of luxury vintage is unstoppable, . . . a danger looms that could derail the entire industry: fakes.”
********Weisser’s chain of businesses, now numbering five, is called What Goes Around
Comes Around. You can learn more about it at: http://www.whatgoesaroundnyc.com/. I like the
term ‘luxury vintage’. Perhaps it is a broader phenomenon than just clothes.
(9 March 2016): “Colorado’s $1 Billion Pot Industry Saves Towns as It Sows Mayhem”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-09/colorado-s-1-billion-pot-industry-savestowns-as-it-sows-mayhem)
--------“Taxes generated by Colorado’s $1 billion marijuana industry are keeping some
struggling towns solvent even as growing numbers of high-schoolers are getting stoned at lunch,
police are coping with a doubling of cannabis-related traffic deaths and doped-up tourists flock
to emergency rooms.” With 938 dispensaries, more than the number of Starbucks in the state,
state taxes and fees on pot yielded $135 million, up 44 percent from the previous year. “Yet as
the market enters its third year after voters legalized retail sales in 2012, officials question
whether the newfound income outweighs the escalating social costs.” Part of that social cost is
that legal pot is hard to contain and tends to spill over into neighboring states, “burdening lawenforcement agencies” there. Still, “some cities and counties are counting cannabis-tax revenue
as a windfall, using it to avoid borrowing for infrastructure upgrades and to prop up economies
hammered by downturns in the oil and gas markets.”
********It is hard to believe that Colorado’s laws are almost three years old. It occurs to me
that this is another case of a “sin” being “cleaned” by using the revenues raised by taxing it for
pro-social purposes, repairing infrastructure in Colorado and supporting education in North
Carolina. Of course, the tendency would be for state legislatures to spend less on the activity
once the lottery income stream begins, in effect crowding-out some of the funds previously
provided in the budget. That strikes me as common (economic) sense. Unsurprisingly this has
given rise to a lot of economic (and other) research, of which my knowledge is limited. I did
turn up, however, one article that addresses the question and provides a clear answer—
“Fungibility of Lottery Revenues and Support of Public Education,” Journal of Education
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Finance 28,2 (Fall 2002): 301-12, by O. Homer Erekson, Kimberly M. DeShano, Glenn Platt,
and Andrea L. Ziegert. In their Conclusion, they note: “This study has offered evidence that,
regardless of a state’s relative wealth, population, debt pressures, or tax burden, increases in
lottery revenues negatively affect support for public education. Clearly, lottery revenues are
fungible, and general fund revenues that otherwise would be devoted to education are diverted to
other uses” (p. 311). This article is now 14-years old. I wonder what an updated version would
reveal?
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 256 (16 March 2016)
(10 March 2016): “After 15 years, Unilever settles with Indian factory workers over mercury
poisoning” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2016/03/09/after-15-yearsunilever-settles-with-indian-factory-workers-over-mercury-poisoning/)
--------“In a significant victory for the Indian factory workers affected by mercury poisoning, the
global consumer products company Unilever announced on Wednesday a welfare compensation
that brings a long and angry battle to an end. . . . The settlement negotiated between the company
and the workers was endorsed by the Madras High Court in the southern state of Tamil Nadu on
Wednesday. . . . Unilever’s Indian subsidiary began producing thermometers in Kodaikanal in
1984, after it closed its Watertown, N.Y. site in the early 1980s. But the factory was shut down
in 2001 when the local pollution control board said it was violating environmental norms.”
Although a settlement has been reached with workers and the company, the issue of
environmental cleanup remains to be settled.
********This article, as well as “Voters skeptical on free trade drive Sanders, Trump victories
in Michigan” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/voters-skeptical-on-free-trade-drivesanders-trump-victories-in-michigan/2016/03/09/455e1704-e619-11e5-bc083e03a5b41910_story.html), got me to thinking about lags, i.e., the passage of time between
action and consequence, between stimulus and response. Fifteen years between the closing of a
plant and settlement with its workers is impressive (if not unprecedented). The connection to
“free trade” article is that there is often a considerable time lag between trade liberalization and
its consequences. In the meantime, people lose their jobs, their dreams, and their self-respect.
The point of this is to say that we ignore lags at our peril.
********A nice summary of the different types of lags—developed in the context of
macroeconomic policy but perfectly general—can be found at:
http://economistsview.typepad.com/economistsview/2008/12/policy-lags.html. Five lags named
and elaborated upon: data, recognition, legislative, implementation, and effectiveness. In a
general way, it takes time for measurements to take place (data) and then it takes time to interpret
the meaning of the data (recognition). Then, passing laws and creating rules takes time
(legislative), as does putting the laws and rules in place (implementation). Finally, once laws
and rules are in place, it takes time for them to affect behavior (effectiveness). Each of these lags
is subject to expansion (or contraction) based upon the complexity of the system in which it is
embedded. It is no surprise, then, that the time lags of climate change and its mitigation are so
very long.
(12 March 2016): “States Move to Control How Painkillers Are Prescribed”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/12/business/states-move-to-control-how-painkillers-areprescribed.html)
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--------“A growing number of states, alarmed by the rising death toll from prescription painkillers
and frustrated by a lack of federal action, are moving to limit how these drugs are prescribed. . . .
The states’ push points to a looming change affecting how doctors use narcotic painkillers, or
opioids, which are the most widely prescribed class of medications in the United States. . . . The
governor of Vermont, Peter Shumlin, said in an interview that states were taking action because
drug industry lobbyists had the ability to block federal initiatives.” According to the American
Academy of Pain Management, there are currently “about 375 proposals in state legislatures that
would regulate pain clinics and several aspects of prescribing painkillers”
********The article goes on to note that “The use of opioids began to skyrocket in the 1990s in
the face of claims by pharmaceutical companies and medical experts that opioids could be used
to treat conditions like back pain and arthritis without fear of addicting patients.” But the misuse
and abuse of opioids became rampant. I find the notion that pharmaceutical lobbyists are less
effective at the state level than the national level to be intriguing. Perhaps a misallocation of
lobbying resources by drug companies?
(12 March 2016): “Culture Gap Impedes U.S. Business Efforts for Trade With Cuba”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/13/world/americas/culture-gap-impedes-us-business-effortsfor-trade-with-cuba.html)
--------“They have gone to Cuba with plans to build houses. To assemble tractors. to buy apps
from young programmers. Even to import charcoal . . . But 15 months after American
prospectors began swarming Havana, filling hotels and hiring consultants, only a handful have
inked deals to do business with the once-forbidden island.” Contributing to the lack of trade
have been the continuing, although lessening, restrictions placed upon trade by the U.S.
government, as well as the Cuban government’s unwillingness to “alter the way it does business
to suit American needs.” So, “threading the needle between Cuba’s rigid rules and the
restrictions that the United States continues to impose is tricky.” The president of the U.S.-Cuba
Trade and Economic Council, John S. Kavulich, indicates that between “500 visits to Cuba by
American businesspeople since December 2016 and more than 140 visits by United States
representatives and officials” the number of business deals made could be counted on his fingers.
********The article title suggests that it is culture (the invisible handshake) at work but the
article content suggests that the legal system (the invisible foot) at work. Perhaps this is simply a
case in which there is no tidy distinction between handshake and foot, i.e., that the two are part
of an interdependent system.
(14 March 2016): “Why ‘dynamic’ pricing based on real-time supply and demand is rapidly
spreading” (http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-agenda-dynamic-pricing-20160314story.html)
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--------“Walt Disney Co.’s move to lift prices at Disneyland and its other theme parks on busy
days was a novel step for the entertainment giant, but the news made perfect sense to Robert
Crandall. The former chair of American Airlines employed a version of the same tactic nearly
40 years ago when Crandall pioneered ‘super-saver’ fares, with ticket prices constantly being
adjusted based on seat availability, passenger demand and how far in advance customers made
reservations. What Crandall did then, and what Disney is doing now, part of what’s called
‘dynamic’ or ‘surge’ pricing, and the practice is rapidly spreading in both the private and public
sectors.” This pricing approach first used by Crandall and now spreading widely has been
enabled by “advances in computer power” and a variety of technologies that “have made it easier
for companies and government agencies to forecast how demand for their products and services
will change and how quickly.”
********Interesting to see a more historical approach given to dynamic pricing. It certainly
seems like the airlines were an ideal place to first put them to use. The article notes that there are
now a number of firms selling services that will enable firms to use dynamic pricing. All this
moves us a little bit closer to the situation where each unit of each product is sold at a different
price to different buyers with different preferences and different ability to buy. This is what is
known as first-degree (perfect) price discrimination. You can find a definition and additional
discussion at:
http://www.economicsonline.co.uk/Business_economics/Price_discrimination.html.
(14 March 2016): “Inside the Billion-Dollar Dig to America’s Biggest Copper Deposit”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-arizona-copper-mine/)
--------“The entrance to America’s deepest mine shaft sits on a plateau high above the Arizona
desert, about an hour east of Phoenix. . . . What looks like a large capital A rises above its
entrance. It’s the steel headframe used to hoist equipment in and out of the shaft, a concrete tube
30 feet wide that goes 6,943 feet straight down.” This is a joint venture between “the two largest
mining companies in the world, Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton. Together they’ve spent more than
$1 billion . . . in hopes of tapping nearly 2 billion metric tons of [copper] ore.” This is the
“fourth-largest undeveloped copper deposit in the world.” It is expected that by the time the first
copper is removed, 2020, Rio Tinto “and BHP will have spent more than $7 billion.” All this
comes at a time when the price of “Copper is 50 percent cheaper than it was in 2011, and mining
companies have lost billions of dollars in value . . . [and mines] are shutting down.”
********The discussion of the mine is simply amazing—I have nothing but admiration for the
people who palpably risk their lives to do this work. The article indicates the challenges of
mining, in general, and the specific challenges of this particular mine, which include working
with the members of the San Carlos Apache Indian Reservation and the U.S. Forest Service.
Then there is the uncertainty about prices and the unforeseen engineering problems that
accompanies an unprecedented project. One thing is very clear, though: the project will
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permanently change the landscape of Arizona. The mining process will use a method called
“block caving,” which causes the land above it to sink. Once the ore is removed, “Models
suggest that for every 100 feet of ore that’s mined, the surface could subside 30 feet. Which
would mean that by the time the mine is depleted, after about 50 years of production, there could
be a crater in the ground 2 miles across, and 1,000 feet deep, right on the edge of one of the
country’s largest national forests.” Breathtaking.
(14 March 2016): “Lloyd Shapley dies at 92; UCLA professor won Nobel for game-theory
work” (http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-lloyd-shapley-20160314-story.html)
---------“Lloyd S. Shapley, a researcher of strategic decision-making called game theory who
shared the 2012 Nobel Prize in economics, has died. He was 92. . . . Shapley was 89 and
professor emeritus at UCLA when the he received the . . . Prize . . . for his work half a century
earlier that analyzed match-making in markets. He shared the prize with Alvin Roth, who
teaches economics at Harvard and Stanford.” After learning of the award, Shapley commented:
“I consider myself a mathematician, and the award is for economics . . . “I never, never in my
life took a course in economics.”
********Shapley’s comment that he never took a course in economics is interesting. Evidently
psychologist Daniel Kahneman, who also won the Prize in economics, also never took a course
in economics (http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/10/14/are-non-economists-suddenlytaking-over-the-economics-nobel/). Clearly, studying economics is not a necessary condition for
top performance in the discipline. The economix blog at the preceding link provides more
examples of top-flight work by non-economists.
********There are many additional remembrances of Shapley and there will be many more.
Here are two more that are informative. First, “Matchmaker in heaven: Lloyd Shapley, a Nobel
laureate in economics, has died”
(http://www.economist.com/blogs/freeexchange/2016/03/matchmaker-heaven). It provides an
informal discussion of the Gale-Shapley matching algorithm which grew out of an informal
conversation with David Gale. That algorithm figured prominently in Shapley receiving the
Nobel Prize and is now widely used in a variety of contexts, including school assignment in New
York City (http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/07/nyregion/how-game-theory-helped-improvenew-york-city-high-school-application-process.html). Second, “Lloyd S. Shapley, 92, Nobel
Laureate and a Father of Game Theory, Is Dead”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/15/business/economy/lloyd-s-shapley-92-nobel-laureate-anda-father-of-game-theory-is-dead.html). It provides information on the “Shapley value,” which is
“a concept through which the benefits of cooperation can be proportionally divided among
participants based on their relative contribution.” As a final comment, it is worth noting in this
“political season” that Shapley partnered with Martin Shubik
(http://economics.yale.edu/people/martin-shubik) to develop the Shapley-Shubik power index
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(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shapley%E2%80%93Shubik_power_index), which measures “the
powers of players in a voting game.” In this literature, “sequential coalitions” and “pivotal
players” play a role. You can learn more at:
http://www.ctl.ua.edu/math103/POWER/wtvoting.htm.

(15 March 2016): “The U.S. Government’s Warning to Courts That Jail The Poor”
(http://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2016/03/department-of-justice-open-letter/473742/)
--------“The U.S. Department of Justice has sent a rare open letter to state judges asking them to
stop practices that threaten jail time for people who cannot afford to pay fines. The letter, sent
Monday, is signed by Vanita Gupta, the top prosecutor for the Justice Department, and Lisa
Foster, who runs a division focused on helping poor people gain access to legal aid.” The letter
takes issue with practices that make “courts seem as if they’re not concerned with ‘addressing
public safety, but rather toward raising revenue.’” The letter notes that in many cases such
practices “can be unlawful.”
********The article has a link to the letter, which is reproduced here:
https://www.justice.gov/crt/file/832461/download. I’ve seen such “Dear Colleague” letters from
the U.S. Department of Education, so they must be a standard type of communication used by
the Federal Government. I was initially drawn to this topic by an earlier article in The New York
Times, “Justice Dept. Condemns Profit-Minded Court Policies Targeting the Poor”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/15/us/politics/justice-dept-condemns-profit-minded-courtpolicies-targeting-the-poor.html).
********This article brings to mind that not only do the poor pay more, as noted in “Why the
poor pay more for toilet paper—and just about everything else”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/03/08/why-the-poor-pay-more-fortoiletpaper-and-just-about-everything-else/), they are also dealt with more harshly by the legal
system. Perhaps the Dear Colleague letter will catch the attention of some judges,
municipalities, and states.
(16 March 2016): “Companies Step Up Efforts to Reveal More Details on Food You Eat”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/companies-step-up-efforts-to-reveal-more-details-on-foodyou-eat-1457894072)
--------“Fish + People Inc. has been posting on its website the names and photos of the boat
captains that caught fish for its new Fishpeople-brand packaged seafood meals and frozen filets
over the past three years. Many shoppers are hooked. . . . From niche players such as Fish +
People to large enterprises such as Campbell Soup Co. and Wal-Mart Stores Inc., companies are
rushing to meet consumers’ increasing demand to know more about what’s in their food, where it
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came from, and how it was produced. . . . Driving the efforts are consumers’ heightened
concerns about health and the environmental and social impact of food production, as well as
regulatory and safety worries.” The movement to greater transparency about production and
content has been aided by the 2011 Food Safety Modernization Act.
********Some people certainly want to know more about the production and content of their
food, and it seems like some companies are willing to provide it. Thinking about this, I can
understand some reluctance of some to provide this information, as each additional bit of
information could be wrong, and likely will be wrong, over time, thereby exposing firms to
litigation. Related to this is an earlier article from Bloomberg: “German Beer Purity Under the
Microscope as Weedkiller Found” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-0226/german-beer-purity-under-the-microscope-as-weedkiller-found). In Germany, the land of the
famed Reinheitsgebot, the beer purity law that prescribes the ingredients for beer
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reinheitsgebot), glyphosate (the key ingredient in Roundup) was
found in the country’s 14 best-selling beers. The study was performed by the Munich
Environmental Institute. As the MEI noted, “In absolute numbers, the level of glyphosate is low
. . . But it does contribute to the overall levels of chemicals consumers are exposed to—hops,
barley and malt can be produced without using it.” Here is a more detailed article, with pictures
of the 14 beers (http://www.dw.com/en/glyphosate-weed-killer-found-in-german-beers-studyfinds/a-19072785). From what I have been able to gather, no similar study has been done for
beers in the U.S. One can start to see how complicated a full listing of “ingredients” might
become.
(16 March 2016): “The World Happiness Report Is Out. Parents, Why Aren’t You Happier?”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-16/ask-yourself-are-you-happier-now-thanyou-were-10-years-ago)
--------“Reported contentment in the U.S. declined from 2005-2007 to 2013-2015, according to
the latest World Happiness Report. . . . The U.S. came in 93rd out of 126 countries ranked by
changes in national effervescence.” Nicaragua had the largest happiness gain, while Greece had
the largest happiness loss. Regarding absolute levels, however, Western European social
democracies were at the top of the list. In order, Denmark, Switzerland, Iceland, and Norway.
The United States was thirteenth.
******** I liked the clear distinction in the article between total amounts and changes in total
(marginal) amounts. It would be nice if this was a general practice. Here is the link to the
Report: http://worldhappiness.report/. It would be interesting if something like this was done for
each state. There is something along these lines at: https://wallethub.com/edu/most-least-happystates-in-america/6959/. Note, though, that there is no reference to changes in state happiness.
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(19 March 2016): “General Mills to Label Genetically Modified Products”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/19/business/general-mills-to-label-genetically-modifiedproducts.html)
--------“General Mills said on Friday that it would start labeling all products that contain
genetically modified ingredients to comply with a law set to go into effect in Vermont.” The
company said “it was simply impractical to label products for sale in just one state, so the
disclosures required by Vermont starting in July will be on all its products, beginning over the
next several weeks. Food industry officials have said they are open to labeling, but that it should
be voluntary. . . . The Food and Drug Administration has said genetically modified ingredients
are safe. But advocates for labeling say more study is needed.”
********The summary is almost as long as the article. You can read Vermont’s labeling rule at:
http://www.ago.vermont.gov/assets/files/PressReleases/Consumer/Final%20Rule%20CP%20121
.pdf. Interesting that Vermont could have this impact on General Mills—one tends to think of
California autos when it comes to leveraging state law to affect the practices of large companies.
This raises the question, though, of what General Mills would do if, say, California passed a law
at variance to Vermont’s. What would General Mills do then? It is considerations like this that
provide one reason for a federal approach to labeling.
(19 March 2016): “Australia to Register Its Concern About Foreigners Buying Its Water”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/australia-to-register-its-concern-about-foreigners-buying-itswater-1458275941)
--------“Australia—the world’s driest inhabited continent—plans to require foreign investors to
declare their interests in water rights like to . . . [the Murray River] used by farmers in three
southeast states. The proposed register, which for the first time would create a public record of
the level of foreign ownership . . . Demand for water is rising ahead of government plans to turn
the empty expanses of northern Australia into a food bowl for the rising middle classes of China
and India. Water is already a scarce commodity, but climate change is expected to make
droughts even more frequent.” Contributing to this development is Australia’s laws regarding
water rights. “Since 2007, investors have no longer needed to own land to be eligible to buy and
sell water rights. That’s allowed landholders to either use water on their property or offer it for
sale—creating one of the world’s most advanced water-trading systems.” Australian farmers
export about 70% of their food produce and they are concerned that water speculators will price
they out of the market for water.
********Here are two books that examine water markets. First, Tapping Water Markets
(http://www.amazon.com/Tapping-Water-Markets-Terry-Anderson/dp/1617261009/), by Terry
L. Anderson, Brandon Scarborough, and Lawrence R. Watson. Anderson, who is connected to
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the Property and Environment Research Center, is well-known as a free-market
environmentalist. You can learn more about PERC at: http://www.perc.org/. Second, Shopping
for Water: How the Market Can Mitigate Water Shortages in the American West
(http://www.amazon.com/Shopping-Water-Mitigate-Shortages-Americanebook/dp/B00OD5PWLK/), by Peter Culp, Robert J. Glennon, and Gary Libecap. This book—
free at Amazon—appears to be a publication of The Hamilton Project, which appears to be
connected to the Brookings Institution. You can learn more about it at:
http://www.brookings.edu/about/projects/hamiltonproject.
(20 March 2016): “Cutting Edge: Santa Monica firm says it has found a way to salt away
electricity, literally” (http://www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-fi-cutting-edge-solar-salt20160320-story.html)
--------Energy company SolarReserve believes it has found a way “to store electricity at an
affordable price . . . the treasure sought by utility engineers and financial wizards.” It does so by
using molten salt. “Called Crescent Dunes, the SolarReserve power plant [in Santa Monica,
California] is a 110-megawatt facility with 10 hours of energy storage. That translates into 1,100
megawatt hours of storage, enough to power 75,000 homes.” Regarding cost, “The price tag . . .
was $1 billion, or about 13.5 cents a kilowatt hour, roughly twice as much as the lowest-priced
natural gas facility, which can run at about 7 cents to 9 cents a kilowatt hour.” Since part of the
unit was custom-designed, “the company said it was a bit pricier than it expects future units to
cost.”
********As the article notes, facilities like Crescent Dunes have “great potential” given
“California’s requirement that 50% of the state’s electricity generation come from renewable
sources such as solar and wind power by 2030.” Another article on the energy front deals with
the transmission lines necessary to move renewable energy from where it is produced to where it
is used, in this case the renewable energy comes from wind, which is plentiful in states such as
Kansas, Wyoming, and Oklahoma. You can learn more by reading “Fight to Keep Alternative
Energy Local Stymies an Industry” (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/24/business/energyenvironment/fight-to-keep-alternative-energy-local-stymies-an-industry.html).
(21 March 2016): “Amazon Leans on Government in Its Quest to Be a Delivery Powerhouse”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/21/technology/amazon-leans-on-government-in-its-quest-tobe-a-delivery-powerhouse.html)
--------“Ever since Jeff Bezos started the website Amazon to sell books, he has wrestled with
how to deliver its products as quickly and cheaply as possible. Today, Amazon, now a retail
giant, remains obsessed with this issue, building its own fleet of drones, buying trailers for trucks
and signing up drivers for on-demand deliveries. And nowhere is the company’s push to become
a logistics and delivery powerhouse more evident than here in the nation’s capital. Amazon has
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emerged as one of the tech industry’s most outspoken players in Washington, spending millions
on this effort and meeting regularly with lawmakers and regulators.” Illustrative of Amazon’s
lobbying efforts, its spent $9.4 million in 2015, nearly double that of the previous year. That
amount, “compiled from public records by the Center for Responsive Politics, includes only the
spending that Amazon must legally disclose.”
********Clearly Amazon has recognized, like Boeing and Alphabet (Google) before it, the
importance of having a substantial Washington lobbying presence. Analyst Colin Sebastian
notes, “Amazon is disrupting huge industries; retail was a start, then the enterprise market with
its cloud platform and now transportation logistics . . . This is Jeff Bezos’s playbook, and
achieving it by influencing legislation would be consistent with that plan.” So, legislation,
regardless of its level—municipal, county, state, or federal—is a significant disruptor. You can
learn more about the Center for Responsive Politics at: http://www.opensecrets.org/.
(22 March 2016): “Simply Irresistible? ‘Second-Cheapest’ Restaurant Wine in Theory &
Practice” (http://wineeconomist.com/2016/03/22/second/)
--------“Last week I wrote about the theory that you should always order the second-cheapest
wine on a restaurant’s list. The second-cheapest wine rule as it is usually explained, is a naïve
application of game theory to the problem of restaurant wine. The premise is that the restaurant
is trying to gouge its wine-drinking customers and that it does this by putting incredibly high
mark-ups on the cheapest wine on the list. . . . So where does the second-cheapest wine theory
come in? Well, since you are smart and know that the cheapest wine is a rip-off, you can ‘stick it
to the man’ by ordering the second-cheapest wine instead. Second-cheapest wine—the sweet
spot in every wine list!” However, the game theory that underlies the theory is bad.
********A nice illustration of informal game-theoretical reasoning in the context of ordering
wine. I hadn’t known about the “second-cheapest wine” strategy until last week but now it
provides yet another illustration of the breadth of game theory in analyzing human behavior, as
well as some of its challenges. Veseth, who wrote this column, provides links to some related
articles on the subject, including one on how to chat up a sommelier in a restaurant.
(22 March 2016): “Accounting’s 21st Century Challenge: How to Value Intangible Assets”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/accountings-21st-century-challenge-how-to-value-intangibleassets-1458605126)
--------“How do you attach a price tag to something you can’t see or touch? The question is
increasingly significant for investors as more companies collect information about their
customers and use it to develop products and services. . . . Assigning a value to a physical asset
like a store or equipment is relatively easy. But, in the murky world of intangible assets, the
calculations are squishy. The problem of how to value such assets has vexed accountants for
decades.” The importance of addressing this problem stems from the fact that companies now
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“put far more money into nonphysical assets, such as customer databases, than they do in
building new factories. Companies invested the equivalent of 14% of the private sector’s gross
domestic product in intangibles in 2014, according to research by economist Carol Corrado. The
investment in physical assets was about 10% of that sum. That’s essentially the reverse of 40
years ago, when 13% of private-sector GDP went to tangibles and 9% to intangible assets.”
********An important area for future research. Carol Corrado seems to be fairly prolific and
influential, and I was unable to identify her paper from the information given. Here is one
example of her work, which appeared in the American Economic Review
(http://www.gcbpp.org/files/Academic_Papers/AP_Corrado_Measuring_052010AER.pdf).
(23 March 2016): “Chinese Demand for Ivory Alternative Threatens Rare Hornbill Bird”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/23/world/asia/china-hornbill-helmeted-ivory-indonesia.html)
--------“Even as China, the world’s leading market for illegal ivory, promises to help safeguard
elephants in Africa, a rare bird in Southeast Asia is in danger because its skull is being sold in
China as an ivory alternative, conservationists say. The bird, the helmeted hornbill, is already
threatened by habitat loss in the lowland forests of Malaysia and western Indonesia, but now
poaching is rising sharply, according to conservation groups.”
********The article concludes with a quote from Charlotte Davies of the Environmental Invest
Agency, a London-based environmental agency: “Criminals can be opportunistic and will exploit
legal loopholes as well as create new markets, so enforcement needs to keep up.” Of course, this
is not limited to criminals. In economic terms, the skulls of the helmeted hornbills are substitutes
for ivory, so increased restrictions on ivory possession have led to an increased demand for ivory
substitutes, thereby placing the helmeted hornbill in even-more-perilous circumstances.
********Another example that looks at the increased demand for a substitute that is even closer
appears in “China’s Success Regrowing Its Forests Has a Flip Side: Deforestation Elsewhere”
(http://insideclimatenews.org/news/22032016/china-success-regrowing-its-forests-has-flip-sidedeforestation-carbon-emissions). In short, ceteris paribus, if it becomes more difficult, for
whatever reason, to use Chinese forests, it is likely that non-Chinese forests will be used instead.
Markets are interdependent, so a change in one will almost surely affect others, too.
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(7 March 2016): “Some Wall Street Vets Are Betting On a Weed Exchange”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-07/america-s-marijuana-exchange-and-thewall-street-vets-behind-it)
********An interesting article I found after following a link in a more recent (March 24) article
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-24/the-pot-business-is-starting-off-evenbetter-in-oregon-and-washington-than-it-did-in-colorado).
--------“Legal marijuana is a $5 billion business in the U.S., and Steve Janjic figured he’d get a
piece of it. With a commodity exchange. For a product that can’t be transported across state
lines.” Janjic has “put $1 million into Amercanex Corp., an electronic cannabis-trading platform
that handles sales of about 100 to 150 pounds of weed a week. That’s not exactly blockbuster in
a country with an estimated 20 million marijuana consumers. It may not be too bad, though, in
the case of a young exchange for a psychoactive substance transitioning to legitimate, or sort of
legitimate, considering it’s illegal under federal law. Janjic and other Wall Street veterans
backing Amercanex take the very long view.” Creating an exchange has hurdles: “For an
exchange to fully function, a commodity has to have standardized specifications and some
regulatory oversight . . . so everyone can be assured of exactly what they’re buying and selling . .
. [but] Weed comes in a very wide range of quality and potency and prices.” Adding to the
challenge of creating an exchange is that “Buyers and sellers have to be in the same state. The
U.S. government regulates interstate commerce, and selling or possessing marijuana are federal
crimes.” According to Janjic, federal law is “the risk in the game.”
********So, there may be many state exchanges until such time as federal law changes.
Consequently, there may be profit opportunities from learning how Amercanex
(http://www.amercanex.com/) functions. The site has a ticker tape “crawler” at the top of the
screen showing prices (and price movements) for various products. Lots to learn about this
emerging market—projected to have $20 billion in sales in 2020—by reading both Bloomberg
articles and following the links.
(22 March 2016): “Cover Crops Are Making A Comeback” (http://daily.jstor.org/cover-cropsmaking-comeback/)
--------“Farmers looking for profits are increasingly turning to an old technique to preserve soil
health: cover crops. The use of cover crops . . . is ancient: even the Roman poet Virgil
references cover crops, but the practice is undoubtedly far older. In recent decades, these living
mulches have fallen out of favor, replaced by commercial fertilizers producing repeated
commercial harvests without interruption for soil recovery. Now that commercial yields are
declining, some farmers are returning to older methods. Given the many benefits of properly
used cover crops, it’s amazing that their use ever declined.”
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********The article upon which this post is based is “Cover Crops and Living Mulches” by
Nathan L. Hartwig and Hans Ulrich Ammon. The link to the article is included in the post. This
seems to be an instance where the exclusive focus on one thing, by ignoring many other things,
can undermine the one thing that is cared about. This is a common problem when one linear
relationship is considered and the systemic features are not. This is so prevalent that it seems
like a logical fallacy. It does seem like an instance of the fallacy of composition
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fallacy_of_composition).
(23 March 2016): “Energy Transition: Electricity Prices in Free Fall”
(https://global.handelsblatt.com/edition/395/ressort/companies-markets/article/electricity-pricesin-a-free-fall)
********Handelsblatt is “The English-language edition of Germany’s leading business daily.”
This article takes a look at the whole constellation of electricity prices in Germany: consumer
prices, wholesale prices, prices for conventionally-produced electricity, and prices for a variety
of renewably-produced electricity. Added into the mix are a variety of taxes, fees, and levies. It
is worth reading this article quickly to sense the complexity of the situation and to get an idea
why “The electricity market has come apart at the seams” and “the existential threat for German
operators of conventional plants.” The term Rube Goldberg machine
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rube_Goldberg_machine) comes to mind.
********For another perspective, we have the article “Solar-Panel Installers Face Clouded
Future” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/solar-panel-installers-face-clouded-future1458926502). Here the story is based on Nevada, where state legislators recently reduced
incentives for solar-produced electricity. Among other consequences, two solar businesses have
abandoned the state: SolarCity Corp. and Sunrun Inc. The North Carolina Clean Energy
Technology Center tracks policies on renewable-energy for all 50 states. You can read its most
recent report at: https://nccleantech.ncsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/50sosQ4-FINAL.pdf.
(24 March 2016): “The Uber Model, It Turns Out, Doesn’t Translate”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/24/technology/the-uber-model-it-turns-out-doesnttranslate.html)
--------Many of the companies that have tried to follow on Uber’s success as an on-demand app
“have come under stress. Across a variety of on-demand apps, prices are rising, service is
declining, business models are shifting, and in some cases, companies are closing down.” Is it
the end of the on-demand dream? Although “Investors saw Uber’s success as a template for
Ubers for everything” its “success was in many ways unique. For one thing, it was attacking a
vulnerable market. In many cities, the taxi business was a customer-unfriendly protectionist
racket that artificially inflated prices and cared little about customer service.” Furthermore, cars
are parked much of the time and they are the second-most expensive things that most people buy.
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“But how many other markets are there like that? Not many.” Consequently, “The lesson so far
in the on-demand world is that Uber is the exception, not the norm. Uber, but for Uber—and not
much else.”
********A nice examination of some of the necessary conditions for the Uber phenomenon.
Certainly a very expensive lesson for many firms past and present. Although this seems like
another logical fallacy is at work, perhaps it is as simple as finding customers who are currently
poorly served because of substantial barriers to entry—in Warren Buffett’s term, wide moats—
created by legal and political activity.
********The changes taking place in the labor market, despite the attention given to Uber-like
apps, are much broader and examined in “Contract Workforce Outpaces Growth in SiliconValley Style ‘Gig’ Jobs” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/contract-workforce-outpaces-growthin-silicon-valley-style-gig-jobs-1458948608), which is in turn based upon research by
economists Alan Krueger and Lawrence Katz. Unfortunately, I have been unable to identify that
research—it would be nice if the media would identify their sources fully (there is no privacy
issue, here). You can learn more about it, though, at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2016/03/28/the-entire-online-gig-economy-might-be-mostlyuber/. Perhaps the most succinct useful statement is: “There has been a large rise in offline
contract work, which has little to do with the rise of apps and Silicon Valley startups.” This has
applied to almost all occupations between 2005 and 2015.
(25 March 2016): “Growing Up in a Bad Neighborhood Does More Harm Than We Thought”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/27/upshot/growing-up-in-a-bad-neighborhood-does-moreharm-than-we-thought.html)
--------New research by Eric Chyn, a doctoral candidate in economics at the University of
Michigan, indicates that the “negative effects of a bad neighborhood may be much larger” than
previously indicated. By examining a “natural experiment” growing out of the demolition of
high-rise public housing building in Chicago, coupled with a method “Echoing the approach that
medical researchers take to clinical trials,” Chyn has drawn attention to the role of “inoculation”
against “bad neighborhoods” that may have caused previous studies to understate the negative
effects of bad neighborhoods.
********Chyn’s work seems closely connected to that of Raj Chetty, Nathaniel Hendren, and
Lawrence F. Katz, which was just published in the American Economic Review of April 2016
(http://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/aer.20150572). An earlier (and lengthier) version
appeared in August 2015: http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org/images/mto_paper.pdf. The
Upshot post concludes with a useful statement indicating the broader relevance of Chyn’s work,
i.e., that it “contains insights likely to extend beyond housing policy” and possible takeaways for
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conservatives and liberals. Failing to consider “inoculation” stands out for me. The article
contains many useful links, including one to Chyn’s paper.
(26 March 2016): “Business in America: Too much of a good thing”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21695385-profits-are-too-high-america-needs-giantdose-competition-too-much-good-thing)
********An article that argues that “Profits are too high. America needs a giant dose of
competition.”
--------“Profits are an essential part of capitalism. . . . Firms that ignore profits, such as China’s
state-run enterprises, lurch around like aimless zombies, as likely to destroy value as to create it.
But high profits across a whole economy can be a sign of sickness. They can signal the
existence of firms more adept at siphoning wealth off than creating it afresh, such as those the
exploit monopolies.” In the 1990s “American firms faced a wave of competition from low-cost
competitors abroad.” This helped keep profits relatively low. “Since then the pendulum seems
to have swung back. Huge companies, long the focus of American worries about competition,
have not actually got any bigger. In 2014 the t op 500 listed firms made about 45% of the global
profits of all American firms, as they did in the late 1990s. Instead they, and other companies,
have become more focused. The strategy can be seen as an amalgam of the philosophies of two
deeply influential: businessmen: Jack Welch, former CEO of General Electric, and Warren
Buffett, the CEO of Berkshire Hathaway.
********Jack Welch “advised companies to get out of markets which did not dominate. Warren
Buffett . . . extols firms that have a ‘moat’ around them—a barrier that offers stability and
pricing power.” To examine the “creeping consolidation” of the economy, The Economist
“divided the economy into 900-odd sectors covered by America’s five-yearly economic census.”
It found that “Two-thirds of them became more concentrated between 1997 and 2012” and the
“weighted average share of the top four firms in each sector has risen from 26% to 32%.” It
appears that niche sectors. One of those moat-enhancing tools, of course, is legislation (the
invisible foot). There are many interesting apercus in the article and an interactive tool enables
the exploration of 893 industries. You can read it directly at:
http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2016/03/daily-chart-13.
(26 March 2016): “You can finally stop feeling guilty for eating quinoa”
(http://www.vox.com/2016/3/26/11306756/quinoa-craze-peru)
********Discovered by JSTOR Daily, where it is referred to as “The economics of quinoa”
(http://daily.jstor.org/suggested-readings-pain-grit-and-quinoa/).
--------“In January 2013, agricultural economist Marc Bellemare was browsing the internet when
he noticed a raging debate about (of all things) quinoa. Specifically, whether people in rich
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countries should feel guilty about eating it. . . . Some commenters feared the West’s quinoa binge
would spell disaster for the developing world” with poorer “people in Peru and Bolivia, for
whom” quinoa was a staple becoming unable to afford it. To investigate further, Bellemare
decided to take a look at the data, so the hunt was on. Three years later, he and his co-authors
found that “Not only has the quinoa craze benefited farmers in Peru—it’s even benefited quinoa
consumers in the region who don’t actually plant the crop.”
********The article provides links to the work Bellemare and his co-authors, as well as some
other relevant materials. Whether the results stand scrutiny or not, the article provides an
excellent case of importance of “looking at the data” as opposed to relying (as I often do) on
general, data-free reasoning. The article concludes with an interesting observation and question.
“By the way, there is also the slightly different question of whether the quinoa craze might be
affecting crop diversity. Technically, there are more than 3,000 varieties of quinoa grown in
South America . . . But Western appetites have raised demand for just a few strains.” Will crop
diversity fall as a result? Generally reasoning suggests that it will.
(28 March 2016): “Here’s the U.S. Earthquake Forecast, Now Including the Quakes We Cause”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-28/u-s-quake-forecast-includes-humaninduced-temblors-for-first-time)
--------“A cluster of central states surrounding Oklahoma now faces the highest risk of
earthquakes induced by human activities ‘such as fluid injection or extraction,’ according to a
short-term seismic forecast by the U.S. Geological Survey. The report, which for the first time
includes quakes that may be linked to oil and gas production, comes after an alarming six-year
rise in the incidence of quakes throughout the central and eastern U.S. . . . There were more than
1,000 quakes last year with a magnitude greater than 3 on the 10-point Richter scale, up from an
annual average of 24 between 1973 and 2008. The states facing the highest risk from humaninduced quakes are, in order, Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, and Arkansas. .
. . The link to the energy industry is largely based on wastewater from wells subjected to
hydraulic fracturing, or fracking . . . The production process yields a lot of water, which may be
disposed of by injecting it into storage wells. That is the practice suspected in the increased
earthquake activity.”
********The website for the USGS can be found at: http://www.usgs.gov/. Among things of
note there is a site for real-time earthquake information:
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/map/. Of direct relevance to the Bloomberg article, is the
recently published One-year seismic hazard forecast for the Central and Eastern United States
from induced and natural earthquakes (https://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/ofr20161035). The
58-page report is downloadable and provides a lot of information on induced earthquakes.
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(29 March 2016): “Craft Wine? Craft Beer’s Innovation Edge (and What Wine Can Do About
It)” (http://wineeconomist.com/2016/03/29/innovation-2/)
********Asheville, North Carolina, the home of craft breweries aplenty, craft ciders, and craft
spirits. What about craft wine? More vineyards, to be sure, and the home of America’s mostvisited winery. In any event, Mike Veseth has some interesting thoughts about how the business
of wine might be informed by recent success of craft beer.
(30 March 2016): “Lester C. Thurow, Economist Who Seized the Spotlight, Is Dead at 77”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/03/30/business/economy/lester-c-thurow-prominent-economistis-dead-at-77.html)
--------“Lester C. Thurow, a prominent and provocative economist who earned a dedicated
following through his long writing and speaking career, and who was known for his prescient
warnings about the growing income gap between rich and poor Americans, died on Friday in
Westport, Mass. He was 77. . . . In his writing, he tried to make the dry and difficult-to-grasp
intricacies of the American economy accessible to a mass audience.” Thurow “decided to devote
himself to communicating about economics after he was not offered a job in President Jimmy
Carter’s administration,” although he had been an economic adviser during his campaign. In
explanation, he noted: “I decided that if I could not have the king’s ear, I would talk to the public
. . . That’s the other way to have an impact on the economic system.”
********Thurow is not the only economist who has made such a decision—Paul Krugman
comes to mind (and perhaps for the same reason). Thurow was the Dean of MIT’s Sloan School
of Management from 1987 to 1993. Arguably his best known book is The Zero-Sum Society
(http://www.amazon.com/Zero-Sum-Society-Distribution-PossibilitiesChange/dp/0465085881/), which was published in 1970. There will be broad coverage of
Thurow’s life and work in the days to come. This is what MIT had to say:
http://news.mit.edu/2016/prominent-mit-economist-and-dean-lester-thurow-dies-78-0329.
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(31 March 2016): “Soft-Drink Makers Have New Secret Ingredient” Sugar!”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/soft-drink-makers-have-new-secret-ingredient-sugar-1459350546)
--------[This is the A-Hed, quirky, article.] “Soft-drink makers have a new way to pitch their
sweet beverages: They contain sugar. . . . The goal for soda companies is to spritz up fizzling
soft-drink sales. The appeal: Sugar is natural.” Part of this development is the desire for a set of
food product ingredients that could conceivably be found in one’s own kitchen. Lu Ann
Williams of Innova Market Insights notes, “The number one fixation on food companies’ minds
is ‘clean label’: natural ingredients and shorter ingredient lists that look like you made it at
home.”
********The term ‘clean label’ is new to me. One of the interesting elements of the article is its
discussion of the sweetness profiles of sugar and high fructose corn syrup. As it turns out, the
two “perform somewhat differently as sweeteners. The sweetness intensity in high fructose
corn syrup peaks a litter earlier than sucrose which helps it enhance fruit and spice flavors . . .
Sugar has a more rounded profile than lingers.” In effect, different sweeteners for different
purposes. You can see some examples of sweetness profiles at: http://www.brenntagnordic.com/fi/downloads/Intensiivimakeuttajat.pdf. Take a look at page 3.
(1 April 2016): “Regulators Examine Financial Risks of Climate Change”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/regulators-examine-financial-stability-risks-to-climatechange-oil-exposure-1459444688)
--------“Regulators around the globe are researching potential risks to financial stability from a
failure to contain climate change or a sudden collapse in the value of fossil-fuel assets.
Institutions such as the Bank of England, the Financial Stability Board and the European
Systemic Risk Board are examining how banks, insurers and pensions funds would cope if
policies designed to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions led to a sharp drop in the share price of oil,
gas and coal companies. . . . The regulators’ concerns rest on scientific assessments that much of
the world’s known fossil-fuel reserves would have to stay underground if governments want to
limit global warming to 2 degrees Celsius above preindustrial levels.”
********Interestingly, the online article is substantially longer than that in newsprint. I’m not
sure I’ve seen that before for the WSJ. The article mentions a Report to be released on Friday
and I believe that I have found it. It is the Phase 1 Report of the Taskforce on Climate-related
Financial Disclosure. You can learn more about the Taskforce, which is headed by Michael
Bloomberg and grew out of the Paris climate talks of December 2015, at: https://www.fsbtcfd.org/. You can read the Executive Summary of the Report at: https://www.fsbtcfd.org/phase1report/. Some additional reporting that relates to the above (and is readily
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viewable) can be found at: http://www.climatechangenews.com/2016/03/31/bloomberg-climaterisk-initiative-to-release-first-report/.
(2 April 2016): “Shareholder value: Analyse this”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21695940-enduring-power-biggest-idea-businessanalyse)
--------One strong candidate for “the most influential contemporary books about the world
economy” is Valuation, a “825-page manual on corporate finance and shareholder value. Some
700,000 copies of it encumber the bookshelves of MBA students, investors and chief executives
around the globe.” The sixth edition of the book, “published last year, a quarter of a century
after the first, is a reminder of why shareholder value is still the most powerful idea in business .
. . The origins of the doctrine lie in the 1950s and 1960s, when Franco Modigliani and Merton
Miller, two scholars, showed that a firm’s value is independent of its capital structure and
dividend policy. That inspired a new framework for analysis, popularized in the 1980s by Joel
Stern, a consultant, Alfred Rappaport, another scholar, and McKinsey & Co, a consultancy,
among others. Company analysis was antediluvian until then.” Stockholder value has its critics.
One basic criticism is that it is “a licence for bad conduct.” Another, weightier, criticism hold
that “firms should be run for all stakeholders, not just shareholders.” Regarding the second
criticism, “The trouble is identifying a goal that could replace the pursuit of a shareholder value.”
********You can learn more about Valuation: Measuring and Managing the Value of
Companies, 6th ed. at: http://www.amazon.com/Valuation-Measuring-Managing-CompaniesFinance/dp/111887370X/. As John Maynard Keynes wrote in The General Theory of
Employment, Interest, and Money, Book VI, “The ideas of economists and political philosophers,
both when they are right and when they are wrong are more powerful than is commonly
understood”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_General_Theory_of_Employment,_Interest_and_Money).
The idea of valuation is certainly one of those powerful ideas. No longer limited to the financial
sphere, witness educational programs that “add value,” it is ubiquitous in contemporary
language.
(3 April 2016): “The Tampon of the Future”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/03/opinion/sunday/the-tampon-of-the-future.html)
--------“Is it possible to extract blood from people without causing pain? For decades, this
problem has stumped the medical industry. In an effort to replace the old-fashioned needle,
companies are trying to deploy laser beams and tiny vacuums to draw blood. In 2014, an
engineer at Harvard named Ridhi Tariyal hit on a far simpler workaround. ‘I was trying to
develop a way form women to monitor their own fertility at home,’ she told me, and ‘those kinds
of diagnostic tests require a lot of blood. So I was thinking about women and blood. When you
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put those words together, it becomes obvious. We have an opportunity every single month to
collect blood from women, without needles.’” What enabled Ms. Tariyal to see a “possibility
that eluded so many engineers before her” was her gender. Because she lives in a female body,
she had experiences that just wouldn’t be available to her male colleagues.” Tariyal’s experience
seems to be consistent with the work of Eric von Hippel, a scholar of innovation at MIT, who
holds that “People who suffer from a problem are uniquely equipped to solve it.” Still, even
when women have had an undeniable advantage in terms of experience and knowledge, they
“have not had the power to push forward their ideas.” In a recent study by scholars from Babson
College it was found that “more than 90 percent of the partners in venture-capital firms are male.
So Ms. Tariyal and [business partner] Mr. [Stephen] Gire often sat across the table from a man,
trying to sell him on a tampon machine.”
********It is hard to argue with the statement made by intellectual property lawyer Annette
Kahler that “Opportunities are being missed . . . because the ideas, inventions, perspectives and
proposed solutions of women are missed.” JSTOR Daily http://daily.jstor.org/menstrualliteracy/) picked up on this article and connected it with a variety of earlier stories in JD, as well
as academic papers relating to menstrual literacy. As Annette Kahler so aptly stated, we miss out
on a lot when we fail to include (or actively exclude) others.
********An article that caught my attention last week now seems appropriate to mention:
“Johnson & Johnson Has a Baby Powder Problem” (http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016baby-powder-cancer-lawsuits/). It discusses the suits of more than 1,000 women against J&J for
covering up the risk of ovarian cancer. In addition, it shows that marketing attempts to focus on
a particular demographic group—in this case “black and Hispanic women”—can lead to
problems. As Robin Means Coleman, a professor at the University of Michigan notes, “Some
people might say, ‘What’s wrong with companies recognizing women of color as important
consumer?’ . . . We do want that. But we do not want companies to market potentially
carcinogenic products.’”
(5 April 2016): “Restaurant Wine Prices: They’re Either Too High or Too Low”
(http://wineeconomist.com/2016/04/05/wine-prices/)
********Economist Mike Veseth continues to write about wine prices—in an economicsoriented way—this week, even bringing in graphs as he discusses the role of the price elasticity
of demand in relation to wine prices in restaurants. He draws upon the first-hand experience of
those in the restaurant business to show that it is much more to pricing wine than simply seeking
to maximize wine revenue. Among other points raised, Veseth notes that some customers will
refuse to buy a wine that is priced too low. Consequently, if a particular wine variety is by its
nature inexpensive, its price will need to be raised in order to attract attention.
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(5 April 2016): “Mining Dams Grow to Colossal Heights, and So Do the Risks”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/brazils-samarco-disaster-mining-dams-grow-to-colossal-heightsand-so-do-the-risks-1459782411)
--------Thirty minutes from the colonial town of Mariana, Brazil “trees suddenly give way to
what looks like a desert salt flat. It is a 2-mile-wide valley filled with mine waste. On Nov. 5,
an earthen dam holding back this sea of sludge collapsed, releasing a deluge that killed 19
people, destroyed villages and traveled more than 400 miles to the Atlantic Ocean, where it left a
reddish-brown plume visible from space. As tall as a 30-story building and holding enough
refuse to fill 19 Dallas Cowboys stadiums, the dam was the largest structure of its kind ever to
give way. It won’t be the last.” Mining companies, seeking economies of scales, are digging
“larger and deeper pits, creating record volumes of waste. To house all that detritus, they have
constructed some of the most colossal man-made structures on the planet. Known as tailings
dams, these earthen embankments hold back sprawling reservoirs of mud, finely ground rock and
water—what is left after a mill separates metals from ore.” The largest such dams, in the
Peruvian Andes, “are already as tall as the Hoover Dam and have permits to rise even further.”
Andrew Robertson, who consults on such dams, notes that “Our dams and dumps are among the
highest-risk structures on Earth.” Contributing to the riskiness of such dams is the fact that
“Regulation and enforcement vary wildly among different jurisdictions, often leaving mining
companies to police themselves.” The paucity of information about them is another factor:
tailings dams are not included in the “58,000-entry World Register of Dams due to . . . concern
that their high failure rates would tarnish the reputation of all dams.” Engineer Michael Davies
estimates that “the failure rate for tailings dams was approximately 10 times that of waterretention dams.” In a 2002 he indicated that there were “somewhat more than 3,500 tailings
dams world-wide.”
********The article includes a 10-minute video that puts into view the devastation following the
dam failure in Brazil. As the article points out, there are three conventional methods for
constructing tailings dams, the cheapest of which is also the most likely to fail. The World
Register of Dams is the product of The International Commission on Large Dams. You can
learn more about it at: http://www.icold-cigb.org/GB/World_register/world_register.asp.
********You can learn more about tailings dams in the article “Tailings Dams: Where Mining
Waste is Stored Forever” (http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/article/tailings-dams-wheremining-waste-is-stored-forever/). It also includes access to a 54-minute Frontline broadcast
“Alaska Gold,” which “probes the fault lines of a growing battle in Alaska’s Bristol Bay region,
home to the world’s last, great sockeye salmon fishery—and mineral deposits estimated to be
worth up to $500 billion.”
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(7 April 2016): “Upstart Brewers Rise Against Craft-Beer Founding Father Samuel Adams”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/upstart-brewers-rise-against-craft-beer-founding-fathersamuel-adams-1459935001)
--------“When Jim Koch launched what would become the nation’s best-known craft beer in
1984, he named it after Samuel Adams because he wanted to start a beer revolution. He
succeeded . . . But after years of thriving as the main craft alternative to Budweiser and Miller
Lite, the craft beer boom he helped begin is turning on him. Craft breweries are springing up at a
rate of nearly two a day, according to the Brewers Association, which represents 3,000-plus
small-scale beer producers. The newcomers are taking tap handles, shelf space and sales,
making it harder for Sam Adams to stand out from the crowd.” In its most recent year, Boston
Beer Co., which makes Sam Adams, saw its sales grow by just 3.6% following “back-to-back
years of more-than-20% gains.” The challenge facing Sam Adams “is on display at Hop City, a
popular Atlanta craft-beer store, where four varieties of Sam Adams beer are competing on 7foot-tall shelves overflowing with 6,500 different beer options from more than 250 breweries.”
Younger drinkers often prefer more exotic brews, says Hop City salesman Caleb Raubenolt;
forty-year-olds may regard Sam Adams as a “gateway into craft.”
********A great example of competition at work. Evidently Koch intends to address some of
these challenges by an expanded product line and improving beer freshness. Craft beer’s market
share “is projected to nearly double to 20% by 2010” and Koch “foresees a downturn in craftbeer quality because more people are opening breweries to cash in than make great beer.” noting
that “If we give drinkers better tasting beer, they’ll drink more of it.” All this brings to mind the
advertising campaign “This is not your father’s Oldsmobile”
(http://www.slate.com/articles/business/moneybox/2000/12/oldsmobile_victim_of_its_own_bran
d.html). Beer goes stale—perhaps brands do, too.
********While we are on the subject of competition, consider the markets for soft drinks and
sparkling water, as described in “Sparkling-Water Race Bubbles Up”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/lacroix-bubbles-up-in-sparkling-water-brand-competition1460047940). LaCroix sparkling water was once a sleepy regional brand of National Beverage
Company, but its sales “have more than doubled in the past two years to $225.5 million, second
to . . . Perrier.” Consumer Aimee Buckert of Plainfield, Illinois explains the reasoning: “Pop
right now is a big no-no, and diet pop is an even bigger no-no.” Like many consumers, “she
doesn’t want the calories of regular soda or the artificial sweeteners of diet drinks.” Novel, lowcost advertising and bright packaging has helped steer customers to LaCroix from Perrier, just
sweetening considerations have helped steer customers to LaCroix from “pop.” In looking at the
two cases, it seems that in the craft brewing segment of beer, there is something like
monopolistic competition at work, i.e., many “small” producers selling differentiated products.
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But in the sparkling water segment of water, there is something like oligopolistic competition at
work, i.e., a few “large” producers selling differentiated products.
(8 April 2016). On this day I received the March 2016 contents of Isis: A Journal of the History
of Science Society and in it was referenced a review of Banking on the Body: The Market in
Blood, Milk, and Sperm in Modern America, by Kara W. Swanson. According to the first page
of its review (http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/pdfplus/10.1086/686206), Swanson, a legal
practitioner and historian, traces “the history of blood, milk, and sperm procurement and
distribution in the United States. Joining a rich historical, sociological, and anthropological
literature that deals with the labor of donation, the material history of preservation, and the lived
experience of donors, Swanson distinguishes her account by concentrating on the history of body
fluids as ‘property’—both civic and market.” As a point to consider, “Unlike organs and blood,
milk and sperm are freely bought and sold in the present-day United States, although historically
for rather different reasons.” The book sounds fascinating and should provide ample
opportunities for viewing the invisible forces in action.
********Swanson’s book has met with interest. There is a lengthy, downloadable, and highly
positive review of it in Journal of Legal Education (http://jle.aals.org/home/vol65/iss1/13/).
More informally, there is an interview with Swanson in The Atlantic
(http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/07/banks-of-blood-and-sperm/375341/).
Finally, you can listen to a 21-minute interview with her at:
http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674281431.
(8 April 2016): “A Short Primer on the Panama Papers” (http://daily.jstor.org/short-primerpanama-papers/)
--------“The so-called ‘Panama Papers’ files released last weekend detail wide-spread tax-evasion
among the world’s elites. . . . Jane G. Gravelle speaks out how this system of international tax
avoidance and evasion works in the National Tax Journal. Tax havens are places where both
individuals and corporations can deposit money to hide it from their own national taxation
systems. . . . The havens essentially sell secrecy to overseas investors. It is, needless to say, very
profitable for those host countries.”
********Gravelle’s 27-page article (2009) is “Tax Havens: International Tax Avoidance and
Evasion” and a link is provided to it at the bottom of the article. She provides information about
individual and corporate tax evasion, where it takes place, and ways it might be managed.
********While on the subject of taxation, April 15th is coming up and taxes are on the minds of
many. The Wall Street Journal’s Saturday Essay deals with income taxation in “Taxation
Without Exasperation” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/taxation-without-exasperation1460129434), which calls for the U.S. to embrace a Value-Added Tax (VAT) like “almost all of
the world’s rich market democracies.” Canada has had a VAT since 1991 and Australia since
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2000. Although VAT’s can take many different forms, there is one in particular that seems
especially promising. “For almost two decades, Michael J. Graetz, a professor at Columbia Law
School and one of the country’s leading experts on tax law, has been urging Americans to adopt
a saner, more sensible tax system, which he calls the Competitive Tax Plan. . . . The centerpiece
of Mr. Graetz’s plan is a VAT” that should “be as visible as possible. Every time you buy
something, you would see the amount of VAT you paid listed on your receipt.” No doubt a great
deal of detail about Graetz’s plan is provided in his 2010 book 100 Million Unnecessary
Returns: A Simple, Fair, and Competitive Tax Plan for the United States; With a New
Introduction (http://www.amazon.com/100-Million-Unnecessary-ReturnsIntroduction/dp/0300164572). The WSJ article, toward its end, makes some useful comments
about the challenges facing any meaningful change in the U.S. tax code, one of the main
obstacles being that many things happen at once, rather than one thing at a time.
(9 April 2016): “Small, Piecemeal Mergers in Health Care Fly Under Regulators’ Radars”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/09/business/small-piecemeal-mergers-in-health-care-flyunder-regulators-radars.html)
--------On Monday federal officials are expected to argue “that a large hospital merger in the
Chicago area could hurt consumers and should be stopped. . . . But a frenzy of smaller
transactions is also profoundly changing the [health] landscape, many of which face little
regulatory resistance. The deals are often for a couple of doctors here, or a hospital there,
making them too small to attract much attention. But as those deals add up, they are creating
groups that in some cases dominate local or regional markets. And they are raising questions
about whether the gaze of antitrust officials is directed in the right place.” According to Dr.
Farzad Mostashari, formerly a health official in the Obama administration, the process of
“creeping consolidation” is “being done at a pace that keeps it away from prying eyes . . . If you
move slowly enough, maybe nobody will notice.” Some small deals “go unreported, leaving any
tally of them incomplete. But at least 940 health care service transactions took place last year,
up from about 480 in 2010.”
********Quality and price of services are at the heart of the desirability of merger discussions
and health care raises particularly challenging issues relating to them. Knowledge about the
price care is especially difficult to know and the same is true for quality. Still, it will be difficult
to know if mergers are affecting them if mergers, even the tiny ones of one physicians practice
being bought up by a local medical center, go unreported. Consequently, the approach of
Massachusetts, which “now requires that any health care transactions be reported to a state
agency” seems essential. Health economics must be a fascinating (and challenging) field.
(9 April 2016): “Schumpeter: The grey market”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21696539-older-consumers-will-reshape-businesslandscape-grey-market)
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--------“Those over 60 constitute the fastest-growing group in the populations of rich countries,
with their number set to increase by more than a third by 2030, from 164m to 222m. Older
consumers are also the richest thanks to house-price inflation and generous pensions. . . . Yet
companies have been relatively slow to focus on this expanding market—certainly slower than
they were to attend to the youth-quake” of the 1960s. “One reason for this tardiness is that
young people dominate marketing departments and think that the best place for the old is out of
sight and mind.” In addition, many of the old “don’t relate to television advertising. “But the
biggest reason is that oldies are such slippery customers.” But some companies “are trying to
understand older people better”—like Kimberly-Clark and Ford. Research by the Boston
Consulting Group suggests that older people “are less eager to acquire material possessions than
preceding generations and much keener to acquire experience, particularly through travel and
study.” People should take heed. “Baby-boomers have spent their lives making noise and
demanding attention. They are not going to stop now. They will be the biggest and richest
group of pensioners in history.”
********All this, of course, seems to augur well for communities and geographic areas that
focus of “older people” and what they want and need. What they want, apparently are
experiences like travel, study, and attractive environs. What they need, though, will be a health
care system that will better attend to them. Consequently, addressing an older population is
something that both private and public sectors will need to address.
********An article that provides an opportunity to think more deeply about aging and
expenditure is “The Rich Live Longer Everywhere. For the Poor, Geography Matters”
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/04/11/upshot/for-the-poor-geography-is-life-anddeath.html). This article is based upon the article “The Association Between Income and Life
Expectancy in the United States, 2001-2014”
(http://jama.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=2513561) in The Journal of the American
Medical Association. “Once conclusion from this work . . . is that the gap in life spans between
rich and poor widened from 2001 to 2014. The top 1 percent in income among American men
life 15 years longer than the poorest 1 percent; for women, the gap is 10 years.” Still, place
seems to matter with regard to the life expectancy of the poor as well as for those below median
income. The differences between life expectancy, for example, are dramatic between those who
live in the New York area and the Detroit area, with the latter being substantially lower.
********Along the same lines as the above, there is “Birth-cohort studies: Lifelong learning”
(http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21696494-lifelong-learning), which is a brief
review of The Life Project: The Extraordinary Story of Our Ordinary Lives, by Helen Pearson
(http://www.amazon.com/Life-Project-Extraordinary-Story-Ordinary/dp/1593766459/). The
book examines five cohorts “begun in 1946, 1958, 1970, 1991 and 2000” totaling about 70,000
Britons. The “sad message that has emerged from the studies, from the birth of the 1946 cohort
to the present day, is that being poor remains a huge source of risk to health and well-being.
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While it is possible to triumph over adversity . . . the odds are stacked against some people from
before they are even born.” A useful complement, no doubt, for the research related in JAMA.
The University of Wisconsin seems to have work underway that relates to the approach of The
Life Project. You can learn more about it at: http://www.ssc.wisc.edu/wlsresearch/.
********Finally, those who are turning 70 soon and not taking their Social Security benefits
will need to begin doing so or face penalties. This and other matters are discussed in “Watch
Out, Boomers, Here Comes 70” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-03-24/watchout-boomers-here-comes-70).
(9 April 2016): “Russia’s dairy embargo: War and cheese”
(http://www.economist.com/news/europe/21696571-land-where-european-cheese-banned-oneman-dares-make-his-own-war-and-cheese)
********This brief article tells the story of Russian Oleg Sirota, who sold his information
technology company to fulfill a childhood ambition to make cheese. That ambition only became
feasible when Vladimir Putin banned farm imports from the European Union due to sanctions
put in place after Russia annexed Crimea. Prior to that, Sirota saw “no way to compete with
European imports.” Last year “Mr Putin announced plans to spend some 2.5 trillion roubles ($37
billion) on 2,500 import-substitution projects. The results have been unimpressive. Most
industries have a hard time replacing foreign components and know-how. Yet agriculture has
been a bright spot of sorts, as ‘anti-sanctions’ have cleared space for Russian producers.”
Although Mr Sirota must “fend off domestic rivals who substitute palm oil for dairy fats” his
principal concern is that the West may lift sanctions too soon. He notes” “If Obama and Merkel
extended sanctions for another 10 years, I’d build them a monument in bronze right out front.”
********A companion story, of sorts, is provided by “A Tale of Two Nafta Towns.” You can
listen to an 11-minute radio broadcast of it at: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/audio/2016-0408/a-tale-of-two-nafta-towns. In it reporter Thomas Black makes an important point about freer
trader—the benefits tend to be highly dispersed, whereas the costs tend to be concentrated. So,
whereas “the consuming public” benefits by prices lower than they would otherwise be,
particular communities, like Scottsville, Kentucky, population 4,226, which lost its largest
employer, get hammered. An earlier print version of this story can be found at:
http://www.eldailypost.com/news/2016/03/trumps-trade-war-16-an-hour-job-lost-2-an-hour-jobgained/. Some additional materials on the topic of NAFTA and its effects center around the
book Boom, Bust, Exodus: The Rust Belt, the Maquilas, and a Tale of Two Cities
(http://www.amazon.com/Boom-Bust-Exodus-Maquilas-Cities/dp/0199765618/), by Chad
Broughton and published by Oxford University Press. A review of the book can be found at:
https://www.texasobserver.org/how-nafta-transformed-a-mexican-border-town/.
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(12 April 2016): “Climate Change, Fungal Change” (http://daily.jstor.org/climate-changefungal-change/)
--------“Climate change is incontrovertibly causing a host of problems. Beyond the more obvious
changes in temperature, ocean acidity, and weather patterns, these changes can have further
downstream effects that we are only just learning about. For instance, the cumulative effects of
climate change are also driving shifts in the composition of fungi found in soil.” While these
fungal communities “and their symbiotic relationships to plants are all but invisible to us—
except for mushrooms . . . the presence and composition of such microscopic communities are a
good metric of how healthy an ecosystem is. Soil, after all, is the foundation of plant life.”
********One might well say that soil is the foundation of all life. The Behavior-ChoiceEnvironment Model with the Invisible Forces Fully Extended
(https://theinvisibleforces.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/the-bce-model-with-the-invisible-forcesfully-extended.pdf) shows how changes in the soil (Earth) influence the alternatives and
valuations involved in choice, behavior, and their consequences. It is easy to envision how the
changes described in the article will influence the demand for and supply of a variety of different
resources and products.
(13 April 2016): “Corn Imports Surge in U.S., Despite Record Harvests at Home”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/corn-imports-surge-in-u-s-despite-record-harvests-at-home1460485875)
--------“There is something unusual going on in the U.S. corn market. Even as record harvests
have left the U.S. awash in corn, imports of the crucial animal feed are surging. It is happening
because moves in currencies, ocean-shipping fees and railroad rates have combined to produce
an unexpected result: Bringing in corn from places like Brazil and Argentina can be cheaper for
poultry and livestock producers in the Southeast U.S. than buying it from the Midwest.”
Regarding transportation costs, “In April, it could cost about 80 cents to $1.50 a bushel to ship
corn from west to east in the U.S. by rail, while per-bushel costs to ship corn from South
America to the U.S. recently have ranged from about 35 cents to 50 cents.” As noted by senior
vice president of Prestage Farms, John Prestage, in Clinton, North Carolina: “It’s crazy that
we’re able to bring in corn from South America a lot of times cheaper than U.S. corn, but it’s
only because rail rates are so ridiculously high.”
********The article is an excellent reminder that a country can be both an importer and an
exporter of a commodity depending upon location and transportation cost. What is true of corn
is, of course, also true of oil.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 261 (20 April 2016)
(14 April 2016): “How the Maker of TurboTax Fought Free, Simple Tax Filing”
(https://www.propublica.org/article/how-the-maker-of-turbotax-fought-free-simple-tax-filing)
--------“Imagine filing your income taxes in five minutes—and for free. You’d open up a prefilled return, see what the government thinks you owe, make any needed changes and be done.
the miserable annual IRS shuffle, gone. It’s already a reality in Denmark, Sweden and Spain. . ..
Advocates say tens of millions of taxpayers could use such a system each year, saving them a
collective $2 billion and 225 million hours in prep costs and time, according to one estimate.
The idea, known as ‘return-free filing’ . . . has been around for decades and has been endorsed by
both President Ronald Reagan and a campaigning President Obama. So why hasn’t it become a
reality? Well, for one thing, it doesn’t help that it’s been opposed for years by the company
behind the most popular consumer tax software—Intuit, maker of TurboTax. . .. Intuit has spent
about $11.5 million on federal lobbying in the past five years—more than Apple or Amazon.
Although the lobbying spans a range of issues, Intuit’s disclosures pointedly note that the
company ‘opposes IRS government tax preparation.’”
********Evidently, California has a limited system of return-free filing called ReadyReturn.
But with a limited marketing budget, “Fewer than 90,000 California taxpayers used it last year.”
(16 April 2016): “Schumpeter: Keeping it under your hat”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business-and-finance/21696911-tech-fashion-oldmanagement-idea-back-vogue-vertical-integration-gets-new)
--------“Apple and Tesla are two of the world’s most talked-about companies. They are also two
of the most vertically integrated. . . . A century ago this sort of vertical integration was the rule:
companies integrated ‘backwards’, by buying sources for raw materials and suppliers, and
‘forwards’, by buying distributors. . . . Today this sort of bundling is rare . . . Yet a growing
number of companies are having second thoughts.” Although this is most visible in information
technology, other areas are also embracing it. There are five principal reasons for the
turnaround: simplicity, the challenges of operating on a technological frontier, the importance of
customer relationships, speed, and geopolitical uncertainty. But “vertical integration will not
sweep all before it. For the most mundane products the logic of contracting out still reigns
supreme. . . . That said, striking the right balance between doing things in-house and contracting
out is clearly much more complicated that it was in the days when Tom Peters and his fellow
gurus told companies to focus on what they do best and outsource the rest.”
********One challenge of long-supply chains is that they are subject to disruption from
geological events, as most recently illustrated by the article “Japan Earthquakes Rattle Toyota’s
Vulnerable Supply Chain” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/japan-earthquakes-rattle-toyotassupply-chain-1460986805). “Toyota’s decision to shut 26 car assembly lines this week
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nationwide due to production halts by a supplier shows how the auto maker’s lean manufacturing
system, often viewed as a model of efficiency, can be affected by disasters.”
********It appears the reference to Tom Peters relates, ultimately, to In Search of Excellence
(http://www.amazon.com/Search-Excellence-Americas-Best-Run-Companies/dp/0060548789/),
which was first published in 1982. In trying to identify the work, I stumbled upon an interesting
post: “What Five Great Economists Can Tell Us About Outsourcing”
(http://www.supplychain247.com/article/what_five_great_economists_can_tell_us_about_outsou
rcing). The economists—Adam Smith, Ronald Coase, Robert Solow, John Nash, and Oliver
Williamson—are well chosen. Evidently Peter Drucker is most-closely connected to the
statement “Do what you do best, and outsource the rest.” A sense of this thought and some of its
consequences appeared in The Wall Street Journal in his 1989 article “Sell the Mailroom”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB113202230063197204). He concludes the article, noting “Of
course there is a price for unbundling. If large numbers of people cease to be employees of the
organization for which they actually work, there are bound to be substantial social
repercussions.” Perhaps we are seeing those repercussions this election cycle.
********The foregoing all seems to have some relevance for the review of Connectography, by
Parag Khanna in “Made Everywhere and Nowhere” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/madeeverywhere-and-nowhere-1461021225). As there noted, “These are dark days for supporters of
globalization. Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump have upended the U.S. presidential race by
championing protectionism . . . [and] Hillary Clinton has renounced her former support for the
Trans-Pacific Partnership.” Connectography is “a counter-blast to such thoughts. . . . Mr.
Khanna argues that the most important fact about the modern world is the rise of connectivity.
Countries and companies have been building bridges, digging tunnels, constructing airports and
laying fiber at a breathtaking pace, soldering the world ever-closer together.” All things
considered, “Mr. Khanna has succeeded in demonstrating that the forces of globalization are
winning the battle for connected space, building tunnels, bridges and pipelines at an astonishing
pace. He is less successful in demonstrating that they are winning the battle for people’s minds,
let alone their souls.” We are left with the question, I suppose, “What is a more connected world
for?”
(17 April 2016): “How Asheville’s Big Beer Deal Fell Flat” (http://www.citizentimes.com/story/news/local/2016/04/16/how-ashevilles-big-beer-deal-fell-flat/82888810/)
********I am resisting the temptation to summarize this excellent article. It is well worth the
read and provides many opportunities to learn for those who are so inclined. I hope that all of
our present and prospective elected officials will be so inclined.
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(20 April 2016): “Marijuana Legalization in New England Is Stalled by Opiate Crisis”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/20/us/marijuana-legalization-in-new-england-is-stalled-byopiate-crisis.html)
--------“First came Colorado and Washington. Then Alaska, Oregon and Washington, D.C. Now
advocates for legal marijuana are looking to New England, hoping this part of the country will
open a new front in their efforts to expand legalization nationwide. But this largely liberal
region is struggling with the devastating effect of opiate abuse, which is disrupting families,
taxing law enforcement agencies and taking lives. And many lawmakers and public officials are
balking at the idea of legalizing a banned substance, citing potential social costs.” A major
stumbling block in legalization effort is “the opiate crisis, in which heroin, fentanyl and other
drugs have killed more than 2,000 people in New England in the last year.” At the same time,
legalization advocates “are using the heroin crisis as an argument in favor of legalization, saying
that it would move the substance out of the hands of trackers” and reduce “the amount of
interaction with hard drug dealers.”
********Interesting how the opiate crisis is used as the basis both for and against the
legalization of marijuana. I have been reading Methland (http://www.amazon.com/MethlandDeath-Life-American-Small/dp/1608192075/) of late, and I have found it to be instructive and
chilling. For people who have watched the television series Breaking Bad, and to a lesser extent
Justified, there is familiar material but the people are all-too-real. More directly related to the
opiate crisis is Dreamland: The True Tale of America’s Opiate Epidemic
(http://www.amazon.com/Dreamland-True-Americas-Opiate-Epidemic/dp/1620402505/), by
Sam Quinones. It will be my follow up to Methland.
(20 April 2016): “BMW Loses Core Development Team of Its i3 and i8 Electric Vehicle Line”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/bmw-loses-core-development-team-of-its-i3-and-i8-electricvehicle-line-1461086049)
--------“BMW AG has lost the core development team of its i3 and i8 electric vehicle line to
Future Mobility Corp., a Chinese startup backed by Tencent Holdings, as the German premium
brand struggles to come up with a convincing answer to Tesla Motors Inc. . . . The defections
come as BMW and other premium brand manufacturers are struggling with weak sales of their
electric vehicles and a growing threat from new rivals in the nascent electric car market. . . . the
defection of BMW i’s core development team suggests that BMW’s strategy of developing niche
products at a time when Tesla is moving into the mass market could make it harder for MBW to
attract and retain young talent in the future.”
********The article is accompanied by a 1.5-minute video. No doubt the development team
was offered some significant monetary incentives to move from BMW, but I suspect, too, that
talented people would like to work on a project with the potential for market transformation
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rather than simply serving a niche. This seems consistent the comment made at the end of the
article that the launch date for the next model in the BMW i series is 2020. According to BMW
CEO Harald Krüger, “That’s too long for young people who want to change the world.”
********There is so much in play in electricity and in energy at this time, with large coal, oil,
and solar producers filing for bankruptcy. But solar-based power continues to expand along with
new technologies. One technology is related in “Solar Panels Get Small. Real Small”
(http://daily.jstor.org/solar-panels-get-small/). Such panels “can be embedded in windows, in
walls, in cell phones, basically anywhere you can think of—and will not really be visible.”
Some of these developments are taking off from biological examples, such as polar bears.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 262 (27 April 2016)
(21 April 2016): “’Whole Foods Effect’” When Small Food Makers Get the Call to Go Big”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/21/business/smallbusiness/whole-foods-effect-when-smallfood-makers-get-the-call-to-go-big.html)
--------“Local food sales could hit $20 billion by 2019, up from $5 billion in 2008, the research
firm packaged Facts predicts.” Behind these impressive numbers are the many small businesses
that must scale up their production when a big customer like Whole Foods selects their products
to sell, a challenge that has come to be known as the “Whole Foods Effect.” One firm that has
managed to make the transition is Cowgirl Creamery of Marin County, California. “After five
years of selling shop to shop, the entrepreneurs behind the company finally had their first big
order” when Whole Foods called to buy “Cowgirl’s organic triple-cream cheese for 45 of its
stores. . . . But the first batch they delivered to Whole Foods grew mold. Not the white fluffy
mold that gives cheese its essence—it was the nonedible, possibly reputation-destroying black
mold.” As it turns out, in the effort to expand production, the cheese aging rooms hadn’t been
primed correctly. Fortunately for Cowgirl, Whole Foods was patient: “A decade later, Cowgirl
employs 100 people, produces 800 pounds of cheese a day and is looking to expand by building
a new creamery.”
********As the article points out, “scaling up” is a nontrivial activity and some producers
simply do not want to do it. As Lindsey Ott, who makes Mama Tong soup, notes: “I just want to
make enough money to live in the Bay Area and chip away at the debt I’ve accrued.”
********While we are on the subject of cheese, California, and Whole Foods, the article “A
Vegan Cheese Worthy of Chardonnay” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-21/avegan-cheese-worthy-of-chardonnay) caught my attention. Lyrical Foods of the Bay Area is a
producer of vegan cheese—it uses almond milk and a rennet substitute that is able to grow “a
thick rind, just like milk-based cheese.” Lyrical’s Kite Hill line of cheeses was “on the shelves
of about 430 Whole Foods stores across the U.S. by late 2014” and will soon “be available at
Fresh Market . . . and could be in as many as 1,000 stores by the end of the year.” Clearly
Lyrical said “Yes!” to scaling up and succeeded.
(21 April 2016): “Hearing Aid Prices Under Pressure From Consumer Electronics”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/21/business/hearing-aid-business-feels-pressure-fromconsumer-electronics.html)
--------“The consumer electronics industry is encroaching on the hearing aid business, offering
products that are far less expensive and available without the involvement of audiologists or
other professionals. that is forcing a re-examination of the entire system for providing hearing
aids, which critics say is too costly and cumbersome, hindering access to devices vital for the
growing legions of older Americans. . . . Whether regulations on hearing aids should be relaxed
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in an effort to lower costs will be the topic of a daylong public workshop being held . . . by the
Food and Drug Administration.” According the hearing aid manufacturers, “diagnosing the
treating hearing loss are too complex for consumers to do using consumer devices, without the
aid of a professional.”
********A companion article is “Obama Wants to Let You Buy Hearing Aids Over the
Counter” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-21/obama-wants-to-let-you-buyhearing-aids-over-the-counter). Both articles points to the new competition that consumer
products are providing the traditional market for hearing aids. Traditional hearing aids tend to be
bundled with a variety of professional services but new consumer products are not so bundled.
With the growing number of Baby Boomers in need of auditory improvement, incumbents have
a lot at stake in maintaining regulatory rules. A brief report on the workshop that took place on
21 April 2016 is provided (http://blog.asha.org/2016/04/22/hearing-aid-guidance-from-the-fda/)
by the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA), which is membership group of
more than 186,000 hearing-related professionals (http://www.asha.org/members/).
(22 April 2016): “As Oil Jobs Dry Up, Workers Turn to Solar Sector”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/as-oil-jobs-dry-up-workers-turn-to-solar-sector-1461280612)
--------“Plunging oil and gas has generated more than 84,000 pink slips in Texas, according to
the Texas Alliance of Energy Producers. But many rig hands, roustabouts, pipe fitters and even
some engineers are finding a surprising alternative in the utility-scale solar farms rising from the
desert near the border with New Mexico. . . . The 30,000 jobs the U.S. solar sector is projected to
add this year are a fraction of the estimated 150,000 American jobs being lost in oil. And it
remains to be seen whether such workers will stay in the solar sector if an oil boom returns, and
beckons again with the lure of bigger paychecks that stretch into the six figures. . . . Still, the
trend toward solar highlights a fundamental change in the U.S. energy mix, with some die-hard
roughnecks gravitating toward what is growing: green energy.”
********What caught my attention in this article is the substitutability of oil and solar labor.
This is nicely captured by Geoff Baxter, senior vice president of engineering and construction for
Recurrent Energy, who commented that “Any construction worker with oil and gas experience
can immediately transfer over to solar.” The question remains, though, will these workers switch
back into oil should another boom comes? That next boom seems like likely, at least more
remote, given the Paris climate deal that was just signed (http://www.bbc.com/news/scienceenvironment-36108194).
(22 April 2016): “Menstruation Joins the Economic Conversation”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/22/business/menstruation-joins-the-economicconversation.html)
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--------“Late-night pharmacy runs. bulky pads. Periods have simply long been an uncomfortable
experience. But now it has become an economic issue, too. Businesses, lawmakers and
advertisers, prodded in large part by a frank online discussion of menstrual cycles and backed by
calls for gender equality, have sought ways to make menstrual cycles a little less agonizing.
Eight states and the District of Columbia have moved to eliminate sales tax on pads and
tampons, and bills have recently passed in the New York Mississippi State Senates.” An
example of the impetus for legal change is given by a class action filed by five women “against
the New York Taxation and Finance Department, claiming that the state should classify period
pads and tampons as necessities. The suit points out that New York classifies men’s products
like Viagra, Rogaine and dandruff shampoo as necessities. Failing to protect men and women
equally through the tax system, the suit says, violates states tax laws, as well as state and United
States constitutions.”
********The article is wide ranging, covering technological changes in period-related products,
as well as legal matters. What struck me while reading the article was the many ways that our
legal system differentially affects some relative to others, thereby creating relatively more
opportunities for some than for others. The notion of justice in its broadest sense, it would seem,
cannot be avoided. I wondered if there was something like a “legislative impact statement” that
would require consideration of issues such as this, so I did a search on that term. What showed
up first was the American Legislation Exchange Council (ALEC) model “Economic Impact
Statement Act” (https://www.alec.org/model-policy/economic-impact-statement-act/), which is a
test for environmental impact protection. Perhaps a “Legislative Impact Statement Act” could be
developed, which would test social impact in a similar way?
********I thought that as long as I was at the ALEC site, I would look for other model policies.
As it turns out, it was easy to do. The address is: https://www.alec.org/model-policy/. There I
found 37 pages of model policies dating back 21 years, four pages of which relate to the last five
months which, by my estimate, is 80 model policies. In the Year 2016, for example, 18 model
policies have been posted relating to the Issue education. This cries out for further exploration.
Surprisingly, there seems to be no book or dissertation devoted specifically to ALEC.
(23 April 2016): “Mushroom Suits, Biodegradable Urns and Death’s Green Frontier”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/23/business/mushroom-suits-biodegradable-urns-and-deathsgreen-frontier.html)
--------Artist and entrepreneur Jae Rhim Lee wants to “propose a different way of thinking about
death that moves us toward death acceptance,” saying that “I think death acceptance is a critical
aspect of protecting our environment.” Ms. Lee is among a growing group “of entrepreneurs
trying to disrupt death.” In North Carolina, Western Carolina University researchers associated
with “the Urban Death Project are learning how best to turn corpses into compost.” The
motivation for green burials “has shifted over the past decade,” according to Edward Bixby of
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the Steelmantown Cemetery green burial preserve in Woodbine, New Jersey. He says “it’s now
a 50-50 split between customers who are interested strictly in the environmental benefits and
those who simply don’t accept the conventions and costs associated with traditional funerals.”
********In a related article, the natural burials employed at Carolina Memorial Sanctuary are
discussed (http://www.citizen-times.com/story/life/2016/04/25/carolina-memorial-sanctuarynatural-no-frills-burials/83249174/). Green burials and conservation burials, it turns out, are not
necessarily the same thing.
********This is probably the appropriate place to note “Putting A Price On A Life”
(http://daily.jstor.org/putting-a-price-on-a-life/), a post by JSTOR Daily, which begins with the
question, “If you have a life insurance policy, that means your insurance company pays your
beneficiaries when you die, right?” As it turns out, that isn’t necessarily the case. “A new
Florida law requires life insurance companies to actually contact the beneficiary of a policy and
pay them when the policy-holder dies—something they apparently often don’t do unless a claim
is filed.” That is interesting to learn in itself. But what I found intriguing was the summary of
the 1978 paper by Viviana A. Zelizer, which examines how attitudes toward life insurance have
changed. Evidently, people “in the early nineteenth century shied away from the product, which
seemed to tie together death and commerce. But, she writes, by the end of the century, many
people accepted a counterbalancing argument that not buying insurance was its own moral
failing.” This suggests that “timeless values” may be more malleable than one might think.
Zelizer’s article, “Human Values and the Market: The Case of Life Insurance and Death in 19thCentury America,” is linked in the post.
(25 April 2016): “Uncovering the Fiction of ‘Farm to Table’ Food”
(https://www.propublica.org/podcast/item/farm-to-fable)
********This 14-minute podcast, with brief written highpoints, discusses an investigation by
food critic Laura Reiley of the Tampa Bay Times. You can read the two-part story, which
includes other resources, online at: http://www.tampabay.com/projects/2016/food/farm-tofable/restaurants/. Reiley notes that in some cases, restaurants she investigated engaged in
outright deception, while in others vacuous terms were used to describe the food and its origins.
Caveat emptor!
(27 April 2016): “A Battle Brews Over Licensing in the Digital Age”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/telemedicine-advocates-look-to-expand-nursing-licensesrange-1461663000)
--------“Hospitals and some nursing groups are lobbying state legislators across the nation to do
away with requirements that nurses be licensed in each state where they work, arguing that the
rules inhibit the use of new health-care methods such as telemedicine. The push to get states to
join nursing licensing compacts reflects growing adoption of remote health services such as
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patient care and monitoring online and by the phone. Telemedicine, as it is knowns, is expected
to soar in the U.S. to $1.9 billion in revenue in 2018 from $240 million in 2013, according to
research firm HIS Technology.” Opposing the elimination of these actions “are up against
nurses’ unions who say such compacts would jeopardize patient safety because not all states
have the same licensing standards. They also say it would erode their bargaining power and
make it easier for hospitals to bring in out-of-state nurses to break a strike.”
********As the article states, since 1999 there has been a “multistate agreement known as the
nurse licensure compact . . . Twenty-three states joined by 2010, but then interest stalled, with
only two states joining after that.” A newer version of the compact, with more stringent
requirements, has been joined by seven states: Florida, Idaho, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Virginia, and Wyoming. You can learn more about the Nurse Licensure Compact, of
which North Carolina is a member, at: https://www.ncsbn.org/nurse-licensure-compact.htm.
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(7 April 2016): “The sugar conspiracy” (http://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/apr/07/thesugar-conspiracy-robert-lustig-john-yudkin)
********I came across this article by way of a link in “Sugar Has Always Been Bad”
(http://daily.jstor.org/sugar-has-always-been-bad/) but I thought this was the most interesting—if
much, much longer—article. It is, in fact, this week’s “Long Read” of The Guardian. It relates
the story of the development of low fat orthodoxy in nutrition science and how one scientist
effectively had his career destroyed because he ran afoul of that orthodoxy. The name of the
scientist was John Yudkin and the book that embodied his seemingly heretical ideas about the
role of sugar in heart disease was Pure, White, and Deadly (http://www.amazon.com/PureWhite-Deadly-Sugar-Killing/dp/0143125184/), published in 1972. It is a fascinating tale where
the desire to save face and maintain professional status seem to have played a large role in
blocking scientific progress, although economic forces play their role, too.
********As it turns out, there is also an audio version of the “Long Read.” It is 44 minutes
long.
(28 April 2016): “The Real Hamilton: What’s Not to Love?”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-28/the-real-hamilton-what-s-not-to-love)
--------In this year of the hit musical Hamilton, election, and $10 bills, it is perhaps worth taking
another look at Alexander Hamilton. “He was vain and opinionated. He was also usually right.
No libertarian, he believed the federal government could and should play a central role in
economic development. His arguments deserve fresh consideration for today’s problems—even
if taking them seriously will make it harder for everyone to agree on his wonderfulness. For
starters, Hamilton rejected Scottish economist Adam Smith’s then-novel doctrine of laissez-faire.
[Furthermore, he] wanted the federal government to have the power to tax and spend, giving it
real agency. ‘Power without revenue is a bubble,’ he wrote.”
********As the article points out, Hamilton also advocated tariffs “to protect infant industries.”
Putting these ideas together, we can see why development economist Ha-Joon Chang says that
Hamilton brought together “all the key elements of the economic system that have made the U.S.
one of the most successful economies in human history.”
********Two books provide some additional background on Hamilton. First is the just
published Concrete Economics: The Hamilton Approach to Economic Growth and Policy
(http://www.amazon.com/Concrete-Economics-Hamilton-ApproachEconomic/dp/1422189813/), by Stephen Cohen and Bradford DeLong. For a much broader view
of the man, there the widely read Alexander Hamilton (http://www.amazon.com/AlexanderHamilton-Ron-Chernow/dp/0143034758/), by biographer Ron Chernow. According to Michael
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Lind, the author of Land of Promise: An Economic History of the United States, “There is no real
successor to Hamilton of the political scene today,” noting that “The right . . . is nativist, and the
left is antibusiness.”
(30 April 2016): “A Private Equity Alum’s Guide to Better Payday Lenders”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/30/your-money/at-nerdwallet-guide-to-better-payday-lendersjames-zhang.html)
--------“James Zhang has collected plenty pf prestigious stamps on his resume in the nine years
since he graduated from high school and pursued a career in high finance. But he’s also an
immigrant, the grandson of an illiterate rice farmer who did not have indoor plumbing until the
late 1990s. So perhaps he was the most likely person to find and then shame the many state
pension funds and university endowments that invest, through private equity, in the payday
lending industry. . . . starting Friday, through a new guide on the website NerdWallet, where he
now works, Mr. Zhang hopes to redirect as many people as possible who are seeking these
loans.” Although NerdWallet makes “no money in the short term from its payday lending
redirection, it is well aware that people in financial trouble now could be customers next year.”
********NerdWallet (https://www.nerdwallet.com/) “makes it simple to find the best deals on
credit cards, insurance, mortgage rates and more.” Although the reporter notes, “There’s
something pretty rich about a company like NerdWallet, which earns commissions from credit
card issuers that charge double-digit interest rates, channeling those commissions toward keeping
other customers away from the triple-digit effective interest rates that the payday lenders
charge,” there seems no doubt which offer is the best for someone of limited means, i.e.,
everyone.
(4 May 2016): “Jane Jacobs And The American City” (http://daily.jstor.org/jane-jacobs-and-theamerican-city/)
********Today would have been the 100th birthday of Jane Jacobs had she lived longer; she
died in 2006. In recognition, the “Google Doodle” of the day calls attention to her life and work.
A search on “Jane Jacobs” will take you to a range of materials. I was struck by the Slate article
(http://www.slate.com/articles/business/metropolis/2016/05/happy_100th_birthday_jane_jacobs_
it_s_time_to_stop_deifying_you.html), entitled “Bulldoze Jane Jacobs.” This sentence caught
my attention: “Seemingly every Jacobsian paradise, from Portland, Oregon to San Francisco to
the newly revitalized parts of Detroit and New Orleans, is mostly white and well-off.”
Evidently, in her last book—Dark Age Ahead—she “warned that American cities would become
more unequal, boring, corporate, and stricken by police brutality if we did not address underlying
issues of societal decay.” JSTOR Daily provides links to a variety of articles that provide
perspective on her life and work.
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(4 May 2016): “Bountiful Afghan Opium Harvest Yields Profits for the Taliban”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/04/world/asia/taliban-afghan-poppy-harvest-opium.html)
--------According to an Afghan proverb, “It is spring that determines how a year turns out.” The
poppy fields of Helmand Province of Afghanistan this spring indicate that “the Taliban will have
a very good year.” Farmers and officials are reporting high yields and without eradication
campaigns by the Afghan cancelled, and much of the land in Taliban control, “it was with peace
of mind that farmers, and thousands of seasonal laborers . . . scraped the gum from the opium
bulbs. Taliban fighters were just around the corner to lend a hand—and to receive their share of
wages and taxes, in cash or kind. The crowded fields amounted to an insurgent recruiter’s
dream.”
********The article provides a glimpse at the interdependencies between the financing of
Taliban activities and opium production. So-called Taliban tax collectors go to the farmers and
collect the “tax” from farmers with little apparent questioning. According to Zabihullah
Mujahid, a Taliban spokesman, indicates that “opium cultivation was a regional and ‘traditional’
issue the brings people the income they need for the rest of the year.”
********Evidently the Taliban is not troubled by regional and traditional practices of opium
production. In this light, the article “When economists turn to crime”
(http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21697826-how-cost-benefit-analysis-might-saveamericas-criminal-justice-system-when-economists-turn). It provides a brief commentary on the
recently issued report by the Council of Economic Advisers entitled “Economic Perspectives on
Incarceration and the Criminal Justice System.” You can read the Executive Summary and
download the report at: https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2016/04/23/cea-reporteconomic-perspectives-incarceration-and-criminal-justice. The report confines itself “to
questions of costs and benefits: whether locking so many people up for so long is an efficient
way to reduce crime. Its conclusion is a resounding no. Incarceration does prevent some crimes
from being committed . . . But hefty prison spells turn out to be a costly and clumsy way to deter
offenders.” On Monday, April 25th the White House, the Brennan Center for Justice, and the
American Enterprise Institute and the Brennan held a program on the topic “Criminal Justice as
an Economic Issue.” You can view the almost two-hour event by a video at the link:
https://www.brennancenter.org/event/criminal-justice-economic-issue. The program begins at
47:05 of the video.
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(5 May 2016): “Breeders Stew Over How to Slow Pace of Chicken Growth”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/breeders-stew-over-how-to-slow-pace-of-chicken-growth1462372038)
--------“The U.S. chicken industry has spent decades figuring out how to grow its birds fast.
Now, some of its customers are looking for producers willing to slow things down. . . .
[C]ompanies such as Whole Foods Market Inc. and Starbucks Corp. now are betting their
customers are willing to pay more for chicken raised at a more leisurely rate. Growing demand
for meat from animals raised more slowly reflects a broader shift in consumer tastes for food and
farm practices regarded as more human and natural. The debate over how food should be raised
has powered a flood of changes by meat companies that for decades have worked to drive down
costs and scale-up production.”
********Two things really caught my attention in the article. First, “Three breeding
companies—Aviagen Inc., Cobb-Vantress and Hubbard, a unit of France’s Groupe Grimaud La
Corbière—provide genetics for most of the world’s chicken supply.” Second, “Whole Foods
expects its transition to selling slower-growing breeds exclusively in its fresh poultry aisle will
take roughly eight years.” Regardless of how eagerly Whole Foods wants to change, it takes
significant time for the composition of the chicken population to change. This is a nice example
of the role of the invisible handshake—social and historical forces—in human behavior. I.e.,
changes in consumer preferences lead—can lead—to significant changes throughout to supply
chain.
(5 May 2016): “Nestlé Wants to Sell You Both Sugary Snacks and Diabetes Pills”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2016-05-05/nestl-s-sugar-empire-is-on-a-health-kick)
--------“Nestlé is by far the largest food company in the world. . . . [Its] impact on the history of
how we eat is almost impossible to overstate. Sweets as we know them wouldn’t exist with
Henri Nestlé, the company’s founder, who in the late 19th supplied condensed milk chocolate,
made by a neighbor in Vevey, Switzerland.” For more than 150 years, “sugar has been sweet. It
isn’t anymore. Sugar is joining tobacco and alcohol in the club of products in which
governments have taken an interest.” This is of concern to Nestlé as its confectionery sales
“have fallen every year since 2012, matching declines of competitors. After assaults on sodium
and saturated fats, some industry figures are wondering openly if Big Food is the next Big
Tobacco, with all the destruction of value that would imply.” Among the approaches being
taken by food companies to this situation, Nestlé’s is different: “It wants to invent and sell
medicine. The products Nestlé wants to create would be based on ingredients derived from food
and delivered as an appealing snack, not a pill, drawing on the company’s expertise in the dark
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arts of engineering food for looks, taste, and texture. Some would require a prescription, some
would be over-the-counter, and some are already on store shelves today.”
********The intersection of food and pharmaceuticals that seems to categorize where Nestlé is
headed is referred to as nutraceuticals. Regarding the strategy of Nestlé, it is said that “The
company would expand from the vending machine and supermarket to the pharmacy, doctor’s
office, and hospital. At the same time, it would keep its core food and sweets businesses. In
other words, Nestlé would sell a problem with one hand and a remedy with the other.”
Regulatory agencies, it seems, figure prominently in the decisions being made by Nestlé and
other food manufacturers.
********This week Fortune, too, had an interesting and related article: “Nestlé’s Half-BillionDollar Noodle Debacle in India” (http://fortune.com/nestle-maggi-noodle-crisis/). It is the story
of how the company struggled to manage a regulatory challenge against its once-dominant brand
of Maggi instant noodles in India. As a result, Maggi’s market share fell from 63% to 23% in
the course of one year. It is “a cautionary tale about a towering multinational utterly losing its
way in one of the world’s most sought-after markets—India—which, as it happens, has chewed
up and spit out a number of mighty names in the past.” Three of those names are Coca-Cola,
Walmart, and Facebook. Interestingly, though, Nestlé has done business in India for more than a
century, beginning business there in 1912.
********Nestlé has had bad press in the past, especially with its sales of infant formula in
Africa. Perhaps because of this, it has developed an approach that is referred to as Creating
Shared Value (CSV), which lays out 39 commitments it aims to meet by 2020. In document
form it is more than 300 pages long. You can learn more about CSV and download the
document at: http://www.nestle.com/csv.
(5 May 2016): “’You Want A Description Of Hell?’ OxyContin’s 12-Hour Problem”
(http://static.latimes.com/oxycontin-part1/#nt=oft07a-2gp1)
--------“The drugmaker Purdue Pharma launched OxyContin two decades ago with a bold
marketing claim: One dose relieves pain for 12 hours, more than twice as long as generic
medications. . . . On the strength of that promise, OxyContin became America’s bestselling
painkiller, and Purdue reaped $31 billion in revenue. But OxyContin’s stunning success masked
a fundamental problem: The drug wears off hours early in many people . . . and when it doesn’t
last, patients can experience excruciating symptoms of withdrawal, including an intense craving
for the drug. The problem offers new insight into why so many people have become addicted to
OxyContin, one of the most abused pharmaceuticals in U.S. history.”
********This article appears to be a follow up, of sorts, on an earlier four-part series in The Los
Angeles Times on “Dying for Relief” (http://graphics.latimes.com/prescription-drugs-part-one/);
all four articles can be reached through the link. The “Hell” article is very informative and
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troubling, providing a glimpse of how the approval process of the Food and Drug Administration
can be used as an integral part of marketing strategy for a firm. In this case, Purdue
Pharmaceutical conducted clinical trials on the basis of a 12-hour time period, rather than an 8hour period, in order to shore up the competitive advantage of the longer period. But, when
patient experience indicated that 12 hours was too long for many, Purdue was able to continue to
assert that OxyContin was approved by the FDA for 12-hour doses. The truth, to be sure, but the
truth because the drug was only studied for that time period. Rather than administering the drug
more frequently during the day, doctors prescribing the OxyContin were advised to increase the
dosage. According to numerous research studies, “Those on higher doses of opioids are more
likely to overdose . . . An analysis of the medical records of more than 32,000 patients on
OxyContin and other painkillers in Ontario, Canada, found that one is 32 patients on high doses
fatally overdosed.”
********I am currently reading, albeit slowly, Dreamland: The True Tale of America’s Opiate
Epidemic (http://www.amazon.com/Dreamland-True-Americas-OpiateEpidemic/dp/1620402521/). It connects nicely—not the best word—with the current article.
Both OxyContin and black-tar heroin (Dreamland) show the power of marketing addictive
drugs, legal and otherwise.
(6 May 2016): “Cartoonist Fired From Farm News for Pro-Farmer Cartoon”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/06/business/media/cartoonist-fired-from-farm-news.html)
--------Cartoonist Rick Friday was recently fired as the editorial cartoonist for Farm News, a
position he held for 21 years. The cartoon that got him fired showed two farmers standing at a
fence, talking. One farmer said, “I wish there was more profit in farming,” to which the other
responded, “There is . . . In year 2015 the C.E.O.s of Monsanto, DuPont Pioneer and John Deer
combined made more money than 2,129 Iowa farmers.” Friday lost his job “because a seed
company had withdrawn its advertising in protest.”
********The article includes the Facebook posting made by Mr. Friday announcing that he had
been fired. In it, he indicated that his situation “will shine light on how fragile our rights to free
speech and free press really are in the country.” Since he published 1090 cartoons over the
years, I hope we get to see some others.
(6 May 2016): “Marauding American Lobsters Find Themselves in Hot Water”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/marauding-american-lobsters-find-themselves-in-hot-water1462457114)
--------[This is the A-Hed, quirky, article.] “The male American lobster is clawing his way
toward hegemony. . . . This means war—or at least a trans-Atlantic trade war. Claw size is at the
center of a push by Sweden to ban imports of live Homarus americanus to all European Union
countries. The effort began with the release of an 89-page report in December by the, featuring a
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full-color, half-page photo an American lobster and 13 instances of the words ‘invasive alien
species.’”
********The Swedish report “Risk assessment of American lobster (Homarus americanus) is
available at:
https://www.havochvatten.se/download/18.1f4499311538d55bb494594b/1461928519265/riskassesment-american-lobster.pdf. Senator Angus King of Maine suggests “You have to wonder if
this isn’t protectionism wrapped up in a cloak of science.” Swedish officials say it isn’t, noting
that “The government report cites an eerie parallel to the country’s endangered, indigenous
Noble crayfish population, nearly wiped out since the 1960s by a plague that arrived with North
American crayfish.”
(6 May 2016): “Inside the Gigafactory That Will Decide Tesla’s Fate”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-inside-tesla-gigafactory/)
********Despite the title of the article, this is more outside than inside. Nonetheless, it provides
some additional information about the factory that is of general interest. Evidently it is being
built in sections and is now 14 percent complete. Currently the factory is producing “Powerwall
batteries for the home and the larger Powerpack for commercial users.” Car batteries will be
produced there, too.
(7 May 2016): “Crony capitalism: Dealing with murky moguls”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21698261-how-disentangle-business-governmentdealing-murky-moguls)
--------[This is one of this week’s leaders in The Economist.] “The past 20 years have been a
golden age for crony capitalists—tycoons active in industries where chumminess with
government is part of the game. . . . Now cronies are on the back foot. Their combined fortunes
have dropped by 16% since 2016, according to our updated crony-capitalism index . . . One
reason is the commodity crash. Another is a backlash from the middle class. . . . Elsewhere,
pressure is coming from the top down. . . . Crony capitalism—or ‘rent-seeking’, as economists
call it—shades from string-pulling to bribery. Much of it is legal, but all of it is unfair. It
undermines trust in the state, misallocates resources and stops countries and true entrepreneurs
from getting rich. So the dip in crony activity is welcome. To stop it roaring back, governments
need to seize the moment.”
********The leader goes on to describe four “quickest fixes” for dealing with cronyism, which
are clearly laid out. Two articles are connected to the leader. First, the lengthier discussion of
the crony-capitalism index: http://www.economist.com/news/international/21698239-acrossworld-politically-connected-tycoons-are-feeling-squeeze-party-winds. It describes the idea
behind the crony index, noting that behind it lies “the idea that some industries are prone to ‘rent
seeking’. This is the term economists use when the owners of an input of production—land,
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labour, machines, capital—extract more profit than they would get in a competitive market.
Cartels, monopolies and lobbying are common ways to extract rents. Industries that are
vulnerable often involve a lot of interaction with the state, or are licensed by it.” Second, there is
the list of rent-seeking sectors included in the index:
http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2016/05/daily-chart-2. Of the 22 countries
examined, Russia was the most crony ridden, while Germany was the least; the U.S. was at 16,
two places closer to Germany than Britain. You can learn more about the Index, with references,
at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crony-capitalism_index.
(9 May 2016): “The Rise Of Teachers’ Unions” (http://daily.jstor.org/the-rise-of-teachersunions/)
--------Recent strikes in Detroit and Chicago show that “teachers and other public-sector
employees are often the most visible representatives of the modern labor movement. But public
employees are relative newcomers to U.S. unions. . . . The sudden advent of public-sector
unionism was partly a product of legal changes. In 1962, President John F. Kennedy issued an
executive order allowing federal workers to unionize, and some states and cities followed suit.
But, in many cases, it was only militant—and illegal—action by teachers and other public-sector
workers that forced politicians to change laws.”
********As the article indicates, the rise “of public-sector unions was closely tied to other
social movements,” including the Civil Rights and feminist movements. At the time of his death,
Martin Luther King, Jr. was in Memphis “to support a strike by public-sector sanitation workers”
and “Unionization was an obvious rote toward the goal of equal pay for women’s work, and
public-sector unions were—and still are—more likely to be led by women than their privatesector counterparts.”
(9 May 2016): “Starting a career? Don’t live here”
(http://www.newsobserver.com/news/business/article76495467.html)
--------“Is it easier or harder to start a career in your city compared to the rest of the country? . . .
A study by WalletHub, a personal finance research site, looked at 150 cities in the United States
using 17 measures, including number of entry-level jobs, median starting salary and housing
affordability. . . . Of the top 10 worst cities to start a career in, California had four of them, while
Texas had four of the top 10 best cities.”
********Here is the link to the results for the WalletHub study: https://wallethub.com/edu/bestworst-cities-to-start-a-career/3626/. Asheville, North Carolina was not one of the cities studied.
However, state cities that were studied, in order of best to start, are: Raleigh (6), Charlotte (22),
Durham (42), Greensboro (83), Winston-Salem (87), and Fayetteville (99). In the specialized
category Highest Starting Salaries (adjusted for cost of living), Durham came in at (2), behind
Houston, Texas (1). This is the second time in, I believe, three weeks that WalletHub has been
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mentioned in the news, the previous time connected to payday loan information. This might be
something to keep an eye on.
(11 May 2016): “Flower Fight: the Scandalous $45 Million Little Petunia Case”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-11/flower-fight-the-scandalous-45-millionlittle-petunia-case)
--------“Forget for a minute that the flower industry sells beauty and fragrance. Underneath its
elegance is a business as cutthroat as Game of Thrones with mulch. Take the case of the Candy
Bouquet, a pretty, magenta-and-yellow flower that resembles a petunia. It was developed by a
German grower, Westhoff Vertriebsgesellschaft MBH, that says it was on the verge of selling the
variety to Home Depot Inc. when a rival swooped in, copied the plant and spread lies about
Westhoff in order to win the business of the world’s largest home-improvement chain.” Legal
disputes over the intellectual property embedded in plants is likely to grow, as there were “1,049
plant patents issued in 2015.” Still the number of suits has been small: “There were nine
lawsuits involving plant patents since 2009. . . . Most companies . . . resolve their differences
without the courts,” according to Westhoff lawyer Russ Orkin.
********As the article notes, “Flowers and other plants that appear in nature can’t be patented.
Instead, companies develop new varieties through grafting or budding and obtain patents on
them under the 1930 Plant Patent Act for plants that produce asexually, without seeds.” You can
learn more about the Act at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plant_Patent_Act_of_1930.
********While exploring this article, the expression “red herring” occurred to me. During an
election year, perhaps, it is well to keep in mind that “A red herring is something that misleads or
distracts from a relevant or important issue.” The definition is taken from its Wikipedia entry,
which is really quite interesting. Here is the link: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_herring.
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(4 May 2016): “Are We Entering A New Golden Age Of Guano?” (http://daily.jstor.org/goldenage-of-guano/)
--------“A history of civilization could be written in fertilizers. Since the advent of agriculture
more than 10,000 years ago, the essential problem has been the same: How do we replace the
nutrients extracted from soils by crops? . . . Although the list of traditional fertilizers is long and
bizarre, none has so strange a history as guano, which was once the agricultural equivalent of
gold.”
********The article points out that “Manures like guano make great fertilizer because they both
add nutrients and help build soils. Synthetic fertilizers don’t do the latter.” In addition,
synthetics are responsible for a host of byproducts with undesirable consequences. However,
guano production will no likely play a large factor in displacing synthetic fertilizers, as “Guano
production today is about 12,000 tons annually, at the peak of guano importation to the U.S., in
1854, 175,849 tons arrived.”
(12 May 2016): “Pew report details decline of income, middle class in NC metro areas”
(http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/article77287702.html)
--------“Median household income fell 8 percent nationwide between 1999 and 2014 when
adjusted for inflation, but the decline was especially severe in some of North Carolina’s small
metropolitan areas, according to a new study from the Pew Research Center. Winston-Salem,
Burlington, Rocky Mount and Goldsboro all experienced declines in median income of 20
percent or more during that period and rank among the 10 worst-performing metro areas
included in the study.”
********Pew’s overview of its report can be found at:
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2016/05/11/americas-shrinking-middle-class-a-close-look-atchanges-within-metropolitan-areas/. At that link you can access the Complete Report, Detailed
Tables, and other materials. On page 51 of the Complete Report
(http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/files/2016/05/Middle-Class-Metro-Areas-FINAL.pdf), the
reasoning behind “The choice of time periods” is explained. It notes that although is generally
desirable “to avoid comparisons across different points of the business cycle.” In this study, “the
income comparisons may not involve exactly comparable points in the business cycle.” Worth
remembering.
(13 May 2016): “Federal Microbiome Project Aims to Solve Tiny Riddles of Science”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/13/us/politics/federal-microbiome-project-aims-to-solve-tinyriddles-of-science.html)
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--------“The Obama administration on Friday will announce the latest in its scientific
‘moonshots,’ this one in the red-hot field of microbiomes—the trillions of micro-organisms in
places like soil and the human gut. The new National Microbiome Initiative is intended to create
scientific tools, discoveries and training techniques that could advance efforts to cure asthma and
depression, clean up oil spills and even increase crop yields.” According to the director of the
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, John P. Holdren, “This initiative is about
connecting a lot of the threads and looking for common insights across different domains.”
********You can learn more about the Initiative at: https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-pressoffice/2016/05/12/fact-sheet-announcing-national-microbiome-initiative. A complete list of
participating agencies and institutions, with brief descriptions, can be found at:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/documents/OSTP%20National%20Micr
obiome%20Initiative%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf.
(13 May 2016): “Antitrust in the Age of Amazon”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/13/business/office-depot-staples-merger-antitrustamazon.html)
--------“In the age of Amazon, evaluating antitrust concerns is sometimes twisting government
officials into knots. That was made clear this week, when the Federal Trade Commission
blocked the merger of Office Depot and Staples, in part by drawing elaborate distinctions
between who buys pens and printer ink cartridges, and how. The products are widely available
online, of course, including from Amazon . . . But big companies, the F.T.C. argued, like to shop
in bulk, and often don’t buy their ink from the same places as people shopping for themselves.
For bulk purchases of Post-it Notes and pens, Office Depot and Staples are the primary options.”
The arguments of the Commission underscore “just how complicated it has become to judge
Amazon’s place in the retail industry. To put it simply: The agency does not think that the
company benefits all customers equally.”
********Presumably, potential competition is a factor this is (or ought to be) considered in
assessing the impact of a merger. In the age of the Internet one would think that the possibility
for potential competition for incumbents would be meaningfully expanded. A new competitor
might be developed—I am grossly overstating the case—simply by writing a few lines of code.
(13 May 2016): “The new book ‘The Other Slavery’ will make your rethink American history”
(http://www.latimes.com/books/jacketcopy/la-ca-jc-native-american-slavery-20160505-snapstory.html)
--------“It is not often that a single work of history can change the course of an entire field and
upset the received notions and received knowledge of the generations but that is exactly what”
Andrés Reséndez does in The Other Slavery: The Uncovered Story of Indian Enslavement in
America. Reséndez “boldly argues that slavery, not necessarily disease and misfortune, was the
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one part of the colonial matrix that decimated the indigenous population of North America and
the institution of this ‘other slavery’ was the model for all others.”
********So, it would seem, the African slave trade seems to have been influenced by the
slavery of indigenous populations “that was in many ways more fundamental.” A book like this
(http://www.amazon.com/Other-Slavery-Uncovered-Enslavement-America/dp/0547640986/)
would probably provide an enriching context for reading Honest Patriots: Loving a Country
Enough to Remember Its Misdeeds (http://www.amazon.com/Honest-Patriots-CountryRemember-Misdeeds/dp/0195378830). The economics of slavery has long been a controversial
topic in the economics literature, with the 1974 book Time on the Cross: The Economics of
American Slavery (http://www.amazon.com/Time-Cross-Economics-AmericanSlavery/dp/0393312186/), being one important element of it. Perhaps The Other Slavery will
provide a new perspective for such work.
(15 May 2016): “China killed thousands of Maine jobs. Now it’s eating up the state’s lobsters.”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/05/15/this-tiny-american-town-isstaking-its-future-on-chinese-foodies/)
--------Little Cranberry Island, off the coast of Maine, with 70 inhabitants and “China, a nation of
1.4 billion people, increasingly find themselves connected by the shifting currents of the world
economy. The rise of China’s middle class has coincided with a boom in Maine’s lobster
population, resulting in a voracious new market for the crustacean’s succulent, sweet meat.
Exports of lobsters to China, nonexistent a decade ago, totaled $20 million last year. The bright
red color of a lobster’s cooked shell is considered auspicious, making it a staple during Chinese
festivals and at weddings. The lobster’s tale is a testament to the complexities of the global
marketplace—and a reminder that the line between economic winners and losers is not always
clear.” The increased catch of lobster, possibly due to the decline of the Cod fishery, has
necessitated the development of new customers in order to prevent large price declines and
China was the natural market to cultivate.
********The article points to the interesting structure of Maine’s lobster fishermen. “Each of
Maine’s 5,785 lobstermen is an independent business: A license allows its holder to own one
boat, and he must do the fishing himself. . . . State law prohibits dealers from owning boats and
lobstermen from becoming dealers, ensuring this $500 million industry remains decentralized.”
The desire to cultivate the Chinese market is especially easy to understand when we recall recent
European concerns about the invasive character of American lobsters in European waters:
http://www.wsj.com/articles/marauding-american-lobsters-find-themselves-in-hot-water1462457114.
(16 May 2016): “Consultants” Recommending Consultations For 100+ Years”
(http://daily.jstor.org/consultants-recommending-consultations-100-years/)
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--------“In a 2001 paper, Christopher D. McKenna traces the history of the management
consulting industry, offering clues into what real value the firms provide. . . . [T]he first
consulting groups were partnerships of accountants, lawyers, and engineers formed in the 1920s.
. . . Companies hired them to look at problems they were having in specific departments. A
defining moment for the industry came in 1933, with the passage of the Glass-Steagall Act,
separating commercial and investment banking. Commercial banks were no longer allowed to
do consulting and reorganization works for clients.” As a result, “new firms rose up to take their
place. Instead of narrow tweaks to specific processes, they began advising large corporations
about broad, fundaments aspects of their business.”
********The article by McKenna, which is linked at the bottom of the post, was later followed
up by a book: The World’s Newest Profession: Management Consulting in the Twentieth Century
(http://www.amazon.com/Worlds-Newest-Profession-ManagementConsulting/dp/0521757592/).
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(19 May 2016): “How Big Pharma Uses Charity Programs to Cover for Drug Price Hikes”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-19/the-real-reason-big-pharma-wants-tohelp-pay-for-your-prescription)
--------“In August 2015, Turing Pharmaceuticals and its then-chief executive, Martin Shkreli,
purchased a drug called Daraprim and immediately raised its price more than 5,000 percent.
Within days, Turing contacted Patient Services Inc., or PSI, a charity that helps people meet the
insurance copayments on costly drugs. Turing wanted PSI to create a fund for patients with
toxoplasmosis, a parasitic infection that is most often treated with Daraprim. Having just made
Daraprim much more costly, Turing was now offering to make it more affordable. But this is not
a feel-good story. It’s a story about why expensive drugs keep getting more expensive, and how
U.S. taxpayers support a billion-dollar system in which charitable giving is, in effect, a very
profitable form of investing for drug companies—one that may also be tax-deductible.”
********As the article notes, charities like PSI provide “cover” for the enormous price increases
on some drugs. One might say they “enable” such price increases. This topic is touchy but
worth the time to become a little more informed about it. The article includes access to an 11minute interview with one of the authors of the story, in which some of the issues are laid out
more fully. In economic terms, the copays financed by pharmaceutical firms via contributions to
charities ensure that the quantity of a drug demanded will decline much less than would be the
case in their absence. In other words, the copays make the demand more inelastic than would be
the case in their absence, reducing revenue loss from declines in units sold as prices increase. It
is not surprising, then, that some charities have drawn attention to the return on investment
pharmaceutical firms can make by making contributions to them.
(21 May 2016): “Smoked” Cuba’s Cigar Industry Isn’t Ready for Its American Moment”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/smoked-cubas-cigar-industry-isnt-ready-for-its-american-moment1463767535)
--------“For more than 50 years, Cuba hasn’t been able to sell its cigars its giant neighbor to the
north, the world’s largest cigar market. Now, with the U.S. moving to restore trade with Cuba,
excitement is building that a great opportunity is at hand. If the trade embargo is lifted anytime
soon, however, Cuba is unlikely to be ready.” For one, the “amount of tobacco under cultivation
in Cuba declined 65% between 2009 and 2014, to 21,733 acres, and annual tobacco production
declined 21% to about 20,000 tons.” The land that has gone out of tobacco has either been left
fallow or moved to more economically productive crops, like cucumbers. Also contributing to
the challenges of expanding production is a lack of resources, such as fuel and fertilizers, and a
paucity of people who can hand roll cigars.
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********The article points to the many challenges faced by cigar producers as they hope to
scale-up production. Cuba’s response to the (likely) drop of the trade embargo will provide a
useful test of how a relatively socialistic regime responds to an increase in market demand. In
the meantime, what is the explanation for the decline in cigar exports since 2006 and the decline
in land cultivation in Cuba since 2009? A decrease in global cigar demand, presumably. Some
of that demand, no doubt, was driven by the U.S. even though imports to the U.S. were illegal.
(21 May 2016): “How the West (and the Rest) Got Rich” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-thewest-and-the-rest-got-rich-1463754427)
--------“Nothing like the Great Enrichment of the past two centuries had ever happened before.
Doublings of income . . . had happened often, during the glory of Greece and the grandeur of
Rome, in Song china and Mughal India. But people soon fell back.” What caused the Great
Enrichment? “The usual explanations follow ideology. On the left, from Marx onward, the key
is said to be exploitation. . . . On the right, from the blessed Adam Smith onward, the trick was
thought to be savings. . . . A recent extension of Smith’s claim . . . is that the real elixir in
institutions. . . . But one of the explanations gets it quite right. What enriched the modern world
wasn’t capital stole from workers or capital virtuously saved, nor was it institutions for routinely
accumulating it. . . . capital became productive because of ideas for betterment . . . As Matt
Ridley put it in his book The Rational Optimist (2010), what happened over the past two
centuries is that ‘ideas started having sex.’ . . . The coupling of ideas in the heads of the common
people yielded an explosion of betterments.” Why did ideas start having sex? “The answer, in a
word, is ‘liberty.’” But ‘equality’ and ‘liberalism’, in their special meanings, also played a role.
********This article was written by Deirdre N. McCloskey, distinguished professor emerita of
economics, history, English and communication at the University of Illinois at Chicago, who is
the author of the recently-released Bourgeois Equality: How Ideas, Not Capital or Institutions,
Enriched the World (http://www.amazon.com/Bourgeois-Equality-Capital-InstitutionsEnriched/dp/022633399X/). This is the third and final volume of “McCloskey’s ambitious
trilogy arguing that bourgeois values, rather than material circumstances, catalyzed the past
server centuries’ explosion in wealth” (http://www.amazon.com/Bourgeois-Equality-CapitalInstitutions-Enriched/dp/022633399X/).
(24 May 2016): “The Invention Of Retirement” (http://daily.jstor.org/the-invention-ofretirement/)
--------Retirement “as a mass phenomenon didn’t start as a way for older people to enjoy
themselves. In a 1978 paper for the Journal of Social History, Carole Haber explains how social
and industrial events in the late nineteenth century led to the creation of old-age pensions and
mandatory retirements.” During that time, “employers like railroads, factories, and mining
companies were under rising pressure from labor unions. To pacify workers, they began
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adopting benefit programs, including old age pensions. . . . Haber notes that employers set
mandatory retirement ages of 65 or 70.” Economist Francis Amasa Walker “advocated for laws
keeping workers from continuing on the job ‘beyond the term which physiological science
accepts as consistent with soundness and vigor.’ As the twentieth century dawned, efficiency
experts insisted that older works dragged down the pace of operations. Or as Haber puts it, ‘The
industrial pace, all agreed, used up the laborer, leaving him at sixty-five little more than a shell of
his youthful self.’”
********A link to Haber’s article is provided at the end of the article. It is interesting to note
that F.A. Walker passed away when he was 56. You can learn more about Walker, who was the
president of MIT for 15 years, at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francis_Amasa_Walker.
(25 May 2016): “The Real Reason Fine Art Costs So Much” (http://daily.jstor.org/the-realreason-why-fine-art-costs-so-much/)
--------“Christie’s spring art auction this year featured a sculpture of Hitler—made with materials
including human hair—selling for $17.2 million, and a lithograph of a Mona Lisa with a
mustache and goatee bringing in $1.2 million. To outsiders, art auctions can seem like a parody
of bizarre spending by wealthy people, writing in Winterthur Portfolio in 2008, John Ott
explained how they got that way, starting in the late nineteenth century. Ott writes that in order
to understand the origins of art auctions, we need to look at the art collectors of the Gilded Age.”
********Evidently awareness of class identity of the time played a role in the development of
art auctions that spoke directory to a new elite identity. A link to Ott’s article is provided at the
end of the article.
(25 May 2016): “You Worked Monday. Why Not Get Paid Monday?”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-25/you-worked-monday-why-not-get-paidmonday)
--------“Cash crunches . . . lead many people to pile up credit-card debt, bounce checks, or turn to
payday lenders, which charge high interest rates and fees for making loans against your
paycheck. The result can be additional fees for late payments and overdrafts in a financial
spiral.” But there is another option. Employers with “a service called PayActiv . . . lets
employees withdraw a portion of the money they earn, as they earn it, without waiting for a
paycheck. The transaction fee is $5.” Recently, PayActiv won “a Best of Show award at
FinovateSpring 2016 for its use of technology to ease the ‘cash flow struggles of working
families.’” In a “sign of the times, ride services such as Lyft and Uber have rolled out Instant
Pay and Express Pay services for their drivers.” Notes Ryan Falvey, who works for the Center
for Financial Services Innovation, “So many of our financial services today are based on a
stability of lifestyle and income that very few people have now.”
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********I thought the point made by Ryan Falvey was both interesting and important. The
article also contains a valuable comparison of the cost of various short-term loans, ranging from
borrowing from an IRA to payday loans. Short-term loan counselling is probably something that
needs to be made more widely available.
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(28 May 2016): “Will microbes save agriculture?” (http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-soilmicrobes-20160527-snap-story.html)
--------David Perry, of Cambridge, Massachusetts-based Indigo Agriculture, “believes the next
agricultural revolution will come from . . . the millions of unseen microbes in soil that play a
crucial but complicated role in the well-being of plants. Perry believes that he can repackage
beneficial bacteria and fungi as something akin to human probiotics and deliver them to plants to
alter their microbiome in ways that will boost growth, increased resistance to drought, disease
and pests, and reduce farmers’ reliance on fertilizers and pesticides.”
********As the article goes on to note, microbes “were left behind amid the rise of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides. Those ushered in the biggest sustained expansion in food supply in
human history, but left a legacy of environmental damage, including nitrates in water and toxic
traces in food.” So, the chemical revolution in agriculture led to many unintended consequences
with which we are living today. Surely the same will be true of the microbial revolution in
agriculture the cusp of which we are on. We can only anticipate all of the consequences in
model worlds of our own construction. You can learn more about Indigo Agriculture at:
https://www.indigoag.com/.
********The article employs the word ‘hologenome’ to describe the genetic evolutionary codependence of plants and microbes, about which you can learn more at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hologenome_theory_of_evolution. A detailed examination of the
concept can be read at:
http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article/asset?id=10.1371%2Fjournal.pbio.1002311.PDF. As
mentioned previously, my interest and awareness of the microbiome, both within us and without
us, is due to the engaging The Hidden Half of Nature: The Microbial Roots of Life and Health
(http://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Half-Nature-Microbial-Health/dp/0393244407/), by David R.
Montgomery and Anne Biklé.
********An alternative approach, perhaps, to a microbial approach to agriculture would be to
use nanotechnology, i.e., really small chemicals. This is discussed in “How nanotechnology can
help us grow more food using less energy and water” (https://theconversation.com/hownanotechnology-can-help-us-grow-more-food-using-less-energy-and-water-59034). I stumbled
upon this article via one of the JSTOR Daily articles (http://daily.jstor.org/suggested-readingsevidence-for-police-work-nanotech-for-agriculture-categories-for-thinking/). It turns out that the
location of the article, The Conversation, seems to be a useful source of information on a variety
of topics as it provides “Academic rigor, journalistic flair.” You can learn more at:
https://theconversation.com/us.
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(28 May 2016): “Opioids: The problem of pain”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21699363-americans-are-increasingly-addictedopioids-meanwhile-people-poor-countries-die)
********I just finished reading Dreamland: The True Tale of America’s Opiate Epidemic
(http://www.amazon.com/Dreamland-True-Americas-Opiate-Epidemic/dp/1620402521/), by
Sam Quinones. The book has “stuck” to me like few I have read. As a result, I have become
sensitized to the frequent references to opioids in the news, whether it be local, regional,
national, or international. As I began to read this article in The Economist, I saw some familiar
things but the familiar soon ended. The dramatic point made was that although in some
countries, like the U.S., opioids are used in great excess, however there are many countries in
which they are not used enough, with the consequence that there is much unnecessary pain being
endured. I remember hearing from a colleague long ago that “Bad cases make bad law” and that
is surely what is at work, here. Legal and regulatory approaches developed in more-developed
countries in which abuse has been rampant seem to have been adopted, and sometimes made
more stringent, in lesser-developed countries.
(28 May 2016): “Oil-price reporting: Striking it rich”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21699479-niche-business-straddling-journalism-andoil-proving-surprisingly-lucrative-striking-it)
--------“Two lines of business have stood out of late for their inability to make money: journalism
and oil. So when it emerged on May 23rd that Argus Media, a British firm that reports global
commodities prices, is to be sold to an American investment firm for $1.4 billion, it aroused a
variety of emotions. One was surprise. ‘Data about oil markets now seem to be worth more than
oil itself,’ . . . Another . . . was ‘jealousy’. The sale has turned some of Argus’s 750 scribblers, a
quarter of whom are said to own shares or options, into millionaires.” Both Argus, and its
competitor Platts, report “prices of the most widely used oil benchmarks, such as Dated Brent
and West Texas Intermediate (WTI), against which billions of dollars-worth of oil are price each
day. The benchmarks are used by oil companies, oil-producing countries, derivatives traders and
others to decide at what level they should price hundreds of different grades of oil.”
********The article clearly points to the importance of oil price information and how it is used
in the pricing decisions of those selling oil-related products. Clearly firms are willing to pay
substantial sums to obtain pricing information, information that is generally not easy to get and
not without its own price.
(31 May 2016): “Nuns With Guns: The Strange Day-to-Day Struggles Between Bankers and
Regulators” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/nuns-with-guns-the-strange-day-to-day-strugglesbetween-bankers-and-regulators-1464627601)
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--------“The 2010 Dodd-Frank law . . . is one of the most complex pieces of legislation ever. At
more than 22,000 pages of rules, it . . . covers matters from how much capital banks must set
aside to how they can advertise.” The “new regulations, and growing armies of rule-interpreters
and enforcers . . . are bringing striking changes to banks’ internal cultures.” Tens of thousands
of new staff are being hired “to keep their employers right with the new regime. . . . The
regulatory tightening has helped change the profile of a big bank in the postcrisis era. It now
looks more like a utility, subject to complex rules about how it can do business and answering to
government watchers whose careers depend on enforcing those rules with vigor.” As a result of
these developments, “formal and informal rifts are defining features of life in a bank.”
Relationships between bank employees and regulators have become more formal, and within
banks, the relationships between compliance employees and bank staff have become more
awkward. Compliance employees “serve as middlemen between the regulatory agencies and
bank staff,” making them “feel like hallway monitors. A compliance officer at a large bank said
that when he approaches employees’ offices or cubicles to discuss issues, they usually drop what
they are doing, close computer screens and hang up phones.”
********The article provides a remarkable description of some of the consequences of DoddFrank. Do those who write rules consider such things as organizational culture, in particular the
relational consequences of rule changes?
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(1 June 2016): “America’s Workforce Runs On Narcotic Stimulants”
(http://daily.jstor.org/americas-workforce-narcotic-stimulants/)
--------“Over the past five years, reports of a growing amphetamine epidemic in the United States
have surfaced in unlikely places: From gym rats to Hollywood actresses to fearful college kids
and stressed writers, there’s been no lack of exposes and personal interviews on the country’s
prescription amphetamine and methamphetamine users. Yet of all the reports, some of the most
disturbing have been those chronicling the use of ADHD drugs to keep up in the workplace.
Abuse by young professionals is distressingly common—Wall Street traders, software engineers,
dentists, nurses, and lawyers, all cracked out of their minds trying to keep up with the
competition.”
********Or, one might add, to get an edge on the competition. This JSTOR Daily article takes a
look at both the present and past of the use of narcotic stimulants and some other psychoactive
drugs, and provides many relevant references. It was interesting to read that W.H. Auden and
Ayn Rand “couldn’t work without their daily doses of amphetamines.” Evidently, completion of
The Fountainhead was facilitated by Rand’s use of Benzedrine
(http://www.slate.com/articles/arts/culturebox/features/2013/daily_rituals/auden_sartre_graham_
greene_ayn_rand_they_loved_amphetamines.html).
********I have been wondering about my interest in reading about drugs and I have come to the
conclusion that they provide a ready context for exploring the invisible forces: the invisible hand
(economic forces), the invisible foot (legal and political forces), and the invisible handshake
(social and historical forces). For example, the invisible foot defines the domains of legal and
“black” markets, where the invisible hand is at work, although in different ways. I’ll share some
additional thoughts about this system of forces at a later time. My current reading—NarcoNomics: How to Run a Drug Cartel (http://www.amazon.com/Narconomics-How-Run-DrugCartel/dp/1610395832/), by Tom Wainwright—has contributed to my thoughts about this.
(3 June 2016): “Environmental Crimes May Cost World Economy $258 Billion: Study”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-06-03/environmental-crimes-may-cost-worldeconomy-258-billion-study)
--------On the eve of World Environment Day, the United Nations Environment Program and
Interpol released a report indicating that “Environmental crimes are rising due to weak laws and
enforcement, costing the global economy as much as a record $258 billion, about a quarter more
than previously estimated.” The report also said that “proceeds from crimes ranging from illegal
logging to the trafficking of hazardous waste and illicit gold mining are funding rebel groups and
criminal syndicates.”
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********You can learn more about the report, including access to a downloadable full report, at:
http://www.unep.org/NewsCentre/default.aspx?DocumentID=27076&ArticleID=36202.
(4 June 2016): “My Transgender Transition: When Donald Became Deirdre”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/transgender-when-donald-became-deirdre-1464967229)
********Deirdre McCloskey is “distinguished emerita of economics, history, English and
communication at the University of Illinois at Chicago.” In a long and prolific career, she has
written widely and well, most recently Bourgeois Equality: How Ideas, Not Capital or
Institutions, Enriched the World (http://www.amazon.com/Bourgeois-Equality-CapitalInstitutions-Enriched/dp/022633399X/). She relates her gender transition in Crossing: A Memoir
(http://www.amazon.com/Crossing-Memoir-Deirdre-N-McCloskey/dp/0226556697/), which was
published in 1999. McCloskey was educated, both undergraduate and Ph.D., at Harvard and
earned tenure at the University of Chicago in 1975. Her Curriculum Vitae is online at:
http://www.deirdremccloskey.com/main/vita.php. Deirdre McCloskey brings a human face and
a sense of humor to contemporary issues about who should use what bathroom.
(4 June 2016): “The Rise and Fall of Iridium” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-fall-andrise-of-iridium-1464980784)
--------[This is a review of Eccentric Orbits: The Iridium Story, by John Bloom.] “Unless you
happen to be a sailor, scientist or survivalist, there’s probably only a middling chance that the
name Iridium rings a bell. But a decade and a half ago it was front-page news—an ill-fated
satellite-phone company whose failure represented one of the largest bankruptcies in American
history. Launched in 1998 . . . the Iridium system was ballyhooed as a technological marvel,
which indeed it was: Dozens of interlinked satellites, launched into a low-earth elliptical orbit,
would offer coverage anywhere on the globe to anyone who owned a satellite-compatible
handset. At a time when cell phone usage stood at only 300 million (the number is 7 billion
today), Iridium promised to revolutionize mobile communications forever.” That didn’t happen,
in part because of a flawed marketing plan. “We tend to forget that one of the big innovations of
the early cellular-phone era was not the technology itself but the pricing plans . . . These make
expensive phones affordable to almost anyone and helped the networks expands quickly.” In
contrast, the Iridium handsets were “extremely costly, at around $3,000, but the pricing plans
often left users with bills well in excess of $3 per minute. Even worse, . . . Iridium couldn’t
really reduce its prices, because [parent-company] Motorola had structured the business so as to
ensure that large mandatory payments . . . would go directly from Iridium to Motorola. . . . And it
meant that Iridium was in financial straits before it even connected its first caller.”
********You can learn more about the book at: https://www.amazon.com/Eccentric-OrbitsIridium-John-Bloom/dp/0802121683/. The reviewer of Eccentric Orbits is Jon Gertner, the
author of the well-regarded The Idea Factory: Bell Labs and the Great Age of American
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Innovation (https://www.amazon.com/Idea-Factory-Great-AmericanInnovation/dp/0143122797/). Eventually, a new CEO for Iridium—Dan Colussy—was able to
create a new business model and secure investors to create a viable business. Supporters of the
new direction were “a group of government technocrats and Pentagon” who became convinced
that the system was “too valuable to destroy.” In essence, “The Iridium market was any place in
the world where your phone was the only phone.” Over the ensuing decades “Mr. Colussy
begins to demonstrate . . . that the company didn’t get the technology wrong. It got the market
wrong.” The review is a reminder of how mechanically, perhaps even magically, pricing
decisions tend to dealt with in economic textbooks. An exception to this is Microeconomics, by
Goolsbee, Levitt, and Syverson, all of the University of Chicago, which is now available in a
second edition. You can learn more about the book at:
https://www.amazon.com/Microeconomics-Austan-Goolsbee/dp/1464187029/.
********While we are on the subject of prices, it is perhaps worth noting that the same market
structures that enable firms to exercise their creativity in constructing prices also provide an
opportunity for governments to exercise creativity in setting prices. I have two examples in
mind. One is the recent advocacy of a $500 per semester tuition at certain universities in the
University of North Carolina system
(http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/article81232307.html) and another is
minimum-unit pricing on alcohol in Scotland [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/alcohol-makersawait-scottish-vote-1465119010). Evidently, wherever there is an opportunity to exercise market
power by firms, there is also an opportunity to exercise political power by governments. The
invisible foot, then, has a role to play in enabling and controlling the exercise of power by firms
and governments.
(4 June 2016): “A Guaranteed Income for Every American” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/aguaranteed-income-for-every-american-1464969586)
********This seemed to be the week for important news outlets to discuss the idea of Universal
Basic Income (UBI). This article, “The Saturday Essay,” is by Charles Murray, “the W.H. Brady
Scholar at the American Enterprise Institute.” He first advanced the idea in 2006 in the book In
Our Hands: A Plan to Replace the Welfare State. It has now been revised and updated for 2016.
You can learn more about it at: https://www.amazon.com/Our-Hands-Replace-WelfareState/dp/1442260718/. Another reason for the UBI to be “in the news” is the vote that took place
last weekend in Switzerland regarding the possible adoption of a UBI, which was soundly
defeated (http://www.pbs.org/newshour/making-sense/why-universal-basic-income-isnt-goingaway-any-time-soon/). The Economist discussed the UBI this week in one of its leaders
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21699907-proponents-basic-income-underestimatehow-disruptive-it-would-be-basically-flawed) and at length in a Briefing
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21699910-arguments-state-stipend-payable-allcitizens-are-being-heard-more-widely-sighing).
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********The UBI idea has been around for a long time, with Milton Friedman’s negative
income tax (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_income_tax) being a direct forerunner, as
Charles Murray notes. An essential element of Murray’s advocacy of a UBI is the elimination of
virtually all existing welfare programs, an approach that makes the budgetary cost less than it
would otherwise be. In my search for relevant materials, I ran across the website of the Basic
Income Earth Network (http://www.basicincome.org/), an organization that “was founded in
1986 to serve as a link between individuals and groups committed to or interested in basic and
income.” It is an intriguing site and shows that UBI is being discussed in many venues across
the world, even in the U.S. Murray argues that the changing nature of work brought on by the
ongoing digital revolution is making consideration of such plans necessary.
(7 June 2016): “Putin Is Growing Organic Power One T-34 Tank-Tomato at a Time”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2016-06-07/putin-is-growing-organic-power-one-t34-tank-tomato-at-a-time)
--------“Stung by oil’s collapse, the ruble’s plunge, financial sanctions over Ukraine and the
longest recession of his 16-year rule, [Vladimir] Putin, 63, is seeking to minimize Russia’s
reliance on markets he can’t control. Counter-sanctions imposed on food imports and an
unprecedented raft of subsidies have made many areas of farming more profitable than even
crude, which Putin once called Russia’s ‘golden goose.’” Contributing to recent success in food
production has been grain. “Russia overtook the U.S. this year to become the biggest exporter of
wheat—a milestone that followed bumper yields of corn, rice, soybeans and buckwheat. These
strong harvests and Putin’s financial incentives have set off a land rush in the fabled Black Earth
belt of central Russia and other fertile regions.”
********As the article notes, turning “the world’s largest country into a food colossus is a goal
with a long history that faces an equally lengthy list of challenges. Soviet leaders from Lenin to
Khrushchev all sought to impose sweeping changes on the industry, often with tragic results.”
Contributing to those failures, of course, were the flawed biological ideas of Lysenko
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trofim_Lysenko), who endorsed Lamarck’s
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Baptiste_Lamarck) notion that “acquired characteristics are
inherited.” Ideas, both true and untrue, affect agricultural output.
(8 June 2016): “Neighbors Clash in Silicon Valley”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/neighbors-clash-in-silicon-valley-1465291802)
--------Cities in Silicon Valley are generating more jobs than housing. This is leading to conflict
between the relatively small Santa Clara (120,000) and the relatively large San Jose (roughly 1
million) as Santa Clara seeks projects a development that “would add 49,000 jobs but just 16,000
housing units citywide by 2035.” San Jose “has taken the rare step of publicly opposing the
project, saying it would add far too many jobs, exacerbating the region’s housing shortage.”
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********A problem, I suspect, that many cities would like to have, although it still not easy to
address. Given the challenges of affordable housing in places like Asheville, North Carolina
(http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2015/04/25/ashevilles-plans-address-lackaffordable-housing/26378639/), it is clear that current approaches to urban housing need work.
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(10 June 2016): “Finches threatened by rising rewards of trafficking trap”
(http://www.pressreader.com/uk/the-guardian-weekly/20160610/282316794304202)
--------“With its red face and yellow-barred black wings, the European goldfinch . . . has
distinctive good looks. . . . It has been a protected species in the wild in Europe since April
1979.” But that has not stopped their capture and trade. In Europe “unscrupulous breeders are
keen to extend their breeding pool by purchasing wild finch stock, despite this being illegal.
Crossing a goldfinch with a canary produces a hybrid ‘mule’, wish is also a great singer.” The
Internet has contributed to the goldfinch trade, as “organized crime has realised the potential
rewards are considerable. On average a goldfinch will fetch €150, equivalent to €10 a gram, the
same price as cannabis. But the punishment, if caught, is far less severe: a one-year prison
sentence in France at worst for trapping and holding a protected species. A small-time drugdealer risks up to five years behind bars.”
********I thought the comment about monetary yield per gram and sentencing was interesting.
For someone operating on a very small scale that might be a consideration but it is hard to see
that organized crime would be that interested. I’m currently reading Illicit: How Smugglers,
Traffickers, and Copycats are Hijacking the Global Economy (https://www.amazon.com/IllicitSmugglers-Traffickers-Copycats-Hijacking/dp/1400078849/), by Moises Naim, who was
formerly the Editor of Foreign Policy (http://foreignpolicy.com/). No doubt it will provide some
additional insight into activities such as goldfinch poaching. It definitely promises to provide
detailed knowledge on money laundering, which is the flip side of the coin of illegal trade. I.e.,
wherever there is illegal trade, there is money laundering. No doubt the digital economy has
made laundering easier. It is just now that I realized the pun employed in the television series
Breaking Bad, where meth producer Walter White used a car wash to launder money.
(13 June 2016): “Detroit Battles for the Soul of Self-Driving Machines”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/detroit-battles-for-the-soul-of-self-driving-machines-1465782698)
--------Detroit’s Ford Motor Company “is at the center of a ferocious hiring battle now pitting
traditional car makers against startups out to force a shift to electric and autonomous-driving
vehicles. As they view for skilled workers, the demand for people who know how to design or
build a car has swelled, putting auto makers behind the eight ball.” Employee poaching is
common, with car makers responding by “building deeper ties with universities, opening offices
in Silicon Valley and buying startups.” General Motors, for example, “recently paid more than
$1 billion for autonomous-driving company Cruise Automation, and acquired Sidecar
Technologies 20-person team that was working on ride-hailing services.”
********A great example of what is likely to occur in a labor market when the demand for a
particular skill increasing dramatically and it takes significant time to develop those skills, so
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supply adjusts slowly. I was struck by the fact that companies, like General Motors and Toyota,
seem to be focused on acquiring existing teams (workgroups) in order to speed up the
development process.
(15 June 2016): “Broccoli Rabe Is Trying to Be the Next Kale”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/broccoli-rabe-is-trying-to-be-the-next-kale-1465927540)
--------“Broccoli rage—leafy, pungent and beloved by fans of old-school Italian-American
cuisine—is emerging as a star of food blogs, Instagram feeds and the daytime television circuit,
thanks to a concerted campaign to position the vegetable as the next nutritional powerhouse.” Its
day in the Sun began with a question posed by Claudia Pizarro-Villalobos, the marketing and
culinary manager for Salina, California-based D’Arrigo Bros., Co.: “So many other cruciferous
vegetables are popular . . . Why can’t ours be more popular, too?” To draw attention to broccoli
rabe, especially among coveted millennials, “the family-owned grower signed on with a small
New York ad agency, Jugular, and a PR firm, LaForce, with clients mostly in fashion, lifestyle
brands and spirits. It also partnered with Candice Kumai, a celebrity chef, healthy-eating
cookbook author and digital influencer with a fit image, to develop recipes and talk up broccoli
rabe on social media and in TV appearances.”
********Another article focusing on the demand side of the market. The production of broccoli
rabe, however, can presumably increase much more quickly than the production of engineers for
autonomous and electric cars. The article provides a closer look behind the emergence of a new
food trend, more generally, any trend.
(15 June 2016): “Job-Seeking Ph.D. Holders Look to Life Outside School”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/job-seeking-ph-d-holders-look-to-life-outside-school1465924943)
--------“Jake Simson, a biomedical engineer turned financial analyst, stood before a group of
doctoral candidates in a University of Chicago lecture hall this past semester explaining how to
find a job. First step? Don’t be hung up on staying in academia.” Simson’s message “is part of
a conversation taking place across dozens of research universities that is aimed at preparing
doctoral candidates entering the job market for a jarring reality: Their Ph.D. doesn’t deliver the
bang for the buck it once did.” According to a survey of the National Science Foundation
released in April, “The percentage of new doctorate recipients without jobs or plans for further
study climbed to 39% in 2014 from 31% in 2009.” Furthermore, median salaries “for midcareer
Ph.D. working full time declined 6% between 2010 and 2013.” A changing market for Ph.D.s
has contributed to these developments. The “academic job market—the largest employer of
Ph.D.s—continues to wither as many schools move away from the model of only employing
tenured professors and toward using larger numbers of relatively lowly paid adjuncts.” In the
private sector, too, jobs have become more scarce. “The pharmaceutical industry—the largest
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employer of chemists in the country—has moved much of its research overseas, shedding
300,000 jobs in the U.S. in recent years.” Kelly Brown, who is assistant director at the
University of California Humanities Research Institute, notes that in the humanities, only
“Ph.D.s graduating from top-tier universities stand a real chance of landing a tenure-track
position.”
********The message is pretty clear, those pursuing the Ph.D. should be open to and investigate
a wide variety of employment opportunities, not solely those in academia. Evidently graduate
schools are aware of the situation and are working to respond to it. For example, “At Stanford
University, a program is in its second year to help Ph.D. graduates find jobs as high-school
teachers. . . . at Columbia University, Ph.D.s are taking classes in using Twitter to better
communicate their work to nonacademic audiences.” I suspect that options like these are not
what led students to earn a Ph.D.
********In the event that a newly-minted Ph.D. ends up in a high-school class or even in a
university classroom, it would be good to know that “the best teachers are made, not born.”
There is a useful Briefing in The Economist “Teaching the teachers” on this topic:
http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21700385-great-teaching-has-long-been-seen-innateskill-reformers-are-showing-best.
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(18 June 2016): “The economics of Broadway: No business like show business”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21700674-our-analysis-art-and-science-creating-hitshow-no-business-show-business)
--------The hip-hop musical “Hamilton” serves “as a reminder that although Broadway is rarely
regarded as a big business in the same way as Hollywood is, the most successful musicals can
outperform the silver screen. No film has ever banked $1 billion at the box office in North
America, but three musicals . . . have exceeded this benchmark on Broadway, admittedly over
long runs. The gap widens further when counting performances worldwide. Andrew Lloyd
Webber’s ‘Phantom’ began life on the London stage in 1986 before transferring to Broadway
and beyond. It has earned $6 billion globally, more than twice the worldwide take of ‘Avatar’,
the film industry’s record-holder.”
********The Economist examined a data set of the Broadway League that shows “weekly
revenue and attendance figures for every show going back to 1984” to examine a variety of
factors that would affect the likely financial success of a production. “Two approaches appear
relatively reliable paths to triumph on Broadway. One is to put successful films on the stage. . . .
A second tried-and-tested approach is to bring in a Hollywood star.” The musical “Hamilton”
has neither. But what it “does have is a proven hitmaker in [Lin-Manuel Miranda, whose] . . .
previous musical, ‘In the Heights’, won four Tony awards” and had revenues exceeding $100
million. The statistical (logistic regression) analysis used to examine the data is discussed at:
http://www.economist.com/broadway-business. This seems like a great starting point for further
study for a variety of productions.
(20 June 2016): “The Panama Canal Expands” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-panama-canalexpands-1466378348)
--------On June 26 the Panama Canal expansion will open amid “one of the worst shipping
industry slumps ever. While it won’t do anything to help the dire state of the industry near-term,
the changes are critical to Western trade in the long run. . . . The nine-year, $5.4 billion
expansion more than doubles the canal’s cargo capacity. A third lane has been added to the
canal that accommodates ships large enough to carry up to 14,000 containers, compared with
around 5,000 currently. . . . It is expected to shift about 10% of the Asia-to-U.S. container traffic
from West Coast ports to East Coast terminals by 2020, according to a recent report.”
********The very largest container ships, which can haul up to 20,000 containers, will not be
able to use the expanded Panama Canal, but those ships tend to be confined to routes between
Asia and Europe. The article is visually appealing, with maps and a two-minute video discussing
the history and current configuration of the Canal. As alluded to in the article, the expansion is
likely to increase the demand for East Coast (U.S.) port facilities, decrease the demand for West
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Coast port facilities, and decrease the demand for land-based transportation services moving
goods west to east.
********Another factor that will affect the demand for East and West Coast port facilities is the
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). You can read an update on the TPP in an interview with U.S.
Trade Representative Michael Froman at http://www.wsj.com/articles/michael-froman-tellswhere-the-tpp-stands-1466388124.
(22 June 2016): “Federal panel approves first test of CRISPR editing in humans”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2016/06/21/federal-panel-approvesfirst-test-of-crispr-editing-in-humans/)
--------“A National Institutes of Health advisory panel on Tuesday approved the first human use
of the gene-editing technology CRISPR, for a study designed to target three types of cancer and
funded by tech billionaire Sean Parker’s new cancer institute. The experiment, proposed by
researchers at the University of Pennsylvania, would use CRISPR-Cas9 technology to modify
patients’ own T cells to make them more effective in attacking melanoma, multiple myeloma and
sarcoma. . . . The experiment still must be approved by the Food and Drug Administration,
which regulate clinical trials.”
********Gene editing in humans is surely on its way. The recent book The Gene: An Intimate
History (https://www.amazon.com/Gene-Intimate-History-SiddharthaMukherjee/dp/1476733503/), by Siddhartha Mukherjee, provides some popular background for
these developments.
********While we are on the subject of technological change, Bloomberg Businessweek has an
interesting article on “How Intel Makes a Chip” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/201606-09/how-intel-makes-a-chip) that is worth a look. The scale (nanometers) at which chip
production works is breathtaking. The additive manufacturing
(http://additivemanufacturing.com/basics/) of 3-D printing and the manufacturing of chips seem
related.
(22 June 2016): “Preexisting Condition” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/preexistingcondition-1466548802)
--------[A review, by Patrick Allitt, of Love Canal: A Toxic History from Colonial Times to the
Present, by Richard S. Newman.] “Between 1942 and 1953, the Hooker Chemical Co. dumped
thousands of 55-gallon drums of chemical waste . . . in the bed of a disused canal. The dumping
was lawful, licensed by the city government. After covering the dump with a layer of topsoil,
Hooker sold it and the surrounding land to the local school board for $1, explaining what it
contained and warning the board not to build there. The area’s baby-boom-era growth, however,
led the board to ignore this advice. First it built a school, then it sold the rest of the land to
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developers, who built several hundred houses. Buyers moved in, unaware that they were living
of top of barrels of dioxin, benzene and PCBs.” Ultimately, the health issues that arose led the
federal government to declare an emergency and resettle home owners. In due time, Congress
passed “the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, better
known as ‘Superfund,’ which created a nationwide process for identifying, remediating and
paying for toxic-waste cleanups. It has always been controversial because it imposes
retrospective sanctions on polluters, making them financially liable even if their conduct, at the
time of the dumping, was lawful.”
********The reviewer notes: “Mr. Newman’s ‘Love Canal’ is a superb history of what
happened before, during and after the weeks in 1978 when the area made national headlines. His
lucid explanation of the issues at stake shows why so many intelligent people disagreed so
sharply about toxic waste in general and Love Canal in particular. Each group—residents,
politicians, the EPA, the media, local academics and the chemical company—created its own
narrative.” You can learn more about the book at:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0195374835/. Wikipedia also has a useful entry at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Love_Canal. Allitt concludes his review, writing that Newman’s
“book is a wonderful study in ‘contested memories’ and a sophisticated addition to American
environmental history.”
********Asheville, North Carolina has long had its own Superfund site—CTS. You can read a
recent article at: http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2016/05/16/epa-eyes-newparties-superfund-site/84458196/. You can learn more about the site from the EPA at:
https://cumulis.epa.gov/supercpad/cursites/csitinfo.cfm?id=0402598.
(22 June 2016): “Not Just the 1%: The Upper Middle Class Is Larger and Richer Than Ever”
(http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2016/06/21/not-just-the-1-the-upper-middle-class-is-larger-andricher-than-ever/)
--------“A range of data after the recession and the housing bust supported the idea that only a
tiny elite of U.S. society, generally seen as the top 1%, had rebounded and was doing well. But a
growing body of evidence suggest the economic expansion since the 2007-2009 financial crisis
has enriched a much larger swath of the upper middle class, and that a deeper income divide is
developing between that top quarter or so of the population and everyone else.” According to
evidence from Stephen Rose of the Urban Institute, “the upper middle class has expanded from
about 12% of the population in 1979 to a new record of nearly 30% as of 2014.”
********Interesting information given the current political discussions. The author of this
article points out that there is no universally accepted definition of upper middle class, so that
might raise an issue. However, the article provides a valuable reminder that it is necessary to
look at the whole picture and not simply focus on one part of it. You can learn more about “The
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Growing Size and Incomes of the Upper Middle Class” (and download the 28-page report) at:
http://www.urban.org/research/publication/growing-size-and-incomes-upper-middle-class.
(22 June 2016): “Is It Ever OK to Quit on the Spot?” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/is-it-ever-okto-quit-on-the-spot-1466531589)
--------“For almost all of us, there comes a moment when we are tempted to quit our jobs on the
spot. A growing number are actually doing it, many employers say. Some bosses blame young
employees who feel frustrated by limited prospects or have little sense of attachment to their
workplace. But employment experts say some older workers are quitting without notice as well.
They feel overworked or unappreciated after years of laboring under pay cuts and expanded
workloads imposed during the recession.”
********As is alluded to in the article, quitting without notice is invited by firing without
notice. No doubt, both of these behaviors are increasing. Sue Shellenbarger, who author of this
article, provides a list of six bulleted points to consider “Before You Quit . . .” No doubt there
should be a similar list of points to consider “Before You Fire . . .” The article gives a number of
examples of exit behaviors and their consequences, all of which are worthy of reflection.
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(17 June 2016): “Robert Paine, Ecologist Who Found ‘Keystone Species,’ Dies at 83”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/18/science/robert-paine-ecologist-who-found-keystonespecies-dies-at-83.html)
--------“Robert Paine, a groundbreaking, hands-on ecologist who found that removing what he
called a ‘keystone species’ from an environment could profoundly affect the fortunes of
neighboring species, died on Monday in Seattle. He was 83. . . . A teacher and researcher at the
University of Washington for 36 years, Dr. Paine propounded his keystone theory in 1966 after
studying ochre starfish, or sea stars, as they preyed on the mussel population along the rocky
shore of Makah Bay, on the tip of the Olympic Peninsula in Washington State.” Subsequently he
studied otters, and “identified the predator starfish and the otters as keystone species, taking the
name from the wedge-shaped apex of an arch that keeps it from collapsing.” Of Paine, Princeton
ecologist Simon Levin notes that his “influence cannot be overestimated,” commenting that
Paine recognized that “to understand systems one had to perturb them.” According to Peter
Kareiva of UCLA, Paine “insisted on experiments in ecology at a time when others were content
with simply explaining patterns. I think he turned ecology from quantitative natural history into
a modern science.”
********It would be interesting to explore the relationships between the development of
experimental ecology and experimental economics. JSTOR Daily also has a post on the life and
work of Robert Paine: http://daily.jstor.org/how-the-keystone-species-concept-transformedecology/. Included is a link to Paine’s original 1966 study of the Pisaster starfish, which is 12pages long. James MacDonald notes: “The results of Paine’s experiment were counterintuitive.
Species diversity was much higher when Pisaster was present than when they were removed. . . .
Pisaster maintained balance in the ecosystem by selectively eating barnacles and mussels,
preventing their otherwise excessive spread.” At present, “the keystone species concept
influences almost all areas of ecology. . . . The concept transformed the field of ecology. And it
all started with a couple of rock pools.” What, I wonder, would be the economic equivalent of a
keystone species? A particular industry or technology?
(22 June 2016): “New map shows clustering of hog, poultry operations”
(http://www.newsobserver.com/news/politics-government/state-politics/article85169762.html)
********This article provides access to four maps summarizing various animal operations in
North Carolina, with an emphasis on concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs). The
maps are Overview, County, Watershed, and Census block groups. The Overview map shows
the location of these operations, as well as the relative concentration of hog farms in the eastern
part of the state. The County map from numerical information about the number of animals,
buildings, and waste. The Watershed map shows the various watersheds of the state and
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numerical information (such as for the County map) for each watershed. Finally, the Census
map allows the user to “drill down” to the lowest level of aggregation. I didn’t find the words of
the article all that useful but I did find the maps a source of insight. The maps appear to have
been created by the Environmental Working Group (http://www.ewg.org/) and the Waterkeeper
Alliance (http://waterkeeper.org/).
********Related to poultry operations more generally, they are likely to undergo significant
changes in the future, as noted in “This could be the start to a whole new world of chicken”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/06/28/this-could-be-the-start-to-awhole-new-world-of-chicken/). The third-largest chicken producer in the U.S. “announced
Monday that it will begin killing chickens using carbon dioxide or argon gas, so they can avoid
being hung upside down” on their way to slaughter, the usual practice. New guidelines,
published by Perdue, indicated that the company “will expose chickens to more natural light,
boost their activity levels and reduce the expectations for how fast chickens must grow.”
Although there is little doubt that these practices will increase the cost of raising chickens,
producers recognize that consumers are now more interested in how chickens live and die before
making it to their plates.
********This last week I completed listening to 48 lectures on “The History of Ancient Egypt,”
one of The Great Courses of The Teaching Company. The lecturer, Bob Brier, really knew the
subject and authentically conveyed his enthusiasm for ancient Egypt. In lecture 45 he discussed
“Animal Mummies.” I was astonished to learned that there were (are) millions of mummified
ibises near the tomb of Imhotep, who “was one of the chief officials of the Pharaoh Djoser” and
is thought to have designed Djoser’s step pyramid in 2630-2611 BCE
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imhotep). Evidently Egypt had farms that produced ibises that
were mummified and sold to pilgrims seeking to be healed. You can learn more about the ibises
in chapter 8 of Egyptian Mummies: Unraveling the Secrets of an Ancient Art
(https://www.amazon.com/Egyptian-Mummies-Unraveling-Secrets-Ancient/dp/0688146244/).
More general than the ibis trade, there is the book Choice Cuts: Meat Production in Ancient
Egypt (https://www.amazon.com/Choice-Cuts-Production-OrientaliaLovaniensia/dp/9068317458), by Salima Ikram. All cultures, of course, must address issues
related to the production, storage, transportation, and consumption of food. Books like these
help us to see our lives anew and demonstrate, I suspect, that the invisible forces are timeless
(but vary over time and place).
(23 June 2016): “The ‘Anti-Business’ President Who’s Been Good for Business”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-obama-anti-business-president/)
********This is a somewhat-lengthy interview with President Obama conducted by three
members of Bloomberg-related enterprises at the White House. In it the President discusses
some of the economic history that has coincided with his time in office and provides some
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broader perspective of what it is like to be President at this time. It struck me that he has a good
grasp of many of the reasons why citizens in the U.S. and Europe are angry, and shows that there
are things that business leaders and others could do about them. In part, his thinking shows that
the U.S. and others have not dealt well enough with what should have been anticipated
consequences of prior free-trade agreements. Surely his presidency illustrates the constraints
upon executive action that are imposed by the legislative and judicial branches of government.
The Founding Fathers, I suspect, would have said that was how it was supposed to work.
(24 June 2016): “South Carolina Will Get Boost From Expanded Panama Canal”
([SR]http://www.wsj.com/articles/south-carolina-will-get-boost-from-expanded-panama-canal1466674203)
--------“When the Panama Canal opens up a new lane for bigger ships this month, much of the
cargo they carry will be headed for this quiet corner of the Southeast, some 200 miles inland.”
Three cities in the “Upstate” part of South Carolina—Greenville, Spartanburg, and Greer—are
being impacted by the opening. More than 6 million square “of warehouse space is under
construction in the Greenville-Spartanburg region, a scale typically seen in major cities like
Philadelphia and St. Louis, according to CBRE Inc., a real-estate brokerage.” From the Port of
Charleston—which is dredging its harbor to be the deepest on the East Coast—container cargo
makes the quick trip by rail to a freight hub in Greer, S.C., known as the Upstate’s ‘inland port.’”
There trucks pick up “containers of component parts and retail goods bound for nearby factories
and distribution centers. And from there, truckers can reach Atlanta or Charlotte, N.C., in two or
three hours, and most of the rest of the Eastern U.S. with a day’s drive.”
********It is interesting to read that the opening of the expanded Panama Canal is expected to
have significant implications for the Upstate region just down the road from Asheville. Also
noted in the article are some of the environmental and social consequences of the development.
Regarding the former, “Conservationists say the region’s natural landscape . . . is under threat as
housing and industrial construction push further out froom the cities and transportation
corridors.” Regarding the latter, “In downtown Greenville, higher-end residential and retail
development . . . is forcing out some longtime residents.” In economics, as in ecology, you can
never do just one thing.
(27 June 2016): “Fast-Fashion Castoffs Fuel Global Recycling Network”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/fast-fashion-cast-offs-fuel-global-recycling-network1466962488)
--------In Kandla, India “thousands of tons of used clothing . . . arrive each month.” This western
Indian port is “a hub in the vast global network that purchases secondhand clothes in rich
countries and resells them throughout the developing world. . . . the glut springs from the rise of
fast fashion, which has flooded the world with inexpensive clothing, often produced in some of
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the same low-wage countries where it later ends up sold in market stalls or reprocessed into
goods like blankets or pillow stuffing. To some, this is a virtuous circle, minimizing waste while
providing jobs and a source of low-cost clothes for the poor. . . . But some clothing makers in
emerging markets say the seemingly endless supply of used apparel stifles the growth of local
textile industries.”
********Apropos of the last sentence above, “India allows the processing and re-export of used
clothes, but bans their sale locally, as do many other countries worried about the impact of the
surging clothing trade.” Evidently, there is no used-clothing market for “Men’s pants with a
waist exceeding 40 inches” or for women’s pants with waists exceeding 32 inches. Such pants,
along with those that are stained or ripped, “are sliced up. Buttons, zippers and snaps are
salvaged. Then the fabric is cut into rags for factories and garages by women who run piles of
clothes through standing circular saws.” During the past year, the “cost of used clothing has
fallen 30% to 50%” leading Alan Wheeler, director of the Textile Recycling Association of the
UK to comment, “There is an obvious need for new markets for recycling growth.” Clothing
isn’t the only recycling group dealing with falling prices: http://www.wsj.com/articles/fastfashion-cast-offs-fuel-global-recycling-network-1466962488.
(27 June 2016): “Why We Obsess Over Other People’s Mansions” (http://daily.jstor.org/whywe-obsess-over-other-peoples-mansions/)
--------“The New York Times recently reported that there are more $100 million-plus homes on
the global market than ever before—and the majority of the very priciest ones are in the US. . . .
Homes like these are less private refuges than showpieces designed for lavish parties. We can
trace the interest in ostentatious houses among the American super-elite to late-nineteenthcentury New York City.” A striking example of such display occurred in 1883 “when the
Vanderbilt family celebrated the inauguration of a new mansion on Fifth Avenue by inviting
1200 people to a ‘great fancy dress ball.’” Such mansions “were closely related to another kind
of opulent housing that was available to a much larger part of the public: luxury hotels. The
most iconic of these was the Waldorf-Astoria.” Such opulent buildings “made the social
hierarchy clear” and “let the middle class enjoy a taste of a super-wealthy lifestyle.”
********Reading Livia Gershon’s post, I am reminded of The Theory of the Leisure Class
(https://www.amazon.com/Theory-Leisure-Oxford-Worlds-Classics/dp/0199552584/), by
Thorstein Veblen, which was first published in 1899. Even in Chicago, I suspect, there were
abundant opportunities to view extraordinary wealth on a regular basis. As it turns out, the Ritz
Hotel in Paris has just reopened after extensive renovation. You can learn more about the Ritz—
and view a slideshow of 24 photos, at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/can-the-newly-reopened-ritzparis-succeed-1466710576.
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(22 June 2016): “The secret of taste: why we like what we like”
(https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/jun/22/secret-of-taste-why-we-like-what-we-like)
********This is a review of You May Also Like: Taste in an Age of Endless Choice
(https://www.amazon.com/You-May-Also-Like-Endless/dp/0307958248/), by Tom Vanderbilt.
It is a “long read” of The Guardian. In conventional economics, tastes and preferences are
fundamental in explaining human behavior, as are constraints on choice. The formation of tastes
and preferences, however, is largely unexamined and ruled to be “outside the scope” of the
discipline. Such formation tends to fall in the domains of psychology and sociology, and
Vanderbilt’s book provides some guidance. In particular, chapter 8, “Why (And How) Tastes
Change,” seems of particular interest.
(28 June 2016): “The Merging Worlds of Technology and Cars”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2016-merging-tech-and-cars/)
********This is a very brief article about the confluence of smartphones and cars. Its feature
point, though, is the graphic which shows relationships between ride-hailing firms like Uber and
Lyft, traditional auto industry firms like Ford, GM, and Toyota, and well-known tech giants like
Apple and Google. Obviously much is in play regarding the future of transportation. Much of
this is discussed clearly and interestingly in “Who Will Build the Next Great Car Company?”
(http://fortune.com/self-driving-cars-silicon-valley-detroit/).
********Discussions of self-driving cars refer to different levels of autonomy, ranging from
Level 0, where “The driver completely controls the vehicle at all times” to Level 4, where “The
vehicle performs all safety-critical functions for the entire trip, with the driver not expected to
control the vehicle at any time.” The five levels of autonomy—0,1,2,3, and 4—are discussed
and additional content is provided at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autonomous_car. As noted
in the Fortune article, “Many experts don’t expect that the world will adopt Level 4 autonomy . .
. for 25 years, or a full generational change. But partial autonomy arrived much sooner than
anyone expected.”
********Another article of interest in the most recent Fortune might by title “The Merging
Worlds of Technology and Banking,” although its actual title is “Here’s How Citigroup Is
Embracing the ‘Fintech’ Revolution” (http://fortune.com/citigroup-fintech/). My son is now
employed with online payments firm Stripe (https://stripe.com/about) after having been
employed by Uber, so now I have a new firm to “notice” as I read. The article includes a graphic
of the fintech universe and the markets they serve. The times they are a changing. At the end of
the article, the author relates his personal experience with fintech, suggesting that there are
wrinkles to be worked out.
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(30 June 2016): “Hundreds of companies in the U.S. are selling unproven stem cell treatments,
study says” (http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-unapproved-stem-celltreatments-20160630-snap-story.html)
--------“Have your weekly pickup basketball games left you with pain your knees that just won’t
go away? Do you suffer from chest pain, lung disease r kidney failure? Has an accident left you
with partial paralysis? Or, would you like to have a more rewarding sex life? If any of these
conditions—or dozens of others—afflict you, there’s a clinic in the United States that would be
happy to heal you with stem cells. From coast to coast, at least 351 businesses at 570 locations
are marketing stem cell therapies that have not been fully vetted by medical researchers or
blessed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, according to a study published Thursday in
the journal Cell Stem Cell.”
********The article in question, a link for which is provided in the article, is “Selling Stem
Cells in the USA: Assessing the Direct-to-Consumer Industry,” by Leigh Turner and Paul
Knoepfler. You can read the article at: http://www.cell.com/cell-stem-cell/fulltext/S19345909(16)30157-6. The rise of stem cell clinics reminded me of the rise of pain clinics across the
U.S. associated with the opioid epidemic, as described in Dreamland. I suppose that it is
inevitable and unavoidable that new technologies will outrun regulatory oversight but that
inaction is probably not the best approach if the health of potential consumers is of primary
concern. This story was also covered by Bloomberg
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-06-30/stem-cell-clinics-selling-risky-treatmentsexplode-across-the-u-s), which has some useful additional information. In particular, it provides
a link to a Paul Knoepfler’s blog The Niche (https://www.ipscell.com/). The post of June 30,
2016, which begins “Dang” is ironic in the extreme. There an image is shown of an ad for a
stem cell clinic that showed up online in a media attention piece in Scientific American.
********Connected to the “Dang” post, there is a useful Op Ed in The Los Angeles Times,
entitled “How we all became lab rats for American corporations and theoretical economists”
(http://www.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-fisman-sullivan-economic-experimentation-online20160703-snap-story.html). Anyone who has spent much time online has had the experience of
being continually chased by something about which we have expressed an interest. Of special
interest in the article is the demonstrable ineffectiveness of some types of internet advertising.
Amazon, of course, has been a leader in using knowledge about consumer purchases to suggest
other purchases. It now appears that they are experimenting with eliminating list prices for some
of its products. You can learn more at: http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/04/business/amazonis-quietly-eliminating-list-prices.html.
(3 July 2016): “Hillary Clinton’s Ambitious Climate Change Plan Avoids Carbon Tax”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/03/us/politics/hillary-clintons-ambitious-climate-change-planavoids-carbon-tax.html)
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--------“Hillary Clinton, courting young voters and the broader Democratic base, has promised to
one-up President Obama on climate change, vowing to produce a third of the nation’s electricity
from renewable sources by 2027, three years faster than Mr. Obama, while spending billions of
dollars to transform the energy economy.” She has promised to install a “half-billion solar
panels” by 2020 and “would put the United States on track to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
80 percent from 2005 levels by 2050. . . . But Mrs. Clinton has avoided mention of the one
policy that economists widely seen as the most effective way to tackle climate change—and one
that would need Congress’s assent: putting a price or tax on carbon emissions.” According to
Robert Stavins, who heads Harvard University’s environmental economics program, “The
clearest and most obvious way to reach the climate targets is with a nationwide carbon pricing
method, whether a carbon tax or a cap and trade . . . But it’s not surprising, given the politics,
that Secretary Clinton would not want to explicitly talk about carbon pricing.”
*******No doubt political and economic factors mutually constrain one another is an overall
system. This is a clear case in which political factors constrain the economic. As the article
suggests, economists generally hold that a carbon tax, which internalizes the externalities
associated with the production of carbon dioxide, are the least costly way to achieve any given
level of carbon dioxide reduction. All this is quite interesting given that Exxon Mobil Corp. “is
ramping up its lobbying of other energy companies to support a carbon tax.” The quote can be
found in “Exxon Touts Carbon Tax to Oil Industry” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/exxon-toutscarbon-tax-to-oil-industry-1467279004).
********While we are on the subject of energy, I thought the article “Oklahoma Quakes
Decline Amid Curbs on Energy Industry’s Disposal Wells”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/oklahoma-quakes-decline-amid-curbs-on-energy-industrysdisposal-wells-1467323816) was interesting. As the title indicates, “The number of earthquakes
in Oklahoma has fallen 25% in 2016, compared with a year earlier, a decline attributed in part to
actions by state regulators to police the oil and gas industry’s practice of pumping wastewater
from its operations deep underground.” This brought to my mind the expression “states as
laboratories” first noted in 1932 by Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis. Perhaps, when issues
such as earthquake causation comes into view, the use of a randomized trials based upon
different state laws might be used. Of course, different state laws are not true experiments, as is
noted by James A. Gardner in Valparaiso University Law Review
(http://scholar.valpo.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1888&context=vulr).
(5 July 2016): “New Payday Options for Making Ends Meet”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/05/business/dealbook/new-payday-options-for-making-endsmeet.html)
--------“For decades, most American companies have paid their workers once every week or two,
minimizing the administrative costs of frequent paydays and maximizing the interest the
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companies earn by keeping the money in the bank. . . . But now, thanks in part to the gig
economy, a small but growing number of employers and start-ups are testing ways to give
employees faster access to their wages. A variety of options—some involving payroll cards, and
others using A.T.M.s and other methods—have recently hit the market permitting people to take
home their pay as soon as they have earned it.”
********The article provides a nice summary of the different options now available. It certainly
suggests that there is an economic problem to be solved in determining the “best” interval for
paying employees for their work. Technological change seems to suggest that the pay interval is
now shorter than previously. Lower interest rates would also suggest that there is less of a
reason for employers to delay payment.
********Something that caught my attention was the story of Amanda Brannon, a legal
secretary who also drives for Uber on occasion. In her “day job, . . . she is happy to stick with a
traditional lump-sum check.” But as Uber pays her immediately for her work, “It makes it easier
to pay for the big stuff . . . Uber is perfect for daily cash, but getting paid every two weeks is
good, too.” All this reminds of electricity generation—big production facilities for base load and
smaller production facilities for peak loads. I suspect what Ms. Brannon does is fairly common.
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(12 May 2016): “Open the Cages!” (http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2016/05/12/humaneeconomy-open-the-cages/)
********On 11 July 2016 a review of The Humane Economy, by Wayne Pacelle appeared in
The Wall Street Journal. The review was brief, very positive, but not accessible to nonsubscribers of the Journal. Here, instead, is a lengthy review by philosopher Peter Singer, who is
well-known in the academic world for his article “Animal Liberation.” Singer notes:
When my article “Animal Liberation appeared in these pages forty-three years ago, many
people told me that we will not stop exploiting animals until we get rid of capitalism.
Wayne Pacelle, president and CEO of the country’s largest animal protection
organization, the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS), takes the opposite view.
In The Humane Economy he describes how “capitalism at its best” is a force against
animal suffering, “applying human creativity to answer the demands of a morally
informed market.
This book will undoubtedly provide much food for thought. The review in the Journal is “The
Savviest Lobbyist” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-savviest-lobbyist-1468183798), and
contains a great story about how a call from activist investor Carl Icahn helped change the policy
of McDonald’s.
(7 July 2016): “More than 1 million OxyContin pills ended up in the hands of criminal and
addicts. What the drugmaker knew.” (http://www.latimes.com/projects/la-me-oxycontin-part2/)
--------[This article, part 2 of a series, lifts up the excessive prescribing of OxyContin by a Los
Angeles-area physician.] In a single week in September 2008, Dr. Eleanor Santiago of the Lake
Medical clinic “issued orders for 1,500 pills, more than entire pharmacies sold in a month. . . .
By December, she had prescribed more than 73,000, with a street value of nearly $6 million.”
Purdue Pharma, which makes OxyContin, knew about the situation and investigated it.
Eventually it concluded that the clinic at which the physician worked “was working with a
corrupt pharmacy in Huntington Park to obtain large quantities of OxyContin.” But when sales
manager Michele Ringler asked company officials, “Shouldn’t the DEA be contacted about
this?” no action was taken. Purdue “did not tell authorities what it knew about Lake Medical
until several years later when the clinic was out of business and its leaders indicted. By that
time, 1.1 million pills had spilled into the hands of Armenian mobsters, the Crips gang and other
criminals.” The Lake Medical case was not an isolated one. “A Los Angeles Times
investigation found that, for more than a decade, Purdue collected extensive evidence suggesting
illegal trafficking of OxyContin and, in many cases, did not share it with law enforcement or cut
off the flow of pills.”
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********This article clearly shows how hard it can be to “Do the right thing” when doing so
will reduced sales, and perhaps earnings and future career prospects. It also shows how the
failure to do the right thing tends to give rise to moral dilemmas for others, e.g., pharmacist
Tihana Skaricic who “raised questions about prescriptions from the Lake Medical clinic.”
Evidently, identifying unusual sales patterns at pharmacies was relatively easy for employees of
drug companies (and the DEA) to do. What wasn’t easy was determining if there was a problem
or not. For example, DEA investigators had access to a databased that “encompassed dozens of
drugs sold by more than a thousand companies” but the database was unwieldy.
********Part 1 of the OxyContin series, published on 5 May 2016, can be found at:
http://www.latimes.com/projects/oxycontin-part1/. Prescription pain relieve abuse has become
so prevalent that it has even shown up in the comic strip “Mary Worth”
(http://maryworthcomics.com/comics/july-10-2016/). Of course, Vicodin played a continuing
role in the television series “House.”
********In thinking about this, the JSTOR Daily post “Why We Make Doctors Get Licenses”
(http://daily.jstor.org/why-we-make-doctors-get-licenses/) is relevant. As the article points out,
there was a time when doctor licensing was problematic. But the 1910 Flexner Report, “pushed
the nation toward new medical licensing laws by arguing for professionalization of medical
practice in the service of the social good.” As it turned out, licensing did more than serve the
social good, or so Stephen J. Kunitz argued in “Professionalization and Social Control in the
Progressive Era: The Case of the Flexner Report.” In that article, accessible via the post, he
“describes the public health function of physician licensing as inseparable from the service of
elite interests.”
(9 July 2016): “America’s forests: Ravaged woodlands”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21701751-stricken-trees-provide-clues-about-howamerica-will-adapt-global-warmingbut-little-hope)
--------“Politicized, documented and culturally sensitive, the ravaging of America’s forests is an
important gauge of man’s ability to mitigate and adapt to the warming he has caused. The scale
of the tree loss is staggering. Last year over 10m of America’s 766m acres of forest were
consumed by wildfires, sparked by lawn mowers, campers or lightning . . . The growth of
wildfires is a worldwide problem, with even bigger burns elsewhere. Siberia, Tasmania, Canada
and Indonesia have seen record-breaking fires in recent years.” Although fires have been
damaging, “The devastation wreaked in American forests by insects is less headline-grabbing but
ecologically as dramatic. Last month the United States Forest Service . . . said that, since
October, it had recorded 26m trees killed by the mutually-reinforcing effects of bugs and drought
in the southern part of California’s Sierra Nevada range alone. . . . Such destruction, caused
partly by warming, will itself cause more warming.
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********The invisible forces, of course, are both conditioned by and influencing of the physical
environment. I.e., the invisible forces and the physical environment are part of a system.
Consequently, the condition of the forests of the United States are both conditioned by the
invisible forces and influence them, too. What modifications of the invisible forces must take
place if the ravaging of the forests is to be attenuated?
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(14 July 2016): “Grid Attack: How America Could Go Dark”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-america-could-go-dark-1468423254)
--------“The U.S. electric system is in danger of widespread blackouts lasting days, weeks or
longer through the destruction of sensitive, hard-to-replace equipment. Yet records are so spotty
that no government agency can offer an accurate tally of substation attacks, whether for
vandalism, theft or more nefarious purposes.” Furthermore, “Most substations are unmanned
and often protected chiefly by chain-link fences. Many have no electronic security, leaving
attacks unnoticed until after the damage is done. Even if there are security cameras, they often
prove worthless. In some cases, alarms are simply ignored.”
********The U.S. electrical grid has been the subject of much discussion in recent years due to
its need to be updated to address the expanding use of renewable energy sources like solar and
wind. This article points to the importance of making the grid more secure from attack for
whatever reason. This is an enormous challenge as “The grid was cobbled together during the
electrification of the U.S. over the past 125 years. It is a fragile, interdependent system generally
more vulnerable in summer when it is running closer to its limits. It is also at risk during lowdemand periods, when power plant operators and linemen perform maintenance. Fewer plants
and transmission lines operating mean fewer options for delivering electricity during
emergencies.” Although the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has issued a rule to better
secure the grid, “it doesn’t extend to tens of thousands of smaller substations” across the country.
********Not coincidentally, I suspect, there is a review in The Wall Street Journal
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-marvel-of-electricity-1468616241) of The Grid: The
Fraying Wires Between Americans and Our Energy Future (https://www.amazon.com/GridFraying-Between-Americans-Energy/dp/1608196100/), by cultural anthropologist Gretchen
Bakke. As noted by reviewer R. Tyler Priest, “Gretchen Bakke explains . . . [that] a vast network
that arose to provide electricity in a centralized and standardized fashion is ‘being colonized by a
new logic: little, flexible, fast, adaptive local.’ The large utilities no longer enjoy a monopoly
over the power that they spread across the grid.” Regulatory policies developed during the
Progressive Era that emphasized power generation as a natural monopoly are no longer sufficient
for current and future conditions. The book will be released on July 26th. Regrettably, I was
unable to locate a copy of its Table of Contents. A related is Smart Power Anniversary Edition
(2014). You can learn more about it at: https://www.amazon.com/Smart-Power-AnniversaryElectric-Utilities/dp/1610915895/.
********As noted in Bakke’s book and in the article on attacks on the grid, the grid is highly
complicated, almost defying the ability of one person to comprehend it. This theme is carried
over and broadened in Overcomplicated: Technology at the Limits of Comprehension
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(https://www.amazon.com/Overcomplicated-Technology-at-LimitsComprehension/dp/1591847761/), by applied mathematician and network scientist Samuel
Arbesman. The book is review in the Journal under the heading “The Rise of the Kluges”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-rise-of-the-kluges-1468968418). So, what are kluges? In
brief, “overly complicated, inelegant, cobbled-together messes.” They are such that “Even
experts can no longer fully understand or control them.” As Arbesman notes, “From the
electrical grid to Toyota’s software to online dating sites, the systems we live by are inelegant
messes that no one fully understands.” So, what is to be done? “The obvious solution is to
simplify our systems, but that is next to impossible. Once a system is in place it inevitably
undergoes a process of accretion—feature is added to feature and new layers to old ones. . . .
And so, bit by bit, a kluge is born.” According to Arbesman, “Our only hope . . . is to approach
the Entanglement much as a biologist approaches the natural world. Biologists do not look for
grand formulations. They conduct experiments and carefully observe. Over time they learn a
great deal about the natural world.” Perhaps, over time, we will do the same for the artificial
world we have created.
(16 July 2016): “Buying drugs online: Shedding light on the dark web”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21702176-drug-trade-moving-street-onlinecryptomarkets-forced-compete)
--------“Though online markets still account for a small share of illicit drug sales, they are
growing fast—and changing drug-dealing as they grow. Sellers are competing on price and
quality, and seeking to build reputable brands. Turnover has risen from an estimated $15m-17m
in 2012 to $150m-180m in 2015. And the share of American drug-takers who have got high
with the help of a website jumped from 8% in 2014 to 15% this year, according to the Global
Drug Survey, an online study. Online drug markets are part of the ‘dark web’; sites only
accessible through browsers such as Tor, which route communications via several computers and
layers of encryption, making them almost impossible for law enforcement to track.”
********The Economist was enabled to conduct a study of dark web transactions via 1.5
terabytes of “information for around 360,000 sales between December 2013 and July 2015”
obtained from a web crawler and this article reports on it. Its discussion of the role of drug price
(higher online than on the street), drug quality (higher online than on the street), and shipping
costs (higher online than on the street) was quite interesting. As it turned out the dollar value of
the drugs MDMA and Ecstasy (combined) just nudged out marijuana, and then cocaine for the
period studied. Those involved in the dark web would certainly fall under the subject matter of
Illicit (https://www.amazon.com/Illicit-Smugglers-Traffickers-CopycatsHijacking/dp/1400078849/), by Moisés Naím, which I just finished reading. I found the book a
bit of an effort to read until I got to chapter 9 and beyond, were broader issues were encountered;
chapters 2-7 were largely a recounting different areas where illicit activities take place. The
book, however, reinforced my understanding that almost every legal market has a “shadow”
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illegal (illicit) market. That being the case, conventional analysis of markets, which is carried
out on the implicit assumption that all transactions are legal, would benefit from considering the
adjacent illegal markets. This is a natural way to bring the invisible foot—legal and political
forces—into everyday economic analysis. It is also a natural way to bring the invisible
handshake—social and historical forces—into the analysis. From the handshake the role of
ethics and religion are immediate.
********The article reminded me of “You Can Lose Out Just Being Associated With Pot”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-07-08/you-can-lose-out-just-being-associatedwith-pot), which discusses some of the unanticipated consequences of being associated with the
marijuana industry. A case in point is Derek Peterson, the CEO of Terra Tech, a publicly traded
pot company. Peterson lost his application for life insurance from Mutual of Omaha because of
his employment.
(18 July 2016): “Report: NC’s regional disparities, income gaps growing”
(http://www.newsobserver.com/news/business/article90354967.html)
--------“N.C. State University economist Michael Walden’s biannual economic diagnosis for the
state warns that much of North Carolina’s post-recession growth is bypassing the so-called
‘routine’ middle-income vocations and exacerbating the state’s growing regional gap and income
inequality. Walden’s report . . . shows that the most dramatic job growth in the state has taken
place at the extremes of the pay scale.” Said Walden, “The routine jobs are much more being
taken over by technology . . . The changes in economic structure are really behind the regional
disparities that we see.” According to Walden, “Ret[r]aining displaced workers and training new
workers for the jobs of the future will require a significant commitment from the state to avoid
massive ‘technological unemployment.’”
********It is interesting to see at the state level changes that are taking place nationally and
globally. You can read the 22-page “Economic Outlook” prepared by Walden at:
http://pulse.ncpolicywatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Mike-Walden-Economic-OutlookJuly-2016.pdf. On page 18 of the report it is noted that “Unfortunately, one region—the Rocky
Mount metropolitan area—has continued to lose payroll employment since 2010.” No doubt that
is one reason why Rocky Mount (successfully) pursued the location of the just-announced $272
million CSX rail hub and its 149 jobs averaging $64,000 each. You can learn more about the
hub at: http://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/counties/johnstoncounty/article90484642.html.
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(20 July 2016): “Tesla Autopilot crash won’t halt self-driving car development, NHTSA says”
(http://www.cnet.com/roadshow/news/tesla-autopilot-crash-wont-halt-self-driving-cardevelopment/)
--------“Despite a fatal crash involving a Tesla Model S being driven by its Autopilot feature, the
US National Highway Transportation Safety Administration’s (NHTSA) head Mark Rosekind
insisted that the government would still work to promote self-driving cars by providing a
framework in which develop can continue.” Rosekind commented, “No one incident will stop
the NHTSA from promoting highly automated driving development.” He went on to suggest
that “the NHTSA was willing to accept imperfect technology during development of highly
automated driving because of its vast life-saving potential.”
********I found it refreshing to read that the current state of “imperfect” technology was not
going to put “the kibosh” on development. It reminds me, once more, of the importance of
technological change and how tempting it must be to use the invisible foot—legal and political
forces—to hinder those changes. What is the “mix” of the invisible forces that enhance
technological change (or its opposite)? The NHTSA head’s approach seems practical and farsighted. I was led to this article by a similar article in The Wall Street Journal at:
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/tesla-autopilot-crash-shouldnt-slow-self-driving-developmentregulator-says-1469200956).
(21 July 2016): “Letting Markets Guide Adaptation to Climate Change”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/21/upshot/letting-markets-guide-adaptation-to-climatechange.html)
--------[An Upshot article by Michael Greenstone, an economist at the University of Chicago.]
“We are on course to set another record for the hottest year, the third year in a row, and 2016
may well have the most billion-dollar weather disasters. . . . Climate change is projected to bring
more frequent damaging storms, with high winds and flooding.” Although insurance markets
provide incentives to adapt to climate chance, “in too many states, well-intentioned regulations
aren’t letting the market properly price climate risk.” Florida is a case in point. There
“regulations cap premiums—forcing inland areas to pay more for wind insurance, while the
coastal residents don’t pay premiums reflecting their higher risks.” This contrasts with
California, “a state at high risk for earthquakes.” There the California Earthquake Authority
“prices its premiums according to each policyholder’s risk for earthquake damages.” Such
premiums “reflect careful risk assessments based on the best available science and characteristics
of the house, including proximity to fault lines.” In this case, homeowners facing higher risk of
earthquake damages pay higher premiums. But those premiums can be reduced by homeowner
action to reduce risk. In such a regulatory environment, the market “works as it should.”
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********I do not know how such insurance functions in North Carolina. I took a look at the site
of the North Carolina Department of Insurance (http://www.ncdoi.com/), which covers all types
of insurance. After some browsing, I identified the NCDOI HurriClaims Center
(http://www.ncdoi.com/HurriClaims/) as a potential information source. Prior to identifying the
site, I came across a policy report on “North Carolina’s Beach Plan: Who pays for Coastal
Property Insurance?” (http://www.johnlocke.org/acrobat/policyReports/beach_plan_reform.pdf),
by the John Locke Foundation. This is not a source I would ordinarily trust, but my scan of it
indicates that it is a knowledgeable and reasoned attempt to deal with an important policy issue.
(22 July 2016): “In Backyard of RNC, Drugs, Vanishing Jobs Strain Rural America”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-07-22/in-backyard-of-rnc-drugs-vanishing-jobsstrain-rural-america)
--------The U.S. Department of Agriculture was created “in the mid-19th century to ensure the
future of farming, [but] it’s becoming Uncle Sam’s lead tool to fight a social emergency—
soaring drug use, rising suicide rates and deepening poverty—spreading across the heartland.”
According to USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack, “We’re charged with the responsibility of filling the
gap to make sure rural America hasn’t been forgotten.” The tapping of the USDA “for the job
underscores a broader point: The government, like the wider culture, is much more attuned to the
problems of urban areas where most Americans live.
********What caught my attention about the article is the broadening of the scope of the work
of the USDA to include matters that might ordinarily be thought of as falling under the
responsibilities of the Department of Health and Human Services. It is almost as if the USDA is
being viewed as focusing on “all things rural.”
(22 July 2016): “The Incalculable Value of Finding a Job You Love”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/24/upshot/first-rule-of-the-job-hunt-find-something-you-loveto-do.html)
--------[An article for “The Upshot” by Cornell economist Robert H. Frank.] My “first response
when students seek advice on how to succeed is to ask whether any activity has ever absorbed
them completely. Most answer affirmatively. I then suggest that they prepare themselves for a
career that entails tasks as similar as possible to that activity, even if it doesn’t normally lead to
high financial rewards. I tell them not to worry about the money. My point is that becoming an
expert is so challenging that you are unlikely to expend the necessary effort unless the task is one
that you love for its own sake. If it is, the process will be rewarding apart from whether it leads
to high pay.”
********As Frank goes on to note, although there are no guarantees that you’ll become “the
best” at what you do, “by choosing to concentrate on a task you love, you’ll enjoy the
considerable proportion of your life that you spend at work, which is much more than billions of
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others can say.” Social science findings “establish clearly that once you have met your basic
obligations, it’s possible to live a very satisfying life even if you don’t earn a lot of money.” Of
course, some people get to do both.
(23 July 2016): “Payday Loan Limits May Cut Abuse but Leave Some Borrowers Looking”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/23/business/dealbook/payday-loan-limits-may-cut-abuse-butleave-some-borrowers-looking.html)
--------“The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, the watchdog agency set up after the last
financial crisis, is poised to adopt strict new national rules that will curtail payday lending.” But
lenders like Tanya Alazaus, who operates an Advance America shop in Canton, Ohio, “and even
some consumer advocates who favor stronger regulation . . . are grappling with the
uncomfortable question of what will happen to customers . . . if a financial lifeline that they rely
on is cut off.” There is reason to be concerned. “A sweeping study of bans on payday lending,
scheduled to be published soon in The Journal of Law and Economics . . . [concluded that when]
short-term loans disappear, the need that drive demand for them does not; many customers
simply shift to other expensive forms of credit like pawn shops, or pay late fees on overdue
bills.”
********The article has a variety of interesting twists that indicate the challenges associated
with writing rules in reference to legislation of the kind that the created the CFPB that
specifically prohibits certain kinds of rules. As noted, in the present case rules emerge that “are
a messy compromise that both sides hate.”
********This is probably as good an account of some of the issues surrounding payday loans as
I have found in the media. Among other things, it provides a number of very useful links. Here
are three. A clear summary of some aspects of payday loans can be found at:
http://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2015/10/reframing-the-debate-about-paydaylending.html#.V5N_1LgrJhE. The proposed rules of the CFPB can be viewed at:
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/CFPB_Proposes_Rule_End_Payday_Debt_Traps.p
df. The paper that will appear in The JLE can be accessed at:
http://www.human.cornell.edu/pam/people/upload/Bhutta_Goldin_Homonoff7-13-2016.pdf.
(23 July 2016): “Information asymmetry: Secrets and agents”
(http://www.economist.com/news/economics-brief/21702428-george-akerlofs-1970-papermarket-lemons-foundation-stone-information)
********This is the first of six “Economics Briefs” to appear in The Economist. It focuses on
the epochal (1970) paper “The Market for Lemons,” by Nobel Laureate George Akerlof, who
also happens to be married to Janet Yellen, who is the chairman of the Federal Reserve. Akerlof
introduced the notion of informational asymmetry in an analytically important way, thereby
blazing a trail that many others have trod, including Michael Spence and Joseph Stiglitz, both
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winners of the Nobel prize in economics. You can see the list of “Six big economic ideas” and
other material at: http://www.economist.com/economics-briefs. You can access the lemons
article at: https://www.iei.liu.se/nek/730g83/artiklar/1.328833/AkerlofMarketforLemons.pdf.
********Every important paper has a story behind it and “Lemons” is no exception. You can
read the story behind Akerlof’s paper, which he wrote in his first year as an assistant professor at
UC-Berkeley, at: http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economicsciences/laureates/2001/akerlof-article.html. It reminded me of a passage by Rainer Maria Rilke
(http://www.onbeing.org/program/wild-love-world/feature/go-limits-your-longing/1448):
Let everything happen to you: beauty and terror.
Just keep going. No feeling is final.
Easier to write than to practice, but in the face of three rejections from the “commanding
heights” of the economics profession, Akerlof kept going.
(26 July 2016): “Why It’s So Hard to Build Affordable Housing: It’s Not Affordable”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-07-26/why-it-s-so-hard-to-build-affordablehousing-it-s-not-affordable)
********The City of Asheville, North Carolina has long been concerned about affordable
housing. Likewise, how to “best use” publically owned land, especially in the downtown area,
continues to be of interest. Consequently, this article and its various links struck me as
noteworthy and potentially useful. For example, it provides a variety of statistics from the
National Low Income Housing Coalition indicating how large the “gap” is. From the Urban
Institute, an online simulator illustrates “the challenges of building new affordable housing.” It
shows that “No matter how you slice it, creating the affordable housing needed today probably
requires government help. . . . Playing with the simulator, you quickly learn that there are only a
few levers that truly affect a developer’s ability to finance a project.”
********The article concludes with the comment “There’s also another way to create housing
for the poorest renters, which is to build housing for higher wage-earners, freeing up older,
lesser-quality units through a process called filtering.” As Reihan Salam, who is a policy fellow
at the National Review Institute, the filtering approach is “not always politically attractive,
because you’re talking about housing that has deteriorated a bit . . . That’s basically how housing
markets have always worked.” The notion of filtering evokes a memory of “trickle-down
economics” in an obvious way. Here is the article that discusses filtering in detail
(https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2016-05-18/want-cheap-rents-build-expensivehousing-then-wait). It has a clear discussion of different housing quality in relation to short- and
long-term aspects.
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********Affordable housing, as conventionally characterized, is not the only housing issue.
Facebook is looking to employ an addition 6,500 workers at its Menlo Park, California
headquarters. But where to house these people? To help increase housing, Facebook pledged,
earlier this month, to “build at least 1,500 units of housing, meant not specifically for Facebook
employees, but for the general public. . . . Under the plan, 15% of the units would be reserved for
low- or middle-income families.” Other tech giants, like Google, are watching to see what
becomes of this. More detail is provided in “Facebook’s (Answer to Silicon Valley Housing
Crunch: Build Apartments” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/facebooks-answer-to-siliconvalley-housing-crunch-build-apartments-1469534402).
(26 July 2016): “Crude Slump, Pipeline Expansion Mark End of U.S. Oil-Train Boom”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/crude-slump-pipeline-expansion-mark-end-of-u-s-oil-train-boom1469484016)
--------“The oil-train boom is waning almost as quickly as it began. Rail became a major way to
move crude after companies began unlocking new bounties of oil from shale formations, with
volumes rising from almost nothing in 2009 to more than one million barrels a day by 2014 . . .
But those numbers began falling after oil prices started tumbling two years ago, and aren’t
projected to recover anytime soon.” Contributing to the decline has been the building of new oil
pipelines. “More pipelines have begun reaching North Dakota and other shale regions, giving
producers a cheaper way to move their oil to market. Also, a string of fiery crude-freight-train
derailments . . . have prompted a host of new and expensive regulations . . . The changes are
evident in North Dakota, once the epicenter of the crude-by-rail trend.” Oil output has “fallen by
180,000 barrels a day from its 2014 peak. Meanwhile, pipeline takeaway capacity has more than
doubled since 2010.”
********The article has a nice bar graph showing crude oil shipped by rail from 2010 to early
2016. My eyeballing of it indicates that the April 2016 shipments are the lowest since June
2012. The article points out nicely two points: (1) even in the short run, there are alternative
ways to move oil, and (2) as the long run emerges, additional alternatives to moving oil emerge.
Nothing earthshaking here, as this is simply a statement of two well-worn economic principles,
but sometimes a reminder is useful.
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(28 July 2016): “Why Do Sports Make Sane People Lost Their (Economic) Minds?”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-07-28/why-do-sports-make-sane-people-losetheir-economic-minds)
********This link provides access to a 24-minute podcast by Bloomberg Benchmark. The
occasion for the podcast is the incipient Summer Olympics at Rio de Janeiro. In light of the
recent history of the Summer Olympics, one has to question the sanity of cities who actively seek
to host the Olympics. Yet they do. Most likely, they will continue to do so. The podcast is built
around an interview with “Neil de Mause, an expert in the world of publicly financed sports
facilities.” De Mause and Joanna Cagan are the authors of Field of Schemes: How the Great
Stadium Swindle turns Public Money into Private Profit, revised and expanded edition
(https://www.amazon.com/dp/0803260164/). De Mause argues that the likelihood of a publiclyfinanced stadium for a sports franchise “paying off” is effectively nil. Furthermore, the oftstated concern that the loss of a sports team due to not building a stadium will lead to the loss of
political position, e.g., mayor of a city, has no evidence to support it. It is more likely that
politicians will lose their positions from approving a stadium. No doubt, the book develops the
argument at some length. There seems to be a more general question lurking behind the
narrower question of whether or not to approve a sports stadium.
(28 July 2016): “An Auction House Learns the Art of Shadow Banking”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-07-28/art-of-shadow-banking-how-an-auctionhouse-got-into-the-picture)
--------“Malaysian financier and art buyer Low Taek Jho . . . was looking to borrow more than
$100 million without having to answer all the nosy questions big U.S. banks are required to ask.”
Instead he “sent an e-mail in March 2014 to an employee of an art dealership saying he wanted a
lender with a ‘fairly quick and relaxed kyc process’—a reference to the know-your-customer
rules designed to curb money laundering. Low got his money a month later, not from a bank but
from Sotheby’s, an auction house that isn’t subject to the same money-laundering scrutiny by
regulators.” In an era of skyrocketing are prices, “Sotheby’s and other boutique lenders have
become a new kind of shadow bank, a term for companies that offer financing without being
regulated like banks. This has raised concerns that such financing could facilitate money
laundering.” According to David Hall, who spent ten years as a special prosecutor of the Art
Crime Team of the FBI, “One way to launder [money] is to use art as security for a loan. . . . The
level of scrutiny you’ll receive from a bank is much higher that you will receive from an auction
house.”
********According Jane Levine, a spokeswoman for Sotheby’s, the auction house does have a
compliance program that “looks into a client’s source of wealth and evaluates risk in a manner in
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a manner analogous to financial institutions.” Nevertheless, the company is “not covered by the
strict reporting requirements of the Bank Secrecy Act or supervised as deposit-taking institutions
by federal banking regulators.” You can learn more about the use of art to launder money in
Money Laundering Through Art: A Criminal Justice Perspective
(https://www.amazon.com/Money-Laundering-Through-Art-Perspectiveebook/dp/B00DA0OXOQ/), by Fausto Martin De Sanctis. Money laundering is of particular
interest to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (https://www.ice.gov/money-laundering),
although it appears that the FBI is reasserting itself in that area (https://www.fbi.gov/audiorepository/news-podcasts-thisweek-fbi-revamps-money-laundering-investigations.mp3/view).
********The U.S. Department of the Treasury has a significant involvement in the area of
money laundering enforcement (https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/terrorist-illicitfinance/Pages/Money-Laundering.aspx). It was interesting to see its pdf “Money Laundering
through the Football Sector” (https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/terrorist-illicitfinance/Documents/ML-football-sector_072009.pdf). In this instance “football” is what an
American would call “soccer.”
(30 July 2016): “Financial stability: Minsky’s moment”
(http://www.economist.com/news/economics-brief/21702740-second-article-our-series-seminaleconomic-ideas-looks-hyman-minskys)
--------[The second of six briefs on economics.] “From the start of his academic career academic
career in the 1950s until 1996, when he died, Hyman Minsky laboured in relative obscurity. His
research about financial crises and their causes attracted a few devoted admirers but little
mainstream attention . . . So it remained until 2007, when the subprime-mortgage crisis erupted
in America. Suddenly, it seemed that everyone was turning to his writings as they tried to make
sense of the mayhem. Brokers wrote notes to clients about the ‘Minsky moment’ engulfing
financial markets. Central bankers referred to his theories in their speeches. And he became a
posthumous media start, with just about every major outlet giving column space and airtime to
his ideas.” At the root of Minsky’s ideas is a firm’s investment funds “can come from one of
two sources: the firm’s own cash or that of others . . . The balance between the two is the key
question for the financial system.” He then went on to distinguish between three kinds of
financing: “hedge financing,” which is the safest, “speculative financing,” which is a bit riskier,
and “Ponzi financing,” the riskiest of all. The ability of each type of financing to cover (or not)
the principal and interest of a loan plays a central role in the stability (instability) of the financial
system.
********I’m not knowledgeable about Minsky’s work but The Economist makes a good case for
learning more. You can learn more about the life and work of Hyman Minsky at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyman_Minsky.
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(1 August 2016): “Russia’s Acres, if Not Its Locals, Beckon Chinese Farmers”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/01/world/asia/russia-china-farmers.html)
********This articles take a look at land use in far-eastern Russia and neighboring China. It
lifts up issues of motivation to work as well as the continuing impact of agricultural
collectivization in Russia. It is a place where “local officials and many residents, while
grumbling that they cannot keep up with Chinese work habits, tend to see China and its vast pool
of industrious labor as the best hope of developing impoverished regions that often feel neglected
by Moscow.” As Lyudmilla Voron notes, “Our own people have been spoiled . . . The (Russian)
men drink too much and don’t want to work.” I was interested to see the presence of the “Jewish
Autonomous Region” on the map provided. There is a link provided to obtain more information
about it.
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(4 August 2016): “The Hottest Start-Up Market? Baby Boomers”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/04/business/smallbusiness/the-hottest-start-up-market-babyboomers.html)
--------“With an estimated 74.9 million baby boomers, according to Pew Research Center, the
biggest market opportunity for start-ups is older Americans rather than hip millennials. As
members of the generation that defined rock ‘n’ roll grow older, they are adding a wide range of
goods and services to their lifestyles.” Boomers are a large part of the so-called “longevity”
market, i.e., “the over-50 demographic . . . whose annual economic activity currently amounts to
$7.6 trillion, according to AARP. . . . The staggering size of the total longevity economy . . . has
been attracting more entrepreneurs, deep-pocketed financiers and places to pitch new ideas in the
past few years.” Boris Mordkovich is one of those entrepreneurs. He and his brother Yevgeniy
founded the electric bike company Evelo, which is profitable and is projected to double its
revenue to $4 million. Regarding the bike, he notes: “Electric bikes are an equalizer . . . They let
the rider decide how much or how little they will pedal.” Funding for start-ups, like Evelo,
seems to be readily available as more venture capitalists recognize the opportunities provided by
the longevity market.
********This article addresses the consumption habits of Baby Boomers. In a related article,
“For Economy, Aging Population Poses Double Whammy,” by Wall Street Journal columnist
Greg Ip [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/for-economy-aging-population-poses-doublewhammy-1470249965), some of the negative consequences of Boomers retirees are examined.
He notes, “Economists have long expected an aging population to hamper growth for the simple
reason that it means a smaller labor force. But new research has identified a potentially more
powerful impact: Rapid retirements deprive companies of critical experience and knowledge,
which undermines productivity across the entire economy.” An examination of the
consequences of an aging population is provided by “a new paper by Nicole Maestas of Harvard
University and Kathleen Mullen and David Powell of the Rand Corp., a think tank. Because the
50 states are aging at different rates, they were able to tease out the impact of aging on economic
growth. Their conclusion: On average, every 10% increase in the share of state’s population
over the age of 60 reduced per capital growth in [state] gross domestic product by 5.5%.”
********The article by Maestas, Mullen, and Powell is “The Effect of Population Aging on
Economic Growth, the Labor Force and Productivity” can be read at:
http://www.nber.org/papers/w22452.
(5 August 2016): “Colombia’s New, Legal Drug Barons Focus on Medical Marijuana”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/05/business/international/colombia-medical-marijuanadrugs.html)
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--------“Like many drug barons in Colombia, Federico Cock-Correa wants to sell his product
globally. Just 15 miles outside Medellin, Mr. Cock-Correa is looking to replace vast acres of
flowers with marijuana plants, with plans to export the harvest. But unlike the brutal heroin and
cocaine trade that once flourished nearby, his operation has the government’s stamp of
approval.” During the last year Colombia overhauled 30-year-old drug laws, formally legalizing
medical marijuana for domestic use and allowing “the commercial cultivation, processing and
export of medical marijuana products—like oils and creams—although not the flower, the part of
the plant normally rolled into a joint.” One company looking to benefit from the legal change is
Toronto-based PharmaCielo, which has received a license “to manufacture cannabis products . . .
[and] is still waiting for licenses for cultivation. . . . Once it receives approval, PharmaCielo will
start growing marijuana and then process the material into medical products that can be exported
to Canada and other countries that allow the importation of medical cannabis. The United States,
for now, remains a long way off.” When production is fully underway, “PharmaCielo expects to
produce a gram of marijuana flowers for about 5 cents. The same amount costs at least 10 times
as much to produce in the United States and Canada.”
********The cost differences for growing marijuana flowers are dramatic and stem from
geography, climate, and soil. Since the equator runs through Colombia, as it does for Ecuador
and Brazil (and some other countries), days and nights tend to be near 12 hours each, thereby
keeping plants in the vegetative state in which flowers grow for longer periods of time and
without artificial lighting. To achieve the same results in the U.S. or Canada, extensive use of
artificial lighting must be made, hence one dimension of the production cost differential.
********There is, of course, an extensive back story to this article, one that includes Colombia’s
historical role in the production of cocaine, Colombia’s role as a large supplier of cut flowers,
e.g., and the slow evolution of legal marijuana, medical and otherwise, in the U.S. and Canada.
As Colombian growers redeploy their resources from cut flowers to marijuana, no doubt the
short-run effect will be higher flower prices, although longer term some flower production will
likely increase elsewhere. Likewise, it is easy to see a day when a U.S. marijuana trade group
lobbies hard against the importation of marijuana into the country, possibly even seeking to
increase penalties on those who smuggle it into the country. I’ve been reading, as part of my
efforts to become better informed on the global market for illegal drugs, Cocaine: An
Unauthorized Biography (https://www.amazon.com/Cocaine-Unauthorized-Biography-DominicStreatfeild/dp/0312286244/), by Dominic Streatfeild, and it does a nice job of providing
background for the development of cocaine products and Colombia’s role in it. It has been an
engaging read and shows many of the impacts that the cocaine trade has had in the U.S. and
globally.
(5 August 2016): “This Company Has Built a Profile on Every American Adult”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-05/this-company-has-built-a-profile-onevery-american-adult)
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--------“The most important tools for America’s 35,000 private investigators are database
subscription services. For more than a decade, professional snoops have been able to search
troves of public and nonpublic records . . . and condense them into comprehensive reports costs
as little as $10. Now they can combine that information with the kinds of things marketers know
about you, such as which politicians you donate to, what you spend on groceries, and whether its
weird that you ate in last night, to create a portrait of your life and predict your behavior. IDI, a
year-old company in the so-called data-fusion business, is the first to centralize and weaponized
all that information for its customers.” According to its CEO, Derek Dubner, the company has
“already built a profile on every American adult.” He says that the “personal profiles include all
known addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses; every piece of property ever bought or
sold, plus related mortgages; past and present vehicles owned; criminal citations, from speeding
tickets on up; voter registration; hunting permits; and names and phone numbers of neighbors.
The report also includes photos of cars taken by private companies using automated license plate
readers—billions of snapshots tagged with GPS coordinates and time stamps to help PIs surveil
people or bust alibis.”
********You can learn more about IDI (Interactive Data Intelligence) at: http://ididata.com/.
The expression ‘data fusion’ seems useful and is widely used in a variety of contexts. Its
Wikipedia entry is suggestive: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_fusion. One can only imagine
what a really determined organization with extensive resources could pull together for one
person. Private investigators in North Carolina are licensed. You can learn more at:
http://www.ncdps.gov/About-DPS/Bobaards-Commissions/Private-Protective-Services-Board.
(6 August 2016): “Tariffs and wages: An inconvenient iota of truth”
(http://www.economist.com/news/economics-brief/21703350-third-our-series-looks-stolpersamuelson-theorem-inconvenient-iota)
********This is the third of six briefs on economics. It explores the eponymous StolperSamuelson Theorem of international trade and relates it to current economic deliberations. The
presentation is probably as easy as it gets, although not exactly easy. Among other things, it
points to the relatively ease that goods have in moving from country to country and the relatively
difficulty that labor has in doing the same thing. It was the movement of labor, of course, that
was one of the issues behind the recent Brexit vote in the UK.
(6 August 2016): “Think You Bought Red Snapper? Don’t Be So Sure”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/think-you-bought-red-snapper-dont-be-so-sure-1470428804)
--------Three years ago the environmental group Oceana studied whether those buying fish were
getting what they paid for. “Scientists performed DNA tests on more than 1,200 samples from
nearly 700 different stores and restaurants in 21 states. One out of three fish were mislabeled . . .
and the numbers were even worse in big cities such as New York, Los Angeles and Boston. The
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poster child for the problem is red snapper, which many experts cite as the most faked species.”
According to researcher Mark Stoeckle, of Rockefeller University, “When you buy [red
snapper], you almost never get it.” Behind the broader issue is that “Seafood uniquely lends
itself to fraud. The supply chain for it is opaque and convoluted, and most white-fleshed fish—
which is to say, most fin fish—looks similar when filleted. For unethical suppliers, it is easy to
substitute a lower-cost fish for a pricier one.”
********The article concludes with some suggestions on how to avoid fish fraud. The final
suggestion might have come from one of the cows in the (old) Chick-fil-A ads: “it might be
smart to order the chicken instead.”
(9 August 2016): “Maple Syrup Cartel Battles a Black Market Rebellion”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2016-08-10/maple-syrup-cartel-battles-a-blackmarket-rebellion)
--------“After eight years of tightly limiting output to keep prices high, the Federation of Quebec
Maple Syrup Producers next year will boost its quota by 12 percent for 13,500 sap farmers who
operate in the Canadian province. The goal is twofold: Reclaim the 10 percent of market share
lost to the U.S. over the last decade, and quell a rebellion by producers increasingly turning to
black market sales for growth.” Output restrictions had frustrated some, leading them “to sell on
the black market.” According to Simon Trepanier, executive director of the Federation, “If we
allow producers to add more taps . . . , they will not be interested in selling on the black market .
. . It will help to have a clean market, instead of a black market.” Farmer Jim Dempsey of
Inverness, Quebec, indicated that “looser restrictions may not work as planned. He’s concerned
that the additional syrup will end up in the group’s strategic reserve, unless the federation can
find more markets to sell into or lowers its prices, which he believes they won’t do.”
********The concerns voiced by Jim Dempsey are real ones. The article caught my attention
because the shifting of the output restriction moves the boundary between legal and black
markets. In the short run, that boundary will undoubtedly reduce the size of the black market as
more existing producers with their existing production participate in the legal market. In the
long run, however, the incentives that led some to access the black market will return and the
size of the black market will increase once more.
********Nicely connected to the last comment above is the expression “For every regulatory
action, there is a reaction.” This is the first sentence of “A Payday-Loan Rival Gains Ground”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/a-payday-loan-alternative-gains-ground-1470603307). The
instance examined in the article notes: “The latest example: A government effort to crack down
on payday loans has given new energy to installment loans.” Restrictions on the availability of
payday loans will almost surely lead to more installment loans which, although they may also
have high interest rates, have longer repayment lengths. All this is reminiscent of the ecological
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saying “You cannot do only one thing.” This is true of all adaptive systems, of which markets
are a prime example.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 278 (17 August 2016)
(11 August 2016): “Orangutan able to guess a taste without sampling it, just like us”
(https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/08/160811101027.htm)
--------“Without having tasted a specific new juice mix before, an orangutan in a Swedish zoo
has enough sense to know whether it will taste nice or not based on how he recombined relevant
memories from the past. Only humans were previously thought to have this ability of affective
forecasting, in which prior experiences are used to conjure up mental pictures about totally ne
situations, says Gabriela-Alina Sauciuc of Lund University in Sweden, in Springer’s journal
Animal Cognition.”
********I wasn’t aware there was a journal devoted to cognition in non-human animals but I’m
glad there is. In microeconomics agents play a central role—they make things happen by way of
making decisions in line with their preferences. It has been easy to assume that only human
beings have preferences but anyone who shares a life with a bird, cat, llama, or mule knows that
they have preferences, too. What is different here is that some researchers have devoted time
and effort to demonstrating these preferences. Here is the link to the original article, “Affective
forecasting in an orangutan: predicting the hedonic outcome of novel juice mixes”
(http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10071-016-1015-0).
********The term ‘affective forecasting’ is a new one for me. It is “an ability that allows the
prediction of the hedonic outcome of never-before experienced situations, by mentally
recombining elements of prior experiences into possible scenarios, and pre-experiencing what
these might feel like” (Abstract of the article at the link). The description of the methods of the
studies indicates that preferences are constructed (forecasted) from preferences for simpler items
and then combined in some way. All this has something to say about experience goods
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experience_good) and the experience economy
(https://www.amazon.com/Experience-Economy-Updated-Joseph-Pine/dp/1422161978/). If
non-human beings have preferences, do they trade, too? Something more to consider on the way
to creating an economics that considers all sentient beings. Time to revisit Gordon Tullock’s The
Economics of Non-Human Societies (https://www.amazon.com/Economics-Non-HumanSocieties-Gordon-Tullock/dp/1882969189/)?
********Gordon Tullock passed away on election day (4 November 2014), a synchronistic
event for someone who wrote so much about the political process, including voting. He is one of
those people who made great contributions to economics even though he reportedly took only
one economics course during his life. Many argue that he should have received the Nobel Prize
in Economics in 1986, when his long-time collaborator James Buchanan was so recognized.
There is less information about Tullock’s life and work than there should be, in my estimation.
Two obituary notices provide a hint of his accomplishments. One is from The Washington Post
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(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/volokh-conspiracy/wp/2014/11/05/gordon-tullockrip/?utm_term=.bdf005c5db57) and another is from Forbes
(http://www.forbes.com/sites/fredsmith/2014/11/06/in-memoriam-gordontullock/#3056db7847ca).
******** For the record, I was alerted to the orangutan story by the daily Economist Espresso:
http://link.economist.com/view/540fcaaf3b35d03b58af7e894e4xb.dux/c5b6b5c7.
(13 August 2016): “Fiscal multipliers: Where does the buck stop?”
(http://www.economist.com/news/economics-brief/21704784-fiscal-stimulus-idea-championedjohn-maynard-keynes-has-gone-and-out)
********This is the fourth of six briefs on economics. It deals with the notion of the multiplier,
which stemmed from the 1931 writings of Richard Kahn and was given currency by John
Maynard Keynes in The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money (1936). Kahn
noted that “public spending would yield both the primary boost from the direct spending, but
also ‘beneficial repercussions’. If road-building, for instance, took workers off the dole and led
them to increase their own spending, . . . then there might be a sustained rise in total employment
as a result.” As this article points out, the existence and size of multipliers continues to be a
point of contention among economists to this day. This controversy is focused on
macroeconomic (national) multipliers rather than regional multipliers. There is no argument that
regional multipliers, say for the Asheville, North Carolina Metropolitan Statistical Area
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asheville_metropolitan_area), exist and can be substantial.
********Last week Bloomberg mentioned the first brief on economics, which dealt with “the
lemons problem” (http://www.economist.com/news/economics-brief/21702428-george-akerlofs1970-paper-market-lemons-foundation-stone-information) in “The Dirty Little Secret of Finance:
Asymmetric Information” (https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2016-08-11/the-dirtylittle-secret-of-finance-asymmetric-information). It’s worth a look, as it notes: “The upshot of all
this . . . is that asymmetric information, which is nothing more than a nuisance in most markets,
is at the core of finance. It’s key to the way traders, including high-frequency traders, make their
profits. And it’s probably at the root of why markets break down and crash.” All this circles
back to the controversy about the existence and size of multipliers. I suspect that in the
multipliers are larger in the presence of asymmetric information.
(13 August 2016): “Where We Spend Is Upending Traditional Retail”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/where-we-spending-is-unending-traditional-retail-1471041884)
--------“U.S. retail sales barely budged in July according to data released Friday, capping a week
of tepid earnings results from department stores and underlining a seismic shift in consumer
spending. Americans are still splashing out, but they are splurging less on goods such as apparel
and electronics and more on entertainment, travel and health care. . . . Retail now represents only
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a slice of household outlays, with consumption of services making up about two-thirds of all
personal expenditures.”
********The article points to a dramatic shift in consumer purchases from goods to services, as
well as pointing toward a continuing movement from concrete-and-mortar stores to online for the
purchase of goods. I was especially intrigued by the graphic “Twenty Years of Spending” that
accompanies the article. It took me awhile to figure it out but it shows how the ranking of
various consumer categories have changed over time. The most dramatic change has been the
climb of the percentage of spending on Nonstore (mostly interest) spending, shown in gray.
Also noteworthy are the fluctuations for Gasoline stations and Home and garden. This is
definitely worth a look.
(15 August 2016): “It’s Getting Harder and More Expensive to Make Cars in Mexico”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/mexicos-auto-production-boom-is-driving-up-labor-costs1471201920)
--------Labor costs at auto-manufacturing plants in Mexico are increasing. As a result,
“Retention and retraining programs are becoming the norm as are bonuses for employees who
agree to stay in place, especially those with valued skills. . . . The pressure isn’t yet so severe that
it is undermining the rationale for moving production to Mexico. But it is an unexpected sticker
shock—labor is one of the few costs manufacturers can control—and threatens both profitability
and production quality.” Labor competition is “most pronounced in Mexico’s industrial
strongholds—cities such as Juárez in the north of Mexico—and in the central, heartland states of
Guanajuato, Aguascalientes and San Luis Potosi. In Guanajuato, manufacturers including Honda
and Mazda Moto Corp are busing workers from as many as two hours away, labor recruiters.”
********The pressure on the internal labor markets of Mexico is much reminiscent of the
pressure on the internal labor markets of China. In both cases, increased demand for labor
services due to increased manufacturing output has resulted in increased wage rates. I suspect
that one result of this in Mexico will be, as it has been in China, the relocation of some
production facilities to (rural) areas where wage rates are lower. The article made me think of
Boom, Bust, Exodus: The Rust Belt, the Maquilas, and a Tale of Two Cities
(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0199765618/), by Chad Broughton.
********Even the most locally rooted businesses, for example, the Hershey Co. of Hershey,
Pennsylvania, must be alive to the possibility of the migration of their signature businesses. An
examination of that possibility appears in “Hershey, Pa., Is the Town That Chocolate Built”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/hershey-pa-is-the-town-that-chocolate-built-1471301344). On
June 30th Mondelez International Inc. offered “to buy Hershey for $23 billion. Hershey’s board
rejected the bid.”
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(15 August 2016): “Economic Slump Sends Big Ships to Scrap Heap”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/economic-slump-sends-big-ships-to-scrap-heap-1471192256)
--------“Up until a year ago, the shipping industry was ordering ships in droves. This year, orders
of new vessels have fallen to a record low and companies can’t get rid of ships fast enough.”
This year about “1,000 ships that have the combined capacity to haul 52 million metric tons of
cargo . . . will be dragged onto beaches, cut into pieces and sold for scrap metal this year. That is
second only to the record amount of capacity of 61 million so-called dead weight tons that were
scrapped and recycled in 2012.” According to Basil Karatzas of New York-based Karatzas
Marine Advisors Co., “Given the tremendous overcapacity, it will take much more recycling and
at least two to three years of no growth in capacity to see some balance between supply and
demand.” As a result of the increasing number of scrapped ships, the price of scrap steel has
fallen significantly. Two years ago “India, Pakistan and Bangladesh were paying about $460 a
ton of steel. Last year it was $300 and it is now roughly $250. . . . South Asian scrapyards
recycle about three-quarters of all ships every year. The remainder goes to yards in China and
Turkey.”
********Evidently the business that reduces ship to scrap is called “ship breaking.” The
shipping industry seems like it should be very interesting to analyze. There are freight rates to
consider, as well as the prices of new ships and scrap. Then there is the durability of ships, not
to mention their vintage. With the seeming rise anti-trade sentiment in the U.S., there will be
many people looking to understand these (adaptive) relationships more carefully.
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(16 August 2016): “As Coal Industry Sputters, Some Miners Are Moving On”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-16/as-coal-industry-sputters-some-minersare-moving-on)
--------A new study by “the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland finds laid-off coal miners are
beginning to bow to the inevitable and train for jobs in other industries. The study . . . says a
program called Hiring Our Miners Everyday [HOME] . . . has had success in moving coal miners
into new jobs, although not in big numbers yet. . . . ‘As of March 2016, the HOME program has
enrolled more than 3,000 laid-off coal miners and their spouses. Of those enrolled, 1,449 have
received support while training for new careers. More than 1,100 have obtained new
employment, while 90 participated in internships through the HOME program.’” Employers
have been enthusiastic about the retrained miners: “Ex-coal miners have a reputation for being
safety-conscious and dependable.”
********The article goes to note that “Coal-mining employment in eastern Kentucky has fallen
from 67,000 in 1950 to 7,000 in 2014.” The study notes, though, that “helping coal miners move
on isn’t easy . . . because ‘the job of a coal miner is much more than just a job: It’s an identity.’”
The link to the study is provided in the article. Click on Case Study 5 “Transitioning Workers
from Coal to Other Careers: Hiring Our Miners Everyday.” The case study is 12 pages long.
********While we are on the topic of exit, it is noteworthy that the National Mining Association
and the American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity are losing members, including some of the
largest energy utilities in the United States. You can learn more in the article “Coal Lobbying
Groups Losing Members as Industry Tumbles
(https://insideclimatenews.org/news/23082016/coal-lobbying-groups-losing-members-industrytumbles).
(17 August 2016): “Walmart’s Out-of-Control Crime Problem Is Driving Police Crazy”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-walmart-crime/)
--------“Police reports from dozens of stores suggest the number of petty crimes committed on
Walmart properties nationwide this year will be in the hundreds of thousands. But people
dashing out the door with merchandise is the least troubling part of Walmart’s crime problem.
More than 200 violent crimes, including attempted kidnappings and multiple stabbings,
shootings, and murders, have occurred at the nation’s 4,500 Walmarts this year, or about one a
day, according to an analysis of media reports.” All this is happening “more than a year into a
corporate campaign to bring down crime—a campaign Walmart says is succeeding. . . . [But
police] chiefs and their officers on the ground says that’s just not so.” At a Walmart in Tulsa,
Oklahoma, police sergeant Robert Rohloff “says there’s nothing funny about Walmart’s impact
on public safety. He can’t believe . . . that a multibillion-dollar corporation isn’t doing more to
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stop crime. Instead, he says, it offloads the job to the police at taxpayers’ expense.” Rohloff
notes: “I may have half my squad there for hours.” The current level of crime is “the direct, if
unintended, result of corporate policy.” Cost-cutting stemming back to 2000 removed greeters,
“taking away a deterrent to theft at the porous entrances and exits” and “Self-checkout scanners
replaced many cashiers.”
********As the article points out, the amount of crime is not inevitable. Store size, location,
hours of operation, and the observable presence of security guards can and do make a difference,
as the experience of Target shows. Crime at Walmart can be reduced, of course, but it will
require the hiring of additional employees that may well reduce profitability. Consequently, the
public safety officers in Tulsa and elsewhere provide those services instead.
********The article includes links to an 11-minute radio broadcast and a four-minute video with
the reporter of the story.
(18 August 2016): “Big Alcohol Tries to Go on a Health Kick”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-18/beverage-makers-go-after-the-athleisureset)
--------“Alcoholic beverage companies have steered clear of the health-and-fitness trend that’s
overtaken virtually every consumer category from food to clothing. Now that’s changing as
millennials, especially women, obsess over everything they ingest. Big alcohol players,
including Diageo and MillerCoors, are trying to cater to the so-called athleisure-wearing
customer. Their challenge: to give fitness-chic stat to a product more associated with binge
drinking and addiction.” As a result, new products are being marketed. “MillerCoors is
releasing two alcoholic drinks with healthy-sounding names.” Easy Tea, a “refined, brisk and
less sweet iced tea” and Zumbida Mango, “the first of several fruit-flavored fermented drinks.”
Diageo will “soon sell a Smirnoff Spiked Sparkling Seltzer line.” Even Boston Beer, the
producer of Sam Adams, is getting in on the action.
********The world of beverages containing alcohol is in a state of flux. As the article notes, the
characteristics of the beverages are changing, but so are the packages in which the products are
contained. Witness the expanded use of cans for craft beer (http://www.citizentimes.com/story/news/local/2016/08/18/canned-craft-beer-conquering-asheville/88515008/) and
the increased sale of wine in cans
(http://www.usatoday.com/story/life/people/2016/08/19/canned-wine-trend/88868790/). Clearly
the delivery systems for alcohol are changing. Perhaps they must. In addition to the desire for
companies to expand sales, there is a lingering—some producers sense a growing—concern of
losing sales. This is addressed directly in “With Moderate Drinking Under Fire, Alcohol
Companies Go on Offensive” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/with-moderate-drinking-underfire-alcohol-companies-go-on-offensive-1471889160). At a spring brewers’ conference, the
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managing director of the American Beverage Institute, Sarah Longwell, told the attendees that
“The industry . . . was in danger of losing its ‘health halo.’” as “policy officials around the world
scrutinize their previous advice in the light of research pointing to possible cancer risks.” If
there is the possibility of losing the health halo, perhaps an extra dose of something perceived to
be health will restore it.
(20 August 2016): “Game theory: Prison breakthrough”
(http://www.economist.com/news/economics-brief/21705308-fifth-our-series-seminal-economicideas-looks-nash-equilibrium-prison)
********This is the fifth of six briefs on economics. It focuses on game theory, in particular
John Nash’s Nobel Prize-winning idea of Nash equilibrium. In its exposition the familiar twoby-two matrix of the Prisoner’s Dilemma is discussed. As the article shows, the game theory
that was the original brain child of John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern had to undergo
significant development in order to reach its current position in economics and other disciplines,
including political science, management, even biology.
********John Nash will be known to many from the movie “A Beautiful Mind” and possibly
Sylvia Nasar’s book of the same name (https://www.amazon.com/Beautiful-Mind-SylviaNasar/dp/1451628420). You can learn more about Nash and his work at:
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/1994/nash-facts.html.
(22 August 2016): “Rent-to-Own Homes: A Win-Win for Landlords, a Risk for Struggling
Tenants” (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/22/business/dealbook/rent-to-own-homes-a-winwin-for-landlords-a-risk-for-struggling-tenants.html)
--------Vision Property Management is one of a growing number of companies that are blurring
“the line between what it means to be a renter and a homeowner. These companies do not offer
regular leases or mortgages—they offer ‘rent to own’ contracts on homes that require tenants to
make all repairs, no matter how big or small.” According to Vision’s Alex Szkaradek, the firm is
“bringing the dream of homeownership to Americans who lack good credit or are too poor to
qualify for mortgages. . . . But these rent-to-own agreements reside in a gray area of the law. . . .
interviews with housing lawyers and more than a dozen of Vision’s customers across the
country, found that these deals are risky, lack consumer protections and may not be enforceable
in some states.”
********As the article points out, it is not unusual for customers to make substantial property
repairs only to end up with nothing. Concerns such as these have led seven U.S. Senators to
write to the new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau regarding “the lack of protections for
low-income home buyers. The article includes a three-minute video and a copy of the rent-toown documents of a Vision customer. You can learn more about Vision at: https://vpm3.com/.
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It appears that VPM does not have houses in North Carolina, but it does in Georgia, Kentucky,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia.
(23 August 2016): “The Nation’s First Soda Tax Is Working. Can Its Success Last?”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-23/the-nation-s-first-soda-tax-is-workingcan-its-success-last)
--------According to a study just published in the American Journal of Public Health, “Minority
and low-income residents of Berkeley, Calif., drank 21 percent less of the sugary stuff after the
city implemented an excise tax . . . Researchers compared sugary drink sales in Berkeley from
the four-month period of April 2014 through July 2014 to a five-month period the next year, just
after the tax went into effect. During that same period, soda sales in San Francisco and Oakland
to minorities and low-income residents . . . ticked up 4 percent.” The tax, which was
implemented in March 2015, “charges distributors an additional penny per ounce of sugarsweetened beverages such as soda, sports drinks, and sweet teas.” It has been estimated that
“Nearly 70 percent of that cost is then passed on to consumers.”
********This is a clear example of the impact of the invisible foot—legal and political forces—
on consumption behavior. Evidently the imposition of an excise tax such as this tend to be
accompanied by campaigns that “inform people of the dangers of soda.” The source article
appears to be “Higher Retail Prices of Sugar-Sweetened Beverages 3 Months After
Implementation of an Excise Tax in Berkeley, California.” You can learn more at:
http://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/abs/10.2105/AJPH.2015.302881.
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(22 August 2016): “Putting Garbage Out of Sight” (http://daily.jstor.org/putting-garbage-out-ofsight/)
--------“For years, much of the recycling Americans set out at our curbs has ended up in less
wealthy countries like China and India, but not these countries are putting more limits” on the
industry. Indeed, the history of scrap sellers and recyclers is replete with recognition of the
danger and undesirability of working in the industry, as well as the ease of entry into the
business. Because it was “an easy business for immigrants with few other options to enter . . .
scrap dealers were largely Jewish immigrants” by the early twentieth century. Intense
competition among many small dealers merged with “anti-immigrant and anti-Semitic
stereotypes” contributed to the general distrust of junk sellers among the public. This distrust led
to increased regulation of scrap sellers and drove their businesses away from public view,
indeed, across the world in recent years. “But the growing resistance from foreign governments
may force us to pay more attention to this dirty work.”
********This concise summary draws upon all three invisible forces: competition among
dealers (Invisible Hand), regulation (Invisible Foot), and prejudice (Invisible Handshake). For
more detail, see the base article “Dirty Work: How Hygiene and Xenophobia Marginalized the
American Waste Trades, 1870-1930,” by Carl Zimring. The full reference is provided at the
link.
********As I thought about this, I wondered “How does Zimring’s work connect with
environmental racism?” Having asked the question, I did a search and found that he had just
published a book on the subject, Clean and White: A History of Environmental Racism in the
United States. You can learn more about it at: https://www.amazon.com/Clean-White-HistoryEnvironmental-Racism/dp/1479826944/.
(25 August 2016): “The ginseng web” (http://www.bostonglobe.com/ideas/2016/08/25/theginseng-web/JTYJQLIo33SNCBhwhpqGJO/story.html)
--------The discovery of ginseng in North America grew out of a 1711 letter from a Jesuit
missionary in China who speculated, upon his knowledge of the climatic conditions in China,
that “if ginseng were found growing wild in any other part of the world, it likely would be
Canada.” The circulated widely in Jesuit circles and Joseph-François Lafitau, who was stationed
near Quebec, searched and found ginseng “growing close by a mission lodge.” As a result of his
discovery, “International trade would never be the same.” This story, related by Harvard
historian Shigehisa Kuriyama, appears in the forthcoming book The Botany of Empire in the
Long Eighteenth Century. “The book examines how the growing global traffic in plants—for
medical, economic, and scientific purposes—shaped colonial expansion in the 1700s.”
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********You can learn more about the book, and the Symposium upon which it is based, at:
http://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2016/08/beauty-inside-and-out/. A related and well-known
book is Ecological Imperialism: The Biological Expansion of Europe, 900-1900
(https://www.amazon.com/Ecological-Imperialism-Biological-ExpansionEnvironment/dp/0521546184/), by Alfred W. Crosby. It brings to mind, too, The Botany of
Desire: A Plant’s-Eye View of the World (https://www.amazon.com/Botany-Desire-Plants-EyeView-World/dp/0375760393/), by Michael Pollan.
(28 August 2016): “Feds use Rand formula to spot discrimination. The GOP calls is junk
science” (http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-rand-elliott-20160824-snap-story.html)
--------Marc Elliott, a statistician who works for the Rand Corporation, is the developer of an
algorithm that is used to estimate “the probability that someone is white, black, Asian or
Hispanic based only on their address and last name.” The algorithm employs Bayesian
Improved Surname Geocoding (BISG) and has been used in a variety of contexts in which
discrimination was expected. Most recently it was employed by the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) and resulted in an $80 million payment by Ally Financial due to its
lending history. In fact, “The CFPB has used BISG “to accuse some of the country’s largest auto
lenders, including the financing arms of Toyota and Honda, of discrimination.”
********You can learn more about the CFPB’s use of BISG in the 37-page pdf “Using publicly
available information to proxy for unidentified race and ethnicity: A methodology and
assessment” (http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201409_cfpb_report_proxy-methodology.pdf).
The original 2009 research paper by Elliott, et al., is referenced in the pdf. As Elliott notes in the
article, the algorithm is intended to be used for groups, not individuals. Thus the problem arises
that discrimination might be found but the particular people discriminated against may be
difficult to identify. That is evidently part of the reason why some legislators have called the
BISG-based work of the CFPB “junk science.” This problem of identification was mentioned in
“U.S. Government Uses Race Test for $80 Million in Payments”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-uses-race-test-to-decide-who-to-pay-in-ally-auto-loanpact-1446111002). Giving the present, and likely future, interest in all types of discrimination,
we can expect to see broader use of the Elliott algorithm.
********Although only indirectly related, this is a good opportunity to mention Weapons of
Math Destruction: How Big Data Increases Inequality and Threatens Democracy, a review of
which can be read at: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-24/a-math-nerd-wantsto-stop-the-big-data-monster. Its author, Cathy O’Neil, has a Ph.D. in mathematics from
Harvard but left academia for the, supposedly, much more lucrative career in the financial
industry. Her timing was less than perfect and WMD chronicles her “odyssey from math-loving
nerd clutching a Rubik’s Cube to Occupy Wall Streeter pushing for banking reform; along the
way, she learns how algorithms—models used by governments, schools, and companies to find
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patterns in data—can produce nasty, or at least unintended, consequences.” The book will be
released in hardcover on September 6th.
(29 August 2016): “Odd Lots: How Watching Seinfeld Can Teach You About Economics”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-29/odd-lots-how-watching-seinfeld-canteach-you-about-economics)
********This edition of Odd Lots by Bloomberg editors Joe Weisenthal and Tracy Alloway
provides a 22-minute interview with economist Alan Grant, who is responsible for website “The
Economics of Seinfeld” (http://yadayadayadaecon.com/). Grant has gone through all nine
seasons of “Seinfeld” and pulled out video clips illustrating a wide array of economic concepts.
As the website notes, “It is the simplicity of Seinfeld that makes it so appropriate for use in
economics courses.” I confess that I was not a follower of Seinfeld but I viewed a few of the
roughly 100 clips on the website and found them entertaining and appropriate illustrations of
economic concepts. In addition, they provide students with a sense of the broader issues often
assumed away in the relatively spare models that economists typically teach. In addition to
“Seinfeld,” Grant mentions “The Wire” as a good example of a TV series that lends itself to
economics instruction, e.g., the price elasticity of demand.
********In the spirit of economics in TV shows, this week’s copy of The Economist has a bit
more to say, at least indirectly. In “Schumpeter: Mafia management”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21705858-crime-families-naples-are-remarkablygood-business-mafia-management) has a bit to say about the Italian show “Gomorrah” that just
began showing on Sundance TV. The series is “a drama of Italian gangs known as the Camorra
that runs a criminal empire from their base in Naples.” Evidently the program is “far darker”
than the much-watched series “The Sopranos,” “The Wire,” and “Breaking Bad.” Still, the
program “has been Italy’s most talked-about-television series since its release two years ago.” I
thought the article made an excellent point when it indicated that where it is difficult to do legal
business, illegal business will thrive. This seems like a testable hypothesis. The article mentions
the World Bank’s ease-of-doing-business table (http://www.doingbusiness.org/rankings), which
would seem to be an important element in such a national study. Of course, the invisible foot
varies greatly from country to country. Consequently, it might be easier to test the relationship
between business ease and illegal activity using states (in the U.S.) or comparable geographical
units for other countries. Is there a credible ranking for each state of the U.S. on the ease-ofdoing business?
********What role does trust play in doing legal and illegal business? That is hard to say, but
clearly trust is one of those “lubricants” that make transactions take place more easily. The issue
of trust is dealt with this week in The Economist in “Free exchange: Believing is seeing”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21705831-new-technologies-willmake-society-richer-cultivating-trust-believing-seeing). For additional information, in which the
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article is embedded, take a look at the Free Exchange blog:
http://www.economist.com/blogs/freeexchange/2016/08/bot-we-trust.
********By the way, economist Kenneth S. Rogoff thinks that one of the factors supporting
illegal activity is the $100 bill and that it is time to get rid of it, then the $50 and $20 bills. As he
writes in “The Sinister Side of Cash” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-sinister-side-of-cash1472137692), “There is little debate among law-enforcement agencies that paper currency,
especially larger notes such as the U.S. $100 bill, facilitates crime: racketeering, extortion,
money laundering, drug and human trafficking, the corruption of public officials, not to mention
terrorism. There are substitutes for cash—cryptocurrencies, uncut diamonds, gold coins, prepaid
cards—but for many kinds of criminal transactions, cash is still king. It delivers absolute
anonymity, portability, liquidity and near-universal acceptance.” You can learn more about his
book The Curse of Cash at: https://www.amazon.com/Curse-Cash-Kenneth-SRogoff/dp/0691172137/. Rogoff is on the faculty of Harvard University and was formerly the
chief economist at the International Monetary Fund.
(29 August 2016): “Which State Is a Big Renewable Energy Pioneer? Texas”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/which-state-is-a-big-renewable-energy-pioneer-texas1472414098)
--------Traditionally strong in oil and gas, Texas is adding renewables to its energy portfolio.
The state “has added more wind-based generating capacity than any other state, with wind
turbines accounting for 16% of electrical generating capacity as of April. Now Texas is
anticipating a huge surge in solar power. At a time when debate is raging between political
parties over climate change, and critics charge that ‘green energy’ is little more than a
government creation, Texas has taken an approach that works within the state’s free-marketbased electricity system.” The present situation dates back “to 1999, when then-Gov. George W.
Bush and a Republican-dominated legislature overhauled the Texas power market. The free
market-oriented deregulation broke the grip of most monopoly utilities that controlled
generation, transmission and retail sales of electricity and introduced competitive auctions for
wholesale power.”
********Texas is well-suited for electricity generated by both wind and solar. No doubt the use
of these resources was hastened by deregulation, although it surely also enabled the Enron
scandal (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enron_scandal), which was “revealed in October 2001.”
Andrew Fastow was involved in the Enron debacle and he figures prominently in a forthcoming
book by Eugene Soltes, Why They Do It: Inside the Mind of the White-Collar Criminal. You can
learn more about the book and “why they do it” at:
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-29/why-they-did-it-madoff-and-enron-sfastow-explain-the-biggest-frauds-in-u-s-history.
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********The electricity market is, of course, undergoing massive transformation, with more on
the way. The further development of electrical storage by batteries is part of that transformation,
and it is explored in “Energy storage is taking on a greater role in the power grid. But how big
can it get?” (http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-energy-storage-future-20160829-snapstory.html). Better batteries will, among other things, enable electric cars to assume a larger
share of the auto market. This is developed at some length in the column by Christopher Mims,
“Why Electric Cars Will Be Here Sooner Than You Think”
(http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-energy-storage-future-20160829-snap-story.html). I
thought Mims made a valuable point when he said that mass adoption of “electric vehicles is
coming, and much sooner than most people realize. In part, this is because electric cars are
gadgets, and technological change in gadgets is rapid.” This article seems to have struck a nerve,
at least it got people writing, as it had more than 900 comments on the first day of its publication.
(29 August 2016): “FAA Forecast: 600,000 Commercial Drones Within the Year”
(http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2016/08/29/us/politics/ap-us-drone-rules.html)
--------According to an estimate of the Federal Aviation Administration, there “will be 600,000
commercial drone aircraft operating in the U.S. within the year as the result of new safety rules
that opened the skies to them on Monday.” In addition to a variety of rules for operating the
unmanned aircraft, “Drone operators must also pass a test of their aeronautical knowledge
administered by the FAA.” More than 3,000 people “had registered with the FAA to take the
test as of Monday.”
********The University of North Dakota offers a B.S. in Aeronautics with a Major in
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Operations (http://aviation.und.edu/prospectivestudents/undergraduate/uas-operations.aspx). Presumably the FAA’s new rule will further
increase the demand for the degree. You can learn more about the new drone rules at:
https://www.faa.gov/news/updates/?newsId=86305.
(31 August 2016): “Employers Find ‘Soft Skills’ Like Critical Thinking in Short Supply”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/employers-find-soft-skills-like-critical-thinking-in-short-supply1472549400)
--------“The job market’s most sought-after skills can be tough to spot on a résumé. Companies
across the U.S. say it is becoming increasingly difficult to find applicants who can communicate
clearly, take initiative, problem-solve and get along with co-workers. Those traits, often called
soft skills, can make the difference between a standout employee and one who just gets by.”
These skills are especially important now that “Companies have automated or outsourced many
routine tasks, and the jobs that remain often require workers to take on broader responsibilities
that demand critical thinking, empathy or other abilities that computers can’t easily simulate.”
********I was especially struck by this paragraph in the article:
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In a Wall Street Journal survey of nearly 900 executives last year, 92% said soft skills are
equally important or more important than technical skills. But 89% said they have a very
or somewhat difficult time finding people with the requisite attributes. Many say it’s a
problem spanning age groups and experience levels.
How, then, can these “soft skills” be spotted on the résumé? I doubt that there is an easy answer.
More than likely, these become evident only through face-to-face interaction over time, rather
than through some sort of document, e.g., a test or curriculum vitae. Perhaps that is why
personal interviews play such an important role in hiring processes. I can’t help but think that
the distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge is relevant to the discussion. A thorough,
though challenging, discussion of the discussion is presented in Tacit and Explicit Knowledge
(https://www.amazon.com/Tacit-Explicit-Knowledge-Harry-Collins/dp/022600421X/), by
sociologist Harry Collins.
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(27 August 2016): “The Mundell-Fleming trilemma: Two out of three ain’t bad”
(http://www.economist.com/news/economics-brief/21705672-fixed-exchange-rate-monetaryautonomy-and-free-flow-capital-are-incompatible)
********This is the sixth of six briefs on economics. (Somehow I failed to include it last week.)
It focuses on the Mundell-Fleming trilemma, also known as the “impossible or inconsistent
trinity” that says “a country must choose between capital mobility, exchange-rate management
and monetary autonomy . . . Only two of the three are possible.” This brief is a little longer than
the previous ones, perhaps because of its importance and the explanation devoted to making the
trilemma plausible. Toward the end of the article the work of French economist Hélène Rey is
discussed, the most notable statement being “What is clear from Ms Rey’s work is that the power
of global capital flows means the autonomy of a country with a floating currency is far more
limited than the trilemma implies.” Policy makers and politicians please take note.
********All six briefs of economics, along with a wealth of related material, can be accessed at:
http://www.economist.com/economics-briefs. For example, there are two earlier articles dealing
with the Mundell-Fleming trilemma and its consequences for economic policy.
(1 September 2016): “Where American Public Schools Came From”
(http://daily.jstor.org/where-american-public-schools-came-from/)
--------“As kids return to school this fall, consider the remarkable fact that we all contribute to
the education of our neighbors’ kids. While taxpayer-funded college and healthcare are
controversial, you rarely hear the argument taxes shouldn’t pay for elementary and high
schools.” In “The Local Property Tax for Public Schools: Some Historical Perspectives,” Billy
D. Walker explores how this happened. The story begins “long before the American Revolution.
Universal, compulsory, free education for children was a Reformation idea, partly a result of
Protestants’ desire to let people read scripture for themselves, and partly an effort to wrest
control of educational systems from the Catholic schools. In the 1500s, German states began
funding public schools.” Puritans led the way in England “but the 1660 restoration of the
monarchy set the project back for more than a century. Meanwhile, Puritans were bringing their
ideas to North America. In 1647, Massachusetts Bay Colony passed a law saying that the state
could require towns to establish schools under control of public officials, make children attend
them, and levy taxes to support them.”
********The link to a pdf of the Walker article is included at the bottom of the post. The role of
religion (the invisible handshake) in the development of the law (the invisible foot) enabling the
public financing of education (the invisible hand) is striking. The historical background provides
a new perspective on current discussions of public education, especially as it relates to vouchers.
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(2 September 2016): “This small Indiana county sends more people to prison than San
Francisco and Durham, N.C., combined. Why?”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/02/upshot/new-geography-of-prisons.html)
********As stated by Wikipedia, in 2013 “there were . . . 3,143 counties and county-equivalents
in the United States.” Each county, subject to state law, has its own judicial and law
enforcement system, with the ability to be elected and re-elected playing an important role in the
rigor of enforcement. As a result, as the article points out, there are dramatic “disparities” in the
“admission rates” to correctional facilities and sentence length among the various counties. The
article dramatically shows that the location of a conviction matters greatly, e.g., “rural, mostly
white and politically conservative counties” tend to have higher rates of “admission” and longer
sentences. Leading the way in the U.S. is Dearborn County, Indiana; in North Carolina, Martin
County, in the north-east part of the state, leads the way.
********The article has two graphics that are especially enlightening. One is of the U.S. as a
whole, at least the lower 48, from which you can find information on “admission rates” and rates
of increase between 2006 and 2013 by an appropriate click for any county. The other, “A
Growing Divide,” shows that inmates per thousand have fallen dramatically in Populous
counties, fallen substantially in Midsized counties, and risen slightly in Small counties. Visually
impressive, to be sure.
********The words ‘disparity’, as used above, and ‘difference’ carry important shades of
meaning that are developed at: http://content.healthaffairs.org/content/27/2/374.full. As I
understand it, a disparity is a difference that is unjust. That suggests that some differences are
not unjust, i.e., just. Of course, some people who use the term ‘disparity’ may not make such a
distinction. I intend to be careful in my usage.
(3 September 2016): “A Lobbyist Wrote the Bill. Will the Tobacco Industry Win Its ECigarette Fight?” (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/03/us/politics/e-cigarettes-vaping-cigarsfda-altria.html)
--------“The e-cigarette and cigar industries have enlisted high-profile lobbyists and influential
congressional allies in an attempt to stop the Food and Drug Administration from retroactively
examining their products for public health risks or banning them from the market. . . . The
bipartisan effort has featured a former senator who did not register as a lobbyist before going to
work for the cigar companies and a former Obama administration official, now a private
consultant, who is trying to undo his earlier work reviewing the rule. In addition, one member of
Congress introduced industry-written legislation without changing a word of it.”
********Unsurprisingly, companies are not interested in legislation that will decrease the
demand for their products. The article is especially interesting, though, for the documents it
provides showing how some legislation gets developed and the lobbying efforts that support it.
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A related article “Big Tobacco Wants to Turn Japan’s Smokers Into Vapers”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-08-28/no-smoke-nicotine-hits-heat-up-japan-smoribund-tobacco-market) shows the international dimension of legislative efforts. In light of
this, I’d like to call attention to The Cigarette Century: The Rise, Fall, and Deadly Persistence of
the Product that Defined America (https://www.amazon.com/Cigarette-Century-PersistenceProduct-Defined/dp/0465070485/), by Allan M. Brandt. This book is near the top of my reading
list as I seek to learn more about the legal and illegal sale of addictive drugs and the products that
serve as their delivery vehicles.
(5 September 2016): “No Sailors Needed: Robot Sailboats Scour the Oceans for Data”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/05/technology/no-sailors-needed-robot-sailboats-scour-theoceans-for-data.html)
--------Saildrone, of Alameda, California, manufactures and rents autonomous robotic sailboats
that are used for a variety of scientific purposes. In a recent application it was counting haddock
in the Bering Sea, tracing “lawn-mower style paths across” its violent surface. The company
charges a daily fee of $2,500 for the data it produces. Saildrone got its start with funds from
Google executive chairman Eric Schmidt and his wife Wendy Schmidt, as well as three sociallyminded venture capital firms. Although Saildrone makes the boats, their scientific
instrumentation tends to come from those who rent them. As Christian Meining, the director of
engineering of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Pacific Marine
Environmental Laboratory notes, “Richard [Jenkins, Saildrone’s CEO,] had a great boat but no
scientific sensors on it, and we had sensors but no boat.” Saildrone boats are now being used to
help study “the El Nino arm-water pattern in the Pacific Ocean.” Ultimately, Jenkins contends,
“a fleet of robot sensors spread across an ocean like the Pacific will make a huge difference in
both weather and climate predictions.”
********You can learn more about Saildrone at its very informative website:
http://saildrone.com/. Given that the oceans currently cover about 71 percent of the surface of
Earth (http://www.oceanicinstitute.org/aboutoceans/aquafacts.html) and that the percentage will
almost certainly increase with climate change, it appears like the company has a bright future.
An interesting and important related article is “Flooding of Coast, Caused by Global Warming,
Has Already Begun” (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/04/science/flooding-of-coast-caused-byglobal-warming-has-already-begun.html). The idea of “sunny-day flooding,” i.e., flooding that
takes place that is not the result of a hurricane, tropical storm, or some other weather event is one
to remember. Contained within it is a link to an interactive graphic
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/09/04/science/global-warming-increases-nuisanceflooding.html) that examines sunny-day flooding up and down the East Coast, including
Wilmington, North Carolina and Charleston, South Carolina. As the graphic says, Wilmington
“and points nearby have been among the worst-hit parts of the country by the increase in tidal
nuisance flooding.”
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********One thing that struck me about the “No Sailors” article was a comment by the venture
capitalist Chamath Palihapitiya, who said: “My interest in Saildrone is very practical . . . Let’s
stop arguing about what is happening, and let’s measure. Once you have data and it’s
statistically significant and valid, then we can get to the next step, which is to find what the
structural reforms are that need to happen.” This contrasts greatly with the willful ignorance of
some political bodies that forbid the use of governmental funds for such matters as climate
science or gun-based homicides. In relation to this, I was taken by two in a review of The Dream
of Enlightenment (http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21706235-well-documentedaccount-second-golden-age-western-philosophy-seeing-light): Sapere aude (dare to know).
Immanuel Kant used them in his 1784 essay “An Answer to the Question: What is
Enlightenment?” You can learn more about the history of the expression at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sapere_aude. One translation of the essay can be found at:
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/What_is_Enlightenment%3F.
(6 September 2016): “A Labor Day Look at the Future of Work” (http://daily.jstor.org/a-laborday-look-at-the-future-of-work/)
--------“Labor Day is often the moment when we look back at the history of the trade union
movement . . . But it is also a moment to look forward, and the consider the forms of worker
advocacy and social support we will need in the years ahead. At this moment, that means
thinking very carefully about the relationship between income inequality, computerization, and
unionization. The three are closely related, as Tali Kristal argues” in a recent article. According
to hear research, “It’s not computerization that drives down workers’ share of national income,
relative to the share that is earned by . . . company owners and investors . . . Rather, it’s the way
that computerization affects unionization rates: by weakening unions, technology has changed
the balance of power between labor and capital, and allowed the owner/investor class to claim a
larger share of income.”
********In addition to the work of Tali Kristal cited in the article, articles by well-known and
respected economist historian of technology Joel Mokyr (and others) and Sara Horowitz are
discussed and linked. I’m not aware of people who have looked carefully at the relationship
between unionization, computerization, and inequality, so Kristal’s work sounds like it could be
worth a closer look. It was a good idea to couple Kristal’s work with the longer perspective of
Mokyr, et al. A related story, see “In the Land of the Robot [Japan], Androids Are on the
March” (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/07/world/what-in-the-world/in-the-land-of-the-robotandroids-are-on-the-march.html). It contains a 30-second video of the robot “Chihira Junco, a
tourist greeter at a shopping mall in Tokyo.” The producer of Ms. Junco plans “to develop 1,000
more androids in 2017. By 2020, it hopes to make 10,000 a year.” Luddites
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luddite) take note.
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********While we are taking a look at how computerization has been disrupting the labor
market, it is worthwhile drawing attention to a book that examines how digitization has disrupted
the entertainment industry: Streaming, Sharing, Stealing: Big Data and the Future of
Entertainment (https://www.amazon.com/Streaming-Sharing-Stealing-FutureEntertainment/dp/0262034794/), by Michael D. Smith and Rahul Telang. According to Hal
Varian, the Chief Economist of Google, “Smith and Telang have long been recognized as leading
experts on the economics of the entertainment industry. . . . Anyone who wants to understand the
uneasy relationship between tech and entertainment should read this book.” The book is usefully
reviewed at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/were-all-cord-cutters-now-1473203919.
(7 September 2016): “The New Face of American Immigration”
(http://graphics.wsj.com/immigration-from-mexico-china-and-india/)
********This is a striking interactive graphic showing migration patterns in the U.S. from 2005
through 2014. It took me awhile to learn how the interactive features worked, but it was worth
the effort. The things I noticed were (1) the absolute and relative decrease in immigrants from
Mexico; (2) the absolute and relative increase in immigrants from China and India; and (3) the
predominance in every year of the Other category, i.e., most immigrants come from countries
other than China, India, and Mexico. The source of the map appears to be the Integrated Public
Use Microdata Series (https://usa.ipums.org/usa/) of the Minnesota Population Center of the
University of Minnesota. While exploring the site I ran across a link to an article in The New
York Times that provides vivid time series of “Where people born in . . . [name of state or D.C.]
have moved to” for every state from 1900 through 2012
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/08/13/upshot/where-people-in-each-state-wereborn.html). For example, in 2012, 75% of the people born in North Carolina lived in the state,
while 3% of the people born in North Carolina lived in Virginia. North Dakota is more dramatic.
In 2012, 47% of the people born there lived there, while 13% of the people born there lived in
Minnesota. One could learn a lot by reflecting on these maps, especially the one for the District
of Columbia.
********This is probably the place to draw attention to “Schumpeter: Leaving for the city”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business/21706285-lots-prominent-american-companies-aremoving-downtown-leaving-city), which discusses the return of many business headquarters from
the suburbs, and in doing so draws attention to The Big Sort: Why the Clustering of Like-Minded
America is Tearing Us Apart (https://www.amazon.com/Big-Sort-Clustering-Like-MindedAmerica/dp/0547237723/), by Bill Bishop. I wonder what the regional and urban maps would
show if developed on a pattern for those on the state level?
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(8 September 2016): “Killing Off American Cows to Keep Milk Prices High”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-09-08/cow-killing-and-price-fixing-in-yoursupermarket-dairy-aisle)
--------“Although American demand for dairy has risen steadily for almost 40 years, some
farmers tried to limit the supply of milk by killing off their own cows. . . . This mysterious state
of affairs was revealed in a nationwide class-action lawsuit against dairy cooperatives, groups of
farmers who pool their supplies but, as a whole, serve as middlemen between the farmers and
dairy processors. In this case, lawyers from one of the premier U.S. plaintiffs’ firms alleged on
behalf of American consumers that the cooperatives paid farmers to prematurely turn hundreds
of thousands of cows into burgers in a sprawling scheme to prop up dairy prices.” This week the
defendants settled for $52 million. The antitrust case “pulls the curtain back on a highly
complex sector of the U.S. agricultural economy.” The initiative that led to the premature deaths
of many dairy cows, known as the “herd retirement program,” was spearheaded by
“Cooperatives Working Together, run by the lobbying group National Milk Producers
Federation, and supported by farms producing almost 70 percent of America’s milk.”
********Of course, it is easy to understand that an individual dairy farmer, when confronted by
low prices for milk, may wish to sell his cows. What was at issue in this case, however, was that
“cooperatives paid above-market prices for dairy cows owned by member farmers, and sent them
to be slaughtered before they would have otherwise.” It was this collective action managed
through the cooperatives that ran afoul of the 1922 Capper-Volstead Act. You can learn more
about the Act at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capper%E2%80%93Volstead_Act.
(8 September 2016): “Private Prisons Have a Problem: Not Enough Inmates”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-09-08/private-prisons-have-a-problem-notenough-inmates)
--------“With overall violent crime rates falling nationally and fewer people getting sentenced to
long stretches behind bars, private prison companies see a potentially catastrophic decline in
demand for their services. Their response: diversify into everything from halfway houses to
neighborhood check-in centers for drug offenders.” The primary reason for the decline is the
curtailment of “harsh mandatory-minimum sentences and other changes in criminal justice
policies have combined to reduce federal and state inmate head counts.” Although recent
announcements by the federal government indicate a move away from private prisons
[(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2016/08/18/justice-department-says-itwill-end-use-of-private-prisons/)], the same is not true at the state level. As a result, “stateissued private prison contracts appear to be more secure because state penal systems remain
more crowded than their federal counterparts.”
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********The stock prices of Corrections Corp. of America and Geo Group, both large providers
of prison services, “have each sunk by more than 30 percent . . . Thus the drive for
diversification.” How would public prisons and prison systems respond to such a decline? It is
useful to note that it is the legal system is a central factor in creating the demand for prison
services. Just as legislation can decrease the demand for services, so can in create it. An
illustration of this point is provided by “Inmate Populations Rise Again in Some States”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/inmate-populations-rise-again-in-some-states-1473725090).
Contributing to these localized increases is an “epidemic of opiate addiction and a handful of
high-profile crimes.” Arkansas, in particular is an example of a state that “in 2011 passed a
landmark law to reduce harsh drug sentences, as a way to curb costs from overcrowded prisons.”
The result was a 10% drop in prison population over two years. But a 2013 carjacking and
shooting by a parolee led state officials to tighten parole policies. Now “Arkansas’s prisons are
more crowded than they were before the 2011 legislation.”
********On a related topic, inmates across the country recently protested their pay and living
conditions at the time of the 45th anniversary of Attica. More detail is provided in “Prisoners
Stage Coordinated Strikes in Several States” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/prisoners-stagecoordinated-strikes-in-several-states-1473895389). According to the article, the pay level at one
prison ranges from “74 cents a day to $3.34 a day.”
(9 September 2016): “Chinese Billionaire Linked to Giant Aluminum Stockpile in Mexican
Desert” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-billionaire-linked-to-giant-aluminum-stockpile-inmexican-desert-1473356054)
--------“Two years ago, a California aluminum executive commissioned a pilot to fly over the
Mexican ton of San José Iturbide . . . and snap aerial photos of a remote desert factory. He made
a startling discovery. Nearly one million metric tons of aluminum sat neatly stacked behind a
fortress of barbed-wire fences. The stockpile, worth some $2 billion and representing roughly
6% of the world’s total inventory . . . quickly became an obsession for the U.S. aluminum
industry. Now it is a new source of tension in U.S.-Chinese trade relations. U.S. executives
contend that the mysterious cache was part of a brazen scheme by one of China’s richest men to
game the global trade system.” It is argued that billionaire Liu Zhongtian “tried to evade U.S.
tariffs by routing aluminum through Mexico to disguise its origins, a tactic known as
transshipping.” Subsequently, as series of developments has resulted in the reduction of the size
of the “giant pile of aluminum . . . plans are afoot to ship the metal stash to a Vietnam site owned
by Global Vietnam Aluminum Co.”
********Wikipedia has a brief article about transshipment
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transshipment), noting that it “is normally fully legal and an
everyday part of world trade. However, it can also be a method used to disguise intent, as is the
case with illegal logging, smuggling, or grey-market goods.” This is another article where
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consistency among statements on the same thing is hard to find. For that reason, it might be
beneficial to take a look at “The post-truth world: Yes, I’d lie to you”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21706498-dishonesty-politics-nothing-new-mannerwhich-some-politicians-now-lie-and).
(13 September 2016): “How the Sugar Industry Shifted Blame to Fat”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/13/well/eat/how-the-sugar-industry-shifted-blame-to-fat.html)
--------“The sugar industry paid scientists in the 1960s to play down the link between sugar and
heart disease and promote saturated fat as the culprit instead, newly released historical
documents show. The internal sugar industry documents, recently discovered by a researcher at
the University of California, San Francisco, and published Monday in JAMA Internal Medicine,
suggest that five decades of research into the role of nutrition and heart disease, including many
of today’s dietary recommendations, may have been largely shaped by the sugar industry. . . .
The documents show that a trade group called the Sugar Research Foundation, known today as
the Sugar Association, paid three Harvard scientists the equivalent of about $50,000 in today’s
dollars to publish a 1967 review of research on sugar, fat and heart disease. The studies used in
the review were handpicked by the sugar group; and the article, which was published in the
prestigious New England Journal of Medicine, minimized the link between sugar and heart
health and cast aspersions on the role of saturated fat.”
********There is no surprise that an organization would “go shopping” for people and
arguments that support its interests. All this is effectively illustrated in Merchants of Doubt and
is the lifeblood for lobbyists and the organizations that employ them. What is surprising, though,
is three Harvard researchers were caught up in the effort. Although many journals now require
disclosure of funding sources, it is easy to see why Dr. Walter Willett, the chair of the nutrition
department of the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, says that the situation serves as a
reminder of “why research should be supported by public funding rather than depending on
industry funding.” This comes, though, at a time when public support of universities is
declining.
********A valuable complementary piece form “The Opinion Pages” is “The Shady History of
Big Sugar” (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/17/opinion/the-shady-history-of-big-sugar.html).
It provides a look at how the industry has, over 150 years, “shaped government policy in order to
fuel our sugar addiction. Today’s sugar industry is a product of the 1th century, when the key
federal sugar policy was not a dietary guideline but a tariff on sugar imports.” The Opinion is by
David Singerman, an historian of science. He wrote with such authority and ease that I gathered
he had written about the subject previously. Indeed, his doctoral dissertation is “Inventing purity
in the Atlantic sugar world, 1860-1930” (https://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/93812). A recent
book on by April Merleaux, Sugar and Civilization: American Empire and Cultural Politics of
Sweetness (https://www.amazon.com/Sugar-Civilization-American-Cultural-
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Sweetness/dp/1469622513/), seems to provide a nice complement. The desire for “sweetness” is
imaginatively examined by Michael Pollan in the first chapter of his book The Botany of Desire
(https://www.amazon.com/Botany-Desire-Plants-Eye-View-World/dp/0375760393/). There the
apple is the source of sweetness, at least for those non-Native Americans who settled what is
now the United States.
********An article that is related to the one on the sugar industry is “Can ExxonMobil Be
Found Liable for Misleading the Public on Climate Change?”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-09-07/will-exxonmobil-have-to-pay-formisleading-the-public-on-climate-change). The relationship I have in mind is the concealment of
information that is contrary to the interests of an organization, as well as the intentional
promotion of information that is contrary to the information being concealed. I guess this tends
to fall under the categories of secrecy and lying. As it turns out, Sissela Bok has written
effectively and interestingly on both topics. With regard to the former, there is Secrets: On the
Ethics of Concealment and Revelation (https://www.amazon.com/Secrets-ConcealmentRevelation-Sissela-Bok/dp/0679724737/), with regard to the latter, there is Lying: Moral Choice
in Public and Private Life (https://www.amazon.com/Secrets-Concealment-Revelation-SisselaBok/dp/0679724737/). In the ExxonMobil article, the Racketeer influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act (RICO Act), plays an important role. If you read the first paragraph of the
Wikipedia article on it
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racketeer_Influenced_and_Corrupt_Organizations_Act), you will
be able to get a sense of its importance for the sugar article and the ExxonMobil article. The
RICO Act played an important role in the earlier prosecution of cigarette companies.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 283 (21 September 2016)
(10 September 2016): “Free exchange: All in the family”
(http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21706504-america-does-little-helppeoples-work-life-balance-enter-heather-boushey-all)
********This article takes a look at the work of Heather Boushey, an economist on the
transition team of Hillary Clinton, which puts her “in line for a top job in a Clinton
administration.” Boushey has made “inequities in the labour market the focus of her research. . .
. In ‘Finding Time: The Economics of Work-Life Conflict’ . . . Ms Boushey argues that
America’s labour-market troubles are largely the result of its failure to grapple with changes in
family structures.” This is something to consider because “American is an extraordinary outlier
in the quality of its safety net for families. It does not require firms to provide any paid family
leave (when, for example, a child is born). The average in the OECD, a club of mostly rich
countries, is 54 weeks.” You can learn more about Finding Time and some of her other work at:
https://www.amazon.com/Finding-Time-Economics-Work-Life-Conflict/dp/0674660161/.
There is also a Q&A with a reporter from The Wall Street Journal at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2016/03/14/qa-heather-boushey-on-why-work-life-policiesarent-just-something-for-the-ladies/.
(15 September 2016): “Winemakers Toil to Beat the Heat of Climate Change”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/winemakers-toil-to-beat-the-heat-of-climate-change1473857879)
--------Grapes are ripening much earlier in the Clare Valley of South Australia. According to
Neil Paulett, a winemaker there, grapes “are ripening a month earlier than when he started the
wine label that carries his name in the 1980s.” As a result, “Some of Australia’s largest wine
companies, along with academics and researchers, are investigating ways to mitigate the
impact.” Mitigation involves alternative pruning methods as well and new strains of yeast that
are “less efficient at turning sugar into alcohol.” More alcohol “is a problem not only for flavor,
but also because some jurisdictions tax wine at a higher rate if it has more alcohol.”
********The three-minute video accompanying the article contains much of the content of the
article and is available without a subscription. A good opportunity to hear some Australian
English. What is missing from the video, and which I found so dramatic, was the graph that
shows “The day grapes hit a certain level of ripeness each year since 1993.” It provides
information for Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, and Shiraz. Each grape had very similar
behavior, with dramatically shortening of time to ripeness. “Cabernet Sauvignon grape ripened
about 7 weeks earlier than it did in 1993.” Clearly, those who grow grapes and make wine are
confronting big challenges. The graphs is the WSJ are largely reproduced at:
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http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/winemakers-labour-to-beat-the-heat-of-climatechange/news-story/6a7c5288140114b40773660c72d1acde.
********Wine production in Australia is responding to climate change but wine production in
Russia is responding to international sanctions against the country as well as the Russian
annexation of Crimea. With regard to the latter, we have “In Russia, Patriotism Now Comes in a
Wine Glass” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-russia-patriotism-now-comes-in-a-wine-glass1473896193). “Russian wine production—on the wane before the Ukrainian conflict—jumped
nearly 25% in 2015 from the year before . . . and vintners say it is on the rise again this year.”
Although wine may be enjoying a renaissance in Russia, it hasn’t been easy to find wines of
sufficient quality for some in the restaurant business. “Konstantin Pilberg, the chief sommelier
at Lavka-Lavka, a farm-to-table restaurant that boasts locally sourced cuisine, said he tried 550
Russian wines before finding 33 that made the cut to be on the restaurant’s rotating wine list.”
History has been one of the factors that has held back the development of an indigenous wine
industry. “In the 1980s, Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev launched a sobriety campaign, in
which most of the country’s grape vines were cut down.”
(17 September 2016): “Buttonwood: Trust busting” (http://www.economist.com/news/financeand-economics/21707193-dangerous-contradiction-between-economic-reality-and-politicalrhetoric-trust)
********A concise statement of the role trust plays in economic and political affairs. It points
to the challenges posed by a decline in trust. The paragraph that follows ties things up nicely.
--------“Trust is built into the heart of almost all economic activity. Once humans specialized,
they required others to produce what they themselves did not—the farmer needed the blacksmith
to produce his tools, the blacksmith need the farmer to supply his food. . . . Any hint of a general
erosion of trust—of a retreat to the kind of economic nationalism that marked the 1930s—would
be a very worrying sign.”
********Trust is a topic that has received increasing attention in economics and neighboring
disciplines in recent decades. The book that came first to mind is Trust: The Social Virtues and
the Creating of Prosperity (https://www.amazon.com/Trust-Social-Virtues-CreationProsperity/dp/0684825252/), by Francis Fukuyama, although a glance at the Table of Contents
does not suggest that he discusses changes in trust within a society. The author of Buttonwood
concludes by noting “Today’s economy and financial system depend on global co-operation;
today’s political system is one where such co-operation is increasingly seen by voters as
intrinsically suspicious. That is a dangerous disconnect.”
(17 September 2016): “The superstar company: A giant problem”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21707210-rise-corporate-colossus-threatens-bothcompetition-and-legitimacy-business)
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--------“Disruption may be the buzzword in boardrooms, but the most striking feature of business
today is not the overturning of the established order. It is the entrenchment of a group of
superstar companies at the heart of the global economy. . . . As our special report this week
makes clear, the superstars are admirable in many ways. . . . But they have two big faults. They
are squashing competition, and they are using the darker arts of management to stay ahead.
Neither is easy to solve. But failing to do so risks a backlash which will be bad for everyone.”
The increasing concentration of economic activity “is at its most worrying in America. The
share of GDP generated by America’s 100 biggest companies rose from about 33% in 1994 to
46% in 2013.” Furthermore, “The five largest banks account for 45% of banking assets, up from
25% in 2000. In the home of the entrepreneur, the number of startups is lower than it has been at
any time since the 1970s.”
********The Special Report referred to above can be found at:
http://www.economist.com/printedition/2016-09-17. It seems that antitrust thinking (and
political will) has not kept up with globalization and the network economies of the internet.
(19 September 2016): “Drugmakers fight state opioid limits amid addiction crisis”
(http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/2016/09/18/drugmakers-fight-state-opioid-limitsamid-addiction-crisis/90622452/)
--------“The makers of prescription painkillers have adopted a 50-state strategy that includes
hundreds of lobbyists and millions in campaign contributions to help kill or weaken measures
aimed at stemming the tide of prescription opioids, the drugs at the heart of a crisis that has cost
165,000 Americans their lives and pushed countless more to crippling addiction.”
********This is the first of two articles resulting from a joint investigation by the Associated
Press and the Center of Public Integrity. It was accompanied, in a sense, by a Guest
Commentary by Jill Westmoreland Rose, who is the “U.S. Attorney & Chief Law Enforcement
Officer for the 32 westernmost counties in” North Carolina. You can find it at:
http://www.citizen-times.com/story/opinion/contributors/2016/09/16/guest-columnist-opioidheroin-abuse-national-epidemic/90497640/. The second installment of the two-part investigation
can be found here: https://www.publicintegrity.org/2016/09/19/20201/pro-painkiller-echochamber-shaped-policy-amid-drug-epidemic. This site can also be used to access the first
installment of the series. Valuable background for the Commentary by the U.S. Attorney and the
two installments is provided by the invaluable Dreamland: The True Tale of America’s Opiate
Epidemic (https://www.amazon.com/Dreamland-True-Americas-OpiateEpidemic/dp/1620402521/), by Sam Quinones.
(21 September 2016): “Warehouse Workers of the Near Future”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/fully-autonomous-robots-the-warehouse-workers-of-the-nearfuture-1474383024)
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--------“When Target Corp. decided to revamp one of its biggest California distribution centers, it
had a choice. It could build a new warehouse, it could install established technologies for
picking products off shelves or it could take a risk on a new breed of robots from a reclusive
billionaire. Target went with the billionaire’s bots. Target’s new automatons are from Symbotic
LLC, part of a grocery empire run by New England billionaire Rick Cohen. . . . His sales pitch to
grocery chains and retailers, including Target, Coca-Cola Co. and Wal-Mart Stores Inc. is
simple: Symbotic’s automation system includes autonomous robots that can travel untethered
among storage racks in a distribution center. . . . That is in contrast to many other warehouseautomation systems, in which the robots tend to be bolted down or limited to fixed routes or
tracks and are less flexible in what they can do.” Cohen notes, “What we’re doing with
autonomous bots is not that dissimilar from what Google is doing with autonomous cars . . . I
think within five years, it’ll change distribution.” In the low-margin grocery business,
automation provides an opportunity to control “the three big costs of conventional human-staffed
distribution centers—labor, time and real estate.”
********The key word in the paragraph above is ‘untethered’ and the important note is that
untethered bots are like autonomous cars. It is amazing to see how the easier movement of
information is now enabling easier movement of things, and this will become more prevalent.
Frank Bruni, the vice president of supply-chair operations for Kroger’s, made a telling comment
when he said, “Every project we look at, we look at automation as a potential part of it.”
********The article includes a link to a three-minute video that provides an inside look at a
warehouse using a variety of bots. The general manager of the warehouse makes an important
point, also mentioned in the article, that whereas human beings like the same things to be located
in the same place, that is not the case for bots. Consequently, it is possible to store the same
things in different places, often times economizing on space. Thus the potential for real estate
savings. You can learn more about Symbotic at: http://www.symbotic.com/.
********A counterpoint to the more mechanized developments with regard to warehousing is
provided by grass-fed beef. The Wall Street Journal explores this in “Why Grass-Fed Beef Is on
a Roll” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/why-grass-fed-beef-is-on-a-roll-1474388110).
Reporters Ellen Byron and Sarah Nassauer write that “When many people eat beef, they want to
know I the cow ate grass. Grass-fed beef, once a niche luxury, is now sold at ballgames,
convention centers and nearly every Wal-Mart in the U.S.” Such beef is perceived by many
consumers to be “a healthier, higher-quality alternative to conventional beef and are willing to
pay more for it, no matter that labeling—and flavor can be inconsistent.” Although grass-fed
beef “comprised just 1.4% of the $18 billion fresh-beef market in the U.S. in 2015, . . . its growth
rate has far outpaced conventional beef in recent years . . . Last year, sales of grass-fed beef rose
nearly 40% over the year before, while conventional beef grew 6.5% in the same period.” In
thinking about the two articles, one on moving packages and one on beef, in one instance we are
moving toward something that is more mechanized and in the other less so. Both seem to be
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responding to the preferences of “the ultimate consumer” for lower prices (moving packages)
and higher perceived quality (grass-fed beef) but it seems like we care about how cattle are
raised but not care about how packages are moved.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 284 (28 September 2016)
(22 September 2016): “Bloomberg’s Fifty Most Influential”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-most-influential/)
********The list shows “who commands the most power in financial markets.” At 1 is Theresa
May, the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom; at 50 is comedian John Oliver, who was born
in the United Kingdom. In between there is a varied lot, including a surprising number of
economist, headed by Janet Yellen, at position eight, just ahead of Warren Buffett. There are
fifty blurbs with brief introductions indicating the many ways one can influence financial
markets.
(23 September 2016): “Cowboys Turn to High-Tech Ear Tags to Monitor Animal Health”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/cowboys-turn-to-high-tech-ear-tags-to-monitor-animal-health1474363802)
--------“Drugmakers, startups and cattlemen are betting that sensors and data-sifting software can
help keep cattle in Western U.S. feedlots healthier than cowboys can alone. New tags clipped to
animals’ ears aim to monitor movement and feeding patterns for early signs of sickness. With
low cattle prices pinching ranchers’ profits, developers believe they can save feedlots money on
drugs like antibiotics and avoid treating healthy cattle. The tactic also appeals to some health
officials and consumers who say antibiotics are overused.”
********Not exactly a Fitbit for cattle but moving in that direction. One company providing the
ear tags, Quantified Ag, “currently charges around $18 an animal” for its service. The tags are
being developed, in part, to deal with the perception that “Cowboys are somewhat of a dying
breed.” Will the ears tags make them even less in demand? You can learn more about
Quantified Ag at: http://quantifiedag.com/. Ear tags are especially important on feed lots, where
most cattle are raised. There is an interesting four-minute video on the site that provides a
glimpse into the thinking behind the development of the tag system.
(23 September 2016): “Supermarkets Make Stars Out of Weird Apples, Knobbled Carrots and
‘Spuglies’” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/in-supermarkets-now-weird-apples-knobbled-carrotsand-spuglies-1474561531)
--------[This is the A-Hed (quirk) article.] “Steve Lutz used to sell banged-up apples for a loss on
the juice market. Until the day Wal-Mart called. Suddenly, his company was hauling
unattractive apples, which had been pelted by hail, out of storage.” Lutz says that his company
wasn’t trying “to produce ugly produce” but everything changed when “Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
started an ugly-apple pilot project this summer at 300 Florida stores.” Now Lutz worries “about
keeping up with demand.” Across the U.S., “Growing appreciation for homely crops, which
generally cost less, is giving new life to funny-looking fruit and vegetables. Marketers are trying
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to cast former castoffs in more flattering light. And growers have turned into judges of produce
beauty pageants.”
********Those concerned with food waste have helped advance the cause of ugly fruits and
vegetables. According to ugly-evangelist Jordan Figueiredo, the “key to getting people into ugly
food is to provide the vegetables and fruit with some personality. The number of followers on
his Twitter account boomed when he started taking a more playful approach to his work.
(24 September 2016): “One of India’s most-populous states recently banned alcohol. Mayhem
ensued.” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/one-of-indias-most-populous-states-recentlybanned-alcohol-mayhem-ensued/2016/09/23/b25090b8-743e-11e6-978149e591781754_story.html)
--------“Alcohol is not illegal in predominantly Hindu India, but there has long been a social
stigma against it in this conservative country, and state-level bans have become a popular ploy
for politicians in India anxious to secure the women’s vote.” Although drinking “is on the
increase in India, with rising middle-class affluence, a youth bulge and increased opportunities to
dine out . . . rural female voters are becoming more assertive about the predations of alcoholic
husbands, and this has become a potent election issue. The southern state of Kerala has begun a
phased ban, and neighboring Tamil Nadu is contemplating introducing such a prohibition again
after a lapse of several years. But the man who has made the issue his own is the chief minister
of Bihar, Nitish Kuman, who instituted the controversial ban after an election-year promise to
women voters who complained about their drunken husbands.”
********Evidently these are not elections without consequence. “The anti-alcohol campaign
has sent more than 14,000 people to jail since April in a state where the prisons were already
overcrowded. . . . Those caught consuming alcohol can face 10 years in prison, and bail can take
weeks. But what has set off panic among residents are the draconian provisions in the law,
including a clause whereby all adults in a family are now accountable if one member drinks.
You can learn more about the state of Bihar, with a 2011 population of 104 million, at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bihar. For comparison, the U.S. population in 1920, when
Prohibition began, was 106 million (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1920_United_States_Census).
Perhaps cultural differences will enable this modern prohibition to persist.
(27 September 2016): “A New Debate Over Pricing the Risks of Climate Change”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/27/business/energy-environment/a-new-debate-over-pricingthe-risks-of-climate-change.html)
--------“Some companies, including ExxonMobil, say the economics of climate change are too
hard to predict for them to give investors hard numbers about the business impact of global
warming. Federal regulators may disagree and are considering requiring Exxon to do just that
for its oil reserves. Now a long-shot legislative effort by a Florida congressman to prevent such
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a move by the federal government has become an unexpected flash point in the battle over
disclosing climate-related risks—with potentially hundreds of billions of dollars in the balance.
********The congressman is Representative Bill Posey of Florida. The so-called “Posey
amendment” would allow, among other things, “real estate companies to stay mum on the risks
posed to waterfront properties by rising seas, for example, and let food companies leave the
impact of future water shortages unaddressed.” In short, the amendment if adopted would
undermine the value of almost all risk disclosures required by the Securities and Exchange
Commission. One group actively involved in examining how to assess the financial risks behind
climate change is the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (https://www.fsbtcfd.org/); another group working in the area is the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board
(http://www.sasb.org/). The chief executive of the SASB, Jean Rogers, notes: “Climate risk is
the most ubiquitous risk out there . . . There’s no excuse anymore [to ignore them]. We know
what the risks are, industry by industry.”
********One of the interesting arguments reported in the article is to the effect that climaterelated risks are hard to measure precisely, so we shouldn’t try to measure at all. This is a
familiar argument, especially for someone who has spent almost all of his adult life in higher
education—just substitute ‘learning is’ for ‘climate-related risks are’. Clearly what we need is a
more sophisticated notion of measurement.
(27 September 2016): “Trouble Brewing in the Craft Beer Industry”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/trouble-brewing-in-the-craft-beer-industry-1474990945)
--------Craft brewers like Creature Comforts Brewing Co. of Athens, Georgia are outgrowing
their supply chains. “The brewer has had so much trouble finding enough of a special type of
hops called citra . . . that it has been forced to reject orders for about 8,000 barrels of beer during
the past year. That is more than $2 million in revenue and enough beer to nearly double
production.” Regional brewers including “Wicked Weed Brewing of Asheville, N.C., and
MadTree Brewing of Cincinnati have run into similar constraints. The shortages are contributing
to the sudden slowdown in craft beer sales. During the first half of the year, independent
brewers’ volumes grew about 8%, ending six years of double-digit growth.” The problems “isn’t
lack of hops productions. . . . The problem is the rapid proliferation of tiny beer brands from a
fiercely competitive and rapidly expanding craft beer industry. Beer drinkers now have an
estimated 30,000 different choices from 4,000-plus brewers to pick from, compared with about
20,000 beers from 2,000 brewers five years ago, according to the Brewers Association.”
********The article notes, many small brewers create challenges for hops suppliers, since the
suppliers don’t know if the specialty hops wanted by them will still be wanted in the event the
brewers go out of business. As a result, “Brokers and so-called hop merchants try to bridge that
divide by acting as middlemen—ordering in bulk for several brewers—in addition to storying
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and shipping hops for them. But that doesn’t always solve the problem with today’s
unpredictable consumers.” Like other products, the beer fad of the day may fade quickly.
********At the other end of the size distribution of firms there is AB InBev and SAV Miller.
Shareholders of both firms just approved the merger of the two companies in a deal worth over
$100 billion. “Regulators around the world have already approved the deal, which AB InBev
says will create ‘the first truly global brewer.’ The takeover is expected to be formally
completed on Oct. 10.” You can learn more about the merger at:
http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct-ab-inbev-sabmiller-merger-megabrew-20160928story.html. Will this affect craft brewers or will the merger principally allow AB InBev to
generate more profit from its now expanded mass-market beers through cost reductions? Cost
reduction have been a focal point of past mergers by AB InBev.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 285 (5 October 2016)
(29 September 2016): “More Wealth, More Jobs, but Not for Everyone: What Fuels the
Backlash on Trade” (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/29/business/economy/more-wealth-morejobs-but-not-for-everyone-what-fuels-the-backlash-on-trade.html)
--------“For generations, libraries full of economics textbooks have rightly promised that global
trade expands national wealth by lowering the price of goods, lifting wages and amplifying
growth. . . . But trade comes with no assurances that the spoils will be shared equitably. Across
much of the industrialized world, an outsize share of the winnings has been harvested by people
with advanced degrees, stock options and the need for accountants. Ordinary laborers have
borne the costs and suffered from joblessness and deepening economic anxiety. These costs
have proved overwhelming in communities that depend on industry for sustenance, vastly
exceeding what economists anticipated.” Tapping “into the rage of communities reeling from
factory closings,” Donald Trump has denounced “trade with China and Mexico” and Hillary
Clinton has opposed a free-trade deal “she supported while secretary of state.”
********This lengthy article points clearly to some of the undesirable, possibly unforeseen,
consequences of freer trade. It is true, as noted in the article, that few economists have the
knowledge or take the time to develop the job-related consequences of expanded trade at a local
or regional level, relying instead upon general reasoning based on highly polished general
principles. As the article also points out, the disruptions in the U.S. that resulted from freer trade
could have been dealt with far better than they were. The erosion of social safety nets over
recent decades in the guise of a smaller federal government have ensured that those most
disadvantaged by trade have not had the resources and support to adapt to the new trading
environment.
********Here is a passage in the article that stood out for me: “The beneficiaries of this surge
[in trade with China] include anyone who has bought practically anything touched by human
hands . . . The casualties of China’s exports are far fewer, but they are concentrated.” This
notion of diffuse benefits and concentrated costs is a familiar one in economics, although it is
usually presented in the context of concentrated benefits and diffuse costs. In the latter case,
when benefits from an action are concentrated, those who will benefit from them will be willing
to spend a lot to enable it but those who will not benefit will be willing to spend little to avoid it.
The difference between the two cases, though, is that things will not go back to the way they
were if trade were to be reduced or cease.
(29 September 2016): “A Growth-Friendly Climate Change Proposal”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/a-growth-friendly-climate-change-proposal-1475079939)
--------Polarized politics in Washington, D.C. have made it hard to “reconcile two divergent
priorities: climate change and economic growth. Across the country, however, voters are being
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offered a plan that does just that. In November, Washington state will vote on the country’s first
revenue-neutral carbon tax. By embedding the cost of carbon dioxide emissions in the price
consumers and businesses pay for energy, such a tax automatically encourages conservation and
makes renewable energy more appealing, without regulations and subsidies that distort
investment and undercut growth. Because the revenue is use to cut other taxes, it doesn’t crimp
incomes or undermine business competitiveness. In environmentally conscientious Washington
state, Initiative 732, as the ballot initiative is known, ought to be a slam-dunk. It isn’t—a poll
shows voters roughly split. The reasons are a window into why climate policy is so polarizing.”
---------Initiative 732 “is modeled on a similar levy introduced in British Columbia in 2008.”
Surprisingly, resistance to it has been coming from the left, not the right as is more common.
The reasons for the resistance are multiple, “But the main reason is that I-732 sends its revenue
back to taxpayers, whereas environmentalists would like the revenue for other priorities.” For
example, “The Washington Environmental Council, which doesn’t support I-732, says revenue
from any climate initiative should be plowed into the ‘clean energy economy . . . infrastructure
for clean, abundant water and healthy forests’ and assistance for ‘the most vulnerable workers
and communities.’ Rather than compromise, other climate activists have sought to oust their
political opponents—usually Republican.”
********You can learn a good deal more about I-732, with background, design, and the exact
text of the measure, at:
https://ballotpedia.org/Washington_Carbon_Emission_Tax_and_Sales_Tax_Reduction,_Initiativ
e_732_(2016). A simple search on “I-732” will identify a lot of interesting articles, including the
names of a number of environmental groups advocating different positions on the measure. The
site Ballotpedia: The Encyclopedia of American Politics (https://ballotpedia.org/Main_Page)
looks like one to remember.
********This situation reminded me of the quotation “Politics is the art of the possible,” which
is attributed to Otto von Bismarck. Evidently this is a fragment of the original statement (in
German), which is: “Politics is the art of the possible, the attainable—the art of the next best”
(https://www.quora.com/What-do-people-think-about-the-saying-politics-is-an-art-ofcompromise-by-Otto-Von-Bismarck). You can learn more about Bismarck at:
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Otto_von_Bismarck. Bismarck was very quotable.
(29 September 2016): “Why so many of America’s sushi restaurants are owned by Chinese
immigrants” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/09/29/the-fascinatingstory-behind-who-opens-sushi-restaurants-and-why/)
--------“From Ames, Iowa, to Lancaster, Pa., Chinese Americans have opened many of the sushi
joints that dot suburban malls and city blocks across the country. It’s the result of what experts
describe as a striking convergence between U.S. ethnic-food preferences and the economic
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pressure facing a new wave of Chinese immigrants, whose population in the United States has
tripled in the past 25 years.” According to those who have studied “the outsize role of Chinese
Americans in the Japanese food business, . . . The influx of low-wage Chinese immigrants . . .
has created fierce competition to provide cheap food. At the same time, Japan’s wealth and
economic success helped its cuisine gain a reputation as trendy and refined. So for many
entrepreneurial Chinese immigrants looking to get ahead, Japanese food has often become the
better opportunity.” As noted by Krishnendu Ray, who heads NYU’s food studies program,
“Chinese entrepreneurs have figured out that this is a way to make a slightly better living and get
out of the . . . world of $10, $5 food at the bottom end of the market.”
********A past Japanese Ministry of Agriculture estimate found that “only about a tenth of
Japanese restaurants in the States were run by people of Japanese descent.” The article provides
average meal price data for a variety of cuisines, with Japanese near the top (surpassed by
French) at $62.73 and Chinese near the bottom at $32.78; Thai food was at the bottom. I found
interesting the point made by Krishnendu Ray, that “Foods we associate with poor immigrants
tend to be cheap, and we are generally not willing to pay a higher price for it.” Also useful to see
is the meal price distribution of Chinese and Japanese cuisines, which is astonishing. Although
the ingredients of Japanese cuisine may be costlier than Chinese, it is easy to see why a Chinese
restauranteur choosing to focus of Japanese cuisine.
(1 October 2016): “Why Deep Learning is Suddenly Changing Your Life”
(http://fortune.com/ai-artificial-intelligence-deep-machine-learning/)
********This lengthy article provides something of a primer of the “deep-learning revolution”
that is overtaking modern life. At the root of this revolution is “a family of artificial intelligence
(AI) techniques popularly known as deep learning, though most scientists still prefer to call them
by their original academic designation: deep neural networks.” Although neural nets aren’t new,
“What’s changed is that today computer scientists have finally harnessed both the vast
computational power and the enormous storehouses of data . . . that, it turns out, are essential to
making neural nets work well.” As an example of scope of the changes underway, “Google had
two deep-learning projects underway in 2012. Today it is pursuing more than 1,000, according
to a spokesperson, in all its major product sectors, including search, Android Gmail, translation,
maps, YouTube, and self-driving cars.”
********Self-driving cars, of course, are much in the news. I found it interesting that the 7th
episode—“Driven”—of the 7th season of the TV show “The Good Wife” was devoted to the
topic. In doing so, it provides a clear discussion of the deep learning involved in such cars, as
well as some potential problems.
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(1 October 2016): “Anti-globalists: Why they’re wrong”
(http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21707926-globalisations-critics-say-it-benefits-onlyelite-fact-less-open-world-would-hurt)
--------The advocacy of free-trade has a lengthy history. “In September 1843 the Liverpool
Mercury reported on a large free-trade rally in the city. . . . John Bright, a newly elected MP,
spoke eloquently on the merits of abolishing duties on imported food, echoing arguments made
in The Economist, a fledgling newspaper. . . . His speech in Liverpool was roundly cheered. It is
hard to imagine, 173 years later, a leading Western politician being lauded for a defence of free
trade. Neither candidate in America’s presidential election is a champion. Donald Trump,
incoherent on so many fronts, is clear in this area: unfair competition from foreigners has
destroyed jobs at home. He threatens to dismantle the North American Free Trade Agreement,
withdraw from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and start a trade war with China. To her
discredit, Hillary Clinton now denounces the TPP, a pact she helped negotiate. . . . The backlash
against trade is just one symptom of a pervasive anxiety about the effects of open economies. . . .
But there is a world of difference between improving globalization and reversing it. The idea
that globalisation is a scam that benefits only corporations and the rich could scarcely be more
wrong.”
********This article is one of the leaders for the week. It provides an introduction, of sorts, for
the subsequent Special Report: The World Economy, contained in the issue. You can access the
various parts of the Report at: http://www.economist.com/printedition/2016-10-01. Trade is one
of two elements of the modern economic world that is being increasingly challenged in recent
years. The other is limited liability company, a brief discussion of which is presented in
“Schumpeter: Don’t limit the revolution” (http://www.economist.com/news/business/21707938all-its-virtues-limited-liability-continues-provoke-criticism-dont-limit-revolution). The soon-tobe-released Limited Liability: A Legal and Economic Analysis
(https://www.amazon.com/Limited-Liability-Legal-Economic-Analysis/dp/1783473029), by
Stephen M. Bainbridge and M. Todd Henderson, provides a “comprehensive economic analysis
of the policy debate surrounding the laws governing limited liability.”
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 286 (12 October 2016)
Occasional remark. Yesterday—October 11th—while searching for a book at Amazon using
the terms ‘economics’ and ‘journalism’, I learned that Democracy’s Detectives: The Economics
of Investigative Journalism (https://www.amazon.com/Democracy%E2%80%99s-DetectivesEconomics-Investigative-Journalism/dp/0674545508/), by James T. Hamilton, was released on
the previous day. Such good luck. As the Amazon blurb states, “In democratic societies,
investigative journalism holds government and private institutions accountable to the public.
From firings and resignations to changes in budgets and laws, the impact of this reporting can be
significant—but so too are the costs. As newspapers confront shrinking subscriptions and
advertising revenue, who is footing the bill for journalists to carry out their essential work? . . .
Drawing of a painstakingly assembled data set of thousands of investigations by U.S. journalists,
James T. Hamilton deploys economic theories of markets and incentives to reach conclusions
about the types of investigative stories that get prioritized and funded.”
Hamilton is the Director of the Stanford Journalism Program and hopes to “help surface
the problems faced by journalists to those looking to use computational methods to solve puzzles
that benefit society” (https://www.amazon.com/James-T.Hamilton/e/B000APG2F2/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1). The Stanford Computational
Journalism Lab (http://cjlab.stanford.edu/) is involved in this work. This seems like an
interesting new direction for “Big Data.” Somewhat related is the upcoming Pew Charitable
Trust webcast—Friday, October 14th—on “Data-Driven Decision-Making at the State and Local
Level.” Colorado Governor John Hickenlooper will kick off “a series of discussions on
evidence-based governing, with a special focus on election administration and tax incentives.”
You can learn more about the event (and watch it) at:
http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/about/events/2016/governing-by-the-numbers. The event runs
from 9:00 am to noon Mountain Time.
Democracy’s Detectives has already received the attention of some notable entities and I
suspect that it will be reviewed frequently in the weeks to come. One source to learn more about
the book is Nonprofit Quarterly (https://nonprofitquarterly.org/2016/10/11/new-book-attemptsdefine-value-investigative-journalism/), which discusses the “business model crisis” of
investigative journalism and notes a few organizations doing investigative journalism as
traditional newspapers have done less. The NQ also, happily, drew my attention to The Poynter
Institute, “one of the world’s leading resources for journalism and consequently civil society.”
As mentioned, when Poynter recommends a new book, readers should take note. You can learn
more about the Institute and read what it had to say about Hamilton’s book at:
http://www.poynter.org/2016/an-economist-makes-the-case-for-saving-investigativejournalism/433481/.
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Regarding the Institute’s article, those in North Carolina will want to pay particular
attention to the coverage of former reporter Pat Stith. Specifically, “there is a 70-page chapter on
the career of a single investigative reporter—Pat Stith of the News and Observer of Raleigh, a
sort of micro-economic window into the craft.” Stith, and two other colleagues, won a Pulitzer
Prize in 1996 for work “on the environmental and health risks of waste disposal systems used in
North Carolina’s growing hog industry” (http://www.pulitzer.org/winners/news-observerraleigh-nc-work-melanie-sill-pat-stith-and-joby-warrick).
(1 October 2016): “The Federal Reserve: Man in the dock”
“(http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21707908-was-alan-greenspan-blamefinancial-crisis-man-dock)
--------[A review of The Man Who Knew: The Life and Times of Alan Greenspan
(https://www.amazon.com/Man-Who-Knew-Times-Greenspan/dp/1594204845/), by Sebastien
Mallaby.] “Mr. Mallaby, formerly a journalist at The Economist and now a senior fellow at the
Council on Foreign Relations in New York, takes readers on a long journey from Mr
Greenspan’s childhood as the adored and awkward son of a single Jewish mother in New York,
through his period as a ‘sideman’ in a jazz band, his professional life as a data-obsessed
forecaster, his engagement in Republican politics, his 18 years as chairman of the Federal
Reserve and, finally, the post-crisis collapse of his reputation. Through the lens of this stellar
career, the book also throws a sharp light on American policy and policymaking over four
decades.”
********Serving 18 years and five months, Greenspan was the second longest-serving chair of
the Federal Reserve System, following William McChesney Martin
(http://www.ibtimes.com/who-longest-serving-federal-reserve-chairman-history-1491906) who
served 18 years and nine months. At 780 pages, this book is quite long but it seems like one
worth reading. According to reviewer Randall S. Kroszner, “despite its nearly 700 pages of text,
the book is hard to put down, thanks to Mr. Mallaby’s knack for finding just the right example or
sparkling quotation to illustrate his points” [SR]( http://www.wsj.com/articles/sebastianmallabys-biography-shows-that-alan-greenspan-foresaw-the-housing-crisis-why-didnt-he-act1475877299). It’s a pity that Kroszner’s review requires a subscription, as he provides a
knowledge and sympathy for both writer and subject that makes his review come alive. As he
notes, “Alan Greenspan’s intellectual journey began with Ayn Rand, who was introduced to him
by his first wife in 1953.” Over time, “Mr. Greenspan evolved a practical view of political
economy in part, Mr. Mallaby says, because he was ‘mugged by reality.’” I am very curious
about Greenspan’s intellectual odyssey: How did he get from Ayn Rand to the Federal Reserve?
********In connection with the above, The Man Who Knew is on the shortlist for the Business
Book of the Year of The Financial Times. You can see the complete list at:
http://aboutus.ft.com/2016/09/07/financial-times-and-mckinsey-announce-shortlist-for-2016-
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business-book-of-the-year-award/#axzz4MWAypCcZ. There are six books on the list, including
What Works: Gender Equality by Design (https://www.amazon.com/What-Works-GenderEquality-Design/dp/0674089030). There may be some valuable insights in this book for the
political leaders of Asheville, as they seek to address local equity issues, as mentioned by Mayor
Esther Manheimer in her recent State of the City address. You can learn more at:
http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2016/10/04/mayor-us-racial-divide-ashevilleeyes-equity/91532542/.
(6 October 2016): “Wind Is the New Corn for Struggling Farmers”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-06/wind-is-the-new-corn-for-strugglingfarmers)
--------“Wind energy, the fastest-growing source of electricity in the U.S., is transforming lowincome rural areas in ways not seen since the federal government gave land to homesteaders 150
years ago. As commodity prices threaten to reach decade lows and farmers struggle to meet debt
payments, wind has become the newest cash crop, saving family farms across a wide swath of
the heartland.”
********Power companies have invested more than $100 billion on wind power “in low-income
counties—where about 70 percent of wind farms are located—has helped double assessed land
values in some of the poorest parts of rural America. That’s provided a much-needed infusion of
local tax revenue that’s being used to rebuild schools and pay down debt.” All this points to the
intricacy of the relationships of policy and outcomes in relation to energy. This makes me think
of the alternative uses of land in the mining areas of the Appalachians and the farming areas of
the Midwest, e.g., Iowa. As a result of policy and wind patterns, it seems, the Midwest is likely
to be better able to adapt to changes in the energy landscape than the Appalachians.
(7 October 2016): “Foodies Can Order Meats From a Single Animal”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/foodies-can-order-meats-from-a-single-animal-1475690882)
--------“In grocery store cases stuffed with exotic grass-fed and organic meats, new ‘singleorigin’ cuts are taking the local food craze to new heights. Retailers including Whole Foods
Market Inc., FreshDirect, and Amazon.com Inc. are building farm-to-store meat operations that
sate some consumers’ desires to trace their burger or bacon all the way back to an individual
animal.” One such purveyor is 26-year-old Hannah Raudsepp, the founder of Honest Beef, who
“buys cattle directly from her family’s ranch in the Nebraska Sandhills. She pays a small plant
nearby to butcher and dry-age them, one at a time. Then Ms. Raudsepp matches online orders
with carcasses coming down the line, and ships directly to consumers who order at least $85
worth of steaks and burgers ‘from one single animal.’” Honest Beef charges $8.50 a pound for
its dry-age ground beef, compared to an average August prices elsewhere of $4.25 a pound.
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“Analysts say the single-origin meat sellers are tapping into demand for meat that consumers see
as more ethically raised or butchered.”
********You can learn more about Honest Beef at: https://www.honestbeefco.com/. During the
two minutes or so that I was online I learned that someone from Hendersonville, North Carolina
purchased a sirloin share, so customers are “in the neighborhood.” This is a market that is so
new that many of its supporting structures. For example, “Because so few of these [singleorigin] farms now exist, Whole Foods had to invest in farms and slaughter plants to meet
customer demand for ‘whole animal’ products,” according to the company’s global meat buyer.
This new market evokes many thoughts. Perhaps you have one?
(9 October 2016): “Sending Potatoes to Idaho? How the Free Market Can Fight Poverty”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/09/upshot/sending-potatoes-to-idaho-how-the-free-markethelps-food-banks.html)
--------“Skepticism about capitalism and free markets is rising. A survey by the Harvard Institute
of Politics found that a majority of 18-to-29-year-old Americans do not believe in modern
capitalism at all. . . . Yet food banks, the organizations at the forefront of the fight against
hunger, haven’t given up on free markets at all—to the contrary, they are increasingly relying on
them. How this unlikely marriage happened, and what it teaches us about markets, is an
important story. It is embedded in the research of Canice Prendergast, an economics professor at
the University of Chicago Booth School of Business who documented the innovations of
Feeding America, a large nonprofit organization that collects and distributes hundreds of
millions of tons of food to more than 200 food banks throughout the United States.”
********The research mentioned in the article is “The Allocation of Food to Food Banks,”
which can be read at: http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/canice.prendergast/research/food4.pdf.
What struck me as especially noteworthy in the article is its discussion of the objections to free
markets, which tend to be based on two issues: “First, goods go to the highest bidder; second,
bidders possess different amounts of wealth. Disentangling these two factors is important.
When markets produce outcomes that seem unfair, it is usually the second factor—the wealth
disparity—that is to blame. Place bidders on an equal footing and the superior efficiency of the
market becomes evident.” As this idea is explored, the approach (and success) of Feeding
America becomes easier to understand.
********As I read the article it seemed to contain a familiar story. After some searching, I
found that a somewhat similar story showed up in TIF Weekly 242. The story was “The Pickle
Problem” and it showed up in an 18-minute NPR podcast. You can listen to it at:
http://www.npr.org/sections/money/2015/11/25/457408717/episode-665-the-pickle-problem.
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(11 October 2016): “Oliver Hart and Bengt Holmstrom Win Nobel in Economics for Work on
Contracts” (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/11/business/nobel-economics-oliver-hart-bengtholmstrom.html)
--------“Oliver Hart and Bengt Holmstrom were awarded the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
Science on Monday for their work on improving the design of contracts, the deals that bind
together employers and their workers, or companies and their customers.”
********You can learn substantially more about the Noble recipients and their work at:
https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2016/press.html. Be sure
to check the various links on the left-hand-side of the screen. Another useful source for
information on the Nobel Prize in economics in recent years can be found in the October 11 post
of Economic Principals at: http://www.economicprincipals.com/. Its proprietor, David Warsh, is
a journalist who has focused his attention on the economics profession.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 287 (19 October 2016)
(10 October 2016): “Grass Warfare in L.A.” (https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2016-turfterminators-grass-war/)
--------The five-year drought in California has many Californians reconsidering the “American
dream” of green, well-watered lawn and some governmental agencies have put money behind
movement to eliminate grass lawns and replace them with something requiring less water. One
of those agencies is the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, “the country’s
biggest municipal supplier” of water. However, rebates provided by it and the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power have encouraged the emergence of a variety of businesses that
have ripped up lawns and replaced them with gravel and ill-suited plants. The city controller of
Los Angeles, Ron Galperin, has concluded that the rebates for turf replacement were “largely a
gimmick. The turf replacement gave . . . the lowest return on investment [compared to] other
conservation programs.” For example, “water-efficient washing machines or toilets.”
********Given the likelihood that many more municipalities will face droughts like those in
California, the experience of Los Angeles is worthy of reflection.
(10 October 2016): “Coke and Pepsi Give Millions to Public Health, Then Lobby Against It”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/10/well/eat/coke-and-pepsi-give-millions-to-public-healththen-lobby-against-it.html)
--------“The beverage giants Coco-Cola and PepsiCo have given millions of dollars to nearly 100
prominent health groups in recent years, while simultaneously spending millions to defeat public
health legislation that would reduce Americans’ soda intake, according to public health
researchers. The findings, published on Monday in the American Journal of Preventive
Medicine, document the beverage industry’s deep financial ties to the health community over the
past five years, as a part of a strategy to silence health critics and gain unlikely allies against soda
regulations.”
********At the end of the article, NYU professor of nutrition, food studies, and public health
Marion Nestle notes that the soda companies “want to have it both ways—appear as socially
responsible corporate citizens and lobby against public health measures every chance they get.”
The publication upon which this article is based is “Sponsorship of National Health
Organizations by Two Major Soda Companies” (http://www.ajpmonline.org/article/S07493797(16)30331-2/fulltext). It contains an impressive list of sponsored organizations, as well as a
table showing “Lobbying on Soda-Related Public Health Bills, 2011-2015.” The 11-page article
is easy to read, devoid of much of the apparatus of academic research, and can be downloaded as
a pdf file. It is a good example of the invisible foot and the invisible hand at work, suggesting
that investments in public health groups may improve, as Marion Nestle indicates, public
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perceptions while simultaneously decreasing the probability of regulatory action that would
affect the revenues, and presumably profits, of donor firms.
********On a related matter, I am now halfway through The Cigarette Century: The Rise, Fall,
and Deadly Persistence of the Product That Defined America
(https://www.amazon.com/Cigarette-Century-Persistence-Product-Defined/dp/0465070485/), by
Allan M. Brandt; Brandt is a professor of the history of medicine at Harvard University. The
book one a slew of prizes and was described by the Times Literary Supplement as “A
masterpiece of medical history.” Among other things, it provides a well-documented and
frighteningly clear narrative of how cigarette companies supported research on cancer-related
topics while simultaneously doing everything they could to undermine the science relating to the
health effects of cigarette smoking. If we now see such strategies employed by an array of
industries now, not to mention politics, it is because they were developed rigorously and with
clear intention by cigarette companies in the 20th century. Perhaps one way to look at this book
is that it develops in great detail one of the multiple cases examined in lesser detail by Naomi
Oreskes and Erik M. Conway in Merchants of Doubt (https://www.amazon.com/MerchantsDoubt-Handful-Scientists-Obscured/dp/1608193942/).
********One of the “other things” I learned from The Cigarette Century showed up in Part II:
Science, p. 148. There the three domains of medical knowledge—clinical observations,
population studies, and laboratory experiments—are related. What became clear to me in my
reading is that depending upon the domain to which a researcher was most closely connected, the
assessment of a given research outcome could vary dramatically. That is why, as the book points
out, “Demonstrating that smoking caused disease ultimately required important insights
integrating clinical, epidemiological, and laboratory investigations.” I wonder if medicine is
unusual in that regard or if, properly considered, that might be more general and apply, for
example, to a disciplines such as economics.
(12 October 2016): “Out With the Poor, In With the Rich: The Landlord’s Guide to Gentrifying
NYC” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-12/get-out)
********This is an article about rent-controlled apartments in New York City and the especially
determined efforts of landlord Steve Croman to oust tenants living in them. The motivation is
simple—remove tenants currently paying, say, $900 a month, and replace them with new tenants
paying, say, $5000 a month. The tactics are many and are discussed in some detail in the article.
I found the article to be valuable as “rent-controlled apartments in New York City” is one of the
staples in economics courses whenever “price ceilings”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-12/get-out) are discussed. This article, as
they say, puts some “flesh on the bones” of the standard example.
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(13 October 2016): “Student Loans: Don’t Call It a Crisis”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/david-wessel-reviews-books-about-student-loans1476302384)
--------[A review of Game of Loan: The Rhetoric and Reality of Student Debt
(https://www.amazon.com/Game-Loans-Rhetoric-Reality-Student/dp/069116715X/), by Beth
Akers and Matthew M. Chingos, and Student Debt: Rhetoric and Realities of Higher Education
Financing (https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1349949434/), by Sandy Baum. The reviewer
is David Wessel, a former columnist for The Wall Street Journal who now works for The
Brookings Institution.] “Doing something about ‘the student loan crisis’ is a staple in this year’s
political campaigns. Now come three brave economists with a simple message: There is no
student loan crisis—if by ‘crisis’ one means that a huge number of Americans are buried under
piles of debt for college educations that aren’t paying off. . . . Successfully aimed at noneconomists, both books are clearly written. They are light on people and anecdotes, though, so
they’re not exactly engaging. They are, however, powerful antidotes to the stereotypes and
myths that have grown up around student loans.”
--------Sandy Baum, for example, “counts up press accounts like the one about the woman who
graduated from Ohio Northern University with $120,000 in loans. Such stories are accurate and
troubling, but not at all typical. One scholarly analysis of 100 news stories from 2014 showed
that the subjects profiled had borrowed more than $85,000 each. But only 7% of student loan
borrowers at the end of 2014 owed more than $75,000, and the vast majority of those had
graduate degrees. Two-thirds of all borrowers owed less than $25,000.”
********As a former colleague noted, the issues raised in the press, as well as in the article, is
“an example of trying to set policy based on the outlier cases.” Coupled with this is the problem
of faulty generalization (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Faulty_generalization): “A faulty
generalization is a conclusion about all or many instances of a phenomenon that has been
reached on the basis of just one or just a few instances of the phenomenon.” Solving the wrong
problem in relation to student loans will likely serve no one.
********One approach to dealing with student loans that is finding some favor bases
repayments on the ability of students to repay their loans. Specifically, to base repayments on
future earnings. Both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump have indicated slightly different
approaches embracing this idea, one discussion of which can be found at:
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/donald-trumps-student-loan-plan-appears-to-take-a-pagefrom-obamas-book-2016-10-14. Such a plan is currently an option but there are some (easilyfixed) problems with it. You can learn more by reading “The ‘No-Brainer’ Fix To America’s
Student Loan Mess” (http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-12/the-no-brainer-fixto-america-s-student-loan-mess). Contained within the article is a 15-minute “walking” video
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conversation on student loans. What struck me especially is that the bankruptcy laws for student
laws are more rigorous than loans for tangible goods like automobiles.
(15 October 2016): “The shadow economy: Unregulated, untaxed, unloved”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21708675-new-technology-may-persuadeinformal-businesses-and-workers-become-formal-bringing-light)
--------“Moving from the informal to the formal economy can be . . . simple. But in many
countries the transition remains rare. Half to three-quarters of all non-agricultural workers in
poorer countries (perhaps 2 billion people) fall outside the purview of officialdom and so can be
categorized as ‘informal (or ‘shadow’ or ‘grey’). In rich countries the share is much smaller,
though still significant. One-tenth of Britain’s economy is thought to be informal. . . . Over the
past decade the world’s working-age population has been growing faster than the number of
people officially employed, implying that there are more and more people in jobs outside the
mainstream.”
********As the article notes, one of the factors leading the way to an increasingly formal
economy is the adoption of digital platforms for consumer, and presumably other, transactions.
Sweden is well on its way to making paper money a rarity—“Many shops and even bars refuse
to accept the folding stuff, and cash machines are hard to find”—but Italians are “lovers of cash.”
So, social and historical forces (the invisible handshake) will play a role in determining the speed
with which governments (the invisible foot) can seek to bring more consumer transactions (the
invisible hand) into the formal economy.
(17 October 2016): “Do Corporate Leaders Need To Pay Taxes?” (http://daily.jstor.org/docorporate-leaders-need-to-pay-taxes/)
********Did Donald Trump have a fiduciary duty “to minimize his taxes”? As Livia Gershon
notes, “Individuals like Trump have no legal duty to keep as much money as possible.” But “for
publicly traded companies, the story is a bit different. Federal and state laws assign corporate
leaders a rather vague responsibility to take care of the best interests of the company and its
shareholders, which some courts have interpreted as a requirement that companies prioritize
earning money for shareholders above else.” Gershon then goes on to relate an experiment by
Jacob M. Rose, a Bentley University professor conducted an experiment “posing ethical
questions to 34 active directors of U.S. Fortune 200 corporations.” He then divided the directors
into two groups, “asking 17 of them to address the issues from the perspective of a director of a
publicly held company—essentially as they would in real life. The other 17 were told to imagine
themselves as partners in a privately held partnership, a role in where there are no public
shareholders for management to be responsible. to.” When Rose asked them to evaluate two
ethically-charged scenarios, the “directors’ responses varied dramatically depending on whether
they thought of themselves as corporate directors or company partners.”
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*********The article upon which Gershon’s post is based is “Corporate Directors and Social
Responsibility: Ethics versus Shareholder Value,” which was published in the Journal of
Business Ethics in 2007. The article can be reached by a link in the post. This is an excellent
example of how an assumption about how firms behave, i.e., to maximize the market value of the
firm, has been transformed into a directive as to how firms should behave. Obviously this is a
point that is not made sufficiently strongly enough by those who have taught (and do teach)
corporate finance. (Full disclosure: I am one of those people.) By the way, this article is quite
readable and could be used as a basis for similar, possibly identical, questions.
(17 October 2016): “How the Chemical Industry Joined the Fight Against Climate Change”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/17/business/how-the-chemical-industry-joined-the-fightagainst-climate-change.html)
--------“It might seem surprising to find the world’s chemical companies on the front lines of
preventing climate change, fighting to disrupt their own industries. But in a sweeping accord
reached on Saturday in Kigali, Rwanda, companies including Honeywell and Chemours, a
DuPont spinoff, were among the most active backers of a move away from a profitable chemical
that has long been the foundation for the fast-growing air-conditioning and refrigeration
business. . . . The chemical industry’s response stands in stark contrast to the foot-dragging, and
in many cases the outright obstructions of climate regulations, by the big oil companies.”
********The foot dragging in one case and the active backing in another is consistent with
whether or not company interests are aligned with environmental interests, as the article seems to
indicate. The chemical companies seem to have products that are good substitutes for the
hydrofluorocarbons that have been targeted but the “big oil” companies seem not to have them
for their traditional products (although this seems to be changing). Environmental experts say
that “the Kigali deal was an example of an emerging dynamic, were companies pre-empt
environmental policy changes by developing more planet-friendly products, then push for
regulation that grows that market.”
(19 October 2016): “Giving Every Child a Monthly Check for an Even Start”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/19/business/economy/giving-every-child-a-monthly-checkfor-an-even-start.html)
--------“The percentage of children who are poor is more than three times as high in the United
States as it is in Norway or the Netherlands. America has a larger proportion of poor children
than Russia. So what’s going on? We may spend a lot of money, but we don’t spend it well. It
turns out that the most generous federal programs for families with children barely help the
nation’s unluckiest children. Rather, they generally push money to their counterparts higher up
the ladder of well-being. The child tax deduction—which allows families to exclude $4,000 a
child from their taxable income—avoids the poor almost entirely. Just over 1 percent of the $40
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billion it costs the federal budget every year flows to the poorest fifth of the population. That
works out to an average benefit of $10 a poor family, according to calculations by the
nonpartisan Tax Policy Center.” Although Presidential candidate Hillary Clinton has proposed
increasing an existing tax credit to better support poor children, “there is an opportunity for even
bolder action. Why not get rid of the child tax credit and the child deduction entirely, and
instead provide a monthly check of $250 for every child in the country, to guarantee a minimum
level of well-being?”
********I found the column by Eduardo Porter to be provocative. The point about the poor
deriving little benefit from the child tax deductions is clear, powerful, and obvious once stated
(but seldom stated). I’m not sure I would advocate for the same check to every child, which
though equal does not seem equitable. Still, as Porter notes, we have an opportunity to rethink
how our governments deal with the children of the poor, indeed all children. During a “normal”
election year, we might have heard some proposals along these lines. But it is not such a year.
(19 October 2016): “Nevada Voters Weigh Deregulation of Electricity Market”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/nevada-voters-weigh-deregulation-of-electricity-market1476792006)
--------“Nevada is the latest battleground in a national political fight over whether consumers and
businesses should be able to choose where they buy electricity. A November ballot measure
backed by Las Vegas casinos and other firms would end the monopoly of the state’s largest
utility, NV Energy, owned by Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway Inc., and create a
competitive retail power market where customers could choose their provider. . . . If the
campaign ultimately succeeds, Nevada would join New York, Texas and about a dozen other
states where consumers and businesses can choose their electricity provider.” According to Kira
Fabrizio of Boston University’s Questrom School of Business, “In state after state, regulators are
being pushed to revisit some core aspects of utility regulation in order to accommodate the future
model of what electric utilities are going to look like.”
********Yet another instance of the dramatic change taking place in U.S. electricity markets.
Gone, it seems, are the days of “knee jerk” thinking about natural monopoly
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_monopoly).
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(21 October 2016): “K Street gearing up for peak busy season”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/wp/2016/10/21/k-street-gearing-up-for-peakbusy-season/)
********”K Street” is the verbal shorthand for the lobbying industry as it relates to the federal
government (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K_Street_(Washington,_D.C.). Although it “many of
the largest lobbying firms have move out” since the late 1980s, the term continues to be used.
Building up its “fame,” HBO created a short-lived TV series about it
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K_Street_(TV_series)). With that background, here is the article.
--------“Every four years, while the rest of the nation heads to the polls, Washington’s coterie of
lobby firms works overtime to tend to a mad rush of demands from corporate clients who all
want to know the same thing: How do we best lobby a new president? A new Congress? That
season is now upon us. The fall and winter that bookend a presidential election are the busiest
months for K Street’s hired guns. Late October is particularly harried, as they scramble to draw
up contingency plans mapping out all potential outcomes of the election—presidential, House
and Senate—and how companies should adjust their lobbying strategies accordingly.”
********Presumably corporations are not the only organizations looking to get “an edge” with a
somewhat different cast of players after the election. Clearly, the legal environment constructed
by the political process influences the demand and supply of many—one might well say all—
goods and services. In the work of the denizens of K Street, the connections between the
invisible foot and the invisible hand are most easily seen.
(24 October 2016): “Odd Lots: Why Everyone Is Freaking Out About Globalization”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-24/odd-lots-why-everyone-is-freaking-outabout-globalization)
********The title of this 34-minute podcast is somewhat overstated but it is a clear discussion
of some of the issues associated with globalization from the 1990s on. This “Odd Lots” podcast
is hosted by Tracy Alloway and Sid Verma, with the latter sitting in for the travelling Joe
Weisenthal. Their guest is Dani Rodrik, a professor of International Political Economy at
Harvard University, who “was writing about the downside of globalization before it was cool.”
One of his books on the topic is The Globalization Paradox: Democracy and the Future of the
World Economy (https://www.amazon.com/Globalization-Paradox-Democracy-FutureEconomy/dp/0393341283). The talk was wide ranging and I am going to resist the temptation to
summarize it. There were two things, though, that clearly stood out for me. First, the statement
that the current main constraint on the global economy is “Legitimacy, not lack of openness.”
This statement is put in context from 18:00 to 19:00 minutes in the podcast. Somewhat related is
the discussion of the World Trade Organization and the Trans Pacific Partnership that takes place
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between 20:00 and 23:00 of the podcast. Here Rodrik distinguishes between a concern for free
trade and a concern for reduced regulation, noting that that the WTO and the TPP were (are) not
about free trade but about regulation. In elaborating upon this he quickly mentions the Investorstate dispute settlement process (ISDS) that has drawn so much attention by a variety of
individuals and groups.
********You can learn more about ISDS at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Investorstate_dispute_settlement or https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/factsheets/2015/march/investor-state-dispute-settlement-isds. A search on “ISDS Warren” will
reveal an argument by Senator Elizabeth Warren about the ISDS especially as it relates to the
TPP. Another perspective is provided by The Heritage Foundation at:
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2016/05/straight-talk-on-the-isds-provisions-in-thetrans-pacific-partnership.
(25 October 2016): “Record Green Power Installations Beat Fossil Fuel for First Time”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-25/record-green-power-installations-beatfossil-fuel-for-first-time)
--------According to the International Energy Agency, “New installations of renewable energy
overtook conventional power for the first time in 2015 . . . Global green power rose by a record
153 gigawatts, equivalent to 55 percent of newly installed capacity last year. Total installed
capacity exceed coal for the first time, the IEA said.” The Medium-Term Renewable Energy
Market Report of the Agency noted that “About 500,000 solar panels were installed each day
across the globe in 2015.” The IEA “raised its estimate of the amount of green energy on power
grids by 13 percent, revising its forecast to 42 percent by 2021.”
********The IEA publishes a variety of Medium-Term Reports for sale. You can learn more
about them at: http://www.iea.org/publications/medium-termreports/. Just a bit more free
information is provided at: https://www.iea.org/newsroom/news/2016/october/iea-raises-its-fiveyear-renewable-growth-forecast-as-2015-marks-record-year.html.
(26 October 2106): “Newspapers Are Social Media”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/newspapers-are-social-media-1477436218)
--------[A review of The Content Trap: A Strategist’s Guide to Digital Change
(https://www.amazon.com/Content-Trap-Strategists-Digital-Change/dp/0812995384/), by Bharat
Anand. Anand, trained as an economist, is a professor of business administration at Harvard
Business School.] “Digitization exposes weak links. Then it breaks them. So much so that it
makes you wonder what people were thinking in the first place. According to Bharat Anand . . .
the weakest link is between producing content and everything else. Such connections ‘are at the
heart of what shapes any digitally touched business today.’ He looks at the content assumptions
behind various industries and shows the ways in which, over time, they can become an obstacle
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to success. To see why, consider the news. By the end of the 20th century, the master plan for a
newspaper in a major metropolitan area was something like this. Step 1: Produce great
journalism. Step 2: Become a trusted news source . . . Step 3: Use that reputation to get
subscribers. Step 4: Offer the readers up to advertisers. Step 5: Market the weekend edition to
nonsubscribers. And, finally, Step 6: Use the virtuous circle (readers beget advertisers beget
more advertisers) to charge high ad prices.” Steps 1 and 2 focus on content creation, and for
newspapers “Digital technologies break the plan somewhere between steps 3 and 4.” In effect,
“Mr. Anand argues that concentrating on content—steps 1 and 2—can blind you to ways of
getting to step 6.”
********The Asheville-Citizen Times recently (25 October 2016) that is was laying off full-time
employees (http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2016/10/25/gannett-layoffs-impactcitizen-times/92737022/). Furthermore, staff cuts at The New York Times and The Wall Street
Journal are in process. So, a book like Anand’s can provide prospective on what they are going
through and, perhaps, how they might address the challenges they face. The distinction between
content and connection seems like an important one and reminds me of Peter Drucker’s magnum
opus Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practice (https://www.amazon.com/ManagementResponsibilities-Practices-Peter-Drucker/dp/0887306152/). There (p. 49) he asks, “What is our
business and what should it be?” It seems like Anand is pointing out that, in an age of digital
technology, businesses—all organizations?—must ask these questions anew. Regarding
questions, it is good to recall a concise book about them: The Five Most Important Questions
You Will Ever Ask About Your Organization (https://www.amazon.com/Five-ImportantQuestions-About-Organization/dp/0470227567/).
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(28 October 2016): “More Wretched News for Newspapers as Advertising Woes Drive
Anxiety” (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/28/business/media/buyouts-wall-street-journal-badnews-for-newspapers.html)
--------“Across the country, those working in the newspaper industry are fretting as the end of the
year approaches. Driving much of the anxiety is a steep drop in print ad revenue, once the
lifeblood for newspapers. Spending on newspaper advertising in the United States is projected to
fall 11 percent this year, to about $12.5 billion, according to the Interpublic Group’s Magna. At
the same time, digital advertising and other forms of revenue have been slow to pick up the
slack, leading news companies, including The New York Times, The Guardian and Gannett, the
owner of USA Today, to cut costs by downsizing. . . . Across the industry, similar declines in
print advertising coupled with the shift to digital and, increasingly, mobile, are driving
newspaper companies to reconfigure their newsrooms.”
********It would be interesting and useful to know what has happened to the sum of print and
digital advertising for respective newspapers. Have ad revenues fallen even as a new source of
revenue come into being? My sense is that the answer is “No.” That being the case, reducing
cost through newsroom configuration is easy to understand. But there are so many more outlets
at which to place ads than was once the case. One wonders: “How the proposed AT&T and
Time Warner merger relates to all of this?” Still, I am intrigued by a statement that appears in an
article by the Public Editor of The New York Times
(http://publiceditor.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/04/10/a-darker-narrative-of-prints-future-from-clayshirky/), “Society doesn’t need newspapers. What we need is journalism.” If we are faced with
a continuing decline in the newspapers, where will be get that journalism?
(28 October 2016): “The two reasons it really is harder to get a job than it used to be”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/10/28/why-it-really-is-harder-to-get-ajob-than-it-used-to-be/)
--------Since the 1990s it “the labor market seems to have lost much of its natural buoyancy. The
past three downturns caused extended periods of underemployment. Years after economic
output had fully rebounded, there were still fewer people at work.” Two views are being used to
explain these “jobless” recoveries. One is that “recessions are times when companies clean
house and find ways to become more efficient. In recent decades, that has often meant replacing
employees with computers.” In effect, these “positions became obsolete.” But there seems to be
something else at work, which is the “upskilling” of work. “After a recession, the remaining job
openings may become harder to fill because employers start to demand people with better skills,
who can adapt to new technologies in order to be more productive.” In summary, “it’s not just
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that many jobs go extinct during a recession. Even the surviving jobs sometimes shift beyond
recognition—and beyond the reach of many.”
********At the end of the article economist Brad Hershbein is quoted as follows: “People need
to constantly be learning and keeping their skills up to date as technology changes and evolves . .
. If you learned how to do one thing and do it well for 15 or 20 years, and that’s all you really
learned how to do—you’re going to be hard-pressed when you lose your job.” Note the use of
the word ‘when’ but not ‘if’. In short, “checking out” is an option fraught with danger.
(30 October 2016): “Small Factories Emerge as a Weapon in the Fight Against Poverty”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/30/business/small-factories-emerge-as-a-weapon-in-the-fightagainst-poverty.html)
--------Located in Baltimore, Maryland, Marlin Steel is “a small maker of specialized metal
baskets used by much bigger manufacturers like Ford Motor, Boeing and Merck.” The company
is one of “a rare breed: the urban industrial manufacturer. Marlin is a thriving factory in a place
that, over the last half-century, factories have fled—first to the South, and later to Asia. That
flight haunts the United States perhaps most in its urban areas—especially neighborhoods that
once housed the nation’s working class—and helps explain why many African-Americans in
particular today live in poverty in metropolises like Baltimore, Detroit, Newark and St. Louis.”
********An enlightening article—the summary above only provides a hint of its many aspects.
It is inspirational, telling the story of one Marlin employee (James Branch) who went from
selling drugs and doing time to a life remade through hard work, education, and a good job. It is
concerning, indicating that smaller businesses sometimes do not have access to opportunities that
larger businesses take for granted. And it is thought provoking, making one reflect on the
identity dimensions of making something with one’s own hands. Regarding the last point, I had
never thought about the difference one might experience making something that lasts, i.e., is
durable (a good) as opposed to something that doesn’t last, i.e., is not durable (a service). I can
certainly see that it might matter to many people. No doubt it is a factor in the demand and
supply of labor that could use some more attention.
(31 October 2016): “No One Saw Tesla’s Solar Roof Coming”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-31/no-one-saw-tesla-s-solar-roof-coming)
--------On Friday evening at Universal Studios in Los Angeles, Elon Musk presented the “grand
unification” of his “clean-energy ambitions.” The audience “was able to step into a future
powered entirely by Tesla: a house topped with sculpted Tuscan solar tiles, where night-time
electricity is stored in two sleek wall-hung Powerwall batteries, and where a Model 3 prototype
electric car sits parked out front within reach of the home’s car charger.” With the introduction
of solar roofs and a higher-capacity (and cheaper) Powerwall battery, Musk’s pursuit of
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SolarCity is now easier to understand. As Musk said, “The future is going to overwhelmingly be
solar plus battery . . . They go together like peanut butter and jelly.”
********The article includes a three-minute video, which captures the essence of the story and
shows the complete line of products: roofs, Powerwall, and a car or two. I would imagine that
this new development, although not entirely unforeseen, will make established (incumbent)
electric companies a bit more concerned. It has now become easier for some potential customers
to become electricity producers, too. In relation to this, I wonder: “To what extent will smallscale electricity producers increase their use of electricity?”
********It is one thing, as in the U.S., to supplement an existing grid with solar-generated
electricity, but the situation in much of Africa is quite different: there is no existing grid. In the
absence of such a grid, solar power is leap-frogging (in some areas) the grid altogether. A brief
examination of that topic is provided by “Off-grid solar power: Africa unplugged”
(http://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-africa/21709297-small-scale-solar-powersurging-ahead-africa-unplugged). The situation is like that of mobile phones. Many Africans
have completely skipped the use of land lines and moved directly to mobile phones. In this
development path, it seems that the role of regulation, i.e., the invisible foot, would be reduced.
(1 November 2016): “Selling Air (a.k.a. the Idea They Thought of Next)”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/01/world/what-in-the-world/china-bottled-air-pollution.html)
--------“Would you pay $100 for a whiff of Welsh air? In some of the world’s most polluted
cities, people apparently will: Sales of bottled air from fresh-smelling places are taking off. . . .
Bottled air is one of the least practical but most talked-about ideas. It can hardly replace the
local atmosphere . . . But residents in smoggy places are snapping up the stuff anyway. The
Australian bottler, Green and Clean, plans to ship about 40,000 containers a month to China
starting in December, and then expand to India, Malaysia, Chile and the Middle East.”
********One of those “I can’t believe it has come to this” things. It did make me remember,
though, a relatively distant story on the sale of “hits” of oxygen in Tokyo. I don’t think I read
this specific article (http://abcnews.go.com/International/story?id=1999240&page=1) from 2006,
but it is enough to indicate that the idea of selling bottled air to public has been around for a
while. Evidently this isn’t an issue just for urban professionals with a lot of money to spend
conspicuously, as reported by The Washington Post in “1 in 7 children lives with ‘toxic’ air,
study finds” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/10/31/onein-seven-children-globally-lives-with-toxic-air-study-finds/?utm_term=.4162072a937b).
Breathing clean air is an issue, it seems, is a global issue.
(1 November 2016): “A Waterfight Like No Other May Be Brewing Over Asia’s Rivers”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2016-11-01/a-waterfight-like-no-other-may-bebrewing-over-asia-s-rivers)
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--------“On Oct. 1, China said a hydropower project in Tibet was diverting water from a tributary
of the Brahmaputra River, which flows into India and Bangladesh, reigniting concern over
China’s control of some of the region’s biggest waterways that have provided irrigation,
transport and life for millennia to much of South and Southeast Asia. India, which fought a war
with China in 1962 over a disputed border, is concerned that Beijing could use water as a
strategic weapon. Six of Asia’s 10 biggest rivers originate in China, including the
Brahmaputra.”
********It is interesting, but not surprising, to see that access to both water and air are
increasingly problematic. Presumably population and economic growth are behind both
developments.
(2 November 2016): “The Social Responsibility of American Industrialists”
(http://daily.jstor.org/the-social-responsibility-of-american-industrialists/)
--------“In an effort to improve its reputation, Walmart recently ran an ad campaign in which
CEO Doug McMillon spoke about the company’s commitment to its workers. Companies have
always been concerned with appearing to do the right thing—and, perhaps, with really doing it.
In a 1998 paper, John H. Hamer examined what social responsibility looked like to the American
industrialists in the nineteenth century. . . . Hamer suggests that these men were motivated not
just by public relations concerns but also by their own moral codes. . . . Today, the growth of
global, publicly financed companies has further rationalized the business world. It’s up to
consumers to decide whether or not efforts like Walmart’s are cynical public relations ploys or
genuine attempts to do what is right.”
********The post is based upon “Money and the Moral Order in Late Nineteenth and Early
Twentieth-Century American Capitalism,” by John H. Hamer. Hamer examines thirteen
capitalists and a link to the article can be found at the bottom of the post. The appearance of this
post was serendipitous for me. Presently I am reading Last Call: The Rise and Fall of
Prohibition (https://www.amazon.com/Last-Call-Rise-Fall-Prohibition/dp/074327704X/), by
Daniel Okrent, which I am finding to be readable and informative. My interest in the book stems
from the unusual, perhaps unique, situation of alcohol producers in the U.S. having once
produced a legal good which was outlawed and then made legal again. Fifty pages into the book
I am seeing, once more, the determined action of market incumbents confronting those who
would do away with their businesses. Having recently read The Cigarette Century, though, it
seems that the Anti-Saloon League (ASL) and a variety of other “dry” advocates were more
effective than those who sought to bring down the tobacco industry. Especially noteworthy, I
think, and relevant to this article and the invisible forces generally, is the linkage of the ASL, the
brewing industry, large corporations, and the onset of Worker’s Compensation laws. On pages
51-52 of Okrent’s book, it is noted that the passage of Worker’s Compensation laws, resulting
from a partnership of Progressives and the ASL. Their passage in many states “placed the
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burden of proof on the employer instead of the employee,” which turned out to be “a catastrophe
for the beer industry. U.S. Steel, Pittsburgh Steel, and other industrials giants” declared “against
the saloon.” Some, “like the Diamond Watch Company, announced they would fire any worker
knowns to drink ‘intoxicating liquors.’” The result was a knot of “unlikely alliances, conflicting
motives, and disingenuous arguments that a three-cushion shot (progressives to ASL to
industrialists) around an issue like worker’s compensation didn’t seem odd at all.”
********In all of the above there is a certain flexibility of perspective that recalls the expression
“When in Rome, do as the Romans do,” which is nicely elucidated at:
http://www.italiannotebook.com/local-interest/origin-do-as-romans-do/. A modern variant is due
to Jay Gould of the Erie Railroad, who is reputed to have said that “he was a Republican when he
was in Republican districts, a Democrat when he was in Democratic districts, but that he was
always for the Erie Railroad.” Something to ponder.
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(28 October 2016): “Americans Are Dying Faster. Millennials, Too”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-28/americans-are-dying-faster-millennialstoo)
********This is a longer version of a short article that appeared in the Bloomberg Businessweek
of 7-13 November 2016. To me, its primary interest lies in the link that it provides to a longevity
illustrator: http://www.longevityillustrator.org/. The illustrator is easy to use and has the
valuable feature of considering one’s partner, too. Given four inputs for each person, one can
identify a range of probabilities for living together, as well as for each person individually. Such
knowledge is increasingly important employers shift “from traditional pensions . . . to individual
401(k) accounts” that require workers to “figure out retirement on their own.” The Social
Security Administration also provide a life expectancy calculator
(https://www.ssa.gov/oact/population/longevity.html), although it yields one single number (an
average) rather than a range of probabilities.
(3 November 2016): “Start-Ups for the End of Life”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/03/business/start-ups-for-the-end-of-life.html)
--------“Death and dying can be costly, but they are rarely considered a business by consumers. . .
. But as our population ages and the industry gets more attention, new firms—many of them
technology companies—are setting out to compete on price and convenience.” According to
Dan Isard, the president of a financial management company that specializes in funeral and
cemetery professionals, the “$18 billion funeral industry has long been a technology holdout.”
However, “with nearly 2.6 million people dying annually in the United States, entrepreneurs see
an opportunity to innovate.” Included in the opportunities they see are such things creating
“estate planning documents” like wills, powers of attorney, and health care directives. Eliam
Medina of the startup Willing, “If you look at what TurboTax has done for tax planning, we
wanted to do the same thing for estate planning.”
********The article briefly describes a few of the growing number of firms seeking to make
preparation for death and dealing with death a bit easier. As the articles notes, “Possibly the
most difficult situation consumers face is to decide how to be cared for at the end of their lives,
and communicating that to family members.” ‘
******** Even those currently in the funeral industry are rethinking what they do. Driving this
is a public that is moving toward cremations and away from the traditional casket. This is
explored at some length in “Funeral Industry Seeks Ways to Stay Relevant”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/funeral-industry-seeks-ways-to-stay-relevant-1478178000). As
Thomas Ryan, the CEO of Service Corp. International, which is the largest operator of U.S.
funeral homes, notes: “This [funeral] industry was really built around selling a casket . . . Now
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it’s really about remembering the person.” The growth of cremation and some practices
surrounding it have led the Catholic Church to provide clarification for its adherents. This is
summarized in “Vatican issues guidelines on cremation, says no to scattering ashes”
(http://www.cnn.com/2016/10/25/europe/cremation-vatican-scattering/). The two-minute video
accompanying the article provides a good overview, even providing a bit of theology
underpinning the guidelines.
********The WSJ article observes, “As baby boomers age, the number of deaths in the U.S. is
projected to rise to about 3.6 million from 2.7 million this year.” So, the overall demand for
caskets will depend on the number of deaths each year and the percentage of people choosing
caskets in contrast to cremation or alternative expressions such as green burials. Behind those
two elements lay cultural factors captured by the invisible handshake and economic factors
captured by the invisible hand. This seems like an instance where legal and political forces play
a smaller role, although there may well be prohibitions against green burials in various locales.
(3 November 2016): “The Postwar Boom Isn’t Combing Back Anytime Soon”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-03/the-postwar-boom-isn-t-coming-backanytime-soon)
-------[A review of An Extraordinary Time: The End of the Postwar Boom and the Return of the
Ordinary Economy (https://www.amazon.com/Extraordinary-Time-Postwar-OrdinaryEconomy/dp/0465061982/), by Marc Levinson.] In his latest book, “economist and journalist
Marc Levinson says the good times are over for good, or at least for the foreseeable future. The
boom from 1948 to ’73 was extraordinary. What we have now, subtitle asserts, is ‘the return of
the ordinary economy.’” Although Levinson has a doctorate in economics, “he has a journalist’s
appreciation for the power of on-the-ground observation. . . . His authorial technique is to tell a
big story by telling a small one.” His previous books were “about an object (The Box: How the
Shipping Container Made the World Smaller and the World Economy Bigger) and a company
(The Great A&P and the Struggle for Small Business in America); this time he’s focused on a
period, and within that a year, and within that a day: Nov. 4, 1973.”
********The Box was a delightful book and I’m looking forward to reading An Extraordinary
Time. I appreciated the perspective the reviewer provided into Levinson’s authorial technique.
It is an approach I have frequently noticed in newspaper articles and often used to great effect by
politicians. I am reminded of the expression “Make big things small.” Although I know it from
large-scale projects, I suspect it is also applicable to storytelling.
(3 November 2016): “What Happens When the Most Important Pipeline in the U.S. Explodes”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-03/what-happens-when-the-most-importantpipeline-in-the-u-s-explodes)
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--------“On Monday, a construction crew in Alabama triggered a massive explosion when a trackhoe struck the biggest fuel pipeline in the U.S. The blast killed one person, injured several, and
sparked a wildfire that burned for nearly a day across 31 acres. It also stopped the flow of
millions of gallons of gasoline that move up the East Coast each day, from refineries in Houston
to tanks in Linden, N.J., outside New York Harbor. The 5,500-mile Colonial Pipeline delivers
about half of the refined products used on the East Coast. It consists of two lines—one that
carries gasoline, the other that carries distillate fuels such as diesel and jet fuel.” Although the
U.S. has lots of gasoline in storage, “All that supply does you absolutely no good if you can’t
move it around,” a point made by senior market analyst Phil Flynn of Chicago’s Price Futures
Group. The ability to move petroleum products at times such as this is subject to an “obscure
maritime law called the Jones Act [that] requires that only U.S.-made, U.S.-flagged ships can
deliver goods between ports.”
********The article provides some perspective on all of the behind-the-scenes activity that takes
place during a pipeline disruption. Since North Carolina is one of the states that has been
affected by the two recent events on the Colonial Pipeline, this article seemed especially
relevant. So, although the East Coast is highly dependent on one pipeline for half of its refined
products, other transportation modes would be available if necessary, albeit at higher cost.
(5 November 2016): “A Criminal Trait in the Refusal to Wait?”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/a-criminal-trait-in-the-refusal-to-wait-1478107218)
--------What type of “questionable conduct early in life reliably predicts criminality? One
answer, as a recent research paper shows, is heavy ‘time discounting’—that is, the tendency to
value something less if you have to wait for it.” The paper, published in May by David Åkerlund
and others looked at a 1966 survey in which “more than 13,000 13-year-olds from Stockholm
answered a survey that included a question about time-discounting . . . Based on their answers,
about 6% of the teenagers qualified as the steepest time discounters, with the strongest for
immediate reward. As it turned out, the individuals who found distant rewards less rewarding
also seemed to find distant threats of punishment less deterring: Over the next 18 years, these
youths were the subjects most likely to commit criminal acts.” So, “Time discounting now joins
another well-recognized childhood predictor of adult antisocial behavior: lack of self-control.”
********The author of this weekly column, Robert Sapolsky, is a neuroendocrinologist at
Stanford University (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Sapolsky). He has packed a lot into a
short column which is not readily available. What especially caught my attention was a point he
made about predicting violent crime vs. property crime. He notes: “The literature has generally
shown that poor childhood self-control is a predictor of later violent crime—when that inner
voice saying, ‘You will regret this’ is swamped by an urge to strike a blow or use a gun. In
contrast, the Swedish findings show that steep time discounting is a predictor of later property
crime, where the immediate enjoyment of purloined goods outweighs the delayed cost in fines or
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lost freedom.” Sapolsky makes a cautionary note about this: “I should stress that these
relationships are statistical, ‘on the average,’ with plenty of individual exceptions.” Looking at
the terms ‘self control’ and ‘time discounting’, I wonder how the two are differentiated.
********The Swedish article mentioned is “Time discounting and criminal behavior.” You can
read an Abstract, as well as download the full paper (with supporting information) at:
http://www.pnas.org/content/113/22/6160.abstract.
(6 November 2016): “Who Wins if California Voters Tax E-Cigarettes?”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/07/business/debate-over-risk-of-e-cigarettes-plays-out-oncalifornia-ballot.html)
--------Proposition 56 in California is a “ballot measure on taxes for tobacco products. The
measure, which would add $2 to packs of cigarettes, is up for a vote on Tuesday. In addition to
placing higher taxes on cigarettes, the measure would tax electronic cigarettes just like other
tobacco products for the first time. The measure is a potential boon for state coffers but is also
considered a major threat by the tobacco industry, which relies increasingly on its e-cigarette
business.” In California, unsurprisingly, the battle has been expensive: “R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
and Phillip Morris, both of which have their own e-cigarette units, have spent more than $70
million collectively on ads, mailers and other efforts to defeat the ballot measure.” The group
seeking to approve 56, which includes a variety of health care organizations, “has raised more
than $30 million.” The new taxes could help make up for some of “the revenue lost as cigarette
sales have fallen.” In 2005 such revenues exceeded $1 billion but only $750 million was
collected last year.
********According to Erika Sward, the assistant vice president for national advocacy at the
American Lung Association, “The ‘standard mantra’ on cigarette taxes . . . is that every 10
percent increase yields a 3 to 4 percent decline in smoking among adults, and a 7 percent decline
among young people.” This is a nice application of the concept of price elasticity of demand.
Presumably young people have lower income and are likely to be less dependent upon nicotine,
both of which would make for a larger response to an increase in the tax on cigarettes. Both
“elasticities” suggest that tax revenues will increase if the Proposition passes.
********Although an increase in an excise tax, even one of $2 a pack, is not prohibition, it does
remind me of some statements in the history of prohibition that I am now reading: The Last Call,
by Daniel Okrent. In relation to the Hobson Amendment, a precursor of the eventual 18th
(Prohibition) Amendment to the Constitution, William Howard Taft noted that its effect would
be that “The business of manufacturing alcohol, liquor and beer will go out of the hands of lawabiding members of the community, and will be transferred to the quasi criminal class” (p. 108).
He made this statement while “serving as a professor of law at Yale during the interval between
his presidency and his eventual appointment as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.” According
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to Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Howard_Taft), Taft is the only person to
have served as the President of the United States and the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
Surely he had a rare opportunity to see the invisible forces in action. Regarding Taft (and
Theodore Roosevelt), historian Doris Kearns Goodwin has written the well-regarded book The
Bully Pulpit: Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard Taft, and the Golden Age of Journalism
(https://www.amazon.com/Bully-Pulpit-Theodore-Roosevelt-Journalism/dp/1416547878/).
While the story is told “through the intense friendship of Theodore Roosevelt and William
Howard Taft . . . The Bully Pulpit is also the story of the muckraking press . . . The muckrakers
are portrayed through the greatest group of journalists ever assembled at one magazine.”
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 291 (16 November 2016)
(13 November 2016): “Teslas in the Trailer Park: A California City Faces Its Housing Squeeze”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/14/business/mountain-view-california-confronts-housingcrisis.html)
--------“If there is anything that just about every Californian agrees with, it is that it costs too
much to live in the state. . . . The town of Mountain View, Google’s home, wants to do
something about that. . . . Mountain View is looking to increase its housing stock by as much as
50 percent—including as many as 10,000 units in the area around Google’s main campus.” The
current shortages, in Mountain View and elsewhere in the state, stem from cities and suburbs
“dominated by anti-growth politics that seek to maximize the construction of tax-generating
offices while minimizing the number of budget-depleting residents.” Thus, “the crux of the
state’s housing crisis is clear: Everyone knows housing costs are unsustainable and unfair, and
that they pose a threat to the state’s economy. Yet every city seems to be counting on its
neighbors to step up and fix it.” As a result, people like Rebecca an Steven Callister, “a couple
in their late 20s . . . live in a double-wide trailer in a Mountain View mobile home park.” An
engineer at LinkedIn, Mr. Callister would typically own a home. “But given the cost of housing
in Mountain View and the brutal commute times from anywhere they could afford, a trailer
makes the most sense and lets him spend more time with the couple’s two young children.” Mrs.
Callister jokes “that it’s the only mobile home park with Mercedeses and Teslas in the driveway .
. . It’s like the new middle class in California.”
--------In the wake of recent elections, the City Council of Mountain View “is studying how to
add a total of 17,000 [housing] units.” To process the requests to build them, councilman Lenny
Siegel notes that the city is seeking to hire additional planners, but few want the jobs because
prospective planners “can’t afford to live here.”
********The article provides an excellent overview of some of the many considerations
involved in expanding the housing stock of a city. In brief, cities seem to be more interested in
the revenues generated by offices than the costs generated by residents.
(13 November 2016): “Legal-Weed Crowd’s Euphoria Fades Because of Trump Concerns”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-13/legal-weed-crowd-s-election-nighteuphoria-turns-wary-on-trump)
--------“The legal-weed industry that celebrated victories in eight states last week is now warily
eyeing the coming Trump administration. . . . While President-elect Donald Trump has sent
mixed signals, many in his inner circle are no fans of legalization. The next U.S. Justice
Department could easily ditch the noninterference policy in force since 2013. Pot is illegal under
federal law.”
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********As the article notes, in consequence of the recent election “One-in-five adults will be
living in legal-weed states by the time Trump is inaugurated. In 28 states, including four that
just voted to join, medicinal marijuana will be lawful.” The evolving status of marijuana in the
United States is interesting to compare with the history of Prohibition in the U.S. (I just finished
reading the highly readable history Last Call: The Rise and Fall of Prohibition
(https://www.amazon.com/Last-Call-Rise-Fall-Prohibition/dp/074327704X/), by Daniel Okrent,
and I am looking forward to viewing Prohibition (https://www.amazon.com/Ken-BurnsProhibition/dp/B004NJC0R0/), by Ken Burns and Lynn Novick. Also of interest is the book
Smuggler Nation: How Illicit Trade Made America (https://www.amazon.com/Smuggler-NationIllicit-Trade-America/dp/0199360987/), by political scientist Peter Andreas.) It turns out that a
great deal of commerce can (and does) thrive when the government averts its eye. Much
commerce can, and does, thrive when government averts its watchful eye. But when that
watchful eye refocuses and is backed up by determined enforcement, the consequences can be
dramatic. In the case of prohibition, a constitutional amendment for repeal. In the case of
smuggling, the American Revolution.
(14 November 2016): “Dirty Linen: A Bed Sheets Scandal Hits the Cotton Industry”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-14/dirty-linen-a-bed-sheets-scandal-isroiling-the-cotton-industry)
--------“Huddled inside Target Corp.’s headquarters in downtown Minneapolis, a team of
investigators spent the summer trying to answer what should have been a simple question: What
were hundreds of thousands of the retailer’s sheets actually made of? What they discovered has
undermined trust in a global luxury product and set off a salvo of class-action lawsuits that have
created a king-size public relations challenge for the Indian textiles industry and the U.S.
companies it supplies. Turns out that major American retailers, including Target and Wal-Mart
Stores Inc., have been selling premium-priced sheets purportedly made of Egyptian cotton—a
byword for luxury in linens—but that may in reality be woven with lower-quality cotton blends.”
Target investigators found that 750,000 of its “Egyptian cotton” sheets, which “sold for as much
as $75 a pop, didn’t contain any Egyptian cotton at all, but an amalgam of lower-quality fibers
from cheaper sources.” The Cotton Egypt Association certifies Egyptian cotton, “But once a
certification is granted, producers are mostly left alone until they need to renew their label a year
later.”
********The article points to challenges faced by all certification processes, i.e., it is generally
too expensive to have each unit of a product certified, so certification tends to employ methods
that are less costly and thereby less likely to provide trustworthy certification. In the present
case, Egyptian cotton production has fallen dramatically over the last 10 years, from 970,000
bales in 2006-7 to a projected 160,000 bales in 2016-17. As a result, the monetary gain from
representing a lower-quality product as Egyptian cotton has increased. Clearly, consumers are
not in a position to do their own testing of such products, despite the adage caveat emptor
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(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caveat_emptor). While reading the Wikipedia article, I came
across the expression caveat lector, “let the reader beware.” Clearly an expression that should be
used more frequently in this “fake news” era.
(15 November 2016): “The Invisible Digital Hand” (http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-invisibledigital-hand-1479168252)
--------[A review, by Burton G. Malkiel, of Virtual Competition: The Promise an Perils of the
Algorithm-Driven Economy [SR](https://www.amazon.com/Virtual-Competition-PromiseAlgorithm-Driven-Economy/dp/0674545478/), by Ariel Ezrachi and Maurice E. Stucke.] “We
are all aware of the enormous potential benefits to consumers from the use of the internet. . . .
But in ‘Virtual Competition,’ Ariel Ezrachi and Maurice E. Stucke, two legal scholars, make a
convincing argument that there can be a darker side to the growth of digital commerce. The
replacement of the invisible hand of competition by the digitized hand of internet commerce can
give rise to anticompetitive behavior that the competition authorities are ill equipped to deal
with.” Issues of price fixing and collusion get “murky when the computer algorithms of sellers
are designed to learn what others are charging and to change prices in response. Will computers
learn to collude? Can the use of artificial intelligence allow computer self-learning to produce
the same results as tacit collusion and actually raise prices? The authors present several
scenarios whereby computers can cartelize a market by monitoring ‘cheating’ and punishing all
defections.”
********As Malkiel notes, “The most controversial issue raised by the book concerns what
governmental responses and intervention are appropriate. . . . At the very least we need to ask
ourselves if the 20th-century regulatory framework is appropriate for the 21st-century digital
economy.” Given that the authors’ arguments are illustrated “with relevant case law as well as
references to studies in economics and behavioral psychology,” this seems like a good place to
get up to speed on the co-evolution of the invisible hand and the invisible foot in relation to
digital competition.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 292 (23 November 2016)
This was somewhat of a slow week. So much of the media, print and otherwise, has been caught
up in speculation about what a Donald Trump administration will be like that it seems like a
good deal of more conventional—less speculative—reporting has been crowded out. That being
said, both of the following articles touch, directly or indirectly, on matters that are somewhat
speculative.
(17 November 2016): “How Republicans Plan to Spend Like Crazy Without Running Up Debt”
(http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-17/how-the-white-house-could-justify-adebt-driven-keynesian-stimulus)
********This article was titled “John Maynard Trump” in the print version of Bloomberg
Businessweek. I prefer the title of the print version as it comes closer to reflecting the content of
the article and I appreciate the play on John Maynard Keynes. What the article does, however, is
provide a somewhat, perhaps deservedly, jaundiced view of alternative perspectives on
macroeconomic modeling, especially regarding whether it should be doing “statically” or
“dynamically.” The meaning of both of those terms in developed in the article. As you make
your way through it, you will receive a clearer view of some of the assumptions that underlay
macroeconomic policymaking and the widely divergent estimates one can generate through their
choice. Of course, these assumptions are almost never discussed in media presentations, so read
this and get a sense of the immense mass that lies below the surface of (some) public
pronouncements.
(19 November 2016): “Globalization: The third wave” (http://www.economist.com/news/booksand-arts/21710240-first-free-movement-goods-then-ideas-momentum-may-stop-free-exchange)
--------[A review of The Great Convergence: Information Technology and the New Globalization
(https://www.amazon.com/Great-Convergence-Information-TechnologyGlobalization/dp/067466048X), by Richard Baldwin.] “Mr Baldwin’s grand theory of
globalisation is of a series of unbundlings, driven by sequential collapses in the cost of moving
things and ideas across space.” In the first, which unbundled production and consumption,
“moving goods became cheap” but “until the very end of the 20th century moving ideas was
expensive.” Since the 1990s, however, “globalisations has changed radically, as the internet has
lifted [i.e., reduced] the cost of moving ideas, and fueled a second unbundling. Now that coordinating international production is cheaper, faster and safer, supply chains ignore borders to
go sprawling across the world. . . . With many products made everywhere, trade has been, in
effect, denationalised.” Yet, there is a third constraint on globalisation beyond things and ideas:
labour. Mr Baldwin imagines a future globalisation “unshackled from its third constraint, as
labour is made mobile by robots allowing people to offer their services remotely.”
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********The reviewer gives a nod to current political realities in the U.S., noting “To placate
voters by raising tariffs is to tackle 21-century globalisation with tools better suited to the 20th
(or even 19th) century. Given the new world of global supply chains, a tariff is life erecting a
wall in the middle of a factory.” It is an image that gives me pause. It does seem that a view of
business built upon, i.e., a Smithian pin factory, is at work in the minds of some. Yet the vertical
process from production to the ultimate consumer, today, is generally highly distributed, with
each production stage likely to be the output of a different producer often in a different country.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 293 (30 November 2016)
(16 November 2016): “For one condition, the drugs came before the disorder”
(http://www.jsonline.com/story/news/investigations/2016/11/16/one-condition-drugs-camebefore-disorder/93823042/)
********This article, on the treatment of premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD), appeared in
the Asheville Citizen-Times on 24 November 2016. It is one of a series on “Illness Inflation”
developed by the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel and MedPage Today. An overview of the way
that “New and expanded medical definitions create more patients—and a lucrative market for
drug firms” can be found at: http://archive.jsonline.com/watchdog/watchdogreports/new-andexpanded-medical-definitions-create-more-patients--and-a-lucrative-market-for-drug-firms-379981751.html.
********A complete list of the conditions examined in the “Inflation” series can be found at:
http://projects.jsonline.com/topics/illness-inflation/index.html. They include: Adult ADHD,
Binge-eating disorder, Female sexual interest/arousal disorder, Intermittent explosive disorder,
Low testosterone, Overactive bladder, Pre-diabetes, and PMDD. The conditions are categorized
as psychiatric and medical. For me what stands out in the PMDD article is the role that
pharmaceutical companies and regulators play in defining a market for a drug. As the link in this
paragraph notes, “New definitions or lowered thresholds mean millions more people—
overnight—fit the criterial of having treatable disorders.”
********MedPage Today seems to be a source worth remembering. You can learn more about
it at: http://www.medpagetoday.com/. Coincidentally, when I went to its page, I found an article
dealing with surgeon Tom Price, a member of the House of Representatives who has been
nominated to be the next Health and Human Services Secretary. You can learn more about
Price’s views in the article “10 Questions: Rep. Tom Price, MD (R-Ga)”
(http://www.medpagetoday.com/Surgery/Orthopedics/44217).
(25 November 2016): “Small Businesses Lament There Are Too Few Mexicans in U.S., Not
Too Many” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/small-businesses-lament-there-are-too-fewmexicans-in-u-s-not-too-many-1480005020)
--------In Dallas, San Francisco, and the state of Florida, employers are losing revenue because of
labor shortages. “As hiring accelerates and the labor market tightens thanks to a steady U.S.
recovery, employers who need low-skilled workers are increasingly struggling to fill vacancies.
One big reason: Mexican workers, who form the backbone of industries like hospitality,
construction and agriculture, are in short supply.” According to senior economist Pia Orrenius at
the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, “Mass migration from Mexico is over . . . Low-skilled labor
will never be as plentiful again.” One reason is smaller families. “For the last 20 years, Mexican
families have averaged just over two children, compared with nearly seven in the late 1960s.” In
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addition, “some Mexican states have launched campaigns to discourage youngsters from making
the perilous journey north.” Likewise, “smugglers are commanding higher prices to get migrants
through territory often controlled by drug gangs and across a far more secure border than ever
before.”
********The situation described above would seem to be a boon for low-skilled American
workers but, as mentioned in the article, “Employers say U.S.-born workers don’t want those
jobs.” As I read through the article, twice, I found it interesting that in 1986 then-President
Ronald Reagan “granted amnesty to six million undocumented immigrants.” The article is
accompanied by a four-minute video and a small number of charts and photos that add a lot.
Then there are the more than 900 comments provided by readers. One especially telling graph
shows the number of Mexicans apprehended by the U.S. Border patrol from 1960 to 2014.
Apprehensions have fallen from a seeming peak in 2000 of about 1.6 million to a modern low of
250,000 in 2014. One explanation is that enforcement has declined but the explanation more
consistent with the drift of the article is that the U.S. has become relatively less attractive
(Mexico relatively more attractive). What policy has failed to do, it seems, economic and
cultural conditions have done.
********The topics of immigration and smuggling give me a chance to say a word or two about
the book I am currently reading, Smuggler Nation: How Illicit Trade Made America
(https://www.amazon.com/Smuggler-Nation-Illicit-Trade-America/dp/0199360987), by Peter
Andreas. The book is a sustained effort to discuss the various ways that smuggling and related
illegal activities have affected the development of the U.S. It is chronologically developed and
has a good deal to say about illegal immigration. At the end of chapter 8, which deals with the
slave trade, Andreas notes:
The illicit slave trade was not the only (or the numerically most significant) episode of
smuggled human cargo in American history . . . As we will see later in our story, millions
of foreign workers clandestinely came to America through the back door, but in violation
of U.S. immigration laws rather than antislave-trade laws. As cheap immigrant workers
came to replace slaves as America’s most exploitable labor force in the late nineteenth
century, the federal government became far more involved in immigration control than it
had ever been in policing the slave trade.
You can find a time series (1850-2015) of number of immigrants and immigrants as a percentage
of the population at: http://www.migrationpolicy.org/programs/data-hub/charts/immigrantpopulation-over-time.
(26 November 2016): “Brewers Bet Beer Drinkers Seek More Sober Suds”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/brewers-bet-beer-drinkers-seek-more-sober-suds-1479810603)
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--------“After years of trying and failing to jump-start sales of alcohol-free beer, the world’s
largest brewers are expanding their nonalcoholic offerings with renewed zeal. Each of the new
global Big Three in brewing—Anheuser-Busch InBev NV, Heineken NV and Carlsberg A/S—is
investing in new technology, marketing and distribution for nonalcoholic beers like Budweiser
Prohibition Brew, 0.0% MAXX and Nordic. They are betting stricter alcohol regulations and a
shift toward healthier consumption will lift sales.” Although the sales of these beers are
currently low, “Nonalcoholic beer is growing three times faster than the overall beer market,”
according to Carlsberg CEO Cees’t Hart. In addition, “Brewers earn fatter profit margins from
nonalcoholic beer given the absence of excise tax and the fact that such beers often sell at a
premium to regular beer.” Increases in beverage sales will have to solve a basic problem: “many
everyday drinkers aren’t convinced nonalcoholic beers make sense. As noted a former intern
who studied the market, “It’s kind of like nonbeneficial exercise—why would people use this if
the main benefit doesn’t exist?”
********As a consumer of “NABs” and having read recently about prohibition, this subject is of
interest. According to the article, alcohol-free beer can be made “either by halting the
conversion of sugars to alcohol early or removing the alcohol after brewing is complete.” Only
this second method seems to have been discussed in a recent “Answer Man” column in our local
paper: http://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2016/11/07/answer-man-non-alcoholiccraft-beer-mia-mhu-asbestos/93418962/. I suspect that craft brewers will find it difficult to
produce at a scale that is profitable given the narrowness of the market but the situation may well
be different for the global Big Three.
********The cigarette industry, of course, really knows how to target customers and develop
products and advertising in its pursuit. This is again made apparent in “Marlboro Black Lures
Millennials Who Shunned Cowboy Image” [SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/marlboro-blacklures-millennials-who-shunned-cowboy-image-1480329006). In contrast to the tradition
Marlboro Red, the lower-priced Black “offers what the company calls a ‘bold, modern take’ on
Marlboro—think tattoos, black jeans and motorcycles instead of Stetsons, bluejeans and horses.
It is marketed to young adults with direct mail that looks more like a VIP party invitation—
black, rimmed with white—than junk mail. In the five years since Marlboro Black was
introduced, it has done a lot to help Philip Morris USA with its millennial problem.” This is
probably a good time to again draw attention to The Cigarette Century
(https://www.amazon.com/Cigarette-Century-Persistence-Product-Defined/dp/0465070485/), by
Allan Brandt.
********While we are on the subject of cigarettes, The Atlantic had a very interesting article in
its December issue: “How Casinos Enable Gambling Addicts”
(http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/12/losing-it-all/505814/). The story is built
around the sad case of Scott Stevens, a gambling addict who eventually committed suicide. The
article notes that “one in five gambling addicts attempts suicide—the highest rate among addicts
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of any kind.” The article is very informative, going into some detail on the various strategies
embodied in electronic gaming machines (EGMs) intended to encourage players to gamble
longer. Regarding the connection to cigarettes, “Public-policy advocates compare slot machines
to cigarettes. Both, they claim, are products specifically and deliberately engineered to have
addictive properties that are known to hook users.” The article cites a few books from which one
could learn more. Two that caught my attention are Addiction by Design: Machine Gambling in
Las Vegas (https://www.amazon.com/Addiction-Design-Machine-GamblingVegas/dp/0691160880/), by Natasha Dow Schüll, and Gambling in America: Costs and Benefits
(https://www.amazon.com/Gambling-America-Benefits-Earl-Grinols/dp/0521830133/), by Earl
L. Grinois. One thing I saw reinforced by the article is how difficult it is to rid a state of a
product once it has been taxed, as the government will lose tax revenue once the product
disappears. Of course, this has also been a selling point of gambling in North Carolina and other
states. Legalize gambling, tax it, and then use tax revenues to support, for example, education.
Sometimes it is hard to keep your principles when a pile of money is placed before you.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 294 (7 December 2016)
(18 November 2016): “Jay W. Forrester Dies at 98; a Pioneer in Computer Models”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/18/technology/jay-forrester-dead.html)
--------“Jay W. Forrester, an electrical engineer whose insights into both computing and
organizations more than 60 years ago gave rise to a field of computer modeling that examines the
behavior of things as specific as a corporation and as broad as global growth, died on Wednesday
[November 16] at his home in Concord., Mass. He was 98.” Professor Forrester “was working
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the 1950s when he developed the field of system
dynamics modeling to help corporations understand the long-term impact of management
policies. System dynamics, he once wrote, ‘uses computer simulation to take the knowledge we
already have about details in the world around us and to show why our social and physical
systems behave the way they do.’ It is now included in many business school curriculums, and
simulation modeling has been adopted by other disciplines.”
********Forrester was truly an intellectual giant and a long-lived one. He reminds me in some
ways of Nobel laureate Ronald Coase who made a career based upon insights he drew from
actually talking with the people involved in the nitty gritty of manufacturing. Alfred Marshall
did much the same, albeit at a different (much later) stage of his career, when his Industry and
Trade (1919) was published. I first came to learn about Forrester in the early 1970s when I took
a course on Economic Dynamics from Richard Day at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. It
was my last semester as an undergraduate and Professor Day drew heavily upon The Limits to
Growth: A Report for the Club of Rome’s Project on the Predicament of Mankind (1972), which
drew heavily from Forrester’s World Dynamics (1971). The book, authored by Donella H.
Meadows, Dennis L. Meadows, Jørgen Sanders, and William W. Behrens, III, resulted in a large
outpouring critical of its “growth and collapse” simulations, and our class spent some time
exploring them. Much will be written about the contributions of Jay W. Forrester in the years to
come. You can learn more about system dynamics at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_dynamics. A classic, and readable, statement of
Forrester’s approach is presented in his 1971 article “Counterintuitive Behavior of Social
Systems” (https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/sloan-school-of-management/15-988-system-dynamicsself-study-fall-1998-spring-1999/readings/behavior.pdf).
(29 November 2016): “Welcome to Capitalism Camp for Kindergartners”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2016-11-29/welcome-to-capitalism-camp-forkindergartners)
--------Chuchi Arevalo is a “Georgetown MBA and former business consultant” and the founder
of Spark Business Academy, which provides offers classes such as the “flagship Future
Millionaires Bootcamp, a weeklong, $495 course in budgets, investing, entrepreneurship,
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business ethics, and leadership.” He offers his courses in Washington, D.C. and its suburbs,
where “it’s like the Great Recession never happened. Almost a quarter of D.C. households now
earn more than $150,000 a year, compared with 8 percent in 2000. Five of the 10 wealthiest
U.S. counties are D.C. suburbs; the city is chockablock with lawyers, government contractors,
and consultants. . . . Area schools are notorious pressure cookers, as high-achieving parents push
their children to begin their own ascent.” At Spark, children 6-10 and 11-16 are given the
opportunity to learn concepts such as the price elasticity of demand and explore IRS Form 1040.
“On the last day of camp, Arevalo brought doughnuts and pizza and led one last debate, about
the ethics of Mylan’s decision to raise prices sixfold on its lifesaving EpiPen. Or, as he put it in
a note to parents, ‘Campers practices stakeholder management by seeking to strike a balance
between the company’s duty to increase shareholder value (and profits) and its duty to its
customers.’”
********The article reminds me a lot of the A-Hed pieces of The Wall Street Journal. Although
its title does seem to exaggerate the clientele of the camp, reading the article was eye opening. I
have mixed thoughts and emotions about this development, but I thought it was interesting
enough as, perhaps, an instance of the invisible handshake—social an historical forces that
influence human behavior.
********This article reminded me of one I recently read in The Chronicle of Higher Education:
“What Was Conservatism?” Its author is Jennifer Burns, who is an associate professor of history
at Stanford University. What made the connection was her prior authorship—I haven’t read it—
of Goddess of the Market: Ayn Rand and the American Right
(https://www.amazon.com/Goddess-Market-Rand-American-Right/dp/0195324870/). I read a
bit of the “Essay on Sources” in the back of the book and if Burns is to be believed, and I am
willing to believe, many (most?) treatments of Rand’s left have been based on edited, and in
some cases rewritten, texts rather than her actual words. Learning more about Ayn Rand will
likely be valuable as her ideas, or approximations thereof, begin to have more influence in
federal politics during the next four years.
(2 December 2016): “Boycotts. Backlash. Breitbart: U.S. companies confront a volatile
political climate” (http://wpo.st/E9FJ2)
--------“Froot Loops and Frosted Flakes aren’t normally the kind of brands to get caught in the
political crosshairs.” But when “Kellogg said this week it would pull advertising from Breitbart
News, the far-right web site that its critics say trades in racist and sexist content. In response,
Breitbart called on readers to boycott the company, devoted a chunk of its front page to stories
about Kellogg or the boycott, and sparked a social media outcry. Consumers on both the right
and the left piled in, saying they would either stop buying the company’s products—or
conversely, stock up on them. . . . In the weeks since the election, companies have navigated a
sharply politicized environment, one that has entailed calls for boycotts, explosive social media
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responses to executive comments and thorny interactions between front-line workers and their
customers”
********Although the occasion of the article is the pulling of Kellogg’s advertising from
Breitbart, what struck me was the opportunity that a media company has for affecting demand, in
this case the demand for the Kellogg products if not the demand for advertising on Breitbart’s
site. This reminds me of the expression, usually attributed to Gandhi, “An eye for an eye makes
the whole world blind.” Not surprisingly, the source of the expression is more complex and
interesting (http://quoteinvestigator.com/2010/12/27/eye-for-eye-blind/). The Kellogg case
indicates the importance of reputation management as well as the necessity for careful
investigation of the advertising spots. If a company simply seeks to “follow the eyeballs,” its
products might well end up at places contrary to the values it espouses. You can learn more
about how about eyeball-following ad placement at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/breitbartcontroversy-spotlights-ad-technology-confusion-1480737178.
(3 December 2016): “Too Many Railcars, Too Little Freight”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/too-many-railcars-too-little-freight-1480690819)
--------“Light traffic on North American railroads has sidetracked the railcar market. Railcar
manufacturers, financiers and equipment-leasing companies feasted on high demand to move
coal, oil and other commodities from 2012 until last year. Then commodity prices crashed and
output slumped.” As a result, “A fifth of the continent’s 1.6 million railcars are parked in storage
yards or along lonesome stretches of rural track. A quarter fewer new cars were delivered in the
first nine months of 2016 compared with a year earlier. Lease rates for some cars have fallen by
more than half.” And the length of leases has fallen: “Railcar leases have shrunk to as short as a
year from six to eight years a couple of years ago, railcar-market analysts said. Owners are
willing to lease out cars for less time at lower rates to make whatever money they can.”
********As the article comments, “Like other [durable] equipment markets, the railcar business
is susceptible to booms and busts.” One thing I noticed was that there was no mention of
employing salvage operations for “redundant” railcars. Cutting up ships and selling what
remains is frequently practiced. Does this not happen for railcars or was it something not
mentioned by the reporter? My quick look at the Internet revealed a meaningful number of
railcar salvage yards. It could be that there is no aggregate information about their activities.
(3 December 2016): “A History of Classical Music (The Women-Only Version”
(http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/12/02/arts/music/01womencomposers.html)
--------“This month at the Metropolitan Opera, audiences can see and hear, for the first time there
in over a century, an opera composed by a woman—Kaija Saariaho’s ‘L’Amour de Loin.’ The
milestone is shocking—and it can be explained, if not fully justified. A composer with a desire
for an audience has to be in possession of skills that have, on their surface, very little to do with
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music. He (it was almost always a he) needs to be capable of self-promotion, of fund-raising, of
a kind of confidence that makes others follow instructions. Arguably, it’s these adjacent abilities
that have been least encouraged in female composers. Then there is the notion, intractable for
centuries, that women could perhaps be talented of body—with nimble fingers and a bell-lie
voice—but never of mind, which is, of course, where composition originates.” American
composer Ashley Fure, who has assembled and presented statistics on the participation of
women in the various events and performances at the International Ferienkurse fur Neue Musik
at Darmstadt, Germany in August 2016, notes that in music, like success in architecture and high
cuisine, “Talent isn’t enough.” There is “A vast an complicated matrix of financing, promotion
and patronage” that presents ‘many opportunities for the pressures and incongruities of culture to
impact the dissemination an development of work.’”
********This is one of the clearer examples of the role of social and historical forces, i.e., the
invisible handshake, in affecting human behavior. The article largely proceeds by examining a
sampling of women composers, accompanied by recordings of one of their works. I listened to
them all and the piece by Barbara Strozzi (1650s) stood out for me, as did the one by Louise
Farrenc (1850). “The March of Women,” by Ethel Smyth (1912) is especially relevant to the
article. Finally, Ashley Fure’s “Something to Hunt” provides some exposure to New Music.
You can learn more about Fure’s work, women in music, and the International Ferienkurse by
following suggestive links at: https://soundcloud.com/gender-research-darmstadt. One of the
things you could ultimately find is the almost two-hour panel organized by Fure at Darmstadt
(https://soundcloud.com/gender-research-darmstadt).
********So, yes, culture does matter and can limit, as well as enable. With regard to the latter,
there is review of economic historian Joel Mokyr’s new book A Culture of Growth: The Origins
of the Modern Economy (http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21711023-newhistory-puts-principle-contestability-heart-story). In developing the importance of culture in
relation to the divergent growth of Western societies, “Mr Mokyr speaks of ‘a market for ideas’,
a system in which people ‘try to persuade an audience of the correctness of their beliefs’.” In
Europe, it is argued, “an arrangement whereby the ‘market for ideas’ flourished.” The source of
that flourishing was “The Royal Society, a club for scientific exchange founded in London in
1660, [that] started a journal in which everyone from Christopher Wren to Robert Boyle battled
over ideas. . . . A translational community known as the ‘Republic of Letters’ sprang up.” You
can learn more about Mokyr’s book at: https://www.amazon.com/dp/0691168881.
********One more variation on the culture theme is provided by “An Incubator for (Former)
Drug Dealers” (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2016-11-29/an-incubator-for-formerdrug-dealers). As former prison inmate Bashuan Brown notes, those who hustle drugs “are
entrepreneurs denied opportunity.”
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(4 December 2016): “From Michael Lewis, a Portrait of the Men Who Shaped ‘Moneyball’”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/03/business/media/from-michael-lewis-a-portrait-of-the-menwho-shaped-moneyball.html)
********The latest book of prolific author Michael Lewis, The Undoing Project: A Friendship
That Changed Our Minds (https://www.amazon.com/Undoing-Project-Friendship-ChangedMinds/dp/0393254593/) will be released on December 6th. In it he relates the collaboration and
friendship of two psychologists who made lasting contributions to economics: Daniel Kahneman
and Amos Tversky; Kahneman received the Nobel prize in economics in 2002
(http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2002/). The book was
reviewed earlier at: http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/01/books/review-michael-lewis-on-twowell-matched-but-finally-mismatched-men.html. This book adds to the growing library of
biographically-oriented books by those who have contributed to the emergence and growth of
behavioral economics. One book that comes immediately to mind is Misbehaving: The Making
of Behavioral Economics (https://www.amazon.com/Misbehaving-Behavioral-EconomicsRichard-Thaler/dp/039335279X/), by Richard H. Thaler.
(7 December 2016): “Forget Robots—People Skills Are the Future of American Jobs”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-07/forget-robots-jobs-requiring-peopleskills-are-the-future-of-american-labor)
--------“Automation may be gutting American manufacturing jobs, but there’s one thing the
robots still can’t beat us at: people skills. It just so happens that the future of American labor
will require a lot of them. The occupations projected to a the most jobs in the next 10 years,
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics—like home health aides, registered nurses, and retail
and service workers. Yet the jobs the president-elect has focused on reviving—mostly in
manufacturing dominated by men—are the ones most vulnerable to being replaced by robots, not
the ones that are in highest demand or expected to grow the fastest.” So, it is thought that “The
future of American labor lies in jobs that require empathy and critical thinking.” Although jobs
that require social skills are of growing importance, according to the National Bureau of
Economic Research, many “empathy jobs pay a lot less than factory work.” Historically, “Fields
dominated by women tend to pay less.” If more men enter empathy-requiring fields, pay me go
up. For now, “Those so-called feminized jobs . . . are the ones the robots . . . can’t take from us.”
********The article contains links to some valuable sources, including one to the NBER paper
is “The Growing Importance of Social Skills in the Labor Force”
(http://papers.nber.org/tmp/43408-w21473.pdf), by David J. Deming. A statement by Ravin
Jesuthasan, of the HR consulting firm Willis Towers Watson, struck me as a nice summary of
current past and prospective job changes: “Anything that has a routine to it can be automated . . .
Artificial intelligence is doing to white-collar jobs what robotics has long been doing to bluecollar jobs.”
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(9 December 2016): “Sears Transformed America. It Deserves to Die With Dignity.”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2016-12-09/sears-deserves-to-die-with-dignity)
--------“Listening to a Sears earnings call in 2016 is like realizing that the twinkling light you’re
admiring in the night sky is from a star that died 50 years ago. Sears Holdings Corp. lost $748
million last quarter amid falling sales, an even worse performance than the dismal losses of the
period a year earlier. There is no obvious reason that the business might improve. And yet
executives are still discussing how important its shopper loyalty program is ‘to the future and
growth of the company,’ as if the company were going to have growth, and shoppers and a
future.”
********The author of this column is Megan McArdle, who has written on a wide variety of
topics for Bloomberg. You can see that variety at:
https://www.bloomberg.com/view/contributors/AQjVOcPejrY/megan-mcardle. As someone
who occasionally goes to K-Mart but almost never goes to Sears—both decisions are location
driven—here emphasis on the role of location for Sears financial woes rang true, although there
have certainly been other factors at work. McArdle notes that Sears twice revolutionized
American retail, once through its catalogs and once through its anchoring of malls. But the
future of Sears isn’t bright. The rise and fall of another iconic American firm is related in Marc
Levinson’s The Great A&P and the Struggle for Small Business in America
(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0809051435/).
********Businesses like Sears might be able to extend to extend their life by adopting the socalled “dark store loophole” to lower their property taxes, an approach that is now being used by
firms such as Lowes, Target, and Walmart (https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-1208/how-big-box-retailers-weaponize-old-stores). Growing out of a court ruling in Detroit,
Michigan, the “dark store” approach is being used in Marquette, Michigan by Walmart to argue
that the tax value of a “bustling store should be assigned about the same value for tax purposes as
one that’s been vacant for years, hundreds of miles away. . . . The dark store tax argument has
been gaining use since a Michigan court accepted it in 2010. . . . Two-thirds of Michigan’s
counties have lost more than $75 million in property taxes since 2012 as a result of the ruling.”
The article is accompanied by a five-minute that makes many of the same points.
(9 December 2016): “How ‘Islands of Honesty’ Can Crush a System of Corruption”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/09/world/asia/south-korea-brazil-argentinaimpeachment.html)
--------“For over a year, a global mystery has been growing: Why are so many governments
around the world collapsing amid corruption scandals?” Whether it be South Korea, Brazil,
South Africa, Guatemala, or Argentina, “the story is familiar: a corruption scandal rocks a
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nation, reaching the highest levels of government and provoking a political crisis.” Professor of
behavioral economics Raymond Fisman of Boston University claims that a focus on individual
wrongdoing in these cases is misleading, finding it more useful to focus on systemic corruption.
He noted that “Once systemic corruption takes hold . . . it can quickly infect an entire system,
encouraging or even forcing bad behavior—even by those who would, in another context, remain
honest.” Fisman argues that “the most accurate way to think of corruption is as an
‘equilibrium’—the result of people acting rationally within a flawed system, not just individual
moral lapses. . . . “if most people are honest . . . paying a bribe is a risky endeavor. . . . But ‘if
everyone around you is paying bribes, the cost-benefit tradeoff flips’ As more and more people
engage in corruption, you’re better able to find willing partners in crime. And the benefits of
staying honest decline.”
********The article provides an excellent example of economic reasoning as it relates to the
relevance of culture on human behavior—the invisible handshake—and how culture might
change under certain circumstances. Fisman and UCLA political scientist Miriam Golden have
written about corruption in their forthcoming (April 2017) book Corruption: What Everyone
Needs to Know, which you can learn more about at:
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/corruption-9780190463984. The notion of “islands of
honesty” is due to political scientist Christoph Stefes, of the University of Colorado. He notes
that it is possible to disrupt a corrupt equilibrium through such islands, noting that the although
investigations into corruption originating from them cannot eradicate corruption on their own,
“they certainly can make a difference as soon as they start spreading, especially when they can
connect with civil society.” All this reminds me of the justly famous book The Evolution of
Cooperation (https://www.amazon.com/Evolution-Cooperation-Revised-RobertAxelrod/dp/0465005640/), by Robert Axelrod. It seems like Stefes is arguing toward something
like the evolution of trust, maybe even the evolution of morality. The concept of ‘islands of
honesty’ appeared in the 2006 book Understanding Post-Soviet Transitions: Corruption,
Collusion and Clientelism (https://www.amazon.com/Understanding-Post-Soviet-TransitionsCorruption-Clientelism/dp/1403936587/).
********The above reminded me of the recent book by Samuel Bowles, The Moral Economy:
Why Good Incentives Are No Substitute for Good Citizens (https://www.amazon.com/MoralEconomy-Incentives-Substitute-Citizens/dp/0300163800/). It is on the top of my next-to-read
list. One can change incentives quickly, of course, but over the long haul it is the character of
the people matters fundamentally. Perhaps Bowles provides a guide, of sorts, to nurturing the
formation of islands of morality and facilitating their spread.
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(14 December 2016): “The Great A.I. Awakening”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/14/magazine/the-great-ai-awakening.html)
********This is a very lengthy—39 pages in pdf—article that is very well written, interesting,
and important. Its summary, below the article title, is “How Google used artificial intelligence to
transform Google Translate, one of its more popular services—and how machine learning is
poised to reinvent computing itself.” The article uses the transformation of Google Translate as
the occasion to accessibly dilate on the recent history of artificial intelligence. It contains a few
videos and links to seminal papers; the so-called “cat paper” was especially important. The
article generated 436 comments before commenting was closed. I read the entire article but only
a few comments. I suspect that reading both would give one a decent overview of the promise
and perils of AI.
********One sentence that really caught my attention was: “There has always been another
vision for A.I. — a dissenting view — in which the computers would learn from the ground up
(from data) rather than from the top down (from rules).” It turns out this bottom-up perspective
has been a driving force in recent developments of AI, just as it characteristic of the concept
emergence and the methodological individualism of some social thinkers, especially economists.
********Although a major peril of AI revolves around the question of “What will happen work
as we know it?” there is, perhaps, a more sinister concern. This is touched upon this week in The
Economist where a leader (http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21711904-worryingexperiments-new-form-social-control-chinas-digital-dictatorship) and a briefing
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21711902-worrying-implications-its-social-creditproject-china-invents-digital-totalitarian) discuss some aspects of China’s evolving work to
develop digitized “social credit” scores for all of its inhabitants. Just as we all have more-or-less
accurate credit scores, China’s social-credit scores look to address far more comprehensive
aspects of one’s life. This article reminded me of previous readings (and a movie) that sought to
predict future criminal activity. An article appeared this week in Quartz, entitled “The
disturbingly accurate brain science that identifies potential criminals while they’re still toddlers”
(http://qz.com/866064/neuroscience-study-brain-tests-identify-future-criminals-as-toddlers/).
(15 December 2016): “How Antibiotic-Tainted Seafood From China Ends Up on Your Table”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2016-12-15/how-antibiotic-tainted-seafood-fromchina-ends-up-on-your-table)
--------“Chinese agriculture has thrived for thousands of years on . . . recycling—the nutrients
that fatten the pigs and geese also feed the fish. But the introduction of antibiotics into animal
feed has transformed ecological efficiency into a threat to global public health. . . . The overuse
of antibiotics has transformed what had been a hypothetical menace into a clear and present one:
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superbugs, bacteria that are highly resistant to antibiotics. By British government estimates,
about 700,000 people die each year from antibiotic-resistant infections worldwide. If trends
continue, that number is expected to soar to 10 million a year globally by 2050—more people
than currently die from cancer.”
********The feature food item in the article is shrimp, the country of origin of which is
frequently mislabeled, a deception that is sometimes intentional. In some instances, the shrimp
comprising one’s meal also contains a “healthy” dose of antibiotics. All this and more is related
in the five-minute video featuring an interview with Bloomberg editor Megan Murphy. She used
the term ‘regulatory arbitrage’ that seems very useful in discussing the differing regulatory
regimes in different countries. With regard to shrimp, it seems, there is a real effort underway to
use regulatory arbitrage to increase sales and profitability.
(16 December 2016): “Scandinavia’s Disappearing Cash Act”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-16/scandinavia-s-disappearing-cash-act)
--------“By the end of this month, Scandinavia’s last mint will have closed. Following in the
footsteps of Sweden and Norway, Denmark has decided to outsource the production of its coins
to Finland. The Danish central bank has already stopped printing banknotes. They’ve become
so unfashionable that there’s no rush to find a subcontractor for those. From the European
Central Bank to Venezuela to India, authorities are falling out of love with cash, particularly the
kind of high-denomination banknotes favored by mobsters and drug dealers.” Scandinavia has
been a trailblazer “in the global transition to a post-cash society. Crucially, its preference for
electronic payments helps reduce tax evasion, a key ingredient for funding its generous welfare
state.” The decline of cash has also affected the black economy. “According to a March report
by Denmark’s Tax Ministry, the size of [Denmark’s] . . . black economy has fallen by a third
between 2012 and 2014. Still, the Nordics’ shift away from cash has as much to do with
convenience as with the fight against crime. A June report by the Danish central bank found that
the cost of handling cash is more than double that of handling domestic debit card payments.”
********As the article suggests, Scandinavia provides a glimpse into what is likely to be the
future of money and money substitutes in the U.S.
(16 December 2016): “Mapping the Growth of Disability Claims in America”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2016-12-16/mapping-the-growth-of-disabilityclaims-in-america)
--------“If you’ve paid into Social Security, become injured or sick, and can no longer earn more
than $1,130 a month, you can get a monthly subsidy from Social Security’s Disability Insurance
Trust Fund. In 1990 fewer than 2.5 percent of working-age Americans were ‘on the check.’ By
2015 the number stood at 5.2 percent.” Although an aging population may be one reason for the
increase, the geographic distribution of people on disability suggests that “Workers who might
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have endured pain for a physical job apply for disability when jobs disappear. This has created
what some economists call ‘disability belts’—rural areas in Appalachia, the Deep South, and
along the Arkansas-Missouri border.” According to MIT economist David Autor, “Social
Security disability benefits function as unemployment insurance” even though they were not
designed to do so.
********The article includes a stunning map of the geographic distribution of disability claims.
As noted in the article, the structure of existing disability payments may be discouraging some
from seeking employment.
(18 December 2016): “OxyContin goes global—‘We’re only just getting started’”
(http://www.latimes.com/projects/la-me-oxycontin-part3/)
--------In the United States prescriptions “for OxyContin have fallen nearly 40% since 2010,
meaning billions in lost revenue for its Connecticut manufacturer, Purdue Pharma. So the
company’s owners, the Sackler family, are pursuing a new strategy: Put the painkiller that set off
the U.S. opioid crisis into medicine cabinets around the world. A network of international
companies owned by the family is moving rapidly into Latin America, Asia, the Middle East,
Africa and other regions, and pushing for broad use of painkillers in places ill-prepared to deal
with the ravages of opioid abuse and addiction. In this global drive, the companies, known as
Mundipharma, are using some of the same controversial marketing practices that made
OxyContin a pharmaceutical blockbuster in the U.S.” Regarding that global drive, former U.S
FDA commissioners David A. Kessler notes that Mundipharma’s push into global markets is
“right out of the playbook of Big Tobacco. As the United States takes steps to limit sales here,
the company goes abroad.”
********Stefano Berterame, of the U.N.-affiliated International Narcotics Control Board, based
in Vienna, notes that although most global pain problems could be solved with “very cheap
morphine” the approach holds little interest for multinational drug companies due to its
unprofitability. Purdue Pharma charges “hundreds of dollars a bottle for a month’s supply of
OxyContin” but “Generic morphine, which provides similar pain relief, can cost as little as 15
cents a day.” A fascinating article, the third of a series put out by The Los Angeles Times. The
comparison of Purdue’s use of the Big Tobacco “play book” seems apt. Indeed, any producer
facing declining sales in one geographic market will look to other regions to replace sales lost.
What is different here, though, is that the expansion of sales will likely take place in areas that
have relatively less stringent regulations and are possibly less well equipped to deal with the
likely aftermath of expanded sales of opioids for pain management.
(21 December 2016): “The Highly Charged Way to Play Electric Cars”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-highly-charged-way-to-play-electric-cars-1482250405)
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--------“The next automotive revolution will be electric, or so they say. The financial spotlight is
on the car companies that will produce them, and especially on pioneer Tesla Motors, but are
investors getting things wrong? Isn’t there equal or perhaps far greater value in enabling electric
vehicles?” Maybe not. “If every single car in America were electric then it would be awful for
petroleum companies, disastrous for refiners and fatal for fuel retailers, but merely a challenge
for electric utilities. It would boost electric consumption by 25%. But, because so much
electricity is produced to keep the system reliable, the actual increase in generation capacity
would likely be far more modest. . . . In a theoretical exercise, a maximum of 73% of miles
driven nationally could be supported using available resources—something for almost nothing.”
********The article contains a chart comparing the price of gallons and e-gallons. You can find
a calculator, which provides comparisons by state and the U.S. average, at:
https://energy.gov/maps/egallon. For North Carolina, the price of a gallon of gas is $2.16 and
the price of an e-gallon is $1.08; in Wisconsin, the respective prices are $2.16 and $1.34.
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(22 December 2016): “The coming battle between economists and the Trump team over the true
cost of climate change” (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energyenvironment/wp/2016/12/22/the-coming-battle-between-the-trump-team-and-economists-overthe-true-cost-of-climate-change/)
********The “social cost of carbon” is likely to be a matter of additional discussion, debate, and
research after January 20, 2017, and this article provides some useful background. In addition to
the social cost of carbon, the appropriate discount rate to use in making benefit and cost
calculations will be a point of contention. All this largely falls under the heading of “the
invisible foot,” as the social cost of carbon and the discount rate feed into a variety of court
decisions and federal legislation.
(24 December 2016): “Bagehot: The parable of JD Wetherspoon”
(http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21712146-how-chain-pub-became-essential-britishinstitution-parable-jd-wetherspoon)
--------“How easy it is to dislike chain pubs . . . [but] Bagehot begs to differ. . . . To dig below the
snobbery about pub chains is to witness a clever business at work. Mr [Tim] Martin opened his
first branch in London in 1979 and named it after a teacher, Mr Wetherspoon, who had told him
he would never amount to anything. That it grew into a national institution, he says, comes
down to three points. . . . First, stay close to the ground. Mr Martin spends two days a week
visiting his pubs. . . . Second, keep things simple . . . Third, bear down on prices. Many small
businesses in Britain fail because they charge too much in the country’s wage-stagnant
economy.” These, combined with the “use of grand old civic buildings” create a “stay-andlinger atmosphere . . . producing the self-reinforcing cycle that lies at the heart of his business:
larges sales begetting the decent profits that make possible low margins that further drive sales.”
********An article that recalls for me the importance of “third places,” as noted in The Great
Good Place (https://www.amazon.com/Great-Good-Place-BookstoresCommunity/dp/1569246815/), by Ray Oldenburg. While we are on the British brew scene, The
Economist also has a nice piece of India Pale Ales, which includes a bit of history and a bit about
the current craft brew scene. Here is the link: http://www.economist.com/news/christmasspecials/21712029-lagers-may-be-ubiquitous-india-pale-ales-are-beers-backstory-history.
********Finally, the role that yeast plays in the taste of brewed beverages like beer and ale is
discussed in a recent copy of The Asheville Citizen-Times, the occasion being the announcement
that White Labs will be opening a yeast-production facility in Asheville in January 2017. As the
article notes, “Malts and barley are not super flavorful, and hops are not very fruity, but yeast has
more than 500 aroma and flavor compounds that contribute to beer’s profile.” You can learn
more about the opening of White Labs in Asheville at: http://www.citizen-
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times.com/story/money/business/2016/12/26/white-labs-starts-yeast-production-nextmonth/95650456/. You can learn more about White Labs at: http://www.whitelabs.com/.
(25 December 2016): “A Physicist of Online Groceries”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/23/business/instacart-physicist-online-groceries-emmanuelturlay.html)
********This is a brief interview with 32-year-old Emmanuel Turlay, who has a Ph.D. in
physics and is “a technical lead manager at Instacart in San Francisco.” Turlay notes: “Instacart
has shoppers who buy groceries and deliver them to consumers who order them through the
company’s website or mobile app. I help write the software programs that calculate customers’
charges and provide the technical framework to help the engineers on my team make good
programming decisions.” I thought it interesting that said that one of his challenges is “Making
sure we charge customers correctly for an order.”
(28 December 2016): “An Escape Hatch for the Professional Rut”
(http://www.wsj.com/articles/an-escape-hatch-for-the-professional-rut-1482850801)
--------“The unlucky college class of 2009 graduated into the worst job market in decades. Many
of its members have never caught up, and remain stuck in low-paying, dead-end jobs. Katlin
Fox, 29, represents a ray of hope for people her age. A member of the University of Rhode
Island’s Class of ’09, she’d wanted to join a marketing team doing creative projects. Instead, she
took the only job she was offered—as an executive assistant.”
********The remainder of the article outlines how Katlin persevered, recognized what she
needed to know, and learned what necessary. In addition to her initiative, this is a story of how
important an immediate supervisor can be in facilitating employee growth. In the end, though,
that can mean having to say goodbye.
(28 December 2016): “The Best Films of 2016 (for Behavioral Economists)”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2016-12-28/the-best-films-of-2016-for-behavioraleconomists)
********Cass Sunstein, author of many books, e.g., Nudge, and a former member of the Obama
administration, awards his Behavioral Economics Oscars, the Becons. In it he recognizes the
work of Jon Favreau (Best director), Ryan Gosling (Best actor), Isabelle Huppert (Best actress)
and the movies “Weiner” (Best documentary), and “Rogue One” (Best movie). In doing so one
gets a chance to learn a bit of behavioral economics, too. Especially worth noting is the
discussion around “Weiner,” which relates to System 1 (Fast) and System 2 (Slow) thinking.
This is, of course, pretty much tongue in cheek but it is the end of the year and a bit of levity is
appropriate. I’m intrigued by Isabelle Huppert’s work in “Elle.”
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(28 December 2016): “The Evolution of Convenience Food in America”
(http://daily.jstor.org/the-evolution-of-convenience-food-inamerica/)
--------“Meal kits, currently a niche product sold by startups like Blue Apron, could be hitting the
bigtime, with big-name food companies like Tyson and Campbell Soup now entering the market.
If that signals a change in the way Americans cook and eat, it’s nothing compared with the way
frozen food disrupted meals in the mid-twentieth century, as Shane Hamilton explained in a 2003
paper.” Frozen foods began with the Birds Eye brand in the 1920s. Until the late 1940s,
however, “Birds Eye and its competitors sold frozen foods only to a limited set of high-end
consumers.” All that changed, however, with the advent of the use of mechanically refrigerated
railcars and trucks, as well as higher incomes after WWII. Over time, frozen foods became less
costly and were used to by a broader demographic, aided in part by “collaboration between the
[frozen-food] industry and government regulators” and expanded market research.
********A brief article by Livia Gershon that shows the importance of technological change
and the need to check one’s assumptions regarding who is using your product and how it is being
used. The foundational article for this post is Shane Newton, “The Economies and Conveniences
of Modern-Day Living: Frozen Foods and Mass Marketing, 1945-1965.” A pdf of it is available
at a link at the bottom of Gershon’s post.
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(7 April 2016): “Hail the Maintainers” (https://aeon.co/essays/innovation-is-overvaluedmaintenance-often-matters-more)
********This article was recently called to my attention and its topic seems timeless: the
distinction between innovation and maintenance, and the labor of each. Those who innovate
(innovators) are celebrated as entrepreneurs and lionized in the news and movies, whereas those
humble folks who maintain the infrastructure (maintainers) are belittled or, at best, ignored. This
article, as it title suggests, seeks to great balance of treatment between the two. It does this by
posing the question, “is there a better way to characterize relationships between society and
technology?” The question can be addressed in three ways: First, understanding that
“technology is not innovation.” Second, by recognizing “the essential role of basic
infrastructures.” Third, a focus on “infrastructure or on old, existing things rather than novel
ones reminds us of the absolute centrality of the work that goes into keeping the entire world
going.” The third point leads to the basic point that “Despite recurring fantasies about the end of
work or the automation of everything, the central fact of our industrial civilization is labour, and
most of this work falls far outside the realm of innovation.”
********One author who has written at length on the topics above, as noted in the article, is
historian David Edgerton, The Shock of the Old: Technology and Global History since 1900
(https://www.amazon.com/Shock-Old-Technology-Global-History/dp/0199832617/). Among
the many thoughts evoked by the article, the one that is easiest to state is the gendered nature of
labor, i.e., innovation is “male” while maintenance is “female.” As noted in the article,
“Feminist theorists have long argued that obsessions with technological novelty obscures all of
the labour, including housework, that women, disproportionately, do to keep life on track.”
********Connected to this is the so-called “great man” theory of history
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Man_theory), in which history is “largely explained by the
impact of ‘great men’, or heroes; highly influential individuals who, due either their personal
charisma, intelligence, wisdom, or political skill utilized their power in a way that had a decisive
historical impact.” Evidently the Scottish writer Thomas Carlyle is most-closely identified with
this view. In contrast to this is view of English writer Herbert Spencer, who held that such great
men “are the products of their societies, and that their actions would be impossible without the
social conditions built before their lifetimes.” These different views are, I think, nicely reflected
in President Obama’s “You didn’t build that” comment during the 2012 campaign. Here the
President presented a view quite Spencerian, while those who countered him were playing
Carlyle’s theme. You can learn more about the President’s words at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/You_didn't_build_that.
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(13 December 2016): “Thomas C. Schelling, Master Theorist of Nuclear Strategy, Dies at 95”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/13/business/economy/thomas-schelling-dead-nobellaureate.html)
********I somehow lost track of the passing of Nobel laureate (2005) Thomas Schelling and I
am repairing that error now. There is abundant information about his life and work easily found
by an online search. Schelling is well known for his contributions to strategic thinking in the
Cold War, especially as it related to nuclear deterrence. May there be minds like his in the
service of U.S. and world interests in the years to come. In the 1970s Schelling also contributed
meaningfully to the development of the consequences of white residents who expressed “only a
slight preference for living among members of their own race.” He did that while using the term
‘tip point’ that had previously been used political scientist Morton Grodzins; Malcolm
Gladwell’s best-selling 2002 book The Tipping Point (https://www.amazon.com/Tipping-PointLittle-Things-Difference/dp/0316346624/).
********Although sometimes described as a game theorist, Schelling was more a creative user
of game theoretic ideas who continually urged strategic thinkers to expand the set of things they
considered, looking to address new issues rather than be content to solve problems already
known to be solvable. In writing this I am reminded of one of the most useful things I have read,
which appeared in Men of Mathematics (https://www.amazon.com/Mathematics-TouchstoneBook-E-T-Bell/dp/0671628186/), by E.T. Bell. On page 419 it is related that mathematician
Felix Klein was once asked by a student to share the “secret of mathematical discovery.” Klein
responded, “Choose one definite objective and drive ahead toward it. You may never reach your
goal, but you will find something of interest on the way.” I have tended to focus on the second
sentence of the quotation, but now realize that the first sentence is very important, too.
********There is a nice one-page tribute to Schelling in The Economist at:
http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21712133-any-time-somebody-talksabout-deterrence-theyre-influenced-schelling-thomas. I especially liked its coverage of his
Nobel acceptance speech, in which he observed that “the most spectacular event of the past half
century is one that did not occur. We have enjoyed 60 years without nuclear weapons exploded
in anger . . . what a stunning achievement—or, if not achievement, what stunning good fortune!”
The article goes on to note “If achievement was the word, the credit was partly his.” This made
me think that perhaps Schelling should have won the Nobel Peace Prize, too. So, I looked to see
if someone else had had this idea. As it turned out, the answer was “Yes.” Tom Wright of
Harvard University made the connection in a 2005 piece in The Irish Times
http://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/schelling-helped-stop-the-cold-war-turning-very-hot1.506067).
********So, has anyone ever won the Nobel Peace Prize and another Nobel Prize? Yes: Linus
Pauling (Physics and Peace). He is one of four people to have won two such prizes, the others
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being: John Bardeen (Physics twice); Marie Curie (Physics and Chemistry); and Frederick
Sanger (Chemistry twice). The International Committee of the Red Cross has won the Nobel
Peace Prize three times (1917, 1944, and 1963) and the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees has won the Nobel Peace Prize twice (1954 and 1981). You can learn more about the
multiple recipients via
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Nobel_laureates_with_multiple_Nobel_awards.
(28 December 2016): “Amazon to Flip the Switch on Massive Wind Project in North Carolina”
(http://www.ecowatch.com/wind-farm-amazon-2168453431.html)
--------“Before the ball drops on New Year’s Eve, 104 wind turbines scattered across 22,000
acres of farmland near Elizabeth City, North Carolina, will begin churning out electricity. It will
be the South’s first large-scale wind farm. At 208 megawatts, Avangrid’s facility has the
capacity to capture enough of the sky’s kinetic energy to power 61,000 homes. But instead of
homes, this electricity will run data centers for Amazon Web Services, a subsidiary of
Amazon.com.” Although the South isn’t usually thought of as being rich in wind resources,
technological improvements, policy initiatives, and the “federal Production Tax Credit, have
enabled wind’s price tag to plummet 90 percent over the past 25 years, making it more alluring
in the competitive energy market.” Still, one of the factors restricting the adoption of wind is
“the lack of independent system operators (ISOs) or regional transmission organizations
(RTOs).” The wind farm near Elizabeth City was made possible because the area “is part of an
RTO called PJM Interconnection. PJM allows Avangrid, the wind farm developer, to sell
electricity directly to Amazon Web Services for its data centers at a price per kilowatt-hour
negotiated by the two parties.” As a result of this arrangement, Avangrid “is now the largest
taxpayer by far in Perquimans County.”
********A good example of how regulation can protect an incumbent electricity provider and
slow the adoption of an alternative technology.
(29 December 2016): “Stop saying that 2016 was the ‘worst year’”
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2016/12/29/stop-saying-that-2016-wasthe-worst-year/)
--------“Americans almost always think that the year coming to a close is the worst.” Why do
they have such views? There are a variety of reasons. For example, “Many misunderstand how
the world is changing or ignore positive change.” And some people simply do not know about
positive developments, a phenomenon that isn’t new. This lack of knowledge is part the result of
the journalistic bias toward specific events, like disasters, as opposed to long-term trends like
“improving global health, falling poverty, [and] environmental progress . . . The focus on single
events and neglect of slow developments selects negative news instead of often positive
developments.”
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--------Furthermore, “The negative bias of event news is a problem on the supply side, but there
are equally important problems on the demand side. In fact, to be on the lookout for signs of
danger is hard-wired in our human psychology. Evolution has shaped our human nature to pay
attention selectively and left us with a negativity bias because it is much more important for our
survival to pay attention to threats than to positive changes. A missed opportunity is unfortunate,
a missed danger can immediately threaten our survival.”
********This article again calls to mind Daniel Kahneman’s book Thinking Fast and Slow
(https://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Fast-Slow-Daniel-Kahneman/dp/0374533555/), with fast
thinking oriented toward the event, i.e., the short term, and slow thinking oriented toward the
trend, i.e., the long term. Of course, survival is something that is both short term and long term.
This focus on fast and slow thinking reminds me of a literature I was aware of some years back
that examined “multiple utility functions.” I wonder if current writers have made the connection
between this “older” literature and the “newer” literature of behavioral economics? A place to
start on the “multiple utility” literature is the 1986 article “The Case for a Multiple-Utility
Conception,” by Amitai Etizioni (https://www2.gwu.edu/~ccps/etzioni/A175.pdf). A resource
that looks to address this more specifically, since it includes the term ‘multiple utility’ is
Handbook of Contemporary Economics: Foundations and Developments
(https://www.amazon.com/Handbook-Contemporary-Behavioral-EconomicsDevelopments/dp/1138953202/). My sense is that the multiple utility literature stems from
Amartya Sen’s 1977 article “Rational Fools: A Critique of the Behavioral Foundations of
Economic Theory,” Philosophy & Public Affairs 6,4 (Summer 1977): 317-44. You can find at
copy at: https://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/crcridis/documents/sen_on_TCR_rational_fools.pdf. Just to be explicit, it seems like a two-utility
approach to thinking fast and slow would involve a hierarchy of preferences, one dealing with
fast (and first) and the other dealing with slow (and second).
(30 December 2016): “Q&A: Cathy O’Neil, author of ‘Weapons of Math Destruction,’ on the
dark side of big data” (http://www.latimes.com/books/jacketcopy/la-ca-jc-cathy-oneil-20161229story.html)
********Cathy O’Neil is the author of Weapons of Math Destruction: How Big Data Increases
Inequality and /threatens Democracy (https://www.amazon.com/Weapons-Math-DestructionIncreases-Inequality/dp/0553418815/). This book has been reviewed widely and has definitely
caught the attention of many. This Q&A will give you a good idea of what the book is all about,
i.e., the auditing of algorithms for their potential destruction use. In addition to raising the issue
of “gaming” an algorithm, she also notes that some of those, like teachers, who are being judged
algorithmicly “don’t understand how they’re being evaluated at their job.” (This is, of course,
also a concern of those who are not being judged algorithmicly.) O’Neil seems to think that
some algorithms are potentially dangerous and others are not. According to her, “the most
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dangerous ones . . . have three characteristics: scale, secrecy and the capacity to do harm.” This
seems like a book worthy of study.
(31 December 2016): “Scientists Loved and Loathed by an Agrochemical Giant”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/31/business/scientists-loved-and-loathed-by-syngenta-anagrochemical-giant.html)
********This article examines the interactions between three university researchers and their
corporate funders. As it notes, receiving corporate funds can be a Faustian bargain.
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(4 January 2017): “Why Men Don’t Want the Jobs Done Mostly by Women”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/04/upshot/why-men-dont-want-the-jobs-done-mostly-bywomen.html)
--------“It hasn’t been a great time to be a man without a job. The jobs that have been
disappearing, like machine operator, are predominantly those that men do. The occupations that
are growing, like health aide, employ mostly women. One solution is for the men who have lost
jobs in factories to become health aides. But while more than a fifth of American men aren’t
working, they aren’t running to these new service-sector jobs. Why? They require very different
skills, and pay a lot less. They’re also seen as women’s work, which has always been devalued
in the American labor market.” People who study the movement of men into fields in which
women traditionally work, say that “Much of men’s resistance to pink-collar jobs is tied up in the
culture of masculinity.” Indeed, “Many unemployed men who did manual labor say they can’t
take the time and make the effort to train for a new career because they have bills to pay. And
they say they chose their original careers because they wanted to build things, not take care or
people.”
********I just finished reading Boom, Bust, Exodus: The Rust Belt, the Maquilas, and a Tale of
Two Cities (https://www.amazon.com/Boom-Bust-Exodus-Maquilas-Cities/dp/0190608862/), by
Chad Broughton, and the discussions of the retraining efforts of men and women in Galesburg,
Illinois in consequence of the closing of the enormous Maytag facility there seem largely, but not
perfectly, consistent with this article. Galesburg’s story is one of bust, while that of Reynosa of
Tamaulipas, Mexico is one of boom. This is one of those books, published in 2015, that makes
the election of Donald Trump easier to understand.
********Although there may have been a boom in Reynosa, not everyone prospered as much as
expected. That seems, in part, to be due to the failure of economic policy-makers in Mexico.
This seems to be the main point of “Mexicans Are the Nafta Winners? It’s News to Them”
(http://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/04/world/americas/mexico-donald-trump-nafta.html). One
might conclude that the policy-makers believed too much in the power of laissez-fairydust the
wonderful expression that recently won the American Dialect Society’s Creative Word of the
Year. University of Michigan linguist and English professor has an informative and entertaining
article on all the words that you can find at:
http://www.chronicle.com/blogs/linguafranca/2017/01/08/words-of-the-year-2016/.
(5 January 2017): “The High-Cost, High-Risk World of Modern Pet Care”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2017-01-05/when-big-business-happens-to-yourpet)
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--------“Pet care is undergoing the same sort of consolidation transformed human health care in
the 1990s.” The story of veterinarian John Robb provides an example while also providing a
glimpse into some of the veterinary practices that are employed. “In 1999 he sold his first
practice for $1 million to VCA—then called Veterinary Centers of America—a consolidator
that’s bought hundreds of animal hospitals and trades on the Nasdaq exchange under the ticker
WOOF. Then, in 2008, he paid $400,000 for his Banfield franchise in prosperous Stamford [,
Connecticut.] Banfield had itself traded hands just a few months before, when the veterinarian
who founded the company sold it to Mars, the giant candy and pet-food manufacturer. The
change had dire consequences for Robb and, he says, for millions of pets.”
********The article is of interest from many perspectives. First, it provides a look at how
consolidation is playing out in veterinary care services. Second, it summarizes some of the
veterinary practices employed by the consolidated units. Third, it points out the increasing role
of lab fees in pet care. Finally, it gives a bit of information related to vaccines and the role that a
body like the American Animal Hospital Association play in developing suggested veterinary
practice.
********The article in Bloomberg Businessweek appeared on the eve of Mars acquisition of
VCA for $7.7 billion. VCA “owns about 800 animal hospitals, a lab business and dog day care
franchises that operate under the name camp Bow Wow.” Bob Antin, the CEO of VCA, was not
looking to sell his business, but he said that “the prospect of joining Mars, and no longer being a
public company, was intriguing.” You can learn more at:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/09/business/dealbook/mars-to-buy-pet-hospital-chain-for-7-7billion.html. Particulars about the purchase of VCA can be read at:
http://www.mars.com/docs/default-source/default-document-library/mars-incorporated-toacquire-vca-inc.pdf.
(8 January 2017): “Data Could Be the Next Tech Hot Button for Regulators”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/08/technology/data-regulators-google-facebookmonopoly.html)
--------“Wealth and influence in the technology business have always been about gaining the
upper hand in software or the machines that software ran on. Now data—gathered in those
immense pools of information that are at the heart of everything from artificial intelligence to
online shopping recommendations—is increasingly a focus of technology competition. And
academics and some policy makers, especially in Europe, are considering whether big internet
companies like Google and Facebook might use their data resources as a barrier to new entrants
and innovation.”
********The article provides a useful summary of some of the issues that relate to the
commercial use of large data sets, especially those that are private. As it indicates, although
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proprietary knowledge can be used to charge personalized prices, that same knowledge can be
used to create personalized goods and services. Thus, although personalizing may lead to higher
prices, it may also lead to higher quality goods and services. According to Andrew Ng, a former
Google scientist who now is chief scientist at Chinese Internet search giant Baidu, “Data is the
defensible barrier, not algorithms.”
(9 January 2017): “Farmers Get Creative in Reaping Profits”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/farmers-get-creative-in-reaping-profits-1483957802)
--------“Instead of selling all of this fall’s record corn harvest to ethanol plants or foreign
livestock farmers, Jim and Jamie Walter are turning a portion into a more lucrative product:
whiskey. The father-and-son Illinois farmers are among a small group finding unique ways to
wring money from their crops, while a commodity glut pushes grain prices to multiyear lows.
They hope satisfying a consumer shift toward locally made, high-quality products will be more
reliably profitable than turbulent global grain markets.” These developments counter some
longer-term trends. “Since World War II, grain farmers have sought to boost profits mostly by
increasing yields, driving down costs and expanding their operations. Bigger, more sophisticated
equipment and high-tech seeds have encouraged a trend toward larger, more capital-intensive
farms. Now, growing demand for locally produced food and drinks is coinciding with concerns
about volatile crop prices, providing an opportunity for farmers to try shrinking the gap between
their crops and consumers.”
********It is interesting to see how changing consumption patterns driven by cultural trends can
result in a change of how farmers think about what and how they produce. Surely the ethanol
boom affected corn production. But with the passing of that boom and the resulting lower corn
prices, farmers had to rethink their approach, e.g., decide to expand output to reduce average
cost, produce other crops with existing land, or use existing output to produce new products.
With the last approach, it might well be necessary to change existing output, too, as the corn that
appeals to cattle and makes good ethanol, may not be the type that appeals to those who drink
locally-sourced corn whiskey.
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(11 January 2017): “Will We Always Have the Poor Among Us?” (http://daily.jstor.org/willwe-always-have-the-poor-among-us/)
--------“Assurances to the contrary from Jesus . . . , we may be close to ending poverty as we
know it. That’s the good news shared recently by New York Times columnist Nicholas Kristof:
simply put, the number of poor among us is declining rapidly. According to the latest figures
from the World Bank, in 2011 only 14 percent of the world’s population lived in ‘extreme’
poverty, down from 35 percent in 1993. The improvement in conditions around the world has
been steady enough that in late 2015 when UN member nations set themselves 17 new
‘Sustainable Development Goals,’ first on the list was to eradicate extreme poverty by 2030.
Similar good news has emerged from the Census Bureau about poverty levels in . . . the US. If
you think this sounds too good to be true, you’re not alone. as Kristof reports, 95 percent of
Americans today believe poverty is getting worse, a perception they share with the great majority
of the developed world.”
********The general perception about poverty is perfectly consistent with the argument put
forward in an article in The Washington Post
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2016/12/29/stop-saying-that-2016-wasthe-worst-year/) noted in TIF Weekly 298, i.e., people tend to be unaware of long-term trends,
focusing instead on recent events. The article goes on to examine a variety of notions of
‘poverty’, drawing upon a 2005 article in the Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health. In
so doing attention is given to the “capabilities view” of human well-being developed by Amartya
Sen and Martha Nussbaum. The article provides references to an important publication of each
author.
(13 January 2017): “Edmund Burke and the Birth of Traditional Conservatism”
(http://daily.jstor.org/edmund-burke-and-the-birth-of-traditional-conservatism/)
--------“Edmund Burke (1729-1797) is the philosophical fountainhead of modern conservatism.
But he didn’t start out that way. The Irish-born politician started as a fiery Whig, a voice for
American independence and for Dissenters and radicals at home in Great Britain. He stood
against slavery and pros3ecuted the head of the British East India Company for corruption. Then
he met the French Revolution, and his views seemed to change abruptly. . . . But was it, indeed,
the French Revolution that caused ‘an abrupt political tack from advocating parliamentary
reform, religious toleration, and American liberty’? Or was Burke’s critique of the French
Revolution, as Burke himself sometimes argued, ‘first and foremost a parable for the English of
his day’? Historian McCalman argues that understanding Burke’s domestic experience is key to
explaining his transformation. According to McCalman, Burke’s radical transformation was
greatly fanned, if not sparked, by the Gordon Riots of 1780. Names after Lord George Gordon,
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the firebrand head of the Protestant Association (and onetime friend of Burke), this chaotic
political uprising essentially scared the reformer out of Burke.”
********Burke’s Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790) is one of those essential books
that I have yet to read, even though it is widely acknowledged to be the source of the intellectual
thread of conservative thought. What I find fascinating about the discussion of the Gordon Riots
is that Burke evidently had much time—ten years—to reflect upon revolution-like events that
affected him personally, so perhaps the French Revolution simply provided him with the
opportunity to write out ideas that had long been developing. Not so much, then, a momentary
flash, but something sustained. There is a link to the McCalman article, “Mad Lord George and
Madame La Motte: Riot and Sexuality in the Genesis of Burke’s Reflections on the Revolution in
France, at the bottom of the post.
(13 January 2017): “Working for an Algorithm Might Be an Improvement”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-01-13/working-for-an-algorithm-might-be-animprovement)
--------“Bridgewater, the world’s largest hedge fund, has been portrayed as a bizarre Moneyballtype machine in which employees’ every move is monitored and assessed, increasingly by
computer algorithms. Awful as that may sound, what if it’s actually a step toward a happier and
more prosperous world? Granted, descriptions of the place—including a recent Wall Street
Journal article to which founder Ray Dalio has taken vociferous offense—make it seem pretty
dystopian. The firm, for example, amasses employee data to produce individual ‘Baseball
Cards,’ with scores and ratings on dozens of attributes. That’s great if the system turns you into
a Honus Wagner card, but possibly demoralizing for anyone else.” But Bridgewater isn’t the
only company employing algorithms. “Offices around the country are deploying tools to
continuously monitor and assess employee activity.” Such approaches are thought to stem from
the work of Frederick Winslow Taylor, especially the 1911 Principles of Scientific Management
(https://www.amazon.com/Principles-Scientific-Management-FrederickWinslow/dp/0486299880/). “Yet the theory’s namesake, Frederick Taylor, didn’t set out to
maximize efficiency at the expense of employees’ sanity. Rather he wanted to improve worker
welfare. The Progressive movement was in its early days, and social and political activists
wanted to stop industrialists from exploiting the working class. Taylor believed that his system
for greater productivity would align the interests of employees and management.”
********The article indicated that the measured developed by Taylor, and as they are used by
Bridgewater, are meant more to be used for employee coaching rather than employee
winnowing. Perhaps I should read the book. Regardless, as the article indicates, the same
measure that can be used to coach can also be used to winnow. An overview of Taylor and his
work can be found at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frederick_Winslow_Taylor.
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********Imbedded in the Bloomberg article is a link to another article in The Financial Times
that has an informative and somewhat lengthy article “Gig Economy: When your boss is an
algorithm” (https://www.ft.com/content/88fdc58e-754f-11e6-b60a-de4532d5ea35). Within it
there is a link to an nine-minute podcast “Return of ‘Taylorism’ on steroids”
(http://podcast.ft.com/2016/09/08/return-of-taylorism-on-steroids/).
(15 January 2017): “A gynecologist secretly photographed patients. What’s their pain worth?”
(http://wpo.st/lyjR2)
********The article takes up the challenging problem of how to assign monetary awards to
thousands of women who suffered psychological trauma associated with surreptitious
photographs taken by a trusted gynecologist.
(15 January 2017): “Tax Refund Loans Are Revamped and Resurrected”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/15/business/tax-refund-loans-are-revamped-andresurrected.html)
--------Tax-refund loans are returning but this time with a difference. Formerly such loans were
issued by tax-preparation firms like H&R Block and its competitors with high interest rates and
fees, but such loans became “nearly extinct after a regulatory crackdown that forced most major
banks out of the market.” But with the disappearance of such refund-anticipation loans (RALs),
customers for tax-preparation services also disappeared. So now, “The nation’s big taxpreparation companies are so desperate for customers that they are willing to put money up
front—with absolutely no hidden fees or interest charges, and no ironclad guarantees that the
companies will get paid back.” As customers return, firms like Jackson Hewitt are treating the
loans, with origination costs of $32-36, as “a marketing expense.” Firms issuing such loans are
looking to make up the costs of such loans by selling “add-on products” and the additional fees
associated with them.
********It is interesting to see how the RAL has morphed in response to regulatory change and
the subsequent reduction in customers. In relation to this, I was struck by the statement of Greg
Steinlicht of H&R Block, “This [offering of no-cost loans] is an effort to arrest our client loss, to
bring more people to our office . . . The product went away for several years, but the client
demand for it never did.”
(16 January 2017): “A Rare Corner of Finance Where Women Dominate”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/16/business/dealbook/women-corporate-governanceshareholders.html)
--------“Women hold the top positions in corporate governance at many of the biggest mutual
funds and pension funds—deciding which way to vote on the directors of a company board.
They make decisions on behalf of teachers, government workers, doctors and most people in the
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United States who have a 401(k). The corporate governance heads at seven of the 10 largest
institutional investors in stocks are now women, according to data compiled by The New York
Times. Those investors oversee $14 trillion in assets.”
********I didn’t see much in the way of explanation regarding the perceived dominance of
women in corporate governance. That being said, the article notes that “Corporate governance is
playing a growing role within the broader ecosystem of corporate America. Each spring,
publicly traded companies hold shareholder meetings and outline business strategy for the
coming year.” It is further noted that the voting power on institutional investors “is rarely
wielded to confront companies. . . . And their approach contrasts sharply with that of brash
activist billionaires like William A. Ackman and Daniel S. Loeb, who have made a name for
themselves as corporate agitators” who bring about change “by theatrically pounding on the front
doors of companies and using the public court of opinion to bully companies into changing their
strategies.” Perhaps women tend to better able to navigate the diplomacy of corporate
governance than men.
(17 January 2017): “As Pot Prices Plunge, Growers Scramble to Cut Their Costs”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-01-17/as-pot-prices-plunge-growers-scrambleto-cut-production-costs)
--------“The increasing supply of legal marijuana is turning into a major buzz kill for growers as
prices plunge—and an opportunity for companies that can help cut production costs. Prices are
tumbling as formerly illicit cultivators emerge from the shadows to invest millions of dollars in
massive pot factories. In Colorado, the average price sought by wholesalers has fallen 48
percent to about $1,300 a pound since legal sales to all adults started in January 2014, according
to Cannabase, operator of the state’s largest market. Supply is surging as growers expand and
install the latest agricultural technology.” According to John Chandler, a vice president at
Urban-Gro of Lafayette, Colorado, a focus on efficiency “can cut production costs for some
indoor growers to less than $300 a pound from more than $1,000.” Some anticipate that the
“regulated market in North America could triple to more than $20 billion in five years, from $6.7
billion last year . . . One caveat surrounding the booming cannabis industry is President-elect
Donald Trump’s choice for attorney, Senator Jeff Sessions of Alabama, an ardent marijuana foe.
But it remains to be seen if Trump or the Republican-controlled Congress will attempt to
challenge the states that have legalized the drug.”
********A nice example of the interaction of the invisible foot—legal and pollical forces—and
the invisible hand—economic forces. In some sense the market demand for legal marijuana has
always been there. What is different is that the market supply of legal marijuana has expanded
as laws have changed in some states. With increased supply and unchanged demand, market
prices have fallen and reduced the profitability of firms. This has put more urgency in the costcutting activities of firms, leading them to increase scale and modernize production. As the
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article goes on to note, however, there is now increased legal risk from the incoming
administration. It will be interesting to see how this plays out.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 301 (25 January 2017)
(17 January 2017): “The Upshot: Presidents Have Less Power Over the Economy Than You
Might Think” (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/17/upshot/presidents-have-less-power-overthe-economy-than-you-might-think.html)
--------“Presidential reputations rise or fall with gross domestic product. The state of the
economy can determine if presidents are re-elected, and it shapes historical memory of their
success or failure. . . . But the reality is that presidents have far less control over the economy
than you might imagine. Presidential economic records are highly dependent on the dumb luck
of where the nation is in the economic cycle. And the White House has no control over the
demographic and technological forces that influence the economy. Even in areas where the
president really does have power to shape the economy . . . the relationship between presidential
action and economic outcome is often uncertain and hard to prove.”
********The article does a nice, compact job of summarizing the principal factors that affect
economic performance, indicating those areas where the president has little direct control—
monetary policy—and slight direct control—fiscal policy. Other areas of potential influence
affect the economy slowly.
********There are things, however, that can affect the economy very quickly—political events.
This is discussed briefly in “How Political Events Change Currency Value”
(https://daily.jstor.org/how-political-events-change-currency-value/). The post points out that the
effect of these events tend to be transient and short term, whereas larger economic factors “are
the fundamental determinants of a currency’s health.” The foundation article for this post is
“Democracy and Markets: The Case of Exchange Rates,” which appeared in the American
Journal of Political Science in 2000. The article can be accessed at the bottom of the post.
(19 January 2017): “Get Rich. Save the World. Gut Fish”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2017-01-19/get-rich-save-the-world-gut-fish)
********This article is hard to summarize. In part, it is the story of 32-year-old venture
capitalist Rod Baird who is looking in unusual places to invest. In this case it is the waterways
of western Kentucky. In part, it is the story of “Lula Luu and John Crilly, . . . energetic former
academics” who created the business Fin Gourmet, which draws upon the abundant Asian carp
to make its products. And in part it is the story of Ronny Hopkins, a commercial fisherman in
Kentucky. As Baird notes, “If Donald Trump wants to deliver on his promise to create rural
jobs, he doesn’t need to create anything out of thin air.” The problem is that “The talent is there,
but the capital isn’t.”
********What drew me to this article was its explicit mention of carp, which was (and
presumably is) ubiquitous in the Rock River of my hometown of Watertown, Wisconsin of my
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youth. Were people really harvesting carp and selling them in restaurants as something
desirable? Yes. It turns out that Asian carp are something else. They can “grown into 70pounders known to jump as high as 10 feet.” As the article notes, there a lots of YouTube videos
shown the carp “in flight.” Here is one: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLmJjRqXDCo.
Evidently the sound of boat motors sets them off.
(21 January 2017): “Schumpeter: Businesses can and will adapt to the age of populism”
(http://www.economist.com/news/business-and-finance/21714935-how-executives-balanceshareholder-expectations-and-social-pressures-businesses-can)
--------“As they slid down the streets of Davos this week, many executives will have felt a
question gnawing in their guts. Who matters most: shareholders or the people? Around the
world a revolt seems under way. A growing cohort—perhaps a majority—of citizens want
corporations to be cuddlier, invest more at home, pay higher taxes and wages and employ more
people, and are voting for politicians who say they will make all that happen. Yet according to
law and convention in most rich countries, firms are run in the interest of shareholders, who
usually want companies to use every legal means to maximise their profits.” Although naïve
executives “fear that they cannot reconcile these two impulses . . . Wiser executives know that
shareholder value comes in shades of grey.” Schumpeter “reckons there are six distinct
corporate tribes, each with its own interpretation of what shareholder value means. Firms have
some flexibility to choose which one they belong to.”
********The column lays out a spectrum of tribes, with corporate fundamentalists on the far
right and corporate apostates on the far left. In between, moving from right to left, there are
corporate toilers, corporate oracles, corporate kings, and corporate socialists. This is what it
would look like without the modifier:
apostates

socialists

kings

oracles

toilers

fundamentalists

According to the article, most Western firms are toilers that “believe in the primacy of
shareholder value but are prepared to be more patient than the fundamentalists. From the
standpoint of the invisible forces, the group of oracles is especially interesting, as they “want to
maximise profits within the law, but with a twist. They think the law will evolve with public
opinion and so they voluntarily do things today that they may be required to do tomorrow.” All
in all, the article provides a useful perspective on the factors considered by corporate executives
and boards in making decisions.
********In relation to this, the article “What to Expect from Trumponomics: Quick Take
Scorecard” (https://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2017-01-20/trumponomics-isjawboning-by-another-name-quicktake-scorecard) is of some interest. The key sentence, as you
will see, appears in the first paragraph: “Early in his first press conference as president-elect,
Donald Trump said he would make pharmaceutical companies bid for U.S. business because
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they were ‘getting away with murder’ on drug prices. Indexes that track pharmaceutical stocks
plummeted. It was classic Trump, doing what economists call ‘jawboning,’ or moving markets
today with threats of action in the future” [italics added].
(25 January 2017): “Mall Owners Rush to Get Out of the Mall Business”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/mall-owners-rush-to-get-out-of-the-mall-business1485262801)
--------“Mall landlords are increasingly walking away from struggling properties, leaving
creditors in the lurch and posing a threat to the values of nearby real estate. As competition from
online retailers batters store owners, some of the largest U.S. landlords are calculating it is more
advantageous to hand over ownership to lenders than to attempt to restructure debts on properties
with darkening outlooks. That, in turn, leaves lenders with little choice but to unload the
distressed properties at fire-sale prices.” Although the abandonment of such properties can
negatively impact the creditworthiness of borrowers, this is not always the case. Regarding this
Steven Marks, the head of the U.S. REIT group of Fitch Ratings, notes such defaults need not be
negative: “If anything, we oftentimes view these transactions positively, as it indicates financial
discipline to not commit corporate capital towards failing or uneconomic investments.”
********As the article notes, “In the case of a default, creditors make claims only on the
collateral that backs the loan, not on the borrower itself.” Perhaps that is why (some) student
loans are treated differently than mall loans—the lack of collateral. In the absence of a real asset
to sell, students cannot walk away from the loan. Some former students die still owing on their
loans.
********The article made me think about the topic of “recycling malls.” A couple of readers of
the WSJ mentioned four possibilities: educational institutions, municipal (county or state)
administration, offices, and housing. I’m sure there are others. What an interesting study it
would be to see what is happening to these malls. A good place to start for ideas would be to sift
through the Comments to this article.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 302 (1 February 2017)
(26 January 2017): “What did NAFTA really do?” (http://rodrik.typepad.com/)
********This link takes you to the blog of Harvard University economist Dani Rodrik, which I
found in the WSJ article “Nafta’s Net U.S. Impact Is Modest”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/naftas-overall-u-s-impact-is-modest-1485469689). Rodrik
provides a clear, research-based summary of NAFTA’s impact. You will need to scroll down a
bit to read his post but it will be worth it. He notes, “So here is the overall picture that these
academic studies paint for the U.S.” NAFTA produced large changes in trade volumes, tiny
efficiency gains overall, and some very significant impacts on adversely affected communities.”
In one of the studies he cites, by John McLaren and Shushanik Hakobyan, the largest impacts
noted were in “parts of Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Indiana.” The workers who
were most adversely affected were “high school dropouts in industries that depended heavily on
tariff protections in place prior to NAFTA. These workers saw wage growth drop by as much as
17 percentage points relative to wage growth in unaffected industries.”
(27 January 2017): “Homeowners’ Quest for the Best Schools”
[SR](http://www.wsj.com/articles/homeowners-quest-for-the-best-schools-1485443381)
--------“Houston lawyer Anne Ferazzi Hammett spent about three months last spring looking for
a great high school for her teenage daughters, Anna and Nora. Then she discovered Westlake, a
high school that gets top marks in academic rankings and draws strong reviews from parents.
The only drawback: The school is located in Austin, Texas, about 165 miles northwest of the
Hammetts’ home. Nonetheless, Ms. Ferazzi Hammett and her husband, Rick Hammett, bought a
$2.25 million house in Westlake’s school district, and they and their daughters will move in
June. . . . For some home buyers, there is no factor more important than the public schools their
children will attend. They analyze student-body performance on standardized tests, school
rankings, what percentage of alumni go on to four-year colleges and which schools send students
to Ivy League or top-tier states universities. They then uproot their lives to move within these
districts’ boundaries, where homes can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars more than nearby
homes zoned to different schools.”
********No doubt the importance of public school quality is something that every realtor knows
very well. The article goes on to note: “In an analysis of 1.6 million home listings in the U.S.
through the first six months of 2016, Realtor.com found that houses in public-school districts
with GreatSchools ratings of 9 or 10, the highest scores possible, were priced, on average, 77%
higher than homes in nearby districts with scores of 6 or lower. Additionally, homes located in
top districts sell four days faster—at 58 days—than the national median of 62 days.” Evidently,
as the article also notes, people who move to a school district frequently move away from it after
their children graduate.
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********The GreatSchools ratings were new to me. You can learn more about them, and check
out your area and schools, at: http://www.greatschools.org/.
(27 January 2017): “To Understand a Tax on Mexican Imports, Consider the Avocado”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/27/business/economy/importers-tax-mexico.html)
********This article does a light run through of some of the consequences of a 20% tax on
imported goods, taking the avocado as an example; “more than nine of every 10 imported
avocados come from Mexico.” Avocados are the primary ingredient in guacamole, but onions
are used, too; “seven out of eight onions eaten by Americans are grown in the United States.”
This provides the reporter with an opportunity to explore how the import tax would affect the
production of avocados in Mexico and the production of onions in the U.S. The analysis seems
sound to me until the likely downward revision of the corporate income tax is taken up. Since
this is a tax on profit, I do not see why it is at all likely that businesses will “share” their profits
with consumers.
********Avocados and onions are interesting to think about. As the article points out, it takes
four or five years for a newly planted avocado tree to bear fruit, so a U.S. avocado production
response would take time. Onions, on the other hand, can be planted on an annual basis, so
onion production could adjust within a year. When dealing with things that grow, production
lags are common.
(27 January 2017): “Uneasy About the Future, Readers Turn to Dystopian Classics”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/27/business/media/dystopian-classics-1984-animal-farm-thehandmaids-tale.html)
--------Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale “is among several classic dystopian novels that
seem to be resonating with readers at a moment of heightened anxiety about the state of
American democracy. Sales have also risen drastically for George Orwell’s ‘Animal Farm’ and
‘1984,’ which shot to the top of Amazon’s best-seller list this week. Other novels that today’s
readers may not have picked up since high school but have landed on the list this week are
Aldous Huxley’s 1932 novel, ‘Brave New World,’ and Sinclair Lewis’s 1935 novel ‘It Can’t
Happen Here.’ . . . The sudden prominence of such novels reflects a renewed public interest in
decades-old works of speculative fiction as guides for understanding our current political
moment.”
********The broader point of the article is that some (many?) are struggling to make sense of
the changing landscape of politics and government in the U.S., and are turning to classic works
of fiction to do so. It is interesting to think about political change translates into book sales (or a
loss of book sales). A desire to understand is an important factor but so is whether one is a
reader of books or not. My guess is that those who are struggling to make sense of the changing
landscape are also readers of books, so the impact on demand of dystopian novels has been
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pronounced. In relation to this, I wonder has been the impact on books such as Trump: The Art
of the Deal (https://www.amazon.com/Trump-Art-Deal-Donald-J/dp/0399594493/)? Almost
50% of presidential voters chose Donald Trump in the last election. What books would they be
likely to buy in light of the election? Are there fictional works that come to mind or are they
more likely to be focused on nonfiction works?
********JSTOR Daily has a related piece this week: “Friday Reads: George Orwell’s 1984”
(https://daily.jstor.org/friday-reads-george-orwells-1984/). One of the foundation articles for it is
“Crisis? Whose Crisis? George Orwell and Liberal Guilt.” The article notes that “Orwell was
fixated on what he deemed ‘one of the more embarrassing moments in twentieth-century
liberalism: the failure of middle-class liberals to connect with the working class.’”
(29 January 2017): “What are the best NC colleges to improve your financial future?”
(http://www.newsobserver.com/news/business/article129415924.html)
--------“The University of North Carolina released its strategic plan a couple weeks ago.
Documents like this usually aren’t very exciting, but this one has far-reaching implications for
our state. Included in the mix: a commitment to enroll more low-income and rural students and
help them get all the way to graduation. And a pledge to keep the system affordable and
accessible for qualified in-state high school students.” This commitment is important for the
future of North Carolina because the state “has one of the lowest mobility rates in the country . . .
[and education] is a proven way to” increase mobility. “To track how well colleges and
universities are fostering upward economic mobility, The Equality of Opportunity Project
recently release a Mobility Report Card. Using data from 30 million college students, the report
looks at the distribution of family income when a student enrolls . . . and if students are able to
ascend income brackets once they graduate.” In light of that data, “the universities that have the
strongest track record in promoting upward mobility are Elizabeth City State, Winston-Salem
State, North Carolina Central, Fayetteville State and North Carolina A&T, in that order.”
********Here are three websites, identified from a link in the article, that provide relevant
information:
The Equality of Opportunity Project (EOP)) homepage: http://www.equality-ofopportunity.org/
The EOP page for colleges: http://www.equality-of-opportunity.org/college/
A tool developed by The New York Times to identify “Economic Diversity and Student
Outcomes at America’s Colleges and Universities: Find Your College”
(https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/projects/college-mobility/). Simply entire the
college you are interested in the box near the headline.
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A page that I found especially thought provoking was “Some Colleges Have More Students
From the Top 1 Percent Than the Bottom 60. Find Yours”
(https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/01/18/upshot/some-colleges-have-more-studentsfrom-the-top-1-percent-than-the-bottom-60.html). There is a box provided to add a school of
interest to the list.
********The private benefits of higher education, of course, are only a part of the story—there
are also public benefits. The Chronicle of Higher Education has a nice article this week that
summarizes the public benefits, which you can find at:
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Beyond-the-College-Earnings/239013. The governmental
recognition of the social benefits has long be a guiding element of higher education policy at
least as long as the Morrill Act of 1862 (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morrill_LandGrant_Acts), which gave rise to the many land-grant colleges and universities that dot the U.S.
A data-filled and highly-graphical look at the impacts of higher education can be found in
Education Pays 2016: The Benefits of Higher Education for Individuals and Society
(https://trends.collegeboard.org/sites/default/files/education-pays-2016-full-report.pdf), by
Jennifer Ma, Matea Pender, and Meredith Welch. It is a publication of The College Board
(https://www.collegeboard.org/).
********A different kind of mobility—geographic mobility—is examined in “The academy and
the marketplace: Mediocre academic researchers should be wary of globalisation”
(http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-technology/21715639-effects-foreigncompetition-professors-mathematics-mediocre-academic). In a “a forthcoming paper in the
Journal of Human Resources, George Borjas of Harvard University, and Kirk Doran and Ying
Shen of the University of Notre Dame, study the effects of globalisation on a select group of
particularly brainy Westerners: professors of mathematics.” By examining the “natural
experiment” that occurred with China’s liberalization in 1978, they found that the scholarly
productivity of Chinese-American professors increased from the influx of Chinese students and
“the relative productivity of non-Chinese American academics fell, as weaker papers were
crowded out.” In an earlier paper Borjas and Doran examined the impact of the influx of Soviet
mathematicians from the “abrupt collapse of the Soviet Union.” The increased supply of
mathematicians in the U.S. led to increased unemployment among “newly minted American
maths graduates.” Here are, what appear to be, the relevant paper and article:
“Ethnic Complementarities after the Opening of China: How Chinese Graduate Students
Affected the Productivity of their Advisors” (http://www.nber.org/papers/w21096.pdf)
“The Collapse of the Soviet Union and the Productivity of American Mathematicians”
(http://www3.nd.edu/~kdoran/Doran_Math.pdf)
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I wonder if similar work has been done in relation to the scholars who fled Europe in the wake of
the rise of Hitler.
********While we are on the subject of international labor markets, the piece “Brazilian Gang
Enlists FARC Rebels for Drug Trade” [SR](https://www.wsj.com/articles/brazilian-gang-enlistsfarc-rebels-for-drug-trade-1485858609). The negotiated peace between FARC and the
Colombian government, which resulted in the 2016 Nobel Peace Prize
(https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/2016/), has identified FARC members
as attractive recruits for Brazil’s “largest criminal organization . . . the First Capital Command or
PCC.” Vladimir Aras, who heads “the international cooperation unit of the Brazilian Prosecutor
General’s Office,” notes that “The peace deal between Colombia’s government and the FARC is
fantastic . . . But it generates a side effect, which will be the idling of many FARC members.” In
addition, some members of FARC “have opted out of the process altogether. Guerilla units in
the lawless jungles of southeast Colombia, near the Brazilian border, have broken ranks with the
FARC over the peace pact.” As is no doubt obvious, some members of FARC will conclude that
they will be better off working for the PCC than in some alternative line of work.
********A very useful site identified by the article is InSight Crime: Investigation and Analysis
of Organized Crime: http://www.insightcrime.org/. The site is global in its coverage.
(1 February 2017): “Saudi Arabia Plans the World’s Cheapest Power With Solar and Wind”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-01/saudis-plan-1st-renewables-bids-withworld-s-lowest-power-cost)
********The title of this very brief article pretty much says it all. Saudi Arabia “plans to
produce 9.5 gigawatts of power from renewable energy sources by 2023.” Evidently the country
with the world’s second-largest proven oil reserves
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_proven_oil_reserves), following Venezuela,
is actively pursuing renewable energy.
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 303 (8 February 2017)
(2 February 2017): “One Tiny Widget’s Dizzying Journey Shows Just How Critical Nafta Has
Become” (https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2017-trump-protectionism-alters-supply-chain/)
********This brief article shows the movement of a capacitor from its origins in Asia to the
U.S., Mexico, and Canada. While doing so one can see how NAFTA and U.S. tax laws have
influenced the many links in one supply chain.
(2 February 2017): “Full Employment May Be Redefined as Trump Attacks U.S. Benchmark”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-02/full-employment-may-be-redefined-astrump-attacks-u-s-benchmark)
********As the article points out and as is well known, the most frequently reported measure of
unemployment, which is known by labor statistics professionals as U-3, has some problems, in
particular, it doesn’t include “discouraged workers.” There are, in fact, six different
unemployment measures—U-1 through U-2—that are regularly created and used by groups such
as the U.S. Federal Reserve in making policy. The article provides a graph of three measures—
U-3, U-5, and U-6—from 2008 through 2016, shown that their behavior over time are closely
related. Measures U-1 through U-6 are discussed in two publications:
“BLS introduces new range of alternative unemployment measures”
(https://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/1995/10/art3full.pdf)
“The Unemployment Rate and Beyond: Alternative Measures of Labor Underutilization”
(https://www.bls.gov/opub/ils/pdf/opbils67.pdf)
Although not mentioned in the article, the money supply also has alternative measures which,
like those for unemployment, are appropriate for different purposes. You can learn more about
those measures—M1 and M2—at: https://www.federalreserve.gov/faqs/money_12845.htm.
(3 February 2017): “The End of Employees” [SR](https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-end-ofemployees-1486050443)
--------“Never before have American companies tried so hard to employ so few people. The
outsourcing wave that moved apparel-making jobs to China and call-center operations to India is
now just as likely to happen inside companies across the U.S. and in almost every industry. . . .
The contractor model is so prevalent that Google parent Alphabet Inc., ranked by Fortune
magazine as the best place to work for seven of the past 10 years, has roughly equal numbers of
outsourced workers and full-time employees, according to people familiar with the matter. . . .
The shift is radically altering what it means to be a company and a worker. More flexibility for
companies to shrink the size of their employee base, pay and benefits means less job security for
workers. . . . Some economists say the parallel workforce created by the rise of contracting is
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helping to fuel income inequality between people who do the same jobs. . . . No one knows how
many Americans work as contractors, because they don’t fit neatly into the job categories
tracked by government agencies. Rough estimates by economists range from 3% to 14% of the
nation’s workforce, or as many as 20 million people.” According to staffing executives,
“Companies . . . are rapidly increasing the numbers and types of jobs seen as ripe for contracting.
At large firms, 20% to 50% of the total workforce often is outsourced.”
********This is a very informative article that would be worth reading in its entirety—you may
be able to if you search on its title. Steven Berkenfeld, an investment banker, “says companies
of all shapes and sizes are increasingly thinking like this: ‘Can I automate it? If not, can I
outsource it? If not, can I give it to an independent contractor or freelancer?” According to
Berkenfeld, “very few jobs make it through that obstacle course.” And hiring an employee is “a
last resort.” This is an interesting time to a labor economist or to be a department of Human
Resources.
********This is a good place to notice The Sharing Economy: The End of Employment and the
Rise of Crowd-Based Capitalism (https://www.amazon.com/Sharing-Economy-EmploymentCrowd-Based-Capitalism/dp/0262034573), by Arun Sundararajan. You can read a review of the
book at: http://www.chronicle.com/article/The-Sharing-Economy-Comes-to/238992. From what
I can discern from the review, Sundararajan has a somewhat sunnier view of the changes in the
labor market than the one suggested by the article in The Wall Street Journal.
(8 February 2017): “The Big Reason Whites Are Richer Than Blacks in America”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-08/the-big-reason-whites-are-richer-thanblacks-in-america)
--------A new study, “The Asset Value of Whiteness: Understanding the Racial Wealth Gap,”
explodes standard explanations and solutions for the wealth gap.
The table of contents says it all:
•
•
•
•

Attending college does not close the racial wealth gap.
Raising children in a two-parent household does not close the racial wealth gap.
Working full time does not close the racial wealth gap.
Spending less does not close the racial wealth gap.

What does account for the racial wealth gap? This is a question still under investigation.
However, “One powerful factor seems to be that whites are five times as likely as blacks to
receive substantial gifts and inheritances, and the sums they get tend to be much larger.” The
wealth advantage of whites’ and the blacks’ disadvantage “gets passed down from generation to
generation.”
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********The study mentioned in the article can be found at:
http://www.demos.org/publication/asset-value-whiteness-understanding-racial-wealth-gap. (The
link in the Bloomberg article that was supposed to take the reader to it did not work. This one
does.) My understanding of the article is that legal and political factors—the invisible foot—are
the primary factors perpetuating the racial wealth gap.
(8 February 2017): “’A Conservative Climate Solution’: Republican Group Calls for Carbon
Tax” (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/07/science/a-conservative-climate-solution-republicangroup-calls-for-carbon-tax.html)
--------“A group of Republican elder statesmen is calling for a tax on carbon emissions to fight
climate change. The group, led by former Secretary of State James A. Baker III, with former
Secretary of State George P. Shultz and Henry M. Paulson Jr., a former secretary of the
Treasury, says that taxing carbon pollution produced by burning fossils fuels is ‘a conservative
climate solution’ based on free-market principles. Mr. Baker is scheduled to meet on
Wednesday with White House officials, including Vice President Mike Pence, Jared Kushner,
the senior adviser to the president, and Gary D. Cohn, director of the National Economic
Council, as well as Ivanka Trump. In an interview, Mr. Baker said that the plan followed classic
conservative principles of free-market solutions and small government.”
********The proposal for the carbon tax, as well as additional related items, is a product of the
Climate Leadership Council, about which you can learn more at:
https://www.clcouncil.org/about-us/. The proposal is contained in “The Conservative Case For
Carbon Dividends” (https://www.clcouncil.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/TheConservativeCaseforCarbonDividends.pdf). It is an impressive list
of contributors, including economists Martin Feldstein and N. Gregory Mankiw among others.
This eight-page document lays out “The Four Pillars of a Carbon Dividends Plan,” which are
worth looking at and reflecting upon. This document is connected to a companion document of
twenty-pages, “Unlocking the Climate Puzzle” (https://www.clcouncil.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/Unlocking_The_Climate_Puzzle.pdf), authored by Ted Halstead.
Authors of “The Conservative Case” document are spreading the word in opinion pieces running
in national newspapers, e.g., The New York Times
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/08/opinion/a-conservative-case-for-climate-action.html) and
The Wall Street Journal [SR](https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-conservative-answer-to-climatechange-1486512334).
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[The Invisible Forces Weekly: Economics with a Broader View] 304 (15 February 2017)
(7 February 2017): “The ‘Slow-Motion Terrorism of Pirate Capitalism’”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-07/glass-house-the-slow-motion-terrorismof-pirate-capitalism)
--------[A review, by Justin Fox, of Glass House: The 1% Economy and the Shattering of the AllAmerican Town (https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1250085802/), by Brian Alexander.]
Glass House is the “melancholic but gripping account” of the author’s “13-month stay, from
December 2014 to January 2016, in the troubled, drug-ravaged city” of Lancaster, Ohio, “where
he grew up. There are tales of a heroin deal gone bad, an annual music festival fighting to
survive, and people struggling to build a future in a place with a happier past. But it’s the
Anchor Hocking saga at the heart of it all that makes this book more than another elegy for good
times in Middle America.” In Alexander’s telling of the decline, but continued existence, of an
iconic glass maker, what changed “wasn’t competition from Mexico or China—or at least not
just that. ‘Corporate America is what happened,’ a local policeman tells the author. Alexander
narrows that down, blaming it on ‘the slow-motion terrorism of pirate capitalism.’” The names
of Carl Icahn, Newell, Cerberus Capital Management, and Monomoy Capital Partners figure in
this story. Although “There are those who argue that leveraged acquisitions and restructurings of
the sort that Anchor Hocking has endured make companies more efficient and steer capital to
better uses. . . . Alexander makes a persuasive case . . . that from the perspective of Lancaster,
it’s been one big fleecing.”
********This book looks like a good companion for Boom, Bust, Exodus: The Rust Belt, the
Maquilas, and a Tale of Two Cities (https://www.amazon.com/Boom-Bust-Exodus-MaquilasCities/dp/0199765618), which I have read. The story of Boom, however, was one of decline in
Galesburg, Illinois driven by Nafta. So, perhaps the story of Galesburg was also one of
leveraged acquisitions and restructurings, a perspective I don’t recall from reading the book.
********Economic decline is, certainly, more complex than “just Nafta” or “just leveraged
acquisitions.” This seems like a good place to lay out the distinction between “wicked
problems” and “tame problems.” I ran across this distinction over the weekend while chasing
down a sequence of links that led me to a post by media critic and journalism professor Jay
Rosen. The specific post is “Covering Wicked Problems”
(http://pressthink.org/2012/06/covering-wicked-problems/). Is the problem of economic decline
in Galesburg, Illinois and Lancaster, Ohio a wicked problem? If it is, treating it as a monocausal
tame problem will not lead to its solution. In drawing attention to wicked problems, I am
reminded of the growing field of complexity economics, a relatively painless introduction for
which is provided by Complexity and the Art of Public Policy: Solving Society’s Problems from
the Bottom Up (https://www.amazon.com/Complexity-Art-Public-PolicySocietys/dp/0691169136/), by David Colander and Roland Kupers.
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(8 February 2017): “Wonkblog: The business lobby’s hypocritical, one-size-fits-all answer to
regulation: No” (https://wpo.st/zoHb2)
********Despite the title, this article make some general points that are worthy of consideration,
discussing the role that cost-benefit analysis has played (is playing) in the analysis of federal
regulation.
--------A contentious aspect of the presidency of Ronald Reagan was his “executive order
requiring the government to perform cost-benefit analyses for every federal regulation. The
business community had long complained that government officials focused only on the benefits
of regulation, while ignoring the costs to businesses and the economy as a whole. Liberal
interest groups—unions, consumer advocates and environmentalists—went bananas. . . . Any
estimates of the benefits of regulation, they argued, were too squishy and too subjective—and
downright immoral. . . . Ironically, today it is the business lobby and its cheerleaders in the
Republican Party who are the skeptics. They are only too happy to tote up every conceivable
cost for those ‘crushing,’ ‘job-killing’ regulation, but resist toting up the benefits because—like
the liberals of old—they view such estimates as too squishy and subjective.”
********The thrust of the article is to compare the “all benefit-no cost” approach once,
supposedly, held by government officials, to the “all cost-no-benefit” approach now, supposedly,
held by the business lobby, with the subjectivity, squishiness of the cost or benefit being
ignored—effectively be set to zero—playing a pivotal role. This is all-too-easy to understand:
stress what advances your argument and ignore what does not advance your argument. What is
easy to understand, though, is not necessarily admirable. The article winds up with a valuable
point, i.e., that cost-benefit analysis “really is squishy and it often relies on subjective
assumptions, whether it is done by regulators who want to find huge benefits from regulations or
industry executives who want to find none. That said, it is still [an] exercise . . . worth doing—
not because of the precise answers it generates but because of the fact-based discipline it imposes
on thinking about whether and how to regulate.”
********The use of costs and benefits in assessing federal regulation was put in place by
Executive Order 12291, signed on 17 February 1981. You can learn more about it at:
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Executive_Order_12291. There are five requirements set out in
its Sec. 2. General Requirements. Most relevant to this article are:
(b) Regulatory action shall not be undertaken unless the potential benefits to society from
the regulation outweigh the potential costs to society;
(c) Regulatory objectives shall be chosen to maximize the net benefits to society;
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Here is one recent book that deals with cost-benefit analysis as applied to environmental
regulation: https://www.amazon.com/Costs-Benefits-EnvironmentalRegulation/dp/1784712116/.
(9 February 2017): “Trump Wants More American Cars in Japan. Japan’s Drivers Don’t.”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/09/business/trump-japan-american-cars.html)
--------“Detroit pines for a day when the sight of an American car on a Japanese street is not so
notable. Even as Japanese cars have taken a wide portion of the United States market, American
brands are barely visible in Japan, a situation that has long frustrated American auto executives
and trade negotiators and has become a renewed source of political friction under President
Trump. . . . Such talk is alarming in Japan, where the auto industry is a pillar of the economy.”
Few American cars are sold in Japan. “Of the nearly five million cars and light trucks sold in
Japan last year, just 15,000 were American, or 0.3 percent.” Although trade barriers are
sometimes advanced as a reason for the dearth of American cars sold in Japan, there are others.
“Ingrained skepticism about American cars’ reliability and fuel efficiency is one problem.
Another is price.” Supporting that notion is the fact that European brands like Mercedes-Benz
and BMW have been relatively successful. Kenji Kobayashi, the executive director of the Japan
Automobile Importers Association, sees “a difference between European and American efforts to
woo Japanese car buyers. European brands advertise aggressively and have done more to
customize their products for Japans, for instance by producing right-hand-drive versions of their
vehicles—a seemingly obvious selling point, in a country where the driving lane is on the left,
that American producers have long been criticized for ignoring.”
********The article makes clear that American cars, generally, do not have the product
characteristics that Japanese consumers want, e.g., fuel efficiency, reliability, and relevance. The
failure to advertise doesn’t help, of course, but perhaps there is no reason to do so given the
situation. It is hard to avoid the conclusion that American automakers think that the Japanese
market isn’t worth pursuing seriously. As it stands, the Japanese buyers of American cars,
which are overwhelmingly men, are “a bit unusual.”
(10 February 2017): “The surprisingly heated political battle raging over the word ‘milk’”
(https://wpo.st/xDHb2)
--------“Chances are you’ve never stopped at your grocery store’s dairy case, baffled by the
difference between ‘soy’ and ‘2%’milk. But the dairy industry says consumers are confused—
and it’s launched a war to clarify the facts for them. Industry-backed bills in the House and
Senate have recently sought to ban the makers of plant-based products from using the terms
‘milk,’ ‘cheese’ or ‘yogurt.’ . . . Now, as plant-based product sales continue to soar, Big Milk is
ramping up its lobbying efforts against the companies that it says has misappropriated milks’
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good name. And the fledgling plant-based food lobby—arguably the David to milk’s Goliath—
has promised to do the same.”
********As the article notes, “The showdown between dairy and nondairy milks has been a
long time coming. Consumption of conventional milk has been cratering since the 1950s, a
product of both modern concerns about fat and the explosion of consumer beverage options after
. . . World War II.” As we know, as the number of substitutes for a product increases, the
demand for the product of the substitutable good will decrease, all other things being equal.
Dairy producers, presumably, believe that the removal of the word ‘milk’ will make products
like almond milk and soy milk seem like poorer substitutes for the real thing, thereby increasing
the demand for “real” milk. Non-dairy producers, presumably, have beliefs that are somewhat
similar, although affecting the demand for their products in the opposite direction.
(15 February 2017): “Is the Chicken Industry Rigged?”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2017-02-15/is-the-chicken-industry-rigged)
--------In a December 2016 earnings call, Sanderson Farms CEO Joe Sanderson reassured bank
analysts “that the company’s recent profits weren’t about to disappear, as the chicken industry’s
usual business cycle dictated they would.” But Sanderson told them “that the industry had
learned from its mistakes. There wouldn’t be a bust this time. Then he said something rather
extraordinary: His competitors weren’t planning to ramp up production. He knew this because it
had been communicated to him by a virtually unknown company. ‘I see a lot of information
from Agri Stats the tells me nobody’s going to ramp up’ . . . Sanderson was right. The following
year, Sanderson Farms reported that its profits had surged 64 percent. For the next six years,
production cuts and skyrocketing profit margins were the norm in the $90 billion chicken.”
Although “puzzled industry watchers . . . speculated that a merger spree during the 1980s and
1990s were responsible” for increased profit margins, “Sanderson’s conference call suggested
another source for the shift: Agri Stats, a private service that gathers data from poultry
processors, produces confidential weekly reports, and disseminates them back to companies that
pay for prescriptions.” Access to highly detailed data about “the internal operations of the
nation’s biggest poultry operations, including bird sizes, product mixes, and financial returns at
participating plants” is very unusual. Agri Stats “gathers information from more than 95 percent
of U.S. poultry processors.” Minneapolis law firm Lockridge Grindal Nauen has “filed a classaction lawsuit against more than a dozen of the nation’s largest chicken companies, alleging that
they colluded to inflate chicken prices from 2008 to 2016. . . . The suit says that Agri Stats
“acted as an agent and/or co-conspirator” of the defendants.
********Agri Stats (http://www.agristats.com/) was founded by Jim Cox, who was born in the
Great Depression, in 1985. The broad outline of his early years is related in the article; Cox
worked up to 80 hours a week on a dairy farm while paying his way through Purdue University.
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The article shows convincingly the value of highly detailed production information, information
that Agri Stats is now trying to bring to hog production. Three more things caught my attention:
•

Clients of Agri Stats “submit their sales invoices in real time—when someone sells a
truck of chicken to the Kroger grocery chain, for example, the invoice goes to Agri
Stats soon after.”

•

Then there is the influence of industry analysts. When veteran stock analyst Timothy
Ramey of Pivotal Research Group “downgraded shares of Tyson from ‘buy’ to ‘sell’
and slashed his valuation of the company shares” in the wake of the filing of the
lawsuit, Tyson issued a statement dismissing his speculations on the same day.
Nonetheless, “its stock fell about 9 percent that day.” Since his note, the “company’s
stock is down 12 percent.”

•

Finally, there is the judgment of University of Wisconsin law professor Peter
Carstensen, who notes that: “Getting detailed information is a particularly useful form
of collusion . . . because it allows conspirators to make sure they’re all following
through on the agreement.” Having this kind of information generates trust that firms
are not cheating.
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(16 February 2017): “Trump Hates Trade Deficits, But Which Ones Really Matter?”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2017-mexico-trade-deficit/)
********This article provides a clear, graphically-based discussion of U.S. trade deficits and
surpluses with a variety of its trading partners. It provides information about imports, exports,
and deficits/surpluses in relative terms for a variety of U.S. trading partners. Surprisingly, the
U.S. runs its largest relative deficit with Ireland (65%), followed by China (60%); the relative
deficit with Canada is 2% and the relative deficit with Mexico is 12%. The U.S. runs its largest
relative surplus with the Netherlands (42%).
********Aggregate figures only tell a part of the story. Here are two articles that provide a
more personal view:
“What happened when factory jobs moved from Warren, Ohio, to Juarez, Mexico”
(http://www.latimes.com/world/mexico-americas/la-fg-mexico-us-factories-20170217htmlstory.html). The article contains an eight-minute video which includes the voices of
a worker in Warren who lost his job at Delphi and a worker in Juarez who now works for
Delphi.
“With NAFTA in Trump’s crosshairs, Mexico’s border factories brace for the unknown”
(https://wpo.st/G-Jd2). The relationships between El Paso, Texas and Ciudad Juarez,
Mexico will likely change should NAFTA be renegotiated. Mattress manufacture
provides an example.
Now that I think of it, I can’t recall having seen or read one article on cross-border movements of
businesses between the U.S. and Canada in relation to NAFTA. Why has there been an almost
exclusive focus on movements between the U.S. and Mexico?
(17 February 2017): “How Economists are Fueling the Global Debate Over Refugees”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-17/how-economists-are-fueling-the-globaldebate-over-refugees)
********Reporter Michelle Jamrisko reviews and provides links to “A host of studies” that “aim
to quantify how these outsiders integrate and impact the native born.” If you are seeking a broad
overview, but not a tidy summary, on the economic impacts of refugees, this is a good place to
look.
(19 February 2017): “A Bee Mogul Confronts the Crisis in His Field”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/16/business/a-bee-mogul-confronts-the-crisis-in-hisfield.html)
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--------California-based Bret Adee “is America’s largest beekeeper, and this is his busy season.”
He has some “92,000 hives” that he rents out to provide bee pollination services across the
United States. Right now, his bees are focused on California’s almond trees. Those services go
for “$180 to $200 a hive . . . There would be no almond crop—not to mention avocados, apples,
cherries and alfalfa—without honey bees. Of the 100 crops that account for 90 percent of the
food eaten around the globe, 71 rely on bee pollination.” Colony collapse is an issue for Mr.
Adee, as it is for virtually all bee keepers. In the year “that ended in April 2016, 44 percent of
the overall commercial bee population died.” Although neonicotinoids have been implicated in
colony collapse, it is generally thought that there are other factors at work, too.
********A nice, contextualized story about honeybee colony collapse. This is a bit different
than usual because it focuses more on the perspective of bee keepers and what they are going
through. There is a real and growing demand for the services provided by large-scale bee
keepers and some of them are meeting that demand by purchasing the bees of smaller producers
who see no future in the business.
(22 February 2017): “Kenneth Arrow, Nobel-Winning Economist Whose Influence Spanned
Decades, Dies at 95” (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/21/business/economy/kenneth-arrowdead-nobel-laureate-in-economics.html)
********Kenneth Arrow, who won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 1972, passed away
Tuesday after a long and fruitful career. The particulars for his Nobel Prize, which he shared
with John R. Hicks, can be found at: https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economicsciences/laureates/1972/arrow-facts.html. An overview of his work can be found at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kenneth_Arrow. Arrow is one of the new economists who could
have received multiple Nobels in economics had that been possible, his work was that influential
and path breaking. If I had to pick just one publication, however, as reflective of his importance,
it would have to be Social Choice and Individual Values (https://www.amazon.com/SocialChoice-Individual-Values-Kenneth/dp/1614273456/), which was published in 1951. By
mathematically proving that individual preferences could lead to social preferences only under
extremely repugnant conditions, i.e., dictatorship, his “Impossibility Theorem” shattered the
dreams and redirected the thought of many who sought a firm basis for social decisions.
(22 February 2017): “How to Save a Dying Mall”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-02-22/how-to-save-a-dying-mall)
--------The Hull Property Group of Savannah, Georgia “has spent the last decade bringing
distressed malls back to life. The company, which owns 29 malls across the U.S., sticks to a
proven script that includes negotiating tax incentives with local governments, demolishing
excess space, and reversing public perceptions that the property is struggling.” Hull is “one of a
small crowd of operators bucking the conventional wisdom that there are simply too many malls
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and that only those catering to wealthy shoppers will survive the death of legacy retailers.” As
one developer notes, if you can buy a mall “at 20 cents on the dollar, you can provide tenants
with very profitable stores, because you can give them cheap rents.”
********The challenge of repurposing distressed malls fascinates me but one of the links of the
article clearly indicates that it is a part of the more general problem of “distressed properties,”
including such things as “landfills and abandoned chemical plants.” Brownfield Listings
(https://brownfieldlistings.com/) provides access to a list of distressed properties from across the
U.S. The listings can be searched by a variety of criteria
(https://brownfieldlistings.com/search/moresearchoptions), including location. For example, I
search on North Carolina and a city-owned property of Asheville, North Carolina popped up!
Would you like to buy a brownfield property on Hilliard Avenue in Asheville? I was especially
intrigued by the Property Status criterion. I wasn’t aware that, in addition to brownfields, there
are also greyfields, greenfields, and redfields, among others.
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(23 February 2017): “A.T.F. Filled Secret Bank Account With Millions From Shadowy
Cigarette Sales” (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/22/us/alcohol-tobacco-firearms-cigarettesmillions-secret-bank-account.html)
--------“Working from an office suite behind a Burger King in southern Virginia, operatives used
a web of shadowy cigarette sales to funnel tens of millions of dollars into a secret bank account.
They weren’t known smugglers, but rather agents from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives. The operation, not authorized under Justice Department rules, gave
agents an off-the-books way to finance undercover investigations and pay informants without the
usual cumbersome paperwork and close oversight, according to court records and people close to
the operation. The secret account is at the heart of a federal racketeering lawsuit brought by a
[Raleigh, North Carolina-based] collective of farmers who say they were swindled out of $24
million. . . . The scheme relied on phony shipments of snack food disguised as tobacco. The
agents were experts: Their job was to catch cigarette smugglers, so they knew exactly how it was
done.”
********The Raleigh-based collective is the U.S. Tobacco Cooperative
(http://www.usleaf.com/about/), which is “made up of about 700 tobacco farmers—from
Virginia to Florida.” As the article notes, “The basics of cigarette smuggling are simple. Each
state sets its tobacco taxes. Buying cigarettes in low-tax states, like Virginia, and secretly selling
them in higher-tax states, like New York, generates large profits. More complicated schemes
have shipped cigarettes to Indian reservations, where they are not taxed, they rerouted them for
sale on the black market.” As this article clearly illustrates, legal walls constructed around
geographic areas frequently provide opportunities for smuggling. Goods and services will tend
to move toward the location of greatest value, whether the activity is legal or not.
(23 February 2017): “California Farmers Are Bulldozing Their Vineyards, As Appetite for
Raisins Shrivels” [SR](https://www.wsj.com/articles/california-raisins-sing-the-blues1487768402)
--------“California grapes fill America’s extra-large wine glasses, but 30 years ago they were
most famous for spawning celebrity raisins. Today, farmers in California’s Central Valley are
ripping up tens of thousands of acres of vines, as Americans’ appetite for the dried fruit has
waned. Countries like Turkey and Iran have flooded the global raisin market with cheaper
products. Meanwhile, the increasingly upscale U.S. wine market is no longer as hot on the
region’s grapes.” In Selma, California, “a place that is called the world’s raising capital, growers
are bulldozing vineyards and planting almonds and pistachios, which bring a higher return. . . .
Many who can’t afford the reboot are choosing to sell off their land. Today 165,000 acres in the
Central Valley are planted in raisin grapes, down from a high of 280,000 in 2000. Farmers
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pulled up 34,000 acres of vines between the 2015 and 2016 harvests, according to Allied Grape
Growers.”
********Although this article hides behind a pay wall, there is a five-minute video that is
accessible. It features a spokesman for the raisin industry as well as a grape grower who is faced
with ripping out his vines and replacing them with, perhaps, almond trees. Here we see the
impact of relative prices on land utilization. I wonder if the recent lessening of drought
conditions in California will affect the “rebooting” that is underway?
(25 February 2017): “Clean energy’s dirty secret: Wind and solar power are disrupting
electricity systems” (http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21717371-thats-no-reasongovernments-stop-supporting-them-wind-and-solar-power-are-disrupting)
********This is one of the leaders for the week. It is accompanied by the longer (but not long)
briefing “Renewable energy: A world turned upside down”
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21717365-wind-and-solar-energy-are-disruptingcentury-old-model-providing-electricity-what-will). Both the leader and the briefing expand
upon the challenges that the increasing use of (intermittent) renewable energy sources are
creating for grids, energy markets, and energy market regulations that were devised for energy
sources that were (are) more centralized and largely not intermittent. Since renewable energy
will be comprising an ever-growing part of the energy portfolio going forward, it is best that we
figure out how to deal with them, through appropriate tweaking of the invisible forces. No doubt
changes in economic, legal and political, and social and historical factors will all be needed.
(25 February 2017): “The future of forever: A report from De Beer’s new diamond mine”
(http://www.economist.com/news/international/21717369-production-worlds-most-valuablegem-may-be-about-peak-report-de-beerss)
--------The world’s largest diamond company, De Beer’s, “marked the opening of its Gahccho
Kué mine in September” in the Northwest Territories of Canada. This is the “biggest new mine
in the world in over a decade. De Beers has no plans for another.” Although De Beers remains
the world’s biggest diamond producer by value, it now accounts “for only a third of global sales,
down from 45% in 2007.” In addition to additional competitors for natural diamonds, “It faces
many uncertainties, from synthetic diamonds to changing relationships with polishers and
cutters.” Furthermore, “the source of the demand that drives sales—the link between diamonds
and love—looks weaker than it used to. But one forecast seems solid: there will be fewer new
diamonds. De Beers continues to seek new places to mind, but has slashed its exploration
budget. Another big find is unlikely. The supply of new diamonds is expected to peak in the
next few years, before beginning a slow decline.”
********This article provides a clear overview of the market for diamonds. Of particular
interest to me was its brief description of the role that advertising played in managing the
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demand for diamonds. In 1938, as noted in the article, De Beers hired the New York-based
advertising agency N.W. Ayer “to coax Americans to buy more rocks. It dreamed up the notion
that a diamond ring should be an essential display of love and status, its gift a rite of passage. In
the ensuing decades De Beers and its marketers penned slogans—memorably, ‘a diamond is
forever’—and invented social rules, urging men to spend two months’ pay on a gift for their
affianced.” (I wasn’t aware of the two-months rule. Here is a brief note about it:
http://www.goodhousekeeping.com/life/money/a32609/two-months-salary-engagement-ringrule-origin/.)
********The article provides a nice example of the role that advertising can play in creating a
want. In an introductory economics course, for example, one would typically distinguish
between two aspects of advertising: information provision and persuasion. Want creation (or
expansion) would be an example of persuasive advertising at work. That persuasive advertising
would give rise to a greater demand for the product advertised. When coupled with a company
like the historic De Beers, which held a near-monopoly in production and distribution for many
years, this could lead to significant and lasting profits.
********As another example of the significance of persuasive advertising, I am reminded of the
book The Gunning of America: Business and the Making of American Gun Culture
(https://www.amazon.com/Gunning-America-Business-American-Culture/dp/0465048951/), by
Pamela Haag. It focuses, but not exclusively, on the Winchester Repeating Arms Company,
which was one of the first gun makers to make intentional and extensive use of interchangeable
parts to make guns. As its output increased, its founder Oliver Winchester became increasingly
aware that the war-based demand for guns was highly variable and unreliable for the extensive
and constant production of guns. His answer was to set out to create a substantial consumer
demand for guns. It is this consumer demand that helped result in an “American gun culture”
noted in the title of the book. An interesting aspect of the book is its discussion of the life and
house-building activities of daughter-in-law Sarah Winchester, which resulted in what is now
known as the Winchester Mystery House (https://www.amazon.com/Captive-LabyrinthWinchester-Heiress-Fortune/dp/0826219837/).
(28 February 2017): “Real Cork Is Fighting Back Against Screwcaps”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-03-01/sunken-champagne-gives-amorimarmor-in-great-stopper-debate)
--------177 years ago, a ship sank in the Baltic Sea with 162 bottles of champagne. When the
bottles were salvaged, 79 bottles were still drinkable, a testimony to the quality seal provided by
real cork stoppers. This was good news to cork producers, which are primarily located in
Portugal, as the traditional cork stopper has been losing market share to screw tops and
synthetics in the wine closure market. Screw tops and synthetics avoid the so-called “corked”
taste of wines caused by contaminated corks. Major cork producer Corticeira Amorim claims
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that it is the “first cork company to produce a taint-free natural cork stopper, a laborious process
that requires all of the corks to be individually screened on the production line to eliminate the
risk of contamination. The new NDtech corks are currently used in icon and ultra-premium
wines but the company’s goal is to scale up production in coming years to supply most of the
wine industry.”
********So, even such an item as the cork wine stopper is subject to innovation. The source of
“cork taint” is the chemical Trichloroanisole (TCA). Too much of it gives rise to a musty flavor,
as noted by The Wine Institute (https://www.wineinstitute.org/initiatives/issuesandpolicy/tca).
You can learn more about the NDtech cork and how it protects wine from excessive TCA at:
http://www.amorimcork.com/en/products/ndtech/. I am amazed that “NDtech individually tests
each wine cork for TCA.” It does this “using unprecedented fast chromatography technology.”
The machine can “analyse each cork in seconds.”
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(2 March 2017): “Why Do We Have ‘Free Trade’ For Televisions, But Not For Corn?”
(https://daily.jstor.org/why-do-we-have-free-trade-for-tvs-but-not-for-corn/)
********In this post, Livia Gershon summarizes an argument developed by Judith Goldstein in
“The Impact of Ideas on Trade Policy: The Origins of U.S. Agricultural and Manufacturing
Policies” in 1989. Simply put, Goldstein’s argument is that the post-WWII economic boom
“froze” the economic policies in place at that time, i.e., policy makers embracing a post hoc,
ergo propter hoc argument (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Post_hoc_ergo_propter_hoc). The
policies that were “frozen” were those that resulted from attempts to deal with the Great
Depression and the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smoot%E2%80%93Hawley_Tariff_Act), the latter of which
“raised U.S. tariffs on over 20,000 imported goods.” The National Recovery Administration
adopted extensive government regulation in both the agricultural and industrial sectors.
However, the differential treatment of them resulted “not in the objective results of intervention
in the two industries but in the way experts looked at the problem. Agriculture, having been
stressed even before the Depression, seemed more fundamentally in need of help.” In short, this
article provides a valuable look at how the policy ideas of experts have affected economic
regulation. Goldstein appears to develop these ideas more extensively, including over a longer
time period, in her 1994 book Ideas, Interest, and American Trade Policy
(https://www.amazon.com/Interests-American-Cornell-Studies-Political/dp/0801499887/).
********The mention of the views of experts reminded me of a recently published book:
“Escape from Democracy: The Role of Experts and the Public in Economic Policy
(https://www.amazon.com/Escape-Democracy-Experts-Public-Economic/dp/1316507130/), by
David Levy and Sandra Peart. I have not read the book but it does seem to provide a
historically-based examination of the role of experts and the role of democracy in the
development and execution of policy ideas. Their arguments are surely worthy of consideration.
(3 March 2017): “How Uber Deceives the Authorities Worldwide”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/03/technology/uber-greyball-program-evadeauthorities.html)
********Uber has been in the news a lot of late and not in good ways. Its so-called “Greyball”
program is one of those ways. According to the article, Greyball “uses data collected from the
Uber app and other techniques to identify and circumvent officials who were trying to clamp
down on the ride-hailing service.” This use seems to have grown out of Uber’s development of a
tool to monitor any “violation of terms of service.” In the article an example of given of the
attempt by an employee of Portland, Oregon to call an Uber ride in a “sting operation against the
company.” Evidently the Greyball program had identified this employee as a potential problem
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and “served up a fake version of the app.” The result was that the sting failed. This does seem
to be, in some sense, akin to the use of radar detectors to evade speed traps. But, as Wayne State
University law professor Peter Hennings notes, “With any type of systematic thwarting of the
law, you’re flirting with disaster . . . We all take our foot off the gas when we see the police car
at the intersection up ahead, and there’s nothing wrong with that. But [Uber’s use of Greyball] . .
. goes far beyond avoiding a speed trap.” This is simply the latest cat-and-mouse game between
those who would entrap and those who do not wish to be trapped.
********While we are on the subject of taxi-like transportation, it turns out that taxi drivers will
take advantage of the information asymmetry of its riders. This is explored briefly in “Moral
hazard: Taken for a ride” (http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21717842if-service-provider-knows-someone-else-paying-your-bills-he-more-likely). As it turns out,
“The most common form of overcharging was not, as might be expected, taking a longer route.”
Rather, the overcharging, since riders do care about time, was in the form of “bogus surcharges
(a fee for airport pickup, for example), or charged the night-time fare in the daytime.”
(4 March 2017): “The Disturbing New Facts About American Capitalism”
[SR](https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-disturbing-new-facts-about-american-capitalism1488580706)
--------“New research by economists Gustavo Grullon of Rice University, Yelena Larkin of York
University and Roni Michaely of Cornell University argues that U.S. companies are moving
toward a winner-take-all system in which giants get stronger, not weaker, as they expand.” This
runs counter to the commonly expressed view that, in capitalism, “as companies get big, they
become fat and happy, opening themselves up to lean and hungry competitors that can
underprice and overtake them.” According to the authors “The U.S. had more than 7,000 public
companies 20 years ago . . . nowadays, it’s fewer than 4,000.” Profitability of the largest
companies has increased, too, as well as profit margins.
********The paper by the economists appears to be “Are US Industries Becoming More
Concentrated” (https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2612047), which was last
revised on 26 February 2017. The question is, of course, why has concentration increased?
According to the paper’s Abstract, the authors propose that “lax enforcement of antitrust
regulations and increasing technological barriers to entry appear to be important factors behind
this trend, resulting in weakened competition.” Globalization might also be a part of the story;.
(Note: I haven’t read the paper.) Perhaps businesses have had to get bigger to compete on a
global scale.
********Jason Zweig, who wrote this piece, is the columnist for “Weekend Investor.” In his
column he notes how this information could have been used to guide investing in the stock
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market. The strategy relies upon the number of firms in a given industry and the value of the
eponymous Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herfindahl_index).
(8 March 2017): “Who’s to Blame for the Trucker Shortage?”
[SR](https://www.wsj.com/articles/whos-to-blame-for-the-trucker-shortage-1488898803)
--------“In 2015, American Trucking Associations [ATA] estimated that for-hire trucking
companies had nearly 50,000 fewer drivers than they needed. The shortage was less severe in
2016, but the trade group expects it to worsen in coming years. As policy makers wring their
hands over the shortage, an Ivy League sociologist who spent time as a long-haul driver says the
deficit is largely the industry’s own doing.” Although the ATA “largely blames the grueling
demands of a job that puts workers on the road for long periods[,]” sociologist Steve Viscelli, the
author of The Big Rig: Trucking and the Decline of the American Dream, “says the shortage is
the product of an industry labor model that relies heavily on inexperienced drivers and
independent contractors.” Owner-operators of big rigs “are attracted by promises of being their
own bosses, but the arrangement often saddles them with unsustainable debt and high expenses.”
Wages for drivers have been rising in recent years and signing bonuses are being used, too.
“Such measures helped bring down industrywide turnover from nearly 100% in 2012 to just over
90% in 2014. More recently, driver turnover has declined to around 80% due to less freight
being shipped.”
********You can learn more about Viscelli’s book at:
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0520278127/. No doubt the Department of Transportation,
under the leadership of Elaine Chao (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elaine_Chao), will play a role
in the number of truckers and their quality of life. The U.S. DOT website
(https://www.transportation.gov/) provides information on the various transportation modes in
the U.S.
********No doubt the regulation of U.S. transportation will be one area where a reconsideration
of the scope and nature of regulation will be reconsidered in the Trump administration. This
week The Economist shared its thoughts on this subject, first in a leader, “Red tape in America:
Doing regulation right” (http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21717815-america-needsregulatory-reform-not-crude-cull-environmental-rules-right-way-get-rid), and then in its
companion article, “Regulation: Grudges and kludges” (http://www.economist.com/news/unitedstates/21717838-republicans-and-democrats-have-been-equally-culpable-adding-rulebook-toomuch).
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(8 March 2017): “Big Tobacco Has Caught Startup Fever”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2017-03-08/big-tobacco-has-caught-startup-fever)
--------Big Tobacco, specifically Phillip Morris International Inc. and Reynolds American Inc.,
are working hard to bring technology to bear on nicotine delivery, thereby producing a relatively
safer product and appealing to tech- and design-oriented college graduates, too. Previously
relatively few grads were looking to sign on at companies that produce a product that is
estimated to kill, according to the CDC, “almost 500,000 people a year.” Supporting this
development is a new perspective. “Tobacco executives often sound like media-owners talking
about content. That is, they’re open to delivering their drug via whatever pipe the consumer
chooses—be it e-cigarettes, hear-not[burn devices, gum, lozenges, dip, or some medium that
hasn’t been invented yet. They are, as the media gurus would say, ‘platform-agnostic.’”
********A fascinating article that shows some of the many “pipes” that tobacco companies,
perhaps it might be better to say nicotine-delivery companies, are developing for consumers. A
product featured in the article is IQOS, which employs tobacco and heat-not-burn technology
that is described as a “modified risk” product. You can learn more about IQOS and the sisterproduct TEEPS at: https://www.pmi.com/science-and-innovation/heated-tobacco-products.
********Regulatory oversight in the area of alternative nicotine-delivery products is relatively
new. “All tobacco products released after 2007—including e-cigarettes—must now seek the . . .
[FDA’s] permission to remain on store shelves.” In relation to this, “Jan Verleur, co-founder and
CEO of VMR Products LLC, owner of V2, the largest independent e-cigarette brand in the U.S.
accuses the FDA of becoming ‘the handmaiden of Big Tobacco.’ He estimates that going
through the approval process will cost his company from $300,000 to $1 million per product.
That’s more, he says, than most independent vaping companies can afford.” He goes on to note,
“A higher barrier to entry to bring new technology to market in the sector is a very, very good
thing for Big Tobacco.” We see, then, as small organic food growers have commented, the costs
associated with attaining certification or regulatory approval, will make an industry less
competitive. Larger firms, generally, will be better able to “foot the bill” required to enter the
market. Best of all, of course, is the practice of increasing the barriers once market entry has ben
gained.
(9 March 2017): “Upgrade your jail cell—for a price” (http://www.latimes.com/projects/la-mepay-to-stay-jails/)
--------“In what is commonly called ‘pay-to-stay’ or ‘private jail,’ a constellation of small city
jails—at least 26 of them in Los Angeles and Orange counties—open their doors to defendants
who can afford the option. But what started out as an antidote to overcrowding has evolved into
a two-tiered justice system that allows people convicted of serious crimes to buy their way into
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safer and more comfortable jail stays. . . . Pay-to-stay jail assignments involve only a small
fraction of the tens of thousands of inmates sent to detention centers in Southern California each
year. But allowing some defendants to avoid the region’s notoriously dangerous county jails has
long rankled some in law enforcement who believe it runs counter to the spirit of equal justice.”
Pay-to-stay prices vary, “with each city setting its own rate. Defendants can get a bargainbasement bed in La Verne for $25 a night or pay a modest $75 a night in Hawthorne. Or they
can splurge, paying $198 a night in Redondo Beach of $251 a night in Hermosa Beach.”
********Evidently pay-to-stay has been in use in California for some time, as The New York
Times published an article on in it in 2007 (http://www.nytimes.com/2007/04/29/us/29jail.html).
There is a bit more general information about pay-to-stay in Wikipedia
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pay-to-stay_(imprisonment)), which includes a link to a 24-page
study done by the ACLU of Ohio in 2015 (http://www.acluohio.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/11/InJailInDebt.pdf). My sense is that there is some fluidity to the practice
of pay-to-stay. The California practice seems to be like “if you want to stay in our jail, you will
pay this fee, whereas the practice described in Ohio seems to be more like “you are in our jail
and you will pay a fee.” Both practices raise justice issues. A more scholarly look at this subject
is “Paying for Your Time: How Charging Inmates Fees Behind Bars May Violate the Excessive
Fines Clause” (https://www.brennancenter.org/analysis/paying-your-time-how-charginginmates-fees-behind-bars-may-violate-excessive-fines-clause).
********This is probably as good a time as any to make notice of Locked In: The True Causes
of Mass Incarceration and How to Achieve Real Reform (https://www.amazon.com/LockedCauses-Incarceration-Achieve-Reform/dp/0465096913/). This might well be viewed as a
companion to Michelle Alexander’s book The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of
Colorblindness (https://www.amazon.com/New-Jim-Crow-IncarcerationColorblindness/dp/1595586431/). My attention was drawn to Locked In through a review in The
Wall Street Journal [SR](https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-prosecutors-prison-state1489356145). In Pfaff’s view, politicians and prosecutors bear much of the blame for exploding
prison populations; politicians pass draconian laws and prosecutors want political careers that
show them to be tough on crime. A brief review of the book can be read at:
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/john-pfaff/locked-in-true-causes/.
(9 Marcy 2017): “More Men Are Taking ‘Women’s’ Jobs, Usually Disadvantage Men”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/09/upshot/more-men-are-taking-womens-jobs-at-leastcertain-men.html)
--------“Even as women moved into men’s jobs, in fields like medicine, law and business, men
did not flock to the lower-status jobs that women mostly did. That’s changing. Over the last 15
years, according to a new study, men have been as likely to move into predominantly female jobs
as the other way around—but not all men. It’s those who are already disadvantaged in the labor
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market: black, Hispanic, less educated, poor and immigrant men. While work done by women
continues to be valued less, the study demonstrates, job opportunities divide not just along
gender lines but also by race and class.” The women who are making “inroads into more
prestigious male-dominated professions in that period are likely to be white, educated, nativeborn and married, according to the [unpublished] research.”
********The authors of the study are Patricia A. Roos, a Rutgers University sociologist, and
Lindsay M. Stevens, “a sociology doctoral student there.” Evidently the gist of this research is
not new. “Race, ethnicity and gender have always contributed to who does what work. Women
have typically entered occupations when men find better ones, and immigrants have filled the
ones women left behind. In the 1800s, according to previous research by Ms. Roos and Barbara
Reskin of the University of Washington, Irish men replaced native-born white women in textile
mills. The women moved to middle-class jobs like teaching—which native-born white men
were leaving.” To me the importance of this article stems from a point that has been made
repeatedly in the news the last few weeks, i.e., the importance of looking below the broad
categories of class and region to the underlying characteristics of people who make them up. It
is misleading at best and dangerous at worst to speak about all members of a group like class as
being “the same” in some sense. This is not a new idea but one that must continually be surfaced
in our discussions of current events and policies.
(11 March 2017): “Behind the Quiet State-by-State Fight Over Electric Vehicles”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/11/business/energy-environment/electric-cars-hybrid-taxcredits.html)
--------“Today, the economic incentives that have helped electric vehicles gain a toehold in
America are under attack, state by state. In some states, there is a move to repeal tax credits for
battery-powered vehicles or to let them expire. And in at least nine states, including liberalleaning ones like Illinois and conservative-leaning ones like Indiana, lawmakers have introduced
bills that would levy new fees on those who own electric cars. That state actions could put the
business of electric vehicles, already rocky, on even more precarious footing.”
********The article relates a plethora of proposed and actual tax, fee, and regulatory changes by
states, and some by the federal government, that are likely to affect the demand for electric
vehicles. Electric cars (and marijuana) are subject to extensive invisible-foot risk.
(14 March 2017): “Should Agencies Decide Law? Doctrine May Be Tested at Gorsuch
Hearing” (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/14/business/dealbook/neil-gorsuch-chevrondeference.html)
-------- “Chevron deference” is likely to play a role in the Supreme Court confirmation hearings
of Judge Neil M. Gorsuch next week. Named after the legal case from “which it arose, Chevron
U.S.A. v. Natural Resources Defense Council,” it “addresses what courts should do when
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Congress passes a law with an ambiguous interpretation.” Surprisingly, the views of Gorsuch
vary greatly from those of deceased Supreme Court justice Antonin Scalia. Scalia “loved
Chevron deference, arguing that ‘in the long run Chevron will endure’ because it ‘accurately
reflects the reality of government, and thus more adequately serves its needs.’ Judges, in his
view, are just not as capable as administrators in interpreting laws that the regulators themselves
put into effect and know on a daily basis.” In the view of Gorsuch, thought, Chevron deference
gives “too much power to federal agencies.”
********You can learn more about Chevron v. NRDC at:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chevron_U.S.A.,_Inc._v._Natural_Resources_Defense_Council,_I
nc.. At that link it is noted that “Chevron is probably the most frequently cited case in American
administrative law.” Presumably Chevron deference is an important element of the
“administrative state” that White House chief strategist Stephen K. Bannon has said he wants to
deconstruct (http://wapo.st/2mGmFls?tid=ss_mail).
(15 March 2017): “How to Restore Faith in Economics”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-03-15/how-to-restore-faith-in-economics)
********I’m not sure why anyone would want to restore “faith” in economics or any other
discipline that purports to be a science, but perhaps that is just a poorly chosen word. The article
dredges up for me memories of courses in economic methodology that provided good arguments
why economics cannot be a science in the same way that, say, chemistry is—the principle reason
being that it deals with human beings who can exercise volition. Be that as it may, the article
provides an interesting figure that shows “The Changing Nature of Economic Research” from
1963 through 2011 on a decadal basis, excepting 2011. The most dramatic change is the
decrease in the percentage of papers devoted to theory and the increase in the percentage of
papers devoted to empirical work employing its own data; there has also been a sizeable decrease
in the percentage of papers devoted to empirical work employing borrowed data. This
categorization, I suspect, is somewhat misleading because most empirical is highly theory laden.
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(17 March 2017): “Wages rise on California farms. Americans still don’t want the job”
(http://www.latimes.com/projects/la-fi-farms-immigration/)
--------Farmers in California “are being forced to make difficult choices about whether to
abandon some of the state’s hallmark fruits and vegetables, move operations abroad, import
workers under a special visa or replace them altogether with machines. Growers who can afford
it have already begun raising worker pay well beyond minimum wage. Wages for crop
production in California increased by 13% from 2010 to 2015, twice as fast as average pay in the
state . . . Some farmers are even giving laborers benefits normally reserved for white-collar
professionals, like 401(k) plans, health insurance, subsidized housing and profit-sharing bonuses.
. . . But the raises and new perks have not tempted native-born Americans to leave their day jobs
for the fields. Nin in 10 agriculture workers in California are still foreign born, and more than
half are undocumented, according to a federal survey.” Growers with high-value crops, such as
the Cabernet Sauvignon grapes of Napa Valley, “are luring employees from fields in places like
Stockton that produce cheaper wine grapes or less profitable fruits and vegetables. Growers who
can’t raise wages are losing their employees and dealing with it by mechanizing, downsizing or
switching to less labor-intensive crops.”
********A clear example of the impact of more restrictions on the international movement of
labor. Much of the article is built around the experience of growers of “low value” grapes near
Stockton and that of growers of “high value” grapes in Napa. Low-value growers are losing
their workers because they are being bid away by high-value growers. Although higher wages
might be expected to entice American workers to compete for these jobs, even hourly wages of
$19.50 have been unable to draw and retain them. Low-value grape growers who are unable to
higher workers are looking to mechanize their processes or move into products like almonds and
olives that require much less labor. Growers who mechanize will have some transition costs,
too, as the planting of vines—spacing of plants and the like—will need to be adjusted so they can
be mechanically harvested. For a look at another domestic industry being affected by a reduction
in international workers, see the Wisconsin-focused article “Dairy farms fear Trump’s
immigration policies” (http://www.jsonline.com/story/money/business/2017/03/06/dairy-farmsfear-trumps-immigration-policies/98700808/). “By some estimates, up to about 80% of the hired
help on large Wisconsin dairy operations is immigrant labor — with a large percentage of those
workers being undocumented. . . . Dairy farmers say they get almost “zero response” from
native-born job applicants, even when the pay is comparable with nearby factories.
********The agricultural labor situation in California is being affected directly by a decrease in
the supply of agricultural labor due to changes in federal government policy regarding the
international movement of labor. Decisions made by the European Union regarding the
production of beet sugar in the EU will affect the supply of sugar in the EU and bring about
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significant turmoil in countries that have traditionally large-scale exported of cane sugar. This
topic is developed at reasonable length in “Europe Is Waving Goodbye to Sugar Cane”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-03-16/sugar-trade-that-made-our-modernworld-longs-for-sweet-hereafter). As the article notes, “The European Union’s decision to
remove limits on its own beet-sugar output from October means less demand for cane growers
from Jamaica in the Caribbean, to the Pacific Island of Fiji, and Swaziland in southern Africa.”
Especially hard hit will be high-cost producers like Belize and Guyana, which “produce less than
6 tons of sugar per hectare cultivated, compared with an average of about 10 for giants like
Brazil.” On the international scene, Belize and Guyana are in much the same position as lowvalue grape growers in Stockton, California.
(17 March 2017): “The Upshot: What if Sociologists Had as Much Influence as Economists?”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/17/upshot/what-if-sociologists-had-as-much-influence-aseconomists.html)
--------“Walk half a city block in downtown Washington, and there is a good change that you
will pass an economist. People with advanced training in the field shape policy on subjects as
varied as how health care is provided, broadcast licenses auctioned or air pollution regulated. . . .
And there are economists sprinkled throughout the government—there is an entire council of
them advising the president in most administrations [the Council of Economic Advisers], if not
yet in this one. But . . . there just may be a downside to this one academic discipline having such
primacy in shaping public policy. . . . Another academic discipline may not have the ear of
presidents but may actually do a better job of explaining what has gone wrong in large swaths of
the United States and other advanced nations in recent years.” The discipline? Sociology. This
is not a new idea. “In 1967, [Minnesota] Senator Walter Mondale actually proposed a White
House Council of Social Advisers; he envisioned it as a counterpart to the well-entrenched
Council of Economic Advisers.” The CSA was never created, but if it had been it would have
broadened the perspective beyond that of the CEA. “For starters, while economists tend to view
a job as a straightforward exchange of labor for money, a wide body of sociological research
shows how tied up work is with a sense of purpose and identity.”
********You can read a one-paragraph description of the CSA at:
http://moses.law.umn.edu/mondale/publicwelfare.php. If you then google “The Full Opportunity
and Social Accounting Act” you will find much information about the proposed act, which never
passed despite repeated submissions in 1967, 1969, 1971, and 1973. It would be very interesting
to study the history of the proposal, especially the questioning and testimony of the hearings.
Can the arguments for a CSA be much different in 2017 than in 1967? I just noticed that it is the
fiftieth anniversary of the proposed act.
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(20 March 2017): “U.K. Trade Policy After Brexit Must Reckon With Gravity”
(https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-k-trade-policy-after-brexit-must-reckon-with-gravity1489928402)
--------“Economists have for decades observed that the volume of trade between economies is
tightly linked to their size and proximity. Countries export more to big economies than they do
to small ones, and they trade more with neighbors than with markets further away. For the
economists who first discerned them, these patterns recalled the effect of gravity on celestial
bodies in classical physics, where the force exerted by one object on another is determined by
mass and distance. . . . The role of gravity in international trade highlights a potential problem
for Prime Minister Theresa May as she begins complex negotiations to withdraw the U.K. from
the European Union. The EU is big and nearby, making it a critically important trade partner for
the U.K.” Dutch economist Jan Tinbergen, who shared the first (1969) Nobel Memorial Prize in
economics, is typically credited with the idea of describing international trade as a gravity-like
relationship between countries.
********The gravity model of international trade is discussed and formalized in Wikipedia
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravity_model_of_trade). You can learn more about Tinbergen’s
life and work at: http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economicsciences/laureates/1969/tinbergen-facts.html.
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(23 March 2017): “America’s Farmers Say There’s a Conspiracy to Steal Their Milk Money”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-03-23/dairy-farmers-say-someone-is-stealingtheir-milk-money)
--------“As far as staples go, dairy is pretty central to the American diet. After all, knowing cost
of a gallon of milk remains a campaign-trail test for whether a politician is out of touch.” With
milk sales in decline, dairy farmers have fallen on hard times. But some of those hard times
appear to be the result of people who are supposed to looking after their interests. In a longrunning class action, farmers claim that they “haven’t been getting their fair share in this multibillion dollar industry. The litigation, filed by dairy farmers in 2009, names DairyAmerica and
its affiliate California Dairies as defendants. The plaintiffs allege that DairyAmerica and its
members, cooperatives like California Dairies which acquire dairy products from farmers and
sell them in bulk, have been actively misleading U.S. regulators about the price they charge for
nonfat dry milk, which goes into everything from infant formula to candy bars. In doing so, the
farmers claim, the cooperatives sought to boost profits at their expense—by millions of dollars.”
********As the article points out, “the dairy market operates very differently from other
segments of the U.S. economy.” As Andrew Novakovic of Cornell University notes, “I don’t
think there’s another industry in the U.S. economy that is as heavily price regulated.” This price
regulation has apparently left the industry open, if those bringing the class action are correct, to
widespread pricing fraud made possible through the development of two sets of accounting
figures at DairyAmerica: “The first set of figures would consist of accurate figures from the
actual sales of nonfat dry milk in the export market to foreign customers. The second set of
figures would consist of fabricated export sales figures that were created internally at
DairyAmerica.” The first, lower, set of figures were used as to (under) compensate dairy
farmers. This makes for an astonishing read.
(23 March 2017): “’Deaths of Despair’ Are Surging Among the White Working Class”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-03-23/white-working-class-death-rate-to-beelevated-for-a-generation)
--------New research by Anne Case and Angus Deaton, both of Princeton University, has drawn
additional attention to the climb of mortality and morbidity, “which measure chances of death or
illness within and age group,” since the late 1990s for less-educated whites between 45 and 54.
That came as progress against “heart disease and cancer slowed and drug overdoses, suicide and
alcoholism—so-called ‘deaths of despair’—became pervasive.” According to Case and Deaton,
“Distress born of globalization and technological change probably drove the deadly outcome.”
********Sir Angus Deaton won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2015
(http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2015/deaton-facts.html).
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The new research mentioned in the article is “Mortality and morbidity in the 21st century,” a pdf
of which can be downloaded at: https://www.brookings.edu/bpea-articles/mortality-andmorbidity-in-the-21st-century/; the paper is 60 pages long but contains a lot of discussion as well
as a substantial number of figures toward its end, i.e., starting on page 45 of the pdf. At the same
link, you can view a four-minute video with Case and Deaton discussing their work. Also useful
is the five-minute NPR interview at: http://www.npr.org/sections/healthshots/2017/03/23/521083335/the-forces-driving-middle-aged-white-peoples-deaths-of-despair.
********The new research has been widely covered in the media, so this is just one of many
articles that could have been mentioned. The articles I’ve seen have tended to focus on Figure
1.1 (p. 45) of the pdf. This is a dramatic figure in that it shows a “crossing” of mortality rates for
White non-Hispanics high school or less and Black non-Hispanics, an image that is easy to
misconstrue since the Black non-Hispanics group doesn’t appear to be constrained to be high
school or less. That is, the two groups seem not to be directly comparable in relation to
education. To get greater comparability, you need to look at Figure 1.2 (p. 45). There you will
see that Blacks continue to have higher mortality rates than Whites throughout the study period
for non-Hispanics with a high school degree or less. What clearly is true, however, is that the
mortality gap between Blacks and Whites have fallen dramatically, with Black rates generally
falling and White rates generally increasing. In recent years, though, rates for Blacks and Whites
have been increasing. The many Figures of the paper that start on page 45 are, to say the least,
shocking.
(24 March 2017): “UPS Loses N.Y. Trial Over Reservations’ Untaxed Cigarettes”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-03-24/ups-found-liable-in-new-york-lawsuitover-untaxed-cigarettes)
--------“United Parcel Service Inc. was found by a judge to have turned a blind eye to shipments
of untaxed cigarettes to New Yorkers from American Indian reservations that undermined antismoking efforts. . . . U.S. District Judge Katherine B. Forrest in Manhattan on Friday ruled that
UPS failed to comply with a 2005 deal it struck with the state to fix the problem without going to
court.” New York “has the highest state cigarette tax at $4.35 a pack on top of a $1.50 local
New York City tax.” Over 50 percent of the “total cigarette market in New York consists of
smuggled cigarettes.”
********The article appears to be based upon a study of the Tax Foundation, “Cigarette Taxes
and Cigarette Smuggling by State, 2014,” (https://taxfoundation.org/cigarette-taxes-andcigarette-smuggling-state-2014/), date 17 January 2017. The list of Key Findings contains such
notable points as “New York has the highest inbound smuggling activity” at 55.4 percent of
cigarettes consumed and “New Hampshire has the highest level of outbound smuggling at 81.1
percent of consumption, likely due to its relatively low tax rates and close proximity to high tax
states in the northeastern United States.” Figure 1 shows a positive correlation between excise
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tax rates and cigarette smuggling as a percentage of consumption. I’m sure the correlation would
have been even tighter had proximity been considered. In any event, the relationship between
excise tax rates and smuggling is not the least bit surprising. Tax differentials provide
opportunities for gain and some will be enticed by them regardless of legality.
(27 March 2017): “Mexican Farmers Fight to Oust Border Brewery”
[SR](https://www.wsj.com/articles/mexican-farmers-fight-to-oust-border-brewery-1490616001)
--------Thousands of farmers in Mexicali, Mexico [about 100 miles ESE of San Diego] “are
rallying to an unusual cause: driving a big U.S. manufacturer out of town, ideally with help from
U.S. President Donald Trump.” At issue is the construction of a $1.4-billion-dollar brewery
being built by Constellation Brans, “the third-largest U.S. beer producer and the brewer of
Corona, the best-selling beer in Mexico. . . . None of the beer to be brewed in Mexicali is
destined for the Mexican market.” Farmers are concerned that “the plant will use too much
water, taxing the aquifer in an area where aging irrigation infrastructure and a naturally low
water table have already forced farmers to pull tens of thousands of acres out of production.” In
recent decades, “Mexico has re-engineered its economy to focus on exports. While hundreds of
thousands of workers have benefited from higher wages, mainly in large cities and in border
assembly plants known as maquiladoras, the agricultural sector has suffered from a lack of
investment and increased competition from larger, more technologically advanced farms in the
U.S.”
********Carlos de la Parra, a professor of environmental- and urban-studies at the College of
the Northern Frontier in Tijuana, provides a prototypically economic comment when he notes
that “Historically, the Mexicali Valley was all about farming, but more and more, if you want to
increase the aggregate value of the use of water, you want to attract more industry.” I.e., water
can be used in agriculture and it can be used in industry. From the perspective expressed, the
water goes to the use that generates the greatest monetary value. As the article points out, the
“local water table is getting lower and lower.” In the 1990s “wells used to be 100 feet deep,” but
now they must go down to 250 feet.” So, the addition of more industry has increased the unitcost of production for agricultural products, a classic example of a negative production
externality (http://www.economicsonline.co.uk/Market_failures/Externalities.html).
********A related article that also deals with Mexican agriculture, this time corn production,
appeared in The Los Angeles Times as “Mexico’s bargaining chips with Trump? How about a
corn boycott” (http://www.latimes.com/world/mexico-americas/la-fg-mexico-corn-boycott20170329-story.html). In 2016 the U.S. exported 13.9 million tons of corn to Mexico, as
compared to 3.1 million tons in 1994, the year NAFTA went into effect. So, yes, U.S. corn
farmers would stand to lose a lot from a boycott of corn by Mexico. It is interesting to me that
NAFTA enabled a decrease in industrial jobs in the U.S. and an increase of industrial jobs in
Mexico, and simultaneously enabled a decrease in agricultural jobs in Mexico and an increase of
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agricultural jobs in the U.S. This is the way it is supposed to work, but in both the U.S. and
Mexico, the people who lost their jobs are not happy about it. No doubt there has been a
diminution of knowledge and skill in relation to both types of activity over the last 23 years.
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(29 March 2017): “Chase Had Ads on 400,000 Sites. Then on Just 5,000. Same Results.”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/29/business/chase-ads-youtube-fake-news-offensivevideos.html)
--------“As of a few weeks ago, advertisements for JPMorgan Chase were appearing on about
400,000 websites a month. . . . Now, as more and more brands find their ads popping up next to
toxic content like fake news sites or offensive YouTube videos, JPMorgan has limited its display
ads to about 5,000 websites it has preapproved, said Kristin Lemkau, the bank’s chief marketing
officer. Surprisingly, the company is seeing little change in the cost of impressions or the
visibility of its ads on the internet, she said. . . . The change illustrates the new skepticism with
which major marketers are approaching online ad platforms and the automated technology
placing their brands on millions of websites.”
********As the article notes, the practice of preapproving sites is known as “whitelisting.”
When one considers the care that businesses and other organizations give to nurturing their
brand, it is hard to believe that JP Morgan Chase is just becoming aware of its importance. The
terms ‘whitelists’ and ‘blacklists’ are both in common use. Blacklisting is the practice of
disapproving sites.
(29 March 2017): “Elephants Get a Reprieve as Price of Ivory Falls”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/29/world/africa/ivory-elephants-china.html)
--------“The price of ivory in China, the world’s biggest market for elephant tusks, has fallen
sharply, which may spell a reprieve from the intense poaching of the past decade. According to
a report released on Wednesday by Save the Elephants, a respected wildlife group in Kenya, the
price of ivory is less than half of what it was just three years ago, showing the demand is
plummeting. Tougher economic times, a sustained advocacy campaign and China’s apparent
commitment to shutting down its domestic ivory trade this year were the drivers of the change,
elephant experts said.”
********You can find the press release from Save The Elephants at:
http://www.savetheelephants.org/about-ste/press-media/?detail=dramatic-changes-in-china-sivory-trade. At that site it is possible to download a pdf of the 88-page report “Decline in the
Legal Ivory Trade in China in Anticipation of a Ban,” by Lucy Vigne and Esmond Martin. STE
is based in Nairobi, Kenya.
(1 April 2017): “Free exchange: Will robots displace humans as motorized vehicles ousted
horses?” (http://www.economist.com/news/business-and-finance/21719761-probably-nothumans-have-lot-learn-equine-experience-will-robots)
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--------“In the early7 20the century the future seemed bright for horse employment. Within 50
years cars and tractors made short work of equine livelihoods. Some futurists see a cautionary
tale for humanity in the fate of the horse: it was economically indispensable until it wasn’t. The
common retort to such concerns is that humans are far more cognitively adaptable than beasts of
burden. Yet as robots grow more nimble, humans look increasingly vulnerable.”
********This appeared as “Remember the mane” in the print edition of The Economist. The
article appears to be based upon “Robots and Jobs: Evidence from US Labor Markets,” by Daron
Acemoglu and Pascual Restrepo. A pdf of this lengthy mathematical paper can be downloaded
at: http://www.nber.org/papers/w23285. The abstract of the article notes: “According to our
estimates, one more robot per thousand workers reduces the employment to population ratio by
about 0.13-0.34 percentage points and wages by 0.25-0.5 percent.”
********If robots have something to say about the demand for human labor, so-called laborsaving devices do, too. This second dimension shows up, albeit in a minor way, in the JSTOR
Weekly post “How America Tried (And Failed) To Solve Its ‘Servant Problem’”
(https://daily.jstor.org/how-america-tried-and-failed-to-solve-its-servant-problem/). “In 1928, a
group called the National Council on Household Employment brought together working
servants, labor activists, efficiency experts, and even future First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt to try
to solve the so-called ‘servant problem.’” When it released its report, the concluded that “not
only was domestic service undesirable because of its low pay and unlimited hours, but that the
terms ‘servant’ and ‘maid’ alienated would-be domestics.” The unwillingness of the employers
of servants to pay more (or enhance the prestige of servant labor), as well as the expansion of
non-servant employments led to the virtual elimination of servants as an employment category.
The article on which this post is based, “Experts and Servants: The National Council on
Household Employment and the Decline of Domestic Service in the Twentieth Century,” is
downloadable as a pdf.
(2 April 2017): “A Real Estate Boom, Powered by Pot”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/01/business/a-real-estate-boom-powered-by-pot.html)
--------“Legalized marijuana has already upset societal norms, created a large legal gray area and
generated a lucrative source of tax revenue. Now it is upending the real estate market, too. In
the more than two dozen states that have moved to legalize pot, factories, warehouses and selfstorage facilities are being repurposed for the cultivation and processing of potent marijuana
plants and products. Suburban strip malls and Beaux-Arts buildings have been reimagined as
storefronts selling pre-rolled joints and edibles. And because the marijuana business comes with
added baggage, landlords and property owners are charging a premium for new tenants working
in the cannabis business.”
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********This article, in fact the paragraph above, shows all the invisible forces at work. The
shifting boundaries of marijuana law at the state level, take center stage; federal law regarding
marijuana, but not its enforcement, has remained unchanged in recent years. This has increased
the demand for warehouse-type buildings suitable for growing marijuana. Of particular interest
is the role of uncertainty in marijuana operations. Increased enforcement of federal law would
diminish the retail and wholesale markets for marijuana, as well as property values. Legalization
of marijuana at the federal level would decrease the risk of participating in the industry and
likely lead to an increase in supply and lower prices at retail and wholesale, reducing property
values. Then there is the interesting question of interstate commerce, mentioned in the article.
Moving marijuana across state lines is currently illegal, effectively creating as many (legal)
markets for marijuana as there are states in which it is legal. But a federal law legalizing
marijuana and its movement across state lines would dramatically change where marijuana is
grown, no doubt leading it to be cultivated where energy costs are low, although some brands
will promote that their product is locally grown. Is there another market where so much seems to
be in play?
********I recently read The Economics of Prohibition (https://www.amazon.com/EconomicsProhibition-Mark-Thornton/dp/1610160479/), by Mark Thornton. I was looking for a book that
took a broad view of prohibitive activities, not just alcoholic prohibition, and the book provided
an entry into the literature. Thornton is a member of the Austrian school of economics
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Thornton) and those ideas are reflected in the book. What
struck me as particularly valuable in the book was its emphasis on the existence of substitutes,
sometimes many substitutes, for any given product. What is true for a Toyota Corolla is also
true for marijuana. That being the case, the recent Guardian article “Big Pharma’s antimarijuana stance aims to squash the competition, activists say” is very interesting. The gist of
the article is that marijuana is viewed by pharmaceutical companies as a substitute for some of
their products. It is no surprise, then, that Insys (http://www.insysrx.com/) is reported as having
contributed $500,000 to (successfully) defeat a recent marijuana legalization effort in Arizona
and not long afterward obtained FDA approval for its own “lab-made liquid form of
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC).” The product, Syndros (http://syndros.com/), is “approved for use
in treating anorexia associated with weight loss in patients with AIDS, and nausea and vomiting
associated with cancer chemotherapy in patients who have failed to respond adequately to
conventional antiemetic treatments.”
********While we are on the subject of marijuana, here is a related piece on hemp and the N.C.
Industrial Hemp Commission, the latter of which was create by the General Assembly in 2015.
The Commission is considering joining a suit against the DEA and its ruling that “products made
with CBD or cannabidiol hemp, which are in the same cannabis family as marijuana, are illegal
and cannot be transported across state lines.” From what I gathered from the article, it is
currently legal “to import [hemp] seed from Europe or Canada” but it is illegal to purchase hemp
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seed from another state. It is easy to understand the frustrations of would-be and actual hemp
producers of having to operate in such a legal environment. The article includes an informative
two-minute video with David Schmitt of Industrial Hemp Manufacturing that discusses how
hemp is processed and its economic benefits for farmers.
(5 April 2017): “Minority Neighborhoods Pay Higher Car Insurance Premiums Than White
Areas With the Same Risk” (https://www.propublica.org/article/minority-neighborhoods-highercar-insurance-premiums-white-areas-same-risk)
********An interesting piece of investigative journalism by ProPublica. The introductory
material for the article notes: “Our analysis of premiums and payouts in California, Illinois,
Texas and Missouri shows that some major insurers charge minority neighborhoods as much as
30 percent more than other areas with similar accident costs.” The article is lengthy but you can
get a clear picture of instances of disparate premiums from two graphical figures showing
GEICO premiums in Illinois and Missouri. A very attractive feature of the article is that it
provides detailed information about how it did its study
(https://www.propublica.org/article/minority-neighborhoods-higher-car-insurance-premiumsmethodology). Consequently, it should be (relatively) easy to use their work to study other
states.
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Sabbatical
According to Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sabbatical),
Sabbatical or a sabbatical . . . is a rest from work, or a break, often lasting from two
months to a year. The concept of sabbatical has a source in shmita, described in several
places in the Bible. For example, in Leviticus 25, there is a commandment to desist from
working the fields during the seventh year. Strictly speaking, this means a sabbatical
would last one year.
With this definition, I am announcing that, after six years—312 weeks—I am taking a sabbatical
in the strict sense, i.e., one year. That means that issue 313 of The Invisible Forces Weekly will
appear on Wednesday, April 18th, 2018. I hope you will be open to receiving my “briefs” and
comments at that time, whatever form they might take.
Let me say that I don’t intend to write the great American novel during the next year, although I
will probably read a few, and I don’t intend to climb Mount Everest, although I do hope to climb
a few mountains in western North Carolina. Without going into detail, I look at the next year as
a time to “freshen up,” in effect, spring cleaning for the rest of my life.
While I am “freshening up” you might want to check out a few of the many “substitutes” for TIF
Weekly. I suggest two sources to investigate: the listings of Blogs and Journalists presented at
Economic Principals (http://www.economicprincipals.com/) and the Blogs, Commentaries, and
Podcasts listed by Resources for Economists
(https://www.aeaweb.org/rfe/showCat.php?cat_id=96). I am confident that you will find
something that will address your interests. With that said, thank you for your interest in TIF
Weekly.
(6 April 2017): “Cannabis Two-Step: Raise Cash in Canada, Spend It in U.S.”
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-04-06/pot-companies-flock-to-canada-as-u-slaws-stymie-share-listings)
--------“When Hadley Ford created a company for investing in the fast-growing business of legal
marijuana, the former Goldman Sachs Group Inc. investment banker left New York and headed
north of the border. While more than half of U.S. states allow marijuana for medical or
recreational use, the drug is still outlawed by the federal government, starving pot entrepreneurs
of institutional capital. . . . So Ford created a public company that raises money in Canada, where
medical marijuana is allowed. . . . The move gave Ford entrée into a vibrant public market for
cannabis and a way to fund investments in the U.S. . . . Ford, 57, is among a growing list of
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entrepreneurs who are capitalizing on the difference between the two nations when it comes to
marijuana.”
********Different legal treatments for the same product almost always create an opportunity for
gain. People like Hadley Ford, who identify these differences and are able to conceive of a
business model that will realize those gains, have the potential to reap large financial gains. In
essence, differences in social and historical forces (the invisible handshake) give rise to
differences in legal and political forces (the invisible foot), which give rise to differences in
economic forces (the invisible hand). I think we need more educational opportunities for
students to range broadly over the disciplines of sociology, political science and law, and
economics. Those students would benefit, too, from the knowledge being constructed by
researchers on complexity. Melanie Mitchells’ book Complexity: A Guided Tour
(https://www.amazon.com/Complexity-Guided-Tour-Melanie-Mitchell/dp/0199798109/)
provides an introduction to the subject.
(10 April 2017): “Fewer Tomatoes in Ketchup? East Europeans Pursue Parity at the Grocery”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/09/world/europe/fewer-tomatoes-in-ketchup-east-europeanspursue-parity-at-the-grocery.html)
--------“The countries of Eastern and Central Europe have long bridled at being treated like the
poor cousins of the European Union family. It does not help that even after more than a dozen
years in the bloc, wages remain lower, corruption persists and public services, like schools and
hospitals, are far scruffier. But now that sense of resentment—of being treated as second-class
citizens by more prosperous neighbors—is reaching even into the regions refrigerators and
cupboards. With rising passion, prominent politicians and local news media have taken up the
issue of whether Eastern Europeans are being sold inferior products.”
********The article clearly indicates that there is evidence to suggest that Eastern and Central
European countries are being sold products that are different from, indeed inferior to, those sold
in adjacent countries like Austria and Germany. It seems like the time is right for a more
comprehensive comparative study of products in the EU countries. The article indicates that
product differentiation, for whatever reason, is being seized upon by politicians in Eastern and
Central European countries.
(10 April 2017): “The Birth of Planned Obsolescence” (https://daily.jstor.org/the-birth-ofplanned-obsolescence/)
********In this post, Livia Gershon outlines “the story of how we became a nation that buys
stuff and then throws it away at an astonishing pace.” She does this by summarizing Nigel
Whiteley’s 1987 article “Toward a Throw-Away Culture. Consumerism, ‘Style Obsolescence’
and Cultural Theory in the 1950s and 1960s.” Important to this development was the 1932 book
Consumer Engineering: A New Technique for Prosperity, by Roy Sheldon and Egmont Arens, in
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which the expression “creative waste” was introduced. 1932 was not an auspicious time to
introduce a book espousing creative waste, to say the least. But “for a rising middle class in the
1950s, possessions—particularly cars—became a way to advertise a family’s social position.”
All this is, of course, an echo of Thorstein Veblen’s “conspicuous consumption” as developed in
his classic 1899 book The Theory of the Leisure Class
(https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0199552584/).
(11 April 2017): “Book Pins Corporate Greed on a Lust Bred at Harvard”
(https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/10/business/dealbook/11-andrew-sorkin-harvard-businessschool.html)
--------“If you were to look for one ingredient that binds together the nation’s chief executives,
top managers and boards of directors, you’d find a remarkably consistent commonality, now and
in generations past: A disproportionate number of them are graduates of Harvard Business
School. . . . It is hard to overstate the school’s influence on corporate America. That’s why a
new, exhaustive history of the school is causing a stir before it is even out. The book, “The
Golden Passport,” by the veteran business journalist Duff McDonald, is a richly reported
indictment of the school as a leading reason that corporate America is disdained by much of the
country.” McDonald points to the arrival of financial economist Michael C. Jensen in 1985 as
contributing to an “ideologically driven hijacking of the study of finance [that] served as a
cynical repudiation of everything that come before him at the school.”
********You can learn more about McDonald’s book at:
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/10/business/dealbook/11-andrew-sorkin-harvard-businessschool.html. At 672 pages, this is a lengthy indictment of H.B.S. As the reviewer, Andrew Ross
Sorkin, notes, “in example after example, Mr. McDonald sets out his thesis that money and
influence have distorted both the school’s curriculum and the worldview espoused by its
professors, who themselves are on the payroll of corporate America as part-time advisers and
consultants.” This seems like a book that will repay careful reading when it is released later this
month. I encountered the George Bernard Shaw story related in the review when I took my first
undergraduate course in microeconomics.
********The relationship between the university and business, as developed by McDonald, has
long been a matter of discussion. I see some of this in President Eisenhower’s Farewell Address,
which is amply discussed in the book Unwarranted Influence: Dwight D. Eisenhower and the
Military-Industrial Complex (https://www.amazon.com/Unwarranted-Influence-EisenhowerMilitary-Industrial-Complex/dp/0300177623/). But a much fuller development is provided in
the post “Scientists Have Always Been Political” (https://daily.jstor.org/scientists-have-alwaysbeen-political/) and its foundation article (2009) “The Professional and the Scientist in
Nineteenth-Century America.”
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(12 April 2017): “In the Tennessee Delta, a poor community loses its hospital—and sense of
security” (http://wapo.st/2nAF1Z8)
--------Haywood Park Community Hospital of Brownsville, Tennessee closed its doors three
years ago this summer. Its closing is one story in “an epidemic of dying hospitals across rural
America. Nearly 80 have closed since 2010, including nine in Tennessee, more than in any state
but Texas. Many more are considered fragile—downstream victims of federal health policies,
shifts in medical practice and the limited tolerance of distant corporate owners for empty beds
and financial losses. In every rural community, the ripple effects of a lost hospital are profound,
reverberating beyond the inability of would-be patients to get immediate care. Many of the best
jobs in town vanish. Local leaders trying to recruit new industry face an extra hurdle.” People
needing emergency health care do not vanish, however, leading Brownsville mayor Bill Rawls to
say, “The emergency room now is the back of an ambulance.”
********A brief summary of state-by-state rural hospital closings can be found a t:
http://www.beckershospitalreview.com/finance/a-state-by-state-breakdown-of-80-rural-hospitalclosures.html. The summary, in turn, seems to be based upon the work of the North Carolina
Rural Health Research Program (http://www.shepscenter.unc.edu/programs-projects/ruralhealth/rural-hospital-closures/). The latter resource is especially interesting and flexible as it
provides the ability to sort on various criteria and provides a map of closed-hospital locations.
There are some discrepancies regarding numbers, e.g., the article indicates that 9 Tennessee
hospitals have closed but I only see 8 in the sources but probably not a matter of concern. This is
another indicator of how the changing conditions of life in rural areas.

